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PREFACE.

The political fabric reared by Wolsey with so much labour, Death of Lewis

skill, and perseverance, fell to the ground at the death of

Lewis XII. By the marriage of the princess Mary with

Lewis the policy of the treaty of Catnbray dad been turned

back upon its authors. One chief object of that policy

had been, as explained already,1 to shut out England from

all interference in continental politics ; to render France,

in effect, the dictator of Europe ; and, what in those days

was scarcely less important for this purpose, to leave the

Pope entirely dependent on the will of the Christian king.

But by this marriage alliance Wolsey had contrived, under

the semblance of an equal partition of authority, to make

England in reality predominant. Such it was felt to be by

Lewis himself, and more so by his successor. The feeble

health of the king, prematurely aged,2 and shorn of his due

influence by this new affinity, was no match for the ambition

of Henry or the genius and vigor of Wolsey, now in the

prime of his life.3 Ferdinand, advanced in years, and not less

1 Vol. I. pref.

2 In that ago life wasted and

waned apace. Men were old and

worn out at 60. Lewis XII. did

not live to complete his 54th year,

and was a wreck, not merely by the

report of his enemies, but by his own

admissions to Suffolk and others.

Francis I. died at 53 ; Maximilian

at 60 ; Charles V. at 59. Wolsey,

who passed for " an old man broken

with the storms of state," even be

fore his fall, died at 55. More

remarkable still, Henry VII., whose

portraits show indications of ex

treme age in the wasted face and

neck, the long bony fingers and

feebleness of their grasp, died at

the early age of 52, completely

worn out in mind and body. The

fearful excitement through which

they had passed told heavily

upon them ;—like men who had

struggled and buffeted for life in a

stormy sea, and saved it only to drag

out a few weary years on dry land.

3 He was only 40 or 41.
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a martyr to sickness, was contented to let things take their

own course, provided he was not molested in his own

dominions, and his new conquest of Navarre was not called

in question. Maximilian, penniless, fertile in devices for

raising money too transparent to deceive, and never a

penny the richer, even when his plots were successful, was a

greater terror to his friends than to his enemies. No prince

had grander schemes, or less ability and perseverance.

Ready to pawn the Holy Roman Empire to the highest

bidder, it was fortunate for the tranquillity of Europe

that none of the Frescobaldi or Fuggers of that age would

advance the money on any security Maximilian could

offer. Nominally the governor of his grandson Charles, he

possessed no real influence. Grandson and ministers were

alike deaf to his entreaties for money, and jealous of the

interference of Margaret of Savoy, who furthered his

schemes with the adroitness of a female politician and the

fidelity of a daughter.

So the triumph of Wolsey was complete. For his tri

umph it was, and none ventured to dispute his claim. It was

his first great effort at diplomacy ; and his influence dated

from that effort. With what prudence and ingenuity he had

mastered the difficulties that stood in his way cannot be told.

He had to overcome the reluctance of Mary herself, even

at that time attached to Suffolk, and break off her engage

ment with Charles. This was but a small part of his task.

It was not to be expected that Francis would submit without

a struggle to a match which imperilled his succession. The

difficulties were greater at home. Any union with France

was unpopular ; it was not acceptable even to those

councillors who shared the King's confidence. The old

nobility, represented by Norfolk,1 opposed it ; and the more

1 " Would God my Lord of York

("Wolsey) had come with me in the

room of my Lord of Norfolk, for

then I am sure I should have

been left much more at ray heart's

" ease than I am now."—Mary to

Henry VIII. vol. i. 5488. And in

No. 5512 Suffolk tells Wolsey that

he will perceive the hostile inten

tions of the Duke of Norfolk and his
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so as Wolsey's success sealed his supremacy and their

downfall.

The debates upon this marriage and the alliance with

France had given rise to a mortal struggle in the Privy

Council between the old party and the new, of which only

feeble indications have reached us. Would the king }ield

to this new influence and new nobility, of whom Suffolk

was the chief, or Would he continue his old advisers ?

The struggle had ended in a triumph for Wolsey, to be

dissipated by the death of Lewis XII. The powers of

confusion were again abroad. A powerful minority

irritated by defeat had resolved once more to strike for

supremacy. Matters abroad wore a gloomier aspect;—a

young sovereign on the throne of France, full of ardent

hopes and ambition, the darling of all the daring and restless

spirits of the age, despised the Anglican alliance ;—Charles

and his ministers were sulky and offended,—Ferdinand

old and distrustful,—Maximilian ready to sell himself, his

lance-knechts, and the Swiss, to work for pay, plunder, or

conquest ;—war glomed in all directions and in all forms.

Who was to ride the storm, and manage the elements ?—

that was the question, which every man asked, and each one

answered in his own way.

This struggle, productive of so many momentous con se- Suffolk sent to

quences, drew Suffolk and Wolsey closely together. The the^Vkfng.

first thing to be done was to send an embassy, and congratu

late Francis I. on his accession. At the head of it was the

Duke of Suffolk, who had only returned from France six

weeks before. The deputation arrived at Senlis on Saturday

the 2/th January.1 Francis was then at Rheims for his

** sacring," and desired the ambassadors to meet him at

Noyon on Thursday, Candlemas eve. No reception could

son, to whom it was owing that

Mary's servants were discharged on

their arrival in Paris because they

were of Wolsey's choosing, not

theirs. It is worth observing that

at the tournament held at the French

court in honor of Mary's marriage,

no mention occurs of any of the

Howards.

1 No. 105.

a 2
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Public

audience.

Is Bent for pri

vately to the

king's bed

chamber.

be more gracious or condescending. He gave them hearty

welcome ; asked lovingly after the health of the king and

the queen, expressed his pleasure at this renewal of the

good understanding between the two countries, and ap

pointed a formal audience for Friday, February 2d. That

day West, afterwards bishop of Ely, made a Latin harangue,

a wearisome and indispensable part in such ceremonials.

He enlarged on the virtues and qualities of a good ruler,

and concluded by expressing a hope that the future conduct

of Francis would be conformable to the promises he had made

when duke of Angouleme. To his livelier audience the

speech had too much the air of a homily ; but they were civil

enough to say that the matter was good, and the Latin ele

gant. Francis thanked the deputation for their compliments,

and alluded to the death of his predecessor. They had good

reason, he said, to be sorry, " forasmuch as the late king

" had married the princess Mary, of which marriage," he

said, " he was a great cause, trusting that it should have

" long endured." In their reply the ambassadors thanked

the king in their master's name for the singular comfort he

had given Mar}' in this season of her aiHiction, calling to his

mind " how lovingly he had written to Henry, by his last

" letters, that he would neither do her wrong, nor suffer

" her to take wrong of any other person, but be to her

" as a loving son should be to his mother." Francis

answered, " he could do no less for his honor, seeing that

" she was Henry's sister, a noble princess married to his

" predecessor ;" and he expressed a hope that she would

write to England, and report '' how lovingly he had behaved

" to her." Thus ended the public audience.

The same day, sending for the duke into his bedchamber,

Francis thus addressed him : " My Lord of Suffolk, so it is

" that there is a bruit in this my realm that you are come

" to marry with the queen, your master's sister." Utterly

taken aback by this announcement, it was in vain that the

discomfited Suffolk stammered out a denial, and protested he

had no such intentions. In the utmost confusion, he entreated
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the king not to impute to him so great a folly as to come

into a strange realm and marry a queen there without the con

sent of the sovereign. " I ensure your grace," he added, " I

" have no such purpose, nor it was ever intended on the

" king my master's behalf, nor on mine." Francis replied, ^"ge^£.£

that if Suffolk would not be plain with him he must be plain rying Mary.

with the duke ; and then proceeded to inform him that Mary

herself had broken the matter to him, and he for his part

had promised " on his faith and truth, and by the troth of a

" king," that he would do his best to help her. He then

detailed certain secrets which had passed between Mary and

Suffolk,1 calling up the deepest crimson into Suffolk's face.

«* And when," continues Suffolk, describing the interview ^*"' t0

to Wolsey, " he had done thys, I cold do non lyes but to

" thanke hes grace for the greth godnes that his grace in

" tynded to schaw unto the quyene and me ; how by et

" I schowd hes grace that I was lyke to by ondon (to be

" undone) if the matter schold coume to the knollag of the

" kyng me masster." Francis reassured him ; told him

to be under no apprehension, for as soon as ever he reached

Paris he would see the queen, and then both should write

letters with their own hand to Henry " in the best manner

that could be devised." Suffolk concluded by expressing his

satisfaction at what had passed : " My Lord," he says,

repeating the conversation to Wolsey, " after mine opinion,

" I find myself much bounden to God, considering that

" he that I feared most is contented to be the doer of

•' this act himself, and to instance the king my master in

«■ the same for me, wherehy his grace shall be marvellously

1 " The which I knew no man

" alive could tell them but she ;

" and when he told them I was

" abashed, and he saw it, and said:

" ' Be not disturbed, for you shall

" say that you have found a kind

" friend and a loving ; and because

— you shall not think no wrong

" of her, I give you in your hand

" my faith and troth, by the word

" of a king, that I shall never fail

" her or you, but to help and

" advance this matter betwixt her

" and you with as good a will as I

" would for mine own self."
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answer.

" discharged as well against his council as all the other

" noblemen in his realm"

Woisey's Wolsey's reply to this letter is of so much importance to
answer. * * * r

the clear understanding of this strangest of all negotiations

that I venture to insert it entire. The draft only remains at

the Record Office. The words in italics were inserted by

Wolsey himself.

" My Lord,

" In my most hearty manner I recommend me unto your

good Lordship, and have received your letter written with your own

hands, dated at Paris ' the 3rd day of this month, and as joyous I

am, as any creature living, to hear as well of your honorable enter

tainment with the French king, and of his loving mind towards you

for your marriage with the French queen, our master's sister, as also

of his kind offer made unto you, that both he and the said French

queen shall effectually write unto the king's grace for the obtaining

of his good will and favor unto the same. The contents of which

your letter I have at good leisure declared unto the king's high

ness, and his grace marvellously rejoiced to hear of your good speed

in the same, and how substantially and discretely ye ordered and

handled yourself in your words and your communication with the

said French king, when he first secretly brake with you of the said

marriage. And therefore, my Lord, the king and I think it good

that ye procure and solicit the speedy sending unto his grace of the

letters from the said French king touching this matter, assuring you

that the King continueth firmly in his good mind and purpose towards

you, for the accomplishment of the said marriage, albeit that there be

daily on every side practices wade to the let of the same, which I have

withstanded hitherto, and doubt not so to do till ye shall have achieved

your intended purpose ; and ye shall say, by that time that ye know all,

that ye have had of me a fastfriend.

" The king's grace sends unto you at this time not only his

especial letters of thanks unto the French king for the loving and

kind entertainment of you and the other ambassadors with you, and for

his favorable audience given unto you and them, but also other letters

of thanks to the queen his wife, and to other personages specified in

your letter jointly sent with the other ambassadors to the king's

grace. And his Highness is of no less mind and affection than the

French king is for the continuance of good peace and amity betwixt

them. And his grace will favourably hear such ambassadors as the

said French king shall send hither to commune and treat upon the

same ; and upon the overture of their charges ye shall be with all

diligence made privy thereunto. The Lady of Suffolk is departed

out of this present life; and over this, my Lord, the king's grace

hath granted unto you all such lands as be come into his hands by

the decease of the said Lady of Suffolk ; and also by my pursuit hath

An error for Sonlis.
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given unto you the lordship of Claxton, which his highness had of

my Lord Admiral for 1,000 marks, which he did owe to his grace.

" And finally, my Lord, whereas ye desired at your departing to

have an harness made for you, the king's grace hath willed me

to write unto you, that he saith that it is impossible to make a per

fect headpiece for you, unless that the manner of the making of your

sight were assuredly known. And because I am no cunning clerk

to describe the plainness of such a thing, inasmuch as ye shall per

ceive by this my writing what the matter meaneth, ye may make answer

to the king's [grace] upon the same, like as ye shall think good.

" And whereas ye write that the French king is of no less good will

towards me than his predecessor was, Ipray you to thank his grace for

the same, and to offer him my poor service, which, next my master, shall

have mine heart for the good will and mind which he beareth to you ;

beseeching you to have my affairs recommended, and that I may have

some end in the same, one way or other. And thus for lack of more

leisure I bid you most heartilyfarewell, beseeching you to have me re

commended to the queen's grace.

" From my house besides Westminster."

Suffolk and his fellows went on to Paris, and arrived Suffolk arrives

jit l*3,ris

there on February 4. The king stayed behind at Com-

piegne to give audience to the ambassadors sent by

Charles, prince of Castile, for a marriage between himself

and Madame Renee, the youngest daughter of Lewis XII.,

then four years old. Ferdinand, the old king of Spain, with

unwise rivalry had demanded her hand, at the same time,

for the Infant Ferdinand, thus early fomenting a misunder

standing between the two brothers. On the 13th, Francis The King's

made his entry into Paris. " M. de Nassau and M. de e°

St. Py," says Gattinara, who was present on the occasion,

writing to Margaret of Savoy,—

" were on a scaffold, with the queen and the ladies to view the

sight ; and on the same scaffold were the duke of Suffolk and the

deputy of Calais (Wingfield), who have left off their mourning ;

and we others were in a house, and looked out of the windows at

the pageant. Very near us, in another house, was the queen

widow (Mary), and certe's, Madame, the entry was fine and sump

tuous. First came the archers of the town, a goodly number, all

with their habits of goldsmith's work of one pattern; then the

eschevins and governors of the town, all attired in black velvet,

with a great train of people ; after them, the crafts, dressed in silks,

and all on horseback ; then the foot soldiers of the town in great

number, dressed en Suisse ; then the provost on horseback and the

town councillors, in scarlet ; and next his archers, bedizened with

goldsmith's work ; after them " la Justice du Chastellet," with a

dozen counsellors in scarlet and fur hoods (chaperons) ; then the

general of the finances, followed by the accountants, in cloth of silk
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and splendid furs; then 80 members of the court of parliament, in

scarlet, with their hoods on their shoulders, and the four presidents,

with their mantles and hoods, and caps on their heads, clothed

in the same manner as 1 am, when we pronounce our arrets. After a

short interval followed 200 pensionaries, all armed and trapped,

accoutred and covered, both horse and man, with cloth of gold of

various fashions and devices;-—a sight very gorgeous to behold.

Next followed the Swiss Guard ; then the old knights of the

Order, armed, trapped, and accoutred with cloth of gold ; amongst

whom I recognized M. de Picnnes, M. de liussy d'Ainboise the

elder, M. de Champdenyer, and M. des Chanes. Then came the

ushers of the Chancery in great number, and the masters of re

quests, attired in black velvet furred with letices ; then a horse by

itself, which carried the little casket of the seal, set upon a cushion on

the saddle, which was of blue velvet sprinkled with fleurs de lis of

gold ; then came the Chancellor, wearing over his crimson robe a

scarlet cloak, cut on both sides in a different manner from those of the

others, and a different cap on his head. Afterwards came the pages

and the equerry of the king, all dressed in white, partly in velvet

and partly in silver cloth ; and the horses, all Spanish, were also

accoutred in white; then the trumpeters, the heralds, and the

kings of arms, in white silk robes, bearing their coats of arms ; next

the king, armed, upon his barbed horse, wholly accoutred in white

and in cloth of silver. The king did not keep under the canopy (pale),

but displayed his horsemanship by continually curvetting and prancing.

And there were good horses and riders who did marvels to attract

the notice of the ladies. After the king, and behind the canopy,

came the princes of the blood, so richly accoutred, mounted, and

barbed, that I know not how to describe them. Then came the

200 gentlemen of the king's household ; all armed and barbed in

divers colours, some more richly than others, and they marched in

troops and in battalions, with their lances on their thighs, and

morions on their heads. Finally came the 400 archers of the <ruard,

all armed and bearing lances.

" After the king's servants had passed, \vc waited to see the queen

pass as she returned to the palace. First came 20 horses of the duke

of Suffolk's servants, all attired in grey damask, with many of M. de

Nassau's gentlemen ; next those of Ids household and of his litter,

with M. de Nassau and M. de Sainct Py in front. The queen's litter

followed, with the queen and Madame d' A ngouleme. In another litter

were Madame Renee and the daughter of the duke of Longrueville

lately deceased, and another young lady. A third litter contained the

old Madame de Bourbon and the young Madame d'Alencon, sister to

the king. Five other litters followed. After these came the

acquinees to the number of 24; the first 14 ladies being dressed

in cloth of gold, the others in various fashions. The duke of

Suffolk spoke as he walked with the first of the said ladies, who

some say was the duchess of Longueville. Next followed three

chariots filled with ladies.

." This evening a banquet was held in the palace, in which

M.M. de Nassau and Sainct Py supped with the King. The

ambassador of the Pope sate next the king on his right hand,

then the duke of Suffolk, M. de Nassau, the deputy of Calais,
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and M. de Sainct Py, the Venetian ambassador, and no more.

On the left hand were seated :—M. d'Alencon, M. de Bourbon, his

brother who was made duke, M. de Lorraine, M. de Vendome, who

has also lately been made duke, and others, whom I have forgotten,

as I was not there. The banquet is said to have been sumptuous.

" This morning M. de Nassau was told that an answer would be

given us today, which has not been the case. The king has

caused the English embassy to go to him ; and the grand master,

M. de Boissy, M. de Bussy d'Amboise the elder, and three or

four great personages, have gone to accompany and conduct them,

which it is not the custom to do until after the first audience.

This appears to be done in order to make us advance ; but as we

do not kuow the wishes of our master, the king and his council

will perhaps think we have come only to entertain them.

" Paris, 16 Feb. 1515.

" I forgot to say that at the entry there were a great number of

ecclesiastics, and more than 300 Cordeliers, without mentioning the

other Orders ; for after the king had caught sight of them, they

were made pass through other streets where the men-at-arms did

not come."

There were -anxious hearts at the gay ceremony. On the Suffolk's con-

, . rersation vita

Tuesday previous Suffolk had paid his first visit to Mary. Mary;—the

m i ■ • • • p i t-< i -XT' t i ■>• importunities

To his inquiries ot the brench Kings behaviour, she replied, of Francis.

in general terms, as if evading the question, that " he had

" been in hand with her about many matters," but on hearing

of Suffolk's arrival had promised to desist, praying her not

to disclose what he had said to her, either to the king or

Suffolk; " for because your grace (Henry) should not take

" none unkindness therein." Suffolk would fain have per

suaded himself that Francis had observed his promise : " I

think," says the duke, writing to Henry,1 " he n'old do any-

" thing that should discontent your grace ; or else I will say

" that he is the most untrue man that lives." The same day

the duke wrote to Wolsey,2 to say he had been in hand with

Mary to ascertain the nature of the communications be

tween her and Francis, of which he had written in his

last ; and she had confessed that Francis had used impor

tunities that made her " so weary and so afeard" he would

try to ruin Suffolk, that she had thought it best to be

candid, and had said to him : " Sir, I beseech you that you

' Feb. 8. No. 133. | s No. 134.
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Suitors for her

hand.

" will let me alone, and speak no more to me of these matters ;

" and if you will promise me by your faith and truth, and as

" you are a true prince, that you will keep it counsel and

" help me, I will tell you all my whole mind." On his pro

mise of secresy, Mary avowed her engagement to Suffolk,

begging the king to have pity and mitigate her brother's

displeasure.

Once already she had been sacrificed to political con

siderations, and might reasonably apprehend that the pro

mises made her by Henry would not be permitted to take

effect, if an eligible match were demanded by the nation,

or dictated by national expediency. Henry was aware of

her affection for Suffolk before her late portentous union

with Lewis. He had promised her, when she parted with

him " at the water side," * that if, to oblige him, she

would marry Lewis this time, she should be permitted on

the next occasion to do " as she list."2 But besides her

brother's good will, the consent of others had to be gained,

" hinderers," as she calls them, and enemies to the man

she loved, who would not scruple to retard his advance

ment. Her marriage was the topic of conversation in

every court of Europe ; political agents and ambassadors

canvassed the chances of this or that suitor for the Fair

Queen,—La Royne Blanche,—as she was commonly called,

whose hand was eagerly sought for its own sake, and not

less for the prospective advantages it held out in the uncer

tainty of Henry's issue. What was the nature of the offers

made her by Francis, whose queen 8 had been already con

signed to the tomb by the seers and prognosticators of the

time, I do not care to inquire. More than once she had been

1 No. 227.

2 No. 228.

3 Claude, like her mother, was

very short and very corpulent.

" She is with child :—many fear for

" her delivery ;" " et imesmes pour

" ce que leroy (Francis)est puissant,

" et qu'il y ha signe et apparence

" que l'enfant qu'elle porte sera

" gros et puissant."—Gattinara to

Margaret, 14 Feb. Le Glay, Nego

tiations, ii. 53. See also this Calen

dar, No. 647.
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pestered by his solicitations within the first week of her

widowhood,1 sometimes in his own behalf, sometimes in

behalf of others, and among the rest for the duke of Savoy.2

" If Mary continue at this court," writes Gattinara to Mar

garet of Savoy, " they speak of her marriage with your

" brother-in-law,3 whom the king, as I am told, has invited

" to court, and offered to furnish with money." The duke

of Lorraine, as the Emperor told Maraton, was anxious

to have her, and his suit was favored by the king of

France.4 To this list must be added the duke of Bavaria

and the prince of Portugal. Maximilian, who had foresworn Maximilian's

matrimony, and resigned himself to the hopes of canoniza- de81gns or er'

tion, entertained designs upon the hand of this modern

Penelope. In the depth of his embarrassments, and the

difficulty of finding some decent pretext to raise money, a

negotiation for a marital alliance with England, whether

successful or not, held out the prospect of wealth in earnest,

or at least a liberal loan from the purse of so rich a brother-in-

law. Not long since he had written to his daughter Mar

garet declaring that he would never marry again for

" beauty or money," were he to die for it.5 But beauty

he could resist ; not so the charms of money. " Madam,"

says Lewis Maraton, writing to Margaret on the 9th Fe

bruary, " I have received your letter this morning, dated

" Brussels, the 1st February, with the portrait of a certain

** person whom you know ; and after dinner, when the

" Emperor was in his chamber, I showed it him. He kept

" his eyes fixed upon the portrait for a full half hour or

" more ; and after thus attentively gazing he summoned

1 Nos. 134, 139.

2 Charles IIL, duke of Savoy.

Negotiations ii., Feb. 4.

3 Negotiations, ii. 73 n.

4 "Sir, I know well that the

" King that is now will send to your

" grace for his uncle, the duke of

" Savoy, for to marry me, but I

" trust your grace will not do it."

Mary to Henry, 228. We are now

enabled to fill up some of the blanks

occasioned by the mutilation of the

Cottonian MSS. from Masters' Ex

tracts, in Jesus College, Oxford.

5 Corresp. de Max., ii. 379.
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" a secretary who had seen the said personage, and asked

" him if it was very like. The secretary told him, ' there

" • could not be a better likeness.' The Emperor has

" commissioned me to ask you, without letting it be known

" that he had taken any interest in the matter, to write

" to the king of England to get the lady into his own

" hands, urging his majesty of England that if she be

" married in France, and were to die without heirs, his

" kingdom would be exposed to great hazards."1 The

Emperor'6 application arrived too late, and was strangled in

the birth, like most of his projects.

Mary's conduct But whilst sovereigns were looking wistfully at the great

e ma er. prjze^ an(j politicians at home and abroad were speculating

on the chances, or projecting matches for Mary, she had

taken the matter into her own hands. She possessed, like

the rest of the Tudors, though with less opportunities of

displaying it, a spice of that wilfulness, which more than

once, in cases of emergency, served her family in lieu of

nobler qualities, and, if not magnanimity itself, might easily

be mistaken for it. The attentions of Francis had been

intolerable, ungenerous and unmanly, especially in her

forlorn and youthful state. She had waived the subject,

when pressed by Suffolk, with natural modesty and reluc

tance. But to Henry himself she spoke out more plainly.2

She. told him she had been compelled to disclose to Francis

her affection for Suffolk, in order to be relieved of the

annoyances of his suit, which was not to her honor ; and, in

conclusion, she urged her brother for leave to return, that

she might not be exposed to a repetition of them. Henry's

answer was not such as she might have expected. There

was a party in the council who opposed her union with the

duke for obvious reasons. She wrote to her brother a

second time, reminding him of his promise : a

Her letter to ' ' " Sir,—Your grace knoweth well that I did marry for your plea-

Henry, sure this time ; and now I trust that you will suffer me to do what

1 Le Glay, Negotiations, &c,

ii. 73.

2 No. 163.

3 No. 228.
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delay.

me list to do. For, Sir, I know well rs > that they

doth (do) ; and I insure your grace that my mind (affection) is not

there where they would have me ; and I trust your grace will not

do so to me, that have always been so glad to fulfil your mind as

I have been ; whereto I beseech your grace will have granted

For if you will have me married in any place, saving

whereas my mind is, I will be there whereas your grace nor none

other shall have any joy of me ; for I promise your grace you shall

hear tliat I will be in some religious house, the which I think

your grace would be very sorry of, and your realm also. Sir, I

know well that the king that is now will send to your grace for his

uncle the duke of Savoy for to marry me ; but I trust your grace

will not do it."

She then tells him that he knows " where she pur-

" poseth to marry, if ever she marry again;" meaning

Suffolk, who, as she adds, had many hinderers about his

grace.

Meanwhile Suffolk's opponents in the council had not Opposition and

been inactive. They had employed a friar, named Langley,

to poison her ear against the duke.2 The friar told her

that Suffolk and Wolsey had dealings with the devil, and

" by the puissance of the said devil " kept Henry subject to

their wills. He assured her that Suffolk, by his diabolical

arts, had caused the disease "in Compton's leg;"3 for he knew

" the premises well, and could not doubt it was the duke's

" doing." So Wolsey was left to fight her battles single-

handed. The disputes at the council table were long and

obstinate. If Suffolk triumphed, and a good understanding

were, by his means, promoted between the two sovereigns,

Wolsey and he would monopolize their master's favour, as the

duke hinted. If he failed, he must not only forfeit the hand of

Mary, but, to all appearance, he and Wolsey would be irre

trievably ruined. That Henry should tolerate such scandals,

ringing so loudly throughout the courts of Europe,—that he

1 The passage is mutilated in the

original MS., hut she evidently

refers to Suffolk's opponents in the

council, who were urging Henry to

marry her elsewhere. Some pas

sages, now lost, have been supplied

from Masters' Extracts.

2 No. 138.

3 No doubt Sir Wm. Compton,—

who afterwards died of the "sweat

ing" sickness,—in great favor with

Henry VHL
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Henry demands

her jewel*.

should apparently care so little lor Mary's comfort and repu

tation as to expose her week after week to the importunities

of Francis,—still more, that he should continue with Francis

on the most friendly terms, as if nothing had happened,—

are difficulties not easily solved. Was it confidence in his

sister's honour, though she was but a widow of eighteen ?

Did he disbelieve her fears, and think that her assertions

were unfounded ?

Two other projects were bound up with Suffolk's commis

sion: one was, to obtain possession of the jewels presented to

Mary by her late husband ; the other, to make profit out of

the wish of Francis to recover Tournay.1 It will be remem

bered that at her marriage with Lewis " a great diamond

" and a tablet with a great round pearl "- formed part of the

bridal offerings. The Earl of Worcester wrote in glowing

terms of " the goodliest and richest sight ofjewels that ever

" he saw." * All of them, the king had told Worcester,

were destined for Mary's use; but he added, merrily

laughing, " My wife shall not have all at once, but at divers

" times ;" for he would have " many and at divers times

" kisses and thanks for them." These jewels, and Mary's

claim to them, now formed the basis of a long and intricate

negotiation, in the conduct of which Mary's honor and

happiness held but a secondary place. The price ofher hand

was to be the duke's success in accomplishing this intricate

and difficult task ; and as Suffolk's abilities as a negotiator,

though sharpened by his affection for Mary, were not bril

liant, he was no match for the subtle politicians of theFrench

court. If his accomplishments as a mathematician were no

better than his spelling, it may be doubted whether a " sum

" in addition of money " would not have proved to him an

inextricable mystery. At all events, he staggered under

1 Whether these were part of

Suffolk's original and secret in

structions does not appear. The

first mention of Tournay is in Feb.

10 (No. 140).

2 Vol. i. 5495.

3 Vol. i. 5468.
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the difficulties of his task, and panted to get away from the

" stinking prison " of Paris, as he calls it, in words more

emphatic than elegant. Again and again he earnestly be

sought the king " to call him and the queen his sister home." '

" Her grace nor I shall never be merry to win," he tells

Henry, " and therefore I beseech your grace she and I may

'* be in your remembrance."

In reply to these urgent and repeated entreaties, Wolsey, WoUey coun-

. beis patience,

their unflinching friend, entreated the two lovers to have and compliance

patience. He told Suffolk that the king, after the sittings wishes.6 mg

of the Council, had called him apart, and bade him write

to Suffolk to use all his efforts to obtain from Francis

Mary's gold plate and jewels ;2 and until this were accom

plished, Suffolk and the queen would not obtain licence to

return. " I assure you," continues Wolsey, " the hope that

" the king hath to obtain the said plate and jewels is the

" thing that most stayeth his grace constantly to assent that

" ye should marry his sister ; the lack whereof, I feur me,

" might make him cold and remiss and cause some alteration,

" whereof all men here, except his grace and myself, would

" be right glad."

The terms imposed were somewhat of the hardest. In a Henry require*

fit of stinginess, more befitting his father, Henry demanded buraed for her

the restoration of Mary's jewels and furniture ; all the penses.

expenses of her passage were to be returned, and the sums

reimbursed that had been laid out in providing her bridal

apparel. Though rarely accustomed to remonstrate, Suffolk

and the commissioners could not but complain of such

extreme demands. " As the queen," they wrote to Wolsey,"

" shall have all her stuffreturned, we think it is not reasonable

" to demand such sums as have been laid out by the king's

" officers for provision of the same, for she may not have

1 115. Tim letter was written

apparently about the 21st Feb.

Compare No. 82, which is evidently

of that date.

2 No. 203.

3 No. 204.
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" both the money and stuff. And sithence it is likely that

" we shall commune with reasonable men, we would be rather

" loth to demand anything out of season." Every day the

negotiations became more hampered and more perplexed ; the

generous spirit in which they had been commenced was fast

disappearing, and was superseded by the less amiable desire

of each party to outwit and overreach the other. The English,

instructed from home, especially by Suffolk's opponents—

who, to suit their own party purposes, urged the king

to unreasonable demands—endeavoured to obtain an advan

tageous exchange for Tournay. They insisted on the delivery

of the jewels which Lewis had promised orgjven her, and the

dowry he had settled upon her. The French negotiators fell

back upon the promise made at Mary's marriage, that Tour-

nay should be restored unconditionally ; and pleaded in

return that the jewels had been given to Mary only as queen

of France, and could not be transported out of the realm.

The disposition of the two courts became daily more bitter

and impracticable, and Mary's hopes of a happy union with

Mary give* up Suffolk more distant every hour. She wrote to her brother

her jewel*, and .

begs leave to to say that all her plate and jewels should be " at his com

mandment ; " and she only regretted that the gift was

not so large as it might have been, in consequence of

the difficulties created by the negotiation.1 " And, Sir,''

she added, in a tone of respect contrasting with the more

familiar address of her earlier letters, " over and above this,

" I most humbly beseech your grace to write to the French

" king and all your ambassadors here, that they make

" all the speed possible, that I may come to your grace, for

" my singular desire and comfort is to see your grace, above

" all things in this world."

«faff"ikd l° ^e may overl°°k this extravagant expression of affection

vateiy. for her brother in a young woman of nineteen, brought unex

pectedly into the prospect of a union with the man she had

long loved, and the success of which depended entirely on that

i No. 229.
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brother's consent. But there was a stronger reason for this

urgency and vehemence,—unknown to all except herself

and Suffolk ;—Mary was married already, and her marriage

could no longer be kept secret. The history of this strange

a.ffair may be learnt from a letter of Suffolk's, addressed to

the king, and inclosed in another to Wolsey, for Wolsey's

perusal. Whether the letter was delivered to the king or not

is uncertain, for to Wolsey alone were the secrets of this

love-making confided, and his advice was implicitly fol

lowed, even to the expressions contained in the letters of

the queen-widow.1 After stating that he had done his best

to obtain " hall her stouf and jowyelles," Suffolk continues,2

" I find you so good lord to me, that there is nothing that

" grieves me, but that she and I have no more to content

" your grace. But, Sir, as she has written to you of her

" own hand, she is content to give you all that her grace

" shall have by the right of her wosbound (husband) ; and,

" if it come not to so much as your grace thought, she is

" content to give your grace what sum you shall be content

" to axe, to be paid on her jointure, and all that she has in

" this world." Then, after entreating the king, as well he

might, not "to let his enemies have the advantage over

" him," he thus proceeds :

" Sir, one thing I ensure your grace, that it shall never be said

that I did offend your grace in word, deed, or thought, but for

this matter touching the queen, your sister, the which 1 can no longer

nor will not hide from your grace. Sir, so it is, that when I came

to Paris,3 the queen was in hand with me the first day I came, and

said she must be short with me, and open to me hei- pleasure and

mind. And so she began, and showed how good lady she was to mo,

and if I would be ordered by her she would never have none but me.

She showed me she had verily understood as well by friar Langley

and friar Fr . . that and ever she came in England, she should never

have me ; and therefore she swore that and I would not marry her

at once, she would never have me, nor never come to England."

Then follows a passage, unfortunately too mutilated to be

intelligible, but apparently implying that she had received

1 See the curious instance in 272.

s No. 80.

3 The 4th of Feb. His interview

with Mary took place next day.

b
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Discovers it to

Henry.

information that Suffolk's purpose was to take her to England

and marry her elsewhere :—

" I axed her what it was; and she said that the best in France

(Francis) had said unto her, that and she went into England she

should go into Flanders.1 To the which she said that she had rather

to be torn in pieces than ever she should come there; and with that

she wept. Sir, I never saw woman so weep ; and when I saw that,

I showed unto her grace that there was none such thing, upon my

faith, with the best words I could : but in none ways I could make

her to believe it. And when I saw that, I showed her grace that

and her grace would be content to write unto your grace and to

obtain your good will, I would be content ; or else I durst not,

because I had made unto your grace such a promise. Whereunto,

in conclusion, she said : 'If the king, my brother, is content, and

the French king both, the one by his letters and the other by his

words, that I should have you, I will have the time after my desire,

or else I may well think that the words of the men in these parts,

and of them in England, be true,—that you are come to'tice me home,

to the intent that I may be married into Flanders ; — which I will

never, even to die for it ; and so I possessed the French king ere you

came. And if you will not be content to follow my end (comply

with my determination), look never after this day to have the same

proffer again.' "

Rather than lose all, Suffolk tells the king he thought

it best to comply ; and so she and he were privately

married in the presence of ten persons only, none of his

fellows from England being made aware of his intentions :

for Mary would not suffer it ; " for she said and I did so

she thought they would give me counsel to the contrary."

Suffolk's pathetic appeal was seconded by the following

letter from Mary :2

" Pleaseth your grace, to my greatest discomfort, sorrow, and dis-

consolation, but lately I have been advertised of the great and high

displeasure which your highness beareth unto me and my Lord of

Suffolk for the marriage between us. Sir, I will not in any wise

deny but that I have offended your grace, for the which I do put

myself most humbly in your clemency and mercy. Nevertheless, to

the intent that your highness should not think that I had simply,

carnally, and of any sensual appetite done the same, I having no

1 To be married to Charles of

Castile. This was an artifico on

the part of Francis, for negotiations

were at that time pending for mar

rying Charles to Renee, sister to

queen Claude. The purpose of

such a deceit is as obvious as it was

dishonorable.

2 No. 226.
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regard to fall in your grace's displeasure, I assure your grace that

I had never done against your ordinance and consent, but by

reason of the great despair wherein I was put by the two friars

which hath certified me, in case I came to England,

your council would never consent to the marriage between the said

Lord and me, with many other sayings concerning the same mar

riage ; so that I verily thought that the said friars would never

have offered to have made me like overture unless they might have

had charge from some of yor.r council ; the which put me in such

consternation, fear, and doubt of the obtaining of the thing which

I desired most in this world, that I rather chose to put me in your

mercy by accomplishing the marriage than to put me in the order

of your council, knowing them to be otherwise minded. Where

upon, Sir, I put my lord of Suffolk in choice whether he would

accomplish the marriage within four days, or else that he should

never have enjoyed me ; whereby I know well that I constrained

him to break such promises he made your grace, as well for fear of'

losing me, as also that I ascertained him that by their consent I •

would never come into England. And now that your grace

knoweth the both offences of the which I have been the only occa

sion, I most humbly, and as your most sorrowful sister, requiring

you to have compassion upon us both, and to pardon our offences,

and that it will please your grace to write to me and my lord of

Suffolk some comfortable words, for it shall be the greatest comfort

for us both.

" By your loving and most humble sister,

" Mary."i

In a letter to Wolsey the dake writes :2—

" My Lord,—I recommend me to you, and so it is that I wit that Suffolk an-

you have been the chief in and has been the helper of P°.unces to

me, eo that I am obliged to you next God and my master, and he has done.

therefore I will hide none thing from you, trusting that you will

help me now as you have done hull ways. Me Lord, so it is that

when I came to Paris I heard many things which put me in great

fear, and so did the queen both ; and the queen would never let

me be in rest till I had granted her to be married ; and so to be

plain with you, I have married her heartily, and has lien with her,

insomuch as far [as in] me lies3 that she be with child. My Lord I

am not in a little sorrow if the king should know it, and that his

i This touching and eloquent

letter is written in Mary's la

borious holograph, with very little

correction. I have no doubt that

it was copied from an original, dic

tated or overlooked by Wolsey, as

on another occasion. (See p. xxxi,

post.) The style is too guarded

and the tone too humble for Mary,

who certainly believed that she

had a perfect right to dispose of her

own hand as she pleased ; not to

insist upon casual expressions here

and there which are not those of

a young woman who had very

little practice in writing.

2 No. 222.

3 " Fyer me lyes ;" query, fear

me lest ?

b 2
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grace should be displeased with me ; for I ensure you that I had

rather 'a died than he should be miscontent, and or for

me nown good lord, since you have brought hitherto,

let me not be undone now, the whiche I fear me shall be, without

the help of you. Me Lor, think not that ever you shall make

any [friend] that shall be more obliged to you ; and therefore me nown

good Lord help."

Then after a very mutilated passage, implying that

Francis and his mother would write to Henry in his and

Mary's favour, he adds : " Me Lord, I doubt not they will

" write this for me, or how you shall think best they

" should write." Then he proceeds to tell Wolsey that in

France,

" they marry as well in Lent as out of Lent, with licence of any

bishop. Now my Lord, yon know all, and in you is all my trust,

beseeching you now of your assured help, and that I may have

answer from you of this and of the other writings as shortly as may

be possible, for I ensure you that I have as heavy a heart as any

man living, and shall have till I may hear good news from you."

This letter was apparently accompanied by the following,1

although the former is preserved in the British Museum, and

the latter at the Record Office,—such separation of documents

being not uncommon. I have retained the original spelling

as a specimen of the duke's orthography, though not the

most intricate by any means. Both are wholly in Suffolk's

hand.

•Sends a jewel " Me Lord,—For to in deus the quyenes mattar and myene

as a peace-offer- UQ to tjje kynges grace, I thynke byest for your fourst entre

you schold dyllewar un to to (sic) hem a dymond wyet a greth

pryell, wyche you schall rysayef wyet thys from the quyen hes

sustar. Byquyer hem to take et aworth, asuarryng hes grace

y* whan soo ewar sche schall have the possesseun of the resedeu y*

he schall have the chowse of them acourdyng unto her formar

wrettyng. Me Lord, sche and I bowth rymyttys thes mattar holle

to your dysskras[eun], tresting y* in hall hast possebbyll wye schall

her from you som good tydynges tocheng howar afyeres, wher wyeth

I ryquyer you to depeche thes byrrar, and y* he tarre for noon oddar

caus. By youre, the 5 day of Mache, at tyn a cloke at neth.

" Charlts Suffolk.

" To my Lord of York."

1 No. 223.
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I think it is clear from these and other expressions

scattered throughout his correspondence that Suffolk had

left England in the first instance with a promise from

Henry that he should be united to Mary on her return ;

the King, at least, would offer no obstacle to their union.

How far Mary was right in supposing that if she returned

that promise would be evaded, or what were its precise terms,

we have no means of deciding. It is clear from the tone of

his fetter to Wolsey, that Suffolk did not apprehend any

settled displeasure on the part of his sovereign. He had

pledged his word to the king not to take advantage of Mary's

affection or precipitate their union. The offence was venial,

and he assured himself of an easy and prompt forgiveness.

But Wolsey understood his master's temper much better

than Suffolk, and he replied to the duke, in the following

letter, every word of which must have struck a pang into

Suffolk's heart:1

" My Lord,—With Borrowful heart I write unto you, signifying Wolsey'salarm.

unto the same that I have to my no little discomfort and inward Has told the

heaviness perceived by your letters, dated at Paris the 5th day of king'.who is

thiB instant month, how that you be secretly married unto the rated/ ^""^

king's sister, and have accompanied together as man and wife.

And albeit ye by your said letters desired me in no wise to

dis[c]lose the same to the king's grace, yet seeing the same

toucheth not only his honor, your promise made to his grace,

and also my truth towards the same, I could no less do but incon

tinent upon the sight of your said letters, declare and shew the

contents thereof to his highness, which at the first hearing could

6cantly believe the same to be true : but after I had showed to

his grace that by your own writing I had knowledge thereof, his

grace, giving credence thereunto, took the same grievously and dis-

pleasantly, not only for that ye durst presume to marry his sister

without his knowledge, but also for breaking of your promise made

to his grace in his hand, I being present, at Eltham ; having also

such a[n] assured affiance in your truth, that for all the world,

and to have been torn with wild horses, ye would not have broken

your oath, promise, and assurance, made to his grace, which

doth well perceive that he is deceived of the constant and assured

trust that he thought to have found in you, and so his grace would

I should expressly write unto you. And for my part, no man can

be more sorry than I am that ye have so done, being so incum

bered therewith that I cannot devise nor study the remedy thereof,

considering that ye have failed to him which hath brought you

> No. 224.
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up of low degree1 to be of this great honor ; and that ye were the man

in all the world he loved and trusted best, and was content that with

good order and saving of his honor ye should have in marriage his

said sister. Cursed be the blind affection and counsel that hath

brought you hereunto! fearing that such sudden and unadvised

dealing shall have sudden repentance.

" Nevertheless in this great perplexity I see no other remedy

but first to make your humble pursuits by your own writing,

causing also the French king, the queen, with other your friends,

to write : with this also that shall follow, which I assure you 1 write

unto you of mine own head without knowledge of any person living,

being in great doubt whether the same shall make your peace

or no ; notwithstanding, if any remedy be, it shall be by that way.

It shall be well done that, with all diligence possible, ye and, the

queen bind yourself by obligation to pay yearly to the king during

the queen's life .£4,000 of her dower ; and so ye and she shall

have remaining of the said dower £6,000 and above to live withal

yearly. Over and besides this ye must bind yourself to give

unto the king the plate of gold and jewels which the late French

king had. And whereas the queen shall have full restitution of

her dote, ye shall not only give entirely the said dote to the king, but

also cause the French king to be bound to pay to the king the

200,000 crowns, which his grace is bounden to pay to the queen,

in the full contentation of the said dote de novistimis denariis, and

the said French king to acquit the king for the payment thereof ;

like as the king hath more at the large declared his pleasure

to you, by his letters lately sent unto you. This is the

way to make your peace ; whereat if ye deeply consider what

danger ye be and shall be in, having the king's displeasure, I

doubt not both the queen and you will not stick, but with all

effectual diligence endeavor yourselves to recover the king's favor,

as well by this mean as by other substantial true ways, which by

mine advise ye shall use, and none other, towards his grace, whom

by corbobyll drifts and ways you cannot abuse. Now I have

told you my opinion, hardily follow the same, and trust not too much

to your own wit, nor follow not the counsel of them, that hath not

more deeply considered the dangers of this matter than they have

hitherto done.

" And as touching the overtures made by the French king

for Tournay, and also for a new confederation with the king and

him, like as I have lately written to you, I would not advise you

to wade any further in these maters, for it is to be thought that the

French king intendeth to make his hand by favoring you in the

attaining to the said marriage ; which when he shall perceive that

by your means he cannot get such things as he desireth, perad-

venture he shall show some change and alteration in the queen's

affairs, whereof great inconvenience might ensue. Look wisely

therefore upon the same, and consider you have enough to do in

redressing your own causes ; and think it will be hard to induce

the king to give you a commission of trust, which hath so lightly

regarded the same towards his grace.

1 The words " low degree " were inserted in the place of " nowgth.''
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" Thus I have as a friend declared my mind unto you, and never

trust to use nor have me in anything contrary to truth, my master's

honor, profits, wealth, and surety ; to the advancement and fur

therance whereof no creature living is more bounden ; as our Lord

knowyth, who send you grace to look well and deeply upon your

acts and doings; for ye put yourself in the greatest danger that ever

man was in."

With so many anxieties, and the dread of punishment Suffolk's de-

hanging over his head, it is not to be wondered that His mission a

Suffolk's negotiations at the French court failed of success. dl ure-

His enemies accused him of studying his own interests with

Mary and neglecting the interests_of the nation. They in

sinuated that he had sacrificed the purposes of his mission

to ingratiate himself with the French king. He desired

to have " some word of comfort " from j Henry ; but

none apparently came. The French, on their side, were

displeased with him for the jewel he had sent to England

on first announcing his marriage, and demanded its resto

ration as an heir-loom of the queens of France. They

assured him that queen Claude had such a mind to it

she would never be satisfied without it.1 As for the restora

tion of Mary's property and jewels, Suffolk tells Wolsey he

had done his best ; but it passed his learning, whether she

had her right, or had been outwitted by the subtlety of

the French ministers. Above all other things Mary's con

dition occasioned him great perplexity. His intimacy with

her was daily becoming more notorious ; his honor and

hers was compromised whilst the marriage was kept

strictly private. No man with a spark of courage and

generosity could endure to see the woman whom he loved Desires to have

. -, . • the marriage

exposed to such a scandal, or himself and his sovereign publicly ceie-

pointed at by the public finger of scorn in every court

of Christendom. " My Lord," he says to Wolsey, in great

anguish, " at the reverence of God help that I may be

" married, as I go out of France, openly, for many things

** of which I will awartes (advertize) you by mine next

** letters. Give me your advice whether the French king

1 App. 7.
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Difficulties in

the way.

" and his mother shall write again to the King for this

" open marriage ; seeing that this privy marriage is done,

" and that I think none otherwise but that she is with

" child."1

It was now unfortunately the season of Lent, and

Easter Sunday did not fall until the 8th April. No licence

could be obtained without a dispensation, and such a

course would have given rise to unfavourable comments in

England, where these ecclesiastical restrictions were, at

present, more closely observed than in France. Possibly

there might be other motives of a political nature, with

which we are not acquainted. But, whatever they were,

the wishes of Suffolk and Mary were disregarded. Not

withstanding their earnest entreaties for a speedy and

favorable reply, there seems to have been a total cessation

of correspondence from England between the 1 2th March

and the 3rd April. In the displeasure of Henry, and

the momentary triumph of Suffolk's enemies, it was

uncertain what line of conduct the king would pursue.

For a subject to marry the sister of his sovereign, with

out his consent, was a thing unheard of in England ;

and the duke's enemies called loudly for signal ven

geance on the man who had been guilty of such gross

The pair leave presumption. At last Mary obtained leave to depart the

first week after Easter ; for Francis was now impatient to

start on his Italian expedition. On the 14th April she

gave a receipt at the Abbey of Clugny in Paris for

200,000 gold crowns, including 20,000 paid for her tra

velling expenses, as a moiety, of her dowry f but her gold

plate and her jewels, with the exception of " four bagues of

1 Her eldest son was bora 11th

March 1516, and was named Henry,

from his godfather, Henry VIII.

(No. 1652). The eldest daughter was

born at Bishop's Hatfield, 1 7th July

1517, and named Frances. See

the account of her christening in

No. 3489. Lady Noleyn and Lady

Elizabeth Grey stood as proxies

for queen Katharine and the

princess Mary. Her godfather was

Thomas Eamridge, abbot of St.

Alban's, whose monument still re

mains in the abbey.

2 No. 319.
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' no great value"1 were never restored, on the beggarly

plea that Francis, sorely displeased at the loss of the

diamond called the Mirror of Naples, would do no

more.2 On the 16th the pair started for England, and

reached Montreuil on the 22nd, uncertain of their recep

tion, and even of the fate which awaited thera. At Calais Suffolk's life

in danger.

they were afraid to leave the house, as the duke would

have been killed by the angry mob.3 On his road to

the seaside Suffolk addressed the following letter to his

master :*

"Most gracious Sovereign Lord,—So it is that I am informed The council

divers ways that all your whole council, my Lord of York excepted, £e -"J1/1 ?^i

-with many other, are clearly determined to * tympe' your grace that^ °ttodeatll>

I may either he put to death or be put in prison, and so to be

destroyed. Alas, Sir, I may say that I have a hard fortune, seeing

that there was never none of them in trouble but I was glad to help

them to my power, and that your grace knows best. And now that

I am in this none little trouble and sorrow, now they are ready to

help to destroy me. But, Sir, I can no more but God forgive them

whatsoever comes on me ; for I am determined. For, Sir, your

grace i^ he that is my sovereign lord and master, and he that has

brought me up out of nought ; and I am your subject and servant,

and he that has offended your grace in breaking my promise that I

made your grace touching the queen your sister ; for the which I,

with most humble heart, I will yield myself unto your grace's hands

to do with my poor body your gracious pleasure, not fearing the

malice of them ; for I know your grace of such nature that it cannot

lie in their powers to cause you to destroy me for their malice.

But what punishment I have I shall thank God and your grace

of it, and think that I have well deserved it, both to God and your

grace; as knows 'howar' Lord, who send your grace your most

honourable heart's desire with long life, and me most sorrowful

wretch your gracious favour, what sorrows soever I endure therefor.

At Mottryll, the 22nd day of April, by your most humble subject

and servant,

" Charles Suffolke."

But Henry showed no signs of relenting. A day or two

after the following letter addressed by Mary to her brother

is found in the form of a draft carefully revised by Wolsey :

1 The Chancellor of France, how

ever, insisted that "the jewel of

Naples " was worth 30,000 crowns,

and the 18 pearls Mary had re

ceived, worth

(No. 437.)

2 No. 343.

3 No. 399.

* No. 367.

10,000 crowns.
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Mary's earnest " My most dear and most entirely beloved brother, in most humble

entreaties for manner I recommend me to your grace. Dearest brother, 1 doubt

forgiveness. not j^j. ye nave m your good remembrance, that whereas for the good

of peace, and for the furtherance of your affairs, ye moved me to

marry with my lord and late husband King Loys of France, whose

soul God pardon, though I understood that he was very aged and

sickly, yet for the advancement of the said peace and for the further

ance of your causes I was contented to conform myself to your said

motion, so that if I should fortune to survive the said late king, I might

withyour good will marry myself at my liberty withoutyour displeasure.

Whereunto, good brother, ye condescended and granted, as ye well

know, promising unto me that in such case ye would never provoke

or move me but as mine own heart and mind should be best pleased,

and that wheresoever 1 should dispose myself ye would wholly be

contented with the same. And upon that your good comfort and

faithful promise, I assented to the said marriage ; else I would never

have granted to, as at the same time I showed unto you more at

large. Now that God hath called my said late husband to His

mercy and that I am at my liberty, dearest brother, remembering

the great virtues which I have seen and perceived heretofore in my

Lord of Suffolk, to whom I have always been of good mind, as ye

well know, I have affixed and clearly determined myself to marry

with him ; and the same, I assure you, hath proceeded only of mine

own mind, without any request or labour of my said Lord of Suffolk,

or of any other person. And to be plain with your grace, I have

so bound myself unto him, that for no cause earthly I will or may

vary or change from the same. Wherefore, my good and most kind

brother, I now beseech your grace to take this matter in good part,

and to give unto me and to my said Lord of Suffolk your good will

herein ; ascertaining you, that npon the trust and comfort which I

have for that you have always honourably regarded your promise,

I am now coinen out of the realm of France, and have put myself

within your jurisdiction, in this your town of Calais, where I intend

to remain till such time as I shall have answer from you of your

good and loving mind herein ; which I would not have done but

upon the faithful trust that 1 have in your said promise. Humbly

beseeching your grace for the great and tender love, which ever hath

been and shall be between you and me, to bear your gracious mind

and 6how yourself to be agreeable hereunto, and to certify me by your

most loving letters of the same ; till which time I will make mine

abode here, and no further enter your realm.

" And to the intent it may please you the rather to condescend to

this my most hearty desire, 1 am contented, and expressly promise

and bind me to you by these presents, to give you all the whole dote

which was delivered with me, and also all such plate of gold and

jewels as I shall have of my said late husband's. Over and besides this

I shall, rather than fail, give you as much yearly part of my dower

to as great a sum as shall stand with your will and pleasure. And of

all the premises I promise, upon knowledge of your good mind, to

make unto you sufficient bonds. Trusting verily that in fulfilling of

your said promise to me made, ye will thow your brotherly love,

affection, and good mind to me in this behalf, which to hear of I
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abide with most desire, and not to be miscontented with my said

Lord of Suffolk, whom of mine inward good mind and affection to

him I have in manner enforced to be agreeable to the same without

any request by him made, as knoweth our Lord, whom I beseech

to have your grace in his merciful governance."1

The effect of this letter is unknown, for we have no fur

ther notice of Mary and her troubles. Henry contented him

self with taking her plate and jewels, and binding her in an

obligation of 24,000/. to repay the expenses of her former

marriage with Lewis by yearly instalments of 1,000/., and

to give up her dowry to its full amount.2 The terms were

rigidly enforced. On the 13th May she was openly

espoused to Suffolk at Greenwich,3 in presence of the king

and queen. Sir Wm. Sidney, the duke's relative, was

despatched to Francis with instructions * : " That, consider-

" ing there were no more privy to the secret marriage made

" between them in France, but only the said French king,

" and none privy here thereunto but the king, to whom the

" said French king and duke disclosed the same, the said

*' Sir Wm. Sidney shall say that the king's grace desireth

" and perfectly trusteth that, for the honor of the said

" French queen, and for avoiding all evil bruits which may

" ensue thereof, he will reserve and keep the same at all

" times hereafter secret to himself without making any

" creature privy thereunto, like as the king shall do for

*« his part."

Henceforth Mary's name drops from the page of history,

and is only mentioned in connexion with some court banquet

or ceremonial. Her dower long continued to form a subject

of dispute between the two courts to the close of this

volume, and more than once Suffolk complained of the

pecuniary difficulties into which he was plunged by the

hard terms imposed upon him by his royal brother-in-law.5

1 The draft is in Tuke's hand,

much corrected ; the words in italics

were corrected or added by AVolsey

himself.

2 See No. 436, pp. 1488, 1489.

3 No. 468.

4 1129, Act for her jointure.

5 Upon the whole, Suffolk had

reason to felicitate himself that it

was no worse. He had a narrow
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Negotiations On Suffolk's return to England the negotiations in France

F^ndsT* ° fell into the hands of West, afterwards bishop of Ely ; a

escape, and was indebted for it

entirely to Wolsey. There were

other circumstances in his private

history, not known perhap3 to his

opponents, or to the king or his

council, which would probably have

thwarted all Wolsey's efforts to

save the duke, had they transpired.

He had been twice married already,

before his union with Mary, and

his first wife was still alive. It

seems that in after years, and about

the time of Wolsey's disgrace, the

duke entertained suspicions of the

validity of his marriage with Mary,

and the legitimacy of her children.

Consequently he applied to Pope

Clement VII. for a bull annulling

all objections which might hereafter

be raised against their union. The

bull was granted apparently on an ex

parte statement set forth by the duke

himself, and the facts detailed are

strange enough. The bull was exhi

bited according to the notarial attes

tation, which is without signature,

by Ralph Cantrell and Sir Humph.

Wingfield, the duke's retainers, to

Rich. Nyx, bishop of Norwich,

August 20, 1529.

We learn from it the follow

ing facts of Suffolk's early life.

When he was a young man in

the reign of Henry VII. he was

contracted to a lady named Ann

Brown, per verba de prcesenti ; but

before the marriage was consum

mated, he obtained a dispensation,

and then married his aunt, named

Margaret Mortymer alias Brandon,

living in the diocese of London.

With her he cohabited. For some

cause—and here his arguments for

dissolving the marriage forcibly

remind us of those of his master—

he resolved to separate from his

wife, on the plea that they were

within the second and third degrees

of affinity ;—that Margaret, and

Anna his first betrothed, were

within the prohibited degrees of

consanguinity ;—" ac etiam ex eo

[quod] avia tua et genitor olim con-

jugis dicta? Margareta? frater et

soror fuerant." The bull goes on

to state that the duke, considering

that his marriage was not legal,

stung by his conscience, and reflect

ing that lapse of time, instead of

diminishing only increased his crime,

determined on a divorce, and ap

peared before the official of the

archdeacon, who, as Suffolk alleges,

pronounced the marriage to be null

and void. lie then married Ann

Brown, by whom he had a daugh

ter named Ann, committed to the

care of his old love, Margaret of

Savoy ; and, after his marriage with

Mary queen dowager of France,

brought home to England (No. 529).

The Pope granted the bull as supple

menting all defects and omissions

in the ecclesiastical courts in Eng

land ; " supplentes omnes et singulos

defectus tam j uris quam facti, si qui

forsan intervenerint in eisdem ;" and

all the duke's issue byAnnBrown and

Mary of France were thus declared

legitimate. To defeat any claim on

the part of his first wife, Margaret

Mortymer, she and her friends were

subjected to ecclesiastical censure,

should they make any attempt to

invalidate this decree. The bull is

dated Orvieto, 12 May 1528, just as

the legate Campeggio was starting

on his last mission to England.
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man of great ability, and not easily misled. But in every

point of his commission, even to the prevention of the

Duke of Albany's return to Scotland, Suffolk had been foiled,

and to recover the lost ground was impossible. Secure of his

treaty with England, which had been signed in London on

the 5th April,1 Francis was indifferent to the threats and

remonstrances of West. He had agreed to pay one million

of gold crowns due from Lewis XII. to Henry VIII., and

all other sums owing to Mary for her dower. So, having

locked the door on his old enemy, and with nothing to fear

from that quarter for the present, he started at once from

These circumstances give point to

the rebuke administered to the duko

for his insolence at the trial of Katha

rine. He had never shown himself

grateful, and, little to his credit, was

a main instrument in Wolsey's ruin,

making use of his influence with

Francis to poison the mind of the

king against his former favourite.

Cavendish reports that when queen

Katharine's trial was going on at

Blackfriars, " the duke of Suffolk

" stepped forth from the king, and

" by his commandment spake these

" words with a stout and a hault

" countenance: 'It was never merry

" ' in England (quoth he) whilst

" ' we had cardinals among us :'

" which words were set forth with

" such a vehement countenance,

" that all men marvelled what he

" intended ; to whom no man made

" answer. Then the duke spoke

" again in great despight. To the

" which words my Lord Cardinal,

" perceiving his vehemency, soberly

" made answer and said : ' Sir, of

" ' all men in this realm, ye have

" ' least cause to dispraise or be

" ' offended with cardinals ; for if I

" ' simple Cardinal had not been,

" « yon should have had at this

" ' present no head upon your

" ' shoulders, wherein you should

' ' have a tongue to make any such

" ' report in despight of us, who

" ' intend you no manner of dis-

" * pleasure.' Then, with a hint

" at Suffolk's clandestine proceed-

" ings in this mission—a hint well

" understood by the duke and the

" king—Wolsey proceeded : ' My

" * Lord, I pray you, show me

" ' what ye would do if ye were

" ' the king's commissioner in a

" ' foreign region, having a weighty

*' ' matter to treat upon ; would ye

" ' not advertize the king's Majesty

" ' or ever ye went through with

" ' the same ? * * * Wherefore,

" ' my Lord, hold your peace, and

" ' frame your tongue like a man

" * of honor and wisdom, and speak

" ' not so quickly and reproach-

" ' fully by your friends ; for ye

" ' hnotc best what friendship ye

" ' have received at my hands, the

" ' which I yet never revealed to

" ' no person alive before now,

" ' neither to my glory, ne. to

" ' your dishonor." (Life of Wol

sey, 232.) Suffolk was wisely

silent.

1 No. 301.
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Paris, impatient to carry out his Italian expedition, leaving

West to follow or not as he pleased. In fact he wanted no

English eyes to spy into his intentions ; least of all, eyes so

active and suspicious as West's. The council of Charles

were entirely at his devotion. Charles himself had been

betrothed to Madame Renee. Should England, unfaithful

to the treaty, venture to move, he had taken the precaution

of sending Albany into Scotland with a large sum of money ;

and nothing was easier than to endanger and hamper his

rival with an irritating and pertinacious border warfare, on

the very verge of those counties which were least affected

to Henry's rule. If this project failed he had still a card

to play in The White. Hose, Richard de la Pole, the exiled

duke of Suffolk, whom Francis fostered, pitied, and cajoled

with promises of restoration to the crown of England.

His person. Francis was now in his 22nd year.1 His accession to the

throne had been the signal for all the ardent and adventurous

spirits of the age to rally round him ; dissatisfied with that

English alliance, to which Lewis had ingloriously resigned

himself. His person is too well known to need description

here, but most readers will be surprised to hear that Silvester

de Giglis, the bishop of Worcester, not a favorable witness,

who had seen him with the Pope at Bologna, describes him

at this period of his life as tall and broad-shouldered, with

an oval and handsome face, very slender in the legs, and

much inclined to corpulence.2 The contrast of his legs to

his stomach seems to have fastened on the memory of his

visitors. Pasqualigo, who saw him in Paris, gives an

amusing account of a conversation he had with Henry VIII.

on the personal appearance and manners of his cousin of

France.3 " His majesty came to me and said : ' Is the king

" of France as tall as I am ? ' I told him there was

" little difference. ' Is he as stout ? ' I told him he was

" not. ' What sort of legs has he ? ' I replied ' Spare/

1 Henry was three years older. 1 3 No. 411.

2 No. 1281. I
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Whereupon he opened the front of his doublet, and

placing his hand on his thigh, said ' Look here ; I have

a good calf to my leg.'" Trivulcio told Giustinian x that

Francis was so extremely liberal he would drain the very

blood from his veins ; but his mother, Louise of Savoy,

hoarded money, and interfered in everything. He regretted nis mother

iii- i • • Louise.

that the king was under petticoat government, remained

so short a period at the council board, was fond of amuse

ment, and wasted so much of his time in his mother's

chamber. But Trivulcio belonged to the old school, and was

of a jealous and suspicious temper. That the influence of

Louise was great is apparent from the letters of the Flemish

and English envoys. And she deserved it, for never did

mother more idolize a son. She had witnessed the accession

of him of whom she was so fond and so proud with unre

strained delight. " God has amply recompensed me," she

writes in her diary on that occasion, " for all the sorrows

" and incommodities I have endured in my earlier years.

" Humility has kept me company, and patience has never

" abandoned me." Her inward satisfaction displayed itself

outwardly. " A good report," says Solomon, " maketh the

" bones fat ;" and so it proved with her. " The king's

" mother," says Gattinara to Margaret of Savoy,2 " appears

" to me much younger and fresher looking than she was

" four years ago." " Sir," writes Suffolk to Henry VIII.,

" it is she that rules all ; and so may she well ; for I never

" saw woman like to her, both for [wit], honor, and dig-

" nity."3 " She hath a great stroke in all matters with the

" King her son," he observes on another occasion.4 In all his

ambitious projects she encouraged him ; she hoarded money,

refused marriage, for his sake, lavished upon him all those

epithets which could rouse even the most dormant ambition,

" C'est mon filz glorieux et triomphant Cesar." " L'exalt-

• No. 253.

2 4 Feb. 1515, in Le Glay's

* No. 82.

* No. 105.

Nigoc.
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" ation de mon Cesar," she murmured to herself as she

noted down his exploits in her diary. " He is 3'oung," says

Sir Robert Wingfield, writing to Henry VIII.,1 " mighty,

" insatiable ; always reading or talking of such enter-

" prises as whet and inflame himself and his hearers. He

" keepeth no silence ; for his common saying is to all that

" he speaketh with, that his trust is that by his [valor and]

" industry the things which have been lost, lettyn, [and

" spoiled] by his ignoble predecessors shall be recovered,

" and that the monarchy of Christendom shall rest under

" the banner of France, as it was wont to do. And your

" Majesty may be sure that at this day it is no small part

" of that kingdom that would the same were true."

His campaign In this temper and with these incitements, Francis now

in Italy.

started on the conquest of Milan. He kept all his plans to

himself, not disclosing his intentions even to his best allies,

the Venetians. All correspondence with England ceased. In

vain Wolsey and the King fretted and fumed at this galling

neglect, which wore the air of contempt ; in vain they treated

with an ill-assumed indifference the rumour that Francis was

meditating the conquest of Italy without communicat

ing his intentions to them. " Sir ambassador," exclaimed

Henry, pale with anger, to Giustinian, who had announced3 to

him with malicious candour the departure of Francis from

Lyons, " the French king will not go into Italy this year,

" though he says so. I believe he is afraid of me, and that

" will prevent him from crossing the Alps.'' On Sebastian

stating that the French king was adored by his subjects,

" By God !" exclaimed Henry, " he gives them poor reason

" to love him, running thus at the very commencement of

" his reign into the toils and charges of war." " The king

" of France never cares," says Wolsey to the same ambas

sador three days after, " to ask aid of England ; he omits

" to make us the least communication of his intentions,

" showing in how small account he holds his Majesty.

1 No. .2536. | 2 3 July 1515.
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" Think, sir ambassador, whether this is to be borne, and

" say if these are the fashions of confederates !" 1 Now and

then Louise sent a letter so well timed as to come too late

to do mischief, offering ample amends for any apparent injury

or neglect. Regardless of all idle menaces Francis held on

his way. Ferdinand, who had already been in treaty2 with

Francis to secure his late conquest of Navarre, was too old

and too ill to offer serious opposition. Maximilian wasted the

time in hunting or coquetting with the princess of Hungary, a

young girl not yet in her teens. " The Emperor," said Pope

Julius, " is fickle and inconstant ; he is always dunning for

" money, which he spends in hunting the chamois ; yet he

" must be conciliated in the devil's name,3 and money always

" provided for him."4 From him there was no danger. So

Francis, the new Cid, started from Lyons for Grenoble

at the end of July. The passes in Italy had already been The Swiss oc-

occupied by the Swiss under their captain general, cnpyt epa8Bes'

Galeazzo Visconti. Galeazzo5 makes their number not more

than 6,000 in consequence of the defection of Berne,

Friburg, and Soleure, who had gone home from want of

pay. They were posted at Susa, commanding the two roads

from Mont Cenis and Geneva, by one of which the French

must pass or abandon their artillery. In this perplexity it

1 666.

2 685.

3 " Conciliandus nomine diaboli."

* 1876.

5 See his letter, No. 1349. Guic-

ciardini reckons them at 20,000 ;

half of whom kept the passes. The

French were more than double the

number. But in such warfare posi

tion was more than number. " The

" king of Arragon, fearing at first

" (says Guicciardini) lest such great

" preparations should be made

" against him, had armed his fron-

" tiers, and perpetually united the

" realm of Navarre to that of

" Castile ; but as soon as he found

" that the war was intended for

" Italy, he dismissed all the com-

" panies he had levied, holding no

" more reckoning of his promises,

" made that year to his confe-

" derates, than he had done of all

" covenants and contracts made to

" them the years before." The

accuracy of Guicciardini in this

part of his narrative is exactly

borno out by the contemporary

documents.
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The French

take another

route. Its

enormous

difficulties.

Their success.

was proposed by Triulcio to force a lower passage acros

the Cottian Alps leading to Saluzzo. The attempt was

attended with almost insurmountable difficulties. There

was no regular road ;—every foot of ground had to be

gained hand to hand by pioneers, filling up ravines and

undermining rocks, or fencing the dangerous slopes, as they

dragged their heavy guns with toilsome march to the steep

summits of the mountains. Arrived at the top, the prospect

was still more formidable. The mountains sloped to the

bottom with sharp and projecting cliffs, unsafe for the giddy

footing even of an unencumbered passenger. Men in armour

fell headlong into the abyss ; horses plunged and struggled

in vain with their unmanageable burthens, lost their footing,

and rolled thundering over the precipices with guns, car

riages, and drivers. But the French troops, with wonderful

spirits and alacrity,—never mounting higher than when

they have to overcome the most formidable natural diffi

culties,—were not to be baffled. They dropped their

artillery by cables from steep to steep ; down one range of

mountains and up another, until five days had been spent in

this perilous enterprise, and they found themselves safe in

the plains of Saluzzo. Happily the Swiss, secure in their

position at Susa, had never dreamed of the possibility of

such a passage. The men-at-arms and the foot under

La Palice clambered over the rocks, some by one passage

and some another.

Prosper Colonna, who commanded in Italy for the Pope,

was sitting down to his comfortable dinner at Villa Franca

when a scout covered with dust dashed into his apartment

announcing that the French had crossed the Alps. The

next minute the town was filled with the advanced guard,

under the Sieur d'Ymbercourt and the celebrated Bayard.

The Swiss at Susa had still the advantage of position, and

might have hindered the passage of the main body of the

French ; but they had no horse to transport their artillery,

were badly led, and evidently divided in their councils. They

retired upon Novara without accomplishing any other feat
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except that of sacking and plundering Chivasso and Vercelli.

In fact the brilliant enterprise and audacity of the French in

crossing the Cottian Alps had won for them the victory, and

dazzled and dismayed the confederates. Cardona, the

Spanish viceroy, lingered in Verona ; Leo temporized and

hesitated in his plans ; the Gallicizing Swiss at Novara

openly advocated the French cause, and the dissension was

increased by the backwardness of Ferdinand in sending the

pay he had promised them.

There was in the armies of the Swiss, now constantly The Swiss

recruited by fresh and hungry adventurers, an ecclesiastic sTon.

named Matthew Scheiner, Cardinal of Sion, who plays an

important part in the pages of this volume. He was a

man of inexhaustible activity, of rough and ready eloquence,

and highly esteemed by his countrymen. He hated, or

at least affected to hate the French, with a hatred that

nothing could extinguish. The Swiss were now at Milan,

intending to effect a junction with the viceroy of Naples,

who had advanced to Cremona. Early in the morning of

the 13th September, Sion called the troops together at

beat of drum, in the courtyard of the castle of Milan ;

then, mounting a chair in the midst of them, he harangued

them on the valor and glory of their nation.1 They were,

he exclaimed, the real rulers of this world : they it was who

dispensed crowns and empires ; without them no prince could

be assured of his dominions, and with them the weakest might

promise himself assured victory. He enlarged upon their

conquests in Italy, reminded them how popes and kings had

sought their alliance, and ended by pointing to the French

camp and promising them an easy conquest.2 " There," said

" he, are treasures sufficient to enrich you all for life ; glory

" enough to make you the most redoubtable nation on the

" face of the earth." It was in vain that Galeazzo and

others more experienced in these matters denounced the

1 "Commeunreynardquipresche I 2 Marillac, V. de Bourbon, 158,

les poulos," says Fleuranges, ch. 50. | ed. BucLon.

C 2
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Battle of

Marignano.

folly of the enterprize, and advised delay.1 Sion's speech

was received with enthusiastic cries ; hogsheads of wine were

broken up and distributed among the troops ; the cornet de

boeuf sounded the rendez-vous through the camp and

the streets of Milan,2 and every man hurried forward,

anxious to be the first to assail and plunder the French.

The French camp was at Marignano, about twelve miles

distant. The day was hot and dusty. The advanced guard

of the French was under the command of the constable of

Bourbon, whose vigilance defeated any advantage the Swiss

might otherwise have gained by the suddenness and rapidity

of their movements. At nine o'clock in the morning, as

Bourbon was sitting down at table, a scout, dripping with

water, made his appearance. He had left Milan onlv a few

hours before, had waded the canals, and came to announce

the approach of the enemy. Bourbon ordered his horse,

and galloped to the king's quarter. As they stood

discussing the probability of the news, a gentleman-at-

arms rode up, saying that a great cloud of dust had been

seen in the direction of Milan.3 The Swiss came on apace ;

they had disencumbered themselves of their hats and caps,

and thrown off their shoes, the better to fight without

slipping. They made a dash at the French artillery, and

were foiled after hard fighting, though Galeazzo avers that

they captured 15 great guns, and drove the French back

half a mile.4 Marillac, who was with Bourbon that day,

admits that the French could make no impression on the

main body of the Swiss, who fought with such obstinacy and

determination, that the French recoiled, and at one time gave

1 See Galcazzo's letter (No. 1349).

Sion and Galeazzo were afterwards

employed by Henry VIIL, but they

never could agree. Their intrigues

with the Swiss and the French oc

cupy many pages in this volume.

2 Fleuranges, cap. 50.

3 Marillac, p. 158.

4 No. 1349. Whether it was so,

or that Galeazzo made capital of

the current report of their capture, I

cannot decide. Guicciardini, speak

ing ofthe retreat of the Swiss, states:

" Some say they buried 15 pieces

" of great artillery, which they won

" at the first charge, for that they had

" no opportunity to carry them

" away."
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over the battle for lost. It was an autumnal afternoon ; the

sun had gone down ; dust and night-fall separated and

confused the combatants. The French trumpets sounded a

retreat ; both armies couched down in the darkness within cast

of a tennis-ball of each other.1 The cornets de vache of the

Swiss blared and brayed through the night, answered by the

French trumpets and clarions. Where they fought, there

each man laid down to rest when darkness came on, within

hand-grip of his foe;—foot-soldier pike in hand, the horse

man in the saddle, the gunner with his linstock, longing for

the dawn.

It was Friday morning : the autumnal mist crawled slowly The French
J ° J victorious.

away, and once more exposed the combatants to each other's

view. The advantage of the ground was on the side of the

French. They were drawn up in a valley protected by a

ditch full of water. Though the Swiss had taken no re

freshment that night,3 they renewed the fight with unim

paired animosity and vigor. A party of them broke into the

French camp, and found their way to Bourbon's quarters,

where they fell to rifling the provisions and the wine-casks,

and were burnt in the cellars and magazines. Another band

lost their way. Francis, surrounded by a body of mounted

gentlemen, performed prodigies of valour. The night had

given him opportunity for the better arrangement of his

troops ; 3 and as the day wore on, and the sun grew hot, the

Swiss, though " marvellously deliberate, brave, and obsti

nate," began to give way. The arrival of the Venetian

1 " Si pres," says Francis, writing

to Louise, "que j'eusse bien tire un

" eteuf, et n'y avait qu'un foss6 cntre

" deux." It was pitch dark, and there

was no moon that night.

1 Such is Galeazzo's statement.

Guicciardini says that Sion had pro

visions brought them from Milan.

The two statements are not so

irreconcileable as they might ap

pear at first sight. It is difficult

to see how refreshments could be

brought in sufficient quantity, and

effectually distributed, at so short a

notice, and in so dark a night. It

is admitted on all hands that the

Swiss despised the French, and pro

mised themselves an easy victory.

3 Francis had not taken off his

armour all night, but threw himself

to sleep for a few hours on a guu-

carriage. (Bellay.)
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general, D'Alviano, with fresh troops, made the French

victory complete.1

But the Swiss retreated inch by inch with the greatest

deliberation, carrying off their great guns on their shoulders ;

tneir helrriets, "their armour, and every part of their person

which was unprotected was covered with the shafts of the

Gascon cross-bowmen, who did great execution. The

French were too exhausted to follow. And their victory

had cost them dear'; for the Swiss, with peculiar hatred to

the French gentry and the lance-knights, had shown no

mercy. They spared none, and made no prisoners.2

The sig-nifi. The glory of the battle was great, and that at a time
cance of tha o J a

battle. when such glory was most coveted, and war opened the only

road to distinction. At that day there was not a sove

reign in Europe who did not envy Francis the fame he

had acquired in this his first battle. His old censor,

Trivulcio, who accused him of lying in bed too late, and

wasting his time in his mother's chamber, admitted that

this battle had been fought not by men but by giants,3 and

that the eighteen battles at which he had been present

were but the squabbles of little children in comparison with

this. The Swiss, the best troops in Europe and hitherto

reckoned invincible, had been beaten by the men they de

spised as effeminate, whom they called in derision " hares in

" armour."* They had been the terror and scourge of Italy,

equally formidable to friend and foe, and now their prestige

was extinguished. But it was not in these merely military

1 D'Alviano arrived on the field

at ten in the morning ; but the

Swiss were already retiring. (Bcl-

lay.) The fight lasted till noon.

(Galeazzo.)

2 " lis ne s'epcrgnoient point, non

" plus que sangliers echauffes," re

marks Francis.

3 Guicciardini.

•' " Et vous asseure, Madame, que

" j'ai veu les lansquenets mesurer la

" pique auxSuisses.lalanceaux gens

' d'armes ; et ne dira-on plus que les

" gens d'armes sont lievres armes,ca.r

" sans point de faute, ce sont eux qui

" ont fait l'execution." (Francis to

Madame Louise.) He also admits,

in common with Guicciardini, that

the seneschal d'Armagnac, in charge

of the artillery, had contributed

greatly to their success.
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aspects that the battle of Marignano was important. No

one who reads the French chronicles of the times, can fail to

perceive that it was a battle of opinions and of classes even

more than of nations ; of a fierce and rising democratical

element, now rolled back for a short season, only to display

itself in another form against royalty and nobility ;—of the

burgher classes against feudality. When Sion inflamed the

fierce passions of the Swiss by telling them that they

were the real dispensers of power, he spoke a language

which, in one form or another, had been silently making its

way to the hearts of the lower orders throughout all the

nations of Europe. The old romantic element, overlaid for a

time by the political convulsions of the last century, had once

more gained the ascendant. It was to blaze forth and revive,

before it died out entirely, in the Sydneys and Raleighs of

queen Elizabeth's reign ; it was to lighten up the glorious

imagination of Spenser before it faded into the dull prose

of puritan divinity, and the cold grey dawn of inductive

philosophy. But its last great battle was the battle of

Marignano.

The news was received in the different courts of Europe The news vwi-

with very different emotions. Leo for a time left off his 7 recuw<

intrigues, and hastened to make his peace with the con

queror. Charles sent letters of congratulation ; Ferdinand

trembled for his possessions in the South of Italy, and

for the effects of that selfish policy which had deprived

him of effectual help when he most required it. To

Erasmus, then at Basle, busy with his New Testament,

the defeat of the Swiss furnished pleasant matter for

jesting.1 " Our friends, the Swiss, (he writes,) are in a

" great fume, because the French would not politely

" allow themselves to be beaten, as they were beaten by

" you English, but sent many of them to the right about

" with their great guns. They have returned home fewer in

" number than when they started ; ragged, gaunt, disfigured

" and wounded, their ensigns torn, their festal songs turned

1 No. 985.
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" into funeral dirges." Giustinian, the Venetian ambassador,

gleeful as a schoolboy when he could throw grit into Wol-

sey's bread, was not sorry at the opportunity of carrying him

the tidings. At first Wolsey had persuaded himself that

Francis would never pass into Italy ; when that hope failed,

he had assured himself, on the faith of letters received from

Brussels, that Francis must inevitably be defeated. On the.

25th September, eleven days after the victory at Marignano,

he had told Sebastian, on his asking the news,1 that he had

letters from Brussels of the 18th2, quoting advices from

Verona of the 12th, and describing the perilous position of

the Christian king. He lamented, in pathetic terms, the

ruin which he foresaw must ensue from the mad folly of a mis

guided young man. and the pertinacity of the Venetians in

not abandoning the French alliance. On 11th of October, as

Wolsey still affected to disbelieve the news of the French

victory, Giustinian had the satisfaction of assuring him

there could be no doubt of the fact. The king had been duly

notified of the victory by Francis himself and his mother

Louise, but, with extraordinary pertinacity, refused to credit

the unwelcome tidings.8 With an incredulity almost childish,

he treated the letters as forgeries, and the report as a political

canard got up by the French to suit their own purposes.

In order to disabuse him Francis sent an agent to England,

named De Bapaume, with Guienne herald. The envoy's ac

count of his reception presents an accurate and lively picture

of the king himself, and the conflicting emotions of the court.

Henry was then building his great galley, called The Virgin

Mary, in honor of the French queen.4 The report is ad

dressed to Louisa of Savoy.

1 He had just been made Car

dinal, and was more than usually

gracious.

2 This must be Spinelly's letter

of the 19th. See No. 927.

11 Sir Richard Wingfield had sent

the news from Calais on the 27th Sep

tember (see no. 953), but it was not

believed in England until some time

after, and Spinelly kept up the delu

sion (see no. 958). This is the more

remarkable as it was known at Brus

sels at least as early as the 23rd.

< No. 1113.
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" Madam, on Thursday last, the 25th of this month,1 I received Henry's emo- ".

the letters which you were pleased to send me by the present *J* "* *" re"

bearer, Guyenne herald, dated the 18th. And as the hour was

late, and the king of England, the two queens, and the council

were gone to the great galley, I could not on that day accomplish

your commands, or do what was contained in your letters. The

next day before I left there arrived a servant of M. de la Fayette,

captain of Boulogne, who brought other letters of yours, dated the

16th, with a cipher enclosed.

" Forthwith, Madam, I departed from this town in company with

the said herald, and visited the said king of England in his chateau at

Greenwich. And after I had made him the most cordial recommen

dations from my master and yourself, the herald presented his

Majesty with the two letters written by the king. He did not

take any great pleasure in reading them ; for it seemed, to look at

him, as if tears would have burst from his eyes, so red were they

from the pain he suffered in hearing and understanding the good

news and prosperity of my master, who had advertised him thereof by

his letters.2

" Madam, after reading the said letters, the king of England Cannot con-

called me apart, and privately asked me what news there was from lro1 nimBe"-

the king of Arragon, and whether the king my master intended to

make war on him for the kingdom of Naples. I replied, I thought

not, and that I neither knew nor had heard anything about it. I

had been given to understand that my master would return from Italy

into France with his army, at the feast of All Saints, or soon after.

On this he told me, he understood so from the king's letters.

Then he asked me about the arrangements with the Pope. I told

him they were made and concluded. He replied : It was not so ; for

the contrary was the case, and the Pope had yet to ratify, and he

knew better than I; for my master and you would have let him

know if it had been so. Then he asked me about the Emperor ;

where he was, and what he was doing ? I told him I had heard no

news of him ; only I had learnt from some private persons that he

was seeking the friendship of the king my master. Then his Majesty

said he knew well where he was, and what he was about ; and as for

seeking the friendship of the king my master, quite the contrary was

the truth : and there he stopped.

" He next inquired how many Swiss had fallen in the battle. To

which I made answer, about 20,000. This assertion he would not

believe, although Guyenne herald assured him of it He pro

tested that not more than 10,000 Swiss, who formed the vanguard,

fought with the king and his army ; and that the rearguard, which

contained the great body of the Swiss, took no part in the engage

ment, nor struck a single blow ; for the king or his predecessors

had bribed them, and made an agreement with them. His Majesty

1 He means October.

2 " Et en icelles lisant il ny pre-

noit pas grant plaisir, tellement

qu'il sembloit, a le veoir, que les

larmes luy deussent tumber des

yeulx, tant les avait rouges de la

paine qu'il souflroit," etc.

r
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asserted he was well informed of this by letters from persons

present at the battle, who had written the truth of the matter.

On this the Admiral (Surrey), and other lords and gentlemen who

were present, seeing that the king could not dissemble his resent

ment, or even pretend to take pleasure in the prosperity of his ally,

began saying that he ought to be very joyful that the king, his good

brother and ally, had defeated the Swiss, who were so fierce and

haughty that they had presumed to name themselves the rulers and

correctors of princes ;—that the glory and renown of all gentlemen and

nobles were extinguished and annihilated by their usurpation and

arrogance ;—with other words to this effect. Hereupon his Majesty

said, that certainly he was very glad, for the Swiss were nothing but

villains, and he had ever known them to be such ; and the lansque-

netz, whom he called Almains, were greatly superior, and better

soldiers than they. And he asked me, now that Christian princes

were agreed and on good terms, what better could they do than

make war upon the Turk ? Hereupon all present gave their advice,

concluding that it would be well so to do, saying that the kings of

France and of England were young and powerful, and that since

Charlemagne there had not been in Christendom any princes who

could do it better than they. This discourse was long kept up.

At the king's departure I asked him if he would be

pleased to write to my master. He answered, Yes ; and to that end

he would send the letters of the king to his council

How received " Madam, after this I went immediately to my lord the Duke of

by Suffolk ; Suffolk, who was at the said chateau ; to whom I communicated all

the news. He answered me much more civilly than the king,

and told me he was as glad of the prosperity of the king my master

as any man in the kingdom of France, if not more so ; praying

me to make his humble recommendations to you. I reminded

him of the kind treatment the king had shown him in France,

and the good words they had had together, as you charged me in

your letters. He told me it was true, and for this cause he reputed

himself obliged to do the king more pleasure and service than

any other prince. And then I declared to him the contents

of the cipher which you had sent ; pointing out to him the things

which were being done over here, as well by land as by sea.

He told me it was true that the king of England had made

an appearance of preparing himself for war, and for this cause

had got ready a small number of ships, and on land had likewise

shown some diligence in assembling men, and having them ready ;

but this he had done solely to content his subjects, who desired in

my master's absence that England should go to war with him ; but

the king himself had no such inclination. The duke said the king

of England would maintain the peace and amity between the two

kingdoms ; and there was nothing so much to be desired as that they

should see each other and speak together ; and he will never rest till

this come to pass ; for he is of opinion that after that there will

never arise any question or debate between them ; and he prayed me

to write these things to the king and yourself, and to return to him at

his house near this town immediately after the feast of All Saints,

when he would send for me, and speak more plainly to me of this

matter.
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" I left him, and, accompanied with the herald, went to my lord and by Wolsey.

the Cardinal of York, being at Westminster, whom likewise I

informed of the good news of the king and his prosperity. He told

me he rejoiced at it, and that he esteemed the victory of the king

and his success as much as if they had been the king's his master,

by reason of the alliance and friendship between them. He thanked

the king and you for making him participator of the news, and

said he was pleased to hear it above all things in the world. Then

I gave him to understand the contents of your cipher, and told

him that if he and the king of England thought that the king my

master at his departure into Italy had not left his kingdom strong

and powerful, and chiefly the towns on the frontiers, they had been

greatly deceived; although the king had never thought that the

king of England would attempt to invade his country and make

war upon him in his absence, considering the treaty of peace and

amity existing between them. On this he laid his hand on his

breast, and swore to me that the king his master had never thought

of such a thing, nor his council ; and as for the ships which he had

prepared during this time, and chiefly his great galley, that was done

solely to give pleasure and pastime to the queen and the queen

Mary his sister; and that it was true that on Thursday last the

king, the said queens, and all the council had dined on board, and

made the greatest cheer and triumph that could be devised. And

with regard to preparations by land, the king of England had done

nothing with intent to make war on France or on Scotland, but only

for the purpose of keeping himself ready for all contingencies ; for

if the king his master had resolved on making war upon the Scotch,

he would have done so by land, and not by sea. In saying this,

however, he did not mean to have it understood that, if the duke of

Albany did not abstain from the injuries and violent dealing he

had used towards the queen of Scotland, his master's sister, and her

children, and if he did not make amends for the same, the King

of England would not endeavour, when time and place offered, to

make him acknowledge and repair them, as he had formerly told

me, and charged me to write to you ; but on his faith there was

not at present any such thing in meditation. Both the cardinal

and the duke of Suffolk advised me not to speak to the king

of this, for fear he should entertain some suspicion. So I have

deferred doing so till it please you to send me further instructions.

" Madam, when the answers of the cardinal and the duke of

Suffolk, who do not agree, are weighed and considered by you, you

will take such counsel as you may think best. I am and shall always

be of opinion that if the king my master had met with worse success

in Italy, the king of England would have certainly prepared with

all his power to descend upon France ; this is now quite common and

well known over here. But, God be thanked, it is no longer neces

sary to think of such things,1 for all is changed with our good for

tune ; and as for Scotland, if war is to take place there, it cannot be

within six months and more from this date, because there will not

be sufficient time for it

" II ne s'en fault plus donner de mal temps."
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Henry's new

galley and

sailor's coat.

Does not wish

to break with

France ; but

complains of

the conduct of

Francis;

" I wrote to you that the Great Chamberlain of Scotland (Hume)

had been taken prisoner by the duke of Albany ; and such was the

fact: but the Cardinal has since told me, he has escaped, and is at

present in this kingdom. The Cardinal informed me that the duke

of Albany had delivered him into the custody of the earl of Arran,

who has married the Chamberlain's sister, and the said earl released

him without the knowledge of the duke ; and he and the said earl

came away into this kingdom, where they remain at present with the

queen of Scotland ; by reason of which, as the same Cardinal said,

they are at this time more mutinous in Scotland than ever; and

though the greatest part was heretofore with the said lord of Albany,

they have now abandoned him, and he is much reduced. So, in

spite of him, the uncle of the said chamberlain and others his relatives

and friends were at liberty and released from prison. Subsequently

I made enquiry of the herald of arms of Scotland to know if this

was the case, who told me he did not know for certain, but he

believed it was not

" Madam, those who were on Thursday last in the galley, dining

with the said king of England, have told me for certain that there

are in the said galley 207 pieces of artillery, large as well as small,

of which 70 are of copper and cast {fonte), and the rest of iron,

with four or five thousand bullets, and four or five hundred barrels

of powder. The galley is propelled by six score oars, and is so large

that it will hold 800 or 1,000 fighting men. The king of England

acted as master of the galley, wearing a sailor's coat and trow-

sers of frise cloth of gold ; he had on a thick chain, in which

were five links, and amongst the same there were three plates of

gold, on which was written, as a device, * Dieu est mon Droit? and

at the bottom of the said chain was a large whistle, with which he

whistled almost as loud as l a trumpet or clarionet. Mass was sung

on board by the bishop of Durham ; and the galley was named by

queen Mary ' The Virgin Mary.'

" Madam, after these things I went twice to the said Cardinal of

York, who sent for me ; and on each occasion, and especially yester

day in the presence of the bishops of Winchester and Durham, he

told me that the king of England and his council considered the

language which the king my master had used in his letters to the

king of England was very strange ; viz. that the king of France

had not suspected that so noble and so virtuous a prince, loving

his own honour and fearing God, as the king of England, would

have wished to make war upon him, contrary to his faith and pro

mise, without first advertising and informing him of the same, and

without signifying it to him and letting him know it, in order that,

if there was any fault, it might be amended, or at any rate he might

prepare to defend himself: which words the said king of England

and all his council considered very harsh and unpleasant ....

" After further arguments to this effect they said they hoped the

king of France would henceforth behave more graciously and use more

gracious words in his communications, as their master would to him.

To this the writer replied, that his master's letters were couched in

1 "Apres force de."
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nothing but gracious and good terras ; and if they would otherwise

interpret them, the fault lay in the king of England and his council,

for the king of England had written in still ruder terms to his

master; otherwise the king would never have made him such a

reply. Other arguments passed on both sides. In the conclusion it

was agreed that henceforward they should write as good brothers and

allies ought to do.

" This done they spoke to me afterwards of the jewels which queen touchingMary't

Mary demands, telling me that the answers which the king of France jewels ;

had given were like all his previous replies, and that the objections

contained in the said letters, by which the king pretended he was not

bound to deliver up the jewels, were unreasonable, as the king of

England had represented to him by a bishop, his ambassador, whom

he had sent for that purpose ; that my lord chancellor and the said

bishop, the ambassadors, had many times met together, but that

they could not determine the matter; and it appeared to them,

that the king deceased had given the jewels to the said queen Mary

to adorn and decorate her person, although this was after the

marriage for the most part, and that they ought to be delivered

up. I defended myself as well as I could ; and so, at the end, they

deferred the matter, without saying more about it. I believe they

see clearly that this is only reasonable.

" Afterwards they proceeded to the Scotch business ; and though and interfer-

I had told them that I had no commission from the king, and so *ncf m Scot"

knew nothing about it, they nevertheless did not omit to reiterate the

complaints which I have repeated so often to you; viz., the ill

treatment which they say my lord the duke of Albany lias

shown to the queen of Scotland, in having taken from her her

children, deprived her of the government, seized all her goods,

and driven her out of the said kingdom, with only one gown,

and no attendance : adding that the said lord duke of Albany

had caused it publicly to be proclaimed throughout the said kingdom

that every one should prepare himself for war against the king of

England, who was coming to assail them in order to take and

subvert their kingdom,—a thing which the said king of England, as

they say, never purposed to do. . . . They prayed me to write these

things to you, to the end that it might please the king and you to

prevent them

" Madam, I was afterwards alone with the Cardinal of York, "

who charged me to write to the king and yourself that there is no

prince in this world that the king of England loves better or holds

more dear than he does the king of France. He swore and affirmed

this to me, with his hand on his breast. He said they were both

young, and there was the greatest similarity between them in nobility,

magnanimity, and virtue, wherefore they ought, the more to love one

another; and he humbly prayed the king and you to treat the

king his master well, stating that the king of England for his part

would do more than he was bound to do : and on this subject may it

please you to consider that the time is no longer such as it used

to be.

" To learn bow the Scotch business stood, I asked him about it ;

and he told me that if the king would recall the duke of Albany,—

allow the estates of that country and the Scotch parliament to
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nominate guardians of the children and take the administration of

the realm during the minority of the king of Scotland, the queen

retaining the name only, and allowed to go and come with her

children when and as often as she pleased,—and if her goods and

dowry were restored, and she enabled to return to Scotland,—

then all would be appeased, and there would never be occasion for

war. But if this were not done, the king of England was re

solved to aid his sister, and to do so much that she should have

what belongs to her. I also spoke to him touching the king of

Arragon, because I had heard that within a few days passed something

had taken place between the king of Arragon and them, and how

they had renewed their ancient amity, and amongst other things had

engaged that if the king of England made war on Scotland the

king of Arragon should assist him ; and also if the king of France

made war on the king of Arragon in Guienne, the king of England

should succour him. Hereupon the Cardinal told me, that if the

king would treat the king of England well, and not do anything

contrary to the treaty of peace and amity between them, 1 might

assure you. on his part, that the King of England would not make an

alliance with the king of Arragon, or any other person, prejudicial to

the king my master. ....

" Madam, I have written a long letter in order to obey you. I

trust it will not tire you, and very humbly pray the king and your

self that I may return

" At London this 6th day of November.

Stimulates op- It might be true in the language of diplomacy that up

position to .,

Francis through to the date of the battle of Mangnano Henry had not been

Emperor. guilty of any overt act which could be construed into a

breach of his treaty with France, whatever might have been

his inclinations. The time had not yet arrived for forming

a powerful confederacy against his rival, with any tolerable

hopes of success. Ferdinand, as I have stated before, was

content to remain neutral, undoubtedly believing, like the

other rulers of Europe, that the ambition of Francis would

end in his ruin, and the Swiss would secure an easy

victory. There was better expectation of Maximilian. The

imperial cities of Brescia and Verona were menaced by the

Venetians, and the Emperor was in danger of losing every

foot of land in Italy. He had the reputation of being an

able soldier. Better than all, he had great influence with

the Swiss, and could bring any number of them or of

German lance-knights into the field. Such men, to whom war

was a trade from their infancy, had so manifest a superiority

over the raw national militia of other countries, that no
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king had any chance of success without their aid. That

superiority was not merely in their superior training and

experience. Beyond that of keeping their arms and imple

ments in full trim, war was their only employment. Whereas

the national militia—and that of England especially, taken

from the plough-tail at few and irregular intervals for

muster, clothed in ill-fitting and old-fashioned habiliments

which descended from father to son, badly cleaned and

scarcely ever complete—must have presented a spectacle

more ludicrous thaD formidable, as they took the field in

rusty head pieces and cumbrous body armour, hastily

patched together for the occasion. It is clear, from the

various unsuccessful attempts described in these papers to

prevent even the armour furnished by the king from being

pawned or purloined, that native troops were of small

account in a continental war.

But then who could trust Maximilian, himself as much a

mercenary as the Swiss, and ready like them to sell himself

to the highest bidder ? At the very time when he was abusing

the French to Sir Robert Wingfieid, and declaiming against

their subtle practices, he was giving private audience to

French ambassadors1, and listening to the proposals of his

grandson Charles for a closer amity with France.2 Always

extravagant and always in difficulties, any aid from Maxi

milian had to be purchased at a heavy cost. But Wolsey was

inclined to venture. The successes of Francis in Italy, his

league and evident good understanding with the Pope, had

' No. 786.

2 During the eventful months of

August and September the Em

peror spent much of his time in

hunting ;—a trick which he had

when he wished to get out of the

way of the honest and simple-

minded Sir Robert Wingfieid, who

was continually deluded, but never

suspected his Imperial Majesty. He

imagined that the Emperor with

drew himself into the solitudes of

the woods to meditate on the best

means of succouring Verona, and

taking vengeance on the French.

It is surprising that he did not per

ceive that Maximilian's passion for

the chase was always at the highest

when a message from France was

in the way. See nos. 873, 886,

900,909.
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thoroughly alarmed Ferdinand, and provoked the resentment

ofEngland. The former had sent an ambassador, and, what

was still more unusual with him, rich presents to Henry to

invoke his aid. But whatever was done must be done

secretly. The treaty with France still stood in the way.

The French king had carefully avoided all literal violation

of it ; and Henry could not, without breach of faith, venture

upon open aggressions.

There was in the Cardinal's service an ecclesiastic, of

whose early career little is known—Richard Pace, immor

talized by Shakespeare, and reckoned by some as scarce

inferior to Wolsey himself in ability or in the favor of Henry.

The date and place of his birth are unknown. He tells us

himself,1 however, that he lived in a menial capacity with

Thomas Langton, the predecessor of Fox in the see of

Winchester. The bishop, discovering Pace's proficiency in

music, believed he would make a scholar, and so furnished

him with the requisite means to study at Padua ; for this

prelate, like others of his order in that age, used to say of

himself, that he considered he had been advanced to his high

dignity solely for the purpose of fostering learning. He had

a school attached to his palace, where he superintended the

education of the boys ; and " it was his great delight," says

Pace, " to hear the boys repeat to him at night the lessons

" they had said to their schoolmaster during the day ; and

" whoever acquitted himself to the bishop's satisfaction

" never failed of being praised and rewarded. For the

" good bishop had always these words in his mouth: Virtus

" laudato, crescit. If a dull boy appeared before him, but

" one who was willing to learn, the bishop never reproached

" him with his stupidity, but cheered and exhorted him to do

" his best, and to overcome nature by diligence, setting betore

" him the shining example of others who had surmounted

" similar obstacles."2 During his stay in Italy, Pace seems to

1 De Doctrina, 27.

8 Pace excuses himself for di

verging from Lis subject to pay

this tribute of gratitude to his

earliest patron.
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have made the acquaintance of Erasmus, Tunstal, and Wil

liam Latimer. He returned to England, settled at Oxford ;

as Wood thinks, 1 with some reason, at Queen's College, of '

which Langton had been the provost ; was taken into the

service of Bainbridge, who succeeded Langton in the pro-

vostship, and went with him to Rome, when he was Cardinal

and archbishop of York, at the close of the year 1509.

When Bainbridge was poisoned, Pace, who had been ap

pointed one of the Cardinal's executors, was extremely active

in bringing the offenders to justice. His pertinacity and

resolution in this matter brought down upon him the resent

ment of De Giglis, bishop of Worcester, who was strongly

suspected of being implicated in Bainbridge's murder; with

what degree or truth must for ever remain uncertain, for

the court of Rome were not willing to prosecute the matter

too strictly, and Worcester's services at the time in pro

curing the cardinalate for Wolsey imposed silence on his

accusers. Pace returned to England in March 1515, with

a recommendation to Wolsey from Sir Richard Wingfield ; 2

and from this time to the close of the year we hear no

more of him. He was now to be employed by the Car

dinal on a secret mission of the greatest importance, and

his correspondence on that occasion occupies a great part

of this volume.8

After the battle of Marignano and the surrender of Milan Disposition of

the Swiss had made their way back to their mountain homes, and the s™».

greatly dissatisfied and exasperated at their defeat. Car

dinal Sion returned to the Emperor, and here he fell in with

Sir Robert Wingfield, not the most discreet or reticent of

English ambassadors, and learned from him the dissatisfac

tion of England at the successes of Francis, and still more at

1 Wood's Atli. i. 29. to historians. Not more than

* No. 273. i seven of them appear in the eleven

3 This correspondence extends to volumes of State Papers of Henry

189 letters ; viz., 149 from Pace, j VIII. published under the sanction

and 40 to him. Of these, one or of the State Paper Commission.

two only have been hitherto known
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2

the omnipotence of French influence in the court of Flanders,

where it displayed itself in all the forms of arrogance, insult,

and opposition to the English commissioners, appointed to

carry out the treaty of intercourse with Charles of Castile.1

On the 2nd October 2 Wingfield wrote to Wolsey to say that

the Cardinal of Sion had informed him the Swiss desired

nothing better than to serve the King with 20,000 men at

40,000 florins a month. The Emperor, he questions not, will

add as many horse and artillery as shall be necessary, for a

reasonable sum, " for all the world knoweth that he is not

" best purveyed of money;" and then Wingfield concludes

with a flourish from his own trumpet, which the mutilation

of the letter has unfortunately marred, of Henry's trium

phant coronation in France. On the 8th of October

Knight wrote from Brussels with great eagerness, urging

Wolsey to enter at once on a war with the ancient enemy

and rival of England. " If he is suffered to invade the

" innocent, England will lose all her friends." He pressed

the Cardinal not to lose the opportunity. Now is the

time a league can be made with the Swiss, " which shall

" be a scourge to the pride of France; notwithstanding

" divers in England say that they be villains, and disdain

" to hear speak of them. But if ye will not have them, the

" Frenchmen shall. Well fare the villanies that keepeth and

" favoreth the rest of noblesse ! The Church, the Empire,

" and all other princes desire their confederation, save only

" we, which might have more profit by them than all

" others."

It was creditable to England that it should be so. The

facts here disclosed by Knight constitute the best apology for

1 This is the mission on which I vations on the political abuses of

Sir Thomas More -was employed

with Tunstal, and Young then

Master of the Rolls. It was in

this his first visit to Flanders, in

a public capacity, that he had the

opportunity of making those obser-

the times, which he afterwards set

forth, with such exquisite humour

and keen good sense, in his Utopia.

2 No. 982.

3 No. 1003.
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the measures now adopted by Wolsey and the king, scarcely

well-judged, and certainly at variance with their usual policy.

Papal and French emissaries were busy among the Swiss,

and Pace was sent to counteract their intrigues. His mission

was one of some delicacy, and required more than usual

tact and adroitness. With the view of lulling suspicion

it was to be given out that he was acting only in a private

capacity. He was ordered to put himself in communica

tion with Cardinal Sion and Sforza duke of Milan ; and after

thanking them for the kind wishes they had expressed,

that Wolsey should urge the king of England to recovei

his rights and inheritance in France by the aid of the Swiss,

Pace was instructed to say, that Wolsey would " spare

" neither body, life, nor goods " to join with so excellent

and noble a prelate as the Cardinal of Sion, whom he knew

above all Christian prelates to be most minded to that

universal peace, and some glorious expedition against the

Infidels, as soon as a check shall have been laid on the great

ambition of France.1 If the Swiss could be persuaded to

give battle to France on their side of the mountains, the

king of England would no doubt advance them 100,000

crowns of gold for two months' service.2 At the suggestion

of Sion the terms were afterwards increased to 120,000

crowns for 20,000 men, to serve wherever England might

think fit to employ them.

Pace started towards the close of October ; crossed to Ca- pace's journey

lais ; passed Sir Thomas More on his way to Antwerp, where

he arrived on the 25th ; escaped " through the dominions

" of Robert de la Marche, called The Devil" by byepaths

to Spires on 1st November ; reached Inspruck on the 8th ;

opened his commission to Sion, and found him so ready

for the enterprise that if Pace had brought money, and

not promises only, the Swiss would have attacked the

French in ten days' time.* He arrived at Constance on

1 No. 1095. i 3 Nos. 1135, 1146.

2 Nos. 1065, 1146. !

d 2
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Greed of the

Swiss,

and of Maxi

milian,

the 22nd and at Zurich on the 24th. " Nothing can be done

" here without money," he says ; " the French king has

" offered them 200,000 crowns, and we sola spes." They

had been too often beguiled by large offers. " The Pope

" ought to contribute," he adds ; " but, except they see

" his money, the Swiss say they will not believe the Pope's

" word, spoken or written." The arrangement of 120,000

crowns for two months was now increased to 140,000; in

February Galeazzo Visconti, their commander, demanded

300,000.* Their greed was excessive, and they flocked to

the English standard in overwhelming numbers ; but all

had to be engaged, at least all had to be paid, for fear

the rest should take offence. " I am at expences in-

" tolerable for me to bear amongst the Swiss (writes Pace

" to Burbank), whom a man must have always at meat

" and drink with him, or shame his prince, his master,

" and himself." " The Swiss be unreasonable in asking

" money, and remedy is there none ; quia talis est

" illorum barbaries ut pecuniam petitam neganti mortem

" minentur." English royals and nobles, in spite of all

Pace's care and precaution, melted away like snow in the

sun ; and Wolsey could not supply gold with sufficient

rapidity to satisfy their insatiable demands.

It was not to be expected that Maximilian could remain

unmoved at such a sight ;—English gold falling in showers so

near him, and not a drop to quench his intolerable thirst.

He had been dallying for a long time with the French, unable

to decide whether for a sum of French crowns he should

abandon all hopes of Italy for ever, or make terms with his

good son in England, more to his honor and probably not less

for his interest. Had the French advanced their terms, or had

Maximilian entertained better opinions of their solvency, he

would not have hesitated what course to adopt. His conduct

is not very intelligible, and we can only guess at it in the ab

sence of the documents from foreign archives. But this much

1 No. 41 ,5.
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is obvious : If he joined England he might have a chance of

selling his aid to Henry at a high price ; and whilst he in

vaded Italy ostensibly with the purpose of leading the Swiss

and attacking the French, he might succour his own cities of

Verona and Brescia, and recover his lost territory from the

Venetians, at the expense of his ally. This seems to have

been his first idea ;— this done, he could drive a better bar

gain with France by selling his friendship when it was most

valuable to France and most disastrous to England. To

keep him favorable to France he was surrounded by

ministers in the French interest, who never ceased repre

senting to him the value of the French alliance in colors most

attractive to a needy and extravagant man. " Though I

" assure your grace," says Wingfield to Wolsey, " that the

" Emperor hath as great favor and affection for the King's

" Highness as is possible, yet his council, being of other

" mind, may so impeach and retard the affairs that they shall

" not fail to be right largely stopped of their course."1

Therefore Wingfield thought it would be well, if it would

please the King and Wolsey, that he and Pace had 100/. of

secret service money to distribute amongst such of the

Emperor's council as they should deem fitting ! German

venality must have been cheap, when the favors of a whole

court could be purchased at such a sum.

As soon, therefore, as Maximilian had obtained an inkling Tries to draw

. the money into

of what was going forward, he wrote to his daughter Mar- his own hands.

garet2 to inform her that he had learned from Pace that

Henry had deposited 100,000 gold crowns at Antwerp to be

delivered in wages to the Swiss. He begged her to send

to Antwerp, and inquire of Sir Thomas Spinelly if such were

the fact, and, if it proved correct, to contrive and get hold

of the money, and secretly deliver it to the factors of the

Fuggers to be deposited in the imperial treasury. He pur

posed, without asking authority from England, to obtain

the entire control of the money. Two days after, he

' No. 1447. j 2 1 Dec. 1515. No. 1231.
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Wingfield.

wrote again to say, that as Francis had helped the

Venetians to lay siege to Brescia and Verona, he could

not believe that the offers of accommodation made him by

the French king, through the archduke Charles, were to

be trusted. The revenues of the two cities, he says, are

worth some millions, and he hoped to be able to prevent

them from falling into the hands of the Venetians ; but at

present his allies had abandoned him, and he was powerless.

Now, however, when least expected, an opportunity had pre

sented itself in the desire of England to attack the French

in Italy, and he hastened to avail himself of it. His instru

ment for that purpose was Sir Robert Wingfield.

sir Robert Sir Robert belonged to a class of statesmen then rapidly

disappearing before a younger, more versatile and expert

generation, of whom Wolsey might be considered as the chief.

He speaks of himself as living in the days of Henry VI.,1—

of his long experience as a negociator,2—of the white hairs

" which he had gotten in the cold snowy mountains

" of Germany, which have the power to make all hares

" and partridges that abide amongst them white, where

" my beard (which I have promised to bear to our Lady

" of Walsingham, an God give me life) is wax so white,

" that whilst I shall wear it I need none other mean to

" cause women rejoice little in my company."3 He had the

quaintness and precision of a man of the old school, and

both are visible in his conversation, his letters, and his hand

writing, with a tinge of pedantry not unbecoming a man of

his years, and displaying itself in the use of Latinized

English and classical references. He was a little proud of

himself, but more proud of the Wingfields, as he was bound

to be ; was easily hurt, but bore no malice. If there was

any creature in the world that he hated, it was a Frenchman.

He devoutly believed that the French had been at the

bottom of all the evils that had happened in Christendom

' p. 334. 3 See No. 1131.

2 p. 131.
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during the last 400 years. He had not read Baker's

Chronicle, like Sir Roger de Coverley, for he lived 200

years before Baker's Chronicle was written; but he had

read the English Chronicles of his days, and he could

tell l how " disceivately King Philip dealt with King

" Richard the First, called Cceur de Lion, being in the Holy

" Land ; how, by the subtle mean of the same, King John

" was accursed, and his realm laid under an interdict ; how

" Henry V. won all France ; how Henry VIII. had good

" right to be king of France, for it was notorious that his

" ancestor and progenitor king Edward the Third refused to

" do homage for the duchy of Guienne, because he would not

" by this mean deface or impair his title in the crown of

" France ;" and so forth. He was, in short, the most guileless,

upright, humane, and valiant of all bachelor knights, as he

called himself; stiff and formal, somewhat conceited and pe-

dantical, but full of a wise, gracious, hearty, and forgiving

humanity, which was not the worse because it had a smack

of his peculiar failings.

I know not whether it was more to his credit or a tool in the

Maximilian's that he had been so long in the court of Maximilian.

the latter, and yet persisted in believing that the Em

peror was the best, the wisest, the most profound, .the

most honest and patriotic of mortal men. " Seeing is

" believing ;" but no seeing would have converted Sir

Robert. Had he beheld the Emperor in the very act of

the most flagrant turpitude, he would have set it down to

the score of a subtle and inscrutable policy designed to

cover some act of sublime virtue, which in the end would

ensure the peace and the happiness of Christendom. If the

Emperor ran away from the battle-field,—if he falsified his

word,—if he shuffled and prevaricated, Sir Robert imputed

it all to that mysterious wisdom which must needs reside

in the heart of an Emperor. Maximilian, though no genius

himself, found little difficulty in managing such a man.

1 p. 334.
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To Sir Robert he was universally respectful ; listened to his

tedious speeches without betraying signs of impatience, and

treated him occasionally, and his despatches, with most

magnificent courtesy. He professed to make Sir Robert

the depository of his secrets,—to unbosom to Sir Robert

those deeper feelings and designs he could trust to no

others,—not even to his most intimate councillors. To

the proud and susceptible Englishman he spoke of his

king in " the most hearty and most affectuous manner ;"

raised his bonnet when he received or referred to his

despatches; had tears in his eyes (the veteran deceiver!)

when he thought what a virtuous, loving, and noble son he

had in Wingfield's master. The king's remembrances, he

said, were as comfortable to him " as the figure of the

" crucifix which is brought by the cure to his parishien

" that lieth in extremis Z"1

Pace strictly Pace had been strictly enjoined to keep the money in his

let Maximilian own hands, and employ it exclusively in wages for the Swiss,

money. e for Wolsey was too well acquainted with the Emperor's fail

ings to allow him any share in the transaction. Pace was

to communicate directly with Galeazzo, and suffer no inter

vention on the part of the Emperor. This being so, the

Emperor could find no decent pretext for drawing the money

into his own hands. He therefore began with pointing out

to Wingfield the dangers arising from the French successes

in Italy. Francis would have the Pope at his disposal ; he

would keep Maximilian so employed by aiding the Venetians

that the latter would have no opportunity of succoring

the Neapolitan territory, and thus the South like the North

must fall to the French. " My son, the prince (Charles),"

he continued, " being so young, and his council clearly

" French, the French King shall for money lead him after

" his appetite ; which premises, if tbey shall fortune to take

" effect, I cannot see how the realm of England shall

" remain without broilerie and great danger."2 Then he

p. 387. 2 No. 2351.
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suggested that if the league proposed by England (between

the Pope, Henry, Arragon, and the Emperor) could be

carried into effect with provision for the Swiss, it would be

for the weal of Christendom ; " but the sickness," he said,

" was so great and pernicious that it must be cured or

" (before) the said medicine may be prepared, the con-

" venient drugs be so distant one from another ; and also

" he (the Pope) that should be chief hath now of late

" given hearing and favor to the French enchantments, in

" such wise, that as long as the French remain in Italy

" the said head is not to be treated with in that matter, and

" likewise the Swissers." In the simplicity of his heart Wingfieidplay*

Wingfield wrote to Wolsey three days after,1 that he and peror's hand.

the Emperor had canvassed the plans proposed by the

Cardinal for the coming campaign, and he doubted not that

as the case then stood Wolsey would perceive " it was not

" mete to attempt the Swissers by any of the ways ex-

" pressed and assigned " in Wolsey's letter ;—a piece of

audacity which shows how totally ignorant Wingfield was of

the true state of things, and still more of the character of

those with whom he had to deal. As if this had not been

enough, he proceeds, with extraordinary complacency in his

own sagacity, to state that it was the Emperor's wish that

Pace should make Wingfield privy to all his charges, and

follow his advice and counsel from time to time ; " and as

" touching the Swissers, if they will not now condescend

" that 10,000 of them may join the Emperor, which hath

" had his armies ready in Verona and Brescia, with more

" footmen and horsemen put in a readiness to join with

" them by the space of three months and more, to his

" marvellous great cost and charge, they will never be got

" in any manner of way ; and then by necessity there is

" none other remedy but to wage (employ) 10,000 lance-

" knights and 1 ,000 horse,"—the Emperor's own troops :—

so falling blindly into the trap which it was the special

purpose of the king and Wolsey to avoid.

1 No. 1404.
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Toleration of The anger of the Cardinal with his unseasonable inter-

ministers, ference may be better imagined than described. He was

not accustomed to brook opposition from his equals or even

superiors in the privy council. Even at this early date

the great minister was omnipotent ; " all really depends

" upon him," says Giustinian writing home to the Council

of Ten. An inferior man would have dismissed Wingfield

from his post;—would have made a fuss, and superseded

him. Not so he ; to the credit of the reign, a freedom of

opinion and dissent was allowed in official men, which dis

appeared in after times. Omnipotent as Wolsey was, and

impatient of contradiction, he never used his power to re

move an inferior from his post because that inferior thought

tit sometimes to disagree with him. If an ambassador failed

in the expectations that had been formed of him, it was

deemed more discreet to send an inferior agent, as occasion

might arise, to supplement his deficiencies. Such a policy

was not without advantage. The long experience of a man

of inferior talents compensated for brighter natural powers ;

the credit gained at foreign courts by the permanency of

his appointment gave respect and influence to the agent.

So far from employing his authority in recalling the repre

sentatives at foreign courts, Wolsey seldom listened to their

repeated applications for dismissal, even when they de

manded it in a momentary fit of disgust, or were fretted

into impatience by a reprimand, which he sometimes admi

nistered with considerable severity.

They, on the other hand, accustomed to rebuff's, which

the sensitive honor of later times considers intolerable,

did their best out of a sense of duty to their king and

country. The peculiar position of the Tudors fostered

this feeling of personal responsibility to the sovereign.

The king was the only representative of the nation ; par

liament was little more than an institution for granting

subsidies and regulating duties on hats and caps. No am

bassador, no political agent, cared the least what parliament

might or might not think of his conduct. To parliament
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he would never have appealed against an act of ministerial

severity or oppression. His sole object was to please the

king, and next, perhaps, his minister. And whilst the king,

as in the Tudor times, put himself at the head of the nation,

knelt with his people at the' altars of St.] Paul's or West

minster, fought openly at the tilt with his nobles, came home

a-Maying from Greenwich with pasteboard Gogs and Ma

gogs and a noisy rabblement at his heels, shot with his own

archers of the guard, discussed the New Testament of

Erasmus with friars and bishops, read all his despatches,

was everywhere seen, heard and talked of, and that without

bating an atom of his dignity, the entire personality of the

nation was wrapped up in the king, and gave a unity to

its aim and action, individually and collectively, which never

had existed before, and possibly never will again. The

divine right of kings was identified with the divine right of

national existence and independence.

But to return to Sir Robert. What reply Wolsey made Sir Robert

to his despatch we do not know ; but, whatever it was, it SPhmnu^'

was scarcely pleasant to the old knight's honest and sensitive ^*™ u Uke a

pride. He had often spoken of resigning before ; now, like

a true Englishman, he breathed not a word of resignation.

In silent and solemn dignity he mounted his tallest horse,

wrote home a letter to Wolsey, said he had done nothing to

hinder business, and proceeded to read him a lecture on the

duties of ministers. "Ministers," he said, "should possess

" four things, viz., wit, learning, good will and experience.

" For my part," he continued, " I am not ashamed to

" give place to your secretary (Pace) in the first twain, and

" as to the third it were too great a shame for me to give

" place to any ; and in the fourth, both to eschew arrogance

" and comparison, I will leave the judgment of that part to

" such as have practised with us both." x He was a little

annoyed, and could not help showing it. Pace's commission

was a secret ; it nowise interfered with Sir Robert's duties :

1 No. 1582.
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but Pace had the control of the money and the management

of the expedition ;—the two things which Maximilian desired

and hoped to obtain by means of Wingfield. Nothing

can show more clearly the opposite characters of the

two men—the old and the new school—than the letter

written by Pace on the same occasion. He had been too

long in the court at Rome, and had seen too much of its

proceedings at the death of Cardinal Bainbridge, to be

Paces firmness, influenced by great names and fair pretensions. For

the Emperor he cared not a jot ; and in this he was

encouraged by Galeazzo and the Swiss.1 They told Pace

they would have no Emperor in the field, for on a previous

occasion he had received for them 100,000 crowns from

England, and had never paid them more than 40,000 florins.

" Nothing can hurt my cause," he declared to Wolsey,

" but only the Emperor's slowness. I do hourly tarry for

" his resolution, but these Almains be so diligent in re-

" solving their matters, they had liever lose a great city

" than rise from their dinner to defend it." Then in

answer to a letter from Wolsey,2 expressing a doubt lest

Pace should be guided by Wingfield's counsels, he tells

Burbank, " Sir, you may show unto my lord Cardinal mine

" opinion of Summer-shall-be-green3 (the name by which

" Sir Robert was known in Pace's circle), and put his grace

" out of doubt that dreams and new inventions cannot let

" (hinder) me to do that I see most expedient according

" to my charge."

The expedition To no purpose did Maximilian lavish his blandishments
•tarts. r r

Is well aware

of Wingfield's

weakness.

1 No. 1470.

3 1565, sq.

3 I think the expression must

have been derived from some po

pular ballad ; for in another letter

to the same correspondent Pace

writes : " As touching new inven-

" tions of Summer-skall.be-green,

" you did very wisely and kindly

" offer your life therein. For you

" shall not die therefor." Are

the last words a quotation also ?

Prince Henry uses a kindred ex

pression to Sir John, " thou latter

Lammas ! " These glimpses of the

impressions of rural life, still lin

gering in the English mind, and

recorded in these cant phrases, are

very curious.
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and caresses on this clever diplomatist. He sent polite invita

tions to Pace, but Pace politely declined them. A small taste

only of the liberality of England as an encouragement for the

enterprize. No, not a ducat, until he was fairly in motion.

So, to his great chagrin, Maximilian was compelled to abandon

his ordinary routine of excuses, and drop his intrigues with

the French for a time at least. At last the expedition got

under weigh : the Swiss were commanded by Galeazzo and

Pace ; the Emperor took the lead at the head of his own

troops. The two armies marched a mile apart. The first

detachment started on the 20th February 1516, and was

rapidly followed. As early as the 29th the Emperor

had reached Maran in the Tyrol ; was at Trent on the

2d of March ; left on the 9th for Italy, intending to be at

the fray himself, if possible. " I pray God," says Wingfield,1

" send him speed, as yesterday the good prince received the

" sacrament and made his Paske,2 so that from henceforth

" he may the more liberally intend to martial acts." Pace

was in high spirits. If the king and the Cardinal could see

what he sees, they would not " miss the opportunity for a

" million of gold," he exclaims in an access of military

enthusiasm.3 At that moment of triumph even his dis

like and habitual distrust of the Emperor were forgotten.

" The Emperor undertakes this expedition," he wrote to

Wolsey,4 " against the mind of all his council. All the

" good is done by himself. It is a pity to hear how they

" do peal and pluck him of his money, whereby his good

" intents be oftentimes greatly let. Surely of his own

" person no man can honestly make other relation, but that

" he is a noble, wise, kind, and manly prince." Wingfield

could only express his admiration by the extravagant re

mark, that God and the king this year " had done miracles." s

One difficulty stood in the way which even the genius of

1 No. 1644.

1 Easter Sunday fell this year

•n 23rd March.

3 No. 1564.

* No. 1634.

5 No. 1633.
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Difficnity of Wobey could not entirely surmount,—but one,—and that

pay for the was the difficulty of sending money from England. There

oop*' were but two ways then of foreign exchange ; either to

transmit coin direct to the army by messengers, or ship

bullion to Antwerp, there to be exchanged and forwarded

to its destination by the bankers Frescobaldi, the Fuggers,

or the Campucci. The merchants were not always to be

trusted ; their terms for discounting were exorbitant ; they

took their own time in sending the money to its proper

destination, and had a thousand excuses for delay which no

one could contravene. To trust messengers with large sums

of bullion was less satisfactory. How was it to be disposed

about their persons and how escape discovery ? How could

it be stowed in sufficient quantity for so large a host ?

How were the carriers themselves to make their way in

safety through a hostile territory, swarming with robbers,

where even single and unencumbered travellers dared

scarcely venture ? Such a sum us 300,000 gold crowns

could not even be shipped from England without pro

voking discussion and attracting universal attention. All

kinds of excuses were invented to draw curiosity and cu

pidity off the scent. A score of times did Giustinian urge

upon the Cardinal that he was sending money to the Em

peror for a war against Italy ; as often was he met with the

reply that his suspicions were unfounded. On one occasion,1

after listening most patiently for a quarter of an hour to Gius-

tinian's remonstrances (a thing not very usual), the Cardinal

went so far as to say, " I will speak to you with all sincerity

" and truth, as it becomes a Cardinal, on the honor of the

" cardinalate "—(his favourite expression),—laying his hand

upon his breast : " It is true that this most serene king

" has remitted money to Flanders, which will reach Ger-

" many and perhaps Italy ; for two purposes ;—the first is

" for the purchase of inlaid armour, the other for a quantity

" of very fine jewels pledged by certain princes in France,

i 2nd Jan. 1516. No. 1380.
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" Germany, and Italy. Although the money may reach

" our ambassadors, it will not come into the power of the

" Emperor ; for you need not think that the king would

" expend his treasure to aid the Emperor in the recovery of

" Brescia and Verona. No man in this kingdom has so much

" as thought of such a thing, or of waging war on the king

" of France, or of opposing any of his undertakings. By

" the honor of the cardinalate what we tell you is the

" truth, and they who have asserted otherwise lied in their

" teeth."1 Yet, in spite of so solemn a contradiction, the

rumour spread in all directions. Knight heard of it at

Mechlin. The Italian merchants in Antwerp had informed

him, as he wrote, that none of the Italian bankers could

furnish half the sum required, in the high parts of Almain—

not even the Fuggers and the Belzers. Already since

Christmas last, he added, one merchant had taken sanctuary

at Antwerp for a debt of 35,000/. Flemish, of which the

staplers would lose 12,000/., To send over 50,000/. in coin

to Italy, for soldiers' pay, was a gigantic enterprise, of

which modern times can form no conception.

For the present all things went merrily ; Swiss and impe

rialists trooped along with assured hopes of victory. On

the 11th of March the army reached Verona ; on the 12th

it crossed the Mincio ; on the 23d it was at the banks of

the Adda.2 Onwards and onwards, with a rapidity that

astonished the Venetian light horse, and compelled the

French to shut the gates of Milan, and protect it with a

broad belt of fire and desolation. Onwards across tottering

bridges and through waving fields of corn ; for the road was

more familiar than their own homes to these Swiss and

German freebooters.

On Easter Monday (24th) the invaders had reached They arrive at

within nine miles of Milan ;s one brisk push, and all would

1 Other members of the council

made similar answers when Gius-

tinian applied to them. See 1294.

1 No. 1699.'

3 No. 1721, "Prewtelle, within

five miles of Milan, where they lay

still the next day, the 25th." Sir

Rob. Wingfield, no. 1736.
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be over. Easter Tuesday dawned, but a change had now

come over the Emperor. The story is a strange one and

will best be told in Pace's letter to Wolsey.

The Emperor " In my last letters I advertised your grace of the Emperor at the

refuses to pro- river of Ade (Adda), and how wisely and valiantly he behaved upon

"'"' Easter even, when the Frenchmen and the Venetians showed them

selves to be in areadiness to fight with him and the Swiss. Now

your grace shall understand that my lord Cardinal Sedunensis,

lord Galias, with all other captains, upon Easter Monday moved,

desired, and prayed most instantly the said Emperor to persecute the

Frenchmen, and shewed him ' evidently that they could in nowise

keep Milan if he would be contented to use their counsel. But it

was not possible to induce him thereunto; and no man could ne can

conject what thing moved him to be so slack at that time, when

every man did see the victory in his hands, and the expulsion of the

Frenchmen out of Italy, But upon Easter Tuesday in the morning,

being within nine miles of Milan, he sent for Sir Robert Wingfield and

HU excuses, me, and, showing himself to be sore moved, said that he had perfect

knowledge that the French king had offered unto the king's grace

our master to forsake utterly Scotland, and to set apart all his prac

tices there, 60 that his grace would keep firm peace and amity with

him. Hereunto we made this answer : that his Majesty should in

no wise be moved herewith, for we would lose our lives if it should

be found by him or any other man that the king's grace had or did

intend by any means to let this his enterprise in Italy, but rather to

advance it and set it forthward ; and showed three evident reasons

against the same : one, that his grace paid the Swiss's wages in the

aid of his Majesty ; the other, that his grace had sent his ambas

sadors unto his nephew the prince of Castile, for to offer unto him

men and money with his own person for defence of his realm, which

the French king intendeth to usurp'; thirdly, I declared unto him

the king's mind in making a universal confederation betwixt his

Majesty and others comprised in the commission lately sent by your

grace to Sir Robert Wingfield and me. The said Emperor could

not deny but these our reasons were evident, and made this answer

only, viz., that he trusted that the king's grace would not forsake

him. For all this yet that day he would not move, but did sit still

in pensiveness, and was angry with very man that did move him

to set forthward.

" About night he sent for my lord the Cardinal Sedunensis, Sir

Robert Wingfield, and me, and said plainly he could not perform his

promise made unto the Swiss in paying the residue of their wages

for the two months, unto such time that the king's money should

come, for he had none for to content his own army, ne yet to sustain

his household, and for that cause was compelled to return hack and

not to lay siege to the city of Milan. My said lord Cardinal was

sore troubled with these words, and in most wise and substantial

manner, using all reasons convenient for that purpose, moved him to

the contrary, putting no doubt (as truth was) in taking of the

said city of Milan, where he should lack no money. Sir Robert

Wingfield affirmed the same. As for me I did plainly show unto
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him the most great Inconvenients that should ensue upon his return,

viz., loss of all his cities in Italy evident, the realms of Naples and

Navarre, his own extreme dishonour, with the loss of the king's

money expended in his aid. But neither reason ne persuasion could

move him to do well. Wherefore we thought it necessary to speak

with his own most secret servants and councillors, whom we found

as evil contented with him as we were ourselves ; for they did not

only show unto him all the inconvenients before rehearsed, but also

added thereunto, thatuf he should draw bade without cause or peril

at that time, no man within Almain would esteem him the valor of

one groat.

" Whiles we were in this communication, arrived from Milan a Is challenged

Spaniard, a vile person, sent from the duke of Bourbon to the Em- B„„bon * °

peror with this message : that if the said Emperor would come to

Milan, and drink with him, he should be welcome ; if not, he would

meet the Emperor by the way. Herewith the Emperor showed him

self to be very glad, and commanded the marquis of Brandenburg

to send a trumpet immediately to the said duke, and offer him battle

the day following afore the walls of Milan, and to show him that he

that had offered him battle at the three rivers, viz., Mynce, Oleo,

and Ade, would not be afraid to fight with him at Milan. And

herein he kept his promise, and went thither with all the army in

goodly and sure order, ready to have made an end of this business.

But the said duke, when he did see this, he sent the said trumpet

again with word unto the Emperor that he would fight, but not at

that time, knowing right well that it was not possible for him to

obtain the victory. The Emperor, this answer had, would tarry no The Emperor

longer, though the Lord Galias advertised him that the Frenchmen decamps,

could in no wise bide within the city two days, both for lack of

horse-meat and fear of insurrection of the people against them,

which undoubtedly had followed if the Emperor would have con

tinued there but one night ; but neither he, ne my lord Cardinal, ne

none other, could induce him thereunto.

" The Frenchmen, immediately after his returning, did begin to

burn the suburbs of the city, and destroyed utterly the habitations of

60,000 honest poormen, fearing that the Swiss would have lienin them,

as they intended to do if the Emperor had not let them. The said

Swiss, seeing his departing, sent unto him two of their chief captains

for to advertise him, that it was not their manner to show their backs

to their enemies, and therefore they would not depart. The Emperor

made unto them this answer : that he would lead them another way,

where they should have a sure victory, without any great shedding of

Wood; and so desired them to follow him, or else he would have

from them his horsemen and artillery : and by these means he had

them from thence, to their incredible discontentation. And he him

self passed the river of Ade again, the righter way towards Almain

than the Frenchmen, saying that he had certain practice there for to

take the town of Crema ; but this was but a thing feigned for to

colour his flying-

" The Swiss went to the city of August, straightway towards

Milan, which city the lord Galias and they did take by force. The

castle thereof was by the space of six hours valiantly defended by

the Frenchmen, who did slay four or five Swiss, wherewith the re-
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sidue were so moved that they made a vow [not] to depart unto the

time they had taken the said castle by force, and slain every French

man within it. They set so fiercely upon [it] that it was not possible

for the Frenchmen to defend it longer. First, they offered to yield

themselves unto the mercy of the Swiss ; but they would take no

condition, but killed every man found within it, to the number of

150; and divers there were that offered thousands of crowns for

their lives, but nothing could help. This done they sent a messen

ger to the Emperor, by the counsel of the lord G;dias and me, with

these tidings, and for to desire him either to come personally with

his army, or else, if he feared his own person, to send his horsemen

unto them, and put himself in surety in the city of Brixia, or any

other place where it should please him, until such time as they had

expelled the Frenchmen out of Italy.

' I assure your lordship the Swiss neither doth ne will lack in

anything concerning the destruction of the Frenchmen. The Em

peror hath kept no promise with them. Nothing grieveth them but

this, that the Emperor gocth more backward than forthward, and

putteth every man in suspicion of his flying away into Almain ;

and if he so do, this enterprise is clean lost {quod Dtnis avertat!) to the

ruin evident of himself and the destruction of all Christendom. My

lord Cardinal Sedunensis, the lord Galias, and I, be almost dead

for sorrow ; and the said lord Galias hath desired [me] to write

these words, to be kept secret unto your grace, viz., that if the Em

peror do at this time fly without cause, he shall commit greater

treason against all princes Christian than ever did Judas against

Christ.

" The Swiss will in no case that the lord Galiace or I depart

from them, though the Emperor fly away ; but they will keep both

him and me in pledge of their wages, as well for the residue of the

second month as the whole of the third, if they shall continue the

said third month and deserve their wages, as they will surely do if

the Emperor let them not. If he do let them, they intend to do

him a shrewd turn. They have knowledge that the said Emperor

should say he feared them, which saying is but a frivoll excuse and

seeking of an occasion to fly away ; for no man living could have

served him more faithfully than they have done hithertoward, and so

they will continue if he give them none occasion to the contrary.

From the city , the first day of April."

Was it a trick of the Emperor from the first ? Was it in

a sudden fit of resentment at not having received money

from England ? Had he been deluded by the French ; or,

what is more probable, had he sold himself and his honor,

too often sold before, for French gold ? Francis wrote to

Palvoisin, his ambassador at Rome, only a week before,1 that

the Emperor had been soliciting his amity through the prince

1 17th March 1516. No. 1680.
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of Castile. But as this letter was evidently intended to be

seen by the Pope, who was vacillating between one party and

the other ; and as Francis had sent in it a very significant

message that he intended, if necessary, to pass into Italy

with an army, and in that case he " would crave the honor

" once more of kissing the feet of his Holiness ;" it may be

doubted whether this statement, so damaging. to Maxi

milian's reputation, was anything more than a political

ruse. But the exact truth of this and other passages of

history can never be known until other Governments, fol

lowing the example of this country, shall throw open

their archives to historical inquirers.

The Emperor continued to hover at a distance, and would

take no resolution. Sir Robert Wingfield's] account of the

matter may be seen in No. 1736.1 It is of course the Em

peror's version. It rested upon two points ;—first, his in

ability to convey provisions and money in consequence of the

superiority of the enemy's cavalry ; and, secondly, his fear

of the Swiss, Germans, and Spaniards, who were mutinous

for lack of pay. Satisfactory to no one else, this excuse was

sufficient for the Emperor. Turning a deaf ear to all re

monstrance, he hastened to put as large a space as he

could between his own army and the Swiss under Pace

and Galeas. He allowed the enemy's cavalry to scour the

country, and cut off all communication between himself and

his exasperated allies.2 He recrossed the Adda without

warning, and turned his steps in the direction of Bergamo.

The Swiss were fed with promises of his speedy return,

but he took care to prevent them from doing mischief

by carrying off the gunpowder. To Wingfield he held

out assurance " that he would join again, and bring

" the enterprise to its desired end."3 And Wingfield, as

a matter of course, believed him. But with his promises

to return he hurried off in the opposite direction, and in a

few days shut himself up in the walls of Trent, leaving

1 See also No. 1752. f => 10th April.

s p. 493. I

e 2
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Pace and Galeas to their fate.1 Sick at heart and ill at ease,

Pace wrote to the Cardinal : "

Pace's account " I am advertised by Sir Robert Wingfield that tlic Emperor will

of it- not leave this enterprise, but see an end thereof; nevertheless, he

doth go backward still towards Ahnain, and now is in Valle Caino-

nica. The Marquis of Brandenburg is coining towards us with his

men at arms. If he will join his army with us, we shall sleep no

longer, as we have done these 15 days by the Emperor['s] express

commandment, which, if we should h;ive broken, the Emperor would

have been gone. Yesterday the Swiss did send unto him two am

bassadors, for to have a final conclusion of his mind ; for they will

have no more delays ne trifles, for this delaying of time and also

of money is death to them and all us."—-From Laude, the 10th of

April.

Five days after Pace continues :

" The Emperor, notwithstanding his late writing unto the Swiss,

and promise made for to join with them, is undoubtedly departed in

great haste towards Almain, and :ifore this time is arrived nigh unto

Trent. This his sudden departing hath marvellously discouraged

the Swiss, with all other desiring the prosperous success of the

enterprise. Nevertheless, because that he hath left behind him the

marquis of Brandenburg with his army, and commanded him to join

with us, some hope there is that he will not mar all.

" The lord Galias hath at this time a very good intelligence with

the Pope, which hath proceeded by the king's writing unto his

Holiness, and also by my writings according to your Grace's com

mandment. Your Grace shall have some knowledge thereof by a

letter from the Cardinal Saint Mary in Porticu, directed unto the

said lord Galiace, whereof he sendeth a copy at this time in ciphers

unto Master Anchises. If the Emperor had not gone backward,

the Pope had been surely ours afore this time ; insomuch that now

the French king doth complain of his Holiness's dissimulation,

saying that he hath nothing of him but letters.

" Yesterday arrived here a courier with letters of the Emperor

directed unto the lord Galiace, desiring him to declare the contents

of the same unto the Swiss, which were these : First, that they

should be of good comfort, for he would shortly join with them

again, with great power and all provision necessary for continuance

of this war. Secondarily, that five and twrenty thousand florins of

the king's money, which they had long lacked, was brought into the

city of Brixia, from thence to be conveyed immediately into the

field to them by the marquis of Brandenburg, to whom we sent

two captains of the Swiss for to understand the truth of the said

money : and they advertised their company here that the said sum

was within Brixia; but at such time as the governor of the city

would have sent it with a sufficient company unto the said marquis,

the Emperor['s] soldiers being in the city did sequester the same

15th April. | 3 No. 1754.
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there, for so much owed unto them by the said Emperor. The Swiss,

hearing of this, hath begun marvellously to murmur amongst them

selves against the Emperor, saying that now twice they have been

betrayed by him sith the beginning of this enterprise ; once at his

departing from Milan, which they might have taken if he would have

suffered them to have lodged there but one night; and now again in this

sequestration of the king's money ; for they think that it is done by his

consent, and that he will do in like manner with the residue of the

king's money, which he writeth to be at the city of Trent, or nigh

thence. Wherefore the Swiss, seeing that they can lie no longer

there, both for lack of victual and money, they have concluded to go

themselves against the said money, having both the said lord Galiace

and me for hostages and prisoners ; and also to know what the Emperor

intendeth. For, notwithstanding his daily fair writings (without

effect), they can believe none other but that he will betray us all,

and go straight into High Almain ; whereby this enterprise shall be

utterly destroyed and the king's money cast away, not only to the

Emperor's extreme rebuke and shame, but also to the great damage

of all his friends ; and, for to speak more plainly, to the ruin of all

Christendom, except that God and wise princes make substantial

provision against the same."

" The lord Galias and I both be at this time sick in our beds, and Is sick in bed

almost dead, more for thought than for sickness, considering the Un- in conse<luence*

reasonable demeanour of the Emperor, for he hath no manner of

cause thus to deal, having by us hourly perfect knowledge that all

thing[s] doth succeed prosperously for his intent against the French

men; for not only the rebels of Switzerland hath forsaken the

Frenchmen, and many more Swiss doth come in to our aid, but also

the Venetians and they be at great variance amongst themselves,

and neither of them hath any money to sustain their armies : inso

much that three days passed Master Andreas Gritie, general captain

of the said Venetians, was like to be slain in his own house by his

own soldiers lor lack of money. Furthermore, all the country is in a-

readiness to arise to our aid. These premises be occasion, which (as

me seemeth) should not only move an Emperor to set forthward, but

an ass : yet he neither will set forthward himself, ne suffer us to do ;

for he hath left us artillery without gunpowder, and hath daily pro

mised to send us some ; but as yet we did see none, but hath been

compelled by force to consume twenty-two days in vain.

" The said marquis of Brandenburg is gone personally to Brixia The dangers of

for to see if he can get the said money sequestered, and to bring it to his Pow,lon-

the Swiss. And when I had written thus far, we had letters from

the said marquis, containing his arrival unto the said city of Brixia,

and that the soldiers within would not suffer him to enter, ne to

have the said money, but compelled him to depart without it; so that

the Lord Galiace and I be now in extreme desperation, not so much

for the evident jeopardy of our lives, as for the loss of this great

enterprise, by the false and crafty mean of them that hath retained in

this manner the King's money, nothing appertaining unto them.

" To show plainly the truth unto your Grace, everything is now

clean out of order here, and very little hope of any amendment by

reason of the Emperor's thus departing. Few men or none doth

know rarely the cause thereof, but many doth suppose it is the death
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of the late king of Hungary, and the lucre that he should win by

the same, whereof he had tidings at his being within six miles of

Milan, and alter that never had mind to go forthward, but the day

following began to draw back towards Almain. Some doth suspect a

secret practice with the French king for a large sum of money, as

it is comprised in my lord the Cardinal Saint Mary in Porticu's

letters ; but hereof I could never have any perfect knowledge, and

as yet I think it is not true. I am informed that the said Emperor

intendeth to write unto the king's Grace in excusation of this his

departing, that he feared that not only the Swiss but also his own

lanceknights would, fcr lack of money, have sold him unto the French

men, if he should have tarried at the city of Milan anywhile. He

may write what it pleaseth him, or cause other to do the same ; but I

assure your lordship all that is but trifles. These my letters doth

contain the very truth of the Emperor's acts ; tarn in bono quant in

malo veritatem scribo, postposita omni affectione. For it is impossible

for the Swiss to be more obedient unto any prince than they have

been unto him and yet be ; and so will they continue if the default be

not in him.

" From Laude, the 15 of April."

A month passed, but no amendment. Then Pace wrote

again1 :—

" Please it [your] Grace,—From the city of Laude I did write

unto the same three letters, containing the Emperor's sudden and wilful

departing from the walls of Milan, which undoubtedly the Swiss had

taken if the said Emperor would have tarried there but two days ; but

neither counsel, nor reason, nor resp[ect] to his own or his friends'

honour, could induce him to remain, but he returned immediately

towards Almain, leaving the Swiss at the said city of Laude, and

commanding them to continue there until such time as he should

return again with a greater army, more great guns and gunpowder,

whereof he left none with the Swiss ; but unto this day he kept no

manner of promise in any of these premises. Wherefore the said

Swiss, seeing themselves hereby deceived, and having also know

ledge that the Emperor's soldiers in Brixia had intercepted 25,000

florins of the king's money, sent unto them, and, lacking victuals,

departed unto the city of Bergamo, where was abundance of victuals,

and there tarried 10 or 12 days, as well for the Emperor, who never

did come, as for the kin[g]'s money promised to them by me

sub pasna capitis, according to your Grace's commandment, for to

retain them.

" In the meantime tidings came to us that my lord Cardinal

Sedunensis was sent in haste from the Emperor into the field as his

lieutenant, and should bring with him all the king's money, and

content them to the uttermost. And herewith they were so glad that

they came running to my house, and said that they alone, without

the Emperor, would fight with the Frenchmen, though they were in

number an 100,000. But when my said lord Cardinal was arrived,

i No. 1877.
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they shortly had knowledge that he had brought but one and

twenty thousand florins ; which sum, when they had payed unto

them, truly they did murmurate amongst themselves that there was

no more money ; and the night after there departed 7 or 8,000,

saying that if there had been any more money my said lord

Cardinal should have brought it, and that they were deceived by him

as much as by the Emperor.

" The Frenchmen, knowing of the departing of so many Swiss, The French

jointly with the Venetians did draw within three mile of us, so that wi" not offer

we were compelled to depart from the said city of Bergamo, because

it was none equal place for us to fight in. But all the chief captains

of the Swiss did come unto the lord Galiace and me, and com

forted us, saying that for the Emperor they would not move one foot

to strike battle, but for the king's sake they would go immediately

into the plain field, and suffer the Frenchmen to follow them—having

this opinion that they fled for fear— and there put themselves [inj

ordinance and fight with the said Frenchmen, notwithstanding the

departing of one half of their company. And thus they did in deed.

But when the Frenchmen did see them in this areadiness for to strike

battle, they made a show with their horsemen alone, leaving their

footmen and artillery behind them. The Swiss did draw nigh unto

the said horsemen, and commanded their trumpets to be blown and

provoked them to battle ; but it would not be. The Swiss, seeing

this, went towards them within gunshot, and caused the great

artillery to be shot amongst them, wherewith divers, both men-of-

arms and light horse, were slain, and the residue departed clean out

of the field. The Swiss being afoot could not follow them, and the

better part of the Emperor's horsemen were departed out of o[ur]

field for lack of their wa[g]es, and 2,000 lance-knights in like

manner, to the great discontentation of the Swiss, numbering that

amongst other deceits.

" This done, we went to a town named Bixansane, and there the pace thrown

Swiss would tarry a day or two for money. As soon as we arrived into prison,

there, my lord the Cardinal Sedunensis, the count Cariate, and I,

were taken and put to hold, and it was laid unto our charge that we

had kept no promise with them ; and for that cause, if they had not

money the same day, they would convey us as prisoners into their

country. Hoc factum fuit a furente populo prater voluntatem ducum.

My said lord Cardinal Sedunensis was put that day to great

jeopardy of his life by reason of certain his adversaries, who insti

gated the people to destroy him. Sed Deus noluit ut tantum mali

eveniret tanto viro ; for the same night arrived a messenger with

x[x]xij M. florins, and thus we were all three delivered out of prison.

The day following arrived Mr. Leonard Friscobalde, with as much

money as was sufficient to pay their whole wages of three months

which they had served ; and so I contented them according to my

promise made unto them. Then they were marvellously well con

tented with the king's Grace, considering that his promises were no

fables, but truly performed.

" The lord Galiace was sore sick in the city of Brixia when he The expedition

had knowledge that I was in hold ; and because he could not depart hopefe88-

out thereof for the Venetians' soldiers lying alway thereabout, he

conveyed himself in the night over a mountain, and descended into

lake of Garde, and did come to me by water, thinking that I had been

e
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Pace's letters

intercepted by

the Emperor's

officers.

Consequences

of the disaster.

in greater peril than I was. At his; coming we had perfect know

ledge that the Emperor would join with us no more. Whereupon

the Swiss did convocate [t]heir council, and there determined that it

was not possible for them alone to proceed, as truth was ; and this

they declared unto the lord Galiace and me, saying that they would

never hereafter trust the Emperor, neither serve him, but they would

alway be ready to serve the king's Grace at his pleasure. When

we were driven to this extremity, we did see no remedy but for to

procure with all diligence amongst the captains that they would be

contented to advertise the superiors of all the cantons, that the king's

Grace hath contented them abundantly for their service, and to desire

them that they will establish none amity with France but rather

with the king's Grace. And all this they have done in the best man

ner that the said lord Galiace and I could devise ; so that I trust

this thing shall succeed right well, and that the said lord Galiace

shall save his reputation amongst them, which he was like clean to

lose by the Emperor's unreasonable demeanour, and for the lack of

the king's money at their day.1

" The Emperor hath now in his field but 4,000 lanceknights and

1,000 Swiss, and a great captain of the same. These be departed

for to defend Verona and Brixia, which stand in great jeopardy of

losing ; de quo valde quidem doleo. Sed Casar (testor Deum)

longe plus damni meretur.

" Besides my three letters sent unto your Grace from the city of

Laude, I did write one also from Bergamo, containing all thing[s]

necessary to be written, after mine opinion. Glad would I be to

have knowledge of my four said letters ; for I am advertised that in

this court they do lay watch for to intercept my letters, fearing them

as comprising the plain truth in everything. They would not that

any fault should be laid unto their master, but to the Swiss, who, I

assure [your] Grace, upon my faith to God and to the king, have done

in this enterprise all that it was possible for men to do ; but the Em

peror, to his inestimable rebuke and shame, would not suffer them

to take Milan when they were sure to have it, as it is evidently

known through all Italy. The Emperor hath so dishonored himself

that no man need care whe'r he have him friend or enemy. Never

theless, good it is to use the counsel of the good memory of Pope

July, who said these words formally of the said Emperor : Imperator

est levis et inconstans ; alienee pecuniae semper mendievs, quam male

consumit in venandis camuciis : est tamen conciliandus nomine diaboli,

et perunia ei semper est danda.

Thus Jesu preserve your Grace. From Trent, 12 Maij.

" Fidelissimus Slus, R. P."

" Where your Grace doth write to have understood there that the

Emperor was put back by force by the French army, it is not so ; for

he was never put back, but went voluntarily and shamefully back,

when he might have won all. The Frenchmen never durst fight with

the Swiss,—they ever showed themselves so invincible when any feat

of arms was to be done. They never skirmished with the Frenchmen

but they were put back, and not we, both with shame and loss."

The disastrous result of the expedition brought out, as

such things do, the baser nature of all concerned in it.
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The Swiss fell into disorder, plundered, sacked, or mur

dered whatever fell in their way. Pace, Sion, and Ga-

leazzo were thrown into prison. To increase these misfor

tunes, a bitter feud broke out between the leaders. Sion,

never friendly with Galeazzo since the battle of Marignano,

was now more incensed against him than ever. He sus

pected Galeazzo's intimacy with Pace ; and accused both

of impeding the measures necessary for success.1 The

Emperor, with his usual facility of giving away that which

did not belong to him, had promised no small sums of money

to the army, and sent Sion to demand it from Pace.2 On

Pace's refusal, high words ensued ; the Emperor threatened

that he would have the money, whether Pace liked it or not,

asseverating that if he did not have what he desired he

would return home again : " like children," adds Pace,

"that say they will not go to school without bread and

" butter. Sion dares not refuse him, and Sir Robert takes

" him for a God, and thinks that all his deeds and thoughts

" do proceed ex Spiritu Sancto." Against such malign

influences it would have been hard for Pace to stand firm

under the most favourable circumstances.

Maximilian, with a meanness and inhumanity almost in- Maximilian

credible, took advantage of Pace's helpless condition, to 0fted aM °U

extort from him a large sum of money upon the threat, if^™ e

Pace refused, to make terms with France, and write over

to England that Pace had been the cause of his defection.

The soul of the Holy Roman Empire certainly dwelt in

a low place when the Emperor could condescend to such an

act ; and we should have been fairly entitled to disbelieve

the statement had it rested on less impeachable authority

than Pace's own. Here is the letter which he wrote to

Wolsey, sick in bed and sad at heart for his dishonorable

treatment8 :—

" Please it your Grace,—This day the Emperor, having the Pace's account

consense of Sir Robert Wingfield that Mr. Leonard Friscobalde, of his troubles,

this present bearer, should lend unto his Majesty 60,000 florins for

the continuance of this enterprise against the Frenchmen, made

1 No. 1982. [ 3 1896.

5 No. 1817.
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also great instance unto me to consent unto the same—both, in the

king's name, as his ambassadors. I, considering the great sum of

money expende[d] already without the obtent of the king's pur

pose, showed that I had neither commission so to do, nor authority ;

the Swiss, apud quos erat autoritas men, being departed out of the

field. After that he had understood this mine answer, he said that

he was sure that the king's grace would not for that sum of money

suffer him to lose both his honour and cities in Italy, as Brixia

and Verona; and sent also word unto me, lying sick in my bed,

that, if I would not consent thereunto, he would write unto the

king's Highness, that I alone had been the total ruin of this enterprise,

having no manner of respect to his honour or the king's, and

therefore he should be compelled to make peace with France to

the destruction of all Christendom. I, hearing and noting diligently

these his words, and considering what great inconvenients might

ensue if he should do as he said, caused myself, sick as I am, to be

borne unto him, and shewed the causes, afore rehearsed, why I durst

not consent unto his desire ; adding also this (without fear), that

whensoever any sum of money did come into his servants' hands, it

was robbed from him and unthriftily expende[d], and little or no

thing distribut[ed] amongst the army. Nevertheless, [I] showed unto

his Majesty that I had liever lose my life than ever he should have

cause to make any peace with France, to the destruction of all

Christendom, for any my default. And so I have consented unto the

same, and desired this bearer to accomplish his desire, who, for your

Grace's sake, hath so done gladly. Wherefore I can no less do

but desire your Grace to see him repaid again shortly without

loss ; for surely he is [a] faithful servant to the king's Highness and

your Grace. He hath an obligation of the Emperor's, binding him

to repay the money, if the king's grace be not content so to do ;

sed Casar solvit ad calendas Grcecas.

" The said Emperor intendeth to send again into England

Mr. Hesdynge. I know no cause why, but for money. Your

Grace must be well ware of him ; for in this last sum conveyed by

him he hath not dealt faithfully with the king ; for he hath kept

1,000 and 200 scudi for himself, and paid against the merchants'

will (no cause known why) 11,000 scudi, with more, as this bearer

can declare at large unto your Grace. He is one of those that

is miscontented with me, because I can never consent that the

King's money be cast away at every unthrift's desire, asking in the

Emperor's name, but would have it, according to the King's mind

and your Grace's commandment, expendefd] faithfully amongst the

poor soldiers, putting hourly their lives in jeopardy pro communi

utriusque principis honore ct totius Ckristiani orbis bono. It shall please

your Grace alway to remember this—(whatsoever Mr. Hesdynge

shall procure in England),—that all money put in the Emperor's

hands, or committed to any of his, shall be, in great part thereof,

evil expende[d], as this present bearer can at large show unto the

same, and declare what business and trouble I have only in resisting

against this.

#

Ex Tridento, xvj. Maij.

« E. D. v Rm<B fidelissimus &™,

" Ri. Paceus, jegrotus."
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Sir Robert, a man of fastidious honor and delicacy, made Sir Robert

ti n l • i »i forges Pace's

no remonstrances. In the stress of the times he was guilty hand and seal ;

of acts which even the sternest necessity could barely

excuse. Attending on Maximilian, and separated from

Pace, with whom he had a joint commission, he ventured

to sign receipts for money in Pace's hand ; " having

" feigned Pace's signature, and sealed in his name with

" a cornelian in figure of a head."1 That was bad enough ;

but worse remains. Wingfield found, in a budget from

Wolsey, a private letter addressed to Pace. Sir Robert broke

it open. " It is one of the first (he says) I ever opened

" without consent of the party ; " and in it he found expres

sions applied to himself far from complimentary ; as, Summer-

shall-be- Green. A man of more worldly wisdom than Sir

Robert would have resealed the letter, and kept his own coun

sel. But Sir Robert could not digest his resentment. He

wrote to Wolsey: " Where in the part by which he toucheth

" me he calleth me Green-Summer, verily my good Lord,2

" it is long sith that I have had to write to such as I was

" familiar with, that Summer was Green" In the irritation

of the moment he could not help comparing his own merits

with the errors of Pace, which, but for his interference,

he insisted would have produced the greatest mischief.

It was clear to Wolsey that in such a temper of mind and defends the
x Emperor.

no expedition could succeed. On Pace, Galeazzo, and

Sion he enjoined, in terms not likely to be disobeyed,

mutual reconciliation.3 Of Wingfield's extraordinary con

duct he took no notice for the present. When Sir Robert

wrote in the highest terms * of the Emperor's retreat, who

had " so cawtely " withdrawn himself from such imminent

peril, when he endorsed the Emperor's plea, that unless

money were forthcoming all would be ruined, " et Gallus

" regnabit ubique,"' Wolsey made no answer. Amongst

1 p. 514. Pace's seal was a head

of Cicero.

1 No. 1775, Wolsey, to whom

the letter was addressed.

3 No. 1983, 1984.

« Nos. 2095.

» No. 2026.
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Announces

Maximilian's

intention to

resign the im

perial crown

to Henry.

Pace's com

ment upon it.

the multiplicity of his schemes to raise money Maximilian

hit upon a new project. He proposed to make Henry duke

of Milan, in lieu of the rightful claimant, Francis Sforza,

and invest him afterwards with the Empire. Sir Robert,

with ludicrous solemnity, announced this absurd proposal

on the 17th May 1516.1 That morning the Emperor had

sent for him, and, no other person being present, addressed

him in the following terms:—"First, I desire you to make

" my most hearty and affectuous recommendations unto my

" most dear and well-beloved brother, the king your master,

" which by word doth call me father, and 1 do call him

" son, which I do take right gladly upon me, and that by

" reason of years ; for in effect his bounty, kindness,

" affection, and comfort hath been and is so medicinable

" to me, that he is to be esteemed and taken for my

" father, and I for his son, insomuch that he shall be sure

" to have me at all times and in all points that may be in

" my power, as glad and desirous to advance all that may be

" to his honour and laud, as though I were his proper son."

After this magniloquent preamble the Emperor proceeded

to state that his army was ready to take the field. He then

offered to invest the king with the duchy of Milan, de

siring the king to break war with France as soon as

possible ; to cross the sea with 2,000 horse and 4,000

archers ; make his way through Flanders to Treves, where

the Emperor would not fail to meet him, attended by the

Electors and Princes. Then, leaving the duke of Suffolk

in command, the Emperor, acting " as superintendent,"

would proceed with the king to Rome, and see the imperial

crown placed upon his head.

Unfortunately this intelligence, entrusted exclusively to

Wingfield with such an air of mystery, had been discussed

and talked about some days before, and had been already

communicated by Pace to Wolsey.8 To dissuade him from

1 No. 1902. I 2 12th May. No. 1878.
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countenancing such an absurdity was scarcely needful.

" Whilst we looked for the crown imperial," says Pace,1

" we might lose the crown of England, which is this day more

" esteemed than the Emperor's crown and all his empire."

It was a chimera ; a stale trick invented by Maximilian

to raise money, for he would " like to pill and poll the said

" duchy, and all Italy, under pretence of keeping them till

" the king came."" But it was no part of Wolsey's policy

1 No. 1923.

2 See also 1931. This is the text

of Pace's letter :

" Please ityour Grace,—Sir Robert

Wingfield hath showed unto me one

letter of his. written unto the King's

Grace by the Emperor's command

ment, upon the resignation of the

dignity imperial to be made by him

unto the king's Highness, and the

said Emperor's mind in the way

which the king's Grace should take

in coming to accept the said resig

nation, accompanied with 4,000

archers and 2,000 horse, and so to

proceed forward unto Rome, there

for to be crowned Emperor. My

lord, this offer made by the Emperor

is great, but I do marvel that the

Emperor, or any other man, would

move the king's Highness for to

come through Flanders and Almain

with such a company ; for his Grace

might be destroyed only by thieves

and villains, of whom in Almain is

great plenty. Over this, the Empe

ror hath made a promise uncertain,

nothing knowing of the mind of the

Electors of the Empire, which by all

likelihood will never consent there

unto, because they will not suffer

that dignity to go out of their nation ;

part for that they will not consent to

anything moved by the said Empe

ror, being dissentient from him in

everything. If this should fortune,

the king's Grace should get by this

promise nothing but shame, and put

his person in jeopardy. Further

more, I cannotjudge it good counsel

for to move the king's Grace to be

so long absent out of his realm ; for

such misorder therein might fall, that

whilst we looked for the crown

imperial we might lose the crown

of England, which this day is more

esteemed than the Emperor's crown

and all his empire, el rum immerito.

Finally, this resignation of the dig

nity imperial, and the way imagined

for to set it, is but a castle made in

the air, and a vain thing, and perad-

venture an inventive for to pluck

money from the king craftily."

The rest of the letter is occupied

with exposing the injustice of the

Emperor in thus endeavouring to

supplant Francis Sforza, the rightful

duke of Milan. If this proposal

were adopted, Pace insists the Em

peror " would occupy the said duchy

himself, under this pretext, to give it

unto the king's Grace, and there to

tarry unto such time that his Gruce

should come and fett (fetch) the in

vestiture thereof, which, with surety,

is impossible to do ; and he in the

mean while, by the king's aid,

would pele and poll the said duchy

and all Italy, and deprive the poor

duke of Bari of his right : which

appeareth and is evidently declared
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Woisey keeps to undeceive the Emperor or Wingfield. They were left to

his own counsel. i . j .1 • j • rni r> »

pursue, unmolested, their own devices. Ihe Emperors

schemes, whatever his intentions might be, worked out the

purposes of Wolsey's equally well and equally economically.

That policy was to keep Francis I. in continual agitation,

and prevent any avowed union between him and the Em

peror. The reason of this will appear hereafter. So when

Pace expressed the bitterest regret at the Emperor's

misconduct and the failure of the expedition, Wolsey

wrote him a letter of encouragement. He thanked Pace

for his labors r1—told him if the Swiss could not invade

France this year, so much the better; as the king would

not be ready before the spring. Pace must apply himself

with renewed vigor to repair past errors ; to encourage the

Swiss, and tell the Emperor that the king was in good

hope he would make use of the first opportunity, and, like

a valiant captain, proceed against his enemies who had

defamed him in all countries. A sum of 48,000 florins

was placed to Pace's disposal to engage the Swiss, but no

part of it was to be expended before he had ascertained

that the Swiss had a real intention to fight, not merely

make a show of battle and return.2

It was enough for Maximilian to know that 50,000 florins

were again in Pace's hands to prevent him from making any

immediate arrangement with France. That could be done at

any time, when further expectations from England were at

an end. Once already he had intimidated Pace, without

experiencing any unpleasant consequences. On the 10th

June,3 three days after the money arrived, he sent his

Sends money

to Pace.

Maximilian

attempts to

grasp it.

by privileges granted by the said

Emperor in forma autcntica, sealed

with his great seal and subscribed

with his own hand, and be so sub

stantially made, that by no manner

of reason or justice they can be an

nulled or revoked ; et non solum

legitimisjiliis, sed etiamnaturalibus

et spuriis ducts Lodovici, patris

ducts Bari, ducatum Mediolani

concedunt. Wherefore necessary it

is that the first order taken in the

said Duke of Bari's cause be ob

served, both for the King's honour

andprofit,"&c. "Tridenti,2I Maij."

1 No. 1965.

a No. 1942.

8 No. 2034.
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treasurer Villinger and the marquis of Brandenburg to

demand provision for 5,000 lance-knights and 2,000 horse

in Lorraine ; " and to induce me hereunto (writes Pace to

" Wolsey) they said, if it were not done, the said army

" would run to the French king's wages ; which saying is

" common amongst them when they intend to deceive a

" man in plucking his money." Pace replied, he had no

commission to meddle with money ; and " if the Emperor

" wanted anything with England, he had his ambassador

" there." This answer must have been reported with un

usual celerity,1 for the same day Maximilian wrote to Pace

that he had ordered a levy of 10,000 men in the Tyrol, in

doing which he had spent all his money, and he therefore

requested Pace to transmit to Trent and Verona the 50,000

florins he had just received, otherwise the new Swiss levies

would go over to the enemy. If Pace, as he alleged, was for

bidden " to meddle with these matters until further orders,"

Maximilian would undertake to excuse him to his master.

Next day came a civil letter from Villinger, desiring Pace to

communicate to him the answer he intended for the Emperor,

and to be with the Emperor on the morrow.2 Pace replied the

next day (14th June), that the 50,000 florins had been re

called, and he was going to Constance. A week passed,

and no change ; Maximilian fretted and chafed :—as well

might the angry sea soften the obdurate rocks. So, finding Threatens

Pace inflexible, in a moment of irritation he ordered him to tinue's in-

leave the imperial dominions, taxing him with having pro- ex> '

cured the revocation of the money out of spite.3 Forgetful

alike of his interest and his dignity, he threatened Pace with

his heaviest resentment if he were found loitering in his do

minions, in any one place, more than two days. Pace pre

pared to depart, greatly to the discomfort of the Emperor's

messengers. It was not his departure but his money that

1 No. 2035.

2 No. 2043. See Pace's note to

this letter.

3 No. 2070.
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they wanted. They heard his resolution, to follow the Em

peror's mandate, with dismay. The Emperor's command

should be obeyed;1 though, to say the least, it was a

harsh one, especially in the last clause of it, to be addressed

to an ambassador of the king of England. Seeing him

in earnest, the imperial messengers said, the whole matter

might be compromised, if Pace would lend the Emperor

only 20,000 florins in the king his master's name. Pace

answered, that their proposal came unfortunately too late ;

for if after a command to depart he should now remain and

pay such a sum, it would be a great rebuke to the Emperor,

and would show that he was dismissed for no fault of his own,

but because he had declined to pay " what was not in his

power to pay."

At this juncture a new actor appeared upon the stage,—

M. Hesdin, maitre d'hotel to Margaret of Savoy, who had

always professed a deep interest in the king of England,

and was supposed to hate the ministers of Charles for their

inclination to France. He assailed Pace with softer argu

ments, and words

" Sweet as honey from his lips distilled."

He lamented the Emperor's hasty command ;—was sure

he could induce the Emperor to revoke it ;—foresaw in this

misunderstanding the unhappiness of Christendom, and

entreated Pace to stay. But wisely he said nothing

that day of the 20,000 florins. Next day, when his

arguments might be supposed to have produced the de

sired effect, Hesdin pressed upon Pace the desirableness

of complying with the Emperor's demand. Firm to his pur

pose, Pace would not depart from his resolution for friend

or foe, for threats or cajolery. And doubtless many an

hour afterwards, when Pace had returned as secretary to

Henry VIII., and his influence with the king was second only

to Wolsey's, the history of this adventure with the Emperor,

2076.
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and the various devices put in force by hiin for obtaining

the money, formed an amusing topic of conversation.

Yet, mean and ludicrous as Maximilian's perplexities ap

pear in the recital, Englishmen, in spite of themselves, and in

spite of his real demerits, could not help feeling pity for the

dilapidated Emperor. No money could pass his hands with

out diminution in the passage ; no bond he gave was worth

the paper on which it was written ; no promise he made

could be relied on ; and yet he was popular, not with bis

own subjects only, but with strangers. His schemes to raise

funds were so awkward and so palpable they deceived no one;

his necessities so urgent they almost excused his artifices.

Then, moreover, the empire had not yet been divested of its

old traditions and the accumulated honors of many centuries.

To see its last representative reduced to beggary—ready to

pawn " his dukedom for a denier," and unable to purchase

a dinner,—was a sight to stir noble and generous minds. It

did so on this occasion. Pace, Wolsey, Tunstal, the king

himself relented, rather than press too hardly on the chief of

Christendom, whose awkward attempts at finesse generally

ended in his own discomfiture, and brought more tears in

his own eyes than smiles in other men's.

The Emperor's demands fell with his hopes. Instead of Maximilian

falls to scold-

48,000 florins, let Pace pay the 2,588 he had received from ing.

the Frescobaldi, and depart in peace.1 No, not even that

sum ; it had been spent already on the king's affairs ; and

he ordered Pace out of the chamber. " Pace,'' he exclaimed

to Wingfield in the bitterness of his disappointment, " by

'• the council of his schoolmaster Galeaz has endangered

" the common enterprise. All things were in good train, and

" nothing was wanting but the entertainment of the said

" 5,000 Swiss, which he had desired of Pace as he would

" have desired God." Such insolence was intolerable. He

fell to downright abuse, and expressed to Wingfield his

wonder that the king should commit so important a charge

No. 2104.
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" to such a proterve and dissimuling person as Pace ; for

" whatsoever he saith now, within an hour he turneth it off

" another, or rather into twenty divers fashions. But he

" hath gone to school with that bald Gallias, which betrayed

" and sold his master that brought him up ; and therefore

" it is a less marvel that he with his disciple would have

" served me of the same." But all this fury was in vain. If

he ordered Pace to go, Pace prepared to start ; the next five

minutes he countermanded the order, and Pace stayed. If

he ordered Pace out of his presence, out of his presence

Pace went. If he stormed and raved, Pace remained silent ;

if he cajoled or intimidated, he was no nearer the object :

absolutely Pace would not depart from his instructions ; not

a florin would he disburse without an order from England.

Four days after,2 Wingfield made suit, beseeching Pace to

procure 500 florins for the Emperor to buy powder and

ball ; but Pace turned a deaf ear to all entreaties.

Pace made The firmness and moderation of Pace, thus standing alone

king's secre-

tary. —not aided, as he ought to have been, but rather opposed,

by his countryman Wingfield,—preserving the dignity of

his demeanor in the midst of so many difficulties,—was

duly appreciated in England. He received the thanks

of the king and the Cardinal, with a more substantial mark

of favor in his appointment as Secretary of State. Yet,

much as he had reason to suspect and dislike the Emperor,

he was not blinded by the treatment he had received

to the policy of keeping him on good terms. He wrote

Wolsey,2 that he had been threatened with death for refusing

to advance money ; " but," he added with wonderful pru

dence and self-control, " this demeanor must be clean set

" apart (not considered), and the Emperor, qualiscumque

" est, be entertained. The king does right to assist him ;

" sed Ccesar est puer indigens tutore, et consiliarios habet

" corruptissimos et omnium bonorum domini sui expilatores."

He urged that the king, instead of repudiating the bond for

' 4th July 7516. No. 2133. | * No. 2152.
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60,000 florins extorted by Maximilian, should rather pay it,

and help " the poor marcheante," who had thought to do

an acceptable service to the king, " and did that is done at

" such a time as the Emperor {quod rnirabile dictu est) had

" not sufficient money to pay for his dinner."

Sir Robert blundered on, as honest, well-meaning, conceited w.'ngfieid's

mediocrity is apt to do. Fully convinced of his own superior

merits, and believing that he stood as high in the favor

and confidence of his ro}7al master at home as he did

in that of his Imperial Majesty abroad, he ventured with

more freedom than discretion to arraign Pace's conduct

and still more his appointment as Secretary of State. Im

pressed with the notion of his own superior ability and

experience, he had broadly insinuated that Pace was deficient

in those qualities which were indispensible for his new

position. From Pace he had evidently glanced at the

Cardinal.1

With a confidence and indiscretion displaying a total blind- Displays itself

t> ■%_ • liiii by reflections

ness to the real state of the times he addressed a letter to upon Pace.

the king.8 It appears that in the interval the Emperor

had gone to Constance, in the firm persuasion that Pace

would be induced to relent. High words had passed them,

as already described, and the dispute was evidently ap

proaching its climax. Wingfield was sent for. After riding

all night, he arrived at Constance (as he reports) about 8 in

the morning ; " and soon after mine arrival, Master Hans

" Reyner came to me from his Majesty, and showed me

" a long process, accusing Master Pace in divers things,

" and most specially that his Majesty should be perfectly

" informed, that the said Master Pace and the Visconte

" Galias have written such letters to your Highness, and

" to my lord Cardinal of York, against him, that by the

" mean he findeth your Grace all alienate ; which his

" Majesty esteemeth to be the more certain, because that

" now of late he hath desired of Master Pace to make

" provision for the payment of a month's wages to such

1 No. 2154. I a No. 2095.

f2
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" Swisses as were now in the common army, and he hath

'* refused so to do : with which refuse, the said Mr. Hans

" showed me that the Emperor was grieved marvellously ;

" for he was informed that the said Master Pace had suffi-

" cient provision of money with him, by exchange of the

_" Fuggers, and also that the said Master Pace had showed

" unto his Majesty his own self that he hath a commission

" not only to wage 15,000 Swisses of new, but also authority

" to give them three score thousand florins in reward.'

Mr. Hans further assured Wingfield, that the Emperor was

convinced this " was none other but covert treason, wrought

" to his ruin, and the wasteful effusion of your treasure."

Happily the impending ruin was averted by Wingfield's pro

vidential arrival—so Wingfield writes—for the Emperor

" would have charged Master Pace to have departed out of

" all places of his jurisdiction, without sojourning in any

11 place of the same above a night and a day, upon pain of

" his life ; and now that I was come the Emperor had sent

" him unto me to declare the same."

Receives a In his vainglorious dream Wingfield received from the king

king^remon-6 a letter for the Emperor.1 It was the first the king had

u^Enmperor. written to Maximilian since his ignoble retreat from Milan.

With it came another for Wingfield himself, the contents of

which he was commissioned to communicate. To his Imperial

Majesty, calm and reserved in tone, it was far from com

plimentary. The king took occasion to thank him for his

offer of the dukedom of Milan, but as the French were still

in possession of it, he thought it would be time enough to

accept the Emperor's " loving offers " when he had renewed

the expedition, and, by chastising the French, had re-esta

blished his honor, " greatlyhindered by his desisting from the

" foresaid enterprise, whereof the Frenchmen, as well in

" France as elsewhere, made dishonorable bruits, right dis-

" pleasant to us to hear or understand.'' He touched upon

the rumor of the duke of Savoy's efforts to negotiate an

arrangement between France and Maximilian ; expressed his

1 No. 2176. It should have been placed under 14th June.
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conviction that there could be no truth in a report so disgrace

ful to the Emperor ; who must have too much regard to his

own character, and the welfare of Christendom, to entertain

such a proposal. And as for any further assistance in the

shape of money, the king considered the sums already ad

vanced by him had been employed solely in succouring the

imperial towns of Brescia and Verona, to the neglect of their

common interests, and wondered that Wingfield had ven

tured, on his own responsibility, to advance the Emperor

60,000 florins. Should the king be called upon to repay it,

Wingfield would be held responsible for the loss, and for

any alienation it might cause between his Majesty and the

Emperor. In the end Wingfield was enjoined to lay aside

his enmity to Pace, and act cordially with him for the

common good.

Sir Robert read this letter with a rueful countenance. He is obliged to

. i . . -, n communicate

had done his best within the last few hours to soothe the it, much to big

disconsolate Emperor, and flatter him with hopes of a

favorable answer from England. The answer had come

much sooner than he had anticipated, and of a tenor the

very reverse of what he had expected. How was he to

break the unwelcome news ? But he had no alternative :

the Emperor was to leave the next day early, and he

must act at once. He sent his Majesty word that he had

received a credence from England, and would be glad to

know when should he have the honor of presenting it. " Im

mediately," was the reply. It was then eight o'clock in

the evening. " When I was come to his presence," says

Wingfield, " and every man avoided save he and I, I pre-

" sented your letters unto him, making your most hearty

" and affectuous recommendations, in the best manner

" I could ; which your letters when he had opened

" and read, a' looked a long while upon the subscription,

" and he said in this wise : * These be letters of credence

" ' to be declared by you ; howbeit I do perceive right

" ' well by the subscription, without hearing more, that

" ' the matter of your credence shall not be so pleasant
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" * unto me as I hoped and trusted, whereby I do know

" ' right well that such as I hoped to find my perfect and

" ' assured friends have their ears more inclined, and give

" ' more credence to mine enemies' words than to me, or

" ' those of my friends ; but I must have patience in that,

" * as I have had in many other things. Nevertheless

" ' declare your credence, and I shall give you the hearing,

" ' but not with so joyful a heart as I would.' "

Qualifies some Wingfield was greatly moved. He could not behold so

portions of it, ° .

and omits much humility and so much innocence trampled upon by the

malice of designing men without strong feelings of indigna

tion. He longed to relieve the oppressed and defy the op

pressor. The king, in his letter, had urged the Emperor to

recover his tarnished reputation, but Wingfield ventured to

qualify the asperity of his commission. The Emperor was not

so blameable as he was reported ; " for though his enemies "

—here Wingfield glanced at Pace—" would gladly he were

" more largely defamed, yet amongst good and indifferent

" judges, if they wot well of what mind and courage he is,

" they would rather marvel at his diligence and dexterity."

Another article touching the Emperor's underhand negotia

tions with the duke of Savoy, Wingfield took the liberty of

omitting entirely ; " because I perceived at the beginning

" it was not meet to touch him nigh the quick ;" and as

for the statement that the king's money had been spent

upon Brescia and Verona, " verily, my most loved and dread

" sovereign lord and only master," says Wingfield most

pathetically, " I would that such as hath informed your

" Highness so were in your most gracious presence, and I

" also; and I doubt not but he should have red cheeks,

" and he be not past shame, for his unjust saying. For

" your Highness may be sure that no man knoweth more

" in that matter than I, though I write not so much as

" other men do ; and sure I am that, and your Grace

" hath caused such letters of the Cardinal Sedunensis

" to be well looked upon and examined as I have sent

" to your Highness at divers times, which is one [of]
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" the most virtuous and faithful men that ever I was

" acquainted with, it shall well appear when and how your

" money hath been rather cast away than well spent ;

" except such sums as hath comen to the Emperor's hands :"

and he asserts that this war had cost Maximilian above

'200,000 florins.1

When Wingtield had finished, the Emperor " made a long T^Emperor*

•« pause after his custom," and then said : " I cannot

" perceive by the credence that ye have declared that my

" brother, the king your master, hath restored to Leonard

" Friscobald the 60,000 florins that were borrowed of him,

" or that he intendeth to provide the 100,000 florins that

" I desired him to prepare ; but he rather willeth me to

" prepare repayments of the said 60,000 florins to Fris-

" cobald. Verily I esteemed well in the beginning that

" your credence should not be so pleasant to me as I trusted

" it should have been ; but I do perceive well that all

" things hath diminished the affection and love that my

• brother hath had to me, whereof I am sorry, and know no

" remedy but patience ; and, as I told you in the beginning,

u I perceived the same by the subscription of my brother's

" letters ; for in former letters he named me brother and

« father, whereas the name of father is now changed into

" cousin; wherefore I wish you to be treasurer of this letter,

" for T will not that any man should be privy he is so

" changed to me-ward."

Then, after a fling at Galeas, Wingfield proceeds to notice w^eid'» ^

that part of the king's letter which alluded to the bad under- Pace's new ^

standing "betwixt Master Pace, now your secretary, andSdershim
awuu o . , .i • »• *• unfit for secre

" me," and the king's injunction "that nother indignation or tvJm

" displeasure be taken against him through Wingfield's pro-

1 Sir Robert of course believed

his own assertion ; but the difficulty

which will occur to most readers,

who know anything of Maximilian

and his finances, will be to account

for 200,000 florins being in the Em

peror's possession to spend. The

author of the History of the League

ofCambray pretends thatFerdinand,

a little before he died, lent the Em

peror 1 20,000 gold crowns. (Hist,

de la Ligue, II. 306.) That is even

more incredible.
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" curement for his plain dealing." He expressed regret that

the king should think him capable so " to demean himself

" against the said Master Pace or any other, but as an honest

" poor gentleman should." He asserted that he had treated

Pace as a brother, but Pace could not bear to hear the Emperor

praised, nor would Wingfield hear him dispraised. Then,

dilating, after his fashion, upon the confidence to be shown

to old and experienced ministers,1 " which on my conceit (he

" says) is a religion not to be annulled for any new sect," he

adds, " I know not the foundation ; and to say the sooth

" thereof, I have none envy that in so little time, and for so

" poor service, he (Master Pace) hath attained to so high a

" room as that of your principal secretary ; yet in some

" things me seemeth and also know well that he hath largely

" offended in that art : for the name of secretary hath the

" foundation upon the knowledge of such things as ought

" to be kept secret; in which I know well that he hath

" greatly erred ; for when I made him privy to such secret

" things as the Emperor had ordained me to write unto your

" Highness to the intent he might be the more wary how he

" should order himself concerning the said secrets betwixt

" the Emperor and you, he went forthwith and showed the

" same to the duke of Bari, advising him that it was the

" Cardinal Sedunensis' procurement and mine ; which the

" said duke would not keep secret, but laid the same to the

" said Cardinal's charge: of which, as I esteem, he(Sion) hath

" advertized your Highness by his letters, which are not of

" such levity as those of Galias, whose malice, fraud, and

" iniquity hath not only abused Master Pace, but hath

" caused Master Pace to abuse many others. And in all such

" abuses as I may know that your Highness taketh either

" loss or dishonour, there is no power that shall may only

" stop my mouth, but only your Highness's commandment.

" And one thing I assure your Grace of, that he is known

" over all at this day so perverse towards the Emperor that,

1 Here the letter is mutilated.
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" considering the authority he hath, and his notable remu-

" neration for so small and inutil service that he hath done,

" it is verily judged that your affection towards the Em-

" peror is now sore refrigerate."

It was not to be expected that a letter so rash, indiscreet,

and boastful, so full of unjust insinuations against others—

for be it observed insinuations were made as much against

Wolsey's honesty as against Pace—would be allowed to

pass without rebuke. Sir Robert might have gone on for

some time longer, buzzing about the Emperor, occasionally

starting into harmless acts of impertinence ; but on this

occasion he had ventured far beyond the bounds of reason

able indulgence, and his vagaries were becoming mischievous.

The following communication from England brought him

speedily to his senses.

Henry VIII. to Sir Robekt Wingfield.1

" Trusty and right well beloved ,—It is right well ™* Kin6'g

known how long the fraternal [love and amity], with paternal and filial will hold

kindness, hath been rooted, established and] continued betwixt the Wingfield re-

Emperor, whom we have always [taken and] reputed as our good 8P°nsible for

father, and us For the entertainment [and] con- advanced7

tinuancc whereof, ye by our commission a[nd authority] have had through hie

the room and office of a mediator, to the intent that no occasion ™eans to the

sounding to the hyfndering and] diminishing thereof might be given, mpCT0 •

to engefnder any] scruple of unkindness or diffidence betwixt hy[m

and us], Howbeit we and our council, upon probable g[rounds and]

sundry vehement presumptions and conjectures, perceive h]ow that

by occasion of the advancement of such money, as by your means

and acquittance was by Leonard Friscobald made to the Emperor,

without any authority or commission by us to you given, and the

repetition thereof now demanded, for satisfaction and reimbursement

thereof to the creditors, to be contented and paid by the said

Emperor, there is some hindrance in appearance of the mutual

kindness betwixt the said Emperor and us, which should never have

chanced if this money had not been advanced to him without our

commission ; considering that as well by such our sundry gifts of

large sums of [money] as we have made unto him, as by the enter

tainment of the Swisses to our right great cost and charge [from their

country] to Milan, for his honour, and conservation of his cities and

countries in those parts, he had not only good cause to give unto us

singular tha^nks, but also] rather thereby to augment than diminish

the amity rooted and established between him and us. Whe[re-

» 2177.
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cools in his

amity.

and punish him of we] thought right expedient to advertise you, to the [intent

if the Emperor that, by] all the means and politic ways ye can, ye [exert your-]

self, not only to entertain and firmly to establish [the] love and

amity that ever hath been betwixt him [and us], but also to remove

all scruples, sounding to [the] derogation thereof, by mean of the

occasion and cause before written ; for in case any alteration of the

Emperor's mind towards us shall now be apparent, otherwise than

it hath been heretofore, we cannot ascribe ne arrect it to any

other thing or deed, but only to the advancement of the said money,

without our commandment, and the repetition of the same now made ;

whereunto expedient it is ye take substantial regard in avoiding

the danger that may thereof to you ensue.

By his vanity " For, to be plain with you, we now evidently perceive, more by

and self-conceit your 0wn writings [than] by the relation of any other, that ye,

Wingfield has

abused Pace

and set the

Emperor

against him.

The king will

make him a

terrible

example of

malice and

folly, if by his

seditious

reports any

evil ensue.

having better opinion in [yourself than] your wisdom or qualities

can attain to, not only by elation of a glorious mind, moved by the

instigation of envy and malice against our secretary, Mr. Pace, have

mo[re considered] your sensual appetites than regarded our com

mandments, weal, profit, or surety ; as it appeareth evidently, as

\ve[ll by] the advancement and laying out of our money [without]

commandment, as in continual practices, by you daily made and

driven, to put the Emperor in comfort [to expect] the advancement

of more money, to our intolerable costs and] charges. And

whereas ye advaunt yourself [to be a mediator for the perseverant

continuance of paternal and [fi]lial love and amity betwixt the

Emperor and us, your deeds be clearly repugnant to your words ; for

by these your drifts inducing the Emperor continually to demand money

of us, and the not accomplishing of his desires, which is importable

for us to sustain or do, ye have not only hindered the mutual intelli

gence betwixt the said Emperor and us, but also put him in such

jealousy against our said secretary, Mr. Pace, by contrived surmises of

seditious writing against the Emperor, that he hath banished him his

court and countries; and rather than these inconvenients should

ensue betwixt the Emperor and us by your vainglorious ways, more

studying to get thanks than regarding our honor, profit, or surety,

better it were y[ou had] never been born.

" When we consider your undiscreet writing, expressing the

disdainous and envious mind that ye be of the advancement and

promotion of our said [secretary], Mr. Pace, whom in your said

writing yc dispraise [and] slander, with the fantastical argument that

ye make, to conclude our affection to be refrigerate towards the

Emperor, by cause we have rewarded our said secretary with so

notable a remuneration for so inutill service, he being of so perverse

mind towards the Emperor, and the protestation and requisition

[by] you made, that in case his merits shall fortune to lead him to

any inconvenient or danger in those parts, we should not impute or

arrect the occasion thereof to you ; it causeth us and our council to

think, that either malicious fumes hath blinded your intelligence

so that ye little regard what ye write, or else ye suppose and

think that we and our council have no capacity to discern your

notorious folly. For as touching the promotion of our said secretary,

whom ye dispraise, inasmuch as he hath better followed our com

mandments and commissions than ye have done, we think he hath
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well deserved this advancement and better. And though he had

never done unto us any service in those parts, yet, in consideration

of his learning, wisdom, and activeness, our mind was to prefer

him to that room before his departing, so that your sophistical

argument before written is a great fallacy and folious invention

[which] cannot proceed. And well assured may ye be, that in case

any danger or inconvenient shall chance unto him in those parts,

we must and will arrect it precisely to you, and in such wise punish

you therefor, as all other shall take terrible example thereby. For

whatsoever ye or any other have surmised to the Emperor for his

hindrance, we have now expressly declared to the said Emperor by

our letters, that our said secretary never wrote anything unto us

but good and honourable of him, as much commending his valiant-

ness, wisdom, and other his notable acquitayles, as could be devised,

making aUo true and plain certificate unto us of all things occurrant

there from time to time, rather deserving thereby the Emperor's

thanks than his indignation, which we believe verily had not for

tuned to him unless the Emperor had been by your seditious reports

provoked thereunto.

" And as touching the Cardinal Sedunensis, whom ye much praise, He will be in

and the count Galeas by you greatly dispraised, they be per- the.?t^'T0St

sonages to us unknown. Nevertheless, for the laudable reports King perceive

that we have heard of them, and that they were the persons any alienation

most meet to further and [promote] this enterprise of the Swisses °° \h,e part of

, -n i 1 i-ii . the Emperor.

against the frenchmen, we were the rather induced to practice

with them, minding always not only the honor and surety of the

Emperor, hut also the advancement of the same, and conservation of

his estate in those parts. For which purpose we have laid out and

expended right great and large sums of money ; and if for this our

kindness we should be finally rewarded by sinister reports with

distrust, suspicion, and displeasure, we may say our kindness hath

been evil employed. Wherefore we will and straitly charge you

that, all dissemblance put apart, ye endeavor yourself to entertain

the amity and intelligence betwixt the Emperor and us, wherein

we shall stedfastly and perseverantly continue without alteration

for our part ; assuring you that in case we may perceive any

alienation of his mind therein, we must ascribe it unto you for

such causes and considerations as be above specified, whereunto we

will ye take special regard in avoiding our indignation to your

uttermost peril. And as touching the request heretofore made

by the Emperor to our said secretary, for the advancement of more

money, inasmuch as the letters of exchange were revoked, it was

not possible to be done ; wherefore the Emperor hath no cause of

displeasure against him. The reasons moving us to revoke our

letters of exchange were these : First, because we supposed the

expedition against the Frenchmen to be clearly extinct and done

by the returning of the Swisses to their countries. Secondly,

forasmuch as the Emperor by his letters to us had so effectually

commended Friscobald for his diligent towardness and faithful

acquittal, we minded by the revocation thereof to take the

commission from the Fokers, and to have caused the money to be

paid by the hands of Friscobald and his factors when the case

should require ; and in such wise we will ye show to the said

Emperor."
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The court of In more than one of Wingfield's " vainglorious " letters

the king had been urged by the Emperor—whether in sin

cerity or not remains to be shown—to assist him in punish

ing the ministers of his grandson Charles, who had sided

throughout with the French. To their machinations he

imputed the success of the French arras and the dangers

now menacing the whole of Italy. In Wingfield's fantastic

language, it was they who had sold Naples :l " Blessed be

" those honorable councillors of the young king which

" have brewed the beverage to the ruin of the Emperor, of

" which ruin the said young king is like to be very heavy

" to the damage of all Christendom." To understand these

allusions, and how far Sir Robert was justified in his opinion

of the Emperor's honor and integrity, we must look back a

little,

wholly given From the first moment that Francis ascended the throne

op to France. cnar]e8 an(j njs ministers had courted a French alliance

with unceasing assiduity. In their treatment of England

they had exhibited not only indifference but studied con

tempt and dislike. The leaders of the king's councils,

Chievres and the Chancellor (Sauvage), prompted mainly

by a desire to retain their supremacy, threw the weight

of their influence into the scale of France,— tempted also,

if the report be true, by the pecuniary rewards which

How Charles Francis offered so liberally for their favors. It may be

seiTforlneToss thought that Charles was too young to be responsible for

of Mary. tne acts of his ministers, and too indifferent to the charms

of the princess Mary to have conceived either grief or

indignation at seeing her consigned to the arms of auother.

But all writers agree in his precocity ; not a single act in the

after period of his life indicates the least dissatisfaction with

these his earliest advisers ;• nor so long as they lived did

he ever withdraw his confidence and favour from them.

Quite the reverse. As for his alliance with Mary, Philip

Dalles, the envoy sent to congratulate Francis on his acces

sion, has preserved the following anecdote, which seems to ■

' 1937.
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indicate that the loss of Mary caused a deeper dissatisfaction

than has been generally supposed. On one occasion Charles

was told, in a company ofyoung people, that hewas a cuckow

(coqu), and had lost his wife, and ought to take another :

one proposed this lady, another that ; some Madame Renee,

others the daughter of Portugal or of Hungary. " I (said

" Dalles) replied that the Prince preferred Madam Renee."

" He is quite right," answered Charles promptly, " she is

" much the best prize ; for if my wife chanced to die

" before me I should then be Duke of Brittany." The mind

which at such an age, and on such an occasion, could travel

to such a contingency, was worthy of the discipline in

which it had been trained. As I have said in my first

volume, there was no careless betrayal of youthful indiscre

tion in Charles, whether as archduke, king, or emperor.

Over all appetites, but one, he had perfect control from

childhood upwards.

In the instructions which he gave to his ambassadors1 Proposes mar-

° nage with

announcing that he was out of his tutelage, and con- Renee, sister of

, Francis.

doling with Francis on the death of the late king Lewis, the

same decorous resignation to the will of Providence, the

same keen regard to his own interests, may be traced,

though blurred with the formalities of a state paper. They

are directed to inform the new monarch that Charles is

his own master ; and though great is his grief at the

death of the late king of France, yet, remembering that

all mankind, great and small, are subject to mortality,

and that the " late king was an ancient man,2 infirm,

" and sickly, and that in the concerns of this life the will

" of the Lord must be done,—all things considered—the

" aforesaid Charles feels himself mightily comforted by

" the accession of the new sovereign." But the main

drift of this mission was to negociate, in the first place, a

marriage with Madame Renee, then four years old ; and in

1 19 Jan. 15J5. LeGlay, Negoc. I 2 He was only 54.

i. 2. |
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the next, to excuse the alliance which had hitherto existed

between England and Flanders, as passed in the archduke's

minority, and for which he ought not to be held respon

sible. The terms he demanded were so exorbitant, the

aim to extort money from a king, liberal and young like

Francis, so apparent, that more than once the negotiation

was near coming to an abrupt termination. Even when

completed it was one of the conditions insisted on by

Charles that his future queen, young as she was, should be

taken from her family, and delivered to his care, with a

certain amount of money, jewels, and property settled upon

her, of which he was to become the possessor in the event of

her death.

This union with France had more than one advantage to

recommend it:—it settled the disputes between the two

countries in relation to the future possession of Naples ; it

gave peace to Flanders then greatly impoverished ; and it

enabled Charles and his ministers to sit aloof, unconcerned,

whilst the other great powers of Europe proceeded to arbi

trate their differences by the sword. Whether, on a broad

view of history, countries in the long run prosper by this

policy of noninterference, is a question not to be determined

here. Between running like famished mastiffs to take part

in a street brawl, and the armed interposition of reason and

charity, there is a wide difference. The sternest neutrality

may be as selfish, and as destructive of true magnanimity,

as hot and precipitate anger. No nation ever became great

by either course alone,— certainly not at the time of which

I am speaking.

Very unfavor- It could not be expected that during the predominance

Una. °g of such feelings and principles English negotiations would

prosper in Flanders. Attempts were made, but with little

success, to renew the amity and free commercial inter

course between the two peoples. The negociators were

Tunstal and More, afterwards the celebrated chancellor,—

then for the first time committed, to the great regret of

Erasmus, to a life of politics instead of letters. More was
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mainly employed, no doubt, for his high character and

legal attainments ; he possessed, above all men of his age,

the qualifications required for the temperate and success

ful adjustment of disputes between the English and Flemish

merchants, complicated by the anxiety of the latter to force

English trade back again to Bruges, then rapidly waning

before the increasing popularity of Antwerp.1 Unfortu

nately we have cone of More's correspondence for this

period, when he first gathered those impressions of the

Low Countries and of the political state of the times, which

he afterwards produced in his Utopia. For our knowledge

of what passed, we are mainly indebted to Sir Thomas

Spinelly, whose gossip is amusing enough, but rests often

on no better foundation than hearsay. He was evidently

not initiated into the secrets of either party, and was fre

quently imposed upon by both. His English prejudices

made him a convenient instrument for Margaret of Savoy, or

the Emperor through her, whenever it was desirable to

draw off the English negociators on a false scent. Months

elapsed, but the English commissioners could make no im

pression on Charles or his court until the close of 1515.

Even then it is probable that the desire of Chievrcs to

obtain a loan from this country was a much stronger in

ducement to moderation than any real change of sentiment.2

The death of Ferdinand the Catholic in February 1516 His animosity

threw the destinies of Europe into the hands of three young ™eatl, 0f Fenii-

sovereigns, nearly of the same age, and for this and other cathVue.

reasons jealous and suspicious of each other's glory and

achievements. This is the date of Charles's emancipation

from tutelage. From that time to the death of Henry VIII.

the political history of Europe is little more than the com

binations and intrigues of these monarchs to prevent any

one of their number from rising to a dangerous superiority.

With this period commences the system of modern political

adjustments, which continues to this day as the pole-star of

modern diplomacy. By the death of Ferdinand, the rela-

> 581. | a 1291.
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tions between Charles and Francis were altered ; hitherto he

had been a vassal of France, and at the first interview of

his envoys with Francis they had been reminded of this

subservience, in terms not agreeable to the inferior. Now

the vassal in the extent of his kingdoms exceeded his suze

rain ; and in the prospect of the imperial succession stood

far above him.1 His interests, present and future, brought

Charles more directly and more frequently into collision with

Francis than they could do with Henry. Yet with this vast

extent of territory, with the old and new world tied, as it

were, to his girdle, Charles was so miserably poor that he

could not raise so mean a sum as 300,000 crowns to take

his journey into Spain.2 The wealth of Henry, his facility

in parting with it, seemed to point him out as the sovereign

to whom Charles should ally himself; but, for reasons not

well known—and which never can be thoroughly known

until foreign archives have been thrown open to exami

nation—no efforts of the English ambassadors, not even

the interests of Charles himself, could induce him to

abandon the French alliance, or treat this country other

wise than with haughtiness and neglect. The successes

of Francis in Italy, the mismanagement of the Empe

ror, seemed only to serve as additional inducements for

strengthening the French alliance, and imperilling his suc

cession to Spain and the Empire. A policy so suicidal,

and which, if eventually successful, must have ended in

making Francis Emperor of the West, can only be attri

buted to the selfish dread entertained by Chievres and his

1 At the interview ofDalles with

Francis, three days after the death

of Lewis XII., the former told

Francis that the archduke was

very young, and desired to live on

good terms with him. The king

said, in his reply, that he would be a

good friend to Charles, " because

he is mon vassal ;" but he would

not be managed or over-reached

by him or any one. The envoy fired

up at the insult, but did not ven

ture to object to the offensive

expression ; " Sire," he said, "it

" will be your fault if Monsieur the

" Prince of Castile does not live on

" as good terms with you as the

" king his father did : and I would

'• have you know, no friend or vassal

" can do you more harm than he.''

Le Glay, JVegoc. i. 5i)o.

2 1541.
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fellow ministers of Maximilian and Henry. Their alliance

would have given a deadly blow to that party which had

hitherto governed the Archduke exclusively ; and, rather

than incur that danger, any sacrifice was to be preferred.

The French, on their side, watched these negotiations with The French

their habitual keenness. The least indication of an English inclination to

tendency in the court of the king Catholic, as he was gan

now styled,1 was instantly punished by some act of aggres

sion on the part of the duke of Gueldres, the hereditary

enemy of Charles, the restless invader of his dominions,

who needed no instigation from France to satisfy his

desire of vengeance or aggression. What Scotland was to

England, Gueldres was to Charles ; and the latter could not

move a step towards his Spanish dominions without exposing

his frontier on the side of Gelderland to fire and sword.

Aware of this perplexity, and probably the secret insti

gators of it, the French now proposed a closer amity.

A more cheerful face was exhibited to England ; its

envoys were received with greater courtesy ; the Venetian

ambassador even wrote to say that the friendship of the

two courts looked ominous, for Castile " was quite hand-in-

glove with Henry." 2 But their energies in reality were bent

on a closer intimacy with France, in which they hoped

to include the Emperor, now more than ever inclined to

listen to such proposals since his inglorious retreat from the

Italian expedition.

Charles now became the object of the intrigues of both Manoeuvres of
•* t ° Charles's

courts. On one side England offered him a loan of ministers.

20,000 marks to bear his charges into Spain,8 hinting at the

same time that he should take England on his way, " to

" avoid sea-sickness, and keep clear of the French coast."

Pensions were privately promised to Chievres and the Chan

cellor. Nothing could be more plausible than the conduct

of these ministers ; they professed themselves " weary of

" 1668. I * June : 2006.

« 1845. I

g
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" the French and their dissimulation." An excuse was

never wanting. When they were taxed with submissiveness

to France ;—it was done merely to prevent the French from

hindering the journey to Spain ; once there the King would

show himself in his true colors.1 While these negociations

were pending, a secretary of the French king, namedDeNeuf-

ville, had arrived at Brussels. He was frequently closeted

with Chievres, but his communications were innocent ; they

had no higher object than the discussion of some unsettled

points relating to the marriage treaty of the queen of

Arragon ;—this, and no more.'- The utmost candour and

openness were exhibited on both sides. True, the French

had offered another marriage alliance to Charles ; but these

negotiations had only been entertained on theif part to gain

time till Charles should be peaceably settled in his new do

minions. The journey into Spain was a wide and conve

nient pretext. If the English desired to bind them in a

united effort against the French in Italy, the expenses to

be incurred and the charges against Gueldres prevented

their contributing to so worthy an object.3 Were they taxed

with playing a double game ? They must keep on good

terms with France, and condescend apparently to its de

mands, or have France for their enemy, and their master's

voyage prevented.* On the 13th July came another great

Treaty of personage from Paris, the Grand Master of France. Tun-

and jilted stal urged Chievres and the chancellor to beware of French

practices and take heed of a Fiench marriage.5 Suddenly

Charles, like his uncle Maximilian, was taken with a passion

for hunting ; he was not to be seen.6 The Emperor about

the same time had become invisible, even to his faithful

admirer Sir Robert.7 Why pursue the progress of dissimu

lation any further? By the 13th August the treaty of

Noyon was completed. Its discussions had been kept a

i 2075, 2079. * 2206.

2 June : 2099. « 2219.

3 2132. 1 2224, 2248.

4 2165.
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profound secret ; so profound that three days after it had

been signed Maximilian was trying to amuse Henry with

a proposal to descend into the Low Countries and assist him

" in pulling up the tares from the wheat ;" * or rather, in

pulling down the potent ministers of his grandson. On the

faith of this promise he had induced the King to reimburse

Friscobald the 60,000 florins for which Pace had been

dragged out of his sick bed.2

But the end had not yet come. With real or well Maximilian'.

assumed repugnance Maximilian, as if loath to face the

English ambassador, desired his secretary Maraton to

inform Wingfield of the secret terms concluded at Noyon.

In its arrangements England had been passed over without

notice. Charles had consented to take Anne, the French

king's infant daughter, in the place of Renee ; and France

in return had waived all claims to Naples. The Venetians

were to be called on to pay the Emperor 200,000 florins

for Brescia and Verona. Sir Robert was thunderstruck.

Could this be that Maximilian who had vowed eternal

vengeance against the French, and persuaded Wingfield

they were worse than Judas? On the faith of such

protestations Wingfield had pawned his honor, and would

have staked his life. He had assured his master of

Maximilian's desire to repair the blunders of the last cam

paign. On his own responsibility he had advanced the

Emperor 60,000 florins. In contradiction to the advice of

Pace he had been a party to the gross device of the Em

peror for making Henry duke of Milan, and placing on his

head the Imperial crown. Now empire, dukedom, money,

all were lost. The million and a half spent by Henry

on the war3 had evaporated in smoke. The invasion

of France was a ridiculous dream ; its supremacy had

been established, and all the efforts to counteract that

supremacy were dashed by the cunning contrivances of

1 2286. I 3 Yet Wolsey sets it down at

8 2291. ; I 80,000 only. 2404.

S 2
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Wingfield de

■pain at last.

fort.

two men (Chievres and the Chancellor), the Emperor's own

nominees. Sir Rohert was abashed, and could make no

answer. He wrote, in reply to Maraton's communication,1

" that hitherto the Emperor's Majesty had peculiarly

" suffered his bounty and goodness to vanquish his great

" wisdom and experience ; "—(in less courtly phrase, he had

allowed himself to be duped by others of less intelligence

than himself;)—now Sir Robert hoped his goodness would

give way before his experience ; that he would take ven

geance on those who had endeavoured to separate him

from his tried friends, and " strike his enemies with fear

" and confusion." There was one hope left : Maraton had

solemnly assured him that the Emperor was no party to

imperial com- these arrangements.* Sir Robert was comforted ; his letter

was read to Maximilian. The Emperor would follow his

suggestion : he had never thought of abandoning England ;

if the King would remain firm, nothing should separate their

friendship.3 His heart had been torn by one apprehension,

that Henry would not help him ; but now that he was

assured of the contrary he would arm and straight set

forward. Once more Sir Robert was delighted ; it was

needless, he said, " to stimul the Emperor very busily,"4 for

no man could be better disposed. When he found himself

strong and united with the Catholic king he would not fail

to punish the traitors. In the abundance of his hope and

charity, Wingfield had not only forgiven Pace, but had even

induced the Emperor to take Pace into favor, on the

assurance that his " proterve conduct" should not be re

peated. Two days after Maraton wrote to him again :

" The Emperor is continually urged to accept this foul

" peace with France." Wingfield must come and coun

teract those intrigues; but unless he could muster 6,000

gold florins, his success would be questionable.5 The Em-

Maximilian

■will take ven

geance on

" these wicked

ministers."

His terms ;

2310.

p. 712.

2315.

« 2319.

* 1 Sept. 1516. 2335, 2339.
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peror desired 10,000 crowns; then he would leave for

Namur. Wolsey offered 5,000 if he would come to

Calais, and 5,000 more when there. The Emperor (writes

his daughter Margaret to the imperial ambassadors in

England) is very poor ; the least they can do is to allow

him 10,000 florins a month while he is away j1—he is very

much pressed by the French ; but nothing except his urgent

poverty will induce him to listen to their proposals.

The measures now adopted were of Henry's minting. He and how he en-

proposed to meet the Emperor in the Low Countries, and

join with him in removing those " corrupt councillors" of

Charles,2 who had attempted to break the old friendship

between England and Burgundy. The king of Castile was

bound by the treaty of Noyon to marry the daughter of

the French king, provided that in the event of her death he

should marry another not yet born. " This is the most

" slanderous alliance," exclaimed Henry, " that ever was

<l heard of; and the disparity of ages great; for the

king of Castile is seventeen years old ; the French king's

daughter not one year." The Emperor cunningly lamented

that he had never been implicitly trusted ; was sorry his

advice had not borne the fruit desired by both. He had

done his uttermost, and was so extremely driven " he knew

" no remedy but to accept this detestable peace."3 The

Venetian offer of 200,000 ducats was tempting ; with the Feare he must

aid of it he should be able to help the king and assist him- ^eaty ofE

self against France. Could such arguments be resisted ? N°y°n-

Was he to abandon Verona, to which he had sent that day

40,000 florins and 10,000 florins' worth of cloth (as he told

Wingfield), only for the want of a small sum from England,

which should be punctually repaid ? To urge his request with

greater cogency, Cardinal Sion was sent into this country—a

man of great vigour and no less plausibility.4 He had a long send»Sion to

colloquy with the king and Wolsey at Greenwich, and the 'ngan

2357- I * 2441.

2387. 1 * Oct. 2449.
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same day the two Cardinals dined together. On his return

Wolsey was observed to be angry and excited.1 Sipce he

had been at the helm, men said, they had never seen him

in such a state of perturbation. Sebastian, who narrates the

interview, was at a loss to guess the cause. He thought it

might arise from " the insolence of this Cardinal of Sion,"

or the receipt of fresh intelligence at variance with the asse

verations of the imperial ambassador, " who tells lies by the

The imperial " dozen." We, who know much more than he did of Car-

broker.

dinal Sion's letters, may with much better reason infer, that

the anger of Wolsey was roused by the Emperor's unblush

ing effrontery in imputing the failure of the late expedition

to the Cardinal's noncompliance with his ceaseless demands

for money ; or else to the unscrupulous calumnies of Sion,

who slandered Pace and Galeazzo,2 taxing them with

spending the sums entrusted to them to gratify their own

inclinations, without regard to the common interests of the

confederates. More probably, Wolsey refused to lend him

self to the wild projects and boundless expenditure that

found no limits in the overweening ambition and desires of

Sion. The projects he had conceived may be guessed from

the draft of a proposal in his own hand, submitted to the

king and Wolsey.8 To prevent Verona from falling into the

hands of the French, he required that the king of England

should advance the Emperor 40,000 crowns ; then by the

next Christmas the Emperor should visit Brabant, and

depose "those wicked governors" of Charles,— Chievres and

the Chancellor. Here he was to be joined by Henry, who

should be pressed to receive the imperial crown ; and thus

the king should become the champion of Christendom, the

Emperor his lieutenant to fight under his banner, and the

dukedom of Milan his fief. Could Wolsey be a party to

such wild schemes?4

1 2464.

2 2473. He accused Galeazzo of

having appropriated 100,000 crowns

Swiss. (2500.) The charge was

purely malicious.

3 Oct. 2463.

of the money destined for the | * See Henry's remarkable letter to
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The Emperor's treasurer, Fillinger, notoriously addicted to His dexterity,

the French interests, wrote to Sion, congratulating him on

his dexterous negotiation in procuring from England 40,000

crowns,1 which he trusted was only an earnest of good

things to come. All parties—a rare thing on such occasions—

seemed equally pleased ; those who were paid, and those who

had to pay. Sion left on the 8th November, with presents

from the king and Wolsey to the value of 4,000 ducats ;'-

and he dropped a modest memorial for Wolsey, requesting

an annual pension for his services to England until the next

vacant bishopric.5 The Swiss were promised 30,000 crowns

annually. Wingfield was beside himself with this last

loving and liberal act of his master. The Emperor dilated England put

on it in such pathetic terms, that Sir Robert, as he tells us Maximilian's

himself, "could scantly abstain from tears." So much1*

happiness for 40,000 crowns ! What might not come of it ?

The Swissers would " dance after his pipe." The Emperor's

descent so suddenly in harness would " put water on the

fire" kindled by the French and their fautors. Even Charles

had kissed the rod, and expressed his "contrition" if anything

had been done by him or his, prejudicial to their common

interests—(so at least the Emperor told Wingfield) ;—and as

for his nephew's councillors, " they were so besotted and

" blinded with promises and crowns of France, that they

" cared nothing about their master or him, so they might

" carry the whole of Christendom into the French hands,

" to his peril and that of Henry."4 The Emperor was

therefore " determined to descend into the Low Countries,

" and provide such a remedy there as God will." On the

21st November he pressed for payment of 10,000 crowns

Wolsey (2218), on receiving the im

perial ambassadors. " Touching the

" resignation of the imperial crown,

•: the ambassadors spoke generally,

'• but they thought the Emperor

'■ would resign it : and tee think

a they mean nothing." The same

btter shows that it was the king,

.and not Wolsey, who was anxious

for the Emperor to visit the Low

Countries.

1 2508.

2 2543.

3 2528.

4 2536.
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The Emperor
■warm.

His doubts

thicken.

for the first month, as without them his visit must be aban

doned. By the 24th, with the help of 6,000 florins ad

vanced by Wingfield, he had proceeded 400 miles on his

journey.1 Arrived at Hagenau in the Nether Alsace, and

the money duly paid, the qualms of Maximilian began to re

turn. He was afraid after all he should be compelled to

follow the wishes of his council, of which " some been

" either blinded, abused, or corrupted by the French

" and their adherents." 2 Wingfield insisted on the faith

fulness of his master, as proved by all his actions ;

urged how he had put himself to great business and huge

charge and cost for the weal of Christendom, the defence

of the Emperor and his nephew. It might be nothing more

than the old, stale trick of the Emperor, to practise on

Wingfield's fears, and extract money more rapidly from

England ; or it might be one mode of preparing the

unsuspecting ambassador for that revelation, which could

not long be delayed. One incident must be told as illus

trating the relations and characters of the two men. On

riding to church, " 1 upon his left hand," says Wingfield,3

" being approached nigh to the church door, there came a

" hen, being right fair and diverse of colour, which peace-

" ably did light upon my bridle hand, as she had been a

" hawk, and there remained without moving." When

one of the ushers proceeded to remove it, the Emperor

seemed to be greatly taken with it; and, says Wingfield,

" he esteemed verily the same to presage some good for-

" tune, and at the least he esteemed that before the end

" of the year the Lady of France' should come unto my

" hand." Out of such stuff did Sir Robert weave comfort

for himself.

By the 3rd December the Emperor's doubts had thick

ened ; he did not question Henry's liberality, yet, unless he

were assured of some monthly provision, he was certain

i 2589.

2 260.5.

3 2605.

4 Gallus, a Frenchman; Gallina,

a hen.
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his council would never consent to his making this descent.1

On the 5th, Sir Robert, in conjunction with Sion, agreed to

pay the Emperor 30,000 florins ; influenced by the assertion

of Fillinger, that if he went to Flanders there would be no

money, and he must submit to the dictation of Chievres

and the Chancellor.2 On the 8th, Margaret of Savoy wrote

to Hesdin, her ambassador in England, that he must do his

best to procure the 10,000 florins from Henry ;—the Emperor

would certainly come, and nothing more was required than for

the money to be lodged at Treves. " Fail not," she tells him,

" for God's sake, as all the good and ill of our affairs turns

" upon it." As the King of England had already advanced

so much, 10,000 florins more were but a trifle. Hesdin

must contradict the rumour in circulation that the Emperor

had made terms with France. She knows the contrary from

his letters and those of Maraton. He is to assure the King

of England there is not a word of truth in the scandal ; the

Emperor would never have thought of such a thing without

first consulting bis brother of England. Possibly, he shows

an outward complaisance, but that is only assumed to

further the designs of Wolsey and Sion. But, she adds

with increasing earnestness, it' Hesdin ever in his life

wished to serve her and the Emperor, he must at all

hazards obtain the 10,000 florins.3

It was a little too gross. Four days before that letter was The truth

sent, the chivalrous Maximilian, the candidate for the honors h^miii,.',,

of saintship, and the representative of the Holy Roman monthThad

Empire, had secretly taken his oath to the treaty of Noyon, to France?6

and resigned all claim upon Italy for 200,000 ducats;—and

that Margaret knew.4 There was no remedy. " I am told,"

says Tunstal, who communicated the intelligence, " by your

" Grace's friends, that it is taken for a surety that the lord

" Chievres hath turned the Lady Margaret as well as the

" Emperor, and that she, seeing the great inclination that

1 2626 ; and compare with this

2627.

s 2636.

3 2652.

* 2633.
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" the king of Castile hath to the said lord Chievres, and

" thinking that it cannot be removed, has yielded. For

" which cause your Grace should show no more to her

" servants than as much as ye cared not that the lord

" Chievres knew ;"—she had been implicitly trusted in

England, under the impression that she was inalienably

attached to English interests;—"for whatsoever she knoweth

" it cometh out by one means or other. And the same

" your friends do think it shall be meet for your Grace so

" to use liberality to your Graces friends, that your Grace

" keep always yourself strong enough in your coffers to

" withstand the malice ofthe French king."1

The King will The king and Wolsey were incredulous. It was impos-

not believe it. ° , , , mi i

is persuaded it sible. The news could not be true. The latter wrote to

vention. Tunstal to tell him2 that Henry thought he must have been

deceived, and the report had been devised by Chievres and

the Chancellor to make the King mistrust the Emperor and

my Lady, secure their own power, and counteract the prac

tices of Henry and Maximilian. Tunstal was to use every

effort to discover the truth. " It may be," wrote Wolsey,

" that the Emperor doth play on both hands, using the

The Emperor " nature of a participle, which taketh partem a nomine et

—plays on both " partem a verbo." If either the Emperor or my Lady have

any honour they will not fall in with France without the

King's consent, having bound themselves by letters under

their own hands. By letters from Sion, the Emperor, and

the Lady Margaret, of as late date as Tunstal's, the king had

been assured that the Emperor would keep his promise,—that

he was going to the Low Countries to break the amity be

tween the kings of Castile and France, and remove Chievres

and the Chancellor from office ; though meanwhile, to avert

their suspicions, he pretended to be inclined to peace. The

king sent the 10,000 florins demanded by the Emperor for

that purpose ; and if Tunstal could be sure that the Em

peror had not made peace with France, he was empowered

1 2640. I * 2700.
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to deliver the money to my Lady, " binding her by her

" honour not to dissemble."

The cold and cautious character of this minister, Tunstai com

missioned to

destined afterwards to take a prominent part in advancing the discover the

. . ...... truth, and be

Reformation, much to his own regret, is discernible in this guided by

negotiation. He was one of those whose first thoughts were savoV-

more trustworthy than his second. His habitual caution

and timidity foiled his first and better judgment. Wolsey's

letter threw him into great perplexity. It was left to his

own responsibility whether he should pay or withhold the

money ; and no man liked responsibility less than Tunstal.

His answer is a model of prudent diplomacy.1 He began

by rehearsing all the points of Wolsey's instructions ;—

read them over very oft, " to comprise well the king's

" mind by the same. And after I had more fully apper-

" ceived the contents of them, I was as greatly perplexed

u in my mind as ever I was in my life, considering the

" present state of this court,2 which is, that such as do

" favour the King's Grace and the Emperor dare not now

" of long time come at me, nor yet send to me, for fear of

" falling into the displeasure of these governors, which here

" do all, and no man dare offend them, they be so great

" with the king of Castile their master." He proceeds to

say, that in order to obviate the suspicions of these ministers,

he had received a message from the Lady Margaret desiring

him to forbear all personal interviews. Therefore he had no

alternative except to communicate with her by Richmond

herald. Richmond demanded of her, " whether this peace

" late made betwixt the Emperor and the French king

" was made by the consentment of the Emperor or not, and

" how it fortuned that he, contrary to his promise and

" hers made by their letters, should consent to any such

" appointment. She said it was done for to abuse those she assures

" governors for the time, to the intent the Emperor Peror is ail

" might more easily achieve his purpose ; but for all aiming com-'

i 2702. I - Of Brussels.
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piianee is as- " that, she said, she had sure and late words, both from

ceive"the " the Emperor and the Cardinal of Sion, that whatsoever

" " thing he doth outwardly for abusing of these men she

" should not regard it ; for surely he was fixed in his mind

" not to vary from the appointment taken with the king of

" England and her, for no offer that could be made him."

In confirmation of this statement she took care to show the

herald letters from the Emperor's court, expressing his un

alterable resolution. The Emperor, it is true, had put

Verona into the hands of the king of Castile because

Charles could keep it better than he, but the Emperor had

no intention of abandoning it to the French ; no heed

must be given to such things as Tunstal heard or saw,

for there should soon come a physician " who should

" heal all these sores." In such a combination of treachery

it was hard to decide. If Tunstal refused the money

he knew full well that the Emperor with his usual tricki-

ness would plead that refusal as his excuse for joining

France openly ; if he paid it, he had to incur the anger

of his sovereign for his blunder. He chose the latter

alternative. But before doing so he sent Richmond to Lady

Margaret to tell her that " whereas at her request the king

" had supplied the Emperor with money, and not failed him

'• in his need, he trusted that now she, regarding her honour

" and virtue, would not abuse the king's most trusty friend,"

(Wolsey), but if she really thought that the Emperor had

Pledges her joined the treaty of Noyon, she would plainly tell him so. "It

troth of her " were long to write," continues Tunstal, " the words which

" she answered again as Richmond showed me; but the

" effect was, that rather than she would consent to any such

" fraud and so distain her honour, she had liever enter into

" some religion, never to come abroad nor to look man in

" the face again ; that all the world if she were such a one

" would speak dishonour of her." On this assurance Tunstal

paid the 10,000 golden florins. What else could he do?

sion and the The affair looked far from satisfactory, least of all for

rest combine in

telling the same Wolsey. He had now become the prime and almost sole
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adviser of the King. Archbishop Warham had permanently

withdrawn from the Council ; Fox was seldom there ; Suf

folk was either in disgrace or offended ; Ruthal, bishop of

Durham, never uttered a single word in opposition to the

great Cardinal; the others were mostly men of inferior talents

and birth. Rightly or wrongly, Wolsey was considered as

exclusively responsible for the policy now pursued. He

wrote to Wingfield1 " The king is marvellously perplexed

" and anguished to understand by letters from his ambas-

" sador, Mr. Tunstal, in the court of the king of Arragon,

" that, contrary to all such promises as the Emperor hath

" made to the king, yet without his consent and knowledge

M he hath taken and made a truce with the French king;

" not only, if it be so, to the ruin of all Christendom, but

" also to his perpetual shame." He added that the King

trusted the Emperor's honour, and hoped the report was not

true, " but the contrived drifts of M. de Chievres to induce

" the king to mistrust the Emperor." Wingfield was com

missioned to show this letter to the Emperor, and tell him

that if the report were not true the king would at their meet-

ing pay him 20,000 florins, in addition to the 10,000 sent

already to Tunstal ; if otherwise, " the king was not minded

" to give him one florin, but should have cause never to trust

" him or speak honour of him again." To this letter Sion Explain away

replied * that the Emperor, in consequence of his necessities, peanmces.

had been compelled to give up Verona to Charles, and the

messengers sent for that purpose had been seduced by the

regents. Had he tried to remove them abruptly it would

have been worse ; as it was, he should gain his end by this

apparent compliance with their wishes. He did not deny

that Maximilian had sent his mandate for accepting the

treaty of Noyon, but this would only give him an oppor

tunity of visiting his nephew, and explaining to him in per

son the ingloriousness of the compact, and bringing him over

to Henry's views. The king need not fear the Emperor

2678. | J 2707.
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would deceive him, for he was too well acquainted with the

subtlety and deceitfulness of the French. " There was not

" a drop of French blood in his veins, nor a French hair

" in his head." He hated all Frenchmen to the backbone.

It is to be regretted that Wingfield did not write on this

occasion, but referred the king to Sion's letter ; for which

he incurred a reprimand, and was ordered to be more

attentive in future.1

Belief in the If Siori s excuses indicate a rooted belief in the unlimited

duiity of credulity of Englishmen, he held that belief in common with

most foreigners and all members of the imperial court. He

had been fortified in that impression by his late munificent

reception here ; he had seen more wealth and abundance

than had ever entered the imagination of a poor mountaineer

bishop and a needy follower of the penniless Maximilian.

Like strangers then, and since, he had drawn a hasty in

ference, that Englishmen were careless of money because

they were bountiful in spending it, and it needed only the

flimsiest pretence, or the boldest asseveration, to induce them

to part with it. There was, as I have stated before, a sort

of insular inexperience in diplomatic chicanery, traceable to

our natural position ; and, partly perhaps as a consequence

of it, a disinclination to trickery and intrigue, which made

English diplomatists fair game to the wily and unscrupulous.

But it must be reckoned something worse than a want of

ordinary political sagacity if Wolsey allowed himself to be

deceived by these absurd and transparent excuses of Sion,

Maximilian, and Margaret. Affecting ostensibly to accept

the Emperor's excuses as genuine, he made no alteration

in his measures ; he continued to look forward with anxiety

to the time when the Emperor should descend to the

Low Countries, and, executing signal chastisement on the

perfidious ministers of Charles, should by a grand coup de

main exonerate himself from those suspicions which for

the last nine months had gathered round his intentions. If

' 2714.
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such a dream crossed the imagination of Sir Robert Wing-

field, and buoyed up the mild enthusiasm of a mind which

no experience could disenchant, it was no more than might

have been expected. But that Wolsey should be misled is Howferjusti-

1 _ * ficd in WolBey.

as incredible as it is inconsistent with the popular con

ception of his character. It was but the venture of 40,000

crowns, of which 10,000 only had yet been paid. Did

he, like a bold gamester, stake his luck upon the chance,

knowing the whole time that the cards were against him ?

Or, conscious of his mistake, did he continue the same

line of policy, though outwitted by the Emperor, that he

might not seem to confess himself mistaken ? Or whilst

ostensibly—and to every minister and ambassador—he ap

peared bent upon carrying this point, was he in fact, secretly

and unknown to all, carrying out another design which

no one suspected ? Which of these surmises is the most

correct will appear in the sequel.

For the present he exhibited no change of conduct to- wingfieidi*

wards the Emperor. He listened without impatience to Emperor re-

the details of the Emperor's advance to the Netherlands,

and to Sir Robert's repeated assurances of his constancy.1

Sir Robert, for one, had no doubt, in his own quaint

phraseology, that the Emperor adopted this course, which

seemed so ''apparent to the enemies' purpose, to the intent

" he might the more surely convey himself to execute the

" desired obviation (to meet Charles), and to lead every-

" thing pertinent to the same by such paths as might least

" appear to the enemies." He did not pretend to fathom

the deeps of so profound a mind as Maximilian's ; nor did

he in his humility expect so great a revelation. For that the

time had not yet come. " The Emperor would conserve the

" same till it might come into the forge, where it shall may

" not only take the convenient heat that may proceed of

" personal heat and ventilation, but also take the right and

" desired form which the good prince hath sought a long

1 January 1517. No. 2791.
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who will not

break his

solemn oath.

The denoue

ment.

" season, as who saith, through fire and water, with such a

" perseverance as hath not been oft seen in other princes."

As for Maximilian himself it was a happy thing, when he

had received the 10,000 florins, that no French ° wolf "J

crossed his path, and so gave him an opportunity of

signalizing his fraternal affection " for his brother and

" son, the king of England." " I have not given any

" cause to suspect or mistrust me, nor will," he exclaimed

in the fervor of his gratitude : " for though by means of

" the king my nephew the French do esteem to have

" great hold on me, and that by virtue of my seal, yet

" I doubt not but my brother doth esteem to have greater

" hold by my solemn oath, which I will never break. And,

" besides that, I am bound by this order which I bear ;"

—and he put his hand to his collar of the Garter, and with

the other opened his gown, and set forth his leg with the

Garter, and over that said : " It is not best ye tempt me

" any more in that matter of diffidence ; for to you I

" have showed so largely my heart and mind, both by word

" and deed, that further I may not, butgif (unless) I would

" open mine heart, and cause you to read what is written

" in it."2 That, of course, was a test which Sir Robert, to

whom these words were addressed, could not think of

demanding.

So matters went on. Maximilian came down to the

neighbourhood of Brussels ; and the English agents looked

forward with the deepest anxiety to the time when he should

appear as an avenging Jupiter among the corrupt and con

science-stricken ministers of his grandson. But Maximilian

was not the man to do anything in haste ; besides, he had

spent the last 10,000 florins advanced him from England,

and there were yet more florins to be had, if he could make

it appear that he intended to keep his promise. The bishop

of Paris was waiting for him at Louvain ; the English am

bassadors at Brussels : Charles, inconsolable for the loss of

i 2775. | a 2790.
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the old queen of Naples, was not to be seen.1 So the

Emperor's visit to his grandson was delayed ; and still longer

his vengeance on those perfidious governors. The French

held his bond for the surrender of Verona ; he had no in

terest, therefore, in deceiving them ; but he might still make

his market with the English by continuing their delusion.

We need much the French version of these transactions, in

order to see them in their true light. It cannot be doubted

that Maximilian had long since2 arranged his plans, and never

really intended to depose the ministers of Charles. It is more

than probable that he was in their pay all the time he was

pretending to the English court that he hated them for

their perfidy. It is certain that his daughter Margaret was

a party to this dissimulation ; that she made use of her

assumed regard for England to abuse the English minis

ters, and betray their secrets to Chievres and the Chan

cellor, whom she seemed to detest and fear. Her pro

fessions of honesty were so many deliberate falsehoods

calculated to serve her own interests and those of her

father ; the more monstrous because they were always

attended with such earnest professions of veracity. Her

interests as much as Maximilian's were secured by the treaty

of Noyon.

The deceit could be maintained no longer. It was im- xue eyes of

possible for Tunstal and the English ministers to shut their 0I^ed.men

eyes to the fact that Maximilian had no intention to fulfill

his promises ; equally impossible was it for them to con

tinue in iarnorance of that which all the world knew—how

Maximilian had sworn to the treaty of Noyon, and was on

the best possible terms with Chievres and the French.

Margaret had played out her last manoeuvre ; the Emperor

the last of his smiling speeches. As it is the last we shall

hear of, it may be worth while to repeat it here. When the

earl of Worcester called upon him to know his intentions,3

the Emperor said to him, as both wore the Order of the

'2821. I 3 3rd February. No. 2866.

8 In December 1516. 1
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Their cem-

ments. .

Garter, " that they were companions for that day ; and,

" furthermore, that the duke of Brunswick, who supped

" with him the night before, had said unto him, that because

" his Majesty had so late given hearing to the French he

" seemed to feel a great savour of the same ; wherefore

" his Majesty had put roses about his neck that morning

" to the intent that by their sweet savour the French

" odour might be taken away." The narrator of this small

witticism is Sir Robert Wingfield, as my readers will have

anticipated.

The English court had been grossly deceived. It had

paid Maximilian's expenses to the Low Countries under the

impression that he would put down the ministers of Charles,

and that money had been employed by the Emperor to defeat

this purpose, and promote his own interests, to the detri

ment of his ally. " Our simple advice to your Grace is,"

write the Engjish ambassadors to Henry,1 " that shutting

" your purse in time to come, by all good means possible

" to be with words devised, to entertain the Emperor and

" my Lady (Margaret of Savoy) 2 as they do your Grace.

" We think verily the Emperor will, if he can, cast a figure

" to come by the 20,000 florins promised at the meeting

" (in case he enter not further intelligence with France),

" excusing the breaking of his promise by one. means or

" other." Apprehensive of Henry's anger, and what rash

measures he might insist upon when the deceit of the

Emperor should come to his hearing, Tunstal wrote very

earnestly to Wolsey:3

" Please it your Grace to understand, that at this time, for to

understand the king's matters perfectly, ye must first read the letter

subscribed] by us all, and after the other subscribed by my lord

Chamberlain and me, and thirdly the king may read the letter sent

at this time to his Grace by me, whereunto I am sure he will make

your Gr[ace] privy ; whereof the effect is that such offer as hath been

1 2910.

'J They state in the same letter

that Margaret was not candid :

" She does not dislike the gover-

" nors, as she pretends, for the

" treaty of Noyon is beneficial to

" her lands."

8 2923.
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made to th[e] king to resign him the empire cannot be per

formed, by reason[s] in the same contained.1 Here we find great

dissimulation and f [air] words, but no promises be kept, if they

were such as we do take th[em]. My lord Cardinal Sedunensis

saith he hath done his best My Lady letteth as she took our

part fastly, but I am feard she dissim[ules], and have also done

awhile ; her words be good to us and \v[e dissimu]lete as we both

believed them, and put all our confidence in her; but we can

not perceive but that all in deeds sings in one acco[rd]. Since I

have seen the progress of our affairs, and have considered t[he]

tales of Don John de la Nucha, with whom yet my Lady re-

maineth miscontent, I have thought that he was driven out of

the cou[ncil] chiefly by her because slie thought he knew too much

of the Emp[erorV] dealing, which among the Spaniards he kept not

counsel. I wrote that the coming of the Emperor should declare

whether h[is] tale of my Lady, or my Lady['si tale of him, were more

true, for each accused other on one point of uttering of secrets. I

am afraid all his tale was not untrue. My Lord, at the revere[nce]

of God, move the king to tike good counsel at this time, and

refrain his first passions, in which doing ye shall do his Grace

marvelflous] great service. I think verily all these fair promises were

made to get money of the king; wherefore best is to dissemble

wisely this past, and to shut the king's purse in time coming,

but in any wise to entertain such amity as is already betwixt

the Emperor, the King our master, and also betwixt our master and

the king of Castile, lest in other ways doing the king should

remain destitute of friends ; surely I trust for all this to see the

day that they shall be glad to seek in our master. In my mind our

importune seeking so much of this new amity hath made more

hinderance than furtherance, and maketh them believe they may-

lead our master (which cannot lack them as they think), as they

list. When I call to my remembrance all these matters ;

—how the Emperor hath sent divers ambassadors to his nephew,

which for this confirmation have spoken great words openly, and also

outward aJVsJurance which the Emperor made that he would not

speak with the F[rench] ambassadors, I have thought all this was to

abuse us and to g[et] our master's money, seeing after his coming

in person contrary effects do follow in both

" Wherefore, after such sober manner, help so to order all things

at this time that our master cast not utterly away these his ancient

friends upon this new displeasure. I tru[st] in the end the re

pentance shall be theirs, if our master will take a little patience,

whereunto I besech your Gra[ce] to help. And thus Almighty Jesus

preserve your Grace to his pleasure, with the accomplishment of

your desires. Arm y[our] Grace with patience, which here we do

learn and have not shewed us to any to perceive so far as we do.

From Mechlin, the 1 3th day of February.

" By your most humble beadman, '

" Cuthber[t] Tunstal."

1 See 2911.
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This letter from Tunstal was followed by two others,

denouncing the Emperor's conduct in terms ofnatural but

not misplaced indignation. The first is to Wolsey from

Dr. William Knight,1 an able and sagacious minister, whose

correspondence exhibits on all occasions a soundness of

judgment and extraordinary moderation, notwithstanding

his feelings of resentment at the trick played by the Em

peror.

" Pleaseth it your Grace to understand that sith the coming of

the Emperor into these parts, it hath appeared daily more and more

evidently, that such things as he hath offered and promised in time

past unto the king our sovereign be but abuses and dissimuled

colours, and all to the intent to bring, his matters better to his purpose,

both with France, and also with these governors here, whose authority

appeareth greatly augmented by the descent of the Emperor into

these parts. For where divers and especially Spaniards disdained

greatly the governance, trusting that the coming of the Emperor

should a' redressed right great enormities committed by them, and

for this consideration neither did them honour nor made suit unto

them, now seeing the inclination of the Emperor unto corruption,

which for money selleth not only his honour, but in manner is

persuaded for the same to all inconveniences that France and these

governors will, they follow the time ; but undoubtedly they speak

great dishonour of the Emperor. This augmentation of authority

and continuance in the same must follow necessarily, and that with

increase : for they at the kind's charge, their master, doth satisfy at

this time both the Emperor's covetous mind, and those that be

about him also ; and that so largely, that all other princes' liberality

sha[ll 1 be greatly extenuate thereby. They be the cause of yielding

up of Verona ; for over and above that great sum that the French

king giveth unto the Emperor, they promised to gratify unto the

Emperor also on the king's behalf; and furthermore he shall have

a yearly pension of Spain. And over this, these governors, as it

is privily spoken, hath concluded a marriage for a great sum of

money between Madame Alienor, the eldest daughter of this house,

and the prince of Portugal ; and of the said sum the Emperor shall

have his part.

"Thinketh your Grace that the Emperor being always prodigal

and consequently continually in necessity and need, which selleth his

blood and honour in this manner for money, will keep any promise

that either he hath or shall make unto the King ? At Villefort,

where he did give audience unto the French ambassadors, he said

to the king at his departing, ' Monsjih, vous ales trumper les Fran-

' coiz, et vioij je va trumper les Angloise ;' and immediately revoked

his word and said: ' Nonne,je va voire ce que je puis faire avecque

' les Angloise.' Such like reasons that should give right conjecture,

or rather very proofs, that all the Emperor's promises to the King's

1 2930.
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highness be but illusions founded upon dissimulation, I must

write, and so many, that it should be tedious for your Grace to read ;

and specially I write the less, because my lord Chamberlain writeth

[a]part, and Sir Thomas Spinelly abundantly. If I had been of

counsel with my lord Chamberlain,1 in my poor mind, I should

[have] advised his lordship to have mnde none overture touching

the governance here, considered that he might see evidently that

their authority increased after their first communication with the

Emperor, and might be right well assured, that whatsoever was

declared should immediately after be signified to the governors;

which I understand was done the next day ensuing ; et frustra niti

et nihil prater odium qucerere, etc.

" Your Grace showed me that ye would break the marriage be

tween the kings of Spain and France. I think it might be easily

done ; but peradventure, under your Grace's correction, it were

not best that such occasion should come of us ; for there is an

article in the treaty of Noyon, whereby the king of Spain renounceth

all his title and right that he hath unto the kingdom of Neapolis for

ever, in case he do not perform the said marriage ; and also the king

bindeth him, and all his subjects, and all their goods, wherever

they may be taken, to be as prize lawful, in case the king observe not

the said article ; and though this bond be unlawful and contrary to

right, yet it should be [a] colour for the Frenchmen' to do great

displeasure, and in conclusion should redound to our great slander

to be occasion of so great inconvenie[nce]. And as for breaking of

the marriage your Grace may be assured it will not hold, for the

lord Chievres hath begun to satisfy the king's pleasure, and

suffered him to enter in ludum Veneris, and therefore I cannot think

that he will abide the time of the young princess of France ;

so that with little sufferance cf time your Grace shall see that he

that was first cause of the said marriage shall be like cause of breach

of the same and loss of Neapolis also.

" The coming of the king through England, though he would be

content, yet should nothing ensue but expenses of your goods in

Tain : for if he come your Grace may think that all his council

shall be of the sect of Chievres, and all the liberality that ye should

use towards them should be lost. Treaty ye should make none

that the king would confirm; for they shall say when they be

once at liberty, as was said by the treaty concluded at Windsor

by king Philip this king's father, that if they had been at liberty

they would not a' made any like treaty ; and therefore when king

Philip was required to confirm, he refused it. And as for meeting

of the Emperor with the king's Grace, nothing can follow but im

portable charges, both loss of time and goods, and putting in

hazard the king's reputation and your Grace's also; without your

Grace could study how to do the king's matters profitably with the

Emperor by some such means as the lmperator uscth, which I think

would break your Grace's mind too much, or (ere) ye should bring

it to good effect, considered that the Emperor hath neither money

nor ware for any prince to thrive by, that meddleth much with him.

1 The earl of Worcester.
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Such money as should be wasted by the aforesaid ways may be well

employed for victualling of the citadel of Tournay in season, or for

some enterprise to be made upon the Scots, or elsewhere, more neces

sary. Et quantum ad resignacionem,1 etc.', merai sunt nuga.

" I see nothing more convenient at this time to disturb part of

these governors' enterprises than for because the duke of Alva, the

duke del Infantazgo, the Constable of Castile, with other the chiefs

of Spain, be marvellously miscontent both with the governe of

the Cardinal of Toledo8 in Spain, and with these that governeth

here ; and were minded to assemble at Burgos, and from thence by

ambassade to signify unto the king that the realm of Castile was

not wont to be governed in such manner as it is now ; wherefore

they would beseech his Grace to come into his realm, for they would

not be commaunded by any other than by his Highness ; then that

the king should send to his ambassador, there resident, that might

show on his behalf unto the said lords, or secretly to such as it should

be thought best, what inconveniences hath ensued by the misgovern-'

ment here, and what is like to follow ; and so to show that where the

late king, of most noble memory, did leave the kingdom of Neapolis

clear and free unto the crown of Castile, the governors here had

made the said realm bond and tributary unto France ; and not only

so, but hath bound their king in such case, which is marvellous

hard to keep and none of the noble estates of Spain would advise or

counsel his grace to keep ; which if ye do not that, then the right

and title of Neapolis by their means is renounced for ever ; reciting

also other articles of the treaty of Noyon, which sheweth to be

done by the only subjects of France ; and not by any of the king's

true subjects ; declaring more apertely the affection that these

governors hath to France ; as appeareth by giving of the noble

promotions, which can not stand with the weal of their master ; and

that the king, for the singular love that he beareth unto the king

of Castile, as he is naturally bound to do, is of the opinion, that he

hearcth say that the lords of Spain beth ; that is to say, that or ever

further inconvenience be imagined by these governors, which by

prodigal largition and promises of the king's goods maintain their

inordinate authority, impoverishing the king, regarding neither his

profit nor honor, the said king be instantly desired by the noble

estates to repair unto his realm of Castile; and what shall be

thought good and expedient by the said lords for the weal, profit,

and honor, of their king and master, the king's ambassador may

promise, on the king's behalf, that he shall with his puissant aid,

assist and maintain them to the best of his power. The estates of

Spain which be fierce of nature, and now accended against these

men, if they find assistance and favour of some great personage, I

think they would follow their opinion more obstinately. And if by

this means the king might win the lords of Spain, as by mine

opinion he should, then might he be assured of this king, and con

sequently enter such amity with Spain as he would. If this be

thought good counsel by the king and your grace, and afterwards

1 The resignation of the empire I 2 Ximenes.

to Henry. |
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be wisely bandied, many purposes shall be altered, and specially

this governance, which hateth the king and your Grace mortally ;

and the Emperor shall not have so great advantage by his dissimu

lation as he looketh for. It is said undoubtedly that these gover

nors and the Cardinal of Toledo, governor of Spain, be reconciled;

therefore if there be anything to be done in Spain the rather the

better

" Finally, I think there is no ways more convenient than that the

king do call home his ambassadors, and it cannot be long or his

Grace shall be desired ; for this time is clean contrary to all that we

desire, and that by reason of corruption. The. Pope is good French,

and all the rest, that may do anything, from Rome to Calais ; there

fore without that, that I have mentioned before, do help, I can study

for nothing. Your Grace pardon me that I am so plain. I think

if I were not I should both deceive the king and your Grace also,

which I will never do during my life ; beseeching your Grace to be

favorable and gracious unto me. These long pains, true service, and

importable charges would somewhat be remembered if your Grace

would help. And thus the Holy Ghost preserve you.

" At Brussels, this 16th day of February.

" Your most bound and assured beadman,

" William Knighte."

The other1 is from the earl of Worcester and Dr. Tunstal,

and was, like the foregoing, addressed to the Cardinal :

" My Lord,—Please it your Grace to understand, that the 14th

day of this month the Emperor a[t] Brussels did swear solemnly the

amity and treaty of Noyon at the great church, th[ere] being present

the king of Castile also with many noblemen of both courts ; and

this day the lord Chievres and the Chancellor, as we be informed

from Bruxe[lles], do go to Cambray, but wherefore we know not;

but we hear say that it is to con[clude] a marriage betwixt Madame

d'Angouleme 2 and the Emperor, with whom, as it [is] said, he shall

have 500,000 crowns : what other treating they shall have we

know not, peradventure for a meeting of all the princes, or for going

by Fra[nce] of the king of Castile, or some like matter. Lewis

Maraton, in whom we have no fantasy of fidelity to our master's

affairs, for all his painted words, doeth say that the Emperor will

come hither and treat with us of diver[s] our secret matters shortly,

by which tune" he trusteth we shall have word ou[t] of England

touching our letters of the 12th day of this present ; so that w[e]

perceive he hearkeneth all of that matter to know how our master

will take th[e] entering of this new amity, to look if our master

would put more in the Emperor's trust, which now late hath deceived

him in making this peace.

" What our mind is touching that matter, ye know by our

letters of the 12th, sen[t] to the king; which is, that the king should

never consent thereto, but by good word[s] to entertain such amity

as ye have already with both the princes; and as for this

breaking of promises, pass it over with dissimulation, and trust no

1 No. 2940. 2 Mother of Francis I.
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m[ore] in your outward affairs to promises of any persons, but to

trust to your own self; for here wc see nothing but abusion by fair

words to suck money from our master, and to deceive him in

the end. I, the lord Chamberlain, spake to the Emperor at my first

coming, desiring that I might come unto him familiarly as one of

bis servants at all time, as I reputed me to be ; but after he sent

me word by Lewis Maraton, that we should not come to hi[m]

until he sent for us, and when he would have us lie would send for us ;

for else his business was so great he might not attend us ; which, I

pray you, show the king our master.

" The Cardinal Sedunensis givetli us good words, but wc perceive

he hath no such stroke with the Emperor as ye went (weened), and

whether he knew long before of this peace of Noyon indeed, before

he advertised your Gmce, we know not ; but by many appearances we

believe verily yea, and so of my Lady likewise. We perceive by the

framing of all things here that the king of Castile is not like to

be at the meeting, if the Emperor and the king should meet.

"Wherefore, touching that matter, with all other, •wc beseech your

Grace to help wc may know the king's pleasure.

" In the beginning the Emperor let as he would not speak with

the French ambassadors, to abuse us; but the Emperor and they

have met at a close, and they have all their purpose, and be departed

from Brussels, as we understand ; whereby ye may perceive that all

those remonstrances which were made, that he would not speak with

them, were but colors to blind us withal, as the effects manifestly

do show

" Wherefore, to repeat all our mind in few words, our advice is, as

we wrote in our last letters more largely, that by good words enter

taining both the Emperor and the king of Castile, in such amity as

is already with them made, our master should not compromise this

matter to the Emperor, nor to suffer neither my Lady, nor the Car

dinal Sedunensis, nor no stranger, to lead the bridle of his affairs no

longer ; which if they do, it will be to the Emperor's great gain, and

to our master's disadvantage no little. And in the end ye shall

find them but delusions, as we think ; howbeit we think best that

our master do withdraw his foot out of these matters, as [if] he

perceived not so far as he doth ; and to give good words for good

words, which yet they give us, thinking our heads to be so gross

that we perceive not their abuses, which we dissimule to perceive,

because we know not how the kins our master will take these

matters or order us in them.

" And albeit that the Emperor have had the king's money to pay

his costs to come down to swear this peace of Noyon indeed, and

no such effects do follow as the king looked for at his coming, yet

we think it well spent, both because our master hath kept all

promises to bis honour, and also because this small expense and

charge shall avoid a greater, which the Emperor was about, as it

eeemeth, to bring him unto. And thus Almighty Jesus preserve your

Grace to his pleasure.

" From Mechlin, the 18th day of February.

" Yours assured to our powers,

" C. Worcester.

" CtJTHBERT TUNSTAL."
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But the kintr had long been prepared for these revela- How the news

i i '" tokcn in

tions. Already on the 12th February, even Wmgfield, never England.

inclined to despair, had written to Wolsey that the secret ne

gotiations against Charles's ministers, and a stricter alliance

with England, could never take effect;1 and two days before,

Giustinian in his amusing despatches thus describes his inter

view with Henry on going to announce to him the surrender

of Verona to the Venetians:2 " Though I could not go to

" Greenwich by Avater, owing to the very thick ice, the

" journey by land likewise being difficult on account of the

" frozen and dangerous roads, I however rode thither ; and

" after I heard mass with the King, I acquainted him with

" the news in such language as I deemed apt, adding many

" expressions calculated to produce a favourable impression.

" His Majesty thanked me, and remained in the greatest

" astonishment, repeating several times, ' How can that

i: ' be ? '—as by advices he had received it was impossible.

" On being assured the intelligence was true he seemed to

" believe it, and said, ' Verily the Emperor has been de-

" ' ceived by the king of France, and I know how.' " The

next day Giustinian communicated the same news to Wol

sey, and, if he is to be believed, the Cardinal "was sur-

" prised and astonished to the utmost.'' To make sure of

the fact, he demanded to see the letters ; and was very cold

in his congratulations to Giustinian's secretary on an event

so fortunate to Venice.3 Sebastian exults at the thought

that the news was received with the greatest possible vexation.

1 2912

2 2896.

5 I do not wish to impeach Gius

tinian's veracity, though I have no

great opinion of his political saga

city. It seems never to have oc

curred to him how improbable it was

that the king should have kept such

important tidings from the Cardinal

for a day and night, especially as

the two were at no greater distance

from each other than Greenwich

and London. But, as I have said,

the delivery of Verona was known

to Wolsey and the king long be/ore

it was known to Giustinian. It was

part of the policy of both to affect

the utmost surprise that the Em

peror could have been guilty of

falsehood.
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The king lad

been prepared

for it.

Experience

purchased by

money not

always pur

chased dearly.

Unfortunately for Giustinian's discernment as a negociator,

the King and Wolsey had long since forestalled his intelli

gence. As early as the 4th February, Cardinal Sion wrote

to say, " On the 8th, Verona belonged to the Emperor ;

" on the 9th, to the king Catholic ; on the 15th, to the

" French ; on the 17th, to the Venetians." l

The news took neither the king nor his minister by surprise.

They had been fully prepared for it. But not a word of re

proach escaped from the lips of either. In his reply to the

letters of Tunstal, Worcester, and his other ambassadors, the

King states, in the calmest manner, that although he had in

the first instance written to them to express very sharply his

dissatisfactiou with the Emperor's conduct, yet, as Sion had

assured Wolsey that the Emperor, notwithstanding all ap

pearances, would perform all his promises, the king would

refrain himself and wait.8 They were commissioned to tell

Maximilian, that though the king was somewhat pensive

at the deliverance of Verona and the Emperor's acceptance

of the treat}' of Noyon, yet, considering his wisdom, the

king was willing to think all was done for the best. At the

same time he let them know that he was not deceived " by

" the Emperor's brittleness and sudden mutations," or that

levity and inconstancy which made him seek " other occasions

" upon light displeasures to color his unconstant dealings,

" and so causeless depart from a friend." However, it was

better " to dissemble for a season until they should see the

" end." They were to continue their negotiations on the

same footing and for the same purposes as if nothing had

happened.

The policy was sound and ingenious ; it was calculated

to take the deceivers in their own craftiness, better than

the loudest denunciations of deceit. Some men are even

tually victorious because they never know when they

are beaten ; the retaliation of others on their deceivers

1 2869. See also 28t>2, 28ltf. 2958.
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is tenfold more ample and more terrible, because, till

their opportunity has come, they never betray by word

look, or gesture, any consciousness of the injury received.

By the expenditure of 10,000 florins, an inconsiderable sum,

Wolsey had tested the full value of all Maximilian's pro

mises ; by betraying no distrust he fathomed all his designs.

By pretending to believe his professions of attachment, after

all that had taken place, he gave others the strongest reason

for supposing that that attachment was not without founda

tion ; and thus was Maximilian brought under the suspicions

of his new friends. Aware of the Emperor's inconstancy,

no less than Wolsey himself; quite as convinced as he that

Maximilian's friendship was more costly than his enmity ;

Francis knew that when the money, the price of his ac

quiescence in the treaty of No)on, was spent, more must

be provided, or, as Henry said, Francis must expect that

Maximilian would abandon him on the most frivolous pretext

and take part with his enemies. Suspected by France,

not trusted by England, despised by Charles and his minis

ters for his vacillation and deceit, Maximilian had totally

disqualified himself by this last act from taking any further

part in European politics. From this time he sank into

insignificance.

As for Charles and his ministers, the treaty of Noyon The treaty of

and the perfidy of Maximilian had exempted them from all di°advan-

dread of foreign interference. If Charles really believed, England.

as he was taught, that the Emperor wished to bring him

under tutelage and make a child of him again, that belief

had now vanished ; and with it any feeling of coldness and

displeasure he might have conceived against England for

supporting Maximilian. Chievres and the Chancellor no

longer dreaded the loss of their influence, or the pre

dominance of English or Imperial interests. As they

had nothing to dread from England they were inclined

to conciliation. Perhaps Chievres was not altogether in- Ti.e minister

i 11 Tin*- r>i_- of Charles

sincere when he remarked to Lady Margaret, atter this grow civil.

denouement, "that he hoped in six months to be as high
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" in Henry's favour as those who reckoned themselves the

*' best English." l Perhaps, too, he was not sorry to have an

opportunity of showing Henry, at the cost of Maximilian, the

mistake he had made in preferring the Emperor's friendship

to theirs ; and in supposing that he could gain, by the Em

peror's influence over Charles, advantages which his ministers

were determined to refuse. For, as might be expected,

notwithstanding Maximilian's and Margaret's ostentation

of mystery, Chievres and the Chancellor had been perfectly

well acquainted with all that had been passing. They knew

the meaning of Maximilian's vapouring ; the promises he

had made to take the king of Castile into his own keeping,

and to punish his ministers ; the sums he had extorted from

England under these pretences. The Emperor soon be

came a burthen to his new friends. " The Emperor,"

writes Spinelly,2 " is again without money ; and if he tarry

" here (at Brussels) the Lady Margaret will have to pro-

" vide it for him,"—a hopeless effort. " The Vice-

" chancellor of Arragon tells me that Chievres will be

" glad of the amity of England, but dares not let it be

" known or give any cause of suspicion to the French until

" the king reaches Spain."

CharieBcom- In fact the journey of Charles into Spain was now the

pellet] to hasten . , .,,. ,.

his journey to great question which occupied his exclusive attention. A

year and three months had elapsed, and as yet he had made

no preparation for taking possession of the kingdom left

him by Ferdinand. Urgent entreaties came from day to

day, and hints of disaffection which, if not speedily sup

pressed by his presence, might prove fatal to his rights.

This part of his life, and especially his treatment of the

celebrated Ximenes, is little known, and from want of

authentic materials has been treated very meagrely by

modern historians. I hasten, therefore, to point out briefly

what help may be expected from this volume for a clearer

insight into this portion of modern history. Our only agent

12992. 6 March 1517. I 2 30 March : 3076.
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in the Spanish court at the time was John Stile, whose letters

are not the least interesting of those which I have noticed in

my previous volume. A man of no great genius or political

insight, he never indulged in theories or guesses ;—he con

tented himself with narrating what he saw, and sometimes

what he heard talked about, in an unaffected, artless style,

which makes his description of passing events invaluable,

especially when compared with the ambitious and glowing

narratives of the Spanish chroniclers. Stile was at Madrid

when Ferdinand died,1 and, as in duty bound, sent imme

diate notice of the event to his royal master. His first

letter has been lost, but the contents are briefly recapitu

lated in the second, dated 1st March.2 He states that Ferdinand

died poor and

Ferdinand died in the " village of Madrygalegeo," on his lamented.

way to Seville, eight leagues from Our Lady of Guadalupe.

" Few estates or men of honor were present at the decease

" of the king, your said father. The queen, his wife, was

" there, and was the day before come from the parts of

" Arragon. The king', your said father, wilfully shortened

" the days of his life, always in fair weather or foul

" labouring in hawking and hunting, following more the

" counsel of his falconers than of his physicians." Stile

then proceeds to detail the chief provisions in the late

king's will :—the sums left to his queen and his nephews ;

the number and names of his executors ; the sale of his

jewels ; " that no man should wear for him sackcloth

" nor long beard," &c. He then continues : " It is to be

" marvelled, and it please your Grace, that the late king,

" your father, of Arragon, had no manner of treasure ;

" and after that he was deceased there would never a

" nobleman, spiritual nor temporal, go with the corpse to

" Granada, except the marquis of Denya. Nor here hath

u been no great obsequies done for the said king, nor

" mourning made ; never less seen for any prince. For

1 The news of Ferdinand's death

was concealed from Katharine,

then in labour

Mary.

2 1610.

with the princess
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" those that he most loved and trusted first repaired to the

" Prince's ambassador1 with flatterings. And the queen

" of Arragon (Germaine) returned to Our Lady of Guada-

" lupe, and it please your Grace, on the last day of January.

The Cardinal of Toledo (Ximenes) and the dean of Lou-

vain had the exclusive management : " notwithstanding, and

" it please your Grace, there is little love or stedfastness

" among the states of these parts one with another, yet

" the}' dare not move in word or deed against their prince

" or his deputies of Andalusia ; " where, as Stile says,

dissension had already begun to show itself between the

duke of Medina Sidonia and Don Pedro Jeron. He then

tells an anecdote of the poor, incapable Johanna, which is,

I believe, unknown.2 " Also, and it please your Grace, the

" queen of Castile is as yet as that she was in the

" life of the late King her father ; and, as reason is, her

" subjects would be glad that she was amended of her

" disease. And for that intent, upon a three or four days

" passed, hither is come certain persons to the Cardinal

1 The Dean of Louvain, after

wards Adrian VI.

a " This princess was possessed

with a cruel melancholike humour,

so as she led a most lamentable life

in the castle of Tordesillas, wherein

King Ferdinand, her father, had

lodged her, a pleasant and com

modious place. Lewis Terrier, of

Valencia, had charge of her, being

also captain of the castle of Torde

sillas ; but he was unfit for such a

business ; for whether by his slow

ness growing by reason of his age,

or through ignorance, he could

never get her to lodge in any plea

sant and well-aired chamber of the

castle ; but she would always lurk

in dark and obscure places near the

ground, fit to entertain and augment

her melancholike humour. She did

ablor soft and delicate beds, and

would lie upon the ground ; and if

she did lay herself upon a board

covered with a carpet, it was by

great importunity. It was not pos

sible to make her wear a furred

gown in winter, nor anything that

was rich. She was often three days

together without eating ; neither

could the prayers nor persuasions of

her servants prevail anything with

her. She often complained that she

was kept like a prisoner, and that

they withheld her from the govern

ment of affairs, like a private per

son."—Mayerne's Hist, of Spain,

by Grimeston, p. 935.

Among other fancies, she had a

humour " to make them leave the

dishes full of meat in her chamber,

not suffering them to carry any one

away ; so as the meat corrupting

made a stinking savor."
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" and to the Lords and Council from the town of Torde-

" sillas, where the said queen is ; and these said persons

" have brought testimonials and writings that there be

" certain persons, priests, physicians, and other, amongst

" the which one is the Doctor Soto, the said queen's

" physician, the which he and the other priests, with clergy

" and physic, upon pain of their lives, having licence, will

" undertake for to remedy the queen of her disease

" within the space of three months, saying that she is

" cumbered with sprites by witchcraft."

By his next letter,1 dated 3rd April, we learn that Charles Great irritation

11 vr • 11 in SPain"

had sent a message to Ximenes and the council in Spain,

desiring them to proclaim him king, as he had been in

Flanders ; a request to which they declined to accede whilst

Johanna was alive, unless Charles was there in person. The

proclamation in Flanders, made without the assent of the

states of Castile, had produced great irritation. So Stile

adds, that in case Charles come not hither in the summer,

" many inconveniences and troubles will arise, for the

" treasurers say they have no money belonging to the

" crown. The Cardinal (Ximenes) is rich, having above

" 400,000 ducats in treasure, and is a covetous gray friar,

" and will not depart with any part of his said treasure,

" for the defence and weal of this land, without good surety

" of the Prince." Such was Stile's estimate of the great

Cardinal.

Charles was in great straits, and his difficulties were in- ximenes

creased by the jealousy and suspicion of his ministers.

They were doubtful of their reception in Spain ; doubtful

also if they should be able to retain their authority, with

such a rival as Ximenes, and such nobles as the duke of

Alva and the Constable of Castile. Maximilian still lin

gered in the Low Countries, much to their annoyance, and

1 1732. Many of Stile's letters

have been unfortunately lost j and

•ven if they found their way into

foreign libraries, being written in

cipher, they would be as good as

lost.
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Margaret was not to be trusted. On the other hand, every

successive post brought news of the disputes between

Ximenes and other members of the council. " The king,"

writes Spinelly, " must go this summer, or his realm will be

" in great peril ; for since the Constable of Castile has re-

" sisted the Cardinal, many lords and towns have followed

" his example, and their number increases."1 The health

of Ximenes himself was giving way. In the autumn of

1516 he was reported to be dying; the same report was

repeated in the spring of the next year.2 Evidently he

was the only person on whom Charles could thoroughly

rely. In fact, but for the ability and loyalty of Ximenes,

Charles would never have enjoyed the kingdom of Spain.

The coldness and ingratitude he displayed to this minister

are well known, and need not be described here ; but, dark

as that ingratitude is known to be, history has yet failed

to record its full enormity. It is more than probable

that Charles would have lingered out another year in his

Flemish dominions, but for the discovery of a plot hinted

at in these pages, and fully confirmed by his own corre

spondence. Whether Francis, his ally, was concerned in

the plot, cannot be determined at present. Wc must wait

for fuller explanations from the French archives.

Don Ferdinand. It is well known that the inclinations of Ferdinand, his

grandfather, had been fixed on his nephew Don Fer

dinand, who had been constantly brought up at the Spanish

court, nor was it until the last moment that the old king

could be persuaded to alter the disposal of his kingdom in

favor of the elder brother. The hatred of the Spaniards

for Charles's Flemish favourites, the delay he made in

visiting Spain, the coldness with which he treated the

Spaniards who visited him, turned the affections of more

than one powerful nobleman and prelate towards his brother.

As early as the 2d April 1516, Spinelly mentions3 that the

• llth April 1517. I • * 1831.

a 3300. I
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captain, of Perpignan had intercepted a letter, in French,

from the archbishop of Aries " to the infant of Fortune,"

offering the assistance of France to procure for him the

crown. The rumour was repeated next year l by the Car

dinal of Sion, who told Tunstal and others that trouble was

likely to arise, from the Spaniards refusing to obey the

council of Flanders, and the Flemings that of Spain ; and

he added that if Charles did not go shortly to Spain, his

brother would be crowned in his stead. The rumour grew

stronger as time advanced. Yet it might have been set

down for an idle tale, or as one of the numerous fictions in

vented to suit a political purpose, had we not the king's own

letter, dated from Middleburgh, 7th September,2 the day

before he started, addressed to Ximenes, and detailing the

whole conspiracy. In that letter he tells Ximenes how he Ximenes or-

had heard that certain treasonable proposals had been made puiCe leiX

to the Infant Ferdinand, and he had been urged to declare c^e»! a8S°~

himself governor of Castile in the name of his mother.

To anticipate the danger, Gonsalvo de Guzman had been

commanded to avoid the court. Ximenes is directed to seek

a private interview with Ferdinand. He is to make known

to the Prince, in the softest and most insinuating manner,

his brother's resolution of removing the officers of his

household, and substituting others in their place. A

minister in the interest of Charles was to sleep in Fer

dinand's chamber, in order that when the prince is awake

he may have some one to talk to. Ximenes is further to

assure the prince that these measures have been ordered

by Charles solely out of regard to his brother's interests ;

that the sole motive he now has in visiting Castile is to pro

vide for the comfort of Ferdinand, for whom he is ready to

sacrifice life itself. The king added that the unfavourable

reports about Chievres and the Chancellor were wholly

untrue. No two lords could be more devoted to him.

He was now with the fleet, ready to sail on the morrow.

The Cardinal was further instructed to employ every species

1 19th April 1517 : 3143. | -' In Granvella.
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of argument to induce Ferdinand to take these arrange

ments in good part. He was to send the Comendador and

the bishop of Astorga, with whom Charles was greatly dis

pleased, out of the way, to banish them from the court,

without permitting them to take leave of Ferdinand. Should

it so happen that in fulfilling these injunctions Ximenes

encountered opposition, he was ordered to employ force.

These instructions were to be carried out to the letter, and

kept profoundly secret.

It is not known what reply Ximenes made to this com

munication. We infer from the answer of Charles that it

was perfectly satisfactory.1 Never profuse in his gratitude,

he thanked the Cardinal in the warmest terms for the ability

he had shown in fulfilling his injunctions, and regretted to

hear of his ill health. How he repaid him when he arrived

in Spain is well known ; perhaps Maximilian was not far

from the truth when he exclaimed, in the bitterness of his

heart, that his nephew Charles " was as cold and immovable

" as an idol" (statue).

Theroyage But important as was this voyage into Spain—more

dertakenwitii- important than even those who urged it most were aware of

England? fr°m —& could not be accomplished without the aid of England ;

and to counteract the policy of England, to ply Maximilian

with every inducement to betray it, had employed the

industry of Charles and his ministers for the last two years

and a half. On the side of Friesland, the duke of

Gueldres his irreconcilable enemy, backed by the influence,

probably by the money, of France,2 was making continual

inroads. " Aspre has been taken," Tunstal writes,3 " and the

" inhabitants cruelly slain. The town of the Hay (Hague),

" because it is open, is left desolate, and the people fled for

" fear. This business delays the King's preparations." In

terms still more precise, Charles wrote to his ambassadors

in England,4 that it was not possible for him to provide

i 27th Sept. Granvele.

3 3108, 3300, 3536. Francis,

however, denied it (3508).

a 13th July.

* 6th July.
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against the disturbances caused by the duke of Gueldres,

without assistance from Henry. No other course then re

mained, except to court the favor of England as eagerly as

he had formerly rejected it. The conduct of Chievres chores de-

and the Chancellor became as conciliating as formerly it tery. "

had been cold and insolent.1 The praises lavished by

Chievres on the Cardinal knew no bounds :—without his

aid the cordiality between Charles and Henry could never

have been established;—his master knows right well that

the chief security of his dominions is in the good will of

England. And the English court deserved these expressions

of gratitude. In his utmost need, when Charles could

scarcely keep Flanders, much less take possession of Spain,

Henry had advanced him 100,000 florins. He wished that

Charles should visit England on bis way—a request after

wards abandoned on the plea of the king's infirmity. Spi

ndly, now taken into confidence, wrote to say there was no

hope " that the Catholico at his going into Spain should

" pass by England with a small company, sending his army

" to Falmouth ; for many the which know his feeble com-

" plexion doth continually persuade the same " (urge that

plea). The sweating sickness, then raging in England,

would have furnished a valid excuse, had the feebleness of

Charles's complexion been a mere fiction.2 One other condi

tion was insisted on : that in repaying the loan he should

also repay 35,000 crowns expended during his minority by

England for the reduction of Gueldres and Venloo. This

condition he would have avoided like the former,3 but his

necessities were too urgent. " If Henry will not consent,"

he writes to his ambassadors, " to lend the 100,000 florins,

' 3337.

3 Charles had " greedy eyes"

(avari ocelli), says the Venetian

envoy,—was a gross feeder, and

suhject to dyspepsia. Hence ill-

health and his fluctuation of spirits,

enhanced by hereditary melancholy.

Allied also to this physical and

psychological unsoundness there

whs a tinge of sentimentalism in

Charles not found in his contem

poraries. These qualities have made

him unconsciously attractive to

modern historians.

3 3442.

i2
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Charles Bends

ambassadors to

England.

Their enter

tainment.

The journey

to Spain.

" without including the 35,000 gold crowns in the arrangc-

" ment, you are to agree to it, but not readily." The sum

must be had under any circumstances, for delay jeopardized

his chances in Spain, and Gueldres continued his ravages.

The court of England was not inclined to remember old

grudges, or seize an ungenerous advantage. His ambassadors

were magnificently received ; " partly," says Sebastian, not

very well pleased at the turn affairs were now taking, " to

" cajole the Catholic king, partly because one of the am-

" bassadors, a youth of about 20 years old and extremely

" handsome, is of a most illustrious family descended from

" three Emperors.1 His father is governor of Flanders, his

" father-in-law is De Chievres. He is, moreover, the boon

" companion of the Catholic king, sharing all his secrets as

" familiarly as if he were his brother." Nothing could

exceed the sumptuousness of their entertainment2 or the

jousts that followed. The jousts ended, preparations were

made for a banquet. At the head of the hall sate his

Majesty, with the Queen on his right, and next her the

Cardinal, and Mary late Queen of France on his left. The

feast was regal, the display of gold and silver plate enormous.

The banquet over, the King and his guests repaired to

another hall, where the Queen's ladies were, and dancing

went on for two hours : " the King," says the narrator,

" doing marvellous things both in dancing and jumping,

" proving himself, as he in truth is, indefatigable." The

French ambassadors were not present. Their conduct

seemed mysterious to Sebastian, and well it might. Nor

were his doubts at all better satisfied when he told them

it was reported they were negotiating a league with

England. They smiled, and said nothing. Really this

reserve of one's friends is very strange, thought Sebastian ;

and so it was.

But for the present one thing only was talked of; and that

was the journey into Spain, and when it should take place.

1 The sieur d'Aussy.

2 See 3455, 3462 ; and for the

plan and arrangementof the banquet,

the curious paper, 3446.
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July was beginning to wane, and the king's preparations

seemed scarcely more advanced than they were a year ago.

From the 5th of June to the 7th of September he loitered at

Middleburg. On the 27th of August, Tunstal, who was with

him, wrote to Wolsey1 to say that he did not think the

king would leave as the moon was waning ; though Charles

asserted he would go, even if it were winter. On the

7th of September, " he was shriven once again, for he was

houselled at the last opposition of the moon,"2 started the

same evening for Flushing, and set sail the next morning.

The weather was fair, but the voyage not without acci

dents. Off the coast of Winchelsea a ship containing the

king's horses was burnt to the water's edge, and all hands

perished. A strong wind from the S.E. drove the ships into

Plymouth roads;3 not man)- hours after they were becalmed

off the coast of Asturias, by the mismanagement of the

pilot. Charles and his sister Eleanor, for whom the greatest

apprehension was felt, endured the distresses and fatigues

of the voyage with greater magnanimity than practised

sailors. At four o'clock in the afternoon Charles landed at Their landing.

a rocky and desolate spot, some miles distant from Villa

Viciosa, and was compelled to proceed with his sister and

all his company on foot toward the nearest village, without

refreshment or change of apparel. No preparations had

been made for their landing. They were in a poor country,

without horses or other necessaries.4 The village did not

contain, says Spinelly, more than 40 houses;—such houses

as may at this time be seen in Spanish villages, utterly

destitute of the comforts and even ordinary necessaries of

life. To increase their misfortunes, the wind changed sud

denly to the N.N.W., drove the fleet to St. Ander, and with

it all their bedding, clothes and furniture. For the first

time, adds Spinelly, lord Chievres and others of the noble

men attending on the king had nothing more than trusses

of straw or the hedges to sleep on. But the loss of their

» 3641. I 3 3692.

2 3666. I 4 370o,
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horses was a greater inconvenience than sleeping in the

open air. No carriages, no means of travelling were to

be had ; not even the ordinary bullock waggon, the horror

of Spanish travellers ; " for," says Spinelly, " in that

mountainous country the principals go afoot," and the

prevalence of sickness in the chief towns had cut off all

Compelled to intercourse on pain of death. The shortness of provisions

compelled the king to set forward on the third day. By

this time they had mustered about forty horses and a few

bullock waggons, the company consisting of 200 persons.

Charles mounted a hobby lent him by Spinelly ; the ladies

were packed in the waggons; the cavaliers, by twos and threes

en croupier on pack horses ; the majority trudged on foot.

And in this shabby array, after four days' hard travelling,

the king arrived at St. Vincent, 60 miles distant from Villa

Viciosa. They who know what travelling is in the north

of Spain with the ordinary fare and conveyance of the

country, will readily apprehend the fatigue of such a

journey, especially to ladies accustomed all their lives to

the luxuries of a court, and whose excursions from Brus

sels had never extended further than Mechlin or Ghent.

" Nevertheless," says Spinelly, who accompanied the ca

valcade on foot, "considering the surety and sweetness

" of the land, every one suffered it joyously in patience."

If anything could render such a mode of travelling pleasant,

it was the remembrance of the alternate becalming and

hurricane of a late autumnal voyage in the Bay of Biscay.

Spain in the To the royal party, compelled thus unexpectedly to

rough it, and accustomed only to the rich manufacturing

towns of the Low Countries, everything seemed as strange,

wild, and entertaining as it does to the modern traveller. The

peculiarities which struck Spinelly have remained unaltered

after the lapse of three centuries. " The country," he says,

" is very mountainous, and abounds inchestones (chesnuts),

" on which most of the inhabitants live instead of corn.

" They have also a kind of oats to make bread of for the

" nobles and gentlemen, though that the worst of them
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" reckon to be the best born ; and marvellously they be

" grounded upon the nobleness of blood, seeing that they

" have been those that have conquered Castile out of the

" hands of the Infidels ; having, by reason of such opinion,

" proudness enough in comparison of their goods and riches.

" Their arrayments ben small jackets of coarse light cloth,

" with bare legs and feet ; and commonly they wear long

" beards and hair, being well made persons and wonderly

" light (lissome) ; and, as far as I may conject upon good

" information, they may be compared unto Irishmen ;"—

a comparison evidently referring to the Basques ; the

exactness of which no one who knows the two people

will venture to dispute.

The king was well received. If during the voyage he Charles well

still entertained any fears of his brother Ferdinand, they recm '

were allayed by the rumours which met him at his landing.

Ximenes had removed the Comendador of Calatrava and

the bishop of Astorga, and given the charge of Don Fer

dinand to the marquis of Aguilar ; " with the king's con-

" sent, said the rumour, because they had endeavoured to

" make Don Ferdinand king of Arragon against reason and

" the will of the Catholic king deceased."1 It was no

concern of Charles to set that rumour right.

Letters from Spain came very irregularly ; and we

lose much of Spinelly's gossiping and amusing corre

spondence at the time when it would have been most

interesting and important.2 Consequently, of the sub

sequent movements of Charles, and the death of Ximenes,

nothing is told us. On the 31st October Charles was

at Bezzarryll 3 with Chievres and the Chancellor. These

powerful favorites are accused of keeping their master

away from the great minister, and poisoning his ear against

Ximenes. On the 8th November the Cardinal died ; and

the popular tradition of Charles's ingratitude receives full

confirmation by his treatment of the Cardinal's memory.

' p. 1169. j "3764.

3 See note on p. cxzxiii.
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Appropriates Stile writes on the 1 1th February, to say that the king

the legacies of ,, .... ,, i r i v

ximenca. had appropriated to his own use the money left by Ximenes

iu legacies to his servants nnd charitable bequests, to the

amount of 212,000 ducats of gold, allcdging that he had

done more damage in casting down the Avails of Navarre than

all his wealth amounted to ! The Flemish ministers were

still supreme ; no Spaniard had a voice in the council, with

the exception of the bishop of Badajoz and Don Garcia de

Padilla.1 The archbishopric, estimated at 100,000 ducats

per annum, was given to Chievres' nephew, Cardinal de Croy,

fettered, however, with certain pensions.2

And here we leave Charles for a time. Charles in Spain,

Maximilian hors de combat, the two ancient rivals remained

face to face—England and France ; France crippled in its

finances by the war in Italy and by the large sums advanced

to different statesmen in the courts of Europe ; Eng

land, under the administration of Wolsey, husbanding its

resources, and less prodigal in its expenditure from year to

year.

England and Hitherto it had been Wolsev's ostensible policv to

France. . . * ,

raise up some counteracting influence to the overgrown

power of France. Whether he ever contemplated an in

vasion of that country by Henry in person, may, I think, be

very reasonably doubted. At least I find no serious prepa

rations for such an event. It was his object rather to

subsidise the continental powers, to keep Francis well

employed in Italy, by advancing money to Maximilian and

the Swiss, and by supporting the imperial claims. If Charles

could not be induced to league with England, any aid he

might lend to France was to be neutralized, at least for a

time. With a league consisting of the Pope, Ferdinand,

England, the Emperor, and the Swiss, Wolsey might

i 3937.

- 3874. " There was a rumour,"

says Spinelly, " that the king was

amorous of a goodly gentlewoman

" glad thereof, thinking he should

" follow the young council (the

" Spanish party). Howbeit, they

" have been deceived ; for his

" of the queen of Arragon's (Jo- ! " amours be succeeded very cold."

" hanna) ; and many Spaniards were
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reasonably expect that the' efforts of Francis towards

aggrandizement in Europe would be effectually repressed.

But Ferdinand, never hearty in any scheme that did not pro

mote his own immediate interests, lent no assistance. Of

Maximilian enough has been said already. Leo X., fearing

and hating the Emperor and Francis alike, and rightly

jealous of the proximity and influence of both, oscillated

dubiously between the two, alternately flattering and betray

ing both.1 So far from the policy of Wolsey meeting with

the success he had anticipated, or replacing England in the

position it held at the death of Lewis XII., no other effect

had been gained, at the close of the year 1516 and the treaty

of Noyon, than that of tying all the great powers to the

chariot wheels of France, and rendering her the sovereign

and dictator of Europe. The result was mortifying enough

to the vanity of Henry VIII., who watched with any other

feeling than that of complacency the progress of his brilliant

and successful rival.

If the language of the Venetian ambassador may be How they stood

trusted, France was the great object of hatred and suspicion, other osten-

and Wolsey was only biding his time to wreak vengeance Sl y'

upon it for its repeated perfidies. What these perfidies

were no one exactly knew, though every English minister,

Pace, Wingfield, Spinelly, and even Tunstal, fully believed

them. Rumours, indeed, had been in circulation as early as

January 1517" that a better understanding existed between

the two courts than warranted this belief. Francis,

with the exception of his expedition into Italy, had stu

diously avoided giving any offence to England. His con

duct, -with one exception, had been uniformly conciliatory.

He was fully aware of the efforts secretly made by Henry,

and his virtual trangression of the alliance existing between

them. But he gave vent to no expressions of anger or

resentment. Even the help he is supposed to have afforded

1 Of his meeting with Francis at

Bologna, see two very interesting

descriptions

1281, 1284.

* p. 902.

by eyewitnesses at

■
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Rumour of a

better under

standing be

tween them.

Albany was exaggerated ; and this help was granted in con

formity with the treaties existing between France and Scot

land ; had been openly avowed to the English ambassadors

from the first ; was expressly understood, and therefore could

constitute no just cause of complaint. But whilst he and

his agents wrote, from time to time, that France was de

sirous of a closer alliance, it was believed, in England, that

this was a mere invention to throw England off its guard :

—" All things are full of deceit, et Judas non dormit" was

Pace's comment on the news. By the 4th April 1517 a

rumour had found its way into the court at Brussels, " that

" Henry was intriguing with France against the Emperor

" and the king of Castile." A few days later the report

assumed a more definite shape. " Your Grace," writes

Spinelly on the 8th, " is said to be in great practice to

" restore Tournay to the French and make a new treaty."

On the 15th we learn from Worcester that the French

ambassador with the king of Castile was spreading the

report, " that England was soliciting a stronger amity

" with France, but without sending regular ambassadors."

The whole proceeding was enveloped in mystery ; the

rumour rose and fell ; it was variously asserted and denied :

how it had arisen no one could tell ; and no one seemed

to have any certainty about it. The regular diplomatic

relations between the two countries had been interrupted

since the return of Suffolk, and had never been regularly

How Woisey renewed. Nothing could be more tantalizing to those who

masked his , . ,. . , " . ., ,

real sentiments, were concerned in discovering such secrets; no bribe and

no intrigue were of the least help in unveiling the mystery.

Woisey and the king betrayed no change in their words or

actions. For months the Venetian ambassador continued to

write to his Senate and the Doge ofWolsey's inveterate hatred

to France ; for months he congratulated himself on the

effects which his arguments had produced in mollifying the

Cardinal's resentment. It was France, the Cardinal repeated

to the unsuspecting Venetian, that was at the bottom of all

the troubles of Christendom ;—it was France that had invited
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the Turk—worse than the Turk himself. It was the restless

ambition of France, her incessant military preparations, her

warlike disposition, that involved England in continual ex

pense, and disturbed the peace of the world. His master

was a magnanimous sovereign, inclined to peace, and most

reluctantly compelled to abandon peace and tranquillity,

and adopt aggressive measures against France and you

Venetians its allies, " because he has heard of the deter-

" mination of France to molest him." 1 Giustinian assured

him that Francis had no such intentions ; if he had, the

Venetians would do what they could to prevent it. Wolsey

desired no more. He wished to divine the true intentions

of France without appearing to suspect them ; and he ob

tained the assurance he desired, from time to time, by

pretending to the Venetian ambassador that the republic

was helping Francis to embroil Europe and disturb Christ

endom ;—they, of all nations, the most averse to war !

Meanwhile very obscure and mysterious letters had been The rise and

passing between De Crequy, dean of Toumay, Dr. Sampson, Satiation.* e

Wolsey's commissary, and Charles Somerset, earl of Wor

cester. How long this correspondence had been going on,

and whether the whole series has been preserved, cannot be

determined. The first letter which has reached us, though

evidently not the first in the negotiation, is dated 11th

March 1517,2 at the very time when Charles, Maximilian,

and their ministers were congratulating themselves on their

excellent understanding with France, and were signing the

treaty of Cambray. The negotiator on the French side

was no less a person than the duke of Orleans. From the

duke's letter it appears that the proposal had been broken

to him by the dean of Tournay ; 3 whether or not on the

dean's own suggestion, does not appear. A hint dropped

in a letter of Worcester's of the same date would lead us to

infer that Henry was privy to this proposal, if he was not the

author of it.* Before the 24th March the grand master of

Feb. 2, 1518. I 3 3007.

3006. 4 3005-
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France (Boissi) had been sounded, and Worcester was then

waiting for further instructions to see how the project would

be accepted.1 Both parties were cautious of committing

themselves ; each was suspicious of the other's intentions.

By the 13th April the matter brightens; then Sampson

wrote to Wolsey, that it had been suggested to him by

the dean of Tournay of what advantage it would be if

peace could be made between France and England.

Sampson expressed his concurrence in the wish, but stated

that he could not undertake to communicate that wish to

his employer. The dean, he added, has twice made peace

between the two realms, and will be glad to do so again.

Long before that letter Wolsey had been in communication

with Worcester on the same subject,2 and Sampson's remarks

were intended to disengage the Cardinal from all per

sonal risk or responsibility in this intricate and delicate

negociation, which now, notwithstanding all these extra

ordinary precautions, was beginning to transpire.3 The

1 3048.

2 3127.

3 Pace writes to Wolsey on the

16th May (No. 3247) :

" Please it your Grace, — The

10th day of this present month, Mr.

Anchises Vicecomes returned out of

France into Swissland in haste, sent

only, as ho saith, for to speak with

me from the French king. And

because he durst not arrive unto this

city for fear of trouble by some of

the Emperor's servants, he hath ad

vertised me largely of these things

following ; viz., that the said French

king himself did examine him of

his going into England, and abiding

there, and did make great inquisi

tion of the king's grace's manners

and yours ; whereunto (as he saith)

he made as discreet and honorable

answer as he could devise : so that

the said French king (si ipse vera

refert) did both say and swear that

he doth love the king above all

other princes Christian, and there

fore he doth marvel that his Grace

isalway contrary and adversary unto

him, and that he intendeth never to

oflend his Grace in any manner of

cause, but provoked by pure neces

sity ; adding unto that these words,

viz., that his cousin of England

cannot desire that thing of him that

he would deny.

,: As touching your Grace, he did

ask the said Mr. Anchises whether it

were possible for him by any mean to

obtain your Grace's favours; where

unto he made (as he saith) this answer

—that it were impossible to induce

your Grace by any means to do that

that should be contrary to the

king's honour or profit. This done,

he made wonderful inquisition of

my person, not only of my qualities,

but also of the stature of my body,

and said that I had caused him to
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negotiation lingered on, but we have no further means of

tracing it in this state. In June1 the sieur de la Guiche, a

favorite with both courts, who had been in England before,

made his appearance in London. Sebastian thought it

mysterious,—endeavoured to learn the cause of his coming,

hut settled down in the conviction that it had no higher

purpose than to arrange certain private differences ! A

month after Giustinian began to suspect there might be

something more in it.2 The reserve of .these Frenchmen

was very strange ! But it looked harmless, especially when

on the 26th of the same month3 an indenture appeared,

expend two millions of gold ; but,

notwithstanding that, if I would

help that your Grace would move the

king to make a perfect amity with

him, he would give unto me monies

auri; and as for your Grace, you

should not only have peaceable pos

session of the bishopric of Tournay

by resignation, but also any other

thing as good as that. And to the

intent that this thing might come to

a good and short effect, he would

grant unto me his safe conduct to

come surely to Milan, and from

thence to be conveyed in like man

ner into France to his person, and

from thence to be brought, as honor

ably as I would desire myself, to

Calais gates.

" My Lord, these premises the

said Mr. Anchises hath signified to

me, by the French king's express

commandment, as he saith ; but

whether all these things, or part, or

nothing, be true, I will not judge,

(but remit the matter to your

Grace's wisdom,) knowing that the

said Mr. Anchises hath sworn fi

delity to the said French king.

But this, I think, undoubtedly be

true—that the French king would

gladly agree with the king's Grace.

And this I do perfectly know—that

the said Mr. Anchises, the Count

Galiace, with all that sect, doth

labour that this thing may come to

puss, some of them being mediators

therein, knowing right well that

they shall obtain great things there

by if it come to pass. Over and

above the premises, the French

king said, that if the king were

aggrieved with any his practices in

Scotland, that he was not author or

cause thereof, but his predecessor.

" My Lord, we have now here

strange tidings—that the Emperor

and the king of Castile hath made

one new peace with the French

king, concluded at Cambray tho

11th day of April : quod si est

verutn non puto Jidem ab Us emen-

dam, qui nullam habent, De rebus

Italicis nihil certius habeo illis qua

proxime scripsi. I did give none

answer unto Anchises but this only

—that I durst not meddle with a

matter of so great importance with

out the king's commandment.

"Valeat felicissime R™* D. v.,

cui me humillime commendo et

trado. Ex Constantia, 16 Maij

1517."

1 3415.

2 3455.

3: 3520.
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regularly drawn and signed by the two commissioners,

the earl of Worcester and De la Guiche, professing to

devise means for the redress of grievances, and providing that

suitable commissioners should be sent from both sides to sit

at Calais on 1st September, make compensations, receive

complaints, and save the merchants the expenses of the

Law Courts. Sebastian thought it was all right ; the same

round of visits,—the same round of denunciations against

France. On the 26th August, formal commissioners were

appointed; among them Sir Thomas More, just then famous

for his Utopia.

Francis drshes #y ^js ti,ne jt had oozed out that Francis had offered

to purchase *

Tournay. 400,000 crowns for the surrender of Tournay, and Eng

land was not supposed to be adverse to the bargain.1

The ministers of Charles were becoming uneasy at the

prospect of a more kindly intercourse between the two

nations. They had hitherto done their utmost to keep both

asunder. On the 14th September the report reached the

ears of the Pope. The treaty was now pushed on with

greater vigor and openness. Stephen Poncher, bishop of

Paris, arrived at Boulogne, and only waited for advices

He is unpo- from the Cardinal to cross over. Meanwhile, true or not,

rumours got into circulation of the unpopularity of the

French king and his exactions. " A fat Cordelier " had

declared in his sermon, that the king was worse than Nero.

The avocats were in a state of great commotion. The

university of Paris, disgusted with the concordat, had dis

played their disaffection by defamatory libels, and their

officers were thrown into prison. The students took the

matter into their own hands, and displayed their hostility

in their own peculiar fashion. A farce of more than

usual audacity was written and acted, in which the dra

matis personcB were personified representations of the vices

and abuses of the court ; Le Medecin, Dame Rapinne, Le

bon Gensdarme, Le Tout, La Poulette. This last personage

was the daughter of president Le Cocq, and wife of an avocat,

J 3666.

pular in .Paris.
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a lady of whom Francis was supposed to be enamoured.

On a subsequent occasion,1 a trumpeter, sent by the king to Disturbances

between tlie

read a proclamation, was surrounded by the angry students, mayor and the

They cut off his horse's ears, broke his trumpet as he de

scended from the stage, and compelled him to seek safety in

flight. Next day the mayor with 400 men at arms came

down to apprehend the ringleaders, but was driven back.

The day after the proctor of the university marched down

to the parliament house with 4,000 scholars in armour,

and demanded by what authority these measures had been

taken. The cause of the students was supported by the

constable Bourbon, no longer on good terms with Francis ;

the duke of Lorraine had retired in discontent because he

had been asked to stand godfather to the Dauphin in com

pany with the duke of Urbino.2 Nassau had followed his

example. These reports may have been exaggerated, but

they are too numerous, and come from too many quarters,

to be entirely destitute of foundation.

These and other causes made Francis anxious for peace. Francis

The assurances given by Wolsey to De la Guiche at his ?eaee and

departure, that England would prefer the alliance of France ance'

to all others, were cordially received ;3 and from this period

the negotiation fell exclusively into the hands of De la Guiche

and the bishop of Paris on the French part, of Ruthal, bishop

of Durham, and the earl of Worcester, on the English.4 At

Henry's wish the French commissioners crossed over to Eng

land in October. The sweating sickness was then making its

appearance ; the king moved from place to place to avoid it,

and Wolsey himself was in ill health. Sebastian writes on

the 11th November :5 " Two ambassadors have arrived here

" from the most Christian king, the bishop of Paris, and

" Monseigneur de la Guiche. It is said they are come

" about certain reprisals ; but I do not believe that envoys

" of such dignity would have been sent on so trivial a

1 4154.

* 3314.

» 3714.

* 3723, 3739.

" 3788.
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" mission. The king is abroad, and keeps moving from

" one place to another, on account of the plague, which has

" made great ravages in the king's household ; some of the

" pages who slept in his Majesty's chamber have died, so

" he has dismissed the whole court, both his own and that

" of the most serene queen ; and only three of his favorite

" gentlemen, with Dionysius Memo the musician, are with

" him, and accompany the king and the queen through

" every peril. Neither his Majesty nor the Cardinal will

" return until after the Christmas holidays, and then only

" provided the plague cease." If Wolsey's expressions of

dissatisfaction with France, openly made and repeated,

especially to Giustinian, the Venetian ambassador, were

sincere, we must infer that the negotiation now lingered,

and was near going off altogether.

Charles and his When Charles and his ministers heard the news of it in

Spain they were naturally anxious to prevent it, and, if

possible, get Tournay into their own hands. But Charles

had no money; he was already indebted in 100,000 crowns to

Henry VIII., and could not or would not offer any equivalent

in exchange.1 The English court did not wish to offend him;

—it would have experienced the utmost mortification had

Charles once more thrown himself into the arms of France,

as he or at least his ministers felt great inclination to do. So

the real state of the negociation in regard to Tournay was

How they arc carefully concealed or sedulously misrepresented. The

archbishop of Armagh and John lord Berners, the cele

brated translator of Froissart, were sent into Spain * to

Charles to express their master's delight at his safe arrival,

to proffer mutual communication of all secrets between

ministers

endeavour to

prevent it.

answered.

1 The king of Spain, says Spinelly

(3872), is anxious to have Tournay

in his hands, but fears the indignation

of the French ; and if they may have

the French king's consent by the

means of the grand master, accord

ing to the devices at Cambray,

they will speak in it. If this ex

pedient fail, and the king my

master be determined to get rid of

Tournay, they propose to take it by

way of gift, and the king Catholic

to acknowledge himself debtor to

the king my master, for a sum of

money, by antedated bonds !

2 4135.
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them, and explain away the new negociations with France.

England, they were told to say, had sent to Francis to

desire redress for injuries at sea, and the latter had taken

this opportunity of sending over the bishop of Paris and

M. de la Guiche, ostensibly with the view of repressing

piracy, really to urge the surrender of Tournay, and offer

for it a large sum. When the king expressed his unwilling

ness to accede to the proposal without consulting Charles,

the French had assured him there would be no need of

such a step, as they Avere on excellent terms with the king

Catholic, but now that Francis had not been able to obtain

his wishes, he was seeking to recover Tournay by force. The

king of England rejoiced at the determination of Charles to

observe his oath inviolably, and " his virtuous inclination to

" true and faithful dealing." In return for so much confi

dence and cordiality he was moved to send the Catholic king

warning of the artifices of France. " When the ambassadors

" have an opportunity of speaking with the king alone they

" shall tell him that Francis is not much attached to his

" queen (Claude), who is small of stature, and far from beau-

" tiful ; and as she is now with child there may be some dan-

" ger in her delivery." They shall further urge that Francis,

" who has heard of the rare beauty of the lady Eleanor the

" king's eldest sister, and considers her prospects for the suc-

" cession in Spain, is endeavouring to prevent her marriage

" with the king of Portugal ; intending, in the event of his

" own queen dying, to marry Eleanor himself.1 It is true

1 This lady's history forms a

little romance. She was eldest

sister to Charles, and attached to

one of his favorites, Lewis Count

Palatine. Whilst the king was at

Middlebnrgh, waiting to start for

Spain, he snatched a letter out of

her bosom, which proved to be a

declaration of love from the Pala

tine. The Count was immediately

dismissed in disgrace, Charles ob

stinately refusing to listen to any

intercession in his favor (3641,

3646). When she arrived in Spain

a negociation was set on foot to

marry her to Emmanuel The For

tunate, king of Portugal, an old man

with a large family. It had been

intended in the first instance that

she should have been married to his

son, the prince, and lady Margaret

be given to the father; but, this

project failing, she was sacrificed to

the heartless intrigues of Chievres

and the chancellor. " I signify to

" your Highness," (writes Spinelly

k
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" that this might seem an honorable match ; but if it were

" carried into effect, the lives of Charles and his brother

to Henry VIII., 2nd April 1518),

" that this afternoon the Chancellor

" showed me a secret, how they

" had been in great practices with

" the king of Portugal for the

" marriage of the lady Eleanor,

" saying she was infortunate, being

" of so noble and virtuous a con-

" ditibn, and for lack of youth "

(she was then not more than twenty)

" almost compelled to take a husband

"of 48 years, with eight children,

" the which, before those that God

" might send her, unto the crown

" and all other things shall be pre-

" ferred ; and though the Chan-

" cellor speaks but of the conclusion

" I suppose it is very nigh, and

" that in such case the young sister

" (Katharine) shall be married to

" the prince of Portugal

" The lady Eleanor, by the testa-

" ment of her father, and by the

" ancient custom of the crown of

" Castile, should have for her mar-

" riage 200,000 ducats ; howbeit,

" the king of Portugal demands

" nothing but the apparel for her

" body, and is content to make her

" a fair dower upon sure land and

" rent." On the death of Emma

nuel in 1521, she seems to have

returned to Madrid, and remained

there when Francis I. was taken

prisoner at the battle of Pavia.

According to the common histo

rians, she showed so much com

miseration in her adversity for

the royal captive, and contributed

by her attention so much to the

reestablishment of his health, that

Francis, out of gratitude, married

her, on his release from captivity,

alleging that ho had been better

tended by her at Madrid than ever I

he was at Paris by Louise his

mother, or Claude his wife. He

told Wolsey, however, that he was

moved to his union "more for

" necessity than any private favor

" to my lady Eleanor ;" and said still

more plainly to the earl of Roch-

ford (Boleyn) that " she was one

" ofthe great number he had the

I " least desire unto." (State Papers,

i vii. 181). And probably there was

as much sincerity in one assertion

as in the other.

Her life was far from happy.

Henry VIII. and his ministers did

all they could to sow ill will and

distrust between her and her faith

less husband, through dread of her

influence being exerted in behalf

of the Emperor. The queen-mother

disliked her lest she should under

mine her authority,—" The Spanish

" ladies and the French ladies (says-

Bryan) be at ajar ; the French ladies

"mock them every day, and that the

" Spanish ladies spy very well"

(Ibid. 249) ;—Margaret of Navarre,

for a less legitimate reason (Ibid.

291). When Suffolk was sent into

France on Anne Boleyn's behalf he

held a conversation with Margaret,

respecting the queen, which he re

peats to Henry VIII., so gross and

indelicate, that if the revelations

she then made to him were true, the

correspondence between Francis and

his sister goes far to justify the

imputations that have since been

propagated against Margaret's pu

rity. AVhether what she said was

true or not, nothing could show a

more flagrant disregard to decency

than such a conversation with a

comparative stranger.
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"Ferdinand would never be safe from the artifices of

" France."

Similar precautions were used towards Sebastian; to Assumed hos-

-1 tihty to France.

a degree so far beyond the apparent importance of the

Venetian, as would almost lead the reader to suspect that

the king and the Cardinal took delight in mystifying this

worthy envoy of the republic of fishermen.1 On one The Venetian

. _ ambassador

occasion, when he hurried into Wolsey's presence with a mystified.

budget of French news, the. Cardinal with unusual gracious-

fless3 took the envoy's arm, and carried him to the king.

On his assuring Henry that Francis did not intend to attack

any one unless provoked by manifold injuries, the king

laughed and replied : " If he bore me any good will, he

" would not esteem me so lightly as he does, by wronging

" my subjects and refusing redress. I perceive that though

" his ambassadors, who came here, used language -as'

" agreeable as could be desired, and were not ashamed

" to ask peace in their master's name, yet on their return

u no justice was done to my subjects. I am not going to

? make war upon him, if he shows me proper respect, and I

" would fain distinguish myself against the Infidel ; not by

" mere words and boasting, or levying money for a crusade,

" and then doing nothing." On another occasion he rode

over to Richmond with an alarming story of the invasion

of the Turk, to which the king replied with a sarcasm that

must have made Giustinian's ears tingle: " His Excellency

" the Doge is on such good terms with the Turk, he

" has nothing to fear." Sebastian made a long and lame

apology for this renegade act of the great republic, insist

ing upon the necessity of conciliating the Sultan in their

unprotected condition. "Write to your Signory, sir ambas-

1 The Venetians were in very ship for France, contributed to this

bad repute in England, and were

regarded in the light of half regular

traders and half pirates. It is pos

sible that their opposition to the

Pope, and their alliance with the

Turk, added to their known friend-

unfair estimate of the republic in

the minds of our countrymen during

this century.

2 Sometimes, in his more conde

scending moods, Wolsey allowed the

ambassador to kiss his hand.

k 2
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'* sador," replied the king, " to be more apprehensive of a

" certain person, that shall be nameless, than of the great

" Turk ; one who is plotting worse things for Christendom

" than Sultan Selim. As for me, I am anxious for peace,

" but I am so prepared that, should the king of France

" attack me, he will find himself deceived.'' And he added

this expression, Incidet in foveam quam fecit ; the pit he

made for others he shall fall into himself. After a while

the king said : '« Let me ask you this one question. If

" the king of France acts sincerely by us, why does he not

" havejustice done to our subjects ? Then, again, how can

" I put up with his sending the duke of Albany into Scot-

" land, where my nephew is king ? The king of France

*' sends this duke into Scotland, who will perhaps put the

" king to death, in like manner as his brother died, which

" I never intend to suffer. I am king of this island, and

•' am perfectly satisfied,1 and yet it seems to me I do not

" do my duty thoroughly, nor govern my subjects well ;

" and if I could have greater dominion, nay, upon my

" oath, if I could be Lord of the world, I would not ;

" as I know I could not do my duty, and that for my

" omissions God will call me unto judgment. Whereas,

" this king is a greater lord than I ; he has a larger

" kingdom and more territory ; and yet he is not content,

" but chooses to meddle in matters which appertain to me.

** But I have more than he has, and shall have more troops

" whenever I please."

Haifsuspects Candid and magnanimous as this avowal appears, with

deceived. ° the exception of the last sentence, it is certain that at this

very time the King and Wolsey were on a very good under

standing with France. Even Sebastian was only halfdeceived.

He could scarcely trust his senses, when he heard the king

talk so glibly of his preparations against France, and yet

when he looked abroad observe no bustle or note of them.

Only three days after this harangue, Clarcncieux returned

1 Intended as a hint to him 'whom it concerned, that Henry did not

intend to compete for the Empire.
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1

from the French court, where he had been sent by Henry, in

company with a French herald, bringing letters from Francis

announcing the birth of the Dauphin, much to the king's

satisfaction.1 Yet long after this, when the terms of the

negociation were known and almost settled on both sides,

Wolsey and the king continued to hold the same language to

the bewildered Venetian.2 On one occasion when Sebastian's

companion, the Spanish ambassador, employed his choicest

rhetoric in urging the crusade, Wolsey cut him short with

the rejoinder, that this was no time to make preparations.

Then turning to the Venetian, " You are in a perilous posi-

" tion, but more from the Christian than the true Turk."

Sebastian, however, began to guess that the whole was a

scene enacted for the behoof of the Spaniard. Nor was

he far wrong in his conjecture ; for when the Spaniard had

left the room, Wolsey spoke of the French king in more

decorous terms, saying, " If I perceive the king of France

" means well to his Majesty, and will do justice, I will con-

" elude this union. The king of France has now got a

" son, and the king of England a daughter. I will unite

*' them by these means." Yet even after this he had not

dropped the disguise entirely, for when Sebastian told him

in the course of a subsequent interview, that Francis had

always displayed great affection to Venice, " Don't be taken

" by surprise," replied Wolsey ; " you Venetians have

" often been deceived by the kings of France." Sebastian

retorted : "Aliusfuii Ludovicus, alhis Franciscus." " Gcdli

sunt omnes " (rogues all), rejoined Wolsey.

Hitherto the negociations had only embraced the sur- The birth of

render of Tournay, and the terms of a stricter alliance, paves the way

The birth of the Dauphin, Feb. 28, 1518, seemed to open, mateaMance

as Wolsey had hinted, the prospect of a closer union ^crowM!

between the two crowns. The proceedings were inaugu

rated by a letter from Stephen Poncher, the aged bishop of

Paris, expressing his anxiety to further peace, as he had

4014. I 2 4047.
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done in the days of Lewis XII., and reminding the Cardinal

of a conversation which had passed between them at the

arrangements for Tournay.1 He sent at the same time his

secretary, John Gobelin,2— a name since famous throughout

the world,—to remind the Cardinal that the bishop had not

forgotten the desire expressed by Wolsey, when he and

De la Guiche were ambassadors in England ; that if the

queen of France, who was then pregnant, should have a

son, a marriage might be contracted between him and the

princess Mary. The king his master was aware of

Wolsey's desire to further the amity between the two

crowns, and hoped for his good offices in the matter. If

agreeable to the Cardinal, he requested the negociation

might be secret and speedy, and carried on under the

pretext of an arrangement for Tournay. Wolsey's answer

has not been preserved in the English archives; it may

probably be found in France. We learn, however, from a

letter of the bishop's, dated 14th May,3 that he considered

it so important as to submit it at once to Francis ; and

both concurred in the Cardinal's suggestion that the

negociations should be carried on through some trusty

messenger, in preference to a more ostentatious embassy.

The management of the whole affair fell into the hands

of Wolsey. The king was of course privy to it;

but when Dr. Clerk was despatched from the Cardinal to

the court, then residing at Woodstock in consequence of

the plague, the king took him apart, and strictly enjoined

him that «• in no wise should he make mention of London

" matters" (that is, the French treaty then negociated by

Wolsey alone in London) " before his lords." These lords

were the dukes of Buckingham and Suffolk, Lovell and

1 8 April 1518: 4063.

2 Giles Gobelin, the celebrated

manufacturer, was contemporaneous

with this John ; but what was the

relation between them, if any, I

have not been able to discover.

As artificers of this kind were

highly favoured by the great eccle

siastics of the age, I have little

doubt that both belonged to the

same family.

3 4166.
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Maray,1 all members of the privy council. It is probable

that Lovell was aware of these proceedings;*—that Suffolk,

who always favoured the French interests, and had apparently

retired from court when its measures were hostile to Francis,

more than guessed what was going on, can scarcely be

doubted. For some reasons, not clearly explained, disagree

ments had arisen between Suffolk and Wolsey,3 to which I

shall refer at greater length hereafter, occasioned apparently

by the fact that the duke had employed his influence with

the French ambassadors to learn the secrets of their mission.

At least, it is not easy to put any other interpretation

on Pace's words. He states' that after Suffolk had re

ceived the sacrament, on Easter day, he desired Pace to

hear him speak, and said, " he had been accused as untrue

" to the king's Grace, as well in the accepting of a pro-

"" tection offered unto him by the French king, as in putting

" the French orators, at their late being here or afore their

" coming, in comfort of the restitution of Tournay." This

Suffolk denied. In a subsequent conversation with Pace,5

he spoke strongly of his desire for reconciliation with Wolsey,

" confirming with solemn oaths, in most humble manner,

" the most faithful love and servitude that he intendeth to

"" use towards your Grace, during his life, in all manner of

" things touching your honor."

As both kings were equally anxious for the match, itArriv.^ofa
o i j ' magnificent

proceeded without further impediment.8 By the 9th July,7 embassy from

the articles were drawn and concluded, and nothing now re

mained but the formal acceptance of them by the high con

tracting parties. Bonnivet, the admiral, was sent into

1 4124.

* Sec ibid.

3 1248, 1256, 1257, 1258, 1278,

1289, 1331, 4346.

* 7 April. No. 4061.

* 11 July. No. 4308.

8 Whilst it was proceeding, Pace

mentions a curious argument he had

held with the king, whether the

marriage of princes was regulated

by the samo laws as that of private

persons ; — the king holding the

negative. (4275.) It is worth ob

serving how the whole history of

Henry VIII. constantly impinges on

this topic. m

7 No. 4303.
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England on a more splendid mission than any which had yet

left the shores of France. He Avas attended by the bishop

of Paris, and a numerous train ; thirty gentlemen, and fifty

archers, -with wrestlers, musicians, and tennis players.1 The

largeness of the company occasioned some irregularity in its

arrival. On the 28th August, the bishop landed at Sand

wich, and was directed to wait at Gravesend, where a barge

would be ready for his reception. The rest of the embassy

had not yet started from Calais.8 The weather was stormy,

and it was not thought consistent witli the king's dignity to

receive one party without the other. Even then, if we may

credit Giustinian, all difficulties had not disappeared. He

found the Cardinal and the bishop in close conclave. High

words had passed between them.. The arrival of the

bishop unattended had awakened the dormant suspicions

of the English, that after all Francis intended to de

ceive them ; and the extreme secrecy observed even now

by Wolsey shows how cautiously he guarded himself against

such a contingency. The real points in debate may be

seen in Wolsey's letter to the king.8 It was he who in

sisted on having the best of the bargain ; even then, at the

eleventh hour, he wrung additional concessions from the

French. One of these concessions had reference to Scot

land ; Albany should not be permitted to return thither;

a stipulation which occasioned the King of France the

greatest annoyance.

Sebastian was anxious to penetrate the mystery, and dis

cover in what state the matter stood. He only half relished

this close intimacy between France and England, which he

had formerly urged with vehemency when he saw there was

no hope of it ; now it was near its accomplishment, it seemed

to have no other effect than that of throwing himself and the

republic into the shade. He rode over to Eltham on the

1 No. 4356. Their names are

given in no. 4409.

s App. p. 1 540.

' App. ibid. See also the French

report, 4479. It appears that they

had taken alarm at the offers of

Charles to prevent (he marriage

and the surrender of Tournay.
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18th September, under the plausible pretext of offering the

king his warmest congratulations on the peace and union

between the two crowns —(he could always succeed better

with the king than the Cardinal),—hoping in reality, at

some unguarded interval, to make himself " master of the

" situation." Unfortunately for him, the king was going

out for an airing, and he learnt no more than that peace

had not yet been concluded, with a hint that many de

tails still remained for discussion. By no means baffled by

this disappointment, the envoy hurried away to Sir Thomas

More, the newly made councillor, then attending on the

king as one of his secretaries. " I adroitly turned the

" conversation—(they are his own words)—to these ne-

" gociations concerning peace and marriage ; but More

" did not open, and pretended not know in what the diffi-

" culties consisted, declaring that the Cardinal of York

u * most solely,' to use his own expression, transacted this

" matter with the French ambassadors, and when he has

" concluded then he calls in the councillors, so that the

" king himself scarcely knows in what state matters are."

All difficulties were arranged at last;—the voice of dis- AU difficulties

. . arranged.

pute, and the sharp dialectics of diplomatists striving to

outwit each other, were silent before the public rejoicings,

as the gay trains of ambassadors in strange and picturesque

array passed along the streets. On 23rd September the lord

Admiral made his appearance with an enormous cavalcade,

exceeding 600 horsemen, in splendid equipages, attended by

"0 mules and 7 waggons loaded with baggage, to the im

mense delight of the good citizens of London.1 Such an

i Hall, who is not to be exclu

sively trusted, for his strong English

antipathies to everything foreign

often perverted his judgment, states

that the embassy was li accompanied

" with many noblemen and young

" fresh gallants of the court of

" France to the number of 80 and

'■ more; and with them came a great

" number of rascal and pedlars and

" jewellers, and brought over hats

" and caps and divers merchandize

" uncustomed, all under the color

" of the trussery (baggage) of the

" ambassadors." Chron. p. 593. And

again, after the ambassadors had

been lodged in the Tailors' Hall, he

adds : " When these lords were in
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embassy had never been seen within its walls before. They

were met by the lord Surrey, high admiral, with 160 lords

and gentlemen, on the part of England, resolved not to be

outdone by their French rivals. The mounted procession

numbered 1,400, half French and half English, 30 of them

being the Scotch guards of the French king, accompanied by

the same number of English guards. On the 26th the king,

attended by the legates, gave them a public audience at

Greenwich in a magnificent assembly of all the nobles of the

realm.1 The bishop of Paris delivered the oration. He

enlarged on the blessings of peace, and the happy prospects

which now dawned upon Christendom by the union of its

two most powerful sovereigns, concluding his speech by

demanding the hand of princess Mary for the dauphin.

The reply was delivered by Nicholas West, bishop of Ely,

in much the same strain, and of course with the expected

conclusion. This done, the king " got upon his legs, and

" calling all the French gentlemen one by one, embraced

" them very graciously." Then he led the French ambas

sador and Wolsey into an inner chamber, leaving the legate

Campeggio, who happened to be present with other ambas

sadors, standing at the door. Sebastian is very much

scandalized at the little respect paid by England to the

Holy See.4

Mary betrothed On the 3rd October ( Sunday ) the king, with a train of

1,000 mounted gentlemen richly dressed, attended by the

legates and all the foreign ambassadors, went in procession

to St. Paul's. The mass was sung by Wolsey, assisted by

to the dauphin.

" their lodgings, then the French

" hardware men opened their wares,

" and made the Tailors' Hall like

" to the paunde of a mart. At

" this doing many an Englishman

" grudged, but it availed not." (p.

594.) Evil May Day was not yet

out of their thoughts, nor the hatred

they felt for foreign merchants and

artificers.

1 The Admiral (Bonnivet ?) was

in a gown of cloth of silver raised,

furred with rich sables, and all his

company almost were in a new-

fashioned garment called a shemur

(chemay), which was in effect a

gown cut in the middle. Hall.

2 The heads of the treaty will be

found in 4468. The marriage was

to take place as soon as the dauphin

attained his 14th year. Mary

would then be 16.
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the bishops and mitred abbots. Pace preached the sermon.

The service ended, the king took his oath. " The cere*

" monial," says Bonnivet, writing to Francis, and familiar

with such displays, " was too magnificent for description.

" Tomorrow (the 5th Oct.) they go to Greenwich ; and I,"

he adds, " shall be in great glory for that day, as they

" desire me to personate Mons. the Dauphin as fiance to

" Madame the Princess." All were in high glee : feasting

and rejoicing prevailed everywhere. The same day the

king dined with the bishop of London, returning after

wards to Durham House in the Strand, from which he

had started in the morning.

" After dinner the Cardinal of York was followed by the Woisey's

* banquet ou the

u entire company to his own house (at Westminster), where occasion.

" they sate down to a most sumptuous supper, the like

" of which, I fancy, (says Giustinian,) was never given by

" Cleopatra or Caligula ; the whole banqueting hall being

" so decorated with huge vases of gold and silver, that I

" fancied myself in the tower of Chosroes, where that

" monarch caused divine honors to be paid him. After

" supper a mummery, consisting of twelve male and twelve

" female dancers, made their appearance in the richest and

" most sumptuous array possible, being all dressed alike.

" After performing certain dances in their own fashion,

" they took off their visors. The two leaders were the

" king and queen dowager of France,1 and all the others

■" were lords and ladies, who seated themselves apart from

" the tables, and were served with countless dishes of con-

" fections and other delicacies. After gratifying their

" palates, they gratified their eyes and hands ; large bowls,

" filled with ducats and dice, were placed on the tables for

■" such as liked to gamble : shortly after which the supper-

1 Katharine was near her con

finement at the time, and took no

part in these festivities. Envious

people abroad reported that " the

" ting went privily a mumming

" and dancing with the queen

" dowager of France at the ad-

" minils lodging " (4344) ;—a dis

torted report of the supper men

tioned in the text.
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" tables were removed, when dancing recommenced, and.

" lasted until midnight.

" When the banquet was done, in came six minstrels

" disguised, and after them followed three gentlemen in

" wide and long gowns of crimson satiu, every one having

" a cup of gold in his hands ; the first cup was full of

" angels and royals, the second had divers bales of dice

" and the third had certain pairs of cards. These gen-

" tleraen offered to play at mumchance, and when they had

" played the length of the first board, then the minstrels

" blew up, and then entered into the chamber twelve ladies

" disguised ; the first was the king himself and the French

" queen ; the 2nd, the duke of Suffolk and the lady

" Daubney; 3rd, the lord Admiral and the lady Guilford;

" 4th, Sir Edw. Neville and lady St. Leger; 5th, Sir Henry

" Guilford and Mrs. (Miss) Walden ; 6th, Captain Emery

" and Mrs. Ann Carew ; 7th, Sir Giles Capel and lady

" Elizabeth Carew ; 8th, Nicholas Carew and Ann Browne ;

" 9th, Francis Brian and Elizabeth Blount ; 10th, Henry

" Norn's and Ann Wotton ; 11th, Francis Poyntz and Mary

" Fyennes; 12th, Arthur Pole and Margaret Bruges.

" On this company twelve knights attended in disguise,

" and bearing torches. All these thirty-six persons were

" disguised in one suit of fine green satin all over covered

" with cloth of gold, under-tied together with laces of gold,

" and had masking hoods on their heads : the ladies had

" tires made of braids of damask gold, with long hairs of

" white gold. All these maskers danced at one time, and

" after they had danced they put off their visors, and

" then they were all known. The admiral and lords of

" France heartily thanked the king that it pleased him to

" visit them with such disport."1

1 No. 4481. These deta'ls sug

gested to Shakspcare his scene of

the masqued hall in Romeo and

Juliet. At the next page, in de

scribing another pageant, Hall

says : " Then entered Report

" (Rumor), apparelled in crimson

" satin full of tongues, sitting on a

" flying horse with wings," &c.

This person declared the meaning

of the pageant. 595.
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On the 5th October the bridal ceremonies were celebrated Biu of ftre at

. the banquet.

at Greenwich. The king took his station in front of the

throne; on one side stood Mary of France and queen

Katharine ; in front of her mother was the princess Mary,

just two years old, dressed in cloth of gold with a cap of

black velvet on her head blazing with jewels. On the other

side stood the two legates, Wolsey and Campeggio. After

a speech by Dr. Tunstal1 the princess was taken in arms ;

the consent of the king and queen was demanded and

granted ; and Wolsey approached with a diminutive gold

ring fitted to the young lady's finger, in which was a

diamond of great value. The lord Admiral, as proxy for

the bridegroom, passed it over the second joint ; the bride

was blessed and mass performed by Wolsey, the king and the

whole court attending it. These ceremonials were followed

by a series of entertainments of the most costly description.

The bill of fare for one day, the 7th October, will be found

at the end of this volume.8 Among the solid viands were

3,000 loaves of bread, 3 tuns and 2 pipes of wine, 6 tuns

and 7 hogsheads of ale, lOf carcases of beeves, 56 of

muttons, 3 porkers, 4 fat hogs, 10 pigs, 2 doz. fat capons,

5 doz. and 7 Kentish capons, 7 doz. of a coarser kind, 27

doz. of chickens, 1\ doz. of pullets, 15 swans, 6 cranes,

32 doz. pigeons, 54 doz. of larks, 5 doz. and 8 geese, 4 pea

cocks, 18 peachicks, 35 lbs. of dates, 26 lbs. of prunes,

31 lbs. of small raisins, 32 lbs. of almonds, 4 lbs. of green

ginger, 4 lbs. of marmalade, 3,000 pears, 1,300 apples, 220

quinces, 5\ lbs. of long comfits, 28 lbs. of small, 16£ gallons

of cream, 16 gallons of milk, 6 gallons of frumenty, 7

gallons of curds, 367 dishes of butter. Among other items

set down in the King's Book of Payments for the occasion

is the sum of 1,000/. advanced to the king for "playing-

" money," gambling ; 800/. at one time in rewards to the

French king's gentlemen, 1,829/. 14.?. in plate at another.

1 Hall says that mass Lad been

preriously sung by Ruthal, bishop

of Durham. Probably before that

part of the ceremonial took place at

which Mary was present.

2 p. 1515.
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The sum paid for "an hall place" (haut pas?) in St. Paul's

church for the marriage of the princess was 21/. ; for " the

" mummery held at my lord Cardinal's place at West-

" minster, and for the disguising at Greenwich, 230/. 4s. 4rf."1

The personal expenses of the King for that month were

9,606/. 2s. 3d. as against S.OSSi'. 6s. \0d. of the previous

year. The whole court during the celebration was engrossed

with one unvarying round of festivities. In the memory of

the oldest inhabitant no occasion like it had ever happened

in England. When Mary was married to Lewis XII. the

rejoicings were confined exclusively to France. This match,

on the other hand, afforded Wolsey an opportunity for dis

playing his genius in splendid pomp and ceremonial ; and his

genius was as conspicuous in these minor things as in nego

tiating a treaty or managing a nation. To the king, still a

young man, ardently fond of personal display, and more

fitted for it than any one of his time by his strength,

stature, and agility, his good looks and love of activity, such

an occasion as this was not unwelcome. Nothing more was

needed to complete his happiness than a personal interview

with Francis. A few solemn triflers might shake their heads

at the thought of England being once more tied up in rever

sion to a foreign crown, or complain with grave faces that

" these gentlemen of France were very fresh;"2 but Katha

rine was still a young woman, the nation was anxiously

expecting the birth of a prince, and the solid advantages

of the union could not be denied.

The match The old councillors, who had hitherto stood aloof from the

theoidntatea-" German policy of Wolsey, openly applauded the match.

Fox, who is reported (on no better authority than that of

Polydore Vergil) to have withdrawn from the council in

disgust, wrote a letter in terms unusually warm for so cold

and reserved a prelate : " It was the best deed," he tells

Wolsey, " that ever was done for England, and next to the

" king the praise of it is due to you."3 How Katharine

1 p. 1479. • 3 4540.

2 Hall.
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herself accepted this alliance for her daughter, so contrary

in all appearance to her family predilections, to her stern

Spanish piety and asceticism, we have no evidence to show ;

but if Wolsey stood high in. the opinions of his royal master

before, this last stroke of policy raised him higher still. No

subject had ever been exalted to such a dazzling height ;

omnipotent with his own king, he had in effect the whole

sovereignty of Europe at his beck. Francis professed to be

entirely guided by his councils ; Charles, more distant and

haughty, owed to his good offices the safe possession of

Spain, and his prospects of the Imperial crown depended

on the continuance of Wolsey's favor. As for Leo X.,

Giustinian did not exceed the truth when he stated that

Wolsey " was seven times more in repute than if he

" had been the Pope himself." ' In fact, whilst Leo by

turns trembled before Charles and Francis, and intrigued

against both to deliver himself from their oppressive

patronage, Wolsey, independent of either, had it in his power

to make both feel keenly the consequences of his friendship

or resentment. The independence of the Sovereign Pontiff

was but a shadow ; if he got rid of one dictator, it was

only to fall under the more galling tyranny of another.

The two rivals for supremacy in Italy were as the upper

and the nether millstone, grinding themselves when they

ceased to grind the Pope.

The embassy from France was followed by an embassyfrom The retum-em-

England in return. It consisted of the earl of Worcester, England.™

West, bishop of Ely, Dokwra, prior of St. John's, and Sir

Nicholas Vaux.2 They reached Dover on 13th November,

crossed to Calais the next day (Sunday), but, owing to a

storm, had the misfortune to leave part of their train and

their horses behind. On 2/th they left for Boulogne,

where they were received " in great triumph with shooting

" of guns," 3 and were lodged in the castle. On the 29th

they were attended by La Fayette to Montreuil ; thence to

1 ii. 314. I 3 46i3-

1 4593. I
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French com

pliments to

English appe

tites.

Abbeville on the 1 st December.1 Here the mayor and mer

chants of the town, after a solemn reception, presented them

•with three puncheons of wine. The bishop entertained

them at his father's house ; " where the old father, a very

" impotent old man, having no more use of reason than a

" child, met them in his gallery, and made them a right

" good supper." On the 3rd to Amiens ; where, being

Friday, the burgesses offered them " great carps, great

" pikes, trouts, barbels, crevisses, great eels, and four pun-

" cheons of wine." On Sunday they divided their com

pany for straitness of lodging, agreeing to meet at Senlis

on Tuesday.2 They reached St. Denys on the 9th ;3 here

the abbot sent them " right good plenty of wine ;" and next

day made them " a right good feast : "—for their new conti

nental friends and allies seem to have been quite alive to

the national infirmity. A league from Paris they were met

by the bishop, and 100 gentlemen of the king's house. Then

came the provost with " the merchants," and the courtiers

in the faubourgs. As they passed along they were met by

" divers gentlemen masked, some of whom rode amongst us,

" and looked upon every man as they rode, amongst whom

Their audience. «« we surely suppose the king himself was." Their audience

was appointed on Sunday the 12th, at the palace; "where,

" in a very great chamber, appointed with blue hangings full

" of fleurs-de-lis, with the. floor covered with the same,4 and

1 4638.

2 At this place they wrote to

Wolsey to inquire whether the gen

tlemen that be not appointed to go

with my lord of Ely to see the

Dauphin are to wait upon my Lord

Chamberlain (Worcester), or take

the straight way home. They

had already written on the 28th

November to say, " that the

" Dauphin was at Blois in good

" health." This is explained by a

story in Hall, exaggerated, no doulfc,

and coloured by his peculiar preju

dices : " After divers feasts, jousts,

" and banquets made to the English

" ambassadors, the Bishop of Ely,

" with Sir Thomas Boleyn and Sir

" Richard Weston, were sent by the

" French king to Coniac to see the

" Dolphyn, where they were well

" received, and to them was showed

" a fair young child ; and when they

" had seen him they departed. The

" fame went that the French king

" at this time had no son, but that

" this was but a color of the French

" king."—Chron. p. 596.

3 4652, 4661.

4 Blue tiles ; such as are now

seen in the palace at Blois.
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" seats prepared round for the noblemen, as it was within

" your realm,1 closed round about with rails, the king

" himself sate in a chair raised four steps from the ground,

" under a rich cloth of estate, with a pall of cloth of gold,

" and a cushion of the same under his feet."2 The steps of

the dais were covered with violet-coloured velvet powdered

with fleurs-de-lis. Francis was dressed in a robe of cloth of

silver, embroidered with flowers, and lined with herons'

feathers. His doublet was cloth of gold. But on his head

he wore only his ordinary cloth cap. On his right was the

Roman legate, seated under a gold canopy, then the king

of Navarre, with the dukes of Alencon, Bourbon and others;

on the left, four Cardinals, the papal nuncio, and ambassa

dors, the Chevalier Duprat, and a crowd of bishops.

After all were duly seated, the English ambassadors made

their appearance. They were conducted through the press

by 200 gentlemen armed with battle-axes.3 Worcester was

dressed in a vest of crimson satin lined with sables, Vaux

in cloth of gold lined with the same, the bishop of Ely in his

rochet, the lord of St. John's in black satin. Then came

twenty English gentlemen, superbly dressed in cloth of gold,

with pendants in their bonnets, and massive gold chains round

their necks and waists, studded with jewels. As they arrived

at the middle ofthe platform, Francis descended from his seat,

embraced them, and ordered them to be seated. Then West

rose to speak, of course in Latin, the sole medium of commu

nication on these occasions, and delivered himself not merely

" with good emphasis and discretion," but, if Hall may be

trusted, " with such a bold spirit that the Frenchmen much

praised his audacity."4 At the conclusion of the ceremony,

1 The oversight is curious, for the

letter was addressed to Wolsey.

* 4661.

3 The readers of Shakspeare's

Henry VIII. will remember the

hubbub at the christening of the

princess Elizabeth, and the rough

usage of the crowd.

4 What occasion there could

be for " audacity," except that of

delivering a Latin oration before a

critical audience, I do not perceive.

1
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Francis takes

his oath.

A ball at the

Bastile.

the king rose, descended from his throne, and embraced alt

the English gentlemen, in acknowledgement of a similar

compliment paid to the French gentlemen at Greenwich.

That done, he withdrew to another chamber, accompanied by

Worcester. To the earl he expressed his great satisfaction

at the peace ;—declared that " from henceforth he would

" repute himself and his subjects as Englishmen, and the

" king's Grace, our master and his subjects, as Frenchmen ;

" and that it might so appear, he would endeavour himself

" to learn English." When Worcester presented his letters,

partly written with the king's hand, Francis raised them to

his lips with becoming reverence, read them and put them

in his bosom, saying " that he had all the letters that ever

" his Grace had sent him in his own custody and keeping, and

" he would in like manner keep these." France had some

right to be proud of the best-bred gentleman in Europe.

On Tuesday the 14th the embassy proceeded to Notre

Dame, where the Scotch guard "kept the room.*' Mass

done, the legate advanced to the high altar, and gave a

solemn benediction with plenary indulgence. Then the

king advanced from his traverse, followed by the English

commissioners. A cardinal held the book, the legate

standing before him ; whilst Francis signed the oath with

his own hand. " Sire, ye have done a noble act to day,"

said the legate. " By my faith,'' replied the king, " I

" have done it with a good heart and good will." Then

all went to dinner with the bishop of Paris, " who gave

" them a stately banquet served solely on gold plate ;"

after dinner, to the duke of Bourbon's to a supper, equally

costly. The whole was concluded with an entertainment on

the 22nd, at the Bastile, " a small fortress surrounded by very

" high walls, turrets, and a moat, constructed of yore as

" a bulwark to the city." It was now near mid-winter, and

If that is what Hall meant, it did

require not only considerable confi

dence, but mastery of the Latin

tongue, to speak before men, some of

■whom, like the Cardinal Legate,

Bibiena, then present, were the cor

respondents of Bembo, and gloried

in the coveted title of Ciceroniani.
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the weather stormy and rainy. But the French, never at a

loss where taste and ingenuity are required, were as distin

guished in displays of this kind then as they are now.1 The

inner courtyard of the Bastile was carefully laid over with

smooth timber, and covered with an awning of blue canvas,

setting weather and rain at defiance. The canvas was painted

blue, to represent the heavens, and powdered with gilt stars

and planets ; the galleries were festooned with alternate

strips of white and tawny, the royal colors. The floor

was carpeted in the same manner. From the centre hung

an immense chandelier, " throwing such a marvellous blaze

" of light on the starry ceiling as to rival the sun." A

raised platform ran along the whole length of the apart

ment, carpeted like the hall, with benches all round,

covered with gold brocade. Over-arching the platform was

a latticed bower of box, ivy, and evergreens, from which

roses and other flowers trailed. The king took his seat at

the table on a high dais, covered with cloth of gold,

placing the duchess of Alencon on his left, and next her the

bishop of Ely. On his right was the papal legate, with

the beautiful countess of Borromeo, daughter of Galeazzo

Visconti ; next her the earl of Worcester, with noblemen

and ladies alternately. The gentlemen of the embassy

dined at tables on the floor below the platform. Dancing

commenced to the sound of trumpets and fifes, and lasted

until nine, when supper was served on gold and silver

dishes, each course being announced by a flourish of

trumpets. The supper ended, different companies of

maskers successively appeared in quaint costumes ; and

last of all the king, dressed in a long close-fitting

vest of white satin, embroidered with gold, intended to

represent Christ's robe, with compasses and dials, the

meaning of which puzzled the spectators. Then dancing

recommenced, and the whole was finished by ladies hand

ing round to all the company confections and bon-bons

' No. 4674.

12
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The revolution

of the wheel.

Troubles in
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on silver dishes. The entertainment is said to have cost

the king of France more than 450,000 crowns,1

The embassy returned. France was now the ally of

England ; but for that alliance it had made great con

cessions and sacrifices. It had purchased its own property

from England at a heavy cost. It had paid dearly for a

possession which England would not have retained at

any price. It had agreed to desist from all interference in

the affairs of Scotland, its most steady and ancient ally.

The wings of its ambition were clipped. So bitter, and

apparently so unpopular, had the military career of Francis

proved to many of his subjects, that they welcomed the

friendship of England with every demonstration of delight.

The wheel had turned round, and Wolsey had fulfilled his

promise. He had united the two nations. Once more

England stood arbiter among the sovereigns of Europe;

—without a blow; by the mere force of Wolsey's policy.

His triumph was complete ; his enemies had not a word

to say.

§

The internal policy of the country during the same period

is, with one exception, of much less interest and import

ance. That exception relates to the flight of queen Margaret

from Scotland, and her refuge in England, told in these

pages with a minuteness that forms a striking contrast to

the meagre and unsatisfactory narrative of Scotch historians

in general. To follow the documents it will be necessary

for the reader to bear in mind the following events.

By the death of the accomplished Alexander Stuart ' on

the field of Flodden, the metropolitan see of St. Andrew's fell

vacant. Three competitors started up for the vacancy :

1 Those who wish to pursue these

details any further may consult

Mr. Rawdon Brown's curious Ap

pendix to the despatches of

Giustinian.

3 Ho was the pupil of Erasmus,

who has embalmed his memory in

some of the most charming passages

of his Adagia. Erasmus tells us he

was so near-sighted that he could

not read without holding his book

to the very end of his nose. What

other fate could he expect in such

a melee as that at Flodden ?
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Gawin Douglas, the translator of Virgil, supported by the in

fluence of England, John Hepburn, prior of St. Andrew's, and

Andrew Forman, bishop of Murray, whose name frequently

occurs in this and in the previous volume. The bishop of

Murray was higher in favor than either of his rivals at

the Papal and the French courts. Julius II. had promised

him a cardinalate.1 Lewis XII. had created him arch

bishop of Bourges, and employed him as his mediator

with the Pope. The claims of Hepburn were, in the first

instance, espoused by Alexander Hume, Chamberlain of

Scotland : subsequently Hume took part with Forman, and

thus drew down upon himself the resentment of Hepburn.

Even before the death of James IV. fierce dissensions had

broken out among the hierarchy of that country ; now, after

their preponderance had been greatly augmented by the

fatal destruction of the nobility at Flodden and the minority

of James V., the power and rights of the crown were set at

defiance. The Church presented a scene of rapine and

disorder darker even than the rest of that dark kingdom.

" Every man takes up abbies that may. , . . They

" tarry not whilk benefices be vacant ; they take them or

" (i.e. before) they fall ; for they tyne (lose) the virtue if

" they touch ground ; " is the quaint and sarcastic remark

of Inglis, Margaret's secretary.8

Such was the state of things when Margaret, four months Margaret's

after the birth of her posthumous son,3 and within a year of riage.

1 No. 776.

1 No. 50.

3 This son was born 30th April

1514. Her troubles had already

begun, and were not entirely con

sequent upon her second marriage,

as some have represented. This

is clear from lord Dacre's letter

to Henry VIII. (vol. i. 4951.) He

writes that in the parliament held

in April, it had been enacted, that

all fortresses in Scotland should be

delivered to the three estates,—a

blow apparently aimed at Stirling ;

—that a bill for Albany's recal had

been read, but was not concluded.

The Scotch had already been in

correspondence with the Duke.

Then, adds Dacre, in the cold, grim,

and granite policy of the times :

" The queen has taken her cham-

" ber in Stirling Castle ; if the

" French king (Lewis XII.) please

" to marry her he can have her."

The letter is dated 8th April. Ann

of Britanny died 9th January
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•the death of James IV.,1 married her second husband,

Archibald Douglas, earl of Angus, a handsome young man,

—" vehementi quodam animi impetu concitata," remarks

Leslie,—a remark which characterized the whole femily

in these affairs. She lost by her marriage the little remains

of authority she had nominally retained over her proiid

and impetuous subjects ;—a result to which she herself

contributed by advancing the interests of her husband's

relatives. James Beton, archbishop of Glasgow, ex

asperated at the loss of the chancellorship, threw himselt

immediately into opposition ;—marched upon Edinburgh,

up In stirifnf anc* Margaret fed witn Angus to Stirling.. She was in great

castle. distress,—she had pawned her jewels, and lost her friends.

Whether Henry ever contemplated making an offer of her

hand during her widowhood to Lewis XII., as Dacre pro

posed, we have no means of deciding. It is not unlikely.

When she was in England Wolsey was heard to say " that

" he would have resigned the Cardinal's hat, or lost a finger

" of his right hand, to have married her to the Emperor

" Maximilian." 2 Some sort of argument was in fact set up

for that purpose. Scotland, it was pretended, was under

an interdict at the time of her marriage, and so her union

with Angus was null and void.* But in Margaret, as in

Mary, Henry found a will as imperious as his own in matters

of the heart. Where these Tudors set their affections there

they gave their hands, regardless of all considerations but

before. Yet this hard man, who

burnt villages on the borders by the

score, and reckoned up the death or

imprisonment of hundreds of poor in

habitants with as little compunction

as if they had been so many sheep or

oxen, had a soft and romantic spot

in his heart. In a letter to Wolsey

about a certain lady Pickering,

whom he wished to marry, he

*ays : " She has only 40/. a year,

,' her goods aro of little value,

•' her father's lands will descend to

" her children " (she was a widow).

" The letter I wrote unto your

" Grace concerning her was more

" for love than any profit ; and

" that she is young, and that I have

" but one son, and am desirous to

" have more, so it will stand with

" the pleasure of God." 4541.

1 She married Angus, August 6th,

1514.

* No. 1863.

J No. 1845.
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one ; and from their resolutions, once taken, nothing could

divert them. In this state of uncertainty she received a

letter from Henry on 22nd November.1 She was then at

war with her refractory subjects. Hepburn had laid siege Is besieg**1-

to the castle of St. Andrew's ; she herself was daily ex

pecting to be attacked in Stirling castle. Hume, the

Chamberlain, " the post of this conspiration," usurped all

authority, and treated her and her adherents as rebels. She

desired Henry to send an army into Scotland, and keep

him well employed ; from the rest she could defend herself

till aid came from England. She begs to hear from her

brother every month : " and gif my party adversary coun-

" terfeits ony letters in my name, or gif they compel me

" to write to you for concord, the subscription shall be

" but thus : Margaret R. na mare." 2 That would show

she had written under compulsion.

The expected aid did not come ; she was taken a few Is ^a t0

days after from Stirling to Edinburgh by her enemies, Escapes a

Arran and the Chamberlain ; escaped with Angus on the Stirling.

21st November ; 3 threw herself again into Stirling, and was

closely besieged by the Prior of St. Andrew's. So matters

stood at the commencement of 1515. Both parties were

now anxiously expecting the arrival of Albany. It had been

part of the purpose of Suffolk and his fellows, in their em

bassy of congratulation, to prevent, if possible, the duke from

receiving aid from France. In this they were unsuccessful.

The design of Suffolk to marry the French queen placed

him at once in a false position at the French court, and

tied his hands. Francis and his ministers professed utter

ignorance of any design upon the part of Albany to cross the

sea.4 There was no means of meeting such an allegation.

The English ambassadors, however well convinced of the

fact, had only uncertain rumors to oppose. The duke's steps Albany's delay.

were carefully dogged by English spies ; the port from

1 Vol. i., 5614.

2 Instead of, Your loving sister,

Margaret R.

3 Vol. i., 5641.

* No. 105.
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which he was to sail well known ; and English vessels

hovered about the passage to intercept him.1 Francis him

self, more young and confident than his ministers, made no

concealment of his intentions. When Suffolk and the rest

proposed to conclude the peace between the two crowns on

condition that Francis should agree by a secret article not

to send"Albany to Scotland, he proudly refused.2 The alter

cation (it was little less) lasted two hours, but the king's

resolution remained unshaken : " He had promised the

" Scots to send Albany, and he could not now retract his

" promise with honour." They urged, "he was the most

" suspect person that could be sent, for he not only pre-

" tended to the crown of Scotland, but had been invited

" by their master's enemies." The only satisfaction they

could obtain was a promise that Francis would undertake

that the duke should do no injury to England ; and if he

failed to appease the disturbances in three or four months,

he should be recalled. This promise, the king urged, had

been made to the Scotch by Lewis XII., and therefore his

successor was bound to perform it.3

His ministers, more wary, and conscious of the fact that

Henry was already actively interposing in the affairs of

Scotland, offered to stop Albany for three months, if Henry

in the meantime would engage to give no aid to his sister

but allow both parties in Scotland to settle their differences

by themselves. The English replied : They had no autho

rity to make such an agreement, and would not make it if

they had ; but if Francis sent the duke to aid one party,

their master " would send another as big as he " to help

his sister. The French said: England has already pre

pared ships which are now cruising on the coast ; and as

they cannot be intended against France, whose alliance

England is now seeking, they must be intended against

Scotland. The ambassadors replied, about that matter

they knew nothing.

» No. 287. | 3 No. 304.

a No. 296.
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These remarks will explain a number of difficulties which

have hitherto puzzled English and Scotch historians. It

has appeared strange that in so critical a period Henry

should have rendered such ineffectual aid to Margaret. Her

messengers were all this time in England urging, in the

strongest terms, a speedy and effective demonstration.

That seemed the wisest policy. If it were only known

that England was making preparations to advance to

Margaret's relief, it would inspire her friends with con

fidence, and intimidate her foes. Neither the queen's

life nor her husband's was safe in a country aban

doned to furious civil strife, and never nice in shedding

royal blood. In January, Hamilton set an ambush of

600 men to slay Angus as he was coming from Glasgow.

Lennox had pounced upon Dumbarton. Every day the

queen expected to be deprived of her children. She

was surrounded by spies on all sides. " God send," she

writes to her brother, " I were such a woman as might go

" with my bairns in mine arm, I trow I should not be

" long fra you." It was the same with all classes, high or

low. As might be expected, when the chiefs quarrelled,

every Scotchman, as a matter of course, with his keen

appetite and canine sagacity for strife, was only too ready

to share in the fray. " Ye know the use (fashion) of this

" country," says Sir James Inglis 1 more than three hundred

years ago ; " every man speaks of what he will without

" blame. There is na slander punished ; the man hath ma

" words na (than) the master, and will not be content

u except he ken his master's counsel. There is na order

" among us." Yet no help came.

Equally, on the other side, Albany's inexplicable delay £lba"rju

filled his followers with fear and perplexity. He did not

leave St. Malo, where he had been hovering about for a month

watching the white sails of the English cruisers, until the

18th May. The exact day of his disembarkation is not

» No. 50.
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known ; it was sedulously concealed. His first letter was

addressed to Francis I., from Glasgow, May 22nd,1 doubtless

from the house of his great ally the archbishop there. But

by that time Francis was out of ear-shot of English re

monstrances. He had started on his expedition for Milan,

and cared not to have his whereabouts known. Albany,

at his arrival, threw himself into the arms of Hepburn,

Margaret's most implacable enemy. The fiery pride of

Hume was offended at this injudicious preference of his

rival. He veered round to the queen's party ; and Murray

became indifferent.

Border feuds. j}y tne comprehension of Scotland in the treaty with

France, Henry was precluded from all overt acts of aggres

sion on the kingdom of his nephew. Whatever was to be

done, especially against Albany, could only be done by in

trigues with Margaret, or continual raids upon the borders.

For the latter some pretext was never long wanting. A hard,

stern people, reckless of life—for property they had none,—

familiarized from their cradles with bloodshed and robbery,

nurtured among burning homesteads and smoking ricks—

accustomed to look out on every bright moonlit night in

the summer for the rapid moss-trooper swooping down with

his black gangs on any spot recovered by a greener vegeta

tion from the dreary waste—from sire to son inheriting

blood which cried aloud for vengeance and throbbed in their

veins for the wrongs of country and kinsmen,—they never

waited to consider how far they might be violating the laws

oftreaties, or what amount of provocation justified retaliation.

The implacable feuds of the two people had drawn a band

of desolation of many miles in extent, from Berwick to Car

lisle—so dreary, so desolate, that centuries of peaceful occu

pation have not yet sufficed entirely to obliterate its traces.

nacre. Chief of the English Marches was Thomas lord Dacre,

sometimes called lord Dacre of the North ; fierce, imperious

and indefatigable ; not so fiery as Hotspur, but one to

1 494.
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whom might be applied, more truly than to Hotspur him

self, the exaggerated expression of prince Henry,—one that

" would kill some six or seven dozen of Scots at a break-

" fast, wash his hands, and say to his wife : ' Fie upon this

" ' quiet life, I want work.' " But Dacre, unlike Hotspur,

was a man of great policy, habituated to all those arts of

disguise and surprise which had been fostered by his border

life. He was the person now appointed to carry out the

designs of Henry against Scotland ;—an everlasting thorn to

prick the sides of Albany, and keep him in perpetual alarm.

His first move was to disengage Hume, the Chamberlain, His policy, to

still further from his ancient friends, and set him up as a S°W IM e° °n'

rival to the duke.1 This was not difficult. Albany had

been received at Edinburgh with acclamations. No better

proof can be given of his great popularity than the unusual

efforts made by Henry to detain him in France. At the

meeting of the Scotch parliament on the 12th July, the

sword was borne before him by the earl of Arran, without

any regard to Margaret ; a coronet was set upon his head by

Angus and Argyle, and he was nominated Protector until

the king reached the age of eighteen. Dacre had taken the

precaution to despatch his brother Sir Christopher, like

another invisible Ate, to stir the blood of the disaffected

lords, and prompt the neutrals to disaffection. It required

very little art to crush the clusters of " ripe hate, like a

" wine ; '' or to note the way—

" It worked while each grewdrunk :"

but one art—and that was, not to seem to work in behalf of Albany re-

England, which the Scotch feared, hated, and suspected, possession of

Albany, who had little capacity for ruling, began unwisely princes"^

by revenging past injuries, and striking at the adherents of

Margaret. Lord Drummond, the grandfather of Angus, was

sent to Blackness for maltreating a herald of Albany's a year

before. Gawin Douglas was committed to the sea tower of

St. Andrew's, for his English predilections. Eight lords

779.
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were appointed to have the supervision of the young king,

and four of them were sent to Margaret with an intima

tion to select three. Margaret was then at Stirling ; on

hearing of their approach she took the young king by the

hand, then a child of two years old, and with her nurse

carrying the other prince in her arms, posted herself in the

gateway of the castle, attended by Angus, and resolutely

waited the coming of the lords. The moment they were

seen approaching within three yards of the gate, she com

manded them to stand and deliver their message. They re

plied they had brought her a commission to deliver into their

hands the king and his brother. At the instant the portcullis

dropped ; and Margaret refused all further parley, declaring

that the castle was her own, and that by the will of her hus

band she was the guardian of his children. On the fifth day

she offered to commit them to the care of three lords of

her own nomination ; but her proposition was refused, and

Albany resolved to make himself master of the fortress.

For this purpose he employed the services of her husband,

Angus ! '

The possession of the two princes was of the utmost im

portance ; and Albany was determined not to be baffled. Stir

ling was strictly besieged by Lennox, Borthwick, Bothwell,

and others, hereditary enemies of the Douglas. Angus was

commanded on his allegiance to repair to Stirling, and

assist in " keeping victuals from the queen and her party."

This gratuitous cruelty and impolitic measure of the duke

gave Dacre the opportunity he desired. He arranged for

Angus and the Chamberlain to ride to Stirling with 60

horse and carry off the two princes. They managed to

speak with Margaret, and smuggle in George Douglas, the

earl's brother. Unfortunately sixteen of the party were lost

as they endeavoured to steal away unperceived. But Dacre

had accomplished one part of his purpose:—an irreconcileable

feud sprung up between Albany and the Chamberlain.

1 779, 783.
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On Saturday, 4th August, Albany appeared before W8 »fege to

c • ,- . i • , , o ., Stirling Castle.

Mining accompanied with 75O0O men and a park of artil

lery: among the number was the celebrated Mons Meg,

now laid up in honorable inactivity in the castle at

Edinburgh. It had been arranged by Margaret and

her husband, that in the event of the duke assaulting

the castle, Margaret should take the young king, and,

placing him on the ramparts1 in sight of the invaders,

with a crown on his head and a sceptre in his hand,

testify by this act that the war was directed against the

king's own person. The formidable nature of Albany's

preparation drove this and all thoughts of resistance out of

the heads of the besieged. George Douglas with the rest fled,

leaving Margaret and the young princes to their fate. In

her distress she had no alternative except to surrender. She

put the keys of the fortress into the young king's hands,

and, descending with him to the gate, delivered them to the

keeping of the duke ; beseeching the regent, at the same

time, to show favor to her children and her husband.2

She was remanded to the castle, and closely watched by

Albany's adherents.

So far Dacre had succeeded above his expectations in Albany and

. , . the Humes.

exasperating Margaret against the regent, and rendering

all sincere reconciliation between them impossible. But

the two princes had escaped the snare. His next device

was to entice Albany to invade England, and thus by

breaking the comprehension give Henry a just pretext

for sending an army into Scotland. This was not easy ;

it might, however, be accomplished. By sheltering the dis

affected nobles in the English marches, Albany might be pro

voked to make a sudden attempt to cross th e borders and

secure their persons.3 No device seemed more available for

783.

788.

3 This is only one specimen o

the systematic policy pursued by

the Tudors towards Scotland and

its rulers. The conduct of Dacre

is only one instance of many, which

might be produced, how thoroughly

such ministers entered into the

spirit of that policy ; how unscru-
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that purpose than the feud between Albany and the Cham

berlain; and as Hume had been warden of the marches for

Scotland, this plan seemed the most feasible. If attacked by

Albany he could readily retreat into the English borders ;

if he required ammunition, nothing was easier than to send

it him from Berwick, or allow him to take it by a feint.

Such was Dacre's suggestion ; and it seems to have been

acted on ; ' although it sometimes happened that those

who had to carry out these plans did not understand them,

and thought that Dacre was intriguing with Albany.

Hume had a stronghold on the borders, named Fast castle,

which appeared admirably adapted to the plot. It was

victualled by Hume at the suggestion of Dacre, " meaning

" to do the duke all the annoyance he could, and take

" refuge in England when he could hold it no longer."4

Alarmed at these intentions, Albany commanded Arran and

Lennox to dislodge him. At the suggestion, doubtless of

Dacre, Hume made a show of submission, and offered it to

Albany if he would come and take it with a small band.

On his appearing before the walls lady Hume refused to

deliver it.3 By Dacre's advice it was delivered at last to

lord Fleming, but in so ruinous a condition as to render

its possession worthless.* Hume had set it on fire, taken

away the iron gates, unroofed all the houses and chambers,

left " no thakke " or covering over any part, except only a

vault,6 where Fleming lay with a small company. Dissatis

fied even with this destruction, Hume retook the castle,

drove out Fleming, levelled the walls to the ground, and

in the expressive language of the day,8 " dammed up the

pulously they pursued it ;—goaded

on, as Dacre was, by dread of being

thought to do his work incompletely ,

and not unfrequently stimulated by

personal and national hatred of the

Scotch. Of that hatred this age

happily can form no conception.

1 p. 218.

2 7th Aug. 788.

3 14th Aug.

4 Though spoken of as "Home

castle " in Nos. 850 and 861, and-

" Fast castle" elsewhere, I think

it is evident that the English nar

rators meant one and the same

place.

5 850.

« 861.
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" well for evermore." Dacre might well boast he had

got the Chamberlain into his power, and there was no pro

bability of his reconciliation with the duke. " It is the in-

" terest of the Chamberlain to be true," he wrote to Sir

Anthony (Jghtred, captain of Berwick, who was mystified

with this crooked policy ; "I am aware of his movements,

" and cannot be beguiled."1 In his desire for revenge,

Hume, like the horse in the fable, had taken a new and

rougher rider on his back. Six months before he was the

most powerful noble in Scotland, now a houseless man and

an exile. The arts of Dacre were prospering. He had

prepared a bed of thorns for Albany. He was trailing

round the regent an inextricable web of intrigue and faction,

and was enchanted at the prospect.

I return to Margaret, whom we left a prisoner, strictly Margaret ar-

watched, in Stirling castle. She had desired her brother Dacre an

to send her aid in the shape of an army : in his inability to England,

comply with this request Henry invited her to take refuge

in England.2 Dacre was instructed to convey her safely

into her brother's dominions from Douglas castle or any

other place within ten miles this side of Stirling. Margaret

alleged, in answer to this proposal, that she would rather

follow it " than be the greatest lady in the world ;"3 but

neither she, her husband, nor his uncle Gawin Douglas,

could see how it was to be executed ; for she was surrounded

on all sides by spies, and all her communications were inter

cepted. She added a significant hint that in the event of no

succours coming she should be compelled to submit to the

duke, as she had no means of defending herself.* It is pro

bable that neither Margaret nor her advisers approved of a

flight to England, except as a desperate remedy. So long as

they had hopes of maintaining themselves in Scotland, that

was better than refuge in England, however honorable; refuge

there involved the destruction of her party, and all her ex-

1 p. 219. 3 47.
- 62. 4 48.
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The plot.

pectations as queen. In vain Henry's agents endeavoured to

combat these objections.1 The capture of her two sons, and

her own imprisonment at Stirling, had destroyed her hopes ;

and if Albany's letters and her own may be trusted, she had

learned to acquiesce in her fate ; or at least pretended so to

do. She returned to Edinburgh in token of her satisfaction at

the Regent's conduct ;8 she had even written to her brother,

expressing a wish that she and Albany should continue in

such a course that peace might be preserved between them ;

she expressed her approbation of the course taken by parlia

ment in reference to the royal children ; and as this letter

was signed in the way she had arranged with Henry when he

was to consider her writing as spontaneous, we must believe

that these professions at the time were sincere.3 She added

at the close of the letter a very suspicious clause, that as she

had not more than eight weeks to her time she intended to

lie in at Linlithgow in twelve days.* The letter was dated

from Edinburgh, August 20th. Apparently this was a pre

concerted signal between herself and Dacre, to whom she

wrote at the same time. By some contrivance the letter

was not despatched until the end of the month.

6 On the 1st September, Dacre requested her to change

Linlithgow for Blacater, near Berwick, when he promised to

wait upon her. She wrote in reply by Sir Robert Carr, that

Dacre did not comprehend her real position ; she was kept in

strict watch by Albany in Edinburgh, her friends were in

ward, her revenues withheld. Escape was not easy. To follow

Dacre's advice, and reach Blacater, she would feign sickness,

go to Linlithgow with the earl her husband, and there take

her chamber. She proposed to leave on the first or second

night, accompanied only by her husband and four or five

1 66.

2 See 10th August. 795.

* Yet Alexander Hume wrote to

Dacre on the 24th to say that Al

bany had compelled Margaret to

write and express her satisfaction to

her brother against her will ; and that

he had received a secret message

from her to that effect, to be com

municated to Dacre (846).

* 832.

'» 885.
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servants ; the Chamberlain was to meet her with " 40 hardy

" and well striking fellows," two or three miles from the

town. It was suggested that, in the event of failure, be should

set fire to some village, as if his intentions had been nothing

more than a border raid, and then wait for a better oppor

tunity. It was now the 7th of September, and Dacre was

at Etall. The plot could not apparently be carried out so

soon as was expected. Nearly a month slipped away, but on she arrives at

Sunday, September 30th, Margaret arrived at Harbottle ; and gives birth to a

the Sunday after, in the words of Dacre, was immediately ug

" delivered of a fair young lady," christened the next day

with such conveniences as they could muster.1 This was

the celebrated Margaret Douglas, afterwards married to the

earl of Lennox. When her escape became known to Albany,

he wrote to her the most urgent entreaties to return to Scot

land, apologized for the part he had taken in reference to

her children, and attributed the act entirely to the States.2

If she would return to Scotland " to her gesine " he pro

mised to restore everything in seven days, and take Angus

into favor. It is needless to say that these offers were

rejected with scorn. On the 10th she notified to him her

delivery " of a Christian soul, being a young lady,"3 and

demanded the governance of her children. The answer of

the council of Scotland to this demand was extraordinary ;

still more as it was manifestly dictated by Albany. They

told her that the governance of the realm expired with the

death of her husband, and devolved upon the States ; that

Albany had been appointed by her consent ; that she had

forfeited the guardianship of her children by her second

marriage ; that in all temporal matters " the realm of Scot-

" land has been immediately subject to Almighty God, not

" recognizing the Pope or any superior upon earth."

It was in vain that Albany employed threats and blandish- Albany kept in

ments alternately. He wrote to queen Mary," whom he Dacre.

1 1044, 1672. I 3 ion.

2 879, 1027. I 4 1025.
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had personally known in France, to her husband the duke

of Suffolk, to Henry, and to Wolsey;1 his intentions, he

said, were studiously misrepresented, and Dacre—without

mentioning his name—had kept the truth from the king's

ears. Truth was not the thing wanted, least of all peace. It

was Dacre's object to keep Albany in perpetual alarm ; to

throw over the borders the lawless troopers of Northumber

land, Riddesdale, Tynedale, and Gillesland, and withdraw

them the moment Albany appeared in force. By all the

means his fertile brains could devise, he fomented the ani

mosities of the nobles, especially of the Humes ; he held out

to them promises of munificent rewards from his master on

condition that they should never make terms with Albany ;

and he took care, in his private correspondence with the

duke, that Albany should be in no temper or condition to

make advances. " They are resolved," he says, in a letter to

the king,2 " to annoy the duke, who is well weary from the

" continued spoiling, burning, and slaughter in Scotland."

Dacre was indefatigable in these devices; an inimitable agent

of mischief and destruction. In his hands the passions, the

selfishness, the treachery of men were more desolating in

struments than fire and sword for turning a fruitful land

into a wilderness.

Margaret sent Henry was desirous that Margaret should spend her

Too m to Christmas in London, and take part in the pageantry of

that season,3 into which no one entered with greater zest

than himself. But her delivery had been followed by a

severe and protracted illness. From Harbottle she had been

removed to Morpeth, to Dacre's intolerable expense, and

was some days in accomplishing the journey. She was too

feeble to bear the jolting of horses in the litter, and was car

ried the whole distance on the shoulders of Dacre's servants.

Sir Christopher Garneys, whom Skelton the poet has made

the subject of his bitterest invectives, was sent to visit

her in December and carry her the king's presents. He

' 1024, 1030.

2 1044.

3 1223.
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gives an affecting picture of the queen and the woman,

racked by excruciating pains, which could not extinguish the

delight she took in the new dresses just arrived from London.

" I think her," he says,1 " one of the lowest-brought ladies

" with her great paiu of sickness that I have seen, and

" escape. Her Grace hath sucli a pain in her right leg that

" these three weeks she may not endure to sit up while

" her bed is a-making ; and when her Grace is removed it

" would pity any man's heart to hear the shrieks and cries

" that her Grace giveth."2 Immediately she heard of the

presents, she had herself borne in a chair out of her bed

room into the great chamber to feast her eyes on. the rich

stuffs her brother had sent her. " When she had seen every-

,: thing," continues Garneys, " she bid the lord chamberlain

" (Hume, who had followed her to Morpeth) and the other

" gentlemen come in and look at them ; exclaiming, with

" an air of triumph, ' So, my Lords, here ye may see that

" the king my brother hath not forgotten me, and that he

" would not I should die for lack of clothes!'" Garneys adds

that she had a wonderful love of apparel, and had caused

the gowns of cloth of gold and tinsen (tinsel) to be made

against this term of Christmas, " and likes the fashion so

" well she will send for them and have them held before

" her once or twice a day to look at." She had already

in the castle twenty-two gowns of cloth of silk and gold, and

had sent to Edinburgh for more.

In this flutter of delight she was unconscious of the great

loss which had befallen her. The duke of Rothesay, her

favourite child, had died a few days before, on the 18th

December. The news was known to Dacre, but no one

dared break it to Margaret. She herself was too much

' 1350.

2 It was a disease in the hip joint;

according to Dacre and Magnus,

probably sciatica. She was a very

unmanageable patient. " Her long

" confinement," says Dacre, "has

" destroyed her appetite, nor at any

" time heretofore would she take

" coleses, morterons, almond milk,

" good broths, pottages, or boiled

" meats, but only roast meat with

" jellies, and that very scantily."

(1387.)

m 2
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Her health

restored.

Sets forward.

occupied with her clothes to notice the anxious looks of

her attendants. The Duke, by all accounts, was a beautiful

and winning boy ; and Margaret, who had not seen him

since she left Edinburgh, was never tired of talking about

him. " If it comes to her knowledge," says Garneys,

" it will be fatal to her. These four or five days of her

" own mind it hath pleased her grace to show unto me how

" goodly a child her younger son is, and her grace praiseth

" him more than she doth the king her eldest son."1

In such unobserved corners nature peeps out. No amount

of brocade, no mountain heaps of political intrigue, could

smother it entirely.

In April the Queen's health was re-established, and she

started southward on her progress. The journey was

not pressed upon her solely from motives of affection.

Dacre was afraid that the resort of the Scotch nobles to

Morpeth might produce some change in the Queen's

inclinations, and possibly tempt her to an accommodation

with Albany, who wrote frequently and made many

professions. Dacre dictated her letters, and under such

management there was no fear of their being too con

ciliatory.2 On the 3rd May the king met her at Tottenham,

and " the same day her Grace did ride behind Sir Thos.

" Parr through Cheapside, about six o'clock, to Baynard's

" castle."3 She remained in England until June 1517,

taking part in the court pageantry and adding lustre by her

presence to those masks and ceremonials, on which, in the

absence of more serious occupations, so much attention was

then bestowed. Her necessities were pressing ; from Henry

she had no regular allowance, and no remittances from Scot

land.4 We find her urgently demanding of Wolsey 200/.

1 1759, 1829.

2 1671.

* 1861.

4 Yet I find the following

sums advanced for her use in

the King's Book of Payments,

pp. 1471 seq.:—In April 1516, 100/.;

in May, 200/. by Magnus ; in July,

100/., by Sir Thos. Parr; in Sep

tember, 140/. in two payments ; in

November 100/. ; and the same in

December. In 1517, in February,

140/.; and when she was returning to

Scotland in May, the following sums
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for her own and her servants' wants at Christmas. a" I pray

" you heartily, my lord, put me off no longer, for the time

" is short ; and if you will do so much for me at this time

" I pray send me word, for I will trouble you no more

" with my sending, for then I will speak to the king my

" brother, for I trust his grace will do so much for me."

The king her son was in Scotland. Angus, her husband, Angus and

and Hume, had left her on hearing her resolution to proceed g0 with her.

southward.2 Judging by the cautious terms of Dacre's

letter, there had been a quarrel between them on this

subject. They had no appetite for an honorable captivity

in England, and from that moment were reconciled to

Albany. No wonder Margaret was anxious to return and

join her child and her husband. The preparations for a

war with France facilitated her wishes. Ostensibly Albany Albany pro-

was tired of Scotland, and desirous to leave. He professed Scotland

the strongest wish for the two kingdoms to remain at

peace, and even offered to visit Henry in England, pro

vided he might have sufficient security.3 This arrangement

never took effect. The estates of Scotland refused to let

Albany leave until their king was of age.4 When Clarencieux

urged him to give some proof of his sincerity, he took the

herald's " hand betwixt his two hands, and swore by the faith

" he owed unto God and by the faith of a gentleman,"—(a

phrase he had apparently picked up from his familiarity with

Francis I., )—"that he would put himself in his most effectual

" devoir to have his leave of the Scots to go to England ;

" and were he not as well minded as any one, in condition

" he were ready to depart, to, go on foot from Edinburgh

were appointed for herself and her at

tendants :—expenses in London, &c.,

170/. ; till her coming to York, 200/. ;

for the queen herself, first 180/., and

afterwards 6661. 13*. 4<Z. ; to Mag

nus going with her, 40/. ; to Sir

Edw. Benstead attending on her 40

days, 10/. ; Sir Thos. Boleyn, her

carver, 10/. ; Master Hall, her

chaplain, 66*. 8d. ; two gentlemen

ushers, 3*. Ad. a day ; and two

grooms of her chamber 20d. a day

each ; Jamy Dogge, 100*. The

plate given her is estimated at

125/. 1*. 9d.

1 2729.

a 1759.

» 2234-5.

4 2610.
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Margaret's

return.

Her reception.

" to London, he would forsake his part in paradise, and give

" him, body and soul, to all the devils of hell; and further

" sware in like manner, upon a piece of the Holy Cross,

" and on divers other relics, which be in a tablet of gold

" hanging about his neck."'

In March 15 1 7i when by the treaty of Noyon all the

European powers were in league with France, a truce was

concluded between England and Scotland, and Margaret

was allowed to return, on condition that she took no part in

the administration.1. She commenced her journey in May.2

At her entry into York she was received by the earl of

Northumberland.' On Whitsunday, 31st May, she dined

at St. Mary's Abbey. On the 15th of the next month

she entered Scotland.4 Albany in the interval had crossed

to France on the 8th, leaving as governors in his place

the archbishops of St. Andrew and Glasgow, with the

earls of Huntley, Angus, Argyle, and Arran. Magnus,

who attended her and noticed her dejection, thought that

she would rather have remained in England. He did

the best to comfort and advise her ; but she loitered on

the borders, naturally reluctant when the time came to

trust herself again to the stormy sea from which she had

escaped eo recently. " Her Grace," he adds,5 ■' considereth

" now the honour of England, and the poverty and

" wretchedness of Scotland, which she did not afore, but

" in her opinion esteemed Scotland equal to England."

She was well received, but her authority was not restored,

and her influence was less substantial than it was before.

What could a woman do among such restless and impe

rious spirits, proud and defiant under all rule, still more

under that of an English princess ? The romantic chivalry

towards women, sometimes carried to excess in the South,

was scarcely known in Scotland. The Scotch nobility,

uneducated as a body, and despising all arts and polite

1 3119.

" 3209.

3 3336.

* 3365.

* 3365.
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acquirements, spent their lives in endless feuds, devoting

the little intellects they had to interminable quarrels, trans

mitted from sire to son with fatal and unimpaired fidelity.

Never engaged in one common enterprise or continental

war, no sense of unity as a nation, no national spirit ex

isted among them. There was no centre, as in England,

round which the restless and jarring elements might even

tually concentrate and find harmony and repose at last ;

sovereigns to them were but mockery kings and queens

of snow. One bond of union they had, and but one, the

worst a people could have; and that was hatred; hatred

the most intense for England, and, next to that, for one

another. Happily the former continued strong enough

and long enough to prevent the latter from running out

into its fullest latitude of excess; and their border war

fare, perhaps the most sanguinary that ever stained the

annals of any people, had this one advantage, that it

gave the Scotch aristocracy and their followers a common

enemy, and something of a common interest, and so pre

served the nation from utter desolation. However, it is not

my business to write history, but to show the bearings of

these new materials upon history ; and I must conclude

this portion of my preface with some remarks on the fate

and conduct of the Homes, whose exploits have been so

frequently mentioned in these pages.

When Margaret took her journey to London, Angus and

Hume had left her in displeasure, to the extreme disgust of

Dacre. Both returned to Scotland, and were reconciled to

Albany.1 From that moment the Chamberlain's fate is in

volved in obscurity. His mother, Lady Hume, (according to

the partial statement of Margaret, which was in truth only a

political manifesto drawn by Dacre,) had been taken from

Coldstream by De la Bastie, placed " on a trotting horse in

" spite of her age," and carried to Dunbar castle, where she

was kept "six weeks on brown store-bread and water."2

i 1759. I 2 P- 467.
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The Chamberlain had been attainted in parliament for the

part he had taken in furthering Margaret's escape, and

urging an invasion by England. But rumour reported that

he had made his peace with the Duke, through the mediation

ofthe archbishop of St. Andrew's 1 (Murray). Dacre writes

to Wolsey on the 26th October,2 but without a passing ex

pression of regret, that the Master of Graystock would

explain to him the order for the execution of Lord Hume and

his brother. They had already been executed some days be

fore this communication3, and their heads had been set on

" the town house at Edinburgh." * That the reconciliation

with Albany was sincere on his part is obvious from Spinelly's

letters. At the duke's recommendation Francis I. granted

pensions to six of the Scotch noblemen who had hitherto

been inclined to England, and the Chamberlain was one of

that number.5 As late as on the 29th August, we find from

a letter of Clarencieux6 to Wolsey, that Angus, Hume,

and their party, still hung together, and were outwardly

submissive to the duke. Hume's relative, David Hume

of Wedderburn,7 states positively that the Chamberlain was

slain by Albany " under trust ; "—an assertion not to be ac

cepted without hesitation, considering the quarter from which

it emanates. Whatever might be the cause, Hume was con

demned by parliament. A traitor apparently on both sides,

and studious only of revenge at any sacrifice, his fate was

not regretted or condemned by his own people or by

Englishmen. Neither Dacre nor his sovereign made any

effort to save him.

The murder of The clan of the Humes studied revenge. David Hume

LaBastie. ...

in despair seized the person of the French ambassador,8 but

at the bidding of Dacre reluctantly consented to let him

go. George Hume took a more ample and speedy revenge.

At the death of the Chamberlain, De la Bastie, the bravest

i 1938.

2 2481.

• October 8th.

* 2484.

5 July. 2136.

« 2314.

7 4338.

8 4338.
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and most accomplished knight in Scotland, had been ap

pointed warden of the East Marches. On the 15th April

1517 a he was desired by Albany to visit Dacre, then at

Naward, and demand the surrender of George Hume and

others, according to the agreement lately made between the

two nations. Dacre stated, in reply to this demand, that he

did not know where George Hume and his brother were to be

found. He thought they were in Scotland, but if they

were in his borders he would do his best to take them.2 On

the 16th June, La Bastie was one of those who met Margaret

on the borders, and welcomed her to Scotland. Towards

the end of July 3 he was again with Dacre on the subject

of these border disputes. This is the last time we hear of

him alive. The Humes had been watching for an oppor

tunity of revenge; at length, they contrived by a feint

to draw out La Bastie, accompanied with a few followers,

from the castle of Dunbar, attacked him in full force, and

as his horse got entangled in a morass,* in his attempt to

escape, slew him with great cruelty, cut off his head, which

George Hume slung at his saddle-bow, and fixed it upon a

pole in the town of Dunse. The Scotch historians date

this murder on the 19th or 20th September. I think it

must have been earlier, for the following reasons. Mar

garet had written to Dacre, desiring him, at the request

of the laird of "Wedderburn, to send her the prior of

Coldingham and his brother George Hume, for now was

the time for them to take her part. She was resolved,

she told him, to have " all the rule, or there will be

" some trouble." It appears that, either on her own behalf,

or "at the suggestion of Angus, she thought it possible,

in the confusion which arose on the death of La Bastie,

Albany's most important adherent, that she might make a

dash at the crown, and regain her authority. It is clear

too that she believed the two Humes, notwithstanding

1 3124.

1 3139.

» p. 1083.

4 In a place called to this day,

in memory of the deed. Batttft

Bog.
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this murder, were sheltered and supported by Dacre, who

naturally laid himself open to suspicion from the encou

ragement he had given to the Humes, and his adoption of an

illegitimate son of the late Chamberlain. His reply indicates

considerable annoyance, and is barely respectful.1 He

began by expressing his astonishment that she should write

to him at the request of the laird of Wedderburn ;—he

knew nothing of the Humes, nor where they were. Then,

referring to the murder of La Bastie, which strangely enough

had not been openly mentioned in Margaret's letter, he

expressed his belief that it was " of a sodendy." He warns

Angus " not to lose himself in the taking of a light way

" with the said laird of Wedderburn," and to do nothing

without the advice of his friends in Scotland ;—expressions

which can hardly bear any other construction than that Angus

had meditated, with the help of the Humes, to obtain the

government during Albany's absence, and in common with

Margaret had imagined that the slaughter of La Bastie had

been planned with a view to their interests, not without

Dacre's cognizance.

The cause of the Humes was ruined forever. Francis I.

was then in secret communication with Wolsey for a stricter

union between the two crowns ; and on hearing of the death

of his ambassador, he dictated an energetic remonstrance

to the States of Scotland.2 The States wrote word that

nothing had ever grieved them more since the death of their

late King. They had already taken measures for punishing

the offenders before the receipt of his letters, and had sum

moned a parliament for that purpose :—all the Humes had

been declared traitors ; their lands and goods forfeited ; one

had been caught, hung, drawn, and quartered; the rest had

fled to England, and were sheltered there in violation of the

truce. A demand had been made for their surrender, which

Henry had refused. Naturally Dacre was anxious to free

himself from all suspicion of harbouring such delinquents.

1 713. Is 4048.
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§

Great was the contrast which England offered in this England :—its

. contrast to

respect to the sister kingdom, and Margaret might well Scotland.

return to Scotland with a sigh.' In England there was no

trouble or dissension ; there she wa3 accustomed to behold

a wealthy and obedient people, a submissive clergy, a '

court where nothing seemed to rule except an unbroken

round of pleasure ; splendid amusements, masques, decora

tions, jewellery, inlaid armour; cards and dice, ducats

and crowns in great silver bowls, luxuries for which

money was always forthcoming when needed. All these

delights must have appeared to her bewildered imagina

tion, in contrast to her own poverty as queen of Scotland,

like the realization of Aladdin's wonderful lamp. I have

stated before1 that the king had the entire and exclusive

control of the money paid into the Exchequer. He had no

thing to do except sign a warrant to John Heron, the trea

surer of the Chamber, and whatever sums were in the hands

of the receivers of the revenue were instantly paid over to the

king's use. There was no Admiralty to control the navy Royal funds

or regulate its expenses ; no commander-in-chief or pay- ture.expen '

master-general of the army. All such offices, or their modern

substitutes, were combined in the king's person, and he regu

lated at his own will the finances connected with them. If

ships were to be built, he built them out of his privy purse ;

if armies were to be raised, they were raised by the same

means. The country was called upon for loans and sub

sidies, and the parliament determined on the amount ; but

it never presumed to regulate the expenditure of the money

so collected, or even dictate how it should be applied, If

the reader will turn to the remarkable document published

at the end of this volume, entitled " The King's Book

of Payments," he will see this subject more clearly at a

glance than it could be explained to him by the most

laborious description. On comparing the two years of

1 Pref. to vol. i.
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war, 1512, 1513, followed by 1514, with three years of

peace and subsidizing of foreign powers, like Maximilian and

the Swiss, the account will be found to stand as follows :

Sum total of all expenditure in 1512 was 286,269/-; in 1513

it rose to 699,714/. ; in 1514 it declined to 155,/5//. ; in

1515, to 74,007/. J1 in 1516 it rose again, from circumstances

stated in the note, to 130,779/. >2 but sunk in 1517 to

78,887/.3 This extraordinary reduction of expenditure from

the moment that Wolsey came into power is one of the

most remarkable feats of his administration, and shows how

entirely it has been misunderstood by modern historians. It

must be remembered also that all the expenses of Tournay

are included in these latter years, with the loans to queen

Margaret, presents to ambassadors, and the establishment for

princess Mary. The King too had acquired in the latter

years a habit of helping himself to heavy sums, for his own

use, without accounting for the mode of their expen

diture. In May 1515 he took 3,000/., in August 3,000/.,

and again in December 6,000/. ; in June 1516, 2,000/., and

again in October 3,000/. ; in March 1517, 3,000/. ; in De

cember 1518, 2,000/.4 How these sums were employed it

would be useless to speculate. They were received by

Sir Win. Compton, the chief gentleman of the king's bed

chamber, " for the king's use," and formed no part of the

regular expenses for the household, the entertainment of

ambassadors, secret or public service money, all of which

are entered at full. The sums disbursed for alms, jewellery,

plate, arms, horses, saddlery, the tilt-yard, Christmas boxes,

and new year's gifts, are also accounted for. In 1515

the money paid for silks and velvets, not including minor

1 From this sum 6,000/. are to be

deducted for war expenses in the

previous years, and 4,000/. as a

loan to Cavallary.

2 Including 6,000/. lent to Suf

folk, 26,000/. for Pace and Wing-

field, 5,000/. for war expenses,

10,000/. for citadel at Tournay,

11,539/. for ordnance and similar

items.

3 From this sum 13,333/. to be

deducted as a loan to Charles of

Spain.

4 In October this year he spent

1,000/. at play, and 20/. the month

before.
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items, exceeded 5,000/., for plate and jewellery 1,500/. ; in

January 1515, for pearls, 566/.; in December 1516, for

pearls and diamonds, 596/. ; in October 1518, for sables,

290/. I can only infer, therefore, that the large sums men

tioned above were laid out in personal luxuries or expendi

ture, of which the king and his attendants chose to give

no detailed account. His presents to ambassadors were on a

most magnificent scale. To the duke of Longueville, he

gave in August 1514, 2,08s/.;1 to the prince of Castile's

ambassadors in July 151", 200/., and 560/. in plate in the

September following ; to the French king's gentlemen in

October 800/., and 1,829/. in plate ; to Cardinal Sion, in

November 1518, 333/. 6s. 8d. There was the same love of

splendor, and the same disregard of economy, shown in his

amusements.2 New year's gifts, revels at court, tournaments,

masques, balls, and interludes form a considerable item in

the royal expenditure. Of these many curious accounts

will be found at the close of this volume. I can only afford

space for two, and must apologize to my readers for en

tering into these minute details.

The first is a Christmas festivity held at Westminster in Court amuse

ments.

151 1. The writer makes no distinction between the antelope

and the olyvant (elephant), as one of the supporters of the

royal arms.

On the 12 and 13 Feb., 2 Hen. VIII., a joust of honor was held A Christmas

by the King, with three aids, at Westminster. A forest was con-Joust*

structed within the house of Black Friars, Lurlgate, 26 ft. long,

16 ft. broad, 9 ft. high, garnished with artificial ." hawthorns, oaks,

maples, hazels, birches, fern, broom and furze, with beasts and

birds embossed of sundry fashion, with foresters sitting and going

on the top of the same, and a castle in the said forest, with a

maiden sitting thereby with a garland, and a lion of great stature

and bigness, with an antelope of like proportion, after his kind,

drawing the said pageant or forest, conducted with men in wood-

woos'3 apparel, and two maidens sitting on the said two beasts. In

the which forest were four men of arms, riding, that issued out at

times appointed ; and on every of the four quarters of the forest were

1 Not including 500Z. to John

Clerke, who took him prisoner.

1 Various references occur to the

King's stud and his deer ; some to a

tame leopard ; but none to dogs or

falcons, so far as I can remember.

3 Wild men of the woods ;

savages.
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the arms of the four knights challengers. And for the second day-

were provided and made four rich pavilions, one crowned, the other

three with. balls of burnished gold.

For this pageant the following articles were required : 27 ft. of

fine oak for mules and other beasts. 78 alder poles for the body of

the forest and great beasts, and the closures of the hall door at

Westminster. 10 bundles of crown paper for moulding beasts, the

faces of the lion and antelope, &c. ; 7 reams of white Geen paper,

for lining the sarcenet that the leaves were made of, and for cover

ing the rocks. 6 fir trees. 4 masts for enclosing the hall door.

1 lb. of Spanish brown for coloring the beasts. 1 lb. of orpiment.

2 doz. green schyng paper, for mixing with the ivy and the

woodvvos' heads and staves. 5 doz. of gold paper for the castle,

and the body and legs of the lion. 1 lb. vermilion for the mouth*

of the lion and antelope, &c. Canvas of Normandy, 16 ells

for the lion and olyvant ; 9 ells for lining the 4 woodvvos' appareL

5 bushels of wheat flour, for paste. 4 St. neat's tallow. 56 doz. silver

paper. 2 doz. embossed birds. 2,400 turned acorns and hazelnuts,

118 lbs. orsade for flossing and casing the lion, &c. Holly boughs,

fennel stalks, broom stalks, &c. planted with sarcenet flowers and

leaves. 6 doz. silk roses, wrought by the maiden into a garland,

and delivered to the queen when the jousts began. 4 lbs. of iron

wire for the lion's and olyvant's tails. 6 backs of tanned leather

for the chains that the lion and the antelope drew the forest with.

Gold for gilding the antelope's horns, crowns, &c. 3 coifs of Venice

gold, for the maiden in the forest, and those that rode on the lion and

ihe oly vant. 4 oz. Venice ribbon for girdles and the garland pre

sented to the queen. Ivy for the woodwos' heads, belts, and staves.

4 vizors for the woodwos who conducted the forest. 3 lbs. of

booellarmanyake (bole Armeniac). Green sarcenet, for the boughs

of the forest, 26 ft. long, 16 ft. broad, and 9 ft. high, 153 yds.;

lining a pavilion for the King, 42 yds. ; for 12 hawthorns, 44 yds ;

12 oaks, 44 yds. ; 10 maples, 36 yds. ; 12 hazels, 32 yds. ; 10 birches,

32 yds. ; 16 doz. fern roots and branches, 64 yds. ; 50 broom stalks,

58 yds. ; 16 furze bushes, 33 yds. ; lining the maiden's sleeves, 2f

yds. ; total, 542 yds. Yellow sarcenet for broom and furze flowers,

22 yds. Russet sarcenet for the 4 woodwos' garments, shred like

locks of hair or wo.ol, 48 yds. Russet damask, spent by Edmund Skill,

tailor, for kirtles of the maiden in the forest, and on the lion and

"olyvant," 10 yds. Yellow damask for the maidens on the lion and

" antlope," 10 yds. Blue velvet for a pavilion for the king, 36 yds.

Blue and crimson damask for pavilions. 1 yd. of blue sarcenet for

a banner in the forest. " Spent and employed on the said four

pavilions for points to stay the hoops, which points were spent, stolen

and wasted at the siege of Terouenne at the receiving of the Em

peror, for the said pavilions did the king royal service to his honor."

To Edmund Skill, for making the apparel for the maiden in the

forest, those on the lion and the antelope ' and the woodwos.

42*. 10d.

" Thys forrest or pageant after the usance had into Westmester

gret Hall, and by the kynges gard and other gentyllmen rent,

1 Correction from " olyvant."
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lade.

brokyn, and by fors karrycd away, and the poor men that wer set

to kep theyr heds brokyn two of them, and the remnant put ther

from with foors, so that noon ther of byt the baar tymbyr cum near

to the kvnges ews nor stoor.

" The second day the 4 pavelyuns wer savyd to the kynges ews

and profyd with meche payn.

" Md. That the kyngea graas at hys town of Kales cummandyd me

Kechard Gybson to kut oon of the sayd pavelyuns, and so yt was and

maad an hangyng for an hows of tymbyr of Flandyrs werke. And

at the seege of .Tyrwyen the sayd hows was gevyn by the kynges

graas to my Lord of Wynchester, with the saam hangyng so mad

of the saam pavelyun."

The other belongs to 1516, and is as follows :

The king being at Eltham, Christmas 7 Hen. VIII., instruc- A classic inter-

tions were issued to Richard Gibson, by Mr. Wm. Cornish and the '

master of the revels, to prepare a castle of timber in the King's hall,

garnished after such devices as shall ensue. Cornish and the

children of the chapel also performed " the story of Troylous and

Pandor richly apparelled, also Kallkas and Kryssyd apparelled

like a widow of honour, in black sarcenet and other habiliments for

such matter ; Dyomed and the Greeks apparelled like men of war,

according to the intent or purpose. After which comedy played

and done, a herald cried and made an oy that three strange

knights were come to do battle with [those] of the said castle;

out [of] which issued three men of arms with punching spears,

ready to do feats at the barriers, apparelled in white satin and

green satin of Bruges, lined with green sarcenet and white

sarcenet, and the satin cut thereon. To the said three men of arms

entered other three men of arms with like weapons, and apparelled

iu slops of red earoenet and yellow sarcenet, and with spears made

certain strokes ; and after that done, with naked swords fought a

fair battle of twelve strokes, and so departed of force. Then out of

the castle issued a queen, and with her six ladies, with speeches

after the device of Mr. Cornish ; and after this done, seven

minstrels apparelled in long garments, and bonnets to the same, of

satin of Bruges, white and green,1 on the walls and towers of the

said castle played a melodious song. Then came out of the castle

six lords and gentlemen apparelled in garments of white satin of

Bruges and green, broidered with counterfeit stuff of Elanders

making, as brooches, ouches, spangs, and such ; and also six ladies

apparelled in six garments of rich satin, white and green, set with

H. and K of yellow satin, pointed together with points of Kolen

gold. These six garments for ladies were of the King's store,

newly repaired. All the said ladies heads apparelled with loose

gold of damask, as well as with woven flat gold of damask,

&c." The garments were prepared and brought to Eltham for

Epiphany night and New Year's night

Bought of Wm. Botre and Mr. Thorstoon, 265f yds. white and

green satin, for garments for ladies, a doublet for one of the chapel

1 "White and green were the Tudor liveries.
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children who played Eulyxes. 5 yds. red satin. 27 yds. yellow satin

for Cornish and the ladies of the castle. 51 J yds. red and yellow

sarcenet for three Greek robes, a double cloak for Troylous, a

mantle and bishop's surcoat for Cornish to play Kallkas in. 27J

yds. white and green sarcenet. Black sarcenet for a surcoat, mantle

and widow's hood for Kressyd, and a garment for Cornish when he

played the herald, &c. 2 pieces Florence cotton for Kressyd.

12 pieces cyprus for the lady who played Faith. 7 ells Holland

cloth for short wide sleeves for Dyomed and his fellows. 10 oz.

copper ribbon and 12 doz. silk points for binding .7 ladies' collars,

coats for minstrels, and for Troylcus, Pandor, Dyomed, Eulyxes, and

others. 1 qu. 1 nail velvet for shoes for Troylous. 10 hand

staves for barriers. 6 morions. 6 swords for " the men of arms

that battled in presence as for the departers with 4 odd staves."

To Cornish, for a feather for Troylous, Spanish girdles, &c, 13s. 4d.

For a barber " for there heer trimming and washing of their heads,"

Ad. To the tailor, 6/. 9s. 10rf. For a cart to carry the stuff to

Eltham, and " hys abod," 3 days and nights, 8s. Ad.

Expenses of garments.—To Cornish, a mantle, a surcoat of

yellow sarcenet, a coat armour, a garment of black sarcenet, and a

bonnet. To the two children, Troylous and Pandor, 9 satin doublets,

2 jackets of the old store, a double cloak of sarcenet. To Kryssyd,

a mantle, a surcoat, and cottons and wimple. To gentlemen,

6 crimson satin bonnets. 3 bases and Greek robes to men at arms.

7 coats and bonnets of satin to minstrels. A gown of white green

and satin to Mr. Harry of the chapel. To the seven ladies of the

castle, seven gowns of satin of Bruges, with their headdresses. To

the six ladies of the court who disguised, their headdresses and

stomachers of crimson satin. The feather that Troylus wore. All

the girdles, spears, swords, and targets. To the taborcts, 2 jackets

of the store.

Number of persons for the play.—15 for the castle ; 7 ladies ;

7 minstrels ; 6 lords and gentlemen and 6 ladies disguised ; 6 men at

arms ; 3 tamboreens.

This is admirable fooling.

Hemy'spro- Hitherto Henry's reisrn had been one of uninterrupted

spenty. .

prosperity. He was the most popular, the most wealthy,

the most envied of monarchs. His ambassadors boasted

with reason, that no king was more beloved by his

subjects or more readily obeyed than he. Possessed of

vast royal demesnes, he could gratify his love of pleasure,

his taste, his magnificence, without stint. Never engaged

but once in a continental war, and that at no great distance,

still less in that ruinous game of ambition on which Francis I.

expended his energies and his treasures, Henry VIII. had

no occasion " to pill and poll his subjects ;" and his rule

formed a striking contrast to that of the impoverished
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Maximilian, and the famished and grasping policy of

Charles. Whatever vices or mistakes may have clouded

his latter years, they had not yet made their appearance.

Compared with the licentiousness of Francis I., his life was

a pattern of temperance and purity. Constant he was not

to his marriage vow ; but his departures from it were neither

frequent nor notorious. The French ambassador wrote

home, that " he was a youngster who cared for nothing but

" girls and hunting, and wasted his father's patrimony."1

Such scandals are not to be received implicitly ; ambassa

dors wrote home what they thought would please their own

courts, without much concern for the accuracy of their in

formation. Often ignorant of the real feelings of the court

and the nation to which they were accredited, generally

ignorant of its language, exposed more than others to im

position, and fed with tales by those who knew their humour,

or were purposely set on to mislead them,—solitary and

unsupported anecdotes repeated in their despatches must

not be implicitly accepted, unless they are crossed and

supported by other and independent lines of evidence.

Not unfrequently in the absence of better news, they

were authorised retailers of gossip, intended quite as much

to amuse as to instruct their respective courts. In this

instance, the scandal of the French ambassador receives

no support from the Venetian or the private correspondence

of the times. Notwithstanding his frequent disappoint

ments the King is represented as treating Katharine

uniformly with kindness and respect. If he felt any dis

satisfaction, he took care not to express it by word or sign.

And her affectionate solicitude for him, especially in the

time of the " sweating sickness," is a satisfactory proof that

hitherto the love between them had continued unimpaired.

The birth of the princess Mary2 threw the Queen into the princess Mary,

shade,—I am inclined to think not unwillingly on her part.

Her happiness at this, the most joyous event in her ill-starred

> 1105. | 2 18 Feb. 1516.
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life, was clouded by the death of her father Ferdinand; he,

who next to herself, would have been most interested in the

event. The news of his death was studiously concealed

from her,1 in dread of the ill effects it might produce ; and

if anything could have tended to augment her melancholy, it

must have been the thought that the only child which sur

vived of all her offspring was ushered into the world in a

season of mourning. As for Henry himself, though he

would fain have had a boy, he solaced himself in his usual

buoyant style : " Domiue orator," he said to the Venetian am

bassador, who had come to congratulate him on the occasion,

and express regret that it had not been a prince, " we are

" both young ; if it be a girl this time, by the grace of

" God, boys will follow." Mary was christened three days

after her birth, on Wednesday, 20th February 1516, and

had for her godfather Cardinal Wolsey.8 The silver font

was brought from the cathedral of Canterbury to Green

wich, for the ceremony.3 Henry, always fond of children,

was fond and proud of his daughter to excess. When

she was not more than two years old," he carried her

about in his arms in the presence chamber, before the

lords and ladies of the court and the foreign ambassadors.

Even at this early period of her life, Mary displayed that

love of music in which she was afterwards so great a pro

ficient ;—the passion of her whole family.* The Venetian

ambassador, who had introduced an Italian friar, named

Memo, to the King, for his great musical talents, gives a

charming account of his interview with the little princess at

one of the court receptions :

" After this conversation, his Majesty caused the prin-

" cess, his daughter, who is two years old, to be brought

" into the apartment where we were ; whereupon the right

1 1563.

» 1573.

3 p. 1470.

4 Henry's court must not be

rooms now. It was far more easy,

gracious and domestic.

6 At the close of this volume,

the reader will find numerous refer

ences to musical instruments and

judged by courts and reception- I books purchased by the king.
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" reverend Cardinal (Wolsey) and I, and all the other lords,

" kissed her hand, pro more ;—the greatest marks of honor

" being paid her universally, more than to the queen herself.

" The moment she cast her eyes on the reverend Dionysius

" Memo, who was there, she commenced calling out in Eng-

" lish, Priest, priest : and he was obliged to go and play for

" her ; after which the king with the princess in his arms,

" came to me and said; 'Per Deum iste {Memo) est honestis-

" ' simus vir et units carissimus ; nullus unquam servivit

" ' mihi melius isto.'"1

These brilliant and halcyon days seemed the more brilliant The days' em-

" " ployment.

from the contrast they presented to the troubled rule of other

sovereigns. So the years ran smoothly on. The amusements

at court were diversified by hunting and out-door exercises

in the morning ; in the afternoon by Memo's music, by the

consecration and distribution of cramp-rings, or the inventing

of plasters and compounding of medicines—an occupation

in which the King took unusual pleasure. A manuscript 3

is preserved in the British Museum, entitled Dr. Butts'

1 3976. Her New Tear's gifts in

1518 were, a gold cup from Wolsey,

a gold pomander from Mary the

French queen, a gold spoon from

lady Devonshire, and two smocks

from lady Montjoy. p. 1476.

2 MS. Sloane, 1047. Among the

contents are :—" The king's Majes-

'' ty's own plaster.—A plaster de-

" vised by the king to heal ulcers

" without pain, made with pearl

" and lignum guaiacum.—Plaster

" devised by the king at Greenwich,

" and made at Westminster, to heal

" excoriations. At Westminster,

" by the same, to heal swellings in

" the ancles."

It is observable in these medica

ments, how many apply to various

kinds of excoriation and ulcers in

the legs. One is exceedingly cu

rious (f. 32 b.) :—" A plaster for my

" lady Anne of Cleves, to mollify

" and resolve, comfort and cease

" pain of cold and windy causes."

Another is, " an ointment devised

" by his Majesty at Greenwich, to

" cool and let inflammations, and

" take away itch." Besides the

king's recipes, there are others by

John de Vigp, Dr. Buttes, Dr. Cham

ber, Dr. Augustine and Dr. Cromer.

Most of them are dated at Green

wich, Westminster, Sti James's,

Ampthill, Fotheringay, Cawoode,

Hampton Court, Petworth, Dover,

Canterbury, Knolles, and the More.

I do not find that Henry ever

dabbled in alchemy, the royal

amusement of the Scotch kings.

The difference of the national tastes

and characters may be seen in the

different employments of the two

sovereigns.

n2
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The King's

book.

Diary, containing a variety of liniments and cataplasms

devised by his Majesty ;—chiefly for excoriations or ulcers

in the legs, a disease common in those days, and from which

the King himself suffered, and eventually died. Had these

complaints been confined to laymen, they might have been

attributed to gross feeding and the chafing of armour;

but notices of them occur repeatedly, in all classes, without

distinction.1

Erasmus describes in glowing terms the court of Henry

as a Musaeum of letters and learning,—a polite academy,

where arts and sciences flourished under liberal patronage.

Queen Katharine was a miracle of learning and piety ; the

king took more delight in reading good books than any

prince of his age. The eulogy, though perhaps highly

colored, was not wholly undeserved. The advancement of

men of learning and genius to posts about the king and to

high offices in the state, justified in a great measure the

praises of Erasmus. Among the favorite preachers were

Dean Colet and Grocyn (More's friend); Linacre was

physician, More privy councillor, Pace secretary, Tunstal

Master of the Rolls.

As we proceed, notices occur of more serious employ

ments than gambling at cards or devising masques. On 24th

June 1518, Pace writes to Wolsey that the king was pleased

with the commendations given to his book by the Cardinal ;

and though he does not think it worthy such praise as it

had from him and all other great learned men, yet he is very

glad " to have noted in your Grace's letters that his reasons

" be called inevitable, considering that your Grace was some

" time his adversary herein, and of contrary opinion ;"—a

passage well worth observing. The same statement is re

peated by Pace four days afterwards. Now, though the

word book is used frequently to imply a paper of political

instructions or a written agreement,2 in its connexion here

1 Kg. West, Bishop of Ely, Comp-

ton (138), Jerningham (2584),

Wingfield (3604), Pace (1909).

2 So Shakspeare uses it : " Our

" book is drawn ; we'll but seal."

1 Henry IV. act iii. 1.
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■with the praises of learned men, it seems to me impossible

that it can be employed in any other than in its modern

meaning. If so, the book to which Pace refers must be the

draft of the king's book against Luther, which appeared in

1521. The letters of Erasmus show the rapid progress

of Lutheran opinions, even at this early date ; and " swarms

of books " were now pouring from the press on the great

questions soon destined to engross the minds of men ex

clusively. Though little or no reference is made to Luther

in the English correspondence contained in this volume,

and Lutheranism appears to have been almost unknown in

England at this early date, Erasmus thought it necessary

to disavow to Wolsey1 not only all friendship for the Ger

man reformer, but all personal acquaintance with him. That

letter ought to be studied ; for it shows that the king's book

grappled with those points especially on which the minds

of people were most disturbed. The correspondence of

Pace invalidates the supposition that he or More, or both

conjointly, were the real authors of the book. They may

have assisted in its composition, especially in correcting the

Latin style, but had they been the authors of it Pace would

scarcely have held the language he did to Wolsey.

But the cloud was no bigger than a man's hand—if a Sale of indni-

cloud at all. Erasmus might be alarmed at the new tone

and noisy scurrility which burst upon his ears, so foreign to

his notions of dignified scholarship and literary refinement.

He might think it would have been better to have left the

friars in undisturbed possession of the pulpit, and for the

canonists to bemuse themselves in extravagant admiration

of the Decretals.2 But to the majority of the world, and to

1 4173.

2 " 0 seraphic Sextus, continued

Homenas, how necessary are you to

the salvation of poor mortals ! O

cherubic Clementines ! how per

fectly the perfect institution of a

true Christian is contained and

described in you '. 0 angelical Ex-

travagantes ! how many poor souls

that wander up and down in mortal

bodies through this vale of misery

would perish were it not for you !

When, ah when, shall this special

gift of grace be bestowed on man

kind as to lay aside all other studies

and concerns, to use you, to peruse
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our own nation at that time, it seemed no more than a

passing brawl between two friars—brawls to which the

world had been accustomed, and which wise men had ceased

to notice. Indulgences were not new to Europe. They

were not even the exclusive invention of the papal court

for raising money ; at all events the temporal sovereigns

of Europe joined in the plot and shared the spoils. On

the 8th December 1515, Mountjoy wrote from Tournay

to Wolsey to tell him, " that a commissary had come

" from the Pope with great indulgences for the helping to

" the building of St. Peter's." As nothing of the sort might

be published without the sanction of the king, Mountjoy

had informed the commissary that he would not be allowed

to publish his brief, " but such alms as should be given

f were to be put in a box with two keys, of which he was

" to have the one, and Mountjoy the other." The bishop of

Worcester, ambassador for England at the papal court,

writes to say,1 that the Pope intended sending commis

sioners to England with indulgences for the same purpose,

as he had done to France, Germany, and Spain. The

bishop told his Holiness that such a practice had never been

allowed unless the king gave his consent and shared the

profits. The Pope offered a fourth. Worcester says, if Wolsey

approve, he will endeavour to obtain a third. In Spain

Charles had managed to obtain a loan of 175,000 ducats

from the commissioners, in anticipation of the amount to be

realized. " The Pope," says Spindly,2 " has granted the

you, to understand you, to know

you by heart, to digest you, to in

corporate you, to turn you into

blood, and incentre you in the deep

est ventricles of their brains, the

inmost marrow of their bones, and

most intricate labyrinth of their

arteries ? Then, ah then, and no

sooner than then, and no otherwise

than then, shall the world be uni

versally happy! * * *

" Oh how wonderfully if you

read but a demi-canon, short para

graph, or single observation of

these sacro-sanct Decretals ;— how

wonderfully, I say, do you perceive

yourself to kindle in your hearts a

furnace of divine love, charity to

your neighbour— provided he be not

a heretic—bold contempt of all car

nal and earthly things, unshaken con

tentment in all your affections, and

exstatic elevation of soul even to the

third heaven !"—Rabelais, iv. 51.

1 April 1517; Appendix.

2 7th January 1518.
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" realms of Castile indulgence for three years, which will

" amount to more than 800,000 ducats of gold, net." " For

" here the common people, whether they will or not, be

" compelled to take it for a certain sum of money, and the

1,1 commissioners appointed in this business have advanced

" unto the king by manner of lent (loan) a 1 75,000 ducats ;

" whose (which) commissioners shall have for their right

" and labour a penny Flemish for every bull, and the king

" two royals of silver for every man ; that is, upon tenpence

" English. The Pope hath had in ready money for such

" grant 27,000 ducats, and 10,000 restored again that he

*' had lent for the payment of the footmen in Spain." It

was the same in France, where a great and bitter feud raged

between the king and the Parliament. The necessities of

Francis compelled him, like Charles, to encourage the sale

of indulgences. It was the readiest and the least obnoxious

means of raising money. " The king of France," writes

one,1 " has gained more money by pardons of the crusade

" than by all his exactions. People are compelled to listen

" to these heretic preachers"—the phrase is remarkable—

" and murmur everywhere. They preach that whoever puts

10 sous Tournois into the moneybox will go to paradise;

" for 10 sous apiece sins shall be forgiven, and souls escape

" purgatory. They are opposed by the University and

" doctors of theology ; but too late, as the money has been

" collected. These indulgences are ruinous to princes and

" their poor subjects." Such passages as these throw a

new light on that event which led to such momentous con

sequences. The sale of indulgences was a project devised

between the temporal and spiritual rulers of Europe for

collecting subsidies from the poor and the labouring classes.

It was levelled to their capacities and their means.2 By the'

<<

1 1st December 1517.

2 Tetzel, in his notices affixed to

the church doors, had given out

that the price of these indulgences

should be relaxed; and at the bottom

of the notice this clause was added:

pauperibus dentur gratis propter

Deum. When, however, application

was made to him by a poor scholar

on the faith of this clause, Tetzel

refused him, and required a small

fee—however small. See Loscher,

i. 306. •
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old and established system of trentals and private masses

the delivery of souls out of purgatory and remission of sins

were accessible only to the rich ; now when the same could

be accomplished at 10 sous a head, that was the same

as bringing within the reach of the poorest a privilege

hitherto exclusively confined to their more fortunate

brethren. In the former case the practice was limited to

a class whose growing intelligence and gradual emancipa

tion from credulity, added to other causes, had brought the

practice within much narrower limits. Now there was to be

no restriction : the sale of pardons was to descend to a

much wider circle ; to be sanctioned by the highest au

thority secular and national ; to be engrafted without stint

intolhe Church's system ; to become a great state engine,

against which resistance would be ineffectual. So the

preachers of indulgences were opposed by two parties for

their novel and pernicious doctrines ;—they were con

demned for illegal exactions by the one, and denounced as

heretics by the other. They were everywhere opposed by

the regular clergy ; and it is as heretics and novel preachers

transgressing the teaching of the Church that Luther wrote

to the archbishop of Mayence to interpose his authority and

put them down.1

1 " Papal indulgences are hawked

about, under the sanction of your

noble name, for the building of St.

Peter's. I do not complain so much

of the preachers' declamations,

which I have not heard, but I

regret the utterly mistaken notions

of the populace about these indul

gences. It is said everywhere that

whoever has purchased these letters

of indulgence shall be sure of salva

tion. . . .

" Why do these preachers by

their fabulous pardons render the

people careless and indifferent.

Indulgences contribute nothing to

salvation of souls. They only re

move the external penalties for

merly imposed canonically (olim

canonice imponi solilum)."—Luther

to the Abp. of Mayence, 31 October

1517.

For what sins should these poor,

thrifty, temperate, German-Saxons

require indulgences ? The oratory

of Tetzel was not levelled so much

at the rich and luxurious, nor were

his letters purchased by the edu

cated. The sin of sins was, trading

upon the new and rising religious

earnestness of the people, who,

equally with Luther, were asking

how men in their sins could be

saved ? By faith, replies Luther ;

by indulgences, said Tetzel. It was

a cry, not from the moral but the

spiritual nature of man. And as

such Luther answered it.
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Just at this time two scourges were beginning to threaten The sweating

sickness.

Christendom, and brought men to more serious thoughts. I

refer to the plague and the sweating sickness. With the

former I am not concerned at present. For centuries no

infection had visited England, which in fearful rapidity and

malignancy could be compared with the sudor Anglicus, as

it was at first called, from the notion that its attacks were

confined to Englishmen. People sitting at dinner, in the

full enjoyment of health and spirits, were seized with it, and

died before the next morning. An open window, acci

dental contact in the streets, children playing before the

door, a beggar knocking at the rich man's gate, might

disseminate the infection, and a whole family would be

decimated in a few hours without hope or remedy. Houses

and villages were deserted. Where the sickness once ap

peared, precaution was unavailing ; and flight afforded the

only chance of security.

Dr. Caius, a physician who had studied the disease under

its various aspects, gives the following account of its ap

pearance :

"In the year of our Lord God 1485, shortly after the 7th day of

August, at which time king Henry VII. arrived at Milford in Wales

out of France, and in the first year of his reign, there chanced a

disease among the people, lasting the rest of that month and all Sep

tember, which for the sudden sharpness and unwont cruelness passed

the pestilence. For this commonly giveth in, four, often seven, some

time nine, sometime eleven, and sometime fourteen days', respite to

whom it vexeth. But that immediately killed some in opening their

windows, some in playing with children in their street doors ; some

in one hour, many in two, it destroyed ; and at the longest to them

that merrily dined, it gave a sorrowful supper. As it found them, so

it took them ; some in sleep, some in wake, some in mirth, some in

care, some fasting and some full, some busy and some idle ; and in

one house sometime three, sometime five, sometime more, sometime

all ; of the which if the half in every town escaped, it was thought

great favor. This disease, because it most did stand in sweating

from the beginning until the ending, was called here The Sweating

Sickness ; and because it first began in England, it was named in

other countries ' The English sweat.'"1

From the same authority we learn that it appearedj in

1506, again in 1517 from July to the middle of December,

1 f.9.
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then in 1528. It commenced with a fever, followed by

strong internal struggles of nature, causing sweat. If the

constitution proved sufficiently strong to expel the poison,

the patient escaped. It was attended with sharp pains in

the back, shoulders, and extremities, and then attacked the

liver ; pains in the head were succeeded by oppressions of

the heart, followed by drowsiness, the whole body becoming

inactive and lumpish. It had these further peculiarities

that men of middle age and sanguine complexion were most

liable to its ravages. Laboring and " thin dieted " men

generally escaped it.1

It is stated by Caius, in other parts of his work, that

the disease was almost peculiar to Englishmen, following

them as the shadow does the body in all countries, albeit not

at all times-2 Others " it haunted not at all, or else very

" seldom or once in an age."3 It never entered Scotland.

In Calais, Antwerp, and Brabant it generally singled out

English residents and visitors, whilst the native population

were unaffected. In despair of escape, and the absence of

any sufficient or certain remedies, men gave up all hope of

recovery, and yielded to it without a struggle ; seeing how

it began " fearfully to invade them, furiously handle them,

" speedily oppress them, unmercifully choke them, and that

** in no small numbers, and such persons so notably noble

" in birth, goodly conditions, grave sobriety, singular wis-

" dom, and great learning."

In consequence of the peculiarity of the disease in thus

singling out Englishmen, and those of a richer diet and more

sanguine temperament, various speculations were set afloat as

to its origin and its best mode of cure. Erasmus attributed

it to bad houses and bad ventilation, to the clay floors, the

unchanged and festering rushes with which the rooms were

strewn, and the putrid offal, bones, and filth which reeked

and rotted together in the unswept and unwashed dining-

halls and chambers. He urged greater moderation at meals,

» f. 18, 19. i » f. 18.

2 f. 7.
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less use of salt food, the employment of proper scavengers

to clear the streets of the various abominations which

defiled them.i Possibly Erasmus was as correct in his sur

mise as others who possessed and professed no knowledge

of physic. Failing of more specific information, the disease

may be attributed to a variety of causes growing out of

a great alteration in the habits and dietary of the popula

tion. Change of place, fresh air, moderate diet, seem to

have been the only sure specifics ; and these were pointed out

' " I am frequently astonished

and grieved to think how it is

that England has been now for so

many years troubled by a con

tinual pestilence, especially by a

deadly sweat, which appears in a

great measure to be peculiar to your

country. I have read how a city was

once delivered from a plague by a

change in the houses, made at the

suggestion of a philosopher. I am

inclined to think that this also must

be the deliverance for England.

" First of all, Englishmen never

consider the aspect of their doors

or windows ;—next, their cham

bers are built in such a way as to

admit of no ventilation. Then a

great part of the walls of the house

is occupied with glass casements,

which admit light, but exclude the

air, and yet they let in the draft

through holes and corners, which

is often pestilential and stagnates

there. The floors are in general

laid with white clay, and are co

vered with rushes, occasionally re

moved, but so imperfectly that the

bottom layeris left undisturbed, some

times for twenty years, harboring

expectorations, vomitings, the leak

age of dogs and men, ale-droppings,

scraps of fish, and other abomina

tions not fit to be mentioned. When

ever the weather changes, a vapour

is exhaled, which I consider very

detrimental to health. I may add

that England is not only everywhere

surrounded by sea, but is in many

places swampy and marshy—(Eras

mus no doubt meant Essex),—inter

sected by salt rivers, to say nothing

of salt provisions, in which the

common people take so much de

light. I am confident the island

would be much more salubrious if

the use of rushes were abandoned,

and if the rooms were built in such

a way as to be exposed to the sky on

two or three sides, and all the win

dows so built as to be opened or

closed at once ; and so completely

closed as not to admit the foul air

through chinks ; for as it is bene

ficial to health to admit the air, so is

it equally beneficial at times to ex

clude it. The common people laugh

at you if you complain of a cloudy

or foggy day. Thirty years ago if

ever I entered a room which had

not been occupied for some months,

I was sure to take a fever. More

moderation in diet, and especially in

the use of salt meats, might be of

service ; more particularly were

pubic aediles appointed to see the

streets cleaned from mud and urine,

and the suburbs kept in better

order." * * —Erasmus to [John ?]

Francis, Wolsey's physician.
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as much by natural instinct as observation :—the meagre

suffered less than the gross ; poor agricultural laborers

escaped when the rich citizen and the noble perished. During

the last century the population of the towns had increased

rapidly, without any proportionate increase in their sanitary

condition or means of accommodation. The same filthy,

open, and stagnant sewers rolled lazily their tribute to

the Thames, or left their abominations to breed pestilence

in the muddy and unpaved streets, where rank and sickly

vegetation crawled and rotted, and fever and death were

exhaled from numerous holes and pits. The fresh-water

springs had been gradually diminished, or were mono

polized by brewers ; the narrow conduits spouted from

their pea-shooters exactly the same quantity of pure liquid

to supply the wants of thousands as for a century and

more had scantily served for tens. Add to these, the

old religious observances of the town populations had

rapidly declined ; and the discipline of the Church had

fallen into desuetude. Lenten fasts and Advent were

treated with contempt in the growing puritanism of the

age, which regarded these things as indifferent or super

stitious, and overlooked their social and sanitary importance

when their religious obligation was disputed. Pilgrim

ages to St. Thomas of Canterbury, in April and May, a

month or six weeks' ride on horseback over the fresh fields

and salt downs, change of diet and change of air, worked

wonders for exhausted frames and overcharged digestions ;

and " the blissful martyr," St. Thomas, had the credit, and

richly he deserved it, " of helping them that were sick " more

effectually than the best leech in all the shires of broad

England.1

In the reign of Henry VIII. the sickness first made its ap

pearance in April 15 16.8 Its violence abated as usual at the

1 As a specimen of the different

modes of treatment adopted for the

sweating sickness, I give certain

extracts from the Additional MSS.

in the British Museum in the Ap

pendix to this preface.

2 1815, 1832.
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approach of cold weather. It reappeared again in the spring

of 1517 with alarming fury, and continuing all through the

summer into November without interruption, scarcely ceased

in the winter, and raged more violently than ever in 1518.

In that year it was accompanied with the measles and the

smallpox.1 Not only amusements but business ceased in

a great measure ; crowds and places of public resort were

carefully avoided ; noblemen broke up their establishments,

and every one in dread of the infection hastened, as best he

could, to isolate himself from his neighbours. " Tell your

'* master," said Wolsey to the earl of Shrewsbury's chap

lain, " to get him into clean air, and divide his household

" in sundry places." No lord, except during his neces

sary attendance at court, was suffered to keep servant or

stuff in his chamber, " considering the misorder that is used

" by their servants whereby infection ensued." 3 Fairs were

put down ; and in Oxford, so long as the court resided at

Abingdon, orders were given by Sir Thomas More in the

king's name that the inhabitants of infected houses should

keep in, hang out wisps of straw, and carry white rods,

in the same way as the King had ordered the Londoners.5

The king moved from place to place alarmed at every re

port of the sickness, whether well or ill founded ; 4 his fears

were increased by those of Katharine, not for herself but for

him, and by her natural solicitude for the welfare of princess

Mary. The apprehensions of the court were not without

reason ; the plague fell upon the royal household, and car

ried off the pages that slept in the king's chamber.5 Every

superfluous attendant was dismissed ; and only three favorite

gentlemen were retained. But even this precaution proved

unavailing ; in the spring three more of the pages died of

the plague in the king's palace at Richmond.6 Ammonius,

the Latin secretary, the friend of Erasmus, was dining one

day with an acquaintance ; they had arranged to meet the

1 4320.

1 4331.

3 4125.

* 4057 sg.

s Nov. 1517. No. 3788.

6 No. 4009.
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next day,1 and ride to Merton to escape the infection. The

next morning, before his friend had time to get out of

bed and dress himself, a messenger arived to announce

the death of Ammonius. He was carried off in eight

hours.2 As if to show that foreigners enjoyed no special

immunity, Giustinian, the Venetian ambassador, was twice

attacked by it in the same week, and two of his servant*

died in his house.3 Foreign ambassadors feared to set

foot in England, or were urgent to get away.

Woisey. The only man who remained at his post during this general

consternation and alarm was Woisey. In addition to his

duties as chief minister he was now Lord Chancellor.

His administration of this great legal office was characterized

by the same energy and fearlessness as distinguished his

conduct in all other departments. For his zeal and ability

as a judge we have the best testimony that could be had ;

the testimony of Sir Thomas More. His regularity, deci

sion, and dispatch cannot be questioned ; his impartiality

to all classes was never disputed. These formed the topics

of satire and complaint. The lawyers hated him for his

strict adherence to justice, his discouragement of petty legal

artifices, endless forms, and interminable verbosity ;—the

nobles hated him still more, because riches and nobility were

no recommendation to partiality or favor, as they had been

in the days of his predecessors. His own assertion may be

accepted when he says, in a letter to Henry VIII., that~the

realm was never in greater peace or tranquillity. " All this

" summer,"* he adds, " I have had neither riot, felony,.

" nor forcible entry, but your laws be in every place

" indifferently ministered, without leaning of any manner."

He then mentions a fray between the retainers of serjeant

Pigot and Sir Andrew Wyndsor, both high in the royal

favor, and his intention to bring both parties into the Star

Chamber, " that they shall be ware how from henceforth

fs they redress their matters with their own hands."

1 No. 3603.

2 No. 3645.

3 No. 4332.

4 August, 1517 ; A pp. No. 38.
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In the performance of these arduous and accumulated Sick,

duties he was attacked by the sweating sickness, to the

undisguised delight of all whom he had compelled to pay

their just debts to the crown and submit to the impartial

administration of the laws. In June 1517 he had been so

seriously ill that his life was despaired of; " and for many

" days," says Giustinian, "neither the nobles, nor other mem-

" bers of the privy council, who are wont to be so assiduous,

" went near him." * In July he was suffering from quinsy :

in August he was attacked by the prevailing sickness, and

many of his household died ; " this is the fourth time,'

says Giustinian,2 who hated him for his firmness ; and the

complaint told heavily on his personal appearance. He

now proposed a pilgrimage to Walsingham, and then to Our

Lady of Grace, to take air and exercise and correct the

weakness of his stomach, as he informed his royal master.

He performed his vow and returned, but not to escape from

a repetitiou of the attacks the next year.3 Henry had not

yet learned to be ungrateful. He sent various messages

to Wolsey expressive of his satisfaction ; praised the Car

dinal's wisdom and diligence ; went so far even as to say

before Pace,4 " he was no less contented with the Cardinal's

contentation than though he had been his own father ;"

asserted before the lords B " that there was no man living

" who pondered more the surety of his person and the

" common wealth of his realm." . He desired Wolsey, as

soon as business would allow, to repair to Woodstock; " for

1 3372.

2 3638, 3655.

3 The precautions adopted by

Wolsey in consequence of these re

peated attacks were misrepresented

by his satirists and disappointed

suitors. Allen, a chaplain to the

earl of Shrewsbury, complains that

when the Cardinal walked in the

park at Hampton Court he would

suffer no suitor to come near him

within bowshot. (25 Nov. 1517.)

Skelton ridicules him for indulging

in light and nutritious diets, such

as pheasants and partridges.

While on this visit to Walsing

ham, it seems that Wolsey went

on to Norwich, and arranged a dis

pute between the citizens and the

monks, relative to a piece of ground

called Tombland.

* 4071.

s 4124.
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The King's

letter to him.

Evil May Day.

" here," writes Dr. Clark, through whom the communication

was made, " is clear air, which his Grace thinketh ye will

" like very well."

It was during the progress of the sickness, probably a

few days before Wolsey started on his pilgrimage to Wal-

singham, that the king addressed to him the following

letter in his own hand :

" Myne awne good Cardinall, I recomande me unto yow with all

my hart, and thanke yow for the grette payne and labour that yow

do dayly take in my bysynes and maters, desyryng yow (that wen

yow have well establysshyd them) to take summe pastyme and

comfort, to the intente yow may the lenger endure to serve us ; for

allways payne can nott be induryd. Surly yow have so substan-

cyally orderyd oure maters, bothe off thys syde the see and byonde,

that in myne oppynion lityll or no thyng can be addyd. Never -

theles, accordyng to your desyre, I do send yow myne oppynyon

by thys berar, the refformation wherofF I do remyte to yow and the

remnante off our trusty counsellers, whyche I am sure wyll substan-

cially loke on hyt. As tochyng the mater that Sir Wyllyam Sandys

broght answar off, I am well contentyd with what order so ever yow

do take in itt. The Quene my wyff hathe desyryd me to make har

most harty recommendations to yow, as to hym that she lovethe very

well, and bothe she and I wolde knowe fayne when yow wyll repayer

to us.

" No more to yow att thys tymc, but that with God's helpe I

trust we shall dysapoynte oure enymys off theyre intendyd purpose.

Wryttyn with the hand off your lovyng master,

" Henry R."

So whilst the King, in compliance with his royal instincts

and the solicitations of his subjects, took care of his own

health—of all considerations the most precious—the Car

dinal took care of the state. The court shifted from

Richmond to Reading, from Reading to Abingdon, thence

to Woodstock, or Wallingford, or Farnham, as fear or sick

ness prevailed. Masks and tournaments were at an end for

a time ; dice, card-playing, and divinity took their place.1

But whatever might be the effect on the court and the

courtiers, the sweating sickness had not passed over the

land without leaving its mark on the doors and sideposts of

the lower population. Then, even more than now, any long

1 " Carding and dicing, for this

Holy Week, is turned into pick

ing off (pitching of?) arrows over

" the screen in the hall ! "—Pace to

Wolsey, from Abingdon, where the

court was then staying.
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absence of the court from London was fraught with evil

consequences. It was disastrous to the good order as well as

the prosperity of the metropolis. The king had nothing to

fear from any competitor to the crown : the only relict of

the betrampled De la Poles, the last of the White Roses,

was a wretched exile at Metz in Lorraine, beset with spies

and scoundrels, and starving on a wretched pittance from

the king of France. This volume is too full of the

mean and unscrupulous efforts employed to betray him

to England and his brother's fate by two emissaries, Hans

Nagel and Alamirc, who played the traitors' part, and took

money from both sides. But London apprentices were a

restless and ignorant mob ; the municipality of the city

inadequate to the preservation of order upon extraordinary •

occasions, and accustomed to look to the court for help.

The late sickness had been disastrous to business ; the

city was unguarded ; foreign merchants had swarmed into

London in unusual numbers ; and foreign fashions, hitherto

discountenanced, were growing popular at court in conse

quence of the increasing communication with the continent.

The general dissatisfaction found vent at a time when it

was least expected. Indications of it appeared as early

as the spring of 1516. On the 28th April in that year

Thomas Allen writes to the earl of Shrewsbury that a bill

had been set upon the door of St. Paul's, reflecting on the king

and his council. It insinuated that strangers obtained much

money from the king, " and bought wools to the undoing

" of Englishmen." The reflection was evidently aimed at

the Venetian and Florentine merchants, the Campucci,

Cavalcanti, and Frescobaldi, but especially the first, who

obtained large concessions about this time. This incendiary

handbill occasioned great displeasure, " insomuch that in

" every ward one of the king's council, with the alderman of

" the same, was commanded to see every man write that

" could; and further took every man's books and sealed them,

" and brought them to Guildhall there to examine them."

The examination apparently produced few results ; at least
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no further notice occurs of it in the papers of this year. But

the fire still smouldered and soon after burst into a flame.

Hall, in his Chronicle, attributes the disturbance to the

boastfulness of the Genoese and the French ; but most of

" the strangers were so proud that they disdained, mocked,

" and oppressed" the poor English artificer, " who could

" scarce get a living." These and other stories must not be

too easily credited : the citizens were actuated by jealousy

of rival tradesmen and intense hatred of the least apparent

invasion of their monopoly. In the Easter of 1517 a broker

named John Lincoln called upon Dr. Henry Standish,1

warden of the Mendicant Friars, the most popular preacher

of the day, and begged him in the sermon which he

was to preach on Easter Monday at St. Mary's Spittle to

move the mayor and aldermen " to take part with the com-

" monalty against the strangers." Standish wisely refused.

Beaten, but not baffled, Lincoln applied to one Dr. Beale, a

canon of the same hospital. He enlarged on the misery

of the poor artificers, whose living was taken away by

strangers ; " and also how the English merchants could

" have no utterance ; for the merchant strangers brought

" in all silks, cloth of gold, wine, oil, iron, and such other

" merchandize, that no man almost buyeth of an English-

" man. And also outward they carry so much English

" wool, tin, and lead, that Englishmen that aventure out-

" ward can have no living ; which things (said Lincoln)

" have been shewed to the council and cannot be heard.

" Wherefore (said Lincoln), Master Doctor, syth you were

" born in London, and see the oppression of the strangers,

" and the great misery of your own native country, exhort

" all the citizens to join in one against the strangers,

" raveners and destroyers of your country." Master Doctor,

on hearing this, much lamented their case. " Yea," said

1 Immortalized for his quarrel

with Erasmus. He was afterwards

Bishop of St. Asaph, St. Asse, or

De Asino, as Pace and Erasmus called

him. His name occurs frequently

with Colet's and Grocyn'a among

the court preachers.
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Lincoln, "for the Dutchmen (Almains) bring over iron,

" timber, leather and wainscot, ready wrought; nails,

" locks, baskets, cupboards, stools, tables, chests, girdles

" with points, saddles, and painted (embroidered) cloths ;

" so that if they were wrought here Englishmen might get

" something by it. And beside this they grow into such a

" multitude that it is to be looked upon ; for I saw on a

" Sunday this Lent 600 strangers shooting at the popynjay

" with crossbows, and they make such a gathering to their

" common box that every botcher will hold plea (go to

" law) with the city of London." Then taking his leave,

he put a paper of grievances into Beale's hand, which Beale

promised to study.

On the Tuesday, after Dr. Standish, Beale preached to a

crowded and excited audience, taking for his text, " The

" heaven is the Lord's, and the fulness thereof; but the

" earth he has given to the children of men ;"—ccelum cop.li

Domino, terram autem dedit Jiliis horninum. He argued

with no little eloquence and ingenuity, that when God ap

pointed their proper boundaries and habitations to all nations,

he gave the land his audience stood upon as an inheritance

to Englishmen for ever ; and as birds would defend their

nests, so (he urged) ought Englishmen to fight for their

country and defend it against aliens. A popular topic, so

enforced and so illustrated, was not likely to lose any of its

effect. May-Day, the popular festival, was at hand ; and

the court, in dread of the sickness, had retired to Richmond.

Two days before a rumor sprung up, no man could tell

from what beginning, that the city would rise, and all

strangers be massacred without discrimination. Wolsey sent

for the chief members of the corporation, and demanded of

the Mayor how the city stood. " Well, and in good quiet,"

answered the Mayor, as mayors are apt to do. " Nay,"

said the Cardinal, " we are informed that your young and

" riotous people will rise and distress the strangers. Hear

" ye of no such thing ? " " No, surely," said the mayor,

" and I trust so to govern them that the king's peace shall

o2
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" not be broken, and that I dare undertake, if I and my

" brethren the aldermen may be suffered." Wolsey dis

missed them with a caution to look well to this matter.

The aldermen talked the subject over, differed in their

opinions, and no effectual precautions were adopted. Ac

cording to Hall (whose antipathy to foreigners leads him

to extenuate the insurrection in a manner inconsistent with

the efforts afterwards used to punish and suppress it), the

whole affair was a trifle. Sir John Munday, one of the

aldermen, found two apprentices in his ward playing at

bucklers, and a great company looking on. As they refused

to disperse, he took one of them by the arm, who was im

mediately rescued. Instantly the cry of Clubs ! Prentices !

was raised ; and in a moment the streets were thronged

with a motley crowd of watermen, serving-men, and ap

prentices, swaying hither and thither, bent on mischief,

but not yet resolved what course to take. Some fell to

rinmg the houses, others ran to Leadenhall, the residence

of Peter Meautis, the King's secretary, others to the

strangers' quarters, plundering and destroying all that fell

in their way. Hall accuses Sir Thomas Parr of exagge

rating the report of the disturbance to the king, and greatly

underrates the number of the rioters. He condemns Sir

Richard Cholmeley, lieutenant of the Tower, for needlessly

battering the city gates, " in a frantic fury," with certain

pieces of ordnance, " which did little harm, howbeit his

" good will appeared." The serving-men and priests engaged

in the riot escaped, says Hall, " but the poor prentices

" were taken ! " The whole narrative, however, is so much

colored by the writer's peculiar prejudices and his anxiety to

exculpate the rioters, that he assumes as grave facts the rhe

torical exaggerations of the preacher, and is unjust to the

alien merchants. He accuses them of showing open con

tempt for the citizens, depriving them of their industry and

emoluments, and dishonoring their wives and daughters ;—

an accusation of no probability, considering the paucity of

their number, and the dangers to which they were exposed
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from the multitude and irritation of the citizens. " From

" that day,'' says Giustinian, " they commenced threaten-

" ing the strangers that on the 1st May they would cut

" them to pieces and sack their houses." Sebastian gave

Wolsey notice of the danger, and, apprehensive of the con

sequence, withdrew to Richmond. The rioters rose in the

night of 30th of April, to the number of 2,000, sacked the

houses of the French and Flemish artificers, and then pro

ceeded to the residence of Peter Meautis, who escaped death

by hiding himself in the belfry of the adjoining church.

Their next object of attack was the Italian quarter, but

the merchants there had provided themselves with men,

arms, and artillery, and defied the mob, who drew off to

attack the less resolute and the defenceless. Much greater

mischief would have arisen but for the preacutionary mea

sures of the Cardinal, who had ordered troops to advance

by several roads to the city, " where they fouud the gates

" closed by these seditious ribalds, who had overpowered

" the forces of the lord mayor and aldermen, and com-

" pelled them to open the gaols and release the prisoner." "

The gates were forced in different directions ; the preacher, The rioters

with twelve of the ringleaders, and seventy of their adherents

taken.

On the 4th of May, the prisoners were brought through

the streets to trial, tied with ropes, two and two ; " some

" men, some lads, some children of xiii. years."1 They were

tried on the statute of high treason ; thirteen were found

guilty, and condemned to be hanged, drawn, and quartered.

Gallows were erected in different parts of the city, and the

executions entrusted to lord Surrey, the admiral, son of the

duke of Norfolk, as knight marshal, who showed the unfor

tunate prisoners no mercy. The armed retainers of the

duke and other noblemen appointed to keep order, re-

garded the citizens with hatred and disdain, and made no

scruple of expressing their feelings in opprobrious words

and gestures. On Thursday the 7th, Liucoln and the ring-

1 Hall.
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leaders were ordered for execution ; but Lincoln alone

suffered ; the rest were respited at the foot of the gallows.1

These severities did not all at once produce the effects that

had been anticipated. Great murmuring and disaffection

rose among the people, especially among the women.

Strangers were not safe in the city ; blows were struck,

foreigners were eyed with angry glances, though no serious

riots ensued. Great as was their fear, their ill will was

greater than ever. Numbers still remained in prison, un

certain of their fate. On the 11th the king removed

to Greenwich, and received a deputation of the recorder

and aldermen, dressed in black, who had come to excuse

themselves and beg mercy for the offenders. Henry

declined to grant their petition, and referred them to the

chancellor. Eleven days after, attended by the Cardinal,

the council, and the lords spiritual and temporal, the king,

took his seat on a lofty dais, with great ceremony, in

Westminster Hall : the mayor, aldermen, and chief citizens

were in attendance. " The king commanded that all the

" prisoners should be brought forth. 5Then came in the

" poor younglings and old false knaves, bound in ropes,

" all along one after another, in their shirts, and every

" one with a halter about his neck, to the number of 400

" men and eleven women." 2 The Cardinal as they pre

sented themselves before the king entreated his Majesty to

pardon them. The king refused. Turning to the delin

quents the Cardinal announced the royal determination,

On hearing it the culprits fell upon their knees, crying

aloud, Mercy, Mercy ! Then the Cardinal, falling on his

1 Stow adds a circumstance

omitted by Hall, whose account he

follows in other respects. " It is

" to be noted that three queens,

" sc, Katharine queen of England,

" and by her means Mary the

" French queen, and Margaret

" queen of Scots, the king's sisters,

" then resident in England, long

" time on their knees before the

" king, had begged their pardon,

" which by persuasion of the cardi-

" nalWolsey (without whose counsel

" ho would then do nothing) the

" king granted unto them."—

Chron. p. 506. Five days after

Margaret returned to Scotland.

3 Hall.
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knees, besought his Majesty's compassion, and at length

obtained their pardon, which he announced to them with

tears in his eyes,1 urging them in a long discourse

to be obedient subjects, and not oppose the will of their

prince, who had resolved that all strangers should be well

treated in his dominions. " And when the Cardinal told

" them this," says Sagudino,2 " it was a fine sight to see

" each man take the halter from his neck, and fling it in

" the air ; and how they jumped for joy, making such

" signs of rejoicing as became people who had escaped from

" extreme peril."3

The city was apparently quieted ; and Hall, its apologist,

says no more of this disastrous affair, which had ended with

much less mischief than might have been anticipated. But

the punishment of the ringleaders sunk deep into the minds

of the citizens : nothing could shake their conviction that

undue partiality had been shown to the strangers, and a dis

proportionate severity to those who had only risen in

defence of their inalienable rights as Englishmen. The ill

feeling was fostered by the sight of the mutilated remains

of those who had suffered for the part they had taken in

the late insurrection. " At the city gates," says an eye

witness,4 " one sees nothing but gibbets and the quarters of

'' these wretches, so that it is horrible to pass near them."

The memory of what Surrey and other noblemen had done,

in their hour of triumph, was treasured up with feelings

of resentment by the inhabitants of London. Their time

for vengeance had not yet arrived ; but hatred of the

nobility became henceforth a strong element in the loyalty

of London citizens, and no inconsiderable motive power

1 Hall, who hated Wolsey, has I " ceive they were none of the dis-

omitted many little circumstances | " cretest sort," is Hall's frigid com-

in his account of this affair, which \ ment on this demonstration. He

he thought might be creditable to

the Cardinal. The best account

of it will be found in Giustinian's

despatches.

2 3259.

3 By this, " the King might per-

adds, more appropriately, that the

gallows were taken down, and

from that time the citizens looked

more carefully after their ap

prentices and servants.

•« 3259.
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in the Reformation. The rebellion burst forth again five

months after, when the king and the Cardinal were away.

Three of the ringleaders were apprehended, but previous

experience had made the mayor and aldermen watchful, and

nothing came of it.1

The friars and The part taken by the religious orders in this dispute,

e pop ace. ^^^ ^e identification of the Minorite friars and Dr. Stan-

dish with the popular cause, are deserving of notice. It is

another proof, overlooked by the historians of the Reforma

tion, of the favor borne to these orders by the town po

pulation. Then, as now, the secular clergy and bishops

constituted an ecclesiastical aristocracy, and sympathized

with the nobility. They joined with Erasmus in his

ridicule of the friars ; and this feeling of contempt for the

preaching friar of the lower classes was not inconsistent with

the conservatism exhibited by them at a later stage of the

Reformation. It must be considered as still more strange

that Dr. Standish, their warden, should have stood up in

defence of the regal supremacy against the whole power of

Convocation;—an act which neither the clergy nor the king

ever forgot.3 When the see of St. Asaph fell vacant in 1518,

Wolsey, then at the very height of his credit, desired it for

the prior of St. Bartholomew's, but in vain ; and Pace writes

to the Cardinal,3 " the king will give St. Asse to friar Stan-

" dish ; whereof I would be right sorry for the good service

" he was like to do to the Church. Erit tamen difficile

" huic rei obstare (ut mihi videtur) quia majestas regia

" ilium mihi jampridem laudavit ex doctrina, et omnes isti

" domini aulici eidem favent de singulari quam navavil

" opera ad ecclesiam Anglicam subvertendam." The favor

thus borne to Standish by the king for his defence of the

royal supremacy is not easily reconciled with the popular

notions entertained of the Mendicant friars, and the part

taken by them in the religious movements of that age. More

remarkable is the testimony of Pace that Standish stood

1 3697. | 3 4074.

» 1312-11.
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high in the good graces of the courtiers, because like them,

he was supposed to be no well-wisher to the Church.

The readers of Burnet will remember a remarkable document,

printed by that historian, containing a most graphic account

of the part taken by Standish in the Convocation of 1515.1 I

must crave my readers indulgence for referring to this subject

with some minuteness, not merely for its great importance,

but because, in arranging the papers for this Calendar under

the order of the Master of the Rolls, the answer made by

the Convocation to the king, when summoned to defend

itself for its treatment of Standish, was for the first time

brought to light.

Whilst the parliament was sitting in 1515, Richard Their warden,

Kidderminster, abbot of Winchcombe, preached a sermon asserts the

at Paul's Cross, wherein he maintained that the act passed macySupre

three years before for depriving murderers and other male

factors of the benefit of clergy, was contrary to the law of

God and the liberties of the Church. At a council of di

vines and temporal lords summoned by the king to examine

au assertion so derogatory to the laws of their realm, Stan

dish spoke in favor of the act. The argument employed by

him in defence of it was remarkable : " it was not," he said,

" against the liberty of the Church, because it was passed for

" the weal of the whole realm." Upon this a divine, whose

name has not been preserved, remarked that the exemption

of the clergy from temporal penalties had been asserted

by the canons, and by Christ himself; and, in defence of

this assertion, he alleged the words Nolite tangere Christos

meos. Standish replied, that these were not the words of

Christ, but of David a thousand years before, and were

spoken by the psalmist because the greater number of

men were unbelievers in those days, and they were for

bidden by David to molest those of the true faith,

whom he called Christos. After some further discussion

the temporal lords demanded that the bishops should

compel the abbot to make an apology for what he had said.

1 See 1313.
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The bishops not only refused, but shortly after summoned

Standish to answer before Convocation to certain articles

involving the points in dispute. On perceiving their drift,

Standish appealed for protection to the king. The two

parties were immediately brought into collision : the clergy

urged the king to maintain his coronation oath and

defend the rights of the Church ; the temporal lords ap

pealed to the same oath in maintenance of the rights of the

subject, and of Standish in particular. A commission, con

sisting of the judges, the privy council, certain spiritual

and temporal lords, and a few members from the parliament,

was ordered by the king to assemble at Blackfriars, and try

the question. The arguments employed on both sides are

worthy of notice ; and even if the report of them—preserved

by a lawyer—was favorable to Standish, the line of defence

which he adopted was marked with so much ability as ought

to modify the unfavorable judgment left us by Erasmus

of the friar's ignorance and bigotry. Ultimately the judges

determined that Convocation by its proceedings against

Standish had incurred the guilt of prcemunire ; and to this

judgment they appended a clause more in accordance

with the 17th than the 1 6th century, that the king, if he

pleased, could hold a parliament by himself and the temporal

lords and commons, without the assistance of the spirituality,

who had no place there except by virtue of their temporal

possessions. On this Wolsey, then archbishop of York,

kneeled down before the king, and assured him that the

clergy had no intention of doing anything prejudicial to

the crown ; and he, for one, who owed his advancement

solely to his majesty, would never assent to anything in

derogation of the royal authority. The clergy, he urged,

had acted in good faith in this matter, and conformably to

the duty, as they believed, imposed upon them by their oaths

in defence of the liberties of the Church, and he prayed

the king to allow the matter to be referred to the pope and

his council at Rome. The king answered, " We think

" Dr. Standish has replied to you sufficiently on all points."
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Fox, bishop of Winchester, said, " Sir, I warrant you Dr.

" Standish will not abide by his opinion at his peril."

Standish rejoined, " What should one poor friar do alone

" against all the bishops and clergy of England?" Then

said the archbishop of Canterbury : in former days many

holy fathers resisted the law of the land on this point,

and some suffered martyrdom in the quarrel. Fineux, chief

justice, answered, that the conventing of clerks before the

lay judges had been practised by many holy kings, and

many fathers of the church had agreed to it ; adding,

" If a clerk be arrested by the secular authority for mur-

" der or felony, and is committed to the clergy by the tem-

" poral judge, you of the clergy have no authority by

" your laws to try him." Hereupon the king said, " We

" are by the sufferance of God king of England, and the

" kings of England in times past never had any superior

" but God ; know, therefore, that we will maintain the

" rights of the crown in this matter like our progenitors ;

" and as for your decrees, we are satisfied that even you of

" the spiritualty act expressly against the words of several

" of them, as has been well shown you by some of our

" spiritual council. You interpret your decrees at your

" pleasure ; but as for me, I will never consent to your de-

" sire, any more than my progenitors have done." The

Convocation, in their answer, disavowed in humble and

earnest terms any wish to interfere with the prerogative,

but they claimed the right of discussing questions affecting

the Church with the same unrestricted liberty as questions

touching the clergy were discussed in the parliament. They

said : " at sundry times divers of the parliament speak divers

" and many things, not only against men of the Church and

" against the laws of the Church, but also sometimes

" against the king's laws, for the which neither the king

" nor the prelates of the Church have punished them, nor

" yet desireth any punishment for their so speaking."

1 1313,1314.
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The royal su- A little study of these two remarkable documents will

premaoy no . .

new principle, be sufficient to dissipate many popular misconceptions of

the progress, purpose, and character of the Reformation

in England, if those misconceptions have not been shaken

already. The notions that the ro}7al supremacy leapt full-

armed from the brains of Henry VIII., that the clergy

were irresponsible even in spiritual matters, or that the pope

could dictate from Rome to the sovereigns of this country,

at least to Henry VIII. or Henry VII., beyond what those

princes were willing to allow,—still more, that on the papal

fiat depended the abstract right or wrong of any question

in the minds of the people—are idle phantoms. The canon

law had grown up side by side with the laws of the realm.

In the weakness and imperfection of other laws, it seemed

no more than fitting that the clergy, as a spiritual body,

should be governed by spiritual laws :—the encroachments

of those laws, and the difficulty of adjusting them with the

temporal laws, provoked frequent disputes; but then it

remained with the king to decide how far those spiritual

laws should be operative. Convocation could pass no

canons without the king's consent ; no bull or eccle

siastical constitution could be published in this country

without his sanction ; no bishop, no abbot, no prior could

assume their several offices without the royal permission.

As a right, though not always as a fact, the supre

macy of the king had continued from time immemorial :

—the usurpations upon that right were resisted and mo

dified by the energy and will of the sovereign. But in

the reign of Henry VIII. the papal authority in England

had ceased to be anything more than a form—a decorum

to be observed—a concession to the opinions and usages

of the age, which no orthodox son of the Church would

wilfully or pointedly disregard, and so put himself outside

the pale of Christendom, and excommunicate himself from

what was then considered as " decent society." And here,

the question discussed between Standish and his opponents,

supposed to have been settled for ever by the blood of
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St. Thomas, is just as rife in men's minds, and as far from

adjustment, as it was three centuries and a half before.

The king's supremacy is as vital and energetic a prin

ciple in the minds of lawyers and divines, the peril of

praemunire as real, as when at the fall of Wolsey the king

exerted that authority which here he was satisfied merely

with asserting.

And what, perhaps, is no less curious, the part taken

by Standish presents him and the friars, of whom he was

the representative, in a very different light from that in

which the religious orders appear in popular histories,1 or in

the sarcastic anecdotes of Erasmus. In giving due weight

to the testimony of Erasmus it should be remembered that

it is the hatred of the scholar and the wit, the man of refine

ment, of somewhat epicurean tastes and habits, for the

vulgar, coarse, and popular preacher of the day. It was

the judgment of the exquisite critic, of the favored visitant

at the marble palaces of bishops and cardinals, upon

the half-educated priest, very little removed from the low

and uneducated classes amongst whom he labored, and over

whom he exercised unbounded control. Atheism, talking

Greek in high places, and armed with correct Latinity, was

a less disagreeable sight to Erasmus than piety in bad Latin,

violating the rules of Lilly's grammar. The friars were the

assertors of the popular cause against the aristocracy and

the hierarchy ; at one time, they supported kings against

both orders, braved them at another when their authority

was oppressive ;—but coarse, energetic, and turbulent in

whatever they undertook.

In fact the sixteenth century was not a mass of moral The Reforma-

corruption out of which life emerged by some process un- development"0

known to art or nature ; it was not an addled egg cradling a

living bird; quite the reverse. Fervet totus mundus in

1 Unfortunately, in all our po

pular histories the Reformation has

been presented from the Elizabethan

point of view, when men's impres

sions and notions about it had un

dergone great changes from a variety

of causes.
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justitia sua constituenda, is the repeated cry of Luther ; 1

and an age busied with the great questions of righteous

ness, whether of faith or works, is not a demoralized or

degenerate age, at all events, however roughly and rudely the

discussion may be carried on. These are not the thoughts

which trouble the hearts of men buried in sensuality. It

was an age instinct with vast animal life, robust health, and

muscular energy, terrible in its rude and unrefined appetites,

its fiery virtues, and fierce passions. It had risen from the

sleep of the last century " like a giant refreshed with

" wine." It was this new vigor and strength which alarmed

those who had hitherto deemed its old guides sufficient, and

were tempted to draw closer the ancient bonds, and knit

them more firmly together. State super vias antiquas was

the cry of those who, unwilling to look forward, saw with

reluctance the scaffolding giving way under which the

building had risen to such grand and majestic proportions.

Under that eld system England had emerged from bar

barism to civilisation ; from wandering hordes of broken

tribes to the unity of a great nation ; from hovels of clay

to cathedrals and palaces ; from the outscourings of

Saxons, Danes, and Normans, to a great, strong, and in

dependent people. It was the admiration of the world for

its material wealth and prosperity ; it was not given to lying,

as historians now-a-days tell us, but manly, candid, and

trustworthy ; too honest and straightforward to believe in

deceit, and therefore, as these papers show, too easy to be de

ceived. State super vias antiquas, cried men who looked back

upon the goodly deeds of their forefathers, as Englishmen will

every now and then cry out by reason of their conservative

instincts ; as all men naturally will cry out who have a past

upon which they can and they dare look back. So the

1 Luther's most earnest remon-

trances were directed not against

bad but against " good works," and

the stress laid upon them by the

advocates of the old religion. If

that religion had been in its practice

so generally corrupt, as it is repre

sented to have been by modern

writers, such denunciations were

idle.
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stronger went forward, and the timid stayed behind ; not

necessarily less earnest or less morally pure than the bolder

and more advanced ; for among laymen Sir Thomas More was

as honest as Cromwell or Rich, and among churchmen Fisher

was as conscientious as Cranmer.1

It was during the period embraced in these volumes that Woisey at the

Wolsey's fortunes reached their culminating point. The favour.

marriage of Mary with Lewis XII. had greatly advanced

his influence. It established him in the confidence of the

royal family as no minister in his own time, or before him,

had ever been ; not even Suffolk, the king's brother-in-law.

The terms in which he addresses Mary and Margaret, and

l "Whereupon Gargantua, fear

ful lest the child should hurt him

self, caused four great chains of

iron to be made to bind him, and so

many strong wooden arches unto

his cradle most firmly stacked and

morticed in huge frames

Thus continued Pantagruel [the

genius of the Reformation] for a

while, very calm and quiet, for he

was not able so easily to break those

chains, especially having no room

in the cradle to give a swing with

his amis. But see what happened

once on a great holiday that his

father Gargantua made a sumptuous

banquet to all the princes of his

court. Hark what he did, good

people ! He strove and essayed to

break the chains of the cradle with

his arms, but could not, for they

were too strong for him. Then

did he keep with his feet [i.e. the

masses] such a stamping, and so

long, that at last he beat out the

lower end of his cradle, which not

withstanding was made of a great

post five feet square ; and as soon

as he had gotten out his feet, he

slid down as well as he conld till he

had got his soles to the ground, and

then with a mighty force he rose

up, carrying his cradle upon his

back bound to him, like a tortoise

that crawls up against a wall. In

this manner he entered into the

great hall where they were ban

queting, and that very boldly, and

did much affright the company ;

yet, because his arms were tied in,

he could not reach anything to eat,

but with great pain stooped now

and then a little to take with the

whole flat of his tongue some good

lick, good bit or morsel [j.e. popular

liberties, at first, after the Reforma

tion more slowly and grudgingly

conceded]. Which when his father

saw, he saw well enough that they

had left him without giving him

anything to eat, and therefore com

manded that he should bo loosed

from the said chains When

he was unchained they made him

sit down, where after he had fed

very well [the increase of science

and education], he took his cradle

and broke it into more than five

hundred thousand pieces, with one

blow of his fist, swearing he would

never come into it again." —

Rabelais, 11. 4.
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even Katharine of Arragon, indicate the familiar footing on

which he was received by the different branches of the

royal family. His first letter to Mary,1 then a widow and a

queen, is conceived more in the tone of a personal friend

than of a prime minister. He begs her, " for the old service

•* he has done her," to make no rash engagements ; " and

" for my part," he concludes, " to the effusion of my blood

" and spending of my goods I shall never forsake nor leave

" you." Strange language this to come from the lips of a

minister to a queen in the time of the Tudors ! And both

queens, though neither loved him, were accustomed to this

somewhat magisterial tone, and replied to him in terms of

respect and submission. Of the light in which he was

regarded by the king evidence has been given already. To

the Pope he addressed himself in the canonized terms of

humility, such as no sovereign, much less a bishop of

those times, whatever his power or however bitter his

resentment, would for a moment think of neglecting ; but if

Leo X. ever dreamed of temporizing with Wolsey, or putting

him off with promises and apologies, he was quickly made to

feel who was the real pontiff of the West. His enemies

accounted him haughty and imperious ; and much more

humility or moderation than Wolsey possessed could

scarcely have escaped the imputation. Such a sight as

this Cardinal presented was not common to the eyes of

Christendom. The great nobles could obtain no audience

of him until after four or five applications ; foreign

ambassadors not even then. " He is omnipotent," says

Erasmus, writing to Cardinal Grimani.2 " All the power of

Supreme in " the state is centered in him," is the observation of Gius-

Councll7 tinian ; 3 "he is in fact ipse rex" " Whether it be by necro-

" mancy, witchcraft, or policy, no man knoweth," 4 mur

mured the people in taverns and highways. Yet undis

puted as was the supremacy of this great minister, it was

surely no more than might have been expected. In genius,

in penetration, in aptitude for business, and indefatigable

1 15. I 3 1086, 1380.

2 31 March 1515. | * 2733.
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labor, he had no equal. All despatches addressed to am

bassadors abroad or at home passed through his hands ;—

the entire political correspondence of the times was sub

mitted to his perusal, and waited for his decision. Before

a single measure was submitted to the Privy Council, it

was shaped by Wolsey's hands ; he managed it unaided

and alone when it had passed their approval. Fox, the

only minister of any experience, seldom attended ; Suffolk

dared not offer opposition. Norfolk, who had endea

voured and once had partly succeeded in thwarting Wolsey's

authority, had been defeated and yielded. He was too

haughty to conceal a temper not less imperious than the

Cardinal's, and wanted the flexibility and courtesy of manner

required in a successful courtier. Of the rest, Ruthal was

" the treble to Wolsey's bass ;" Lovell and Sir Henry Mar-

ney without influence. Serious disputes had arisen more

than once, and endangered the Cardinal's position. " Here

" is a great snarling in the Privy Council," writes Thomas

Allen to the earl of Shrewsbury, " insomuch that my lord

" Cardinal said to Sir Henry Marney, that the same Sir

" Henry had done more displeasure unto the king's grace,

" by reason of his cruelty against the great estates of

" this realm than any man living. . . The Cardinal and

" Sir Wm. Compton are marvellous great. . . The lord

" Marquis (Dorset), the earl of Surrey (afterwards duke

" of Norfolk), and the lord Abergavenny were put out of

" the Council chamber within these four days, whatever

" that did mean." The same writer, a few weeks after,

advises the earl not to come up to London ; " for there are

" some things come not so well to pass "—alluding to the

ill success of Wolsey's policy with Maximilian,—" wherein

*' few were of counsel, as the beginners of the same thought

" they would have done. I hear some things which are not

" to be written." 2 These obscure remarks receive further

1 31 May 1616. 1959. | 2 2018.
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Envied for his

policy ;

llustration from a letter of Giustinian : x " For many days

* and months past the bishop of Winchester (Fox) and the

' archbishop of Canterbury ( Warham), who were principal

' members of the government, have withdrawn themselves,

' on account, it is said, of the succor given to the Emperor

' against the king of France.2 Canterbury was Lord Chan

cellor, and Winchester Privy Seal, both which offices are

of extreme importance, and have been resigned by them.

The Chancellorship has been conferred on the Cardinal,

the Privy Seal on the bishop of Durham. The duke of

Suffolk, who married the queen-widow of France, has

also absented himself; it is said he is not so much in

favor with the king as before. Sir Thomas Lovel, an

old servant of the late and the present king, a person

of great authority, seems also to have withdrawn himself,

and interferes little in the government. So the whole

direction of affairs rests, to the dissatisfaction of every

body, with the right reverend Cardinal, the bishop of

Durham and the lord Treasurer (Norfolk)."

Wolsey's position was not a bed of roses. Exposed by his

monopoly of the king's favor to the envy of the nobility in

general ; to the odium of one class for his cardinalate, of

another for his impartial justice or his rigid economy ; what

ever line of policy he found it necessary to adopt he was

opposed by one party or more in the nation. To the people

in general an alliance with France was as distasteful as ever ;

to the nobility it was otherwise. The statesmen of the

old school believed that union with France implied peace in

Christendom, with plenty and economy at home. To them

a German alliance seemed but a shadow, or a bottomless

waste. Yet popular wilfulness compelled the wiser not un-

frequently to abandon their better convictions, and sacrifice

the real interests of England to popular clamor. On the

1 17 July 1516.

2 There were two parties in the

cabinet, as in the nation at largo—■

the French and the German. Nor

folk sided with the latter through

out.
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other hand, the German was identified even then, and still

more in the sequel, with opposition to the Pope. So dis

putes sprang up in the council upon the questions of its

foreign policy ; Fox, Warham, and Suffolk, who supported

French interests, withdrew, but only for a time,—not out of

hatred to Wolsey, as Polydore Vergil represents, for all

were present at the ceremonies when Wolsey received the

cardinal's hat,1 and Suffolk was always desirous of reconcilia

tion. Fox appeared at the council in November 1515, again

in November 15162 after he is represented as having laid

down his office and permanently retired ; again in December

interceding for the papal nuncio, Chieregato ;3 and again in

January 1517 ',*—facts inconsistent with Polydore's account.

Opposed to Wolsey's imperial policy, on the marriage of

Mary with the dauphin Fox wrote to the cardinal " that

" was the best deed ever done for England."5

In further illustration of this obscure subject, so important

for a clear understanding of the times, we have a remarkable

letter of Wolsey, addressed to De Giglis, bishop of Wor

cester, the English agent at the Vatican. The bishop had

reported to Wolsey certain rumours then current at Rome,

of a conspiracy formed by some parties in England to work

his destruction by the aid of France ; and of this the Pope

had desired him to take warning.6 Wolsey replied 7 that

it was impossible to describe the king's gratitude for the

information communicated by the Pope ;—not that he was

really apprehensive of any danger, for there was no king in

the world more ardently beloved or more respected by his

subjects. His very looks, he added, strike terror into evil

doers. As for himself and his administration the kingdom

1 1153.

2 2559.

3 2643.

* 2839.

5 4540.

6 The French faction were the

chief authors of Wolsey's fall in

-after life, and Suffolk the instru

ment then, as he seems to be al

luded to now ; whether set on by

others or his own suggestion is

uncertain. He was signally insin

cere and ungrateful. The reader will

dowell to peruse, in reference to this

topic, Pace's remarkable letters.

1 3973.

P2
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and impartial

administration

of justice.

was never in greater unity or repose than at present, " tanti

" enim justitiam et cpquitatemfacio, absit jactantice crimen ;

" and were I to offer to resign I am sure neither the king

" nor his nobles would permit it."

Possibly he might overrate his popularity with the nobles,

but his confidence in his own administration of justice was

well founded. His worst enemies, his most incessant ma-

ligners, were reluctantly compelled to admit that in his

functions as Chancellor he behaved admirably.1 To that

post he had been appointed on the resignation of Warham,

22nd December 1515 ; not as Polydore Vergil represents,

in consequence of a successful intrigue, but at the earnest

request of the king.3 More's commendation of him is well

known.3 "The archbishop," he says, "has succeeded at

" last in getting quit of the chancellorship, which he has

" been laboring to do for some years. The king has nomi-

" nated Wolsey in his room, who acquits himself so well

" as to outdo all men's expectations ;—and, what must be

" admitted to be very difficult, even after so excellent a

" predecessor he gives the greatest satisfaction." The tes

timony of Fox is to the same effect. At the time when

the bishop is represented as withdrawing from the council

table in disgust, he wrote from his retreat to Wolsey, who

was anxious to bring him to court, that if he had not the

most satisfactory reason for his absence in his anxiety to

visit his diocese after twenty-eight years of neglect, he

'1335. 1552. " He is pensive

" and has the reputation of being ex-

" tremely just ; he favors the people

" exceedingly, and especially the

" poor, hearing their suits and seek-

" ing to despatch them instantly.

" Ho also mnkes the lawyers plead

" gratis for all paupers." This is

the testimony of Giustinian, who

assuredly was not partial to Wolsey.

" In matters of judicature ho be-

" haved himself commendably. I

" hear no widows' sighs nor see

" orphans' tears in our chronicles

" caused by him. Sure in such

" cases wherein his private ends

" made him not a party, he was an

" excellent justicier." — Fuller's

Holy State, iv. 3.

2 155).

3 More, in a letter addressed

to Warham, after his resignation,

speaks of the difficulty the arch

bishop had to encounter in pre

vailing upon the king to allow him

to resign.—Appendix. *
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should be very ungrateful and forgetful, considering Wol

sey's goodness to him in times past. He professed that no

one had ever greater will to serve the king than he, especially

since Wolsey's great charge (of the chancellorship) ;—" per-

" ceiving better, straighter, and speedier ways of justice,

" and more diligence and labor for the king's right, duties,

" and profits to be in you, than ever I see in times past

" in any other." And he adds a remark, which will seem

strange to those who are accustomed to draw their notions

of these times from popular histories,—that his absence

" was not to hunt or hawk, nor yet for quietness of his

" mind, which is troubled night and day with other men's

" iniquities more than he dare write ; of ivhich Wolsey told

" him he had some knowledge when he was bishop of

" Lincoln."1

In the same letter Fox urges him to lay aside all business His labors.

"• from six o'clock in the evening forward," thus showing the

Cardinal's indefatigable labors. He rose at an early hour

of the morning and regularly heard mass"; then mounting

his mule he proceeded to Westminster Hall ;2 was engaged in

court until eleven, and when business required it passed

1 18 14. This passage shows how

keenly Shakspeare, under all dis

advantages, had penetrated into the

under-current of Wolsey's feel

ings. " If I had served ray God

" with half the zeal I served my

" king," was not a temporary re

gret wrung from him in the mo

ment of disappointment, but a

thought and something more that

had flashed ever and anon across his

mind through his long and arduous

administration. — See also Caven

dish, by Singer, p. 105.

2 Cavendish speaks of his being

attended on his way to Westminster

Hall <; with noblemen and gentle

men of his own family ;"—an ex

pression intended apparently to

apply to the young gentlemen and

noblemen in Wolsey's service.

Giustinian speaks of two brothers

of the Cardinal, one of whom, he

says, held a benefice. I have found

no notice of either, or of any other

member of Wolsey's family, with

one exception. There is a petition

to him from one John Fayrechild,

son of Elizabeth Wulcy, the Car

dinal's sister, desiring some small

place, as comptroller of the works

of Tournay (1368). But the appli

cant's name does not occur again in

connexion with any office. His

family received no benefit from his

high offices ; even Wynter, his re

puted son, now about fourteen years

old, was kept in straitened circum

stances. —See Byrcliinshaw's letter

to Wolsey, 4692. Of the gentlemen

in his service, Jcrningiiam writes :

•' I had obtained a taboret for
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from the court of Chancery to the Star Chamber. Every

Sunday whilst the court was at Greenwich, which generally

happened during the winter months, he visited the king.

What remained of the day after these duties were over,

was spent in drawing despatches, giving audience to

ambassadors, attending to the political news and corre

spondence of the times, introducing a more regular and

economical system into the different branches of the ad-

An economist ministration—of finance and customs especially. Before

his time the accounts had been kept very irregularly :

long arrears of debts were allowed to accumulate ; large

sums had been advanced by the crown to noblemen

and parasites with no expectation of repayment ; its rights

and sources of revenue had been clogged and straitened in

various ways ;—all these it was Wolsey's province to bring

into a state of efficiency.1 As might be expected, these

reforms drew down great odium upon him, and the charge of

penuriousness. To one naturally profuse like Henry VIII.,

surrounded by extravagant young men, who wasted large

sums of money at play and upon the absurd and fantastic

fashions of the times, the Cardinal's conduct in this respect

was easily misrepresented. To these temporal duties were

added his ecclesiastical, as cardinal and legate.

Not strong. Yet his health was by no means strong, nor was the

advice of Fox unneeded. Throughout the four years em

braced in this volume Wolsey was continually ailing. Four

times he was attacked by the sweating sickness.2 In

June 1517 his life was despaired of; in August his house

hold and himself were again suffering from the popular

epidemic.8 In October 1518 he was too unwell to receive

" your grace, who plays reasonably

" well, but is oftentimes overseen

" with drink, which me seemed

1 Of the enormous number of

debtors to the crown, and the sums

invested, the reader may gain some

" was not meet for your grace, notion from the list of loans and

" nor to be in the company of so recognizances at the end of this

" many young gentlemen as your volume.

" grace hath in your service."— 2 3372.

Jerningham to "Wolsey, 3202. 3 3638.
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the visits of the foreign ambassadors.1 Yet no inter

ruption took place in the business of the nation. Despatches

passed and repassed with their usual punctuality. Scotland,

ready to throw the borders into disorder aud insurrection,

was restrained ; Spain and the Netherlands kept on the

best terms ; and France, tired of war, and anxious for an

alliance with England, was entertained and certainly out

witted in its negociations for Tournay.

That he was peremptory, unceremonious, and sometimes Peremptory.

lost his temper, must be admitted,—will probably have

been expected by those who consider his excessive labours.

The extreme difficulties of his position, the impatience of a

man of great genius and penetration at the interruptions,

follies and contradictions to which he was exposed by con

ceited mediocrity or pertinacious self-interest, were a sore

trial to a man incessantly employed and fully alive to the

value of minutes. The prudence and apprehensions of

modern times have divided the great offices once centered in

Wolsey, and in him only. His position and power were

exceptional, and must be judged accordingly. He was

responsible to no one except his Sovereign ; and the king,

occupied with fears of the plague or amusements at court,

or well satisfied with his minister, had little reason to inter

fere and less to condemn. Suitors complained that Wolsey

was hard of access, that he displayed his resentments too

openly, that he adopted too imperious a style for a subject,

that he identified himself too much with his own political

measures, and proportioned his anger and gratitude accord- Transported

ingly. In one instance he proceeded to lay hands on the

papal nuncio, utterly regardless of his sacred character, or

his immunity as ambassador, declaring that if the nuncio

1 4510, 4529. It was probably

after these repeated attacks, and to

prevent their recurrence, that the

Cardinal was in the habit, as Caven

dish relates, of carrying " in his

" hand a very lair orange, whereof

" the meat or substance within was

" taken out and filled up again

" with part of a sponge, wherein

" was vinegar and other confections

" against the pestilent airs."
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would not confess the nature of his communications with

France, he should be put on the rack.1 The report was

probably exaggerated. Still, for a prime minister and a

Cardinal to be so far transported beyond himself was, even

in that roughage, regarded with astonishment. On another

occasion, he sent for Sebastian's secretary, and rated him

soundly : " I charge your ambassador and you not to write

" any thing out of this kingdom without my consent, under

" pain of the king's indignation and the heaviest penalties ;"

and these words he repeated, growing more and more irri

tated every instant, and gnawing a cane which he held in

his hand.2 But such excessive fits of irritation were not

usual, and were to be traced in these instances to one and

the same cause, in which a curious point of his history

is involved.

The cause of it. jn May 1517, two cardinals, De Sauli and Sienna, were

committed to the castle of St. Angelo, for attempting to

poison Leo X. by means of a surgeon.3 Cardinal St. George,

papal chamberlain, once a favorite of Julius II., and cardinal

Hadrian, formerly papal collector in England, and bishop

of Bath and Wells, were implicated in the conspiracy \

St. George, for hearing the intemperate threats of Sienna

without revealing them to the Pope ; Hadrian, because

Sienna had said in his presence, pointing to the surgeon,

" That fellow will get the college out of trouble."1 The

accusation might have been treated as a calumny, had not

Hadrian, with tears in his eyes, fallen at the Pope's feet, and

besought his mercy."* Against Hadriau, Leo entertained a

grudge of ancient standing. He had contrived, under the

pretence of befriending Hadrian, to exasperate the king of

1 7th Dec. 1516. j ject, states that this friar informed

2 3,581. ■ him that Cardinal St. George con-

3 3277. i fessed ho was an accomplice, without

4 3356. j the torture being applied (3373).

* 3352. Tunstal, speaking of his Tho notion of putting a cardinal

communication with Fra Nicolas, on the rack did not seem strange

the papal commissioner, who was j to Tunstal or his correspondent,

perfectly well informed on this sub-
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England against him, and obtain the dismissal of Hadrian

and his deputy, Polydorc Vergil, from the collectorship.

Possibly, in his resentment at the Pope's duplicity, Hadrian

would have been by no means unwilling had the conspiracy

succeeded, even if he declined to take any active part in it

himself. Sienna was put to death secretly.1 St. George

purchased peace and pardon by a large sum of money.

Hadrian fled to Venice, from which place he wrote to Wolsey

(19th July),2 begging his favorable intercession with the

king and the pope. This is probably the last of his letters

that has been preserved. His subsequent fate is hidden in

impenetrable mystery. Great efforts were made by the

Venetians, through Sebastian, their ambassador in England,

to obtain Hadrian's restoration. The Venetian had the

audacity to abstract from Wolsey's packet a letter addressed

by the signory in favour of Hadrian, and present it to the

king, unknown to Wolsey.3 This was the secret of Wolsey's

wrath. Sebastian, who would not otherwise have been

admitted, in consequence of the sweating sickness, pre

tended urgent business ;—was introduced, presented the

letter, and met the rebuff he deserved. The king told him

that he was perfectly well acquainted with the whole affair,

and had received intelligence from the Pope that Hadrian

had confessed, and was to be degraded. When Sebastian

attempted to excuse the Cardinal, he was cut short by the

curt remark, " I understand this matter better than you

'' Venetians ! " Sebastian attributed the king's displeasure

to the suggestions of Wolsey, who had obtained the see of

Bath in commendam by Hadrian's disgrace. The offence

was in reality of much earlier standing.

Hadrian's factor in England was Polydorc Vergil,4 the Poij-dore

• Vcriril.

historian. His imprisonment and loss of employment are

notorious. It has been broadly stated by most English

1 3406.

- 3493.

3 3558.

4 Vergil was not an assumed

name. He had a brother Jerome

Vergil, a merchant in London. 215,

2130.
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historians that his imprisonment was owing to Wolsey's

resentment, who, on failing to receive the assistance he

expected from Hadrian, in his efforts to obtain the car-

dinalate, seized his deputy collector, and committed him

to the Tower. This tale, with its various embellishments,

rests, like many others in which historians indulge without

examination, on mere conjecture, and is not very probable.

The true cause of Polydore's and his patron's disgrace are

now for the first time laid open in these papers. A wit,—

and, like wits, not always very careful or scrupulous,—

Polydore was in the habit of writing letters from England

to Hadrian, reflecting on the king, Wolsey, and others. It

happened, unfortunately for the writer, that one of these

letters fell into the hands of his rival Ammonius ; or, more

probably was intercepted, and sent to Ammonius from

Rome. It is not hard to conjecture that Worcester was

the agent. The intercepted letter 1 was shown to Wolsey,

Avith certain comments expressing the Pope's indignation.

In terms neither decent nor discreet Vergil had thrown out

imputations against the Pope and the king. He had called

the latter a mere boy ; said he was ruled by others, and

signed papers without being acquainted with their contents.

The Pope stated that he would be glad to have an oppor

tunity of chastising Hadrian, and begged that his and Poly

dore's letters might be intercepted. The letter of Polydore

was ambiguously worded, yet not so completely as to veil

its true meaning from those into whose hands it fell. It pro

fessed to give a circumstantial account of the intrigues set

on foot to deprive himself and Hadrian of the collectorship.

Ammonius was libelled under the name of Harenarius

(sandy) ;a and De Giglis, the bishop of Worcester, who had

been implicated in the poisoning of Cardinal Bainbridge,

1 215.

2 The word arenarius, besides

being Latin for Ammonius, means

also a prize-fighter, and Polydore

might intend this play upon the

for which Ammonius was fighting

being the deputy collectorship. The

true name of Ammonius seems to be

de Arena (see vol. i. 4963), which

he Graecized in conformity with the

word, and I think did ;—the prize j pedantic taste of that age.
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under the nick-name of talpa (mole) significant of his

underhand proceedings. He accused the Pope of intriguing

with the king, and inducing the latter to write a letter to

his Holiness indicating his wish that Hadrian should resign ;

though Polydore believed that the king entertained no such

desire. A third person is introduced under the monosyllables

le. mi., and there can be no doubt that Wolsey is intended.

Polydore says, he has offered le. mi. 100/. annually ;—that

le. mi. is hateful to heaven and earth ;—that he is so tyran

nical, his influence cannot last ;—all England abuses him ;

—and, as if that were not enough, " he is now for money's

" sake treating of peace with the French, without re-

" verence for man or God." Polydore and Hadrian were

imperialists ; and the presence of Suffolk at the court of

Francis I. gave an air of probability to the rumor.

It will surprise no one who knows the temper of those Sent to the

times, to learn that Polydore found himself, a few days after,

an inmate of the Tower, and his deputy collectorship

irrecoverably forfeited.1 He languished in prison until the

end of the year, though repeated applications in his favor

came from the Pope—instigated apparently by his fears

of Hadrian. In his captivity, Polydore addressed the most

abject letters to Wolsey for mercy.2 He told Wolsey he had

heard with rapture of his elevation to the Cardinal's throne ;

and whenever Wolsey would allow him an opportunity to

present himself, he would gaze and bow in adoration, and his

spirit should rejoice in him " as in God my Saviour." He

prayed that his punishment might be wholly remitted, and

Wolsey's gifts perfected in him, even as he himself' was per

fect. It will surprise no one to learn, after this letter, that His revenge.

Polydore went home in the spring of 1 516, and took immortal

revenge when he was fairly out of the Cardinal's reach. He

sneered at the Cardinal's birth, sneered at his ingratitude,

sneered at his buildings, sneered at his administration of

justice, sneered at his cardinal's hat. He painted Wolsey,

i 272. | ■ 970.
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in his history, as an ambitious priest,1 successful only because

he was unscrupulous ; distinguished mainly for his under

handed intrigues in banishing Fox and Warham from the

council table. He called him a foolish architect, for build

ing the palace of Bridewell on the muddy banks of the

Thames;- a blusterer in chancery, whose administration of

justice was a shadow without reality, and doomed to vanish

like a shadow ; a vulgar upstart, intoxicated with dignities

undeserved ; a parvenu whose brain was turned by his

gilded chair, the gold fringes of his cushion and table

cloth—(to which, Polydore forgot to tell his hearers, he

had offered to bow down in adoration),—and his cardinal's

hat, which was carried before him like an idol, whenever

he walked abroad to take the air, by some tall fellow in his

livery, and placed conspicuously on the altar in the chapel

royal when mass was sung. Our only surprise is, that

every historian in succession should have accepted this as

1 " Divinis litteris nou indoctus,"

is the tame compliment paid him by

Polydore. That is, he was fit to

read his mass-book and thumb his

breviary ;—a Thomist, not a Cice

ronian ;—neither a scholar nor a

gentleman, but a respectable sort of

hedge-priest.

2 Various sums are entered in the

King's Book of Payments for build-

ingsat Blackfriars, under the super

intendence of Thomas Larke. In

Aug. 1515, 1,000/.; in April 1516,

1,000/.; in Feb. 1.517, the same

sum ; and the same sum in June

following. It is almost needless to

say that Polydore's sarcasm must

not be accepted as literaily true.

The north side of the Thames was

studded with palaces and noblemen's

seats, from Bridewell to Westmin

ster ; and there could be no more

pleasant sight in the world than

the prospect from these houses,

when the southern side was unoccu

pied, and the Surrey hills stretched

away in endless prospect of green

fields and hawthorns, and the river

was crowded with painted barges

flashing along with watermen in

bright liveries and the gayest of

company. None but. the veriest

tradesmen, and apprentices bearing

their clogs and lanterns, dreamed of

threading the fetid mud and man

tling ditches of London ; or expos

ing their fine' clothes and persons

to the filthy birds and gaunt dogs,

more quarrelsome than apprentices,

that snarled and wrangled over the

garbage cast into the streets by

thrifty citizens. Bridewell, how

ever, was never a favourite resort

of Henry VIII. ; and after the trial

of Katharine, Polydore's flurt at

its deserted chambers was probably

well founded.
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a true picture, each adding a little to the original cari

cature ;—Hall took it from Vergil, Foxe from Hall, Burnet

and Strype from Foxe, Hume from Burnet, and so on to

the end of the series.

Wolsey was raised to the cardinalate, on the 10th Sep- Woisey made

tember 1515, by the name of St. Cecilia trans Tiberim. The

choice of the title was a matter of some difficulty. The

bishop of Worcester wrote ' to say that he could think of

no other appellation than St. Cecilia, " which was lucky,

" as many popes had proceeded from it." Wolsey always

signed himself T. CnrIis Ebor., was generally so addressed ;

and in England not one man in ten thousand was aware of

the existence of any other title. The first mention we have

of his intended dignity occurs in a letter of Polydore Vergil,

from Rome, 21 May, 1514,2 some months before the murder

of Cardinal Bainbridge. Polydore had broken the subject

to Hadrian, then on good terms with Wolsey, desiring him

to use his interest with the Pope in obtaining the cardinalate

for Wolsey. Four months after, Henry himself wrote to

the Pope, urging the same request in behalf of his great

minister, " whose merits were such that the king esteemed

" him above his dearest friends, and could do nothing

" of the least importance without him."3 In his reply to

this letter, dated from Rome, 24th September 1514,4, the

Pope tells the king that the promotion demanded by his

majesty for Wolsey was surrounded with difficulties; it

was greatly desired as the highest dignity in the church :

and he attempted to avoid compliance by a sort of general

promise that he would accede to the king's wishes at a suit

able opportunity. From this period these negotiations at

Rome seem to have dropped from the hands of Vergil and

Hadrian, and been transferred to Worcester's. Then fol

lowed the death of Bainbridge and the negotiations for the

marriage of Mary with Lewis XII. Worcester was implicated

in that murder, and both out of rivalry to Hadrian, whom he

1 9C7.

Vol. i. 5110.

3 Vol. i. 5318.

* Vol. i. 5445.
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hated, and to secure the favor of Wolsey and the king, in his

distress he urged Wolsey's promotion with all the assiduity

and skill of which he was master. As Lewis professed great

friendship, in consequence of the part taken by Wolsey in the

French match, it was expected that he would have employed

his influence with Leo in the same direction. So, probably,

Hadrian and Vergil, who were imperialists, intrigued against

it. But Leo was in no hurry to comply ; precipitancy was

not one of his failings. Dilatory and irresolute—fearful of

giving offence, yet too cowardly to refuse outright—he

offered a compromise.1 He would not create Wolsey a car

dinal, but would give him a bull for his promotion on con

dition he should not publicly display the insignia. Wolsey

wrote to Worcester that the king was as much interested as

he was in this promotion, and this appears to have been true :

" If by your politic handling the Pope can be induced.

" shortly to make me a Cardinal, ye shall singularly content

" and please the king ; for I cannot express how desirous

" the king is to have me advanced to the said honor, to

" the intent that not only men might perceive how much

" the Pope favoreth the king and such as he entirely loveth,

" but also that thereby I shall be the more able to do his

" Grace service."2 Leo prevaricated:—he had "a parti-

" cular regard for Wolsey," but could not break his oath :

—delay was necessary ; his promotion could not take place

at present without causing the greatest scandal ; 3 he was

very sorry, but Francis I. and Maximilian had insisted on

the creation of their own Cardinals first, and the Pope could

not venture to offend them. Wolsey was indifferent to the

promotion, so far as he was personally concerned—at least

so he ordered Worcester to tell the Pope ;—but " his sense

" of duty," and desire to see the king " a fast friend to his

" Holiness," compelled him to urge it. The king had always

been a firm ally of the Pope, and his wishes ought not to

• Vol. i. 5464. 1 3 312, 366, 374.

^ Vol. i. 5465.
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be lightly rejected.1 The next letter conveyed a much

more significant hint, and was calculated to throw the Pope

into an agony. Francis was on his road to Milan. The

eldest son of the Church intended to lay himself with

his battalions of veterans at the feet of his Holy Father.

To decline the visit was impossible ; to prevent it, not

feasible. "The king's grace marvelleth," writes Wolsey

to the bishop of Worcester,2 " that the Pope delayeth so

" long the sending of the red hat to me, seeing how

" tenderly, instantly, and often his grace hath written

" to his Holiness for the same." The king, he adds, calls

daily for it ; and though he will not distrust the Pope's

promise, the sooner it is fulfilled the better will he be

pleased. Then comes the significant hint:—if the king

forsake the Pope, " he will be in greater danger on this

" day two years than ever was Pope Julius."

This letter had the desired effect : Leo consented, at the

instigation of Worcester, to create Wolsey " Cardinal sole."3

At the same time the king consented to enter the league

secretly formed by the Pope, ostensibly for defence of the

Church, really for resisting the encroachments of France, on

" condition of the red hat being sent, at once ; "—Wolsey

adds, " no man helping thereto," which I see no reason to

1 648.

8 763.

3 780. One of these letters from

the King, preserved in the Vatican,

lias been published by Martene in

his Monumenta, with other letters

of Wolsey, strangely overlooked

by English historians. The king

urges Wolsey's advancement in the

most emphatic terms ;—begs the

Pope will pay the same attention

to whatever Wolsey says as if it

had proceeded from his own lips ;—

expresses his extreme anxiety and

fervent desire for the day when

he shall see Wolsey advanced to the

cardinalate ; a dignity he fully de

served, for his genius, learning,

and many admirable qualities. See

App. 12. So strong were the fears

and such the reluctance of Leo,

that, but for this emphatic interpo

sition of Henry VIII., it is ques

tionable whether he would ever have

given the cardinalate to Wolsey ;

certainly not so soon as he did.

But the part taken by the king in

this affair was forgotten, ignored, or

unknown at Wolsey's fall ; and his

accusers, for obvious reasons, repre

sented it as the sole act of Wolsey

himself.
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cence.

disbelieve. He expressed a wish that the legatine authority

should be combined with the cardinalate, as most agreeable

to the king ; but if the Pope proved refractory Worcester

was to content himself with obtaining a faculty for the Car

dinal to visit the exempt monasteries. That request was

not destined to be gratified at present. On 7th September,1

Worcester wrote to him from Rome to say that the Pope

was highly delighted with his letters from England, and

was now so bent on his promotion that he would insist upon

it in spite of all the Cardinals, and complete it within eight

days. The election took place on the 10th.2

Hiamagnia- It was n°t in any man's nature to be insensible on

such an occasion ; certainly not in Wolsey's. He loved the

dignity of the cardinalate, partly no doubt for its authority,

probably as much for its splendor. Since the days of

Archbishop Morton no Cardinal had been seen in England,

for Bainbridge lived abroad ; and Wolsey was resolved to

invest his new dignity with all that splendor and magni

ficence which no man understood better or appreciated

more highly than he. Even in that age of gorgeous

ceremonial, before puritan sentimentalism had insisted on

the righteousness of lawn-sleeves ;—when the sense aches

with interminable recitals of cloth of gold, silks, and

tapestries,—even then, amidst jewelled mitres and copes,

a Cardinal in his scarlet robes formed a conspicuous ob

ject. Not that Wolsey was the slave of a vulgar vanity.

Magnificent in all his notions and all his doings,—in

plate, dress, tapestry, pictures, buildings, the furniture of

a chapel or of a palace, the setting of a ring or the

arrangements for a congress,—there was the same regal

taste at work,—the same powerful grasp of little things and

great. A soul as capacious as the sea, and minute as the

sands upon its shores when minuteness was required, he

could do nothing meanly.3 The last great builder this

i 887

2 892-3.

a The expenses of his household

were something over 30,000/. a year.
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nation ever had, the few remains which have survived

him show the vastness of his mind and the universality

of his genius. He could build a kitchen, or plan a

college, or raise a tower, as no man since then has been

able to build them. It was the same in music. There

were no quire boys could sing like his, " My Lord,"

writes Pace, " if it were not for the personal love that the

" king's Highness doth bear unto your Grace, surely he

" would have out of your chapel not children only but

" also men. For his Grace hath plainly shown unto

" Cornish (the king's choir-master) that your Grace's

" chapel is better than his ; for if a new song should be

" brought unto both to be sung ex improviso, then the said

" song should be better and more surely handled by your

" chapel than by his Grace's."1 If Quentin Matsys had a

picture on the easel Wolsey was ready to purchase it.2 If

there was a curious clock it was secured for him.3 Various

modern reckoning ; but this sum

included the entertainment of nu

merous gentlemen of good family,

a very considerable retinue, and

all the expenses of the Chan

cery. In 1516, they amounted

to 2,485/. 16*. 4{d. ; in 1517, to

2,616/. 5s. 2\d. ; in 1518, to

2,897/. 15s. 5{d. See No. 4623.

His household has been variously

estimated ; at 180 persons in one

MS. of Cavendish, at 500 in another,

at 800 in a third, which of course, as

being the most extravagant, was

followed by Hume and others.

There is a subsidy roll in the Re

cord Office (bundle 204), drawn up

by Thomas Stanley, in which the

whole household is assessed, in con

formity with the act 14 & 15 Hen.

VIII., at 429 persons ; and another

dated 10th January, 16 Hen. VIIL

(1525), which makes the total not

more than 250. I cannot account

for this discrepancy, except it be

that in this year he gave Hampton

Court to the king, and with it no

doubt his entire establishment there.

It is worth noticing that in the

latter account John Cromwell is

assessed at 40s., and a Robert Crom

well at4rf. But of Thomas Cromwell

there is no notice until the third roll,

20th March, 18 Hen. VIII. (1527),

where he is assessed on his goods at

50s. This points out the date of his

entry into the Cardinal's service.

1 See also 4044.

2 I think this must be the artist to

whom Spinelly refers in a letter to

Wolsey (1013), when he sends him

from Antwerp " a table (picture) for

" an altar, which was made by the best

" master of all this land." I have no

doubt that many of the pictures

went into the royal collection at the

confiscation of Wolsey's property.

3 2332.
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notices occur in this volume of his love of tapestry. " One

" has to traverse eight rooms," says Giustinian, " before

" you reach his audience chamber; and they are all hung

" with tapestry, which is changed once a week." As

Cardinal, all his gentlemen appeared in livery of crimson

velvet with gold chains, his meaner officers in coats of

scarlet bordered with black velvet, a hand broad. " His own

" dress was fine scarlet or crimson satin, taffety or damask,

" and over all a tippet of fine sable," says Cavendish.1

Some curious indications have been preserved of his punc

tiliousness in these matters. He writes to Worcester r

" Considering that the Parliament beginneth in crastino

" Animarum,2 (November 3), it shall be necessary that I

" have the habit and hat of a Cardinal ; and whereas there

" be none here that can make the said habit, [please] send

" to me two or three hoods of such pattern and color as

" Cardinals be wont to wear there (at Rome), and also one

" paper of caps larger and shallower than those were which

" your Lordship lately sent to me ; with two great pieces

" of silk used by Cardinals there for making the kirtles

" and other like garments."

But if Wolsey was delighted with his new dignity, the

king was scarcely less pleased. He wrote to the Pope to

say—and the letter is still preserved in the Vatican2—" that

" nothing in all his life had given him greater pleasure than

" the papal brief announcing Wolsey's election to the Col-

" lege of Cardinals ; he regarded the distinction, thus be-

" stowed on a subject for whom he entertained the

" strongest affection, as a favor bestowed upon himself,

1 Cavendish knew Wolsey only in

his latter years, and the earlier part

of his narrative must not be too

implicitly trusted. He describes

Wolsey as he saw him. Scarlet was

properly the papal color ; was

permitted to be worn by Legates

de latere, but was not the usual

color of cardinals, whose ordinary

dress was an ample cape over a

violet-colored rochet ; sometimes

scarlet, but not generally. See Liber

Cfsrim. f. 135.

2 894. In this document some of

the words are obscure and mutilated

See also 3045.

1 No. 960.
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" so great were Wolsey's gifts and so eminent his ser-

" vices." In fact, though this has often been overlooked

or denied, no doubt can exist that the king was at the

time fully as much interested in Wolsey's advancement as

was Wolsey himself.

Great preparations were now made for his installation. iiis installation.

On the /th October, the Bishop of Worcester's secretary

was despatched to England1 with the hat and a ring of more

than usual value from the Pope, and plenary indulgence for

all those who should take part in the ceremony.2 He arrived

at Calais on 7th November.* On the 15th he entered Lon

don ; at Blackheath he was met by the Earl of Essex and

the bishop of Lincoln, and at the city gates by the mayor

aldermen, and the different crafts with their banners lining

the streets. At Westminster abbey the hat was received

by the abbot and eight others, and so carried in state to the

high altar.5 On Sunday the Cardinal proceeded from his

house at Westminster to the abbey, where mass was sung

by Warham, archbishop of Canterbury, assisted by Fox,;

Ruthal, and other bishops. The sermon was preached by

the celebrated Dr. Colet, dean of St. Paul's. During bene

dictions and prayers the Cardinal lay grovelling at the foot

of the high altar ; then the archbishop placed the hat upon

his head, and the service ended with Te Deum. The

new-made Cardinal was conducted, on his return, to the

western doors of the cathedral by the dukes of Nor

folk and Suffolk, thence to his place at Charing Cross,

followed by the great nobility, bannerets, knights, and

gentlemen, the archbishop and bishops bringing up the

rear. The whole was concluded with a magnificent banquet,

graced by the king, queen Katharine, and queen Mary,

1 No. 994.

4 It was not usual to send the

hat out of Rome. The ceremonies

observed on this occasion were in

exact conformity with the Liber

Sacrarum Caremottiarum put forth

by Leo X. in 1516.

3 No. 1117.

* No. 1153.
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Magnificence

a virtue, as

well as alms

giving.

all the nobility and clergy, the Barons of the Exchequer,

the judges and serjeants-at-law.

To Polydore Vergil, then languishing in the Tower, the

salvos of artillery, the pealing of bells, the acclamations

and roar of the populace, thronging to the splendid pageant,

must have been far from agreeable sounds. This Le. mi.,

whom everybody hated, and whose downfall he predicted

was at hand, had not fallen ; was not likely to fall, at

present. Modern philosophy despises lord mayors' coaches

and cardinals' hats ; but the philosophy of that age was

different. ■ Men delighted in such shows, without stopping

to reason about them. Now and then some puritan

would start up and inveigh against the immorality of

poleaxes and the profaneness of scarlet cloth, as the

livery " of the whore of Babylon." " How think ye ? "

said Wolsey to one of this sect ; " were it better for

" me, being in the honor and dignity that I am, to coin

*' my pillars and poleaxes, and give the money to five or

" six beggars ? Do you not reckon the commonwealth

" better than five or six beggars ?" " To this I did an-

" swer," says Dr. Barnes, who tells the story himself, " that

" I reckoned it more to the honor of God and to the salva-

" tion of his soul, and also to the comfort of his poor

" brethren, that they were coined and given in alms ; and

" as for the commonwealth, it did not hang on them, for, as

" his Grace knew, the commonwealth was afore his Grace,

" and must be when his Grace is gone ; and the pillars and

" poleaxes came with him, and should also go away with

" him." And if giving alms to beggars were the final end

of man's creation, Dr. Barnes said well.1 But reasoning

1 " I dare be bold to warrant that

" I can find of those who most may

" spend, which wero they sure that

" it should in this matter do any

" good would be well content to

" withdraw from all their other

" countenance [external pomp and

" appearance] the chief part of

" their movables, and of their

" yearly livelihood too, and out of

" hand bestow the one, and with

" their own hand yearly bestow the

" other openly among the poor.

" And I must again be bold to war-

" rant that if they did, even the

" selfsame folk that now grudge
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those days.

such as this had not yet grown popular ; heggars,

like housebreakers, were not objects of much sympathy:

contrariwise, the former were whipped, and the others

hanged—often unmercifully, always unsentimentally. The Esteemed so in

intense conservative and aristocratical principle pervading

all classes in England in those days, and strictly insisting on

the due subordination of ranks, would have repudiated with

scorn and contempt the equalizing appeal to their common

humanity from the unfortunate and the vagabond, and pro

bably have condemned the appellant to the stocks. The

day had not yet come, though it was fast approaching,

■when the fervid eloquence of puritanism was to proclaim

the communistic doctrines of Christianity, and represent all

men as equal in that wisdom, which alone was to be deemed

■wisdom,—reading and expounding the Scripture. The old

sacramental mysteries of the earlier ages, not to be profaned

by vulgar eyes, were destined to pass away. Impenetrable

barriers which had hitherto severed the ecclesiastic from the

layman, the knight and nobleman from the burgess, were

doomed to fall, and the time was not far distant when a

beggar in grace1 should take the wall of a gentleman

without it, and every unwashed artificer prove a match

for the bench of bishops. But that time had not yet

come ; was not to come so long as Wolsey lived. Now

and then the rising spirit of equality wept with Hall

over the wrongs done to crimson jackets and fine shirts—

but no more. " As soon as Wolsey was Chancellor, he

" directed commissions into all shires for to put the

" Statute of Apparel and the Statute of Laborers2 in

" and call them proud for their

" countenance, would then find as

" great a grudge and call them

" hypocrites for their alms, and say

" that they spent upon naughty

" beggars the good that was wont

" to keep good yeomen, and that

" thereby they both enfeeble and

" also dishonor the realm."—Sir

Thomas More's Apology, p. 893.

1 The old Lollard text, " that

•' dominion is founded in grace,"

often revived, never utterly extin

guished.

2 This is another proof, if further

proof were needed, of what I have

stated before :— that the Statute of

Laborers was made for the employer,

not the employed.
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Cruaade against

the Turks.

execution. And he himself one day called a gentleman

named Simon Fitz-Richard, and took from him an old

jacket of crimson velvet and divers brooches, which

extreme doing caused him greatly to be hated ; and by

his example many cruel officers for malice evil entreated

divers of the king's subjects, inasmuch that one Shyn-

njnge, mayor of Rochester, set a young man on the

pillory for wearing of a riven shirt."1

I have stated that Wolsey was anxious to obtain the

legatine authority,2 and requested Worcester to urge his

suit. But the Pope demurred. He had given enough ; he

had no inclination to bestow more. As archbishop of York,

Wohey was but legatus natus, an empty title ; as legate de

latere, he would be enabled to take ecclesiastical prece

dence, and use the insignia of his ecclesiastical authority in

both provinces. But what the Pope would not grant spon

taneously was wrested from him by the force of circum

stances. He had long been anxious to set on foot an

expedition against the Turks ;—as early as the summer

of 1515 he had used all his influence with Wolsey and

Warham to levy a 10th or at least a 20th from the clergy

of England for that purpose. The case was apparently

urgent. The Turks had possessed themselves of Syria and

Egypt ; they were daily threatening Rhodes, and the

Knights of the island had called home all members of their

order, and were making great exertions to prepare for the

impending struggle.8 Turkish corsairs swarmed in the

Mediterranean, and swept the coast from Terracina to

Pisa.4 On one occasion they plundered the church of

Loretto ; on another they sailed up the Tiber, and nearly

made a prisoner of the Pope whilst he was hunting at Pali."

Hungary was on the verge of dissolution, whilst its nobles,

with suicidal folly, quarrelled and fought among themselves.

1 Hall's Chronicle, p. 583.

1 No. 968.

3 See the letters of the Master of

Rhodes in this volume, under the

name of Fabricius de Careto. They

are extremely interesting, and have

never been used.

4 1874.

« 2017.
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On the death of Ladislaus VI. the confusion increased.

Without immediate aid,1 as the bishop of Vesprim wrote to

the Pope,1 the kingdom must fall into the hands of the

Turks. The young king of Hungary, only twelve years of

age, was utterly incompetent to cope with the dangers of

his position.8 But Christendom had so often been alarmed

i 1709.

2 " The young king of Bohemia

** [who afterwards fell at Mohatz]

« son to the king of Hungary, is but

" ten years of age ; howbeit of sta-

' " ture and bigness he might well be

-" twelve ; and is brown of nature.

" The young queen [Ann] his sister

" is but twelve years; nevertheless

" of growing she seemeth to be

" fourteen, and of beauty is the

" fairest I have seen, and hath the

" fairest hair."—(Wingfield to Hen

ry VIII., 31 July 1515.) This

was the beautiful princess Ann,

married to Ferdinand archduke of

Austria in 1516. In another letter

announcing the espousals (9 August

1516), Wingfield says, " I pray

" God send them joy and long life

" for that the one is as near akin to

" my lady Princess your daughter

" (Mary), as goodly may be, and

" that the other by her mother's

" side is of your subject's blood,

" lineally descended from the head

" house of the Wingfields, and

" verily at this day I do esteem her

" to be one of the fairest ladies'

" on live."

Pace tells a curious story about

" this young lady : " We have

" here knowledge for certainty

" that the Emperor would marry

" the French king's mother (Louise

" of Savoy), but she will none of

" him, fearing a divorce post sohitam

" pecuniam. And the late king of

■' Hungary's daughter, whom the

" Emperor some years passed was

" bound to marry to the king of

" Castile, intra annum (see 746),

" or take her himself, hearing of

" this treaty of marriage with the

" French king's mother, is come

" desperately sick, and saith openly

" the Emperor shall be her husband

" and she will none other. Also

" there be come other divers lords of

" Hungary with a great complaint

" of the Emperor that he hath

" received and expended a very

" great pait of the money of the

" dowry of the king of Hungary's

" daughter." (3090.) The young

lady could not be more than 14 ; the

Emperor was 59. This would be

wholly incredible, did it not appear

from a letter of the Imperial Chan

cellor to Wolsey (10 July 1517) that

the Emperor was then at Augsburg

on his way to Inspruck, where he

was to marry the daughter of the

king of Hungary (3456). It is stated

by Palma, Nolitia Rerum Hungari-

carum, that John Zapolya, waiwode

of Transylvania, had determined to

possess himself by force of the per

son of this Princess ; whereupon, at

the instance of Thomas Bakatz,

Cardinal of Strigonium, who is fre

quently mentioned in these pages, a

double marriage was determined on

by the Emperor Maximilian and the

king of Hungary. Lewis was to take

Mary the Emperor's granddaughter

(afterwards the celebrated Mary oi'

Hungary); and the princess Ann,
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with the cry of" The Turk is coming," that when the Turk

came at last no one believed it. So the English clergy turned

a deaf ear to the voice of the Papal charmers, and refused a

disme and even half a disme.1 They declared they would

not open a window to so perilous an example as the Pope

required, lest when they wished to shut it they should not

be able. Already they had paid six tenths to defend the

patrimony of St. Peter, and no real danger was to be

apprehended. Leo was bitterly disappointed ; not without

reason. He had reckoned on Wolsey's gratitude and

influence in carrying this measure as a reward for the car-

dinalate. Wolsey had readily promised his aid ;3 but War-

ham, less courtly, had candidly told the Pope from the first

that he could hold out no hopes of any such grant from

Convocation.3 So long as the thoughts of princes were

entirely engrossed with a European war, it was useless

to urge upon them the obligations of unity and the duty

of repelling the common enemy ; and to that indifference

England mainly contributed. At the meeting of Francis

and the Pope at Bologna in December 1515,4 the former

had consented to lay aside all other considerations and

devote himself to the cause. The Pope thanked him,

either Charles or Ferdinand. On

the 22nd July 1515 both betrothals

took place in the church of St. Ste

phen at Posen ; Maximilian acting as

proxy for Ferdinand, who was then

in Spain, with this condition—that

if Ferdinand refused the lady, the

espousal should be valid as between

Maximilian and the Princess !

(Palma, ii. 518). Of the ceremonies

on the occasion Wingfield gives a

wonderfully graphic account (746).

Notwithstanding the extraordinary

disparity of years, the young lady

seems to have been perfectly willing

to accept this arrangement. " The

" Emperor then gave her a rich

" crown, and set it upon her head,

" saying, I give this crown unto you

" in token that here before these wit-

" nesses I promise to do my best to

" make you queen of Castile, and,

" if that fail, to make you queen

'• of Naples. And, furthermore, if

" that I shall fortune to fail of both

" those, I promise you by word of

" an Emperor that, an Godsend me

" life, I shall not fail to make you

" queen of the Romans and lady

" of Austria, which may be valued

" to a royaume,"—i.e., to marry her

himself.

1 1312.

2 967-8.

3 966.

-• 1282.
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,cipations.

with tears in his eyes, as he told Henry, and begged the

king to forget his animosity and listen to the prayers of

those who were daily in danger from the Turk.1 But Henry

did not believe his Holiness. He thought it was only a

delusion intended to throw him off his guard. So the expe

dition made no real progress,2 though it flecks every page

of this volume, and Europe was scandalized accordingly.5

When hostilities between the great European powers had its grand anti-

been extinguished by the treaty of Noyon in the spring of

1517> the Pope thought the opportunity so long desired had

arrived. After a solemn mass, the crusade was determined

on in the Council of the Lateran on the 16th of March,

and the bull drawn up.* Various plans were in agitation.

It was resolved that an army should be raised, in the first

instance, of 60,000 men, to be paid by a tenth levied upon

all the estates of Christendom.5 Every 50th person was to

turn soldier, and the other 49 were to contribute to his sup

port and wages; all spiritual persons to pay a tenth, all secu

lars a twentieth. The army thus raised was to be placed

under one captain-general, to be assisted by a Papal legate,

and if any one refused their summons to join he should be

accounted as a rebel and punished accordingly. The care of

the North-east was delegated to France, of the North-west to

England, of the South-west to the Pope. To keep the Turk

employed it was proposed that the Sophi of Persia should

be encouraged to make war upon him, and be persuaded,

if possible, to embrace the Christian faith. To counter

balance any aid that might be sent to the Infidels from

Egypt or elsewhere, communications were to be opened,

by means of Christian subjects dwelling in the East,

with Prester John of the Indies, the king of Nubia and

1 See the remarkable account of

this celebrated meeting, 1281 sq.

2 Yet Leo evidently flattered

himself with success. The king

had given his consent, and his

Holiness went so far as to hint

that the king might, in anticipation

of the grant, advance the money

from his own treasury. 887.

3 2761, 3119, 3163.

* 3040.

5 3815-6.
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Ethiopia, and the king of the Georgians. So whilst the

Soldan was thus employed on the side of Arabia and

Ethiopia, it was hoped that Syria and Palestine might fall

into the hands of the Christians; and they could easily hold

the latter by building fortresses at Joppa, Petra, Dan, and

Beersheba on the south, and placing a garrison in Mount

Sion. In the summer of 1518 an army was to be sent into

Africa to encourage the Kings of Tremesin, Fez, and Mo

rocco, and the Arabs in the Libyan mountains, who had not

yet submitted to the Turk. The powers of Hungary and

Poland joined with the Scythians and Tartars, were appointed

to occupy the northern settlements. Next year the campaign

was to be followed up in Africa. Maximilian and the king

of Portugal were to throw themselves on Cairo and Alex

andria, to be joined by the kings of England and Denmark

and the Great Master of Prussia, whilst the king of France

marched through Dalmatia and Croatia, and seized upon

Bosnia; then turning their armies south-east they might

take possession of Philippopoli and Adrianople, and gar

risoning them with Tartar troops, who could easily support

themselves by plundering the neighbourhood, direct their

attention to Chalcedon and Negropont or some equally

advantageous seaport.

When Africa had thus been emancipated, the Emperor

and the king of Portugal were to cross the year after into

Greece, take Constantinople, invade Asia Minor, give half

Natolia to the Sophi, and retain the rest of Asia and

Africa, especially Palestine and Jerusalem, exclusively for

the Christians. After these succcesses it might be feasible

to carry Christianity into Persia and Africa:—as for the

Turks, they were to disappear altogether. All these

wondrous results might be obtained in two or three years,

at the cost of 12,000,000 of ducats. A paltry sum for a

universal millennium !

Legates wnt to To give practical efficiency to this grand vision it was

courts ofent needful that Leo should send Legates to all the leading

Europe. sovereigns of Christendom. Cardinal St. Giles (zEgidius
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of Viterbo) was despatched to Spain, Cardinal Flisco to

Germany, Bibiena (S. Maria in Porticu) to France, and

Campeggio was destined for England. Tn France the

Legate was received in a great hall erected for the purpose.1

Francis enlarged upon his ardent desire to join in this

holy expedition. As eldest son of the Church he offered

to serve in person, and put himself and his kingdom en

tirely at the disposal of the Pope. But all were not equally

enthusiastic ; there wanted not some who still regarded

the crusade as an attempt to raise money ;—as a ridiculous

chimera.2 Erasmus in his scoffing humor writes to More,

and turns into jest the grave devices employed to give an

air of solemnity to the design, in which no one, he asserts,

had any real faith. " The Pope has put out a prohibition

" that wives, in the absence of their husbands at the

■" war, shall not indulge themselves ; they are to abstain

" from fine dresses and silks, from gold and jewels ; use

■*' no paint, drink no wine, and fast every other day." " But

" as for your wife," he continues in his bantering style, " she

" is so serious and devout, she will find no difficulty in

"" complying with the Pope's injunctions." When the

king heard of it, and Maximilian's offer to act as genera

lissimo, " his Grace did right well laugh," says Pace in a

letter to Wolsey,3 " at the device of the Emperor enempst

" the expedition to be made the first year against the

"" Turk, by him, with other men's money, considering that

*' this should be only an expedition of money." When

Pace showed his Majesty the letters in which Campeggio's

mission was mentioned, the king at once remarked that " it

4i was not the rule of this realm to admit Legates de

latere." But he did not insist on the prohibition ; for a

fortnight after Wolsey wrote to the bishop of Worcester *

that he regretted much to hear of the increasing power of

the Turk, which could not be repressed except by a union

of Christian princes. He had informed the king of the

• 6th Doc. 1517. 3823, 3830. I 3 4023.

2 3991-2. ! 4 11th April 1518. 4073.
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Pope's intention to send a Legate into England ; but by

the municipal law of England, which the king was strictly

bound to observe, no foreign Cardinal could be admitted

to exercise legatine authority within this realm. The king,

however, would waive that objection, provided that all those

faculties which were usually conceded to legates de jure

be suspended, and Wolsey joined in equal authority with

Campeggio. The Pope had no alternative except to comply,

and the commission was sent to Wolsey as desired.1 But

this was not the end of the humiliation to which the Pope

and his Legate were to be subjected. Cardinal Hadrian, the

patron of Polydore Vergil, had signalized himself by his

opposition to Wolsey on all occasions. He was now in

disgrace:—had fled to Venice; was moving heaven and

earth to be pardoned and restored. Maximilian and the

Venetians had incurred Wolsey's displeasure for inter

posing in his favor. The Pope vacillated, was inclined to

relent, and delayed passing sentence of deprivation.

Wolsey urged, and even threatened ; and Leo replied

with a variety of excuses. On Hadrian's disgrace, the

bishopric of Bath and Wells had been conferred upon

Wolsey ; 2 but the Pope, by declining to degrade Hadrian,

might keep the right of that see an open question, and

involve its new possessor in endless litigation and expense.

Campeggio at Campeggio reached Calais in June, in the full bloom of

his legatine authority, intending at once to cross to Eng

land. If he thought to snuff out the pretensions of his

English associate, who had never been at Rome, knew

nothing of legates or legatine usages—had not a hat or a

cope fit for a procession,—that was no more than any native

Italian would have felt towards a tramontane ecclesiastic,

whatever his dignity or pretensions. On reaching Calais he

found a letter waiting for him from England, stating that the

king was greatly displeased with the backwardness of the

Pope in depriving Cardinal Hadrian, and the Legate must

remain at Calais until the king had perfect satisfaction on

1 17th May. 4170. | * 3504, 3544.

Calais.
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that head.1 In vain Campeggio protested that he had

written three times to the Pope on the subject, and felt no

doubt of his compliance. May passed, June passed, and it

was not until the 22nd of July that his quarantine was

withdrawn, and he was permitted to land on English shores.

Now, however pleasant Calais might be for a summer

holiday in the warm months of May, June, and July, and

however courtly the attentions of its deputy, Sir Richard

Wingfield, it is hard to conceive any delay more galling or

annoying to the dignity of a papal Legate like Campeggio,

than this cooling his heels, like an ordinary layman, for

many weeks in a rude garrison town ;—with the mortifying

consciousness, besides, that his detention depended entirely

on the will of the man whom he had purposed to eclipse.

Hall tells a story, greedily repeated by Foxe, that the night

before Campeggio entered London, Wolsey, to give greater

effect to the solemnity, sent him twelve mules with empty

coffers trapped with scarlet ; and thus the cavalcade, with

eight others belonging to the Legate, passed through the

streets as if they had carried so much treasure. In Cheap-

side one of the mules turned restive, and upset the chests,

out of which tumbled old hose, broken shoes, bread, meat,

and eggs, with "much vile baggage;" at which the boys ex

claimed, " See, see my lord Legate's treasure !" The story

is more malicious than probable. There might be much vile

baggage and broken shoes, however ; for the freshness

and splendor of the Legate's preparations would be tar

nished and injured by his long detention. Accustomed to

be received with profuse gratitude and unbounded liberality

by the sovereigns to whom they were sent, these dignitaries

were not prepared for any heavy outlay from their own

purses. The delay and consequent expense proved a serious

annoyance.

News, however, came at last of Hadrian's deprivation, and Lands at Deal,

a knight of the Garter was sent to bring over the Legate.2 Loudon?'

On the 23rd of July he landed at Deal, and was met by the

1 4271. 1 2 4348.
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bishop of Chichester, the lords Abergavenny, Cobham, and

others, and conveyed by them to Sandwich. Next day he

reached Canterbury ; here he was received by the clergy and

corporation ofthe town, and conducted to the cathedral gates,

where the archbishop, the bishop of Rochester, the abbots

of St. Augustine and Favershaui, the priors of Christchurch

and St. Gregory's, attended his coming in full pontificals.

After prayers and benediction he was led to the shrine of St.

Thomas ; was censed and sprinkled with holy water ; then

conducted to his lodgings in St. Augustine's abbey. Here

he stayed the Sunday. On Monday he set out for Sitting-

bourne in a great storm ofthunder and lightning, attended by

a cavalcade of 500 horse. There he dined, and supped and

slept at Bexley. On Tuesday he was entertained at a mag

nificent dinner at Rochester ; thence to Otford, attended all

the way by the archbishop, with a thousand horsemen, in ar

mour and gold chains. On Thursday, at Lewisham ; and

after dinner, about one o'clock, he arrived at Blackheath. At

this place a more splendid companj' awaited him, consisting

of the duke of Norfolk, the bishops of Durham and Ely, the

earl of Surrey, the lords Darcy and Abergavenny. In a

meadow " two miles from London," a tent of cloth of gold

had been erected for his reception. The procession was non-

arranged. The nobility rode in advance ; then came the

Legate in full pontificals, with his cross, his pillars, and pole-

axes ; next his servants in red livery ; after them the

archbishop's (Wolsey's ?) in one livery, with red hats,

except the chaplains, to the number of 200 horse. A^

it neared the city gates the whole procession extended

upwards of two miles. From St. George's Church to

London Bridge the way was lined on both sides b}T friars,

monks, and clergy singing hymns, dressed in their habits,

with copes of cloth of gold, gold and silver crosses and

banners ; and as the Legate passed along they threw up

clouds of incense in the air, and sprinkled him with holy

water. At the foot of the bridge he was received by two

bishops, who presented him with the relics of the saints.

to kiss, whilst salvos of artillery from the Tower and the
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river forts rent the air,1 and hundreds of bells pealed

from every abbey, priory, and parish church, to the deeper

bass of old St. Paul's. In " Gracious Street " the London

city companies joined the procession ; at Cheapside he was

welcomed by the mayor and aldermen ; and here the cele

brated Sir Thomas More delivered a Latin oration. At

St. Paul's the bishops of Lincoln and Loudon, with the whole

cathedral clergy, received him, and led him after another

oration to the high altar. This done, the Legate mounted

his mule, and was conveyed to his lodgings in Bath Place.

The reception was magnificent beyond description ; there

had been nothing like it seen in England, at least within the

memory of living man. It had been prepared and arranged,

aud the whole expense of it was defrayed, by Wolsey.2

But there was one face wanting to complete the magni

ficence of the ceremony : that was his own. Archbishops-

and dukes and all the great nobility were there ; but,

Wolsey and the king were absent. Sebastian said they

were afraid of the sweating sickness.3 ..

Campeggio's audience took place five days after at His audience.

Greenwich, on Tuesday the 3rd August.4 The king

1 " Salvos of artillery rent the

" air as if the very heavens would

" fall," is Wolsey's own expressive

description addreased to the Bishop

of Worcester. 4348.

2 4348.

3 4361.

4 "On Sunday [a blunder for

Tuesday] these two Cardinals or

Legates took their barges and came

to Greenwich. Each of them had

besides their crosses, two pillars of

silver, two little axes gilt, and two

cloak bags embroidered [what were

these ?], and the Cardinals' hats

borne before them. And when

they came to the king's hall, the

Cardinal of York went on the right

hand ; and then the king,, royally

apparelled and accompanied, met

them even as though both had come

from Rome, and so brought them

both up into his chamber of pre

sence [a mistake]. And there was

a solemn oration made by an Italian,

declaring the cause of the legacy,

to be in two articles, one for aid

against God's enemies, and the

second for reformation of the clergy :

[the latter is Hall's invention]. And

when mass was done [another inven ■

tion], they were had to a chamber,

and served with lords and knights

[a mistake] with much solemnity ;

and after dinner, they took their

leave of the king, and came to

London, and rode through the city

together in great pomp and glory

to their lodgings."—Hall's Chron..

p. 593.
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entered, attended by the lords spiritual and temporal, and

advanced to the middle of the hall. The Legates " saluted

" him with great marks of respect."1 The king returned

their salutations by taking off his bonnet, and then pro

ceeded towards the upper end of the hall, with Wolsey as

the chief Legate on his right, and Campeggio on the left ;

their pillars, crosses, and hats borne before them. The

earl of Surrey carried the sword, walking between the

Legates. On the right of the throne stood the two primates

and the bishops ; on the left, the dukes and lords. Fronting

the throne, and a little to the right, were placed two chairs

covered with cloth of gold ; in the larger chair sate Wolsey,

and a little behind him Campeggio.2 Then Wolsey rising,

cap in hand, delivered a Latin oration, the king standing

whilst it was delivered. " To this his Majesty replied, also

" in Latin, most elegantly and with all gravity." This

done, they seated themselves, and the Legate's brother

commenced his oration, dilating on the objects of this

solemn mission,—the desire of the Pope for peace and unity

in Christendom,—the importance of a crusade against its

common enemy the Turk. He was answered by Dr. Taylor

on the king's behalf, stating that his Majesty needed not to

be reminded of his duty as a Christian. Then the king

and the Legates retired to a private chamber. Campeggio's

importance expired with this delivery of his mission. He

was invited to the usual court entertainments, was present

at the solemnity of Mary's espousals with the Dauphin ;

but, says Sebastian, " little respect was shown to the see

Apostolic."3 A remark which requires no comment.

Conclusion. So the wheel had revolved once more, and all things had

apparently returned to the point from which they had

started. England and France were again intimately allied,

and the alliance cemented by marriage : Charles and Maxi

milian remained subordinate in the great European confe-

i 4362, 4366. | 3 4371.

2 See the plate, p. 1345.
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deracy, as they had been four years before. As then, so

now, Wolsey stood master of the game, but with far higher

advantages. Then he was only archbishop of York, now he

was Legate, Cardinal, and lord Chancellor ;—then he was

only rising into favor with his sovereign, now that favor was

confirmed ;—his supremacy was contested then by others

not less powerful than himself ; now, even his enemies ad

mitted his superiority ; and if they did not crouch to it,

dared not contest it. Then his influence was little felt or

acknowledged beyond his own country ; now kings and

Emperors sought his favor. It rested with him to determine

whether Europe should have peace or war ; whether a

crusade should be or should not be ; who should dictate to

the titular Pope, whether a Frenchman, a German or a

Fleming ; and who should overshadow the papal tiara.

And all this he had accomplished without moving from

his chair, without a blow, with a peace expenditure,

and a rigid economy. There had never been such a

minister in England. Francis and Charles were now strain

ing every nerve for the Imperial crown :—bribes, favors,

alliances, were showered by both ; the most unblushing

venality found as unblushing and prodigal a purchaser.

The holy Roman Empire, like a rare bauble—and no

better than a bauble—was set up to the highest bidder. It

remained with Wolsey to decide to which of the two parties

it should be knocked down.

§

Far as these remarks have already extended, they would Bo<>ks of *<>

period. New

yet be incomplete without some notice of the two important Testament of

works which made their appearance during the period

embraced in this volume : I refer to the Greek Testa

ment of Erasmus, and the Utopia of Sir Thomas More.

Though printed at Basle, the Greek Testament of Erasmus

was strictly the work of his residence in England. In

the collation and examination of MSS. required for the

task, he had the assistance of Englishmen ; Englishmen
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supplied the funds, and English friends and patrons lent

him that support and encouragement without which it is

very doubtful whether Erasmus would have ever com

pleted the work. He was not always liberal in acknow

ledging his obligations ; yet in his New Testament, hidden

away in a page where no one would have expected to find

it, he bursts into a sudden fit of enthusiasm and cele

brates the praises of Warham in language such as none

but Erasmus could command.1 After descanting upon the

archbishop's modesty, labors, genius, administration of jus

tice (for he was still Chancellor), his patronage of letters

and learned men, Erasmus thus pursues the subject:

" Had it been my good fortune to have fallen in with such a

Maecenas in my earlier years, I might, perhaps, have done some

thing for literature. Now, born as I was in an unhappy age, when

barbarism reigned supreme, especially among my own people, by

whom the least inclination for literature was then looked upon as

little better than a crime, what could I do with my small modicum

of talent ? Death carried off Henry de Berghes, bishop of Cambray,

my first patron ; my second, William lord Mountjoy, an English

peer, was separated from me by his employments at court and the

tumults of war. By his means it was my good fortune, then ad

vanced in life and close upon my fortieth year, to be introduced to

archbishop Warham. Encouraged and cheered by his bounty, I

revived ; I gained new youth and strength in the cause of literature.

What nature and my country denied me, his bounty supplied."

These expressions of gratitude were no more than the

archbishop deserved ; in addition to an annual pension he sent

various sums of money to Erasmus, generally through More.

Nor were Warham and Mountjoy his only friends. Tunstal

and Lupset assisted him in his collations ; Fisher, Fox, More,

Colet, Urswick and Ammonius made him continual presents,

and pushed his interests at court. Wolsey, apparently indif

ferent to literary praise, offered him only a prebend at Tour-

nay—luipov uloipw as Erasmus calls it, who could never be

persuaded to speak well of Wolsey afterwards.2 When the

New Testament appeared, it was applauded by those whom

we have been told to regard as the most superstitious

and benighted upholders of the old religion. " Lately in

1 In Epist. ad Thessalon. i. cap. 2. { 2 See Nos. 889, 890, 1552, 2066.
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" a large concourse of people," writes More,1 " the bishop

" of Winchester (Fox) affirmed that your version of the

" New Testament was worth more to him than ten

" commentaries." The bishops were loud in its praises,2

Warham in particular. Fisher had always been one of its

earliest promoters. Tunstal, as I have remarked already,

had assisted with his scholarship and his bounty.

The experiment was a bold one—the boldest that had what it pro

posed.

been conceived in this century or for many centuries before

it. We are accustomed to the freest expression of opinion in

Biblical criticism, and any attempt to supersede our English

version, to treat its inaccuracies with scorn, to represent

it as far below the science and scholarship of the age, or

as a barbarous, unlettered production, made from inaccurate

MSS., and imperfectly executed by men who did not un

derstand the language of the original, would excite little

apprehension or alarm. To explain the text of Scripture

exclusively by the rules of human wisdom, guided by the

same principles as are freely applied to classical authors,—

to discriminate the spurious from the genuine, and decide

that this was canonical, and that was not—might, per

haps, be regarded as audacious. Yet all this, and not

less than this, did Erasmus propose to himself in his edi

tion and translation of the New Testament. He meant to

subvert the authority of the Vulgate, and to show that

much of the popular theology of the day, its errors and mis

conceptions, were founded entirely on a misapprehension

of the original meaning, and inextricably entangled with

the old Latin version. It was his avowed object to bring

up the translation of the sacred books, and all criticism

connected with them, to the level of that scholarship in his

days which had been successfully applied to the illustration

of ancient authors ; to set aside all. rules of interpreta

tion resting merely on faith and authority, and replace

them by the philological and historical. And it was

1 3831. | 2 2074, 2196.

r 2
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Households.

precisely for this reason that Luther disliked the work.1

In this respect the New Testament of Erasmus must be

regarded as the foundation of that new school of teaching

on which Anglican theology professes exclusively to rest ; as

such it is not only the type of its class, but the most direct

enunciation of that Protestant principle which, from that

time until this, has found its expression in various forms :

" The Bible alone is the religion of Protestants." Whatever

can be read therein or proved thereby is binding upon all

men ; what cannot, is not to be required of any man as an

article of his faith, either by societies or individuals. Who

sees not that the authority of the Church was displaced,

and the sufficiency of all men individually to read and

interpret for themselves was thus asserted by the New

Testament of Erasmus ?

The work found readers where readers were least to be

expected ; not merely in universities and among bishops,

but with friars and monks and other religious orders.

It was talked over in the common rooms of Oxford and

Cambridge ; criticised in the refectory of the friars, or the

nuns' parlors ; preached at from the pulpit and the lecture

room ; the topic of conversation at court ; declaimed against

before lord-mayors and corporations. Violet and scarlet

hoods fluttered with emotion at its daring innovations ; black

woollen gowns and white enlarged, in corners, to anxious,

upturned faces, on the new version which had re-written

the Epistles of St. Paul, and put unauthorized phrases into

the Magnificat and the Pater noster. I have already stated

that the age was not that sink of corruption which modern

historians delight to paint it. And the universal interest taken

in this work of Erasmus shows equally that the age was not

so illiterate as it is often assumed to be. Popular stories of

the Bible being unknown, of the total indifference of the

1 See his letters 22 and 29. To the

last, Luther retained the use of the

Vulgate in his Commentary on the

Galatians, the profoundest of all

his works.
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friars to learning, rest like most popular stories on vulgar cre

dulity. Here is a passage from More's Utopia, writtea in

1516, which conveys a very different impression :—

" Men's tastes differ much ; some are so morose, so sour in dispo

sition, and their judgments so perverse, that people of cheerful and

lively temper, who indulge their humors, seem much more happy

than those who torment themselves by writing books, and attempting

to please or profit the ungrateful and fastidious. Many know nothing

of learning and others despise it. To the lover of barbarisms all is

rough and distasteful that is not barbarous. The sciolist despises

as common place whatever abounds not in antiquated expressions.

Some love antiquity only ; the greater part, novelty. This man is

of " so vinegar an aspect " that he can allow no jokes ; another so

dull he cannot endure wit. This man's face is so flat he is as much

afraid of a nose as the devil of holy water. Some again are so change

able, that their thoughts alter as rapidly as their postures. These sit

in taverns, and take upon them to criticise works of genius over their

cups. They cannot endure the least ridicule, and condemn in authori

tative tones, ad libitum, with no less advantage than a bald man

plucks his neighbour's hair ; for they are so smooth and shorn—these

good fellows—they present not a single hair for others to lay hold

on. Some are so unthankful that even when they are well pleased

with a book they love not the author the more, and are like those

rude guests, who, after they have been well entertained, go away

with a belly-full, without so much as thanking their host."

And this brings me, in conclusion, to some remarks on More's Utopia.

the Utopia itself. A modern French author, with that

sprightliness and lively declamation for which he is justly

remarkable, characterizes the Utopia of Sir Thomas More as

" an insipid romance, in which the author has taken great

" pains to discover truths already realized by the mystic

" communists of the middle ages in a more original manner.

" The design of the work is common-place, its matter

" ordinary ; it has little imagination, and less sense of

" reality."1 There is not the least reason for supposing

that More was ever acquainted with the communistic

doctrines of the middle ages, or ever wished to establish

them. For common tables and community of goods in

the institutions of Utopia, More was indebted to Plato and

the laws of Lycurgus ; for More was much more familiar

"with the classical than the middle ages ;—and these were

1 La forme est plate, le fonds commun. Michelet, Reforme, p. 414.
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How regarded

in the writer's

age.

introduced for a different purpose than that which M.

Michelet surmises. We readily concede that there is

not to be found in the Utopia the wonderful invention,

the inexhaustible wit, the profound learning, the broad

farce, the abundant physical coarseness, the sarcasm and

unextinguishable laughter, the tenderest and profound-

est sentiments masquerading in grotesque and ludicrous

shapes, the healthy vigorous humanity, overflowing at one

time with clear and beautiful truths, and then anon stranded

in pools of mud and filth, that are to be found in Ra

belais. But the objects of the two men were as different

as their natures. The wit and humor of More is that

of the thoughtful observant Englishman, not breaking out

into peals of laughter, but so quiet, sedate, and serious as to

demand on the part of the reader something of the same

habit of quiet thought and observation, to be fully per

ceived and enjoyed. More hovers so perpetually on the

confines of jest and earnest, passes so naturally from one

to the other, that the reader is in constant suspense

whether his jest be serious or his seriousness a jest. The

book is wonderfully English-like; wonderfully like that

balancing habit of mind which trembles on the verge of

right and wrong, sometimes struggling on in happier times

to clearer vision, sometimes, like More, shutting its eyes

and relapsing into older impressions unable to endure

suspense any longer.

In More's own day the Utopia was regarded as a mirror

of the political and social evils of the times.1 " A burgo-

" master at Antwerp," writes Erasmus, " is so pleased with

" it, he knows it all by heart." Its popularity is attested

by numerous editions 2 and translations. The scene of it

is laid in the then scarce-known regions of the West,

where Christianity had not yet penetrated. It describes

the social and political perfection to which the people of

1 Nos. 2962, 2996.

2 The first was at Louvain in

1516, the next at Basle in 1518,

and another, a few months after, at

Paris.
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Utopia had arrived by the mere efforts of natural goodness,

as compared with the corrupt institutions and manners of

Christendom. The Utopians are not entirely free from

usages which seem incompatible with a model republic,

and this is part of the author's design. They attempt

to prevent war by assassination, and bribe the subjects of

their enemy to commit treason. But he must be dull

indeed, who does not perceive that Utopia, when following

out these principles, is removed but a few miles from the

English Channel, and that a practice which seems the more

odious in these upright and wise Utopians was tenfold more

unjustifiable in those who, professing the doctrines of Christ,

never scrupled to employ the same means against their own

enemies. Were the intrigues of Henry VIII. and his

minister Dacre against Scotland more moral than these ?

Were not their attempts to sow treason and disaffection

among the Scotch lords an exact exemplification of this

Utopian policy ? Letter after letter in this volume betrays

a similar design for decoying or cutting off The White Rose,

De la Pole,1 thus illustrating More's words to the letter :

" By this means it has often fallen out that many of them,

" even the prince himself, has been betrayed by those, in

" whom they trusted most ; for the rewards the Utopians

" offer are so immeasurably great that there is no sort of

" crime to which men cannot be drawn by them."

But Utopia is nowhere, and was never intended to be, its purpose.

set up as a model to be literally followed. Could More

seriously advocate a community of goods, even if as a

sound lawyer he could expect to see the Utopian pro

hibition verified, that the nations of Europe should have

1 It is worth noticing that this

correspondence passed through Tun-

stal's hands when minister in the

Netherlands. And it is greatly to

his credit that he always discouraged

these speculators in private assassi

nation, and gave no credence to the

numerous spies and vagabonds who

now, and much more in after times,

were employed by Henry to carry

out this Utopian policy. Strange

that what then was considered too

scandalous to be done openly should

now find defenders on the plea of

state necessity !
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fewer laws and no lawyers ? x Could he gravely recommend

a purely elective monarchy, even if, with his religious views,

he might have justified the marriage of priests, to which

he has never given any sanction in his writings ? But though

The Utopia was not to be literally followed,—was no more"

than an abstraction at which no one would have laughed

more heartily than More himself, if interpreted too strictly,

Utopia might serve to show to a corrupt Christendom

what good could be effected by the natural instincts of men

when following the dictates of natural prudence and justice.

If kings could never be elective in Europe, Utopia might

show the advantage to a nation where kings were responsible

to some other will than their own. If property could never

be common, Utopia might teach men how great was the

benefit to society when the state regarded itself as created

for the well-being of all, and not of a class or a favored

few. Literally property could never be common, except in

Utopia; but it might be so in effect in Christian commu

nities when capital and property were more widely diffused,

—when the enormous disproportion between the poor and

the rich, the noble and the serf, was modified by social

improvements,—when laws were simplified, and the statute

book disencumbered of obsolete and unintelligible acts, too

often put in force to catch the unwary, and made an

instrument of oppression by the crown lawyers.

Not a reaction It might, perhaps, be thought that More attributed too

'naturaf0 much to nature,—that in the misery and confusion of his

religion.

1 " They have but few laws, and

such is their constitution that they

need not many. They do very much

condemn other nations whose laws,

together with the commentaries upon

them, swell to so many volumes ;

for they think it an unreasonable

thing to oblige men to obey a body

of laws that are both of such a

bulk and so dark that they cannot

be read or understood by every one

of their subjects.

" They have no lawyers among

them, for they consider them as a

sort of people whose profession it is

to disguise matters as well as to

wrest laws ; and therefore they

think it is much better that every

man should plead his own cause

and trust it to the judge, as in

other places the client does to his

councillor. By this means they

both cut oft' many delays and find

out truth more certainly." A bold

stroko against trial by jury.
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times—in the dead-lock of all social, political, and religious

reforms—in his dissatisfaction at Christianity, as exhibited

in the lives of his contemporaries, he gladly turned away

to an ideal as little like the reality as possible, and pleased

himself, as some did at the French Revolution, with a pure

social abstraction removed from all those debasing influ

ences under which men groaned. We might be tempted

to think for a moment that he wavered in his allegiance

to Christianity, and that the beautiful visions of Platonic

republics and ancient patriots, fostered by his classical

studies, had for a time over-mastered his imagination, as

was the case with many others. Christianity, in his days

at least, could present no such heroical virtue, no such grace

or beauty, as Paganism had done, and was then doing,

with an intensity of attraction to the newly-awakened long

ings of men, of which we can form no conception. Were

monks and friars comparable to the ancient philosopher and

his supper of herbs? Were Christian kings of the 16th cen

tury, imperious, headstrong, passionate, and arbitrary, im

mersed in the games of war and ambition, absorbed by the

tournament, or the chase, impatient of contradiction, deaf

to good advice—comparable to the Catos, the Reguli,

the Spartan or Sabine rulers of the old republics? Had

not the advancement of the faith been made a pretext for

spoliation and aggrandizement ? Had not its teachers

taken part rather with the oppressors than the oppressed ?

Were not half the wars of Christendom traceable to this

one cause ?—ignoble wars that only fostered the evils under

which society labored, strengthening the oppressor and tram

pling on the weak ? Had More's faith staggered at the trial,

it could have occasioned little surprise ; but apparently it

did not. For Christianity is introduced among the Utopians ;

it is readily received by them from its secret sympathy with

their own opinions and institutions in its purer form.

But a very brief sketch of the Utopian political and a sketch of its

social regulations will point out more clearly the prevalent mwn contente-

evils of More's days. I wish I might ask my reader to
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carry in his memory the leading topics of this preface ;—the

endless wars, the faithless leagues, the military expenditure,

the money and time wasted upon instruments and means

of offence to the neglect of all social improvements—un

settled habits—trains of idle serving-men reenacting in the

streets the interminable brawls of the Montagues and

Capulets—broken and disabled soldiers turning to theft and

filling Alsatia for lack of employment—labor disarranged—

husbandry broken up—villages and hamlets depopulated to

feed sheep—agricultural laborers turned adrift, but for

bidden to stray, and driven home from tithing to tithing

by the lash, to starve— no poor-houses, no hospitals,

though the sweating sickness raged through the land, but

the poor left to perish as paupers by the side of the ditches,

filling the air with fever and pestilence—houses never swept

or ventilated—choked with rotten thatch above and un

changed rushes within—streets reeking with offal and filthy

puddles—no adequate supply of water for cleanliness or

health—penal laws stringently enforced, more stringently as

the evils grew greater—crime and its punishment struggling

for the upper hand—justice proud of its executions, and won

dering that theft multiplied faster than the gibbet. Then

again, and unquestionably the greatest blot upon the reign

of HenryVIII.—was the sudden revival of obsolete statutes;

as in the punishment of the London apprentices and the

praemunire in 1530. More's language1 looks prophetical,

as if he pierced into futurity, and saw beneath the popular

and fascinating exterior of Henry VIII. the monarch who

should one day use the law, not for the protection, but the

oppression of his subjects. " One set of ministers," says

the supposed traveller in Utopia, " will bring forward some

" old musty laws that have been antiquated by a long

u disuse, and which, as they have been forgotten by all the

" king's subjects, so they have also been broken by them ;

1 The face of More is remark

able for its peering anxious look,

as of a man endeavouring to pene

trate into and yet dreading the

future.
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" and will urge that the levying of the penalties of these

" laws, as it will bring in a vast treasure, so also fails not of

" a very good pretence, since it would look like the execut-

" ing of the law and the doing ofjustice."1 " Another pro-

" poses that the judges should^be made sure of, that in all

" causes affecting the king they may always give sentence

" in his favor, and be sent for to the palace and invited to

" discuss the matter before the king, that there may be no

" cause of his, however obviously unjust, in which some

" among them, either through love of contradiction, or

" pride of singularity, or desire to win favor, will not find

" out some pretence or another for giving sentence in the

" king's behalf. . . . And there never will be wanting

" some pretext for declaring in the king's favor ;—as, that

" equity is on his side, or the strict letter of the law, or

" some forced interpretation of it ; or if none of these, that

" the royal prerogative ought with conscientious judges to

" outweigh all other considerations. And these notions are

" fostered by the maxims, that the king can do no wrong,

" however much he may wish to do it ;—that not only

" the property, but the persons of his subjects, are his ;—

" that a man has a right to no more than the king's good-

" ness think fit not to take from him."

Extravagant as such doctrines may appear to us in these a faithful

days, they represent the feelings of the people, and the social and

position of the sovereign in the days of the Tudors. Ab- of thetin^s!8

solute in theory, clergy, judges, people strove to render

the prerogative more absolute, both in theory and practice.

So long as Wolsey lived the Church formed some barrier ;

afterwards, as it stood for a time without any such control,

before the House of Commons or public opinion had yet

risen to take the place of the Church, government was

absolutely identified with the will of the sovereign ; his

word was law for the consciences as well as the conduct of

1 As in Wolsey's attainder for

procuring bulls from Rome, in

which, as it will be seen from this

volume, the king was as much

implicated as his minister.
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his subjects. And the remembrance of the civil commotions

of the 15th century, springing solely from a disputed suc

cession—the rooted conviction that society must relapse

once more into confusion under a similar evil—that it was

disintegrated—that all social order was bound up in the

king, as its only certain and immoveable centre—nurtured

in the minds of Englishmen the extravagant doctrines thus

denounced by More. Any wrong, any injustice, any royal

violation of the law, however flagrant, was a more tolerable

evil than disobedience, or opposition to the will of the

prince, however just or sacred the cause. For that, in the

temper of the times, people had no sympathy; the will

of the prince, however expressed, as Romanist or Protestant,

in passing the Six Articles or beheading More, in divorcing

Queen Katharine or marrying Anna Boleyn, was to be

respected. Innocence itself was to plead " guilty, " and

suffer as guilt, if the king required it. How far Cromwell

took advantage of this feeling it is not my present purpose

to inquire.

Society in Such evils as these could have no place among the

Utopians. Their monarchy was elective, their government

strictly representative :—" The prince is for life, but he is

" removeable on suspicion of a design to enslave his people."

Strange doctrine this in the reign of Henry VIII. ! Due

provision was made for the health, education, employment,

recreation of the people—subjects quite below the considera

tion of monarchs and ministers in Christian Europe. Every

street was twenty feet broad j1 every house was built of stone,

with its garden behind it for health and recreation ; a strik

ing contrast to the mean hovels, mud walls, thatched roofs,

straggling with overhanging gables, and shutting out both air

and light in the metropolis of England. Labor alternated

from town to country and from country to town ; learning

followed work, and work learning. Public lectures were

1 What then mast the streets of London have been ? Perhaps some

10 or 12 feet.

Utopia.
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given every morning before daybreak ; after supper diver

sion ; summer in their gardens, winter in their public halls,

with music and discourse. No games except chess were

allowed, or an allegorical tournament between vices and vir

tues. All, whatever their condition, male or female, noble or

ignoble, were set to learn some trade. Six hours, for labor, the

others for rest ; but that rest must be reasonably employed

in reading, exercise, or gardening. Labor common, and

property common ; common halls in every district, " where

" they all meet and eat ;" hospitals without the walls, " so

" large that they may pass for little towns ; by this means,

" if they had ever such a number of sick, they could lodge

" them conveniently, and at sufficient distances to prevent

" contagion." No slaughter-houses permitted within the

walls, no offal, no pestilential manufactures. In the country

these restrictions were relaxed.

Fathers and grandfathers, sons and daughters-in-law, Households,

made one family, and lived under the same roof, like More's

own family at Chelsea. In this respect no philosopher ever

exemplified his own precepts more perfectly than More.

And if we may accept the repeated and uniform assurances

of his contemporaries—if the respect and affection of all his

household, which accompanied him even to the scaffold,

be any test—his own practice must have been the noblest

proof of the sound wisdom of his theory. Englishmen and

strangers admitted to his acquaintance testify to the peace,

purity, love, courtesy, and refinement that reigned supreme

in his family ;—far more Utopian, when compared with what

is known of the private lives of his contemporaries, than any

household in Utopia itself.

No wonder then that cheerfulness, regard to the welfare classes:

and happiness of others, gentleness and good nature, formed gentlemen.

a very prominent part in the philosophy of the Utopians,—

and these not merely as private but public virtues ;—that

on the same principle gambling, hunting, and field sports

were disallowed, as pleasures purchased by the pain of

inferior animals, and degenerating into brutality by frequent
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indulgence.1 Closely connected with these feelings was the

attention paid by the Utopians to the condition of the

laboring classes, and their regulations to prevent the work

man, skilled or unskilled, from being ground down to that

hopeless wretchedness, which at la6t burst out into open

rebellion here and on the continent.

" What justice is this," say9 Raphael, the imaginary traveller,

" that a nobleman, a goldsmith, or a banker, or any other man that

does nothing at all, should live in great luxury and splendor, and a

carter, a smith, or a ploughman that works harder than the beasts them"

selves, and is employed in labors of such a nature that no common

wealth could exist for a year without them, should be able to earn so

poor a livelihood, and lead so miserable a life, that the condition of

the beasts is much better than his ? For as the beasts do not work

so constantly, feed almost as well and more pleasantly, have no

anxiety for the future, these men, on the contrary, are crushed by a

barren and profitless employment, and tormented with apprehensions

of want in their old age. What they obtain by their daily labor

serves only for their daily maintenance ;—is consumed as fast as it

comes in ;—and no surplus is left them to lay up for old age. Is not

that government unjust that takes no care of the meaner sort, and

when they can no longer serve it, and are oppressed with age,

sickness, and want, all the labors and good they have done are

forgotten, and their only reward is to die in great misery? Add

to this, all the richer sort are often endeavouring to bring the

hire of laborers lower, not only by fraudulent practices, but by the

laws which they procure to be made to that effect for regulating

labor."8

Foreign policy. Nor is More less severe against the foreign policy of the

governments of Europe ; their utter carelessness in breaking

treaties however solemnly ratified ; their employment of mer

cenaries ; the absence of all controlling power on the part of

the popes, who rather imitated than denounced the pernicious

practices of the secular rulers. " The Utopians," he says,

" make no leagues as other nations do. What is the use of

" leagues ? say they ; do you think that a man will care for

1 It must be remembered that in

Store's time no game-seasons were

observed by country gentlemen.

Their whole life was occupied with

field sports. Cromwell shot part

ridges all the year round; but

then he had been born and bred a

citizen.

2 A hard hit against the Statute

of Laborers ; — strangely enough

quoted of late as an institution of

the Tudors to protect the employed

against the employer.
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" words whom natural affection fails to reconcile to his fellow

" man?" Then adds More with grave irony: "In Europe, and

" especially the parts about us where Christianity is received,

" the majesty of treaties is everywhere regarded as holy and

" inviolable, partly from the justice and goodness of kings,

" partly from the fear and reverence they feel for the sove-

" reign Pontiffs ; for as the latter never take engagements

" upon them which they do not religiously observe, so they

." enjoin upon all princes to abide by their promises at all

" hazards, and if they equivocate, subject them to ecclesias-

" tical censures ! For they justly consider it a most indecent

" thing, for them who claim the title of thefaithful to show

" no faith in their treaties." Again, in illustration of this

topic, More observes : if in their wars against their enemies

other means fail, " they sow the seeds of dissension among

" them, and set up the king's brother or some nobleman to

" aspire to the crown ;" a remark which finds ample confir

mation in these pages.—" Or," he continues, " if domestic

" factions languish, they stir up against them the neigh-

" bouring nations ; and rummaging out some old claims

" which are never wanting to princes, supply them abun-

" dantly with money for the war, but not with their own

" troops.'' Then follows a passage aimed so directly against

the policy of England that I wonder More had the courage

to insert it, only that as France pursued the same methods,

unreflecting readers might not at once perceive how the

arrow glanced from one nation to the other :—

" They hire soldiers from all places, but chiefly from the ZapoletaB

(the Swiss) ; a hardy race, patient of heat, cold and labor ; strangers

to all delights, indifferent to agriculture, careless of their houses and

their clothes, studious of nothing but their cattle. They live by

hunting and plunder ; born only for war, which they watch all oppor

tunities of engaging in, they embrace it eagerly when offered, and are

ready to serve any prince that will hire them, in great numbers. They

know none of the arts of life, except how to take it away. They

serve their employers actively and faithfully ; but will bind them

selves to no certain terms, and only agree on condition that next

day they shall go over to the enemy if he promises larger pay, and

veer back again the day after at a higher bidding. As war rarely

arises in which a great part of them is not enlisted on both sides, it

often happens that kinsmen and most intimate friends, hired from
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the same canton?, find themselves opposed, engage and kill rme

another, regardless of these ties, for no other consideration than that

they have been hired to do so for a miserable pay, by princes of

opposite interests ;, and they are so nice in demanding it that they

will change sides for the advance of a halfpenny. And yet then-

wages are of no use to them, for they spend them immediately in low

dissipation. They serve the Utopians against all the world, for they

are the best paymasters. And as the Utopians look out for good men

for their own use at home, they employ the greatest scoundrels

abroad ; and they think they do a great service to mankind by thus

ridding the world of the entire scum of such a foul and nefarious

population."

But it is time for me to bring these remarks to a close. If

any one wishes to see the real condition of Europe at this

period—the arbitrary rule of its monarchs, bent on their

own aggrandizement, and careless of the improvement of

their people—the disputes among their councillors, agreed

in one point only, to flatter and mislead their sovereigns—

the wide separation between the luxury of the rich and the

hopeless misery of the poor—the prevalence of crime—the

severe execution of justice, earnest for punishment, but re

gardless of prevention—the frequency of capital punish

ment—the depopulation of villages—the engrossing by a

few hands of corn and wool—the scarcity of meat—the

numbers of idle gentlemen without employment—of idle

serving-men and retainers turned adrift on a life of vaga-

Dondism :—in short, whoever wishes to see society full of the

elements of confusion, requiring only a small spark to fan

them into a flame—may read with advantage the Utopia

of Sir Thomas More.

This summary of events has extended further than I an

ticipated ; partly from a wish that my readers might fully

understand what they had to expect, from the contents of this

volume ; partly because, from the indifference of modern

historians to these materials, it might have been naturally

supposed that they were either scanty or unimportant. What

use has been made of them by writers of history the reader

may determine for himself by a cursory glance down the

margins of the pages. Perhaps out of the thousands here

noticed a dozen or a score were known to Lord Herbert ;

about the same number to Strype and Burnet. Pinkerton
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had examined carefully the Scottish documents for his his

tory which he found in the British Museum ; Mr. Tytler

followed Pinkerton. Modern English historians, generally

satisfied to tread the old beaten paths with Foxe, Strype,

and Burnet, have left these materials unexplored or picked

out from them a few salient scraps, unconcerned to discover

the great lessons they contain. And yet it might have been

supposed, that if any period in the world's history required

or would have repaid illustration, it was that period beyond

all others when Francis I. ascended the throne ; when

Christendom under three young sovereigns was passing

through its darkest hour of peril, from the mediaeval to the

modern ages ; when kings, never so popular or so powerful,

and never so closely identified with their people, were to

leave the impressions of their conduct, for good and evil,

on the nations committed to their charge, in characters not

to be effaced for centuries.

I have, in conclusion, to acknowledge my numerous

obligations to Mr. Gairdner of the Record Office. I cannot

express my sense of his services more highly than I have

already done in my previous volume ; in the preparation

of this they have not been less in number or importance.

My thanks are also due to Mr. C. T. Martin, lately

attached to this branch of the service.

January, 1864
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A Book of Receipts, with the

signatures of T. Darcy andA. Darcy.

For the new sweating sickness

which was the 20th year of the

reign of King Henry the Eighth.—

" Take endive, sowthistle, marygold,

m'oney and nightshade, three hand-

fuls of all,and seethe thera in conduit

water, from a quart to pint, then

strain it into a fair vessel, then

delay it with a little sugar to put

away the tartness, and then drink it

when the sweat taketh you, and

keep you warm ; and by the grace of

God ye shall be whole."

" For the same.—Take three large

spoonfuls of water of dragons, and

a quarter of a spoonful of line

treacle of Gean, and half a nutshell-

full of unicorn's horn scraped small,

and a quarter of a spoonful of fine

good powder of maces, and make

all that same hot, and so let the

patient drink it, and keep him well,

neither over hot nor over cold, but

whole in his arms and feet, and let

him keep him by taking clothes off

him by little and little, till he bo

dried up, and let him use wholesome

meats, and by the grace of God he

shall not perish. Probatum est of

my Lord Darcy and 30 persons in

his house all in peril."—f. 92.

A special medicine for the pesti

lence.—'■ Take half an handful of

rew, called herbe grace, a handful

marygold, half an handful fetherfew,

a handful sorrel, a handful burnet,

and half a handful dragons, the top

in summer, the root in winter; wash

them in running water, and put

them in an earthen pot, with a

pottle of running water, and let

them seethe soberly to nigh the

half be consumed, and then

draw aback the pot, to it be almost

cold, and then strain it into a fair

glass and keep it close, and use

thereof morn and even, and when

need is oftener ; and if it be bitter,

delay it with sugar candy ; and if

it be taken afore the pimples break

forth, there is no doubt but with

the grace of Jesu it shall amend any

man, woman, or child. Probatum

est, a° 13 H. VIIL"-f. 43.

" A medicine for the pestilence,

sent to my Lord Darcy from the

Menery, from my Lady Whethyll.—

My Lord, in my best manner I re

commend me unto your Lordship,

and very sorry I am of your great

heaviness. My Lord, the cause of

my writing to you at this time is to

advertise your Lordship ot a proved

medicine ; that is, to take treacle

and vinegar, and temper them to

gether, and put thereto some run

ning water to allay the vinegar with,

and take three or four good spoon

fuls fasting, you and all yours, four

or five mornings, and fast an hour

after it, and by the grace of God

ye shall find it shall do great good ;

and then my good Lord, I beseech

our Lord to preserve you and all

yours, and send you as good health

as I woll myself. This medicine

have I proved myself.

Item, the said Lord used at all times

of necessity for to take powder of

imperial treacle of Gean, vinegar,
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springwater, and powder of unicorn's

horns, timely fasting, and neither

to drink nor eat to noon ; this is

proved for a good preparatif."—

f. 103.

" By Dr. Cromer, proved with

Katharine Constable.—1£ oleum

Ros'an popelionis, et §1 mellis

dispumati, 3^ aquae plantag. et

ros'rum parte unam must'; fiat un-

guentum et cum pluma columbina

tingatur locus delence."

" The king's medicine for the

pestilence.—Take a handful of

sawge of vertue, a handful of herbe

grace, a handful of elder leaves, and

a handful of red briar leaves, and

stamp them together, and strain

them in a fair cloth with a quart

of white wine, and then take a

quantity of ginger, and mingle

them all together, and drink of that

medicine a spoonful every day, nine

days together, and after nine days

ye shall be whole, for the whole

year, by the grace of God. And if it

fortune that one be sore taken with

the plague before he hath drunk of

the same medicine, let him take

the water of scabies, and a spoonful

of betony water, and a quart of

fine treacle, and put them all to

gether, and cause the person to

drink it, and it shall put out all the

venom ; and if it fortune that the

botch do appear, then take of leaves

of briars, elder, and mustard seed,

and stamp them all together, and

make a plaster thereof, and lay it to

the sore, and it shall draw out all

the venom, and the person shall be

whole."—f. 130.

" A proved medicine against the

pestilence, called the philosopher's

egg.—Take first an egg and break

an hole in one end thereof, and do

out the white from the yolk as clean

as you can ; then take whole saffron

and fill the shell therewith by the

yolk, then close it at both ends with

two half egg shells ; then rake it in

the embers till it be so hard that

you may stamp it to fine powder in

a mortar, shell and all ; then take

as much white mustard seed as the

weight of the egg and saffron is

and grind it as small as meal ; then

take the 4th part of an oz. of a

dittony root, and as much of tur-

montell and of crownutes one dram ;

stamp this three sundry times very

fine in a mortar, and then mix them

three well together ; after that take

as a thing most needful the root of

angelica and pimpernel, of each one

drachm, and make them to powder

and mix them with the rest ; then

compound herewith 4 or 5 grains a

quantity of unicorn's horn if it be

possible to be gotten, and take so

much weight as all these powders

come to of fine treacle, and stamp

the same with the powders in a

mortar, till they be all mixed and

hang to the pestle, and then it is

perfectly made ; put this electuary

in glass boxes, and you may keep it

20 or 30 years ; the longer the

better."—f. 154b.

" How this electuary is to be

used, and of the ordering of the

patient. Item, when the patient is

infected of the pestilence, let him

take as soon as he can this elec

tuary or ever it infect the heart : a

crown weight of gold, and as much

of some treacle, if it be for a man,

but if it be for a woman, let them

take less, and that must be well

broken together. And if the pesti

lence come with cold, then give

him the said electuary with half

a cruse of white wine, tempered

together ; but if it come with heat,

then give it him with plantony

water, or with well water and
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vinegar mixt together; ami when

he hath drunk the same let the

patient go to his naked bed, and

cover him warm, and let him lie

6, 8, or 10 hours as he is able to

endure it, for to sweat, for the more

he sweateth the better, for the

sickness vadeth with the sweat ;

but if you cannot sweat, then heat

two or three bricks or tiles in the fire

and warm (sic) them in a moist linen

cloth, and lay them by his sides in

the bed, and that shall cause him

to sweat ; and remember, as the

patient sweateth, to wipe away the

sweat from his body downward

with hot dry cloths, and his sweat

ing being ended you must shift

his shirt and all the bedding with

fresh warm clothes, using him very

warm from any cold taking in the

meantime, and let him sit well

wrapped by a warm fire while his

bed is preparing to be made."

" How the patient shall behave

himself when he hath ended his

sweating.—Let the keeper of the

sick beware of the breath of the

patient in his sweat ; also let the

clothes be well aired and washed ;

and because he shall be faint and

distempered after his sickness, he

shall eat no flesh nor drink wine for

the space of one week, but let him

use this comfortness for the heart ;

—as conserve of bugloss or red

roses, and specially he shall drink

three or four days after he hath

sweat, morning and evening, three

quints of the juice of sorrel, with

one oz. of conserve of sorrel, mixed

together, and so forth, with all be

sides that is comfortable for the

heart. Also, if one take the quan

tity of a bean of the said electuary,

with some good wine, it shall keep

him from the infection of the pesti

lence."

" The order to make the water.—

Take rue, egremony, wormwood,

salendine, sage, balm, rosemary,

mugwort, dragons, pimpernel, mari

golds, fetherfew, burnet, sorrel, and

a little roots of elecampane, scraped

and shred small, and mince all the

herbs small, and as much more rose

mary as of any of the other herbs,

and you must have them of the like

weight ; then soak them in the best

white wine you can get, three days

and three nights, and after wring out

the wine from the herbs, and still the

herbs by themselves, and after still

the wine, and that water is good for

agues ; but put it not to the water

of the herbs, for that water with a

little treacle or metridatum shall

drive any sickness from the

heart."—Addit. MS. 1592.—f. 160.

As through the default " of good

ruling and dieting in meat and

drink, men fallen often into this

sickness, therefore when the pesti

lence reigneth in country, the man

that wol be kept fro that evil, him

needeth him to keep fro outrage

and excess in meat and eke drink, ne

use no baths, ne sweat not too much,

for all these openeth the pores of

the body, and maketh the venomous

airs to enter, and destroyeth the

lively spirits in man, and enfeebleth

the body ; and sovereignly haunting

of lechery, for that enfeebleth the

kind, and openetli the pores that

wicked airs may enter. Also, use

little or nought of these : garlick,

onions, leeks, or other such meats

that bring a man into an unkindly

heat. Also, suffer not greatly thirst

that time, and if thou thirst greatly

look thou drink but measurably to

slake thy thirst; and the best

drink were cold water, menged with

vinegar or tysan." Thepoison enters

I at the pores in one of the " cleansing
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places " of the principal members,

i.e. heart, liver, and brain ; and un

less the patient is bled within 18

hours, it fastens on one place, and

casts him into an ague, and maketh a

botch in some of the three cleansing

places, or near them. " Pricking or

" flakering of blood " is a sign of the

sickness. " If the matter be guided

under the armhole, it cometh of the

heart, and then bleed on the vein

that is called the cardiac, and on

the same side that the evil is in."

If between the thighs and the body,

bleed on the foot, or between the

ancle or the heel ; or else " be thou

ventused on the thighs with a box

beside the botch." If it appear in

the head or arms, bleed on the

vena cephalica in the same arm ; or

else above the hand between the

thumb and next finger ; " or else be

thou ventused between the shoul

ders with boxes till the blood be

drawn out." The heart should be

comforted with cold electuaries, to

temper the great heat thereof. Water"

should be stilled from dittany, sca-

biose, pimpernel, and tormentil. He

should not eat much flesh, but

chickens sodden with water, or

fresh fish roasted to eat with vine

gar. Pottage of almonds is good,

and for drink tysan, or in the heat

small ale. If he wishes wine, give

him vinegar and water ; white

wine is better than red. A powder

of the above herbs with bole ar-

meniac and terra sigillata should be

taken in the drink.—Addit. MS.

2320.—f. 16.

"After a prescription for a drink

of herbs.—Another for them that

are clerks for to say hit every day

with a crosse on the forhed. Per

signum tau T- -A- peste et fame

libera nos Jesu. Hie est titulus tri-

umphans, Jesus Nazarenus Rex

Judaorum. Christus venit in pace,

et Deus homo factus est Jesus. In

nomine Patris et Filii et Spiritus

Sancti. Amen."

" Salve crux Christi. |+j Salva

nos quod de prsesenti angustia pes

tilential salvatrix nostra es. Salve

crux Christi, salva nos. 5 pater

nosters, 5 aves, 1 credo."

" Another very true medicine.—

For to say every day at seven

parts of your body, 7 paternosters,

and 7 Ave Marias, with 1 credo at

the last. Ye shal begyn at the

ryght syde, under the ryght ere, say

ing the 'paternoster qui es inccelis,

sanctificetur nomen luum,' with a

cross made there with your thumb,

and so say the paternoster full com

plete, and 1 Ave Maria, and then

under the left ear, and then under

the left armhole, and then under the

left the (thigh ?) hole, and then the

last at the heart, with 1 paternoster,

Ave Maria, with 1 credo ; and

these thus said daily, with the grace

of God is there no manner dredo

hym. Quod pro certo probatum est

cotidie."—Addit. MS. 6716,f. 98.

" A special medycyn for the pes

tilence In primis, 1 hanfull off

marigollen, 1 hanfull off fetherfew,

and halffe a hanfull off rewe, and 1

hanfull of burno, a quantyte off

dragons off the lewys or the mores,

and 1 hanfull off sorrell ; and thake

alle these erbys toghethcr, and

whasche them in rynnyng whater,

and than take a potell off runnyng

whater, and sethe the all your erbys

in the pottell of water, tylle hyt be

sodyn to a quarte, and soo take hit

the syke blode warme."—Addit.

MS. 113.

" Qui potet jus radicum bis torte

pimpernel] as, madefelonis, solsequii,

absinthii, rutae seu tanasiae, in peste,

et non vomit, evadet."
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" Commixtio aquarum istarum

herbarum, viz., diptamni pimper-

nellae, gentillae, tormentillae, et

scabiosae, et li;i>c potio in pestilencia

est nobilissima, vel de qualibet

herba per se."—lb. 783.

CHARGES ON THE EXCHEQUER.

( From Under Treasurer's Declaration Books. )

A.D. 1509-10. From 21 April 24 Hen. VII. to Mich. 2 Hen. VIII., i.e., for one year, one

quarter, and 70 days.

£ s. d. £ s. d.

Total charge (including 2,090/. 7s. 6d. left in the

Exchequer by Hen. VH.) - - - 47,623 2 2\

Of which, paid in ready money - 7,657 9 4i

„ „ in assignations - 37,368 19 ll|

45,026 9 4 (sic)

And so remains

Of which, paid in fees

2,596 12 1

1,028 0 7:

And so remains clear, paid to John Heron for the

King's use* ..... 1,568 12 3

A.D. 1510-n.
From Mich. 2, to Mich. 3 Hen. VHI.

£ s. d.

Total charge

Of which, paid in ready money -

„ „ in assignations

Aud so remains -

Of which, paid in fees

Carried over to next account

£ s. d.

- 61,230 4 5

8.601 10 5£

48,948 1 11$

57,549 12 5

AD. 1511-12.

Total charge

Of which, paid in ready money

„ in bills

And so remains

Of which, paid in fees

From Mich. 3, to Mich. 4 Hen. VHI.

£ s. d.

- 30,242 7 9

- 35,231 11 7£

65,473 19 4£

57,549 12 5

3,680 12 0

387 9 8J

3,293 2 3£

£ s. d.

79,790 17 10$

65,473 19 41

14,316 18 5f
45 17 3|

14,271 1 1|

* These sums are always carried on to next account.
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£ s. d. £ s. d.

Of which, in the hands of the collectors

of the first fifteenth anno 4° - - 10,251 1 3£

In the hands of the tellers of the same - 687 1 5

In ready money ... 3,332 18 6

14,271 1 2$

Carried to next account .... 14,271 1 2£

A.D 1512-13. From Mich. 4, to Mich. 5 Hen. VHI

in ready money - 9,717 1 o5

in bills - - - 29,858 11 4£

Total charge ... . . 44,329 4 10

Of which, paid in ready money - 9,717 1 5i

39,575 12 10 39,575 12 10

4,753 12 0

Of which, paid in fees - - 388 17 2£

4,364 14 9$

In ready money ... 364 14 9^.

In bills ... . 4,000 0 0

4,364 14 9 Carried over to

next account, along with a bill of 60/. of John Lewys, one of the officers

of the Receipt of Exchequer.

No return from Mich. 5, to Mich. 6 Hen. VIH.

AS). 1514-15. Mich. 6, to Mich. 7 Hen. VIII.

£ s. d. £ s. d.

Total charge - 63,059 7 5£

Of which, paid in money - _.-._. 5,788 18 8

,, „ in bills - - - 43,063 7 6£

And so remains

Of which, paid in fees -

In ready money

In bonds -

One bond in the hands of Hen. Everard

One bill in the hands of John Lewis

No return for the year Mich. 7, to Mich. 8 Hen. VIII.

48,852 6 2*

48,852 6
H

- - 14,207 1 3

- 1,122 13 3

952 5

2

0

0

13,084 8 0

• 12,022

50

60 0

13,084 8 0
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A.D. 1516-17. Mich. 8, to Mich. 9 Hen. VIII.

£ s. d. £ *. d.

Total charge 52,364 15 0£

Of which, paid in money - - 5,356 3 2

„ in bills - - - 28,890 1 10

34,246 5 0

34,246 5 0

And so remains ...... 18,118 10 Of

Of which, paid in fees ... 205 4 64

In the hands of the tellers - - 86 18 111

In 37 obligations on John Hasilwod - 6,090 13 4£

Forty obligations of the same - - 11,675 13 2

A bill of John Lewis - - - 60 0 0

18,118 10 0£

No return for Mich. 9, to Mich. 10 Hen. VIII.
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NOTICE TO THE READER.

1. In preparing this Volume for the press it has been found

necessary in many instances to adhere rigidly to the text of the

documents, in consequence of their mutilated condition, rather

than venture on a more condensed and necessarily merely con

jectural abstract of their contents. The reader will be pleased to

notice that wherever dots occur in such descriptions each dot is

supposed to represent a letter ; where asterisks are employed, more

than a line or a passage of indefinite extent has been lost.

2. In the spelling of proper names it has not been considered

advisable to adopt a uniform system. They arc given generally as

they appear in the documents, but in the index these varieties in

the spelling have been reduced to one form, with cross references.

3. The expression Cipher undeciphered, implies that up to the

time of the formation of this Calendar the documents in question

had never been deciphered, but they are so now, and are printed at

full length. Whenever a contemporary decipher has been found,

it has not been considered necessary to give more than the

ordinary abstract. In such cases, however, the whole document

has been carefully tested with the cipher, as it not unfrequently

happens that the original decipher has been partly destroyed or

mutilated, and the decipherer sometimes has omitted or misread

passages. Whenever it has been found impossible to make out a

cipher, the reader's notice has been drawn to the fact.

4. In the references to the Epistles of Erasmus, the London

edition of 1640 is meant ; but those to the Appendix apply to Le

Clerc's edition.

5. In the numeration, the Arabic numbers 1, 2, &c, indicate such

documents as, though having a natural connection, were found

apart, but have now been brought together ; the Roman numerals

imply that tlie documents were found together, either as enclosures

or otherwise.

f





LETTERS AND PAPERS,

FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC.

HENRY VIII.

A.D. 1515.

1515. 1. Designs of Lewis XII. and Henry VIIL against Feb~

b. O. DINAND.

"Extractum ex instructionibus oratorum Cliristianissimi Fran-

corum Eegia." *

1. Lewis thinks March the best time for the interview.—2. Hopes

England will assist him in the recovery of Milan, considering how

he was stripped of it by Max. Sforza, the King of Arragon and the

Swiss, as shown to the Duke of Suffolk, and will lend him for that

purpose 200,[000] crowns of gold 3. As it has been reported by

the Papal Nuncio that the King of England is not favorable to the

recovery of Milan, he shall write to the Pope a letter expressing his

intentions in favor of France, according to the tenor sent to the

Abp. of Yorkf ; to be presented by the English ambassador at

the Papal court. Is willing to assist England in the expulsion of

the King of Arragon from Navarre, as mentioned by the Duke of

Suffolk. Henry is to give a promise under his hand to make no truce

with Arragon without the consent of France.

Abstinence is to be granted to Scotland in the interim, as John do

Planis has been sent into Scotland to negotiate a peace between it

and England. The King and Queen of Scots are to be certified of

this, and De la Bastie of the intentions of England. The said

French ambassadors desire to have the form of the obligation for

the 200,000 gold crowns.

Lat, pp. 4. Endd.

2. Ric. Fitzjames Bp. of London to Wolsey.

Fox's Book of Beseeches Wolsey to be good lord to his poor Chancellor, who is

Martyrs, h. 20. now jn warj( being indicted on an untrue quest on the accusation

of Chas. Joseph, and to intercede with the King to have the matter

examined before the Council. Feels assured that a jury in Lon

don will condemn any clerk, be he as innocent as Abe), " they be

bo maliciously set in fuvorem hceretica: pravitatis."

..... * This document refers to the secret propositions mentioned in Vol. L No. 5637,

for a joint expedition against Arragon by Lewis and Henry, broken off by the

death of the former.

t "D. Ebor."

2. A

<
'-

s
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3.

Pox's Book of

Martyrs, n. 21.

1 Jan. 4.

P. S.

1 Jan. 5.

P.s. y

1 Jan. 6.

2 Jan. 7.

VitB.n.116.*

B.M.

4 Jan. 8.

VitB. xvm. 62.

B.M.

Henry VIII.

London.

to Wm. Horsey, Chancellor of the Bp. of

Commanding him to recompense Roger Whapplot of London,

draper, and Margaret his wife, daughter of Richard Hunnc, for

whose murder Horsey was indicted about 5 Dec. 6 Hen.VIH., and

afterwards pardoned, the King intending he should make restitu

tion to the infant children of Hunne for the wasting of his goods,

which were of no little value.*

For Thomas Marquis of Dorset and John Branche.

Next presentation to the prebend in St. Stephen's, Westminster.

Greenwich, 24 Dec. 6 Hen. VIII. Del. Knoll, 1 Jan.

Pat. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 23.

For William Corf, merchant of Florence.

Licence to export 100 sacks of wool called lokes. Green

wich, 22 Dec. 6 Hen. VHI. Del. Knoll, 1 Jan.

Fr. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 12.

Commission of the Peace.

Kent.—W. Abp. of Canterbury, Edw. Duke of Buckingham,

Geo. Nevill Lord Abergavenny, John Lord Clinton, Th. Broke

Lord Cobham, Sir John Fyneux, Sir Rob. Rede, Sir Wm. Hody,

John Botcler, John More, Sir Edw. Ponynges, Sir Hen.

Guldeford, Sir jTh. Bulleyn, Sir John Pecche, Sir Ric. Cholme-

ley, Rob. Blagge, Sir Christ. Garneys, Sir Wm. Scott, Sir Edw.

Guldeford, Sir John Fogge, Sir Jas. Darell, Th. Nevill, Th.

Willoughby, Th. Isley, Ralph Seyntleger, Walter Roberth, John

Rooper, Wm. Fyneux, Nic. Boughton, Th. Turbervyle, Reginald

Pekham, Jas. Walsyngham, Th. Wode, John Column, Wm.

Whetenall, Hen. Fane, Ric. Lee, John Hales and John Petyte.

Knoll, 1 Jan.

Fat. 6 Hen. VIII. p.l, m. 3d.

Leonard Spinelly to Wolsey.

Has arrived at Rome. Hears that the Bp. of Murray has made

an exchange of the bishopric of Bourges with the reservation of

Cottingham, to the writer's sorrow. Rome, 2 Jan. 1515.

Hoi., Lat., p. 1, mutilated. Add.: Archiep. Eboracensi.

Sir Bobert Wingfield to Henry VIII.

[Wrote last] from this town on the ... of last month

touching an embassy from the Emperor to England, delayed on

account of the war with the Venetians. This county of Tyrol

promises 5,000 foot. The Pope is incensed against the Venetians

for not acceding to his desire for peace. It is said the Emperor

will grant to the M[agnifico] Julian Parma, Plesaunce, M[antua],

and also deliver [the city] of Milan in recompence for Parma and

Pl[esaunce, the] city of Bergamo, and the town of Crema [with

other] things ; and that the Pope will make an alliance with the

Emperor and the King of Arragon firmer than in time past. A

marriage is concluded [between] the [Magni]fik Laurence de Me-

dicis and the [grand]daughter niece to the

• I doubt the authenticity of this document
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give with her in " to do is not yet

known."

Cardinal Gource is despatched from the Emperor to the King of

Hungary. It is thought "his" brother the King of "Poole"

will be there at his arrival to treat for the marriages of the

Prince of Castile and his sister the Lady Mary. The Bp. of

Bryxino (Brescia), a right honorable man, born in this county

of a noble house, but with an impediment in his speech, is going

to England in embassy with " the Lorde Hewe of Milon (de

Melun) and the Presydent De la Roche." " It may be strawnge

to se the manner and the array of the bouschoppis of Almayne,

but veryly what so evyr [arjraye this man dooth weere, he hath

the name to be [honojrable and of honeste lyffe." The Bp. of

Trente, also born in this county, is here, about to be despatched

by the Emperor to the Duke of that the said

three embassies [Some lines lost"] Begs to be

recalled. Will be obliged to sell his plate if not relieved. Ins-

brook, 4 Ja[n.]

Hoi., pp. 3. Add.

4 Jan. 0. For Sir Edward Poyntnges.

P. S. Pardon and release as Comptroller of the Household, late chief

captain of the King's army in Gylderlond, ambassador to Lady

Margaret, Lieutenant of Tournay and Warden of the Cinque Ports.

Greenwich, 28 Dec. 6 Hen. VIII. Del. Otford, 4 Jan.

Pat. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 23.

5 Jan. 10. For Wm. Whitehed of "Wakefeld, York, butcher.

Pardon for killing John Saywode of Wakefeld, in selfdefence,

at St. Alban's. Westm., 5 Jan.

Pat. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 23.

7 Jan. 11 Spinellt to Henry VIII.

R. O. * * " . . deulx, mais tant seulment de ses parrans et allyes."

As to the jealousy Spinelly believed him to entertain of the Prince's

prosperity, they told him " que a tout est pense de lasseurer a son

desyre ;" and that, knowing it was the wish of the Prince's advisers

to marry him into France contrary to his opinion without his being

able to prevent it, he preferred that he should follow the advice

of his friends and relations, rather than of his enemies, "sans

desyster quil sen feyrra quite au moyen du voyagge Dalemaygne "( ?) ;

that the French King is a nearer ally of the King of Navarre, for

which reason he will look to the observance of the late treaties ;

that peace has been made with the Venetians; and that the affairs

of Italy are in such good train that the Pope will join the confe

deracy, as also the Swiss, to get payment of their 400,000 crowns ;

in which case the French will be checked and probably wish for

a universal peace without a blow being struck.

To confirm the friendship of England with this house, they are

willing to renew their old treaties, declaring that the Prince will

adhere to whatever he promises. De Berges and the President

wish Poynings or the Deputy of Calais to be sent hither for this

purpose. For these reasons the King should give the ambas

sador of Arragon a good reception. Ravenstein and Chievrcs are

ingTeat sorrow for the death of the French King. The Pope is

A 2
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Spinellt to Henry VIII cont.

trying to marry his nephew at Florence to the daughter of the Duke

of Cardone, a near kinsman to the King of Arragon. Though he

thinks his clerk loyal, writes at present with his own hand in such

language as he can (en telle languaygge que say). Brussels, 7 Jan.

Hoi., Fr., pp. 2. The beginning wanting. Add. and endd.

8 Jan. 12. Leo X. to Henry VIII.

B. 0. Has imparted to Cardinal Hadrian the King's confirmation of his

wishes that Andreas Ammonius should be collector in England.

The Cardinal consents and will write to the King accordingly.

The Pope is exceedingly anxious to excuse himself from acting

inconsiderately in this matter, or being influenced by any but a good

motive. Eome, 8 Jan. 1515, 2 pont.

hat., p. 1. Add.

9 Jan. 13. Leo X. to Henry VIII.

R. 0. Although he has stated already that he gives no credit to the

St. P. vi. 32. charge of the crime of poison made against the Bp. of Worcester,

was prevented sending his complete exculpation, as he wished to

allow time for refuting all the objections of the accusers, and that

the cardinals of the Consistory might have leisure for individual

inquiry. Sends a copy of the absolution passed unanimously, sub

plumbo. The excellent character of the Bishop, the vacillation

and frivolity of those who accused him, satisfied the Pope of his

innocence, in which he has been confirmed by the opinions of

skilful lawyers employed to investigate the matter. Borne, 9 Jan.

1515, 2 pont.

Lat. Vellum. Add.

9 Jan. 14. For Henry Hopkyns and John Williams, yeoman of

P. S. the Guard.

Grant, in survivorship, of the fee of the Crown, being 6d. a day,

surrendered by the former. Greenwich, 18 Dec. 6 Hen. VIII.

Del. Otford, 9 Jan.

Pat. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 23.

Jan. 15. [Wolsey] to [Mary Queen of France.]

Calig. D. vi. 268. Having been informed of the danger of the King her husband,

B- M. " and that [in] likelihood or this time he is departed to the mercy

of God," offers his consolation and advice " how your grace shall

demean [yourself], being in this heaviness and among strangers, far

from [your] most loving brother and other your assured friends

and servants. Touching your consolation I most heartily beseech

your grace, with thanksgiving to God, to take wisely and patiently

such visitation of Almighty God, against whose ordinance no

earthy creature may be, and not by extremity of sorrow to hurt

your noble person." Assures her that Henry will not forsake her;

and begs her, for the old service the writer has done her, to do

nothing without the advice of his grace, however she should be

persuaded to the contrary, and to let nothing pass her mouth

" whereby any person in these parts may have [you] at any advan

tage. And if any motions of marriage or other [offers] fortune to

be made unto you, in no wise give hearing to them. And thus

doing ye shall not fail to have the King fast and loving to you, to

attain to your desire [and come] home again into England with
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as much honor as [queen ever] had. And for my part, to the

effusion of my [blood and spenjdyng of my goods, I shall never

forsake nor leav[e you] "

A rough draft in Wolteifi hand, p. 1, mutilated.

10 Jan. 16. Mary Queen of France to Wolsey.

Vesp. F. xin. 202 b. Thanks him for his loving letter. Begs he will remember her

B. M. to the King her brother, "for such causes and business as I have

Ellis, l S.i. 119. for to do." Has none else to put her trust in now that the King

her husband is departed to God. " As it shall please the King my

brother and his Council I will be hordered." " And whereas you

avise me that I should make no promise, my lord, I trust the King

my brother and you will not reckon in me such childhood." Trusts

she has " hordered " her self to the King's honor since she was in

France. Paris, 10 Jan. 1515.

Hoi., p. 1. Add. : To my Lord of York.

10 Jan. 17. Fabricius de Caretto to Henry VIII.

Otho, C ix. 16. The Order sends a present to his majesty at the suggestion of

B. M. Newport. Had received letters in Greek from Sel[im], signing

himself Sultan of Persia, a dignity he had never reached. After

his late engagement with the Sophi, both armies drew off. The

Turk has under him 50,000 men. In a late engagement with the

same power, when the Greek forces of the Turks were hotly

pressed, the janissaries refused to assist them. No prayers of

Selim could prevail. The Greek soldiers were cut to pieces with

their " Berlabey " and two bashaws. 25,000 Georgians met the

Sophians on their return, but not being able to prevail on them to

renew the fight, pursued the Turks. The latter, reaching a rapid

river, sent forward their horse into the stream to moderate the

violence of the current, but lost more than 4,000 men and 30

guns, which were afterwards recovered by the Georgians. The

Turk is now at Amasia, formerly the seat of his brother Acumat

(Achmet). Cortogolus, the Turkish pirate, has returned from the

west ; he had previously gone to Gallipoli, to Bustang bashaw. As

he was visiting his home, he was attacked by the Rhodians, one of

his vessels taken and several Christians set at liberty. Rhodes,

10 Jan. 1515. Signed.

P.S.—Edward Hill will take home the balsam in a little phial.

Lot., pp. 3, badly mutilated. Add.

10 Jan. 18. Gerard de Pleine to Wolsey.

R.O. Had received by Dr. Sampson a collation to a prebend of

Tournay for Lewis Maraton, now imperial agent. Thanks Wolsey

for having done this at the writer's request. Thomas Spinelly,

the King's ambassador, truly informed them of Wolsey's anxiety

to promote the wishes of their Prince and the Lady Margaret.

Brussels, 10 Jan. 1514. Signed.

Lat., p. 1. Add. : Rmo. &c. Archiep. Eboracen. ep'atus Tor-

nacensis administratori.

10 Jan. 19. For Charles Duke of Suffolk.

S. B. v Licence to import 300 tuns of Gascon wine. Del. Otford,

10 Jan. 6 Hen. VIII.

Fr. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 13.
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11 Jan. 20. Julius Cardinal de Medicis to Wolsey.

Vit B. in. 109. The Pope has received a more correct account of the battle of

B. M. the Turk against Ishmael Sophi and has sent a message round to

different Christian princes exhorting them to concord. He has also

sent an ambassador to England for that purpose. They have con

sented to relinquish half of the annates of the see of Lincoln, as

WolBey's proctors had informed him at Viterbo in October last

that the see had been twice vacant in one year. Rome, 1 1 Jan.

1515. Signed.

Lat., p. 1, mutilated. Add. : Th. Archiep. Ebor., regio consi-

liario.

12 Jan. 2L Odonail to [Henry VIII.]

Vesp. F. xiii. 144b. Begs that the letter he sends by Pers Yonge, Master of the

B. M. Magdalen of London, dwelling at Reclef, be read in his presence

Ellis, 2 S. i. 224. and credence given to the said Pers in his behalf. Has com

mitted no offence against the King, but the murmur on account of

his going into Scotland compels him to vindicate himself. Don-

gall, 12 Jan. 1514.

Hol.,p. 1.

] 3 Jan. 22. Disputes with France.

Calig. E. m. 108. There arrived ten or twelve days ago, at Hable de Grace, some

B. M. Scotch vessels, which, on hearing of the approach of English ships,

supplied themselves with munitions and 80 French soldiers, sailed

out of harbor with French pilots, carrying a white cross in the

French fashion, and took six of our ships. A French vessel of

Fecquam, then, in contravention of the treaty, in sight of many

men of Hable, boarded the Scotch vessel and delivered to it 25 or

30 Frenchmen to equip the English vessels just taken. The offi

cers of the town prevented some English merchants from attempt

ing the rescue of their countrymen, by depriving them of munitions

and sails. Desires his correspondent to speak to the King for

redress and that the Scotch vessel, which has arrived in Normandy,

may be arrested. Regrets these occurrences the more because there

is not only peace between the Kings our masters, but you and I

have already set on foot a project for the benefit of both countries.

"Escript a . . . de pilles," 13 Jan.

Fr., pp. 2, badly mutilated.

13 Jan. 23. Fabricius de Careto to Henry VIII.

Otho, C. ix. 18. Has letters from Damascus that the Sultan had been media-

B. M. ting for a peace between [the Sophi] and the Turk. The latter is

greatly incensed against Alydula. Selim is very insolent : he has

put many of his bashaws to death who would have dissuaded

the last expedition. He is very unpopular. If the Christians

of Europe will now make an effort, the Christian subjects of the

Turk will throw off the yoke. Rhodes, 13 Jan. 1515.

Lat., pp. 2, badly mutilated.

14 Jan. 24. Henry VIII. to [Francis I]

Galba, B.m. 227. Condoling on the death of Lewis XII., of which he has just been

B. M. notified, and congratulating Francis on his accession. Sends the

Duke of Suffolk, Dr. Nicholas West and Sir Richard Wingfield for

that purpose. Eltham, 14 Jan. 1514. Only countersigned Meautis.

Fr., p. 1, mutilated.
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14 Jan. 25. [Henry VIII.] to [Stephen Poncher] Bishop of Paris.

R. 0. Condoling on the death of Lewis XII. Despatches to the

French court the Duke of Suffolk, Dr. Nicholas West and Sir

Richard Wingfield. Eltham, 14 Jan. 1514.

Fr., p. 1. Add. Endorsed by Wriothesley ; " Sir Thomas More's

letters."

14 Jan. 26. Sir Robert Wingfield to Henry VIII.

R. 0. Wrote last from Insbrook on the 12th. Was very sick. King

Lewis of France being dead, advises that if the Queen of France

be with child, she be kept from danger. If she be a maid, " as I

think verily she is," to obtain possession of her person. Insbrook,

14 Jan. 1514.

, Hoi. p. I. Add.

15 Jan. 27. Adam Williamsone to [Gawin Douglas].

Calig. B.vi. 114. Since 2 Nov., when he presented the Queen's letter to the King

B. M. of England, has been in communication with the King and his

Council. They clearly understand her perils and are taking

means to avert them. Since Christmas, the King has sent

Williamsone and a wise clerk to Lord Dacre, charging him,

as he is of kin to Angus, to help the Queen to the utter

most. Dacre has proposed that the Queen and her relatives take

refuge in the Marches, and that Angus be furnished with means to

subdue the rebels. England cannot undertake it, as it will appear

to aim at the crown of Scotland. Englishmen will help her cause ;

for if the King die without issue, his nephew of Scotland will

succeed. Sir James will inform him further. If the Queen follow

her brother's advice Scotland will prosper and France will not

deceive them, " wich ves ye detht of ye King and off ye lordds.

The Frensmen now moks and scowrnys Scotts men for ther labour."

" And wher ye writ to me to haff a salff condyt it needis not ; for

ye or eny of youris may come and be velcome to the Kynggis grace

off Ynglond as to the castell of Dowglas." He shall, however,

have one shortly. Begs him to give credence to his writings as he

comes of a true stock and is loyal to the Queen his mistress. 15 Jan.

Signed.

P. S.—Lord Dacre has delivered to Sir James three letters " to

false Panter the Secretary." He will see how Murray has got hold

of all the best benefices in Scotland. He is to be proclaimed a

traitor and then Douglas can get what benefices he likes.

As he was writing this copy a post reached Dacre of the death

of the French King. The Duke is at sea. He must make haste

if he would save his friends.

Copy in Williamsone''s own hand. Pp. 3. Headed : " This is

the fryst letter yat I send in Scotland with Sir James Yngles,

secretary to the Queue." Endd. : Mr. Adam Williamson.

Jan. 28. James V. to the Pope.

Adv. MS. 423. Has written several times about the vacant prelacies, but in vain.

Recommends G-awin Douglas for the vacant see of Dunkeld and

hopes his holiness will comply with the request. The Cardinal Pro

tector of Scotland, to whom similar letters are sent, will explain

more fully.

J.at., p. 1.
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15 Jan. 29. Sampson to Wolsey.

Calig. D. vi. 283. At Wolsey's command had sent [to a gentleman] of my Lady's

B. M. council the collation of one of Wolsey's [benefices] in Tournay

church for Lodowyk Marrnton, but has heard within these two

days that the Archduke entered on his [government] on New

Year's Day. Hears that on his entry the Prince peremptorily

forbad one of his councillors to resort any more to his court,

" expressly saying, but for him or gyff he had been true to him

lie had not .... his wife. And he that told this tale was

Mr. Marschall's servant ; moreover showing that it should be

such one as was lately [sent] ambassador into England. Where

fore I conjecture it should be the President of the Council :

for the SufFreyn of Flawndyrs, which was last in England, is

thought a very true Burgonyon to have such a reproach and

no man more sorry for the change than he."

The Bishop and his father have now by the French King's death

all their desire : for, as Sampson has already written, they were

anxious to defer " thys ehonge j" and he had been expressly told

that, if the French King were to die before Wolsey's business was

accomplished, they trusted he should have little of his mind. Had

written from Paris about the Bishop of Paris and the Treasurer of

France (Robertet), to whom the French King had committed the

matter. " But if peace shall fortune (which I beseech Almighty

God to grant us), 1 doubt not their trust shall fail them." Had

found a greater difficulty in dealing sharply with the officers there,

because Wolsey had failed to send him " the new provision be

the title of York." It will redound more to Wolsey's honor if

he have a plain provision re[newed by] proclamation. It will

be to his advantage to have somebody expert in these processes,

not only in Tournay but in Rome. This bishopric has been in

litigation 20 years. It had no peace, except five or six years in

the time of the last Bishop. Is afraid at present, without suffi

cient authority, to meddle indistinctly with the spiritualties.

Causes jurisdiction to be exercised in Tournay. Has not yet

called John Villain to account. " For t . . . . things to be

referred to 1113' Lord Ponynges' words, as John [Villain] excuseth

himself."

Mr. Marschall has promised the writer a house confiscated

in Tournay for his lodging. The King's Lieutenant lodges in

Wolsey's palace, which the writer thinks should be assigned to

Wolsey's officers. Advises him to devote the confiscated house

to that purpose, as it may bo furnished for little money. " The

gentyll canons of Tournay" will not lodge him, some for malice

and some for fear lest the Bishop should return. They are so

emboldened by the King's confirmation of their privileges and so

French in heart that they are sure to rebel when they see their

advantage in it. lias spent all the money he brought out of

England and borrowed of his friends, the best of whom, Sir

Robert Southwell, he has lost. — Begs he may have money.

[Tournay,] 15 Jan. 1514.

Pp. 4, mutilated. Add. : To the most Reverend Father in

[God], and his especial good Lord of York.

16 Jan. 30. Hadrian Cardinal St. Chrysogon to Henry VIII.

ViLB. H.117. His many letters to Polydore and his friends have interrupted

B. M, his correspondence. On Epiphany the Pope showed the cardinals
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the letters of the King of Poland, announcing his victory over the

Muscovites. A solemn mass will be sung at St. Peter's on the

25th. Sends a copy of the Polish letters Various commotions

are expected to arise from the death of Lewis XII.—Julian

de Medicis, appointed captain on the 10th, starts for Savoy to his

wife, the Duke's sister.—The Emperor has put off his interview

with Poland, and has sent Cardinal Gurk. He is expected at the

diet« at [Augs]burg, where Prince Charles will be, who is now

out of his tutelage.—The Pope is bent on a crusade. Rome,

16 Jan. 1515. Signed.

Lat., pp. 2, mutilated.

17 Jan. 31. James V. and Queen Margaret to the Pope.

Calig. B. H.364. In behalf of Gawin Douglas, nominated to the see of Dunkeld

B. M. on the death of George [Brown]. Perth, 17 Jan.

ii. Same to Same.

• Letters commendatory for the same. Perth, 17 Jan.

Copies, one double page. Endd.: " Letters from Scotland ; and

letters of Master Magnus and Mr. Williamson."

17 Jan. 32. Spinelly to Henry VIII.

Galba, B. in. 276. * * * [First leaf lost.'] "howbeit, I am sure if he might

B. M. remedy it, he ... . but for to be obstinate with this much harm."

The ambassador of Arragon is greatly displeased with the business

and dissatisfied with my Lady. Spinelly thinks he is mistaken in

supposing he can gain his way by means of the Emperor, as the peo

ple here will do as they please. The said Bastard of Vandon has

reported the death of the Duchess of Bourbon, and that the old

Duchess keeps company with the French Queen her sister. They

say she never will bo allowed to leave France. They hope the

Duchess of Britanny is with child.

A gentleman ofthe Lady Vandon has written to the Lord ofPotel-

lys that the new King has been very liberal, made Bourbon Con

stable of France, Boissi Great Master, and LaPalice Marshal. The

Count of Vandon is to be created Duke. The going of the French

[into Italy] for this year is prorogued. Has heard nothing of the

league between the Pope, the Emperor, and Arragon. The Lord

Berghes tells him that, ifany communication have taken place between

France and England against Arragon, Arragon will now hear of iti

Thinks the King should improve his communications with the latter,

and that Sir Edward Ponynges should be sent to the Prince and the

intercourse between the two countries confirmed. The estates here

will never join France in an offensive alliance till the King is of a

more mature age. They refused him 500 spears. Has returned to

Brussels for certain affairs of Sir Edward Guldeford in the King's

service. Nassau is come from Loveyn and will be ready to start

in six days. The King's friends would be glad to hear that his

sister was out of France. The Prince has ordered Busshy (Boissi)

to be set at large. Mechlin is to be security for his ransom.

Begs, if he is to continue there, he may have money, or return to
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Spinelly to Henry VIII.—cont.

England. Owes more than 80/. The Prince returns to Brussels

in two or three days. Brussels, 17 Jan. Signed.

Pp. 4, mutilated.

17 Jan. 33. For Koger Meynours alias Mynors of Wyndleyhill,

S. B. Derby, alias of the Household.

Pardon and release as late sheriff of Notts and Derby. Del.

Westm., 17 Jan. 6 Hen. VIII.

17 Jan. 34. For Thomas Qwarnby.

P. S. \^i Licence to export and import merchandise : the duties not to

exceed 1,000 marks. Eltham, 15 Jan. 6 Hen.VHI. Del. Westm.,

17 Jan.

Pat. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 28. Fr. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 16.

18 Jan. 35. Spinelly to Henry VIII.

R. O. Since his last letters, which go with this, hears that the President

of Flanders aud the Greffier of the Toison attend the Lords of

Nassau and St. Py in the embassy to France Writes all matters

of importance in cipher, the key of which he will send by the

Deputy of Calais. Brussels, 18 Jan. 1514. Signed.

P. 1. Add. and Endd.

18 Jan. 36. For John Grenewey of London, merchant.

P. S. Grant, for 40 years, of the farm of the customs ■ of cloth in

Devon and Cornwall, at the annual rent of 23/. 16s. and 4*.

increase. Greenwich, 29 Dec. 6 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm.,

18 Jan.

Pat. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 29.

18 Jan. 37. For Alan Fyndelason of London, brewer, native of

p. s. Scotland.

Denization. Greenwich, 28 Dec. 6 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm.,

18 Jan.

Pat. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 30.

18 Jan. 38. For Kobert Hervy of Stradbroke, Suff.

P. S. Pardon. Eltham, 16 Jan. 6 Hen. Vni. Del. Westm., 18 Jan.

Pat. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 22.

19 Jan. 39. For the Brotherhood of the Holy Trinity of the

P. g. " Stratjngiers Courvysours," London.

Warrant to the Mayor and Common Council of London, and to

the Barons of the Exchequer, to allow them to exercise their crafts

in the suburbs and other privileged places adjoining, notwith

standing act of Rich. III. Eltham, 14 Jan. 6 Hen. VTIL Del.

Westm., 19 Jan.

Pat. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 27.
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20 Jan. 40. S. Frayser (?) to the Archbishop of St. Andrew's and

Calig. B. i. 24. Commendatory of Murray.

Wrote lately of the death of the Bishop of Aberdeen, and that

the Prior of St. Andrew's " ves chossyng litil of Santandros, and

pretends yerto." The Bishop of Dunkeld died on 14 Jan.

My Lord Chamberlain, considering that the Archbishop has a

reservation of Dunkeld, thinks he should not allow it to be dis

posed of till his return home. " Yar is divers at man (that must)

be pless ; and wl vis of frendis yer benefices my' and man

comples divers partis and content frendis ; Master Jhon sallbe (?)

comen 1 0 Jan. to Coldingham, and yer ws ry' hartly and tenderly

tret be ny', bien ye bull put to execution in Edinburgh, 16 and 17

January, in ye Hey Kerk and Abbay Kerk. Fail not to vrit to Rome

for yer benefices, and at yer be na disposicion mad on Dunkeld

to ze haf other spoken with my L. Chaumerlain, or haf his

determit mynd in ye samynn ; for he is ye best and trestest

I fond," &c. " At ye Nowkerk(?) yis 20 of Januar."

P.S. The Prior will not obey.—The writer thinks my Lord Cham

berlain would like Holyrood-house for his brother of Jegworth.

Begs the Archbishop to do what he can.—" Haste dois mekell in

special quhar yhe ar."

P. 1.

Add. : Rmo. domino meo Archiepiscopo Sancti Andrew, Primati

et Legato nato et de latere in Scotia, ac Episcopo Moraviensi, monas-

terii de Dubrit' et Pettviym commendatorio, in Francia.

%* The handwriting of this letter is extremely illegible.

20 Jan. 41. For William Blount Lord Mountjoy, the King's

S. B. Councillor and First Chamberlain to Queen Ka-

Bym. xiii. 472. tharine.

To be Governor of Tournay ; with power to grant safeconducts.

Westm., 20 Jan. 6 Hen. VIII.

Fr. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 6 and 19.

20 Jan. 42. For Hugh Willey and William Cooke, grooms of the

s. B. Chamber.

Annuity of 40 marks, in survivorship, out of the issues of

Hereford. Del. Westm., 20 Jan. 6 Hen. VHI.

Pat. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 27.

21 Jan. 43. Gawin [Douglas], Postulate of Arbroath, to Dacre.

Calig. B. i. 27. The Queen has written in answer to the letters received from

B. M. England by Sir James Inglys. The Postulate has written to

Master Adam a letter to be shown to the King. Would be glad to

obey him, their allegiance excepted. He shall have their services

above all men in England. The Bp. of Dunkeld lately died. The

Queen has written to the Pope requesting the bishopric for the

Postulate. Begs his interest. Perth, 21 Jan.

Hoi., p. 1. Add. ; To my Lord Dacres,
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21 Jan. 44. Gawin Douglas to Adam Williamsone.

Calig. B. u. 356. Has received his -writing and credence from Sir James. The

B. M. Queen would be glad to follow the King's advice. " It is not to

Pinkerton's App. us possible that ye devise ; for albeit my Lord and I, with other

1J. *64- friends, might come to the parts when we pleased, it should not be

possible to carry the King nor his brother thither," though perhaps

the Queen might be conveyed thither in disguise. They are in no

such danger that they need leave the country. Wrote lately that

the King might end all debate, for his writing would be as well

obeyed by most of the lords here as in London. If, therefore, he

come with his army, let him declare to the people his determination

to have justice and secure obedience to tbe King his nephew. He

will be sure of many adherents.

The people of this realm are so oppressed they would be glad

to live under the Great Turk. Williamson says the King has

written twice to Rome against Glasgow. Wishes rather he had

written against the Bishop of Murray, which he must do, as he

will learn from the Queen's letters. Begs Williamson to solicit

his promotion to Dunkeld, as he has given the money as directed.

" I sail do mekyll bot I sail spek with yow in Lundon or Pasch."

Has man)- devices he would fain send to the King, which he will

not write. Will do his best to follow Williamson's instructions,

but cannot believe li how it may be less than the King would come

himself into this realm, and then might he do what him liked ; for

he would find little nor na resistance and be the Sovereign."

Their worst enemies " wald gyf mekyll of ther wakeand* to haf

hys fauors." If the King of France be dead, it is ill for both

these realms. A French ship arrived on the loth without any

such news. If they had money, could keep up the struggle till

summer, when the King might send what army he chose. Hears

from France that the Duke will not come till next month, unless

this death of the King of France change his purpose. Trusts the

King has provided, at all events, that the Dauphin shall keep the

peace as well as Lewis. Wishes a reconciliation might be made

till they were all revenged on France ; "for God knawis what

they haf doun to us." Trusts this promotion obtained by yon

deceitful Bp. of Murray will bring both him and the Duke into

disrepute. Begs him to show this letter to Lord Dacre and the

contents of it to the King. Perth, 21 Jan.

Hoi., pp. 2. Addressed at f. 369 b : To his traist frend,

Master Adam Wyllyamson.

ii. Same to Same. (Enclosed.)

Calig. B. ii. 357. Trusts he has heard more by Sir James since his last from

B. M. Perth, 31 Dec. The Bp. of Dunkeldeu died this Monday, 15 Jan.

" ^on evil-minded Bp. of Murray " troubles their promotions,

and lays claim to St. Andrew's, Dunfermline, Arbroath, " legacy

and other faculties." The Queen's grace and himself think he

ought to be promoted to the vacant see, the third in the realm.

She has accordingly written to the Pope in his behalf. Adam is

to solicit Henry to do the same. Begs at a word he will speed

the letters to Flanders as directed. The Earl of Huntley was here

with the Queen and will bring over the lords. By his advice she

holds a parliament at Perth, the 12 March. Hopes he will not let

* So Pinkerton. I read " walzeand."
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the Bp. of Murray nor " ton Duke " steal hither, as his chaplain

John Sawquhy has lately done and published the bulls of St. An

drew's at Edinburgh, Tuesday 16 Jan. He should make it a

special point to get the King to •write to the King of France about

it, that his and his sister's authority be not impaired, and induce

him to get the Bishop rendered to him by policy or otherwise, as the

welfare of the three realms demands. He has been the cause of

much harm and will be of more if " he be not snybbyt." Perth,

18 Jan. Signed.

P.S.—The Queen thinks he is slothful remaining so long in

England without doing anything at Rome or in France against

" ^on wykkit Byschop of Murray, and byddis tow mend yat fait "

and ask the King to let no letters pass and repass his realm to

Scotland without her special leave, as they have done to Albany.

Begs to have his safeconduct. If any writings touching him or

the Queen come out of Flanders through her realm, " na fors that

the King" see their contents.

Hoi., pp. 2. ,

21 Jan. 45. De Berghes, Abbe" de Saint [Bertin] to Suffolk.

Calig. E.i. 77. Claims fulfilment of the King's promises for the reparation of the

B. M. injuries done to his church when the King went to Arques. The

damage amounts to more than 4,000 crowns. Begs him to write

in his favor to the King and the Archbp. of York. St. Bertin,

21 Jan. Signed.

Ft., p. 1, mutilated. Add. : Mons Suffolck.

21 Jan. 46. For Sir Edward Benstede of Hertyngfordbury, Herts,

S. B. Treasurer of War in tbe suite of Thomas Duke of

Norfolk, and late Treasurer to Mary Queen of the

French.

Release of 2,127?. Is. 8d., received as a loan of the King, viz.,

1,700/. of William Lichefeld, elk., and 427/. 2s. 8d. of Edmund,

Abbot of St. Mary's, York, for payment of wages and other

expences of the snid Duke (when Earl of Surrey) and his suite ;

also of 1,740/. received as a loan of the King from Sir John Daunce,

for the provision of certain ornaments, robes, &c. for the said

Queen. Del. Westm., 21 Jan. 6 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 6 lien. VIII. p. 1, m. 27.

22 Jan. 47.

Calig. B. m. 273.

B.M.

Green's Letters

of Royal and

Must. Ladies,

J. 209.

Queen Margaret to Henry VIII.

Has received Henry's instructions from Lord Dacre by Sir

James English, this 21st Jan. Considering Henry's love, would

be more ready to follow his counsel than to be the greatest lady

in the world. But neither she, her husband, nor his uncle (Gawin

Douglas) can see how it is to be executed. She is so surrounded

by spies that she can disclose her counsel to none. " But God send

I were such a woman that might go with my bairn in myn arm, I

trow I should not be long fra you." Trusts she could defend herself,

if she had money, till Henry's assistance come. Fears that poverty

may cause her to consent to some of their minds, which she will

never do while she has a groat to spend, without Henry's counsel.

Has written about the death of the Bp. of Duukehl. Desires the
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Queen Margaret to Henkt VIII.—cont.

benefice for her husband's uncle, the Apostolate. The Bp. of

Murray has purchased all the other benefices in the country. Has

written to the Pope in the Apostolate's behalf. Desires credence

for Adam Williamson. Perth, 22 Jan.

P. 1. Add.

22 Jan. 48. Queen Margaret to Dacre.

Calig. B. i. 28. Has received her brother's instructions. Would be glad to per

il. M. form them, but they arc impossible. Parliament is summoned at

Perth on 12 March. Must obey the lords, as she has no means

of defending herself. Sends her commendations to Magnus. Perth,

22 Jan. Signed. Countersigned : English, secretary.

PI. Add.

22 Jan. 49. Queen Margaret to Adam Wilmamsone.

B. 0. " We hafe ressavit your cunsell with ye instructions fra our

familiar clerk Sir Jamys Inglish, and considerit ye sammyn, quhilk

was ryl plesaunt to ws." He may well consider the inopportunity

that was when he was there ; since then, far more. What he pro

poses cannot be done " without grete knawlege to sundry folkes."

There is no one she can trust but her husband and his uncle,

" quhilk ar ry' glad yarto." Is to give credence. Perth, 22 Jan.

Signed.

P. 1. Add. : To our trusty clerk, &c.

22 Jan. 50. James English to Adam Williamsone.

Calig. B. i. 22. Delivered his instructions to the Queen at Perth, 21 Jan. Could

B. M. make " na hastier expedition, the watteris war sa grete." The

Queen, Angus and Arbroath are delighted with them. Showed

them how well he had been treated by Dacres and Magnus. The

common voice was that he (English) " was gane to Ingland and

had stowin away the Kinge ; and that the Quene and my Lord of

Angus war departit out of Sant Jhonston be watter into Ingland.

Ze knaw ye wse of yis cuntre. Every man spekis quhat he will

without blame. Yer is na sclander punyst : ye man hath ma words

na ye mastir, and will not be content except he ken his masteris

cunsell. Yer is na order amang ws : nane of Goddis preceptis ar

kcpit except ye first, and that full ill." It is impossible to bring the

matter of which they spoke to effect, on account of the disorders

of the country and the inundation.

On Thursday, 1 1 Jan., the Lord Hamilton set an ambush of600 men

to slay Angus coming from Glasgow from the Earl of Lennox. He

only escaped by notice from one of Hamilton's scouts, who was made

a prisoner. Hamilton then sent for the Lords Chamberlain, Cassilis

and Sempill toLanrik to besiege'Angus in the castle of Cowthelee.

Lennox has taken Dumbarton. The Master of Kilmawris with his

help has reentered Kil[w]ynnyn and put out the Lord Mungumery.

" Every man taks up abbacyis that may . . est : thay tary not quhilk

benefices be vacand : thai tak tham or thai fall, for thai tyne the

vcrtew if thai twiche ground." The lords will league against the

Bp. of Murray : " the Duke will be the werr ressavit if he tak his

[par]t." Is going to Stirling to take the lead. Huntley and

Marshal have joined the Queen's part. Parliament meets on the

12th March. The Queen is sad : she lacks money. The Bp. of

Dunkeld is dead. The Earl of Athole's brother has entered by
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force. The Queen has written to the Pope to give it to : the

Apostolate. Cambuskenneth is taken by Sir Rynzane Coton, but

L. Erskin and the Secretary have put him out again. Your sister

and her sons are well.—Concludes with some family matters of

no importance. — Desires remembrance to Magnus and Dacres.

Perth, xx[ii] day of January.

P. 1 . Add. Endd. : Divers letters to Mr. Adam Williamson.

22 Jan. 51 James English to Dacre.

Calig. B. i. 26. Delivered his credence in Sant Johnsloun, 21 Jan. The Queen,

B. M. Angus and the Apostolate thought it would be impossible to exe

cute. An outcry is made of his taking the King into England.

The Queen has sent English to Stirling. {In substance the same

as the preceding.) Perth, 22 Jan. Signed.

P. 1. Add.

22 Jan. 52. For Walter Thomas.

P. 8. Wardship of John, 6. and h. of John, s. of Th., brother of John

Berdfeld of Shenfeld, in Gynge Margaret, Essex. Eltham, 18 Oct.

6 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm., 22 Jan.

Pat. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 28.

23 Jan. 53. For Gawin Dowglas, Postulate of Arbrough.

S. B. Safeconduct for one year, accompanied by 30 persons. Westm.

Bjm. xm. 473. 23 Jan. 6 Hen. VIH.

ii. For Archibald Dowglas Earl of Angwisshe and

Lord Maxwell.

The same. Angus to be accompanied by 300 persons or more,

Maxwell by 20.

Sc. 6 Hen. VIII. m. 15.

23 Jan. 54. Victualling for the Army.

B. O. Account by John Ricroft, serjeant of the Larder, for wheat, malt,

&c. for the King's army intended for France, 6 Hen.VHL, from

27 Feb. 5 Hen. VIII. to 23 Jan. ensuing.

Money received: for arrears, 451/. 10s. 1\d.; for provisions,

3,300/.—Paid, for malt, 2,260/. 8s. 5±d.; and for 416 qrs. more,

126/. 10s. 8d. Loss in sale of ditto, 196/. 6s. I0^d. ; and in the

sale of 140 qrs. of wheat, 11/. 14s. 4d., at 7s. Ad. per qr., carriage

included. Loss in 100 qrs. of oats, 56s. 8rf., at 3s. per qr., car

riage included. Wages : for himself, 2s. a day ; clerk, Is.; servants,

8d. Sum of all payments, 2,695/. 18s. 6d.

Pp. 3, large paper.

23 Jan. 55. For John Setntclere of St. Osith's alias of Chiche-

S. B. ridell, Essex.

Pardon and release as late sheriff of Essex and Herts ; and

release of recognizance for 40/. made by him, John Sakvile of Bar-

fold and Richard Clerke of Bentley, Essex, 22 Nov. 5 Hen. VIH.:

with proviso that the pardon shall not extend to any sums payable

by sheriffs of Essex and Herts to the King as Duke of Lancaster,

to Henry Earl of Essex, to the infirm men of St. Alban's or to

the Prior of the Carthusian House of the Salutation of St. Mary,

near London. Del. Westm., 23 Jan. 6 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 20.
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23 Jan. 56. For John Hone, tallowchandler of London.

S. B. Exemption from serving on juries, &c., on account of bodily in

firmity. Del. Westm., 23 Jan. 6 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 6 Hen. VIII. p. I, m. 32.

24 Jan. 57- For Sib William Compton and Wabbuega his wife.

8. B. Grant, in tail of the said Sir William, in consideration of their

marriage, of the manors of Elcombe and Uscote, Wilts, and Pole

Place, Berks, an annual rent of 8/. out of the manor of Denford,

Wilts, and all possessions in the above places which belonged to

Francis or William late Viscounts Lovel. Del. Westm., 24 Jan.

6 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 32.

25 Jan. 58- For John Dunckon of London, draper, late steward of

P. S. the household of Lineolne's Inne.

Protection : going in the retinue of Sir Richard Wyngfeld,

Deputy of Calais. Eltham, 12 Jan. 6 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm.,

25 Jan.

Fr. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 14.

25 Jan. 59. For Julian Serrestory, merchant of Florence.

P. S. Protection : going in the retinue of Sir Richard Wyngfeld,

Deputy of Calais. Eltham, 18 Jan. 6 Hen. VIH. Del. Westm.,

25 Jan.

Fr. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 18.

' 26 Jan. 60. Sir Robert Wingfield to [Henry VIII.]

R. 0. Wrote last on the 14th from Insbrooke. Has suffered much

from sickness. Is recovered from the fever, but brought very low.

Hopes he may visit his natural country, from which he has been

absent so long. The Cardinal has left : the Bp. of Brescia leaves

tomorrow : the Emperor in three or four days. The Venetian*

refused peace with the Emperor except he restore all he hag

taken. They have had a great overthrow by means of an ambush

at Marrane in Fryoll. News is come of the death of Lewis and the

desire of his successor for a universal peace and an expedition

against the Turks. Insbrook, 26 Jan. 1514.

Hoi., pp. 2. Endd.

26 Jan. 61. For John Clerk of Wombewell, York, smith.

Pardon for killing Laurence Marchall in selfdefence. Westm.,

26 Jan.

Pat. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 31.

26 Jan. 62. Dacre to Queen Margaret.

Calig. B. ii. 292. Headed: "Copy of our letter to the Queen of Scots."—Has re-

B. M. ceived her letter dated Perth, 22 Jan., expressing her pleasure at

Henry's good will and that she will consent to the instructions

given to her secretary, Sir James Einglisshe. Thinks it will be desir

able that she should do so, as the King cannot send an army royal

to her aid, especially if Albany arrive suddenly in Scotland, now

that the King of France is dead; and if he do not, she is in danger

of being deprived of her son by her adversaries. If she will trust
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Dacre he will convey her safely into England, either from the castle

of Douglas or from any other place within ten miles this side Stir

ling. If she delay till the days are long and the nights short the

attempt will he dangerous. The lords of Scotland will not be so

true to her as her brother. Kirkoswald, 27 Jan.

Copy by Dacre's clerk, pp. 3. Add. : To the Queen of Scots.

27 Jan. 63. Dacre, Magnus and Williamson to the Privy

Caiig. b.i. is. Council.*

B. M. On the 25th received letters from the Queen of Scots, which

they transmit, that the King may perceive her answer to the

overtures made through her secretary, Sir James Einglisshe.

They opened two addressed to the King. Have written to induce

her to accept the King's offers, perceiving by her letters, and those

of Gowan Douglas, " Appostelate ofArbrooth," and Einglisshe, that

they are already inclined to them. Enclose copy of the letter.

" The Apostelate is quick in calling for his own advancement," but

makes answer with fair words far from the point. If they find by

the Queen's answer that she agrees to their offer, they will follow

it up as they can. If they learn anything to the contrary, they

will cease writing to her ; and, if the Council think fit, Magnus and

Williamson will return southwards. As the King's ships of war

under William Sabynare ordered to the Firth, they have "assigned

an honest, sad and secret person, called Thomas Beverlay, to lie

at Holy Eland," to convey instructions to him. The ships have

not been heard of for three weeks passed, when Sabyn was at Hull

for victuals, and Magnus sent him the King's commands by Wil

liam Pawne. As the Queen makes no request for the sending of

them to the Firth, desire to know whether they shall be counter

manded, allowed to go or ordered to keep the North Sea. Ships

have gone that way lately into Scotland and brought news of the

promotion of the Bp. of Murray to St. Andrew's. Another ship,

hound for Scotland, brought a letter from the Lord Fleming in

France, whereby it appears that the French Council had determined

to deliver the Scotch ships. Transmit a packet of letters from

Margaret, which she desired to be sent into Flanders for the Apos-

telate's promotion. Enclose copies of letters sent by Adam Wil

liamson into Scotland " these two several seasons."—Since writing,

have received a letter from Beverlay (enclosed), announcing that

Sabyn is upon the coast of Scotland, " and furthwith woll to the

Fyrth." Kirkoswald, 27 Jan.

Pp. 3. Add. : " U[nto th]e lordes of the K[inges raooste hono

rable C[oun]seill."

Caiig. B. i- 23. 2. T. Beverley to Dacre.

B. M. Gives an account of his departure from Holyheland towards

Tynemouth to inquire for the King's ships. Found Sabyan at

Dunstanburgh, to whom he delivered his credence. Has arranged

to lie at Bamborough. Bamborough, 24 Jan., " this Wednesday,

in the morning."

P. 1. Add. : To my Lord of Dacres.

27 Jan. 64. Magnus to Wolsey.

B. O. Dacre has sent to Hexham two " sad men " to see to the payment

of Wolsey's rents. On Monday last, as some of the tenants were

* Inserted by mistake in the preceding volume in the year 1514.

B
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Magnus to Wolsey—cant.

going to market at Hexham, they were robbed by Ralph Fenwick and

Tynedale men. Lord Dacre has sent his brother, Sir Christopher,

with 30 men, to make reprisals. Will hear the news by their other

..•letters, which they have desired Brian Tuke to deliver into Wolsey's

' hands only. Mr. Adam trusts they will succeed ; and Lord Dacre

does all that he can to advance " this great cause." Kirkoswald,

27 Jan. Signed.

P. ] . Add. : My lord's grace [the Ajrchbp. of York.

\

27 Jan. 65. Adam Williamsone to Queen Margaret.

Calig. B.hi. 152. Advising her to follow [the King's counsel]. If she do so, her

B. M. son will be the greatest Scotchman that ever was. Has seen a

letter in Lord Fleming's hand out of France and has written to

Sir James at this time, who can inform her of the substance. She

is to see that letter and one that he has written to the Postulate

of Arbroath. If she follow his advice she cannot but prosper.

She may trust his sincerity, as he has been in great danger and lost

his goods in her service. 27 Jan.

Hoi., p. 1. Headed in his own hand: " This is the copy of the

Queen's letter delivered this day into Scotland."

Jan. 66. Adam Williamsone to [Gawin Douglas], Postulate of

Calig. B. ii. 303. Arbroath.

B- **• Has received a letter from the Queen and one from his lordship,

with a mass of letters directed to Master John Berry, in Flanders,

the 26 Jan., written in St. Johnston on the 22nd. Is right sorry

the Queen cannot follow the advice of Henry to resort to the

Marches of England with her children and her husband. She has

no sure friends in Scotland except Angus and his familiar servants.

If the Queen and her husband come to England all the lords of

Scotland will be fain to promise her obedience: otherwise they must

choose some other land to dwell in. Knows well the King means

his sister to be obeyed in Scotland till his nephew come to age,

according to their father's will.

" For God's sake, my lord, do after the King's counsel and ye

cannot do amiss. I insure you your own countrymen will do with

him against you, I trow more than I did when Sir James was

here : tak gud tent to my words." Knows well they labor against

him. If he do not anticipate them he is undone : if he do, he may

have what promotion in Scotland he pleases and Murray will be a

slave as he began. Douglas's reproaches that Williamson has not

spoken against Murray are unjust. He has put him in such disfavor

that ifhe came to England he could neither help his friends nor hurt

his foes. The Queen has placed herself and her children in the

Postulate's hands. If he follow Henry's counsel, his " blood is made

for ever :" if he do not, she may curse the time " that ever she melled

with your blood." If the Queen come to England, her sons by great

possibility will be the greatest Scotchmen that ever were. Knows

more than he will write. The course proposed will be for the

perpetual weal of both realms. Otherwise there will be no justice

in Scotland : it will be a land of robbery and come to final destruc

tion. " Here is wisdom, strength, honor, riches to defend her : in

Scotland, poverty, deceit and unsure friends, not able to resist."

The King of England is more " beloved and dread " by his subjects

than any of his predecessors have been. If the Queen, Angus and
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the Postulate agree, Dacre will take upon him to conduct them safe

to Carlisle in the manner he has written. He may be trusted.

Has forwarded letters to John Berry in Flanders by post to the

King, and the Postulate's letter to Williamson, for the better expe

dition. Doubts not the King's letter for his promotion will be at

Rome before the mass. The King of France is dead beyond doubt.

A monk has arrived here who was in France on New Year's Day

when he died. The Postulate is wrong in writing he need not flee

the land. He does not fly, but comes for the King's surety. Great

kings have done the like before. " Blame not me youtht, I speke

playn, for I haff byn in ye grettest daunger yat eny man mytht

be in and schaped with his lyff". I haffe lossit my goodds yat I

shuld haff" leyff upon in my age for ye Quenys sayk and yourrs." If

the Queen do not well, his days will be short in this world. Has

seen a letter sent by Lord Fleming from France into Scotland since

Sir James left him. He can inform the Postulate of its contents.

Hoi., pp.4. Headed: " Yis ys the copy of the second letter

written to my Lord Postulate of Arbroath. Deliver this day to

Scotland."

28 Jan. 67- Henry VIII. to Leo X.

Vat/Trans, xxxvm. In behalf of Gawin Douglas, for whose promotion to the arch-

Add. 15,387, f. 28. bishopric of St. Andrew's Henry's sister, the Queen of Scots, has

B. M. written to his holiness. He is noble both by birth and learning.

Understands for certain that the Bp. ofMurray will not be admitted

to that see. Greenwich, 28 Jan. 1514.

Copy, Lat., pp. 6.

28 Jan. 68. Conveyance of the Princess Mary into France.

K. O. Received by John Heron from Sir John Daunce, for the convey

ance of the French Queen and the Duke of Suffolk, and ordnance,

from 30 Sept. to 17 Dec. 6 Hen.VIIL, 1470/.

Paid by him from 1 Oct. to 15 Nov. for 18 hoys retained at

London, at 3s. 8d. a ton a month, 252/. 15s. From 9 Sept., to

10 Nov. for 22 hoys, retained at Sandwich, and by Cookson.

waterbailly, at Calais, at the same rate, 396/. 3s. 9d. ; for 6 hoys

retained at Calais, same rate, 25/. 7s. 6d. 28 Oct. Wages, &c. for

a month of The Foey of Dover, Thos. Lymynton, master, 10/.

The Henry of Dover, Wm. Marten, master, for conveying Lord

Monteagle, 19/. 10s. The George of Dover, John Pecke, master,

11/. 2s. The Myhell Bayly of Dover, Ric. Cantt, master, for

bringing over the Duke of Norfolk, 10/. 10s. The George Kocke

of Dover, Nich. Cocke, master, 8/. 10s. The Christopher Stellman,

Rob. Stellman, master, for conveying Sir Hen. Weyett to England,

28/. 10s. The Barbara of Dover, James Foche, master, 8/. 10s.

The Clement of Dover, Andrew Jonson, master, 71. The John of

Dover, Thos. Fenyas, master, 11. The Margytt of Dover, Thos.

Barber, master, 5/. 10s. The Anne of Dover, Wm. Fenyas, master,

51. 10s. The Marlyon of Dover, John Maye, master, 5/. 10s.

Expeuces of presting mariners, lis. \d. 2 ships and a hoy for con

veying Sir Hen. Gylford and others, 10/. The Pettyr of Hyd,

John Bocland, master, 8/. 10s. The Pettyr of Sandwich, Wm.

Tayler, master, 51. 10s. The George of Sandwich, Cornelius

Owter, master, 51. 10s. The Clement of Hastings, Thos. Joeysse,

master, 7/. 15s. The Thomas of Winchelsea, Rob. Beckett, master,

B 2
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Conveyance of the Princess Mary into France—cont.

61. The Swalow of Winchelsea, Ric. Hod, master, 3/. 5s. The

Myhell of Hyd, John Barber, mnster, 8/. 10*. The Julian of

Rye, Ric. Horocke, master, 40*. The George of Rye, John Swan,

master, 46s. 8d. The Christopher of Rye, Ric. Berd, master, 41.

The Barbara of Rye, John Flccher, master, 3/. The Pettyr of

Grymysby, Peter Bell, master, 41. 10*. The John of Salfflett,

W. Rondes, master, 4/. 10*. The, Nycolas of Boston, John Har-

dyngc, master, 4/. 10*. The Clement of Calais, John Hogson,

master, for stuff of my Lord of Norfolk and my Lord Admiral

carried into the Thames, 40*. To Rob. Beckett, master of The

Thomas of Winchelsea, 26s. 8d. To Ric. Hod, master of The

Swallowe, 40*. To Christopher Coo, captain of the Lysard, for

2 months, 59/. 10*. 8d. To the clerk of the French Queen's

stable for horses' food, and other expences at Sandwich, 61. 13*. 4d.

To Sir Wistan Browne, conduct money for the men saved in the

lybycke called The Great Elizabeth, 20/. To Win. Boneythen,

purser of The Henry Grace Dewe, 71. To Sir John Scott and

porters of Dover for shipping and unshipping horses, 51. 6*. 8d.

To porters for unshipping horses of the French Queen, the Duke

of Norfolk, the Lord Admiral, and others, 5/. 6*. 8d. For the

shipping of my Lord of Durham's horse, 25s. Costs of John

Heron, 3 servants and horses at Sandwich and Dover, 6*. 8d. a

day, 30 Sept. to 25 Nov. For 15 hoys, wages for conveying ord

nance, &c, for a month, 159/. 15*. 4rf. For 10 hoys, hired by the

voyage at Calais, 24/. 3*. 9rf. For 22 hoys, for the conveyance to

England of the Duke of Suffolk, Marquis of Dorset, Lord Chamber

lain, Prior of St. John's, the French ambassadors, and Dr. West,

244/. To Ric. Crypys for unshipping 232 horses of the Duke of

Suffolk and others, at their home coming from the French Queen,

at 2d. a horse, 1/. 18*. 8d. 28 Jan. 6 Hen. VIII.

The tonnage of each vessel is given.

ii. Account of Nicholas Lucas for hay, oats, &c. delivered at

Canterbury, in the Bishop's palace, at the going of the French

Queen, and elsewhere. Price of hay, 11*. Id. a load: oats, 3*. a

quarter.

Pp. 26.

29 Jan. 69. Sir Robert Wingfield to Henry VIII.

Vit. B. xviii. 74. « Pleaseth [it your grace. On the . . .] day of this present [month

B. M. I wrote] unto your highness from th[is town, sending such] news as

were then occurrent. [And where by the] same I advertised your

grace that [the Bp. of] Bryxe should have set forward in c

the Emperor to your grace, now it is con[cluded that] the said

Bishop shall remain and ce of the Low Country to

pass to your grace charge he should have had so that

mean less delay shall be made for it

distance betwixt London and this town [at] this time

of the year, for all the world h[as been in a] manner besieged

with frost and snow. And also where [in a] former letter I adver

tised [your g]race that the Cardinal of Gource should

in co in embassade from the Emperor (?)

Bishop of Trent to the Duke of Milan, t said legations do

also remain, for it sem[eth] he departing . . . . d of the

French King many devised frames to change form ;

and this day I have been advised by a secret [messenger, that] for

certain a league is concluded betwixt th[e Emperor], the King of
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Arragon, the Duke of Milan [and the] Switzers, notwithstanding

the league made [between] the Pope, the Florentines, the Genoese

and and so it seemeth that France shall

away into Italy, as was tho[ught] what in peril of war

limits "

Hoi., p. 1, badly mutilated and the writing faded. Dated

before thefire: 29 Jan. 1514. Insbrook. Wingfield.

29 Jan. 70. Spinelly to [Henry VIII.]

G alba, B.ui. 278. Wrote last on the 22nd. The Prince and the Archduchess were

B. M. at Lavora and yesterday entered the town with fires and lights.

Leave Saturday next for Mechlin ; go thence to Antwerp, where there

will be great jousts ; then to Gaunte. Brabant has granted the

Prince 450,000 florins, to be paid in three years. The Prince ha3

confirmed Burgundy to the Archduchess, with 20,000 florins pen

sion. The Lords Berghis, Degmont, Dissilstayne, Bevers, Admi

ral and Sevenberge have combined with Lords Ligne, De Emereye,

and Brabanson, to counteract Chievres. This resolution has been

secretly made ; and, because the dispatch of the ambassadors was

not communicated to the Archduchess and them, they rejected

all negotiation with France except with the consent of the Emperor

and the King of Arragon. They said that, as the Prince was one

of the peers of France, he could do no less than send an embassy

to the coronation of the new King, and deprecate any divisions

between this house and the Duke of Gueldres and Robert de la

Marche. There is no appearance at this time of an alliance with

the daughter of France. Since his last, found the King's friends

" in little h[ope of the] same betwixt the French Queen and this

Prince so much heard of it. That, stantibus tcrmmis, for

my p[art I am] of like opinion, whereof I advertise your grace to

the ente[nt that] for any such trust your highness should not

defer to do ... . and profit as the opportunity requireth. But a[s

to . .] marry her grace unto the Emperor, I find no man that [has]

any doubt therein."

Is of opinion that the King of Arragon will not consent to

the alliance betwixt French the Queen and the Prince, for fear

of losing Spain. Hears that the Emperor will send an ambas

sador to England for the purpose of a new league betwixt him,

England and Arragon. The Italian league will be concluded.

An alliance of marriage is fixed between the Pope's nephew and a

kinswoman of the King of Arragon. The Chancellor has promised

to expedite Copeland's business. Don Diego will be dispatched

to England within eight days. The Duke of Gueldres has assem

bled troops on the frontiers. The ambassador of Arragon is now

satisfied with the Archduchess. Henry's friends think the garrison

at Tournay should not have been diminished till England was

assured of the French King. Lord Berghez is at Barowe, but

will be at Antwerp at the Prince's entry : he sent nobody to the

Lieutenant of Tournay on hearing that he had come to these parts.

News came from Philip Dale that the French King had been sacred

at Rens and should come to Saint Quyntymez : he has sent rather

a cool letter to the PrinceyyThe Emperor has commissioned the

Fukkers, merchants of AugSDurg, to receive the 100,000 florins

of gold he is to have for exempting the Prince from his tutelage)/'

Hears that he has written a snarp letter to Chievres upon hm

presumption, and that a French ambassador has visited the imperial

court to announce the death ot the late King and urge a universal
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peace. The Archduchess tells him she must follow implicitly

Chievres' opinions ; and, on Spinelly's saying that if ambassadors

had been- sent by her into France to conclude a treaty with the

new King it was contrary to their treaty with England, she said

that if such a treaty were made with the French to their profit, it

would be doing no more than England had done. She refused to

. let Spinelly write to this effect. She says the French will not

allow the French Queen to leave, but marry her to the Duke of

Savoy or the Duke of Loraine ; "and that she knew no prince in

Christendom that would gladly have her except one, which, were it

not for his Council, peradventure would condescend thereto : which

I suppose should be the Prince." Brussels, 29 Jan. 1514. Signed.

Pp. 6, mutilated.

29 Jan. 71. The Bp. of Worcester to [Ammonius].

Vit B. iv. 80. " Ex Uteris D. Wigorniensis viges[imo nono die*] Januarii ex

B. M. Florentia in gifris ad me [datis]."

By his last, of the 19th, stated how earnestly he had pressed the

Pope to signalize his gratitudo to the King of England, free Italy

and extend his own authority : but his holiness doubted how he

could commence a war of which he might not see the end. He

could not advocate peace one day and abandon it the next. All

Europe knew of his alliance with France ; and he could not without

perfidy declare himself his enemy. He never could expect greater

authority than he possessed at present, as the Swiss were perfectly

quiet and had sworn that the French should never possess Milan.

He had the Emperor for his friend and the King of Arragon. He

would, therefore, only show himself an advocate for universal con

cord. Worcester told him that some Frenchman had been breathing

in his ear ; that he wished for peace as much as the Pope did ; and

that his holiness was much mistaken if he thought the French

would remain quiet : they were bent on getting Naples, and, that

had, it was all up with the Pope.

Shortly after urged the Pope to give him a mandate for the

alliance with the Emperor, the Kings of France, England and

Arragon, and the Swiss. He replied that he should offend his

subjects by so doing, who would tear him in pieces before England

could send him aid ; that he did not see how any truce could take

place, for, as he had heard from the Bp. of Veruli, the Swiss

on whom England relied were very much disunited and eight of the

cantons favored the French ; that the Emperor was a better talker

than doer, and if England assisted him witli money he doubted

how long she could do it ;—that the King of Arragon was too well

known to require a character; that, moreover, Worcester had not

told him that the King intended to invade France, nor yet ou what

condition the Prince of Castile had joined the alliance ; and that

he would always favor England, but objected to this treaty and

begged the King would listen to peace. Worcester told him he

had not expected such an answer ; that it was not a fit return for

the services England had rendered him : but the Pope refused to

hear further. In the night was visited by Cardinal S. Maria in

Porticu, who begged of him to smoothe matters as much as possible

Supplied from modern marginal note before the fire.
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between the King and the Pope, but said that he would have no

other answer. Thinks the Pope might be induced to join, if he

were certain of the terms on which England stood with the Swiss

and the Prince of Castile. The Pope will leave for Rome on the

18th Feb., and when there will deprive the Duke of Urbino. He

is waiting for the bull of his majesty's title. The Pope will attend

to the Queen of Scots' affairs.

Lot., in the hand ofAmmonius, pp. 6, mutilated.

29 Jan. 72. For John Sharp of St. Margaret's, near Rochester.

S. B. Pardon and release, as late escheator of Kent and Midd. ; with

directions to Sir John Cutte and William Cope, executors of Sir

Reginald Bray, to release the said John Sharp and Thomas

Shemyng of Rochester of a recognizance of 40/. made by them and

John Dobbes, deceased, to Bray and others on behalf of Henry VII.

Del. Westm., 29 Jan. 6 Hen. VIII.

rat. 6 Hen. VIII. p. I, m. 31.

29 Jan. 73. For Edm. Shaa.

Livery of lands as s. and h. of Sir John Shaa, alderman of

London, who at his death held in chief of King Henry VII.

Westm., 29 Jan.

Pat. 6 Hen. VIII. p. I, m. 30.

29 Jan. 74. Commission of the Peace.

Derbyshire. — Geo. Earl of Shrewsbury, Th. Earl of Derby,

Wm. Blount Lord Mouutjoy, Humph. Conyngesby, Guy Palmes,

Sir Hen. Vernon, Sir Ralph Sherley, Sir Hen. Sacheverell, Sir John

Gyfford, Th. Babyngton, John Porte, Roger Mynours, John Agard,

Godfrey Fulgcham, Wm. Grysley, Humph. Bradbourn, John Fitz-

herbert, Th. Coken and Wm. Bothe. Westm., 29 Jan.

Pat. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 3d.

30 Jan. 75. Raids on the Borders.

E- O. " Feats done by the soldiers of Berwick to the annoyance of the

Scots, at the commandment of the Deputy and of the Council

there sithen the 1 st day of Nov. last," to Tuesday 30 Jan. last.

8 Nov. 60 Scots riding into Berwick were chased to Ayton

Bridge, 4 slain, 6 taken. Raid to Reston and Audencrawe, which

were burnt ; 5 persons and cattle taken. Houses burnt at Sprous-

ton, Aymouth, Paxston, &c.—19 Dec. Whikwood destroyed, 80

head of cattle, 10 horses and 10 persons taken.—Friday, 29 Dec.

Ayton and all the corn burnt.—Tuesday, 30 Jan. Prendergast

burnt, and the White Reige. Sum of the cattle taken, besides sheep

and prisoners, 900.

P. 1.

30 Jan. 76- Extract of a Letter of the Standard Bearer (Batli)

Otho, c. ix. 19. and Ambassador of Constantinople, 30 Jan. 1515.

B. M. Wrote last on the 1st (. . . mo instantis) that the Sophi had

arrived from Olic . . . He is daily increasing his army and, on the

melting of the snow, will advance to the borders of He

has given orders that 6,000 " spuchi " should be despatched and
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Extract of a Letter of the Standard Bearer (Bayli) and

Ambassador of Constantinople—cont.

1,000 more be in readiness. Great levy of provision is being made

[by the Turk] in Asia Minor, although news has been brought

from the provinces of great scarcity in those parts. He has

commanded his Greek troops to be in readiness. Lately the

Lord of Wallachia (?) (dominus Valachus) sent a messenger to

treat of peace for three years. The King of Hungary waits the

opinion of his nobles. The Turk is resolved to possess himself

of the territory of Aliduli. He has imposed a tribute on all the

inhabitants of Greece, without distinction, and on Asia Minor, al

ready sufficiently burdened. Expects to levy from Greece 1,000,000

ducats. Is busily employed in building a navy. Order has been

given to the provinces of Pontus to collect vessels of 200 tons for

Constantinople in March. It is expected that, under the pretext

of attacking the Sophi, he will attack Rhodes, which is not well

defended.

P. S.—He is resolved to send 2,000 janissaries and other troops,

as if he considered the power of the Sophi greater than is ex-

pepted. A messenger has come from the "Wallach that the Emperor

has entered on an engagement with the Kings of Spain, Hungary

and Poland to oppose the Turk. It is supposed if the Turk cross

to Asia Minor the Sinambassa will command, in Greece.

P. S.—Some Wallachians have lately come from the territories

of the Sophi. An edict has been sent to the Belurbei of Greece

and Turkey to be in readiness with the Sanjaks of Asia Minor.

Gives an account of ships building in various ports. Inquiries are

making as to the situation and strength of Italy, Sicily and Naples.

The Sultan has commanded his vessels to be built on the same

model as the Venetians. Certain Sicilians, enemies to the Maho

metans, are expected to arrive, and to look out for men to manage

the galleys in the Latin fashion {arte Latinorum). The Turks are

in great dread of the Venetian vessels " quas biit . . das vocant."

Lett., pp. 4, badly mutilated.

30 Jan. 77. For Thomas Halley, alias Kougecrosse Pursuivant,

S.b. now " Caklill" Herald.

Annuity of 20 marks, for services at the battle of Brankston.

Del. "Westm., 30 Jan. 6 Hen. VIII.

rat. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 20.

31 Jan. 78. Sfinelly to [Henry VIII.]

Galba, B.hi. 281. Wrote last on the 29th. Learns from the Chancellor there is

& M. no doubt that ambassadors have been sent into France to nego

tiate a treaty. He says others have so long made a profit of them

that they will now look to their own profit and live in peace with

all. The Emperor has written to say they have taken too much

upon themselves in sending ambassadors and deposing the Presi

dent of the Privy Council : but they do not regard him. The

influence of Arragon is kept up by a wise ambassador or they

would have gone further. The Archduchess lets them do as they

please. The Bp. of Bryxsen is to be sent as ambassador from the

Emperor to England. Don Diego's departure is not yet fixed.

Philip Dale writes that the French King had left Rens for Lange

_" ', and goes thence to Compiegne. Brussels, 31 Jan. 1514. Signed.

Pp. 2, mutilated.
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31 Jan. 79. For Wm. Endebby of Otermouth, Devon.

Pardon for killing John Culverkocke of Bryxham, Devon,

mariner, in selfdefence, in a place called "le Wyche." Westm.,

31 Jan.

Pat. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 32.

80. Suffolk to [Henby VIII.]

Calig. D. vi. 179. Has received his letter and [been] in hand to the French King

B. M. touching the answer a letter written with his own hand.

Thanks his grace for his letter. Understands [it is said] " that

and I had don me dywar (my devoir) ar wold do me dewar, the

Quyen schold optayn hall her stouf and jowyelles. As tocheyng

that and yf I have not don the byest ther[in] and wyell doo the

byst ther in, newar by [g]ood lord to me ; and that I rypourt me

to me fyllowes." If he had not done his best it were pity [that he]

lived : " for I find you so good lord to me that there is none

thing that grieves me but that she and I have no more to content

your grace. But, Sir, as she has written to you of her own hand,

she is content to give you all that her grace shall have by the

right of her wosbound (husband) ; and, if it come not so much as

your grace thought, she is content to give your grace what sum

you shall be content to axe, to be paid on her jointure, and all that

she has in this world. v

" Alas, Sir, as I understand it should be thought that I should

incline too much to the French King's mind. Sir, if ever I

inclined to him in thought or deed otherwise than might stand

with your honor and profit according to my truth, [let] me die

for it ; and if ever I meddled in any matter in word or deed with

him other than here . . . . es, never be good lord to me. (1.) At

first meeting with him, the French King broke to him the

matter between the Queen and him, to which he answered as he

* £ 179b. has [written] before.* (2.) Second, touching Tournay, he first de

sired the French King to call his fellows and afterwards excused

himself from entering upon it, as he had no commission to do so.

He, however, by advice of his fellows, communicated the French

King's desire to the King. And because the French King would

make Suffolk judge in the matter that Henry might think he would

do nothing without instructions, if it were his grace's mind to

depart with it, " Sir, now I will say that never passed my mouth

but once to your grace. There is but few of y[our] Council but

has been in hand with me and [think] it best you should depart

with it, so you might depart with it honorably. Yet, Sir, I insure

your grace, that I have not put the French King in none hope of

it ; in so much [that I have] caused him to leave it out of his in

structions given to his ambassadors, to the iute[nt that] he should

not do manner (?) any thing that should [not] be to your contenta-

tion (" countasseun "), but to refer it [to your] pleasure whether

that you would be content [with the] instructions given to me or

my f'el[lows] shall send to his ambassadors or .... "

f t 180. -J- The reason why he would have been satisfied with the French

King's proposition was that he thought it more for the King's honor

and profit to be judged by his own subject, as his grace might know

that to die for it he would not have done otherwise than according

to his pleasure ; and he fears not but that he has handled himself

truly according to his allegiance, whatever his enemies may say.

(3.) As to the privy amity, " there was never . . . gyng nor man

nor woman that ever spoke to him of it, but it was only my own
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mind, because I saw the ambassadors soo bysse (busy ?) to have the

marriage and amity with France that I could . . . her cold ( ?) by

non better way than to make .... amity to make them know

that they have gone out of the way, and that they should be fain

to ... to you. Sir, the was men pour apynneun (this was my

poor opinion), which I trust your grace taking as I ... . was

* f. 180b. none harm." *Begs the King not to let his enemies

[have an advantage over him], as he never went about to hurt any

man in his life; "and your grace [knoweth] best nor I never

sought other remedy [against] mine enemies but your grace, nor

never [will] : for it is your grace that has made me of [nothing]

and holden me up hitherto ; and if your [pleasure] be so for to do,

I care not for all the world."

" Sir, one thing I insure your grace, that it shall never be

said that ever I did offend [your] grace in word, deed or thought,

but for this [matter] touching the Queen, your sister, the which

I ca[n no] lynggar nor wolnot hide fro, your grace. Sir, so it

is that when I came to Paris the Queen was in hand with me

the first day I [came], and said she must be short with me and

[open] to me her pleasure and mind ; and so she b[egan] and

show how good lady [she] was to me, and if I would be ordered

by her she would never have none but me. . . . She showed

me she had wyerelle (verily?) understood] as well by Friar

Langglay and Friar Fr dar that and yewar sche cam in

Ynggyll[nnd she sho]ukl newar have me ; and ther for sche ....

t f- 182. . . . wr that and I wold not marre her J have me nor

never come to [England] When I heard her say so I,showed

. . plied that but to prove me with, and she would not

you knew well that my coming it was showed her

and 1 sixsed her wat [it] was ; and she said that the best in

France had [said] unto her that, and she went into England, she

should go into Flanders. To the which she said that she had rather

to be torn in pieces than ever she should come there, and with that

wept. Sir, I never saw woman so weep ; and when I saw [that] I

showed unto her grace that there was none such thing [upon] my

faith, with the best words J could : but in none ways I could make

her to believe it. And when I saw that, I showed her grace that,

and her grace would bo content to write unto your grace and to

obtain your good will, I would be content; or else I durst not, because

I had made unto your grace such a promise. Whereunto, in con

clusion, she said, ' If the King my brother is content and the French

King both, the tone by his letters and the todar by his words, that

I should have [y]ou, I will have the time after my desire, or else I

may well think that the words of .... in these parts and of them

in England [be] true and that is that you are come to tyes me

home (?) [to the in]tent that I may be married into Fland[ers],

which I will never, to die for it ; and so [I possessed the French

King ar you cam (?) ; and th[at if] you will not be content to follow

[my] end, look never after this d[ay to have] the proffer again.'

% f. 181b. And, Sir, I ... .J in that case and I thought

but rather to put me than to lyes all, and so I

gra an too ; and so she and I was ma[rried] ....

and but ten persons, of the which [neither Sir Richard] Wyngfyld

nor Master Dyne (Dean) was not [present] on my faith ; for she would

that I should [not take] them on council, for she said and I did [so]

• she thought they would give mo couns[el] to the contrary ;

and therefore they know not of it, nor that the writing of this letter,
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on my faith and truth." Has written word by word, as near as he

can, how everything was, and begs the King to forgive him and

defend him against his enemies, who will think to put him out of

favor.

* £ 182b. * " Sir, I beseech your grace to [be good lord to] my servant this

bearer, for [he shall advertise] your grace of matters secret ; [to

whom I be]seech your grace to give credence [as to my] self.

t f. 181. •)■ " matters between the French [King and your] grace,

if ever you find that ever I him, or meddled with him

otherwise [than I] have written unto your grace, let me it

that I have showed him what a man you [are], both in condition

and everything, the [wh]ich I (sic) delights marvelously to hear and

I le[ver] to tell it to him, saying that and he have you . . comes

and see you, that he shall find that I am none liar. And there

fore, Sir, and it may please God and you, I pray God I may see you

two once meet, and then I trust that I shall be found a true gentle

man, both of my report of your grace and also of the report that I

have written to your grace of him." Begs to have " some word

of comfort " from the King : " for I promes your grace that I

was newarday holl [sith]esnes I parted from your grace. And,

Sir, at the writing of this I was not very well ; and [with]out

I may hear good tidings from your grace, I pray God that I never

live to thyn Paris "

Hoi., mutilated ; and the order of the leaves much confused.

81. Mary Queen of France to Henry VIII.

Calig. D. vi.251. Thanks him for his [loving] and kind letters, which have been

B. M. the greatest comfort to her in this world. Is very anxious to see

Green's Letters him and " would very fain have the time [soone]r to come, as I

of Royal and trust it shall, or else I would be very [sor]ry, for I think every day

IUust'{j^f168' a . . . gaude(?) till I may see yow. Sir, where your grace sends

me word that I will not give no credence .... for no suit nor for

no [othe]r words that shall be geve[n me ;] Sir, I promise your grace

[tha]t I newer may de thyn mes nar no nother fo . . . m

nar me wer wel .... that I knoke yowr [mind,] for no body alyfe

for [this] ys al the comforte t[hat I have] yn thys worlde . . . . t

yowr grace w . . . . stele, for I have no thy[ng in the] world

that I do care for [so much] as to have the good and [gracious] mynd

that yowr grface] hade ever towarde me, [which] I besewcR yowr

grace for [to] contenwe, for thyr y[s all] my trust that I hap'e] in

this world.

Sir, [as] for the letter that your grace did send me by [Master]

Clynton, where as you send me that I should provide myself

t[o make] me ready for to come to your [grace,] Sere, and

yt tewre (were) to mor[row] I wold be ready ; and as for [my

Lord] of Sowflfblke and Sir Recharde [and] Docter Weste, thyr be

to or [three t]hat cam from the Ky[ng] my sone, for to have

to hym be the wa[y he ?] cam hetherwarde ....

. . . . de thym commyn[g hith]erwarde that thy as I

trowst shal c a day or to and thyn [to] knoke yowr

mynd [the]r, and wan I dow I wel do [the]r aftar. Sere,

I beseche yowr [gra]ce for to be good to Mas' Jhon yowr sowr-

geone, for [m]y sake, and that yow wel [no]t be mest con-

tentyd with hym [for] hys long tarryng here [with] me, for I bare

hym an ,[ha]nd that yowr grace wer contented that he shold

be here with me a wyl ; and so I pray yowr grace to gefwe hym lefe

for to tarry here awyle with me, for by case I am very ele dessyde
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Mary Queen op France to Henry VHI cont.

of the tothe acke and the mother with nil, that som tym I [wit]

nat wat for to do, bwt a[nd IJ myt se yow I wer ha[ppy. No]

mor to yow at thy[s time], bwt I pray Good [send] yowr grace

good [health]. By yowr lowyn[g sister,] Marie.

Hoi., pp. 4, mutilated. Add. ; To the Kynges grace my

brother thys be delyvered.

82. Suffolk to Henby VIII.

Calig. D.ti. 165. On Monday the French King [told me that] Monser dy Lagyesse

B- M. was arre [here ?], and that he would [with] diligence despatch him

to your grace with commission . . . and confirm the peace between

the King and his predecessor. On his part he would make no

demands and hoped Henry would make none ; nevertheless, he

wished to recover Tournay in such manner as might stand with

Henry's honor and would be content to make Suffolk judge be

tween the King and him. This wish he desired Suffolk to com

municate to the King, who professes himself ready to serve the

King in this or otherwise, as he should receive instructions, " trust

ing that if he be the man he [is in] semblance " he will make

it more to the King's profit than any other. Yesternight the King

sent for him and Wyngfyld, and before [supper took] him aside "and

showed him what reports [Lagyesse] had made unto him on your

grace['s part, which were] very honorable and good, for I ne[ver

was more] glad of none thing, for he was rejoiced

marvelously how good [an ally and] how good a brother he trusted

to have [in your grace]. At the same supper was my Lord Nassoo

and [Sempe]. And after supper the Queen and the little La[dy

Renee] her sister, with the King's mother, came into the chamber ;

and so the King showed unto the Lord [Nassoo] and Sempe the

said Lady Renee and talked with [her]. As I stood and looked

on, the King's mother came and took me aside, and said unto me

that I might well think that the ambassadors of Flanders was in

communication with the King her son both for to tr[eat of] amity

for marriage ;" and to put him out of doubt she said it was so,

but that Suffolk might write to the King of a surety the King her

son would not conclude with them [nor with] none else without

his consent. " Sir, [it is] she that rules all, and so may she welL

[for I] never saw woman like to her, both for . . . and honor."

She is as determined [to assist] Henry and his affairs as if she

were his subject. " Mons. de Lnguyesse shall depart h[ence]

the farthest towards your grace." As touching [the

Queen's ?] affairs, trusts they will go well the moveables of

the late K[ing] .... Begs that the Queen may come homo as

shortly as may be : " for her grace nor I shall never be merry to

wynue by ... . your grace ; and therefore I beseech your

grace she and I may be in your remembrance." Yesterday at the

tilting many had been hurt, and one to-day in the throat like to

die, and Mons. de Bourbon the Great Constable sore hurt in the

left arm for lack of good harness. " Sir, where your grace wrote

unto me that I should do the best I could to get me some harness

here, that will not by, but the harness that Master pro

mised shall be ready." Trusts the King will let him come home

in time enough to have some made against the time.

The Queen begs to be excused for not [writing] to the King

herself when she was sick of the " modar."

Hoi., mutilated, pp. 4. Add. : [To the] King's [gra]ce.
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E.O.

83. [Henry VIII.] to [Maximilian.]

Sir Edward Poynings, Captain of Toumay, has returned to Eng

land and requested leave to go on a pilgrimage to Rome. Finds

no one so fit to command in his place as Sir Robert Wingfield, am

bassador with his majesty, both for his knowledge of French and

his friendship with the Lady Margaret and the Prince of Castile.

Not signed.

Lai., in the hand of Ammonius, p. 1.

84. Henry VIII. to

Cott. App.

XLVUI. 30.

B. M.

85.

Galba,B.m.2S2.

B. M.

" There also be certain other privy things, as well concerning the

Emperor's promises made unto the King's highness in divers

familiar conference at the interview, as also overtures [of] .... and

love, confidence, and trust on his behalf made to other princes,

wherein the King might meritoriously tax the said Emperor [of]

his truth and sincere proceeding and dealing ; yet lest the King's

majesty might by rehearsal be ni[oved] to be incircumspect, void

of knowledge, reason, good counsel and princely behavior, and for

" thexching (qu. the eschewing ?) of the ill p'sesil . . . (?) and the se

quels which might arise thereby to other princes, hath .... his noble

heart and courage more inclined to the [said] princes' honors than

to scolding, contryng of untrue tales, babbling an[d other] sophis

tical inventions, hath in this his answer omitted . . . and .... to

continue, except his grace be by the of the other party

provoked and compelled to the contrary. Howbeit . . ."

Corrected draft in Woheifs hand, p. 1, mutilated.

Spinelly to Henry VIII.

Wrote last on the xx . . of this present month. Encloses two

letters out of Almayn from Sir Robert Wingfield. The Archduchess

tells him that the business there is in good forwardness ; that the

Emperor is not willing to " suffer the excessive presumption and

orgule of the Lord Chievres : whereto I answered, I would so he

should do it effectually with less threats." He commands her to

follow the advice of Berghes ; and will soon be there. The Pope

has entered the league with the Emperor, Arragon and the Swiss ;

and as Piacenza, Parma, Reggio, and Modena have been granted

to Juliano, the Pope's brother, the Pope will withdraw from

France. The marriage between the Pope's [nephew] and the

daughter of the Duke of Cordon, kinswoman to the King of [Ar

ragon], will have the same effect ; Bergamo and Crema will be

given in recompence to the Duke of Milan. Hears the Cyprists

have revolted from the Venetians and murdered all they could find.

Thinks Candia and Corfu will do the like.—The Lord Johanlc has

received orders from the French King that if he cannot recover

Busshy without paying ransom he is to take his leave ; and, as they

would not revoke the composition, he has left. Busshy is at large

on his parole. Berghes will do no more in the matter except to

recover his money : he thinks this design proceeds from Chievres.

Hears that Francis will not allow the French Queen to leave the

realm. He is not so hot on the alliance with the Prince; " neverthe

less your grace may be sure . . . Nassaw to attain his marriage

and those being here . . . the Prince for to join and come to their

intent with [the] Frenchmen shall do their best therein." The

Lord Berghes urges a good understanding between England,

Arragon and the Emperor, as he showed Sir Edward Ponynges ; the
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Spdjelly to Henry VIII.—cont.

Frenchmen will desire the alliance of the Emperor and Arragon,

rather than of England, " whatsoever promises the Frenchman have

made to your "

Fragment, pp. 4, mutilated.

86. [Paniter] to [Albany ?] •

Adv. MS. 97. Thanks him for the confidence he reposes in him, as shown by

his letters. " Dum nos in am[i]cis habens tuarum rerum summam

m. (mihi ?) prsecipue committis, facis profecto ut vel susceptam de

nobis opinionem fallemus vel tuis in negotiis curam non infimam

geramus. Quae retulisse prseclarum virum Johannem Stuart de

nostra ad regem pro te jusjurando {sic) gratia scribis proxima vero

crediderim." The messenger will show what his success has been,

who heard the King frequently speak of the Duke. Hopes the

Duke will show himself worthy of his family. Edinburgh, " pridie

• kalendas ."

Copy, hat., p. 1 .

] Feb. 87- [Paniter] to .f

Adv. MS. 295. Has been unable, through press of business, to answer either of

his letters about the affairs which he is carrying on in Paniter's

name. Supposes he knows about the suit concerning the chancel

lorship of Dunkeld, the prceventio of the archdeaconry of Murray

and the uncertainty about the parish church of Kynnell. It would

be of more consequence if he had better hope of the preceptory of

St. John's. William, the last who held it, died without nominating

any assistant or successor. An old knight named George has,

however, succeeded by right of seniority (antianilalis), alleging

that the reversion was granted to him by the Lieutenant of Rhodes

five years ago. He is believed to have obtained it from the

Master of the English Order.

Copy, Lat., p. 1.

88. [Paniter] to .

Adv. MS. 323. It is a long time since he received his last letters of 6 Dec.

Urges many reasons why the title claimed by George to the pre

ceptory [of Torphichen] by the pretended resignation of William

is not valid, but that it really fell vacant by William's death. Had

• sent a courier from Loudon on 20 Dec, who was to arrive in ten

days with the process disproving the resignation, and showing,

among other things, that the said George had written to Fabricius

[de Caretto], " se vacuum possessione preeceptorise, et propterea

pati transactionem prajceptoris Williclmi cum prasbendario de

Arnaldstone super jure decimarum, tunc pendulo coram Antonio

de Monte auditore Cameras."

Copy, Lat., pp. 3.

89. [Paniter] to Cardinal .

Adv. MS. 296. Received 1 Feb. his letters dated Bologna, 4 Dec. The diffi

culty he mentions in the case of the preceptory of St. John of

* " Dux Ulustre." t " Vir amicissime."
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Rhodes is the latest : " quam narras in causa, &c. . . difficultatem

est nu * . . (nuperrima quae ?) omnium hie suscitabitur. Privilegia

ordinis intelligo maxima ; verum pneceptorias Sanctissimus con-

ferat cum privilegiorum latissima derogatione. Cur non de sua

provisione cum simili quatenus oporteat derogatione judicet ? Et

profecto ridiculum est istic provideri si de provisione non judicetur."

Why should a papal provision be justified at Rhodes which would

not be listened to at Rome ? Will neither be deterred nor bribed

from the service of his most reverend grace (paternitatit). The

King's letters are of no avail. Seeks nothing for himself but

justice, which he begs his correspondent to promote.

Copy, Lat., p. 1.

90. HenkyVIII. to LeoX.

R. MS. . In behalf of Patrick Paniter, the Scotch King's secretary, whose

13 B. ii. 231. services Henry makes familiar use of and who is most zealous in

B. M. the Pope's service in the present disturbances. Requests the

Ep. Reg. Sc. 1. 194. Pope not to confirm the decree obtained by his adversary in the

rota relative to the preceptory at Torfichen, which had been

granted to him by the Pope. Paniter is recommended by Henry's

sister, the Queen of Scots. London.

Lat.

1 Feb. 91. Wolsey to the [Bp. of Worcester]

K. O. {Imperfect at beginning) " in these parts, whereof I hope

or long ye shall have some experience." That the matter may

come to good effect, the King is writing to the Pope to keep him in

the same gracious mind towards Wolsey's promotion. Sends the

letter in Master Andreas' pocket with these. Has instructed

Andreas to write to him divers secret things of great importance to

be showed to the Pope. Has seen, to his great joy and comfort,

the bulls declaring Worcester's innocence in the case of poisoning.

Has published and declared them to the King and all his Council,

who are much gratified. Those who bore illwill to Worcester are

marvellously abashed ; " howbeit for my part, antiquum hasitavi."

From my place beside Westminster, 1 Feb.

Draft in Wolsey's hand, p. 1 .

1 Feb. 92. Leonardo Lauredano to Sebastian Giustinian and

Gius. Desp. i. 42. others.

Giving directions how they shall act on reaching England.

They are to keep the King on good terms with Francis I. ; condole

with him on the death of his brother-in-law, and thank him that

in his league with Lewis XII. Venice was named one of the con

federates. They are then to visit the Queen and the principal

lords. Pasqualigo is to return to France. Ducal Palace,

1 Feb. 1514.

I Feb. 93. For George Earl of Shrewsbury.

S. B. Grant, in tail male, of the manor and appurtenances of Wal-

shame, alias Walsame-in-the-Willoes, Suflf., forfeited by Edmund

de la Pole, Earl of Suffolk. Del. Westm., 1 Feb. 6 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 2, tn, 32.

* So, with a blank in MS. Apparently a word which the transcriber was

unable to read.
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1 Feb. 94. For Charles Duke of Suffolk.

S. B. Grant to him and his heirs, for the support of his title, of all the

possessions forfeited by Edmund de la Pole Earl of Suffolk and

John Earl of Lincoln, with reversion of the possessions now held

by Queen Katharine and Margaret Countess of Suffolk for life.

This grant not to extend to the manors of Ewelme, Oxon., and

Wardelham, Hants, &c. Del. Westm., 1 Feb. 6 Hen. VHI.

Pat. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 27.

1 Feb. 95- Henry VIII.

Inspeximus and innotescimus of the following documents :—

i. An indenture, dated Eve of All Saints, 9 Ric. II., between

Sir Baldwin Frevile and Sir Th. Botiler, kinsmen and heirs of Lord

Peter Mounteforte, relative to the division between them of the

manors of Asshstede, Whitchirche and Wellelesborne, Warw.;

Asshstede, Surrey ; Suthorp [and ?] Loutham, Notts, &c.

ii. A deed of release and quitclaim, 1 Sept. 13 Hen. VII., from

Sir Edw. Ralegh, Nich. Broun and John Smyth to Edw. Belknapp

of the manors of Darset, Whitchirch, Wellesborne, Gryffe and

Kyngeswode, Warw., lately recovered from Sir John Norbury.

iii. A deed of release and quitclaim, 13 Feb. 13 Hen. VII., from

Sir John Norbury to Edw. Belknapp of Wolston, Warw., of the

manors of Dorset and Whitchurch, of all Norbury's possessions in

Graston, Warw., and of the manors of Shirlench and Wich, Wore,

with special warranty against the Abbot of St. Peter's, West

minster.

Westm., 1 Feb. 6 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 25.

1 Fek 96. For Elizabeth, widow of Sir Rob. Southwell, and

s. b Wm. Wotton.

Wardship of Richard, s. and h. of Francis Southwell, and kinsman

and h. of the said Sir Robert. Del. Westm., 1 Feb. 6 Hen. VHI.

1 Feb. 97. For John Beauple, elk.

Grant of the free chapels of St. Thomas the Martyr, Barnestaple,

and of St. Katharine the Virgin, Fremyngton, vice John Hurle-

french, deceased. Westm., 1 Feb.

Pat. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 25.

1 Feb. 98. For Davy Ap Howell.

B. S. To have the toll of Radnour, Marches of Wales, vice Sir Stephen

Bulle, deceased. Greenwich, 24 Jan. 6 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm.,

1 Feb.

Pat. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 22.

1 Feb. 99. Gaol Delivery.

Midland Circuit.—Humph. Conyngesby, Guy Palmes, John

Jenour and John Felgate. Westm., 1 Feb.

Pat. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 28d.

2 Feb. 100. Pace to [Wolsey].

Vit. B. n. 120. The officials of the Roman court have examined him touching

B. M. certain schedules fastened to the feet of that lying priest Renaldus.
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They were fastened there with Pace's consent, without any decree

from the auditor of the Chamber. Readily acknowledges this,

if it detract at all from the honor of the Bp. of Worcester, whose

innocence he will be glad to have cleared. Rome, 2 Feb.

Hoi., Lat., pp. 2, mutilated.

2 Feb. 101. Leonard Loredano, Doge of Venice, to Henry VIII.

B- °- Credeucc for Sebastian Justiniani and Pietro Pasqualigo. Ducal

Palace, 2 Feb., Indict. 3, 1514.

Lat., p. ] . Add.

2 Feb. 102. Same to Wolsey.

Nero, B. vn. 8. To the like effect. Same date.

B- M- Lat., p. 1. Add. : Thomas Archiepiscopo Ebor.

2 Feb. 103. For Laurence della Gatta, Rougecrosse.

S. B. Annuity of 10Z. for his office. Del. Westm., 2 Feb. 6 Hen.VIII.

Pat. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 32.

2 Feb. 104. For Paul Withipoll of London, merchant tailor.

Exemption from serving on juries, &c. Westm., 2 Feb.

Pat. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 29.

3 Feb. 105. Suffolk, "West and [Sir Richard] Wingfield to

Caiig. d. vi. 206. [Henry VIII.]

B. M. On Saturday, 27 Jan., came to [Senlis]. Sent to the King

coming from Raynes (Rheims), where he was sacred on St. Paul's

Day, to learn his pleasure for an audience. The King sent word

he was right glad of their coming, would come where they were

on Thursday, Candlemas Even, or they might come straight to

him. At Bonyvet's advice, as there was no convenient town for

audience or competent lodging, they agreed to stay. Thursday,

Caudlemas Eve, the King sent for them by the Duke of Longue-

vile, to meet him a mile out of the town and accompany him at

his entry. He received them heartily, asking the health of the

King and the Queen's grace, and conversed with them as lovingly

and as familiarly as ever he did, expressing his pleasure for the

renewal of the peace between the two countries, and also touching

the Queen's grace your s[ister's] affairs. When he came nigh to

the town the Graund Escuier presented him a new jenet, th[e which

the"] King was wont to ride upon ; " and at the gate [there was]

a pageant ; and there the burgesses of the town re[ceived him].

And from thence riding under a [canopy they went to the great]

church, where there was a sfervice to be held ; and] there he

lighted, offered and heard m[ass sung ; and] from thence rode

straight to the palace. [Upon his a]lighting he appointed to give

us audience on Friday, Lady Day, at afternoon."

That day, about 2 o'clock, came the Duke of Longuevile, the

Bishop of , Mons. Bonyvet, and accompanied them to the

palace, " where in a great chamber the King [sat] in a chair,

and on his right hand many great noble personages of the tem-

poralty, and upon his left h[and] the Chancellor and a great

number of cardinals, archbishops and bishops, with a marvelous

great assembly of other noblemen, standing behind him round

about." They expressed their King's regret for the death of

the late King, his joy at Francis' accession and his trust that

the conduct of Francis would be agreeable to the promises made

C •»-
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Suffolk, West and [Sir Ric] Wingfield to [Hen. VIII.]—cont.

when he was Duke of Angoulesme. " Whereunto he answered

that as touching the King's death, though y[e were] sorry there

fore, ye had good reason ; forsomuch as [he had] married the

Queen your sister, of which ma[rriage he] said he was a great

cause, trusting that [it should have long] endured." He thanked

the King for his compliments. On their showing that Henry

understood by his last letters that he would send an ambas

sador for the renewing of the peace, he answered that he had sent

for Mons. de Gyes more than eight days past, who should re

ceive immediate instructions for that purpose. They thanked him,

in the King's name, for the singular comfort he had given to

the Queen (Mary) " in this her great heaviness, reciting how

lovingly he had written to your grace, by his last letters, that he

would neither do her wrong nor suffer her to take wrong of any

other person, but be to her as a loving son should be to his

mother, praying him of continuance. Whereunto he answered

that he might do no less with his honor, seeing that she was

your si[ster], a noble princess and married to his predecessor.

And h[ow] lovingly he had behaved him to her, he said, he

trusted that she should make report herself to [you], and that that

he did he did with good heart and n[ot grudgingly], and much the

rather for your grace's sake." On their request to have licence

to condole with the Queen, he answered he was well contented.

They represented to him that by letters received out of Eng

land from the Privy Council, dated Westminster, 16 Jan., they

had learned that certain ships had put to sea out of Depe and

Hounflete, intending to take prizes; and one French ship had taken

in the Downs two Portuguese and a Spaniard, which would

compel the King of England to make reprisals. He answered that

he would take steps to put this matter right and prevent his

Bubjects giving offence. " And as touching the Duke of Alb[any]

mentioned in the said letters, he was not nor [will be] upon the

sea, but is presently in the court [and not] minded to go to the

sea, as far as we [know ; and we] shall lay the best espial for that

matter that [may be]."

The Duke of Bourbon, Grand Constable, Mons. Boysy, Great

Master, Mons. de Lotrek, Mons. Bonyvet and other great nobles

about the King, are anxious to preserve the amity between the

two nations ; also " the Duke of Lorrayn came to us and full

lovingly asked of your grace's prosperity, saying that there was

an old amity betwixt the houses of England and Lorrayn, and

specially betwixt the King your grace's father and his father."

They wish to know what they shall do if the Duke make any

further motion in that behalf, "considering that Richard de la

Pole is at Meesse in Lorrayn and become a burgess there." They

had delivered the King's letters to the Countess of Angoulesme,

" which hath a great stroke in all matters with the King her son,"

and also the Duchess of Bourbon. They think it expedient that

a loving letter should be sent by the King of England "to the

Queen that now is, and another to the Duchess of Alanson, the

King's sister, by the next post." On Saturday, the 3rd inst., the

Count of Nasso and other the Prince of Castile's ambassadors came

to Compiegne. They will probably have their audience on Sunday.

Having received their conge on Saturday, they left one to ascertain

how the Spanish ambassadors were received. Saunt Leez (Senlis),

3 Feb. Signed.

Mutilated, pp. 6.
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3 Feb. 106- Suffolk to Wolsey.

Calig.D. vi. 174. Writes to inform him of a secret matter, referring him for other

B. M. things to two letters sent to the King, the one from himself and

the other from his fellows. The day the French King gave them

audience, he sent for Suffolk to see him in his bedchamber, and

told him he had heard that he was come to marry the Queen, his

master's sister. Suffolk hoped his grace would not reckon so

great folly in him to come into a strange realm, and marry a

Queen of the realm, without knowledge or authority of the French

King or the King his master, assuring him that he "had none

such [t]hyng, nor it was never intended on the King my master's

behalf nor on mine." Francis replied it was not so : for to be

plain with him, the Queen herself had told him ; and he had pro

mised his faith and truth that he would help her to obtain [her

wishes] Perceiving that Suffolk was abashed, he reassured

him ; " for you shall say that you have found a kind pr[ince and] a

loving." " And because you shall not think no [less], here I give

you in your hand my faith and truth, by the word of a King, that

I should never fail h . . . you, but to help and advance this matter

between me and you with as good a will as I would for mine own."

Suffolk could do no less than thank his grace for the great goodness

he intended to show to himself and the Queen, and said he was like

to get into trouble, if it should be known to the King his master.

" Let me alone for that," said Francis. " I and the Queen shall

so instance your master, that I trust he will be content. And

because [I] would gladly put your heart at rest, I would, [as] I

come to Paris, speak with the Queen; and s[he an]d I both will

write letters to the King your master, with our own hands, in the

best manner that can be devised." Begs Wolsey to send him his

best advice at once. [" And if you shall think good to advertise

the King of this letter, do. "*]

Is grateful that he should be the doer of this act whose oppo

sition he most feared, " to instance the King my master in the

same ; [where]by his grace shall be marvelously dysschared [as]

well against his counsel as all the other nobles of this realm." His

cousin Wingfield has reminded him of Wolsey's affairs, which he

will attend to. He and Wolsey will be in good favor with Francis,

and as well intreated by him as ever any two in England. Senlis,

ten leagues from Paris, 3 Feb.

Hoi., pp. 3, mutilated. Add. : To my Lord of York.

3 Feb. 107. Sie Robert Wingfield to [Henry VIII.]

Vit. B. xvm. 75. " The 29th day [of last month I wrote] letters unto your

B. M. high[ness from this town of such news] as was then occurrent,

and And where in the same I touched of

[a league] made between the Emperor, the King of [Arragon],

the Duke of Milan and the Switzers, I have [heard] further that

the said league is as well [to attack] as to defend without ex

ception ; and place [is left for] the Pope, the Florentines and

the Genoese [to be admitted] into the same for the defence

of Italy an[d the Church ?] : howbeit the Switzers say that in

any wise that the Pope shall restore Parma and

Pl[esaunce?] to the Duke of Milan, and by as far as c[an]

yet the Switzers are verily determined to [go in]to France, with

such aid of the Emperor, the Ky[ng of] Arragon and the Duke of

* Supplied from Master's Collections, Jesus College, Oxford.

C2
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Sir Robert Wingfiei.d to [Henry VIII.]—cont.

Milan as is contained] in their articles ; the Switzers shall have

a y[early pension] of the King of Arrngon and likewise of the

[Emperor]:" but Wingfield's illness has been so troublesome that

it prevented him from knowing perfectly ; for this is the twenty-

sixth day he has kept [his bed]. Is so weak and thin and

[also] without money, that God knows when he shall be able to

journey. " And every day we harkyn f[or the Emperor's] departing

hence, who, as I hear say, hath re[ceived letters] from my Lady his

daughter, shewing [that the King of Englaud] hath sent a great

embassade to the [French King for] the recovering of the Qw[een

his sister], I am advertised

and words there shall be

Queen your sister shall [be] [re]ceyvyd and joined

again with his nephew [the] saying is that a marriage is

destined never [to take place,] considering the great appearances

that be now [wrou]ght in the world, it is right meet that all things

[be rlypely looked upon and wrought by good deliberation. [Every

d]ey I look to hear from your grace, but it tarrieth so long that

to me it is a pain almost importable, as God knows." Insbrook,

3 Feb. 1514.

Hoi., pp. 2.

3 Feb. 108. [Julius] Ca[bdinal de Medicis] to Henry VIII.

Vit B. il 181. Has received the King's letter requesting a plenary indulgence

B. M. for the restoration of the castle of Norham. Is willing to oblige

the King and the Bp. of Durham. Though this is a matter of

considerable difficulty and not usual, at his intercession the Pope

has consented and ordered the bulls to be expedited, which will be

sent by the Bp. of Worcester. Rome, 3 Feb. 1515. Signed.

Lat., p. 1, mutilated. Add.

3 Feb. 109. Silvester Bishop of Worcester to Henry VIII.

Vit. B. ii. 191.* Received his last letter on the 9 Jan. for an indulgence for the

B. M. restoration of Norham. The Pope consents to the addition of those

clauses desired by the King, as he will see by the bull transmitted

and the letters to the Bp. of Durham. Has written the news in

cipher to the Bps. of York and Winchester. Rome, 3 Feb. 1515.

Signed.

Lat., p. 1 , mutilated. Add.

3 Feb. 110. Silvester Bishop of Worcester to [Wolsey].

Vit. B. ii. 123. Acknowledges how much he is obliged to Wolsey, and refers him

B. M. to Andreas Ammonius. It was owing more to Wolsey's wish that

he was so active in procuring the indulgences for the Bp. of Durham.

Has written in cipher to Ammonius. Rome, 3 Feb. 1515. Signed

and sealed.

Lat., pp. 2, mutilated.

3 Feb. 111. For Edmund Goldyng.

P. 8. Pardon and release as of Drogheda, alias of Preston Laundy,

alias of Oldbridge, in co. Meath. Greenwich, 26 Jan. 6 Hen. VIII.

Del. Westm., 3 Feb.

Pat. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 26.
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3 Feb. 112. Gaol Delivery.

Bedford.—Commission to Simon West, mayor, Sir John Seynt

John, Sir Edm. Lucy, John Mordaunt, Wm. Gascoigne and Walter

Luke. Westm., 3 Feb.

Pat. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 21d.

113. Wolsey to Suffolk.

R- O. Has received his letter written with his own hand, dated Paris,*

the 3rd. Is glad to hear of the good mind of the French King

towards his marriage with the French Queen, and his proposal to

write to Henry in its favor. The King is glad to hear of Suffolk's

discreet behavior, when the French King "first secretly brake

with you of the said marriage," and desires that he will procure the

said letters, as constant practices are made to prevent the match.

Wolsey thinks that he shall bring it to a successful conclusion, and

Suffolk will know that he has in him a firm friend. The King

sends letters of thanks to Francis and his Queen : he will he glad to

receive ambassadors and continue their amity. The Lady Suffolk

is dead. The King has granted her lands to Suffolk, and given him

the lordship of Claxton, formerly the Lord Admiral's. The King

desires to say, in answer to Suffolk's wish for a harness, that " it is

impossible to make a perfect headpiece for you, unless that the

manner of making of your sight were assuredly known." Begs

Suffolk will have Wolsey's affairs recommended, that he may have

' an end of the same.

Draft in Tuke's hand, corrected by Wolsey, pp. 2 {broad sheet).

4 Feb. 114. Mercurin de Gattinare to Margaret of Savoy.

Le Glay, Negoc. The embassy has arrived at Compiegne. Detailed account of

entre la France their reception. The English embassy arrived eight days before

61 A"tt-lcne> the King. In their public audience, they delivered a speech in

Latin, consoling the King for the death of his predecessor, and

enumerating the virtues which a King should possess, to which

they persuaded him to adhere. In conclusion they proposed friend

ship. About the private audience there are different reports.

Some say they asked for the return of the Queen Dowager and the

fulfilment of the treaty for the money. Others say that if they

made this demand, the King would refer to her whether she would

go or stay; and if she stay, a marriage is spoken of with Margaret's

brother-in-law (Charles Duke of Savoy). These devices are, how

ever, uncertain. Thinks they will endeavor to keep her in the

French Court. The King is much like the late Duke of Savoy.

His mother seems much younger than she did four years ago. Has

also seen the Bastard of Savoy, who is in great credit, and has the

company of gens d'armes which were the King's when Dauphin.

Has been told that Suffolk and the other English ambassadors, in

their private audience, said that the house of Savoy ought .not to

be trusted, and that they did not keep their promises. They accuse

Nassau of receiving 70,000 angels from Henry without doing any ser

vice. He and Saiut Py, when speaking to the King, said in general

terms that they heard of accusations against them, and if any one

wished to accuse them they were ready to answer it. The English

ambassadors are now at Paris with the Queen Dowager. An embassy

from Arragon is on the way. Compiegne, Sunday, 4 Feb.

Fr.

* An error of Wolsey's. The date was Senlis.
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116. The Monastery of the Holy Trinity, London.

R. O. Cellarer's account, commencing :—" Liber generalis omnium re-

ceptionum, tarn in civitate, quam in patria, et omnium solutionum

monasterii Sanctae Trinitatis, Londinii, per me, Dominum Johannem

BradwelL, priorem dicti monasterii, a festo Sancti Michaelis Arch-

angeli, anno regni Regis Henrici octavi quinto, usque ad idem

festum anno sexto Hayns, selerarius."

1. Receipts in the city of London by Hugh Bartlett, 7th Oct.

5 Hen. VHI. to 22 Dec. 6 Hen. VHI.

2. Receipts in patria from different tenants and others.

3. Reparations in the city ; sc, carpenters, smiths, blacksmith's

work, tiles, sand, carriage, and wages of laborers ; chiefly to Dow-

gate and Katharine Cry Church. Laborer's wages, 5d. a day ; a

carpenter and his servant, Is. For the garden, onion, parsley,

thime, cole, nep, borrige and hyssop seed, vines, leeks, beet and other

herbs. Wages—gardeners, Ad. a day; weeding, ditto. Prepara

tions at Woodalaks. Wages to the subprior and others. Wine

for the convent; on All Hallows' Day, 10rf.; Advent Sunday (a

gallon of Rhenish), lOrf. ; Conception of Our Lady, 8d.; Christmas

Day, 6d.; a pair of shoes, 8d.; another, 9d. Pewter platters and

dishes ; a pair of hose, 174; two shirts, 2s. Ad. For the Christmas

quarter : a gallon of Rhenish, 1*.; a gallon of Malmsey, 8d. ; a

gallon of Rhenish, 12rf. ; 2 lbs. of comfits, I6d ; money, I5d.

These four given at Kenyngton's dirge. Wine on Easter Even, 8rf. ;

the Annunciation of Our Lady, 8d. ; Easter Day, lOd. ; Ascension

Day, 10d.; Whitsunday, lOd. Summoner (?) of the convent,

4s. 2d. a week. Almonry, including coats for the children of the

chapel; e.g., 3 pair of hose, IAd.; a pair of shoes, 6d.; soling

ditto, 2d. Expenses of bread, wine and service at Michaelmas,

including sweet wine, red wine, claret, Rhenish, Malmsey,

bastard, ale, and wheat, chiefly for the entertainment of strangers,

e.g., the recorder, Mr. More, Mr. Draper, &c. The same for

Christmas, the Annunciation and St. John Baptist's Day.

Payments for rent to the Prioress of Holywell, the Bishop of

London, the Master of St. Katharine's, the Abbot of Westminster

and others. Payments of an ancient debt. Expenses for the

church, including mending of books, singing bread, wax, mats for

the choir, frankincense, white bread, gerdylls, ink, paper, &c.

For St. Katharine Cry Church ; sc, houselling bread, bastard, and

Malmsey, bread, oil, singing wine, pricking of a mass, \2d.; seven

vellum skins for the great book, 2s. 8d. ; mending St. Lawrence's

relic, 1*.; Mr. Beell, for preaching the first Sunday of Lent, 3*. Ad.;

covering a pontifical, 3*. At the Resurrection, 9 dozen of points

for the " harneschttes " men, 8d.; the minstrels, 3*. Ad.; the waits,

3s. Ad. ; to the keepers of Barkyng procession, for the hire of their

pageant against Easter, 6s. 8d. ; hire of harness for the Resurrec

tion and for Trinity Sunday, 20s. A quart of ink, 4d.; ink-

horns, 2d.; 2 penknives, Is.; parchment skin for the brevitor, 2\d.

Holy cream and wine on Maundy Thursday, \Ad. Fees to counsel ;

t. e., Godson ; Mores, of the Common Pleas ; Green, common

Serjeant ; Draper ; Brooke, the recorder ; Lovell ; Martyn ; Haws,

attorney in the King's Bench ; Copwood, of the Exchequer;

Pecock, serjeant; Pygot, and Pollard. Expences for tithes of

Berden, Herts ; and for the Charterhouse. Wages to servants in

Michaelmas term ; z. e., steward, rent gatherer, cook, master of
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the children, laundress, carpenter, butler, bellringer, gardener, &c.

The same for Christmas, the Annunciation, St. John Baptist's

Day.

Expenses for the prior's lodgings :—2 pair of shoes for my lord,

20d.; pair of hose for ditto, 6d.; 6 "bocheskins" for my Lord's

sleeves, 5s. 6d. ; a yard of white kersey for the same, 2s. Ad. ; a

dozen of points, Id. ; 2 burthen of rushes, 3d.; 2 "penars" and

inkhorn, Ad. ; pair of spurs, 10d.; 24 oz. black fringe for my Lord's

ridinghood, 2s. lid. ; 5 ells of Holland, for shirts for my Lord,

As. 2d.; £ lb. of pyscards, 5d.; mending a pair of cork shoes, Id. ;

"byrchyne" hounds, 5d.; grey hounds, 3d.; 6 silk points, l£d.;

pair of hose, As.; an ell of sarcenet for covering my Lord's hat, 5s.;

" binding of your black hat and the velvet," Is.; for medlars for

my Lord on Maty Mawdelen's Day ; 3 black silk buttons, 22d. ;

&c. Spices for Ipocras, i.e., 1 lb. cinnamon bruised, 3s. Ad. ; 4 lb.

ginger, \2d. ; 1 oz. cloves, 5d.; aniseed, \d. For spice bread:, 1£

oz. of cloves and mace, 8d. ; ■£ lb. pepper, 8d.; 1 oz. saffron, lid.;

2 lb. sugar, 10d.; butter, 8d.; eggs, Ad.; strawberries for Trinity

Sunday, 3s. Ad. Wafers on Whitsunday and Trinity Sunday, 2s.

and 2s. 8d. Purchases for my Lord's lodging :—a load of savyn,

3s.; smelts, Id.; "cundetes" water on St. John's even, 3s. 3d.;

fustian for my Lord's sleeves, 9d. ; a quart of aqua vitee, Ad. ; for

making two pair of doublet foresleeves for my Lord, 5d. ; 2 rochetts

for ditto, 2s. 8d. ; mending his girdle, Ad. ; tawny for servant's

livery, Al.; apothecary for pills for " laske," 14d.; medicine for my

Lord, 20d.; hats, when my Lord rode to his courts, 8s.; for making

his kirtle, 12d.; ditto his ridinghood, 8d.; fishing net, 7s.; 2 doz.

hoods, tawny for grooms' livery, 50s. ; ^ yd. velvet for my Lord's

sleeves, 5s. 8d.; 2 yds. white fustian for the same, 16d. ; mending

my Lord's silver rings of his "bage," Is.; pair of carving knives, 5s.

Expences for the mill :—the miller and his wife.

Expences by way of rewards at dirges and christenings, and for

presents, to various persons ; sc, commissary, the Queen and the

King's footmen, the mayor and the sheriff's yeomen, the King's

waits, the Lord of Misrule of the King's house, and my Lord of

Essex' minstrels, for a boar, a swan, a hen, venison, pears, &c. ;

waits on Trinity Sunday ; to Dr. Taylor's servant, for bringing the

Acts of Parliament. For mowing St. Katharine Cry churchyard, 5d.

Corrodies to Lady Bradbury and William Glazeare. To the porter

18d. a week.

Expences of the stable :—2 bushel of oats, Id. ; 2\ yds. of broad

black for a saddle cloth for my Lord at 2s. 8d. the yard ; varnishing

his stirrups, 4 silk points, and rewards for the saddler, 4d. ; a

quarter of grains for the oxen, lid. (sometimes 12d.); a bit, 16d. ;

a panel with a girth, 16d. ; a horse collar with a trace, 2s. Ad. ;

shoeing a horse, Id. ; 2 loads of hay, 20s. ; a shovel, 4d. ; hire of

6 acres pasture, 21s. 8d. ; pasture for 2 kine, 10s. ; 1 bushel of

barley for the swans, Id. ; chaff and oats, 20d. ; 2 grey ambling

horses, 61. 3s. 4d. ; horse bread, 4d. (sometimes, 2d.) ; a horseshoe,

2d. ; 1 load of straw, 4s. ; 3 ells " hedlake" to amend horse

collar, 6d.

" Lands lying in the country, appertaining to the late monastery

of Christchurch, London." (This leaf is in a later hand.)

ii. "Liber Coquinse."—Victuals bought by William Heryff,

steward of the convent, from Michaelmas 5 to Michaelmas

6 Hen.VTII., John Bradwell being the prior.
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The Monastery op the Holy Trinity, London—cont.

Saturday, 7th October, for the steward : salt fish, 8d. ; stock fish,

2d. ; haddocks, 9rf. ; whitings, (id. ; butter, Id. Sunday :—beef, in

store'; 2 geese, 12d. ; mutton, 14d. ; pigeons, Sd. ; eggs, id.

butter, Id. Monday :—beef, in store ; pork, 5d. ; mutton, 15d.

Tuesday :—beef, in store ; pork, id. ; mutton, 14d. ; a cony 2d.

Wednesday :—beef, in store ; veal, 6d. ; mutton 14d. ; haddocks Ad.

salt fish, 2d. ; eggs, Id. ; shrimps, Id. Thursday :—beef, in store

mutton, 19^d. ; 3 rabbits, 6d. Friday :—saltfish, 9d. ; herring[s]

9d. ; haddocks, 14d.; butter, Id.; whitings, 6d. ; shrimps, Id.

flounders, 2d. ; oysters, 2d. Also :—mustard, 2d. ; vinegar, 2d.

onions, 1 Jd. ; malmsey, 2d. ; oatmeal, l|d.

" Eadem septimana pro conventn."—Saturday :—salt fish, Id.

haddocks, lOd. ; stock fish, Id. ; mussels, 4d. ; butter, 2d. ; bread, -Jd.

Sunday :—beef, in store ; 2 geese, 12d. ; mutton, lOd. ; chicken, 2d.

Monday :—beef, in store ; pork, 8d. ; mutton, lOd. ; a cony, 2d.

Tuesday :—beef, in store ; mutton, 18d. Wednesday :—salt fish, 8d.:

stock fish, 6d. ; butter, 4d. ; flounders, Id. ; shrimps, 4d. ; haddocks,

lOd. ; honey, l^d. Thursday :—beef, in store ; mutton, 8id.

rabbits, lid. Friday :—salt fish, Id. ; haddocks, 12d. ; herring[s]

Id. ; eels, Id. Also :—mustard, 2d. ; vinegar, 2d. ; onions, l£rf.

salt, l^d. (So on for every day in the year.)

In the provision for the convent, Saturday, Wednesday, and

Friday were always fish days, sometimes with the addition of butter,

eggs, or cheese ; except when a feast day fell on Wednesday. The

fish, besides that already mentioned, consisted of salmon, fresh cod,

gudgeons, mackerell, soles, lampreys, red herrings, mullets, oysters,

crabs, roaches, thornbacks, plaice, congers, sprats, gurnards, tenches,

smelts, pikes and brills. The meat was beef, mutton, lamb, pork,

pigs, and veal, fresh and in store, venison, rabbits, geese, pullets,

teals, quails, cranes, capons, pigeons, larks and woodcocks. Other

provisions :—milk, cream, curds, butter, cheese, eggs, small raisins,

oatmeal, peason, honey, onions, parsley roots, parsnips, pies, " saucel-

gys," almonds, figs, vinegar, mustard, salt, bay salt, white salt,

pepper, "stroke" ou Shrove Sunday, cloves and maces, currants,

prunes, dates, ginger, cinnamon and saffron " syvet." The provision

for the convent is less plentiful and varied than that for the steward.

In Advent nothing but fish was allowed in the convent ; sometimes

with a little mutton—never more than two pennyworth ; sometimes

milk. From the 4th of August 1514 to the end of the account,

" Dominus Grevys" is mentioned as being steward.

On Trinity Sunday, 17th June 1514, Mr. Westby, Mr. Deny,

and Mr. Blagge, of the Exchequer, Doctor Taylore, Mr. Corbett,

Mr. Blondell, Mr. Eylmer, Mr. Chamley, Mr. Oliver Turner,

Mr. Thuryston, Mr. Ellis, draper, Mr. Long, proctor, and Mr. Ex-

mew, were entertained. The first course consisted of :—" brues

to pottage," chickens and bacon, green geese, roast capon, pike,

pheasant, custard. "The secound course":—"joly to pottage,"

pigeons, rabbits, " heronzew," " breame," " quinces bak," tart.

"The first course for convent":—"brues to pottage," chickens

and bacon, green geese, capon, custard. " The second course

for the same:" —"joly to pottage," pigeons, rabbits, "quinces

bake."

On Thursday, 19th July 1514, the Bishop of London was

entertained at breakfast by the steward.

Pp. 201.
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5 Feb.

S. B.

Specimen of the manner in which the account was kept :—

Saturday, 2do die Junii, pro Domiuo.

HeryfF, senescallo.

Item, salt fish in store ;~)

plaice, lOrf. ; whitings, I „ .,

1CW. ; soles, 6d. ; butter, f

■id.; eggs, Id. - -J

S.

Nil -

M.

Item, beef in store ; mut- "I

ton, 21rf. - -J

Nil.

21 d.

Item, beef in store ; mut- '

ton, 23d. ; chickens in

store, malmsey, 2d.

* W.

Item, beef in store; veal,"

12d.; plaice, 3d.; whit

ings, 6d.; mackerell, 5d.;

butter, l^d.

2s. \%d.

2 3\

2s.

T.

Item, beef in store; veal,'

2s.; a goose in

store ; 2 chickens in

store

F.

Item, saltfish in store ;""]

mackerell, 6d. ; plaice, l o 2rf

8d. ; a brill, 6d. ; soles, j

4rf. ; butter, 2d. - -J

Sen ii ma, 12s. lid.

Item, mustard, l\d. ; 3\

geese, 12rf. - - J

Somma paginae, 14s. Old.

1%*.

Eadem septimana pro Con-

ventu. HerfF, senescallo.

S.

Item, saltfish, 9d. ; '

plaice, lOd. ; ^ 2s. 5d.

whitings, lOrf. '}

S.

Nil.

21rf.

23d.

Nil

M.

Item, beef in

store ; mutton,

21rf.

T.

Item, beef in

store ; mutton

23d.

W.

Item, saltfish in"|

store ; plaice,

9d. ; stockfish, [

6d. ; butter,

4^d. ; mack

erell, I2d.

T.

Item, beef in

store ; veal,

12rf. ; mutton,

13d.

F.

Item, saltfish in

store ; mack

erell,6d. ; plaice,

lOrf.

Somma, 12*. 1 Id.

Item, mustard,!

l^d. ; for pe- I

kyng of the f

mortar, 2d. -J

Somma paginse, 12s. ~>d,

f£tS. I AC*.

2s. Id.

16d.

3±d.

118. To the Lord Chancellor.

Warrant to issue writs for assembling a parliament at West

minster on 21 Jan. next.

Endd. : " Parliamentum futurum incipiet vt0 Febr. a0 vj*0."

Pari. Roll,

6 Hen. VIII.

R. O.

119. Parliament.

Held at Westminster, Monday, 5 Feb. 6 Hen. VIH. The Arch

bishop preached the sermon, taking for his text, " Leges intelligite,

erudimini qui judicatis tcrram." He dwelt upon the respect paid

by the ancients to the common weal, whose greatest glory and solace

it was to see the state flourishing. Sed nostra respublica languet ;

for men now study their own interests only. To restore a state to

its pristine sanity a wise king is the only physician. He then

enlarged upon the qualities which constituted a good king,

especially insisting on his impartiality in administering justice ;
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Parliament—cont.

and exhorted his hearers to seek and ensue justice for many reasons,

especially as it is said in the Gospel, "Blessed aretheyjwho hunger

and thirst after righteousness (justitiam)," and attend to the refor

mation of what is amiss. The Commons were to meet next day

and elect their Speaker.

Receivers of petitions from liome.—The Abps. of Canterbury

and York, and the Duke of Norfolk.

Receivers of petitions from Gascony, fyc.—Sirs John Yonge,

Johu Veysy, Roger Lupton, John Tailer.

Triers of petitions from home.—The Abps. of Canterbury and

York, the Duke of Norfolk, the Marquis of Dorset, the Bps. of

London and Winchester, the Earls of Suffolk, Shrewsbury and

Worcester, Sir John Fyneux, Humph. Conyngesby, Rob. Brudenell,

and the Abbots of Westminster and Bury St. Edmund's.

Triers of petition from Gascony, Sfc.—The Bps. of Durham,

Norwich and Llandaff, the Earl of Derby, the Lord of St. John of

Jerusalem, Lord Abergavenny, Sir Rob. Rede, Sir Wm. Hoddy,

and the Abbots of Abingdon and Reading.

Tuesday, 6 Feb., the Commons appeared by Sir Rob. Sheffeld,

and on the eighth presented their Speaker, Sir Thos. Nevile.

1. Ratification of the King's grant to the Duke of Norfolk J~c. 19].

2. Ratification of the King's grant to the Duke of Suffolk [c. 20j.

3. Restitution of Sir Edw. Belknap [c. 21].

4. Restitution of John White, elk. [c. 22].

5. Assurance of the title of the King's manor of Hanworth [c. 23].

6. Act concerning the King's general surveyors [c. 24].

7. Schedule annexed.

8. The resumption [c. 25].*

9. The subsidy [c. 26].

10. Act against costly apparel [c. 1].

11. For the bringing in of bowstaves [c. 11].

12. For laborers' wages, &c. [c. 3].

13. That Norfolk wool be not carried out of this realm, [c. 12].

14. Act avoiding second letters patent granted by the King [c. 15].

15. For maintenance of archers [c. 2].

16. Concerning undersheriffs in Bristol [c. 18].

17. Concerning felons and murderers [c. 6].

18. Touching outlawries [c. 4].

19. Concerning watermen on the Thames [c. 7].

20. Against deceits in woollen cloths [c. 9J.

21. Concerning cloths called " white stretes " [c. 8].

22. Against shooting with crossbows [c. 13].

23. For tonnage and poundage [c. 14].

24. Against pulling down of towns [c 5].

25. Concerning the river in Canterbury [c. 17].

26. Commissions for sewers [c. 10].

27. Of burgesses departing from parliament [c. 16].

Prorogued till the 12th Nov. following.

5 Feb. 120. For Sir Hen. Wyat.

Inspeximus and exemplification of :—

i. Patent 11 June 1 Hen. VIII. appointing Thomas Duke of Nor

folk, George Earl of Shrewsbury, Sir John Fyneux and Sir Tho.

* To this is annexed a proviso that this Act shall not be prejudicial to George

Earl of Shrewsbury, signed by the King and endorsed : Proviso for my Lord

Steward." (Clause II.)
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Inglefeld commissioners to cite before them all persons claiming

the privilege of performing particular services near the persons of

the King and Queen at their coronation, which was to take place

on Sunday, the Nativity of St. John the Baptist, and to decide

their claims.

ii. The return of the said commissioners, showing that proclama

tion had been made on Tuesday, 12 June 1 Hen. VIH., for such

claimants to appear before 18 June, whereupon was received :—

1. The petition of Sir Hen. Wyat, as tenant of the manor of

Ashele alias Uphall, Norf., to be admitted to perform the office of

Grand Serjeanty of the Table Linen (officium magna sergauncia

de Naperid), consisting in the arrangement of all the table linen

at the banquet, and the appropriation of the same to his own use

after it : showing that Hen. Hastynges, formerly seized of the said

manor, held it of Henry HI. by the said service, which he performed

at the coronation of Queen Eleanor ; and that at the coronation of

Richard H., Ann, late wife of John Hastynges Earl of Pembroke,

held the manor, and her deputy Sir Th. Blount was admitted to

perform the same service—a right appertaining to the manor.

2. The petition of Richard Earl of Kent, as tenant of the said

manor, claiming the same privilege. In opposition to which Wyat

produced an indenture, dated 1 Nov. 22 Hen. VII., by which the

Earl sold the manor to Wyat. 3. The petition of Rob. le Straunge,

claiming the same privilege on the ground that the said Earl of

Kent (whose father had performed the service at the coronation

of Henry VH.), by an indenture dated 18 Nov. ,22 Hen. VII. sold

the manor ofAsshole to the said Robert.

The case was decided in Wyat's favor.

Westm., 5 Feb.

Pat. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 23.

5 Feb. 121. For Thomas Skelton, elk.

S. B. Presentation to the church 'of Achurch, Line, dioc, void by

resignation. Del. Westm., 5 Feb. 6 Hen. VIH.

5 Feb. 122. For Sir Ric. Hats, elk.

P. S. To have the pension which the Abbot elect of Whiteby is bound

to give to a clerk of the King's nomination till he be promoted to

a competent benefice. Greenwich, 13 Jan. 6 Hen. VIH. Del.

Westm., 5 Feb.

5 Feb. 123. For Elizabeth, wife of Reginald Wolvedon.

S. B. Annuity of 10/., for services to Mary Queen of the French and

to Katharine Queen of England, out of the customs of Plymouth

and Fowey. Del. Westm., 5 Feb. 6 Hen.VIH.

Pat. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 81.

6 Feb. 124. Spinelly to [Henky VIII.]

Galba.B.m.284. Wrote last 3 1st Jan. The Lord Chievres is troubled [at their

B. M. having] various communications with the ambassador of Arragon

and the Lord Berghes. Lord Johan Le arrived at Brussels on the

1st. On Sunday the Prince made his entry into Mechlin, when he

had an interview with Johan Le, to which the ambassador of

Arragon was invited. At an interview with the Archduchess she
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Spinellly to [Henry VIII.]—cont.

said unto him, " almost weeping," " God knoweth the faithful mind

she had borne to your grace, and what is ensued unto her thereof,

and how the Emperor, without her knowledge, with the Lord

Chievres, had hnndled the putting out of tutela of the Prince, to a

great prejudice to her honor." She is compelled to let Chievres

have his way. He told her that she should take the matter into her

own hands as though she were the Prince's mother. She said that

as soon as the King had good correspondence with Arragon she

would. She says that the Emperor's letters which she had de

livered to the English ambassadors had been disclosed to the French

and the Pope, and he is highly displeased. He has ordered her to

send the Sovereign of Flanders to England, to urge the recovery

of the Queen, or else she must be recovered at the point of the

sword, as the Archduchess was. The league between the Pope, the

Emperor, the King of Arragon, Italy and the Swiss, except the

Venetians, is concluded.

Sunday last Nassaw was to have an audience of the French King

at Compiegne. The Dukes of Savoy and Lorrain, and the second

son of King Frederick of Naples, have been proposed as husbands

for the Queen. Yesterday Don Diego left Brussels for England.

It is said that he had a yearly pension of the French Queen of

Brittany deceased ;—that he and his brothers were servants to the

Lady Margaret of England, and much inclined to Edmund De la

Pole and not to Henry VII. He is a great friend to Chievres. Has

urged the Archduchess and the ambassador of Arragon to demand a

sight of Johan Le's communication. The latter said that if a piece

of wood came out of France it would be received for an ambassador :

he will have no fellowship with him. Nothing will prevent the

Prince joining with France, except Chievres be put away : his ultra-

cuidant nmbitton to have the absolute rule is well known. Berghes

would join in such a design, and Nassaw would not dare to oppose

it Thinks that Arragon would make terms with France, but the

King of Navarre is in the way, and Arragon would not be satisfied

unless the French King gave a daughter for Don Fernando. The

Lord Myngovall has returned from Paris, and states that England

had agreed with the late King of France to conquer and divide the

Low Countries ; and the slander is circulated by Chievres. Desires

some charge from the King that he may have more authority.

Knows the proverb, the servant is esteemed as much as his master

esteems him. Wishes to hear from the King, as he cannot live there

with 100/. a year. Sends two letters from Wingfield and the

ambassador of Arragon. Mechlin, 6 Feb. 1514. Signed.

Pp. 10, mutilated.

6 Feb. 125. Spinelly to Wolsey.

Galba,B.in.29ia. Wrote last on the 31st Jan. Has this day written to the King,

B. M. who must observe his accustomed severity and prudence towards

Don Diego. He is a subtle fellow. Is secretly informed that, under

the color of recommendations from Lord Fynes and Lady Ravesteyn,

he will visit my Lord Buckingham and my Lord Marquis, and also

. Sir Thomas Boleyn. Sir Edward Guildford on his return to Eng

land will report the various matters he has heard. Wishes he was

there as the King's ambassador. Expects an answer by his ser

vant Ichyngham. Malines, 6 Feb. 1514. The Prince goes tomorrow

to Antwerp. Signed.

P. 1, mutilated. Add.: Thomae episcopo Ebor., &c.
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6 Feb. 126. Sampson to Wolsey.

*■ °- Richard Hansard has been informed of Wolsey's " good lordship"

towards him in the office of undermarshal of Tournay. Lord

Mountjoy, who arrived yesterday, has continued the old under

marshal, supposing that was Wolsey's pleasure. His experience is

not so great but Hansard would equal him in a month. He is

ignorant, and knows nothing but English : whereas Hansard knows

French, and is an able man, as Ponynges affirmed when in England.

Has not been jn Flanders since Ponynges brought a new brief.

Proposes to go with Ponynges to the Prince's court, as he is come

of age, and the power of the Emperor and Lady Margaret is extinct.

Tournay, 6 Feb. 1514.

Hoi., pp. 2. Add. : To, &c. my Lord of York.

Feb. 129. John Symons.

K. O. Resignation of a chantry in the church of Salwarp, dioc. Wore,

to Silvester Bp. of Worcester, in the house of Hugh Crateford, elk.

of dioc. Heref., in the parish of St. Michael. Wore, 6 Feb. 1514.

Witnesses : Ric. Benys, clerk of dioc. Heref., and Ric. Perkyns,

literatus of dioc. Wore.

6 Feb. 130. For William Ap John Ap Meredith.

S. B. To be receiver within the lordship of Ruthyn alias Differencloed,

Wales. Del. Westm., 6 Feb. 6 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 5.

7 Feb. 131. Sir Robert Wingfield to Henry VIII.

E. O. Wrote last on the 3rd from Insbrook. The Venetians are

fortifying Pado and contracting their defences. They are obsti

nate. The Emperor cannot stir, as he has a rheum in one of his

legs. The Emperor and the King of Arragon removed, Henry is

the eldest prince in Christendom. Judges, by the turn of the

wheel of time, that all Christendom will hang by the hands of

Henry. Joined with the Prince of Castile, he may set all Christen

dom in order, which otherwise were torn to pieces by three young

rulers. Insbrook, 7 Feb. 1514.

Hoi., pp. 2. Endd.

Feb. 132. Suffolk to [Wolsey].

[Calig. E. i. ii. ?] 124. (First leaf lost.) " And, furthermore, she (Louise) showed me the

B. M. great desire which the King her son had to recover the city of Tour

nay." Told her he had spoken to the Grand Master. She trusted

that at the meeting of the Kings some plan might be arranged for

it. She is the best spoken princess he has ever seen, and has great

influence. Advises the King should write to her a letter of thanks.

Has promised to forward the Duke's matter. Wishes him to place

entire confidence in her son, which he has done. Begs Wolsey

will advance it as far as he can, as all his trust is in him. Paris,

. . Feb.

P.S.—Mons. de la Gwysse is not arrived. He will be despatched

to England when he comes. Signed.

In Sir Richard Wingfield!s hand, pp. 2, mutilated. Add, (?) ;

[To my] Lord Abp. of York.
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8 Feb. 133. Suffolk to Henry VIII.

Calig. D. vi. 161. Wrote last from Saunt Lyestes (Senlis) on the 4* Feb. " We "

B. M. came to Paris the next day, which was Sunday, and on Monday

in the morning went to " the Queen your sister," to whom they

delivered the King's letters, according to their instructions. The

Queen was not a little glad, and said she was much bounden to God

that had given her so good and loving a brother, whom she had

always found both a father and a brother, and now specially in her

most need, and prayed she might live no longer than that she

might do that thing that should be to his contentation. To Suf

folk's inquiries relative to the French King's conduct, she replied

that he had been in hand with her of many matters ; but on

heuring that Suffolk was come, he promised to trouble her no

more, and to do for her as he would for his own mother ; " and

prayd sche wold not by a knowne of non theng that

h[e had spojken to her, noder to your grace nor me, for because

your grace schold not take non oukyndnes therene." " And

[moreov]arhe sayd that wher soo ewar her mend war, [that] he

wold by glade to helpe her ther[ein from] hes hart ; and soo semes

he newar . . . [other]wyes, bout as he that wold by to her [as to

his m]odar ; and soo, Sir, I parssayef that he had

your grace, for I thynke h[e nold] to do ane thyng that schold

dyescountent your grace, schold anne an kyndnes in whe[ch]

your grace, that I thynke that you sclmll fynd

hem a fast prynes. ar elles I wyel say that he es the moste

[untrue] man that lyes ; and nat he ondylle, bout hall the [nobil]

men of Fraunes ; for I cannot dywyes to have any spyke byettar

dyn they do, nor to your honnar." The peace between the two

Kings is not a little to the writer's comfort, and their meeting is

desired by all the nobles. Thinks the journey will be to the King

as much [honor] as ever any journey was to any king of England,

the people here are so desirous to see him. When they have seen

him it will never out of their hearts. As touching the affair of [the

meeting], thinks there is nothing the French King will not do if

Henry wish him. Dated [Paris], 8 Feb.

P.S. " nar that es mad nhow es made by Monsser the

Lansoun (d'Alencon), the Duke of Bourboun and the Count of

Wandome (Vendome), .... eche of them 12 heads, so of the chal

lengers in number .... and there challenges to yewrre coummar

(every comer) . . . the tilt in such harness as they run last

4 courses with mournes and by garstawys, and in the field 2 courses

with sharp staves, and the tournay with schowrdys (swords), and

at the barrier on foot with the casting staff and the sword with

one hand. And this shall begin on Sunday come se'nnight, and

the King himself, with 1 1 with him, be aids unto Mons. Dyllanssoun

(d'Alencon)," &c.

Hoi., pp.3, mutilated. Add. : To the King's Grace.

8 Feb. 134. Suffolk to Wolsey.

Calig. D. vi. 163. Writes nothing of the King's business, for which he refers him

B. M. to letters written to the King's grace, one from himself, and another

from him and his fellows together. Had been in hand with the

Queen touching the matter she broke to the French King, as men

tioned in his last. She had showed him that the French King

made such business, that she was " soo wyrre and soo afyerd " he

* An error for 3rd.
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should go about to undo Suffolk, she thought it best to break the

matter to him, and said, " Sir, I beseech you that you will let me

alone and speak no more to me of the matter ; and if you will

promise me by your faith and truth, and as you are a true prince,

that you will keep it counsel and help me, I will tell you all my

whole mind. And he gave her his faith in her hand that he would

keep it counsel, and that he would help her to the best of his

power." Having told him her mind, and said she could not think

" but the King her brother wfouldbe disp]lysed (?)" with her, she

besought him to get the King['s consent]. He said he would do that

was in him possible, and write to the King her brother with his

own hand ; which agrees with what Francis himself told him, as

mentioned in his last letter. Now thatWolsey knows all, beseeches

his good offices as all his trust is in him, and requests [an answer ?]

in all possible haste. " Also, my lord, I pray you that you will

look to the ; for I insure you that, and it be made to the

honor [of our] master, as I am sure the French King will do none

otherwise, it shall be the greatest honor and wealth to the King

my master and the realm of England that ever came to it. Will

write to Wolsey what their mind is as soon as he can perceive it,

before they send it, and begs Wolsey to do the same to him, if he

hear it first. Paris, 8 Feb.

P.S.—Begs to hear from Wolsey in all haste possible, and desires

him to ask for him from the King a loan of 2,000/.; " and Sir Oliver

shall bring to your hands preate (?) sufficient there. For, my lord,

all my money is gone, and the Queen and I both must make friends,

and they will not be gotten without money ; and also I am fain to

buy new array, for the King will have us at his coronation, and, as

far as I know, to bring him in at his entry, the which shall not be

a little charge. My lord, I beseech you that this may be done in

all the haste possible, and deliver to Sir Oliver."

Hoi., mutilated, pp. 3. Add. : To my Lord of York.

Feb. 134.* Suffolk to Henky VIII.

Calig. D. vi. 159. Since his coming to [Paris], the Queen (Mary) told him that

B. M. from the first the King was importunate with her in divers matters

not to her honor ; and also he had divers words with Francis,

which made her afraid his [grace] would have done him some ill ;

to avojd which she brake in hand with him, and desired him, as he

was a true prince, to keep her counsel and to help her to her desire ;

and upon that he made her promise in her hand as he was a true

prince he would both keep it " scekarret " (secret). " Upon that

she brake unto him, and showed unto him the good mind she bare

unto me." Hearing this, Francis said he would keep his promise,

and do as much as he could to the advancement thereof. He

had mentioned to Suffolk, what words the Queen had used.

At her request Francis had written to the King with his own

hand, on a subject which Suffolk did not choose to commit to writing.

Begs the King to be good lord to him, as he has ever been, and

to [writej to him again with his own hand that he was content

witn this matter at his ryquy[est?], the which shall bind him.

" And, Sir, if your grace should not, he shall be at his liberty and

again in his former suttes (?), the which I and the Queen had

rather be out of the world [than] to abide. And, Sir, as for me,

your grace not offended, I had rather be out of the world [than]

to see her in that case. Sir, as my poor mind is, there can be no

way that should stand more [to your] honnor dyn to consent by
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Suffolk to Henry VIII.—cont.

desire [of the French King], seeing that you are so special good

lord [unto] me that I should obtain the same. As knoweth God,

who pressarf your grace," &c. Pa[ris, . . .] February.

P.S.—" [Touch]yng hall oddar afyeres and the Quynes, [your]

grace shall understand them by a letter [that I] and my fellows

does write unto your Grace." The coming home of the Queen

shall tarry nothing but the King's pleasure. Both she and Suffolk

beseech him " for the passion of God " to send for her as soon as

possible. As to the meeting of Henry and the French King, the

latter has none other joy but to talk of it ; " and therefore, Sir, you

must make . . euredie (you ready ?)." Begs again that the King

will send for him, and not suffer him to tarry here."

Hoi., pp. 2, mutilated. Add. : To the King's Grace.

135. Francis I. to Henry VIII.

Calig. D. vi. 256. in this town of Mon .... has been to visit the

B. M. queen his " belle-mere," Henry's sister, as he used to do, to know

if he could show her any attention. On his asking whether she

contemplated a second marriage, she confessed the great esteem

she had for the Duke of Suffolk, " que davant t[out] autre ele

desyreroyt aveque [la] bonne voulonte et lamye .... maryage

dele et de luy se fysLtjf," and prayed him not only to give his own

consent, but to write to Henry in Suffolk's favor, which he now

does.

Hoi., Fr., pp. 3, mutilated. Add. : A mon frere.

9 Feb. 136. Sir Kichard Wingfield and others to Wolsey.

R. o. He [and Spinelly] have written to the King of all occurrents.

Have sent to learn the French King's pleasure whether they shall

remain at Paris, or be present at his coronation. The Duke of

Suffolk has sent off Wolsey's wine, red and white of Beaune, to the

waterbailly of Calais. Has sent word to Clarencieux, who is gone

to Rouen, and William Davy, to procure more. Will wait till he

hears further touching the vessel of silver. Paris, 9 Feb. 1514.

Added in his own hand : Begs Wolsey will have the M con-

dwytt " at Calais in remembrance. Signed.

P. 1. Add.

9 Feb. 137. For Andrew Norton.

S. B. Livery of lands as s. and h. of Thomas Norton, deceased, viz.,

the moiety of the manor of Stathe, the third part of the manor

of Kingeston Seymer, and all lands in Stathe, Kingeston Seymer

and Stratton, Somers., Bristol, Haudebroke, Glouc, the city of

Worcester and in Kinges Norton, Wore. Del. Westm., 9 Feb.

6 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 26.

8 Feb.* 138. Suffolk to [Wolsey].

Calig. D. vt.187. Had learned from the Queen that^Friar Langleye had been with

B. M. her, and one day asked her to be shriven, which she declined to be

at that time. He then told her he had that same day said mass,

and he swore, by the Lord he had that day consecrated, " that

oundre Benedicite he would show her divers things which were of

truth, and of the which he had perfytt knowledge, desiring her

* So dated in Masters' MM.
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to give him hearing and to keep the same to herself. And first

said unto her that it was said in England that she should be

married [to me (?)], advising her to beware of me of all men, for

he knew well that you and I meddled with [the] Devil, and by the

puissance of the said D[evil] we kept our master subject to all

that And that I specially, for I had [caused] the disease

of Compton's leg and .... [h]e knew the premises well, and

[he cjould not doubt but the same w[as my doing] ; and said that

he w[as] but, and she would, he [would prevent ?]

my voyage." The Queen gave him small comfort, and he departed.

Suffolk thinks ho did [not] make this overture without a school

master]. Is sure neither Wolsey nor he gave him cause for su«h

sayings, and recommends Wolsey to find secret means to procure his

return. Meanwhile advises him " to rivet a sure amity between

the princes," which would secure them both in the King's favor.

( The above is in Sir Richard Wingfield's hand. What fol

lows is in Suffolk's own.) His own affairs go on well, for the

King here is as much the advancement thereof as [himself (?)].

" And, Sir, as soo as I may her from you agayn [I shall] have

lyettares of hes haun hand from the Kyng counfyermyng

the same." Paris, " v warre."

Hoi, pp. 2.

10 Feb. 139. Suffolk, West and Sir Kichard Wingfield to

Calig. D. vi. 209. HENKY VIII.

B. M. Came to Paris on Sunday, 4 Feb. Visited Queen Mary on Mon

day before noon, and according to their instructions made overtures

to her, at length, of the King's wish that she should not consent to

any motion of marriage in these parts nor determine to stay there.

She thanked the King for sending to her " in her heaviness " my

Lord of Suffolk and others, as well to comfort her as for obtaining

of her dower. " She said she were an unkind sister if she should

not follow your mind and pleasure in every behalf, for there was

never princess so much beholden to her sovereign and brother as

she is to your grace ; and therefore, as touching consent to any

marriage in these parts, she trusteth that your grace knoweth her

mind therein ; and albeit she has been sore pressed in that matter

as well by the King [that now is ?] as other, yet she never con

sented, nor never wolde do, [but rather] suffer the extremity of

death. And as touching her [stay] here, she never was nor is

minded thereto, for she [counts] every day an hundred till she may

see your grace." On Tuesday 6th inst., paid their compliments in

the King's behalf to the French Queen that now is and thanked

her for. the great [good] that she had done unto the Queen her

sister ; who answered that [if it] did her comfort or pleasure she

was right glad. The same to the Duchess of Alanson there present.

On their return to the Queen's grace, " your sister," they com

muned with her of her household, who showed herself conformable

to the advice of my Lord of [Suffolk] and the rest. "And at this

point we paused; and then her grace commanded us to goto supper,

which was prepared for us in a chamber apart, and to take my

Lady Danyvers and Madame Hester with us." They caused Bon-

nivet to write to his brother, the Grand Master, to know whether it

were the King's pleasure that they should repair to his grace, or

he would send some of his Council to hear of the communication

they were charged to make touching the Queen's dower. They

2. D
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Suffolk, West and Sir Ric. Wingfield to Hen. VIII cont.

expect an audience upon Friday or Saturday at the uttermost. Re

port goes that the King will be at St. Denis on Wednesday the 14th

inst., and make his entry on Thursday, " because he would end his

jousts and tourneys be[fore Lent], but there is no appearance of

readiness. There is no truth in the rumor that the French Queen,

that now is, is with child. Her physicians do not believe it ; " and

also at our [being there] we saw no great appearance thereof ; [and

when] we showed her that your grace was right g[lad and] joyous

that she was with child, she answered [that] it was not so as yet."

In their last letter, dated Saunt Leez the 3rd inst., they stated

they had left a servant at Compien to witness the entertainment of

the Castilian ambassadors, who came on Saturday afternoon and

were met by the Prince de la Roche " Suryon," Mons. le Seneshall

de Tolouse, Mons. de Chanez, chau[ncellier ?] du Roy, and Mons. de

Mounuor. On Sunday they were conveyed to the court and had

an audience in the same place as the English ambassadors, and

there they were till it was . . o'clock at night ; " but what their

demeanor was, or h[ow] they were entertained, our servant could

not tell, because he could not be suffered to come in." The report

is that " la Royne blanche " (so the Queen's grace, " your sister," is

called) shall be married to the [Duke of] Laureyn. The Spanish

ambassadors departed on Monday to Sainct Leez and came to Paris,

and the King himself on Wednesday. When the Council arrive

they will communicate with them for the Queen's dower, desiring

restitution as well of such jewels, precious stones, plate, apparel

and other things that her grace brought with her, as also of the

charge of her traduction which the French King received for the

value of 200,000 crowns. For this purpose they request an inventory

of her wardrobe from Master Wyndesor, of her jewels and plate

from Master Wiott, another of the master of the horses for the sta

ble and another of the costs and charges of her said traduction, as

soon as possible. The Queen denies any knowledge of having

received, by the King's will, a county over and above her dower,

and refers them for information to my Lady of Bourbon, one of bis

executors.

On Wednesday the 7th inst. they had a communication with

Bonnivet, Duvas and Daumond, touching the King's coronation.

" And because we, being your grace's servants here, should ride

but in our gowns, we therefore des[ired] Bonyvet to write to his

brother, the Grand Master, desiring to know the King's pleasure "

how they should appear. The Queen's grace has been a little

indisposed that sh[e could] not write, and so their letters have

been retarded these two days ; " howbeit she is now in good health."

Paris, Saturday, 10 Feb., 10 o'clock at night. Signed as above.

Pp. 6, mutilated.

10 Feb. 140. Suffolk, West and Sir Kichard Wingfield to

r. o. Wolsey.

By communications with Bonyvet they understand that Francis

is anxious to have Tournay. Although they have given no hopes

that the King will part with it, they have thought good to adver

tise Wolsey of it. They offer to secure to Wolsey the bishopric of

Tournay in event of the surrender of the town, Paris, Saturday,

10 Feb. Signed.

P.l. Add.
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1 0 Feb. 141. For Humph. Shakeshaft, chaplain.

Presentation to the church of Poplyng, in the marches of Calais,

Canterb. dioc. Westm., 10 Feb.

Pat. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 27.

10 Feb. 142- For Richard Broke, serjeant-at-law, and others,

S. B. Pardon and release as tenants of the manor of Codreth, with

appurtenances in Ryssheden, Sandon and Yardeley, Herts. Del.

Westm., 10 Feb. 6 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 32.

10 Feb. 143. For Simon Welden, Bachelor in Degrees.

Grant of the deanery of Medelham, York dioc., vice John Halle,

who exchanges for Elsdem, Durham dioc. Westm., 10 Feb.

Pat. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 22.

1 1 Feb. 144. Suffolk to Wolsey.

B. 0. Certain Spaniards in his absence have complained against him

to the Council for that Thomas Griffith, a captain of his, had taken

during the war a cargo of woad, which the Duke alleges belonged to

De Bastila, customer ofBordeaux. Also restitution is required from

him, by certain Bretons, of goods taken by a captain of his at the

same time, Thomas Croslay, now committed to the Fleet; and Martin

Dupine, another servant, is attached for the same in Cornwall.

Begs these causes may be respited till he comes home. Paris,

11 Feb. Signed.

P. I. Add.: To my Lord of York.

Feb. 145. Cha[rles Duke of Suffolk] to Wolsey.

Calig. D. vi. 186. Received on the 11th February his letter dated the 1st, with

B. M. copies of certain news Wolsey had from . . . . ey (Tournay ?),

especially a copy of a letter from Mons. the [Vanldom to Mons. the

Schewares (Mons. de Chievres). " My lord, [for] the ordering of

that matter I took Master Dyene [and] my cousin Wyngfyeld, and

soo wye there has in that matter, as you schall parssayf

by a lettar [sign]ed wyet hous thre, wyche lyettar you schall

rysayef [w]yet thes lyettar." His affairs go on as well as possible

in these parts, and he trusts at home also, with Wolsey's help.

The King and Queen here are both ready to write with their own

hands to the King, his master, in whatever form he thinks best, but

he awaits Wolsey's advice how they should write most to the honor

of his master. Dated ........ Feb.

P.S "My lord, I have received a letter [from Mr.] Wyngfyeld

and me Chansseller, wherein [he advertises] me what pain you

take daily for my cause [and how] good lord you are to me, for the

which and h[all the] goodness that I find in you I heartily thank

[you, as] he that shall never fail you during my life." Begs to hear

from him from time to time. " As for the French King I cannot

wyche hem [in better mind] towar the King's grace dyn 1 her hem

spyked (than I hear him speak it) ... . and as for you and me I

trow that nexte the Ky[ng] howar masstar wy had newar scheth

a frynd ; wyche you shall parsayef her aftar."

Hoi., pp. 2, mutilated.

D2
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12 Feb. 146. [Suffolk] to [Henry VIIL]

Calig. D. vi. 185. This day the French King sent for him by Mons. the Bousse to.

B. M. see him at the tilt, where he saw him run, and five with him, against

the Duke of [Lorjrayn, and five with him, " for a banket;" and [I]

insure your grace there was good running. The King himself ran

clearly best ; for in six courses he broke live staves. Soon after he

had done he went to dinner. After dinner Suffolk had an interview

with him, for particulars of which he refers the King to a letter

written by him and his fellows to my Lord of York. With regard

to the meeting, Francis said that if Henry would appoint the time

he should be ready. Paris, 12 Feb.

P.S " Sir, I by scheth (beseech) your grace that I [might hear

from your] grace som tyme, for et schold by to [my great] coum

fort (comfort). Sir, 1 by sche (beseech) your grace that I [may be]

most youmbylle rycummanded uu to the [Queen's ?] grace and to hall

me nold (all mine old) fyellowes, bowth [men] and women ; and ty 11

them that I thynke no [little] an kyngnes in thym hall that I newar

hard f[rom] non of thym senes I dy partted from y[ou] ; bout I

thynke the faute has byn in the wy .... (weather ?) and not in

thym. Sir, I by sche your grace [that] I be not forgootton amongest

your ar . . ; for daw (though) me bodde by (be) her me hart es

wyet yo[u] and you wat whyer."

Hoi., pp. 2, mutilated.

12 Feb. 147. Hotjntjoy and the Council of Tournay to

Calig. e. ii. (45.) Henry VIIL

**• M* Mountjoy arrived on Monday 5 Feb., having made his best

diligence, "with my poor wife and my carriage with me"; also the

marshal and the treasurer. Delivered the King's letters to the

provost of the city and to the chief of the chapter, who promised

him obedience. Took the oath on Wednesday, as did the marshal

and treasurer ; and devised with the late Lieutenant, marshal and

treasurer how to carry out the order signed by the King touching

the garrison and induce them to serve the month before the pay

ment. This caused much discontent. Next morning a number of

soldiers assembled in the market place, and the porters, on coming

to the Lieutenant's lodging for the keys, declared no gates should

be opened that day unless they were paid at the old rate ; that as

ten days of the month were passed, they must have a month and a

half's wages. Sir Sampson Norton, the marshal, would have been

killed had he not taken refuge in the Lieutenant's house and

been conveyed secretly out of the town. Were obliged to pay

them their demand, as they threatened to spoil the town " and

wold other abide all or depart [all], with many unfitting words

and crying, All ! All ! All !" Mountjoy has desired the late Lieu

tenant to stay till the 12th, and also Sir Richard Jernyngham, in

Norton the marshal's absence. Beg that another marshal be sent

in his place and that the Lieutenant's commission be enlarged that

he may authorize the treasurer to lay out such sums as he thinks

fit. Desire credence for the bearer, Lancaster. Tournay, 12 Feb.

Signed: W. Mountjoy, Edward P[onynges], Edward [Benstede?]

Antone U ..... Ro. Dymok, [k.], Ric. Whettehi[ll].

Pp. 3, mutilated. Add.

148. Tournay.

Calig. E. ii. (39.) " Instructions given by the Lord Mountjoy, Lieutenant of the

B- M. King's city of Tournay, and by his Council there, to Lancastre
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Herald, to show and declare to the King's highness or his Council

concerning the surety and safe keeping of the same his city."

(1.) How the church of Tournay and the provost have accepted

the King's letter. (2 and 3.) The causes of the rumor were the fear

of losing a month's wages by change of the treasurers, and dissatis

faction with Sir Sampson Norton, (4.) whom they have secretly con

veyed away, as his life was in danger from the rioters. Propose

that some one else shall be marshal. (5.) The town cannot bo

kept with a less number than before. Have drawn a new ordinary

of horse and foot, under which Mountjoy [will not] undertake the

charge of the town. (6.) Request that he may have the same

privilege as Ponynges had to make payment of certain sums with

out the warrant of Bensted the treasurer, when needful for the

surety of the town. (7.) Necessary to have money punctually, or

the people of the town will be dissatisfied. (8.) To have licence to

admit always one of 6d. by the day in any vacancies in the guard.

(9.) To explain certain arrangements made with regard to con

stables and vintners. (10.) Will do the best to obtain the money

to be paid by the [town] to the King, although they grudge it

much on account of what they paid at the King's entry. (11.) Will

do the same for levying of the King's for his victuals.

(12.) The present provost and Council are satisfied with the two

minutes touching the commissioners the court sovereign,

(13.) Has devised with Ponynges the places for the citadels. The

town is unwilling to contribute to the expences. (14.) To show

the King the new ordinary book. (15.) The Bastard Emmeres

cannot serve the King at less expence than is there set down.

(16.) Cannot spare the horsemen, as they are indispensable for

scouring the country, and keeping it clear of thieves. (17.) The

commissioners for the court [sovereign] cannot be less, as some

must be sent to Lovain. (18.) " That Sir Anthony Fertnone

him with no less than 201. by year." (19.) To show what

arrangement he has made for the " inher .... houses." (20.) The

inhabitants have plenty of harness. Wishes to know whether he

shall insist upon their selling it or delivering it into the common

house. (21.) To remember the suit to be made at this present par

liament for the whole garrison. (22.) To obtain a letter from the

King to the guard, enforcing obedience to the Lieutenant.

Signed: W. Mountjoy, Eduarde Benstede, Sr., Ric. Whettehill,

Rychard Jarnegan.

Pp. 7, mutilated. Endd. : Instructions.

• ] 2 Feb. 149. Sib Edward Ponynges to Wolset.

K, O. Goes this day from Tournay to the Lady Margaret, to present

her the King's letters for recovering the obligations of 6,000/.

Could not leave sooner, as Mountjoy wished him to wait till the

garrison, which was much disordered, were better established.

Lancaster will tell him more. Intends to return to England to pro

ceed on his pilgrimage to Rome. Tournay, 12 Feb. Signed.

P. 1. Add. : To my Lord of York. Endd.

Feb. 150. Jehan Le Seelier to Wolsey.

Calig- D- vi. 309. Expresses his regret at the departure of Lord Ponynges and

B. M. hopes he may return prosperously. The King has sent hither

as his Lieutenant " Dominus de Mongs " (Mountjoy), at whose

coming the writer rejoices, as he was acquainted with him in Eng
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Jehan Le Seeliee to Wolsey—cont.

land and recommended to his service by Ponynges. Thanks Wol

sey for the great favor that Ponynges has assured him his grace

entertains for him. Ponynges has spoken to Wolsey already of an

office held by an unfit person, who was not an English subject, scilt.,

the receivership of 6,000 francs to be paid to the King from Tour-

nay, and for which he has no patent. Tournay, "x . . Februarii

1514."

P. S.—Forbears to write concerning the bishopric, as Wolsey

will hear from his vicar. The deceivers have been discovered.

Add. : Tresreverend pere en [Dieu], mon treschier et [tres]

honore Sieur, Mons [l'Ar]chevesque d'York, &c.

Hoi., I. nt., p. 1, mutilated.

12 Feb. 151. Silvester Bp. of Worcester to Wolsey.

R. O. Is fully reconciled to Richard Pace. Begs that Pace may have

recompence for a prebend, which he claims as his own right. He

has acted prudently in the administration of the goods of the late

Cardinal and will give a faithful account of them. Rome, 12 Feb.

1515. Signed.

J. at., p. 1. Add. : Rmo., &c., Tho. Archiep. Eboracen.

1 2 Feb. 152. For Sir Wm. Perepount.

Inspeximus of charters of Edw. II. and other kings, granting

free warren in lands in Notts, Yorkshire, Line, and Leic. to Rob.

Perepount and Th. [Bo]yvill ; also of patent of Hen. VI. confirm

ing patents of Edw. III. to Rob. Tiffour and Matilda his wife, and

patent of Ric. I. to Turpin, the King's arbalister. Westm., 12 Feb.

Pat. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 29.

12 Feb. 153. For John Baptist de Grymaldi.

8. B. Writ of error to Sir John Fyneux, Chief Justice of the King's

Bench, in the case between William Huse and Grymaldi, for

appeal to the high court of Parliament. Del. Westm., 12 Feb.

6 Hen. VHI.

Countersigned : Joh'es Ernele.

12 Feb. 154. For Geo. Ardeson, merchant of Genoa.

Licence to import 400 casks of Toulouse woad. Westm., 12 Feb.

Pat. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 22 ; and Fr. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 15.

12 Feb. 155. Justices of Assize.

Western Circuit.—Th. Elyott and Th. Fitzburgh (Fitzhugh ?)

with Ric. Elyott and Lewis Pollard. Westm., 12 Feb.

Norfolk Circuit.—Wm. Mordaunt with Sir John Fyneux and Sir

Rob. Rede. Westm., 12 Feb.

Northern Circuit. — Th. Strey with Brian Palmes and John

Erneley. Westm., 12 Feb.

Pat. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 22d.

12 Feb. 156. Gaol Delivery.

Oxford Circuit.—Rob. Brudenell, sen., Jchn Neuport and Eob.

Brudenell, jun. Westm., 12 Feb.

Pat. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 28d.
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13 Feb. 157. Suffolk, West and Sir Bichard Wingfield to

Calig.D.n.212. [WOLSEY].

B. M. On Monday, the 12th, received his letters, dated " in your house

at London, the 1st day of February," with the copy of such news

as had come from Flanders enclosed in the same. Had sent for

Master Dean and Master Wynkefeld, and communicated the con

tents to them. They proposed that a copy of Mons. Vandome's

letter should be shown to Francis, with a pretext that it was

sent by a friend of Suffolk's out of Flanders. By so doing, many

suspicions which might arise, in " the King my master's mind "

would be avoided, whereof he would be sorry, considering the good

report he had hitherto sent to the French King. This morning,

Francis had sent the Grand Master to the writer, to see the King

run at tilt. " Where at my departing before I showed

him that I had some news that I would [desire] to show his high

ness, and he willed me to return [to him] immediately after dinner,

and so I did. And then, a[ccording] to our said devise, I broke

unto him and showed [him] the said copy of Mons. de Vandome's

letter." The King denied that he had any authority for the state-

/ ments made in the letter ; and said he could not refuse hearing the

[ambassadors] of Flanders, but he would " conclude with no

prince till he had concluded with the [King my] master. And as

touching their fair offers and prom[ises for] time to come with

excuses for them [selves] in time past, and their desire of amity, he

had ba answered, as he said that if the Prince of Castile

[would] continue his true subject and loving kinsman he shu[ld find]

him his right sovereign lord and kinsman." The other matters

that they had in charge, he said, should take good effect ; " they

would have long of time ; but as for the matters betwixt

our mas[ter and him, they

they might [be despatched

were so determined and concluded that

within two days. He was only waiting

for the return of Mons. de Gyes (Guiche), and in all these matters^he

would make Suffolk judge between Henry and him. In the course

of conversation Suffolk said he desired nothing so much in this world

as to see the two Kings meet. He answered that no one was so

desirous of that matter as he, and begged Suffolk to devise the time

and place for it. " And he said that albeit there would be at the first

meeting some difficulty, because that both he and our master would

be loth to lose anything appertaining to their honor, yet there might

be a place indifferent devised that might be to the contentation of

them both. After which meeting, he said, should be no more

such difficulty ; for if the King our master came into his realm, he

would put himself and his realm into his hands and make him

ruler." Paris, 13 Feb. Signed.

Pp. 3, mutilated. Add. : To my Lord Archbishop of York.

13 Feb. 158. Magnus to Wolset.

Howard's Let 278. His tenants of Hexham refuse to pay their rents. Sir Chris

topher Dacre has committed some of the principals to Wynne Tower,

Hexham ; upon which a mob assembled, and demanded their

deliverance. Sir Christopher Dacre within seven days took the

ringleaders and committed some to Hexham and some to Carlisle.

Lord Dacre has burnt the houses of others who refused submission.

They are both resolved that Wolsey shall have the- money due to

him. Will communicate more when he comes to London. Kirk-

oswald, 13 Feb.

Add. : To the Rev. F. in Christ, my Lord Archbishop of York.
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13 Feb. 159- Sir Richard Wingfield to Wolset.

B. O. Wrote his last by Richmond. Writes with this lo the King.

Expects his affairs will prosper. With regard to Wolsey's plate, it

is now " waxed underly derrer than it was to before." The

French King proposed to give the King and Suffolk some wines.

Wolsey shall not bo forgotten. Begs that Wolsey will not forget

the conduit at Calais : has heard that the Master Mason has re

turned, out of England without any conclusion taken for the same.

It will be a very meritorious deed. Clarencieux has returned from

Rouen, having provided wine for Wolsey. Paris, 13 Feb. 1514.

Signed.

Pp. 2. Add. : [To the m]ost reverend, &c. my Lord the Abp.

of York.

13 Feb. 160. Spinelly to [Henry VIII.]

Galba.B.m. 289. Wrote last on the 6th. The Prince deferred his entry on

B. M. account of the bad weather. The Archduchess has received letters

from the ambassadors in France, stating the King's wish to be

at peace with her. When Francis departed from Paris he left the

Lady of Nevers and divers Frenchmen to serve the Queen, who,

hearing the arrival of the English ambassadors, put them away

and recalled her English servants, at which the King was much

displeased. He has sent for the Duke of Savoy. The Duke of

Lorraine has married the Duke of Bourbon's sister. Spinelly

recommended the example of the French Queen to the Archduchess.

Letters have come from France, dated St. Denis, the 9th. Calling on

the Chancellor about Nicholas Seymour, he was told that Nassaw

and Sympy had written that a peace was in progress with their

country. Johan Le has not yet declared himself. Encloses a

letter from Sir Robert Wingfield. The Emperor is expected at

Worms ; he threatens Chievres, but nothing will come of it.

Lord Chievres, to strengthen himself, desires to form an alliance

of marriage betwixt Berghes' son and his own niece. Berghes

says that if the Prince will consent to an alliance with the

daughter of France, she shall be delivered into their hands ; but

it may easily be broken, as there is no provision for the restitu

tion of Burgundy. Count Felix has been sent to the Emperor.

1 The Master of the Post complains of the heavy charges to which

the King is put by Spinelly's frequent letters. Thinks they cannot

be bought too dear. Lord Fynes is at Ghent. Antwerp, 13 Feb.

! 1514. Signed.

Pp. 5, mutilated.

Gtlba.B.m.231. 2. Address of a letter in Spinelly'shand, " To the King's Grace ;"

B.M. pencilled, 13 Feb. [1515], Antwerp. Spinelly.

13 Feb. 161. Commission of Sewers.

Sussex.—Edw. Lord Hastings, Th. Fenys Lord Dacre, Sir

John Devenyssh, Sir Edw. Oxenbrygge, John Erneley, Wm.

Pounde, Ric. Devenyssh, Robt. Hall, John Lcvett, Th. Theccher

and John Roote, for the district from Bulverhithe Brigge to

Kyngesfeld Brigge, and thence to the stone bridgo [of] Crowe-

herstmyll and Rowndwyssh. Westm., 13 Feb.

Pat. 6 Hen. VIII. p. I, m. 32d.
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14 Feb. 162.

15 Feb. 163.

Calig. D. vi. 244.

B.M.

Green's Royal

and 1 1 hist. Ladies,

I. 190.

For Ric. Goldyng.

To be Chief Baron of the Exchequer of Ireland, with an annual

fee of forty marks out of the customs of Drogheda, Westm.,

14 Feb.

Pat. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 27.

Mary Queen of France to Henry VIII.

Last Tuesday night the French King visited her and asked if she

had made any promise of marriage, assuring her that if she would

be plain with him he would promote it, whether it were in his realm

or out of it. She then confessed to him the good mind she bore

to Suffolk, and begged he would write to Henry in his behalf, as he

has since done. Answered the French King thus in order to be

relieved of the annoyance of his suit, which was not to her honor,

and which he has now given up.

Begs him to consider that if he do not favor her wishes Francis

may renew his suit. Paris, 15 Feb.

15 Feb. 164. For John Gage, alias Gauge.

Pardon and release as lato escheator of Surrey and Sussex.

Westm., 15 Feb.

Pat. GHen.VIII. p. 2, m. 20.

16 Feb.

B.O.

165.

16 Feb. 166.

K.O.

MOUNTJOY to WOLSEY.

Sends over Lancaster herald to the King, with an account of the

state of the town. It is somewhat late as it was necessary for

Ponynges and the Council to sign the document before their depar

ture. Was busy making out instructions needful to be sent, as he

is compelled to exceed the ordinary [allowance] and pay at the

beginning instead of the end of the month. The city cannot

be kept without ready money. There are many strangers, much

weapon, many cankered stomachs, some stark traitors in it : the

soldiers rude, and not to be trusted,—poor, and cannot put up with

slack payment,—require a new marshal, and his predecessor dis

placed. Has continued Tempest, the old undermarshal, in his

place and appointed Hansard one of the captains. " "Your chan

cellor is ridden to Master Ponynges." Begs he will stand his good

lord in his matter with my Lord of Essex and his father-in-law,

Harry Keble. Tournay, 16 Feb. Signed.

Pp. 3. Add. : To, &c. my Lord of York. Endorsed by Darby.

Richard Jarnegan to Henry VIII.

Has written five letters since 6 Jan. Has received no answer.

Desires to know his pleasure by the bearer. Has recovered six

harness for Sir William A'Parr, Sir William Kyngstoun, Sir

Geoffrey Gaites, Sir Rouland, Sir Ralph Eldyrkar and Richard

Cornwayll. Knows where two or three good tilt horses may be

had. " And it be not for that feat for the tilt they be but roylles

for any other feat." The Lord Lieutenant writes to the King of

the state of the town by Lancaster herald. Is commanded by the

Lord Lieutenant and Mr. Ponynges to remain at Tournay till a

new marshal is sent. Tournay, 16 Feb.

Hoi., p. 1. Add.
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16 Feb. 167. Sir Robert Wingfielb- to Henry VIII.

Vit. B. xvm. 76. [Wrote last] on the .... inst. from this town. " It is said that

B. M. the Pope is contended with the] new league made between the

Emperor, [the King of] Arragon, the Duke of Milan and the

[Switzers], but that he would gladly keep Parma and Ples[aunce]

The Switzers greatly desire to have restored ;

and to pacify them the Emperor is consented] with the city of

Bargamo to the said Duke [and] to retain still the aforesaid cities so

that he Julyan may have a great thing together, the afore

said cities with Reege and Modon joined." The twelve cantons of

Switzers have sent ambassadors to the Duke of Milan, offering

[all the help] in their power for the " reintegrating " of his duchy.

If my Lady of Devonshire, the King's aunt, or the Lady Salyfs-

bury], have marriageable daughters, thinks that the said Duke

[of Milan ?] would rather be joined with the King's blood than with

any other. Longs for leave to re[turn]. [Insbrook, 16] Feb.

Hol.,p.\. Add.

16 Feb. 168. Thomas Colman to Wolsey.

Vit. B. ii. 126**. The Italians are delighted to hear of the death of Lewis XII.,

B. M. but apprehensive of the warlike disposition of Francis I. Maxi

milian Duke of Milan, with his unpopularity and weakness, has

transferred his dominions to the Suevi. Secret plots are going on

at Bologna. Expects to hear of great disturbances. Bologna,

xiv. kal. Mart. 1515.

Hoi.,'Lat., p. 1, mutilated. Add.: R° Ebor. Arch"", benefactori

suo priecipuo.

16 Feb. 169. For John Underhill, elk.

Custody of the hospital of St. Mary, Osprynge, Kent, vice Rob.

Wodrove, elk., deceased. Westm., 16 Feb.

ii. Writ in pursuance to John Hethe, chaplain, and Laurence

Maners. Same date.

Pat. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 24.

16 Feb. 170. Commission of the Peace.

Hants.—W. Abp. of Canterbury, R. Bp. of Winchester, T. Bp.

of Bangor, Th. Earl of Arundel, Wm. Blount Lord Mountjoy,

Wm. Lord Maltravers, John Tochet Lord Audeley, Th. West

Lord Do la Warr, Ric. Elyott, Lewis Pollarde, Sir Wm. Uvedale,

Sir And. Windesore, Sir Wm. Sandys, Sir Nich. Wadham, Sir

John Lysley, Guy Palmes, John Newport, Wm. Pallet, jun., Wm.

Froste, Wm. Berkeley, John Dawtrey, Ralph Pexsall, Wm. Pounde

and Th. More. Westm., 16 Feb.

Pat. 6 Hen. VIII. p.\,m. 3d.

17 Feb. 171. Sir Sampson Norton to "Wolsey.

R.O. Came to Tournay on Monday the 5th Feb., along with Lord

Mountjoy and Mr. Bensted. Consulted with the Council how to

diminish the garrison by the dismissal of the most unruly ; which

being understood, every man was afraid to lose his place. On

Tuesday a great mob came before the Council demanding money.

Went with the undermarslial to the market place. Was hotly

pressed for money. Desired the Council to take order and prevent

the danger. As the Council attended Lord Mountjoy to his

lodging, they were met by the rioters, who swore no gate should be
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opened till their wages were paid. The morning when they saw

the writer they cried out all at once " Money ! Money ! Money !

I answered them and said, Masters, ye shall hare money ; it is

a telling for you ; your captains may go and receive it." Shortly

after, they cried out, " Down with Sir Sampson ! " who was com

pelled to avoid the house. To satisfy them the Lieutenant suffered

a trumpeter to blow to cause him to avoid the town, to his great

dishonesty. The Deputy has refused to let him remain. Lyle,

17 Feb. Signed.

Pp. 3. Add. : To my Lord of York. Endorsed : A letter

of Sir Sampson Norton, dated 17th day of February, with other

letters from Tournay.

18 Feb. 172. Mary Queen of France to Henry VIII.

B. O. At the request of the Abp. of York [Wolsey], the King promised,

when at Guildford, to give the prebend of St. Stephen's, then held

by [William Atwater,] Dean of the Chapel, now Bp. of Lincoln,

to Dr. Denton her almoner. The Archbishop has supplanted him

and put in one of his own chaplains [Sampson], Desires he will

cause Wolsey to make his chaplain resign on the promise of the

next advowson in St. Stephen's or Windsor. Wishes her almoner

to have the house there, as he has done her much service. Paris,

18 Feb. Signed.

P. 1. Add.

18 Feb. 173. Mary Queen of France to Wolsey.

Calig. D. vi. 255. In favor of her almoner, Denton, for whom, at her last being at

B. M. Guildford, Wolsey asked the King for the next presentation to the

Green's Royal prebend in St. Stephen's, then held by [Wm. Atwater,] Dean of the

and Must. Ladies, Chapel RoyaL now Bishop of Lincoln, which, notwithstanding

" Wolsey's promise, she understands is given to his chaplain. Prays

Wolsey to induce his chaplain to resign and she will not cease

until she has got him other preferment of double the value ; " and

besides that I shall help that he may have the next prebend in

St. Stephen's." " From Paris the 18th da[y of February.]" Signed :

By your lowvyng f[riend], Marie Quene o[f France].

Add. : To the most Reverend Father in God the Archbishop

of York.

Pp. 2, mutilated.

1 8 Feb. 174. West to Wolsey.

B. O. They write by this to the King. Wolsey will also receive a

private letter from my lords touching his matter of Tournay.

Boysye, the Grand Master, assures him it is the King's pleasure

Wolsey should have it. The King is very busy at present about

the solemnity of his entry and Tournay. Wishes to have a letter

apart from Wolsey how he likes their order and demeanor there.

Paris, Sunday morning, 18 Feb. Signed.

P. 1. Add. : To, &c., my Lord Abp. of York. Endd.

18 Feb. 175. Suffolk, West and Sir Richard Wingfield to [the

Calig. D. vi. 214. Lords of the Council.]

On Sunday the 18th Feb. the King sent for Suffolk to sup with

him, when he talked of Tournay, minding to demand honorable re

stitution of it and offering to give a good sum in recompence for
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Suffolk, West and Sir Richard Wingkield to [the Lords of

the Council]—cont.

the costs sustained by the King of England in winning it. He

urged Suffolk to devise how it might be done, who communi

cated the proposal to the rest of the embassy. They have received

letters from England for the French King, the Queen and divers

others, but without any copies, which, however, they delivered. The

King was pleased at the great thanks sent him from the King of

England for the favor done to his sister and the entertainment of

his ambassadors, and repeated his desire of peace and his resolution

to send over Le Guyes. Suffolk at this reminded him of his wish to

recover Tournay : on which he repeated his desire to repossess it

as anciently pertaining to the crown of France. He assured Suffolk

that it was not profitable to the King of England, but stood him in

great charge, and, peace being firmly established, it sh[ould do] him

little pleasure or service.

In reply they suggested that the King should first renew the

last amity and obligation for the payment of money, and that in

the meantime they would write for instructions. " My lords, we

took this way because we thought it not honorable for the King

our master to restore Tournay by any article comprised in the

treaty of peace ; for under whatsoever condition it were restored,

the bruit should be made in France that the King our master was

fain to deliver Tournay to have peace ;" and they think it best

that the restoration, if the King consent to it, should be by a separate

treaty, to be kept secret till their meeting, when it should appear a

Voluntary act. They recommend, however, that everything be fully

concluded before the meeting take place, to prevent differences at

the last ; and desire early to be informed of the King's pleasure, as

the French King is so urgent that he " wole daily call upon my

Lord of SufF[olk to know] what answer he may have from the

[King's grace]." Mons. de le Guyes arrived here on Sun[day,

and] made a very good report to the King here, [expressing] great

thanks at his return to the King's highness, [which] shall be

shortly." Signed.

Pp. 4, mutilated.

21 Feb. 176. Suffolk, West and Sir Richard Wingfield to

Calig. D.vi. 216. WOLSEY.

"■ "• Had offered Wolsey's services to the French King and showed

him his inclination for peace ; for which Francis thanked him and

said he should find him as loving and kind as his predecessor. He

was willing that Wolsey should have the bishopric of Tournay,

"and not only that, but the best in France if ye wold take it ;" and

promised to take steps accordingly and write to him himself. " We

answered him that so doing he did well, for ye were he that might

do most pleasure for him for the obtaining of his mind in the pre

mises. My Lord of Suffolk hath also written a letter to the King

in the matter of Tournay, the copy whereof is closed herein, to the

intent ye may see the continue thereof, and as ye think good either

to deliver it to his grace or else to keep it still." They have also

written one to Wolsey, my Lord of Norfolk and my Lord of

Winchester, to secure their assistance in the matter, but leave it to

Wolsey to read it first and impart it to them or not as he pleases.

Paris, 21 Feb. Signed.

P. S—Instead of sending a copy of his letter as he intended,

Suffolk sends the original, " containing many matters, inclosed to
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[you, that] you may read it and deliver it or retain as ye [shall]

seem good.

P. 1, mutilated. Add. : To my [Lor]d of Yorkys owne hand.

21 Feb. 177. West to Wolsey.

R. O. By their letters, my lord's letters apart and the French King's

Wolsey will understand matters. Will not fail by means of Suffolk

to labor with the French King in this matter of Tournay. Desires

a private letter how Wolsey liked their demeanor. Paris, 21 Feb.

P. 1. Add. : To, &c, my Lord Abp. of York.

21 Feb. 178. Suffolk to Wolsey.

[Calig.E. i. ii.?] Has received his most kind letter. Had written before to him

158, and the King, enclosing the letters of the French King and Queen

**• **■ to the King. Begs always to have short answer from Wolsey, as

he is resolved to follow his advice. Recommends to his attention

the business of Tournay. Paris, 21 Feb.

Hoi., p. 1, mutilated. Add. : To mc Lord of Yourke.

21 Feb. 179. Francis I. to Henry VIII.

B. O. Has received his letter dated Greenwich, the 12th, by the Duke

of Suffolk. . There was no occasion to thank him for his treatment

of Mary. As De la Guiche has since then arrived in France with

news from England will redispatch him thither. Paris, 21 Feb.

Signed.

Fr., p. 1 {broad sheet). Add.

22 Feb. 180. Spinelly to Wolsey.

R. O. Wrote last on the 18th. The Archduchess and Lord Berghes

have showed him that the Lord Nassau and other the Prince's am

bassadors have advertised that there is a great rumor at the French

court that the French Queen shall be married to my Lord of Suf

folk. The Frenchmen are content. The Archduchess and Berghes

cannot believe it and think it is a false surmise to the Queen's dis

honor. Has given Wolsey sole information, as he was snubbed for

having written on similar matters before. The original letters have

been sent by Chievres to the Emperor. Begs his servant Ichyng-

ham may be sent to him. Antwerp, 22 Feb. 1514.

P. 1. Add. : Reverendissimo, &c. Thomoe Archiepiscopo Ebora-

censi.

22 Feb. 181. Justices of Assize.

Midland Circuit.—John Jenour and John Felgate with Humph.

Conyngesby and Guy Palmes. Westm., 22 Feb.

Pat. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 22d.

22 Feb. 182. For Sir Jas. Strangways.

Exemption from serving on juries, &c, and from being made

mayor or other officer. Westm., 22 Feb.

Pat. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 24.

23 Feb. 183. Clarencieux to [the Earl of Worcester], Lord

K. O. Chamberlain.

Since he came from Rouen has received his letters by the hands

of the Dean of Windsor. Accordingly has made fresh suit to the

. French King, the General and Robertet, as is necessary, Francis
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Clarencieux to [the Earl of Worcester]—cont.

had desired Suffolk and Mr. Dean [Sampson] to satisfy my Lord

of York as to the bishopric of Tournay and promised to write

in that behalf. Clarencieux has delivered the letter to Suffolk,

Mr. Dean has labored much in the matter. Sends him a bill of

wines he has purchased : those of Orleans are little worth this

year, those of Anjou worse. The ambassadors wish him to be one

of the commission to take possession of the lands of the Queen's

dowry. They wish to name Anthony Spynolla on the commission.

Would " liever go [to] Rome than to be in his company, for he is

called here as false and as lewd as liveth, &c. As for your prymers

I have bought and put them to be well lymelled, for Spanish blade

I can get none here." Paris, 23 Feb.

Hoi, p. I. Add,

23 Feb. 184. Sir Richard Wingfield to Wolsey.

B. O. Suffolk desires to know the King's pleasure touching Tournay.

If Francis can have hope of Tournay upon reasonable conditions all

matters will be easily adjusted. Paris, 23 Feb.

Hoi, p. 1. Add. : [To], &c. my Lord of York.

23 Feb. 185. For Robert Ormeston, alias Dykynson.

S. B. To be subclerk of the Parliament, during pleasure. Del Westm.,

23 Feb. 6 Hen. VIII.

23 Feb. 188. For Richard Rede, late of Petersfelde, Hants, yeoman

S. B. of the Guard, alias soldier of Tournay.

Protection : going in the King's suite for defence of the said

city. Del. Westm., 23 Feb. 6 Hen. VIH.

Fr. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 16.

24 Feb. 187. For the Prior and Convent of Malmesbury.

Conge d'elire on death of Ric. Frarapton, their abbot. Westm.,

24 Feb.

Pat. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 29.

24 Feb. 188. For Gregory Morgan.

S. B. Pardon, as of Chytterne, Wilts, alias of Gyllyngham, Dors. Del

Westm., 24 Feb. 6 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m.2i.

26 Feb. 189. Suffolk to Henry VIII.

Calig. D. vi. 169. The Prince of Castile's ambassadors labor for the marriage betwixt

B. M. [their master] and the second daughter of France (the Princess

Renee), and also for [the treaty] betwixt the French King and them,

but without success, for the French King and the Great Master told

him they would conclude nothing without Henry's knowledge and

advice. " [Sir], I can in nowise be content in my mind to see the

said Prince treat of any such matters without [your] knowledge,

considering the great goodness that your grace showed them in all

their affairs and necessities ; for it is to be supposed they would band

with the King against your grace if they could bring it about, as I

trust they shall not; for I would not for any good, that they should

be comprised on the French King's part, without that your grace

had of them [that] that your grace can rightfully demand. Where
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fore, and it please your grace to join with the said French King,

friend to friend, and enemy to enemy, not excepted the Pope and

the See Apostolic, and to make none [compre]henseun, but only of the

said Pope and the See Apostolic ; and over that to make no treaty

of amity with any prince without the express con[sent of] both.

Sir, I think this should be a singular . . . for this matter, and for

hoddar to gryth scholdbe gryttylle to your honner the

to tys and the todar es tochyng howme

you may not ondylle rye as he maid you spynd bout all

soo . . as you have by the Queen your wife I per

ceive that the said French King said King of Arragon

in none wise As I rode towards the Queen your sister's

Bonywyet with me, we met with the nwarhon

caum into the town, and accompanied [with] the most part of all

the princes of France with Monser himself. And so Bonnivet

[told] me that the King his master would set him in ... . ryen (?)

or else he would lyes (lose) his head. Whereby I perceive [he] has

a marvelous mind against him ; and therefore, and your grace

thinks my poor mind good, your grace may show it into such of

your Council as you shall think good, as it cam on your [own] mind

and not of me. And, Sir, if your pleasure be [to] go forth in this

matter, your grace must instruct me with all diligence that it may

[be] concluded before the confirmation of the od . . treaty, because

that it may be put in a arth[ycle] in the same (?) Sir, I am bold

to write your grace t[hus] my poor mind, because that it hath

pleased you hall[ways] to hear my poor mind, and the rather be

cause you said to me at my parting that, and you joun[ed] the French

King, that you would joun with him . . . And, Sir, as far as I can

perceive, you shall n[ot] et a more steadfast prince nor

one mo[re] attyed. And, Sir, seeing the appearance

of es Prince and the instableness of if you

have had good experience conseddar the same accord

ingly. [I beseech your gr]ace that none see this letter but me

[Lord of York ?] Sir, I by (beseech?) your grace that I may have

answer by this bearer in all the haste. And, Sir, at the [writ]ing

of this letter I had none answer from [your] grace of the re past I

had sent your grace." Paris, 26 Feb.

Hoi., pp. 3, mutilated. Add. : To the King's Grace.

26 Feb. 190. Suffolk to Wolsey.

Calig- D. vi. 167. Had written by the present bearer to the King and desired him

B. M. to show the despatch to none but Wolsey. Hopes they will

further the execution of the contents. Two things had induced

him to state his opinion : (1.) "that he showed me at my depart

ing from his grace that in case he should join iu amity with the

French King, that the same should be in a more firm and loving

manner than any of their predecessors had done heretofore ; (2.)

the second for that with more fervent desire

coveteth the perfect amity of And as far as I can

imagine, [I] esteem the amity with us afore all things." More

over, thinks the King shall find him a veritable prince of his

word. Thinks the amity would be for the honor and weal of both

realms. Paris, 26 Feb. (The letter is in the hand of Sir Richard

Wingfield.)

P.S. (in Suffolk's own hand.) Prays Wolsey to show the King,

" that an sen by that the Queen have not such things as she has
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Suffolk to Wolset—cont.

given him, I doubt not but that she shall have a good appointment,

and some of it ; of all which her grace and I both are content to

let the King take what he lest, whether it [were] money, jewel or

plate, whatsoever it be." Signed.

Pp. 3. Add. : To my Lord of York.

26 Feb. 191. Suffolk to Henry VTIL

Calig. D. vi. 178. This afternoon, after he had " dyes[patched the] armenschawes,"

B. M. Richmond brought him the King's letters, one of them written

with the King's own hand, for which he felt specially grateful.

Prays he may live no longer than he may [do] the thing " that

schall be oddarwyes dyn to your [hono]ur." Sends by the bearer

another letter on divers matters, which he trusts his grace will take

in good part, and begs to know his pleasure as shortly as may be.

As to harness here, it is not possible to recover more than

Mr. . . . has promised already, which he says shall be ready.

This day have ended all feats of arms for this tournay ; " and the

. . . this day was on foot at the barrier .... styng gawallemes

and morrespykes and won sourdys, which was a proper

feat." Paris, 26 . . . ., at night.

Hoi., mutilated, p. 1. Add.

26 Feb. 192. Suffolk to Wolsey.

Calig. D. vi. 171. Has received his letters by Richmond, assuring him of his

B. M. friendship, which, he says, he shall never forget " to me dyyng

[da]y." Wolsey will receive another letter by this bearer, ex

pressing his opinion in divers matters. Touching Tournay, he

will find it hard to get any land out of the French King's hand,

but he will assay it. Wishes he could obtain for the King a reason

able income. Paris, 26 Feb.

Hoi., p. I. Add. : To my Lord of York.

26 Feb. 193. Sm Richard Wingfield to Wolsey.

R. O. Will receive letters herewith. Without his help the conduit at

Calais must remain unfinished. Begs he may have, before the latter

end of March, a farm of the King's at Calais, called Cowswade.

of which he had written before. Paris, 26 Feb. 1514. Signed.

P. 1. Add. as before.

26 Feb. 194. Fabricius de Careto to Henry VIII.

Otlio, C. ix. 14. Had informed him of the expedition of Selim against the Sophi.

B. M. When he had entered the enemy's province, and found them bare

of provisions he advanced into the conntry as far as the borders

of Belgrade (?) (quousque Tauritanos fines), losing many by

famine and pestilence. The generals of the Sophi divided their

army into iwo. A fierce battle took place. The army of Selim

was pressed so hard that it could scarcely defend itself, much less

succor their fellows from Greece. They are both so weakened that

the Turk has abandoned the land of the Sophi, more in the guise of

a flight than a retreat ; and at a rapid river in Cappadocia, not

waiting the ford, he lost many of his troops and 30 of his guns, just

as the 25,000 Georgian cavalry came up. The Turk is at Amasia.

The whole of the East favors the Sophi against the Turks, espe

cially Anadola the Turcoman. Selim claims the victory. With
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26 Feb. 195.

S.B.

26 Feb. 196.

an easy effort the Turk may be driven from Europe. Greece is

abandoned. Fresh levies are hastening to Asia. Hopes he will not

neglect the opportunity. [Rhodes], 26 Feb. 1514.

Pp. 3. Add. Endorsed by Wriothesley.

For Christopher Cudworth, chaplain.

Presentation to the church of Parkham, Exeter dioc, void by the

death of Master Prude. Del. Westm., 26 Feb. 6 Hen. VIH.

Commission of the Peace.

Wilts—R. Bp. of Winchester, E. Bp. of Salisbury, Rob. Wil-

loughby Lord Broke, Wm. Lord Stourton, Ric. Elyott, Lewis Pol-

larde, Sir Walter Hungerforde, Sir Edw. Darell, Sir John Sey

mour, Sir Hen. Long, Sir John Scrope, Sir Maurice Barowe, Sir

Edw. Hungerforde, John Newporte, John Skyllyng, John Gawen,

Hen. Pauncevote, Jas. Lowder, Anthony Stylman, Rob. Caylewey

and Geo. Morgan. Westm., 26 Feb.

Pat. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 3d.

27 Feb. 197.

Galba.B.v.384.

B.M.

Sampson to Wolsey.

On Thursday 23 Feb. went to Ghent, trusting the Prince would

be there, who did not enter till 8 o'clock on Sunday. " From the

place of his entering till he came at the palace, both sides of the

street were garnished with torches of wax, from the ground to the

highest part of the houses." The Prince's ambassadors in France

write that there is a common opinion my Lord of Suffolk should

marry the French Queen. They think it a rumor of the French to

the dishonor of England, " and in os mych os they may, syns they

thynk sche schall be retornyd [to] the grett dishonor of the Queyn,

to be assemblyd to that mariage that othy[r] princes or noble men

schuld the less regard hyr mariage, for fer and dowth less othyrwys

be hyr mariage, whych ys now the grette[st] in Christondom, grett

streynth schuld fortown to Inglond." The King's enemies rejoice

at it ; the King's friends wish to see an alliance between him, the

Emperor and the King of Arragon. All men say that whatever is

concluded in these matters Wolsey is the doer. Finds Lady Mar

garet well disposed in the business of Tournay. Will lay before

the Council tomorrow Wolsey's rights. Sir Thomas Spinelly has

done good service. Does not expect much success. The French

party is mighty and the French King has written in favor of the

elect. The death of the French King has made a great change.

Now that the elect is present, without other provision, Wolsey's

administration ceases, as appears by his brief. Greatly regrets

things do not succeed better. Gawnt, 27 Feb. 1514.

Hoi., pp. 3, mutilated. Add. : My Lord of York.

27 Feb. 198.

Galba,B.m.292.

B. M.

Spinelly to [Henry VIII.]

Wrote last on the 14th. The Bastard ofVan[dom] coming out

of France was met by the Squire Bryssyll and conducted to Lou-

vain. He came to announce the French King's decease and re

quire the Prince's attendance at the coronation. Philip Dale has

been well received in France. Being asked who the Prince should

marry, he answered, France, Hungary or Portugal. Being asked to
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Spinelly to [Henht VIII.]—cont.

which the Prince was most inclined, he answered, " Unto France,

by reason of the conformity of the language, of the neybourtie and

continual frequentation that been between both the subjects. And

so he departed from the King and left him merry." A commission

will go into France, consisting of Nassau and others ; and con

sidering the anxiety of Nassau to marry the daughter of the Prince

of Orange, Spinelly believes the alliance with France will take

place.

The Archduchess is much changed since the death of the French

King and favors all these practices. The explanations of Berghes

are not satisfactory ; for he states that the late French King had

made the same proposals. John Cawler, the Prince's ambassador,

has returned from France for a larger commission. The Emperor

has written to Chievres to proceed no further. Letters have come

from France of the 25th, stating that the English ambassadors had

had their despatch ;—that the French intend to keep the Queen, pro

mising to deliver her when the King meets Francis at Abbeville.

They report that England has been very anxious for the continuance

of the alliance. The ambassador of Arragon told Chievres " that

peraventure he reckoned himself to be Emperor, and the graffer

of the Toison to be the King his master, considering that they take

upon them to marry the Prince, assuring him that if they so did

they and other their friends should have no cause to laugh at it."

He remonstrated in the same terms with the Archduchess. Gaunt,

27 Feb. 1514. Signed.

Pp. 6, mutilated.

27 Feb. 199. Spinelly to Wolsey.

B. 0. Wrote last on the 22nd. Has heard nothing from him or his ser

vant Ichyngham. Is writing to the King. Whilst at church with

Sir Edward Guldefurd heard from my Lord Berghes that the King

had written to Francis desiring him " to be pleased " with the mar

riage of the French Queen with Suffolk. Francis had not yet

consented. Lord Johnle and others had laid wagers about it. All

that love the King are sorry for such malicious inventions. Gaunt,

27 Feb. 1514. Signed.

P. 1. Add. : Rmo., &c, T. Arch[iepiscopo EJboracen. Endd.

27 Feb. 200. Seb. Giustinian to the Doge.

GiustDesp.i.46. Gives an account of the roughness of his journey. Certain mer

chants have received letters from London of the 12th and 15th

from Leonard Friscobald, a very rich merchant. By that of the

12th he says that Henry will maintain peace with Francis I.,

" who was negotiating for a conference with him, and within three

days the conclusion of these negotiations was expected from the

Duke of Suffolk, who is at the French court. By those of the 15th

he says it is settled that the aforesaid most serene Kings should

meet at Calais, and that his majesty of England had despatched a

messenger post haste to Florence for a great quantity of cloths of

gold and silk, so as to meet this most Christian King with honor."

Nothing has been heard of the reported movements among the

Switzers, or of the French King going this year into Italy. Lyons,

27 Feb. 1514.
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28 Feb. 201. For Richard Hurst, John Stooke and Richard

s. b. Stooke.

Licence to found a perpetual chantry, of one chaplain, in the

chapel of St. Thomas Abp. of Canterbury, Bloxwych, in the parish

of Walsall, Staff., for the good estate of the King, Queen Katharine,

Thomas Abp. of York, Sir Thomas Lovell, Treasurer of the House

hold, Henry VII. and Elizabeth his consort, Lady Lovell, late wife

of the said Sir Thomas, Anthony Fitzherbert, Serjeant at law,

Richard Hurst, John and Richard Stooke, &c. ; and mortmain

licence to alienate to the said chaplain lands to the annual value

of 8 marks. Del. Westm., 28 Feb. 6 Hen. VIH.

28 Feb. 202. Commission of the Peace.

Berks.—T. Abbot of Abingdon, Rob. Brudenell, Ric. Elyott, John

Newporte, Sir Th. Lovell, Sir And. Wyndesore, Sir John Dauncy,

Sir Geo. Foster, Sir Th. Fetyplace, Guy Palmes, Ric. Weston,

Th. Inglefelde, Wm. Besellys, Sir Wm. Essex, Jas. Strangways,

John Fetyplace, Wm. Fetyplace, Th. Wuton, Christ. Belyngham,

Geo. Wodward and Wm. Yonge. Westm., 28 Feb.

Pat. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 3d.

Feb. 203. [Wolset] to [Suffolk].

R. O. The King, by advice of the Council, is writing to Suffolk and the

other ambassadors in answer to their letters dated Paris, 18 Feb.

After consulting with the Council [on Sunday last],* the King

called Wolsey apart and bid him write to Suffolk to use all efforts

to obtain from the French King his plate of gold and jewels.

Doubts not he will succeed if he insist upon it. He would be glad

to allow Suffolk to return with the Queen, but not until he has

completed her business. Advises him, therefore, " substantially to

handle that matter and to stick thereunto ; for I assure yod the

hope that the King hath to obtain the said plate and jewels is the

thing that most stayeth his grace constantly to assent that ye

should marry his sister ; the lack whereof, I fear me, might make

him cold and remiss and cause some alteration, whereof all men

here, except his grace and myself, would be right glad." Encloses

copy of the letter the King has written with his own hand to the

French King. Could not induce him by any persuasion to write

otherwise ; " for his grace thinketh that if he should make plain

grant at the first instance of the French King he would think that

his grace was agreed to the said marriage before your coming thither,

and so consequently the French King might think that ye had not

been plain with him." Is to tell the French King that Henry reci

procates his desire for the interview ; but, as the amity must first

be concluded, Suffolk must, as of his own accord, procure the

speedy dispatch of the French ambassadors. He may feel the

French King's mind, what pastimes he intends to have and whether

he would be content to come to Calais, St. Peter's or some place

within the Marches.

Draft in Tuke's hand, corrected by Wolsey ; pp. 2, large

paper.

* These words are struck out.

E 2
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Feb. 204. Suffolk, West and Sir Richard Wingfield to

Calig. D. vi. 217 [WOLSEY].

B. M. As they have formerly reported to the King and Wolsey, they

expect that the alliance between the French King and the Prince

: of Castile will take effect, notwithstanding the assurances of the

French King, my Lady his mother and Mons. de Boysy that

nothing should be concluded without Henry's advice. "Never

theless, if it do proceed, it shall cause both the French King, the

Prince of Castile and their subjects to set much less by our amity;

and it is to be feared that the Prince of Castile and his Council

that now ruleth about him, upon the pride of the said alliance

and amity, woll suddenly arrest the English fleet and cast on the

merchants' necks all the arrearages of the Sewestoll and the toll

of the Hound, which amounteth to a marvelous great sum, not

able to be paid by our merchants without their utter undoing."

On which account they recommend that the Prince be not compre

hended in the treaty by either party, or that he be comprehended

under condition that he keep and confirm the intercourse of mer

chandise last concluded, paying such sums as they have forfeited

to the King for breach of the last treaty of marriage. They pro

pose this at Suffolk's suggestion, as it touches the common weal,

though they doubt not Wolsey foresees it. Paris, . . Feb.

P.S.—" My Lord, after this letter was dated, we rec[eived] from

the King's grace and from your good lordsh[ip] other writings

concerning the Queen's dote. A[nd] as in the King's letters it is

mentioned that w[e should] make composition for the Queen's

traduction, s[o as] we take no less sum than is contained in y[our

letter], we think that no composition but an extremity. Moreover,

seeing that she shall have all her stuff r[eturned ?], we think it not

reasonable to demand such [sums] as have been laid out by the

King's officers f[or] provision of the same, for she may not have

both [the] money and the stuff. And sithens it is likely that [we]

shall commune with reasonable men, we would be r[ather] loth to

demand anything out of reason. Whe[refore] we heartily pray

you to know the King's pleasure and farther mind in this matter ;

and by the [next] post we shall certify you of everything more [at]

large." Signed.

Pp. 2, mutilated.

Feb. 205. Sir Robert Wingfield to [Henry VIII.]

Vit.B. xviii.132. Where in a former [letter I advertized your grace that the]

B. M. army of Verona was good those which were ordained

to c[ross the] mountains might pass the surelier passed

forth to the said purpose, but [a small] river, called Myns, was

waxen so high that [they could not] pass at so many passages as was

necessary, and [they were] advertised that the Venetians, with the

French assisting, were in] readiness to meet them at disadvantage

where again to Verona ; and lest that purpose * * * Also

the Venetians were advertised that money should [be sent] to

Brescia ; wherefore they laid a bushment in the w[ay by which]

they should pass, and did it so covertly that the Emp[eror]

or they were war, and the pry .... [was tlakyn which is one

of the Earls of Lathrou .... other slain and token. Howbeit, as

God would, the mo .... [was] saved, which was a gracious adven

ture, for aud it h[ad not been] Bresse had not failed to have been
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yolden ; but it hath [been seen") this year that God, of his great

bounty, giveth comfort to those [who are in] great necessity. And

sith he hath increased his army with 3,000 footmen, so

that they now intend to carry to Bresse by force, or else

they will be beaten ; but it is f ... . the enemies will seal them a

safeconduct with their [when] they shall hear of the

quick setting forth of the S[wissers]. Also on that other side in

Friole, where the Emperor ke[eps a] garrison of Bohemians in a

strong town called Marrane, which of the Venetians, twain

years past, now of late the had corrupted part of the

inhabitants, which made [an attempt] to betray the town, where

upon the Venetians sent su[ch persons] as they thought meet for

the feat by water at [the time] appointed ; and on that other part

the Bohemians of all the train, and purveyed them sylv[es]

welcome, and suffered them to enter to [as they]

thought meet, and then d many of the Vene

tians] [I pray God a]t this time to visit your

grace with [his] , [and] preserve the same in prosperous

health, with [continuance of] his pleasure and your heart's desire.

Written in haste of Feb? 1515. Sends a minute of such

letters [as the] Emperor will write to the King of Hungary.

Desires shortly to be informed if Henry is satisfied with them, or

has any alteration to propose.

Hoi., pp. 2, mutilated.

■r. ms. 206. James V. to Chbistiern King of Denmaek.

13 B. n.233. Has received his letters and the articles from Norge herald, and

B. M. has had an audience with La Basty. Thanks him for his expres-

Ep. Reg. Sc.i. 196. sions of goodwill. Has been told how well La Basty was received.

Adv. MS. 436, He is now in Scotland and will attend to the business which

Christiern entrusted to him. Expects Albany daily. The peers

are about to meet, to deliberate on Christiern's demands and reply

to his herald, on his return from France. Will attend to the com

plaints of his subjects about goods and ships seized, and La Basty

will do the same in France.

Lat.

1 Marcb. 207. Commissions of the Peace.

Norfolk.—R. Bp. of Norwich, Th. Duke of Norfolk, Chas. Duke

of Suffolk, Th. Earl of Surrey, Rob. Radcliff Lord Fitzwalter, Wm.

Lord Willoughby, Sir Rob. Curson, Sir John Fyneux, Sir Hob.

Rede, Sir Th. Lovell, Sir Th. Boleyn, Sir Wm. Knevet, Sir Rob.

Brandon, Sir Jas. Hobart, Sir Th. Wyndham, Sir Philip Tilney, Sir

Rob. Clere, Sir Rob. Lovell, Sir John Audeley, Sir John Shelton,

Jas. Boleyn, Nich. Apilyard, John Straunge, John Spelman, Eras.

Calibut, Hen. Noon, W. Elis, Wm. Conyngesby, Wm. Wotton and

Eras. Moundeford. Westm., 1 March.

Suffolk.—-R. Bp. of Norwich, Th. Duke of Norfolk, Chas. Duke

of Suffolk, Th. Earl of Surrey, Rob. Radcliff Lord Fitzwalter, Wm.

Lord Willoughby, Sir Rob. Curson, Sir John Fyneux, Sir Rob.

Rede, Sir Th. Wyndham, Sir Arthur Hopton, Sir Rob. Brandon,

Sir Jas. Hobart, Sir Rob. Drury, Sir Ric. Wentworth, Sir Th.

Boleyn, Sir Wm. Walgrave, Sir Wm. Clopton, Sir Edm. Genney,

Sir Ph. Tilney, Sir Anth. Wyngfeld, Sir John Audeley, Sir Jas.

Framlyngham, Sir Ph. Bothe, Sir John Veer, Sir John Glemam,

Sir Ric. Candisshe, Th. Lucas, Wm. Ayloff, Humph. Wyngfeld,
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1 March. 208.

2 March. 209.

Galba, B. hi. 295.

B.M.

2 March.

K. o.

210.

2 March.

R.O.

211.

Commissions of the Peace—cont.

Lionel Talmagc, John Wiseman, Hen. Noon, John Suliard, Wm.

Playter, Edm. Lee and John Goldyngham, jun. Same date.

Worcestershire G. Bp. of Coventry and Lichfield, It. Bp. of

Hereford, Th. Earl of Arundel, Geo. Earl of Shrewsbury, Edw.

Sutton Lord Dudley, Sir Humph. Conyngesby and Rob. Brudenell.

Same date.

Herefordshire.—G. Bp. of Coventry and Lichfield, R. Bp. of

Hereford, Edw. Duke of Buckingham, Walter Devereux Lord

Ferrers, Rob. Brudenell, John Newport, Cbas. Bothe, elk., Sir

Gilb. Talbot, Sir Wm. Uvedale, Sir Griffin Rice, Sir John Lyngen,

Jas. Baskervild, Th. Dalabre, Th. Poyntz, Peter Neuton, Geo.

Bromeley, Th. Lynom, Wm. Rudhale, David Guilliam Morgan,

Roger Bodnam, Ralph Hakelett, John Braynton, RolandMoreton,

Wm. Clerk, Th. Monygton and John Dansey. Same date.

Pat. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. Id.

Herefordshire.—Same as above, with omission of Roger Bodnam

and Th. Monyngton, and substitution of William for John Dansey.

Westm., 1 March.

Pat. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. Id.

For Sir Edw. Cobham.

To be keeper of the park of Marwood and Wolleys in the lord

ship of Barnardis Castell. Westm., 1 March.

Pat. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 16.

Spinelly to Henry VIII.

Wrote last on the [27th] Feb. There have been great dissen

sions in the Council respecting Cawler's despatch. Chievres has

not carried his point. Nothing will be done without the privity of

the ambassador of Arragon. Berghes thinks matters here are in a

more favorable way. Cawler states that Mons. de Guiche is

to be sent from the French to England, and they are not inclined

to give up the French Queen. As Chievres complains of the

intelligence sent by Spinelly, begs to have a cipher. Gaunt,

2 March 1514. Signed.

Encloses a letter from the ambassador of Arragon to his fellow in

England.

Pp. 3, mutilated. Add.

Leo X. to Henry VIII.

Had consented at Henry's instance to recall Andrew [Forman]

Abp. of St. Andrew's (who had been ofgreat service to the Holy See,

and at the Pope's request had ceded the archbishopric of Bourges),

going as legate to Scotland. The Pope has persuaded the Arch

bishop that there is nothing he so much desires as the amity of Eng

land, and has commanded him, before entering Scotland, to visit

Henry and satisfy him ; which he has consented to do, provided he

may have a safeconduct. Rome, 2 March 1515, 2 pont.

Lat., p. 1. Add.

Rap. Bp. of Ostia, Cardinal St. George, to Wolsey.

Has written on several occasions in behalf of John Cavalcanti, a

Florentine merchant, now at London, who has lost a cargo of alum

and never recovered it. Begs redress. Rome, 2 March 1515. Signed.

Lat., p. 1. Add. : Rev., &c. Tho. Archiep. Eboracen.
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2 March. 212.

2 March. 213.

3 March.

R. O.

214.

3 March.

Vit. B.n. 123.

15. M.

215.

For Th. Wingfeld.

To bo comptroller in the port of Sandwiche.

Pat. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 24.

Westm., 2 March.

For Felix Massarozee, nephew of the Bp. of Worcester

(by his sister) and rector of Tredyngton, Wore, dioc

Denization. Westm., 2 March.

Pat. 6 Hen.VIII. p. 1, m. 32.

Suffolk and Sir Ric. Wingfield to Wolsey.

This afternoon the bearer came to him and his cousin Sir Ric.

Wingfield, to offer his service to England, " saying that he is the

pilot which hath conveyed the great ship of Scotland into these

parts," and has taken thither La Motte. He knows what way the

Duke of Albany is to pass and all the havens of Scotland on the

west, and offers to fetch the ships. Says he is well known to

many persons in England. Paris, 3 March. Signed.

In Wingfields hand, pp. 2. Add. : To my Lord of York.

Endd.

Poly[dore Vergil] to H. [de Corneto] Cardinal St.

Chrysogon, Bp. of Bath.

Excuses himself for not answering sooner his letters of the

17th Jan. Encloses certain legal documents. His brother has sent

the Cardinal 2,000 ducats. Two briefs have come from Rome of

the 8th Jan., one to the King and the other to the Bishop of Win

chester. In the former Corneto had consented to give up the

collectorship to the prizefighter (harenarius) ; in the other were

many passionate arguments. These created a great disturbance

and may perhaps cause Wolsey to write again, if he can satisfy

the mole. Fox has shown himself their friend. A heretic has

been put to death by the Bishop of London and created great out

cry. They are imposed on at Rome. The briefs have been ex

torted from the Pope or are surreptitious. Received his letters

of the 24th Jan. and the 3rd Feb.. stating his information respecting

the briefs. Has heard that Sadolet wrote privately to the prize

fighter. Must act silently and energetically, and make use of money

or the imperial influence : if the King write to him, must answer

humbly in his usual fashion and fear nothing, for the Bishop of

Winchester would not take their part unless he was assured that

somebody else cared for this business, and not the King. If they

will but fight they will conquer. Through fear of what the prize

fighter will say has given only nine dispensations in the month of

February.

Very few will pay the Peter pence ; they say they will wait the end

of the dispute,—among them the Abbot of St. Alban's. Has begun

to pay the Theatin. Begs he will ask nothing from them de stica

solis, until he has made his collection. The mole has comforted

the prizefighter. "Nupertalpa consolatus est harenarium de eo

conquerentem quod se his implicuit curis, longissimis Uteris, et ait

quod nuper dum pontifex iret venatum, est suam sanctitatem

allocutus et ilia promisit scribere brevia tarn ad me quam ad Cant,

sub censuris ut possessio pacifica harenario daretur." Begs Hadrian

to prevent the danger. The mole has asked the prizefighter to

press for a final composition, with letters from Wolsey or the King,

to persuade the Pope that they are interested in this matter, though
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*f. 127.

3 March. 216.

i March 217-

R.MS.

13 B. II. 242.

Ep. Beg. So. i. 207.

Poly[doee Vergil] to H. [de Cobneto] Cardinal St. Chry-

sogon, Bp. of Bath—cont. '

they aro not. Has no leisure at present to attend to the town

house. The mole has written to the prizefighter that Corneto has

many cardinals who favor him in this business of the collectorship.

Proposes certain arrangements for the collection, and that Corneto

should give a pension to some of those about the Pope, to settle the

dispute. He himself has offered le. mi. 100/. annually. Sends an

old account made in the time, of Bishop Oliver. A rumor lately

came of the death of Cardinal Gurk, on which his benefices were

sequestered. Will obtain no money from the archdeaconry till

after Easter. Parliament and convocation are now sitting. Supposes

they will have to pay for the present war. Hopes the Queen of

France will be married to the Prince of Castile. The Duke of

Suffolk is now in Paris to pay his respects. London, 3 March

1515.

P.S.—The King's ambassadors leave on the 10th, with letters for

the Cardinal. Perhaps it will not be allowed without the permis

sion of le. mi., who are* hateful to heaven and earth. The Bp. of

Rochester will be glad to visit him. Will send by his hands the

King's gift.

■J Le. mi. is* so tyrannical towards all men that his [influence]

cannot last. All England abuses him. For money's sake he is

now [treating of] peace with the French without reverence for

man or God.f

Hoi., Lat., pp. 7, mutilated.

2. Another copy in the hand ofAmmonius ; and at f. 126* is appa

rently a postscript to the same letter, addressed to Wolsey, expressing

the thanks of his holiness to the King and Wolsey, and showing

him the indecent words that Polydore speaks of the Pope. The

Pope has seen similar letters, expressing that the King is but a

boy and is ruled by others, and signs papers without knowing their

contents. Would be glad to have some manifest reason for chas

tising Hadrian, and requests that his and Polydore's letters may

be intercepted.

The address is pasted by mistake on the next folio (126**).
»

For Robert Mundis of Norwich, worstedsherman.

Protection ; going in the retinue of Sir Ric. Wyngfyld, Deputy

of Calais. Westm., 3 March.

Fr. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 16.

James V. to Leo X.

His ancestors have honored the apostolic see since their con

version to Christianity in A.D. 312, and have obtained certain

privileges, &c. To the same effect as the following. St. Andrew's,

4 March 1514.

Lat.

4 March. 218.

B. MS.

13 B. II. 241.

B. M.

Ep. Keg. Sc. i. 204.

James V. to the College of Cardinals.

The privileges granted to the Scotch Kings are already well

known, viz., that vacant prelacies should not be filled up for eight

months contrary to the King's wish. His father refused his

countenance to the Council of Pisa, though Scotch Kings have

* Singular and plural.

t This passage does not now occur in Polydore's letter.
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often died in the cause of France. Hopes the privileges ratified by

Pope Alexander, and mentioned in Leo's letter sent by Balthasar

Stuart, will not be infringed. On the death of James IV., Andrew

Bishop of Murray, ambassador in France, obtained letters from

the French King and Albany, by means of which he usurped the

disposal of the prelacies and other high offices of Scotland. For

these misdeeds he was declared a rebel and deprived of office. Is

determined not to allow him to return to Scotland. Has written

also to the Pope, asking him to annul all letters in his favor and

to grant no prelacies except according to his letters. Asks them

to hear the dispute fairly. If this be done, ambassadors will be

sent to offer his services in their behalf. St. Andrew's.

Lat.

219.

Adv. MS. 100.

220.

R.MS.

13 B. II. 240.

B. M.

Ep. Reg. Sc. I. 203.

James [V.] to Cardinal St. Mark, Protector of Scot

land.

Requests the Cardinal, who has already procured two years'

indulgence for James Abbot of the Benedictine monastery of

St. Margaret, Dunfermling, to get it lengthened to five years,

as the Abbot is the King's treasurer and indispensable to his

service. Writes to the Pope in this behalf. Desires credence for

Gilbert Strathane. Is displeased with the other John Barri,

" veteranus homo," for doing things without his orders and giving

offences to his servants. From the palace near Edinburgh.

Copy, Lat., p. 1.

James V. to Cardinal [St. Mark].

Writes also to the College of Cardinals concerning the Scotch

prelacies. Encloses a copy. Thanks him for using his authority

to preserve their privileges. Will not submit to their violation.

Leo will consider the state of the kingdom of more importance than

the interests of one man. Desires credence for Gilbert Strachan.

Copy, Lat.

5 March. 221.

Galba,B.m.297.

R.M.

Spinelly to Henry VIII.

Wrote last on the 2nd. Encloses a packet from Sir Rob. Wing-

field. The French have told the Prince's ambassadors that England

is anxious for the continuance of the treaty and allows them to

marry the Queen if they please. Chievres and Ravenstein have

accordingly charged their ambassadors to conclude the marital

alliance with France. Thinks the Emperor's consent must be

gained. The ambassador of Arragon is very angry. Gaunt,

5 March 1514.

The Archduchess has been compelled to write in favor of Don

Diego for money he pretends to be due to him in England.

Signed.

Pp. 3, mutilated. Add.

5 March. 222.

Calig. D. vi. 176.

B. M.

Suffolk to Wolsey.

Begs Wolsey to help him now as he has done always. When he

came to Paris he heard many things which put him and the Queen

in great fear. " And the Queen would never let me [be] in rest

till I had granted her to be married ; and so, to. be plain with you,

I have married her harettylle and has lyen wyet her, in soo moche

[as] I fyer me lyes that schc by wyet chyld." Fears lest the King
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Suffolk to Wolset—cont.

should know it and be displeased with him ; had rather be dead than

that he should be misconteut. Entreats Wolsey not to let him be

undone, which he fears he shall be without his help. " Me lord, as

me thynkees the[re is no] rymede in thys mattar bout that I

m[ay obtain] anoddar lettar of the Frynch K[ing and a let]tar of

the Frynch Quyen, and a es nodar to the Kyng mo

[sovereign lord] dyssearyng hes grace that the her by

thym the wyche shold by m to hall Franche and that hes

grace schold .... parssayef that thay wold by glad to se et . . . .

most honnorabylle that cold by and in . . . spyssealle by caus that

hall the nobyll men [of] France by her. Me lor, I dowth not bou[t

that] thay wyell wreth thys for me ar how y[e] schall thynke

byst they schold wreth For I by sche you to in stroke

me in h[all] the hast possebbyll. Me lor, they marre as wyell in

Lynt as howth of Lent wyet lyssenes of anne boussope. Nhow,

me lord, [you] know hall and in you es hall me trest ; by[sche]yng

nhow of your asseurd helpe and ... I may have ansar from you of

thys and [hall] me oddar wrettynges as schort tyllo as ... . may

by possebbyll, for I enseur you that I have as hewye a hart as anne

man lyw[yng] and schall have tell I may her good [tidings] from

you." Paris, the V . . . [M]arch.

P.S.—" awartessed the kyng in me [letters] . . sent

that I have wretton to dywares to awartes hes grace,

prayng hes grace .... yth doo hes grace sarwyes in scheth mat-

tars . . . ave wretton to in that hes grace wold by [coun]tent that I

myth have the dooyng of et . . . . ave that I myth by the more

exstemed in thes [p]artys non thyng messeyng (?) hes grace of

[t]hys mattar in thys lyettar, for I whold . old not for hall the good

in the warld he schold know of et bout as you schall [t]hinke byst."

Hoi., pp. 3, mutilated. Add. : To me Lord of Yorke.

5 March. 223. Suffolk to Wolsey.

B. O As touching the Queen's matter and his, thinks that a diamond

with a great pearl, hereby sent from the Queen, should be delivered

to the King, with a promise that whenever she obtains the residue

ho shall have the choice of them according to her former writing.

" Me lord, sche and I bowth rymyttys thes mattar holly to your

dyskraseun, trestyng that in hall hast posebbyll wye schall her

from you sum good tydynges tocheng howar afyeres." 5 March.

Hoi., p. 1 . Add. in Sir Ric. Wintffiel&s hand : [T]o my Lord of

York.

224- Wolsey to Suffolk.

R O. Writes to him with sorrowful heart, perceiving by his letters

dated at Paris, the 5th, that he has secretly married the King's sister,

and they have lived together as man and wife. Could not do other

wise than show Suffolk's letter to the King, although the Duke

begged him not to disclose it. The King would not believe it, but

took the same grievously and displeasantly, not merely for Suffolk's

presumption, but for breaking his promise made to the King at

Eltham in Wolsey's presence, and would not believe he would have

broken his promise had he been torn with wild horses. Is so per

plexed he can devise no remedy, considering that the King, out of

love to Suffolk, was content " that with good order and saving of his
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honor ye should have in marriage his said sister. Cursed be the

blind affection and counsel that hath brought ye hereunto ! fearing

that such sudden and unavised dealing shall have sudden repen

tance." Suffolk must induce Francis to write in his favor, pay

yearly to the King during the Queen's life 4,000/. of her dower,

thus leaving her 6,000/. and over, return the gold plate and jewels

the French King had with her, give up her " dote," bind the French

King to pay 200,000 crowns he is bound to pay for the said " dote,"

as the King has declared by his letters lately sent. Will not advise

him to advance any further in the matter of Tournay, as proposed by

the French King. Ho will have enough to do to take care of his

own matters. He is in the greatest danger that ever man was in.

Draft in Wolsey's own hand, pp. 2.

225. [Suffolk] to Henry VIII.

Calig. D. n. 184. Begs the King's forgiveness for his offence in this marriage and

B. M. intreats " for the passion of God" that it may not turn his heart

against him: "but punish me rather with prison or otherwise as may

be your pleasure. Sir, rather than you should have me in mistrust

in your [helart that I should not be true to you as thys may by

accusseun, [strjyke of me hed and lyet me not lyef. Alas ! Sir, my

Lord of York hath written to me -two letters that [it] should be

thought that the French King would make . . . es hand with your

grace, and that a would occupy me as [a]n instrument there

unto. Alas ! Sir, that ever it should be thought or said that I

should be so ; for, Sir, your grace not offended, I will make good

against all the world [t]o die for it that ever I thought any such

thing or did thing, saving the love and [ma]rrag of the Queen,

that should be to your displeasure, [I p]ray God let me die as

shameful a death as ever did man." But for this he might have

said there was never man that had so loving and kind a master as

himself, or master that had so true a servant as the King had in

him.

Hoi., p. 1, mutilated.

226. Mary Queen of France to Henry VIII.

Calig. D. vi. 242. Excusing her marriage with Suffolk and stating that she had

B. M. constrained him to break his promise to the King. The two friars

Green's Royal had put her in despair of the King giving his consent to the match

and Must. Ladies, if he came to England.

1 199- Hoi, pp. 3. Add. F.ndd.

227. Mary Queen of France to Henry VIII.

R. O. Begs he will remember that she had consented to his request,

and for the peace of Christendom, to marry Lewis of France,

" though he was very aged and sickly," on condition that if she

survived him she should marry whom she liked. Since her hus

band was dead, remembering the great virtue in my Lord of Suffolk,

" to whom I have always been of good mind, as ye well know,"

she has determined to marry him without any request or labor on

his part. She is now so bound to him that for no earthly cause

can she change. Begs his good will. Trusted him as one who

had always honorably regarded his word. Has come out of France

and is at Calais, where she will wait till she hear from him. Binds

herself to give up to him her " dote," all such plate of gold and
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Mary Queen of France to Henry VHI—cont.

jewels as she had with Lewis, and to give such securities for repay

ment of her dower as he shall think fit.

A draft in Tuke's hand, very much corrected, and with one or

two corrections by Wolsey, who has changed her expression

" tender and loving manner" into " humble manner." Pp. 2.

228. Mary Queen of Fhance to Henry VIII.'

Calig. D. vi. 249. Desires to hear more often from him, as all her trust is in him,

B. M. and shall be during her life. Beseeches him to keep the promises

Green's Royal he made her before she took leave of him " be the w[ater s]yde.

and Ulust. Ladies, " Ser, yowr grace knokethe (knoweth) w[ell t]hat y ded mary for

*• 18"* yowr pl[easure] thys tym ; and now I tro[wst th]at [you] wel

sowfor mc to to do ; for, Sere, Ik., {some lines almost

entirely lost) * * * rs that they dothe[ ; and I i]nsowre yowr

grace that [my my?]nde ys not ther wer they wold have me, and I

trowst y[o\vr grTace wol not do so to me that [have aljwes bene so

glade to folfel yo[wr] mynde as I have bene, wer to [I] be schye

(beseech) yowr grace wol ha[vel graun . . . ae maryde yn on ny

plaa[s .... ]ng wer as my mynfde i]s I wel be ther wer as y[owr

g]race nor no nothyr shal h[ave] any goye of me, for I prom[ise

yolwr grace yow shal her tha[t I] wel be yn some relyge[us

hojwse, the wche I thyncke yow[r gr]ace wold be very sory

of a[nd] yowr reme allso. Sere, I k[now w]el that the Kyng that

y ... we wol sende to yowr gra[ce . . ] hys oukloke the . . . . ro

of . . . &c.

IIol., pp. 4, mutilated. Add. : " To the King my brother."

229. Mary Queen of France to Henry VIII.

Calig. D. vi. 247. " [Plese it yo]wr grace to understande [that wh]are as I wrote

B. M. unto yowr [grace] towchyng my jewels and plate wyche I

promeste yowr [gr]ace, sowche as I have shal be at [yo]wr com-

mandemente ewer wil . . . fe. How be yt tys nat so wele [as] I

wold yt had bene, for thyr [is] mochc styckkyng thyr at. [Ho' w

be yt I dowte nat but I [sch]ale have yt at the lyncke with t ic

good helpe [of] yowr grace and yowr [Cownlcele that be here.

Sere, I thyncke my Lord of SowfFolke wole wr[ite m]or playndler

to yowr gra[ce tha]n I do of thys maters. [The]n wan yow and

the .... ngrede with yowr gr[ace and] I have thym I wil

.... yow my part of th re, the Frenche Kyng . . .

spekys many ky[nd ward]s unto me a[nd doth affirm] ne that he

ha[the a] specyalle myud to ha[ve] peace with yowr gr[ace be]foro

anye prynce Cry[stend]. And, Sir, y wold beche (beseech) yowr

grace that yt myt so be, yf yt [myt] stonde with yowr favowre

[and] playssowr, for by the men[es] and fayvowr of yowr gr[ace]

I have obtaynede as mych honnowre in thys raym [as] was possybel

to any woma[n to] have, wyche causys m[e to] wryte to yowr grace

[in tjhys matter. Over and ab[ovc] this I moste humbly bese[che]

yowr grace to wryte to th[e Fr]anche Kyng and al [yo]wr cnbas-

sadowrs here, [that they]e make all they sp[eed] possybele that y

m[ay come] to yowr gra[ce, for my] sengler dess[ire and [co]mforte

[is to see] yowr grace abowe [all thi]ngs yn thys world. [As

kn]aokys owrc Lord, how [ewe]r presawre yowr grace.

" By your lowyng

Swster Mary."

Add. : The Kynges grace, me brodar. Endd. : The French

Queen's letter.

Hoi., pp. 3, mutilated.
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6 March. 230. Mary Queen of France to Henry VIII.

Vesp. F. hi. 17b. Thanks him for his comfortable letter. Hopes he will continue

B. M. his favor to her and her friends, and send for her with all con-

EUis, 1 S. 1. 121. venient speed. Paris, 6 March.

Add. : The King's grace.

6 March. 231.

Calig. IX vi. 176.

B. M.

6 March.

S.B.

232.

Suffolk to Wolsey.

Thanks him for his " comfortable writing," and prays him to

[have] in remembrance the short coming home of the Queen

and him. Had followed Wolsey's instructions touching Tournay,

to inquire, as of himself, what lands the French King would

give in exchange for it, having been privately spoken with

on the subject by Mons. Bohousse, who represented that " the

King his master was marvelous desirous to [re]cover it, and that

he would think it a marvelous kindness in the King my master if

he would [be con]tent to let him have it for so reasonable a sum to

be paid in years." Suffolk gave it as his own opinion that the

coun[ty of Guisncs might be taken in exchange for it (?)]. On

this, Bohousse asked him to dinner next day, when he told him

that he had communicated with the King and the King's mother,

who were willing to treat for the delivery of the county ; " [never

theless the King knew well that there should be a [great] clamor on

the side of the King for the delivery [by the] subjects of the said

county ; for he said that they were the best Frenchmen in France.

Whereunto [I] replied that the King my master should have no

less clamor for the delivery of the city of Tournay and Tornassen,

and so [I begged] him to advertize you to the intent that you

[might] break with the King in it." Desires Wolsey

to get him and his fellows a commission, " and in . . . sseunes, and

I dowth not bout y' you and I schall [do] the Kyng howar mastar

byttar sarwyes [than] anne men lywyng in thys mattar, and hall

[hi]s oddar afyrres in thes parttes. Me lorde, I trust [by] your

good means that the King my master may be dravn (?) by me [to]

the intent that the King here may know that the King [my] master

is so good lord to put me in trust [in] this matter, which shall

cause him to be more gladder to be good to me in all [other]

affairs." Paris, 6 March.

Hoi., pp. 3, mutilated. Add. : To my Lord of York.

For Sir William Compton.

To be bailiff and parker of Beaudeley and parker ofYernewodde,

Salop. Del. Westm., 6 March 6 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 24.

7 March. 233. For John Cundalle of London, salter, native of Scot-

S. B. land.

Denization. Del. Westm., 7 March 6 Hen. VTH.

Pat. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 24.

8 March. 234.

Galba,B.m.l38.

B.M.

Charles Prince of Spain to Henry VIII.

For indemnification to Peter Martenez, merchant of Dort, for

injuries done to him by Will. Knevez of the town of Lynden, who

had robbed him of 20/. Ghent, 8 March 1514. Signed.

Fr., pp. 2.
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8 March.

8 March.

S. B.

235. Pirates.

Commission of oyer and terminer to Thos. Earl of Surrey,

High Admiral, and John Batemanson, LL.D., and Christ. Mid-

dylton, Bachelor of Law, commissary and deputy of [the said Earl]

in respect of the piratical offences alleged to have been committed

by John Baker, John Brigenden, and John Bristol, and their

adherents. Westm., 8 March.

Pat. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 26d.

236. Town of Appleby.

Commission to Brian Palmes, John Erneley, Sir Christopher

Pikeryng, Thomas Wharton, Ambrose Crakenthorp, Geoffrey Lan

caster and Henry Salkeld, the King's justices, to make inquisition

whether the burgesses of Appulby, Westmor., can afford the fee

farm rent of 20 marks a year, by which they hold their borough or

town, as appears by charter, 27 April 14 Edw. II. ; and if the town

have so fallen off that they cannot pay the same, then from what

cause and from what time.

Pat. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 26d.

Del. Westm., 8 March 6 Hen. VIII.

9 March. 237.

B.O.

10 March.

R. O.

238.

10 March. 239.

Galba.B. m. 320.

B.M.

Mart Queen of France.

" Be it known to all manner persons that I, Mary Queen of

France, sister unto the King of England, Henry the VHIth, freely

give unto the said King my brother all such plate and vessel of

clean gold as the late King Loys of France, the XHth of that

name, gave unto me the said Mary his wife ; and also, by these

presents I do freely give unto my said brother, King of England,

the choice of such special jewels as my said late husband King of

France gave me : to the performation whereof I bind me by this my

bill, whereto with mine howne hand and signed with my name, and

to the same have set my sawlle, the ix"1 day of February,* the year

of our Lord fifteen hundred and fourteen.

" By your loving sister, Mary Queen of France."

Hoi., pp. 2. Endorsed : A bill of gift, &c.

Leo X. to Henry VIII.

A month since Polydore Virgiaius, the papal subcollector in

England, arrived at Rome with letters recommending his continua

tion in the office. He had been confirmed in it by Hadrian Car

dinal St. Chrysogon. Since then three letters have been received

from the King, requesting the office for Andreas Ammonius, Henry's

Latin secretnry, which the Pope had granted, assuming the Car

dinal's concurrence. As the Cardinal doubted the sincerity of this

intervention, had written to England requiring its confirmation.

The Cardinal assents to the arrangement. Sends a confirmation.

If the King be not hearty in this desire and wish the Cardinal

to remain in his ancient position, begs he will notify the same by

the messenger. Rome, 10 March 1515, 2 pout.

Lat., p. 1. Add.

Sampson to Wolsey.

Has written before " to y ne3S for your administra

tion." Wolsey will perceive that "with tha that now be governors

' Apparently for March.
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12 March. 240

Calig. D. XI. 86

B.M.

12 March. 241.

S.B.

y]ow have no favour," though my Lady is very good. The am

bassador of Arragon is active in Wolsey's behalf, so is Sir Thomas

' [Spinelly]. Lord Fiennes gives him fair words and refers him to the

Prince's Council. The Lord Barges does nothing : the rest are

faithful Frenchmen. Has already mentioned the Lord Chancellor's

offer of a compromise. On demanding of him the terms the elect

would agree to, found that they amounted to his having all parts

of his bishopric, past and future. Replied that even if Wolsey

released his claims the King was entitled to the temporalities.

When he said he had no power to accept a composition, but would

refer it to Wolsey, the " Chancellor said for nothing he would . . .

or his rehearsed," and that if Sampson would write his

demand he would refer it to the Council. Encloses his demand and

their answer. On receipt of the latter requested an interview with

the elect, but he was gone to Bruges. Will go thither on Monday ;

meanwhile will use his spiritual power to deter him from taking

the fruits. The time has come for action, as the Chancellor

disputes Wolsey's authority altogether. Thinks the Pope will

justify his grant, and if Wolsey desire it, suspend the Bishop.

Ghent, 10 March 1514.

Hoi., pp. 3, mutilated. Add. : My Lord of York.

[Louisa of Savoy] to Henry VIII.

Requesting him to allow the Duke of Suffolk's marriage to take

effect, and assuring him of Suffolk's devotion to his service. Paris,

12 March, Signature burned.

Fr.,p. 1. Add.

For James Metcalfe, usher of the Chamber.

Custody of the possessions of his brother Francis Metcalfe, an

idiot, and Joan his wife, in cos. Northt., Oxon, Leic. and Rutland.

Del. Westm., 12 March 6 Hen. VHI.

Pal. 6 Hen. VIII. p.\,m. 33.

13 March. 242.

B. O.

The Lieutenant for the Mayor

of Calais to Henry VIII.

and the Aldermen

Have received letters from Humfrey Bannaster, the mayor, who

is now at Paris, and also a copy of the King's letters dated Green

wich, 7 Feb., directed to Sir John Wilshyr, the comptroller here,

the mayor, and Thos. Proat, bailly of the lordships of Mark and

Oye, by which they perceive the King is informed by Thos.

Thacker that he is deferred from justice, by the favor of the mayor,

in his actions against Peter Roy, Peter le Negro and Bartholomew

Costopolegrino. The mayor in his said letters asked them to state

the case as it really was. Have accordingly enclosed the process as it

is registered here in the books of record, which will prove that

no partiality has been shown. Have, moreover, other communica

tions made by the said parties, which they have not written, as they

commanded them to be brought in writing at 9 o'clock the next

morning. Peter Roy offered to go to London with Thacker and

there answer him according to law, as Thacker alleged the trespass

had been committed there, but he refused to do so. After that

he suffered the action before them to abate and recommenced it

before the said bailly of Mark, in which court the mayor has no

jurisdiction. The action is still before the bailly ; and the mayor

soon after went to Paris and is not yet returned. Calais, 13 March.

P.I. Add.
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14 March. 243. Henet VIII. to Max. Duke of Milan.

Vit. B. ii. 132. Has ordered his ambassadors, now going to make profession of

B. m. their obedience to the Holy See, to pay their respects to his excel

lency. Greenwich, 14 March 1514. Signed.

Lot., p. 1. Add.

14 March.

R. O.

Rym. xiii. 473.

244.

14 March. 245.

R. o.

Rym. XIII. 475.

Francis I.

Commission to John de Selva and Peter de la Guiche to treat

for peace and intercourse with England, and renewal of the league

of London. Paris, 14 March 15 J 4. Signed and sealed.

Francis I.

Commission to John de Selva and Peter de la Guiche to arrange

for the payment of the one million g. c. promised by Lewis XII. to

Henry VIII. Paris, 14 March 1514. Signed and sealed.

[Calig.E.i. II.?]

IT. 261.

B. M.

246. P. de la Guiche to Wolsey.

Calig. E. i. 77. * * * * He will, notwithstanding, do his best to conclude the

B. M. affair If the King of England be willing to accept 400,000

crowns=100,000 francs, his master will agree to it. Begs he will

use his efforts to conclude.

Hoi., Fr., p. 1, mutilated. Add. : A Mons. &c. Mons. le Cardinal.

247. P. de la Guiche to [Wolsey].

Has given the message [to the King] contained in Wolsey's

Latin letter written with his own hand. The King professes his

gratitude. The rebellion of Francisca Maria [Sforza] is as dis

tasteful to the King of France as to the Pope. Aid has been sent

accordingly to the latter of 700 men at arms and money.

Hoi., Fr., pp. 2.

248. France and Scotland.

R. T. 137. "Instructions a Maistre Jehan de Plants, docteur es droits con-

Teulet's Pieces seilher du Roy, embassadeur dudict seigneur par devers le Roy,

et Documents Regent et Seigneurs du Conseil d'Escosse."

relatifs a 1'IIist. 1 . To assure them of the good will of Francis and his wish to

de l'Ecosse, i. 3. preserve the old alliance between France and Scotland, which he

has empowered Albany to ratify. 2. That he will not forget the

services of the late King of Scotland to the late King of France.

3. That he sends Albany to aid them with his advice and has com

missioned him to declare his intentions. 4. That the late King of

France would not have made peace with England without letting

Scotland know, but that his kingdom was attacked on every side by

the Swiss, the King of Spain, the Emperor and England. 5. That

[the said treaty expires in January next and]* Francis has sent

ambassadors to England for peace, in which Scotland will be in

cluded ; 6. but that if England refuse or propose to make war on

Scotland, Francis will aid The King of Scots with money, men and

ships. 7. He has commissioned Albany to ask to have the younger

brother of the King of Scots brought up at the French court.

Fr.

* These words scored out in. the document.
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14 March. 249.

15 March. 250.

R. 6.

15 March. 251.

1 6 March. 252.

S. B.

20 March. 253.

GiustDesp. i. 48.

Commission of the Peace.

Northumberland.—Rob. Lord Ogle, Sir Wm. Hilton, Sir Ralph

Bowes, Sir Edw. Musgrave, Sir Humph. Lisle, Sir John Bowl-

mer, John Bentley, Christ. Broune and Christ. Metford. Westm.,

14 March.

Pat. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. M.

Magnus to Wolsey.

Will understand the news by the letters. Has received the

greatest part of the revenues due for the last year from Hexham,

(.wing to the activity of Lord Uacre and his brother Sir Christopher.

Mr. Adam and himself are suprised they have had no letters from

the King and Wolsey touching their last, " which were with you

at Fastens." When they meet with the Queen of Scots' servants

they will know what to do. Albany is setting forward iuto Scot

land. Will leave for the South, unless they have commandment

otherwise. Ten prisoners are in ward at Hexham and Carlisle for

nonpayment of their rents. The Scots are in great confusion,

making inroads into their own marches. Abbots and priors deter

mine their elections by force. Sandy Jarden has come out of

France into Scotland and boasts of the coming of Albany. Kirk-

oswald, 15 March.

Hoi., p. I. Add. : My Lord Arch[bi]sshop of York. Endd.

For Th. Burgh, elk.

Presentation to the church of Fulbek, Line, dioc, vice John

Constable, resigned. Westm., 15 March.

Pat. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 31.

For Charles Earl of Worcester, Chamherlain.

To be receiver of the lordship of Dynas and Walsshe Talgarth,

Marches of Wales. Del. Westm., 16 March 6 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 31.

Seb. Giustinian to the Doge of Venice.

On the loth arrived within two leagues of Paris. Had a visit

from Count Gian Giacomo Triuki. He told them that, from fear of

the Swiss entering Dauphiny, he was to be sent to Lyons by Francis,

who proposes to add 8,000 lansquenets to the 4,000 now in Pro

vence. These forces, he said, were well nigh mustered in Gucldres;

and, if there be no fear from the Swiss, the King will descend into

Italy. The design was opposed by those who thought that the

King must first establish himself in his kingdom ; that the peace

between England and Flanders would be concluded, but not the

tiuce with Spain, as Ferdinand wished to include in it the duchy of

Milan, to which Francis would never consent. A secret message

has been sent by tho Doge of Getioa to arrange their affairs.

Francis demands 150,000 crowns for destruction of the Lantern.

He is so very liberal he would drain tho very blood from his veins,

but his mother hoards money and claims the management of every

thing. De Boissi, formerlyhis governor, has great influence with

him, next to him the Bastard of Savoy, then the Constable of

Bourbon, then Lautrec. " Triulzi evinced great regret at his

majesty's being under petticoat government, condemning, moreover,

his mode of life since he became King, which is in this wise. He

F
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Seb. Giustixian to the Doge of Venice—cont.

gets out of bed a little before noon : then, after dressing and hearing

mass, he forthwith dines and immediately afterwards withdraws to

his mother ; and, after remaining a short while at the Council board,

occupies himself with incessant amusement until supper time, so

that with difficulty can one find an opportune moment for transacting

business with him." Have not yet had their audience on account

of the indisposition of the Chancellor. Paris, 20 March 1515.

20 March. 254. For Sir Samson Norton.

S. B. Release, as Master of the Ordnance to Hen. VII. and Hen. VIII.,

of 5,209/. lis. Id.; also of 45/. 17*. 8d. received of John Heron,

treasurer of the Chamber ; of 5,800/. received of Sir John Cutt ;

166/. 13s. Ad. received of Sir John Daunce ; 380/. 16s. of Sir Gil

bert Talbot, late Lieutenant of Calais ; 41. of Sir Richard Sache-

verell, late Treasurer of War in the Vanguard, for the provision

of ordnance, &c. for the war ; of 97/. 14s. Sd. for the selling of

289 cart horses at Calais by command of the King ; and all

other arrearages " a priticipio mundi." Del. Westm., 20 March

6 Hen. VIII.

22 March. 256.

Calig. D. vi. 254.

B.M.

Green's Letters

of Royal Ladies,

I. 198.

22 March. 257.

Vesp. F. in. 50.

B.M.

22 March. 255. Leo X. to Wolsey.

R. O. Thanks him for his good offices, an account of which he has

heard from the Bp. of Worcester. Has told the Bishop what he

intends to do for Wolsey's honor, commanding him to write to

Wolsey on the subject. Rome, 22 March 1515, 3 pont.

Lat., p. 1 . Add. : Ven. fratri Tho. Archiepiscopo Eboracen.

Mary Queen of France to Wolset.

Thanks him for the letters my Lord of Suffolk lately received by

Cooke, by which she perceives |that Wolsey will not abandon her

and Suffolk in their extreme trouble.

Hoi., pp. 2. Add. : [To] my Lord of [Yjowrke. Endd. : The

Frenche Quene.

Isabella of Arragon, widow of Frederic King of

Naples, to [Mary Queen of France].

Has lately been informed of her kindness towards her son

Alphonso, Infant of Arragon. Ascribes it to the piety for which

her house has always been remarkable. Had trusted, by favor of

Mary's most Christian husband, the misfortunes of herself and her

children would be alleviated. They have been driven from their

country and their rule to wander, like beggars, nearly all over

Europe. Have reason, therefore, to regret with her the death of

the King (ipsius Regis). Trusts she will bear it with fortitude.

Begs Mary, when she writes, to commend her, and especially her

eldest son Ferdinand, (who, she is aware, though innocent, is in

prison;) to the King her (Mary's) brother. Ferrara, 11 kal. Apr.

1515. Signed.

Lat., pp. 2.

22 March. 258. For Sir James Strangwyce, alias Strangweys, of

s. B. Harlesay, York.

Pardon and release as late sheriff of Yorkshire. Del. Westm.,

22 March 6 Hen. VIII.
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22 March. 259.

S. B.

For David Lawley.

Wardship of Peter, son and heir of Humphrey Blyke ; and grant

of the issues of his possessions from 6 Nov. 6 Hen. VIII. Del.

Westm., 22 March 6 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 26.

22 March. 260.

S.B.

For Alan Fyndelason of London, brewer, native of

Scotland, a denizen.

Grant of all his confiscated goods. Del. Westm., 22 March

6 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 26.

23 March. 261.

Galba, B.ni.299.

B. M.

Spinelly to Henry VIII.

Wrote last on the 10th and received his letter dated the 16th.

Has communicated to the Archduchess the clauses of the King's

letter. She has promised to silence the indiscreet reports of the

Prince's ambassadors. She is glad of the coming of the English

ambassadors, saying, that if the confederacy of the Emperor,

England and Arragon take effect, it will ruin all those that desire

the contrary. Spinelly told her many things were well devised

which were never executed. Thinks that the King of Arragon

will punish Chievres for his insolence in removing the ambassador

of Arragon from the court, cherishing Spaniards, saying by the

help of France they would expel the King from Castile, &c.

When the ambassador of Arragon saw no way of counteracting

Chievres, he pretended to be on good terms with him ; to which

design Spinelly was made privy. The Archduchess desires him to

say, that she is sore displeased with Chievres, that the Emperor

has not listened to Count Felix or to the Bailly Damount, sent to

obtain his consent to the treaty with France.

Nassau has married the daughter of the Prince of Orange. The

French make provisions in Burgundy and Dauphiue to resist the

Swiss. By means of Albany France will aid the Chamberlain of

Scotland. Frescobald and Galteroti have heard from Rouen that

the Duke was there, and that Obbeabarton (Rob. a Barton), the Lord

Maly with other pirates were at Hounflete ready to sail with him.

Jakys Oggeby, a Scot, has returned out of France to the said

Chamberlain. The Bishop of Murray has written to say he will

attend the Duke. He has gotten a bishopric [for] the Earl of Angu s'

brother. Hears that the Duke, not being able to find a crayer in

this country, has gone towards Sceryssey [near] Amsterdam.

Advises that the children of the Scotch Queen come not into

French hands. War is begun between France and Spain. On

Monday will go to Lord Berghes with the King's message. The

Scotch ships are ready to sail from Camfer. Desires a cipher.

Gaunt, 23 March 15[14]. Signed.

Pp. 7, mutilated. Add.

23 March. 262. Spinelly to Wolsey.

B- O. Wrote last on the 15th. Has since been at Bruges with Samp

son touching the bishopric of Tournay. He is determined to have

the whole of the revenues of the see, and declares the Pope's brief

is of no effect. Wolsey must, therefore, take some other method.

Thanks him for the King's letters. As Lord Berghes is absent,

P 2
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Spinelly to Wolsey COJlt.

has not delivered his letters. Will ride over to him on Monday

next. Desires a cipher may be sent and his servant Ichyngham

despatched. Gaunt, 23 March 1514. Signed.

P. 1. Add. : Tho. Arch. Eborac. Endd.

23 March. 263.

[Calig. E. i. n. ?]

I. 214 b.

B. M.

[Montmorency?] to [Boissi,] the Grand Master [of

France].

Has received his letter from Paris of the 15th. The money was

necessary, or they would have been bankrupt. The King has

written (Tom a escript) to the Admiral. The sum he proposes to

send is all very well, but will not serve for the dislodgement of this

place, as the Swiss have left. Thinks he is aware of the death of

the General of Normandy. Hopes he will send him a large sum

of money, as it is impossible to conduct such an army without it.

Hears that the Swiss are beginning to move {desce[_ndre]). At

Vigesne, 23 March.

P.S.—The enemy are retiring to Alexandria.

Copy, Fr., pp. 2, mutilated. Same hand as in f. 214.

26 March. 264.

[Calig. E.i. ii.?]

I. 213.

B.M.

Francis I. to Bonnivet, Admiral of France.

Has received his letter of the 16th. Is sorry to hear that

Marshal Montmorency had been attacked with a fever and pains

in the reins. Madame was extremely ill : the flux has not left

her, but she is better to-day. Is to urge the Sieur des [Lignes] to

make another descent with their people by ... . Varetz and

Bergamasque. This will compel them to succor Milan or aban

don it altogether. He is not. to run any hazards. Has ordered

50,000 francs to be sent him. Has seen the contents of the letters

of Count de Carpy and St. Marsault. Since then has heard from

the Seneschal of Lyons of the arrival of the Archbishop of Capua,

who wishes his mission to Paris to be kept secret. The more he

considers the affair of Fontarabia the more he is convinced of the

mistake that has been made. Madame has takeu this morning nine

pills of rhubarb, " qui out fait bonne operation." She is now out of

danger. Bloys, 26 March.

Copy, Fr., pp. 3, mutilated. Same hand as f. 214.

March. 265.

[Caiig. E.i.ii.?J

I. 212 i>.

B M.

Francis I. to [Bonnivet] the Admiral, his lieutenant in

Italy.

Has received his letters of the 19th. Is glad to hear [of the

recovery] of Montmorency and that affairs go well. All that is

possible shall be done for tho payments. Madame is improving.

Bloys, . . . March.

Copy, Fr., p. 1, mutilated. Same hand as f. 214.

2 1 March. 266-

P. S.

For Gerard Danett, squire of the Body, and Mary

his wife.

Grant, in tail male, of the manors of Bidford and Brome,

Warw., which belonged to Henry Lovell Lord Morley. Greenwich,

4 Jan. 6 Hen. VI II. Del. Westm., 24 March.

Pat. 6 Hen. VII1. p. 2, m. 31.
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25 March. 267 Seb. Giustinian to the Doge.

Giust Desp. i. 50. Gives an account of their audience with Francis I. Were told

by him that he intended to enter Italy and had concluded a treaty

with the Archduke, who tendered homage for Flanders and agreed

to espouse Madame Renee. He spoke bitterly of the King of

Spain as a tyrant and deceiver, but said he would not now dare to

move ; and that England, without the aid of Flanders and with

the uncertain friendship of Scotland, would have small power

against France, as at the last time, when it lost time and treasure

before Terouenue, which the King was now having rebuilt. Ho

said he could recover Tonrnay whenever he pleased. He was

well disposed to Henry VIII., " who seemed, however, to be

raising a difficulty by requiring his majesty to withdraw his pro

tection and amity from Scotland, which ho would never do." His

difficulty of descending into Italy is the state of the treaties, as

he cannot bring his troops together without exciting suspicion.

Paris, 25 March 1515.

2G March. 268. Cardinal St. Chrysogon.

Vit. B. u. 130. His deed appointing Andreas Ammonius to the office of sub-

B- M- collector in perpetuity. Rome, 26 March 1515.

Copy in the hand of the Bishop of Worcester's clerk, p. 1.

27 March.

H. O.

269.

28 March.

S. B.

270.

28 March. 271-

S. B.

29 March. 272.

Vit. B. ii. 131.

B. M.

Fiddes' Wol., C. 15.

Hadrian de Corneto, Cardinal S. Chrysogon, Bishop

of Bath, to Wolsey.

Thanks him for the favor shown to himself and Polydore in the

office of collector. Commends their cause to his consideration.

Rome, 27 March 1515. Signed.

Lat.,p.\. Add.

For Bernard Cavalcanti, merchant of Florence.

Licence to retain the customs on all his imports and exports

during the next five years to the amount of 1,000/. Del. Westm.,

28 March 6 Hen. VIII.

Fr. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 13.

For William Cantwell of Bedford.

Pardon. Del. Westm., 28 March 6 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 33.

Silvester Bishop of Worcester to [Wolsey].

The Pope has expedited bulls in favor of the appointment of

Ammonius to the collectorship, making sure that Hadrian would

not oppose it, which he did, affirming that the King never dictated

the letters, and that he had heard from a very high councillor in

England that the King did not intend he should be turned out of

his office. The Pope compromised it, appointing Andreas subcol-

lector, reserving to the Cardinal a pension of 1,400 ducats, as the

King will learn from Ammonius, by which the Cardinal will suffer

no loss. The King will not be surprised if the briefs granted to

the Cardinal are somewhat excessive, as it was done to satisfy him.

It is the intention of his holiness that the King should declare

Ammonius his subcollector [and a deed] be given him by the

Cardinal for that purpose. Andreas will inform him of the rest.

Rome, 29 March 1515. Signed.

Lat., pp. 2, mutilated.
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29 March. 273. Sir Richard Wingfield to Wolsey.

, K. 0. Recommends Richard Pacye, the bearer, just come from Rome.

Paris, 29 March 1515. Signed.

P. 1, in the hand of Spinelly's clerk. Add. : My Lord the Abp.

of York.

29 March. 274. For Robert Bryght, elk., LL.D., the King's chaplain.

S. B. Presentation to the church of Lytylbury, London dioc, void by

death and in the King's hands by vacancy of the bishopric of Ely.

Del. Westm., 29 March 6 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 6 Hen. VIII. p. I, m. 26.

30 March. 275. For Thomas Gressham, chaplain.

P- S, Presentation to the church of Sidropys, Norwich dioc, vice

William Hales, deceased. Richmond 26 March 6 Hen. VHI.

Del. Westm., 30 March.

Pat. 6 Hen. VIII. p. I, m. 26.

30 March. 276- Seb. Giustinian to the Doge of Venice.

Giust. Desp. i. 55. Gives an account of his audience with Louise of Savoy, who

s expressed herself favorable to Venice, as did also Madame de

Bourbon : the Swiss are holding a diet, to make some arrangement

with France : she said her son would certainly go into Italy. After

Easter he is going to Lyons, then to Dauphiny and Provence.

He has despatched to Marseilles Friar Bernardin and Prejean, with

orders to fit galleys. Du Boissi asserted the same, so did Vendome,

" a prudent youth." He said that an arrangement will be made

with England, as the Duke of Suffolk, who is yet there, had

promised. They are negotiating with the Swiss through the

Duke of Savoy. The Provost of Louvain had come from the King

of the Romans to prevent the agreement with Flanders, but

finding it concluded, had proposed an alliance between France and

the Emperor. Visited Mary the Queen Dowager ; were assured

by the English ambassadors that the agreement with France would

certainly be effected. Property has been made over to Mary,

leaving her annually 80,000 francs. On the 29th had an audience

with Francis, who complained of the low condition of his finances,

occasioned by the debts of the late King. He said that Ferdinand

had by his envoy Gabrieleto requested a truce of three years, but

it had been refused. In fine, placing his hand upon his breast,

he said, " Assure the republic on my behalf, that, on the word of a

gentleman, a year from this day, or thirteen months at the utmost,

shall not elapse ere she recover her whole territory." He asked

after Andrea Gritti, of whom he spoke highly. Paris, 30 March

1515.

31 March. 277. J. de Berghes to Wolsey and others.

Galba,B. in. 141. Has received their letters in answer to his. Is glad of their

B. M. affection to the Emperor. Will do what he can for the redress of

the matters referred to. Berghes, 31 March. Signed.

Fr., p. 1, mutilated.

Add. : Messieurs larchevesque de Jorck, le Due de Nortfolck et

levesque de Wincestre, et a chacun dculx. Endd.
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31 March. 278.

Er. Ep. ii. 2.

Erasmus to Cardinal Grymani.

Explains the reason why he had never returned. Had resolved

to visit England, to which place he had been invited by powerful

friends and the King's favor. Great promises had been made him

and he intended to have spent his days there. Has not found his

expectations fulfilled. The King has been taken away by a foreign

war. YVm. Mountjoy, his oldest friend next to Henry Berghes

Bishop of Cambray, has been overwhelmed with warlike business ;

" ut inter hujus regni barones animo magis quam re beatus."

Is under great obligations to Abp.Warham, of whose sobriety, ex

perience, sagacity, industry, judgment and modesty Erasmus speaks

in the highest terms. All the liberality and kindness he had experi

enced from the whole College of Cardinals when at Rome were made

up to him in Warham. Two years ago was to have visited Rome in the

suite of Fisher Bishop of Rochester, a prelate very like Warham ;

but Fisher was suddenly recalled. Last year had gone to Basle

about his new edition of St. Jerom. Gives an account of it. Had

intended dedicating it to Warham, but proposes now to dedicate

it to Leo. Expects, next summer, to bring out his notes on the

New Testament. Has in hand a treatise De Instituendo Principe,

intended for the Archduke Charles. Speaks of the persecutions of

Reuchlin. Proposes visiting Rome next winter. London, pridie

kl. April 1515.

31 March. 279. Erasmus to Cardinal St. George.

Er. Ep. ii. 3. Excuses his long silence. Speaks of his treatment in England,

and the favors he had received from Ruthal Bishop of Durham

and the Archbishop of York (Wolsey), who is now omnipotent with

the King : li nam regiis curis sic adest ut maxima pars publicorum

negotiorum in hujus inclinet humeros." Had been invited to Eng

land with great promises. The King was very friendly, so much so

that a little before the death of his father he had written a letter

with his own hand to Erasmus, then in Italy, " ut vel ex his

singulare quoddam et regno dignum ingeniuin possis agnoscere.''

Complains of the troubles of the times and his own hopes having

been dashed by the warlike propensities of Julius II. St. Jerome

is now in the press. So much care has been bestowed upon it,

that nothing like it will have appeared for the last twenty years.

Speaks strongly in behalf of Reuchlin. London, pridie kl. April

1515.

3 1 March. 280. . For William Audewyn of London, fishmonger.

S. B. Protection ; in the King's service for the victualling of Calais,

Del. Westm., 31 March 6 Hen. VIII.

March. 281.

Calig. D. vi. 260.

B. M.

Francis I. to Henry VIII.

Hod received Henry's letter thanking him for the great affection

he had shown to his sister Mary, " ma belle mere," and to " mon

cousin " the Duke of Suffolk, and informing him that the said

Queen has lately written with her own hand desiring above all things

to return to England, which Henry also desires and prays Francis

to allow. " Et apres son retour a v[ous] communique oveques

ele et sen .... intensyon que aryes a ma contemplation] et pour

honneur et faveur dem[ond]yt cousyn de Sufort de tantplu[s . . .]
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Francis I. to Henry VIII.—cont.

commande. Mon frere, quant er mersys que mo fayte

e jay en vers . . . . de mon dyt cousyn

nen estre mil besoyn que je y veus contynuer de . . . .

eus et pour lonneur et a vous et au regart de son alee de . . .

et la este est et sera touryours en . . . verte quant le tans se

trouvera [con]venable." Thanks Henry for his assurance that he

would hold Suffolk " pour recommande " on his account. Queen

Mary has again told him that she is more and more desirous that

the marriage between her and Suffolk should take effect, and has

this day desired him again to write to urge Henry to consent to it,

which he not only does in this letter, but has written more at

length to his ambassador, Mons. de la Guysche, instructing him

what to say to Henry on the subject.

Hoi., pp. 3, mutilated. Add. : A mon bon frere et cousin.

March. 282. John de Selva to Wolsey.

B. O. He and De la Guiche would have visited Wolsey, but could not

do it twice in one day without suspicion. Had thought it better

to send him the caskets (vnsa), and with them a goldsmith to

unpack them. Will visit him to-morrow and bring the inventory.

Hope the business will be satisfactory to the King and Wolsey.

Lat.,p.l. Add.: Rmo. etc. Domino Ebor. archiepiscopo.

283. Suffolk to Wolsey.

B. O. Sends his letter in all haste. In conformity with his wish to know

what jewels and plate could be had to satisfy the King, they havu

done the best they can. Cannot decide upon the Queen's right.

Has persuaded Francis to share with her "'that the King might

see that he dealt not to extremity." He will give her 50,000 crowns

in gold plate and the same in jewels, being half the whole, on con

dition that it be accepted as a free gift. Must have the jewel that

he sent by Richmond returned, as it never goes from the Queens

of France.

Hoi., pp. 3. Add.

b. o. 284. Account of Jewelleey for the Queen of France.

" Parcels delivered unto the French Queen's use, as followeth,

[by Rob.] Amadas and Hen. Wheeler before her departing over

the sea."

of silver graven with the arms of England

weighing 15| oz. at 3*. 4rf. the oz., 51s. 3d.

Queen's baldric weighing 2£ oz. 76s. ; [mak]ing of the same, 13s. Ad.

Fine gold for the garnishing of the Queen's frontlet, 14 oz. ^ dwt.,

at 40s. per oz. Silvering for the garnishing of 4 carving [knives],

65s. I0d. A case for " the King's collar of garters,." 4s. " [Mak]yng

new of a gilt pot to a macher [Mr.] Compton hath in his keeping

weighing [more than] the old pot by 2 oz., 6s. 8rf." ; making

and gilting the same pot, 46s. To Henry for mending the collar

of diamonds, 20s. ; &c. Total 175/. 18s. Paid to Rob. Amadas

and Henry Holtwelcr [by Sir Hen.] Wyat, for device on baldric,

4 roses set with diamonds . . . . , 91. 5s. 2d. Delivered to the same

a double A, set with fair diamond and a fair large table balais.

with a [lar]gc pearl, weighing together with the gold If [oz.,
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to wh]iche there must be made an M of a goodly [size], 47s. 2\d.,

Delivered to them a bracelet to mend, 2 triangle diamonds, to

diamonde called a (lake and [a rou ?]nde peal, and 4 table diamond,

a fair [diam]onde taken out of a cross and 9 fair pearls, to make a

device for her neck ; also 8 pearls and 9 rubies, all orient taken

[out of t]he M, and 12 pearls taken out of the K, to set in [a

bra]sslet, and 6 roses of rubies and 14 small pearls [for ano]ther

bracelet ; also 9 fair rubies set in Colettes. Total, 72/. 7*. 2d.

" Rest clear to the said Amadas, 102/. 14s. Ad."

To.Wm. Holland. New making of 2"pots broken [and a] collar

of the Queen's, 8/. Making of a chafing dish, weighing 35 oz., at Ad.

the oz. New making of 4 bowls of the Queen's broken, 20s. Sd.

New making of an ale pot, of a broken ga . . . pot, parcel gilt

21s. 9d. ; &c. Total, 19/. 15s. 9d.

To John Twyselton, goldsmith. For 25 ozs. of [cra]mpe rings of

gold, at 40s. the oz. For 140 ozs. of crampe rings of silver, [at]

4s. the oz. For mending of a chafing dish, [with the] head and the

ring broken off, 3s. For mending of a great pot, \2d. Total,

78/. 4s.

Grand total, 200/. 14*. Id. ; " which sum, John Heron, we will

that ye content and pay upon the sight thereof. " Signed :

Henry R.

Paper Roll, much mutilated.

March. 285.

Calig D. vin. 278.

B. M.

News from France.

" The articles of Antonyne by th "

Item, this man says that Albany will embark on the 1st April

with 400 men of arms and 4,000 foot, but does not know where

he will sail to ; that Pont de Remy has left to go beyond the

mountains ; that Monsr. de Vuydaine has sought (purchasse)

Mons. de Mailly, but has not been heard, and De Mailly has

been sent to Loches. He was taken in consequence of some repre

sentations made to the French ambassadors then in England, but

knows not on what charge. The informant was at Molynes in

Bourbounois at the baptism of a son of the Constable, where an

Italian told him the Queen of England would have a male child

within a year, and offered to stake his life on the truth of it, but

till he comes to England must have money for his wife. It is

said the Duke of Gueldres intends laying siege to Tournay with

the aid of France. The King of France said lately that if England

intended war ho should know it within 15 days. The son of

the King of England's barber was present.

Fr., pp. 2, mutilated.

1 April. 286.

Vit. B. xvni.138.

B.M.

Sir Rob. Wingfield to Henry VIII.

" Pleaseth your Grace [to understand that on the .... day of

last] month, I wrote my last l[etter unto the same from the]

village of Medyllwoolde in Bavier hath come to

my knowledge, for it was [said that the Emperor] came to this town

mid this day at eight in [the morning lie desired] that I should at

tend upon him in the cathed[ral where I was] above with him in a new

oratory to which he ma lodging by a secret gallery
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Sir Rob. Wingfield to Henry VIII.—cont.

new edified." His majesty came thither soon after, and Wingfield con

gratulated him on being delivered " out of the shackles of Insbr[uck

and] of mountains. It pleased him to shew me in this

Though my good friends of France have in time of

rejoiced, saying the fox is taken, blessed be God, th

in that case that the thing which was wont to too full is now

asswaged, and for his pastime in th to have slain with

his hawks of ' mylons' herons above fifty, and a hart to boot.

And therefore what[ever] the French say, blessed be God, I am not

so tied but th[at I can do them] harm and they search it. Which

words spoken and made as I thought meet, he asked me

if I had reccy[ved letters of] late from your Grace, or how your

. ambassadoura ha[d succeeded] concerning the Queen your sister.1'

To which Wingfield replied, that he had heard nothing more since

he spake with his majesty on the subject in Ins[pruck]. " Then

he said, I hear tidings often out of [France, but] because I am ex

perimented in their practices I ta[ke little account] of them,

saving that I know well that th[eir purpose is] chiefly to deceive,

and that thereupon is forged [the rumors] of marriages and

many other things and devices they might

as in time and there were no contra[ry]

I trust {some lines lost)

made none answer he made a little hus

I am sure ye write often to my brother [of England ; to] which

I answered that I wrote not so often, as I was [out] of matter

worthy writing." " Then he said I pray [you when] ye shall

write next to say, that I recommend me right [graci]ously unto my

said brother, and I desire him not to think [it strlange in that mine

embassade cometh not so quickly toward him [as ] I was deter

mined." This was owing first to the death of the French King,

\ secondly to an accident which happened to the Bishop of Brescia

whom he had intended to send, and thirdly to the advice of his

Council not to tend another in his place, till it was known what

arrangement had been made between Henry and Francis for the

Queen, Henry's sister. His Council think too great intimacy

between England and France injurious to the amity between

himself, Henry and the house of Burgundy, " as hath been proved

more times than one." After muss the ambassadors of the Pope,

Arragon, Portugal and the Archduke, who had been in a reserved

place in the choir, came to the Emperor, who was thus prevented

from resuming the conversation with Wingfield

(Some lines lost) " . . . . also it is said wherefore it is

thought that causes he shall also

i treat those of the aforesaid Duke of "

Desires to be despatched [before] the last day of May ensuing,

and to be provided with [money], or have leave to return. If the

latter be granted, will gladly sell his chain to be his conduct. Augs

burg, [1] April 1515.

IIol., pp. 3, badly mutilated. Add. Endd. : Sir Rob. Wingfield,

primo Aprilis.

1 April. 287. Christopher Coo to Wolsey.

Calig. B. ti. 77. On Thursday last took a boat, with six Scotchmen in it, in the

B. M. Fyrth. It had been sent from the Lord Hewm of Fastcastell to

descry what ship he was. One of them who was with his servant
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told Coo they had mistaken him for a Frenchman returning with the

Duke of Albany, whom his master and the South party intend to

make King. The Queen is at Stirling. There is a quarrel between

the Earl of Angus and Alexander Hume, whom they have made

lord warden. They have divers times assembled, but never fought.

There is no ship in Scotland rigged for war : all are in France, for

" their Lord Protector, as they call him." If he be so strong as

they say he is, Albany will come, "mawgre all the ships now being

in the sea," for he comes in The Great Michael, " a ship as much

as The Sovereign and The Margaret, and another ship called The

Jamys, ships of 200 the least," with Robert of Barton and others

appointed by the French King to accompany him. Heard this

from a Frenchman who left Depe within these eight days. Had he

met with any of them " ye should have had better news." Palm

Sunday, in the rode of Holy Elonde.

Hoi., p. 1. Add. : To the right honorable, &c. my Lord of York.

Endd. : Coois lettre dated primo Aprilis.

1 April. 288. Gilles de Pommeraye to Marshal Montmorency.

[Calig. E. i. ii.?] Urges every effort to provide finances. The King has great

i. pleasure in hearing of the state of the army. He is continually

B. M. reproached with the descent of the Swiss, of which they have

heard no news. Has just heard from Boursigault confirming it.

Hopes he shall never be employed again in soliciting money : he

never was so ill treated before. The King is the Marshal's best

friend. Has more reliance on him and the Admiral than on all the

rest of France, and every day at his table speaks marvels of it.

Madame is still unwell. The King has told him that the army

that was at Fontarabia is entirely dispersed, but he thinks it is

that the King Catholic may be better provided for Italy. Bloys,

Palm Sunday.

Copy, Fr., pp. 2, mutilated.

1 April. 289. For the Monastery of Malmesbury.

Assent to the election of Ric. Camme as abbot. Westm., 1 April.

Pat. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m.31.

2 ApriL 290. Christina Queen of Denmark to Henry VIII.

R. 0. Most urgently requests him to send over to her a relic of

St. Thomas of Canterbury as soon as possible. Town of Oden,

1515, the next day to Palm Sunday.

Danish, p. 1.

2 ApriL 291. Spinelly to Henry VIII.

R O. Wrote last on 31 March. A friend at Bruges received letters

from Paris, 29th ult., stating the Bishop of Murray had arrived at

Lyons. He had borrowed money at Rome, and because of his

hasty departing into Scotland, Albany intended to send a post

to Bruges. The French have great trust in the Savoyan being

nuncio apostolic in Scotland. Alliance between France and this

Prince [Charles] has been concluded, and the marriage between

the Duke of Lorraine and the sister of the Duke of Bourbon and of
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Spinelly to Henry VIII.—cont.

the Lord of Nassau with the Prince of Orange's daughter. French

troops have been sent into Burgundy and Dauphine to resist the

Swiss. The Pope's brother and his wife have left the Duke of

Savoy for Florence and Rome by sea. By reason of the expiration

of the truce three Spanish merchants have been taken by the French

" for good price" (lawful prizes ?). Lewis Carottz, ambassador in

England, has written for a Zealand ship to be sent to Plymouth to

convey him to Spain. Encloses a letter to the Privy Council from

Lord Berghes. He advises the King to keepTournay safely till he

knows how he stands with the French, and offers to provide troops

for it from Cleves under the conduct of Turke. A new treasurer has

been appointed at the pleasure of Chievres, to the discontent of

Feuys. The French King is urgent to marry his daughter to the

Duke of Gueldres. Mons. Doroys, lord steward of St. Omer, has

been sent prisoner to the Prince, charged with wishing to betray

the town to the French. Gaunt, 2 April 1515. Signed.

Pp. 3. Add.

2 April. 292. To the Abp. of Canterbury, Chancellor.

S. B. For letters of dedimus potestatem to the Bp. of Salisbury and

Sir Henry Long to take the fealty of Richard Camme, elected by

the King's foundatory licence abbot of Malmesbury. Richmond,

2 April 6 Hen. VIH.

2 April. 293. For Rooer Darley, elk.

S. B. Presentation to the church of Mansefelde, Chich. dioc., void by

death. Del. Westm., 2 April 6 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 15.

3 April. 294. Sir Rob. Winofield to the Lords of the Council.

Vit. B.XTHI. 140. Wrote last on the .... [from] Bavier [to their

B. M. lordships], and to the King from Augsburg on the 1st [April].

Hopes they will remeniber him ; complains of being forgotten.

Has spent all his money. Wishes to be discharged of his office, but

can get no remedy. Has made many requests to the King and to

their lordships, but none are complied with. Does not suppose

they would care whether he " do sink or flete so that to the former

twain if I adjoin many kinsmen and few friends than

la disarmed, that flight is more necessary till new

[provision] be pourveyed, than to die desperately like a beast

un[der a hedge], the rather because it is well known that th[e many

a] time I have complained, and me secmeth that so many ex

my complaints hath appeared unto and hath had the

other of the King's servants as hath been in these co[untries ]

appear that'12 or 14 horses with as many servants

with 20*. by the day, for I assure you and w[hat with]

horse and man with shoeing and [other] their things

(Some lines here lost.) as well in

array for myself and nt also in meat and drink with

rewards ell is, marriages and christenings, with so

many passage of English pilgrims toward Rome, sending

[of the] King's letters to the postmaster with rewards as well to the

l_ma]stei's as to the messengers." In addition to all this, WingfieldL'
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has spent nearly 250 marks in purchasing horses and mules, which,

to be paid for out of 20d. sterling a day, may be likened to the five

loaves and two fishes spoken of in the Gospel. " And for a botche-

ment" the imperial cortege will, it is said, stop in this city, the

dearest in all Almayne. His lodgings cost 3*. -id. sterling a day,

and he must give rewards to trumpeters, minstrels and fools. This

declaration will clearly show the state he is in, and he hopes their

lordships will send him succor, and " that in this good time of

Easter all [the h]oll Christendom will be piteous and boun

teous." Has received from the Marquis Casmyrus of Brandenbourg

a sword and a dagger for Henry, which Wingfield will send by

Derrick, a servant of Suggests that a letter be written

by the King to the said Marquis in Latin, thanking him for the

gift, as well as to show that Wingfield has not been negligent in

the matter. Augsburg, 3 April ....

Hoi., pp. 3, mutilated. Add. : To the Right Excellent, Reverend,

Noble and Honorable Lords and Masters of the King's Council.

Etidd.: Sir Robert Wingfield, 3 April.

3 April. 295. Mary Queen of France to Wolsey.

R. O. Hears that West, one of the ambassadors at Paris, has been made

Bp. of Ely. Begs that her servant, John Pnlgravc, M.A., may

have Egylsfeld in the diocese of Durham or the archdeaconry of

Derby, now to be vacated. Paris, 3 April. Signed.

P.\. Add.: My Lord of York.

3 April. 296. Suffolk, West and Sir rue. Wingfield to Wolsey.

Calig. D. vi. 220. On the 2nd inst. Suffolk received his letters, whereupon this

B. M. day they had an audience of the King, and showed him that

Henry was content to conclude a ]K?ace l'or both their lives nnd

to comprehend the Scots under t lie same conditions as last time,

if the French King would by his letters apart promise not to

send the Duke of Albany into Scotland. "Whereunto he an

swered that if the King would not pass the peace with him as

it was last concluded, he thought he should esteem him much less

than the King that dead is." They had remonstrated about the

Duke of Albany's going for two hours, and his final answer was

that he had promised the Scots to send him and could not now stop

him with honor. They urged " that he was the most suspect person

that might be sent for the surety of the two young princes and the

Queen, for he not only pretended title to the crown of Scotland, but

also he was called thither by the young King's adversaries and also

made himself party with them, as it appeared by such letters as

[we] had showed him on Saturday last past. Whereunto [he]

answered that he would jeopard his h[ead and] bind him by the

censures of the church, [by] oath or by pledges that the said

Duke s[hould do] nothing contrary to the surety and hon[or of

the] said King of Scots, his brother or the Q[ueen], but only

appease the variance within th[e realm] and cause them to sue for

peace to the King's highness, which if he brought not about

[within] three or four months to the uttermost he would [bring]

him home again. And of all this, he said, [he had] ascertained his

ambassadors there, and sent [them] his instructions to show the

King." Nor would he even consent to delay Albany's departure,
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Suffolk, West and Sir Ric. Wingfield to Wolsey—cow*.

Baying that if he were not there within 15 days he should do little

good. " And undoubtedly, my Lord, yesterday betw[een . . and]

5 of the clock at afternoon, the said Duke of [Albany] departed

towards Orleans, and from [thence] goeth to Toures and so down

by wa[y of] Bretaigne. Moreover we showed the Ki[ng that]

lie had sent both money and artille[ry] ; and he said he had sent

U5uij other thi[ng than he] was bounden to do by the promise of

[the King] that dead is, but and he had not been bounden he said

they should have had none of him. As touching Tournay he made

no great contradiction in it. We moved him also to know the

certainty when the Queen should depart, and he said that he was

contented that she should depart at her liberty the Saturday next

after Quasimodo geniti, and he himself woll depart the Monday

next after that. Moreover, my Lord, on Sunday at afternoon the

amity betwixt the French King and the Prince of Castile was pub

lished and sworn in Our Lady Church, and the marriage made ; and

yesterday was solemn procession and fires made at night through

Paris for triumph of the same." Paris, 3 April. Signed.

Pp. 3, mutilated. Add. ; To my Lord Archbishop of York.

Endd. : A letter from the ambassadors in France.

3 April. 297- Sir Eic. Wingfield to Wolsey.

Calig. D. vi. 220. Is informed by some of his fellows at Calais that the King has

B. M. at this Parliament resumed into his hands all patents and annuities

granted since his coronation. They desire his intercession in their

favor, considering that they are commanded to abide in Calais till

the coming of the Queen's grace. Such suits as this have always

been made by head officers there and allowed. He has not

permitted them to repair in a body to the King and Wolsey in this

case, for the town would have been left bare at the arrival of the

Queen, but will send a deputation of one or two persons with a

letter. " It should grieve me shrewdly that in mine absence

I should lose mine office and my fellow [West] to win a bishopric,

though he is much worthy of the same." Paris, 3 April 1515.

P.S. (in his own hand.) " I kannot wryt your lordschype the

grett [ease] and confort that my Lord of Suffolk [hath] taken as

well opone the syett of your [gracious] and frendlye lettre, as also of

the cred[encc grau]ted fro yow by Sir Wyllame Sydnaye. [With]

owt dowbt he covytethe (as he ni[ay well do)] to have of yow as

assured a gud lord h[as] ever hade man, wyche he reken[eth]

the grettest tresorc after hys m[astcr and] mostresse in thys

world he have most bound hym and all hys to

be youres durynge there ly ves. Thys daye whe have Ladd a grett

day with the Kynge for kepynge of the Dewke off Albanye ; but

by as far as we kanne perceyve there ys no remedye but that he

schall kepe hys voyage, in so myche as he ys departed yesterdaye

towards Orleance and fro thens to Saynt Malo with all dylygence,

as mor at lengthe your lordschype schall know by our lettres. I

praye God that the sayd unhappie Dewke be not occasyon of to

grett evell and inconvenyence." Signed.

Mutilated. Add.: [To the] most Reverend Father [and] my

singular [good] lord, my Lord of York.
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3 ApriL 298. West to Heney VIII.

R. 0. On Monday, 2 April, received a letter from Wolsey stating that

the King had nominated him to the bishopric of Ely. Thanks the

King and begs the royal letters for his bulls. Paris, 3 April.

Signed.

P. 1. Add.

3 April. 299. West to Wolsey.

R. O. Thanks him for his promotion. Without further help cannot

purchase his bulls, as he has no money. Begs Wolsey's assistance.

Sends John Archer to do what is necessary in this behalf. Drs.

Taylor and Clyffton are his proctors. Encloses a letter of thanks

to the King. Paris, 3 April.

Begs that he may have certain minutes sent him, as he is to

tarry there after the Queen and my Lord for confirmation of the

peace. Wishes to have the instrument of the submission made

when he was last there and other documents. The King and the

Queen go to Blese on Wednesday in Easter week [11 April].

Apprehends he shall have to follow them. Will require a commis

sion for demanding and receiving the obligations for the money.

Paris, 3 April.

Hoi., pp. 4. Add. : My Lord Archbishop of York.

4 April. 300. Henry VIII.

S. B. Commission to Thomas Archbishop of York, Thomas Duke of

Norfolk, Richard Bishop of Winchester and John Yong, LL.D.,

to renew with Francis I. the treaty of peace of 7th Aug. made with

Lewis XII. Westm., 4 April.

Fr. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 18.

5 April. 301. England and France.

R. O. Treaty of peace between France and England, arranged by

Rym. xin. 476. John de Selva and Peter de la Guiche, on behalf of Francis I., and

Thomas Abp. of York, Thomas Duke of Norfolk, Richard Bp. of

Winchester and John Yonge, on behalf of Henry VHL, during the

life of the two princes.

Permission to be granted to the Venetians and Florentines for

free resort into both countries : neither parties to maintain those

disaffected to either : prisoners to be released—injuries redressed

—mutual defence against invasion—England to lend France 5,000

archers—France to lend England 5,000 lances. Lists of confe

derates included. Arrangements for Scotland. Conservators of the

peace on the part of France, sc, De Piennes for Picardy, the Duke

of Alencon for Normandy, Lord Rieux for Britanny, Lautrec for

Aquitaine, Bourbon for Languedoc, De la Tremoille for Burgundy,

t Dorval for Champagne : for England, the Chancellor, the Trea

surer, the Privy Seal, &c. London, 5 April 1515. Signed by the

French commissioners.

Fr. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 20.

Calig. D. vi. 261. 2. Copy of the same.

B.M.

R. 0. 3. Abstract of the same.
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5 April. 302. Francis I.

K. O. Obligation by his ambassadors John de Selva and Peter de la

Rym. xiii. 487. Guichc to pay the arrears of one million g. c. due from Lewis XII.

to Henry VIII. London, 5 April 1515. Signed and sealed.

R. O. 2. Draft of the above.

5 April. 303. Spinelly to Henry VIII.

R. O. / Wrote last on the 2nd. Yesterday came a j>ost from France to

the Prince, signifying the amity with France and the alliance

of marriage ; also the marriage of the Duke of Suffolk and the

/French Queen. A post is come from the Emperor of Sir Rob.

' Wingiield's arrival at Augsburg. Understands that Albany will

go to Scotland with a small company to be mediator for the peace

of the realm. The Bp. of Murray [Formau], now Abp. of

St. Andrew's, will go with him, with a commission from the Pope.

The nuncio apostolic in Scotland is iu great authority there. Hears

that Tournay is in great danger from the French, notwithstand

ing the new treaty. The steward of St. Omer, being kinsman to

Chievres, will come off easily. Gant, 5 April. Signed.

Pp. 2. Add. and endd.

C April. 304. Suffolk, West and Sir Ric. Wingfield to Wolsey.

Calig. D. vi. 222. On Wednesday the 4th inst. they had an interview with the

B. M. ■Chancellor for the recovery of the costs of the Queen's traduction.

The Chancellor thought so much money should not have been

spent in seven or eight days ; but the King, he said, was willing

to make a composition without asking for the particulars. They

replied that the hiring and manning of the ships had occupied a

much longer time, and that it had been necessary to scour the seas

both cast and west beforehand that no enemy might impeach her

passage. As to composition, they said " it was in[cluded] by an

article in the treaty, and other power we [had none ?] "; but, if the

King had determined on the sum he was willing to give, they would

either accept it or refer it to the King their master. To which he

replied that the King had not determined upon a sum, but next day

he would give them answer. He then of himself began speaking

of Albany's departure, who, as they wrote on the 3rd, left on

Monday afternoon. " He said he knew well we were willing to

the peace ; and though we [had] none authority to coinmuue

therein, yet he would g[ladly] devise with us for some mean way

touching the[dcparlure] of the said Duke ;" and as they had asked

the King the day before to stay his departure three months, he asked

" what surety his master should have that the King should ....

.... nor do anything against them that favor his master there,

for he might not forsake his old friends nor suffer them to be

oppressed." They replied " that, the treaty of peace once con

cluded, he should have the King's sign and his seal, and also his

oath, which his grace would not break for to win both France and

Scotland. For the Scots, keeping certain conditions, should have

liberty, as we supposed, by. the treaty to declare themselves com

prehended within three months, within which time the King no

might no would do nnything against them."

Here the Chancellor made a counter proposal that for three

months the French King should stop the Duke of Albany, Henry,

in the meantime, giving no countenance to the Queen of Scots

against the other party, and my Lord of Suffolk remaining iu
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France during the same period. They replied that they had no

authority to make such an agreement and would not do it if they

had ; but if the French King sent the Duke to aid the one party,

undoubtedly Henry " would send another as big as he " to aid the

Queen his sister, whom it was natural that he should not allow to be

oppressed. The Chancellor then told them the King his master was

informed of ships being prepared by Henry, which " they thought

[could not be intended against] France, and therefore they supposed

it could but "be to invade the Scots"; to which the ambassadors

replied that they knew of no such preparation, but that if there

were any it must be to intercept the Duke of Albany.

Here they changed the subject and spoke about Tournay, which

the Chancellor said was not profitable to Henry and expressed his

surprise that the King was not willing to give it up honorably.

They replied that Wolsey and Suffolk would arrange that matter

at the interview between the Kings ; on which he remarked that

like promise was made by Wolsey at the last treaty. They

answered, they supposed it should have been performed if the

King (Lewis XII.) had lived.

On their speaking of the ambassador of Spain's safeconduct the

Chancellor laughed, " and said that the [King ?] had made him

rich and charged him with gold. When he passed this way towards

the King's grace [he] had but six horses; and now to return with

twenty hor[ses and] six mules charged, it seemed a great altera

tion. H[owbeit], he said, it should be sped ; but for ought that we

[know] they wol grant the said safeconduct but for two mo[nths],

to begin at his first entry into France. For th[e King,] having

now war with his master, wol [have] no such spies by color of so

long a safeconduct [harbored] within his realm.

" Item, we spake to him for the King's subjects S

Orleans, which were troubled there, and for er

troubled at Rouen and Bordeaux, and in thies [mat]iers he gave

us a good aod reasonable answer, promising fair, wherefore we trust

good effect shall follow. And thus Jesus preserve your good lord

ship." Paris, 5 April.

P.S.—After the letter was dated the Chancellor sent for them

to his lodging by the Dean and Deputy, and told them he had

spoken with the King on the expences of the traduction, who had

commanded him to make an end with them in that matter. He

therefore, by the advice of the Council, offered 30,000 francs,

which he nfterwards increased to 20,000 crowns of the sun, equal

to 39,000 francs or 6,500 marks sterling. On this they said they

would take counsel with my Lord of Suffolk.

Meanwhile the Queen and my Lord of Suffolk, " being at the

Mathelyns (Madeleine ?), adjoining fast to h . . . lodging, to hear

divine service, the French King came in to take pardon, and spake

not past two or three words with [the] Queen, but came over to

my Lord and showed him [as far] as he could understand, as

my Lord showed [unto us] that he had stopped the said Duke of

Albany's going [into] Scotland, and that he would send another

ambassador that should come through England and sh[ow the King

and his] Council his instructions and all his changes

else desire of the King, but that if the Scots within three

months the King should not admit to his amity without

he received the other also at his mediation and instance,

so that it might [assure] his friends there that he forsook them not.

And [moreover] he said that he had sent this day by post to his [am • /

q- /
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Suffolk, West and Sir Eic. Wingfield to Wolsey—cont.

bassador] in England all this his mind, by whose overture [you will]

soon perceive whether my Lord understood] the King well or not."

On consulting together about the offer of 20,000 crowns, con

sidering that they could obtain no more " and in [what] necessity

the Queen was, not having one penny to pay her charges," while

the merchfants] and other victuallers and her servants were

clamorous tor their debts and wages, they thought it best to agree

and pray Wolsey so to advise the King. Paris, [6th] April, in the

morning.

P.S. — This day, about 7 o'clock in the morning, they have

received by Richmond the King's letters dated at Richmond the

2nd [inst.], the contents whereof they have in part answered by their

letters dated here the 3rd inst. and by these presents. Signed.

Pp. 6. Add. : To my Lord Archbishop of York. Endd. :

Letters from the King's ambassadors in France dated vjt0 Aprilis.

6 April. 305. West to Wolsey.

B. 0. / Will know the news by their common letters. Had sent his

servant with letters to him and the King./ Begs Wolsey to help

him in the attainment of what the King has granted him. Paris,

6 April. Signed.

P. 1. Add. and endd.

6 April. 306. West to [Fox] Bishop of Winchester.

B. O. Begs his help in attaining his promotion. Sends his servant

John Archer, and has desired Master Clyfton to wait upon him.

Paris, 6 April. Signed.

P. 1. Add. Endd. ; Decanus de Wyndesor. vj*0 Aprilis.

7 ApriL 307- Seb. Giustinian to the Doge of Venice.

Giust. Desp. i. 59. Arrived at Boulogne on the 4th ; was prevented crossing on

account of the state of the weather. Heard from the governor,

M. de la Feuillade, that peace had been concluded between

England and France, and was sworn at Richmond, Monday after

Easter. He showed the letters of Pierre de la Guiche, the French

ambassador. Boulogne, 17 April 1515.

8 ApriL 308. Sir Kob. Wingfield to [Henry VIIL]

Vit B. xvin. 142. "Pleaseth your grace

B. M. month I wrote my last letter [unto the same] ; and where in the

same I advertised your [grace that the] Emperor's niece

accompanied with the Cardinal [of Gource] from Vienna to

pass into Hungary he that inrformcd me was not] best instruct, for

of truth the said lady remain[eth ] and the said Cardinal

is in Hungary accompanied " The King of Poland is

coming here with a great company to treat of matters in variance

between him and "the Great Russ of Russia," " who has [ambas

sadors there." This day the Emperor heard mass at the great

church : the Spanish ambassador, the Pope's ambassador [and the

other] ambassadors were in the choir. In the evening the Emperor

sent for Wingfield and asked him if he had heard from Henry since

his last audience ; to which Wingfield replied in the negative :

whereupon Maximilian replied that since he last spake with Wing

field he had received news displeasing to him, aud said, " I am
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advertised that my nephew's e[mbassadors] now being in France

have concluded a marriage to b[e between] my said nephew aud

the Lady Renate (Renee), sister to the French [King . . . .]; and

because that I nm advertised for certain of the rum[or in] France

and in many other places, by the malice of the Fr[ench, the} said

conclusion hath been communed and treated by and

consent to put such as ought to be my friends the

Pope, the King of Arragon and the Swiss and I [also hear that]

they have not failed to fain in likewise to my br[other ofEngland] :

wherefore I pray you that by the next post ye do [advertise him]

that he may be sure their sayings to be untre[w ] and

doubt not but in short time it shall be

" And likewise I am advertised that the King of [Denmark]

done or written something

consent I think verily mine

enemies will use their old custom :

howbeit whatsoever [mine enemies may] say, my brother, your

master, may be sure that I neither [have nor] will procure any

thing with the said King of Denmark or [any o]ther that may

be to his harm or displeasure, for I have the [surest] trust in

him. And also, where out of France I hear many [th]ings which

I take no great heed to because I know them [so] well ; as touch

ing the Queen, his sister, I doubt not but it [i]s well known I was

never of other desire or opinion but the marriage betwixt my

nephew and her should have taken effect, notwithstanding that I

desired a delay to be made in the same for such certain reasonable

respects as appeared to me right necessary at that time ; and yet

again, as the case standeth, to the entent of the King my brother

may understand that I desire right intentively that coligation of

kin and affinity might be made more straight and perfect betwixt

the houses of England and Oostryk than it is, that my said brother,

your master (if the said Queen his sister be not yet destinate and

determined to some other) will be content that my nephew Duke

William of Bavier (which at this day is the mightiest prince of the

empire) " may make suit and have his favor, and that it will like

my said brother to let me know his pleasure in this my desire by

you or otherwise, as he shall think best." Wingfield replied that

he would do as he wished. After a few words more from Maximilian

of not much importance, the audience ended, and Wingfield wrote

the above premises, as nearly as he could, word for word. Augsburg

in Swave, 8 April 1515.

Hoi., pp. 2, mutilated.

8 April. 309. For Christ. Rochestre, groom of the Chamber.

P. S. To have the corrody in the monastery of Glassonbery when

vacant, in the same manner as William Lynche. Lambeth, 3 March

5 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm., 8 April 6 Hen. VHI*

9 April. 310- For Wm. Abp. of Canterbury and Cuthbert Tun-

S. B stall, elk.

Collation to the next vacant prebend in St. Stephen's, West

minster. Del. Westm., 9 April 6 Hen. VHI.

♦ Inserted by mUtake in Vol I, No. 4949.

Q2
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10 April 311. Erasmus to Ammonius.

Er. Ep. tiii. 38. When at Dover had shown his Maecenas (Mountjoy ?) the poems

of Ammonius.* He was not entirely satisfied with the preface, as ho

hates anything like compliment, and told Erasmus that if he edited

them he should omit the preface. Points out au objectionable

passage. If Ammonius alter the preface Erasmus wishes he would

say something of his ecloguet dedicated to his patron. Will wait

his letters which Ammonius is to send to Jodocus Badius. Compli

ments to More. Congratulations to Linacre, of whom he heard

something at the Archbishop's not without pleasure. More is to

send to Colet the books Erasmus left in his chamber. Dover, 4 id.

April 1515.

1 1 April. 312. Andreas Ammonius to Wolsey.

R. O. Could not have fallen ill at a more inopportune time, when it was

important for him to visit Wolsey. Has received letters from the

Bp. of Worcester with news of the recall of the Bp. ofMurray (Moro-

viensis), which the Pope did not wish to be intimated to the Bishop

until the King had been informed by briefs directed to Wolsey and

Fox that the Bishop had been acting against him. Has intelligence

in cipher to be communicated to Wolsey apart, and other for him

self and Fox. Will reserve writing till tomorrow. One special in

formation is that the Pope has a particular regard for Wolsey and

is considering how he can increase his honor with the safety of his

oath. Hopes he will be able to do it sooner than Wolsey thinks.

Has seen certain letters from Polydore Vergil, dated London,

flO Feb., abusing Wolsey, and doubts not that Cardinal Hadrian is

j as abusive of himself. If he catch him he will make him suffer :

wishes the letters of Polydore and Hadrian to be intercepted.

Desires Wolsey to be well informed of news at Koine, as Ammonius

will write more fully tomorrow. Begs that Wolsey will use his

good offices with the King in securing his appointment as collector.

All know that he is indebted for it to Wolsey's favor. Hears that

an arrangement has been made for the Pope to write to the King

to retain Hadrian in the office of collector, Ammonius to have the

profits and title of subcollector. This would be derogatory. Begs

he will prevail upon the King to tell Polydore that as Cardinal

Hadrian will not be damnified, the King wishes Ammonius to hold

the office in his own name. Thinks he can prove that Hadrian and

Polydore have granted numberless forged dispensations. Sends a

list. Westminster, 11 April.

Hoi., Lat., pp. 3. Add. : Rmo. &c. domino meo D. Archi-

episeopo Eboracensi. Endd. : Litterae domini Andreae Ammonii,

regii secretarii.

12 April. 313. Johannes Fruticenus Para to Sir Rob.

Yit. B. xvm. 143. WlNGFIELD.

B. M. Salutem plurimam dicit.

. . . indignari pene regum delectu, qui nunc

Pisonii non procul a semper jejunas ad te

litoras darem ; sed re vera ut prater ho-

miuum variorum mores cult usque nihil fere a

. . . Huugaroriim natio satis prius tibi cognita, vidisti

enim Constan incederent, verum nunquam

• Probably, therefore, the letter in Vol. I., No. 1017, erroneously dated 1511,

belongs to 1515. f In the British Museum.
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in memoria hominum cultiores fuisse sunt,

quod Csesarem adforo existimaverunt Regem Polonorum dive

los et ritu et habitu adduxisse secum, habet

enim potentissimum re . tus fuit suis. Ex captivis

etiam complurcs Moschos, Tartaros, im[o] utriusque

regis apparatus auro, argento gemmisque fulgeret, quemad[modum

illor]um mos est. Nostras tamen Austriacos, qui Cardinalem secuti

dnnt s[i vidjisses, profecto non pares modo illis sed superiores

aliquanto arbitra[res . . . .] De reverendissimi nostri humanitate

prudentia, gravitate, qui ita se gess[it ut ocujlos in se unum

verterct Ilium admirantur, et merito quidem ; non cr

.... ex hoc majestas Cassarea aucta sit, quern ut numen venerari

c quanto desiderio expetitur ille ; et nisi venerit

nescio quid tunc emergi possit ; eo autem prassente

omnia plane pro arbitrio s[uo ] si erit, ut spero, actum

prorsus de Venetis, omnibus reliquis si volet

poterit ex Europa ejicere, Terram Sanctam recuper[are]

bene pacatum religioni nostras subjicere, et sic rerum victorem

fa oinnes anteire, coelosque tandem petere deceret. Sed

haec tu meli[us car] dinalem a latere effectum pontificis

legatum, habereque facultates p in quibus

specialiter Caesareaa majestatis familiares con

me ut Caesar me illi commendot, poteris tarn non

.... ignotus Cardinali, sed nisi singulari quadam gratia flat

orum obstacula, noli quoeso reverti in patriam me in tanta

misera tcnta prius, ut paulo saltern clementius mecum

decernatur, spopond erum promitto, quicquid boni

et tu et Caesar in me contuleritis ben Vale, vir nobilissime,

patrone observandissime. Viennae, 12 Aprilis 1515.

Joannes Fruticenus Para ....

Addressed : Generoso ac magnifico Domino Roberto Vuingfeldo,

Serenissimi Domini Regis Anglice, Franciae, &c, apud Caesaream

majestntem oratori, &c.

1 2 April. 314. Seb. Giustinian to the Doge of Venice

Giust Desp.i. 60. Left Boulogne on the 10th; reached Dover after having been

mercilessly buffeted at sea 24 hours. Visited the French ambas

sadors ; heard that the peace between the two kingdoms was pro

claimed on Tuesday the 10th, and that Venice had been included

in the arrangement. Spain is not mentioned by either. The

difference with Scotland has been adjusted on these terms : that

if the Scotch invnde England with a force exceeding 300 horse, by

consent of their governor, the aggressors shall be excluded from the

peace. Tournay is left to England. Canterbury, 12 April 1515.

1 2 April. 315. For Th. Abp. of York, John Abbot of Westminster,

S. B. Sir Wm. Compton and John Chambre, elk., Dean

of St. Stephen's, Westminster.

Presentation to the next vacant prebend in St. Stephen's. Del.

Knoll, 12 April 6 Hen. VIII.

Fat. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 30.

12 April. 316. For Th. Otely, chaplain.

Presentation to the chantry of OvereytyDgton, Wore, dioc, void

by death. Knoll, 12 April.

Pat. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 30.
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14 April 317- Sir Rob. Wingfield to Henry VIII.

Vit. B. iyiii. 144. " Pleaseth your grace to understand that on the . . of this]

B.M. month I wrote my last letters to [the same; and] sythe I have

not been partner of any matter As yesterday the

Emperor departed from this city as with

his nephew the Duke William of Bavier and

son to the Duke Henry of Brunswick that w

in Fryse before Grwnynge, and the Emperor had the

riding before him with his company of falconers. [And the]

number of hawks of all sorts were 25 caste an[d J

I had good commodity to tell them, for they passed before

[me ] : howbeit whether he intendeth to pass the

time abou[t ] for a season and return, or otherwise,

is not yet k[nown]." No reliable news from France and the Low

Countries. •' Where in my last letters I advertised your grace of the

be[ing here of the kings] of Hungary and of Poole, and also of

the Cardinal of Go[urce ] for such cause as I signified in

my said letters, so it w[as that the] said kings for right urgent

causes (as it is said) sklcsia named the Duke

Barthlomey of Moustirbo[n ] to the Emperor, and came

-.!_-;.) to him in his journeying t and this city, and also

had his dispatch or the Emperor which Duke re

turned with great diligence and the quick passage

by water, that is to say, from Insbro[ke by a river] named Ene (Inn)

which runneth to the city of Pasha (Passau) there falleth

into the Dwno, otherwise called [the Danube] ; and from thence

he passed to the city of Vienn[a, situated upon the] said river

of Dwno, and from thence to ... . [from which place] he departed

by night passing was day the

{Some lines here lost) [exce]pt

some mariners were perished and the said

news from thence his body was not [found]* so though

his charge was of great importance yet [the matter] must now

rest till new despatch may be made."

It is said that Julyan the Magnifique, the Pope's brother, entered

Rome the last day of last month, and was much feted. No more

news worth writing. Augsburg, 14 April 1515. Signed.

Hoi., pp. 3, mutilated. Add. and endd.

14 ApriL 318. Mart Queen Dowager of France.

R. T. 137. Order of Francis I. for the payment to her of20,000 gold crowns,

her travelling expences to Abbeville at the time of her marriage ;

to be paid in two years, 10,000 crowns a year. Paris, 14 April,

" apres Pasques," 1515.

Fr.

14 April 319. Mary Queen Dowager of France.

B. T. 137. Receipt of 200,000 gold crowns, including 20,000 paid for her

travelling expences, returned as the moiety of her dowry which

had been already paid. Abbey of Clugny, Paris, 14 April 1515.

Attested by John Boyvin and John Lermite, notaries.

Lot.

See Bartholin! Hodotp, Gurcensis Episcopi, in Freher, S.G. II. 625.
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14 April. 320. Chas. Brandon Duke of Suffolk.

R. T. 137. Authorizes his wife, Mary Queen Dowager of France, to receive

and give receipt for the jewels, &c, which formed part of her

dowry. 14 April 1515, apres Pasques.

Fr.

14 April. 321. Anthony Spinelly to the Deputy of Calais.

[Calig. E. i. n. ?] Had answered, by Thos. Inge, his letters dated from Calais,

lv- 54- the Jan., received by Tarabin. Had by the King's order

B. M. gone with him to Lyons, as per letter enclosed. Had gone to

Fontaine to consult the Admiral, and to Moullins to Madame de

Bourbon. Had obliging letters from both. The latter asked him

much of Queen Mary and of the Deputy. Visited the King, who

ordered him to attend the Chancellor and the Grand Master, who

accused him of sending French news to England. Told them no

one had more desire for the good of the two kingdoms than he, and

that he stayed in France to recover a debt of 7,000 livres. Was

delayed two months, in consequence of the Grand Master having

the gout. Was well treated by Madame de Bourbon and the

Admiral, which is the best proof of his innocence.

Had not been able to send any news, because Mons. de la Fayette

at Boulogne is very inquisitive. Has deferred sending Tarabin,

who knows the country. He may be trusted. Begs his expences

may be paid, and will spare no money to procure news ; the sum

promised him may be paid to George Hardisson at London. Re

fers him to the Duke of Suffolk his cousin, who had promised

him payment when last in France. Encloses a cipher. Has

written to the Treasurer and has sent him a camp bed as handsome

as he has sent to Wingfield. Has been paid for it through

Thwaites. He is to let him know if he is to send anything to his

nephew. A servant of Mons. Dufresne comes with the bearer,

sent by his master to Queen Mary and the Duke of Suffolk. He will

testify that the expences incurred by Du Fresne were no greater than

necessary to take possession of the dowry of the late Queen Anne.

He is in great credit with the court, and has done more with the

Swiss than the Duke of Savoy, the Bastard of Savoy and all the

others. Passed by Marcouissez ; found the Admiral as young as he

was ten years ago. The son of the late Grand Master of Chaumont

is a handsome young man ; is to be married into a noble house,

and will be one of the third personages of the King. Written

at [. . . .], 14 April. Signed.

Fr., pp. 6, mutilated. Add. and endd.

14 April 322. Dacrk to Wolsey.

R. O. His cousin Sir Thos. Culwen, to whom a privy seal was issued

at the suit of Geo. Lamplieughe in Hilary Term last, was then

excused by affidavit before Wolsey and the Council on the groui a

of age and impotence, as Magnus's letter to the Dean of the

chapel at that time shows. The excuse was not made in time ; and

Lamplieughe has obtained another privy seal for his appearance

in Easter. The matter concerns a farm hold my Lord of Wilt

shire in this country called the half domain of Harrington. Begs

Wolsey to obtain his discharge, as he can neither go nor ride.

Carlisle, 14 April. Signed.

P. 1. Add. : My Lord [Archbijshop's Grace of York. Endd.
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1 4 April. 323. Peter Wildanck.

B. O. Account of Peter Wildanck in March and April 6 Hen. VIII.

for wages, journeys, convoy, &c. in Antwerp and elsewhere.

*** He was employed by the Archduchess and Thomas

Spinelly.

Pp. 10.

] 4 April. 324. For John Salusbury.

S. B. Lease for 41 years of two corn mills in Denbeigh, Wales, at an

annual rent of 6/. 16*. 8rf. on expiration of the lease by which the

premises aro held by Joan Salysbury, widow aud executrix of Sir

Thomas Salusbury, to whom they wero leased for 31 years from

4 March 1 Hen. VII. Del. Knoll, 14 April 6 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 30.

] 6 April. 325. Mountjoy and the Council of Tournay to

h. o. Henry VIII.

Have received his letter dated Richmond, 22 March, desiring

them to punish those of the garrison who made the late attempt on

Sir Sampson Norton. The author of the disturbance is one Davy

Appowell of the guard, who spread a rumor that he should lose

a month's wages. The numbers are too great to be punished.

Those out of wages propose to serve Richard de la Pole. Intend to

punish and get rid of them, reserving 100 to keep watch and ward.

Require money for the 6 May. All things will be in hazard

without it. Tournay, 16 April. Signed: W. Mountjoy, Edward

Benstede, k., Ric. Whettehill, Rychard Jarnegan, Rye. Hansart.

Pp. 2. Add. and endd.

16 April. 326. Mountjoy to Wolsey.

B. O. The Council have replied to the King's letter. After next

payment on the 6 May, they will not have enough, and then all

will be in danger. Has written twice already, and of the court

sovereign and the citadel now building. Have had some dispute

with certain simple persons out of wages who intended to go to

Ric. do la Pole. Desires a marshal may be sent Provisions are

very dear. Begs Wolsey will remember the matter betwixt him

and Essex. Tournay, 16 April.

Hoi., pp. 2. Add. : My Lord Abp. of York.

16 April. 327. The Queen Dowager of France.

Calig. D. vi. 228. Acknowledgment of the receipt of the great diamond called

B. M. " le Mirouer de Nappies," with a large pearl attached, and 20

diamonds " enchassez et mis en euvre en une bordeuer d'or," to

serve as a headdress, 8 large pearls as buttons for the sleeves, 8

others for a carcanet, a large emerald, a large ruby and 2 large

diamonds set in 4 chatons (Tor, the one " en fac,on de doz d'asne,"

and the other "a faces;" all which belonged to her late lord and

husband Lewis XII. " Et pour tesmoing de ce nou[s] avons signe

la presente recongnoissanco de noslre main. A Paris, le xvjc

[j]our d'avril Fan mil cinq cens et [quinze . . . . ] myn apres

Pasques."

Signed by Suffolk, West and Sir Hie. Wingfield. The Queen's

own signature was probably under Suffolk's, but is now lost.

Ft., mutilated. Endd. on f. 229 : " cien that lh[e French]

Queen hath received a goodly great diamond called the Mirror of

Naples, with certain other jewels."
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16 April. 328. To the Abp. of Canterbury, Chancellor.

S. B. To direct letters to the mayor and sheriffs of London to make

proclamation according to a hill enclosed. Richmond, 10 April

6 Hen. VHI.

ii. Form for proclamation of the treaty of peace with Francis I.

Signed by the King.

Pat. 6 Hen. VIH. p. 2, m. 30rf. Enrolled 16 April.

2. Similar writs to the sheriffs of Bristol, Southampton, Devon.,

Cumb., and the Constable of Dover Castle.

Pat. ib.

16 April. 329. For Th. Broke, serjeant-at-arms.

S. B. To be bailiff and keeper of the wood in the lordship of

Ewelme, Oxou., and keeper of the park. Del. Knoll, 16 April

6 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 30.

16 ApriL 330. For Th. Broke, serjeant-at-arms.

S. B. To be receiver and surveyor, during pleasure, of Ewelme, in

same manner as he held the same by grant of Hen. VIII. Del.

Knoll, 16 April 6 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 30.

17 ApriL 331. Suffolk to Wolsey.

B. 0. Yesterday the Queen left Paris and came to Lcssardes, seven leagues

distant. Her affairs go but "stranelle" (strangely?), as Wolsey

will see by a letter addressed by Suffolk and Wingfield to the King.

Thinks the way now devised will be better than the former, as

they could not have compelled Francis to " gyef soo moche wyet

howth he lyst." News had come somehow to the English ambas

sadors that the jewel had reached the Kings' hands before any

proffer of a gift was made ; " arelles (or else) et tys soo moche

exstemed amongest them that he wold rudur a gyfwon the same

gyfte dyn to a lyfte et." Is willing to pay the price of the gold

plate proffered by the French King should Henry not recover it.

Was not a little troubled in writing the letter that he had not heard

from Wolsey since the coming of Sir " Wyelleam Sedynay " (Sid

ney). One in his case is glad of tidings. Will receive a letter

from him to the King beseeching forgiveness and pardon. " At

Lysardes," 17 April.

Hoi., pp. 2. Add. : To me Lord of Yourke. Endd.

18 April 332. Henry VIII.

S. B. Commission to Nicholas West, Elect of Ely, to receive the oath

Kym. xiii. 491. of Francis I. for observation of the treaty concluded at London,

5 April last. Westm., 18 April 6 Hen. VIII.

Ft. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 17.

18 April. 333. Henry VIII.

S. B. Commission to Nich. West, Elect of Ely, to receive the obliga-

Rym. xiii. 492. tion of Francis I. for tho payment of one million g. c. according

to his acknowledgment in the treaty of London of 5 April last.

Westm., 18 April 6 Hen. VIII.

Fr. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 8.
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18 April. 334. For Th , groom of the Cellar.

P. S. Corrody in the monastery of Suthwikc, vice Edward Johns,

deceased. Westm., 24 M[arch ]. Del. Croydon,

18 April.

19 April. 335. Spinelly to Henry VIII.

Galba, B. m. 170. Sends a letter from Sir Rob. Wingfield. Chievres and his friends

B. M. take every occasion to augment their intelligence with France. The

Emperor has resolved to be in Belgium shortly and take the Prince

with him into Germany. If he and the King of Arragon do not

take proper means, they will be totally excluded from the Prince.

Hears that the French Queen [went] upon Monday last towards

Calais ; that Mons. de Vandon shall come with others ; that the

Duke of Albany shall certainly go into Scotland. Berghis is not

yet returned, and unless the fashion change is likely to be absent.

The Duke of Saxe has sold Friesland to the Prince of Castile.

Busshy is still at Bruges. The Prince has consented to pay half of

his ransom, consequently Berghis will not get it except at the

pleasure of Chievres. The Queen of Arragon's chaplain sent into

France " to sue the law for the succession of the Duke of iTemours;"

left five days ago. Hears that the Bp. of Moray staid in Paris one

night, then set out for the Duke, who had gone home to take leave

of his wife. Whatever the King do with the beggared Scotch,

the Duke will labor to undo, notwithstanding the promises of the

French. Unfavorable tales are still circulated, wonderfully dis

pleasing to Englishmen resident in Tournay. The Prince entered

this town in triumph yesternight. On Sunday next will be great

jousts,_ where the Lord Fenys' son and Montmorency will be the

challengers. They are glad to hear of the coming of the merchant

adventurers, and will suspend all differences till Midsummer next.

Bruges, 19th.

Pp. 4, mutilated. Add.

19 April. 336. Sampson to Wolsey.

Strype's Mem. 1. 19. Is glad to hear from Tonys that the tapestry with the figure of

St. George, sent by him as a present, has been acceptable. ■ Tour-

nay, 19 April.

19 ApriL 337. For Gerard Danet, squire of the Body.

To be bailiff of the lordship of Yelvertofte, Northt., vice Geo.

Asshby, clerk of the Signet, deceased, to whom it was granted by

Henry VII. Knoll, 19 April.

Fat. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 31.

20 April. 338. Erasmus to Gonell.

Er. Ep. vi. 36. Is in much trouble. The plague breaks out and is likely to rage

everywhere. Some evil genius haunts him ; a very small beast

but more venomous than a viper. Is to request Watson to write.

How is his Pegasus ? Begs remembrance to commissary Grey,

their mutual friend.* London, 1515.

* See vol.1. No. 5731, 5733. This, probably, refers to his quarrel with

John Baptista Boerius, whose two song were under the care of Erasmus.
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20 April. 339. Henry VIII. to the Genoese.

Vit. B.h. 136. Desires that the new tax lately imposed by them on English

B. M. subjects may be removed. Richmond, 20 April 1515.

Rym. XIII. 493.

20 April. 340. Henry VIII. to John Baptista Justtniani, English

Otho, C. ix. 21. Consul at Chios.

B. M. Complains that he had not resisted the imposition of a new

tax laid on the English merchants there. Castle of Richmond,

20 April 1515.

In the hand of Andreas Ammonius, and signed by him; p. 1.

Add.

20 April. 341. Th. Colman to Wolsey.

R. O. Has received letters from his father from the Mint, expressive of

Wolsey 's kindness towards his family. The expedition of the King

against the faithless Scots is very agreeable to the Italians, as they

had joined with the French in the expedition against Italy. Bologna,

xii. kal. Maias 1515.

Hoi., Lat., p. 1. Add.: T. Eboracensi Archiepiscopo.

20 April. 342. For the Monastery of Jesus of Bethlehem, Shene.

P. S. To have a coroner of their own choosing in their monastery and

in the river Thames (as far as mid stream), running through their

lands in Shene. Richmond, 15 April 6 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm.,

20 April 6 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 32.

21 April. 343. West to HenkyVIII.

Calig. D.vi. 230. On Monday, 16 April, the Queen left Paris, accompanied by the

B. M. French King almost to St. Denis ; " and Monsr and many other

great personages keep her grace company to Bolayn. The same

day the peace was proclaimed and fires made at night ; and the

morrow was kept holiday, the forenoon, for the honor of the same, as

I doubt not that my Lord of Suffolk and Master Deputy have at large

ascertained your highness." The King still refuses to give up the

moveables unless she pay the debt, although, since her departure,

West has shown the Council that Henry's Council consider her

entitled to them by law, and that " if they wole not deliver them now

your grace wole demand them at such time and in such manner

as shall turn them to more displeasure, and they more glad to pay

them." The French King has done nothing about the present which

he promised by the Grand Master and Bounyvet to the Queen, " but

only given her at her departing 4 baagues of no great value." On

his remonstrance they answered that the King was sore displeased

at the loss of the diamond called " the Mirror of Naples ;" that he

would do no more. West thinks this a mere excuse. They are full

of dissimulation "with many fair words and few good deeds."

On Tuesday the C[ount of Nassau] was robbed of his money

and plate, on Wednesday or Thursday married to the [Princess]

of Orange. Friday the 20th, was informed Tjy his old spy that

the French King had letters from the Duke of Albany, who is

yet at St. Malo's, afraid to depart because so many Englishmen

are along the coast. The same told him that Francis would

cross the mountains this year, as he had 600 spears beyond
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West to the King—cont.

Lyons. On Wednesday eight enptains of lanceknights were de

spatched ; but the bruit is, they are employed in Burgundy

against the Swiss. The same Friday about 10 o'clock "the said

[spy] came again to me and showed me that he had bc[en] to

the Duke of Bourbon's lodging, to whom the Admiral of France

had written for certain archers to keep as for that he

hath the rule of, from stealing of the deer. [And] the said Duke

answered the messenger openly, saying, 'Commend me to my Lord

Admiral and tell him [that] our matters be marvelously changed

within these [few days ;] for the Duke of Savoy, which had power

and [authority] to treat with the Swisses, is returned and [has] done

nothing ; wherefore every man of arms and within France,

upon payn of their lives, must persons, and I myself also

within these five days [must go] towards Burgonye with diligence,

for the Swisses come down thither with a marvelous great power.' "

The captains run hither and thither, not knowing what to do first.

The French ambassador had come to Paris on Friday before noon,

but West had heard nothing of his commission for confirming the

peace, for which he is right sorry, as the King leaves Paris on

Tuesday. Paris, 21 April. Signed.

Pp. 3, mutilated. Add. : To the King's Grace. Endd. : Three

letters of Master West's, dated at Paris the 21st, 22nd and 25th

day of April. Old No. 38.

21 April. 344. Spinelly to Henry VIII.

Galba,B. m.303. Wrote last on the x . . of April. Unicorn arrived from France

B. M. and was sent by Albany into Scotland to say he would take ship

at St. Malo. The Bp. of Murray is returned to Paris. It is not

yet known what he will do. A Scotch priest, named John Barry, has

received a letter from a kinsman of his with the Duke, stating that

he will go shortly into Scotland and be assisted by France. Ho

says the lip. of Murray wishes to live in peace and will be glad

to assist England;—that what he did with the late King of France

was against his will. If he can obtain a safeconduct he will

secretly commune with such persons as the King may appoint.

The jousts are deferred till Sunday se'nnight to wait for the French

ambassadors, &c, the Bp. of Paris, the Lord .... and a Bur-

gundian born. The ambassador of Arragon is still active. Bruges,

21 April. Signed.

Pp. 3, mutilated. Add.

21 April. 345. Seb. Giustinian to the Dooe of Venice.

Giust. Desp. i. 62. Wrote on the 12th. Reached Rochester, where they found the

consul Hieronimo da Molin, who escorted them to Deptford. On

the 1 8th were met by a doctor of the Parliament (John Tayler ?)

and 50 horsemen, who brought them to London. The King is at

Richmond preparing for the Feast of St. George, where they are

to have their audience. It is reported that Queen Mary has left

Paris and is married to the Duke of Suffolk. Badoer wants money.

London, 21 April 1515.

21 April. 346. For John Walker, elk.

S. B. Presentation to the church of Wodborgh, Salisb. dioc., vice

Richard Benes, resigned. Del. Knoll, 21 April 6 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 30.
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21 April. 347. For Sir John Sharp.

S. B. Grant of a stannary work, i.e. one dole in each of the following

places, viz., Lourchecomb, Helebrigge, Olde Whittondon, Lytill or

Hyer Wytton Downe, and Herlys Parke ; also two doles and a

half in Lower Whittondon, Devon, forfeited by attainder of Robert

Storygge, alias Storugge, alias Strouge. Del. Knoll, 21 April

6 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 2, 711. 30.

21 April. 348. For Sir John Sharp.

S. B. To have a fourth part of the increase of one shilling on the duty

on kerseys which Henry VII. appointed, on discovering that three

kerseys were fraudulently counted as one and valued at forty

instead of sixty shillings, by which the King lost 12d. on the

poundage of each piece. Del. Knoll, 21 April 6 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 6 Hen. VIII. p.2,m.&l.

21 April. 349. For Sir John Sharp.

8. B. To be steward, receiver, surveyor and feodary of the honor of

Wormegey, in cos. Norfolk and Suffolk, and bailiff and park

keeper of Wormegey. Del. Knoll, 21 April 6 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 31.

2 1 April. 350. For Sir John Sharp and Hugh Edwardes, sewer of

S. B. the Chamber.

To be keepers, in survivorship, of the castle and bailiffs of the

manor of Maxsey, Northt., keepers of Bourne park and castle,

Line., and keepers of the swans in cos. Northt. and Line, lately

belonging to Margaret Countess of Richmond and Derby. Del.

Knoll, 21 April 6 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 30.

21 April. 35L For John Turnotjr and Guthlac Overton.

S. B. To be auditors, in survivorship, of the duchy of Cornwall.

Knoll, 21 April 6 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 31.

352. For Ric. Corteny, captain.

P. S. b. Protection for Th. Crosse, of London, grocer, retained as victualler

of The Foye. Corteny is commanded by the King's " plagard " to

retain thirty mariners and three gunners to serve in the said ship.

2. Similar for Wm. Beane of London, grocer, and John Gylberd

of Newport, J. Wright, shoemaker.

353. For Th. Gonson, captain and owner of the bark Mary

Gonson.

P. S. b. Protection for Wm. Haxwade of London, fishmonger, retained

as purser in the said bark ; Gonson being commanded by the

King's letter " plagard " of 7 Dec. 5 Hen. VIII. to retain thirty

mariners and four gunners to serve in the said bark.
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354. For Th. Cressy of London, grocer.

S. B. Licence to ask alms in England for paying Lis ransom of 250 cr.,

having boen taken prisoner' whilst conveying stores to the King's

army in France and sold to one Barnard of Bullayne for 20/.

355. For Th. Lord Darcy and Sir Geo. Darcy, his son and

heir apparent

S- B. To be warden and chief justice, justice in eyre and master of

the hunt, in survivorship, of all forests, &c. beyond Trent ; and

steward, constable and doorward of the castle and lordship of

Bamborough, Northumb. ;. with power to appoint officers on sur

render of two patents of 18 June 1 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 6 lien. VIII. p. 2, m. 11.

356. For Sir John Gifford of Chelynton and Elizabeth

s- B- his wife, widow of Sir John Mountgomery.

Pardon for marrying without the King's licence.

Pat. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 24.

357. For Th. Greneway.

Recital of patent 27 May 14 Hen. VIII., granting to Th. Grene-

way> yeoman of the Chamber, premises in London previously granted

to Ralph Newuham. Vacated.

Pat. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 14.

35$c For John Hasilby, servant of Queen Katharine.

S.B. V Licence to export 60 serpler and 6,000 fleeces of wool of Nor

folk, not being staple ware.

Fr. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 9.

359. Guild of Mercers, London.

Mortmain licence to Ric. Bp. of Norwich, Ric. Broke, serjeant-

at-law, Rob. Blagge, baron of the Exchequer, Th. Assheby, And.

Edmond, John Leche, elk., and Jas. Bodeley, to alienate certain

lands in the parishes of St. Mary of Maribourne, in Westminster,

in St. Giles and St. Martin's-in-the-fields, of the annual value of

12/., in part of satisfaction of 20/. for carrying out the intentions

of Joan, widow of Th. Bradbury, late mayor of London, for the

foundation of a chantry (as specified in Vol. I. No. 3767.) Westm.,

24

Pat. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 13.

360. For Simon Mountfort of Colshull, Warw., late servant

s- B- of Katharine the Queen.

Pardon.

361. To the Lord Chancellor.

SB- To rectify an error in the patent of pardon granted to Ric. son

and heir of Wm. Sonford, Dorothy Petyt cousin and heir of John

Petyt, Matthew Moretou, Mich. Selraor, Th. son and heir of Walter

Brookton, William son and heir of John Gatagur and John Pa-

kyngton, collectors of aids, &c. in cos. Salop and Stafford for the

late King.
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362. For Hans Wolf, foreigner.

R. O. To be oue of the King's gunpowder makers in the Tower of

London and elsewhere. He is to go from shire to shire to find a

place where there is stuff" to make saltpetre of ; and "where he

and his laborers shall labor, dig, or break in any ground," he is to

make compensation to its owners. " At our manor of ,

the day of , the 6th year of our reign."

Draft, pp. 2.

363. Commission of the Peace. .

Cornwall.—H. Bp. of Exeter, Hen. Earl of Wiltshire, Rob. Wil-

loughby Lord Broke, Sir Hen. Marney, Ric. Eliott, Lewis Pollard,

Edw. Willoughby, Sir John ArundeU de la Hern, Sir Peter Ege-

combe, Sir Wm. Trevanyon, Roger Graynfeld, Peter Bevyle, John

Skewis, Rob. Tredenek, John Arundell de Talvern, Ric. Vyvyan,

John Chamond, Wm. Godalghan, Rob. Vyvyan, Ric. Penros, Wm.

Lowre, Hen. Trecarell and Wm. Carnesewe. Knoll,

Pat. 6 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 9d.

364. Kevebsals of Outlawry for Debt.

For Ralph Thekknesse of Balterley, Staff., Rob. Hardy of

Bergham, Sufi"., receiver for Sir Ph. Bothe, John Sysson of Hesyll,

Kingston -on-Hull, Ric. Stane, of Maryland, Essex, and Hugh

Warde of Kyrkeby Kendall, Westmor. ( Various dates.)

Pat. 6 Hen. VIII. p. I, m. 2.

22 April 365. Leo X. to Henby VIII.

Vit. B. h. 133. Is sorry to find from the King's letters that he is displeased at

B. M. the appointment of the Archbishop of St. Andrew's as nuncio and

Rym. xm. 493. legate apostolic. Had never intended to offend the King, who is

the best friend the Pope has ; and therefore had arranged that the

Archbishop should satisfy the King in all things, as the Bp. of

Worcester will inform him. Rome, 22 April 1515.

22 April. 366. Leo X. to Wolsey.

R. O. Acknowledges his services to the Holy See. Regrets that

Wolsey should think that the Pope is backward to serve him.

Delay is requisite, which he believes will not be lost. Rome,

22 April 1515, 3 pom.

Vellum. Add.

22 April 367. Suffolk to [Henry VIII.]

Veep. F. xm. 80. AH the Council, except my Lord of York, are determined to have

B.M. Suffolk put to death or imprisoned. This is hard ; for none of

them ever were in trouble but he was glad to help them to the

best of his power, and now in this little trouble they are ready to

destroy him. " But God forgive them, whatsoever comes of me,

for I am determined; for your grace is he that is my sovereign

lord and master and he that has brought me up of nought, and I

am your subject and servant and he that has offended your grace

in breaking my promise that 1 made your grace touching the Queen

your sister." Will undergo what punishment Henry pleases.

Knows the King is of such nature that it will not lie in their powers

to destroy him through malice. Mottryll (Montreuil), 22 April.

i Begs credence for his cousin Seddnay (Sidney), the bearer, i/

\ Hoi., p. I. A
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22 April. 368. Mary Queen Dowager of France.

R. T. 137. Order of the Council General to pay her 20,000 cr., her travelling

expences at the time of her marriage to be paid in two yews.

22 April, "apres Pasques," 1515.

Fr.

22 April. 369. West to Wolsey.

R. O. / Yesterday, 21 April, sent by a merchant of the staple, because

he was short of money, a letter to tTuTKing, stating what he had

done in the Queen's matters since her departure. Spoke with the

King after dinner, as he leaves tomorrow or Tuesday, about per

formance of things to be done concerning the treaty of peace. The

King marvelled that West's commission had not yet come, for in

10 or 12 days hence he would be at Mylone, 10 leagues hence, or

West should see him at Orleans. " Written at Paris, with a heavy

heart and mind, the 22d day of April." Signed.

P. S. in his own hand.—Clarenseus remains here, by Suffolk's

order, to West's no little comfort. Begs Wolsey " to be a good

lord to him, for he is your true servant and lover, et eodem mecum

laborat morbo."

P. 1. Add. : My Lord Archbishop of York.

370. West to Suffolk.

R. O. This day news came of the King of Arragon's death.* The

King of Navarre leaves for his country. Sends the Queen's seal

by Martiu du Pyne, Suffolk's servant. The King left yesterday.

Has heard nothing out of England, to his great sorrow. Will be

glad to hear of his prosperity. Begs to be remembered to Master

Deputy. Signed.

P. 1. Add.

24 April. 371. Sebastian Giustinian to Wolsey.

Nero, B. vn. 9. A diffuse panegyric of Henry VIII. Excuses himself for not

B. M. having printed before the oration which he had delivered in the

presence of the King on his first arrival.

Lat., pp. 7. Noted by Tayler.

ii. Oration delivered on the occasion referred to, viii. kl. Maii

1515.

Lat, pp. 11. Noted by Tayler.

iii. Tayler's reply. Touching, among other matters, on the death

of Lewis XII. and his King's desire that the Venetians should be

included in the league for the defence of Christendom. " Dicta fuit

die Sti. Georgii, 1515, in preesentia Regis et multorum proeerum

a Johanne Tayler."\

Lat., pp. 4.

24 April. 372. To Sir John Heron.

R. O. To pay to the Duke of Norfolk 20 marks for an annuity bought

by him of Frampton out of the lordship of Acton Burnell,

and 40/. for the title of Acton Keyuolde ; to Sir Rob. Shefelde,

* A false rumor. He died Feb. 1516. f In Tayler's own hand.
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100/. ; to John Stile for his charges in Spain, 120/. ; to Sir Rob.

Wyngfelde for his diets, 200/.; to Sir Th. Spinelly, 50/. of

reward over and above 50/. for his yearly pension due at Easter

last; to two friars of Ireland in alms, G/. 1 3s. Ad. Richmond,

24 April7Hen.VIII.

24 April. 373. To John Yong, Master of the Rolls.

S. B. To cancel a recognizance made by Humph. Stafford with Sir

Rob. Constable and Fras. Hastinges, his sureties. Richmond,

24 April 7 Hen. VHI.

25 April. 374. Silvester Bp. of Worcester to Wolsey.

Yit B. u. 138. Has written to Ammonius in cipher. The Pope is very much

B. M. grieved at the last letters he has received from the King : he thought

that the authority he had given to Fox was sufficient for the recal

of the legatine authority of the Abp. of St. Andrew's, although he

considered that the Archbishop should have an audience with the

King, as he had sworn to obey the King always. The Pope has

sent a brief to his nuncio in France, to intimate the recal of the

Archbishop. However much the Pope desires it, he is sorry that

he cannot promote Wolsey's wishes until a certain number of

cardinals have been created (guousque ad certum prafinitum car-

dinalium numerum deventum fuerit) ; and he is strongly urged by

the King of the Romans and of France insisting on the creation of

their own cardinals. Has seen more than ten letters to that effect.

Although he acknowledges the services of the King of England,

Wolsey's promotion cannot take place for the present without the

greatest scandal. The Pope is not deceiving him as Wolsey

thinks. Begs he will urge the King to send milder letters. He is

sorry to find that the ambassadors who were to be sent to proffer

obedience have been stopped three times. Has sold the cloths he

received from Ric. Pace and received that sum which Cnmpucci

his cousin or Ammonius will tell him. They were worthless, and

of a very bad colour. Rome, 25 April 1515. Signed.

Lat., pp. 3, mutilated. Add. : Tho. Archiep. Eboracensi.

25 April. 375. For Eliz. wife of John Atoeley.

Annuity of 10/. Westm., 25 April.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 7.

25 April 376. For Rob. Dawktn, John Balle, Rob. Meycock,

John Carter, Wm. Grunde and Wm. Morley, of

Hertyshome, Derby.

Reversal of outlawry, sued for trespass in the King's Bench.

Westm., 25 April.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p.l, m.l.

26 April. 377. Sir Rob. Wingfield to [Henry VIII.]

Vit. B. xvm. U6. " Pleaseth your grace to understand that on the ... of this]

B. M. month I wrote my last letters to your [highness J

I have not been partner of anything

of nor yet am better purveyed for the Emperor

but taketh his disports in hawking and honty[ng

city, and as yet it is not perfectly known whether

again at this time or not, for it is the opinion ......... to

2. II
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Sik Rob. Wingfield to [Henry VTIL]—cont.

Vienna, and there or in some other place nigh of

Poole and Bohemia to meet with him, for it seemeth [that the

Cardinal] of Gource hath not taken any perfect conclusion in

shall appear unto your highness by a letter which

was[s sent me from] Vienna, and the same I have enclosed in this :

howbeit [I understand] that the said Cardinal should be made legate

a later[e ] the Pope's ambassador that is here hath

so such kn[owledge ] esteemeth well that the Pope hath

given him some part in those countries that apper

tain to .he Emperor's her "

If the Emperor should go to Vienna, Wingfield has no means to

appear before him as Henry's ambassador, as, in anticipation of

having leave to return home, he abstained from getting anything

more than was absolutely necessary, and has no money to do so.

Hopes that he may soon be recalled. Augsbourg, 26 A[pril].

Hoi., p. 1, much mutilated.

26 April. 378. Matthew de Villebre[sme] to Wolsey.

Cidig. E. i. 87. Thanks him for the company of the herald who conducted him

B- M. hither. Begs Wolsey to have compassion on seven prisoners at New

castle : one a Frenchman of the diocese of Chartres, trading as the

agent of a Scottish woman ; the second a Scotch nobleman, in the

service of the French Admiral ; the third a Scot, with a wife and

family at Dieppe ; the rest young men. Bar[wicke], 26 April.

Signed.

I. ui., p. 1, mutilated. Add. : Excelso, &c, Archiepiscopo

Eboracensi.

20 April. 379- Nic. Sagudino, Secretary to Seb. Giustinian, to one of

Giust Desp. i. 72. the FOSCARI.

Wrote on the 21st. Were conducted to the King's palace at

Richmond, on St. George's day. Found the King in a stately hall,

standing near a gilt chair, arrayed in the robes of the Garter,

surrounded by eight other knights. Sebastian made an oration in

Latin ; was answered by a doctor of the Parliament (John Tayler).

That done, the King went to high mass, then to dinner. The

Venetian ambassadors had for their companions at dinner with

the King the Abp. of York and the Bp. of Durham. London,

26 April 1515.

2G April. 380. For John Gilmyn and John Williams, yeomen of the

Guard.

To be keeper, in survivorship, of Bristol castle, and Castle Close

without the moat ; with profits of the moats : on surrender of

patent 28 Feb. 24 Hen. VII. granting the office to the said John

Gylmyn alone. Also to be doorward of the said castle, with 2d.

a day, and 3d. a day and $d. a night for two watchmen, payable out

of the fee farm of the town. Westm., 26 April. Vacated . . . June

16[Hen.VHL]

Pat. 7 Ben. VIII. p. 8, m. 1.

27 April. 381. Henry VIII.

S. B- Commission to Sir Richard Wyngfeld, Deputy, Sir Hugh Conwey,

Rym. xin. 495. treasurer, and John Bunoult, secretary, of Calais, Robert Fouler and

Anthony Nele, to receive the undermentioned sum on the 1 st May.

Westm., 27 April 7 Hen. VHI.
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Rym. ib. ii. Acknowledgment of the receipt at Calais of 50,000 francs,

equal to 26,315 crowns, on the 1st of this present month of May, in

part of payment of 1,000,000 crowns of gold due to Hen. VIII.

from the King of France. Westm., 5 May 7 Hen. VIH.

Fr. 7 Hen. VIII. m. 30.

27 April. 382. For Ric. Fermour of London, merchant of the Staple

of Calais.

Pardon and release of all obligations before 6 October 6 Hen.VUL,

except those by which he and others are bound in 1,200/. and

other sums to Sir Th. Lovell and John Heron. Westm., 27 April.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 21.

27 April. 383. For Ric. Fermour, merchant of the Staple of Calais.

Licence to export 600 sacks of wool. Westm. 27 April.

Fr. 7 Hen.VIII. m. 4.V

27 April. 384. For John Rokes, groom of the Chamber.

S. B. ■ Licence to import 400 tuns of Gascon wine and Toulouse woad.

Westm., 27 April 7 Hen. VHI. Del. Westm., 27 April.

Fr. 7 Hen.VIII. m. 1.

27 April. 385. For Maurice Clune, yeoman of the Crown.

To be clerk of the courts of Radnour and Melenyth, Marches of

Wales, with 6/. 13s. Ad. a year, and keeper of tho forest of Knoclas

vice Edw. Ap David, deceased. Westm., 27 April.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 26.

27 April. 386. For John Bristowe of Lye, alias Liegh, Surrey, hus

bandman.

Pardon. Westm., 27 April.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, f».21.

28 April. 387. Erasmus to Gonell.

Er. Ep. vi. 37. Ib glad to hear the good news of his horse. Has finished Cato.

Wants a transcriber. Englishmen are so indolent they cannot be

roused to exertion, not even by the sight of gold. Would be glad to

see him, though the plague, to use Grey's expression, scintillates in

London (locis aliquot scintillai). However, if he come, he must

do so speedily, as Erasmus leaves within 40 days. Has written to

Grey. London, 4 kl. Maias.

The reptile, of which he spoke in his last, came from Liguria. " If

you wish to know his name also, he is in manners [not] much unlike

to John Baptista," with whom, in his simplicity, Erasmus was once

minded to have taken up his abode. " Sed gustato veneno resilii."

Now at a distance he vents his venom on Erasmus. He is, how

ever, hated by his own family.

28 ApriL 388. Sir Rob. Wingfield to "Wolsey.

U. O. Received this day from his brother Loys a letter stating that the

King had signed for his annuity. Needs not repeat what he has

so frequently written, but hopes Wolsey will bear him in remem

brance for his recal. Augsburg, 28 April 1515.

Hoi., p. I. Add.: My Lord Thomas Archbishop of York. Endd.

H 2
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28 April. 389. ' To Sir John Heeon.

R- O. To pay to Sir John Baker 1001. for his costs, going in embassy

to Denmark. Greenwich, 28 April 7 Hen.VIII.

28 April. 390. For Rig Moorns, chaplain.

Presentation to the church of Erlescrownie, Wore, void by death.

Del. Westm., 28 April.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 7.

28 April. 391. For Christ. Tolls.

S. B. Grant of all lands and tenements in Chadell Hanger, Devon,

lately belonging to John Tolle, attainted temp. Hen. VII. Del.

Westm., 28 April 7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 20.

28 April. 392. For Wm. Crent alias Roche of Andorne, Guysnes.

Pardon. Westm., 28 April.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 18.

29 April. 393. Erasmus to Leo X.

Er. Ep. ii. 1. Compliments Loo, whom he had slightly known at Rome. Speaks

of his studies under Politian. Compares the peaceful reign of Leo

with that of the warlike Julius II. At the instigation of the new

Pope, Henry VHJ.had consented to lay down his arms. Informs

him of his intention to edit St. Jerome in conformity with the

urgent requests of many prelates and scholars, but of Warham in

particular. His reluctance to comply had been overcome by John

Peter Caraffa, Bishop of Chieti, the papal nuncio in England.

Praises the Bishop and his acquirements. The work is now printing

at Basle by Frobenius. Proposes to dedicate it to Leo. London,

3 kl. Maias 1515.

29 April. 394. For Wm. Woodford, yeoman usher of the Chamber.

To be bailiff of Alford, Line, with the profits of the toll, and

keeper of Welwode Wood, with herbage and pannage, vice John

Woodford his brother. Westm., 29 April.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p.\,m. 21.

SO April. 395. Pet. Pasqualigo to .

Giust. Desp.i. 83. Left Paris on the 30th. Saw among other sights the tomb of

Lewis XII. and the regalia of Francis I., both of which he describes:

—of their reaching Boulogne and entertainment by the Governor,

De la Fayette. Landed at Dover on Wednesday. Thursday

were at Canterbury, where they saw the shrine of St. Thomas

with its gold and jewels. On Saturday reached Rochester. Mon

day, the lGth, at Deptford, were met by Sir John Hussey (Ose)

and Dr. Taylor of the Parliament. On the 18th entered London

on horseback, with a great show, and went on St. George's Day to

Richmond. Describes the barge and their reception, the appear

ance of the King in his robes, their procession to church, where

mass was sung by the Bishop of Durham, their entertainment at

dinner. " The King is the handsomest potentate I ever set eyes on ;

above the usual height, with an extremely fine calf to his leg, his

complexion very fair and bright, with auburn hair combed straight

and short, in the French fashion, and a round face so very beautiful
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that it would become a pretty woman, his throat being rather long

and thick. He was born 28th of June 1491, so ho will enter his

twenty-fifth year the month after next. He speaks French,

English and Latin, and a little Italian ; plays well on the lute and

harpsichord, sings from book at sight, draws the bow with greater

strength than any man in England and jousts marvelously." The

King is now at Baynard's Castle and is going to Greenwich.

Have seen the Tower, where, besides the lions and leopards, were

shown the King's bronze artillery, mounted on 400 carriages, veiy

fine ; also bows, arrows and pikes for 40,000 infantry. They say

they have a like store at Calais and a placo near Scotland.*

Mary of France has reached Calais and is expected daily. Lon

don, 30 April 1515.

30 April. 396. Dacre to Wolsey.

R- O. Thanks him for his comfortable letter touching the regality of

Hexham, to which he will attend. Sends to him his chaplain, the

Master of Greystok. Kirkoswald, 30 April.

P. 1. Add. : My Lord Abp.'s Grace of York.

30 April. 397- For Wm. Couper, M.A.

To be dean of the collegiate church of St. Mary Magdalene,

in Brigenorth castle, on surrender by Thomas Larke of patent

26 Feb. 23 Hen. VIII., granting him the said prebend vice John

Argentyne, deceased. Westm., 30 April.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 7.

April. 398. Charles Prince of Castile to Henry VIII.

Cialba, B.m. 142. In accordance with the treaty of the 24th March last, notifies to

B. M. him that he has instructed his ambassadors, on their going to the

most Christian King, to comprehend Henry as one of his allies, as

Hemy would have comprised him in treating with the late most

Christian King. Signed and sealed.

Ft., p. 1, mutilated. Add. Endd.: " Another letter of the Prince

of Castile."

399. A Paper of Intelligence.

Vit.B. ii. 155. The French King will cross the mountains with a potent army.

B. M. The Swiss will fight. The King of Spain has sent an army into

Navarre and to the Swiss ; the Archduke into Franche Comte to

aid the French. The Bp. of Boss goes into England and into

Scotland for peace between the two kingdoms, on the part of

the King of France, in order that England may not trouble them,

, being the only power they are afraid of. The people of Tournay

complain that they are treated like dogs and will revenge them

selves by some trick if not well watched. He is going across the

mountains to see the sport. Begs the 15 crowns due to him in

July and a horse. Francis has sent for 8,000 lanzknechts against

Spain. The Duke of Suffolk did not dare leave the King of

England's house, as he would have been killed by the people for

marrying Queen Mary. The little Duchess of Longueville is mar

ried ; the Princess of Orange about to be to the Count of Navarre.

They are attempting to break the alliance of the Archduke with

England. Bichard de la Pole is at Metz in Lorraine. Francis

* Berwick or Newcastle.
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A Paper op Intelligence—cont.

has sent him 6,000 ljvres d'estat. He is in his glory. Take care of

/those of Tournay./TJegs his money may be put in his letters by the

bearer and that they be not sent hereafter to Calais, it is such a

gossipping place. Begs the bearer may be despatched, as Francis

will start soon for Lyons. Will wait for him at Paris. Will

follow the war, as the fortune of France depends upon it. The

Duke of Bourbon is assembling troops at Moulyns. Is not to be

/communicative to the bearer, but treat him hospitably. The King

of France is not quite sure of England, as he has taken no troops

from Picardy and Normandy.

Fr., pp. 2, mutilated. Add. : My Lord the Abp. of York.

400. Th. Howard to Margaret Queen of Scotland.

Tan. MSS. Conveying the King's approval of her conduct in behalf of her

Bod. 90.10. infant son.

Copy.

May. 401. James V. to the King of Denmark.

Adv. MS. 427. The King of England is planning an invasion for the summer.

Asks his assistance to repel the enemy. Land forces would be early

enough on the 1st of August. Sea forces will be sooner needed.

Albany is coming from France. La Basty is in Scotland. Norge king-

at-arms is awaiting Albany's orders. Wishes to know what assistance

he will send and when, and whether he is about to send an ambas

sador to England to dissuade them from using force : if so, he

might proceed to Scotland, renew the old treaty and make other

arrangements. Proposes a marriage between the Duke of Holsatia

and the sister of Albany's wife.

Copy, Lat., p. 1.

1 May. 402. For Sir Edw. Belknapp, the King's councillor, Bar-

S. b. tholomew Westby and Robert Blagge, barons of

the Exchequer.

To be surveyors of crown lands according to the Act

6 Hen. VIII. ; with appointment of a clerk, usher and messenger.

Del. Westm., 1 May 7 Hen. VIII. •

1 May. 403. For John Cole, elk., chaplain of the Chapel Royal.

S. B. Leuse and custody for 40 years of the manor of Huntyngfeld,

Kent, at the yearly rent of 10/. lis. The custody was granted to

William Pratt, by patent 20 Nov. 1 Hen. VIIL, for 7 years. Del.

Westm., 1 May 7 Hen. VIIL

Pat. 7 Hen. VIIL p.3, m. 23.

1 Majr. 404. For Ralph Johnson of London, haberdasher.

Licence to buy in England or import 100 gross of bonnets and

hats of foreign manufacture. Westm., 1 May.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIIL p.\,m.2\.

2 May. 405- Ferdinand of Arragon.

R. O. Commission for Bernard de Mesa Bp. of Drinawar as ambassador

Rym xm. 494. to Henry VIIL in his name and in that of Joanna Queen of Castile.

In the town of Ventosilla, 2 May 1515.

Signed and scaled.
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2 May. 406. Ferdinand King of Arragon to Henry VIII.

Vesp. C. 1. 91*. Has received a loiter dated, "xi kal. April." Understands by it

B. M. and the letter of his ambas.-ador the Bishop of Drinawar dated

" v kal. Maii," the confidence reposed in him oy the King, whose

credence he sends herewith. Ventosilla, 2 May 1515.

Signed: Yo el Rev.

Lat., p. 1. Add. : Serenissimo, &c. Henrico, &c. Regi, &c.

2 May. 407. For Ric. Rokeby nnd Ric. Clehke.

Wardship of Thomas, s. and h. of Thomas, s. of Rob. Repyngale.

Westm., 2 May.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 28.

2 May. 408. For John Thomas, serjeant-at-arms.

S. B. To be constable of Trematon Castle, Cornw., and comptroller of

the avenaries of the duchy of Cornwall, which Robert Walshe

late held. Westm., 2 May.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 7 5 and p. 2, m. 31 ?

3 May. 409- Seb. Giustinian to the Doge of Venice.

(xiust. Desp. 7. 74. Have every day been visiting the lords and been graciously

received. On the 1st the King sent a prelate and a knight to take

them to Greenwich. They rode out on horseback with the Queen,

and afterwards had a private audience with the King and exhorted

him to continue in alliance with Francis, and help Venice to

recover her territory. Were answered by Wolsey, who enlarged

on the union of England, France and Venice. They then went to

dinner ; after dinner the King jousted. He is very expert in

arms, most excellent in his personal endowments, so adorned with

mental accomplishments of every sort, he has few equals in the

world. He speaks English, French and Latin ; understands

Italian ; plays almost every instrument ; sings and composes ; and

is free from all vice. On visiting the Queen, Pasqualigo addressed

her in Spanish, knowing it would please her. The Queen talked

to them in Spanish on the state of Spain. London, 3 May 1515.

3 May. 410. Nic. Sagtjdino to Al. Foscari.

Giust.Desp.i. 77. Gives an account of their troublesome voyage to England and

their entry into the city of London. Were escorted to their

audience in a large barge with the rest of the Venetian merchants,

to the number of two hundred persons. On entering the hall, were

served with nothing but bread and wine according to the custom.

Then passed through the chambers, and saw his majesty's guard,

all handsome men, with halberts ; never saw finer fellows. His

majesty was dressed as a knight of the Garter ; wore a costly

doublet ; over it a mantle of violet colored velvet, with a very long

train, lined with white satin. On his head was a jewelled cap of

crimson velvet and round his neck a collar of precious stones.

When Sebastian pronounced the oration in Latin, he was attentively

heard by the King, who understands Latin very well. This last

address lasted an hour and was answered by a Doctor of Laws

[John Tayler]. They then went to church, where mass was sung

by his majesty's choir, whose voices are more divine than human ;

never heard such counter basses : afterwards to dinner, where the

gold and silver plate were of immense value. The King sate at a

table by himself. The repast ended, the King addressed the

ambassadors, in French. Latin and Italian. He is very handsome,

.. . .'; courageous nnd an excellent musician. Two such courts of those
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Nic. Sagddino to Al. Foscaei—cont.

of France and England have not been witnessed for the last

fifty years.

Went on May Day to Greenwich. The Queen was richly attired,

with 25 damsels mounted on white palfreys, their dresses slashed

with gold lama. Thus they went into a wood, where they found

the King and his guard in green liveries, with bows in their hands,

and in the wood were bowers filled with singing birds. Describes

the procession as it marched homeward, with certain pasteboard

giants carried upon cars. Were followed by a crowd of 25,000

people. Then went to dinner. After dinner was a concert, where

the writer was desired to play upon the clavichords and organ ;

among the audience was a Brescian [Pet. Carmelianus ?] to whom

the King gives 300 ducats annually for playing the lute. Desires

to have some new ballads sent him that he may please the King.

Then followed the jousts, where his majesty looked like St. George

on horseback. Never saw such a beautiful sight ; the King

exerted himself to the utmost, that a good report might be made of

his prowess to Francis by Pasqualigo. The Queen is rather ugly

than otherwise, and is supposed to be pregnant. The damsels of

her court are very handsome. Jack Madcap, the bearer, has proved

himself an excellent boon companion. London, 3 May 1515.

3 May. 411. Pet. Pasqualigo to .

Giust. Desp. i. 90. On the 1st, were sent for by the King to Greenwich at a very

early hour. Rode out with the Queen, who was richly attired it

the Spanish fashion ; found the King's guard dressed in green,

with bows and arrows ; next saw the King mounted on a bay

Frieslander, sent him by the Marquis of Mantua, dressed in green,

shoes and all. Breakfasted in the bowers. " His Majesty came into

our arbor, and addressing me in French, said ' Talk with me

awhile. The King of France, is he as tall as I am ?' I told him

there was but little difference. He continued, ' Is he as stout ? *

I said he was not ; and he then enquired, ' What sort of legs has

he ?' I replied 'Spare.' Whereupon he opened the front of his

doublet, and placing his hand on his thigh, said, " Look here ; and

I have also a good calf to my leg." He then told me that he was

very fond of this King of France and that on more than three

occasions he was very near him with his army, but that he would

never allow himself to be seen and always retreated, which his

majesty attributed to deference for King Lewis, who did not choose

an engagement to take place." Returned in great state with bi<*

drums and trumpets to Greenwich ; heard mass ; went to dinner ;

had at their table an Archbishop, the Duke of Norfolk, the Trea

surer, the Admiral, the Viceroy of Ireland and the Prior of

St. John's. After dinner the King armed himself cap-a-pie, and ran

thirty courses, capsizing his opponent, horse and all. Addressed

the Queen in Spanish, " which pleased her more than I can tell you ;

and she commenced talking to me about Spanish affairs and about

her mother, making me all possible civil speeches." London,

3 May 1515.

3 May. 412. James V. to Francis I.

R- MS. Received, 3 May, his letters dated Paris, 9 April, from Villebresme,

13 B. ii. 251. -who- informed him of the peace made with England, the French

B- M. commissioners being John de Selva, President of Bourdeaux, and

Ep. Reg. Set 824. Peter de la Guiche, bailiff of Macon (Matisconensis) ; the English,
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Thomas Abp. of York, Thomas Duko of Norfolk, Richard Bp. of

Winchester nnd John Young, the Vicechancellor. He also said

that Scotland would be included if hostile incursions into England

ceased before 15 May, and if they made known their determina

tion in three months. Though the people are not very desirous

of peace, but rather of revenge, will listen to his advice and that

of Balthasar Stuart, ambassador of the Pope, who has been a whole

year in Scotland. Does not wish to be thought obstinate or

desirous of hindering the expedition against the Turks. Sends

accordingly these letters, confirmed by the Great Seal, to inform him

of the assent of the prelates and peers to the peace. Edinburgh.

Lat., Copy.

3 May. 413. For John Hochekyse of Knoll, Warw., of Bewedeley,

Salop, of Derby, Westchester, Cheshire, or of London,

saddler.

Pardon. Westm., 3 May. With this note : Pro Deo quia pauper

ac per mandatum Domini Cancellarii ac auctoritate Curia Can-

cellariee.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. I, m. 7.

4 May. 414. Thomas Wyndham to John Dawtrey.

R- 0. Requesting him to pay the wages and victualling of The Fortune

of Dover, from 9 April to 7 May ; viz., Thomas Vaughan, captain,

1 8d. a day ; 100 men at 5*. a month each ; 16^ dedeshares at 5*.

each ; rewards for 6 gunners, 14*. 2d. ; victualling 100 men at

os. a month each ; for tonnage of the said ship, 120 tons at 12d. a

ton. Total, 621. 18*. 8d. Dated, 4 [May] 7 Hen.VHI.

Postscript by William Gonson asking Dawtrey to pay two bills.

P. I, faded. Add.

4t May. 415. Balthazar [Stuerdus] to Wolsey.

Calig. B. vi. 109. Will understand from the letters of Villebresme the success of

B. M. the Pope's efforts to bring about peace with the Scots. Raids are

discontinued. Three of his servants are dead; he wishes to replace

them by others, for whom and for John Dingwall, priest, a Scotch

man, who is about to visit Rome, he desires a safe-conduct, which

he may find on his coming to Berwick, sent by a herald, who in

his return may accompany him, or that Lord de Arsi (Darcy) be

written to arrange his convoy. Edinburgh, 4 May 1515. Signed.

Lat.,p.\. Add. Endd. : Baltazar orator S. D. in Scotia.

5 May. 416./ For Wm. Lord Willotjghby.

S. B. t/ Licence to buy, clack, bard, and clean 140 sacks of wool, for

shipment from Boston and Ipswich to Calais. Del. Westm., 5 May

7Hen.Vin.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 20.

*

5 May. 417. For Joan Smythk

S. B. To be comptroller in Exeter*, Dertmouth, Plymouth, and Fowey,

on surrender of patent 8 April 3 Hen. VIII. granting the same,

during pleasure, to Richard Coflyn and the said John. Del. Westm.,

5 May 7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 2.
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5 May. 418. For Nich. Hurleton, clerk of the Spieery.

S. n. To be surveyor of the -works in Cheshire and Flintshire. Del.

Westm., 5 May 7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. I, m. 24.

5 May. 419. For Sir Wm. Percy.

Release as late sheriff of Yorkshire ; also for his securities,

George Hastyngis of Kenthorn in Pykeryng Liche, and Ralph

Bukton of Emelwell, York, of 200 marks, given 12 Dec. 5 Hen. VHI.

before the Abbot of St. Mary without York. Westm., 5 May.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p.l, m. 26/

' 5 May. 420. For Wm. Coston of Gloucester.

S. B. Pardon. Del. Westm., 5 May 7 Hen. VTH.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 21.

*#* A marginal note affixed intimates that he being a pauper

nothing was paid for the seal.

7 May. 421. La Batye and Mace de Villebresme to Wolsey.

Calig. B. vi. 104. Have written to the King of the conclusion taken between the

B. M. King of Scotland, the Queen, and lords of that realm, ahd trust

that a firm league will take the place of ancient quarrels, for the

affection all classes of that kingdom bear to France. The peace is

or will be proclaimed from the 15th of this month. Desire that

similar proclamations may be made in the borders of England.

Edinburgh, 7 May. Signed.

Lat., p. 1. Add%: Excelso et magnifico domino d. archiepiscopo

Eboracensi.

7 May. 422. For Cuthbert Tunstall, LL.D., Ric. Sampson, LL.D.,

s. b. Sir Th. Spynell, Th. More, and JofiN Clyfford,

Rym. xm. 497. governor of the English merchants.

Appointment as ambassadors to Charles Prince of Castile, for

continuance of the treaties of intercourse made between Henry VII.

and Philip late King of Castile, dated London, 30 April 1506, and

20 Feb. 1495. Westm., 7 May 7 Hen, VIH.

Fr. 7 Hen. VIII. m. 30.

7 May. 423. For Sir Edw. Ponynges, K.G., of the Household, and

s. b. Wm. Knyght, LL.D.

Rym. xm. 495. Appointment as ambassadors to treat with Charles Prince of

Castile, and renew the league of 9 Feb. 1505. Westm., 7 May.

Fr. 7 Hen. VIII. th. 30.

7 May. 424. For Sir Ric. Carewe, knight of the Body, and Nicholas

S. B. his son.

To be Lieuterfants in survivorship of the castle of Calais, with

.. . power to appoint 49 soldiers, and the nomination of one of them

•-. - -' . ' . . as constable of the said castle ; as held by Sir John Donne or Sir

Anthony Brown. Del. Westm., 7 Mav 7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 13.
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7 May. 425. For Sir Ric. Carewe, knight' of the Body, Lieutenant

S. B. of the castle of Calais.

Annuity of 201. out of the issues of Calais. Del. Westm., 7 May

7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 15.

7 May. 426. For Edw. Skypwith.

To be serjeant-at-arms with \2d. a day. Westm., 7 May.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 24.

7 May. 427. Commission of the Peace.

Middlesex—W. Abp. of Canterbury, Th. Abp. of York, Th.

Earl of Derby, John Abbot of St. Peter's, Westminster, Th. Prior of

St. John's, Sir John Fyneux, John Butler, Humph. Conyngesby,

Sir Th. Lovell, Sir Hen. Marney, Sir Th. Nevell, John More, John

Newdegate, Sir Ric. Cholmeley, Sir And. Wyndsore, Bartholomew

Westby, Rob. Blagge, Sir Hen. Wyat, Sir John Daunce, John

Mewtys, Rob. Elryngton and John Kyrton. Westm., 7 Mav.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p.l,m. 5d.

3 May. 428. Francis I.

R- O. Confirmation of the treaty of peace made by John de Selva and

Rym. xin. 498. Peter de la Guiche on the part of France with Th. Abp. of York,

Thorn. D. of Norfolk, Rich. Bp. of Winton, and John Yong, on the

part of England. Montargis, 8 May 1515. Signed and scaled.

R- O. 2. Oath of Francis I. to the above. Same date.

Rym. ib. 501. French.

R. O. 3. Notarial instrument by John Pastilli and John Spitalerii,

Rym. ib. 501. stating that on 8 May 1515, in the chapel of the castle of Montargis,

Francis I. took the oath to observe the treaty of 5th April 1515.

Present, Dr. Nicholas West, elect of Ely. Witnesses, Renatus Bas

tard of Siwoy, Ymbert de Basternay, Arthur Gouffier, Sr. de Boisy,

Peter de la Vernude, and Nic. de Neufville.

R- O. 4. Obligation, under pain of excommunication, to fulfil the

Rym. ib. 502. arrangement made by John de Selva and Peter de la Guiche for

the payment of the million due to Henry VIII. according to the

treaty of London, 5 April 1515. Payments to commence on 1st May

at Calais with 50,000 fc, and so every six months. Montargis,

8 May 1515. Signed and sealed.

R- O. 5. Notarial instrument by John Pastilli and John Spitalerii, testi-

Rym. ib. 504. fying that on 8 May 1515 Francis I. appeared before Anthonius de

Tenda Bp. of Riez, at the castle ofMontargis, and there acknowledged

his obligation to pay the arrears of one million due from Louis XII.

to Henry VIII., submitting himself to the censures of the Church

in the event of nonpayment. Reciting also the nomination of the

Bp. by the Abp. of Sens, Tristandus de Salzar, to receive the King's

submission. Present : Renatus Bastard of Savoy, Ymb. de Bas-

lernay, Will, de Montmorenci, Arthur GoufRer, Pet. de la Vernade,

Nich. de Neufville.

S. R. 6. Ratification of above by Henry VIII.

. . S.May. . 429. St. Alban's.

Indenture whereby the king quitclaims within four years the

manors of More Assheles, Bacheworth, Britwell, and Estbury, Herts,
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St. Alban's—cont.

Bucks, and Middx., in favour of Thomas the Abbot and the Convent

of St. Albans, Herts, Barth. Westby, John More, Ric. Broke, and

Anthony Fitzherbert, serjeants-at-law, Rob. Turberfeld and George

Skypwyth, to the use of the said abbot, with certain reservations.

The said abbot agrees to pay 3,000 marks, and to make estate in

fee to persons named by the King of all interest in Wynges Lane,

parcel of the Steelyard, and of the King's place called Baynarde's

Castle, London.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 14.

8 May. 430. Commission of the Peace.

Berks.—Thos. Abbot of Abingdon, Rob. Brudenell, Ric. Elyott,

John New[port], Sir Thos. Lovell, Sir Andrew Wyndsore, Sir

Wm. Sandis, Sir John Daunce, Sir Wm. Essex, Sir Geo. Foster,

Thos. Fetiplace, Guy Palmes, Ric. Weston, Hen. Bruggis, Thos.

Inglefeld, Wm. Besellys, Jas. Strangwais, John Fetiplace, Wm. Feti

place, Thos. Unton, Chris. Belyngeham, Wm. Swayne, Geo. Wode-

ward, Wm. Yong. Westm., 8 May.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. Id.

9 May. 431. Sir Rob. Wingfield to Henry VIII.

B. O. Wrote his last, on the 1st, from Augsburg. The Swiss have fore-

borne their march to Genys, as the coming of the French was a

vain report. The Emperor leaves in a day or two for Hungary. Is

sorry he is so badly provided with means to join in the voyage,

considering the great presence that will be there. Augsburg,

9 May 1515.

Hot., p. 1. Add. Endd.

9 May. 432. For Thomas Wolsey Abp. of York.

Bym. xm. 507. Wardship of Francis Bygod, s. of John and heir of Ralph Bygod.

Westm., 9 Mav.

Pat. 7 Hen". VIII. p. 1, m. 15.

10 Ma}'. 433. For Rob. Wotton.

To be chief gate-keeper of Calais as Ric. Carewe held the same ;

on surrender of patent 12 April 1 Hen.VIII. by which the said

Rob. was appointed during pleasure. Westm., 10 May. Vacated

on surrender 16 Aug. 11 Hen.VHI.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p.l,m. 26.

10 May. 434. For Fra. Cokayn and Dorothy his wife, d. and h. of

S. B. Thomas Marow, serjeant-at-law.

Livery of lands. Del. Westm., 10 May 7 Hen. Vni.

Pat. 7 Hen.VIII. p. 1, m. 19.

10 May. 435. For Edw. Rounde, of YVyesheld Newland, Deane Forest,

Glouc.

Pardon for having killed John Wyllym, of St. Briavels, yeoman,

in self-defence. Westm., 10 May.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 15.
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11 May. 436. Mary Qceen" Dowager op France and the Duke of

r. o. Suffolk.

Obligation to pay to Henry "VTIL, for the expences over and above

her dowry of her marriage with Lewis, and her return to England,

24,000/. in yearly instalments of 1,000/. ; to resign to the King's

use her dote of 200,000/., her plate and jewellery, the wardship of

Lady Lisle, daughter and heir of John Grey Lord Lisle. 11 May

7 Hen. VIII.

11 May. 437. West to the Kino.

Calig. D. vi. 231. On 28 April received the King's letters by the pursuivant Lysle ;

B. M. has endeavoured to accomplish their purport. Has also received

letters patent confirming the peace, a copy of the King's oath, minute

of the submission made by the late French King, copy of the treaty

last concluded for the payment of money, with two commissions

for finishing the business. Left Paris, 28 April, for the French

King, who had departed the Monday before. On Tuesday, May Day,

reached Morette, three leagues from a village where the King lived.

Wrote to the Grand Master of the arrival of the English pursuivant

with the minutes, requesting to know when he should wait upon

the King. Received for answer that he should [repair unto] Mount

Argys, and there he would be found. As there were no suitable

lodgings West rode straight to Argys ; reached it Thursday, May 3.

On Friday came the Chancellor, and the King on Monday the 7th.

Drew a new minute of the submission, and another of the French

King's obligation for payment, as none had been sent. Then went

to the Chancellor, and requested " for abridging the time that [the]

confirmation of the treaty of peace, and the obligation with the

submission according to the foresaid minutes, be written in mundum,

ready to be signed and sealed at the King's coming thither ; with

whom I have much to do touching the said submission and obligation,

because the first day of May, which is the [day] of the first pay

ment to be made by the now King, [is] passed, and the money

delivered, as he said to [the] treasurer that should bring it to Calais,

and [from which] he would have excepted and deducted 50,000

francs as paid on May Day [notwithstanding . . . . ] francs paid by

the late King Loys ; but [foras]much as I supposed that the said

50,000 francs were not yet paid but should be paid, the first day of

June next coming according to the old custom, therefore I would

in nowise condescend to that exception, for thereby your Grace

might have lost the said 50,000 francs." Had taken care to secure

the King against loss.

On Monday, about 5 o'clock at night, Francis came to Mount

Argys ; invited West to ride on his left hand, who had met him a

mile and a half from the town. West informed him that he had

received authority to perform all things touching the peace, and

requested performance of all such things as were to be done touching

the peace and payment of money: at which Francis expressed himself

right glad, and would perform everything the next day before noon,

and asked if Suffolk and the French Queen were passed into Eng

land. On which West took occasion to " break to him " of the

moveables roundly according to his instructions. Whereupon the

King studied a little, and answered that he would commence with

[on] that matter the next day. He expressed his desire

to have a personal interview with Henry ; " and I said that if he

[gave] me a good answer touching the said jewels and moveables,
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West to the King—cont.

I supposed there would be no great difficulty in bringing that matter

about ; [but if] he dealt not well with the Queen's Grace your

sister, in that matter, your Grace would take it so unkindly that

there would be great difficulty to bring it to pass." Expressed his

delight that the King of Arrogon had not been included in the

amity with the King of England. " And thereupon [I asked] him

whether the said King of Arragon w[as . . . ] as it was said, or not ;

and he answered me [that] he had one post that showed him that he

[ ] another showed him that he was fren[dly ?] . . .

. . . shewed him that for melancholy of this amity betwixt your

Grace and him he was fallen sick ; and that, he said, he supposed

to be true." West desired him to grant a safe-conduct to the King

of Arragon's ambassador in England ; to which he consented after

some reluctance.

On Tuesday the 8th, after mass the King made his oath at the

high altar, and subscribed the treaty and the obligation before two

Bishops, the Ambassador of Venice, the Chancellor, Mons. de la

Tremoille, the Grand Master, and others. After the ceremony the

King desired him to repeat, in the presence of the Chancellor, what

he had said the day before touching the Queen's moveables. After

doing so the Chancellor desired West to withdraw. On being called

in, the Chancellor, at the King's desire, made answer that if the

King understood] that the Queen had any right to the said move

ables] he would have given her all together. And [upon this], as

I said she had received no part, the Chancellor replied that she had

thejewel of Naples, for which the King offered 30,000 crowns, and 18

pearls worth 10,000 crowns ; but he trusted to see Henry shortly,

and they would settle the matter. No other answer could West

get. After dinner, with considerable difficulty and much discussion,

he had obtained from the Chancellor all instruments and writings

according to his charge, except the safe-conduct of the Spanish

ambassador ; in excuse for which the Chancellor said he had lost

the instructions that West had given him, which was a mere pretence.

Francis departed next day. On Wednesday the 9th, West took his

leave, expecting to be in England shortly. Paris, 1 1 May. Signed.

Add. Endd. : My Lord elect of Ely, from France, 1 1 May.

Mutilated, pp. 7.

1 1 May. 438. Sir Rob. Wingfield to Henry "VIIL

Vit.B.xvm.148. J "Pleaseth your grace letters

B. M. / unto your highness for the post_

/ was ready to depart or I day " received

Henry's letters dated London, 26th of last month. After reading

the same Wingfield sent them to the Emperor, who was at supper.

Attended the Emperor by his desire at 8 o'clock, and found him in

company with the Duke of Mekkylbourge. Maximilian then re

tired with Wingfield to another chamber, and after he had spoken

about his journey to the confines of Hungary, the Pope, the Swiss,

and divers other things, Wingfield notified that he had received

letters from Henry, dated the 26th of last month, commanding him

to thank Maximilian for the kind overtures and friendly feelings

he had expressed towards him, and to assure him of Henry's hope

and desire that a confederation should be established between them.

Upon this Maximilian immediately took oft* his bonnet, and de

sired Wingfield to express his hearty thanks to Henry for his

friendly overtures, and to assure him that though he never doubted
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but that Henry knew well the love and favor he Lore towards him,

he was greatly rejoiced at having his hopes confirmed. After

talking of other matters Wingfield informed Maximilian of the

preparation of Henry's embassy to the Prince, and the causes

whereof, of which he seemed glad to hear. Upon Wingfield's

demanding if his Majesty had any trusty person in the Prince's

court with authority as his ambassador, Maximilian "reckoned

three : First, the Count Palentine, whom he said is a man that

loveth too much his ease, [t]o have good perceiving in great

matters ; and another, the Count Felix, [wjhich is meetter for the

war than for matters of great weight ; and also he shewed that

the said Count Felix is hurt on the hand with a crossbow, [a]nd

hath leave to go home to his house ; and the third one, named

Casius, [wjhich he showed to have more wit and experience than

the other, but he shewed [hi]m to be corrupt by the Lord Chevyrs."

Wingfield suggested that Maximilian would find no man better

qualified to deal with the matters to be brought forward than " the

Lord Bergis; and when I had ended my saying he made

well that the Lord Bergis

when the time was followed

was to have taken the governance

of my which done many things should

have followed out of twue, and though so

be in that and in . . . '. I have given in my days

both I and the parties and displesaure for lack

of following the same, yet me satisfied in myself to have

done mine office in couns though other have done them-

self and me harm Howbeit as touching this

matter that ye have brooke[d to rememjbir me of insufficient man

to put in authority with the [ambassadors to] hear ami treat of such

matter as shall be purposed for which shall hurt our

ownselves, and we continue in [love] and amity." When Maxi

milian had said thus much Wingfield left him about 9 o'clock.

Will advertise Henry of further progress made in this matter.

Augsbourg, 11 May lol[5].

P.S.—Whereas in Henry's said letters he notified Wingfield that

he sent him 200/. for his charges and diet. Wingfield would rather

have leave to return—which he hopes to do soon.

Hot., pp. 3, mutilated. Add. Endd.

1 1 May. 439. For Sir Hen. Marny, knight of the Body.

8. B. To be steward of the duchy of Cornwall, the borough and manor

of Bradenynche, Devon, the manor of Meere, Wilts, and all the

crown possessions in Cornwall and Devon, warden of the stan

naries, Cornw. and Devon, keeper of the park of Meere, Wilts,

and rider or master forester of Dartmore, Devon, parcel of the

said duchy, vice Robert Willoughby Lord Broke, deceased, or

Robert Willoughby Lord Broke, his s. and h. ; with the appoint

ment of officers. Del. Westm., 1 1 May 7 Hen. YELL

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 22.

11 May. 440. For Jas. Morice, gentleman usher, and Hugh JEd-

S. B. WARDES, sewer of the Chamber.

To be surveyors and receivers general of the possessions of

Margaret late Countess of Richmond. Del. Westm., 11 May

7 Hen. VIE.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 14 and 15. '
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11 May. 441. For Maurice Clune, yeoman of the Crown.

S. B. To be Serjeant of " Radnour lande," marches of Wales, vice

Philip Johns, deceased. Del. Westm., 1 1 May 7 Hen.VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 15.

11 May. 442. For Ric. Paxford, yeoman of the Guard.

To be bailiff of the lordship of Bourne, Line, vice Humph.

Baryngton, deceased, with usual fees. Westm., 1 1 May.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 26.

11 May. 443. For Anth. Colman.

\J Licence to export 200 " dykers " of salthides. Westm., 1 1 May.

Fr. 7 Hen. VIII. m. 3.

11 May. 444- For Ric. Longe, of London, merchant, one of the

p. s. mounted men at arms of Calais.

Protection, going in the retinue of Sir Ric.Wyngfeld, Deputy of

Calais. Greenwich, 1 1 May 7 Hen. VIH. Del. Westm., 11 May.

] 2 May. 445. Maximilian to Henry VIII.

R. O. Rob. Ingilfeld [Wyngfeld], the King's ambassador with the Em-

St Pap. vi. 84. peror, has confirmed his conviction of the sincerity of the King's

friendship. Wyngfeld has stated that the King intends to send

ambassadors to the King Catholic. Will despatch a representative

to his daughter Margaret, to treat with John Lord Berghes, and

others the ambassadors. Augsburg, 12 May 1515. Signed.

Add. Vellum.

12 May. 446. Sir Ro& Wingfield to Henry VIII.

Vit. B. xviii. " Pleaseth your gra[ce] my

147- last letters unto you the same of my

B. M. being with the Emperor made unto him with

such answers as he And this evening late he

sent me the {here appears to have been an interlineation, which

has been burnt) le[tter] shall receive with this by

Master James that I should send the same

to your highness he said to be contained an

answer to such over[tures made] unto his Majesty by your com

mandment well that the Emperor was not a

little glad to your grace by the diligence he hath made

in This afternoon the Emperor has gone

out hawking, accompanied by one of the Dukes of Mekylbou[rgh],

and the Abp. of Breme, one of the D[ukes of Brunjswyke,

which is too tall a man to be of the church, who remain to accom

pany Maximilian to the confines [of Hungary], an unfortunate

journey for Wingfield, as he will be put to much extra expence,

and his means are nearly exhausted. Augsbourg, 12th da[y

of]

Hoi., p. 1, mutilated. Add. Endd.

12 May. 447. West to Wolsey.

B- O. Took leave of the French King at Montargys on the 8th, as he

advertised the King on the 11th from Paris. How he has been

treated since the departure of the Queen and Suffolk, will show on

his return. St. Denis, 12 May. Signed.

Orig.,p.l. Add. : Abp. of York. Endd.: My Lord elect of Ely.
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12 May. 448. For Edw. Willoughby.

S.B. Special livery to Ric. Up. of Winchester, and Edm. Bp. of Salis

bury, as trustees of Edw. Willoughby, son of Elizabeth, daughter

and co-heir of Ric. Beauchamp. Inquisition cited. The other

heirs are, Anne, widow of Richard Ligon, and Richard, son of

Margaret Rede. It is represented by Willoughby that he was

21 years and upwards, and not 18 years of age, as stated by the

inquisition, which is found true by other inquisitions. Del. Westm.,

12 May 7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 18.

12 May. 449. For Rob. Willoughby Lobd Broke.

Grant of a weekly market on Friday, at the manor of Westbury

under the plain of Salisbury, Wilts, and four fairs annually, one ou

Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday in Whitsun week, the second on

Monday before the Nativity of St. John the Baptist, the third

on the Translation of St. Edward, King and Confessor, and the

fourth on Friday before the first week in Lent ;—also a court of

pie-powder during the same. Westm., 12 May.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 7.

12 May. 450. For Geo. Lawsox.

To be master mason of Berwick. Westm., 12 May. Vacated on

surrender.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 20.

12 May. 451. For Sir Wm. Kyngeston.

Annuity of 40 marks out of the manor of Upton Snodesbury,

Wore, forfeited by attainder of Francis Earl of Lovel, lately held

by Ric. Blount, deceased. Westm., 12 May.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, in. 24.

12* May. 452. For Barth. Tate, lancer of Calais.

Annuity of 20/. out of the issues of the said town. Westm.

19 May.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 17.

12 May. 453. For Sir Ralph Elleeker, jun.

Annuity of 201. during pleasure. Westm., 12 May.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 13.

12 May. 454. For Eliz. Denton.

Annuity of 501. for her services to the late King and Queen.

Westm., 12 May.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m.l.

12 May. 455. For Wm. Coffyn.

Annuity of 20/. Westm., 12 May.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, in. 13.

■ i

* l9onPat.Boll.
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12 May. 456. Wit Botley.

Commission to John Haddon, John Boteler and Thos. Roylye

to make inquisition into the lands of Wm. Botley, deceased, and

take them into the King's hands. Westm., 12 May.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 21d.

12 May. 457. Commission of the Peace.

Beds.—Thos. prior of St. Johns, Sir John Fyneux, Sir Rob.

Rede, Hen. Grey, Sir John Seynt John, Sir Edm. Lucy, Mich.

Fyssher, Wm. Gaacoigne, John Mordaunt, Walter Luke, Wm.

Marshall, and Simon Fitz. Westm., 12 May.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 5d.

13 May. 458. For Sir Wm. Fitz William and Mabel his wife.

Annuity of 100/. in survivorship, out of the issues of the

Hanaper. Westm., 13 May.

Vacated because surrendered on 18 11 (?) Hen. VHI.

when the King granted them a rent in lieu of the said annuity.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. I, m. 28.

13 May. 459. For Ric. Walsshe.

S. B. Pardon, as late of Gravesend, Kent, alias of Lamehith [Lam

beth], Surrey. Del. Westm., 13 May 7 Hen. VHI.

14 May. 460. For Wm. Legh.

S. B. To be constable of Brigenorth Castle, Salop, vice Richard

Houghton ; with 6d. a day out of the fee farm of the town of

Briges. Del. Westm., 14 May 7 Hen. VHI.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p.l, m. 24.

14 May. 46L For Eliz., wife of Reginald Wolvedon.

S. B. Annuity of 10/. for services to Mary Queen of France, out of

the customs of Plymouth and Fowey. Del. Westm., 14 May

7 Hen. VLTI.

14 May. 462. For Abraham Poulison, native of Burgundy.

S. B. Denization. Del. Westm., 14 May 7 Hen. VUL

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 28.

15 May. 463. Sir Rob. Wingfield to Henry VIII.

Vit B. xvui.150. " Pleaseth your grace month I

B. M. wrote my last letters with the same a letter

from the Emperor your Grace of such

news as Upon Sunday last, which was the 13th

day of [May, the Emperor] ordained dances to be celebrated in the

commune hall of this city, where appeared all

of such fresh and fair bourgeoises and maydfens '

and the Emperor rode from his lodgings with hi[s '

taboryns through the city to the lodging of the [Landgravine") an< .

conveyed her to the said commune hall, whe[re the amba]ssador of

Spain and the ambassador of Arragon [and the other] ambassadors

except the Pope's were th[ere at their ] coming. And

forthwith after the dances began For the first there

danced none but the Landgra[vine and] five damsels which were
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neither old nor fow[l. In the] first dance the Archbishop of Breme

Duke [of Brunswick] led the Landgravine right properly, (though

he be [a son] of thu Church) arrayed in a " fair gown of black vel

vet [with a collar of gold] about his neck and a good sword under his

go[wn].

In the while that the Emperor was there (which was [while"

four or five divers dances were danced) he ta[keth the Landgravine'

and the foresaid ambassadors under a rich cloth [of gold, which"

was so large that six persons might sit there [under] one by

another, and then the Emperor at such [time as he] was determined

to depart, the minstrels [were commanded to] play, and he took the

Landgravine by the hand and [led her down] the dance till he came

to the nether end of the [hall, where stood] his hoofmaster ready,

which took her of his [hands and led her] up the dance, and he

departed and the spices and wine were served

and afieyr[es ] which dured not long for th

. . . (some lines here lost) [w]ourde be conveyed to his

Treasurers [lodgings] where he supped." The Landgravine* wore

a head dress of pearls and rubies, and a rich collar about her neck,

which was bare. The apparel of the bourgeoises was very costly

and rich ; some of the headdresses worth 100/. sterling, and several

wore valuable gold chains, with gowns of fine crimson velvet, satin,

and damasks of Venice bordered with fine cloth of gold. Some of the

women were " marvellous fair, well fed, and clean washen, in such

wise that, an I were young as my beard is white, your grace might

think, by the manner of my writing, that the sight of them touched

me nearer than it did, and the rather because I deem that fair

ladies, gentlewomen, and others take but small pleasure to see white

hairs, which I have gotten in the cold snowy mountains, which

have the power to make all hares and partridges that abide

amongst them white, where my beard (which I have promised to

bear to our Lady of Walsyngeham, an God give me life) is wax so

white, that whilst I shall wear it I need none other mean to cause

women rejoice little in my company."

" tidings out of Italy the Venetians keep their

army close in the [vicinity] of Pado and Trevyse, and the Vice

Boy with his company lieth in [the coun]trye betwixt Farrare

and Pado, called the Polesyn, and as yet maketh

but now it is thought he shall set forward to make waste

the said cities, and so it seemeth the Venetians do languish, [as he

that is in a] consumption or as he that bleedeth on the master vein,

the blood, for all their hope is of the return of

France into for where it was thought

their return he hath now declared

it was never his mind nor intent n

written to the Duke of Milan and to the Sw[iss]

towards Genys as I advertised your Grace in a for[mer letter]

so be that the said Duke of Genys will not deli[ver] as

a surety that he shall not vary from his saying

they keep forth their enterprise to chang[e] to which

he will give them assistance."

" And whereof new the fame is that the French King

army for his enterprise of Italy the Pope and th[e]

put themselves in a readiness with all their adheren[ts for] resist

ance ; and so it seemeth that the Venetians are ly[ke unto] cold coal

and the French at ' oone' so hot, that it is then- lips for

all their subtle abusions." Maximilian went this day under colour

I 2
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Sir Robert Wingfield to Henry VIII.—cent.

to h it is not certain whether he will return or

not ; Wingfield thinks that if he does not they will soon depart

towards the east. Master James de Banyssis notified to Wingfield

that Maximilian had ordered him to make a letter " to my lady his

daughter," giving her and Lord Bergis authority to hear and

[receive] the ambassadors in his name, and that he will send an

ambassador to join them shortly. " The Marquis of Bradenbourge

Casymyrus shall go with [him upon] this journey, and right glad

would I be that your letter [of thanks] for the sword and dagger

he delivered unto [your] Grace, which I did send unto you by

Derrick, my cos[en, Mr.] Jaruegan's servant, might come to my

hands before [I meet] with him ; howbeit and they do not I shall

make " Written [at] 15 May 1515.

Hoi., pp. 3, mutilated. Add. Endd.

lojfay. 464. James V. to Francis I.

Rym. xiii. 508. Received his letters, 9 April, by Mace de Villebresme, his chamber-

It- 0. lain, who stated that France had made peace with England—that

John de Selva and Peter de la Guiche had been despatched to meet

the English commissioners—and that arrangements had been made

to include Scotland, on condition of hostilities ceasing on the Eng

lish borders after 15 May. Had been earnestly requested by the

Pope, through Bait. Steward, secretary to Julius II., now ambas

sador for Leo X., to consent to a peace, and not hinder the expedi

tion against the Turks ;—accepts the treaty accordingly.

Witness : James Abp. of Glasgow, Chanc, David Bp. ofLismore,

Archibald E. of Angus, Colin E. of Argyle, James E. of Arrun,

James E. of Morton, Will. E. of Errol, Hugh E. of Eglinton,

Alexander de Hume, warden of the marches ; Lords, John de

Erskin, John de Simple, Ninian de Rosse, John de Lester; John

Prior of St. Andrews, George Holy Cross, Robert de Pasleto,

Patrick de Cambuskynneth, John de Jedborough, James Post, of

Dumfermlyng, Gawin Archd. of St. Andrews, Pat. de Cranstoun,

And. de Cesfurth, And. de Farnyhirst. Edinburgh, 15 May 1515.

Seal.

15 May. 465. James V. to Francis I.

B. T. 137. Notifying his consent to be included in the treaty made between

France and Arragon. Witnesses, same as above. Edinburgh,

15 May 1515.

15 May. 466. To John Yong, Master of the Rolls.

s- B- To cancel a recognizance of 1,20W., made by William Denham

and Thomas Wytham, merchants of the staple of Calais, John

Monyns of Sandford, Kent, William Mikylfeld of Blytheford,

Suff., Richard Fyssher, of Stevyngton, Hunts, and Roland Pem-

berton of London, merchant, 8 Dec. 23 Hen.VH. Greenwich,

23 Dec. 6 Hen. VIII. Del. 15 May 7 Hen. VIII.

15 May. 467- For Sir Wm. FitzWilliam and Sir John Carre.

Annuity of 40/. in survivorship. Westm., 15 May.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 28.
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May. 468. Instructions to Sir Wm, Sidney. (Imperfect.)

* • • * • •

R. 0. " all preparations made for that purpose, and the banns openly

asked, the said marriage between the said Queen and Duke was

solemnized at Greenwich, in presence of the King and Queen and

such other nobles and estates of this realm as then were attending

in the court, on Sunday the 13th day of this instant month of May.

And with the same all the said estates and others of this realm

be very glad and well pleased. And considering that there be no

mo privy of the said secret marriage made between them in France

but only the said French King, and none privy here thereunto but

the King, to whom the said French King and Duke disclosed the

same, the said Sir Wm. Sidney shall say that the King's grace

desireth and perfectly trusteth, that for the honor of the said French

Queen, and for avoiding of all evil bruits which may ensue thereof,

he will reserve and keep the same at all times hereafter secret to

himself without making any creature privy thereunto, like as the

King shall do for his part. And at this point the said Sir Wm.

Sidney shall pause, noting and marking substantially what answer

the said French King shall make hereunto, to the intent he may

certify the said Archbishop of York and Duke of Suffolk thereof

accordingly."

He shall then say that the King is marvellously well minded to

the French King, and desires often to common with him ;—that if

he do the King a pleasure he may be sure of twain ;—and that as

the jewels and plate which he promised to deliver to the French

Queen were given her by her husband, the Archbishop and Suffolk

think he cannot object to do so. The King would think it strange

if ho esteemed so small a thing more than his friendship. With

regard to the meeting which Francis proposed should be arranged

by Suffolk, the King desires that he will himself devise the time and

place and the manner in which it had best take place. On his

intimating this to Wolsey and Suffolk they will consult with the

King for a final arrangement. In the affairs of Spain Heniy will

steadily support the Freuch King's interests. Lastly, is to state that,

in spite of the French King's promise to make the elect of Tournay

resign, he is now in the Prince's countries using every effort to

prevent Wolsey levying the dues of the bishopric ; that he has

obtained inhibitions against Wolsey's officers from the Bp. of

Rayns, " and that all folks think that the French King hath littlo

estimation of the honor of the said Archbishop thus to suffer any of

his subjects to disturb him in the said administration ; which is a thing

that he regardeth and esteemeth much, not for the profit thereof, but

inasmuch as it pleased the King's grace to name him thereunto,

and the Pope's holiness by his brief hath confirmed to him the same."

If any think that by creating disturbances the King will bo induced

to give up the city they are greatly deceived.

Imperfect at beginning, pp. 5. The last leaffound apart.

1G May. 469. ' Wolsey to Sampson.

Calig.D.vi.340. Thanks him for his manifold letters and his diligent advertise-

B.M. ments ; " and albeyt ye have ly[til or nothynjg profyttyd in any

matters there yet, I do perceive tha[t you have] omitted nothing

that to you have appertained [for the] avancement of the same,

which I repute and take [as thank]fully as though ye had brought

all things to good [procejss ; and that I thus take it ye shall shortly
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Wolsey to Sampson—cont.

know by [w]ayes of promotion which I have determined to give

you ; and as much or more I esteme and accompt such servy[se, as]

ye do to me there, as though ye were daily in my presence, and the

same shall redound more to your profits, which ye may assuredly

trust." For answer to his letters, Wolsey perceives their effect

" resteth in such business and trouble as the e[lect doth p]ut you

to." Though the French King has not performed his promise that

the said elect should cease from further meddling, Sampson need

not " doubt for the process made from R[heims, which is] not to be

regarded nowther ;;gainst me, nor you, nor any of mine officers,

seeing that whereas the bishopric of Tournay is clearly exempt

from the Frfench King's rule], more the same is thereby exempt

from the bi[shop's, who] is the French King's elect. And if any

Eattempt to issue pro]cess against you, spare not to take him if ye

may, and send hi]m to prison. And if the said Bishop of R[eims

issue a process, or the elect, by the vertue [of your commission]

make as fast process against them reg vyr

the same be made against you for in no sted ; as for

appellations ye [need not trouble yourself] for I repute him for no

judge." * * •

As for any composition to be taken with the elect, Wolsey will

allow of none, " for ayther I wole have all or no part as

the Kyng shall inyoy Tourney, dowt ye nat b[ut he] shall nevyr

atteyne hys purpose. And yf the French [Kyng take his] parte

extremely, wyche I knowe wel he wyll nat, [he] wyll nat lese me

for 20 such bishops, nor [20 such] as his father ys. Viriliter age,

et tandem omnia vi[ncas. Habes] sententiam nostram, et ita vale.

From my place besides Westminster] the 16th day of May."

Draft in Wol*ey,s hand, very much mutilated, pp. 2.

16 May. 470. For Eliz. Saxby, widow.

8- B. Annuity of 20/., for services to the King's parents, to [Mary

Queen of the French, and Katharine the Queen Consort. Del.

Westm., 16 May 7 Hen. VHL

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3. m.2.

17 May. 471. Lord Abergavenny.

K- °- " The retinue of the Lord Bargavenny, with the names of gentle

men and number of men as hereafter followeth, mustered at Can

terbury, the 16th and 17th days of May 6 Hen. VIII., before

Sir Will. Sandys, Sir John Reynsford, Sir Will. Scott, Sir John

Daunce, knts., and John Colman, gent., the King's commis

sioners."

Under Mr. Pyrton, 6 men : Mr. Selenger, 13 men ; Rich.

Shurley, sheriff of Sussex, 55 ; Mr. Ferres, 170 ; John Gaynes-

ford, captain, Nic. Gaynesford, petty captain, and Hen. Bradereke,

chaplain, 102 ; Sir John Scott, knt., Sir John Yong, chaplain,

83; Tho. Roydon, 91 ; My Lord Burgavenny, John Brent,

captain, John Fisher, petty captain, 102 : Will. Kempe, gent.,

51 ; Sir John Fogge, Sir John Asshewell, chaplain, 51 ; my Lord

Dawbeney, Sir Oliver Shawe, 11; my Lord Burgavenny, 125;

Sir John Norton, Tho. Geddyng, Sir And. Hunter, 123 ; Total,

984, whereof himself chief captain and lieutenant of the King's
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army ; lieutenant under him, 1 ; captains, 8 ; petty captains, 9 ;

footmen, 959';—Lord Dawbeney, 1 ; gentlemen, 4. List of the

names given.

Signed by Sir John Raynsford, Will. Scotte, and John Colman.

Men's names written in full. Pp. 12.

18 May. 472. Henry VIII.

Uym. xui. 510. Grant to Nic. West, elect of Ely, of the temporalities of the

bishopric payable to the King from the Prior and Convent of Ely,

since the death of the late Bishop James Stanley, at the rate of

2,000/. per annum. Westm., 18 May.

Privy seal notfound.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 12.

18 May. 473. Spinelly to Henry VIII.

i ; dba, B. iu.307. Sends a packet from Wingfield, dated the 1 1th. Dr. Dunstable*

B- M- and Mr. More have arrived in this town. The Bp. of Moray has

come to Bruges secretly intending to cross for Scotland ; he has

asked if the safeconduct has come, intending to pass by England,

to the great dislike of the French. He thinks with his legatine

authority and by his friends The Duke of Albany has

been delayed for want of money and has left St. Malo. By letters

of the 8th from Scotland he had not arrived there. The Lord of

Nassaw is in Brussells and favors the French. His wife will have

the ... of Brittany, because the Princess of Orange's mother was

sister to the Duke of Brittany. The alliance between Berghis'

son and Chevres' niece will go forward. The French are taking

up Almayn foot. Duke George has sold his right to Friesland to

Prince Charles for . . . guilders. Has received a packet of the

11th from Sir Robt. Wingfield, with a letter from the King.

Bruges, [18] May 1515.

Pp. 3, mutilated. Add. and endd.

18 May. 474. Spinelly to "Wolsej.

R- O. Wrote his last on the 13th. Will learn the news by the King's

letter. Dr. Dunstable and Mr. More have told him he is com

prised in their commission. Sampson is not yet arrived. The Bp.

of Tournay and his adherents speak against Wolsey's administra

tion. Bruges, 18 May 1515. Signed.

P. 1. Add. Endd.

18 May. 475- To John Yong, Master of the Rolls.

S- B. To cancel two recognizances of 120/. made by Sir William

Smyth of Elford, Staff., John Hudelston late of Aldenham, Herts.,

and William Hammersey, of Stone, Staff., to King Hen. VH.,

22 Jan. 23 Hen. VIL Greenwich, 18 May 7 Hen. VIH.

18 May. 476. For Chas. be la Hay.

8.B. Denization, being a native of Brittany. Del. Westm., 18 May

7 Hen. VHI.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. i, m. 15.

* TunBtaL
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19 May. 477- Ammonius to Erasmus.

Er. Ep. vm. 89. Sees the preface to his absurdities is not agreeable to Montjoy.

Sends another, and begs Erasmus will correct it. Is glad to find

that a new edition of the Adagia has appeared, but prefers the Aldine

for the beauty of the type. Does not know what Italian bookseller

Erasmus means. Has given his compliments to the Bishop of

Durham, who was glad to hear of hiin, and wishes to know when

Erasmus will return. The messenger was so careless that the letters

did not reach Ammonius before 17 kal. Jun. (16 May), although dated

5 kal. May (27April). Nothing new in England, except that the King

grows in excellence every day ; but this is no news to Erasmus. He

is besieged with questions when will Erasmus return. More and his

charming wife are well; "Morus noster melitissimus cum sua

focillima conjuge quae nunquam tui nieminit, quin tibi bene pre-

cetur, et liberis ac universa familia pulcherrime valet." Linacre has

a living ; " sacerdotio auctus est." Leucophseus sends compli

ments. London, 14 kal. Junii 1515.

19 May. 478. Ponynges and Knight to Henry VIII.

R. 0. Arrived at Calais on the 18th. After expediting their business

will proceed to the Archduke. Calais, 19 May. Signed.

P. 3. Add. Endd. : A letter of the King's ambassadors that are

gone to Flanders.

20 May. 479. Sir Rob. Wingfield to Henry VIII.

Yit B. xviii. 1 52. Wrote last from [Augsburg] on the [15th] wherein Wingfield

B. M. notified that Maximilian left that day for but

his return was uncertain. He returned, however, the next day,

" and the Duke of Russyc hath now

in the absence of the King [of Poland given] a great overthrow

to the said King of Poll's army the said

King should be returned, to his country with di

[If this] be true, it is thought that the Emperor's journey toward the

for this time of which (and it may so prove)

for my part sorry though I have spent already

to that purpose more ease."

War is likely to break out between the Elector of Saxony and this

Landgravine now here [for the sake] of her son heir to the Land

grave of Hassyn. Though a fair lady it seemeth she lacketh no heart.

The Duke of Wirtembourg who married one of the

while hunting a young

gentleman in his service, who appeared to be in high favour, and

hanged him on a tree; as he had good friends in Franconia the nobles

there are preparing to avenge his death. "It is said great nowm[bers]

to France, to serve the French King

charged to

return, and the peril if such command

ments been also sent out [ob]ey not the

Emptor's commandment, that they [be bani]shed for ever, and that

the Emperor giveth liberty to [those] that have any of their subjects

and tenants in France [to take] all their lands and goods, and to

put their wives and children out of their houses ;" and

if ever those that break the said commandments return, it shall be

lawful for any man to make slaves of them or kill them.

If the French intend to cross the mountains, it is said the Swiss are

prepared " to give them the looking on ;"—if they intend anything

against Arragon they will doubtless " find as hot as they bring."—
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Tidings come every day from the Venetians, (the way being open

- " [by] reason of a certain toll that is taken in the Emperor's

countries" on Venetian merchandise, which brings the Emperor

more than 30,000 fl. a year,) that they are endeavouring to provide

money for a new levy of 5,000 or 6,000 foot for 3 months ; but the

men they have are very ill paid. They are in such need " that

they have made overture to such merchants of Almain as ben

resident there to . . . them the fowntagew, the rent of which was wont

[to be wo]rth to them 100 ducats every day." If so, " they have

found their master," and their hope [to] consume the Emperor

has lighted on themselves. Augsburg, 20 May.

Hoi., pp. 3, much mutilated. Add.

20 May. 480. Richard S[ampson] to [Wolsey].

C'al.D.vi. 288. Received on 19 May his Grace's letters dated London, 16th day

B. M. of the same. Thanks him for the expressions contained in them

and the promise of promotion. Is pleased with the honor of being

named in the King's commission with Mr. Tunstall and " young

Moore." " And though I received your Grace's letters the 19th

day after supper, yet with God's grace Monday, the 21st day, I

shall be at Bruges, as nigh possible as I may, fulfilling your Grace's

pleasure and commandment." Will be very plain with him regarding

the bishopric of Tournay, of which he is more competent to speak

from his experience and impnrtiality than other men. He is

resolved in this cause, with Wolsey's leave, to use sharply the

spiritual sword, and when that is inexpedient desire aid of the

temporal. The lord lieutenant is very willing to assist him, and

all the captains of the town, especially Sir Richard Wingfield and

Sir Richard Jerningham. Richard Hansard, the under marshal,

brought in one night 3 fanners " [anl English mile 1'rom Tournay,

hut they failed of 2 or 3 o[thers] which were of the fattest. But

I trust the dread of [them] shall cause others to bow." A gentler

course is required in Flanders, because (1) he is inhibited by the

sentence of the Prince's council, of which he sent Wolsey a copy

from Gaunt, from meddling in Flanders ; (2) it would provoke the

commons in that country, who grudge an Englishman's advancement,

and so create danger ; (3) there is a question about Wolsey'd

authority in Flanders, which would jeopardise execution of any

jurisdiction. In Tournay, on the contrary, on the refusal of homage

and obedience he has a good colour of exercising jurisdiction and

receiving the temporalities for his Grace.

Begs that ho may have a more clear title for enforcing his

spiritual authority. Advises that a pension should be given to the

Bishop elect, as he would be more inclined to the renunciation, and

it will then be thought that Wolsey desires the bishopric, more for

the King's honor than his own profit. And if he would grant the

Bishop a pension of 300 or 400 marks per annum till the French

King provided for him, " there is no fail your Grace's

pay the pension one year ; for if the French [King fulfilled not

his promise yet should your Grace b[e exempted] fro the pension."

Tournay, 20 May 1515.

Hoi., pp. 4, mutilated.

20 May. 481. For Th. Bbomfeld alias Penqee, of Micham alias of

Lambhith, Surrey.

Pardon for having killed Wm. Decons. Westm., 20 May.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 26.
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21 May. 482. Jehan le Veau to [Margaret of Savoy].

VitB. ii. 141. Stated in his last that the French had returned to this side the

B. M. Alps. The Viceroy has agreed with his master, Messire Andreas

[deBurgo], to attack the French with all his power. The Spaniards

will join the Swiss with a large force. Since then De Burgo has

visited Milan, " pour les bons ducquesques et demie mutinee " for

the French. The Duke, with the Spaniards, is marching to Alex

andria, which has rebelled, and has sacked Volguere. The Swiss

have arrived at Tourtonnel (?), a fine body of men, promising, if he

wants soldiers, their women and children shall come from Switzerland

to maintain him in his duchy. The Spaniards are zealous in his

service, and the Sieur don Berterand is not the least of them. On

Thursday last Andreas sent one of his gentlemen with a letter he

had received from Arragon, stating that the French had broken

the treaty and entered into Catalonia, and ordering the Viceroy to

pass his forces into France by Prouvence or Daulphinay ; who will

advance and not wait for the papal reinforcements at Placenza.

News has came from the Viceroy of the arrival of some of the

papal forces at Placenza and the march of others towards Cremona

to resist the Venetians. He has sent to the Swiss for reinforcements

by way of Bergamo against the Venetians. The Emperor has sent

an ambassador to Switzerland to raise troops to march into Burgundy.

Two captains have been imprisoned at Zurich for taking bribes

from the French, and were to have been executed on the 18th.

The French forces have recrossed the Alps with their artillery,

viz., Theodore Trivultio, the Sieur Sacremore Visconte, Daubigny,

Robert De la Marche, De la Trimoille ; some objecting to do so

unless the Viceroy withdrew to Naples. They are waiting for the

Emperor to declare himself. She would induce the English to

take part against the French, who are weakened on all sides.

Number of the forces under the Duke. Milan, 20 May.

Hoi., Fr.y pp. 4, mutilated.

21 May. 483. For Th. Walle alias Lancastre.

To be king of arms for the North, with 201. a year. Westm.,

21 May.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p.Z, m. 81.

21 May. 484. For Alianora Enderby.

S. B. Livery of lands as daughter and heir of John Enderby, kins

woman and heir of Aiianor, late wife of Sir Edmund Lucy,

deceased. Del. Westm., 21 May 7 Hen. VHI.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 19.

21 May. 485. For Rob. Laton alias Lawton.

S. B. Livery of lands as s. and h. of William, deceased. Del. Westm.,

21 Mav7Hen.VHI.

Pat.1 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 18.

21 May. 486. For Wm. Ptkeryng.

S. B. Livery of lands as s. and h. of Thomas Pvkeryng. Del. Westm.,

21 May 7 Hen. VOL

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 1.
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21 May. 487- For Eic. Stanhop.

S. B. Livery of lands as s. and h. of Sir Edward Stanhop. Del.

■ Westm., 21 May 7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 1.

21 May. 488. For John Mtller.

S. B. To be searcher, in reversion, of Calais, with 12d. a day, as

William Davy now occupies the office. Del. Westm., 21 May

7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. I, m. 8.

21 May. 489. For Rob. Garnets, soldier of Calais.

S. B. Grant of the fines of strangers, called " le bille money," in the

said town, vice Richard Chalner, deceased. Del. Westm., 21 May

7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 10.

21 May. 490. For Sir Christ. Garnets.

S. B. Annuity of 302., with a donation of 15/. Del. Westm., 21 May

7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 10.

22 May. 49L Henrt VIII. to Leo X.

R- O. In favor of Andreas Ammonius, Latin secretary, whose appoint

ment to the collectorship Cardinal Hadrian endeavours to invalidate,

notwithstanding the King's two letters. He ought to have com

plied, and the more as on another occasion he granted it readily to

Peter Gryphus Bp. of Forli. Seeing that Hadrian is instigated to

these proceedings by Polydore Vergil, who has been thrown into

prison for attempting to weaken the alliance now existing between

Henry and the Pope, begs he will confirm Ammonius in the ap

pointment without further dispute. Greenwich, 22 May 1515.

Lot., on vellum, in the hand of Ammonius. Add.

22 May. 492. Leo X. to Henrt VIII.

B. O. Recommending Franciscus de Castillione, a Genoese, the bearer

of a golden rose to Charles Prince of Spain, who desires to visit

England. Rome, 22 May 1515, 3 pont.

493. [Bp. of Worcester to ]

Vit. B. ii. 134. As the Bp. of Tricarico, on account of his departure from France,

B. M. could not explain to him the briefs super legatione, had requested

of the Pope other briefs intimating to Moray his revocation. The

Pope swore he would not do this for any other Prince, for 100,000

ducats. Thinks no one in Scotland more fit for this business than

Gawin, the elect of Dunkeld, who has been accordingly appointed.

The Swiss attempted to expel the Doge of Genoa, accusing him of

favoring the French against the Duke of Milan, which was utterly

false. It was only done to get money. The Duke of Milan has

become thoroughly hated for his submission to the Swiss. Does

not satisfy men's opinions concerning him,—has none of his father's

animus, and will be expelled by his own subjects if not by the

French. The Pope is glad to hear of the good understanding

between England, Arragon and the Emperor, as it will oppress the
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[Bp. op Worcester to ]—cont.

French. Is persuaded they will not cross into Italy this year unless

he is friendly. The Pope earnestly entreats the King to enter the

Italian league, and Fox and Wolsey to help. Wishes to know

what progress has been made in Castile ; is very angry with the

French for allowing Albany to cross into Scotland, lias just heard

from the Pope, the French ambassador has been with him, urging

him to declare himself friendly to France for the recovery of Milan.

In the course of conversation the Pope taxed the French King with

writing insolent letters, saying that he felt the truth of Pope Julius'

assertion of the ingratitude of the French, and had he opposed them

the King of Arragon would never have made a truce with them ;

that the King of England was a young man of great power and

would easily conquer France. The French ambassadors entreated

the Pope not to be augry and laid all the fault upon the Secretary.

The Pope consented, and urged (hem tojoin in a crusade. They are

pushed on, however, by the Milanese and the Venetian exiles. The

Hungarians have been defeated by the Turks, whom they rashly

attacked.

Lat,, pp. 4. Endd. : in cifris translat' per d.

Andream (Ammonius).

22 May. 494. John Duke of Albany to Francis I.

R. O. Before his arrival in Scotland, the comprehension in the treaty

Rym. xni. 510. between France and England had been received by the King and

his kingdom : (por Monseigneur le Roy notre bon frere, cousin

ct alli/e). As Protector, signifies his approbation. Glasgow,

22 May 1515. Signed and scaled.

Fr.

22 May. 495. Commission of Sewers.

S. B. North., Camb., and Line.—Rob. Brudenell, justice of the King's

Bench, Sir Edw. Belknap, Barth. Westbey, and Rob. Blagge,

general purveyors of the King's revenues, Sir Lewis Orell, Wm.

Fitz-William, Hen. Horneby, warden of Tatishale, Ric. Clement,

John Robinson, Geoff. Paynell, Francis Browne, John Litilbury,

John Tumour, Geo. Quarles, Hugh Edwards, Rob. Pulbertofte,

Miles Worseley, Ric. Colvyle, John Fyncheam, Wm. Evererd and

Thos. Wythe, for the district between the Water of Northampton

from Peterborough Bridge to Guyherne, the Water of Weland from

Staunford Bridge to Spaldyng and Guyherne, the water called Borne

Eye from Kate Bridge to St. Saviour's at Brygdyke Ende, and from

the said limits to the sea coast. Knoll, 22 May.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. I, m. 8d.x

23 May. 496. For Geo. Earl of Shrewsbury.

S. B. Wardship of Thomas, son and heir of Sir Tho. Wortley. Del.

Knoll, 23 May 7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. I, m. 8.

23 May. 497. For Th. Brence of Ludford.

Licence-to alienate lands in Thorgamby to Rob. Stevenson jun.»

Nich. Panton elk., Th. Wryght, Th. Chapman, John Stevynson

jun., and Ric. Baly. Westm., 23 May.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 8.
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24 May. 498. Ponynges and Knight to the Council

Galba,B.ni. 232. The [23rd they] arrived at Bruges and this day such

B. M. monies as we received at Calais yngham and certain of

the Treasurer's clerks Wete which be come hither for

the same purpose ; and sith we came hither Master Dr. Tunstall

and his company commissioned for the intercourse hath resorted

unto us, and showed us [in this] manner, that certain persons had

, been sent commissioners to this town " to treat upon the difference

of the intercourse." It is supposed they intend to delay the time

until the amity is established. As soon as the surceance be expired,

as it will be on St. John's day, they will immediately execute sen

tence on the English goods. In the instructions given to Tunstal and

his fellow commissioners it is provided that they should inform the

writers of the state of their negociations with the Prince's commis

sioners; but at the time when Sir Edw. Ponynges was last with their

Lordships in Council it was [agreed that the] article should be adjoined

to our instructions] Think proper to notify to the Coun

cil accordingly. Are not joined with the commissioners for the

intercourse, and have no instructions to further them. Move about

to avoid suspicion, as they have no other powers except to express

the King's pleasure to have the amity renewed. Think that the

intercourse and amity should be communicated jointly, otherwise

the merchants will suffer much. Bruges, 24 May. Signed.

Pp. 3, ni it cli mutilated, in Knight's hand. Add. and, endd.

24 May. 499. Sampson to Wolsey.

R. O. Wrote lately from Tournay. Nothing done in the king's matters

yet. Yesterday had a communication with two of the Prince's

Council. On the 23rd Poynings arrived ;—was met by the writer

and Tunstal. Letters have been sent to the Council, desiring that

Poynings and his companion may have power to meddle in this

matter, of which there is no mention in their instructions ; and also

be consulted in concluding the amity. Advises Wolsey to offer the

Elect compensation to have quiet possession of the bishopric.

Bruges, 24 May 1515.

Hoi., pp. 2. Add. : My Lord of York. Endd.

24 May. 500. For Sir Ralph Egerton.

S. B. To be constable of Chester castle, and keeper of the outer gate,

with custody and use of all buildings, &c, except the King's

exchequer and exchequer chamber, and a fee farm rent of 24/. 13*. 4d.

by which the burgesses of Ludlowe hold their borough, &c.

Del. Knoll, 24 May 7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 9.

24 May. 50L For Sir Maurice Barkeley, knight of the Body.

S. B. Wardship of John, s. and h. of Richard Barkeley. Del. Knoll

24 May 7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 9.

24 May. 502. For Ric. Booth.

S. B. To be feodary of the honor of Richmond, Line, and Notts., and

bailiff of the manors of Wikes and Frampton, Line. Del. Knoll,

24 May 7 Hen. VHI.

Pat. 7 Hen.VIII. p. 1, m. 12.
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24 May. 503. For John Alynson, elk.

Writ to John Constable, elk., the Dean and Chapter of Lincoln,

to admit the said John to the chantry founded for the souls of

the Duchess of Lancaster and Countess of Westmoreland in " le

Irons " near the steps of the high altar. Knoll, 24 May.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. I, m. 9.

24 May. 504. Commission of the Peace.

Cornwall.—H. Bp. of Exeter, Rob. Willoughby, Lord Broke,

Sir Hen. Marney, Ric. Eliott, Lewis Pollard, John Arundell of la

Hern, Sir Peter Egecombe, Sir William Trevanyon, Wm. Carewe,

Rog. Greynfeld, John Carmynowe, Peter Bevyle, John Skewes, Rob.

Tredenek, Roger Arundell, John Arundell of Talvern, John Cha-

raond, Rob. Vivian, Jas. Heresy, Ric. Penros, Wm. Loure, Hen.

Trecarell, Wm. Carnsewe and John Kelegrewe. Otford, 24 May.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 2d.

25 May. 505. Sir Rob. Wingfield to Henry VIII.

B. 0. Wrote last on the 20th from Augsburg. On Monday the Emperor

left. Expects directions from him daily. The Papal and Spanish

ambassador departed this day for Insbroke. Great preparations

are made for Hungary. To secure the Duke of Genoa, the Duke

of Milan has sent thither 8,000 Swiss. The Venetians are proud,

poor, and obstinate, and are worse enemies to themselves than the

Emperor. The Provost of Cologne, Hans Reynner's brother, is

appointed with my Lady and my Lord Berghes to negotiate the

peace with England. Augsburg, 25 May 1515.

Hoi., p. I. Add. Endd.

25 May. 506. The " Gens des Chancelerie et Grant Co[nseil "] of

Calig.D.vi.269. BRITANNY to HENRY VIII.

B- M- Demand restitution to be made to two merchants of the city

of Lantriguer in Britanny, named Yuon de Begaignon (?) and Oliver

Le Bleiz, whose ship " La Marie de Lantriguer," (Yuon Hamon

master,) freighted by them on the 20th Sept. when there was peace

between England and France, was attacked and robbed in the

harbour of Falmouth by an English ship of war, of which John

Brigandin was captain, and Yuon Morgant master. The complaint

of the merchants has been referred to certain judges who have

made due inquiry. Other actes et enseignements transmitted here

with. Nantes, 25 May 1515.

Add. : A tres-puissant et tres-excellent Roy dAugleterre.

Fr., mutilated, pp. 2.

25 May. 507. Jehan le Veau to [Margaret of Savoy].

Vit B. i. 143. The Duke is still at Alexandria waiting for the Viceroy; would

B. M. have attacked the French, but for a large force of Venetians who

were before Verona expecting to take it, when it was suddenly re

inforced. They have broken up their camp and are threatening to

lay siege to Cremona. To make provision against them the Viceroy

has returned to Placenza. The Pope has sent money to the Swiss.

The artillery is planted before Alexandria. The assault will be

given to morrow. The Swiss are impatient for the attack. The

Viceroy has had 13 chains of gold made for a present to the Swiss

captains, and has sent to Florence for silks for them. News is

come of a disturbance in Genoa, in which the Gueli's have been
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defeated and their principal men slain. The Genoese say they will

take care the French do not come into Italy again. They have good

hopes of the Duke being victorious. Milan, 25 May.

Hoi., Fr., mutilated, pp. 2. Add. : [A] ma tres-redoubtee et

souveraume dame, Madame.

25 May. 508. For Sir Wm. Tyler.

S. B. Three annuities ; one of 20 marks, out of the issues of Devon,

another of 20/. out of the issues of Kent, and the third of 100*.

which the Abbot of Fulger in France lately held from the church

of Westkyngton in the archdeaconry of Wilts and the deanery of

Malmesbury, Salisb. dioc. Del. Westm., 25 May 7 Hen. VHI.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1 , m. 9.

25 May. 509. For Sir Wm. Tyler.

8. B. To be master of the swans in the Thames vice Geo. Assheby,

clerk of the signet, deceased. Del. Westm., 25 May 7 Hen VHI.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 9.

25 May. 510. For Sir Hen. Sharneburne.

To be Marshal of the King's Bench vice Sir Th. Brandon, deceased.

Knoll, 25 May.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p.\,m. 10.

25 May. 511. For Sir Hen. Sharneburne als. Shorborn of Sharne

burne, Norf.

Pardon and release of all matters before 10 Jan. 6 Hen. VHI.

Knoll, 25 May.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 10.

*

26 May. 512. Sampson to [Wolsey].

Calig. D. vi. 290. Wrote in his last letters of the beginning partly made in the

B. M. King's matters, now at a stand still " for lack of the commission that

he sent be the Prince." If speed be not used John Seillier of

Tournay, and the Doctor of Bruges and others active in Wolsey's

service, " are not unlike to have great displeasure." No other way

is possible except to obtain a resignation (from the bishop elect) by

the French King's hand, giving him a pension, of which Wolsey

will have no long charge. Whatever the charge he must obtain

bulls in commendam, and by that means he will hold the bishopric

in quiet. This is the best and most godly way. He cannot admit

Wolsey's argument that the [Archbishop] of Bheims as metropo

litan has no metropolitan jurisdiction in Tournay without Wolsey's

pleasure. Men are astonished to see Sampson so stout, considering

that he is prohibited by the Prince's Council from using jurisdiction

in Flanders, whither he dares not come, as there is sentence against

him pronounced at Rheims in the Spiritual Court. He has charged

and Coterell in the King's name to do no service to the

elect pretense of Tournay ; " which hath sore abated their villain

. . courage." Is greatly annoyed, but hopes by Wolsey's goodness to

continue this little countenance ; for if he should abate it his enemies

would triumph and rejoice. Ifhe falls into danger it will not be little.

He could be satisfied to pass his life in the Arches or other places,

but is anxious to do his grace honorable service. His grace has
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Sampson to [Wolsey]—cont.

in those parts a faithful servant, Sir Thomas Spinelly. Bruges,

26 M[ay] 1515.

Endd.: Doctor Sampson's letter dated xxvj. Maij. Hoi., muti

lated, pp. 4.

26 May. 513. For Malmesbury Abbey.

N Writ for restitution of the temporalities on election of Richard

Camme. Knoll, 26 May.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 8.

26 May. 514. For Th. Lord Dacre of Greystoke.

S. B. Commission to execute the office of warden of the East, West,

and Middle Marches of Scotland. Del. Knoll, 26 May 7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 8d.

26 May. 515. For Oliver Morell, cross-bow maker, and Edm.

S. b. Knyghtley.

Licence, in survivorship, to shoot with the cross-bow, notwith

standing the act. Richmond, 14 April 6 Hen. VIII. Del. Knoll,

26 May 7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 4.

26 May. 516. For John Turnour and Geo. Quarles.

S. b. To be auditors of Warwykeslandes, Salysburylandes and Spencers-

lundcs, in those counties whereof John Clerk and Edward Sharp

were auditors, by grant of Henry VII. Del. Otford, 26 May,

7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 8.

26 May. 517. For Hugh Willy.

S. B. To have the toll of Prestende, Beelth and Elvell, Marches of

Wales, and the occupation and profits of 29 " fattes, " called " le

saltfattcs," with the coppice called Owoode in Droitwiche, Wore;

also an annuity and donation, each of 40 marks, out of the fee fanu

of the city of Hereford. Del. Knoll, 26 May 7 Hen.VHI.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 9.

26 May. 518. Commission of the Peace.

Derbyshire.—Geo. Earl of Shrewsbury, Th. Earl of Derby,

Win. Blount Lord Mountjoy, Hump. Conyngesby, Guy Palmes,

, Sir Hen. Vernon, Sir Ralph Shorley, Sir Hen. Sacheverell, Sir

John Gyfford, Th. Babyngton, John Porte, Roger Meynours, John

Agard, Geoff. Fulgeham, Roger Eyer, Wm. Grysley, Humph. Brad-

bourne, John Fitzherbert, Th. Coken and Wm. Bothe. Westm.,

26 May.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 5d.

28 May. 519. Ponynges and Knight to Henry VIII.

Galba, B. m. 240*. ..." this present month and for because the same day

B. M. unto Bruges and it was un[known whether hejwould remain or

(after one day there abide here . . . ." Sent a servant with letters to

the Chancellor of Burgoyne, whose answer they enclose. Sir John

Carre, the bearer, will inform him more fully. Beg the Herald at
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arms may be commanded to attend upon them, and be there imme

diately. Antwerp, 28 May. Signed.

Pp. 1, mutilated. Add.

28 May. 520. Spinelly to Henry VIII.

Galba.B.m. 172. [At the] . . of this present month Dr. Tunstal and the other

B. M. commissioners with himself have not yet had a decision from the

Prince's Council respecting the sums of money, " by virtue of a

certain old axiom," to be [demanded] of your subjects. Sir Edw.

Ponynges and Dr. Knight have been at Antwerp. The Prince is

at Barowe. A<courierJxom Genoa has brought letters of the 12th,

stating they will have no Frenchmen there. Jakys Tryoulcyo is

at Lyons with many spears. The Receiver of Flanders, who is in

great favor with the Prince, was lately raising money for the

business of Friesland, as the Provost of Cassel showed Spinelly.

Begs leave to come to England for 15 days. The French King, on

hearing that the Pope would join the Emperor, the King of

Arragon, and others against him, has offered to resign to the Pope's

brother the kingdom of Naples. Bruges, 28 day of

Signed.

Pp. 3, mutilated. Add.

28 May. 521. Spinelly to Wolsey.

R-O. Sends a letter from Sampson. Thinks the French promises

delusive touching Tournay. If AYolsey have the spiritual autho

rity, he will be more sure of the temporal ; first, as receiving it

from the French King, secondly, because Guillard has forged

certain bulls and is in danger of deprivation. Bruges, 28 May

1515. Signed.

P. 1. Add. : My Lord the Abp. of York. Endd.

28 May. 522. Francis I. to Suffolk.

Calig. E. i. ii. ? Has written to the King of England of the great expences he is

J- 186- at in Italy, requesting his forbearance of the 50,000 francs, which

B. M. he owes, till next term. Begs Suffolk to back his request. Lyons,

28 May. Signed.

Fr., mutilated, p. 1. Add. : A mon cousin le Due de Suffort.

28 May. 523. "Wards and Marriages.

Cumberland. — Commission to Sir Hen. Clifford, Sir Anth.

Ughtroyd, Sir Roger Belyngham, Hugh Mutton, Geoff. Lancastre

and Adam Penyngton, to make inquisitions concerning concealed

wards and marriages belonging to the Crown. Knoll, 28 May.

Salop.—The same to Sir Wm. Uvedale, Sir Thos. Blount, Peter

Newton and Geo. Bromley. Knoll, 28 May.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p.\,m. 8d.

28 May. 524. For John Pennyngton of Molkaster, Cumb.

Exemption from serving on juries, &c. Knoll, 28 May.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 10.

28 May. 525. For Th. Forde of Coventry, grocer.

Protection; going in the suite of Sir Ric. Wingfield, Deputy of

Calais. Knoll, 28 May.

Fr. 7 Hen. VIII. m. 6.

2. E
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29 May. 526. Ponynges and Knight to Henry VIII.

H. O. Arrived at Antwerp on the 26th. Transmit a copy of the Chan

cellor's letter in answer to their inquiries when the Prince could

give them audience. Expect it will be soon, and request answer to

their letter from Bruges of the 24th. Antwerp, 29 May. Signed.

P. I. Add.

29 May. 527- For Wm. Briswood and Anth. Nele.

To be clerk of the works at Calais, in survivorship, with 8d. a

day, the pay of as many men as Th. Deacon lately enjoyed out of,

the issues of the town, or of the 19,022/. 4*. 8d. annually allotted

by parliament for payment of the King's retinue there. Knoll,

29 May.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, »i.22.

30 May. 528. Sampson to [Wolsey].

Calig. D. vr. 292. The commission came yesterday. Fears that all his letters have not

B. M. reached his grace, as there is no notice of his pleasure respecting a

prebend now void in Tournay, of which he had twice made mention.

Affairs were never more promising for the bishopric, as the Pope,

the Emperor, the King of Arragon, the Swiss, the Milanese, the

Florentines and the Genoese hath made a faithful league against

the French King, " not only to keep him from Italy, but to invade

him with 30,000 foot and 3,000 horse." Wolsey has therefore to

urge the resignation of the Bishop elect of Tournay, and offer him

a pension ; saying that though he might eject him by violence, he is

content to aid him to an honorable living. This will save all

opprobrium which might arise if the Bishop were at once driven

to poverty by this ejection. Had already written " of a

the Florentines intended to make against the Elect They trust to

danger him with deposition fro his benefice." Bruges, 30 May

1515.

Hoi., pp. 2, mutilated.

30 May. 529. Suffolk to Margaret of Savoy.

Addit. 14, 840. Thanks her for the reception she has given to his daughter

B. M. Anne, whom he had intended to leave permanently with her, but the

Queen is desirous of her presence. Sends, therefore, Sir Edward

Guildford and William Wodale to conduct her to England. Green

wich, 30 May 1515. Signed.

Fr., p. 1. Add.

30 May. 530. For Sir Wm. Skevyngton.

To be master of the ordnance with 2*. a day, 6d. a day for a

clerk, and 6d. a day for a valet. Knoll, 30 May.

Pat. 7 Ben. VIII. p.\,m. 10.

31 May. 53L Sir Rob. Wingfield to Henry VIII.

E- O. Wrote his last from this city on the 25th instant. Has received

order from the Emperor to depart to-morrow towards Insbrook.

The Emperor has gone into Bavaria, to visit a place of Our Lady,

where Cardinal Gource will meet him. Some say the King of

Poole cometh in his company. It is expected that the Emperor

will go to Hungary ; both Kings will abide his coming. As far as
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his knowledge goes, the higher people are, the less they keep their

appointments. Thinks the Emperor has some great object in hand

on account of his great preparations. The Turks have defeated

Count John de Cele, a Hungarian, married to the King of Poole's

sister, who declined to be at the meeting of the Kings. 15,000

Switzers are prepared to enter France. What they have done at

Genys is not known. Augsburg, 31 May 1515. Signed.

Pp.2. Add.

■ 31 May. 532. Tournay.

B. 0, Receipt for 12,000/. in crowns at 4*. 2d. a crown, for the pay of

the garrison, received by Lord Mountjoy, lord lieutenant of Tournay,

of Sir Edw. Benstede, treasurer. Dated 31 May, 7 Hen. VIII.

Signed by Mountjoy and Benstede. P. 1. Endd.

31 May. 533. Convocation.

"Wilk. Cone. Prorogation of convocation, which had met 22 June 1514, to the

m. 658. 13 Nov. following.

May. 534. Wolsey to Sampson.

Calig. E. in. 99. ■•"... B more abhyll to handy[U] '.

P.. M. I have caused the King to ambassa

dors now at a diet to t day of this present month of May

[su]che variance as be betwixt the PrinTces

a]dventages ye shall have assocyat with [y]ong More

and the governor of the said [merchants] by whom ye

shall be advertised, as well of y se of your and their

instructions, they be departed [thitherwa]rds and will not fail to be

there the said 20th ; where also fail ye not to meet

with them. And to [the intent ye] shall be [the] better furnished

as well in your apparel [as in] other [exlpenses as accordeth the

King's ambassador to [I] have [de]lyvered to Mr. Tuns-

tall threescore pounds [to] be by [him] delivered to you

for your diets of 60 da[ys, after the] rate [of] 20*. the day, if ye be

lenger there than the ys ye [sha]ll have more money

sent to you after the [same rate], with the [which] I doubt not but

ye shall be able to ly[ve] And [ye] being the King's

ambassadors your ad[versary shal]be the [worse] ordered to attempt

anything against you, [and y]e shall be the more able to advance

my causes and as y[e shall] have [word] of the Prince's favor, so ye

may write to Mr. [P]onynges which [is sejnt to the said Prince

from the King in ambassade ; who I doubt [not] wole do as much

as he can possibly. And I for my part [shall] labour to the French

King for the calling off t]he elect home, and causing him to

surcease. In the mean[time] handle the matter boldly, and ful

minate the censures according [to the] brief, not fearing for any

excommunication of any man."

Draft in Woltey's hand, p. 1, much mutilated.

May: " ' 535- Sir Rob. Wingfield to

VitB.xvui. 146»| Wrote last from this place on the 26th inst

B. M. [Emjperor doth return to this city ; and within five or six days

hopes to have some certain news from Hungary—when he will go

from thence, if necessity shall so require, by water to Vienna, which

is not far from the confines of Hungary.—Certain Princes of the

K 2
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Sir Rob. Wingfield to cont.

empire are already here, and more are expected to accompany the

Emperor on his journey, if it take place—which Wingfield hopes

not, as now he is far from provision and friends, and then he will

be even further.

Francis, it is said, has sent a great army, in which there are

4,000 Almayns, by sea to Genys, with the consent of Fregose the

Duke there and the Pope.—The Swiss have sent 8,000 men to

Genys, and 8,000 to the passages in the mountains between Italy

and France ; so that in a few days something may be looked for,

if " the French keep their own way and the Emperor ou his side

sleepeth not." Maximilian has sent Master Loys Marraton in post

to the King of Arragon ; he is expected back in 15 days, "and

upon such answer as he shall bring it is thought that some new

thing shall be put in execution to the displeasure of some that have

right largely deserved to be so paid for their good services]."

Augsbourge, the day of May 1515. Signed.

Hoi., p. 1, burnt at the edges.

May. 536. Spinelly.

Galba,B.m.234, ". . . . Brugeys, an Englishman, Dr. Sampson, and

B. M. others at the Starre saying [that the K]ing should not keep seven

year nor one year nor [six] months the city ofTournay in his hands."

Next day [it was] demanded by the Lord Malyngham whether the

King had any communications for the delivery of it to the French.

Spinelly said the King would keep it. He was asked the same by

the Graffer of Bruges, who is in great favor with the Lord Fynes,

who said the house of Burgundy were the best merchants for

England. He was asked the same at Antwerp, where it was ru

mored the Lord Chamberlain had orders to deliver it to the French

or to the townsman, as the charge of it was so great, and the King

had no surety of it. The Prince and his subjects would regret to

see it again in the hands of the French, though the Council would

oppose it. As Dunkirk and Gravelyng belong to Lord Vandom,

an exchange might bo made with him, " and so the said city shall

return unto the Frenchmen without their incommodity, and the

King's grace, being the said two towns by the sea side, with com

modity of his subjects and small costs, might keep it."—Does not

think that the inhabitants would leave their ancient master.—Lord

Berghes thinks the French are resolved to recover it, as their repu

tation is involved, and because it would be a perpetual bridle for

Flanders, and so long as the English keep it, it will be a remem

brance and occasion for them to make new enterprises against

France. They are liberal in their promises. Signed: By rac,

Thomas Spinelly.

Pp. 3, mutilated.

May. 537. Spinei.lt to [Heney VIIL]

Galba.B.in. 230. " them in all your highness

B. M. and secondly that it hath pleased commission

with me Dr. Tunstall and others [wh]ich matter I

shall also employ myself to the of such communication as

we have had thereupon and res the Prince's deputies

till this day."—Encloses a letter from Sir Rob. Wingfield. The

Emperor has despatched the Provost of Lovain, Hans Reigner'g
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May. 538.

Galba, B.m. 237.

B. M.

brother, to meet the English ambassadors at Bruges. The league

has been concluded between the Pope and the Princes of Italy.

Genoa is out of danger from the French. Sends a letter he has

received from Berghes's secretary in Zeland touching the Bp. of

Moray. Dissilsteyne has been sent into F[riesland3 to take posses

sion of towns in the Duke of Saxe's hands. Bruges, the ... of

May 1515. Signed.

Pp.2, mutilated.

Spinelly to

539.

Galba, B.

B.M.

T. 4.

" [A me]mory of such matters as Sir Edw. [Ponynges and Dr.

K]night shewed unto me, Thomas Spinelly, upon their letters of cre

dence."—1st, they had advertised the King of the fair but ineffectual

promises of the Prince's Council, as the ambassador of Arragon had

prognosticated. 2nd, that the Prince's council will not confirm the

old amity, but have a new one with fresh clauses—on which the

chancellor will consult on arriving at Mechlin, declaring the one

of 1506 was unfavorable to them. Tunstal and the other commis

sioners had advertised the King's ambassadors of the proposal for a

surceance till the Prince is of full age. 3rd, Ponynges and Knight

are [afraid] the Prince's Council will delay, to see how the business

of the French succeeds, and act accordingly. Ponynges desired

Spinelly to inform the King that the Pope had no intelligence from

the Emperor, and some persuasion should be used to prevent his

joining the French. 4th, the King's council do all they can to

deprive the King of Arragon of the governance of Castile. 5th, the

ambassador of Arragon was half discouraged by Sir Edward's depar

ture. 6th, people about the Prince attempt to bring him up in the

French interest. 7th, Lord Berghes interferes but little. 8th,

Dissilsteyne will lose the government of Holland. 9th, the French

King is doing what he can to gain the Emperor. Lord Berghes

continues firm to England, and recommends a good intelligence with

Arragon. Signed; "By me, Thomas Spinelly."

■ Pp. 3, mutilated.

Henry VIII. to [Ponynges and Tunstal.]

As the Council of the King of Castile pretend that the article

last sent, relative to a free intercourse between the two countries,

is too general, and that they cannot conclude the treaty until they

are more fully instructed, they are informed—(1.) that the King

intends to deal plainly and substantially with his allies ; and in case

the French King refuse to pay the duties he has agreed to pay, and

the yearly dowry of the Queen Dowager, then the King of Castile

shall allow the King of England to pass through his country, and

provide victuals, as specified in an article devised. If they refuse

this article the King will consider they set no value on his friend

ship. (2.) That notwithstanding their dissuasion against con

cluding such a league with the King of Castile, as burdensome to

England, because he is more likely to require aid of England than

England of him, considering the ambition of France, and their desire

to dissever the two Kings, the King thinks it desirable to conclude

this amity, provided that aid be not required except the King of

Castile is invaded by France, which will force all the confederates

to attack it. They are to expedite the league without delay, and

urge the Prince's Council not to provoke the King's indignation ;

and they shall state that though the King is not included in the
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Henry VHI. to [Pontnges and Tdnstal]—cont.

league lately passed between France and the King Catholic, he is

invited to join it, and as he is treated by them he will act. A dis

cussion has been had with the Provost of Cassel touching a new

league to be formed between the Pope, the Emperor, the Kings of

, England and Castile, with the comprehension of the Swiss ; which

is very agreeable to justice, as the Provost will explain at his

return. Sends a copy of the treaty in order that the King of

Castile may be included therein.

Draft, corrected by Ruthal, pp. 9, mutilated. ■

540. Answers of the English Commissioners to the Com

missioners of Prince Charles.

Galba, B. in. 1st, to the objection that all treaties are revoked by the death of

219—225. tne contracting parties, vel conlraventione per Anglicos facta, they

°- M- answer that the treaty in question remains in force, as appears by

the seventh article ; and has never been revoked. 2ndly, to the

objection, that by the seventh article of the treaty of intercourse

" 56* anni " the treaty is merely temporary, they answer, that

the argument does not apply, and distinguish the meanings of the

word temporal. 3rdly, they deny that by the second article of

the treaty of 1495, the Prince can impose new duties, and refer to

the first article of the treaty of 1506. 4thly, they say that the fifth

and seventh articles provide as much for future as for past remission

of duties, quoting the passage, and answering other objections of

the Prince's commissioners,—that the treaty was personal, not suc

cessive. 5thly, they deny that the treaty has been broken by the

English, or satisfaction refused when demanded. 6thly, they say

the English merchants are better treated in Spain and Portugal

than in the Low Countries ; and that the Prince cannot with

justice exact those duties which he has expressed his determina

tion to levy.

Lat., pp. 11, mutilated;ff. 224, 223, misplaced. In a later hand.

May. 541- Alamire to Henry VIII.

r. o. Hans Nagel and Claus Backer are not now with Richard de la

Puell. He wrote to them to stay where they are, as he intends to

leave Lorraine, and will let them know when. There is one Master

de Kesthuma, called Afere Rason, who fled from England, and says

the Cardinal took of his goods 14,000/. He is often closeted with

Backer. One out of Denmark has told him that his master has ready

many ships to send to Scotland. Albany is already gone thither.

" Vestra Majestas habet bene ad considerandum talia." De la Pole

knows all that goes on in England. Signed in a musical notation.

P.S. Sends the King a piece of music for five voices, six small

books, "ubi multa bona intra sunt, cum nigro Alexandre Auri

fabri, etc Ego dimisi unum manicordium cum pedale in

Grimtwitz, et misi vestram majestatem dredecim cromhornes. Pro

talia non sum recompensatus, sed spero."

Lot., pp. 2. Add. : Tot de Konings grade—Ou Roy. Endd.

• Sic. 1106 ?
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542. John Baptista Boerius to Ruthal.

R. O. As he could not visit the court yesterday, and is now ready to II

start, begs he will give the bearer the King's letters to the Pope, //

and the instructions which the writer is to receive touching the

King's business at Rome. Signed.

Add. : D. Thomas Dunolraensi episcopo, secretario, &c.

Lat.,p. 1.

543. Balthazar [Stuart to Henry VIII.]

Calig. B. Tin. 298. Begs a reply to the letters which he exhibited to his majesty on

B. M. the part of the Queen of Scotland. She desires some safe methods

may be devised for correspondence with her brother ; also for reply

to Albany in reference to peace and the preservation of the com

prehension. The Duke's promises were fair ; in the parliament to

be held shortly the dignity of the Queen was to be the first topic

of discussion. Begs he may have letters to the King of France,

expressive of satisfaction with his conduct, and to Charles Duke of

Savoy to the same purport, whose subject he is. Signed.

Lat., draft, in Balthasar's own hand, p. 1. Endd. Headed:

Pro expeditione Balthasaris oratoris redeuntis a Scotis.

May. 544. Customs.

R. 0. Receipts and issues of John Hasylwood, John Jenyns, and Henry

Everard, customers for Easter term 6 & 7 Hen. VTH. ; with an

account of sums remaining in the hands of Sir John Daunce, Rob.

Fowler and John Myllett.

Pp.2.

1 June. 545. Leo. X. to Hen. VIII.

R. O. Had summoned a meeting of theologians and astronomers to

advise with regard to the observation of Easter, the vernal equinox

and the lunar cycle. The last month after the ninth session of the

Council, letters were despatched to England requesting the King to

send the most scientific men in his dominions to deliberate on this

question, to investigate the opinions which had been advanced

by the late Cardinals Aliaco and Cusa on this matter, and to submit

the result to the Lateran Council for ratification. The expectation

of this induced the Pope to defer the former tenth session, destined

to be held on 1 December, till the end of May next following. As

some have either come already or have sent their opinions in

writing, but the greater part are still expected, has resolved to wait

for the result till the eleventh session, to be held in the following

month of December. Begs the King will not fail to assist in this

important work, and that as divers opinions still exist with regard

to the lunar cycle, his majesty will obtain for him the best opinion

as to the methods to be followed for securing its due observation.

"Et quia in descriptione cycli lunaris, possent esse diversae sen

tential, hortamur Majestatem tuam, ut novi cycli lunaris a prima

die Januarii inchoati descriptionem nobis pro suo quisque captu

instituent,* sive anno integro permanente sive prout nonnullis

visum est, semel aliquot diebus ab uno vel pluribus annis subtractis,

ut equinoctio et cyclo rite ac recte moderatis, in Pascali observatione

secundum regulas patrum et sanctam ecclesise intentionem nullus

succedere possit delectus." Rome, 1 June 1515, 3 pont.

Lat. Vellum. Add. Much decayed and defective.

* Doubtful.
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1 June.

R. O.

1 June.

R. O.

1 June.

Vit. B. n. 144.

B. M.

/

1 June. 549.

1 June. 550.

2 June. 551.

Gal ha, 15. in. 309.

B.M.

2 June.

S. B.

546. Leo. X. to Hen. VIII.

Requesting him to set at liberty Polydore Castelli, Dean of Wells,

sub-collector in England. Rome, 1 June 1515.

Lat. Vellum. Add.

547. Leo. X. to Wolsey.

Has written to the King requesting him to discharge Polydore

Vergil, the sub-collector, from prison, and restore him to favor.

Requests Wolsey to support the application. Rome, 1 June 1515,

3 pont.

Lat. Vellum. Add.

548. The Magistbates of Genoa (Octavianus dux et Con

silium Antianorum) to Henry VIII.

Ill compliance with his letter touching the restitution of a cargo

of wool taken by their fleet and recovered from the Moors, they

have appointed a doctor to inquire into it. Have heard this duy

that a townsman of theirs, Paul Justiniani, sailing from England,

had taken a vessel belonging to the King's Irish subjects, though

they do not credit it. They have sent a swift messenger into

England commanding Paul to make restitution. Genoa, 1 Juno 1515.

Lat.,p.l. Add.

For Sir Anth. Utright.

To be captain ofBerwick during pleasure, with tho nomination ot

marshal, porter, master of the ordnance, comptroller, and the fees

enjoyed by Th. Lord Darcy or Wm. Tyler. Otford, 1 June.

Scot. 7 Hen. VIII. m. 16.

For the Monastery of St. Peter and St. Paul, Ipswich.

Conge" d'elire on the death of Th. Goodwyn, prior. Otford,

1 June.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 10.

Spinelly to Henry VIII.

Received last night a packet from Wyngfield. My Lady Margaret

expects the return of Marynix from the Emperor, with his re

solution touching the re[covery of certain] lands out of the French

men's hands. The French have sent money to the Duke of Gueldres.

Na»saw is now with the Prince, and was about to buy certain jewels

for the .... which he has left. It appears that the covenants

made by him and others in France are not very clear. From the

communications which he and Dr. Tunstal have had with the

Prince's Commissioners it is certain they will not be bound to

observe the intercourse. 2 June 1515. Signed.

Pp. 2, mutilated. Add. and endd.

552. For Rob. Blagge, Baron of the Exchequer.

Annuity, during pleasure, of 80 marks out of the tonnage and

poundage of London. Del. Westm., 2 June 7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 2.

3 June. 553. Sampson to Wolsey

Galba, B.jii. 322. " Yesterday the last day of of a meeting we had with

B. M. the Prince's [Commissioners. To-day1 in like manner we were

together." The Provost of Cassel said this second intercourse was of
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[no] effect, that the customs on wools from England were intolerable

aud had reduced many of the Prince's subjects to poverty. Have

deferred their answer on account of the absence of one of the

Prince's Commissioners, who is expected on Sunday or Monday.

The Provost of Cassell said they had more than fourscore com

plaints to make on their side. Sampson replied that when they

knew those of England they would be astonished that they had

been borne so long ; and thus they separated until Monday or

Tuesday the 4th or 5th. " So that they said 'expressly they had

perfect knowledge this second intercourse never to be accepted by

the Prince or his Council ; whereunto we answered, that if by

reason it were to be approved, the Prince would be content to

accept the reasonable and convenient concluded grant by his

father." News has arrived " that the du[ke] strength of

ships towards Friesland of that country and more

over the Provos[t said it was] evidently known that the French

King hath ... to him that hath possession of the countries ....

which were not so shortly to be thought truth . . . Duke of

Gueldres one of the French King's memb parties with all

the power that he may is for his part .... possession of Friesland,

which thing if it be true [is the be]ginning of the faithful amity

of France towar[ds] .... parties."

Trusts Wolsey will shortly obtain his bishopric Does not think

the French King will cause the Elect to resign. Wrote lately of a

process made by the Italians against the Elect on the ground

of an exemption granted to them by the Pope. As the Elect will

not allow it they will call him to Rome personally.—Spinelly and

he have learned from the person that has charge of the process that

it will begin in 15 or 16 days if the Elect do not submit. "The

Pope is enemy to the French Kyn[g] es be his

countrymen and many his kinsmen t . . . . entendeth this process."

Thinks if the King wrote to the Pope that the Elect of Tournay

rebels against the authority of the Church, they would get him

deposed, which, however profitable for the time, would be a bad

precedent for other bishops.—Bruges, 1 June 1515.

P.S. — Has kept the letter open, not having a messenger. Last

night learned that all the Prince's Commissioners have come,

so that to-morrow they can commence communication. Bruges,

3 June.

Hoi., pp. 3, mutilated. Add. and endd.

3 June. 554. Henry VIII.

B. T. 144. Grant to Christ., James, and Anth. Ruevet (? Knyvet), of the

K. O. lands and goods of John de Malines and John d'Estaples, at

Tournay. Greenwich, 3 June 1515.

3 June. 555. For John Goldyng.

8. B. To be feodary of all royal possessions in Norfolk and Suffolk ;

to take into the King's hands all heirs under age in the said

counties, and to deliver them to Sir Thomas Lovell, treasurer

of the household, and keeper of such heirs, and to seize their

possessions after the inquisitions post mortem are token. Dated at

Knoll, 3 June 7 Hen. VIII.

Similar appointments of Sir Anthony Ughtroid, for Northumb.,

Cumb., und Westmor., and Richard Bunny, jun., for the city of

York and town of Kyngeston-on-Hull.

Signed : Thomas Lovell.

/
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4 June. 556. For Rob. Brograve and Katharine his wife.

Grant in survivorship, of custody and wardship of Joan, widow

of James Twychet Lord Audeley, who is a lunatic. Otford, 4 June.

Vacated on surrender 9 Feb. 8 Hen. Vin., to be passed in

different form.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 10.

4 June. 557. For Sir Resus Ap Thomas, son and heir of Thomas,

son and heir of Griffin Nicholas.

Confirmation and quit-claim, and to his heirs male, of the castle

and lordship of Trayne March and the third part of the vill of

St. Clair, Carmarthen, in Wales, with all appurtenances, mortgaged

... to John Bishop of St. David's and the said Griffin, their heirs and

assigns, for 1,000 marks, payable by the church of All Saints,

Hereford, on the 1st May A.D. 1454, by Richard late Duke of

... York, by his charter dated 6 May 27 Hen. VI. Otford, 4 June.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, *». 1 1.

5 June. 558. Hadrian Cardinal St. Chrysogon to Wolset.

R. O. Has been anxious above all things to satisfy the King in regard

to the collectorship, especially as the Pope wishes it. Begs

Wolsey's intercession with the King for himself and his servant

Polydore. Rome, 5 June 1515. Signed.

I. nt., p. 1. Add.

6 June. 559. Balthazar Sttjard to Wolsey.

Cal. B. i. 297. Has lately sent him two letters, stating, especially in the latter,

B. M. that, he had hoped to depart during Mav. Owing to Albany's

arrival and the matter of the benefices, finds he cannot leave before

next Parliament, which meets on 10 July ; but as he had previously

written to Home and Flanders not to send anything for him to

Scotland, desires a credence for the bearer, a Frenchman, who has

been three years with him, and who has also letters from the

Queen and the Duke of Albany to the King of England. Begs

he will send him to Berwick, and transmit a safeconduct for him

self and three servants, as he proposes to return that way.

Edinburgh, 6 June.

Signed, : Baltasar Smi D. N. in Scotia orator.

Hoi., p. 1 . Add. : Rm0, &c. Tomre Archiepiscopo Eboracensi.

560. . Albany to Leo X.

R. MS. Having lately been called to the government of Scotland, found

13 B. ii. 243. on his arrival dissensions concerning the prelacies. Trusts that

B. M. his holiness will observe the privilege granted to former kings of

Adv. MS. 435. nominating successors to prelacies within eight months from the

Ep. Reg. Sc. i. 211. time they become vacant. The Church is by ho means the least

part of this kingdom, as Balthasar Stuart his kinsman will explain.

Has detained him till now for the sake of his advice. Thanks Leo

for sending him and desires credence for him.

Lai.

r. MS. 561. Albany to Cardinal [St. Mark].

■d J, Informs him of the contents of the letters he has written to the

Ed Ree Sc i 212 Pope, ew above, and desires his influence and favor.

Lot.

/
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6 June.

S. B.

562. To John Yong, Master of the Rolls.

To cancel six recognizances for 300J., made to Hen. VII. by

James, late Bishop of Ely, then James Stanley, of Manchester, elk.,

and Sir Edward Stanley, of Hornby (Lane), 12 Feb. 21 Hen. VII.

Greenwich, 6 June 7 Hen. VIII.

7 June. 563.

Vit B. xvih. 154.

B. M.

Sib Rob. Wingfield to [Henry VIIL]

Wrote last from [Augsb]ourge on the wherein he

advertised his majesty that [the Emperor] ordered him to leave

that place, which he did the next day and arrived at Insbrook ;

the ambassadors have been ordered to await the coming of the .

JEmperor at Vienna. " Also as touching the King of Poole's /

'coming by post wynde proceding of Dutch wyn but

the said King is abide the Emperor's coming," the Empe

ror hath [directed] some ships, as they are called here though they

are only boats, to [convey] himself, company and baggage, "by

this river," to Vienna upon Sunday or Monday next coming, " and

after that he hath met with these Kings by as fa he

■will into Fryolej himself and hath prepared an a[rray for that]

purpose, howbeit he must have some business to do in

of Carynthe and Carnyole for now the communes ofth[e ]

been gathered together against the Church and the

•will not be well remedied but by the Emperor's prese[nce ]

last year, 'and he had not been present in those parts

percid their malicious vessell which is now abrooc "

This day the Emperor caused Wingfield to hear service with him in

a closet attached to the church, whilst the other ambassadors were

in the choir, and after service asked him to dinner. After dinner

he inquired whether Wingfield had received any news from Henry

since their last audience {Here some lines are lost)

"he can perceive by such news as he hath out

Loys Marraton is returned from thence, and also out ....

. . . [the Frejnsche King cannot be content to live in peace enjoying

of Christendom that is of greatest authority and most

rich so be that ye, the King of Arragon, and he be

every to other as and necessity judicith which way

soever the French shall ade or turn their brayde they

shall not pass for or they shall be ayd or plucked by the

tail." Louis Marraton also advertised the Emperor that the King

of Arragon had prepared above 3,000 spears, 8,000 light horse, and

more than 24,000 foot. The Emperor hopes that the Pope will

join the league concluded between him, the King of Arragon, the

Duke of Milan and the Swiss, for the defence of Italy against the

French. Louis Marraton recommendeth himself humbly to Henry

as his chaplain and bedeman, and assured Wingfield " that all things

betwixt the Emperor and the King of Arragon were never in so

good train, though it is marvel to wit what informations the King of

Arragon hath had, by the French, that the Emperor should have

been the brewer of all with France against him and on [t]hat other

part the said Master Loys hath shewed him what infor[m]ations

the Emperor hath had out of France." Marraton informed "Wing

field that the King of Arragon was greatly rejoiced to be certified

of the truth and also of such . . . lementis as he had received

from England. Insbrok, 7 June.

Hoi., pp. 2, mutilated.
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7 June. 564. Spinelly to Henry VIII.

Galba, B. in. 311. Wrote last ou the 2nd. Sends letters from Wingfield. The

B. M. Pope, the Emperor and the King of Arragon do [not] pull toge

ther ; in the business of Genoa the Pope favors the French.

" The Emperor's going towards Italy is a great likelihood of

such alteration." Does not know the cause. The letters of

Dr. Tunstal and the other Commissioners will inform him of their

proceedings about the intercourse. The Provost of Cassel showed

him last night a letter of the Audiencer, dated Dordryk, 2 June,

by which it appears that Dissilstyne and his fleet did not dare

cross to Friesland because the navy of the Duke of Gueldres

and the Earl of Offerend was twice as strong as theirs, and

that the places there which they had received from the Duke

of Savoy were in danger from want of victuals. The Pope,

influenced by the Cardinal St. Severin and the French ambas

sadors, has refused the dispensation demanded by Nassaw for his

marriage. Wherefore it is conjectured that the Prince's affairs

with France have but a small ground, as appears by the Duke of

Gueldres' demeanor. The Provost supposes that the French do

not set much by that treaty, seeing the contradiction of the

Emperor and King of Arragon, and the young age of the prince

and daughter of France, thinking they have profited by the

presence of his ambassadors and by putting diffidence between the

Emperor, Arragon [and the] Swiss. Finally, he said, the French

men would do no good to this house, and that the daughter of

Orange will uot be allowed to leave France, and that Nassaw

will marry Lord Fynes' daughter. All things considered, Henry's

affairs are in better train than appearance has hitherto showed.

Bruges, 7 June 1515. Signed.

Pp. 3, mutilated. Add. and endd.

8 June. 565. Leonardo Lauredano to Henry VIII.

K. O. Thanks the King for his kindness to the Venetian ambassadors.

Is delighted to hear from them of the King's piety and rare endow

ments, mental and bodily. The Ducal Palace, 8 June 1515.

Lot. Vellum. Add.

8 June. 566- Sampson to [Wolsey].

Galba, B.m. 324. Wrote to him .... This day, the 5th of June, and yesterday

B. M. also, had Yesterday the Prince's Commissioners made

answer that they considered the treaty of 1506 void, and wondered

that England could think otherwise ; in reply to which, to-day,

Mr. Tunstal justified its validity by four or five strong reasons ; to

which the Provost of Cassell, after communicating apart with his

fellow, made most feeble answers, apparently only that he might

say something. In conclusion, they asked the English Commis

sioners to state their case in writing, that they might refer it to the

Prince's Council, which was agreed to. On the 8th will " assemble

with [them, and] give them the course of the matter in writing."

In the matter of the biehoprick will not fear to do anything to

vex the Elect. Had not Wolsey joined him in the King's com

mission, could not have come into these parts, as spiritual process

has been sued against him with pecuniary penalties. The spiri

tual jurisdiction in Tournesey is more charge than profit, the

cathedral being there. Hopes Wolsey will soon have quiet

possession " for discharging many men's consciences " to know
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which Bishop to obey. Cannot acquiesce in Wolsey's opinion in

his last letter, that the Archbishop of Reynys has no juris

diction in Tournay. Though the temporal sword takes away

temporal power it has no strength in spiritual jurisdiction. The

Archbishop is no convenient judge, but the process made by

him is valid unless it be appealed from. Fears, for his own

part, more the spiritual sword than the temporal, as they are

not formidable who only have power over the body. Wrote

lately " of a ... . entendeth against the Elect." Sir Thomas

Spinelly is very diligent in obtaining information. The ambas

sadors from France have come to receive the Prince's homage,

" and thither is the Elect as one of the French . . ." The Prince

has prepared a fleet for Friesland to take possession of the country,

but it is said the Gueldrians arc so strong that they dare not sail.

The French King has given large aid to the Duke of Gueldrcs.

Before closing met with the Prince's Commissioners, and delivered

the English grievances. " And the 12th day they have [promi]sid

in like manner to answer in writing." Bruges, 8 June 1515.

Hoi., pp. 4, mutilated.

8 June. 567. For Hen. Norreys.

S. B. To be keeper of the park of Foly John, granted to William

Norreys, 3 Oct. 2 Hen.VIII., formerly held by Sir William Norreys,

deceased, his father. Del. Otford, 8 June 7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 11.

9 June. 568. Ponynges and Knight to Henry VIII.

Galba, B.m. 241. Wrote last from Antwerp, 29 May. Received his of the 23 May,

B. M. and another from [the Council, of] the 30th. On the 29th journeyed

to Barow, were received by Mountaney, Casius and the provost of

Besangon. Paid their respects next day to the Prince. Begged to

make an oration, and deliver their charges. The Chancellor ofBur

gundy replied. This done, audience was given them in a secret

chamber. Dined this day with De Berges, and visited my Lady,

whom they found very joyful at the continuance ofthe King's favor

to the house of Burgundy. The Prince continued his journey to

Dort on 1 June, " willing us to remain at Barow by the space of

three days, because waggons, boats, and lodgings would be scarce ;

which was the more acceptable unto us because [the Lord Serges']

remained at Barow, and then we had singular good leiscr and

commodity to commune with him such of [our cha~\rge[s, as

your grace did"] comma[nd us for to do and] found him very

perseveraunt, constant [and well mi]ndcd toward your grace and

all your affa[irs as] evir he was, which did put us in good

hope also th[at] we should [find] the Lady Margaret of like

disposition and mind toward your grace. The fourth day of

this month we did come to Dordryght, and [found] the Prince

of Castile departed the same day toward Rotredam. [ We were]

minded to follow immediately. Nevertheless we were counselled

by the Prince of Castile to tarry that nightfor like considerations

as [we have] written. The 6th day of the same the Prince of

Castile and we did come to Delfe, where his grace tarried till the

8th of the [said] month ; and in the mean season, after the receipt

of your grace's le[tters] we have communed with the Chancellor

of Burgundy and solicited h[im\ for a longer surceans of the

matter of the intercourse ; which answered that he would com

mune with the Prince of Castile and his Council, [and] do his best
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Pontnges and Knight to Henry VIII.—cont.

for the obtaining of the same. The 1th day we were with my

Lady Margaret, which showed unto us that Marnyx was returned

from the Emperor, and saith that he is very well minded towards

the new amity and alliances between your gr[ace~\ and the Prince

of Castile, and to the redressing of all other things, and

for the same consideration he sendeth hither one of his Council,

the provost of Louvain, whom she looketh for daily, and she

doubteth not but all matters might have ready redress if the

Emp. and the K. of Arragon were reconciled ; for she saith

that after the K. of Arragon had understanding that the Emp.

renounced his governance, and committed the same unto such

personages as now ruleth, he took so great displeasure that he

hath ever sithence been very slack a\nd~\ cold in all such matters

as he was wont to advance, as well in the parts of Italy as

elsewhere, by reason whereof the Emperor hath been greatly

abashed. We find the Archduchess as toward and benevolent

as ever she was, and as ready to do your grace pleasure as she

hath been in time past, if her power and were according,

which it is thought might be s attained if the Emperor,

your grace and the King of Arragon had entered to-

gider, and she trusteth that by the next post the Emperor s\.halV\

receive right good ansicer from the King of Arragon." D[elf],

9 June. Signed.

Pp. 3, mutilated. In Knight's hand, principally cipher. Add.

Galba,B.m. 195. Decipher of the above by Tuke, also mutilated.

B. M.

9 June. 569. For Joan, widow of Sib Ric. Guldefobd.

Annuity of 40/. for services to Hen. VII. and Queen Elizabeth,

Mary Queen of the French, and Margaret Queen of Scots, out of

the earldom of Richmond. Otford, 9 June.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p.l, m. 12.

570. For John Nobton, grocer of London.

Protection, going in the retinue of Sir Richard Wingfeld, Deputy

of Calais. Greenwich, 10 June 7 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm.,

10 June.

571. Leo. X. to Wolsey.

Understands by the letters of John de Cavalcanti that the King

has commanded recompense to be made for the loss of the alum, of

which the Pope had written. Thanks Wolsey for his aid in the

matter. Has written again to the King to urge the speedy fulfil

ment of the order, and begs Wolsey's interference. Rome, 11 June

1515, 3 pont.

Lot. Vellum. Add.

11 June. 572. For Sib Anthony Ughtbed.

S. B. Warrant for the cancelling of all recognizances, &c. entered into

by Lord Darcy, on being made Capt. of Berwick, which office he

enters upon on 6 August next. Greenwich, 1 1 June 7 Hen. VIII.

11 June. 573. For Wm., son and heir of John Ingylby.

S. B. Livery of lands. Del. Croydon, 1 1 June 7 Hen.VHI.

Pat. 7 Hen.VIII. p.l, m.ll.

10 June.

P. S.

11 June.

R. O.
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12 June.

Vit B. n. 145.

B. M.

674.

12 June.

S.B.

575.

13 June. 576.

Galba,B.ni.313.

B. M.

13 June. 577.

Galba, B.m. 314.

B. M.

13 June. 57a

Silvester Bp. of Worcester to [Henry VIII.]

Has written to the bishops of York and Winchester. Though

the Pope is desirous to serve him, he has been compelled to make

some modifications in the affair of the collectorship. The Bishop of

Murray has left France before the recal of his legatine authority-

could be notified to the Papal Nuncio in France. He will, however,

have it intimated personally to the bishop, or at least have it fixed

on the church doors by Gawin elect of Dunkeld. By the writer's

assistance he had been advanced to that bishopric, though Henry

and Margaret had desired for him the archbishopric of St. Andrew's.

Sends a copy of the briefs. Rome, 12 June 1515. Signed.

Lat., pp. 2, mutilated.

For Rob. Loward alias Lorde, goldsmith of London,

servant of Sir John Datince.

Licence to import 2,000 tuns of Gascon wine, and 4,000 tons of

Tolouse woad. Del. Westm., 12 June 7 Hen.VIH.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 29.

Spinelly to Wolsey.

Wrote his last on the . . . inst. Has received a letter from

Master Andreas, " willing me in your Grace's name a . . . . [arr]ival

here of the Pope's orator being in the French .... address him

unto the Bp. of Moray for the deliverance of certain [letters]."

The Bishop left ten days ago for Scotland. Writes to the King.

If the Duke of Gueldres has left the business of Friesland, the

indignation lately conceived against the French will be forgotten.

Bruges, 13 June 1515. Signed.

P. ,1, mutilated. Add.: Tho. Ebor. Endd.

Spinelly to [Henry VIII.]

The French ambassadors which the Bp. of Paris.

The Lord de la Palys and the Lord [Johan] Lee arrived at

Antwerp on the 9th, and left on the 11th for Holland, having in

their company about . . . hundred horse. The Provost of Cassel

says they will receive the Prince's homage for Flanders and

Artois. The Pope is pursuing such a policy as will plunge all

Italy into bloodshed. The Duke of Gueldres has agreed with

this Princ6 touching Friesland. Letters have come that the

French have great power in Italy ; that the Swiss were already

. . . towns of the Duke of Savoy ; that the Pope's brother had.

joined with the Maguifico Lorenzo and advanced to Milan. Troops

have been sent by the Florentines to Genoa in favor of the Duke

Fregoso. Bruges, 13 June 1515. Signed.

Pp.- 2, mutilated.

For Th. Rowse, jun.

Livery of lands as s. and h. of Wm., kinsman and heir of Th.

Rowse, sen. ; of the manor of Boughton, and all other possessions

in co. Hunts, which Margaret Nutbene, late called Margaret Barnaby,

deceased, held for life of the inheritance of the said Th. Rowse, jun.

And also as to the manor of South, and other possessions in the

said county, which Wm. Grace and Rosamond his wife now hold in

right of and for life of the said Rosamond of the inheritance of the

said Th. Rowse, jun., licence is hereby granted him to enter thereon

upon the death of the said Rosamond. Westm., 13 June.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 20.
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13 June. 579- For John Turnour and John Wreme.

S. B. To be auditors, during good conduct, of the accounts of receivers,

&c. of the earldom of March vice Edward Sharp. Del. Westm.,

13 June 7 Hen.VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 13.

13 June. 580. For Humph. Peryaunt alias Purion alias Peryn.

S. B. Pardon, as of Dixwell or of Hoddesdon, Herts. Del. Westm.,

13 June 7 Hen.VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p.l, m. 12.

14 June. 58L Sampson to [Wolsey].

Galba, B.m. 326. Wrote in his last that they should meet the Prince's Commis-

B. M. sioners . . . . " which done we took res[pite until the nejxt day,

which was yesterday, to consider their [answer, whi]ch answer we

found so uncertain" and away from the purpose that Sampson

demanded a more direct one, which they have promised to-morrow.

They still insist that the Prince will never assent to the treaty of

1506, and if he did the lords would not. Thinks, from a private

conversation he had with the Provost of Cassel and from other

things, that they mean to make Englishmen resort only to Bruges.

When the Prince was here that town was very urgent for certain

advantages and obtained leave to make certain great fosses, " whereby

they may cause a river and a great water to come to Escluse, to the

great furtherance of merchants for conveyance of their merchan

dise."—On the Provost of Cassel complaining that the heaviness of

the tolls drove away the merchants, Sampson said that though

Bruges might suffer, other parts flourished, as Antwerp, "which

is now one of the flowers of the world." The Provost answered

that was not by English merchants. Sampson said they were the

greatest cause, and drew many other merchants thither, as they would

probably find out if Englishmen resorted elsewhere. The Provost

replied, " Bruges is now in great poverty for want of merchants

resorting, and great pity it is to see the decaying of such an ex

cellent town. Your merchants be vexed with tolls passing into

Brabant. Cause them only to resort to this town ; they shall be

out of trouble, and none other tolls demanded of them but one small

thing coming to this town. And that they may come the more

commodiously, the town of Bruges with their Importown expenses

be making of' a straight river and a water for to come to Escluse

and to Bruges. And rather than the Englishmen should have re

mission of these tolls, which is the cause of passing their country and

leaving them, they would rage and be ready to an insurrection."

" should be the more faithful ctor the Borough-

master of Bruges is o[nc of the] the Provost of Cassel

another, whoso bro[ther is a cjhitfe burgess of Bruges," so that he

has an interest in bringing English merchants there.—Hopes Wolsey

will soon have quietness in his bishoprick. It will be no small plea

sure for the King to have the whole of Flanders under the spiritual

jurisdiction of an Englishman. The French ambassadors have gone

to Holland to the Prince : the chief of them is La Palice, another

temporal Lord, and the Bp. of Paris. The Elect of Tournay is

joined with them. The Prince will have quiet possession of

Friesland by a dissembled truce made with him by Gueldres at the

instigation of France. The French may carry their point by the

flatteries of their ambassador. Bruges, 14 June 1515.

Hoi., pp. 3, mutilated. Endd.
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14 June. 582. For Chas. Earl of Worcester, Chamberlain.

S. B. To be chancellor and chief forester of Glamorgan and Morgan,

with appointment of officers, and like appointment in Ruthin,

Montgomery, Kerykedeowen, Elvell castle, Payn, Dynas, and Ewas

Lacy ; steward of Dynas alias Wallshetalgarth, Wales, and steward

and master of the hunt of Woking, Surrey. Del. Westm., 14 June

7 Hen. VHI.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 14.

14 June. 583. For Giles Duwes.

S. B. Licence to import 200 tuns of Gascon wine. Del. Westm.,

14 June 7 Hen. VIII.

Fr. 7 Hen. VIII. m. 3.

15 June. 584. Anth. Spinelly to Wolsey.

R. O. After being released from three years imprisonment in Auvergne,

wrote to him three times and at great length of his extreme ne

cessity. Is in debt to the country of Auvergne 200/. str., lent

him by gentlemen, to whom he promised not to leave France till

he paid them. Can only do so by the King's aid. His long illness

and imprisonment have arisen in consequence of his devotion to the

King's service. Hopes Wolsey will intercede that he may be

released from this purgatory, and may visit Jerusalem. In the state

in which he is, cannot serve the King more or less than he did

his angelic * (?) Father. That King, as will appear by the enclosed,

owed him about 87/. str.

Sends no news, because Wolsey will learn everything from

Queen Mary's almoner, who has taken possession of her dowry.

He is a most worthy and discreet prelate, and knows the great

wrong that Spinelly suffers. Begs to have a dozen cramp-rings,

as he is much asked for them by gentlemen of wealth. Pai'is,

15 June.

Signed: Anthonius Spinulla.

A la bonne grace de Mons. Larchevesque [D'Yo]rct. Endd.

Pp. 3 ; 2 leaves found separate.

ii. A note of what Anthony Spinelly demands of the King :

1st, to be paid 86/. stg. due by the late King, as appears by the

enclosed particulars, and by the late King's letters. 2nd, to have

a loan of 3,000/. or 4,000/. on securities given by two merchant

strangers and two English merchants in London, to be repaid on

demand, neither more nor less, as in the late King's time. 3rd, to

have by patent the custom and subsidy of 200 large cloths in com

pensation of his losses during the three years he was imprisoned

by the late King Lewis ; who said that (Spinelly ?) was the cause

of the war. 4th, if his demands are acceded to, Spinelly is ready

to serve the King with five horses on this side the sea, at Paris, or

in the court (ou encourt).

Fr., pp. 2.

* " L'angelicque feu roy son pere." The enclosure also has, " le feu roy

angelicque,"

2. L •
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15 June. 585. Seb. Gitjstinian to the Doge.

Giust. Dcap.i. 97. Wrote last on the 29th. Received their letters on the 10th,

dated April 20th. The King is thirty miles off hunting. Enters

into some details on the duties upon Malmesy ;—the matter apper

tains to Wolsey, who for some reason is not inclined to Venice.

There is news of the advance of Francis towards Italy. Badoer

wants money, as he has been informed, the Lord of St. John's and

the Knights of Rhodes mean to be repaid the money they lent

him before he leaves the kingdom. London, 15 June 1515.

15 June. 586. For Sir Wyngfelde, knight of the Body, late Marshal

8. B. or Deputy of Calais, and late Commissioner in Flanders

and Burgundy.

Pardon, and release of 4,366/. 0*. ad. and half a farthing of

Flanders money, equal in English to 3,053/. 17*. Id., received of

Sir Edw. Ponynges for the King ; also 290/. received of Sir John

Dauncye ; 3,487/. 10s. received of Sir Gilbert Talbot, late deputy ;

133/. 6s. 8d. received of John Heron, treasurer of the Chamber,

spent in the King's affairs, and for pay of men-at-arms called " lez

Almayns and Bourgonyons." Del. Westm., 15 June 7 Hen. VHL

Francis I. to Henry VIII.

Notification of the acceptance by Scotland of the treaty made

between France and England, 5 April 1515. Amboise, 16 June

1515. Seal.

Scotland and Denmark.

" Mandata et articulorum capita Johannis Ducis Albaniae, etc.,

Regis Scotorum tutoris, et regni Scotiaa Protectoris et Gubernatoris,

ad illustrissimum Daciae, Norvegite etc. regem, suo caduceatori et

heraldo Norge, sextodecimo Junii, anno decimo quinto supra mil-

iesimum et quingentesimum, credita et commissa."

To thank the King for his sympathy with the troubles through

which Scotland has passed. To thank the peers and councillors

for advising the King to send a remonstrance to the King of Eng

land. To show the true reasons for joining the truce for three years

with England and France ; that it was not, as Christiern writes,

in consequence of the tender age of the King. Francis made a

treaty with England on 5 April last, naming the Scotch and Danes

as confederates. The Scotch were given three months to decide,

during which time abstinence of war between England and Scot

land was proclaimed. Their late successes in war induced them to

refuse ; but the absence of the Governor, the admonitions of the

Pope's ambassadors, who had stayed a whole year in Scotland, and

letters from Christiern, dated 10 April, advising them to defer

their revenge for the late King till matters at home were more

settled, all combined to make them accept the comprehension.—Is

to warn the merchants of Bergen and other Danish ports to desist

from molesting the Scotch at sea and elsewhere. The goods of

the inhabitants of Konisberg, which were detained at St. Andrew's,

have been restored. As to the Orkney Isles (which the King

writes should . be soon redeemed), acknowledging the Abp. of

Drontheim (Mydiosensis, qu. Nidrosiensisf), and observing the

16 June. 587.

R.O.

Rym. xih. 511.

16 June. 588.

Adv. MS. 438.
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Danish treaties, will attend to it as soon as the country is quiet and

factions less violent. Asks him to send ambassadors to France.

Antony Darses Lord La Baty is now in Scotland. He has attended

to the King of Denmark's interests there and in France, and will

be sent by Francis to Denmark. The French King has sent letters

confirmed with the Great Seal to show his wish for a renewal of

the old treaty between the three kingdoms ; and Christiern would

do well to entrust full powers to the ambassadors whom he will

send to Scotland to confirm it. Edinburgh, 4 June 1515.

Copy, Lat., pp. 3.

16 June. 589. John Duke of Albany to Christiern King of Den-

R.MS. MARK.

13 B. xx. 261. Has referred to the Council the articles which he sent by Norge

B. M. herald, and sends answers to each article by him. Being in France

Ep. Reg. Sc. i. 241. when he arrived, ordered him to be detained until he could cross

Adv. MS. 43". to Scotland. Sends also letters from the King of France, con

taining a reply to the questions which Christiern commissioned

Albany to ask him.

Lat.

16 June. 590. Julius Cardinal de Medicis to Henry VIII.

Vit B.ii. 144». By the brief of the Pope and the letters of the Bp. of Vesprim

B. M. (episcopi Wisprimiensis) the King will perceive that Hungary is

in a very perilous condition without the assistance of Henry and

other Christian Princes. Borne, 16 June 1515. Signed.

Lat., p. 1. Add. and endd.

16 June. 591. John Williams.

To be yeoman of the Crown with 6d. a day. Westm., 16 June.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 2.

16 June. 592. For Sir John Baynsford, knight of the Body.

Custody of the possessions in Essex and Kent, and elsewhere in

England, of Rob. Darcy of Stradford apud le Bowe, Midd., during

the minority of Th. Darcy, kinsman and heir of the said Rob. ; viz.

son of Rog., son of the brother of the said Rob. Westm., 16 June.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 22.

17 June. 593. Spinelly to [Henry VIII.]

Galba,B.in. 315. The Lord Vandome . . . with . . . ambassadors have gone to

B. M. the Prince. By a letter of the Audiencer, dated Arlem, in Holland,

12th inst., it appears that new difficulties have been started in the

matters of Friesland. Gueldres is intractable. The Scotch ship

of Dandernesse has arrived. Moray and Albany are good friends,

but as the former is not popular in Scotland they wend different

ways. It is said the Scotch will not allow the Queen to have any

rule except the keeping of her children. They have taken a

Flemish ship, saying it belongs to the Irish. Bruges, 17 June.

Signed.

Pp. 2, mutilated,
V L 2
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17 June. 594. Sampson to Wolsey.

Galba,B.m.328*. The French have deferred their journey into Italy, as the Swiss

B. M. [have taken] a stronghold in Savoy, which delays their pas

sage. According to their slanderous manner, [their] " false

faithed enemies the Englishmen co were passing over

the mountains with the pou had assembled a host of men,

suddenly to . . . wherefore they are compelled to revoke [their

powers]." Garrisons are posted in different parts of Picardy, so

that Tournay is in danger. Has written several times of a prebend

void in Tournay. Bruges, 17 June 1515.

Hoi., p. 1, mutilated. Add.

17 June. 595. Ludovicus Canossa Bp, of [Thicarico] to Wolsey.

Vit B. n. 147*. Received his letters dated 3 June, on the 16th, desiring him to

B. M. send a messenger into Flanders to carry the brief to the Abp.

of St. Andrew's. Would have done so, but had it not ; and in

consequence of the Abp. having stolen away he sent it back to

Rome, as Giglis knows. Will write to Ammonius at greater

length. Would not refuse to serve Wolsey in the matter, even at

the hazard of a voyage into Scotland. Amboise, 17 June 1515.

Signed.

Lat.,p.l. Add.: T. Archiep. Ebor. Endd.

596. Scotland and the Marches.

E. O. " Instructions given by Th. Lord of Dacre unto the Master of

College of Graystok, to be showed unto my Lords of the King's

most honorable Council."

1. Understands by their letter of 18 April that Scotland is

included in the peace from 15 May next coming, at the desire

of France, notwithstanding the behaviour of its late King ; 2. that

the comprehension will be hard to be kept, especially (3.) on the

East and Middle Marches, which are in great disorder. 4. Offers

to take it in hand with a garrison of 60 men : 5. the expense to be

400/. a year, and the 60 soldiers to be sent to Berwick when the

danger happens. 6. He that should be lieutenant is to be sheriff of

Northumberland. 7. If this is agreed to, will appoint his brother

Sir Christopher as his deputy, with no other pension but a ward

ship or marriage when it shall befal. A clerk to be employed to

check the band. 8. That in accordance with the King's letters,

dated 6 June 4 Hen. VIII., he has kept espialls in Scotland for

three years, the sum of whose extra charge amounts to

(blank in MS.), but as he owes the King for the farm of Penrith

132/. 7s. 4^c/., at the rate of 44/. 2s. 5^d. per anu., will be glad to

pay the balance of the account to John Heron. Signed.

Pp.G.

17 June. 597. Dacre to Wolsey.

R. O. Thanks him for expediting his matters of late sent with the

Master of his College of Graistok. Is sorry that on account of the

state of the Borders he cannot avail himself of the King's permis

sion to come up. Sends his brother Sir Christopher with instructions

for the indentures. Has been at Hexham with Mr. Ashton,

Wolsey's chancellor. The regality of Hexham has been brought to

good obedience Kirkoswald, 17 June. Signed and sealed.

Add. : [My] Lord Abp. of York.
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17 June. 598- Dacre to the Council.

K. 0. Wrote lately by Lis chaplain, the master of Graystok, what he

thought requisite for the due preservation of the Marches, and

advising that a garrison should be placed in Northumberland. As

he cannot come himself, has sent his brother, Sir Christopher, to

complete the indentures, which must be drawn from the 16th May.

Kirkoswald, 17 June. Signed.

P. 1 . Add. and endd.

17 June. 599. For Th. Ward, yeoman harbinger.

To be gate keeper of the outer gate of Windsor Castle, with fees

settled upon that office, Edw. III. and Ric. II., on surrender of

patent 24 Sept. 1 Hen. VIII. granting the office to Gil. Maudesley.

Westm., 17 June.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 20.

18 June. 600. For John Sampy alias Semper, merchant tailor of

8. B. London.

Exemption from serving on juries, &c. Del. Westm., 18 June

7Hen.VHL

19 June. 601* For Sir John Cutte.

S. B. Inspeximus and confirmation of an indenture, dated 17 March

6 Hen. VIII., between Queen Katharine of the one part, and Sir

John Cutte of the other, whereby the Queen granted to farm tho

manor and borough of Thaxstede, Essex, with appurtenances,

in as ample a manner as she held the same by grant 10 June

1 Hen. VIII., to hold during the Queen's life, at a yearly rent of

571. 7s. And the said Queen appointed and Miles

Hegeson, elk., her attorneys. Also further grant, in fee, of the

reversion of the farm of the said manor and borough, at the yearly

rent of 571. 10s. No act of resumption to affect the said John, his

heirs or assigns. Del. Westm., 19 June 7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. I, m.16.

19 June. 602. For Th. Robertz and John Peryent.

To be auditors of lands in S. Wales, and of the possessions of

Jasper late Duke of Bedford in cos. Glamorgan and Morgannok

and elsewhere, and of the possessions of William late Earl of Hun

tingdon in cos. Somers. and Dorset, and of the manors of Uske,

Kaerlyon, and Trillek, in the Marches of Wales, parcel of the earl

dom of March, and of the lordship of Merberth, Pemb., parcel of the

said earldom ; vice Thos., John, and Wm. Harper, John Gunter

and Ric. Lussher, on surrender of patent 12 May 3 Hen. VIII.

appointing the said Thos. and John auditors of tho possessions of

tho said Jasper, and of patent 5 Oct. 5 Hen. VIII. appointing

Ric. Owen and the said Thos. Robertz auditors of S. Wales, &c.

Westm., 19 June.

Vacated on surrender by John Peryent in favor of

Suthwell.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, ms. 24 and 25.

20 June. 603. For Th. Byrde of London, leatherseller.

Protection ; going in the retinue of Sir Ric. Wingfield, Deputy

of Calais. Westm., 20 June.

Fr. 7 Hen. VIII. m. 3.
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21 June. 604. Albany to Leo X.

R. MS. Since he was chosen Governor, has often written to the Pope on

13 B. n. f. 92 b. behalf of the King's privileges. Now there are disputes between

B. M. the prelates chosen by the King and those nominated by the Pope.

Ep.Reg. Sc. i. 215. Asks, therefore, for briefs of suspension, censure and process.

Will hear more fully from the Cardinal St. Mark. Edinburgh,

21 June 1515.

Lat.

21 June. 605. For Hugh Haslet, elk.

Presentation to the church of Spilako in Picardy, vice Hugh

Park, deceased. Westm., 21 June.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 17.

22 June. 606. [Th. Colman] to Wolsey.

Vit. B. ii. 185. It is a true saying that the Germans are tipplers, the French

B. M. unchaste, the Spaniards thieves, the Scots perfidious, the Danes

bloodthirsty [tr . . . .] The Emperor Maximilian is a good in

stance of the first, he tipples up wine and he tipples up all the

money he can get. His forefathers have done the same, as is

shown by instances in English history. History bears the same

testimony to the flattery and frauds of the French, of which Fran

cis is a proof in the way he has acted touching the dowry of Mary

the French Queen. The King of Arragon makes promises which he

never keeps. The Scots are perfidious to the King of England, to

whom they owe obedience, and the Abp. of York, who is their

patriarch. Bologna, x. kal. Quintiles, 1515. [Sig. burnt off.]

Hoi., Lat., mutilated, pp. 3. Add. : T. Eboracensi Archiepiscopo.

22 June. 607, For Margaret, Prioress and the Bernardine Convent

of White Nuns near Worcester

Inspeximus and confirmation of pat. 28 Jan. 2 Hen. VII., con

firming another, granting the convent in mortmain an annuity of

10/. out of the issues of co. Wore., Westm., 22 June.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m.\.

22 June. 608. For Koger Bromfeld.

To be searcher in the port of Yermouth. Westm., 22 June.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 27.

23 June. 609. Ponynges and others to [Henry VIII.]

Galba, B. m. 244. " [Please it] your grace to [understand ~\lhat this one and [twen-

B. M. tieth day of this month ] De la Naca, ambassador here

for the King ofArragon, did come [to] us, and said that he received

letters from his master, w[ho said] he was informed by John Stile

of the sending of us your ambassadors into these parts," at which

he was much pleased. He assured them that no prince was more

desirous of an alliance with England, or more willing to do his

pleasure. He says that the French ambassador is most anxious to

induce the Emperor to join the peace lately concluded between

them and the Prince, and if the league were renewed between Eng

land and Arragon the French influence would decline. Two

couriers have been despatched to the French King, desiring him to
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use his influence in England to persuade the King to join with

Arragon. " And in this communication he demanded of us whe

ther there were any of o[ur~\ nation named the White Rose. We

answered that there was one that the Frenchmen called so. Then

he said that it was spoken amongst the foresaid band and ambas

sadors that it were betterfor them to do that should be done in

time than to tarry too long. And he saith that he cannot interpret

these diffuse words otherwise than that if these men may attain to

their purpose, they mind to cause your grace to have business

within your own realm.'' Poynings had written to the King and

my Lord of York touching Richard de la Pole, and is anxious to

know if the King will have the said enterprise undertaken, for

which frequent suit has been made to him, and, if so, how he is to

demean himself towards the parties. Vandome, the Bishop of Paris

and Mons. de Chenei the French ambassador, arrived on the 18<A,

and are well entertained. The provost of Louvain, who should

have been here some time since, has not yet comefrom the Emperor.

The Hague, 23 June. Signed.

Hoi., cr., mutilated, pp. 3. Add.

lb. f. 207. Decipher of the above by Tuke.

23 June. 610- For Th. Marquis of Dorset and John Branche.

Grant of the next vacant prebend in St. Stephen's, Westminster.

Westm., 23 June.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 14.

24 June. 61L Henry VIIL to Fra. Sforza Marquis of Mantua.

Vit. B. il 149. Thanks him for his letters and his liberality to his messenger,

B.M. Griffith Don. Greenwich, 24 June 1515. Not signed.

Lot., p. 1. Add.

24 June. 612. Sampson to Wolsey.

Galba.B. m. 328. Complains of a slander thrown out against the English Commis-

B. M. sioners. Told the Provost of Cassell that if the Prince's Com

missioners had been sitting in England, the King would not have

allowed them to be so ignominiously treated. No one will exercise

jurisdiction in Tournay, because they would in effect be banished,

as they must have recourse to this country and to France. If

Wolsey*s title were sufficiently strong to be justified before noble

men, would do the best to set it forward. Bruges, 24 June 1515.

Hoi.,p. 1, mutilated. Add. and endd.

24 June. 613. Boy[sy] to [Wolsey and Suffolk].

Calig.E.i.n.?40. Has received his message by Messire Wm. Sid[ney]. Would be

L 116- sorry that sny division should happen between the two kingdoms.

B. M. Begs bim to send the names of those merchants who complain, and

the naiure of their complaints. Will make an example of the

offenders. Similar complaints exist in France. He who is account

able for Wolsey's pension must make his excuse ; " et sans la

quictance la partye eust este roy comptes ; car il nappert

* point de l'ordonnance que dictes avoir este Qfait par le] Roy Loys."

The King knows nothing of these matters. Lyons, 24 Ju . . . .

Signed.

y Fr., mutilated, pp. 2.
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4 June. 614. For Th. Lord Darcy.

S. B. Custody of the water of Fosse near York, and the fishery there,

lately held by Richard Borowe and Richard Newton. Del. Westm.,

24 June 7 Hen.VIII.

24 June. 615. For John Cundalle of London, Salter, native of

S. B. Scotland.

Grant of all his goods and chattels, seized to the King's use, as

a native of Scotland, as he was made a denizen by pat. 7 March

6 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm., 24 June 7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 24.

24 June. 616. For Sir Humph. Banaster.

S. B. To be bailiff of the scavage of Calais as Walter Culpepur,

deceased, late had ; with annuity of 20/. ; also all the possessions

of William Worseley, which came into the late King's hands, the

said William being a bastard and dying without issue. Del.

Westm., 24 June 7 Hen. VHI.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 28.

25 June. 617. For Sir Edw. Belknapp, knight of the Body.

S. B. To be constable of Warwick Castle, steward of the borough, with

a messuage called " le stewarde's place ;"—steward of the lordships

of Clerdon, Kington, Lighthorn, Moreton, Bereford, and Berkes-

well, Warw., with 2d. a day for each office out of the issues of the

manors of Warrewyke, Lyghthorne, Moreton, Berkeswell, King

ton, Clardon, and of the manor of Snytterfeld, Warw. ;—also

surveyor and receiver of the lordship of Henley in Ardern, Warw. ;

with 2d. a day for each office out of the issues of the manors of

Warrewike, Snytterfeld, &c. ; master of the hunt in the parks of

Wegenoke, Heseley, Grove, Barkeswell, Fulbroke, and Claredon,

Warw. ;—to have the herbage and pannage with fishery in Wege

noke park, at a yearly rent of 10 marks ; to be woodward in the

parks of Wegenoke, Haseley, Grove, Berkeswell, Claredon, Sutton,

Tonworth, Kington, Henley in Ardern, Warw., with all trees

destroyed by tempest, and boughs, &c. cut off the same in the said

parks, with 2d. a day for each office out of the issues of the said

manors of Warrewyke, Snytterfeld, &c. ; keeper and paler of the

park of Wegenoke, with appointment of subordinate officers ;

steward of the lordship of Brayles ; and bailiff and provost of the

lordships of Lighthorn and Moreton, with 2d. a day for each office

out of the issues of the said lordships. Del. Westm., 25 Juno

7 Hen.VIII.

25 June. 618. For Sir Edw. Belknapp.

S. B. Annuity of 200/. out of the tonnage and poundage of London.

Del. Westm., 25 June 7 Hen. VIH.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 19.

25 June. 619. For Rob. Fayrefax of the Chapel Royal, and Rob,

Bythesee.

Annuity of 9/. 2s. 6d., of which 71. 18s. 5d. shall be paid out of

the farm of Colemerc, Hants, by the hands of the Prior of Southe
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wyke, the remainder out of the issues of co. Hants. Wcstm.,

(25 ?) June.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 17.

25 June. 620. For Sir John Sharp and Guthlac Overton.

Grant, in survivorship, of the tribulage in the hundreds of Pen

rith and Kerr, and in the stannary of Penrith and Kerr, Cornwall.

Westm., 25 June.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 25.

25 June. 621. For John Sharpe and Jas. Druel.

To be keepers, in survivorship, of the park of Weston Baldok,

Herts, vice Ralph Pudsey ; and bailiffs of Weston Baldock, during

pleasure ;—on surrender of patent 30 April 23 Hen. VII'., granting

the same to Sharpe. Westm., 25 June.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 25.

25 June. 622. For Kic. Smyth, yeoman of the Wardrobe, and John

Sharpe.

To be customers, in survivorship, of the dues for weighing

wools and fleeces in Calais on surrender of patent 26 June

1 Hen. VIII., granting the same to Smyth. Westm., 25 June.

Pat. 7 lien. VIII. p. 2, m. 25.

25 June. 623. For Eic. Rysscheton.

Pardon as of Dunkynghalght, of Rhyssheton, of Dunkall Lane,

of Stodeley, Warw., or of Warmeby, York, of all matters before

23 Aug. 6 Hen. VIII. Westm., 25 June.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 25.

26 June. 624. Sir Rob. Wingfield to Henry VIII.

Vit.B. xvni. 155. Wrote last on the from Insbrok. On the 14th

B. M. left by the Emperor's command for this place, where he arrived

on the after a troublesome journey, in conse

quence of the " foul ways " owing to the " melting of the snows."

In the duchy of but a day's journey from Lynce,

much damage has been done within a compass of fifty or sixty

miles ; and a poor husbandman, seeing all his corn and fruit

destroyed, hung his five children and attempted to hang his wife ;

but she escaped, and on her return with assistance found he had

hanged himself.—This day the Emperor arrived, and is to be at

Vienna on 2 July, where the ambassadors are to go and meet

him, which will be a matter of difficulty and expence, as the

country is under water. " Where in my said letter of the 11th I

advertised your gr[ace of the] things that the Pope had written to

the Duke of M to pass forthwith their

enterprise of Geeny[s] " would not

enter into the league or deliver hos[tages]

the news be that where the said Duk[e]

1,000 Swissers were (here some lines

are lost) erfore now the said

army is passed into the passages, and the

Pope's army is going thither." Francis is said to be at Lyons

with a marvellous army, " and by likelihood in trust that the said

French army [may] have passed the mountains with more ease

than it seemeth now, the [Venetians' army, under the conduct of
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Sin Rob. Wingfield to Henry VIII.—cont.

Bartholomew Dalviane, advanced themselves out of Pado and bo at

Vyiicenee, and the Viceroy with the Emperor's army have mado

such diligence that he is now betwixt them and home, so that by

the next post wo shall not fail to hear of a battle, or else the

Venetians must remove right craftily ; and if so be they strike

battle and be vanquished, the hope they have had of France is like

enough to lead them to such other rewards as have been given to

the Kings of Scots and Navarre, which is the peculiar reward of

France to all such as be abused by them."—There is no more news.

Lynce in Lontupterence in Awstryk, 26 June 1515.

Hoi., pp. 3, mutilated. Add. Endd.

26 June. 625. Commission of the Peace.

Devon H. Bp. of Exeter, Hen. Earl of Wiltshire, Rob. Wil-

loughhy Lord Broke, John Bouchier Lord Fitzwaren, Ric. Eliott,

Lewis Pollard, Sir Peter Egecombe, Sir Edw. Pomery, Sir John

Basset, Sir John Kyrkeheni, Sir Th. Denys, Sir John Shilston,

Wm. Courteney, Wm. Carewe, Roger Greynfeld, Jas. Chudleygh,

John Rowe, Rob. Yoo, John Gilbert, Th. Stukeley, Wm. Wadham,

Ric. Reigne, John Crokker, And. Hillarsedon, John Caileway,

Ric. Coflfyn, Edm. Larder and John Asshe. Westm., 26 June.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p.\,m. 2d.

26 June. 626. For Rob. Knollis, gentleman usher of the Chamber.

S. B. Annuity of 24/. Del. Westm., 26 June 7 Hen. VHL

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 26.

26 June. 627. For Sir Hen. Daubeney.

Pardon for having acquired without licence the manor of Bromy-

shyll, Hants, from Sir Leonard Grey and Elizabeth his wife.

Westm., 26 June.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p.l,m. 22.

26 June. 628. For "Wm. Staverton alias Stafferton, grocer, London.

Protection ; going in the retinue of Sir Ric. Wingfield, Deputy

of Calais. Westm., 26 June.

Fr. 7 Hen. VIII. m. 3.

26 June. 629. Ammonius to Erasmus.

Er. Ep. vm. 41. Fancying that Coclites had left, sent Erasmus, by a friend going

to Brussels, three verses, a copy of a letter he had written before

and sent by Pace, and one of the Pope's briefs. The breve sent by

Leo. X. to Henry VIII., in favor of Erasmus, Ammonius keeps

against his return. Wishes to hear from him the news of the

Gorman wars. All are anxious for him. Larch, who is omnipotent

with the Abp. of York (Wolsey), sends him a small present.

Westm., 6 kal. Quintiles, " odi enim Julianum nomen," 1515.

27 June. 630. For Chas. Duke of Suffolk.

S. B. To bo steward of the manors of Snyttcrfeld, Budbroke, Hampton -

super-Montem, Haseley, and Hatton, Warw., and of all posses

sions in cos. Warw., Glouc, Wore, and Oxon., formerly held by

Thomas Higford, now in the King's hands as parcel of the posses

sions of Ric. de Beauchamp Earl of Warwick, with an annuity of

61. 13s. 4d., as held by Edward Rawlegh. Del. Westm., 27 June

7 Hen. VHL
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27 June. 631. For Th. Lyvett.

S. B. Wardship of James, son and heir of Edm. Bury. Del. Westm.,

27 June 7 Hen. VIII. .

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 18.

27 June. 632. For Th. Beverley.

S. B. Wardship of Katherine, a daughter and heir of William Lawrence

of Myton. Del. Westm., 27 June 7 Hen.Vm.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 18 ,

27 June. 633. For Sir Hen. Shabneboubne.

S. B. Commission to imprison murderers and other offenders. Del.

Westm., 27 June 7 Hen. VIH.

28 June. 634. Julius Cabdinal de Medicis to Henby VIII.

R. 0. Has seen what his Majesty has written to him in commendation

of Bernard Boerius, son of John Baptista, and likewise what he has

written concerning the Abp. of York. Will do his best. Will

obey his commands in the cause of Bp. of Murray. Has written

more fully to Wolsey and the Bp. of Worcester. Borne, 28 June

1515. Signed.

Lat.,p. 1. Add.

28 June. 635. Julius Cardinal de Medicis to Wolsey.

Vit B. n. U9b. Is glad to find the King is satisfied with what he has done

B. M. touching the revocation of the legateship of St Andrew's. Will

promote the cause of John Baptista Boerius, the physician. What

trouble he has taken in attempting to reconcile Cardinal St

Chrysogon and the Bp. of Worcester touching the collectorship,

thinks Wolsey will know from his previous letters. Rome,

28 June 1515. Signed.

Lot., p. 1 . Add. : Th. Archiep. Ebor.

28 June. 636. To Ricbard Bp. op Winchester, keeper of the

8. B. Privy Seal.

To make letters patent assenting to the election of Wm. Brown,

as prior of the Augusthran Convent of St Peter and Paul, Ipswich,

vacant by the death of Th. Goodwyn. Greenwich, 24 June

7 Hen.VHI. Del. Westm., 28 June Signed: T. Ebor.

ii. Petition of the canons for the same. 18 June 1515. Signed:

T. Godsalve.

28 June. 637. To John Yong, Master of the Rolls.

S. B. To cancel five recognizances amounting to 200/. ; four made by

Ge»rge Trevilion of Netilcome (Soroers.) elk., John Colyns and

William Whitington of London, merc-rs, Robert Ardern of Holme

(Notts.), and William Butteler of the King's household, serjeant-

at-arms, 21 October 24 Han.VIL, to that King ; the fifth by John

Dewe of Helston (Cornw.), bound 18 Nov. 24 Hen. VIII., to

that King, instead of William Whittington, who had died. Green

wich, 28 June 7 Hen. VHI.
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28 June. 638. For Giles Dawes.

To be keeper of the place called " le Prynce wardrobe," in the

city of London, also pardon of all fines, &c. Westm., 28 June.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, ro. 19.

28 June. 639. For Wm. Harvy.

Pardon for killing Win. Watson of Ingoldesby, Line, in self-

defence. Westm., 28 June.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 14.

28 June. 640. Commission of the Peace.

County of the City of York.—Th. Drawsword, mayor, Brian

Palmes, serjeant-at-law, Sir Brian Stapleton, Sir Th. Fairefax,

Wm. Nelson, alderman, and Bartram Dawson, alderman. Westm.,

28 June.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 8d.

29 June. 641. Sir Kob. Wingfield to Henry VIII.

VitB. xviii. 156. Wrote last on the [2Gth], On the night of

B. M. [Bartholomc Dalviane] left Vincence with his company quietly and

encountered a company of at a passage

" where was taken and slain to the n[umber] and

the captain of his pioneers, and it was the next

morning or the Viceroy was advertised of the said a

howbeit incontinent he sent all his great artillery

and followed with his army, intending to pursue the

. . . that it is thought the said Bartholome shall

without more damage, and whether he do or not the

[ iuten]dyth to brenne round about Pado and

all the con and Vyncence." News has arrived

from Rome ; " howbeit I have not [the means] to know all things

as I was wont, for it secmoth tha[t] here

hath me for suspect because the French preach [that! your Grace

setteth more by their amity than of [other] Christian princes,"

nevertheless Wingfield has perceived that the " [league] betwixt

the Pope, the Emperor, and the King of Arragon [is in] marvellous

good point, insomuch that the Pope hath [invited] the ambassadors

to lodge within the palace, and is vitin to join

with them, not only for the defence of Italy . .'

France with them, if* there be none other remedy, a

the Emperor to take upon him to be captain of the l[eague

in] person offering great things unto him and he "

The Swiss are determined to enter France. Written in hasteJune 1515.

Hoi., p. 1, mutilated. Add.

30 June. 642. For Sir Peter Eggecombe.

S. B. Licence to impark lands in Westonehouse and Cremele, Devon,

and Cuthele, Cornw., and to inclose and fortify his manor of Estone-

house, Devon. Del. Westm., 30 June 7 Hen. VUI.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. I, m. 22.
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30 June. 643. For Eliz. Catesby.

S. B. Annuity of 40 marks for services to Mary Queen of tho French,

the King's sister. Del. Westm., 30 June 7 Hen.VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 17.

30 June. 644. For John Cavallari, merchant of Lucca.

S. B. 1/ Licence to retain the customs and subsidies on his merchandise

to the amount of 3,000/., for 8 years, on the obligations of the

said John, Nicholas and Anthony Bonvixi, and others. Del.

Westm., 30 June 7 Hen. VIII.

Fr. 7 Hen. VIII. m. 3.

30 June. 645. For Anne Bokynham.

S. B. Annuity of 10/. out of the issues of Kent. Del. Westm., 30 June

7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 17.

646. Ammonius to Wm. Montjoy.

Er. Ep. vii. 6. Is grateful to Montjoy for the favors received from him during

his residence in this island. Dedicates to him these trifles.*

647. [Syl. Bp. of Worcester to Wolsey.]

Vit B. it. 150. The Pope has commanded him to write a letter in common to

B. M. Wolsey and Fox. He is endeavoring to see how, salvajide, he can

create Wolsey a cardinal by himself or otherwise. Is anxious to

know the state of matters between France and England, and the

terms of peace between the two kingdoms. The French threaten

the Duke of Milan and the King of Arragon, and proclaiming the

marriage between the Prince of Castile and the sister of the French

Queen, call him King of Castile and offer to assist him to gain

instant possession. Not long since, the Duke of Savoy told the

Pope that the same lady was offered to him, and he had been re

quested to renounce his claim to her and to all rights in Britanny,

with the offer of Milan ; to which tho Pope answered that, as the

French asserted the present Queen would die in childbed, many

thought that poison was prepared for her. The King of Portugal

has written to the Pope, requesting his aid to obtain Henry's sister

Mary for his eldest son, and begs Wolsey will submit the matter

to the King. Discredits tho asseveration of the French that she

is married already to Suffolk, as he has heard nothing of it from

Wolsey. Wishes also to know whether the interview will take

place between Henry and Francis, and thinks it unadvisable that the

Prince of Castile should be inducted into his kingdom by the French.

Begs Henry will nominate one of his ambassadors now at Rome, in

whom tho Pope may confide. Has written to Wolsey of the Pope's

conversation of sending him a small present of 1,000 crowns on the

part of the Duke of Milan. Had not received the money from the

Pope : told him of it, when the Pope wished he had said nothing

about it, as the Duke had not paid the money and they had heard

* Apparently the proposed dedication to the poems of Ammonius of which

Montjoy disapproved, bee p. 136.
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[Svl. Bp. of Worcester to Wolsey]—cont.

no more. The Duke is grown very arrogant since the death of

Lewis XII. The Pope has seen certain letters of Polydore Vergil

of the 10th Feb. to Cardinal Hadrian, very abusive of Wolsey.

Lat., pp. 4.

648. [Wolsey to Bp. of Worcester.]

_Vit.B. ii. 152. * * * " . . for my preferment, but afore God it is not so ; but

B. M. [from a sense of my] duty, and for the great love that I bear to his

holiness an[d that I] would have the King- fast to him." The

King has always been a friend to the Pope and his alliance ought

not to be lightly thrown away. Writes by the King's express com

mandment. He is to mark the Pope's determination, and send word

of it immediately " and plainly to advertise me." The King will

be greatly displeased if his desires are not regarded, as he is a

better friend to the Church than all other Princes. Has shown

many things to Mr. And[reas Ammonius] to be disclosed to the

Pope. " From my place beside Westminster, &c."

Draft in Wolsey"s hand, p. 1, mutilated.

649. Ponynges and Knight to [Wolsey.]

Galba,B.m.246. "... briefness of time

B. M. yet we could not a

for a letter to be sent to the King . . . ." They will

execute the sentence upon the merchants at the expiration of the

time limited. If the King command his merchants to abstain from

their ports they will soon be brought to reason. Yesterday, when

the Venetian ambassador late in England congratulated the Prince

on the assumption of his lands, desiring the continuance of the peace

between Burgundy and Venice, he was anwered that the Prince

marvelled how he dared enter his country without a passport, and

they must be reconciled to the Emperor before they had amity

with him. Date lost. Signed.

Pp. 2, badly mutilated.

June. 650.

Otho, C. ix. 21b.

B. M.

The Master of Rhodes to Henry VIII.

They have conferred the preceptory of Schelcbec ... on Clement

"West] for his service in the East. Have written to Thomas

'Docwray], their Prior, to give him possession, which he has

litherto deferred to do. Rhodes, . . June 1515.

Hoi., Lat, p. 1, mutilated. Add.

3 July. 651. Surrey to Wolsey.

K. O. Wm. Ellercar, who served under him, is unpaid for six weeks'

victualling of the Mary Jamys. He received supplies from John

Dawtre at Hampton, on 26 April, for six weeks, and afterwards in

the Downs for fourteen days ; then from Sir Th. Denys in the North

for one month ending 17 July. From that day to 3 Sept, he was

at his own victualling ; then received of Wm. Pawne at Tynemouth

one month's victuals of those sent by Surrey from London. Halyng-

bury, 3 July.

Hoi., p. 1 . Add. : My Lord of York. Endorsed erroneously,

though in an early hand ; "1 537."
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3 July. 652. Seb. Giustinian to the Council of Ten.

Giust.Desp.i. loo. On informing the King that Francis was about to leave Lyons,

he answered, " The French King will not go into Italy this year,

though ae reports it." They told him, in reply to his question, they

considered Francis to be their friend and that he was going into Italy

• . to recover the duchy of Milan, occupied by the enemies of Venice.

The King said they would be deceived ; that when he got Milan ho

would have the rest and become master of Italy. "lam aware that

King Lewis, although my brother-in-law, was a bad man. I know

not what this youth may be: he is, however, a Frenchman, nor can I

say how far you should trust him." He said the subjects of Francis

had little reason to love him, notwithstanding his popularity. During

the conversation they said it was impossible for the Signory to make

any terms without the consent of France, as the occupation of Verona

involved the loss of the rest of their territory. Said they could not

answer for the King of Spain, as he had always opposed them in the

Vicentine and Paduan territories. To avoid Henry's displeasure, they

said they thought it had been done at the instigation of Maximilian.

The King told them that he always intended to adhere to the Pope

and asked if they were his friends. They thought it necessary to use

caution. The King repeated that Francis would deceive them, and

that he knew for certain that he would not cross the Alps this winter

and they would have to fight singlehanded against the Swiss.

Being pressed to know why, he said because France was afraid of

him, and would not cross. " My belief is," said he, " if I choose

he will not cross the Alps, and if I choose he will." They besought

him to remember the condition of Venice and their right to recover

their territory. Believe England takes very much amiss the de

scent of Francis into Italy, dreading the increase of his power.

" And I became immediately aware of the existence between these

two young Kings of so great a rivalry of glory that it would be a

very easy matter for this metal to become rusted." Great care

must be used to keep this King well advised. London, 3 July

1515.

3 July. 653. Andrew Badoer to the Council of Ten.

GiustDeep.i.106. Had received secret information that the King was sending the

Lord Chamberlain [Somerset] into France to warn Francis against

breaking his engagements. He was to leave that evening. No

hostile preparations are visible. Sebastian thinks it is the work of

the Pope. London, 3 July 1515.

3 July. 654. James V. to Leo X. and the College of Cardinals.

R O. Notifying that John Duke of Albany was appointed Protector of

Rym. mi. 513. the kingdom by the lords, and protesting against the usurpation

of that title by Henry VIII. and his right to confer benefices in

Scotland. Edinburgh, 3 July 1515.

Great seal of Scotland attached.

3 July. 655- For Hen. Hornby, elk., Master, and the Fellows of

St. Peter's College, Cambridge.

Pardon for alienations, &c. without licence. Westm., 3 July.

Pat. 7 lien. VIII. p. 2, m. 19.
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3 July. 656. For Hen. Hornby, D.D.

Next presentation to the perpetual chantry of Holy Cross in the

collegiate church of Tateshale, Line. dioc. Westm., 3 July.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 17 ; and p. 2, m. 19.

3 July. 657. For Sib Th. Sutton, lord of the manor of Averham and

Kellome, Notts.

Inspeximus of patent 20 June 21 Hen. VII., granting him a

watercourse from the river Trent to a rivulet called Grymesdyke

and Averham water. Westm., 3 July.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 1.

3 July. 658. For Anne Luke, the King's nurse.

S. B. Annuity of 20/. out of the issues of cos. Camb. and Hunts.

Del. Westm., 3 July 7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 17.

3 July. 659. For Anne Luke, the King's nurse.

8. B. Annuity of 20/. from the Treasury. Del. Westm., 3 July

7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 17.

3 July. 660. Charles Duke of Suffolk.

R. O. Certificate 3 July 7 Hen. VIII. of surrender of patent [21] April

4 Hen. VIII., relating to the wardship and marriage of Eliz. Grey,

daughter and [heir of John] Grey, late Viscount of Lisle, in favor

of Katharine Countess and Henry Earl of Devon. Signed.

3 July. 661. For Thomas Tothbt, yeoman of the Guard.

S. B. Fee of the Crown, being 6d. a day, late had by Roger Salisbury.

Del. Westm., 3 July 7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p.l, m.U.

4 July. 662. For Leonard Pynchbek, yeoman of the Crown.

S. B. To be bailiff, during pleasure, of the lordship of the town of

Boston, Line, doorward of Haulgarth, collector of the rent of

Jesarhall and tronage in Boston, with 10/. 19«. a year. These

offices are in the King's hands because Pynchbek did not find

surety to answer for their revenues according to the Act. Del.

Westm., 4 July.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 17.

4 July. 663. For Rob. Smyth, yeoman of the Wardrobe of Robes.

Annuity of 10 marks out of the lordship of Caversham, Oxon.

Westm., 4 July.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 27.

6 July. 664. Henry VIII.

S. B. Patent by which he agrees, at the request of Francis I., (by his

letters dated Amboise, 16 June,) to include Scotland in the treaty

with France, made at London, 5 April last, although he was fully

prepared to invade it. The King, however, refuses to recognize

Albany's title as Regent. Greenwich, 6 July 7 Hen. VIH.
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6 July. 665. Sir Ric. Wingfield to [Wolsey].

R. 0. Yesterday received a letter in cipher from the King's spy in

France, of which he sends a double. Has sent him fifteen crowns,

and five for a horse, that he may make the better speed in following

this voyage. Has told the bearer certain things touching the surety

of this town [Calais]. Kxpected to have had the King's letters

concerning the wools. "My cousin, Sir William Sideney, departed

from hence towards the French King's court, on Monday last was

seven days ; where I trust by this time he is very nigh and that

shortly your grace shall have gome good answer from him." Wol

sey will perceive by the spy's letters the French King intends to

pass over the mountains. " Nevertheless, if my voyage shall pro

ceed, I trust it is not the King's highness' mind that I should

jeopard my life with him, for if I had one hundred lives I lever

jeopard them with my prince than one with any other prince."

Calais, 6 July. Signed.

P. 1.

6 July. 666. Seb. Giustinian to the Council of Ten.

Giust. Desp. 1. 107. Visited certain lords to find whether any steps had been taken

to prevent the French descent into Italy. On the 5th saw the

Duke of Norfolk, who assured him that Francis would not cross the

Alps and that France was in great distress. On being pressed he

seemed to reproach the Signory for not having made terms with

their enemies. We said you could not make terms with your

enemies ; that an agreement had been proposed to you, by which,

under pretence of ceding Verona to the Emperor, you lost all your

possessions. On his objecting they justified their title to Crema,

Bergamo, Brescia and Verona, to which the Emperor had no more

right than the Soldan of Egypt. They wished to see the treaty

between France and England, but he declined to show it.

Then went to Wolsey, who confirmed the statement ; said the

King of France, in his designs upon Italy, had never cared to ask aid

of England or even communicated his intentions. He said, with

the utmost bitterness, Francis does not write hither ; he does not

communicate any of las secrets. He' treats all Englishmen as

enemies ; allows his subjects to capture English ships and refuses

compensation. He has sent Albany into Scotland, and will not

desist till he has compassed the death of the Queen and the Prince.

" We first offered our services to King Lewis to make terms between

him and the Switzers, and the like we did with this present King,

because we have great authority with them. King Francis has

never deigned even to thauk his majesty. Think, Sir ambassador,

whether this is to be borne and say if these are the fashions of

confederates." He said he had been the author of the peace with

Lewis XII. contrary to the advice of many of the lords, but ho

would undo his own work if Francis failed in his duty.

Endeavored to exculpate the Christian King ; suggested he had

marshalled his army to attack the Swiss. Wolsey would not admit

of this apology ; and he repeated his former threat and said that the

Pope would follow the example of England. Think that the King

and his ministers believe, through their influence with the Swiss

and the Pope, they can prevent Francis going into Italy. Loudon,

6 July 1515.

M
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6 July. 687. To the Lord Chancellor.

S. B. To make out, according to the Act in last Parliament, a lease for

21 years to Ric. Camme of Worcester, usher of the Chamber, (by

advice of Sir Edw. Belknappe, Barth. Westby and Rob. Blagge,) of

lands called Cassyes, alias Cassyes ferme, in the lordship or manor

of Wychebold, Wore, parcel of Warrewykes landes, late held by

Wm. Wall, at an annual rent of 41. and 3*. 4d. increase, to find

bail before the Barons of the Exchequer. Del. Westm., 6 July

7 Hen. Vni.

Signed : Edwardum Belknapp, Robt. Blagge Barthm. Westby.

6 July. 668. For Roger Hodde of Donwich, Suff., mariner.

Pardon for killing John Corke, mariner, in selfdefence, at South-

werke. Westm., 6 July.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p.2, m. 19.

6 July. 669. For Th. Blyth of Barle, Herts.

Pardon for accidentally killing And. Royston with " a peny

knyfe " -which the said Thomas had in a sheath, while playing at

foot ball on 9 Jan. last. Westm., 6 July.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 14.

6 July. 670. Commission of the Peace.

Hants.—W. Abp. of Canterbury, R. Bp. of Winchester, T. Bp. of

Bangor, Th. Earl of Arundel, Wm. Blount Lord Mountjoy, Wm.

Lord Maltravers, John Tuchet Lord Audeley, Th. West Lord de la

Warr, Ric. Eliot, Lewis Pollard, Sir Wm. Uvedale, Sir And.Wynde-

sore, Sir Wm. Sandis, Sir Nich. Wadham, Sir John Lysley, Sir

Arthur Plantagenet, Guy Palmes, John Newporte,Wm. Paulet, jun.,

Wm. Frost, Wm. Berkeley, John Dawtrey, Stephen Coope, Ralph

Pexsall, Edw. Banaster, Wm. Pounde and Th. More. Westm., 6 July.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. Id.

6 July. 871. For Sir Jas. Hobert.

8. B. Wardship of Edm., son and heir of Nich. Bewpre and Marg.

his wife. Del. Westm., 6 July 7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 32.

7 July. 672. Sampson to Wolset.

Galba,B.m.329. Sends him a brief of their proceedings, though Wolsey will have

B. M. seen them in the King's letters. The answers, as he will perceive,

" lack neither taunting nor checks," and were scarcely within the

bounds of friendly consideration. They complained of other in

juries besides those of the staple in their commerce with England ;

they pretended to marvel at the English demand for reparation ;

they insist that the intercourse was merely temporary and, were it

otherwise, could not endure beyond the lives of the two princes;

and they are deaf and dull to understand reason in this matter and

allege that, if the Prince put it off until he come of age, it is merely

from special favor to England. Tunstal and More have written to

Wolsey and the council. Has been excommunicated in Bruges and

all other places. As for the opinion of the people, has " fixed fro

these injuries a new appellation, inherendo prioribus," and has

executed denunciations in Tournay against the officers of the Bishop

elect. Encloses a letter from Spinelly. Bruges, 7 July 1515.

Hoi., pp. 3, mutilated. Add.
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7 July. 673. Seb. Giustinian to the Council of Ten.

Ginst.Desp.i.114. Visited the Bp. of Durham, " a man of great authority and very

much our friend." He said he thought that Francis would not

pass into Italy this year, by reason of the great league between the

Emperor, Spain, Milan, the Swiss and the Florentines, which the

Pope perhaps would join. He said Henry had not interfered in

the matter ; nor would he swerve from the confederation unless

provoked. He stated that Ferdinand was reconciled to Henry and

would do everything he pleased, and the Pope and he are on ex

cellent terms. The High Chamberlain will not leave for France,

but one of the governors of Calais [Wingfield ?] has been named

in his stead : it is for indemnity for damage done to British subjects.

London, 7 July 1515.

7 July. 674. Commission of the Peace.

Oxfordshire.—M. Bp. of Llandaff, Sir Th. Lovell, Eic. Eliot,

Rob. Brudenell, John Newporte, Sir John Dauncey, Sir Ric. Fouler,

Sir Wm. Rede, Sir Ric. Sacbeverell, Sir Adrian Fortescu, Sir Edw.

Chamberleyn, Sir Edw. Grevyle, Sir Hen. Sharnbourn, Sir Walter

Stoner, Sir Wm. Fermer, Ralph Massy, Simon Harecourt, Walter

Bulstrode, Th. Unton, John Home, John Osboldeston, Ralph Vyne,

Gilb. Stoughton, Geo. Stanley, Th. Heydok, Th. Denton, John

Busterd and Wm. Counser. Westm., 7 July.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. Id.

7 July. 675. For John Turnotjb.

S. B. To be bailiff and receiver, during good conduct, from the first day

of the reign, of the lordships of Ailewarton and Pensaunce, Cornw.,

and receiver general of the possessions of Eleanor late Countess of

Somerset, as he held the offices temp. Hen. VII. ; and to have a

hospice called Warrewykesynne, London, and be keeper of the same.

Del. Westm., 7 July 7 Hen. VIH.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 18.

8 July. 676. Spinelly to Wolset.

B, O. Has received no answer to his letter. Will be glad to have

liberty to return to England. Will learn the news by the King's

letter. Sampson is is in great perplexity. The Elect is very

arrogant and foolish. Bruges, 8 July.

Hoi., Lot., p. I. Add. : Archicp. Ebor. Endd.

Memoranda on the back in Wolset/'s hand : ",John Hopton for

tacle.—Bulle—for the Mary and John that the go nat into Den-

marke Md for to send for Mewtrye.—Md to speke to Sir John

Cutt for sendyng owt of commyssyons for the subsedy."

8 July. 677- Commission of the Peace.

Kent.—W. Abp. of Canterbury, Edw. Duke of Buckingham,

■ Geo. Nevell Lord Abergavenny, John Lord Clinton, Th. Broke Lord

Cobham, Sir John Fyueux, Sir Rob. Rede, Sir Wm. Hody, John

Butler, John More, Sir Edw. Ponynges, Sir Hen. Guldeford, Sir

Th. Boleyn, Sir John Pecche, Sir Ric. Cholmeley, Rob. Blagge, Sir

Christ. Garneys, Sir Wm. Scotte, Sir Edw. Guldeford, Sir John

Fogge, Sir Jas. Darell, Sir Th. Nevell, Th. Willoughby, Th. Isley

Ralph Seyntleger, Walter Robert h, John Roper, Wm.Fyneux, Nich.

Boughton, Th. Turbervyle, Reginald Pekham, Jas. Walsyngham,

Th. Wode, John Colman, John Baker, Wm. Whetnall, Hen. Fane,

Ric. Lee, John Hales and John Petit. Westm., 8 July.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. Id.

M2
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9 July.

R.O.

678. Tunstal, Sampson and More to the Council.

Have written to the King. Desire more money. Had spent

beforehand a part of the money they received for the 60 days,

having begun their journey on 12 May and started without due

provision, Bruges, 9 July. Signed.

P. 1. Add. and endd.

9 July. 679.

Galba, B.m. 259.

B. M.

- 9 July.

S.B.

680.

Tunstal to [Wolset.]

Writes to him less because he knows their letters to the King

will come to his hands. Have received a plain nay [from the

commissioners]. Will be glad to know Wolsey's mind. Had

spent most of his money before it arrived. Wolsey knows that the

King had 100/. for the bargain which he made for the writer.

All the old stock that he had before the King took his journey to

France has been spent in his service. Recommends Master Samp

son for his painful service in these parts : were he not in the

King's commission he could not tarry ; and though he is now one

of the King's commissioners he is openly cursed in all the churches

in the town. Have received an ambiguous answer from the Prince's

commissioners. But for the shelter afforded they would soon bring

in the brachium seculare against him (Sampson). Commends

Spinelly's faithful diligence ; he is also hated for serving the King.

" Master More at this time, as being at a low ebb, desires by

your grace to be set on float again." Bruges, 9 July.

P.S.—Have advertised Ponynges that their matters are at a

stay.

Hoi., pp. 2, mutilated.

For Wistan Broun.

To be steward, &c. of Haverford West and Rowse, Marches of

Wales ; and to be keeper of the great "canol" for the King's hunt

ing, called " le Toyle," alias " le Pale of Canvas," to be repaired

at the King's cost ; with 100 marks out of the said lordships. Del.

Westm., 9 July 7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p.\,m. 29.

9 July. 681. For Edw. Vaux, yeoman purveyor for the Cellar.

S. B. To be bailiff of Toryngton, Devon, lately held by Miles Worseley,

Del. Westm., 9 July 7 Hen.Vni.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII p. 1, m. 13.

10 July.

Er. Ep. li. 5.

SadoletiEp.Pont.

682.

10 July. 683.

Er. Ep. u. 4.

Leo X. to Henry VIII.

Has always entertained an inclination favorable to men of

learning, as he has generally found them honest, free from

vice, and ornaments to the Christian Church. Has known Eras

mus when in a less eminent position, from whom the writer has

received a very civil letter. Commends him to the King's favor

able consideration. Rome, 10 July 1515, 3 pont.

Leo X. to Erasmcts.

Thanks him for his letter from London. Awaits the appearance

of the New Testament and St. Jerom, and will accept the proposed

dedication. Compliments to the Archbishop of Canterbury. Rome,

10 July 1515, 3 pont*
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10 July. 684. Sir Rob. Wingfield to [Henry VIII.]

Vit B.i™i. 157. Wrote last from the town of Lynce. On the last

B. M. day of the month left by water, " man, horse, cart and ba[g-

gage. If] the thickness of a board had failed I should not [have

taken] care for any testament, for I and all that I h[ad would have"

ended together. I passed in eighteen hours a hund[red and "

mile, not without some peril, and most specially because] of great

trees which ragiousness of the flood h[ad taken up] root and rind

to send them by water to the tur master, as it seemeth.

Verily your grace may well parce to make good speed,

which carried a boat so lady[n and without] ony manner of sail

and having but twain oory[s ] sterling in so few hours."

The Emperor left Lynce the instant on horseback, intending

to embark at a certain place with the Cardinal Gourcke, the

and Spanish ambassadors, and all the princes then at Lynce on the

fourth day, but in consequence of a post from relanded.

Next day a council was held upon the water, for what object Wing-

field could not discover. Desires to be recalled before he is as little

esteemed and as greatly suspect by the Emperor, as he now is by his

council and servants. Has had no answer touching many things

of which he wrote at the Emperor's desire, though he has not

omitted to write home and preserve copies of his letters and to date

them, one depending upon another. Sir Thomas Spinelly, through

whom he sent them has omitted all this year to acknowledge their

receipt, though they must have come to his hands.

On the 3rd came to Vienna, and visited at the palace the Lady

Mary. The Marquis Casymyrus of Brandenbrok came to my

lo[dgings to] me, expressing great desire to hear of [Henry's]

good health. Has heard nothing of the sword and dagger sent

from the said|Marquis by Dyerick, servant to [Sir] Ric Jerningham,

but " shewed [him the King] had commanded me by writing to

make your h[earty] recommendations unto him with thanks"; the

Marquis has since [given him . . . .] the fairest that he has seen

for the King, which he will send on the first opportunity, unless

the King will allow him to convey it himself. On the 6th came

a great embassy from Hungary and Poland, consisting of

bishops and four temporal lords. In passing "they came forbymy

lodging ; they were a horses, for amongst them was many

spare horses .... of the Turks, and divers of the noblemen

were [dressed] like Turks, and some like to the Tartars, and a

their over vestments be called it seemed th[ey were of]

silk and their scimitars garnished bo[th with] gold and silver" . . .

" When the said King shall come there [shall lack]

no pomp ;" wishes therefore a well monied man were in his room.

To reward the exceeding number of trumpets, taboryns and other

minstrels of all the kings and princes will make a great hole in his

purse. Nevertheless " there is written over mine arms standing

on my gate my name ambassador to the King of England and oi

France, which I am sure shall be seen and read by all nations

that be of Christendom and many other," for there will be present

Russians, Tartars, Wallaks and Turks. Hopes Henry will consider

that his late remittance will not last him as many days as there

were pounds.

On the 8th Gurcke, the Pope's Legate, came by water with the

Papal and Spanish Ambassadors, the Duke of Brunswick, Abp. ot

Breme, the two Dukes of Bavaria William oad Lewis, the Dukes
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Sie Rob. Wingfield to [Henry VHL]—cont.

of Wurtemburg and Mecklenbourgh, with divers earls and barons,

and the Marquis ofBrandenbourg, the Bishops ofVienna and Passau,

with all the Emperor's noblesse now in this city met them and con

veyed the legate to his lodging, followed by 2,000 lanceknights

arrayed in red with their " halcretis," pikes and guns. The next

day the Emperor came to a castle .... myle out of this city, where

he now is. Vien[na] in Awstryk, 10 [July].

P. S. After this letter had been closed up the following news

arrived. " The Duke of Milan by the counsel of

and of the Swissers caused a position to be city of

Milan and the whole state of three hun[dred ] where

with the comunte of the city began to ^ tumult in

such wise that it was thought me[et ] and his counsel to

get the chief heads of into his hands and by that means

appease whilst the said was in train there chan[ced

] accident certain Swissers as they passed thro[ugh . . .

] of the city toward the castle met with certain nte

in harness, and because that is contrary and ordinance

of the Prince the said Swissers would but they had

rescue in such wise that dy[vers of them were] hurt, and an

ancient man of the city opp which the sedition and

tumult of the people torn in such wise that the Duke

with all ambassado[rs ] said Cardinal were glad to get

the Castle ovy[r their] heedys and then sent to the people " to wit

wh[at they] would, and they answered that they would not pay

[that] that was demanded of them and that they [would have] their

companions delivered that were in the d[ungeon] safe and sound,

upon which the Swissers would h out of the castle upon

them, and caused shot out at them but to have done so

ap[peared ] to the ancient and wise as well for shedding of

blood] the doubtful end of the matter, they concluded

that the Duke's mind was not to take but such as they

would consent to with he would gladly deliver their

companions ] all was appeased and {here some

lines are lost.) assembled together to

conclude all [matters concerning the defence of Italy and also

if. will not live in peace to enter into France

.... of the Viceroy the Emperor's army remaineth in the

{ of Vincence under the governance of the Marquis of Pyskayre."

/ V Francis de Taxis, postmaster, has written to his factors here to

v4'*','"1,^v ' admit no letters sent in the budget to the Low Countries buvteuch

\ as be delivered by the baylly Damons, whom Wingfield counts but an

easy friend to Henry, as he has not spoken to him for three months,

so that Wingfield would be glad to know if this letter reach the

King. Wingfield's letters for the last five years have safely reached

Sir Thomas Spinelly without any expense to Henry " (though it is

not a little that I have spent of mine own in that behalf)". If the

King wants anything written in cipher Wingfield must have a

secretary sent to him, " for I have written so long that I am almost

blind, and clerk have I none that is English ; for all of our nation (as

it seemeth), and they be not bounden by such bonds as appertain to

nobility of blood, that is to say honesty, will not abide out of their

country longer than they lust themselves, for of all those I brought

, out first with me which were to the number of 12 or 13 persons

this two or three years past I have retained but only one, which is a
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gentleman of right a good house and nigh akin to suc[h as] be nigh

akin to me, who doth remain more by the bond of [hones]te, as I

said before, than for any desire to continue in the 8 that he

hath passed these five years past."

Hoi., pp. 6, badly mutilated. Endd.

10 July. 685. Spinellt to Henry VIII.

B. o. Wrote last on the 8th. A post is since come from Lyons with

letters to the Florentine merchants, dated the 2nd. Bourbon was

preparing with all diligence for the enterprise against Milan. The

French King has left Amboise for Lyons. It is said he will cross

the mountains. The King of Arragon is reported to be " in a great

pratik to take a trieux with the French King only on this side the

mountains, remaining at his liberty touching Italy." Bruges,

10 July 1515. Signed.

P. 1, Add.

10 July. 686. Sampson to [Wolsey].

Galba,B.m. 331. Has already stated to him that the briefs will be of no effect, and

B. M. hopes that Wolsey will have some more effectual title. The inhi

bition, however, will be the most compendious way to vex the

Bishop, who was spirited up to this act by the French ambassadors

in the Prince's court, by which Wolsey will perceive their unfaithful

flattery and words. This day, 10 July, Spinelly rode to the Prince's

court. The Prince is governed as a child by his Council, most of

whom are French and are glad of this brush with England. Ten days

past wrote to Ponynges of these denunciations. They have made

complaints of an attack upon two little fishermen. The English

commissioner has answered that the aggressors were Scotch

men, who had deformed their faces and would be glad to set enmity

between the two countries. Bruges, 10 July 1515.

Hoi., pp. 2, mutilated.

10 July. 687. Commission of the Peace.

Cornwall.—John Boo, serjeant-at-law, John diamond, Rob. Lange-

don, Nich. Enys, Christ. Tredennek and Ric. Tremayn. Westm.,

10 July.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 9d.

10 July. 688. For the Executors of Margaret Countess of Eich-

s. B. MOND.

Pardon and release to Ric. Bp. of Winchester, John Bp. of

Rochester, Chas. Earl of Worcester, Sir Th. Lovell, Sir Hen.

Marney, Sir John Seynt John, Hen. Horneby, elk., and Hugh

Assheton, elk., executors of Margaret Countess of Richmond and

Derby. Del. Westm., 10 July 7 Hen. VOL

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 32.

'-V:.

10 July. 689. For the Same.

g u. Mortmain licence to grant lands to the annual value of 200/.

to the Master and scholars of St John's College, Cambridge.

Del. Westm., 10 July 7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 30.
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10 July. 690. For the Prior and Convent of St. Mart, Ivy

Church (Ederosa), near Claryndon Park, Wilts.

Mortmain licence to acquire lands to tho annual value of 10/.

Wcstm., 10 July.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 27.

10 July. 691- For Sir John Stanley of Manchester, Lane, alias

of Honford, Cheshire.

Pardon and release as executor of Jas. [Stanley] lateBp. of Ely.

Wcstm., 10 July.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 19.

10 July. 692. Henry VIII.

Constat and exemplification, at the request of Edm. late Prior of

St. Mary's Lanthony, near Gloucester, (on the oath of John Straunge

that the original patent is lost,) of patent 24 Nov. 12 Hen.VIJ., con

firming patent 26 Oct. 21 Edw. IV., granting the convent liberty

to absent themselves from their possessions in Ireland. Westm.,

10 July.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. I, m. 27.

11 July. 693. Justices of Assize.

Home Circuit.—Simon Fitz with John Butteler and John

More. Westm., 11 July.

Oxford Circuit.—Rob. Brudenell, jun., and Th. Waldram with

Rob. Brudenell, sen., and John Neuporte. Westm., 11 July.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 14rf.

Norfolk Circuit.—Win. Mordaunt with Sir John Fyneux and

Sir Rob. Rede. Westm., 11 July.

Northern Circuit.—Th. Strey with Brian Palmes and John

Ernley. Westm., 1 1 July.

Western Circuit. — Th. Elyott and Th. Fitzhugh with Ric.

Elyot and Lewis Pollard. Westm., 1 1 July.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 21d.

11 July. 694. Commission of the Peace.

No[rtht.~\—T. Abp. of York, Th. Marquis of Dorset, Rob.

Brudenell, Humph. Conyngesby, Guy Palmes, Sir John Grey,

Sir Nich. Vaux, Sir Ric. Knyghtley, Sir Wm. Compton, Sir Hen.

Sharnebourn, Sir Th. Lucy, Wm. Pnrre, Th. Emson, Wm. Gascoign,

Geo. Kyrkham, John Treshani, Th. Lovett, Humph. Broun, Nich.

Wodhull, Ric. Knyghtley, Ric. Burton, Wm. Lane, John Wattes,

John Mulshoo, Edm. Hasilwod and John Hertewell. Westm.,

11 July.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. Id.

11 July. 695. Commission of Sewers.

Northt., Camb., Leic. and line.—Bp. of Lincoln, Rob. Abbot of

Peterborough, Th. Prior of Spaldyng, Rob. Brudenell, Sir Nich.

Vaux, Sir John Huse, Sir Wm. Parre, Geo. Kirkham, Ric. Burton,

Wm. Fitzwilliam, Ric. Clement, John Halley, John -Wynde,

Gooff. Piuinell and Ric. Hall, for the district along the course of

Northampton water from the town of Northampton to Peter-

burgh, Northt., and thence to Wisbiche, Camb., and along the river
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Wylond from the town of Harborough, Leic, to Waldernhale,

Northt., and thence to Spaldyng and Pynchebek, Line., and

Wisbych. Westm., 11 July.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 9d.

1 1 July. 696. For Katharine Countess and Henry Earl of Devon.

S. B. Wardship of Eliz., daughter and heir of John Grey Viscount

Lisle on surrender (as far as regards the said wardship) by Charles

Duke of Suffolk of patent 21|April 4 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm.,

11 July 7 Hen. VI II.

Pat. 7 lien. VIII. p. 1, m. 29.

1 1 July. 697. For Th. Marquis of Dorset.

S. B. Reversion of the manors of Longburgh and Shcpeshedd, Leic.,

of which Win. late Viscount Beaumont and Lord Bardolf died

seised in his demesne as of fee, and which came into the late

King's hands by the attainder of Fras. Lord Lovel, 11 Hen. VII.,

and were granted by patent 6 Sept. 1 Hen. VIII. to John Earl of

Oxford and Elizabeth his wife, late wife of the said William, for

the life of the said Elizabeth, as her dower. Del. Westm., 1 1 July

7 Hen. VIII.

Pal. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 5.

K. O. 2. Copy of the above, corrected. See Pat. 1 1 Hen. VHI. p. 2,

m. 33.

11 July. 698. For Sir Harm. Constable.

S. B. Confirmation to him and his heirs, lords of the manor of Flayn-

burgh, York, of divers liberties. Del. Westm., 1 1 July 7 Hen.VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 29.

11 July. 699. For Sir Hen. Wyatt.

S. B. To be steward. &c. of the lordship of 'Hoton Pancll, York, occu

pied by him since 8 Hen. VII. by that King's grant. Del,

Westm., 11 July 7 Hen. VIH.

12 July. 700. Leo X. to Wolsey.

B- O. Is much obliged by Wolsey's request, that if the Pope requires

anything in England he should make use of no other person's

services than Wolsey's, which he will do. Desires nothing so

much aR the King's good will, and nothing the King can ofler is

comparable to the letters which he last wrote, expressing his entire

devotion to the Holy See, for which the Pope cannot be sufficiently

thankful. Wishes the King to be considered its patron and pro

tector. Thanks Wolsey for using his influence with the King to

so good a purpose, and has ordered the Bp. of Worcester to write

more fully. Rome, 12 July 1515, 3 pont.

Vellum. Add.

12 July. 701. Mountjoy to "Wolsey.

Calig. D. vi. 299, On account of the enterprise lately made by the Prince's officers

B. M. upon certain villages of the bailliage of Tornesys, has sent

instructions for defence of the King's right to Mr. Ponynges, who

has written to tell him that he had a commission " to common with

the Prince and his Council therein." Has lately informed him of the

suspensions seut hither by the [Bishop] elect against Dr. Sampson.

Has forbidden, until ho hears the King's pleasure and Wolsey's,
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MODNTJOT tO WOLSEY—COTlt.

a collection privily ordered by the elect from the curates of some

villages within Toruesyns, "for a gratuity by him made to the

Prince of the temporalties of their benefices." " As to the letter

the King's grace wrote unto me of the gift of John de Staples and

John de Malyn's goods to the Knyvetts, process is made here to

attaint them by due process of law," which shall be done with all

possible expedition.

"Also as to another letter which his highness wrote unto me

for admitting of one Hacheman of the guard unto the keeping of

the seal of the bailliage, Master Ponynges, when he was here bailly

by virtue of the King's [gra]nt, gave it unto a learned man of this

town, [who keepe]th it yet, under the seal of his arms. Th[e

office] is of great charge, and the occupy[er thereof] is full mete

for it, and the yeoman of the [guard hath] neither learning nor

great language. Notwithstanding [I] made him answer, that he

bringing in his gran[t from the] King into court, this other man's

grant by Master Poyn[ings] shall be seen in like wise, and accord

ing to right determined for all the King's grace hath written."

Understands that since the last musters of the guard in Eng

land, " to ta[ke] his person, one that was put out from

hence for his misr[ulc and] was one of the chief beginners of the

business at my firs[t coming,] of whom his grace and his council

hath been advertised [by] writing from hence. The King may

do his pleasure, but [there] shall be the less fear to other to follow

his trace ; and also it shall be long or he change his conditions."

As to the making of the citadels and [building] up of the court

Heneragne (?) it should be set about right soon and a great

number of workmen sent over to rejoice this city another year.

" I write not this for if they were made tomorrow this is

not the place that I take pleasure to abide in ; and if they be never

made leave his service here nor elsewhere that is g

that I may save him." Do all that they can, they can make no

way with the people, but are compelled to use great rigor. Insists

upon the great difficulty and charge of retaining the town, and the

dishonor there would be in losing it ; but the King and Wolsey

in their wisdom knew what was best. " Scribbled in haste at

Tournay, the 12th day of July," &c. Signed.

Pp. 3, mutilated. Add. : [To] the most reverend father in

God my Lord Archbishop of York. Endd.: My Lord Mount-

joy, &c.

12 July. 702. For Kicbard, s. and h. of Sir Henry Vernon.

S. B. Livery of lands. Del. Westm., 12 July 7 Hen. VDJ.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 3.

13 July. 703. Leo X. to Baptista, General of the Order of Carmelites.

Harl. 3462, 180 b. Is very desirous of restoring peace between the Emperor, France

B. M. and the Swiss, for a common expedition against the Infidels. Knows

it is very difficult, but God is almighty. Bequests him to under

take his mission to the parties named. Borne, 13 July 1515.

Copy in an Italian hand. Lat., pp. 3.

13 July. 704. Commission of the Peace.

Cornwall.—Same as 24 May, with addition of Edw. Willoughby

and Sir Hen. Sharneboune. Otford, 13 July.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p.l, m. 2d.
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14 July. 705. Dacre to the Lords of the Council.

R- O. Received from them a packet of letter on the 2nd. Understood he

is to send the Pope's two briefs with a packet of letters to the Abbot

of Arbroothe, elect of Dunkell, and let him know how good the

King had been in helping him to obtain that bishopric, and if

possible have a notary present, making an instrument of it in due

form. Ab he could not have a Scotch notary, sent one from the

Marches, who could speak French perfectly, and sent letters by him

to the Queen of Scots and the elect.

As the notary was riding at Moffat on Wednesday the 4th, he

was stopped by Sir Alexander Gearden, who took him and the letters

to the Lord Chamberlain, and thence to Albany in Edinburgh.

The Duke sent the Queen's letter unopened, but read the others to

the Council and then delivered them to the custody of Gawen

Dunbar, clerk of the Council. On this Dacre sent fresh letters

to the elect. Soon after the elect was sent for by the Council

and asked why he dared be so bold as to labor with the King of

England to procure the bishopric without licence from the King of

Scotland. He answered he had made no labor, nor did he know what

the Queen might have done for him as governor to her son, the

King. "Fretted with ire and malice," Albany committed him

to Edinburgh Castle. Is sorry for the occurrence. Hears that the

Bp. of Murray has returned without having obtained the arch

bishopric of St. Andrew's ; he is in strict keeping at the priory of

Pettenween, and not allowed to come to court. It was thought he

should be kept in ward till he resigned the said archbishopric in

behalf of a bastard of the King of Scots, who came over with the

Duke. Lord Drummond, captain of Stirling Castle, has been com

mitted to prison for advising to have the King of England made

protector and the young King delivered into his hands.

The Queen can find no man to take charge of Stirling or the

two Princes. Every man refuses, and gives them to the Duke.

Is afraid they will fall into his hands to their utter destruction.

Hopes at the breaking up of their Parliament to get knowledge of

their intentions. The Queen of Scots is very anxious to have an

answer to the letters she sent, by the Papal legate in Scotland last

year, to the King and the French Queen her sister, begging help

from England. " She now sore repents, making great lamentation

and weeping daily," for neglecting to help herself and her husband

with his friends when she might have done. " She is great with

child ; it is thought by her friends that through the anguish of the

premises she will be in great jeopardy of her life, remembering the

danger that her husband['s] uncle and his grandfather stands in at

this time." Carlisle, 14 July. Signed.

Pp. 3. Add. and endd.

14 July. 706. Scotland.

R. 0. Copies of letters enclosed in Dacre's of 14 July.

1. Dacre to Margaret.

The King is in good health. At her requests sent to the Pope

and the King, the latter has obtained the bishopric of Dunkell for

Gawen Douglas, her husband's uncle, with a revocation of his

authority touching the King's legacy, from the Abp. of St. Andrew's

to the Lord of Dunkell. Kirkoswald, 2 July.

2. Dacre to Gawen Douglas.

Has this day received a packet from the King of England, with

one Papal brief for Douglas and another for the Abp. of St.
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Scotland—cont.

Andrew's; also a packet from his factor in the court of Rome with a

letter from Adam Williamson. At the request of Margaret and of

Henry VIII. he has been elected Bishop of Dunkell. Understands

by the Papal brief that the Pope has revoked the authority of the

Abp. of St. Andrew's, " and also of the King's legacy," in favor

of Gawen. St. Andrew's fled from Flanders and is kept secret in

Scotland. Is glad of his promotion, as a friend and a relative.

Kirkoswald, 2 July.

3. Dacre to the Abbot of Arbroath, elect of Dunkell.

Giving the substance of his former letter, after his servant had

been arrested by Sir Alexander Jardane and Thom. Moffett.

Abbey of Holme, 6 July.

Pp. 5.

July. 707. Albany to the Pope.

Adv. MS. 69. The devotion of the Scotch Kings to the Holy See obtained for

them the privilege of nominating successors to prelacies of more

than 200 ducats, within eight months after their falling vacant.

This was observed in the 8th year of Alexander VI., and was ex

tended by Julius II. in the time of James IV. to prelacies falling

vacant in Edinburgh (?) intra urbis mania). The present King,

being only in the second year of his age, is in great need of such

privileges and of the protection of his holiness. As the Church

is a very important part of the state, great care in the choice of

prelates is necessary, especially during the King's minority. On

coming from France to take the government of the kingdom, found

great dissensions ; the nobility, commons and higher ecclesiastics

were desirous of maintaining the royal rights, while his holiness

was issuing orders in opposition to them about the see of St. An

drew's and several monasteries. They have at last agreed to his

demands, though at a considerable sacrifice in obliging the Pope

touching the promotion of his nephew to the bishopric of Bourges,

and the admission of the Abp. of St. Andrew's. A new attack,

however, has been made upon the young King's rights. The Pope's

datary claims the Premonstratene priory of Whithorn, void by death,

which was given to Albany's brother as it was of importance for

the defence of the kingdom against the Irish. The Cardinal

St. Eusebius, "ex pnetenso jure regressus," claims the Bene

dictine monastery of Aberbrothok, resigned by the Abp. of St. An

drew's, although it was granted to the King's son in commendam.

It appears by their letters they are hindering the settlement of both

benefices, and intend to do the same with the archbishopric of

St. Andrew's, the bishopric of Aberdeen, and the monasteries of

Dunfermling, Incheflfray and Coldingham, when they fall vacant ;

all which they boast, they have carried against the King in former

days. Requests he will dispose of the bishopric of Caithness, the

priory of Aberbrothok and Kelso (Calce) according to his letters.

Copy, full of clerical errors. Lot., pp. 5.

July. 708. John [Duke of Albany] to [Cardinal of Ancona.]

Adv. MS. 77. Trusts it is well known at Rome what are the privileges of the

Scotch kings with respect to bishoprics, and how much Albany

has suffered already in the admission of the Abp. of St. Andrew's

through his desire to oblige the Pope's nephew ; and, further, the
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attempts to defeat the papal briefs made in Albany's favor. Begs

credence for James Cottis, a canon of Glasgow.

Copy, Lat., p. 1.

14 July. 709. Commissions of the Peace.

Devon Same as 26 June, with omission of Jas. Chudleygh,

and addition of Edw. Willoughtby, Sir Hen. Sharnebourne, John

Orenge, Ric. Strode, Rob. Shylston and John Cole of Slade.

Knoll, 14 July.

Worcestershire.—G. Bp. of Coventry and Lichfield, R. Bp. of

Hereford, Th. Earl of Arundel, Geo. Earl of Shrewsbury, Sir

Edw. Sutton of Sutton, Humph. Conyngesby, Rob. Brudenell, John

Neuport, Chas. Both, elk., Sir Gilb. Talbot, Sir Wm. Uvedale, Sir

Griffin Rice, Sir Wm. Compton, Sir Hen. Sharnebourne, Sir Gilb.

Talbot, jun., Sir John Ardern, John Ardern, Peter Newton, Geo.

Bromeley, Th. Lynom, Wm. Rudhale, John Ketilby, Giles Grevell,

Rob. Vampage, Roland Morton, Nich. Foliet, Ric. Wye, John

Wasshebourne, Th. Litelton and Roger Wynter. Otford, 14 July.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p.\,m. 2d.

14 July. 710. • For John Dawtrey of Southampton.

Release of the following sums received from the King, viz., of

9,000/. through John Heron, treasurer of the Chamber ; 88,000/.

through Sir John Daunce, for the expences of the army sent to

Spain and against France and Scotland ; and of 214/. 8s. through

Ric. Palshyd, being the produce of the King's beer sold by him.

Also release of all receipts and deliveries of ordnance, clothes, &c,

and pardon for the payment of gold coined in England or else

where, and of plate, bullion, jewels-, &c. to any foreigner by way

of exchange, contrary to Act of 4 Hen. VII. Otford, 14 July.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 3.

14 July. 711. Wimond Raletgh.

Devon. — Commission to Rob. Willoughby Lord Broke, Sir Wm.

Trevanyon, Sir John KyTkeham, Edw. Willoughby, John diamond,

John Cole of Slade, Rob. Shilston, Ric. Strode, John Orenge and the

escheator to make inquisition p. m. in respect of Wimond Roleygh.

Westm., 14 July.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 9d.

15 July. 712. Henry VIII. to Leo X.

Vat. Trans. Was strongly moved by the papal breve of 15th July and the

xx.wii. 33. Bishop of Worcester's letters, expressivo of so much anxiety. Con

testify to the Pope's great solicitude for the general peace of

Christendom, and the obstacles with which he has been compelled to

struggle through the private interests of certain princes. Thinks

such obstinacy should no longer be encountered by prayers, but by

the spiritual sword, and proffers his aid. If a crusade be pro

claimed and joined by Christian princes, the King will be the first

to come forward ; but without a general union compliance with the

Pope's request would be of little use and the King's money spent

in vain. Greenwich, 15 July 1515.

Add.
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15 July. 713. Commission of the Peace.

[G/okc]—G. Bp. of Coventry and Lichfield, R. Bp. of Here

ford, Edw. Duke of Buckingham, Rob. Brudenell, John Neuport,

Chaa. Bothe, elk., Sir Gilb. Talbot, Sir Rob. Poynes, Sir Maurice

Berkeley, Sir Wm. Uvedale, Sir John Ungerford, Sir Griffin Rice,

Sir Th. Cornewall, Sir Alex. Baynham, Sir Hen. Shernbourn, John

Broke, Peter Neuton, Geo. Bromeley, Wm. Denys, Th. Poyntz,

Edm. Tame, John Whityngton, Wm. Rudhall, Giles Grevile, Edw.

Wadham, Th. Goodman, Ric. Pole, Wm. Tracy, John Pauncefote,

Christ. Baynham, Hen. Knyght, Rob. Wye, Th. Matston, Ric. Wye,

Roger Porter and John Pakyngton. Knoll, 15

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 2d.

15 July. 714. For Roger Haccheman, yeoman of the Guard.

S. B. To be the King's " sealle ryall " of Tournay, from the first day

of the King's victorious entry [into the said city], namely, the

21st September 5 Hen. VIII. Del. Otford, 15 July 7 Hen. VOL

Fr. 7 Hen. VIII. m. 6.

16 July. 715. Fabbicius de Cabeto to Henby VIII.

Otho, C. ix. 22. The Sophi has not yet crossed The Turk has laid siege

B. M. to one of his towns on this side the Euphrates and withdrawn his

army to Carazasar ( Carassaris). One of his bashaws advanced with

3,000 janissaries to Constantinople, thence to Adrianople. He is

building a vast fleet, intending to carry the war into Italy. If he

conquer the Sophi, he will attack the Rhodians. They have refused

leave to Thos. Newport and Thos. Schefild, preceptor of Beverley

and captain of the castle of St. Peter, to depart from the island.

Sends the King 24 " . . peta minora" and three larger, aa the

balsam he had sent before was in such small quantity. Rhodes,

16 July 1515.

Lat., pp. 2, mutilated. Add. at f. 21b.

16 July. 716. Seb. Giustinian to the Council of Ten.

Giust. Desp. i. 115. Visited Wolsey ; 6tated Francis was sorry there was any doubt of

his good will ; that he was about to send one of his gentlemen to

express it. Wolsey was much pleased ; said if that King valued

the friendship of England, the confederation would not be violated ;

but if he maltreated the English, " I tell you, Sir Ambassadors,

that we have ships here in readiness, and in eight days could place

60,000 men on the soil of France." They replied that councillors

deserved great praise who preserved friendship amongst sovereigns.

He told us he knew that the Swiss were much divided—that Genoa

had apparently declared for France. Have heard, by letters from

Paris of the 3rd, of the great preparations of Francis,—that a con

ference was to be had with the Swiss ambassadors to conclude an

agreement negotiated by the Pope, who seems to favor France.

Did not communicate the news ;—left it for the French ambassador

on his arrival. London, 16 July 1515.

16 July. 717- John Phelippes of Rattrewe, Devon.

Revocation of protection granted him 6 Feb. 4 Hen. VIII., as

long as he should continue in the suite of Edm. Hayward. Westm.,

16 July.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 4.
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16 July. 718. For Mary Redyng, gentlewoman.

8- B. Annuity of 50/. for services to Queen Elizabeth, the King's

mother, and Mary late Queen of the French. Del. Otford,

16 July 7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 3.

17 July. 719- Commission of the Peace.

Herefordshire.—G. Bp. of Coventry and Lichfield, R. Bp. of

Hereford, Edw. Duke of Buckingham, Walter Devereux Lord

Ferrers, Rob. Brudenell, John Neuporte, Chas. Bothe, elk., Sir

Gilb. Talbot, Sir Wm. Uvedale, Sir Grifiin Rice, Sir Th. Corne-

wale, Sir John Lyngen, Sir Hen. Sharnebourn, Jas. Barkervilde,

Th. Delaber, Th. Poyntz, Peter Neuton, Geo. Bromeley, Th. Lynom,

Wm. Rudhale, David Guilliam Morgan, Roger Bodnam, Ralph

Hakelett, John Braynton, Roland Mourton, Wm. Clerk, Th.

Monyngton and John Dansey. Otford, 17 July.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 2d.

17 July. 720. For Edmund now Prior and the Convent of St. Mart,

Lanthont.

Inspeximus and confirmation of patent 10 July [7] Hen. VIH.,

which see. Knoll, 17 July.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 27.

17 July. 721. For John Shirley and others.

Release to John Shirley, cofferer of the Household, Thos. Byrkys

and John Miklowe, elk., comptroller of the same, and Elizabeth

widow and executrix of Brian Bothe, late Serjeant of the accatry

or purchaser of the larger provisions of the Household,' of

4,885/. 8*. Mfyd. received of the King as a loan through Sir John

Daunce ; of 261/. 17*. through Rob. Fouler, teller of the Exchequer,

for victualling the armament abroad ; of 7,060 quarters of malt

received by them from John Ricrofte, and 371 quarters 4 bushels of

malt from the said John, as the increase on the measure ; and of

44/. lis. arising from part of the provisions sold for use of the King.

Knoll, 17 July.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 8.

17 July. 722. For Edw. "Weldon of London.

Release of all sums received from John Shurley, cofferer of the

Household or others, for the expences of the King and Queen's

Households while the King was abroad previous to 12 Nov.

5 Hen.VIH. Knoll, 17 July.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 6.

July. 723. Henry VIII. and Charles Prince of Spain.

R. T. 137. At a conference held at Bruges by Wm. de Croy, Lord of Chierves,

Chamberlain, John le Sauvaige, Lord of Escaubeke, Chancellor, and

Michael de Croy, Lord of Sempy, commissioners for Spain, and

Cuthbert Tunstal, Wm. Kurght (Knight) and Sir Thos. Spinelly, to

consider the grievances of the merchants relative to the infraction of

the treaty of 1506, it was agreed that the dispute about its validity

should be postponed for five years : that merchants and subjects of

both countries should have free access and trade in all the dominions

of the two Kings, according to the treaty of 24 Feb. 1495 ; that
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Henry VIH. and Charles Prince of Spain—cont.

English merchants at Antwerp should not pay Seenschen thol,

Hounde thol, or any toll except that mentioned in the privileges,

and at Bruges and Middleburgh should only pay Seenschen thol.

Foreign merchants coming to England should pay customs, &c. ac

cording to the treaty of 1495. No money to be exacted for tolls or

customs due before the conclusion of this treaty. No decision in

courts of law relative to tolls, &c. to be paid by the merchants of

either countrys to be executed. No statutes restricting the com

merce with any town, or limiting the prices of any goods, to be made

by the merchants of either country. Within a year from this date,

a diet shall be held to hear complaints. Both Princes to ratify and

seal the treaty in three months.

Lot.

July. 724.

Galba, B. in. 248.

B. M.

Henry VIII. to [Ponynges and Knight].

Commends what they have done with the commissioners of

the Prince of Castile, as stated in their letters of the 9th inst.

from Bruges, and condemns the untowardly answers of the com

missioners, who will listen to nothing urged in justification of

the intercourse of 1506. Will have the whole matter laid before

the Prince and his Council, and if they persist he will then take

another course. Tunstal is to leave the rest at Bruges, and taking

with him letters of credence require an audience of the Prince to

that effect. He shall state to the Prince that Henry desires

amicable order may be taken in this matter, considering the King's

friendship, and that some of the Prince's Council be deputed to hear

the King's reasons. This done, they shall lay the whole negotiation

before the Council, and, if they persist, state that whatever evil

consequences may ensue they must bear the blame of it, and that

the King, in whatever he shall attempt to enforce justice, will inform

the Pope, the Emperor, the French, the King of Arragon, and all

others, of his righteous demand. If a delay be required till the

Prince come to the age of 21 years, are to condescend to it. If that

be not offered Sir Edw. Ponynges is to go to the Archduchess, and

desire her as of herself to urge the said surceance. All failing, a

formal protestation is to be drawn up of the King's wrongs, and a

copy sent to Sir Rob. Wingfield for the Emperor, and time demanded

to give proper warning to the English merchants. " That done,

Tunstal is to return to his colleagues, and all shall leave the

Princess.

Corrected by Ruthal. Pp. 17, mutilated.

18 July. 725.

VitB. xviii. 160.

B.M.

Sib Kob. Wingfield to [Henry VIII.]

Wrote last On the 14th "the Em

peror [went on a visit] to the three Kings of Hungary, Poland and

Ba[vier, with the] Duke of Brunswick, Abp. of Breme

. . . and the Marquis Casymyrus and the Bishop

doctors and others to the number of 12 ambassadors." On the 16th

the Emperor, with 1,000 horses in harness, passed four Dutch miles

towards the said King covered with black velvet

and scarlet quarterly, and the Cardinal of Gource rode

upon his right hand [and Wingfield] on his left, the other Princes

following. On the 17th the Emperor heard mass and dined

in his litter before 8 o'clock and then went to a place "upon a fair

plain," three Dw[tch miles] off, appointed for the meeting and the
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ceremony, -which Wingfield will describe in hie next dispatch.

Was 13 hours travelling on horseback. Arrived about nine. It was

eleven before the Emperor came to his lodging. Today received

orders from the Emperor " to re[torne for

in the entry of the same with him and the said

.... ordained the Pope's ambassador and tha

that day about 7 of the clock at n[oon

] the said Kings, and

the King

through this city to th" (Here some lines are

lost) The weather had been fair, but [now] there

is continual rain. The King of Hungary and the King of Bo

hemia, with his sister, are lodged with the Emperor in the palace.

The King of Poland has a fair lodging in the city. With regard

to the 2,000 horses in harness provided by the Emperor, and

mentioned by Wingfield in a former letter, 1,000 have been

obliged to be sent into the counties of Steremarke and Karynthe

to join with the nobles against the peasants. "A great part of

that business is now appeased, howbeit not without some harm,

for of the peasants arn slain upon a 1,500." The garrison of

Marran in Friole has lately overthrown 200 " stradotts" of the

Venetians, and taken a great prey of cattle and other things. His

next letters will be longer. Vienna in Awstrik, 18 July 1515.

Hoi., pp. 2, mutilated. Endd.

18 July. 726. Commissions of the Peace.

Worcestershire.—Same as 14 July, with omission of Sir John

Ardern, addition of Sir Th. Cornewall, and substitution of John

for Nicholas Foliet. Sir Edw. Sutton of Sutton is here called

Sutton of Dudley. Knoll, 18 July.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 2d.

S. Wales and tlte Marches, Salop, Here/., Glouc, Wore,

Chesh., and Flint.—G. Bp. of Coventry and Lichfield, Walter

Devereux Lord Ferrers, Chas. Bothe, elk., Sir Wm. Uvedale, Sir

Griffin Rice, Sir Th. Cornewall, Peter Neuton, Geo. Bromeley

and Th. Lynom. Knoll, 18 July.

Pat. 7 HetuVIII. p. 2, m. \2d.

18 July. 727. For John Lord Lumlet.

Livery of lands as son and heir of Ric. Lord Lumley and kins

man and heir of Geo. Lord Lumley, father of Thomas, father of the

said Richard. Otford, 18 July.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 4.

18 July. 728. For Th. Sounde, yeoman of the Guard.

Annuity of 5 marks out of the lordship of Denbigh, Marches

of Wales. Otford, 18 July.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, mA.

19 July. 729. For Wm. Tcrvile.

S. B. Licence to impark 600 acres in Newhall and Thurlaston, Leic,

although the land is in the bounds of Leicester forest, parcel of the

duchy of Lancaster. Del. Otford, 19 July 7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 5.

2. N
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20 July. 730. Ric. [Fox] Bp. of Winchester to Wolsey.

E- O. Sends him a letter by Haniball, the bearer, touching the unruly

dealings of the canons of St. Augustine's, Bristol. Mr. Hannibal

might summon them before him, but is afraid. One Lloyd of the

King's chapel is chief author of this mischief. Recommends that

Haniball should retain the letters of conge d'elire, which will

bring up some of the canons to court, when Wolsey can order them

after his wisdom, or else a commission be sent to order the election,

putting out the " three young fools " which sue for voices in it

though they bo not in sacris. This is a perilous matter. Begs

he will see to it. Esher, 20 July.

Hoi., p. 1. Add. : To my Lord of York.

20 July. 731. For John Monson.

S. B. To be receiver of all the possessions of Wm. late Viscount

Beaumont in the King's hands in cos. Line, York, Notts, Leic,

Northt. and Hunts, of which Alex. Quadryng and Th. Louth were
• lately receivers. Del. Otford, 20 July 7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 5.

21 July. 732. Tunstal to [Henry VIII.]

Galba, B. m. 2C0. Wrote last on 9 July. The commissioners have desired respite

B. M. in order to send the replication to the Prince's Council. When they

were to have met them a letter was sent directing the commissioners

to meet the Prince at Mechlin, and requesting Tunstal and the rest

to stay;—the latter hoped they should have a more equitable answer

than the last ;—have no great hopes. Have written to the King's

ambassador. Bruges, 21 July.

Signed : C. Tunstal, Thomas More, John Clyfford.

Pp. 2, mutilated.

21 July. 733. Tunstal to "Wolsey.

R. O. Has written to the King of occurrences. Spinelly can tell him

more. He is a diligent man at all times and in little favor at

Bruges. Dr. Sampson is gone to Tournay for three or four days,

as the Prince's commissioners are gone to Mechlin to learn the

Prince's "mind in our business." They do not give the English

commissioners any hope of a change for the better. Their money

is all spent. Bruges, 21 July.

Hoi., p. \. Add. : To my Lord of York.

21 July. 734. Don Luis Carroz de Vilarague to [Henry VIII.]

VeBp. C. i. 92. A letter of introduction on the King of Arragon sending over

B. M. to England, for the service of the King, Dr. Descoriaca, a physician.

Burgos, 21 July 1515. Signed.

Lat., p. 1.

21 July. 735. For John Litleton, elk.

Presentation to the church of Grafton Fleford, Wore, dice, vice

Ric. Gay, deceased. Otford, 21 July.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIIL p. 2, m. 5.

21 July. 736. For Wm. Fitzwilliam.

To be keeper, in reversion, of Bagshote park, Windsor forest,

an office which Hen. Uvedale holds by patent 20 June 19 Hen.VH. ;

with fees out of the rent of n messuage called " Le Crowne" in Bag
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shote aud other property in Bagshote and Wynsham, Surrey.

Otford, 21 July.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 7.

22 July. 737- Henby VIII. to Leo X.

"Vit B. 11. 157. Requesting for Richard Nevyl, Knight of Rhodes, brother (ger-

B. M. manus) of George Lord ofBergevenny, the King's relative, who had

Rym. xiii. 514. lately finished his military education at Rhodes, the reversion of the

first vacant dignity of the Order of St. John. Had already written,

but without effect, to three of the Grand Masters on the same purport.

The Bp. of Worcester will explain the King's wishes. Greenwich,

22 July 1515.

738. Henry VIII. to Sir Edw. Poynings and Wtt Knight.

Instructing them to demand redress in the case of a vessel named

The Crist, laden with wools for Italy by John Alen, Hugh Clopton,

and Ric. Fermor, which, having been driven by stress of weather

on the coast of Zealand near Armewe, was arrested on pretext of

certain tolls contrary to the treaties, until released upon surety ; in

consequence of which delay she afterwards fell into the hands of

the Moors. Greenwich, 22 July. Signed.

P. 1. Add. : To our trusty and wellbeloved councillors and

knight for our body, Sir Edward Ponynges, comptroller of our

Household, and Master William Knight, our ambassadors with our

cousin the Prince of Castile.

22 July.

Lansdownc,

1236, £ 2.

B. M.

Sttype's Mem. 1.

App. 3.

22 July. 739. For Walter Devereux Lord Ferrers.

8. B. To be keeper of the park of Nethwod, Heref., with 4d. a day,

in same manner as Wm. Thomas, on surrender of patent 27 Jan.

4 Hen. VIH. Bel. Otford, 22 July 7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 5.

Francis I. to Henry VIII.

Has received his letter by Cidenay (Sidney), the bearer of this,

who will report their conversation. Will always preserve their

amity. Lyons, 23 July. Signed.

Fr.,p. 1, mutilated. Add.

Francis I. to Wolsey.

Is gratified at the news received through the Sieur de Sidenay,

the bearer. As his Council have already given an answer to the

propositions made to the Grand Master by Wolsey and Suffolk

declared by Sidney, will not detain him by a long letter. Lyons,

23 July. Signed.

• • Fr., p. 1, mutilated. Add.: A Mons. d'Yort.

23 July. 742. Charles Earl of Worcester to Wolsey.

1{- O. Has written to the King. Has delivered to the Dean and Chapter

the King's letter, who accepted it kindly, but demanded a credence.

He and the Master of the Rolls made the best answer they could,

but have no credence. Has communed with Ponyngs touching

Ric. de la Pole. Knows of a gentleman who will take that

matter in hand. Tournay, 23 July. Signed.

Pp.2. Add. : The Abp. of York.

23 July. 740.

[Caiig.E.1.11.?]'

I. 134.

B. M.

23 July. 741.

[Calig. E. 1. 11.?]

1. 185.

B.M.

N2
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23 July. 743. For John Phillip, groom of the Stable.

S. B. To have the toll of the town of Rayadour iu Mellenneth, with

" lez demayns," Marches of Wales, not exceeding five marks a year,

as held by Edw. Ap David Ap Meredith. Del. Otford, 23 July

7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 5.

23 July. 744. For Fras. Alwtn, mercer of London.

P. S. Protection ; going in the retinue of Sir Ric. Wyngfeld, Deputy of

Calais. Greenwich, 16 July 7 Hen. VIII. Del. Otford, 23 July.

Fr. 7 Hen. VIII. m. 6.

24 July. 745. Ferdinand of Arragon to Henry VIII.

R. O. Complies with his request, conveyed through don Luyz Carroz,

to send to England {para vuestro Jisico), Dr. Herman Lopez

Dazcoriaca, the bearer, who attended the Marquis Dorset when he

was ill in Spain. De Aranda de Duero, 24 July 1515. Signed.

Spanish, p. 1. Add. and endd.

24 July. 746. Sir Rob. Wingfield to Henry VIII.

Vit.B. xvm. 161. [Wrote last] on the 18th from Vienna. Every day since the

B. M. King of Poland hath ridden in the forenoon, and sometimes in the

afternoon, " and kep both Cardinals and divers

archbishops and bis[hops] alway present, and at some

times the ambassadors [ofJ and Spain, and specially

in the first con[vention which] was holden the 20th day, for in the

19th was so [much] rain that the King of Poole rode not to the

contention] . . . supper, to the dances, where the lady of Bohemia

gave three crauselyns or chaplets of flowers and upon every of

them a bague, one to the King of Hungary and one to the K[ing

of Poole] and one to the young King of Boheme, and it was past

10 of the clock or the King of Poole returned . . . ."

" In the council that was holden the forsaid 20th day [of]

[July] the Emperor by his own mouth purpos[ed] . . . continually

by the space of an hour and more the as I have been in

formed by some that were presen[t] .... shall follow ; first he

showed that though so was he h[ad given] thanks to the Kings

present by his ambassadors [for their] long attendance, upon his

coming into these p[arts], also for the divers and honorable embas

sadors] they had sent unto him in the meanwhile, y[et he thought]

right meet to make them thanks cffte agafin by his own] mouth, not

only for the premises, but most [of all for] the great love and favour

he perceived them by the great honor that they

had now d[one him, by coming] so familiarly and fidently in to

his domiuio[ns] fidente kindness he would

glad of these

{Here a line lost.) their ambassadors

amongst other things unto him, for a peace, amity and

league universal [to be made am]ongst all Christian princes, to

the intent an expedition [should be] made against the Infidels ;

he certified them that [in his] young days hitherto there was no

earthly thing (hat [he] had desired more, for he felt well such

inclination to the same [in] his nature, that he had never a drop

of blood in his body but [it] was ready to flow out in that

quarrel."—The Cardinal of Strygon, he said, could bear witness

to his mind in that behalf, having been sent in embassy to the
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Emperor, his father, and himself 35 years ago. He had received

him in that very chamber, and all the world knew what had

thwarted his desire for the expedition, there having been during

that period only three years of peace with four Kings of France.

It was vain to attempt it till the " cawtellis, malicis, and abylites"

of France were razed out by force. For on "a Sunday they would

swear and conclude peace with any prince, upon the Monday

next [they] would not fail to seek and search the bottom of their

wits [to fin]d by what mean the same might be broken."

On the 21st the King of Poole rode to court. The Emperor

gave the King of Hungary a bumbard which was carried to the

water by 30 horses, and to the King of Poole two coursers all

covered with steel to the fetlocks and [round] the belly, save in

the spurring place, and to the young King of Bohemia another

courser barded in cloth of gold, ridden by a page of the said King's

bigness with gilt armor.—On the 22nd the King of Poole and the

Cardinals rode .... about 8 in the morning, and kept a council

two hours touching the marriages. Was summoned to court on the

23rd, but " it was almost 9 took his horse for that morn

ing in the prese and also the

daughter of Hungary being p[resent]

... he caused the conclusion taken." (A line

lost) one of his two nephews, Charles

or Ferdinand, should marry his wine following that

this matrimony that should be now betwixt him and her

to be firm and stable," to which the lady had agreed. The

notaries are charged to make [instrujments upon the same. The

Emperor gave her a rich crown, and set it upon her head, saying,

" I give this crown unto you in token that here before these wit

nesses I promise to do my best to make you Queen of Castile, and

if that fail to make you Queen of Naples ; and furthermore if that

I shall fortune to fail of both those, I promise you by word of

Emperor that, and God send me life, I shall not fail to make you

Queen of Romans and Lady of Awstryk, which may be valued to a

royaume."

About 9 the two young ladies in one chair, marvellously well

accompanied with ladies and gentlewomen in rich apparel, passed

before to the church ; the ambassador of Spain rode on their right,

and the Marquis Casymyrus of Brandenbroke on their left. In the

church they sat " upon a siege of a good heeythe, and a desk before

them covered with cloth of gold," in the chancel. Soon after them

the Emperor set forward, with a rich sword borne before him, pre

ceded by the Popes two ambassadors, viz., to the Emperor and to

the King of Hungary, Wingfield and the Archduke's ambassador,

all four in front. After him came the King of Hungary in his

litter ; the young King of Bohemia, his son, riding on the left.

Near the church door the Emperor met the King of Poland at a cross

street, and rode on the [ri]ght hand of his brother's litter. Gives

an account of the arrangements in church.

After mass a doctor [made] an oration. " And in the meanwhile

the Emperor w[ent to the place] where his father's Sepulture is,

and there put [on his] vestments and a rich crown on his head ;

and so [advancing] to a low scaffold which was raised and joined in

he was away ; and upon the same sat in a rich [chair. The]

Marshal of the Empire bare his sword, and the Earl [of] .... bare

the sheath, which was marvellously rich of stone .... and the

King of Boheme's chancellor bare the se . . . [in the] King's name ;
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Sib Rob. Wdjgfield to Henry VIII.—cont.

and the Duke William of Bavier bare " The daughter of

Hungary being then conveyed to the stage by the Spanish ambas-

bassador and the Marquis of Brandenburg, the Cardinal of Strygon,

rehearsed the protestation and spoke the matrimonial words, de

siring notaries to make instruments thereof, and affianced her to

the young King of Bohemia. On returning to their place they

were fianced by the Cardinal. There were then " made above one

hundred knights stryky[n by the] Kings, which was a strange sight

to see four Ky[nges] to another with drawn swords." The

[same] order was observed in returning to the court. At the fight

the ladies, the Emperor, and the three Kings occupied places by them

selves. The jousts lasted till torchlight. They returned to the palace,

and the festivities were kept up till after midnight. The King of

Poland passed Wingfield's lodging on his way home at 1 a.m.—Hopes

the King will have patience if he is not particular enough in his

information.—The Swiss have taken possession of all the moun

tain passes and divers holds in the French dominions. The Pope's

brother is on his way towards them with 1,500 spears and 700 light

horse. Vienna, 24 July 1515.

Sol., pp. 6, mutilated. Add.

24 July. 747. Commission of the Peace.

Kent.—Same as 8 July, with addition of Sir John Wilsher and

omission of John Petit. Otford, 24

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 2d.

24 July. 748. For John Wilkynson, rector of North Todenham.

S. B. Presentation to Cressyngham Parva, Norwich dioc, vice James

Sonkey, who exchanges for North Todenham. Del. Otford, 24 July

7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 7.

25 July. 749. For Sir John Daunce.

Release as one of the collectors of the small custom of London ;

as receiver general of all possessions in the King's hands by the

minority of heirs or voidance of benefices, &c. ; teller of the Ex

chequer ; superintendent of works at a wharf at the Tower of

London ; receiver of the wine captured at sea in the late war ;

and as paymaster [general]. Otford, 25 July.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 7.

25 July. 750. For Sib John Daunce.

To be Chief Butler of England, with annuity of 50 marks out of

the prises of wine, &c. Otford, 25 July. Vacated.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 7.

25 July. 751. For Anth. Leigh clerk of the Kitchen.

S. B. Release as clerk of the expences, &c. of the expedition against

Lewis XII., of 2,982/. 8s., received through Sir John Daunce, for

provisions, &c., and of 100/. received through Daunce for purchasing

oats, &c. for the King's horses at Calais. Del. Otford, 25 July

7Hen.VIH.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 6.
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25 July. 752. For John Tatton and Nich. Faryngton.

S. B. Grant, in survivorship, of the office of clerk or baron of the

Exchequer in the county palatine of Chester, lately held by Wm.

Tatton and Th. Ferrour. Del. Otford, 25 July 7 Hen. VHI.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 6.

25 July. 753. For Geoff. Hughes.

8. B. To be gunner in the Tower of London, with 6d. a day. Del.

Otford, 25 July 7 Hen. VHI.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 7.

26 July. 754. Gaol Delivery.

Grantham Gaol.—Commission to Rob. Brudenell, sen., John

Smalley, alderman of the soke or town of Grantham, Ric. Clerk,

Edm. Busshe, Th. Quadryng, Fras. Hall, John Metcalf, Hen.

Dobylday, Wm. Hudson and Th. Aman. Otford, 26 July.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 8d.

27 July. 755. Leo X. to Nicholas West.

Vit B. n. 158. Bull of absolution on his promotion to the bishopric of Ely.

B. M. Rome, 6 kl. Aug. 1515.

Ryra. xin. 515.

27 July. 756. For Sir John Arundell, knight of the Body.

S. B. To be receiver general of the duchy of Cornwall. Del. Maidstone,

27 July 7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 6.

28 July. 757. Knight to Henry VIII.

R. O. On the 27th received a letter directed to him and Poynings, and

a copy of one to the Commissioners at Bruges. Sent them to

Poynings at Tournay, who is to be present at the overture of

■ Dr. Tunstal. Encloses a letter for the King, received this day from

Sir Robert Wingfield. The Prince, now at Brussels, is continually

hunting ; goes shortly to Louvain, thence to Namur. Brussels,

28 July.

Hoi., p. I. Add.

28 July. 758. For Th. Combes and Th. Robertis.

To be auditors, during good conduct, of all the lands of Wm.

late Marquis Berkeley. Maidstone, 28 July.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 6.

29 July. 759. For Wm. Idell, chaplain.

Presentation to the church of Busshop Hillis, York dioc, vice

John Gybson, elk., deceased. Charing, 29 July.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 6.

29 July. 760. For Rob. Batys.

S. B, To be master carpenter in the Tower of London, with 8d. a day

for services in the wars. Del. Charing, 29 July 7 Hen. VHI.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 6.
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30 July. 761. Leo X. to Henry VIII.

K. O. Had already written to the King, in praise of the Bp. of Worcester,

and his advancement to some richer diocese, adding some words in

• • his own hand to his former letter. Thanks the King for offering

to promote the Bishop. As he hears two sees have been vacant since

the King's promise, and neither been bestowed on Worcester, fears

there must have been some weighty reason in delaying its fulfilment,

for which he is very sorry, considering the great labor and zeal of

the Bishop, whose whole anxiety has ever been to servo the King

and his father. Hopes the King will consider the necessity the

Bishop is under of supporting his dignity, and advance him to the

first rich diocese which falls vacant. Rome, 30 July 1515, 3 pont.

Lat. Vellum. Add.

30 July. 762. Leo X. to Wolsey.

R. O. Copy of his brief to the King, for the first rich diocese to be given

to the Bishop of Worcester. As Wolsey's authority is of such vast

weight, urges him to second the request. Rome, 30 July 1515,

3 pont.

Lat. Vellum. Add.

July. 763. [Wolsey] to [Worcester].

Vit.B. ii. 152#. The King is well pleased with his services, and intends to reward

B. M. him. " The King's grace marvelleth that the Pope delayeth so long

the sending of the red hat to me, seeing how tenderly, instantly,

and often his Grace hath written to his holiness for the same."

There has always been an English cardinal. The King calls daily

upon Wolsey for it, and is more desirous about it than Wolsey

himself. Does not distrust the Pope's promise ; but the sooner he

fulfils it the more ho will please the King. If the King forsake

the Pope, he will be in greater " danger on this day two year than

ever was Pope J[ulius]."

Draft in Wolsey's hand, p. 1, mutilated.

B. M.

30 July. 764. Sir Rob. Wingfield to Henry VIII.

Vit. B. xviii. 165. Wrote last on the . . of this month. On "the 26th day of ... .

[the Emperor] the three Kings and the two Queens [with the] two

Cardinals and many Princes both [spiritual and] temporal, rode

to a place in the city, one of the .... fairest that I have seen,

which was barriered, r . . . . and stages made and richly appa

relled, up to which stages when [the Emperor] with all the foresaid

were comen and placed the Dw[ke] .... of Bavier, the Emperor's

nephew, and in his compjany the Duke] of Mekkylbourde with

14 other noblemen came i[iito the said] place, armed at all pieces

in hosting harness in his hand and twain tourneying

swords [with] their horses barded all in one suit of satin qw[ilted]

red, white, green, and yellow, and all their co[mpauy in the] same

suit. First they came before the stage whe[re the Emperor] stood

with the said Kings, and made obeisance, a[nd then] before the

Queens and the ladies, and after with theey[r trumpeters] and

taboryns before them, they rode ubout [the lists] and after rested in

order at the one end of the [same] and delivered their spears to

their varlets and [so other] twain Marquises of Brandenburg, that

is to say and George, and in their compauy also 14

n[oblo men] armed at all pieces like the other, saving their

coats were of divers sorts, so that th[e twayne] marquises were
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richly dressed, and, also divers of [the others]. When they had

presented themselves and a C as the other had done

they remained in a [at the] end of the place, and then

the foresaid company came before them

(Here one line is lost) [t]he place and returned thither

as they .... [fol]owingly the twain marquises dyd

in like wise."

Opposite to the Emperor's stage was another stage, upon which

the judges sat ; on which hung 32 scutcheons of the arms of those

in the tourney. The two Dukes before named riding up to it caused

a herald to touch the two Marquises arms, and returning again to

their place, prepared to run, "howbeit before they ran [t]hat

one of them remained in his place and that other rode [t]o the

other end of his company, so that all their company was in rank

betwixt them both, and on that other side the twain marquises did

in like wise, so that both parte charged and ran together, and after

the course returned to the tourney incontinent, where, after 20

strokes were finished, they were departed by certain sticklers that

were ordained to that purpose, and every returned to his place.

Then, after that, those on the Duke's part rode one by one to touch

the arms, and were so answered both of juste and tournay as is

before said, till every of them had done his act ; which done they

rencountered with spears all at once, and after tourneyed all at once,

which lasted a long season, for the sticklers could not find the mean

to depart them of a great while ; and after they were departed and

withdrawn to their places the twain Dukes came with their company

before the Emperor's stage and made obeisance, and after rode

about the [p]lace and departed, and followingly the Marquises did

in [like]wise, after whose departing 2,000 lanceknights

. . de of Corteyn taboryns ran suddenly out of

midst of the said place upon an hot the said

taboryns .... explykye them was done

shortly, and after unlapped it again in many dyv[ers]

[this] pastime lasted a long season, and in

.... of the said place in the same order under . . .

The Emperor came to that place about 3 after [and it was]

almost 8 of the clock or he departed thence, and .... the said

Kings, Queens, Cardinals and other P[rinces with] the Emperor,

and after the dances were celebrate [in the] court of the palace

which was prepared for the sa[me it] was almost twain in the

morning, and the Empe[ror] . . . himself and also the King of

Poole which passed [by my] lodging toward his about two in

the morning. Every day sythe the King of Poole hath ridden to

the palace in the forenoon, and sometimes in the after, and tarried

there three or four hours." This day the Emperor, armed, but

wearing on his head a hat with many rich jewels, and about hia

neck " a rich device of gold stones and pearls," with the young

King of Bohemia and 1,000 horse armed, rode on a horse covered

with rich cloth of gold, to Newstate, a town eight Dutch miles

off. It is not certain whether the Kings of Hungary and Poole

with the two [Queens] leave tomorrow for the same place or not.

On the 25th an ambassador came to the Emperor from the French

King, but Wingfield knows nothing about him. " Also I hear say

that yesterday wa confederation made betwixt

(One line is here lost) shortly

info Italy, him shall pass with certain horsemen

and the Switzers." Has no more news. Vienna,

30 July 1515.

JIoL, pp. 4, much mutilated. Add. and endd.
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30 July. 765.

31 July. 766.

Vit.B. xvm. 107.

B. M.

For John Tukkeb.

To be bailiff of Powder, Cornw. Charing, 30 July.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 6.

Sir Rob. Wingfield to Henry VIII.

Wrote last on the 30th, which was the wrong date, and should

have been Hopes the King will not only pardon the error,

which was owing to the pressure of work caused by the great con

vention, but as the convention is past he may have leave to return,

so that he may refresh his person and wit, largely impoverished by

labor and travel, and set his affairs in order, to be the better able to

serve the King in any office he may give him hereafter. Has been

in office five years, more like an exile than an ambassador, and spent

little lack of 300t On the 30th the Emperor rode to Newstate, a

town eight Dutch miles from Vienna. This day the three Kings,

" for the young King of Bohemia returned hither again the same

night that he rode out of this city with the Emperor," the two

Queens and the Cardinal of Strygon, went to Newstate, which it is

thought they will leave tomorrow. After taking leave of the Kings

the Emperor will to Insbroke with diligence to pass from thence into

Italy, for which purpose he has retained the Duke William of

Bavier his nephew and the Marquis Casymyrus of Brandenbourge

with their companies armed. Until Wingfield arrives at Insbroke,

above 300 English miles, he will not be able to write or receive

letters.

Describes the persons of the Kings ; viz. " First I think the King

of Hungary is sixty [years old] and is always borne in a chair for

he is , nevertheless by his colour he seemeth to be of s[an-

guinej. . . The King of Poole, his brother, is not past vj. o[r ....],

amongst big men he is of mean stature byrs and severe of

cheer for right seldom he lawg[hs]. The young King of Boheme,

son to the King of H[ungary is] but 10 year of age ; howbeit of

stature and bygg[ness he] might well be 12, and is brown of nature.

The young Queen his sister is but 12 years ; nevertheless] of

growing she seemeth to be 14, and of beauty [is the] fairest that I

have seen, and hath the fairest hair. The Queen of Boheme is now

10 year old little of stature in comparison of the other, but quick of

spirit [and] .... complexioned." In the feasts the Emperor showed

great liberality, and made " marvellous great gifts" to the value of

200,000 florins of gold, in addition to maintaining the Kings and

"such as waited upon them . . and 15 days continually kept his

cellar o]pen to all] that lust to drink at the bar." Vienna, the

l[ast day of July.]

Hoi., pp. 3, mutilated. Add.

July. 767.

Galba,B.lU.334.

B,M.

Henry VIII. to [Sir Rob. Wingfield].

Has received letters from the Emperor for the continuation of

their amity, and a sure method with him and the King of Arragon

for taking the Prince out of the hands of his Council, who have

usurped their authority ; and as the Emperor's ambassador has not

hitherto shown himself earnest in this matter, they are to declare the

same to the Emperor, and advertise the King of the result. The

King has sent his ambassadors for confirmation of the treaty of amity

and of intercourse between him and the prince. They are, moreover,

to declare to the Emperor that he has notified the Prince's Council

that if any inconvenience arise in consequence of their denial of

justice they must take the consequence, but the King desires they
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should make no breach in the amity between himself and the

Emperor.

768. ii. Same to [Ponynges and others].

Has received three letters from them of the 23rd and 27th of June,

and the 5th of this present month, stating the resolution of the Coun

cil not to continue the league. He remonstrates on this ingratitude,

to which they have been brought over by the fair words and sweet

promises of France. The commissioners are to demand sharply,

and by all the reasons they can urge, the confirmation of the amity;

if they continue their refusal Dr. Tunstal is herewith sent to show

what order the commissioners shall pursue.

Drafts in RuthaVs hand, pp. 3, mutilated.

July. 769. [Sampson] to [Wolsey.]

Galba, B. m. 332. .... but as the vigil of St. John I had [proc]ess t[aken

B. M. thijs day against me. Has been excommunicated at Bruges, and cited

to appear at Reynys " with divers other processes ag[ainst m]e "

which is very slanderous to the King and Wolsey. Differs from

Wolsey, who had suggested that he should excommunicate the Abp.

of Reyns if the Archbishop excommunicated him. Wolsey must re

member that his briefs are without effect in all Flanders by reason of

the residence of the elect ; moreover the cause non agitur in obscuro

but in the face of wise men, and he would not have it said that

Wolsey sent a commissary " without learning or discretion and so

beastily blinded that he knew neither learning nor reason." There

are no other means suitable to avoid the inconvenience except by an

inhibition, but in Tournay if he constrain them de facto a divinis

they will laugh at him as they never come there. Whereas

Sampson will have to purchase from the Pope absolution from

the Archbishop's sentence. Receives much comfort in his proceed

ings from Spinelly, who is content to suffer in Wolsey's service

"both sharp and sour." He desires to visit England. Wishes Wolsey

may find the Frenchmen more faithful than people expect. Has

just heard from my Lord Lieutenant that execution has been made

in Tournay. There is no remedy except the French King's com

mand to the elect to revoke all the process. The inhibition must

be had from Rome. Suggests to him three courses.

Hoi., pp. 4, mutilated.

July. 770. Erasmus to Gonell.

Er. Ep. vi. 38. Is not to be terrified by the occasional deaths that happen.

Change of abode can only change the danger, not escape it. Should

avoid a crowd, and live temperately. The winter is not far off,

which generally proves a remedy for these evils. Consoles him for

the loss of his money. Fifteen years ago, when he was preparing

to leave England for France, lost 20/. at Dover ;—all he had. Was

not cast down, and in a few days after brought out his Froverbia.

Offers his assistance. Was at first greatly vexed at John's depar

ture*; now has grown callous and does not wish his return, for

what is the use of bestowing kindness on the ungrateful ? Will tell

him more when he sees him. Wonders he has not heard from

Lupset. London, 1515.

* i. e. John Baptista.
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771. James V. to Leo X.

K.MS. Robt. Forman, Dean of Glasgow, being appointed to the vacant

13 B. ii. 247. bishopric of Aberdeen by Leo, withont the King's commendation,

B- M- has, though unwillingly, resigned. Desires that he will not grant

Ep. Beg. Sc. 1.20. bishoprics to those to whom they are useless, and also that Forman

be not forced to pay the annates, as he has not received any money

from the see.

Lat.

772. Albany to Cardinal [Ancona ?]

B.MS. States the contents of his letter to the Pope concerning Robt.

13 B. ii. 248. Forman, prothouotary apostolic, and asks his influence and favor.

B.M. Lat.

773. James V. to the Pope [Leo X.]

Adv. MS. 422. Has already written to ask that no prelacies be filled up contrary

to the privilege granted to his ancestors, and received a favorable

reply. The see of Aberdeen is now vacant, and he will mention

the person to whom he desires it to be given within the appointed

time, eight months.

Lat.

774. James V. to [Leo X.]

Adv. MS. 421. Recommends Alex. Gordon, precentor of Murray, a relation of

the Earl of Huntley, for the vacant see of Aberdeen. Dundee.

Similar letter to the Cardinal the Protector of Scotland.

Lat.

775. James V. to the Pope.

Adv. MS. 424. Recommends Thomas Car for the abbacy of the Benedictine

monastery of Kelso, in the diocese of St. Andrew, vacant by the

translation of Andrew Bp. of Caithness, who holds it in com-

mendam, to the see of Aberdeen.

Lat.

776. James V. to Leo X.

Adv. MS. 439. Wrote lately how the Abp. of St. Andrew's [Forman], in his

capacity of legate a latere, had been most beneficial in composing

the dissensions of the different sees, and had stripped himself and

his friends of the see of Murray and Aberdeen*, and the monas

teries of Dryburgh and Kilwynnyng, reserving only the archi-

cpiscopal table (mensa) of St. Andrew's and the monastery of

Dunfermline, and not even these entire, for the peace of the

kingdom ; "quo istius sedis auctoritas pro sua magnitudine in

provisionibus maxime consistorialium dignitatum locum obtmeret."

He has frequently established peace between the kings of Britain,

frequently crossed the seas when the war raged between Julius II.

and Lewis XII., and was appointed mediator on both sides. For

these services Julius promised to make him a Cardinal, and the

French King gave him the see of Bourges. Lastly, the present

Pope sent him to Scotland as legate. Hopes Leo will confirm the

legateship, and perform the promise of Julius by making Forman a

Cardinal. Desires credence for Thomas Nudry. Edinburgh.

* He is not mentioned as Bp. of Aberdeen in any of the lists.
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777. James V. to Leo X. and the Cardinals.

R. MS. The Duke of Albany arrived in Scotland 18 May. The prelates,

13 B. ii. 257. peers, and commons have sworn allegiance to him as governor and

B. M. protector. Desires that the privileges granted to Scotch Kings may

Ep. Beg. Sc. 1.283. be continued. Has heard that the King of England has asserted

Adv. MS. 434. his intention to become Governor of Scotland, and has given pre

sentations to Scotch bishoprics, which he has no right to do.

Lat.

778. [Albany] to Leo X.

Adv. MS. 420. Recommends the following persons for preferment, viz. :—An

drew Steuart, who holds the cauonry and prebend of Craggy, in

Dunkeld, and the rectory of Blair, of the patronage of the Earl

of Athole, to the see of Caithness ; Gawin Douglas who holds

the provostship of St. Giles, Edinburgh, of royal patronage, and

the canonry and prebend of Hauch, in Dunbar, of the patronage of

the Earl of Bothwell to the Benedictine Abbey of Abbirbrothok ;

and James Hepburn, who holds the rectories of Partoun, Glasgow

and Dairy, Galloway, also of lay patronage, to the abbey of Dun-

fermling of the Order of St. Margaret. Edinburgh.

Copy, Lat., p. 1.

1 Aug. 779. Dacre to [the Lords of the Council].

Calig. B. ii. 341. Received their letter dated at London the 8th "of this month,"

B. M. by his servant on the 16th, directing him, as of himself, to practise

with the Lord Chamberlain and other lords of Scotland to induce

the Bending of an embassy for peace, to foment quarrels botween

Albany and Angus, and between Albany and the Chamberlain, so

as to drive the Duke out of Scotland. Has begun the breach between

the Duke and lords by means of his brother Sir Christopher. At

the beginning of the Scotch Parliament, on the 12th of this month

" last past," the sword was borne before Albany to and from the

parliament by the Earl of Arran, and a coronet set on his head by

Angus and Argyll, and he was appointed Protector till the King

came to the age of 18 at length.

On Monday the 16th, the Lord Drummond, grandfather of Angus,

was sent to Blackness, where he is kept in prison for striking a

herald, a year before Albany came to Scotland. The elect of Dun

keld was examined and committed to the sea tower of St. Andrew's,

though nothing could be proved against him except that the Queen

and Henry had obtained his promotion from the Pope. Officers

are appointed by the Parliament to carry out all acts passed before

the late King's decease. The Bp. of Glasgow is appointed Chancellor

against the Queen's will. The Duke was not pleased with Unicorn's

message, but next day rode to the market cross of Edinburgh, and

proclaimed peace to endure as long as France kept with England.

At the Duke's instance Parliament appointed eight lords to have

the rule of the young King, and sent four of them to the Queen

desiring her to select three. On hearing of their approach " she

took the young King in her hand, and the nurse having the Prince

his brother in her arm within the iron gates then being open, and

with the Queen being the Earl of Angus her husband, and their

servants but a few number ; and when as she saw the lords within

three yards of the gates," she bade them stand and deliver their

message. They replied they were commissioned by Parliament to

demand the delivery of the King and his brother. She then caused
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Dacre to [the Lords of the Council]—cont.

the portcullis to be dropped, and replied that the castle was her own

feoffment given her by the King her husband, who had made her

protectrix of her children, and desired respite of six days to give

further answer. Angus demanded that the children should be given

up, " and thereupon desired to have one instrument raised for fear

of losyng his life and lands."

On the 5th day after, she requested that as all her livelihood was

in Scotland she might have the keeping of her own children, but if

the lords had any suspicion of her she would put them in keeping

of three lords and a knight, viz. : Angus, the Earl Marshal, Lord

Home, her son's Chamberlain, and Sir Hob. Lauder, Laird of Bass,

reserving liberty to see them when she pleased. The Duke would

not allow this, but demanded their delivery according to the decree

of Parliament, which is but a color to have them himself. He has

mustered the township of Edinburgh, the Lords Borthwick, Revan,

and others to lie in Stirling to keep victuals from her and her

children, and intends to go there himself. The Earl of Angus has

left Stirling and is in the country of Angus. His uncle, Archibald

Douglas, who married a rich widow in Edinburgh, keeps Douglas

Castle. The Duke commanded the Chamberlain, as provost of

Edinburgh, to arrest Geo. Douglas, the Earl's brother there, but

was refused, as it was not decreed by Parliament, and was the duty

of a herald. Douglas fled that night to Bonkill Castle in the Marsh,

within 14 miles of Berwick, a place of his brother's and the Cham,-

berlain to the Newarke. On Friday Parliament " scaled." Albany

has commanded Angus on his allegiance to come to Stirling and

keep victuals for the King and Queen, and made proclamation for

all persons to leave the castle on pain of treason. Understands it

can hold out till Henry's pleasure be known. Has appointed a

meeting with the Chamberlain on the Middle Marches next

Monday. Hopes he is fast to the Queen's party. If the young

King and his brother come into the Duke's hands, they will be

destroyed. In the comprehension last taken by Henry with France,

the King of Scots is comprised but not named as James ; so that

if Albany usurp the crown, England will be unable to make war

on Scotland. Thinks the French King should be written to, to

command Albany as his subject to cease molesting the Queen of

Scots, and allow her to have the rule of her children or appoint

noblemen for the purpose ; and meanwhile that the King should

write sharply to the Duke on the subject. Kirkoswald, 1 Aug.

Signed.

Pp.5.

1 Aug. 780. [Wolsey to the Bishop of Worcester.]

Vit, B. ii. 153. Thanks him for his zeal in his service, as by his authority with

B. M. the Pope, he " hath granted to create me Cardinal sole." Is very

grateful, and the King well pleased. Has prevailed on the King

to agree to the league sent with his letter to Ammonius, which the

King at his desire, " no man earthly helping thereto," consents to

do on the red hat being sent. Has done more to deserve it than

ever his predecessor had. Desires that the legateship may be com

bined with it, which will be agreeable to the King. Has written

a letter to the Pope to that effect, which he may keep back till

Wolsey is created cardinal, then to urge it as he shall consider

most advisable. If he makes any difficulty Worcester is to press

him to grant Wolsey a faculty of visiting the exempt monasteries.
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Thinks the Pope will make no objection if skilfully pressed. Never

had Pope a better friend than the King of England, if he comply

with his desires. Sends him 1,000 ducats "propter liberalia" by

Andreas. Will be liberal to the bringer of the hat. Will consider

John Calvecant recommended. Sends the league signed by the

King. " Written at Richmond in wondrous haste." Begs to be

commended to Cardinal de Medicis.

Draft in Wolsey's hand, pp. 3, mutilated.

1 Aug. 78L For Sir Richard Cholmelet.

8. B. Annuity of 201. out of the customs of Newcastle-on-Tyne, patent

7 May 3 Hen. VIIL, being invalidated by the Act of resumption.

Del. Canterbury, 1 Aug. 7 Hen. VIH.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIIL p. 2, m. 8.

2 Aug. 782. Tunstal to Henry VIII.

Galba,B.m. 261. Received his letters of 18 [July]. Will not fail to accomplish

B. M. the King's desire. In their letters of 21 July sent by Sir Th.

Spinelly, they stated that the Prince's commissioners had been sent

for from Bruges to receive his determinate answer. Has received

an answer from the King's ambassador at the Prince's court, that

it is no use Tunstal's tariying there any longer, for the Chancellor

of Burgundy has expressly told Dr. Knight that the commissioners

will not return ; at which he marvels, considering their promises to

the contrary. Take3 his journey tomorrow to the Prince's court

to carry out the King's instructions. Bruges, 2 Aug. Signed.

Pp. 2, mutilated. Add.

4 Aug. 783. Dacre to the Council.

B. O. Sent his servant to them on the 1st, promising to inform them of

" tho fastness and demeanor of the Lord Home, chamberlain of

Scotland, of the Queen's party." Dacre has made him fast. The

Earl of Angus has been charged by the Duke to come to Stirling,

" and there lie for keeping of victuals from the Queen and her

party." Had arranged with the Earl and the Lord Chamberlain

that they should ride to Stirling with 60 horse, and carry off the

two Princes. They found there the Earls of Lennox and Cascills,

and the Lords Borthuike and Revan, keeping victuals from the

Queen. They spake with the Queen, and advised her to keep the

castle, and let none abide there except herself, fivo gentlewomen,

and the men ; and put in Geo. Douglas. As they tried to steal off,

sixteen were slain. A jealousy has accordingly sprung up between

the Duke and the Chamberlain.

■ Hears the Duke will ride to Stirling on the 6th, " and lie in the

Freres," to starve the Queen. " At the last departing with the

Queen and her husband, it was determined, that in case tho Duke

or any other lords will make garriable war against the castle, that

the Queen shall set the young King upon the walls in the sight of

all persons, crowned, and the sceptre in his hand, so that it shall be

manifestly known to every person that the war shall be made

against the King's own person." Believes the castle cannot be won

before Michaelmas. Money must be sent to the Earl, if the King

would have the matter followed up. Advises days of truce to be

kept, and annoyance done by Scotchmen not by English. Thinks

letters should be sent to the French King to write to Albany on

behalf of the Queen and her children ; and a herald be despatched
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Dacee to the Council—cont.

to Albany from England, who shall pass by Dacre in his way

and receive instructions. Hopes to speak with Angus in four or five

days. Has none to advise him except his brother Sir Christopher.

Nawarde, 4 Aug. Signed.

Pp. 3. Add. and endd.

5 Aug. 784. Seb. Giustinian to the Doge.

Giust. Desp.i.118. On the 29th went to see the King at Greenwich ; he was glad of

their visit ;—said nothing of the wine duties. Whilst in the hall

there came a certain rev. Dom. Baldassar Thoardi (Stewart), a pro-

thonotary, formerly secretary to Pope Julius, who returned from

Scotland, having been sent thither by the Pope to settle the terms

of peace. Asked him about Albany, what he was doing, how

popular he was ? Were told that he had great authority, and was

on excellent terms with the Queen. Have nothing to fear, unless

the presence of Albany create discord with England, or with the

Queen and her husband. Had had an audience with the King,

and told him all Scotland had sworn fidelity to Albany ; which is

not correct. Called udoii the Duke of Suffolk, who was there

present, tanquam intelligentiam assistentem orbi, with authority

scarcely less than the King's, and congratulated him on his mar

riage ;—he expressed a wish, when Francis crossed the Alps, that

the seignory might bo established in the Milanese, and diminish

their military expenditure, and was very earnest about this. He

said that a gentleman had arrived from Ferrara and Mantua, where

he had been despatched, with exchange of presents, requesting Henry

to ask Venice to live on good terms with its neighbours. Answered,

they were not aware of any ill will existing, but these two states

had been their most rancorous enemies ; that when the Marquis of

Mantua was taken prisoner he was released, but had acted ungrate

fully. Andrea has been honored with the order of knighthood.

London, 5 Aug. 1515.

5 Aug. 785. For Giles Musgrafe.

8. B. Grant of lands, &c. called Gryndon, in Tendale, which Sander

Kelle late had. Del. Canterbury, 5 Aug. 7 Hen.VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 8.

6 Aug. 786. Sir Rob. Wingfifxd to [Henry VIII.]

VitB. xvui. 169. "Please your grace to undyr[stand] last

B. At. month I wrote my last letter from this city, in which

amongst other [things] to esteem that before my arrival of

I [I could] not have commodity to write

unto you or of your letters, if any should fortune to

co[me] considering that I have abiden here

hitherto wenynge. I shall now use the commodity

of the f [to inform] your grace of such news as hath

come to my [ears since] the writing of the said letters The Kings

and Queens that departed hence the .... arrived not that night

at the town ofNeweste[dt, but came] thither the next day to dinner

and tarried the [whole] day, and the next day after till they had

the second day of this month. The Emperor which

r of that town the night before, met with all thr[ee

Kings] on the way toward Hungary, and there bade the

and after met with the twain Queens, which w company
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in the way towards this town, and ba[de them] farewell, and after

took his way to a castle lodged that night toward

Innsbruck, and the third [day of the] month the King [of] Poole,

and also the twain Q[ueens came] to this city ; for the said King's

way towar[d the chief] city of his realm, called Cracovia, was

to river of the Dwno, but there hath fallen so mu[ch

rain this] present moon that the fierce course of the [river has]

broken not only the bridges of this b that stood upon tho

same in such wise

day and night upon the bridge here in it

other was fallen, yet it was this day or it could be sure

for the said King and his carriage to pass. For this day, at eight in

the morning, he departed hence, and the Cardinal of Gource, with

all other princes and noblemen, purveyed him a mile out of this city."

Has no fresh news but what was in his former letters. The league

is proclaimed through all Italy. Some of the horsemen of the Pope's

army have joined the Emperor against the Venetians. Of the Spanish

horsemen, part has joined the Pope's army, part of which is still at

tho siege of Cremone, and the rest has joined the Swiss. Tho

Emperor gave audieuce to the French ambassador, Peter Cordonyn,

at Newestate, but Wingfield does not know the result. Has heard

that the Emperor said, after the audience, that he was a good

preacher, " but other fruit he felt none but fair words." Does not

know whether the Emperor made him a resolute answer or not, and

will not hear before this letter goes. Has orders from the Emperor

to depart to-morrow toward Lynce. Vienna, 6 Aug. 1515.

Hoi., pp. 2, mutilated.

6 Aug. 787. [Lord Home] to Dacre

B. O. Has received his letter this Monday, begging him never to be

" entreated to the Duke's ways " without his advice. Begs to be

excused for not writing to the King at this time, as he had neither

clerk nor leisure. His places have been taken before this day,

" and I am at the point, as ye ken," and as the bearer will show.

Will never take any way with the Duke or the Council except with

the King's consent. Signature torn off.

P. 1. Add. : To my Lord Dacre, in haste.

7 Aug. 788. Dacre to the Council.

Calig. B. ii. 369. In his last letter from Naward, of the 3rd of August, gave them

B. M. intelligence that Albany would go to Stirling in person on the 6th,

which he did on Saturday the 4th, accompanied by most of the

temporal lords, to the number of 7,000 persons. Geo. Douglas,

Angus' brother, and tho others in the castle, fled for their lives,

fearing the Duke's proclamation, and hearing that Mons and

other great guns were brought near the castle left the Queen

desolate, who caused her son to give up the keys to the Duke,

desiring him to show favor to the King and his brother, and her

husband Angus. He answered he would to the King, his brother,

and her, but " would not daye with no traitors." He has put in

the castle the Earl Marshal, Lords Fleming and Borthwick, and

seven score persons, to keep the Queen there. Angus is kept in

Teviotdale with the Chamberlain. Dacres meant to have spoken

with him, but changed his purpose when he heard " of the depart

ing with this h and the childhood that he uses being young

and few wise men of [his] counsel." Is sure Lord Home will

never obey the Duke without Henry's assent, if ho regards his

2. O
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Dacee to the Council—cont.

promises. He victuals Fast Castle, meaning to do the Duke all the

annoyance he can, and take refuge in England if compelled. His

wife and the Earl Bothwell, " hir v[ncle]," are in the castle.

Desires to know how he shall conduct himself towards Home, as he

induced him to take part with the Queen and Angus.

As the project failed for the apprehension of the King and his

brother, there are but two ways ; either that he, as of himself,

should propose the sending up of ambassadors for peace, or the

Lord Home as warden may keep out Albany, and means be found

by policy for him to invade England with 300 persons or more, so

as to make void the comprehension. Master Patrick Paniter,

secretary to the King of Scots, was arrested by command of the

Duke, and for the favor he bears to the Chamberlain imprisoned

" in the New Tower, builded in the last days of the late King upon

a rocke in the sea, foranempst the Queen's ferry, four miles above

Edinburgh." The Duke's servants spoiled the lodgings of Lord

Home and Wm. Home in Edinburgh, and took all their horses and

goods. Met Lord Home at Coklawe yesterday and made redress.

They meet again on Thursday at Coldstream. On Sunday last,

Lion king-of-arms, for fear of Home, entered by the West March.

Saw Dacre here to-day, and showed him a letter of Albany's in

French, which he translated to Dacre for his information. Encloses

copies of the letter, Lyon's translation, and Dacre's answer. Har-

bottle, 7 Aug. Signed.

Pp. 2. Add. : To my Lords of the King's most honourable

Council.

7 Aug. 789. Commission of the Peace.

Line. (Kesteven.)—Th. Abp. of York, Th. Earl of Surrey, Wm.

Lord Willoughby, Rob. Brudenell, Humph. Conyngesby, Guy

Palmes, Sir John Huse, John Meres, Geoff. Paynell, Th. Robertson,

Fras. Browne, John Robynson, Th. Holand, John Lytelbury and

Ric. Godyng. Maidstone, 7 Aug.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 3d.

8 Aug. 790. Albany to Dacre.

K. O. Lately sent Lyon king-of-arms to Dacre instructed for the rule

of the Borders. Believes he has not yet reached Dacre, and is

informed the day of meeting is on Thursday, 9 Aug., which he did

not know till thiB day, and is not advertised what is to be done.

Will send commissioners at the end of this month, till which time

he requests Dacre to maintain good rule. Edinburgh, 8 Aug.

Signed, " Votre bon cousin Jehan."

P. 1. Add.

ii. Memorandum by Dacre, that on Thursday the 9th, at the march

in Caldstreme, he answered David Purves, massar of Scotland,

that he would continue the " redress-making of slaughters" until the

end of the month.

8 Aug. 791. For Elizabeth Chambyb,

Annuity of 20/. out of the issues of cos. Somerset and Dorset,

for services to Elizabeth the King's mother, and Mary Queen of the

French. Otford, 8 Aug.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 8.
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8 Aug. 792- For Martin Dupyne.

Licence to import 1,200 tuns of Gascon wine or woad. Otford,

8 Aug.

Fr. 7 Hen. VIII. m. 6.

8 Aug. 793. For Wm. Dernies.

"V/ Licence to import 100 tuns of Gascon wine. Otford, 8 Aug.

Fr. 7 Hen.VIII. m. 6.

9 Aug. 794. Spinelly to "Wolsey.

R- O. According to his letter delivered by Brian Tuke to Heron, had

applied for his half year's payment of 50/. As the warrant was not

sufficient to cover what was due to him besides, will have to repay

50/., unless he receives another from Wolsey before Saturday night,

according to a bond signed by John Cavalcant. Begs him to

favor his brother in the matter of Cotyngham. Intends to leave

this day. London, 9 Aug. 1515. Signed.

P. 1. Add. : My lord of York. Endd.

10 Aug. 795. Albany to Dacre.

R- O. Has received his letters by Lyon king-of-arms to " my lord the

King." Is glad of his good intentions for keeping the peace. Has

ordained the Lord Maxwell to rule the West, and the Laird of

Cesford the Middle Borders, and inquire into the cases of Hen.Mylne,

Oliver Jackson and Raff Stroder. Sends him a copy of the com

prehension. As to his recommendation of Lord Hume, never took

greater labor to treat any one well ; and hoped for his oath in

parliament, and for himself and his loyalty to the King, that the

Lord Hume would have been inclined to good service. Was ad

vertised of his foul and damnable enterprize against the King and

his brother, at ten at night, and to take them into England. They

are now in safe keeping, according to the decrees of parliament.

The Queen is satisfied ; and in approbation thereof has come to

Edinburgh. Will do her all the service he can. Denies he has

usurped the King's authority. Has done nothing but by order

of the estates of the realm. Will not fail to do what he can

to maintain the peace between the two realms. Edinburgh, 10 Aug.

Signed.

Pp. 3. Add.

10 Aug. 796. Albany to Dacre.

R. O. Credence for Dean Th. Fasintoun, his chaplain. Requests no

thing be done on the Marches likely to break the peace. Edinburgh,

10 Aug. Signed.

P. 1. Add.

10 Aug. 797- For Stephen Tosso, one of the King's footmen.

To be one of the King's footmen, with 8d. a day. Otford,

10 Aug.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 9.

12 Aug. 798. Henry VIII. to Dr. Knight.

MSS. G. H. Is to require of the Lady Margaret a safeconduct for Thomas

Strype's Mem. i. Barnaby, merchant of London, notwithstanding her edict for-

App. No. 2. bidding the importation into Flanders of baysalt or wine grown

o2
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Henry VIII. to Dr. Knight—cont.

in France, the ancient enemy of England. Sends Sir John Wallop

with letters for the Archduchess. From our Monastery of Chertsey,

12 Aug.

Add. : Dr. Knight, our ambassador in the parts of Flanders.

12 Aug. 799- Dacre to Albany.

]J. O. Dlas received his letter this day by Isley herald, dated Edin

burgh the 10th, appointing Lord Maxwell and Cesfurd. Is glad to

hear of his resolution to consult the interests of the two kingdoms.

Is surprised at the appointment of Cesfurd, a young man " without

wisdom and substance." Does not think this will tend to the pre

servation of justice, and refuses to meet him. Has agreed to his

message by David Purvis. Has examined the documents for

redress. No news in England, except that Albany has proclaimed

that every lord, knight, and gentleman of Scotland shall meet him

on the Marches, on Thursday next ; it is said to lay siege to Ber

wick. The country has been consequently warned, and it will be

hard to keep it in order. Harbottle, Sunday, 12 Aug.

Pp. 2. Headed : " Copy of the answer to the Duke of Albany's

second letter."

12 Aug. 800. For Brian Tuke.
o

Exemption from serving on juries, &c. Otford, 12 Aug.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 8.

12 Aug. 801. For John Copyngek, page of the Wardrobe of Robes.

To be keeper, in reversion, of the exchange and money in the

Tower of London and elsewhere in England, now held by Win.

Stafford by patent 25 Sept. 1 Hen. VII. Otford, 12 Aug.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 8.

13 Aug. 802. Sir Rob. Wingfield to the Council.

R. O. Would be glad to salute them by mouth. Wishes to know the

King's mind for his discharge to return before the 22 Dec. next.

By that time the 200/. delivered for him to Brian Tuke will have

run out. Those who had the charge of his property are dead. In

this great convention of Kings, has shown himself like a puissant

King's ambassador. Was obliged to part with his servants that

came to England, who are wearied of being so long without

rewards. Is much altered since his last sickness. Has been

absent from his natural country ten years. Ence, 13 Aug. 1515.

Has desired a letter of thanks to be written to the Marquis Casy-

myrus of Brandenburg, who gave the King a sword and dagger

sent by Derrick a year ago, and has since sent another sword called

"astokke."

Hoi., pp. 4. Add.

13 Aug. 803. Dacre to Albany.

R. O. Received his letter by Fasington the bearer. Thinks the com

prehension last made is slender and bare, notwithstanding his good

intentions. Is sorry to hear of his displeasure against Lord Home.

No man in Scotland is so able to rule misguided folks. Deprecates

assembling forces on the borders, as it will cost England 10,000/.

or 12,000/. England is stedfastly inclined to peace. Harbottle,

13 Aug.

Pp. 2. Headed : " Copy of a letter to the Duke of Albany's

answer of his letter next afore to the 3rd letter."
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13 Aug. 804. For Ralph Worsely.

S. B. To be searcher, during pleasure, in the port of Pole ; on sur

render of patent 14 Jan. 8 Hen. VII. Del. Otford, 13 Aug.

7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 9.

13 Aug. 805. For John Lyster, of Halifax, alias of Beverley, alias

1\ s. of Ledes, clothier.

Protection; going in the retinue of Sir Ric. Wyngfeld, Deputy of

Calais. Greenwich, 27 July 7 Hen. VIII. Bel. Otford, 13 Aug.

Fr. 7 Hen. VIII. m. 6.

] 3 Aug. 806. For Richard Barwyll, brewer of London.

P. S. Protection ; going in the retinue of Sir Richard Wyngfelde,

Deputy of Calais. Greenwich, 27 July 7 Hen. VIII. Del. Otford,

13 Aug.

Fr. 7 Hen. VIII. m. 6.

14 Aug. 807. Sir Rob. Wingfteld to [Henry VIII.]

VitB. xvm. 170. Wrote last [on the 6th] inst. from Vienna, " in which I advertised

B. M. your grace that I] had order from the Emperor to depart the[nce]

howbeit " he stayed till the 8th to provide necessaries,

and on that day started for Lynce in " day I fortuned to

lodge three Dutch my[les from the] town of Ence, where the

Emperor lodged also. After [I had] supped, I received a packet

of letters directed to [me by] Tuke, in which I found twain letters,

one from [your grace] to the Emperor, and one to me." Having

read it, and hearing that the Emperor would depart the next day,

sent to ask an audience, and was ordered to be at the abbey of St.

Floriane, a Dutch mile from Ence, and two great Dutch miles from

town, at 12 o'clock. Gave the King's letter to the Emperor,

who received it " full [graciously] putting off his bonnet, and asked

me of your grace . . ., and likewise of your Queen, and whether

I had any [news whether] her grace should be with child or not, of

which I showed [him my] trust, but I had received none such advice

of co Then he caused the chamber to be cl[eared and]

opened your said letter and read it are my credence,

which I opened in the best manner [according to] the form con

tained in your said letter, as well [h*3] appointment to

send an ambassador to join with yours [and with the ambassador] of

your father the King of Arragon, as the demeaning

an ambassador that he had sent and the hindrance of the intended

[pur]pose, that hath ensued upon the same and the unlikelihood of

keeping the said purpose ; but if his ambassador might be other

wise instructed, or another ambassador sent or appointed, void of

familiarity intelligence with the Prince's governors."

After this, Wingfield showed the second part of his credence, both

about sending the ambassadors to the Prince for the confirmation of

the amity and confederation which had existed between their prede

cessors, and about sending commissioners for the ratification of the

intercourse, mentioning the delays or rather negatives which had

been made to both, notwithstanding the bond by which the com

missioners were bound at the conclusion of the said intercourse.

Then showed the third part, that these difficulties and delays were

contrived by means of the said governors, and that Henry had
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Sib Rob. Wtngfield to [Henbt VIII.]—cont.

ordered his ambassadors to protest against them, " for justice denied

must cause other remedy to be sought ;" all which Henry had ordered

him to say "to the intent that if inconvenience shall [happejnne to

ensue, that he ne none other shall may lay any [charge] to you,

but the same to proceed from unreasonable denying of [right a]nd

justice to you to your great displeasure, and ye might se

with your honor. To which he answered in this wise : ' I am right

sorry that my brother [should have any] occasion to be grieved with

my nephew place betwixt them and continue any

to breed their notable harm, for though

affections neither consider or care for the s

had the practise of 35 years past in those what peril

both houses shall be in, and they and what advance

ment and quiet it shall be [to] continue their old amity and friend

ship w[ith] . . . desire my brother to have a little patience, for in

do, he shall have all that he may reasonably desire. [If so]

be that I had been advertised at the beginning, according to [the

information] ye have made now I would have purveyed other ....

. . . the ambassador that I sent was to good purpose, for [there]

was none other but to advertise me what should be [mvJ

brother's ambassadors, of my nephew, above them con

gratulation of which ye made overture unto I sent

my said ambassador to the intent that if [there was] any difficulty

found, or any part denied [to his reaso]nable desires, that I ad

vised of the same by writing f[rom my] ambassador, might provide

a remedy or the parr[il go] to (too) far ; and rather than fail

redress the same, by c[oming myself] into those parts ; for it shall

never be seen that by my our ancient enemies shall

glorify to have sep[arated] mine from the amity of our ancient

friends be conserved by patience or any other goodly

means, [if my] brother your master will continue in the same.

" [And as] touching such communication as ye advised me of to

[day] daughter in my name and the ambassadors

not expressly, upon what matters

ambassador to resort and attend upon my advertise me

of such things as she should ordain ne of by writing,

concerning the said secret[confeder] ation, to the intent that an I

liked the manner and form [of the] same I might continently have

sent my mandate of [auc]toryte to my daughter, to conclude the

same, and till now I [have] heard no more of it, whereof I have

had great marvel, [th]oow in the meanwhile my businesses and

charges have not [been] small. But now that I know how the case

standeth betwixt my brother and my nephew, I shall in as goodly

haste as possible write unto my nephew unto such form, that all

thing shall take the right course, and if my writing will not serve

I will not fail to descend in person to see all thing set in order

betwixt mine heir and my brother. And also now that I know the

ground perfectly whereupon the said secret communication is to be

had, I shall not fail to send also in all goodly haste sufficient man

date unto my daughter to conclude the same in my name ; for I

know well that by the mean weal and honor shall follow not only

to the parties but also to all Christendom the better order both in

bridling the fierce and punishing the misadvised persons." All

this was spoken so promptly that Wingfield cannot but believe it

proceeded from his very heart. [Then] he willed me to ride to
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this town and tarry his coming hither ; [wherejupon I took leave

and departed and came to this town about . . . o'clock fasting,

and wrote these letters in haste, to be sure of that [the post]

would not depart without them. Written at the town of [Lynce],

[14] Aug. 15 . .

Hoi., pp. 4.

14 Aug. 808. Albany to Dacre.
o'

R- O. Has received his letters by Islay herald and Fasinton. Thinks

with him that the comprehension is slender. Desires it may be

augmented by all honest means. Believes that within 20 days he

shall be able to send folks to make reparation. Thinks Andrew

Ker of Cesfurd " a man of gude," who will not avenge his father's

slaughter by Englishmen. Will write to him clearly as to the

assembly on the borders. The chief purport is to chastise the

Chamberlain. As the Chamberlain offers to put his places, especially

Fastcastle, into the Duke's hand, has suspended the assembly.

Mons. de Villebresme, servant of the Chamber, will inform the

King of England of the state of affairs in Scotland. The Queen

is quite content. Edinburgh, 14 Aug. Signed.

Pp. 2. Add.

14 Aug. 809. Worcester to Wolset.

Galba, B. v. 300. Has written fully to the King. The person who made suit to

B. M. Ponynges for the enterprise against Rich. De la Pole had not been

with him till within these six days. He has promised to come

again within eight days and bring word if De la Pole is still at

Metz in Lorraine ;—if he come, will advertise Wolsey of the

arrangement. Another gentleman has offered " to take the matter

in hand and to deliver him me in this town or to make an end of

the matter." Entertains him with fair words till he has discovered

where De la Pole is. Has sent a spy to ascertain by whom he is

supported. • It is said by the Duke of Lorraine, at the cost of the

French King. Tournay, 14 Aug. Signed.

P. 1, mutilated. Add. : My especial good Lord my Lord Arch

bishop of York.

14 Aug. 810. Bernardus [de Mesa] Bishop of Drinawar (Trino-

Vcsp. C. i. 93. politanus) to WOLSEY.

B. M. Regrets the long interruption of their intercourse ; desires an

interview, though he has received no news from Spain. London,

14 Aug. 1515.

Hol.,p.\. Add. : Rmo. Archiepiscopo Eboracensi. Endd.

14 Aug. 811- For John Hopton, gentleman usher of the Chamber.

S. B. Licence to gather alms, for three years, in England, to ransom

thirty persons imprisoned at Tonneys, in Barbary, who had been

taken prisoners by the Moors, in a ship called The Criste, freighted

into Levant with wools and other merchandise by John Aleyne,

Hugh Clopton and Richard Fermer, of London, merchants. Green

wich, 27 July 7 Hen.VIII. Del. Otford, 14 Aug.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 9.
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16 Aug. 812. Mountjoy, Sampson, Sir Ric. Whettehill, Sir Ric.

Calig. E. ii. (37.) JARNEGAN, SlR JOHN TrEMAYLE, SlR JOHN WYSMAN

r>- m- and Th. Hert to [Henry VIII.]

Have practised with the four chiefs of the town to contribute to

the building of the citadel and recompensing those whose houses

are pulled down. They requested the King might be informed of

their inability by reason of their poverty, the late sickness and

the repair of their walls. After debating the matter with them,

agreed to defer it four or five days. At a meeting of the inhabitants

they returned the same answer, which the commissioners delay to

send as unsatisfactory. Have circulated bills in every parish of

the favor borne to them by King Henry. Some have professed

their willingness to [assist] six or seven days. Beg they may

have money. It is rumored that the French intend to look in

upon them in four or five days. Tournay, 16 Aug. Signed.

Pp. 4, mutilated.

16 Aug. 813. Sir Ric. Wingfield to "Wolsey.

B. O. On Sunday last arrived in very foul weather Sir Th. Spinelly,

who left next day for Flanders, after informing Wingfield that he

was to let Wolsey know what the ships of Bretaigne were doing,

and when they were likely to set forth to sea. A Breton arrived

hero yesterday laden with salt. Hears upon inquiry that the

great ships lie where they were with no intention of putting to sea.

This afternoon arrived a budget from Rome. Calais, 16 Aug.

P.S.—The Breton tells him a truce has been taken between

France and Spain for three years. Signed.

P. 1. Add. : My Lord Archbishop of York.

814. to the Comptroller of Calais.

K. 0. As the King sends an answer at large concerning the comp

troller's charge, forbears to write. The King has heard " all such

credence as Sir Thomas Spinelly had of you in charge to be

declared to his grace," and has written to Sir Thomas accordingly.

The King is much pleased with Spinelly's service, and has

despatched him with letters for the comptroller.

ii. to Master Deputy.

The King has heard from John Hopton that the French King is

preparing in Brittany a great navy for the sea, the intent not

known. He is to send spies to observe the number of the ships

and their condition for sea.

2. Drafts in Tuke's hand.

PA.

J 6 Aug. 815. Commission of the Peace.Jo

Towns of Uske, Cacrlion and Trillek {Marches of Wales).—

G. Bp. of Chester, M. Bp. of Llandaff, Chas. Earl of Worcester, Sir

Wm. Uvedale, Sir Wm. Morgan, Wm. Herbert of Troye, Geo.

Bromley, Wm. Rudhalc, Th. ap Roberth and John Arnold. Otford,

16 Aug.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 16rf.

16 Aug. 816. For Eltz. Jakes alias Frowyk.

P. B. Pardon and release to Elizabeth, widow and executrix of Th.

Jukes (.justice of the peace for Middx.), alias widow and executrix

of Sir Th. Frowyk, (chief justice of Common Pleas, commissioner
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to inquire as to the possessions of John Crosby, justice of sewers

in the river called le Lees, from Ware, Herts, to the Thames,

justice of the peace for Middx., and executor of Sir Henry Frowyk,)

for all entries by herself or by the said Sir Thomas, Sir Henry, and

Thomas Jakes on the possessions of the said Sir Henry, in the King's

custody by minority of Thomas, son and heir of the said Sir Henry,

or of Henry, another son of the same, and for all abductions of Sir

Henry's said sons ; and release of all fines for their marriage. Del.

Otford, 16 Aug. 7 Hen. Vm.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 9..

16 Aug. 817- For Anthony Thwaytis, soldier of Calais.

S. B. Licence to import 100 tuns of Gascon wine, in consideration of

his having been taken with Bretons in time of peace in the late

King's reign, whereby he lost above 400 marks, and of his having

in the time of his wars fitted out a ship of 100 tons burthen, with

80 men, at his own cost, which men received no wages for their

service. Del. Otford, 16 Aug. 7 Hen. VIII.

Fr. 7 Hen. VIII. m. 6.

17 Aug. 818. Spinelly to Wolsey.

B-O. Wrote his last on the 14th. Sends a letter from Dr. Sampson,

showing of what small effect the brief from Rome is. Has written

to the King the news he had from Zealand touching Britanny, and

from the master of the posts. Wrote to Tuke for his brother

Leonard, respecting Cotyngham. Bruges, 17 Aug. 1515. Signed.

P. I. Add.: [MyLor]dofYork. Endd.

17 Aug. 819. Dacre's Correspondence.

R- 0. i. Dacre to Albany.

Received on the 16th by his chaplain, dean Thos. Fasington, the

bearer, his letter dated Edinburgh, the 14th, desiring to have the com

prehension augmented ; expressing his satisfaction at the continuance

of the diet for 20 days ; and stating that Andrew Ker of Cesford had

been appointed warden of the Middle Marches. Had expressed his

opinion in that behalf in his last, sent by Isley herald. Knows not

why Albany should account to him for such an appointment, or for

raising an assembly to chastise the Chamberlain. Is glad to hear

that he has suspended the assembly. Does not see why he needed

to have sent so large a number to receive the places belonging [to]

the Chamberlain, as he already held Fastcastle. Had heard the

Chamberlain say he would yield obedience to his King. Begs, as he

intends to send Ville Bresme, servant of the chamber to the French

King, he may have substantial instructions. "And as unto any

writing the Queen's grace can write, it will be taken by all wise men

that it is your pleasure, seeing that she is married to a subject of that

realm." She is kept out of her dowry and the tierce that she had

by the will of her late husband. Harbottle, 17 Aug.

" Copy of a letter sent to the Duke ofAlbany, answer of his letter

next afore, that is, to the 4th letter."*

Pp. 3.

ii. " Certain Devices for the surety of the town and castle of

Barwhek, with letters from me the Lord Dakars to the cap

tain, and answers of them as follows."*

Had communicated with Ant. Ughtred, captain of Berwick, at

Etell, on the 9th, advising unity of action between them ; that

* In Dacre's hand.
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Dacre's Correspondence—cont.

Ughtred should feign displeasure against one of his servants whom

he trusted most, and having discharged him he should be taken into

Dacre's service, by means whereof he might go into Scotland as

often as he pleased, and watch any assemblies that were making in

the marches of Teviotdale. Dacre offered him 200 men to assist in

case of danger, warning him not to call in soldiers one day and

discharge them the next. Their lordships will perceive the nature

of all his communications with Ughtred by the answers and the

principils, hereunto- annexed.

Pp.2.

iii. Dacre to Ughtred.

Yesterday received a letter from the Duke of Albany, who is [in]

fear of a break. The Chamberlain will do the King's pleasure, and

not obey the Duke. If he fortune to come within the bounds and

town of Berwick, on any sudden attack by the Duke, the goods must

be allowed to cross the bridge and be " resett" within the King's

realm. He is to have two barrels of gunpowder secretly delivered

him by Hen. Talefer. Harbottle, 10 Aug.

Headed : " Copy of a letter to Sir Anthony. Ughtred, knight,

Captain of Berwick.—i."

P. 1.

iv. Ughtred to Dacre.

Received this Saturday, the 11th, his letter dated Harbottle the

10th, touching the Chamberlain. Hopes he will give him warning

of any danger. Hears the musters of Albany will not separate

till they have attacked Berwick. Berwick, 11 Aug. Signed.

P. 1. Add. Headed by Dacre : " Answer to my first letter.—L™

v. Ughtred to Dacre.

Since his last letter has learned that Albany will make muster

upon the Borrow More, the morn after Our Lady the Assumption

(16 Aug.) ; that he sets forthwith his army on Friday next with 16

great pieces of ordnance. Begs for reinforcements before the 17th.

Berwick, 12 Aug. Signed.

Added in Dacre's hand : " The answer on the back to the 2nd

letter."

P. 1. Add.

vi. Dacre to Ughtred.

The effect of the answer sent to the capt. of Berwick, sc. that the

reinforcement should be sent. He is not to take in more soldiers

till he has further information. Yesterday Isley and a monk of

Scotland came from Albany, with a letter enclosed. Sends also his

answer. Harbottle, 13 Aug. 7 Hen.VIII.

P. 1.

vii. Ughtred to Dacre.

Received his last on 13 Aug. Has never heard a better or more

substantial answer than Dacre has made to Albany. Doubts the

Chamberlain, because of the last loss ofFastcastle, which he considers

impregnable. Berwick, 13 Aug. Signed.

Add. Headed by Dacre : " Received by Hary Tallefer, the 14th

day, at 12 of the clock aforenoon.—iii."

P. 1.

viii. Dacre to Ughtred.

Sends him a letter he has received by Raa of Berwick. Has

Ughtred's answer expressing some distrust of the Lord Cham-
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berlain, desiring also the soldiers of Hexhamshire promised him.

It is the interest of the Chamberlain to be true. Fastcastle has not

been lost by his treachery. Will give him warning four days

before of any attack intended by Albany against Berwick. Is so

well aware of his movements he cannot be beguiled. Has many

spies abroad. Will send his brother Sir Christopher to help him if

need be. Harbottle, 14 Aug.

Headed: " Copy of a letter to Sir Ant. Ughtred, knight, &c, that

is to say, his 3rd letter.*—iii."

Pp. 2.

ix. Ughtred to Dacre.

Thanks him for his venison. The Lady of Fastcastle still keeps it

and will not deliver it to Albany, who has come thither with a small

company. Berwick, 14 Aug. Signed.

P. I. Add. Numbered by Dacre, " iiii."

x. Dacre to Ughtred.

Hears by one of his spies just come from Edinburgh that Albany, by

the advice of the Scotch council, continues his gathering. If neces

sity require, the Lord Archbishop's tenants shall be ready to " adwate''

on him with a shout. His brother is now with the Chamberlain. " I

woll that ye leaf a servant of yours at the towre at the brig ende in

aventure if I sende any writing to you on the night that he may put

it in at ane oppyn of the yate.'' Harbottle, 16 Aug.

Headed: " Copy of a letter, &c.—iiii."

P. 1.

xi. Dacre to Ughtred.

Has just received a letter from Albany, announcing that he has

forborne his gathering, and sent certain persons to receive the

houses belonging to the Chamberlain. Begs he will return the

letter. Harbottle, 16 Aug.

Headed : " Copy of a letter to Sir Anthony Ughtred, &c, upon

his fifth letter.* —v."

P. 1.

xii. Ughtred to Dacre.

Thanks him for his many services, and will certify the King of the

same. Will keep Berwick though Albany came with all the power

of Scotland. Berwick Castle, 17 Aug. Signed.

P. I. Add. Numbered by Dacre, "v."

xiii. Ughtred to Dacre.

Commends his policy in stopping that which would have cost the

King much expense. If Albany had come it would have been to no

good. Has received the gunpowder which he delivered by Dacre's

wish. Will write to Wolsey to contradict the surmise contained in

his last letter against the Chamberlain's fidelity. Has heard that the

Duke has sent for the Chamberlain, offering four lords of Scotland

for his security. Berwick, 17 Aug. Signed and Add.

P. 1. Numbered by Dacre, " vi."

xiv. Dacre to Ughtred.

His servant Tom Rutherford returned yesterday from Edinburgh,

disguised as a Scotchman. He saw all the horses clearly discharged

and the meat and drink " spended." The Lord Flemming is sent to

receive the Chamberlain's houses. The Duke's council would fain

have him come in, and have sent him a respite for eight days. Hopes

he will not be prevailed on. They can make no further assembly for

* In Dacre's hand.
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Dacre's Correspondence—cont.

three weeks, for they must bake and brew again with the filling of

their panniers with victuals. Thinks it strange he has not heard

from the Council in England. Harbottle, 18 Aug.

Headed : " Copy of a letter to Sir Antony Ughtred, &c, to his

6th letter. •—vi."

Pp.2.

1 8 Aug. 820. Worcester and Yonge to [Henry VIII.]

Calig. E. ii. (34). Received on the 14th his letters dated Windsor the 8th. The

B. M. meteing out of the ground and setting up stakes for the citadel

have abated the refractoriness of the citizens. The Lord Chamber

lain having invited a dozen of the chief governors to dine with him

they complained that their city, hitherto a place of trade, was being

converted into a city of war, the provost, recorder, and one of the

eschevins, privately requested him to write to the King to defer

building the citadel, and drew up a plan, transmitted herewith, for

the safe keeping of the town. On the 16th were informed by

J[ehan le] Sellier that the inhabitants of G[hent] have desired

the Prince of Castile to prohibit the exportation of timber and stone

to Tournay for the citadel. Think [Le] Sellier a faithful subject

but have not told him all their charge ; he thinks the city cannot

be kept without a large garrison. If he knew the secrecy of this

matter he would not abide here. Recommend that he be written to.

Many of the guard who wished to return to England have changed

their minds, hearing that they will only have 4d. a day instead of

12rf. or Sd. Marriage is concluded between the King of Hungary's

son and the Prince of Castile's youngest sister ;—also a contract

between the Prince and the King of Hungary's daughter, at which

the French ambassador with the Prince was not a little chafed.

The Emperor says his nephew's conucil conclude one thing and he

another. Tournay, 18 Aug.

Since writing received the King's letter dated Richmond the

13th, licensing the Master of the Rolls (Yonge) to return on account

of sickness. Now that the citizens have made this overture he

will stay till Wednesday se'nnight. Request tiiat Tunstal or some

other be sent in his place. Have dispatched Lancastre to Ponyngs

to learn what is done in the Archdukes cou[ntries]. Signed.

Pp. 4, mutilated.

1 8 Aug. 821. John Yonqe to Wolsey.

R.O. On the 18th received the King's letters dated Richmond, the 13th.

Intends to wait a little time to see matters well on towards a con

clusion, notwithstanding the King's command to return. Trusts to

send at the next writing a minute of the obligation for the keeping

of the town. This will be brought to pass the sooner, if matters in

Flanders take good effect. Tournay, 18 Aug. Signed.

P. 1. Add. : My lord of York. Endd. : The Master of the Rolls.

18 Aug. 822. For Wm. Symons.

■» ' Licence to import 100 tuns of Toulouse woad and Gascon wine.

V Otford, 18 Aug.

Fr. 7 Hen. VIII. m. 7.

19 Aug. 823. Ammonius to Wolsey.

R. O. Has received from Master Brian a bundle of letters sent from Rome

(ab Urbe). Has not yet made a summary, as usual, of the letters in

* In Caere's hand.
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cipher' received from the Bp. of Worcester, and therefore sends on

the accompanying letters and briefs, and will follow early to-morrow.

Matters at Tournay are satisfactory. Encloses a copy of the brief

sent into Flanders to Sampson. The brief for the tenths was pro

cured with greater difficulty. Westminster, 19 Aug.

P.S. Hud written to Worcester, and sent off" the King's and

Wolsey's letters.

IIol.,p.\. Add.: Domino Eboracensi. Endd.

19 Aug 824. Worcester, Mountjoy and Yonge to [Henry VIII.]

Calig. E. n. (32.) Ponynges, on his retircmeut from the lieutenancy of Tournay, left

B. M. with the present governor, Lord Mountjoy, the confessions of certain

prisoners touching the rebellion of De Clervis, John de Staples, John

de Malyns, &c. Since Ponynges' departure Arnold Bewfitz, one of

the rebels, returned, and has been apprehended, and others with him.

Are afraid, if all implicated be apprehended, great confusion will

ensue. Propose a general pardon, and also for the soldiers who had

committed the riot at Mountjoy's entry. Send a draft of it. A

French spy is going into Scotland. The Abbot of St. Martin's is

living with the Queen of Denmark. Propose that a good Englishman

be abbot there. Lord Durryer has recommended the brother of tho

Dean. It were good if the bishoprick could be got into the King's

hands, and Cambray and all the bayl[iwick] placed like Calais under

the jurisdiction of the see of Canterbury. Tour[uay], 19 Aug.

Signed by the above.

Pp. 4, mutilated.

19 Aug. 825. Mountjoy to Wolsey.

Calig. E. i. (85.) la grateful for the King's letters of thanks sent by the Lord Cham-

B. M. berlain. Will further the ambassadors in all he can. Supposes he

has heard of the traitors taken at Tournay. Has written to the King

for a pardon, as many were misled by De Malines and John de Staple,

who are now attainted. Begs the King to put loyal subjects into

the Abbey of St. Martin's. The Bishop's tenants are crafty and

troublesome. Has written to the Governor of Lisle about it. Begs

he will give Thos. Blount, his solicitor, liberty to sue unto him,

and Wolsey's favour for his fee with the Queen's grace. My Lord

of Ormond is his special friend. Begs Wolsey's friendship for his

father Kebyll in his suit with John Munday. " The matter con-

cerneth the soul of Mr. Browne d[eceased] and of me by my wife

and also his children." Thanks Wolsey for tho pains he has taken

in the matter between him and my Lord of Essex. [His brojther

Sir William Say's cause, he trusts, has come to a good end. Tournay,

19 Aug.

P.S. in his own hand. Does not intend to put the King's pardons

in force until he has ascertained how conformable the offenders will

be in such causes as they have to be treated with in Wolsey's behalf.

Thinks it important that Mortaigne should be had, and that the

Lord Chamberlain consult with De Ligne thereon. Signed.

P. 1 (broad sheet), mutilated. Add. : To the m. rev. &c. Abp. of

York.

20 Aug. . 826. Henry VIII. to Francis I.

Additl9,649,No.3. Has received his letters by his ambassador Robert de Bapausmes,

B. M. and was much gratified at hearing his credence. Has had communi

cations with him on the subject at considerable length. Francis

must look to the following matters : (1.) Complaints are made by
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Henry VIII to Francis I—cont.

English merchants of piracies committed by Frenchmen pretending

to be Scots, for which they cannot obtain redress in France.

(2.) The Duke of Albany, whom he has sent into Scotland, not only

desires to take the government from the Queen against the will

of her late husband, but to take the keeping of her children into

his hands, which has compelled the Queen to retire with them

into a strong castle called Stirling, to which the Duke has laid

siege in the hope of reducing it by famine. (3.) Is urged by

his sister, Francis's belle mere, to demand of him the restoration

of the rings and jewels given her in the presence of the English

ambassadors by the late King her husband. Windsor, 20 Aug.

1515. Signed.

P. 1, broad sheet. Add.

827. Instructions to Sib Richard Wyngfyld, Deputy of

Calig. D. vi. 238. Calais, " to be declared and showed to the French

B- M- Kyng."

1 . Is to say that Henry desires a confirmation of the amity be

twixt his said brother and him ; to thank the French King for the

consolation and comfort that he gave to Henry's [sister], the French

Queen Dowager, in her sorrow after the decease of the late French

King, and for his " love and kindness showed to her during [her

being] in France, whereof the said Queen hath largely in[formed

his] grace, with the great honor also showed unto her by the

d[eputing] of so noble personages to accompany and conduct her [in

her] voyage towards England." Is to state that Henry reciprocates

the French King's wish for an interview at time and place convenient.

" And at this point the said Sir [Richard shall] pause and stop,

not pressing the said French King [or mak]ing any further overture

or instance for the said interview, [but,] hearing his opinion and

the devices for the appointing of the time and place, with other

circumstances appertaining to so great a matter, shall mark well

such answers as he shall make upon the same, showing that his

charge is to hear the advice and deliberation of the King, and to

make relation unto the King's grace accordingly, and so to rest

without taking any conclusion in that behalf or putting him in any

further hope of that matter."

2. To say at time convenient that as there is now good peace

between the two Kings, it will be necessary for Francis to take

measures to prevent his subjects robbing Henry's under colour of

Scotch letters of marque and selling their goods, many complaints

of such practices having been lately made to Henry, particulars of

which Wingfield shall show the King in a book, and demand in

demnification by an officer at arms and some substantial and discreet

attorneys. He may say also that Henry is so importuned for

redress that unless justice be done he will be obliged to give letters

of marque and reprisal ; further, that Henry is informed the judges

in France compel his subjects in like cases "not only to restore the

principal with damages and interest, but amerce them with in

tolerable forfeitures contrary to all justice, the like whereof was

never before seen ;" which, if not amended, may drive Henry to a

similar course.

3. To represent to the King at time convenient the right of the

King's sister, Dowager of France, to the jewels and plate of gold of

the late King her husband, " wherein, as the said ambassador right

well knoweth, n[ot] only much reasoning and debating with dispu
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tations, allegations and consultations in the law were m[ade] at

his late being there; so that the matter in appearance and by probable

opinions was as well and better founded in the law and reason for

the Queen's right therein than for the contrary party ; but also

divers offers and overtures were made as well by the French King

him[self] as by the Grand Master Bonyvet, and others for an honor

able gift and present, both of jewels, plate [and] gold, and other

vessel, to be presented unto the said Queen Dowager in lieu and

stead of a recompence and satisfaction for the said moveables (the

pretended custom of France for payment of notwith

standing) ; from which their offers and promises they afterwards

digressed and varied upon colour [of delivery of the] Mirror of

Naples, which was a full slender ca[use or] ground to defeat the

Queen's right in the m[atter confirmed] to her as well by the law as

by the treaty. A[nd seein]g that divers and the most part of the

said jewels we[re give]n unto the said Queen in the time of her late

husband then [Kijng, that is to say, some before her marriage, some

at the time of her marriage and the residue soon after the said mar

riage, which were by the said late King to her delivered, and she

put in possession of the same, he being only ve ; howbeit, after his

decease, the said jewels were taken from her." He is empowered

also to say that as to the other jewels, plate and moveables to which

she has just right, the " Mirror of Naples " is but a small thing and

her own by right ; and therefore to deny the restitution of the others

under that pretext, the King " and his council think right strange,"

especially remembering the promise made by France, "which

promise proceeding by the word and mouth of a great prince is

much to be esteemed and pondered, for thereupon depe[ndeth] the

honor, faith, fidelity of all noble kings, princes and true Christian

men." And in restoring them he shall not only do right and

justice, but show kindness to the King's sister and so promote the

proposed interview. The ambassador is to use all the wisdom,

policy and sober persuasions that he can to this effect.

4. He iR to remind him " of the being of the Duke of [Albany]

in Scotland, and how he hath taken upon him [to rule the r]eame

contrary to such hope and promise as was [made] to the King's

Grace by the said French King," thus endangering the right of

Henry's nephews and the safety of the King's sister being Queen

there, and stirring the Scots to hostility, " contrary to the compre

hension of them made at the special intercession, request and desire

of the said French King in the treaty concluded " betwixt himself

and England, " which the King's grace would never have done at

the desire of any ether prince, considering the preparations of war

made by his highness for repressing of their insolent temerity ;

which undoubtedly should have proceeded to the utter confusion

of the said reame of Scotland, if by the mediation of the said French

King it had not been letted by way and mean of the said compre

hension." Henry expected the Scotch would have sent their

ambassadors and made a new amity for the due administration of

justice, remembering the promises also of the present and the late

French King that he should not " come into that realm, " or at least

with no commission prejudicial to the King of England, the Queen

his sister or his nephews, or if he did Henry should be made

acquainted with it. The Duke of Albany since his arrival has

usurped the government of Scotland, " and by his letters openly so

declared, taking the [oath] of ligeaunce to himself of all the lordg

and nobles of the reame," to the prejudice of the Queen his sister,
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Instructions to Sir Richard Wingfield—cont.

deputed tutrix and governess by the last testament of her '.hus

band King James and the authority of the Pope. Whatever danger

may ensue, Henry will attribute the whole blame of it to the

French King.

0. As the ambassador is privy to the order devised for Tournay,

he shall inform Francis that the reason for the Earl of Worcester

the King's chamberlain, the Master of the Rolls and Sir Edw.

Ponynges, Controller of the Household, being sent thither, is for

the making of citadels for fortifying that city and establishing

tltcre the court[s] of resort. It is hoped this will induce Francis

to make some overtures ; and he is to urge the King to this as

of himself, showing him that otherwise any overture would come

too late.

Signed, Henry Rex, at top and bottom.

Pp. 12, mutilated.

828. Francis I.

Calipr. D.vi. A paper headed : " [a] et remonstrances faictes par

270-274. Messire Guilliaume do Cr do la part de Messires

B. M. les Arcevesque dYort prim[at et] legat du Sainct Siege apposto-

licque, et hault et puissant prince Mons. [le]Duc de Suffort, Yisconto

de Lisle, a este dit et respondu [ce] qui sensuyt."

1. Expresses his gratitude to Wolsey and Suffolk, the representa

tives of England, for their expression of the entente cordiale

between the two nations. (2.) His pleasure to have heard from

them—the satisfaction that his conduct towards the Queen Dowager

has given Henry. (3.) Hopes that this reciprocal affection will be

conducive to the good of Christendom and the discomfiture of the

Infidels. (4.) As to the claim of the jewels he cannot believe that

his brother, being so magnanimous as he is, will boggle at so small

a thing and not be satisfied with the offers he has made, seeing

that they are not half sufficient to pay the late King's debts.

(5.) Requests that the said Lords of York and Suffolk will represent

to the King, as they know well how to do, the above matters, and

the trouble that has been taken with regard to the restitution of the

late Queen's dower ; (6.) also that they will use their intercession

for the meeting of the two Kings. (7.) In consequence of his

[departure for] the conquest of his duchy of Milan, he cannot well

appoint a day till after his return, when he will let the King know

by his ambassador the President of Normandy (?). (8.) Urges

them to procure, according to their promise, the restoration of

Tournay from the King their master. (9.) He will keep his

promise to Wolsey touching the bishoprick of Tournay

and with regard to the favor shown to [Lewis Guillard], late bishop

of Tournay, the King did not even know he was in Flanders (?)

(10.) Thanks them, in conclusion, for sending the present mes

senger.

Fr., pp. 5.

*„* The sense of this document is frequently obscured by the

mutilation of both margins.

20 Aug. 829. Spinelly to Henry VIII.

Galba, B. iv. 318. * * * * Notwithstanding the new imposition [of taxes] on the

B. M. subjects [of France] it is thought they will find great difficulty in

continuing the war]. The said courier is a Florentine, who came
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by indirect roads to Lyons, and left the Swiss in the passages

beyond the mountains. They have taken Saluzzo. The Marquis

and his family have fled to Dauphine. Fabricio Colona was in

» haste, with 500 or GOO light horse, to join the Swiss. Bruges,

20 Aug. 1515. Signed.

P. 1. Add.

20 Aug. 830- Spinelly to Wolsey.

R. O. Wrote last on the 17th. Has heard nothing more of the matter

of Brittany. Thinks the amity will not be broken. Encloses a

letter from Sampson. The Bp. of Worcester must provide more

substantially than he has done. Begs he will not allow the French

men to delay their promises any longer touching Tournay. Bruges.

20 Aug. 1515. Signed.

P. I. Add. : My Lord of York. Endd.

20 Aug. 831. Ponynges and Knight to [Henry VIII.]

Galba.B. m. 217. Had a communication with the commissioners Mons. . .

B. M. .... the Chancellor of Burgundy, Sampye, and the Dean of

Lovayn, desiring a reasonable answer. The Chancellor said tho

estates had assembled and the answer was ready, but the Prince

wished to go a hunting three or four days. Touching the intercourse

of which Tunstal has the charge, the Chancellor delivered a paper

complaining of many abuses Brussels, 20 . . . Signed.

Pp. 2, badly mutilated.

20 Aug. 832. Queen Margaret to Henry VIII.

R. O. Has received his letter by Unicorn herald, disapproving of certain

things that she had done. Had written to him as sho found cause.

Hopes that she and Albany will continue in such a course that

peace may be preserved. The charge of the King and his brother

lias been committed by the governor in full parliament to the three

Lords, " quhilk war maist convenient," whom she consented to

receive. " Nocht ye les I have presence of my childer at my plea

sure." Is sure she and Albany will take one part. Begs Henry,

therefore, to send a wise man to know the state, and to make a

sicker way betwixt them, and to write to Albany to treat her and

her children honestly. Has received letters by the bearer from the

King of France, intreating her to keep the peace between the two

kingdoms, which she hopes Henry also will do. Intends to lie in at

Linlithgow in 12 days. " for I have not past eight weeks to my time."

Edinburgh, 20 Aug. Signed : Your loving sister, Margaret R.

P. 1, broadside. Add.

20 Aug. 833. Queen Margaret to Thomas Lord Dacre.

Calig. B. vi. 76. Has written to the King of England stating that the lords of

B. M. Scotland have, with the consent of the Duke of Albany, "in plane

Parliament," appointed three lords for the guardianship of her

children. Requests that some wise man may be sent from England

" to mak ane hartly sicker way and concord betuix me and my

said Lord Duke." The King of France has written to her to pre

serve the peace between the two kingdoms. Edinburgh, 20 Aug.

Signed : Margaret R.

JP. 1. Add. ; To my wellbeloved cousin Thomas Lord Dacre.

2. P
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20 Aug. 834. Albany to Dacre.

Calig. B. ii. 181. i. Has expressed to him already Lis desire for a comprehension.

B. M. Will not willingly break it any more than Dacre. Hears that

Dacre's brother is gone to Alexander Home, offering help with 300

horse, and that Dacre had proclaimed at Carlisle yesterday and

today* that all Scotchmen willing to assist should have safeconduct,

and that Dacre had banished his brother, in appearance, for this

purpose. Albany has taken Dacre's advice to forbear a gathering

of men to avoid suspicion. Advises him, in return, that if he has

done these things without licence from Henry, great peril is incurred.

It is a great load, whoever the man be that breaks the peace. When

it does happen hopes it will appear to all who is in fault. Begs

Dacre will let him know the truth, because suspicion is a bad

thing. It is not sufficient to excuse the banishment. Intends to

advertise Henry " that he may show what lies upon his stomach

in that behalf," and make the same known " quhamto it apper

tains." Edinburgh, 20 Aug.

P.S. Has heard the story repeated, and that Dacre is making a

great assemblage. Cannot believe it, considering the letters he has

received from the King of England, Queen Mary his sister, and her

husband. Begs credence for the bearer. Signed.

Pp. 2. Add. : " To my cousin Lord Daicre, wardane of the Inglis

Merchis towart Scotlande."

H>. f- 183- ii. " The answer of the Lord Dacre made to the Duke of Albany

upon the letter next afor." He may understand by sundry letters

of his, and his communications with Lion herald, Islay, and Dr.

Thomas Fassington, one of Albany's chaplains, how much inclined

he is to observe the comprehension, whatever light persons may

have declared to Albany, to whom he gives too much credence.

That if he knows surely that Dacre's brother was banished under a

pretence it is no use making an excuse. However there was no

proclamation made at Carlisle or eLsewhere. His brother is not

banished. No assemblies have been made, but at the meeting

between himselfand Lord Home warden of the Marches at Coklawe,

on the 26 June, it was agreed they should meet at Coklawe on the

6th, at Colestream on the 9th, at " Yalow Sike hede" the 16 Aug.,

and at this last Sir Chr. Dacre was sent to meet hhn. According

to agreement and proclamation no subject will dare transgress the

King's wishes for the peace ; as an earnest of which he has sent

Carlisle herald this day to attend the meeting the last day of

this month. Thinks Colstream or Cornhill the best place for the

commissioners to meet for making redress ; so it was proclaimed

" before David Purvesse, the massar.'' Wishes to know what officers

he intends to appoint for redress of wrongs done by the men

of Eskdale, Ewsdale, Walghopdale and Liddesdale. Herbotell,

24 Aug.

H>- f- 185. iii. "A letter of the Lord Dacre's sent to the Duke of Albany

upon the shooting of the day of Marche upon the West Borders.

After the departure of Cambron, received a letter from his son at

Carlisle stating that Lord Maxwell was appointed warden of the

West Marches. When within three miles of the place appointed,

his son received a letter from Maxwell " shooting the said day of

Marche" to Thursday next, »'. e. the day before the commissioners

* Dacre, in his answer, says Sunday or Monday.
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meet on the 31st, when Sir Chr. Dacre was to be present. Is surprised

at the delay. Cannot meet at the time appointed. No failure of

the kind ever took place betwixt himself and Lord Home.

Pp. 6. ii. iii. and iv. are copies by Dacre.

20 Aug. 835. Wardships.

Staffordshire.—Commission to SirEdw. Belknap, Sir John Aston,

Sir Walter Griffith, John Grifforth, John Salter and John Fitz-

herbert, to make inquisition concerning wards, marriages, reliefs,

and escheats pertaining to the crown and concealed or detained.

Otford, 20 (?) Aug.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 9d.

21 Aug. 836. Silvester Bp. of Worcester to Wolset.

K. O. As the Pope is occupied by the impending war, he cannot write at

present Will answer the King's letters by the first messenger.

Refers Wolsey to the letters of Ammonius. The Pope requires no

stimulus to serve him, Rome, 21 Aug. 1515. Signed.

Lat., p. 1. Add. : Tho. Archiep. Ebor.

21 Aug. 837. For John Eston of London, cooper.

\y Licence to import 500 tuns of Gascon wine, and 8 bales of

Tholouse woad for each tun of wine. Otford, 21 Aug.

Fr.7 Hen.VIII.m.7.

22 Aug. 838. Sir Rob. Wingfield to Henry VIII.

VU.B. xviii. 178. Wrote last on the .... from Lynce, " in which was comprised

B. M. such unto me upon such overture as I made unto . . .

since I have not been in anyplace where I might [see his] majesty ;

but I am advertised by Master Loys Marroto[n] faithful

chaplain and servant that for certain [the Emperor] hath written a

letter of his own hand to my Lady [Margaret], advising her that

in all goodly haste as possible he his mandate

of plain power to conclude for him [with the] King of Arragou ;

howbeit he hath delayed the sending [of the] mandate in manner

by force, for in that matter which .... meet to be kept secret

till it may take full effect [he has] about him no secretary to that

purpose'; for Mr. Ja[mes Banisius ?] was behind at Vienna, but

now he is come, and hath [been ordered] of the Emperor to make

the said mandate with all dil[igence, in] so much that this day

" the said Mr. James hath c[ommand] to see the minute, which

is in as ample form as c[ould be ;] and shall be sped in all goodly

haste. Also the said Mr. Loy[s Marroton told] me that the

Emperor hath given charge to Mr. Han[s Reynner] to make

a letter to the Prince concerning the confirmation of the] amity

and the intercourse ; howbeit the said Mr. Hans [is] much slack

in his expeditions and despatches but also ... he favoureth

Schevirs and the others, it is too great [that servants] for

" lucour " (lucre) of money should lead matters [un]to their master's

dishonour and damage; but .... now it seemeth to proceed of the

infection of a ... . [which] is almost universal. But out of doubt

.... just and good in which your grace grace may

now be sure of the King of Arragon [. . . see]meth ought to be a

diligent and desirous to procure [your hon]our and weal as his own

ye shall not need to doubt ... enterprise ye shall " lust to make,

P2
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Sir Rob. Wingfield to Henbt VIII.—cont.

and it be well founded, [and] taken in time ; all which I commit to

your most excellent [pr]udence for the matters been great."

Wingfield will do all he can to advance the weal and honour of

England, not with words only, but with his proper blood and life,

should occasion require it. Hopes Henry has many subjects and

servants of the same mind. Thinks there will be no firm peace in

Christendom in their days, " but if the crown of France be once set

on your head, to bring which al>out, me seemeth that all or the

principal part ofChristian princes should now be more than inclined,

and not only to the winning but also to the preserving." The

French hoped by diligence to pass a part of their army over the

mountains but were bearded so by the Swiss that they returned with

much more diligence than they came ; and lest they should be too

sore pressed, brake abridge ; they lost 120 horsemen, two of which

were found " in coats of velvet guarded with cloth of gold." They

(the Swiss) gave no quarter. " The Pope hath sent unto them . . .

5,000 ducats and the King of Arragon 10,000 ; and by this time the

.... yrs horsemen and the Viceroy be joined with them, which

Swissers . . . number 32,000 men divided in three parties to

defend three . . . passages, and so ordered that if need be the one

part with short .... succour the other ; and furthermore if the

trench come not forward shortly to win, [the Swiss] are determined

to seek them at home .... for those merchandise as much more

propp .... untruss a pack than make it. In trust that the French

should have entered at th Rencc which is captain of Creme

for the Venetians . . . .] the truce for provided of 2,000 footmen

trusted to h city of Lood or that of Cremone but that

enterprise ] they took two small walled towns whereof

th to Mons. Andre de Bourge, and when he perceived

that t were repulsed he led forth the said footmen "as to

.... have made another enterprise and at the passage of ... .

caused all the footmen to pass first and as soon as the .... he

caused the bridge to be broken and so delyvd him of ... . without

other payment and returned again to Cre .... garrison. And

the Duke of Genys having like trust made an arm[y . . . .] taken

two places appertaining to the Duke of Me .... which act he hath

declared himself French, and so . . . there is much ' broylerye'

in the World." * W[elce the 22nd] August 1515.

Hoi., pp. 3, badly mutilated. Add.

839. Hector de Vicquemare to .

Vit B. n. 159. Has received his letter and the money, and delivered the letter

B. M. to the Chevalier " a la Palice." The King's army goes straight to

Switzerland. The Swiss at Villaue arc determined to oppose him.

There are 20,000 at Milan. The Pope and Bartholomew DAlviano

have prepared armies to attack the Swiss, but the army of the

King is near the said Swiss, and he has sent 16,000 men to Genoa,

who intend to join (se mettre) with D'Alviano and the papal forces.

The Pope and the King have a good understanding, as the latter

has promised the Pope to assist him in the recovery of Naples and

to drive out the Spaniards. The Duke of Gueldres has brought

great reinforcements to the King. The King has spent large sums,

and greatly oppressed his people. Bourbon is the great

* Place and date supplied from a marginal note.
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captain Jehan Jaques, Lautree, Gucl[dres], and La Palice, follow.

On the defeat of the Swiss part of the army will go with the Pope to

Navarre and Rousillou. The King starts immediately to attack

the Swiss, having heard that they have sent a large force into

Burgundy, and that the Papal army and the Venetians are to join

those sent by Genoa. Wants money—things are very dear. The

Swiss care nothing for the Pope's forces, as they are not men of

war. " A la Palice, ce Vendredi."

P.S.—All the merchants of France and others who came from

your country say you will repent of the war you made. It con

sumed all your wealth, and had it lasted a year longer the people

could not have endured it, and that what the King of England did

was by means of French traitors, and that there never was in

France, nor would have been any of Franco

Fr., pp. 2, mutilated.

22 Aug. 840- Queen Margaret to Henry VIII.

B. O. Received on 20 Aug. by a French messenger, his letter of the 6th ;

stating that the Pope's ambassador, Balthasar Stuerdus, had told

him of the good health of herself and her sons. Has written to

him by this messenger, before receiving his letter, of the state of

matters between her and Albany. Albany has shown her Henry's

letter desiring an embassy to be sent from Scotland to confirm the

peace. He says that before it fail on his part he will go to Henry

himself. Edinburgh, 22 Aug.

Signed : Your loving sister, Margaret R

P. 1. Add. and endd.

22 Aug. 841. Dacbe to Wolset.

K. O. Has written the news at great length to the Council. Is sorry

to be so tedious. Sends him a list of the tenants at Hexham that

were to have gone to Berwick if need had been. Herbottell,

22 Aug.

P.S Has written to Wolsey for the Prior of Hexham for his

prize wine. Signed.

P. 1. Add. : My Lord Abp.'s grace of York.

22 Aug. 842. For Sir Henry Wiat, knight of the Body.

8. B. Annuity of 201. during pleasure, a similar annuity of 201. granted

by King Hen. VII. to Wiat, then master and keeper of the jewels,

being at present insufficient for ransoming him from the Scots.

Del. Otford, 22 Aug. 7 Hen. VIH.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 10.

22 Aug. 843. For Sir Henry Wiat, King's councillor.

S. B. To be master or treasurer, during good conduct, of the King's

jewels, with an annuity of 50/. Del. Otford, 22 Aug. 7 Hen.VIH.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 10.

23 Aug. 844. Gaol Delivery.

Cambridge Gaol Hon. Halhed, mayor of Cambridge, John

Parys, John Wood, John Hynde, Wm. Colyns, Hugh Chapman,

Hugh Rankyn, John Bury, John Erl John Crakynthorp,

and Wm. Barbour. Otford, 23 Aue.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 8d.
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23 Aug. 845.

Calig. B. ii. 180.

B. M.

24 Aug. 846.

Calig.B.n.l86.

KM, .... .

Pinkerton's

Appendix.

Alexander Lobd Home to Dacre.

Wrote to the Laird of Farnhirst this Tuesday morning. Believes

he has forwarded the letter to Dacre. Dacre's men have departed

all but a few that are in Howm. Believes they will not come hastily

again. They are laboring for concord. Desires Dacre's advice.

With his help hopes to do everything to the pleasure of his master,

as he has already explained to Dacre's servant, the bearer.

//"/., p. 1. Add. Endd. by Dacre : Received by the hands of

Thos. Scot. Wednesday 23* Aug.

Alexander Lord Home to [Dacre.]

The Lords have sat upon his matters since their coming to Edin

burgh. The Duke will uot be satisfied unless he leave the kingdom

unconditionally, and has " grat " (gart, i.e. compelled) the Queen

against her will to write to her brother that she is content. She

has sent him word of it this Friday, and bade him let Dacre know.

There is no remedy except he receive help from England at once.

He must know at once or he is likely to be destroyed. They have

given him fair words, and all is but to deceive. The Bp. of Glas

gow expects to meet Dacre the last of this month. Newark, this

Friday.

P.S Is he to keep "strast" (? tryst) this day, eight days?

" Gyff ever zowr master wold take his tym of Scotland, now or

never."

Hoi., p. 1. Endorsed by Dacre : "Received by Thomas Lord

Dacre on Saturday in the morning, the 25th day of August, by the

hands of Peter Raa, servant to the Lord Home within written."

24 Aug. 847-

Giust Deup. I. 124.

Seb. Giustinian to the Doge.

Has received'his letters with the news of Hungary ; also others

of the 23rd of June, mentioning that the Venetian army had

retreated to the Brentelle. A report had been circulated by the

friar who represents Spain, that the said army had been defeated.

The Spaniards are very boastful. The President of Rouen [De

Selva] arrived on the 7th as an ambassador from France. He has

announced that Francis intends to cross the Alps, and will keep on

good terms with England. Henry complained much of Albany's

conduct in Scotland, where he had been sent by France, and of the

plunder of the English ships. The Scotch have risen lately to

attack England ; and their Queen has fled into a fortress (Stirling).

London, 24 Aug. 1515.

25 Aug. 848.

Galba, B. in. 319b.

B. M.

Spinelly to [Henry VIII.]

. . . yn the how the next day after

Colona and Petro Morgano went with 400 spears to join the Swiss ;

were attacked and taken prisoners by the French. The French

King followed up his advantage. As soon as the Swiss heard of

the arrival of the French, " by unthought way, where they had set

no watch, and seen execution made against their horsemen," they

left the passes they had taken and assembled in strong position.

"A merchant, amongst other things, writeth that one of the

g[overnors] of France being at Lyons was from the field adver-

* Apparently an error for 22nd.
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tised [that the] Swiss went towards Novara,'' where they won the

last conflict against the French. Thinks it probable as they have

no horse " favour unto th[em . . . .] ways more like

they should lose them. By the next letters I trust to advertise

your grace of the . . . grounds, for it is to be thought coming

these news [that] they have been to their advantage and not

totally [to] tho truth." Gualterrotti tells him that the [King] of

Arragon was at a town 14 leagues from Burgos, that no peace has

yet been proclaimed,—that a good [power] is sparkled abroad in

Navarro and Lopuscua without invading France. There is a small

garrison at Bayonne;—tho French take the Spaniards for lawful

prizes. Thinks Arragon must awake, or else Naples will be in

danger. Leaves this morning for the court. Bruges, 25 Aug.

1515. Signed.

P. 1, mutilated.

25 Aug. 849. Andreas Ammonius to Wolsey.

R.O. Sends him a copy of a letter on the part of Henry to the French

King, which letter ought to have been sent a month ago ; for the

messenger who brought the bulls of the Bp. of Ely says that he

left the French army at the foot of the Alps,—that all Lombardy

was bristling with arms,—that the Swiss had fallen back a little,

and that all things portended victory to the French. Is afraid,

therefore, the King will be angry at not receiving a copy in French

of the letters, which ought to have been dispatched at once. Begs

Wolsey to set his signature to the letters enclosed on his part to

the Bp. of Worcester. Wishes to hear by Will. Edwards what

answer he is to give as to the ships for Normandy and tho com

pensation of John Cavalcanti. Westminster, 25 Aug.

Hoi., Lot., p. 1. Add. : Domino Eboracensi.

25 Aug. 850. Dacre to [Henry VIII.]

Calig.B.n. 187. Received his letter dated Windsor the 19th, with a copy of a

B. M. letter to the Abp. of York, expressing the desirableness of some

outward demonstration of the King's approval of Lord Home the

Chamberlain's loyalty to the King of Scotland, trusting the Scotch

lords would favor him and leave the Duke ; that this would put

them in great fear on the frontiers, and drive them to send an

embassy to England ;—and if the men of Tyndedale and Ryddis-

dale would join the inhabitants of Tevidale by arrangement of

Home, it would compel the Duke to submission.—Since his last on

tho 22nd, Dacre has received a letter from Albany, which he sends,

by which it appears that Albany is in a fright, and thinks that

Sir Chr. Dacre has been banished under the pretext of helping

Home. Dacre sends his answer (see No. 834, p. 226). His reason

for such plain writing was that, as the Scotch commissioners must

meet for redress on the 31st, and cannot give up the murderers,

the comprehension is void, and the fault lies with them. At the

last day of the month " it shall be 62 days since the yeving in

of the slaughter of Henry Milne, and of the slaughter of Oliver

Jakson 47 days, and of the slaughter of Raufe _ Strothre English

man, 34 days." Sends a copy of his letter to' Albany of Max

well's overshooting the day (see p. 226). Sends also two letters re

ceived from tho Lord Chamberlain Homo (seo p. 230). The best

aid will be to let him have the assistance of the light men of

Tyndale, Riddisdale, Bowcasteldale, and Gillesland. As the lords
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Dacre to [Henry VIII.]—cont.

have made an outlaw of the Chamberlain, proposes his brother

.Sir Chr. Dacre should be outlaw for England, and join their powers

to waste Scotland, and so compel the Duke to send ambassadors,

or the lords to join the Chamberlain, or the young King to be

governed by England.

By his advice the Chamberlain has cast down and burnt the

castle of Home, taken away the iron gates, unroofed all the houses

and chambers, leaving no " thakke," except only a vault wherein

Fleming lay with a small company. It is now proposed that he

should be expulsed, all the timber burnt, and the walls cast down.

As the purpose for which Carlisle herald came has failed, has

written to Albany to say it was only to see redress made. Keeps

him that he may take his oath at the meeting not to obey the

Duke nor visit him without Henry's consent. Has endeavoured to

obtain the credence of Dene Thomas Fassington in writing for the

delivery of the King of Scots' brother into Henry's hands. Believes

it i» a forgery. Is obliged by the communication of Ughtred's

letter, touching Albany's secretly resorting to a ship in the Frith,

supposed to be of Denmark, and the falsehood between the Duke

and the Chamberlain of which Sir Anthony had due proof by

Dacre's letters. Sir Anthony's letter to the Abp. of York " is of

no substance." Is surprised he had not more wisdom. Dacre will

always look to the security of that town,* whatever Sir Anthony

may surmise, who follows too much the counsel of Laungton.

Herbotell, 25 Aug. Signed.

Pp. 6.

25 Aug 851. Ughtred to Wolsey.

Calig. B n.358.' Has received his letter dated Windsor the 19th. Could do no

B. M. • less than take in a crew for the defence of Berwick, notwithstanding

that the King and his Council think the danger was not imminent,

as advertised in his last letter, wherein he stated that Albany had

raised a power against the Chamberlain of Scotland, intending it

really against Berwick ; because the Chamberlain had entrusted

Fast Castle to his brother and has now given it to Albany. The

Duke's brother was at Coldingham ; Fleming and other Earls

at Home ; and are only just departed, as he will see by Dacre's

letter enclosed. Neither he nor Dacre, who has failed to give

intimation of any such design, can know the secret purpose of the

Scots. Will send word of any occurrence in those parts that the

King may make preparation against his enemies, who is disinclined

to do so now. Will defend Berwick to the uttermost with such

power as he has. Desires to know what he is to do hereafter in

such a contingency. Lord Dacre's letter enclosed will justify what

he has done in assembling the crew. Begs a speedy answer and

money for the men's wages. Berwick, 25 Aug. Signed.

Pp. 4. Add. : To my Lord Archbishop of York.

25 Aug. 852. Guillermus Bernard, Canon of Tournay, to Wolsey.

Calig. E. i. 144. Requesting payment for certain tapestries bought of his mother

B. M. . by Wolsey at Tournay, for which prompt payment had been promised.

John Villauus, receiver of the bishopric, after many delays had re

ferred them to liicbard Sampson. Now begs that as his mother has

* Berwick.
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suffered much loss by the war, both before and since the coming of

Wolsey, ho will see satisfaction made according to the tenor of the

bill signed by himself, and that Lord Monjoye, the captain general,

be commanded to discharge it. Toumay, 25 Aug.

Hoi., Lot., p. 1, mutilated. Add. : Rmo, &c. Archiep. Eboracensi.

25 Aug. 853. For John Heron, citizen and mercer of London.

Pardon and release as overseer of customs in London ; com

missioner for the capture and retention of ships for the transport of

the King, and his sister Mary Queen of the French, to France, and

of tho Duke of Suffolk and other noblemen going on the King's

affairs, and late victualler for the forces ; of all sums received for tho

wages of soldiers and sailors, &c. Croydon, 25 Aug.

Pat. 7 Hen. VJII. p. 2, m. 10.

25 Aug. 854. For George Treheyron and Reginald Meynours.

S. B. Commission to make inquisition in the Island of Jersey, concerning

the crown possessions. Del. Otford, 25 Aug. 7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 9d.

26 Aug. 855. John Duke of Albany to Dacre.

Calig. B.ti. 91. Has received his letters by David Cameroun at Edinburgh last

B. M. Saturday. Is glad to hear that the things complained of in his letter to

Dacres are untrue. Will observe the peace diligently, and will send

commissioners to^meet him at Coldstream on Friday the last ofAugust.

Requests that the bills of complaint be sent in " to David Ker, ap

pointed warden of the East Marcho ; to be arrestit aganc ye dietis of

meting." The Scotch bills shall be sent to Ducres at Harlwttle.

Will take measures for the bounds of Eskdale, Ewisdale, Walthop-

dale and Liddesdale. Will also write to Lord Maxwell to put off

till another day' the trysts between him and Dacre. Edinburgh,

26 Aug.

P. 1. Signed. Add. : To our weilbelovit cousing, the Lord

Dacre, &c.

27 Aug. 858. [C. Earl of Worcester, John Yong, and others] to

Calig. D. vi. 194. HENRY VIII. .

B. M. On the 18th inst. they sent their last letters to the King, with

certain articles devised by the inhabitants of Tournay, who, before

writing them, had represented that they would take the keeping of

the city if they had a captain deputed by the King with 500 or 600

men, "promising to give not only their oath of fidelity, but also to

bind themselves, their heirs and successors, their goods moveablo

and unmoveable, in whose dominion soever they were found, for the

performance thereof. And over that Master John Hagard, recorder

of the said city, came to me, Master of the Rolls, the 20th day of this

present month, and affirmed faithfully to devise the minute of tho

obligation as well in Latin as in French, and within three days after

to deliver it to me ; but the said three days arc not yet effectually

come according to his promise ; nevertheless, the 25th day of this

month, he repaired unto me showing that he had commoned with

the council of the city," and examined the treaty made between the

King and them when Henry was there. On remarking that they

were as straitly bound by this as they might be, they answered
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[C. Earl of Worcester and others] to Henry VIII.—cont.

that there was no express article as to the keeping of tho city,

which they offered to undertake as above.

The recorder replied that they were true and faithful subjects to

the King. By this the writers suppose he was anxious that the obliga

tion should proceed from the King and not from them, " and [that he]

would peradventure hereafter say that the said obligation was [mado

at] the commandment of your grace, and durst none otherwise do

lytenes and unstableness we find in them, that their w[ords

and] deeds agree not." The writers suspect that they "hov[er]

[a]s a bird doeth for his prey, to understand to what

causes in Flanders shall be reduced or they bind th[em-

selves] with the bonds above specified ; or else they have h[eard the

reports] we had lately from Calais, which were that the Pr[esident

of] Normandy*, the French King's ambassador, now being with

your g[race] to treat for the delivery of this your city to the

French King Whereupon (as we have been credibly

informed) there is a merchant, that offered in Brussels to Peter Van

Hauls .... dwelling in the said town to deliver him a good horse

or [pay] to him double the value, if this your city were not in the

Fr[ench King's] hands before New Year's day next coming ; to

the which b[argain] it is noised the said Peter would in no wise con

descend."

They are perplexed, " and in a manner at a stay," what more

to do in the King's matters. Have been unable to induce the

citizens to contribute to the building of the citadels, their excuse

being extreme poverty. On the 25th they rode to the abbey of

St. Amand, and were well received by the abbot. It is a very

[strong ?] place, and with little cost might be made much stronger.

If the King mean to keep the city there is [nothing] so necessary as

to call Mortaync again into his own hands ; " for if the Lord Lyngne

be not friendly to th (as it is said he is not) he may

stop their victual, and do many other great displeasures." As to the

regaining of] the Master of the Rolls, " I your Chamberlain can

nor will not [desire] him any longer to remain, seeing his continual

disease increaseth on him more and more ; yet, nevertheless, at my

i[nstance], he is contended, though it be greatly to his pain, to tarry

[until your] servant, bearer hereof, return unto us again, or till the

10th [day of next] month ; and after his departure I cannot see

what your grace tarrying here, except it be to spend your

money and mine . . . Your causes may be as well or better sped by

my Lord Mountjoy, your [lieu]tenant, and Dr. Sampson, or some

other doctor whom it shall please, [y]our grace to appoint. Where

fore in most humble wise I beseech your grace of your licence to

return, for the fifty days appointed mo to tarry, for the which I

had allowance, were expired on St. Bartholomew's day last past."

Tournay, 27 Aug. Signatures burnt away.

Pp. 2. Add. : [To] the King's grace. Endd. : My Lord Chamber

lain and othe[rs], 27 August!.

Edges burnt.

27 Aug. 857. C. Earl of Worcester to Wolsey.

R. O. He and the Master of tho Rolls have written to the King, but

received no answer. My Lord's lieutenant here, and a doctor, can

* John de Selva.
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do as well as they. Buns in an evil name for talking so much about

the building of citadels and making the officers comfortable, if, as

is noised, it be not tho King's intention to keep the city. This is

the fifth letter to which he has had no answer. Tournay, 27 Aug.

Signed.

P. I. Add.: Abp.ofYork.

27 Aug. 858. Ponynges and Knight to [Henry VIII.]

Gallia, B. in. 243. whereupon I arose immediately, [and went to] a place

B. M. apart with him, where he said he had been informed by the Lady

Margaret that a person had come out of [Scotland], to which he

had been sent by the Pope to pacify the disturbances. He said

that the Duke of Albany, after he arrived there, [made] the Queen,

her husband and children come before him, and after he had for

given her offences took her children from her and committed them

to the custody of t[wo] knights; that he caused four of the greatest

lords of the Queen s party to be imprisoned ; that he is made Pro

tector, and peaceably obeyed. The same man told her that England

agreed to the arrangements, and that when he passed by England

he declared them to the King. He asked Sir Edw. Ponynges " what

effect the reconciliation between your highness and his master (the

K. of Arragon) did take ;" to which Ponynges could give no answer.

A post came this day out of Almayn, with letters from the

Emperor, dated Lynce, 16 Aug., stating that the league has been

published between the Pope, the Emperor, Arragon, and the

Swiss ; that the Viceroy of Naples is captain-general. No men

tion is made of the French crossing the mountains, or of the capture

of Prospero Colonna. I have not pressed for an answer about the

amity, as they are in doubt what to do in the intercourse. Re

ceived this day a letter from Sir Rob. Wingfield, which they send.

Bruges, 27 Aug.

Pp. 2, mutilated. Knight's hand.

28 Aug. 859. For William Cokfi, merchant of Florence.

S. B. 1/ Licence to export 100 sacks of lokes. Del. Otford, 28 Aii"
7 Hen. VIII. b'

Fr. 1 Hen. VIII. m. 7.

28 Aug. 860. For Laurence Bonvixi, merchant of Luca.

, .• Licence to export woollen cloths, notwithstanding acts 1 and 1 1

»/ Hen. VII. and 6 Hen. VHI. Otford, 28 Aug.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 13.

29 Aug. 861. William Fbankelayn to [Wolsey.]

Calig. B. in. 133. Came to Norbam on Tuesday the 28th ; found it well fortified

B. M. with " contremures and murderers." The long wall from the S.W.

of the dungeon to N.W. of the kitchen, in length 44 yards, in

height 30 feet, is 28 feet thick with the contremure, the chapel

walls 8 feet thick, 30 feet long, 18 wide, with a closet over the

same ; " and so from the S.W. of the dungeon unto the N.E. part

of the dungeon." The Lord Chamberlain has retaken from Albany

on the 26th Aug. the castle of Hume; keeps prisoner its captain

the Lord Lemyng's uncle. Next day ho pulled it down, razed tho

walls, " and dammed the well for ever more." This day Will.

Hume his brother has taken tho Castle of Blackater. Albany is

in Edinburgh, his army, to the number of 40,000, at Burgh Muir.
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William Frankelayn to [Wolsey]—cont.

He and his council have resolved that on Friday next the Duke's

commissioners, Sir Will. Scot, Sir Rob. Lawdor, and Master

Hals, shall meet Dacro and Magnus at Coldstream. The King and

his brother are under Borthwick's keeping at Stirling. The Duke

has in Dunfermline the Abbot of Kelsay, Davy Hume, the Laird of

Wetherborne, Sandy Hume, the Laird Blayneherne, and Adam

Tinmo, the constable of Humo. The kinsmen of the Humes, who

are fully resolved to destroy the Duke before Sunday next, will

know what the Duke intends with his army and great ordnance.

Dacre sends letters on Saturday. Norham, Wednesday, 29 Aug.

Signed: By your chaplain, William Frankelayn.

Endd. : The copy of Frankeleyn's letter, dated 29 AugustL

Pp. 3.

29 Aug. 862. Albany to Lord Dacre.

R. O. Sends back Mons. de Villebresme to Henry VIII., with instruc

tions which he will show to Dacre. Begs him to continue his efforts

for peace. Edinburgh, 29 Aug. Signed.

P. 1. Add. Endd.

29 Aug. 863. Dacre's Correspondence -with Scotland.

Calig. B. vi. 94. i. " Copy of the commission given to the Commissioners of Scot-

B. M. land," to settle the complaints upon the Borders. Edinburgh,

29 Aug. 1515. Lot.

ii. " The demands made by the warden of England, and signed

with the hands of the Commissioners of Scotland."

After the failure of the Scotch commissioners to keep their appoint-

\ ment, Dacre, at their request, met them at Cornell on 3 Sept., and

gave in a roll of complaints of slaughter and misdemeanour, especially

of one Henry Mylne slain by the Dalgleishes ; to which no answer

could be given that day because no officer appeared for the East

Marches of Scotland. It was deferred, therefore, till the Thursday

after, on which day the warden Serjeant confessing that the persons

complained of had been arrested, of whom Lord Dacre demanded

the delivery ; which was deferred till the next day, when Lord

Dacre, " openly seeing " one of the slayers in the presence of the

commissioners, demanded his surrender.

iii. " The answer of the Commissioners of Scotland."

(1.) Excusing themselves for not keeping their appointment; (2.) as

to the appearance of one of the murderers in the presence of Lord

Lindsay, they knew him not, and if they had they could not have

delivered him, as is well known. They will cause the officers of

the warden to use all diligence for that purpose. They have

appointed the wardens of the West Marches to meet at Toller-

crike on Monday 17 Sept., the wardens of the Middle Marches at

Kcrsopbrigo on Thursday the 20th, and on Monday next at Hex-

pethswire, the wardens of the East Marches at Coldstream or

Cornell. 30 Sept.

Pp. 5.

29 Aug. 864- For Gruff Vachan, of the Guard.

8. B. To be forester of the lordships of Kere and Kidewen, Wales.

Del. Otford, 29 Aug. 7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 9.
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30 Aug. 865. Leo X. to Henry VIII.

Vit B. n. 164. Had written to him already in behalf of Polydore Vergil, sub-

B. M. collector, detained in prison some months at the King's command.

Rym. xiii. 515. Repeats his requests for Polydore's liberation, and his goods to be

restored. Recommends Hadrian Cardinal of Bath. Rome, 30 Aug.

1515.

Mutilated.

30 Aug. 866. Erasmus to Montjoy.

Er. Ep. vii. 46. Stayed two days with the Abbot [Ant. de Berghcs] with much

hilarity. On returning from his inn his horse started at some cloths

lying on tho ground, and wrenched Erasmus' spine. Suffered in

tolerably in a cold and barren country where there are no inns, and

was 7 miles from Ghent. Vowed to St. Paul that he would finish

the Commentaries on the Epistle to the Romans if he escaped this

danger. Reached Ghent ; could not stand, except with a supporter

on both sides. Gives an account of his recovery. Met here the

president of Flanders. Is going to Antwerp. Arrived at Baslo

after 25 March. Is no less busy about his own trifles than Caesar

is in fighting with the Venetians. Basle, 3 kal. Sept. 1515.

30 Aug. 867. For Sir Thomas Parre, Sir Henry Gylford, William

s. B. Parre, and George Throgmerton.

Wardship ofElizabeth, d. and h. of Sir Thomas Cheync ofIrtlyng-

burgh, North., to hold to the use of Sir Nicholas Vaus and Anno

widow of the said Thomas Cheyne, Francis Haseldcn, James

Stevenson elk. and Henry "Wykeley, his executors. Del. Otford,

30 Aug. 7 Hen.VIII.

30 Aug. 868. Patrick Lord Lyndesay and others to Dacre.

Calig. B. vi. 87. Were sent by the Lord Governor to meet him at Coldstream this

B. M. Friday for redress of grievances on the Borders. Could come no

further than Ellenkirk " this penult day of August," " quhill wo

herd" new advertisements from Albany. Beg he will understand

that Albany is well disposed to redress. As soon as they know his

determination, will advertise Dacre thereof. Hope he will "giflf
sakers at ze cum to zor diet and David Ker at is we ... . met z".n

" Ellenkirk the penult day of August." Signed. Patryk Lyndcse,

Robert Lauder of ye Baa K'., William Scot of Balwery knyt.

P. 1. Add. : To my Lord Dacre baron ofGrastok, wardan of ye

marchis of Ingland.

31 Aug. 869. Patrick Lord Lindsay and others to Dacre.

Calig. vi. 90. Wrote last " Turisday" that they had come to Ellen Kirk. Have

B. M. since received letters from my lord governor, which they send.

They would have been at the tryst at Coldstream had the paper

reached them in time. As David Ker of Cesford is with him, as

they suppose, they propose either that they should remain together

until the commissioners arrive, or appoint some other short day or

place, and rather than incur blame will meet him, even in England,

at any place he will name, if he will send a safeconduct. Dunbar,

31 Aug.

P. 1. Signed and addressed as above.
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31 Aug. 870. David Ker of Cesford to Dacre.

Calig. B.yi. 96. Has received his letter this Friday " at 6 of the knok," desiring

B. M. him to meet Dacre to-morrow at Colstreme or Cornell. Will not

meddle with the East Marches without the command of his master.

Will meet him for the Middle Marches at any day or place he

pleases. " At Kelso ys Friday at ewyn." Signed.

P. 1. Add. : To my Lord Dachars wardayn of Ingland.

31 Aug. 871- Q. Margaret to Henry VIII.

R. O. Sends by the bearer a letter dated 20 Aug., concerning the state

of matters between herself and Albany. The Duke had so much

to do in bringing the realm to peace, that he postponed sending the

letters till now. Edinburgh, 31 Aug.

Signed : Your loving sister Margaret B.

P. I. Add.

872. to [Wolsey ?]

Calig. B. ii. 368. His credence from the Queen of Scots to Henry VIII. is to the

B. M. following effect:—(1.) To carry a secret token with the words she

had formerly written to him, "saying God if she bene a pur woman at

sche mothe have brought her child in her arm unto his grace." When

she sent a letter by Unicorn herald for the Duke ofAlbany, desiring

ship, mules and artillery, and saying he was very kind to her, the

King knew no credit was to be given to it, as it was not in the

hand of the clerk of her closet, or subscribed " by your loving

sister." (2.) His charges were that she was in much woe and

pain, and besought remedy for God's sake. The Duke of Albany

gave her fair words, but since her marriage she has not had a penny

of her conjunct-fee. It is sold with the money she formerly had,

and given to the lords to take her part, but now it is gone they fall

from her. She has had no letters from Henry since Candlemas.

His letter in the beginning ofJuly was taken by the chamberlain of

Scotland and Lord Dacres, she supposes ; for she has written fre

quently through Dacres, and had no answer from the King ; and

when the clerk of her closet went to speak with Dacres and Magnus

at Carlisle, their conference was known in Edinburgh before he

came home, and it was reported she had sent the King of Scots into

England, and had but a poor child in his stead at Stirling, " else

the King's grace had gotten his purpose long ago, and this she said

weeping," telling him if he discharged his errand well she would

benefice him, or ask Henry to do so ; he was not otherwise paid.

She referred to him for news, and how Albany was so extreme

against her husband's friends.

P. 1. Endd.: Credence to the King's grace from the Queen of

Scots.

1 Sept. 873. Sir Rob. Wingfield to Henry' VIII.

Vit. B. xviii. 176. Wrote last from [Welce] on the [22nd] of last month. Next

B. M. day set out for Insbruck, where he arrived yester evening after con

tinuing his journey [through] perilous ways without stopping.

The Emperor is hunting on his way hither, where he is expected

this night. " And where in my said letter of the 22nd I adver

tized [your grace] of a certain repulse of Frenchmen at a passage

Swissers, the said news were true, and was a g . . . .

that the French should have found more obsti[nacy in

their] entry than they have done, for since the said part
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of the French army is entered throug[h] of the Marquises

of Mountferate and Salwce the Signor Prosper Colonne

with 200 spears and horses rode in to the Mar

quis of Salwce's caused a certain passage to have

be st . . to have resorted to the Swissers, he had . .

and in the morning would have resty[d]

his watch first one and after another [comjpany

of horsemen of the French which were of the

said Signor Prosper's arrival at the said [town] of Villefranke,

took the first forerider and [purjsued the second so nigh that his

warning was not sufficient to save all thing." Colonna and his

company resisted for some time, but at length many of them were

slain and himself taken. The Swiss who, as he had written, had

divided themselves in three parts, to defend three passages, joined

again and withdrew to Navarre in the duchy of Milan, where

» they were still on the 25th, the French being at Vercelli, not far

distant. If the Swiss remain faithful to the league, the French,

even if they have a bloody victory, will not be able to keep their

conquests. The Emperor has raised 20,000 men in the Tyrol

who will be ready to march in 14 days. He has already sent a

strong garrison to Verona. Insbroke, [1st]* Sept. 1515.

Hoi., pp 3, mutilated. Add. and endd.

2 Sept 874. Patrick Lord Lindsey and others to Dacre.

Calig. B. vi. 89. Do not know if he has yet received their letters sent by Garoth

B. M. (PCarrick) pursuivant who has not yet come to them. They are

now at Eklis this Sunday. If he has not yet given in the bills " at

zear plantus of on yis Est bordor," pray him to send them " and ve

sail cause be don therto at accords of justice." Eklis, 2 Sept.

P. 1 . Signed and addressed.

2 Sept. 875. Worcester, Mountjoy, and Yong to Henry VIII.

R- O. On 30 Aug. received the King's letters dated Windsor, the 20th.

Have followed the King's instructions, and received from the in

habitants a minute of an obligation enclosed, under which they will

undertake the custody of the city. Think they were not able to

give better surety. Tournay, 2 Sept. Signed.

P. 1. Add. : The King's grace. Endd.

2 Sept. 876. Ph. de Bregilles to Wolsey.

Galba, B. vi. 205. Sends the bearer to England about a horse. Reminds Wolsey

B. M. of his promise about the letters of Madame. Begs that they may

be sent by this bearer. Brussels, 2 Sept.

Hoi., Fr., p. 1, mutilated. Add. : Mons. le Cardinal Deorck,

Chanselier d Angleterre.

3 Sept. 877. Jul. Cardinal [de Medicis] to Henry VIII.

Vit B. ii. 165. Would not have written so strongly in behalf of Polydore, who

B. M. he is sorry to hear, has been thrown into prison, had not Cardinal

Rym. xiii. 516. Hadrian been so ready to comply with the King's wishes in the

matter of the collectorship. As Ammonius has obtained possession

begs that the King will not allow Polydore to be detained any

longer. Verona, 3 Sept. 1515. Signed.

Lat., p. 1, mutilated. Add.

* Supplied from margin and endorsement.
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4 Sept. 878. ' For John Meautys, French Secretary.

Annuity of 40 marks. Otford, 4 Sept.

Pat. 7 Ilcn.Vllt. p. 2, m. 12.

5 Sept. 879. The Duke of Albany. • •

Calig. B. vi. 126. Declaration by Albany in answer to what the French ambas-

B. 'M. sador brought him on the behalf of Margaret, signed by Dacre,

Angus and Alexander Hume : 1. The "tutelc" of the King and his

brother and the government of the kingdom have been settled by

the unanimous voice of the lords and estates, including those that are

now traitors, as the Queen understands, in whose presence Angus,

Hume and others made bodily oath. Leaves the matter to be re

arranged by the estates if they think fit ; it was not at his solicita

tion they acted. 2. As to the keeping of my lord the King and

the three lords in their hands, the estates committed it to him, and

he had meddled no further than to prevent their being carried out

of the realm. This also he refers to the estates. They might have

remained in her keeping for anything he had done ; aud he had

" gart be grautit " that she might visit them freely with her hus

band and household. 3. Had never refused her " conjoint fee,"

and will restore her goods whenever she listens to reason. Never

spoke of Stirling to " gar se bo ye lordis of conseil gif the King and

his brother wald be the werre (waur ?) to be remufit of the

place quhare yai wer norist," which was done by her advice and

theirs ; for he would not meddle with it. 4. Will abide by tho

articles he has already granted her, of which he sent copies to the

King his master, tho King of England, and Dacre. Will send tho

postulate of Arbroath to the King his master, to have such grace as

he thinks fit, provided she will promise to do nothing against " them

of this realm,'' but promote good will. 5. If she will return into

Scotland, to her " gesine," will restore everything to her in seven

days ; or if she come eight days after she is churched, Angus and

his brother coming as hostages during her " gesine,'' who shall

receive full pardon for all their crimes, all the above articles shall

bo kept. They will then communicate about Lord Hume if that

matter be not previously settled. Dombar, Friday, 5 Sept.

The above is in the hand of Albany's clerk. A few lines

addressed to Margaret are added by De Planis, assuring her that

the contents will be observed in every point.

Pp.4.

5 Sept. 880. Smnelly to Wolsey.

Galba, B. m. Philip G[ualterotti] . . . business of Scotland. Has not yet

App. xlvii. 385. t t m the receiver of Flanders, as ho will see what his friend can

B. M. get of him. Has not yet delivered to Lord Fenys the [letter].

Begs he will be as good lord to his brother for Cotyngham, that ho

may peaceably enjoy it. Brussels, 5 Sept. 1515. Signed.

P. 1, mutilated. Add. : Lord Abp. of York.

5 Sept. 881. For Sir John Nevell.

S. B. To be warden and lieutenant of Selwoode forest, Somers., rice

Sir Walter Hungreibrd. Del. Otford, 5 Sept. 7 Hen. VIII.

Pal. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 12.
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6 Sept. 882. Henry VIII.

Rym. mi. 516. Restitution of the temporalities to Nic. West Bishop of Ely.

Otford, Sept. 6.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 30.

Privy Seal notfound.

6 Sept. 883. To the Abp. of Canterbury, Chancellor.

S. B. To affix the Great Seal to the King's indenture dated 8 May

7 Heu. VIII., with the exempt monastery of Saynt Albons, con

cerning lands called More, Ashelesse, Bacheworthe, Pritwell, and

Estbury, in cos. Herts, Bucks, and Middx. Under Privy Seal,

6 Sept. 7Hen.VIH.

7 Sept. 884. Katharine of Arragon to the Sub-Prior and Con-

Addit. 1 9,398. f.46. VENT of ANGLESEY.

B. M. Commanding them not to proceed to the election of a new prior

in the room of Sir John Barton resigned till they receive licence

from her. Oking*, 7 Sept. Signed at the top.

Add.

7 Sept. 885. Dacre's Correspondence.

B. M. i. Dacre and Magnus to [Henry VIII.]

Calig. B. vi. 80. Wrote lately that Magnus had come down and repaired to a poor

place of Dacre's called Kirkoswald, on the West Marches, 26 Aug.,

with money, though Dacre had written that there was no occasion.

Knowing that 31 Aug. was the last day appointed for meeting the

Scotch commissioners, brought Magnus to Harbottle. Both are

now in Etall. Encloses an indenture from the Queen of Scots,

who has advertised him by the Chamberlain, that the Duke had

compelled her to subscribe certain letters against her will to the

Pope, the Kings of England and Scotland, to be conveyed by Mons.

de Ville Bresme, whom she desired Dacre to stop. He was taken

" a little from Belford," going into England without seeing Dacre,

contrary to the promise of the Duke. They found on him many

letters to England, France, Italy, Denmark, and other places ; one

to the Pope with the Great Seal of Scotland they detained, with

another from the Queen, containing matter necessary to be known

to Wolsey, which they send. Have written two letters to the Queen

of Scots, of which they enclose copies, and have received a letter

from her in her own hand, which they send. If their negotiation

with the Queen succeed, " as we trust verily it shall, to the great

disturbance of all Scotland," then if the Duke besiege her at

Blacater, desire to know whether she [and] her husband shall be

retained, and in what place. They propose Morpeth, where there

is sufficient accommodation. They have paid her 100 marks, in

Scotch money 400 marks. Ettall, 7 Sept. Signed. Pp. 2.

t. 81. ii. Dacre to Margaret.

Has spoken with the gentleman she sent yesterday. The King

had forewarned her of the danger into which she and her son

would fall, if she refused to follow his council. Her husband's

grandfather and uncle are prisoners to the Duke, the government of

her son taken out of her hands, herself expelled from Stirling, her

* The court was at Woking in Sept. 1 5 1 5, and again in 1 52 1. No other evidence

has been found as to the year of this document.

2. O
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Dacee's Correspondence—cont.

husband's party kept down, her rents withheld ; utter destruction

is before her if she consent to the ir denture proposed by the Duke.

Proposes that she shorld secretly withdraw from Edinburgh and

repair to Blacater tower, where he will attend her. Her person

and her children will be in security at this time of her near

" lying down." Has arranged to convey her into the March within a

mile of Edinburgh. Thinks it better that her husband should return

into his own country. As a security for the due performance of all

he promises the King has sent Magnus. This day the legate's servant

came to Berwick with letters out of Scotland. If there be any

from her Dacre will take them. Ettell, 1 Sept. Pp. 2.

t. 82. iii. Dacre to Margaret.

Fas taken from Mons. de Wille Bresme, the legate's servant, the

letters of which he had written to her in the morning, and a certifi

cate in parchment, signed by herself and others, admitting the

Duke protector of the realm and tutor to her children. Urges the

greater necessity of her coming to Biacater instead of Linligquho,

as she had proposed to Henry, being within eight weeks of her time.

Ettell, 1 Sept. P. 1.

f. 83. iv. Copy of the indenture referred to above, made at Edinburgh,

14 Aug. 1515. (1.) That no help shall be desired from England,

or any other realm, without the special licence of my lord governor;

(2,) that he shall help and defend the Queen and her spouse in all

reasonable causes, securing them their privileges and property as

long as they shall be observant to my lord governor in the points

above written. P. 1.

Ellis, l S. 1. 127. v. Margaret to Dacre.

Perceives that he is not " sikcrly " informed of her condition. She

cannot pass where she would. " Vryten vyt my hond yes

Mondaie."

Hoi., p. 1. Add. : To the Lord Dakers.

vi. Margaret's credence.

" Credence yeven to the Lord Dacre and Thomas Magnus from

the Que.ie of Scottis by her trusty servant Robyn Carr." 1 . She

is kept a strict prisoner by the Duke in Edinburgh. 2. Her friends

are in ward, and her revenues withheld. 3. In order to reach

Blaketer she will pretend she is sick, and go to Linlithqw with the

Earl her husband, and there take her chamber. On the first or

second night <he will leave without any company except her

husbrnd and four or five servants ; the Chamberlain shall meet

her two or three miles from the town. If the appointment fail, he

shall burn some town of the Duke, and so depart till another night

can be appointed. She requires for her convoy " 40 hardy and

well striking fellows ;" and is in good health and strength, though

so near her confinement. She has sent a gold ring to the King as

an earnest of her promise. Pp. 2.

Add.: Un[to] the King's highness our sfoverjeign Lord.

7 Sept. 886. Sir Rob. Wingfield to [Henry VIII.]

Vit.B. xvm. 180. Wrote last on the [1st] from Insbroke. The Emperor arrived

B. M. the same night and on the 3rd went hunting the gemsis (chamois).

An embassy came that day from the Great Rus.se of Russye, to

whom he gave audience, and to the Cardinal Gurk, who arrived the
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same night ; although he had caused the ambassadors to meet with

out the town at four in the afternoon and got ready divers pieces

of artillery and mortars to be shot off. He was also engaged in

council with them the whole day on the 5th, and on the [6th] and

to-day went to huut the hart has by this time joined the

Swiss, "and likewise the p .... for the Swissers have with

drawn themselves from Nova[ra] ,. . .of Combe (Korao ?), where

20,000 more of their nation is com[e] ... of new, with firm

purpose to fight" and hinder the return of the French, and prevent

the Venetians from attacking Cremona or Brescia, which are well

[garrisoned].—" In these three or four days past it hath been . .

failed for the great offers that hath been [made to th]eym

to which they gave ear as it seemed, but [as it sem]yth it was

but to drive off the time, so that the [rest] of their company might

have leisure and commodity to [join] with them," and the King of

Arragon be enabled to send his army so far into France that the

French King, who, it is said, is with his army in person, will have

much difficulty to return in safety. Insbroke, 7 Sept. 1515.

P.S.—It is said that there are 5,000 English in the French

army. Many had asked Wingfield whether the report were true,

to which he replied that he did not believe it.

Hoi., pp. 2, mutilated.

7 Sept. 887. [Silvester Bishop of Worcester to Wolsey.]

Vit. B. ii. 160. The Pope is highly pleased at the letters of Ammonius pro-

B. M. mising the King's aid against the Turks. The King will under

stand the Pope's satisfaction by his briefs. Refers him more fully

to Ammonius. Thanks the King that he has granted him half a

tenth from the clergy, and hopes it may now take effect. The

Archbishop has promised his assistance. Sends a brief to Wolsey.

Requests him to urge the King to advance the money out of his

treasury, which he can afterwards obtain from the clergy. The

money to be paid to Ammonius. Thinks nothing ought to be

taken off* it by way of exchange, considering it is to be employed

in so pious a work.

Whilst he was folding the letter, on the 3rd he received the

King's letters and Wolsey's, dated Richmond, 12th ult. The Pope

is highly delighted to find Wolsey anticipates his wishes, and

will return the draft of the treaty signed with his own hand.

Points out the overgrown authority of France. The Pope is so on

fire that he will insist on Wolsey's promotion in spite of all the

Cardinals. It will be completed within eight days. He has sent

out briefs to summon the Cardinals to Rome, who have now left

for their holidays, stating that he wishes to appoint as Cardinal

•' unum prselatum dignissimum et max[imum] pro bono hujus

Sanetoe Sedis et ejus Sanctitatis." Has received from the bank

1,000 ducats, and expended a portion of them in sending out the

letters. Is highly delighted at Wolsey's promotion, and hopes it

will end in Wolsey relieving him from his urgent poverty. Has

spoken to the Pope of some title for the King, as protector of the

Holy See.

P.S.—The Pope forwards a schedule of the treaty, signed and

sealed by himself on his own behalf, for the King's signature.

Delayed the departure of the letter carrier till this Friday, on

which the private consistory decreed Wolsey's promotion, which

will be published on Monday.

Q2
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888. Treaty against the Turks.

E. (). Minute of a treaty by the Emperor, the Kings of Arragon, the

Duke of Milan, Florence, the Helvetic Confederacy, consisting of

28 articles. " Conservatores ernnt sacrum reverendissimorum Car-

dinalium Collegium, Regesque Hungarice, Polonise et Portugalliae, et

Principes Electores Imperii, ac ipsimet Principes contrahentes qui

cogent eum observare conventa qui ab eis declinare velit."

Headed :\ "Copia capituloram formatorum." Endorsed: "Mi-

nuta cujusdam tractatus pro expeditione contra Thurcas. There

is no mention of these things made in the indenture, yet ye may

keep them with the other."

Pp. 7.

8 Sept. 889. Sampson to Wolsey.

B. O. Immediately after his letter from Bruges, on sight of Wolsey's

letter for Marcellus' son, dated Windsor, 22 Aug., spoke to Lord

Mountjoy at Tournay, who is glad to hear of Wolsey's promise of

a promotion for Erasmus in England. Marcellus' son must send

his proctor for the collation. A papal nominee claims the benefice,

and, unless the King make proper provision, no Englishman shall

have a quiet benefice in Tournay. This is the more necessary

as the abbot of St. Martin's intends to resign or exchange. There

are crimes against him enough to depose ten abbots. Tournay,

8 Sept. 1515.

Hoi., pp. 2. Add. : My Lord of York. Endd.

8 Sept. 890. Mountjoy to Wolsey.

Calig. E. ii. 80. It will be needful for him to have a commission to pardon the

B- M- rioters according to the King's last letters sent to the Lord Cham-

Strypes' Mem. berlaiu from Oking. Is afraid that many thieves, English and

vol. i. p. i. 10*. Welsh, if they have not their pardons, will go over to the enemy.

Deprecates the diminution of the garrison. Does not trust the

common people. Wishes to know the certainty of the Queen's

being with child, that he may order prayers and a sermon. Dr.

Sampson, Wolsey's vicar general, gave a prebend to Herasmus.

Hears that Wolsey desires it for Marc[ellus] and will make pro

vision for Herasmus. Has taken measures accordingly. Tournay,

8 Sept.

P. S. Has heard of a great overthrow [of the French] in Italy.

The Duke of Gueldres is taken prisoner.

Hoi., pp. 3. Add.: To the Right Reverend, &c. my [Lord]

Abp. of York.

9 Sept. 891. Worcester, Mountjoy and Yonge to Henry VIII.

■O. Received on the 6th his letters dated Okyng, 27 Aug., commanding

them to induce the inhabitants to undertake the safe keeping of the

town by one of three ways specified. Think the inhabitants have

already bound themselves under conditions more advantageous to

to the King than if they chose a captain and garrison of their own.

They desire to have an English garrison, and to pay Henry the

same tribute as they did to the French King. If they can be brought

to the King's wishes desire to know what is to be done with the

bastard Emery, Tebefeld (Thubianville) and John Sellier, who

* Printed, but -with some passages omitted.
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have served the King two years or more, and others who have had

offices in England or Calais. Tournay, 9 Sept. Signed.

Pp. 2. Add. : The King's grace. Endd.

10 Sept. 892. Leo X. to Cardinal Wolsey.

B.O. Notifying him of his election to the cardinalate. Rome, 10 Sept.

1515, 3 pont.

Vellum. Add.

1 0 Sept. 893. Hadrian [de Corneto] Cardinal St. Chrysogon to

B. o. Wolsey.

This day Wolsey was created a Cardinal by the unanimous

consent of the whole Council. To-day when they came to voting,

and last Friday, he took an opportunity of speaking with the

Cardinal Sta. Maria in Porticu in such a way as his loyalty to

England required him to do. Rome, 10 Sept. 1515. Signed.

Lat.,p.l. Add.: Cardli. Ebor. Endd.

10 Sept. 894. "Wolsey to [Silvester Bp. of Worcester].

Vit B. ii. 169. Thanks him for the care he has taken in his promotion. Lays

B. M. his life, body, goods and honor at his disposal, and will promote his

honor in England in like degree. Begs he will return his most

cordial thanks to the Pope, to whom he is most bound, under the

King, for calling him to be one of the Holy College of Cardinals.

The King will be ready to expose his person and goods to support

the honor and safety of the Holy See. Requests the hat may be

sent with all diligence. Considering that the parliament beginneth

in crastino Animarum, " it shall be necessary that I have the

habit and hat of a [Cardinal, and] whereas there be none here that

can make the said habit" " [send] to me two or

three hoods of such fashion and [colour as] Cardinals be wont to

wear there, and also one paper of cappys (?) [l]arger and

shallower than those were which your lordship lately sent to me

with two . . gret (?) pieces of silk used by Cardinals there for

making of kirtles and other [like] garments." The King has signed

the truce with the Pope's holiness. Thinks he ought to send the

King some honorable title. This will cost the Pope nothing, but

" shall be ascribed to his perpetual memory, and chronicled amongst

other his noble deeds." If Worcester can obtain it by the next

post ho shall deserve as much of the King as ever he did in his life.

Refers him to Ammonius, whom Wolsey will not fail to help with

all his power. Is writing to the Pope and all the Cardinals who

congratulated him on his election. Sends a memorial of the letters

which Worcester may deliver.

Draft in Wolsey's hand, pp. 3, mutilated.

Subjoined is :—

" A memorial of the King's letters and my Lord Cardinal's

letters." " [Two] letters from my Lord Cardinal to the Pope ;

one of thanks, the other responsive to such brevys as his holiness

hath written to my said Lord." " [Seven] letters to the College, [1]

to the Cardinal of St. George, 1 to the Cardinal Sanctie Mariuj in

Porticu, 1 to the Cardinal of St. Cross, 1 to the Cardinal de

Medicis, 1 to the Cardinal Sanctorum Quatuor, [1] to the Cardinal

de Saulis, [1] to the Cardinal Adrian."

In Wolsey's own hand.
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Wolsey to [Silvester Bp. of Worcester]—cont.

In another hand is a list of the King's letters, &c. 3 to the

Pope, 1 to the College of Cardinals, and 1 each to the Cardinals

St. Cruris, de Bibiena, de Medicis, " the King's protector, "

de Saulis, S.torum Quatuor Coronatorum, and the Bp. of Worcester

the King's orator.

P. 1, mutilated.

895. Wolsey to [Silvester Bp. of Worcester].

Vit. B. n. 202.* Jg sorry he cannot write to him more fully at present, as he is

B. M. very ill with rheum and catarrh. The Council are highly satisfied

with Worcester's answers to the Pope, and hope that his holiness

will ponder them well. Has received the bulls for his title. Begs

Worcester will remember his other suits and desires. Refers him

to his other letters, written to Andreas in cipher. " From my

house beside Westminster."

Draft, in Wolsei/'s own hand.

10 Sept 896. For Sir Edw. Guldeford.

Grant, for 40 years, of the custody of , the subsidy and ulnagc

of saleable cloths in co. Kent, and a moiety of the forfeitures

thereon when exposed for sale not being stamped with the ap

pointed seal, &c. ; at the annual rent of 26/. 13*. id. Otford,

10 Sept.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 16.

10 Sept. 897. For David AP Howell, yeoman of the Guard.

S. B. To be forester of Cornattyn, Mountgomery North [Wales].

Del. Otford, 10 Sept. 7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 12.

11 Sept. 898. Dacre's Correspondence.

Calig. B. vi. 92. i. " Copy of a letter to David Car, larde of Cesfurd, warden of

B. M. the Est and Myddill Marchise, answer of the Duke Albany's lettre

next afore."

Has been desired by Albany, in a letter of the 26th to send

him bills of complaint. They have been sent already to Lord

Home, then warden of all the Marches, by him to Sir John

Michelson, priest, keeper, and writer. He can give him the

account of the slaughters of Henry Milne, Robert Dalgles, Johu

Dalgles his son, and David Taite his maighe, and of Rauf Sto-

ther by the Youngs ; but if he refuses, and Car will send on

Thursday to Etall, Dacre will give him the names. He has before

sent to William Home and the Lord Johnston his lieutenant of the

death of Oliver Jakson in the West Marches, and since to Lord

Maxwell. Harbottle, 28 Aug.

Calig. B. vi. 92b. i\. " Copy of the lord Dacre's answer made to the commis

sioners' letter sent to David Car of Cesfurd, warden of the East and

Middle Marches of Scotland.'"

Has received a letter from the Scotch commissioners by David

Pringill, stating that they could not come further than Ellen Kirk

towards Caldstreme. Is surprised that he does not keep his meeting

according to the Duke's writing. Has written to him by David

Cameron certifying the names of the murderers of Henry Mylne.

As he is now in Kelso, desires him to meet him at Coldstream
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to-morrow, as, contrary to the Duke's appointment, he and the

commissioners have "shot this day." Cornell Kirk, 31 Aug.

Calig. B. Tt 93. iii. " The answer of the Lord Dacre made to the commissioners'

letter next afore."

Has received their writing and letter by Garioth, pursuivant. If

they will come to Coldstream on Monday the 10th, will send them

safeconduct to Cornell Kirk. Etall, 1 Sept.

iv. " Copy of the answer of the commissioners' letter."

Has received their writing by David Cameron. Learns that they

are coming to Eklis. Has been here since Thursday to meet them

last Fliday according to the Duke's appointment. Thomas Mag

nus has been sent by the King of England and Master Carlisle,

herald, to see redress done. Will send to them if they will

come to Coldstream to-morrow. At Etall, 1 1 Sept.

Pp.4.

12 Sept. 899. Hugh [Inge] Bishop of Meath to Wolsey.

B.O. Beseeches Wolsey's favour, without which he has small com

fort in this world. Would have showed him this before, but for

Wolsey's want of leisure. Hopes Wolsey will not see him cast

away. "Wellis," 12 Sept.

Hoi., p. 1. Add.

12 Sept. 900. Sir Rob. Wingfield to Henry VIII.

Vit.B.xvm. 181. Wrote last on the [7th] with " the news of the Swissers steby-

B. M. l[ished] and fortified, and of the conjunction of the Vice[roy's army]

with that of the Pope, and putting of new presid[ies in such towns]

of the duchy as began to waver, that is to [say] and Loode ;

and the less marvel, for the Signor [John Jacques] de Trevulce

with 3,000 men was advanced and approached nigh t[o the city of]

Milan, trusting that the community of the same fwould have] changed

sail ; but answer was made that considering] there was twain so

great armies as that of th[e Vice]roy and Swissers and that of the

French, they we[re] determined] to save the city whole for the

victors ; wherefore the [said] John Jakys was fain to withdraw

to the French arm[y, and] was also passed a river called the Tissyn

within fifteen [miles of] the said city. Howbeit when they per

ceived t[hat the] said Signor John Jakys was frustrate of his

enterprise, and] that the Pope's army was joined with that of

the V[iceroy, and] were in such place that they might not

. _ well to join with the Swiss, they put water in thei[r

way] ard repassed again the said river of Tissyn." It is not

known yet whether they intend to fight or retreat over the moun

tains. The Venetians, under Bartholomew Alviane, have passed

through the Mantuan territory across the Mincio and the Oglio

to the Creraonese. Though the Emperor spends his time in

hunting it is believed be has taken care that Alviano shall have

a difficulty in returning to his den. The Duke of Ferrara

and the Marquis of Mantua, if they desire to keep their possessions

in safety, will have to declare themselves extreme enemies to the

Venetians. The Emperor has sent Louis Marraton, a faithful friend,

to England on matters of great importance [Insbroke],

12 Sept. 1515.

Hot., pp. 3, mutilated. Add.
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12 Sept. 901.

12 Sept. 002

12 Sept.

S.B.

903.

City and County of Coventry.

Commission to the mayor, Sir Edw. Belknap, Sir Ector. Ferrers,

Win. Browne of Over, John Beaufoo, and John Northcotis to make

inquisition concerning the possession of which Edm. Woode, of

Calais, merchant, attainted, or other persons to his use, were seized

20 April 8 Hen. VII. Otford, 12 Sept.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 12rf.

For Wm. Fytton, yeoman of the Butlery.

Wardship of Thomas an idiot, s. and h. of Margaret Frysmer.

Otford, 12 Sept.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 13.

To the Abp. of Canterbury, Chancellor.

For writs of dedimus potestatcm to the Prior of Worcester to

take the fealty of Sir Robert Elyot abbot elect of St. Awsteyns,

near Bristol. Oking, 12 Sept. 7 Hen.VIII. Del. Otford, 13 Sept.

7 Hen. VIII.

13 Sept. 904.

Galba,B.ui.2G3.

B.M.

13 Sept. 905.

Galba,B. m.386.

App. JCLVII.

B.M.

13 Sept. 906.

S. B.

Sept.

S.B.

13 Sept,

S. B.

907.

908.

TUNSTAL to [WOLSEY],

Had not -written at large to the King touching the intercourse

because of the diverseness of their communications, and could not

write of any single untowardness for fear of creating unfounded

apprehensions in the King's mind. Will not touch upon those

things which they have now written at length to the King. Wants

money ; has been there more than four months and lacks a month's

pay. Ponynges leaves to morrow for England. Commends his

wisdom and diligence. Brussels, 13 Sept.

Hoi., pp. 2, mutilated.

SPINELLY to WOLSEY.

Desires Wolsey's aid that his brother Leonard may enjoy his

revenues quietly. Ponynges leaves to-morrow, who will give him

full information, and has recommended Spinelly to Chievres and

the Chancellor. Will hereafter write in cipher all matters of

importance. Brussels, 13th Sept. 1515. Signed.

P. 1, mutilated. Add. : Abp. of York. Endd.

For St. Augustine's Abbey, near Bristol, Wore, dioc.,

of the Order of St. Victor.

Assent to the election of Rob. Elyot as abbot. 13 Sept.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 12.

2. Warrant to Ric. Bp. of Winchester, keeper of the Privy Seal,

for the above. Oking, 10 Sept. 7 Hen. VIII.

For Clement Wymab, elk.

To have the pension due from the Abbot elect of St. Augustine's

near Bristol, to a clerk nominated by the King, till the Abbot

promote him to a competent benefice.

For Tn. Lewes.

Pardon, as of Wobourno Chapell, alios of Ampthyll, Beds.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 12.
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14 Sept.

Vit. I J. -win. 221.

B. M.

909.

15 Sept.

ViL R II. 167.

B.M.

910.

15 Sept

K. O.

911.

15 Sept. 912.

GiustDesp. 1.126.

16 Sept.

B.O.

913.

Sir Rob. Wingfield to Wolsey.

Congratulates Wolsey on his election into the College [of Car

dinals], notified by letters from Rome, dated the day after, viz.,

the [Hth] inst., which also mentioned that the Bp. of Worcester

had in the King's name entered the Holy League. Has received

visits in consequence from the ambassadors of the Pope and of

Arragon with of Milan, who gave their congratulations,

as did also the Hoffmaster and his Chancellor to day at church.

The Emperor was absent hunting near this town. Writes no

more, as he wrote on the 12th to the King. Ins[broke, 14 Sept.*

1515.]

Hot., p. 1., mutilated. Add.: The Lord Thomas Cardinal of

York.

Julius Cardinal de Medicis to Henry VIII.

Wolsey's promotion is a proof of the Pope's anxiety to please

the King. Is glad that he had his own part in the matter. Though

he was away at Bologna, did not fail to urge it by constant letters

to the Pope. Is sorry it was not his good fortune to be present at

the creation. Bologna, 15 Sept. 1515.

Lat., p. 1 . Add.

George Earl, of Shrewsbury to Wolsey.

Begs that Thomas Wilbram of Wichcmabanko (Nantwich), in

co. Chester, may be cnlled before the Council for a cruel murder

done upon Randolph More of the same. Hears that the murderer

is supported by the gentlemen of the county, and that More is to

be indicted for his own death. His widow sues for redress. He

did the King good service in his last voyage beyond the sea, then

being in the Earl's company. Sheffield, 1 5 Sept. Signed.

P. 1. Add. : To my Lord of York.

Seb. Giustinian to the Doge.

Has not written before on account of the increase of his illness;

the King, however, and council have been absent. Events have

taken place in favour of the French King, notified by Madame, the

King's mother, who communicates the news for the benefit of

Henry. Are dependent for news upon the French ambassador.

The Spanish ambassador fills the air with malignant rumors. The

French victories in Italy are not liked. The court is employed in

pleasure, and will not assemble till Michaelmas. London, 15 Sept.

1515.

Villebresme to my Lord .

Went on Friday to Woking with " the ambassadors for the King

my master, hoping to have brought letters to the King and to you

my lord and to the Queen Mary my mistress, ofthe party of my lord

the Duke of Albany." Expected to have greater despatch, as my

Lord of York had been appointed to receive the letters. Has been

blamed for communicating with Wolsey, but has done nothing

except " for the well of the pease." If he has done wrong, it is

owing to the letter sent to " our Mr. Peter" by the King of Scots,

delivered at the writer's departure. Though he had been for twelve

* 14 Dec., according to a modern hand in the margin, which if clearly

erroneous.
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Vn.LKuiti'.SMr. to my Loud cont.

years employed in vnrious charges, has now to do that which with

his own good will he would not do for my said Lord D'Albany.

Has been two voyages in Scotland for the comprehension of the

Scots. Begs to be excused to Queen Mary his mistress. Encloses

a letter from De la Batie and others, who " desire to be accomplished

by deeds of chivalry upon the said Infidels." Has mentioned to my

Lord of York the names of the ambassadors to whom it is proposed

to give credence, they being approved by the King. London,

16 Sept. Signed : Mace Deville Bresmes.

Pp. 3. Hither a bad translation from the French, or written by

a person who did not understand English.

16 Sept. 914. For Romsey Abbey.

Conge d'elire to the Prioress and Convent of St. Mary and

St. Ethelfled, Romsey, on resignation of Josia alias Jocosa Rows,

late abbess. 16 Sept.

Pat. 7 Hen.VIII. p. 2, m. 12.

S.B. 2. Warrant to Ric. Bp. of Winchester, keeper of the Privy Seal,

for the above. Oking, 12 Sept. 7 Hen.VTH.

915. For Th. Sampson, scholar.

S.B. Grant " towards his exhibition for the increase of virtue ami

cunning," of the pension due by the abbess elect of Romsey to a

scholar nominated by the King, till she promote him to a competent

benefice.

17 Sept. 916. Maximilian Duke of Milan to Henby VIII.

R-O. Credence for Michael Abbate, his secretary. Milan, 17 Sept.

1515. Signed.

Lat, p. 1. Add.

17 Sept. 917. Wobcesteb and Mountjoy to Henby VIII.

K-O. To-day the master of the Rolls left for England on account of

his health. Have given him a bill of such matters as they think

necessary to give effect to the king's commission. Tournay, 17 Sept.

Signed.

P.l. Add.

17 Sept. 918. Mountjoy to Wolsey.

K. O. Writes of the demand by the people of Courtray of a fugitive who

had committed a homicide and fled to Tornesis, and of the murder of

two of the King's subjects of Tournay. Had written on Sunday

last, 16 Sept., promising the delivery of three prisoners. Had

committed Ric. Hansard, under marshal, to prison for letting them

escape. Desires he may be sent for. Encloses a letter from

Hansard. Has written to the Lords of the Council touching the

garrison. Tournay, 17 Sept.

Hoi., pp. 3. Add. : My Lord Abp. of York. Endd.

. . Sept. 919. The Pbisoners escaped [feom Toubnay ?] to M. Don-

Calig. D. vi. 339. NERE Colinet Felix (?) " pasteur et [doye]n de Saint

B- M- Nicolas aux pretz lez Tournay." ....

At the request of Estienne Corun his nephew, they greet him

and [Pjierre du Change and William David, begging them to take
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comfort, as their hope is likely soon to be accomplished. On the

14th of this September, by command of the principal of France

' > (le principal de France), M. Nicolas de St. G-enois came to him,

and on the 15th the drums sounded for the rendevous of 4,000

compagnons of Mons. de Heilly, and for bringing out from the said

city divers pieces of artillery, " sans les . . ltz bendes qui sc

mettent bus ;" wherefore they request him to keep room for his

nephew's horses (?). Signed : " [Dejpar tous vostre comme saves."

■' ■ P. 1, mutilated. Add.

17 Sept. 020. For Ralph Holand, elk.

S. B. To be warden of the collegiate church of Bunbury, Cov. and

Lich dioc, vice John Calveley, deceased, in the King's presentation,

because George, son and heir of Hugh Calveley, has not sued

livery.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 13.

17 Sept. 921. For John Perten.

To be clerk of the court of S. Wales and its members, in cos.

Cardigan and Carmarthen, as the said John and Ric. Owen held

the same. Knoll, 17 Sept.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 13.

18 Sept. 922. Spinelly to Wolsey.

Galba,B. in. Congratulates him on his appointment to the cardinalate, of which

App.xr.vii. 387. he has just heard. Recommends the master of the posts. Has

B- M. received another brief in Sampson's matter from the Bp. of Wor

cester. Brussels, 18 Sept. 1515. Signed.

P. 1, mutilated. Add. in his own hand: Card. Ebor., he. Endd.

18 Sept. 923. For John Ltndesat, yeoman doorward.

S. B. Annuity of 10 marks during pleasure, out of the issues of

Denbigh, N. Wales. Del. Knoll, 18 Sept. 7 Hen. VHI.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 13.

18 Sept. 924. For Jevan ap Rys, yeoman doorward.

S. B. Annuity of 51. during pleasure, out of the issues of Denbigh.

N. Wales. Del. Knoll, 18 Sept. 7 Hen. VTH.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 12.

18 Sept 925. For Rob. Thorney, yeoman doorward. :

S. B. Annuity of 5/. during pleasure, out of the issues of Denbigh,

N. Wales. Del. Knoll, 18 Sept. 7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 13.

19 Sept. 926. Leo X. to Henry VIII.

R. O. In praise of Cardinal Hadrian, who is a great friend to his

majesty, as the Bp. of Castoria, who is now going to England, will

inform him. Rome, 19 Sept. 1515, 3 pont.

Vellum. Endd.

19 Sept. 927. Spinelly to Henry VIII.

Galba, B. in. "he writeth that the F[rench K]ing took up as many

App. xlvii. S88. footmen as he could get of the Du[ke o]f Savoye, Marquis of Mount-

B. M. farrates and Saluces his subjects, and all things considered the

Frenchmen perdition and salva[tion] after my poor mind first con
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Spinelly to Henry VIII cont.

sistcth in God, and secondly in the Swissers." Brussels, 19 Sept.

1515. Signed.

P. I, mutilated. Add.

( Thefragment apparently of some other letter.)

20 Sept. 928. Silvester Bp. of Worcester to Wolset.

B. O. Commends to Wolsey the bearer Francis Bp. of Castoria. Rome,

20 Sept. 1515. Signed.

Liit.. p. 1. Add. : Thomoe Card. Ebor.

20 Sept. 929. Seb. Giustinian to the Doge.

GiustDesp/i. 128. A courier has arrived from Rome, stating that Wolsey has been

created a Cardinal at the desire of the King, who is bent on

aggrandizing him, might and main. Do their best to keep him on

friendly terms ; he is very active and assiduous in business and

away at his palace. The disturbances in Scotland are raging

more than ever. Albany laid siege to Stirling ; the Queen fled,

leaving in his hands the Royal infants ; he overtook her, fleeing

towards the kingdom with her royal wardrobe ; seized her goods,

leaving her notbing but the garments she had on, and two atten

dants. The whole blame of this cruelty will be laid upon Francis.

London, Sept. 20, 1515.

20 Sept. 930. To Wm. Abp. of Canterbury, Chancellor.

S. B. To make as many grants as shall be necessary to Sir John

Pecche and Sir John Sharpe, of all such offices and fees as the

said Pecche and Sharpe held before 5 Feb. 6 Hen. VIII. ;—in

consequence of their services in the King's wars. Del. Otford,

20 Sept. 7 Hen. VIII.

20 Sept. 931. For Sir Wm. Compton.

Annuity of 30/. as constable of Sudeley castle, and master of the

hunt and keeper of the park there, through the hands of the Abbot

and convent of Winchecombe, pat. 13 Dec. 2 Hen. Vin. granting

him the same offices and annuity and now surrendered. Otford,

20 Sept.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 21.

20 Sept. 932. For John Lyne and Wm. Turner, merchants of London.

8. B. Licence to import 400 tuns of Gascon wine and Tolouso woad.

Del. Otford, 20 Sept.

Fr. 7 Hen. VIII. m. 7.

20 Sept. 933. For Allen King, yeoman purveyor of the wines.

V Licence to export 500 lasts or " dikers" of salthides, at a duty of

12d. per pound. Westm., 20 Sept.

Fr. 7 Hen. VIII. m. 1.

21 Sept. 934. The University of Oxford to Wolsey.

R. O. Had not written to him before, expecting his arrival at Oxford

or at Woodstock. He alone can save them from the danger that

threatens them. They leave everything to his sagacity. Have

passed a resolution that whoever preaches at Oxford or at London

henceforth shall mention Wolsey's name in the bidding prayer.

Oxford, xi. kal. Oct.

Lat., p. 1. Add.: Amplissimo in Christo patri ac do. Thonue

. . . Eboracensi Archiepiscopo ac regio consiliario perspicacissimo.
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21 Sept. 935. To William Abp. op Canterbury, Chancellor.

S. B. Warrant for writ to the Prior of St. Swythunes, to take the fealty

of Anne Westbroke, late " sexteyn " of the monastery of Romsey,

late elected Abbess. Windsor Castle, 21 Sept. 7 Hen.VILT.

21 Sept. 936. For Richard Walker, grocer of Coventry, alias of

p.S. Worfild Home, Salop.

Protection ; going in the retinue of Sir Ric. Wynkefylde, Deputy

of Calais. Oking, 17 Sept. 7 Hen.VIII. Del. Knoll, 21 Sept.

Ft. 7 Hen. VIII. m. 7.

22 Sept. 937. Mat. Cardinal Gurk to Henry VIII.

Vit. B. n. 167.* Refers him to the letters of the English ambassadors in proof of

B. M. the affection he bears to the King and his service. Insprugg,

22 Sept. 1515. Signed.

• P.l. Add. and endd.

22 Sept. 938. Ennius Bp. of Veroli to Will. Ringk (Knight ?).

B. O. Had no opportunity of writing to him after his departure from

Switzerland and their conversation at Berne, till the arrival of

Michael Abbate, the bearer, secretnry to the Duke of Milan, whom

he recommends. Zurich, 22 Sept. Signed : " Ennius episcopus

Verulan : apostolicus nuntius in Elvetia."

Lat.,p.\. Add: Magnifico, &c, Wilhelmo Ringk, sermi Regis

Anglise consiliario.

22 Sept. 939. St. Alban's.

Grant in pursuance of indenture to Barth. Westby, Ric. Broke,

Anth. Fitzherbert, Rob. Troublefeld, Geo. Skipwith, Thos. Waren

Rob. Barlee, Edw. Danyell, Thos. Blake, and John Skipwith, of

More, Asshelees, Bacheworth, Britwell and Estbury, Herts, Bucks,

and Middlesex, except the lease granted to Thos. Bp. of Durham by

pat. 1 April 4 Hen.VIII. And mortmain licence to grant the pre

mises to the abbot and convent of St. Albans, Herts. Knoll,

22 Sept.

ii. Release of crown title to the same possessions; with warranty

against the Abbot ofWestm. Knoll, 25 Sept.

Pat. 7 lien. VIII. p. 2, m. 15.

23 Sept. 940. Leo X. to certain English Bishops.

Baroniua A.E. Commanding them to take the oath of fealty, with the usual

xn. p. 103. ceremonies, when the Cardinal's hat is placed on Wolsey's head.

Rome, 23 Sept. 1515, 3 pont.

23 Sept. 941. For Jas. Horsle, Newcastle-on-Tyne, alias of Gates-

S. B. head, Durham dioc., alias of Westchevyngton, North

umberland.

Pardon. Del. Otford, 23 Sept.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 16.

23 Sept. 942. For Romsey Abbey.

Assent to the election of Ann Westbroke, sacrist, as Abbess.

23 Sept

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 1G.
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Feu Romsey Abbey—cont.

S. B. 2. Warrant to Ric. Bp. of Winchester, keeper of the Privy Seal,

for the above. Windsor, 21 Sept. 7 Hen. VIII.

23 Sept. 943. For Roger Mohe, clerk of the Larder.

To be bailiff of the lordship of Depyng, Line. ■ Otford, 23 Sept.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 16.

944. [Spinjslly to Henry VIII.]

Galba.ui.316. * * * " er and boldly us according

B. M. to his old mane[r~\ ..... and your most noble conseill

perceive the Frenchmen's hinder all • your friends and

thn .... aunce them." Has received information from the Abbot

of St. Sepulchre of Cambray that the French King had an enter

prise upon Tournay by means of the chief burgesses of the town,

which was put off by the business of Italy, but that the lower orders

of the people, in consequence of the advantage they derive from the

English, desire no change. * • * * " . . . what .

taken in the / answered him that as yet we had

no [swre] knowledge thereof. Whereupon he said, in case it were

not to your Grace's satisfaction your Highness might say, that for

the mutual intelligence and amity which is between the Emperor,

your Grace, and the King of Arragon, the Prince's grandfather, it

is thought convenient unto the same to proceed no further to the

ratification, till they be first advertised thereof, desiring the con

tinuation of the intercourse for the term granted. Wherein by his

advice they wol say the contrary, considering the success of the

Frenchmeiis affairs." It is thought the Freuch King could not

escape, except secretly [by leaving] his army behind, and that not

without d[anger]. The Emperor was minded to go thither with

all the haste he could. It is the common opinion that if the army

of the [confederates] be agreed they will get the French King

into their hands. Applied to the Chancellor yesterday for a [safe-

conduct] to send harness to the Deputy of Calais. He told Spinelly

of the said news of Casius. The Archduchess says that orders have

been given to provide victuals for the Swiss whom the cantons have

resolved to send. They will proceed by Lyons and Dauphine.

Lord Vergy writes that 15,000 have assembled. The steward [of]

Casius came last night from the Emperor with letters from Filinger

of the 19th, stating that the Swiss had lost 18,000 men, " and that

they had sold themselves very dear unto the Frenchmen, of the

whicli were slain 25,000 and mo." The said Swissers the day of

the second battle kept their ground till the French had gone back

to Marignano, and brought home with them their ordnance.

Pp. 4. Partly cipher, in Spinelly's own hand, undeciphered.

Mutilated.

24 Sept. 945. Knight to Wolsey.

R. O. Congratulates him on his late honors. The Lady Margaret has

prevailed upon the Lord Iseldyne to subscribe an acquittance for his

services done to the King for the 3 months ended Oct. 22, 1513.

Such generosity is seldom to be found among women ; though all

others have changed she has never varied. Wishes money, as the

Prince departs to Henow. Brussels, 24 Sept.

Hoi., p. I. Add.: The Lord Card, of York.
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25 Sept.. 946. Anth. Spinula. to [Wolsey],

Calig. E. i. n ? Had written to him frequently in French and in English without

*• 183- receiving any reply. Reminds the Cardinal of his services done to

B- " kings Edward and Henry VII. by whose commands he had come

into these parts. Many of the King's council are still alive who

know him. Had lent sums of money to divers Englishmen who

have refused to repay him. Has been engaged in law suits with

them seven or eight years. Is in heart and body as good an

Englishmen as any, though a Genoese, and refers him to my Lord

of Yel [. . . my Lord] of St. Johns, Dr. Denton, Sir Will.

Sydnay, and the present Master Deputy of Calais. At the beginning

of the wars King Lewis that last was, as his letters will show, sent

him to Navarre to his great jeopardy. Had been assisted by the

good lady of Bourbon for his services to Henry VH. Cannot leave

till the payment of 200 marks. Longs to be in England. Sends a

list of debts due to him by Heniy VII. Has heard from his kinsmen

John and Luke Spen[ulla] in London that Wolsey intended to

withhold his pension. . It would be a great wrong were he deprived

of his patent of 20/. Paris 25 Se[ptember]. Signed.

Pp.4.

K- O. " 2 Certain parcels of money owing to Anthony SpynolL" by

King Hen. VII. " as more plainly appeareth by his noble letters."

For two years wages owing to him at the decease of the under-

treasurer, after 20/. a year. For six orange trees with an olive

tree, delivered to him by the French King, and sent from Bloys to

Parys and so into Ynglond. For a voyage from Paiys to Lyons

in coining and going, and tarrying there for forty-two days with

four horse, at 4* a day. For the sending of two salted wild boars

and a pipe of Naneaux for all costs to Callys For six wild boars

" quycke" that were taken in a forest. For voyages to Roeen for

the matter of Hopelyn's daughter.—Sum total : 86/. 6*.

Hol.,p 1. Endd.

R. O. ii. Copy of the above, slightly altered, and with this addition :

" Item, more for four years, that is being for his patent, after 20/.

st. by the year ; sum, 80/. st. "

PA.

25 Sept. 947. For Rob. Fenne, yeoman of the Guard.

To be bailiff during the minority of Edw. Lord Powes, King's

ward, of the lordship of Kersey, Suff., vice Thos. Hubard, deceased.

Croydon, 25 Sept.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 16.

26 Sept. 948. Seb. Giustinian to the Doge.

Giust DeBp. i. 129. Wolsey arrived yesterday. Congratulated him upon his promo

tion. After thanking them he said, he had advises from Verona of

the 12th stating that Italy was in arms. He described the state of

Venice as one of great peril ; blamed them for not having made

peace with the Pope ; then stated that Albauy had made the Queen

of Scots write letters to the Pope, the Kings of France and England,

that she had surrendered freely. He spoke with great vehemence

and mental excitement, saying such a thing had never been done as

to offer violence to a Queen and her children, and this was a bad

return to Henry, who might in eight days invade France. Tried

to calm him ; said that Francis was unconscious of what was done,

and that the fact of Albany himself compelling the Queen to write",

showed as much. London, 26 Sept. 1515,
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2G Sept. 949. For Sir John Carre and Sir Wm. Fitzwilliam.

S. B. To be bailiff and park-keeper in survivorship of Hatfeld and

Thorne, of the duchy of York, as held Jby Edward, son and heir

ot John Savage, sen. or the said Carre. Del. Croydon, 26 Sept.

7 Hen. VIII.

26 Sept. 950. For Th. Walwyn, of Kempley, Glouc., Hen. Nicollys,

S. b. of Rosse, Heref., and Th. Baker, of Wilton, Heref.

Farm of the castle or manor of Wilton, Heref., and Kempley,

Glouc, during the minority of Th. son of Edm. son of Sir John

Grey of Wilton, now in the King's hands by death of Eliz. late

wife of the said John, to hold to the use of the said Th. Grey,

at the annual rent of 527. Del. Croydon, 26 Sept. 7 Hen. VIII.

Signed : Thomas Lovell.

20 Sept 951. For Eliz., wife of John Burton.

Annuity of 20 marks. Croydon, 26 Sept.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 16.

952. Spinelly to Wolsey.

Galba,B.m. .... The Pope's Holiness hath granted certain dismes upon the

App. xlvii. 389. spirituality [to the King of France] who is in great jeopardy.

B. M. Brussels, . . . Sept. 1515. Signed.

P. 1, mutilated. Add.: Card, of England.

27 Sept. 953. Sir Ric. Wingfield to Wolsey.

R. O. Has received by his servant Busshop Wolsey's letters of the 20th

and also the King's. On Wednesday last called the constable and

vintners of this town and showed them the King's instructions.

As to the statute of array, will avoid the inconveniences stated in

Wolsey's letter. Encloses a letter from a spy. Calais, 27 Sept.

P.S. Has just received a letter from Boulogne, informing him of

the French victory over tho Swiss [Marignano]. Signed and

sealed.

PA. Add.: Abp. of York.

27 Sept. 954. For Ric. Pynson, the King's printer.

S.B~ Annuity of 41. Del. Croydon, 27 Sept. 7 Hen. VHI.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 15.

27 Sept. 955. For Wm. Crane.

S. B. v Licence to export broadcloths and kerseys not belonging to the

staple of Calais. Del. Croydon, 27 Sept. 7 Hen. VIII.

Ft. 7 Hen. VIII. m. 8.

27 Sept. 956. For Sir Wm. Sydney.

Annuity of 50 marks. Croydon, 27 Sept.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, to. 21.

28 Sept. 957- For John Veysye, clerk.

S. B. To be dean of St. Mary's and St. George's, Windsor, void by

resignation of Nich. West, elect of Ely. Del. Croydon, 28 Sept.

7 Hen. VHI.

Pfit. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m.\5.
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29 Sept. 958. Spinelly to Wolsey.

R. O. Wrote last on the 27th. Has written to the King of the news.

The French are in a dangerous case ; " if the liege arme hold to

gether, doing their duty, they have no remedy." It is thought the

French King will negotiate with the Pope for peace. Brussels,

29 Sept. 1515. Signed.

P. 1. Add. : My Lord Cardinal of England.

29 Sept. 959. Our Lady of Pray, St. Alban's.

R- O. Account of Dame Margaret Vernon, Prioress of the House of

Our Lady of Pray beside St. Alban's, of the receipts, payments,

and expences concerning the snid house, from Mich. 5 to Mich.

7 Hen.VIII.—Receipts from John Belamye, Hedge, Richard

Dykes, John Merston, John noore, [Rojbert Wyott,

[Hjenry Wedderheade, John Swane, Richard Broun, Robert Robson,

Thomas Willowes, and Th. London, tenants.—Payments for lamp

oil, wax, torches ; a cotton candle, and a watching candle for the

church ; for the gowns of the farmers of the manors of Weyng and

Pray ; for oil and cream for the church ; for the felling, making

and carriage of hard-wood and baven for [s]aid

Lady Prioress and her sisters, their priest and their kitchen ; for

the felling and carriage of timber, boards, pales and laths for repairs

in the town of St. Alban's and elsewhere ; for the felling and

carriage of bushes and thorns for fuel and hedging ; for the carriage

of bread and beer from Titenhanger ; * * •; for carving(?)

a ditch in the highway ; for tile for the repairs of Weyng farm,

&c. ; for a hedge about a tenement in Fysshpolestrete ; for setting a

bench in the same ; for tiling and daubing a tenement in St. Peter

Street tenanted by Thomas Lamberd, &c.

Vemj badly mutilated, pp. 7.

30 Sept. 960. Henry VIII. to Leo X.

Vat. Trans. Nothing has given the King so much pleasnre in all his life as

xxyii. 38. the breve announcing the election of Wolsey into the College of

Cardinals, and the additional honor conferred by the Pope's oration

on that occasion. He has outdone all the King's expectations, who

esteems the distinction thus bestowed upon a subject, for whom

lie has the greatest affection, both for his eminent gifts and most

excellent services, as done to himself. Considers that Wolsey's

advancement is not less honorable to the College of Cardinals, and a

fitting return for the zeal always shown by Wolsey in behalf of tho

Holy See. Wyndsor, 30 Sept. 1515.

Add.

30 Sept. 961. W. Pawne to Wolsey and the Council.

B- O. Has received his credence by his son, Fras. Pawne, and his com

mission in Latin. Encloses a schedule of articles. Though he has

been ordered to enclose the citadel, Wm. Hart has been commanded

by tho Lord Lieutenant to begin the bulwark without the sluice

on tho south side, Sir Ric. Jerningham on the north, Sir Ric.

Whetehill and Master Sampson " with a false bray without Porte

Broyle," which has much hindered the writer's work. lie and his

masons are not sufficiently attended to. The Council have written

to Wolsey that Wm. Bartilmewe and Hugh Lay should be his

controllers, to which he set his hand much against his will. He

has written to the Lord Chamberlain of the interference with his

2- R
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W. Pawne to Wolsey and the Council—cont.

workmen. Never paid any money except in the presence of Harte

and John le Sellier. Begs a letter to be sent to Sir Hugh Conway,

treasurer of Calais, to desist from molesting him. Tournay,

30 Sept.

Pp. 2. Add. : My Lord Cardinal of York, and to all the most

honorable Lords of the King's Council.

30 Sept. 962. For Eic. Justice.

S. B. To be bailiff, during pleasure, of Caversham, Oxon. Del.

Croydon, 30 Sept. 7 Hen. Vm.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 16.

30 Sept. 963. For Philip Wyllesford, of London, tailor.

P. S. Protection ; going in the retinue of Sir Ric. Wyngfield, Deputy

of Calais. Westm., 22 Sept. 7 Hen. VIII. Del. Croydon, 30 Sept.

7 Hen. VIH.

Fr.1Hen.VIII. m. 8.

964. Henry VIII. to the Commissioners at Tournay.

Calig. E. ii. (20). Learns by their letters that the inhabitants of Tournay have

B. M. changed their opinions touching the edifying of their citadel, and will

now take the custody of their city with a captain and a garrison as

under the Duke of Burgundy in times past. They have also pro

posed certain articles to be comprehended in the treaty betwixt the

King and the Prince of Castile. They shall persuade the citizens

to accept the whole charge of the city into their own hands,

[without] any garrison ;' failing that, they shall elect such a number

to lie in garrison as they think good ; " And we shall be agree

able] to give unto them yearly toward their charges all such pen

sions as they be bound to [remit] and pay unto us;"—or thirdly,

" to bring them to as small a number as ye shall . . . ." They are

to draw up a minute of the form accepted by the town. Letters touch

ing the arrangement. The Master of the Rolls is to stay there. Is

content to grant a pardon to all those engaged in the late rebellion

against "you" the Lord Montjoy on first going there.

Draft, in RuthaFs hand, pp. 2.

965. Henry VIII. to James V,

E. O. Complaining that he has frequently demanded redress without

receiving satisfaction. Perceives by Ross Herald, that the King

will persist in this conduct. Whatever steps England takes to

enforce redress, James must attribute to his governors and council.

Draft, corrected by Ruthal, pp. 2.

On the dorse of a blank leaf are these memoranda, in RuthaFs

hand :—

" Instructions for the Emperor with letters creden.

" Letters to Tournay.

" A clause in Mr. Knight's letter, touching the declaration of his

charge to the Lord Barges ; and to know their minds concerning

the conveyance of ordnance of Tournay throughout Flanders.

" Item, expedition of the ambassador of Arragon.

" Item, letters of credence for the King's ambassadors in Spain."
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966. [Silvester Bp. of Worcester to Wolsey.]

Vit. B. ii. 148. [De Giglis] seeing that the Pope had praised Wolsey's conduct

B. M. as a Cardinal, pressed him on the matter of the legateship which he

would by no means promise for the present from dread of France

demanding the same, and the Emperor for Gurk ; but if Henry

will undertake an expedition against the Turks the Pope will

oblige him. The Abp. of Canterbury has written to the Pope to

say that he can promise no hopes of half a tenth for a subsidy

against the Turks. Comparing this with Wolsey's letter, which

holds out a contrary assurance, the Pope sees a great discrepancy,

but has more trust in Wolsey. Would rather lose three of his

fingers than that this [miscarry]. Will press the briefs, but the

Pope grumbles. He has promised the Cardinal the title of St.

Cecilia.

Lot., in the hand of Ammonius, p. 1, mutilated.

967. [Silvester Bp. of Worcester to Ammonius,]

VitB n. 176. [You shall say] that (1), the Pope is very glad at the King's

B. M. letters, and those which the Cardinal wrote with his own hand :

(2), that he used all efforts to bestow the title of Protector on the

King ; but strictly the term Protector belongs to the Emperor,

therefore the Pope thinks of giving him the title of Defender, were

it not that that title had been given by Julius II. to the Swiss.

Some propose that he shall be called King Apostolic, since in

Secretis Missce after the words Te igitur the phrase occurs

Apostolicce Fidei Cttltor ; some propose Orthodox ; none are satis

factory to the Pope. The legateship cannot be granted at present.

The right of visiting exempt monasteries has not yet been deter

mined. (3), You shall tell the Bp. of Dublin

The Pope is surprised that after the grant of half a disme against

the Turks there should now be any doubt of the matter and that

more briefs should be required. The Cardinal Sta. Maria in Porticu

desires his recommendations to Wolsey. Encloses a letter from

Colman, Wolsey's schoolfellow, which Ammonius is to deliver.

Can think of no other title than that of St Cecilia, which is lucky,

as many popes have proceeded from it. The Cardinal Hadrian

accuses Wolsey of wishing Polydore to confess what he never did,

and throwing him into the Tower on his refusal. Wants money,

and is carried about in a litter.

Lot., copy by Ammonius, pp. 2, mutilated.

968. Andreas Ammonius to Wolsey.

Vit, B. ii. 162. Fortunately he had told his people as he was expecting letters

B. M. from Germany that they should deliver them at once. His servant

yesterday carried the letters he had received to the court,—then

finding he had left, to Wolsey's praetorium, and thence to the

writer's house. Thus he got all the letters, of which he now sends

the substance to Wolsey. By letters from the Bp. of Worcester

• of the 18 Aug. and 7 Sept. he learns that the Pope is very

wretched at the approach of the Turks,—that Italy is insulted by

the French, and his only happiness is in the King of England,—ho

is grateful for Wolsey's aid in obtaining half a disme against the

Turks,—has sent in aid to Hungary, four great galleys against the

Moors, and troops to help the Swiss. After the capture of Prosper

Colonna the Swiss retired to Vercelli,—then to Novarra. On the

24 Aug. the Pope held a council and determined to protect the Duke

R 2
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Akdreas Ammonius to Wolsei—cont.

of Milan to the utmost. By their union with the Papal troops and

those of the Viceroy the French will have the worst. The Bp. of

Worcester began his letter of 7 Sept. in these words : " S.D.N.

mihi mandavit ut significarern Rmo D. Ebor. quemadmodum Car.

Hadrianus cum omnibus suis amicis omnique suo conatu adversatus

est ejusdem RmB D. Ebor. Cardinalatui," &c. Hadrian swears the

King does not wish it. The French do all they can to bribe the

Swiss, and are likely to succeed, as that people is most avaricious

and faithless. Worcester says that Wolsey's legatine authority

will be a matter of great difficulty. There are more hopes of his

commission to visit tho exempt monasteries. He has sent a brief

into Flanders for Dr. Sampson. . Signed.

Lat., pp. 3. Add. : D. Card. Ebor. Endorsed.

969. Sir Ric. Wingfield to [Henry VIII.]

Galba,B.m.398. Tho Archduchess will advertise the King of the resolutions she

App. xlyii. may have from the Emperor and the King of Arragon—though

B. M. she was opposed by her council. She thinks the French King

will not fail to help Scotland, as he hath heretofore assisted

Gueldres.

Hoi., p. 1, mutilated.

970. Poltdore [Vergil] to Wolsey.

K- O. Eying in the shadow of death, has heard of Wolsey's elevation

to the Cardinal's throne. When it is allowed him he will gaze

and bow in adoration before him, and then " my spirit will rejoice

in thee my God and Saviour." Prays as he has been forgiven lately

by Wolsey for a fault, that the punishment may be also remitted,

that Wolsey's " gifts may be perfect even as he himself is perfect."

Signed : Humilis creatura Polydorus.

Add. : Reverendissimo domino deo meo domino Cardinali Ebora-

censi dignissimo.

Lat., p. 1.

971- Cardinal Colonna to Wolsey.

B* O. Wolsey must think he has delayed too long his congratulations

on his elevation to the Cardinalate. Desires to show his friendship

more by deeds than words. Is to employ Colonna with the Pope

and Cardinals, if need be, and he will not be wanting. Signed.

Lat., p. 1. Add. : Chr° Patri et Dno . . . . I™ Dno

Car1' . . . tiss.

972. Johannes Pennatus, [Master] of the English Hospital,

vu. b. ii. 166. to Wolsey.

B. M. A letter of compliments on his appointment to the cardinalate,

which has been received with delight by all English hearts. Hopes

he will visit Rome. He does more honor to the cardinalate than

the cardinalate to him. Workmen in their stalls, boys and women

in the streets, speak his praises. As president of the hospital

there, cannot withhold this which is due to his country.

Rome, 1515.

Addressed at f. 148*. D. Tho. Vlseio Ebor. Archicp. Card.

AnglkE.
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B. o. 973. Receiver of Berwick's Accounts.

Account of William Lee, receiver of Berwick on Tweed, from

Mich. 24 Hen. VII. to Mich. 1 Hen. VIII.—i. Rents of Sheref-

hoton, Barnard Castle, Middleham and Richmond, Cotyngham,

the lordships of Sandal Haitefeld, Connesburgh and Wakefeld

(duchy of York), Doncaster, Chesterfield, Hoton Paynell, Berwick,

Hull and Newcastle. Total, 2,868/. 18*. 7fd.—ii. Wages of Lord

Darcy, Lieutenant, 100 marks, a constable, chaplain, cook, 2 door-

wards, and 32 soldiers, 10 marks each (Lord Darcy's wages com

mence 31 July, before which date the office was held by Wm. Lord

Conyers by grant of Henry VII.) ; to John Clapham and Wm.

Langton, marshals of Berwick, 33/. 6s. 8d., and 24 men in their

retinue, 10 marks each; to Christ. Clapham and Th. Straungwisshe,

master doorwards, 20/., 8 men at 10 marks each and 8 others at

8 marks ; to Wm. Langton, John Plaice and Rob. Musgrave,

masters of the ordnance ; 20 gunners, 12 at 6d. a day and 8 at

10 marks a year ; 4 constables at 10/. each, and 4 at 8/. ; 4 clerks

keeping watch ; 47 mounted archers, 5 at 10 marks and the rest at

106*. 8d. ; 100 men at arms, at 6/. To John Shotton, mayor of

Berwick, 10/. a year ; Wm. Langton, collector of customs, 10/. ;

Th. AtclifFe and Wm. Evers, controllers, 100*. Payments for

carriage of money and for conduct money, for coals, paper, &c.

(items not given). To Humph. Coke, chief carpenter, 12<f. a

day for himself, and 6/. 20*. of reward for a yeoman under him.

For repairs of the walla of Berwick, 26/. 13*. 4<Z. Total of

payments, 2,801/. 20d.

Pp.lO.

ii. Similar account from Mich. 1 Hen.Vin. to Mich. 2 Hen. VIII.

—Receipts, 2,741/. 3fd. Payments, 2,082/. 15*. The names of

Th. Browne as mayor and Ric. Michell as master mason of

Berwick (in accordance with patent 10 Aug. 2 Hen. VIII.), occur

in this year.

Pp.9.

iii. Similar account from Mich. 2 Hen. VIII. to Mich. 3 Hen. VIII.,

Will. Lee being succeeded by Wm. Pawne as receiver, on the 31 July.

—Receipts, 3,224/. 6*. lOfd. Payments allowed, 2,093/. 4*. 4rf.

( The mayor's name in this account is left blank.)

Pp. 11.

iv. Similar account from Mich. 3 Hen. VIII. to Mich. 4 Hen. VIII.

—Receipts, 3,621/. 22frf. Payments allowed, 2,094/. 4*. 4d. The

names of Th. Burgh as marshal, Ralph Browne as mayor, and Sir

Ric. Cholmeley as surveyor of the above lordships (in accordance

with patent 13 Nov. 16 Hen. Vn.) occur in this year.

Pp. U.

v. Similar account from Mich. 5 Hen. VIII. to Mich. 6 Hen. Vin.

— Receipts, 3,385/. 11*. 3$d. Payments allowed, 2,094/. 4*. 4rf.

The names of Ralph Browne as mayor, John Replingham as col

lector of customs and Wm. Hundgate controller, occur this year.

Pp. 14.

vi. Similar account from Mich. 6 Hen.VIII. to Mich. 7 Hen.VIII.

—Receipts, 3,737/. 2*. 0|rf. Payments allowed, 2,094/. 4*. Ad.
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Receiver of Berwick's Accounts—cont.

The names of Ralph Browne as mayor, Ralph Browne as collector

of custom, and Geo. Lawson as master builder (by virtue of

patent 12 May 7 Hen. VIII.), occur in this year. — Additional

receipts from Roger Lille, bailiff of Wilberfosse, and the Countess

of Salisbury.

Pp. 15.

974. Treaty with Charles of Castile.

R. O. Treaty of alliance between Henry VLLL and the Prince of Castile,

with a proviso that this treaty shall not affect that formed with

King Francis on the 31 March 1514.

In a Belgian hand, pp. 5. Endd. : The copy of the amity

between the King's grace and the Prince of Castile.

1 Oct. 975. Treaty with Charles of Spain.

R. O. Notarial attestation by Henry Coene, elk., of the diocese of Cam-

bray, and John Ets of the same, of the treaty made between Charles

Prince of Spain and Hen. VIH. 1 Oct. 1515.

Vellum.

1 Oct. 976. For Cuthbert Tunstal and Wat. Knyght.

R- T. 142. To be ambassadors to the court of Charles of Castile, with full

B. 0. powers to conclude a treaty. Westm., 1 Oct. 7 Hen. VIII.

Fr.1 Hen.VIII.m.9.

1 Oct. 977- Wm. Knight, Th. More, John Wilsher, Ric. Sampson,

R. o. Th. Hannibal and John Hewsten to Wolsey.

Since their last by M. Forest they have treated with the Easter-

lings as often as they could, but without any conclusion. Will

know by the end of the week what they can say for defence of the

abuse of their privileges. Bruges, 1 Oct.

P. 1. Add. : My Lord Cardinal's grace.

1 Oct. 978. Henry VIII.

S. B. Pardon for those inhabitants of the city of Tournay who had

Rym. xiii. 517. been engaged in the treason of Nicholas de St. Genois, John de

Malines, and John d'Estables, with the exception of the said

St. Genois, &c. Westminster, 1 Oct.

Fr. 7 Hen. VIII. m. 20.

B. O. Same as above. 1515.

1 Oct. 979. Henry VIII.

Rym. xm. .019. Appointment of Richard Jernyngham as president of the com

mission to hear and decide all causes within the bailiwick and city

of Tournay. Westm., 1 Oct.

Fr. 7 Hen. VIII. m.2\.
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1 Oct. 980. Tousxat.

S. B. For Charles, Earl of Worcester, the King's chamberlain, William

Kym. xiii. 518. Blount, Lord Mountjoye, Queen's chamberlain, Lieutenant of

Tournay, Richard Sampson, LL.D., Sir Richard Jernyngham, Sir

Edward Bensted, and Sir Richard Whetehill, to be commissioners

to treat with the citizens for safe keeping of Tournay. Westm.,

1 Oct 7 Hen. VHI.

Fr.1Hen.VIILm.22.

2 Oct. 981. Spinelly to [Wolsey.]

Galba, B. iv. 3. Wrote last on the 24th .... Since then the league has been

B. M. concluded and the Prince taken his oath, as the King's ambas

sadors'] letters to his highness will show. Tunstal, who left this

morning [for] Calais, will give full particulars. The Prince will

send a Knight of the Toyson (De Reux, it is supposed,) to receive

the [King's] oath in exchange. Has heard nothing more of the

coming of the Almains out of France, but they are expected to go to

Guelderland. Has obtained, through Sir Rob. Wingfield, two letters

from the Emperor to the Prince and Casius to despatch posts at

any time into Almaine. " The Lady Margeret showed me that the

Emperor is determined ag]ainst France, and will hear nothing

Enor in] manner* treaty, and though the Prince's council have been

by your m~\ajeste sufficiently answered therein, yet they w[ill n]ot

» desist from their continual pursuits [of] the matter, which is a

likelihood of some hope. \_Mi~\sser Andreas de Burgo is every day

in communication with Lord Chievres and the Chancellor. The

said Lady Margaret saith she doubt not ofhim and the ambassador

of Arragon that he is an ille Franche; howbeit, if the French

King would restore him his lond that he had within the duchy of

Milen, paraventure he might change purpose. Wherefore andfor

his old conditions his tarrying hear pleaseth not. Nevertheless,

Monseur De la Roche, Misser Lois de Merlian and the Master of

the Posts been of fast opinion that the Emperor shall continue in

his good mind as long as lie is not driven to an extreme necessity,

wherein he may fall easily by reason of the great charge he hath

at Verona and Bressa ; and therefore those unto whom the matter

toucheth must consider it in time and purvey it as shall be thought

necessary. And unto theforesaid parsonnes semyth that if [the

Emperor con\sent to any peace or trews that the French King

having the rule here at his own comandament that he [shall] here

after destrui all the remanent, and at the further to the decease of

the Emperor or the King ofArragon, and that to remedy it there is

none other way at this present season, in the which the French

King is "power\ both of men and money and must keep a great part

of his s\oldiers~\ into Ltaly.

" The estates of all the Prince's countries been coma\nded~\ to be

here the 12th day of the next month for to {be'] declared unto them

the offers of the King of Arragon, and kno\_w~] thereupon their

advice ; and considering the subtleties and crafts of the governors

it is to be supposed they wol answered as they shall be desired and

parsua[ded]. Also I signified unto your grace that without the

Emperor and the King of Arragon's knowledge the Prince's council

* Tuke'B decipher begins here ; but is much mutilated,

t So Tuke ; Spinelly writes pore.
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Spineixy to [Wolsey]—cont.

hath obtainedfor a sum of moneyfrom the Pope that this Prince

is made coadjutor of said King of Arragonfor the trye [three]

ordres of Spain, whereof he is now master and chief; the which

matter is commonly reputed of an ill consequence and generally

thought that it shall [mu]ch encourage the said King of Arragon

against Chievres and all his adherents. Where Alamire promised

unto Mr. Dr. Tunstal and to me to go with Hans Nagel unto

Richard De la Pole, since he hath said unto us that his fellow for

the great danger of the robbers would not go but send a messenger

with such letters directed unto the said Richard as were delivered

to Hans Nagel ; and so they did, for we know the messenger that

went which is come again. And Alamire is at Maklines and

shall bring me the news that the other hatb brought."*

Hans Nagel lately showed him a letter from Sir Edw. Guldfort,

stating that the King desired him to come to England with other

minstrels, his fellows ; " and how having a general pardon from his

highness and some money to leave unto the companyons wyffes

he was content to go, as he desired me to write unto the said Sir

Edw. by a letter here enclosed signed of his own hand. Where

upon your grace shall order as shall be thought better ; albeit,

Mr. Dr. Tunstal and I both were of opinion that " * * *

Imperfect and mutilated, part cipher, pp. 4.

Galba, B. m. 257. 2. Decipher of the above, in Tuke's hand.

B. M. Mutilated. •

2 Oct. 982. Sie Rob. Wingfield to [Wolsey].

Vit.B. xvin. 183. Wrote from Insbroke on the . . of last month, " and with the

B. M. same a letter [from] me, and one from the Car

dinal of Gource, [with] twain other from the said

Cardinal [one to your grace and one] to my Lord of Winchester,

all which letters [I have sent] directed to you, which I trust

hath been delivered [you] by my friend Bryan Twke. And [since

that] day I have written twice to the King, that is . . . day and

the last day of the month past." Wolsey knows the opinion

he has always entertained as to the King's title to France, and

the Emperor's friendship. Thinks the Emperor will be very glad

to assist him now. If the opportunity be lost it will be attri

buted both to negligence and corruption in the Council. The King

will have God's blessing and the Pope's, and other goodly aid from

Italy, if the matter be well handled.

The Cardinal of Sion says the Swiss desire nothing better than

to serve the King with 20,000 men for 40,000 florins a month.

Doubts not the Emperor will add as many horse and artillery as

shall be necessary for a reasonable sum, " for all the world knoweth

that he is not best purveyed of money." The King of Arragon too

should be better disposed to help England than any other. " If

the King * * * * to put his own person chargeable expences

and prov[ide] both spare his person and his m[oney

until the] triumphant time of his coronation in France he must

send an army of his own a 15,000 footmen should

suffice furnished [with arms and] artillery according ; and after

* The decipher in Galba, B. in. f. 257, ends here. In the remainder of the

letter where a word occurs in cipher the decipher is interlined.
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mine advice h[e that should] be captain of the said army to be

rather ch[osen for his] wisdom, temperance, and experience than

[for] dignity, authority, or riches." Those who have least to lose

will be most eager to win ; " and though Sir Robert which

was but a bachelor knight be dead long sith I trust [the King] is

not unprovided of many such." Has expressed his mind freely

as one of the King's Council. Inspruck, 2 Oct. 1515.

Hoi., pp. 4, mutilated.

2 Oct. 983. Leonard Spinelly to Wolsey.

Vit. B. ii. 168. Congratulates him on his promotion. Never, since his reception

B. M. into Wolsey's house, has he more rejoiced at anything. Chur,

2 Oct. 1515.

Hoi., Lot., p. 1. Add. : Tho. Card. Ebor.

2 Oct. 984. Magistrates of Mechlin to Wolsey.

B, o. Complaining of one of their citizens, John Ihersens, being robbed

of his ship on its voyage from Rouen to England. 2 Oct. 1515.

Lat.,p.\. Add.: Archiep. Ebor.

2 Oct. 985. Erasmus to Ammonius.

Er. Ep. ii. 29. Did extremely well till he smelt tho stoves. Jerome is in pro

gress; they have now begun on the New Testament. Our friends the

Swiss are in a boiling rage against the French, because they did not

civilly allow themselves to be thrashed as they were by the English,

but dispersed them with their artillery. They have returned fewer

in number than they started ; ragged, wounded, and with tattered

ensigns. Has brought out a new and enlarged edition of his letters

to Leo. Intends staying where he is until Christmas, or go to

Brabant or straight on to Rome. The Abp. of York has given him

a prebend at Tournay, hupoy atapov. His commissary has been

excommunicated ; that's the reverence they show York I Wishes

for Ammonius' Epigrammata. Basle, postridie kal. Oct. 1513.

" 2 Oct. 986. For Cuthbert Tunstall, Wm. Knyght, Ric. Sampson,

s. b. LL.D., Sir Th. Spynell, Th. More, and John

Clyfford, governor of the English Merchants.

Appointment as ambassadors to treat with Charles Prince of

Castile. Del. Westm., 2 Oct. 7 Hen.VHI.

Fr.l Hen.VIII. m.9.

3 Oct. 987. Bernard de Mesa, Bp. of Drinawar.

B. O. Oath in the name of the Catholic King and Joan Queen of

Castile to observe the peace concluded with England on the 19th

1515. Dated 3 Oct. 1515.

Modern copy, p. 1 .

3 Oct. 988. Mountjoy to [Henry VIII.]

Calig. E. ii. (82.) Sent to St. Quentin and elsewere to inquire of the assembling

B. M. of the French, and whether it was intended against Tournay. The

reports are contradictory. Has since heard that the French King

has commanded De Peanes that a muster be made ready at the

coming of Castyllyon, whose aid had been demanded by the King

of Castile. They are now countermanded. At Ouise De Peane's
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Mountjoy to [Henry VTII.]—cont.

son had the charge to assemble ; at St. Quentin, Longevall and

Montsoret. The rumor has made the town bestir itself in providing

victuals. Tournay, 3 Oct. Signed.

Pp. 2, mutilated.

3 Oct. 989. For Wm. Uvedalk.

s- B. Reversion of the office of " Landarius" of Claryngdon park,

Wilts, for services to Mary, Queen of the French, on vacation by

Hen. Uvedale, who held with John Shorter by pat. 18 June

5 Hen. VH. ; also to be bailiff of Estbaylyf and Westbaylliff of

the Isle of Purbek, Dors., now held by Henry Uvedale during

pleasure. Del. Croydon, 3 Oct. 7 Hen. VTII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 16.

4 Oct. 990. For St. Augustine's, near Bristol.

s- B- Restitution of temporalities on election of Rob. Elyot. Croydon,

4 Oct.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 15.

ii. Warrant to Ric. Bp. of Winchester, keeper of the Privy Seal,

for the above. Windsor Castle, 1 Oct. 7 Hen. VIII.

4 Oct. 991. For Th. Roche, merchant tailor of London.

^ 8. Protection ; going in the retinue of Sir Ric. Wingefelde, Deputy

of Calais. Windsor Castle, 30 Sept. 7 Hen. VTH. Del. Croydon,

4 Oct.

Fr. 7 Hen. VIII. m. 8.

5 Oct. 992. For John Spencer.

f>. B. Custody of the possessions of John Newenham, deceased, panted

by patent 4 Nov. 16 Hen. VII. to John Dey with the wardship of

Thomas, deceased, s. and h. of the said John Newenham. Del.

Croydon, 5 Oct. 7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 12.

6 Oct. 993. [Wolsey] to Hadrian Cardinal St. Chrtsoqon, Bp.

R. O. of Bath.

Has received his letter in favor of Polydore. Cannot fail to

comply with so earnest a request to forgive Polydore his offences.

It is otherwise with the King who is displeased at what Polydore

has done to his dishonor, and his attempt to sow dissension between

the King and the Pope. Will do his best to appease the King.

Westminster, 6 Oct.

Pp. 2. In Pace's hand. Addressed, but not signed.

7 Oct. 994. Silvester Bp. of Worcester to [Wolsey].

VitB. n. 171. Could not send over his cardinal's hat (pileus) before. Has en-

B. M. trusted it now to his friend Bonifacio. Although it has been only

usual to send the pileus without a ring, the Pope sends a more

than usually valuable ring to Wolsey and a plenary indulgence to

those who are present at the ceremony. Begs he will send in

structions to Bonifacio who will also bring with him the bull of

the cardinalate. Has written fully to Ammonius. Will send the

heads of the treaty between the Pope and the French King.

Viterbo, 7 Oct. 1515. Signed.

Lat., p. 1, mutilated.
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7 Oct. 905. Spinellt to Wolsey.

B. O. Wrote his last on the 2d. Has written at this time to the King

respecting the Emperor. Brussels, 7 Oct. 1515. Signed.

P. 1. Add. : My Lord Cardinal of England. Endd.

7 Oct. 996. For Gerald Earl of Kildaee.

To act as the King's lieutenant in Ireland in a parliament which

he shall assemble within a year, to agree upon the following

articles :—

1. That the subsidy of 13*. id. a year on every plough land

granted for eight years by a parliament holden at Davelyn (Dublin)

24 Hen. VII., ba continued for ten years and extend to the lands

of the clergy.

2. That all licences to persons to absent themselves from their

possessions be repealed, so that the King shall take two parts of

the profits of such absentees according to a previous statute.

3. That any person bringing a privy seal to compel an Irish

subject to repair to England, to have a cause decided, shall find

sureties to pay the defendant's costs if he shall clear himself before

the Council in England.

4. That no merchant buy tithes or grain in the fields, but merely

in the market sufficient for his household, and that all leases of

tithes be annulled ; great dearth having been occasioned by the

corn being kept back till the last season of the year.

5. That every merchant repairing from England to Ireland take

with him for every 201. worth of wares the value of 13*. Ad. in

long bows and 6s. 8<f. in arrows, for want of which the King's

subjects apply themselves to Irish archery.

6. That merchants exporting fish leave the third part of their

fish for the home market.

7. That no person lade or discharge goods at any creek, except

in the main ports, without special leave of the customers.

8. That in consideration of the services of Gerald Fitz Gerald,

now Deputy of Ireland, against the King's enemies and rebels, he

have the title of Earl of Kildare in tail male, with the possessions

which Maurice Fitz Thomas, alias Fitz Gerald, Earl of Kildare, or

his ancestors, had in Ireland.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 19 and 20.

7 Oct. 997. Maynooth.

Licence to Gerald Fitz Gerald Earl of Kildare to found a per

petual college at Maynoth in co. Kildare, to be called the College of

St. Mary the Virgin of Maynoth ; with mortmain licence to acquire

lands to the annual vulue of 100/. Westm., 7 Oct.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p.% m. 31.

998. Maynooth.1

B. O. Licence to Gerald Earl of Kildare to endow the College of

Maynothe with the advowsons of the churches of St. Colman (of

the Abbot of Laraghbryn), St. Mary, Taumllynbege, St. Patrick

, Norraghe, St. Bride Dullardyston, in co. Kildare, Yoorgearr, co.

Limerick, Rocheston, Ballyndryname in dioc. Lismore, Edromyn,

Kyllenyk, Kosdroyk, in co. Wexford, Raithynkylly and Raythfagan

in co. « Cath."
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7 Oct. 999. For Gerald Fitz Gerald Earl of Kildare.

Grant, in tail male, of the manor of Ardmolgham, co. Meath,

Ireland, the port, creeks, quays, fishery, seawreck, and wharves in

Strangford ; the water called Looghquoon near Strangford ; and

sea wreck in Ardglass ;—by the service of one red rose. Westm.,

7 Oct.

Pat. 7 Ben. VIII. p. 3, m. 19.

7 Oct. 1000. For the Burgesses and Commonalty of Kildare,

Ireland.

Licence, at the instance of Gerald Fitz Gerald Earl of Kildare, to

enclose and fortify their town, which is to be a free borough ; to

elect one superior and two provosts ; to be a body corporate ; to

hold pleas in same manner as the mayor and sheriff of Drogheda ;

to hold a market at a place appointed by the said Earl ; and to take

certain specified customs on merchandise sold in the town, for en

closing and paving the borough, in same manner as the bailiffs of

Dundalke. Westm., 7 Oct.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 30.

7 Oct. 1001. For the Inhabitants of Athy, co. Kildare.

Licence similar to the above. They are to elect one provost,

who is to have the same powers as the provost of Tryme. Westm.,

7 Oct.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 8, m. 31.

7 Oct. 1002. For John Patet.

To be keeper of the Wardrobe, removed from Westminster to
■Richmond. Surrey, with 8d. a day, on surrender, by Robert Hasilrig,

of Pat. 23 Nov. 1 Hen. VIII. Westm., 7 Oct.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 23.

8 Oct. 1003. Knight to Wolset.

Galba, B. vi. 75. Yesterday the Duke of Milan's secretary, Michael de Abbatis,

B. M. left with letters for the King. " I beseke Almighty Jesu to put

into your minds that that may be most for the weal of Christendom

and quietness of the King and his realm ; beseking your lordship

to ponder well my divers letters late sent unto your grace, and then

I trust that many things shall be put out of hazard." If the King

will suffer his ancient enemy to be the most fortunate Prince living

he may, but it is in his power to take this felicity to himself.

Though he has written largely on this subject by his servant,

Thos. Whitworth, thinks he has not written enough. What is to

be thought of the French King who " so soon after peace taken

or rather given unto [him by]* England," sent Albany to sow

sedition in Scotland—who is crowned one day and begins hostilities

the next,—and who has deprived the King's friends of all influence

in these parts ? If he is suffered, nay encouraged, to invade the

innocent, England will lose all her friends. Why does he support

the King's rebel against the treaty ? This opportunity must not

be lost now a league can be made with the Swiss, " which should

be a scourge for the pride of France ; notwithstanding divers in

England saith that they be villains, and disdaineth to hear speak* of

* Words apparently intended by the writer, but omitted.
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them. But if ye will not have them the Frenchmen shall. Well

fare the villanics that keepeth and favoreth the rest of noblesse !

The Venetians hath used for their succours Infidels, Turks. The

Church, the Empire, and all other Princes desireth their confedera

tion save only we, which might have more profit by them than all

other." Brussels, 8 Oct.

Hoi., pp. 2, mutilated.

9 Oct. 1004. Knight to Wolsey.

R. 0. Encloses a letter to the King from Sir Rob. Wingfield. Sent

lately letters from the Swiss, one from the Pope's legate, the other

from a canon of Berne, a man of great influence, who advises the

King to make a confederacy with the Swiss, now at war with the

French. Sends a letter directed to Spinelly of the malice of the

French. Brussels, 9 Oct. Signed.

P. 1. Add. : The Lord Cardinal of York.

9 Oct. 1005. Anthoine (?) to Spinelly.

Galba.B. m. 390. * * * " . . . et que au retour du roy Ion ne luy faul-

App. xlvii. d[roit] de riens."—As the said gentleman found no vessels ready,

B. M. and was afraid of nearing the coast of England, he is gone to

Holland with intention of embarking at Amsterdam. Requests

some acknowledgment of his services, and that he will pay the

bearer. Antwerp, 9 Oct. 1515.

Hoi., Fr., p. 1, mutilated. Add. : A Mons. lambassadeur

Dengleterre, Mesire Thomas Spinelly, a Bruxelles.

9 Oct. 1006. Sir Rob. Wingfield to [Henry VIIL]

Vit B. xviii. 185. Wrote last on the [last day of the] month past [from] this town.

B. M. " [The French King] lieth at Pavia and his artillery doth m . . .

the castle of Milan, but hath lost many [in the] making of

the trenches and approaches, and [offers] been made to the Duke

to come for his apoy . . . but he hath answered that in no wise he

will ... or treat but by the order and consent of his confe

derates] of the Holy League, trusting to be rescued by . . .—As

this day all the world hero hath great doubt .... Pope should be

turned howbeit there is no cer[taiuty but] by conjecture for

Mr. Loys Marston wrote me a [letter from] Rome the 28th day of

of the last month using th[ese words] :—Mag" Exce1. Domine,

applicui in Urbe 24° presentis an . . . S. D. N et vere sua beati-

tudo afficitur majestati Cassareae effectus. Da[tum] in Urbe

28° Septembris 1515." " It is doubted what way the Swiss will

.ta[ke if the] Pope vary for the abilities and abusions or rather

of France sleep not ;" between this and Sunday it will be

known as the Swiss ambassadors are expected on the 11th or 12th.

" It seemeth that the Pope hearkeneth what the Swyss[ers . . .]

and the Swissers in like wise what the Pope w Vice Roy

because he doubteth and that in manner him ; he lieth in

the wind beside Bonony toward the realm of Naples,

and .... all the Emperor's things * * * * time is

come that the presidy of Almayns . . . . sse should be [paid, and

the Vice Roy hath [sent the]m word that he will not pay them

but [remit] them to the Emperor's payment which is fain [to

au[gment his presidy in Verona by means of the Vice Roy's [abau]-

donynge the same."
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Sir Rob. Wingfield to [Henky VIII.]—cont.

It is thought that the Viceroy would have the Almayns abandon

Brescia for lack of payment, and the Spanish captain, in the castle,

sell the city to the Venetians. The Court is thronged with

ambassadors and strangers, two cardinals and two ambassadors from

the Pope, of whom one arrived three days ago and spoke in his

public audience of universal peace and an end of the General Coun

cil. Ambassadors from six Kings besides those of Milan, Ferrara

and other princes of the Empire. The ambassador of France, who

has never been with the Emperor and since his audience beside

Vienna, lies at Fiesyn nine Dutch miles hence ; and so many

noblemen who have lied from Milan and elsewere, for fear of tho

French, that unless the Emperor can send them home again they

will cost him 20,000 florins.

" [The Emperor] hath caused to be shot all the artillery of

his • * * iron 4001b. of Vienne weight

every cantar is a 100 weight in the presence

of the Emperor and rehearsed the said pice (by

virtue of a did lade and unlade and the said pece is

with divers arms and imagery." [The Emperor] has

ordered the same master to make [a piece] of as great charge

[for the King.] In spite of his want of money the Emperor goes

on building and making things for the war "and such other

[things] as shall remain in perpetual memory after his death."

He has caused the tomb of his father to be built " both substantially

and curiously in such [manner] of stone and costly work. I have

not seen the ma[king of] his own sepulture, which shall be all

of metal .... may be furnished after the rate that is sig ....

the number of images that shall stand on the s[ame] of which a

great number been wrought all read[y]." With all these things

he is seldom idle. Though he has passed through many perils

before, this is a great crisis both to him and all Christendom.—The

French King sent the Bastard of Savoy to Cremona with 500

spears and 5,000 foot. The Bastard offered the captain of the

Castle his life and baggage if he surrender within two days.

The captain replied he required two months. The 6 or 7,000

Almayns that remain of those who passed the mountains in the

French service have been ordered to join the Venetians, but have

refused to serve against the Emperor. [Insbroke, 9th Oct.] * 1515.

Hoi., pp. 4, mutilated.

9 Oct. 1007. For "Wolceofte Monastery, Leic.

S. B. Lease, by the advice of Sir Edw. Belknapp, Earth. Westby, and

Rob. Blagge surveyors general of crown lands, to the Prior and

Convent, of the manor of Bewmaner for 21 years, at the annual

rent of 401. and 20*. increased rent. Del. Westm., 9 Oct.

7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 27.

9 Oct. 1008. Romset Abbey.

Writs for restitution of temporalities of Romsey Abbey, on

the election of Anne Westbroke. Westm., 9 Oct.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 5.

* Supplied from modern note in margin.
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9 Oct.

S. B.

9 Oct.

S. B.

1009

1010.

10 Oct. 1011.

Calig. B. vi. 119.

B. M.

f. 120

Green's Prin

cesses, it. 224.

For Nich. Bradshaa of Coventry, yeoman ol the

Crown.

Lease, by advice, as above, of the manor for 21 years, at the annual

rent of 251. 3s. 4d. Del. Westm., 9 Oct. 7 Hen. VHI.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 27.

For Ric. Graunt of Snytterfeld, Warw.

Lease, by advice, as before, of the site of the manor of Snytterfeld,

the warren and two pastures, called Morowhay, and Commyns, late

of Walter, the father of the said Richard, for 21 years, at the respec

tive rents of 11/. lis. 4d., 8/. 13s. Ad. and 31. Del. Westm., 9 Oct.

7 Hen. VHI.

Signed: Edward Belknapp.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 28.

Scotland.

i. " Copy of a letter by the Queen's grace (Margaret) to the Duke

of Albany." Notifies her delivery of "a cristen sowle beyng a

yong lady," demanding " as tutrix of the young King and Prince,

my tendre childre, to have the whole rule and governance " of them

and of Scotland. Harbotell, 10 Oct.

Contemporaneous copy, p. 1 .

ii. Answer of the Council of Scotland, stating that the governance

of the realm expired with the death of her husband, and devolved

to the estates ; that with her consent they had appointed Albany ;

that she had forfeited the tutelage of her children by her second

marriage ; that in all temporal matters the realm of Scotland has

been immediately subject to Almighty God, not recognizing the

Pope or any superior upon earth. Edinburgh, 13 Oct.

Signed: Per Dominos Consilii. Gude scriba ejusdem.

P. 1. Add. : To the Queen's grace, etc. etc.

10 Oct. 1012.

Galba.B. m.391.

App. xi.vii.

B. M.

10 Oct. 1013.

R.O.

10 Oct. 1014.

s. B.

Spinelly to [the King?]

Has been at Antwerp and seen a letter, dated Edinburgh,

26 Sept., to Phil. Galterot, stating that Albany had made great

offers to the Chamberlain (Hume) to leave the Queen's party.

Neither he nor his countrymen are to be trusted. Sends a letter

he has received from a friend well acquainted with the bailly of

Camfer. Brussels, 10 Oct. Signed.

Pp. 2.

Spinelly to Wolsey.

Wrote last from Antwerp on the 9th concerning the Scots. Has

sent a letter to the King received from a friend since his return,

of the money sent from France to Albany. Philip Galterot is in

formed that a servant of the Pope's orator had arrived in Scotland.

Had sent to Tuke for Wolsey from Antwerp, " a table (picture) for

an awter, which was made by the best master of all this land."

Brussels, 10 Oct. 1515. Signed.

P. 1. Add. : Tho. Eb[orace]nsi Cardinali Angliae. Endd.

For Hen. Hykkes, elk., vicar of the Church of Byrton,

Warw., and John Hykkes of Tewkesbury, Glouc

Lease for 21 years of a meadow called Sevemham, in Tewkesbury,

between the rivers Avon and Severn, at an annual rent of 12/. and
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For Henry Htkkes, &c.—cont.

40s. of increase, lately held by Richard Brok. Westm., 10 Oct.

7 Hen.VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 12.

10 Oct 1015. For Henry Lord Herbert.

Next presentation to the church of Troy, Landaff dioc, on its

vacation by Stephen Vaughan, elk. Westm., 10 Oct.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 1 7.

10 Oct. 1016. For Th. Holmes, of Leuesham, Kent, alias of London.

P. S. Protection ; going in the retinue of Sir Ric. Wyngfeld, Deputy

of Calais. Windsor Castle, 17 Sept. 7 Hen. VHL Del. Westm.,

10 Oct.

Fr.1Hen.VIII.rn. 11.

11 Oct. 1017. Seb. Giustinian to the Doge.

GiustDesp. 1. 133. The Lords have returned. Were asked if they had received

news of the battle between the French and the Swiss ; replied,

stating all that passed, circumstantially. The Lords doubted ;

said they had no certain tidings of the victory. They know now

that the King did obtain the victory, but at so great a cost it is

difficul. to collect which side suffered most. Do not believe the

peace between France and the Fope. The Bishop of Durham told

them that but for Alviauo the French would have lost, saying

" Your friendship has been very profitable to the King of France."

Expressed their delight at the news. Ferdinand has sent to Henry

a valuable jewel collar, two capital horses, an extremely rich

sword, worth 100,000 ducats ; some say as a pawn for money ;

others, to obtain aid against France. London, Oct. ll, 1515.

1 1 Oct. 1018. For Th. Carvannell and Ric. Parker.

S.B. To make enquiry into the manufacture of woollen cloths, hats,

caps and other woollen goods, and the exportation of woollen

cloths unwrought, contrary to the statutes of 3 and 5 Hen. VIII. ;

and to report on the subject from time to time. Del. Westm.,

11 Oct. 7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 26.

1 1 Oct. 1019. For John Hasilly, servant of Queen Katharine.

S. B. Renewal of licence, dated 5 Aug. 6 Hen. VIII., to export 120

\s sacks of wool and 6,000 fleeces. The former licence was surren

dered, being invalid. Del. Westm., 11 Oct. 7 Hen. VHL

Fr. 7 Hen. VIII. m. 11.

11 Oct. 1020- For John Fulwood, merchant tailor of London.

P. S. Protection ; going in the retinue of Sir Ric. Wyngfeld, Deputy

of Calais. Windsor Castle, 4 Oct. 7 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm,

11 Oct.

Fr. 7 Hen. VIII. m. 3.

12 Oct. 1021. Maximilian to Wolsey.

R. O. Congratulates him on his exaltation to the Cardinalate. Begs

him to continue his good services to himself and his son Charles

Prince of Spain. Inspruck, 12 Oct. 1515, 13 Max.

P. 1. Add. andendd.
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12 Oct 1022. For Th. Cardinal of York, Primate of England,

S. B. Legate.

Commission to treat with Ferdinand King of Arragon and

Johanna Queen of Castile. Westm., 12 Oct. 1515, 7 Hen. VIII.

Fr. 7 Hen. VIIL m. 5.

12 Oct. 1023. For Dorothy Verney.

S. B. Annuity of 20 marks, for services to Mary Queen of the French.

Del. Westm.. 12 Oct. 7 Hen. Vin.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 25.

13 Oct. 1024. John Duke of Albany to Henry VIII.

B. O. Js aware that the inhabitants of the Marches prevent Henry

from knowing the desire the Duke has always felt for the peace

of the two realms, in accordance with the will of his master.

As it would be tedious to recite all that has passed since the de

parture of Villebresme, valet of the chamber to Francis I., and of

Lyon king-at-arms, has desired Rougecross, the bearer, to declare

all particulars to Henry. Edinburgh, 13 Oct. Signed.

Fr., p. 1. Add. Endorsed by Wolseifs clerk.

1025. Albany to Queen Mary (of France).

Calig.B.ii.367. Thanks her for her letter of the 6th, aud the continuation of her

B. M. regard for her nephews, the King of Scots and his brother. Hopes

she will always use her influence with her brother to preserve

peace. Will see that it be not infringed on his part, as she will

understand by the bearer, Villebresme. Edinburgh.

P.S. (in his own hand).—As to the Queen of Scots her sister,

swears he has done and will do her all the service he can. Signed.

Add. : A la Royne Marye.

Fr., p. 1.

B. 0. There is an English, but somewhat inaccurate, translation of this

document in R. O.

13 Oct. 1026. Albany to Suffolk.

R. O. Knowing that the Borderers misrepresent matters about the

comprehension to -the King, requests Suffolk to show the truth.

Has informed the King and his Council by Villebresme, and since

by Lion king-at-arms. Has also desired the bearer, Rougecroix, to

pass to the King and Suffolk secretly to explain his intentions. No

fault shall be found on his side. Begs him to explain matters

privately to the King, none being present but my Lords of York

and Winchester, and to send back Rougecroix with all diligence.

The herald will explain " in what manner I have convoyit the

King my sovereign lord's army for the weel of his realm and

uphaulding of his authority." Edinburgh. 13 Oct. Signed.

P. 1. Add.

13 Oct. 1027. Scotland.

Calig. B. vi. 121. i. Albany to Margaret.

B. M. Sends her a messenger explaining his good intentions towards her

and her son. If she forbears compliance, and will not listen to

reason, will be compelled to resort to sterner measures to prevent

2. 8
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Scotland—cont.

the disunion between the two kingdoms, and support her son's

authority against the rebellious. Edinburgh. Signed.

Add. : A la Royne.

Fr., p. 1 .

ii. Albany to Margaret.

Calig. B. vi. 122. Begs her to give credence to the bearer James Ay [Hay], and to

Green's Prin- accept his offers frankly, hoping that she will remain constant, and

cesses, iv. 514. disengage herself from the bad advice of those who serve their own

interests only in sowing dissensions between the two kingdoms.

Edinburgh, 13 Oct.

Rougecroix will show her the truth and the commission he has

promised to execute towards the Queen and her brother.

Add. : A la Royne.

Hoi., Fr., p. 1.

f. 123. iii. " Credence showed unto the Queen by Mr. James Haye,

Abbot of Dundrenyne, upon credence of the Duke of Albany's

letters in French, written with his own hand next afore."

1. To give liberty to Gawin Douglas, and a benefice. 2. Dona

tion to the Queen of all benefices within her dowry. 3. Ward

ship and marriage within the same. 4. Entire control over her

children.

f. 123. iv. " The answer of two letters from the Duke of Albany, with

the credence next afore."

Has received his two letters, by James Hay, of the 13th. Is

perfectly willing to listen to reason. Carefully avoids all occasions

of embroiling the two kingdoms. Would be glad to see Gawin

Bishop of Dunkeld restored to liberty, even without a benefice from

Albany, as the Pope no doubt takes him for Bishop, and has signi

fied the same to the Duke by briefs delivered to him by Carlisle

herald. The Pope will see redress done in that behalf. Thanks

him for offering her the guardianship of her children and the dis

posal of benefices, but as the Council of Scotland, to which he is

privy, have by their letters refused the same, she marvels at the

inconsistency of the message; but considering its importance, will

accept his proposal, if he will communicate with the King ofEngland.

Herbottell, 17 Oct.

f. 124. v. Copy of the " bande " made between Archibald Earl of Angus,

James Earl of Arran, and Alexander Lord Home, at Coldstream,

15 Oct., for delivering the King and his brother out of the

possession of Albany. None shall make agreement with the Duke

without consent of the rest.

i. 125. vi. " The answer to the Ambassador of France of his letter sent

unto the Queen'6 grace."

Has received his letter by Archibald Douglas. 1 . Has answered

already his statement that the tutelage of her children had been de

cided by the voice of the States. 2. The Duke came to Stirling with

a great power, and took from her by force the King and his brother.

3. She has never been able to obtain her marriage rights. Her

jewels have been detained. 4. When she was in Edinburgh, the

Duke compelled her by threats to sign papers written by her

secretary. Her hand was forged to others. 5. To the Duke's

promise that all her rights and property shall be restored if she

return before her " gesine " (lying-in), or within eight days after
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her churching, her husband Angus and his brother her hostages

having remission of all crimes, after which they are to commu

nicate about Lord Home if that matter be not previously settled

—it is known both to Scots and English in what case she stands.

She will be glad to return and be governed by " the well-advised

Lords and Council of Scotland ; for there is no earthly woman that

would more gladly be with her child than I would." Herbottell,

6 Oct.

Nos. iii., iv. v. and vi. are copies in handwritings of Dac.re's

clerks. Pp. 6.

13 Oct. 1028. For Christ. James and Anth. Kenyvet.

S. B. Grant of the lands in Tournay, forfeited by John de Malynes

and John Destaple. Oking, . . . . , 1515, 7 Hen. VHL

Fr. 7 Hen. VIII. m. 12.

13 Oct. 1029. For Alex. Culpeper, of Goutherst.

8. B. Pardon, as sheriff of Kent and keeper :of Canterbury Castle.

Del. Westm., 13 Oct. 7 Hen. VIII.

14 Oct. 1030. Albany to Wolsey.

K. O. He will learn from his letters to Suffolk and by Rougecroix, the

bearer, what stop is made by the Borderers to prevent the King

knowing the truth. Each misdoer sustains the other. Begs him

to believe that he is fully determined to observe the comprehension.

Edinburgh, 14 Oct. Signed.

P. 1. Add. : To my cousin the Abp. of York. Endd.

14 Oct. 1031. For Sir John Pecche, knight of the Body.

S. B. Wardship of Reginald s. and h. of Tho. Pekham. Del. Westm.,

14 Oct. 7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 21.

15 Oct. 1032. Maximilian to Henry VIII.

Vit.B. xvih. 189. For the restitution to Wm. Dierix, of Ghent, of four ships and

B. M. certain chests of woollen cloth. Has written frequently before.

Inspruck, 15 Oct. 1515, 30 Max., 26th of Hungary. Signed.

Lat. Vellum, p. 1. Add.

15 Oct. 1033. The Chapter of Tournay to Wolsey.

Calig. E. 11. 188. Have received his letters, and are glad to have some opportunity

B. M. of obliging him. Are sorry the occasion is not more important, and

Strype's Mem. 1. will condone the son of the King's surgeon in whatever his great-

App. No. (8.) ness desires. Have explained to his vicar that the money usually

paid to the receipt of the canons (canonicorum receptionibus) has

been expended on the fabric of the church and similar purposes.

In their chapter at Tournay, 15 Oct.

Add. : Domino Cardinali Eboracensi, &c.

Lat, p. 1, badly mutilated and the writing much faded,

J 5 Oct. 1034. For John Ricroft, serjeant of the Larder.

S. B. Release of 3,300/. received from Sir John Daunce for victualling

the army against France, and of 451/. 10*. 7id., retained by him as

arrears. Del 15 Oct. 7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 17.

32
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15 Oct. 1035. For Sir Wm. Compton, knight of the Body.

To be bailiff of Burley in the New Forest, Hants, with 6d. a day.

Westm., 15 Oct.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1. m. 25.

15 Oct. 1036- For Miles Grenewoode, of Tyverton, Devon, "toker,"

alias fuller, alias sherman.

S. B. Pardon. Del. Westm., 15 Oct. 7 Hen.VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 20.

16 Oct. 1037. Sir Rob. Wingfield to Henry VIII.

Vit. B. xvni. 190. Wrote last on the . . . . , at which time the [ambassadors of] the

B. M. Swiss had not arrived ; they came next day to They had

audience yesterday morning [and related] how the Pope, the Vice

roy, ami the Du[ke of Milan] that was, had deceived them ; that

they did not know of the Duke's act till their arrival and could

make no further declaration of their charge till they knew how their

company would take it. The Emperor made overture to them, that

[if] they would remain enemies to France and [help] to expel

the French from Italy he would joiu them in Italy, going in person

with his own army, and would guarantee them if victorious not

only their wages but their yearly pension of [50,]000 ducats.

The ambassadors thanked his Majesty and said they would await

an answer from their company, which would be after the general

diet on the 17th instant. Doubts not they will come to terms.

[Inspruc]ke, 16 Oct. 1515.

Hoi., pp. 2, mutilated. Add. and endd. f. 1926.

16 Oct. 1038. Spinellt to Wolset.

r. o. Wrote his last on the 10th. Spares no cost in the King's ser

vice. Begs he may be treated as other ambassadors. Brussels,

16 Oct. Signed.

P. 1. Add. : Th[oma) Ebo]racensi Cardinali.

16 Oct. 1039. For Reginald Love, London, draper,

p. s. Protection ; going in the retinue of Sir Bichard Wingfeld, Deputy

of Calais. Oking, 12 Sept. 7 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm., 16 Oct.

Ft. 7 Hen. VIII. m. 10.

1 6 Oct. 1040. For Geo. Ardeson, merchant of Genoa.

Licence to import 400 tuns of Tholouse woad, and of Gascon

\ wine. Westm., 16 Oct.

Fr. 7 Hen. VIII. m. 4.

16 Oct. 1041. For Jaques Rochart and his Executors.

\ /' Licence to import 500 tuns of Gascon wine. Westm., 16 Oct.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 1 1 .

17 Oct. 1042. [Silvester Bp. of Worcester to Wolsey.]

Vit. B. ii. 173. Despatched a messenger on the 7th with the heads of the treaty

B. M. between the Pope and the French King. The Pope informs him

that he has heard from the Bp. of Tricarico how the French King
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has not yet accepted the amended terms, especially the provision

that the treaty shall not be prejudicial to the other confederates.

France is waiting for the determination of the Swiss. The

» Pope has assured the ambassadors he will adhere to the league

with their masters the Emperor and the King of Arragon. He

wishes England were nearer Italy. The French King told the

Bp. of Tricarico that the King of England was in great danger

from an insurrection headed by the nobles, in consequence of new

exactions. Worcester assured the Pope it was false,—no King

was more beloved by his subjects. Sends the courier by Lyons.

Begs he may be reimbursed.

Lat. Extract, in the hand of Ammonius, pp. 2, mutilated.

18 Oct. 1043. Sir Rob. Wingfield to Henry VIII.

Vit.B. xvm. 195. Wrote last on the [16th] inst. of the coming of the Swiss

B. M. ambassadors, who left to day well pleased with the Emperor's over

ture, to which an answer is expected on the 28th. The Viceroy

and his army have returned [from] Verona. Though the Pope

through fear has declined a little from the right way, it is not

credible he will cast away such powerful friends as the Emperor,

the King of Arragon, and the Swiss. On the . . inst. the Vene

tians planted their artillery before Brescia, where the river passes

near the wall, and made a large breach. The Almayns and

Spaniards within prepared for the assault, and, as soon as the

firing ceased, sallied out through the water and slew the gunners

and all the men in the trenches to the number of 200, as it was

first reported, but 1,000, as it is now said. Had not Trivulcio

been present the whole army would have been in great danger.

The Almayns and Gueldroys in the French army have refused to

serve against the Emperor, or to join the Venetians. Desires to

be recalled at the end of December. Bryan Tuke knows what

losses he suffers by exchanges. Insbroke, 18th Oct.,

P.S.—Rokendolffe, who is returned from the Viceroy, says that

the Viceroy keeps on his way to Naples, carrying all his artillery

with him, except two cannons which .... took to Verona ; if

the Emperor came in person he will return.

Hoi., pp. 3, mutilated. Add.

18 Oct. 1044. Dacre and Magnus to Henry VIII.

Calig. B. vi. 110. The third day after their last letters being the 8th, came the

B. M. Queen of Scots, and was delivered of a fair young lady, christ

ened the next day with such conveniences as they could muster.

Could not send information before. Since their Inst writing of

Albany's approach to the borders for the destruction of the Cham

berlain, the raising of Blacater, and the oath of Angus and the

Chamberlain never to treat with Albany except with Henry's

consent, they had news from the Chamberlain of a letter sent him

by the French ambassador in Scotland containing many promises

if he would dismiss his army and visit the Duke. To complete

the articles and a pardon sent with the letter, at the inducement

of the ambassador, Lord Flemyng, Sir Patryk Hamylton, and the

Abbot of Holyrood House, the Chamberlain visited the Duke at

Douglas ; but suspecting treachery, gave notice to his servants,

who came to his brothers then being in the Marshe. He was kept

in a low house vaulted, and the door made fast with a great chain.
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Dacre and Magnus to Henry VIII.—cont.

In the morning he was threatened with banishment and pain of

losing his lands if he staid two nights in England. Fearing

danger he subscribed all that was required of him ; was conveyed

to Edinburgh and committed to the charge of the Earl of Arran.

Thus his design and that of Sir Christ. Dacre was disappointed,

and the whole country of Northumberland, Eyddesdale, Tyndale,

Gyllislande, and the wild country of Levin, went home again.

On the promise of Albany that the Chamberlain should be re

leased he had sent for his brothers George and William Home as

his sureties, who came to him on Thursday the 11th ; but on the

warning of Arran, who knew Albany's intentions to make them

prisoners, they all resolved to escape. The Earl and Chamberlain

came on foot in their doublets fourteen miles the same night before

any help arrived. On the morrow they entered the Marsh ; next

day at Woller were met by Angus, and, in the presence of Dacre

and his brother Sir Christopher, swore to take the Queen's part.

They are all resolved to annoy the Duke, who is well weary from

the continual spoiling, burning, and slaughter in Scotland. Advise

a letter to be sent by his grace to the Earl of Arran for his

services to the royal children, and another to Lennox, " naming

them both your cousins or kinsmen, as they be in very deed."

Sent to the Duke by Carlisle herald the two papal briefs received

from the Cardinal and the Bp. of Durham ; on which he sent a

letter to the Queen in French, in his own hand, by a secret clerk

of his, and another from the Council ; which they enclose, with

the Queen's answer. Albany has also sent a credence for the

King and his council by Carlisle herald, whom they wish they

could detain. So much pains have been taken by the captain of

Berwick to put the town in defence, the Scots have not ventured

to attack it, though in great numbers. Have spent 60/. for pay

ments to the crew suddenly taken in at the rumor on the borders.

Wish the Queen should be removed to Morpeth, as her lying-in is

so expensive. Desire his opinion. Sir Christ. Garneis is at

Morpeth by their advice with the "stuff" sent by the King, but

delivered the letter on Sunday last. Harbottle, 18 Oct. Signed

and addressed.

Endorsed by Ruthal : " Letters from the Lord Dacre from

August hitherto."

Pp.6.

18 Oct. 1045. For Anth. Champneis.

Livery of lands as son and heir of Hen. Champneis. Wcstm.,

18 Oct.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 12.

19 Oct. 1046. England and Arragon.

Rym. xin. 520. Treaty of Fordinand King of Arragon with Henry VIII. con-

R. O. eluded by Berna de Mesa, Bp. of Drinawar on the one side with

Cardinal Wolsey on the other ; mainly with reference to com

merce and defence against invasion. Lond., 19 Oct. 1515.

R. O. 2. Form of the oath taken by Henry VIII. for observance of the

peace concluded with Arragon. 19 Oct. 1515.

I.at.. ji. 1.
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19 Oct 1047- Tunstal and Knight to [Henry VIII.]

Galba, B. m. 264. Richmond arrived on the 18th with a letter for them, another for

B. M. the amity, a third for the intercourse, to the Prince, the Lady

Margaret, and Lord Berghis, and a copy of the obligation. Have

availed themselves of the King's leave and not presented the last

touching the abolition of the arrears. Think if he would write to

Chievres and the Chancellor it would further matters. This day

they communicate with the Council as tho King commanded. As

Dr. Knight is to remain, beg he may have a letter of recommenda

tion to the Prince to avoid suspicion. Send a letter from Wiugfleld.

Brussels, 19 Oct.

Signed: C. Tunstal, W. Knight.

Pp. 2, mutilated.

19 Oct. 1048. For John Yong, Master of the Rolls.

S. B. To. cancel patent 28 April 20 Hen. VII., by which the King

demised the manor of Walsyngham for 60 years to William Low

the prior, and the convent of St. Mary, Walsyngham, Norf., at an

annual rent of 41/., the said prior desiring to surrender tho lease.

Eltham, 23 May 6 Hen. VIII. Del. 19 Oct. 7 HeD. VIII.

19 Oct. 1049. For "Wm. Smyth, mercer, London.

Protection ; going in the suite of Sir Ric. Wingfield, Deputy of

Calais. Westm., 19 Oct.

Fr. 7 Hen. VIII. m. 10.

19 Oct. 1050. For John Clerk, draper, London.

P..S. Protection ; going in the retinue of Sir Ric. Wingfield, Deputy

of Calais. Greenwich, 15 Oct. 7 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm., 19 Oct.

Fr. 7 Hen. VIII. m. 10.

19 Oct. 1051. For John Hopar, alias Hooper, of Corham, in Hul-

S. B. berton, Devon.

Protection for two years ; going in the retinue of Sir Richard

Wyngfeld, Deputy of Calais. Del. Westm., 19 Oct. 7 Hen. VIII.

Fr. 7 Hen. VIII. m. 5.

20 Oct. 1052. Sir Rio. Wingfield to Wolsey.

R. O. Transmits a budget received this morning from Sir Thos. Spi-

nelly, who informs him of the Pope's being at Vyterbe. Understand

ing by Wolsey's last that the King desired my Lord Chamberlain to

have the view of the Couswade, wishes to inform De Piennes what

time it shall be. Expects the Lord Chamberlain back shortly.

Wishes the bailly of Marko to be despatched on that business.

Calais, 20 Oct. Signed.

PA. Add.: Cardinal of York.

20 Oct. 1053. Duke of Milan.

Vit. B. 11. 1CS*. Obligation of Michael de Abbate, secretary to the Duke of Milan,

B. M. to pay Wolsey 10,000 ducats a year from the time the Duke shall

Rym. xiii. 525. • be delivered from the French and established in his duchy.

Lat., p. 1, mutilated. Headed: Rome, do dio adi xx Octobre

1515, in Londres.
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20 Oct. 1054. For Th. Gawen, Edm. Mervyn, Th. and Jas. Fitz-

James, elk.

Pardon for having acquired, without licence, the manor of Ebbes-

burnewake, Wilts, from Hen. Bodenham, to hold to the use of the

said Henry and Elizabeth his late wife. Westm., 20 Oct.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 25.

21 Oct. 1055. Chas. Earl of Worcester and Wm Lord Mountjoy

s. B.b. to the Council.

Certificate that Roger Carr, late soldier of Tournay, requires

the general pardon granted to the garrison of Tournny. Tournay,

21 Oct. Signed.

Add. Fragments only.

22 Oct. 1056. For Th. Slade and Wm. Bedyll.

S. B. To be receivers general, during good conduct, of Warrewikes

landcs, Spencers landes and Berkeleis lands ; of the possessions

lately belonging to John Huggeford, late surviving feoffee of

Richard de Beauchamp late Earl of Warwick ; of the town, &c.

of Shasham, with appurtenances, called Richmond-fee, Norf. ; and

of the manor of Sturton and Kinfar, Staff. ; and feodaries of the

great court of the honor of Gloucester in Bristoll, called "le

Erles Courte ;" and receivers of the manor and hundred of Berton,

near Bristoll, Glouc. ; late held by Thomas Goodman. Del.

Westm., 22 Oct. 7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 25.

22 Oct. 1057. For Antonio de Vivaldi, merchant of Genoa.

v / Licence to export merchandize not belonging to the staple of

Calais, and cloths of silk and gold, wood, alum, Malveseys and

other wines^; the customs of which shall not exceed 1,000/.

Westm., 22 Oct.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 21.

23 Oct. 1058. r For Th. Thwaytes, lancer of Calais.

S. B. Annuity of ten marks. Del. Westm., 23 Oct 7 Hen. VHI.

Pat. 7 Hen.VIII. p.2, m.21.

24 Oct. 1059. Sir Ric. Wingfield to Wolsey.

B. O. Master Pacie arrived this morning and departed immediately.

Has heard of a great disorder among the soldiers of Tournay on

Sunday last. Calais, 24 Oct. Signed.

P. 1. Add.: My lord the Cardinal of York.

24 Oct. 1060. For the Company of Grocers, London.

S. B. Mortmain licence, at the request of Sir John Pecche, knight of

the Body, to acquire lands to the annual value of 30/. ; and licence

to Pecche or others to grant them the same ; in consideration of

Sir John's intention to found a perpetual chantry of one chaplain in

the church of Lonnyugston, Kent.

Pat. 24 Oct. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 26.
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24 Oct. 1061. For Sir Nich. Wadham, Sir Wm. Filloll, Sir Th-

Trenchard, Ric. Elyot, serjeant-at-law, Giles

Strangwisshe, John Rogers, Laur. Wadham, Wm.

Carew, jun., and Jas. Frampton.

Pardon for acquiring, without licence, of Sir Roger Neuburgh,

of Estlulworth, deceased, the manors of Estlulworth, Wynfryth

Neuborough and Combe Kaynes, and the hundred of Wynfryth

Neuborough, Dorset ; and to Sir Wm. Filloll and Dorothy his

•wife for acknowledging by fine, 5 Hen. VIII., the right of the

said Sir Roger in divers messuages and lands in Combe, alias South-

combe, and Stoke, Dorset, granted to him, Jas. Frampton and Laur.

Wadham by the said Sir William and Dorothy, without licence.

Also, licence to grant the said manors and hundred to Sir John

Marney and Christina his wife. Westm., 24 Oct.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 25.

24 Oct. 1062. For Edw. Darell, knight of the Body, Alice, his wife,

S. B. and heirs male.

Grant of the manor of Wanborough, Wilts, forfeited by Fras.

Lord Lovell, on surrender of patent, 24 Aug. 4 Hen. VIII. Del.

Westm., 24 Oct. 7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p.\, m. 23.

24 Oct. 1063. For John Magnet, chaplain, a native of Kymper, in

S. B. Bretagne.

Denization. Bel. Westm., 24 Oct. 7 Hen. VIII.

24 Oct. 1064- For Thomas Greves, yeoman purveyor of the stable

S. B, Annuity of 5/., out of the lordship of Denbygh, late held by

Robert Radyche, deceased. Del. Westm., 24 Oct. 7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, ms. 19 and 21.

1065. Pace to [Wolsey].

Nero, B. vi. 36b. He is commissioned, (1), to cause the confederates in Italy,

B. M. especially the Swiss, to fight with the French ; (2), to pay 120,000

crowns in two payments, after hostilities shall have commenced, to

20,000 Swiss, who shall bind themselves to go wherever England

wills them ; (3), on his arrival at Milan to inform the Pope of his

commission through the English ambassador at Rome ; (4), to

cause the Duke of Milan to establish a line of posts to the court of

the Lady Margaret, that Henry may be informed of what passes

in Italy ; (5), if the French fly, the Swiss are still to be kept in

pay. The money should be in Italy as soon as himself. Desires to

know if he should mention any of these things to the Lady Margaret.

Thinks letters should be written to Dover and Calais to expedite

his passage ; that his commission should be signed by the King or

Wolsey, and if by the latter, it should be mentioned in the King's

letters to the Cardinal of Sion. The King should write to the

Cardinal and the Duke of Milan to say that Pace was either his

ambassador or Wolsey's secretary ; and Wolsey should write in his

favor to the Bishop of Veroli or the Lord Constan tine. " Item

in Uteris ad Cardinalem et Ducem aliquid scribendum e[st] in

commendationem d. Michaelis [Abbatis] secretarii ducis . . ."

Fragment in Pace's hand, pp. 2.
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1066. [Pace to Wolset].

Vit. B.xvin. 187. The Duke of Milan desires [Wolsey's aid] in the matters about

B. M. which he is now sending to the King ; his demands are more

honorable to the King than to himself. He offers [Wolsey]

10,000 ducats a year for his pains, and other favors, when lie

shall get rid of the Frenchmen. The Duke is particularly anxious

that his ambassador and secretary may have speedy audience and

answer.

Hoi., pp.2, mutilated. Headed: " Commissio ad R "

. 25 Oct. 1067. Page to [Wolsey].

Galba, B. vx. 82. Arrived at Antwerp this day. On leaving Calais met a post

B. M. coming from Calais. The gentleman in his company, pretending to

• be a servant of the Duke of Bourbon, learned from the post that the

[French] King) fearing the descent of a number of Swiss into Italy,

was returning home ; on which the gentleman, to keep up the cha

racter of a Frenchman, advised the post not to tell it in England.

Afterwards met with Mr. More in the highway and desired him to

write to Wolsey, which he himself had no time to do. Great things

are said of what the Swiss will do against the French, and that the

Viceroy of Naples is gone home ; " which things do I nothing

esteem, for a man were as good to have no help as such that will

be far otf when need is." Mr. Michael sends his compliments.

Will use all diligence to come to the end of his journey. Antwerp,

25 Oct.

Hoi., pp. 2, mutilated.

25 Oct. 1068. For Sir Wm. Smyth.

S. B. Grant of the lands of Edward ap Howell, in Bromefeld and

Flyntshire, of which the reversion was forfeited by Sir William

Stanley. Del Westm., 25 Oct, 7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 2.

25 Oct. 1069. For Th. Repton, of London, haberdasher.

S, b. Protection ; going in the retinue of Sir Ric. Wyngfelde, Deputy

of Calais. Del. Westm., 25 Oct. 7 Hen. VIII.

26 Oct. 1070. Sir Rob. Wingfield to Henry VIII.

Vit. B.xvm. 1 97. Wrote last on the . . inst. The Swiss Diet that was to have

B. M. been held on the 28th is deferred till the 30th, and their answer is

not expected till the 8th of next month. The French [King] has

sent his army to a town called Bellanzon " which the Swiss hav[e

held] ever since the Duke Ludovic of Milan was taken and led

into France ;" and on the other hand makes them large offers by the

Duke of Savoy for their favour. The Swiss have sent a .... to

defend the said town, and to hear his offers, though it is believed they

will not accept them. Some are of a different opinion ; " neverthe

less and the Swissers shall f[ight] ... I can see none other but to

eschew the his armies to defend Verona and B[rescia]

with France again, and * * * * * Milan

in his appointment with the French that the Castle of

Cremona should be yoldyn of the same, perceiving that

the Duke's appointment was] nothing to his advantage, ho

. . ■ answered that he [would] keep it for the Emperor, and set up the

Emperor's banner. [Where]upon the Bastard of Savoy made offers
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to the captain [in] the French King's name, to which he gave ear."

On this the Swiss and other soldiers arrested the captain and sent

word to the Count Cariate that if he would assure them a rescue

they would keep the castle for the Emperor. Their only object,

however, was to yield it on better terms for themselves, for now

they have delivered it to the French King ; " wherefore it seemeth

that his enterprise will have the course till God say hoc"

Marraton remains still with the Pope, who it is said does not like

the articles demanded by the French King to be inserted in a new

treaty, viz.: that as he takes great offence at the Florentines for

confederating against him, the Duke of Savoy shall be the arbiter

of what amends they shall make, and that in any future variance

between the Pope and his vassals he shall arbitrate. The Queen of '

Poland is dead. The King will probably seek the Lady Eleanor, the

Prince of Castile's sister, in marriage ; "and also by her death the

. . . made betwixt the Emperor and him is to be covenanted . . .

was sister to an Earl of Hungary which by

este ennemies to the Emperor and the house of

Austria hath m " Insbrok, [26 Oct.*] 1515.

Hoi., pp. 3, mutilated. Add.

26 Oct. 1071- Leonardus Lauredanus, Doge of Venice, to Wolset.

It. O. Thanking him for the courteous reception he had accorded to

Itym. xiu. 526. their ambassadors, and congratulating him on his advancement to

the Cardinalate. 26 Oct. 1515.

Lat. Add.

26 Oct. 1072. For John Style.

Jiyra. xra. 536. Commission to receive the oath of Ferdinand King of Arragon,

S b for the observance of the treaty ratified in London 19 Oct. last.

Westm., 26 Oct. 1515, 7 Hen. VIII.

Fr. 7 Hen. VIII. m. 27.

26 Oct. 1073. To John Yong, Master of the Rolls.

s. B. To cancel a recognizance of 20 marks made by Hampnet Haryng-

n, of Lancashire, 21 Jan. 23 Hen. VII. Greenwich, 26 Oct.ton

7 Hen. VIII

26 Oct. 1074. For Th. Balkey, alias Spycer.

S. B. To be bailiff of Bussheley and Cromesymondes, Wore, and pro

vost of Fydyngton, Pamyngton and Northay, Glouc. ; to have the

meadow of Severnham, in the lordship of Tewkesbury, now oc

cupied by Richard Broke, and two meadows called Hollame and

Avenham, parcel of the same. Del. Westm., 26 Oct. 7 Hen. VIII

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 1 1 .

26 Oct. 1075. For John Royse, of St. Mary Magdalene parish without,

Oxford.

Pardon and release as bailiff of the hundred without the North-

gate of Oxford. Westm., 26 Oct.

rat. 1 Hen. VIII. p.2,m.2l.

• Supplied from a marginal note.
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27 Oct. 1076. Henry VIII.

Eym. xin. 527. Ratification of the treaty made with Ferdinand of Arragon at

S. B. London, 19 Oct. 1515. Westm., 27 Oct. 1515.

Fr. 7 Hen. VIII. m. 16.

B. O. 2. Attestation by Bernard de Mesa, Bp. of Drinawar, and

Robert Toneys, canon of Lincoln and Sarum, of the oath taken

by the Catholic King and Joanna Queen of Castile, for observance

of the treaty made with Henry VIII. 19 Oct. 1515. Greenwich,

27 Oct. 1515.

Lot.

27 Oct. 1077. Pace to Wolsey.

B. O. After writing yesterday, heard of the yielding of the castle of

Milan and the selling of the Duke to the French. Was somewhat

puzzled how to proceed until he received information from Sir

Thos. Spinelly of the practices now in hand. Has been greatly

obliged to Sir Thomas for expediting his journey. Expects to be

at his destination in eight days. Antwerp, 27 Oct.

Hoi., pp. 2. Add. : Tho. Cardinali Eboraccn.

27 Oct. 1078. Sir Ric. Wingfield to "Wolsey.

B. O. Received his letters of the 18th, and two privy seals requiring

two masons without delay to repair to the King's works in England.

They had visited Calais without licence, and without any solici

tation from John Baker, master mason there. Sends a budget to

Brian Tuke coming from the east parts, delayed by stress of

weather. It is reported that the French have taken the Duke and

castle of Milan, and have agreed with the Pope. Calais, 27 Oct.

Signed.

P. 1. Add. : My lord Cardinal of York.

27 Oct. 1079. Sir Wm. Compton.

S. B. To be bailiff and keeper of the great park of the manor of Tatte-

schall. Del. Westm., 27 Oct. 7 Hen. VIII.

27 Oct. 1080. For Gerard Danet, squire of the Body, and Mary his

wife.

Grant, in tail male, of the manor of Rederheth, Surr., vacated on

surrender by tho above, 25 July 8 Hen. VIII., in favor of John

abbot of St. Saviour's Bermondsey. Westm., 27 Oct.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 26.

28 Oct. 1081. Raphael Bp. of Ostia, Cardinal St. George, to

VitB.n.i72b. Wolsey.

B. M. Excuses himself for not having congratulated Wolsey before, being

absent from Borne at the time of his promotion, as he had gone on a

pilgrimage in Apulia to the church of SI. Michael the Archangel in

Monte Gargano. Rome, 28 Oct. 1515. Signed.

Lat.t p. 1, mutilated. Add. : Card. Ebor.

28 Oct. 1082. Tournay.

r. o " An answer made by Wm. Pawne, commissioner for making

of the King's citadel at his city of Tournay, unto certain articles

delivered unto said Wm. Pawne by one Th. Percyvall, servant unto

the Lord Lieutenant-general of Tournay, the 28th day of October
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on the behalf of the said Lord Mountjoy and the Council of the

said city."

1. To the last article, which most touches his character, replies

that whereas the Lord Lieutenant and Council thought the King's

lime-kilns, which have been in operation two months, should have

made it less necessary to make provision for those works in the

country, and that the expenditure for the month ending the *

Oct. should have been reduced by the discharge of 700 workmen :

the muster books kept by Wm. Bartylmewe and Hugh Saye prove

that the men were not discharged, the limekilns were not equal to all

the work, and the expences of providing stone, "wosing of water by

dajfc and night, carriage by day and night," &c, have increased.

2. Will gladly furnish, as desired, a declaration of his receipts and

disbursements since his arrival in Tournay, but requires seven

weeks to prepare it. " His clerks have so much to do with

payments of the charges fortnightly, which amounteth to twelve

score leaves of paper besides his lieger, that they unethes with

great pain and watching can enter their particulars." 3. " Chek-

money" was never levied by him to the King's use for half a day or

a whole day, but it was distributed among the clerks that made the

accounts of the business.

Imperfect, p. 1, large paper.

28 Oct. 1083. For Sir Ric. Wyngfeld, knight of the Body, Deputy of

Calais.

Wardship of John s. and h. of Thos. heir of Rob. Brews. Westm.

28 Oct.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 29.

^8 Oct. 1084. For Th. Musgrafe.

To be constable of Bewcastell, and chief forester of Nichol

forest, Cumb. ; keeper of the possessions late of Sir John Middel-

ton in Bewcastell Dale ; the park of Ploinpton ; and annuity of

40/. payable out of the manors of Sourby, Cumb., and Randolling-

ton, Arthureth, and Lyddell in Nicholforest. Westm., 28 Oct.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m.2\.

29 Oct. 1085. Spinelly to Henry VIII.

Galba, B. in. 403. « I shall not [rehjearse unto your highness .... [Mr.]

App. xlvii. Pace my lord Cardinal's secretary said there was particular

B. M. advertisement thereof. [But] for a conclusion he writeth that the

season was never so propice, being Scotland in good way as it is

now for their great iniquities and dissensions. And if your high

ness lose it, it will not be hereafter so easily recovered." The Duke

has sent a servant of his into France. Heard from the President

on the authority of the Dean of Cambray, the Prince's ghostly

father, who was with the Lord Nassaw in France, that if the

French King had not been busy in Italy ho would have attacked

Tournay. 29 [Oct.] Signed.

Pp. 2, mutilated. Add. Endd. : Sir Thomas Spinelly,

29 Octobris.

29 Oct. 1086. Seb. Giustinian to the Doge.

Giust.Desp.U37. Are surprised they have not heard news of events in Italy. In

consequence the report of the French ambassador has not been

believed, and a king-at-arms has been sent from France to England

* Blank in orig.
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Seb. Giustinian to the Doge—cont.

to vouch for the letters of the King and his mother. Alviono is

reported dead. The Duke of Norfolk says the affairs of Scotland

are in a bad way ; that Albany has arrested two of the Queen's

adherents [Angus and Hume], He says that war will take place

and preparations are in hand. " A galeae, of unusual magnitude,

has been launched with such a number of heavy guns, that we

doubt whether any fortress, however strong, could resist their fire.

This most serene King and Queen chose to attend the launch,

together with well nigh all the prelates and lords of the kingdom."

The French and Spanish ambassadors wereyiot invited. The former

is very unpopular and resents his treatment. Visited the Cardinal,

in whom all the power of the state is centered, respecting the

Venetian ratification of the treaty. Norfolk told them that Eng

land would go to war with Scotland as they are allowed by the terms

of the treaty with France. The French ambassador denies this.

London, 29 Oct. 1515.

29 Oct. 1087- Teeaty between Maximilian, Henry VIII., and

R. o. Charles of Spain, for mutual defence.

Licence for any potentate to enter the confederacy within eight

months after the date of its execution, provided.the contracting par

ties are unanimous.

The Pope to be head of the league.

The Swiss cantons to be admitted, provided they bind themselves

not to enter into the service of any prince who may oppose the

confederates.

29 Oct. 1088. Chas. Earl of Worcester and Wn Lord Mountjoy

s. b. b. to the Council.

Certificate that John Trapps, late soldier of Tournay, requires the

general pardon granted to the garrison of Tournay by his letters

dated Windsor, 5 Oct. 7 Hen. VIH. Tournay, 29 Oct. Signed.

Add.

29 Oct. 1089. For the Warden and Fellows of the College and

Almshouse of Holy Trinity, Tateshale, Line.

Release of all grants, alienations, &c, without licence. Westm.,

29 Oct.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 28.

30 Oct. 1090. For Stephen Texano, merchant of Venice.

. B. Denization. Del. Westm., 30 Oct. 7 Hen.VHI.

30 Oct. 1091. For Th. Cheyney, knight ofthe Body.

Annuity of 20/. Westm., 30 Oct.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 25.

30 Oct. 1092. For Alex. Wode.

Livery, as brother and heir of Adelm, son and heir of Richard,

son and heir of John Wode, of lands held as of the honor of

Gloucester. Westm., 30 Oct.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 2.
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30 Oct. 1093. For Th. Emson and Etheldred his wife.

Licence to alienate two messuages and land in Yarvell, Northt.,

and the offices of two foresters or wardens of the bailiwick of

Sule Fermes and Shortwode in the forest of Clyve in Rokyng-

ham forest, to Wm. Blount Lord Mountjoy, Sir Th. Tyrell,

Hen. Keybyll, Anth. Fitzherbert, serjeant-at-law, John Poorte,

Th. Blount, John Butteler, Ric. Fermour, Wm. Broun, sen., and

Wm. Broun, jun. ; to be held by them and the heirs of the said

Th. Blount. Westm., 30 Oct.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 10.

31 Oct. 1094. Spinelly to "Wolsey.

)■'. O. Wrote his last on the 29th, advertising Pace's arrival, and

departure for Inspruk. Since he left England the castle of Milan

has been taken. Expects letters from Pace requesting the King's

further pleasure, and if the King wishes to stop the orgueil of the

French he must spend money on the Swiss. Has written to the

King news of Ric. de la Pole. Wishes to know his pleasure

touching Cotingham, of which he left a memorial with Tuke.

Brussels, 31 Oct. Signed.

P. 1. Add. : Cardinal! Anglise.

1095. ^Instructions given [by] Th. Cardinal [of York to

VitB. xviii. 193. / \ his] Secretary Richard Passe. \

B. M. " First, the said Mr. Richard shall, after the presentation an[d

delivery of my] Lord Cardinal's letters, as well to the Cardinal

Sedunensis [as to the Duke] of Milan, say that whereas lately

Michell de A[bbatis, secretary] to the said Duke, hath in their

names desired and exhor[ted him to be a] mean unto the King's

grace of England to enter league with the Swych[es] for the expul-

. . . sion of the French King out of Italy, [and to] attain and recover his

rights and inheritance in France, declaring and] shewing what

assistance both the said Duke and Swechys [intend] to give to

the said King in that behalf ; for the which th[e said] noble offer

the said Cardinal of York on the said King's b[ehalf] giveth to

them most affectionate and [hearty] thanks, much allowing their

constant and good will which [they bear] and have towards the

recovering of the said King's rights in Fr[ance] whereby and not

afore there shall of likelihood ensue [good] peace amongst all

Christian princes, and some glorious expedition [against] the In

fidels, whereunto no earthly man is more affectionate a . . . and

better set than the said Lord Cardinal of York is, [and for] the

advancement thereof he neither shall spare body, life, nor goods

. . . glad he is to join with so excellent and noble a prel[ate

as the] Cardinal Sedunensis is, whom he knoweth above all Chris

tian] prelates most minded to the said universal peace . . . exhort

ing him in most hearty wise to put to his hand to check the great

ambition of France. And for his part [he is ready] to do the

same, not doubting but if his [advice] be followed the desired

effect of the prem[ises] * * *

" [And for] declaration of the Cardinal of York's opinion upon

the premises th[e said Mr. Passe sh]all shew to the said Cardinal

Sedunensis and Duke, that in any wise they must [prov]ide and

procure as well to the Swisses as to [the Pope's Ho]liness the

Emperor and all the confederates of the league onys

[pur]sue the Frenchmen and by all the means to them possible
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Instructions by Th. Card, of York to Rich. Passe—cant.

to endeavour th to give battle to the said Frenchmen on

that side the tis, which, if by their means may be effectually

done and [brought] about, I doubt not but the King of England

[for h]ys part will and shall forthwith, either in proper person [or]

with his Lieutenant, invade France with an army royal ; [and]

his Majesty shall give to the Swisses 100,000 crowns of [gold] so

that the said Swisses would bind themself with the number of . . .

thousand fighting men by the space of two months to invade France

in such place [as the] said King shall appoint, and not desist nor

take any appointment with [the said] French King but with the

consent of the said King of England like as his grace shall do for

his part. The said 100,000 crowns [shall be] paid to the said

Swisses, the one moiety thereof at their entry into France after

the battle be struck, and the other [moy]te at the end of the second

month after their invasion as is [afore]said. [A]nd in case the

Frenchmen will not abide on that side the mounts the striking of

[ba]ttle with the Swisses, but retreat and withdraw themselves

into their countries, then if the Cardinal Sedunensis and the said

Duke can induce the [said] Swisses to pursue and follow the said

Frenchmen or to lie between them and ... in such wise that once

more battle may be stricken betwixt [them,] the King shall not

only as is aforesaid invade France, but [also] advance the said

sum of 100,000 crowns to the Swisses after [such] form and manner

as is before expressed. And so consequently they France

shall not fail to attain and have the greatest honor and profit [that

ever] men had. Finally the said Mr. Passe shall use him sy[lf]

can, making no show or outward demonstration what

he is or that any s[uch thing is] committed unto him, but that he

repaireth into these parts s[olely at the desire] of the said Cardinal

of York to be sped either with the Emper[or, the Pope's] holiness

or in some other place as he shall think most [fit to be noised] or

[bruited.] And the said Mr. Passe shall in most

the said Cardinal Sedunensis and Duke as they intend th[at the

Cardinal] of York shall do them pleasure that such things as he

[shall communicate] unto them on his behalf, and that the intended

purp[ose may the] better attain good end and effect, may be by

them kept secret withou[t shewing the] same to any person but

only to such as be trusty and heartily [minded] to the extermi

nation of the Frenchmen. And to the entent the said Cardinal of

York may be advertised diligently from ty[me to time] as well of

such answer and devices as shall be betwixt the said Cardinal Sedu

nensis, the Duke, and him, as also of all other or .... it shall

}be expedient that with Sy[r Thomas] Spinell and the Master of

the Emperor's posts, some sure and substantia[l means be] devised

for the conveyance of the said Mr. Passe's lettersm-om day to [day]

at the costs and th[e] charges of the said Duke'.

Draft, in Wolsey's hand, pp. 3, mutilated.

Oct. 1096

Galba,B.m.399.

App. XLVII.

B. M.

1

Spinelly to [HenkyVIIL]

[The Swiss] will accept the overtures made by the Emperor, and

will set forth against France.-^-Simon do Taxis writes that they

will require some towns for security. . The Emperor is bound to

serve in Italy in person,—but as he has no money it is thought

that the enterprise shall end as others have done. The French

are equally distressed.—To set the Pope against them, it is

desirable that the Duchy of Milan should be given to the Pope's

brother or nephew. The people there are not inclined to the Duke,
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who is poor and has no authority. News has come " that the [Swiss]

at the siege before [Brejsse had two days .... continually shot

[at] the city on the side of the gardesett, and how the garrison

about dinner time went out at a place where the water ran through

and set upon the said ordnance, where they killed eight gunners

and above 200 Venetians." Had it not been for the French horse

the whole Venetian army would have been overthrown. The siege

is removed three English miles. 5,000 lances, with the French,

refused to attack when they saw the Emperor's banner. Sends a

letter from the Archduchess. The new French ambassadors are

upon their [journey to the] Duke of Gueldres on the business of

Friesland. Sends news in French from the Master of the Posts.

Brussels . . . day of October. Signed.

Pp. 4, mutilated.

Oct. 1097. Spinelly to Henry VIII.

Galba, B. m. 392. is a great loss .... servant to the Emperor [Ban]nesiis

App. xlvii. writeth also signifying the good mind of the Swissers and how,

B.M. notwithstanding the said loss, they are of good courage to re

cover it again,—that the Viceroy, afraid of being enclosed by the

French, had retired to Naples. The Venetians are laying siege to

Brescia, and the French would have sent to their aid 6,000 lances,

—but they refused to fight against the Emperor. They had not

heard whether the French King accepts the conditions demanded

by the Pope, — his ambassador says he is agreed on all points after

his own desire. The Duke of Milan has gone to France with the

Lord Murtimore. The Prince's Council has lately sent unto [the

Emperor] not only 50,000 guilders, but 20,000 florins more [to

promote] a treaty with the French, though the Duke of Gueldres

helps the King against them. H[owbeit the] going of Curtcville

agrees not with this second .... and will cause suspicion among

the Swiss and other friends of the Emperor. By reason of the

youth of the French King, and his success, it is thought his

ambition will increase to the prejudice of Christendom, and others

his neighbours. The Archduchess thinks that unless England holds

out some comfort, the King of Arragon will join the Emperor in an

arrangement with the French. Subjoins a proposal by which he

thinks the Emperor might be revenged of his enemies. Makes

sure of Italy. Dissilstayn has told him that the Begent of France

and her Council are not pleased with tli . . .

" And as for the comprehension of Tournay, considering that tho

French King, deceased, by the treaty, renounced by him and his

successors all the right he might pretend or have thereto, they had

no cause to complain, and this was the Council's resolution." The

King's ambassadors, on going to the Archduchesss, desired Spinelly

to deliver her the King's letter, to remove all jealousy. She has

not the articles of amity from the Emperor, but only power to treat

with England and Arragon. Visited the Chancellor yesterday,

who told him the French would have rest for the present, but .

would have new troubles in the summer. /(Sends a letter from the I

Master of the Posts./ The man has not returned whom he sent

to Metz and Lorraine. The Duke of Gueldres has not yet con

sented to the prorogation of the truce between this house and

and himself. Has heard that the Duke and Castle of Milan are in

the [Frenchmen's] hands,—some say by arrangement, others by

force, and that it was mined by Peter Navarre. Wrote to say

that the Viceroy of Naples was at the Castlo of St. John, at

2. T
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Spinellt to Henry VIII cont.

Bologna, ten miles from Myrandola. If the Pope has made a

treaty with France he is now in danger,—" very difficile it will be

for him to return unto Naples. And if the Marquis of Mantua

follow the fortune according to the common custom of this present

season, he shall not pass without great difficulty to Verona." They

write from [Ins]brok that things are favorable with the Swiss.

Doubts whether the Emperor will persevere in his promises, and

not fall in with the overtures made him by the Prince's Council

for an arrangement with France.

Letters from Verona of the 10th make no mention of the taking

of Milan, but of the taking of Piscaro by Bartholomew Dalbian,

who slew all he found there. The matter touches the King of

Arragon more than any one else, if it be true,—for if the French

succeed, on their return from Italy they will fall upon him, and

he will have much ado to resist. Tournay will require to be well

looked to. Brussels . . . October. Signed.

Pp. 1 1 , mutilated.

f. 397. P.S.—The Venetians have with them 400 spears.

Add. and endd.

Oct. 1098. [Jean de Planis to Wolsey.]

Calig. E.i. 117. Has been sent into Scotland with Albany to see that the Scots ob-

B. M. serve the treaty between France and England. He and Albany have

done all they could. Albany has been received with as great joy as

if he had come from heaven. The Lords would not wait for the

meeting of Parliament, but proffered him the oath of allegiance

before he had left his vessel, and contrary to his wishes the Lords

had resolved that at the meeting of Parliament he should go in

state with the sword, the sceptre and the ducal coronet borne

before him. His popularity may cause envy in the Queen and

others. She has already complained of Albany, though she has

• f- 103. never been so well treated before,* as she would herself confess

if she would say the truth. The Parliament have arranged that

the custody of the King and his brother should be given to three

ancient lords, whom Hume the chamberlain treasonably endea

voured by means of the Queen to have taken from the castle of

Stirling and delivered into his hands. This was prevented by

Albany without violence. Dacre has used all his efforts to prevent

the Chamberlain from being punished and to break the comprehen

sion. Hopes to prove to [Wolsey] one day by authentic documents

that Dacre is more attached to the Chamberlain than the Queen of

Scots. He is very subtle. To escape punishment the Chamber

lain made influence with Angus the Queen's husband, who is young

and good-natured, and persuaded her to leave Scotland, where she

was treated as the King's mother, whatever may be said to the

contrary.

Imperfect, pp. 4.

Oct. 1099. Dissolution of the Swiss League.

VitB.xvru.191. The greater number of the cantons being in alliance with the

B. M. Emperor, have written to the others to abstain from making peace

with the French for the following reasons :—1, that the treaty haa

been continued too long already ; 2, it has tended to the effusion

of Christian blood ; 3, by its terms they have to serve France

on both sides of the mountains ; 4, it has provoked the animosity
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of their natural ally the Emperor ; 5, the King of France has

treated them unehristianly and tyrannically, and therefore deserves

punishment. On these considerations they propose that no canton

make any league without the consent of the rest, especially with

the King of France.

Lat., pp. 2, mutilated.

1 Nov. 1100. Pace to Wolset.

Vit.B. xviii. 199. Has passed through the dominions of Robert de la Marche,

B. M. called " The Devil," not without great fear. Six days before

entering them this devil robbed six or eight [merchants] of a large

sum of money [" et] dicis suppliciis affecerat." Escaped

by byeways with a companion safe to Spires, "a triduum

ero cum primo ex illis quibus missus " If reports

are true every thing is going as Wolsey expected. Has suffered

great fatigue, but will spare no labor for the cause he is engaged

in. [Spires, 1 Nov.#]

Hoi., Lat., p. 1, mutilated. Add.: Dom. Thomae Cardinali

Eboracensi.

1 Nov. 1101. Gaol Delivery.

Coventry Gaol. — John Clerke, mayor, Ralph Swyllyngton,

recorder, Rob. Fulwood, Wm. Pysford and John Hardwyn. Westm.,

1 Nov.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 8d.

2 Nov. 1102. For Th. Cheyne.

8. B. To be constable of Quenburgh castle and steward of Middleton

and Merden, Kent, vice Sir Francis Cheyne, deceased. Del.

Westm., 2 Nov. 7 Hen. VIH.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 10.

3 Nov. 1103. For Marcellus de la More, the King's servant and

S. B. principal surgeon.

Annuity of 40 marks. Del. "Westm., 3 Nov.

3 Nov. 1104. For John Ymberlet, monk of St. Sampson, Middleton.

Pardon. Westm., 3 Nov.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 11.

Nov. 1105. [Silvester Bp. of Worcester to Ammonius.]

Vit. B. 11. 1S3. The Pope apologises for his hasty negotiation with France ; after

B. M. the retreat of the Swiss, French interests were supreme in Italy ;

the Duke of Ferrara, to recover Modena and Reggio, the Bentivogli,

Bologna, the Florentines their liberty, the Duke of Urbino to

escape from the Church's authority, were arming against him.

Ruin was on every side ; none were to be trusted. When he can

find his opportunity for expelling the French, he will use all hia

efforts to do so. The Pope will be glad to hear of Pace's departure

which has not yet been told him. Pace's arrival will be opportune,

as the Swiss hold a diet on the 5th or 6th of this month. The

Cardinal Sta. Maria in Porticu has just told him the Viceroy of

Naples has been with the Pope in disguise and been scolded by

him. Baltasar Tuerdus has been sent to the Pope by Francis

* Supplied from a marginal note.

T 2
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[Silvester Bp. of Worcester to Ammonius]—eont.

mother, begging the Pope's favor towards her son. Knows by

Wolsey's letter from Woking, that Baltasar speaks disrespectfully

of the King, saying he is a youngling, cares for nothing but girls

and hunting, and wastes his father's patrimony. Has intrusted to

the Cardinal S. Quatuor the expediting of the bull De conferendis

ordinibus. Sent him a small present, but these great men expect

great rewards for their labors. The French King will not visit

Bologna with the same splendor as his predecessor Charles did.

It is not true that the French have made many presents to the

Magnifico Julian. It is the nature of Frenchmen that they can

never hold their tongue upon what they do, say or think.

hat., copy, in the hand ofAmmonites, pp. 3, mutilated.

4 Nov. 1106. Alex. Turnbull to Angus.

Calig. D. vi. 974. After he had received information that my lord of Dunkeldin was

B. M. taken and put in prison, he informed the Pope of it, who has sent a

brief for his delivery. Hoped to have been able to have forwarded

it that it might have been presented to the Duke, but hearing that

he nnd the Queen were going into England knew not to whom he

could intrust it. He has no friend at Bruges to whom he could

direct it. John Barry his former messenger has excused himself.

The secretary of the Bp. of Wlsistir (Worcester) has lately crossed

over to England with a Cardinal's hat for the Archbishop of York.

Wishes he would find a way to pass into Scotland and present the

bull to the Duke of Albany, as no one in that realm will present

anything to the Duke to his displeasure. He will obtain briefs in

different form, and letters from the Pope to the said secretary.

Wishes him to urge the King of England to write to the Bp. ofWor

cester on the subject, and engage his influence with the bishop's

familiar, Bonifacius, to undertake this matter. Has sent him a

brief of the Pope's confirmation of the King's testament. Jerome

Friscobald dwelling in Bruges made Simon and Reynold de Reca-

selis pay him for despatching the bulls of Dunkeld and other things,

but revoked his order on hearing of the Bishop's imprisonment.

Begs for a remittance through Jerome Friscobald's son Leonard

in London or otherwise, for the Pope is about to leave Rome for

Florence, Bologna and Pisa, and he must attend him and not neglect

opportunities. Balthazar Steward is on his way from Scotland,

sent by the Duke of Albany " contra my lord of Dunkeldin," but

the Pope and Cardinals have too good an opinion of his " nobility,

science, and other good qualities " to desert him readily. When

his lordship has anything to write to him, he may direct his letters

to the Bp. of Worcester, the English ambassador, who commonly

receives despatches once a month. " As the warld standis now,

nowthir ma my lord wryt to me nor zit I ma get writing conwoit

to bis lordship. God Almytty remeid. Yis storm is sa wiolent it

ma notht lest." Without a remittance speedily he must come away.

Has lived on credit since June, but were loth to depart "quhill my

lord war a free man and out of trubill." The Bp. of Worcester

despatched a brief from the Pope directed to the Duke for his

deliverencc in August and sent it to the King of England. Rome,

4 Nov.

Pp. 2.

ii. Copy of the brief referred to.

Pp. 2. Add. : To my maist speciell lord my lord Erie of

Angous.
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4 Nov. 1107. For Sib John Carre.

P. S. Grant, in tail, of the manors of Scotton and Brereton, York,

with remainder to Simon Conyers, for life ; at the annual rent of a

red rose. Greenwich, 4 Nov. 7 Hen. VIII.

Vacated on surrender, 24 June 13 Hen. VIII., in favor of Sir

Wm. Compton.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 16.

5 Nov. 1108. [Julius Cardinal de Medicis to Wolsey.]

Vit. B. 11. 177b. Acknowledges Wolsey's letter of thanks for the services rendered

B. M. in his election. Rome, nonis Nov. 1515. [Signature burnt off. ~\

Lat., p. 1, mutilated.

5 Nov. 1109. Launcelot Colyns to Wolsey.

B. 0. Congratulates him on his appointment to the cardinalate. Makes

a proffer of his services. Rome, nonis Nov. 1515.

Hoi., Lat., p. 1. Add. and endd.

5 Nov. 1110. For Sir Ralph Verney.

S. B. Annuity of 50/., for services to the King's father, mother and

sisters. Del. Westm., 5 Nov. 7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 4.

2. Annuity of 20/. to Alianora his wife for the same. Ibid.

6 Nov. 1111. [Silvester Bp. of Worcester to Wolsey.]

Vit. B.11. 174. Has been greatly afflicted with gout since his departure from

B. M. Viterbo. So many changes have been made iu the treaty that

unless France consents it must come to nothing. Francis thinks

that if he could have a conference with the Pope he might gain

some advantage. This the Pope does not refuse, but will never be

French. The meeting was to have been at Florence, and is appointed

for Verona on the 27th. He will enter Florence on the 29th Nov.,

stay there fifteen days,—then to Bologna, where he will expect the

King at Christmas, and go to Milan perhaps till Epiphany,—then

to Florence,—then to Rome about Lent. The French are much

deceived in their expectation of the results of the battle of Mari-

guano ;—are afraid of the preparations of the Emperor; and if he

does nothing they will be obliged to evacuate Italy, owing to the

great expence. The Emperor has increased his forces at Bologna ;

eight of the cantons are with him. The Pope has sent him 10,000

ducats, but the Emperor is very careless and dilatory in his pro

ceedings. Antonio Pallavicino and the Lord Beuere[u] have pre

sented their credentials to the Pope, from the French King, with

great professions of friendship, urging the Pope to fix the day of

meeting and arrange a peace between the French and Swiss. The

Spanish general is effeminate, and the Pope thinks is not to be

trusted. The Venetians have lost their hopes of Italy and received

a great blow at the siege of Brescia. The German soldiers in the

French army have told the King they will not fight against the

Emperor iu person. Two days ago received .1 message from the

Cardinal Sta. Maria in Porticu to attend the Pope. Has received

Wolsey's letters of the 26th Oct. ; cannot send an answer till he

has seen the Pope.

Lat., copy, in the hand ofAmmonius, pp. 4, mutilated. Headed :

" Ex Uteris d. Wigorniensis datis ex Urbe die vi. Novembris."
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6 Nov. 1112. Sir Ric. Jernyngham to Sampson.

R. O. Has received his letter dated London, 14th Oct., " whereby I

perceive your kind remembrance as well to my Lord Cardinal as to

my Lord Chamberlain." Hopes another season to live in England.

Would gladly give up his place here if one could be found meet to

take it. The castle wall with the tower from the sluice to the

bridge is eight feet above ground. Thinks it cannot be farther

advanced before March. The great tower in the Mint is five feet

higher than when Sampson left. Hopes the castle will serve for

defence by the end of May. My Lord Mountjoy is anxious to go

to England. The Cardinal of Switzerland, the French say, will

cause war. Has made Sampson's recommendations to " Jane the

shrew," who is now at Antwerp. Tournay, 6 Nov.

Begs to hear of Sampson's return to Tournay.

Hoi., pp. 2. Add. : To the Rt. Worshipful Ma' Dr Sampson,

with my Lord Cardinal.

6 Nov. 1113. De Bapaume to Louise de Savoy, Regent of France.

R. T. 137. Received by Guyenne herald, on 25th ult., her letters of the 18th.

R. O. As it was late, and the King and the two Queens here were gone

Addit. 11,718. with the Council into tho great galley, was unable to execute

B. M. her commands ; and the day after a servant of M. de Lafayette,

captain of Boulogne, delivered him a letter from her dated 16th

ult., enclosing a cipher. He and Guyenne herald had audience

of Henry at Greenwich. He seemed much vexed at the news of

the prosperity of France contained in the King's letter, and, after

reading it, asked if he was going to war with the King of Arragon

for Naples. Bapaume said he thought not, but that he would

return from Italy with his army about All Saints' Day. Henry

then asked about the appointment of the Pope, and Bapaume

said that it was concluded, which Henry contradicted. Told him

that the Emperor was desirous of the King's friendship, and was

again contradicted. He asked how many Swiss had been killed in

the battle. Told him 20,000, which he would not believe, saying

that only 10,000 Swiss, who were in the advanced guard, were

engaged. Said that he must feel very much pleased at the pro

sperity of his ally in conquering the Swiss, who call themselves

" domiteurs ct correctcurs des princes." He said he was very glad

to hear it, but that the Lanzknechts and Almains were much better

soldiers than the Swiss, and then talked of a crusade against the

Turk. He will send an answer to Francis.

Met the Duke of Suffolk and told him all the news. He received

him very civilly, which the King did not, and said he was as much

pleased at the King's prosperity as any man in France, and that he

considered himself more obliged to Francis than to any one else

except Henry, and would serve him all his life. Showed him the

contents of the cipher. He said that Henry was making a show of

warlike preparations to please his subjects, who wished him in

reality to make war on Francis in his absence, but that he was

desirous of peace. Suffolk then said he was very anxious that

the two Kings should meet, and told Bapaume to come to his house

after All Saints' Day, that he might tell him what to write to

Francis. Then went with Guyenne to Wolsey at Westminster, who

said he was much pleased at the news of the victory. Showed

him the contents of the cipher, that if Francis had not left his

frontier well guarded it was because he never thought that Henry

would make war on him in his absence, considering the treaty of
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peace and friendship between them"; on which Wolsey, laying his

hand on his breast, swore that neither the King, his Council, nor

himself had ever thought of such a thing ; and that the ships and

the great galloy were only built to please his Queen and his sister

Mary, and that they and the Council had dined there on Thursday

last. They were not built to make war on either France or Scot

land, but merely to be in readiness for any thing that might happen ;

still, if the Duke of Albany did not abstain from and make re

paration for his injuries to Margaret and her children, Henry

would make him do so. Has, therefore, not yet spoken to Henry

about these matters, und will await her further commands. His

own opinion is, however, that if Francis had been unfortunate in

Italy, Henry would have invaded France.

There can be no Scotch war for six months. Wolsey says that

the Chamberlain and his relations who were imprisoned by Albany

have escaped, but was told by the Scotch herald that it was not

certain. Told the person she mentions that the person to whom he

was to address himselfhas gone to the King. Believes he will keep

his promise. The great galley has 207 pieces of artillery, 70 of them

of brass, the rest of iron, 4,000 or 5,000 bullets, and 400 or 500 bar

rels of powder. She has 120 oars, and will hold 800 or 1,000

fighting men. On the Thursday mentioned Henry acted as pilot, and

wore a sailor's coat and trousers made of cloth of gold, and a gold

chain with the inscription " Dieu est mon Droit," to which was

suspended a whistle, which he blew nearly as loud as a trumpet.

Mass was performed on board by the Bishop of Durham, and the

Queen named the galley " The Princess Mary." Yesterday Wolsey

told him, in the presence of the Bishops of Winchester and Dur

ham, that Henry thought it very strange that Francis should say,

' concerning the deed of the Pope, that he did not think, that so

honorable a prince as Henry would have wished to make war upon

him contrary to his promise, and that ho must mako reparation or

prepare to defend himself;' for, in truth, neither he nor hjs Council

had any intention of doing so, and in his letters to Francis there

was no mention of it, but simply a request that he would not make

war on the Pope. Answered that the King's words were gracious

enough if not misinterpreted, and that Henry had written much

more rudely.

They then spoke of the jewels demanded by Mary Queen

Dowager, and said that a bishop had been sent to France about

them, mentioned the shameful treatment of Queen Margaret by

Albany, and stated that he had proclaimed publicly that every

one was to prepare for a war with England, as Henry was intend

ing to invade the kingdom ; a thing which he had never thought of.

Was shown the minute of the letter sent to Francis by advice

of the Council. After this, remained with Wolsey alone, who

spoke of the friendship between the two Kings, and said that if

Albany was recalled to France and Margaret allowed to have her

rights, there would be no occasion for war ; but if this was not

done, Henry was determined to assist his sister to obtain what was

due to her. The treaty with the King of Arragon has been

renewed, and he has promised to assist Henry in case of a Scotch

war, and Henry to assist him if Francis invades Guyenne ; but if

France does nothing contrary to the treaty, Henry will enter into

no new treaty with Arragon to his prejudice. On this, took leave

of him. Wishes to be recalled. London, 6 Nov.

Ft., pp. 26. Endd. .- Double des lettres de Mons. de Bapaume

envoyees a Madame.
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6 Nov. 1114. For Sir Hen. Guldefobd, knight of the Body.

To be master of the King's horses with 40/. a year in the same

manner as Sir Thos. Knyvet, Sir Thos. Brandon, or Sir Thos.

Cheyne. Westm., 6 Nov.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 10.

6 Nov. 1115. For Sir Hen. Guldeford.

S. B. Annuity of 50 marks, as squire of the body. Del. Westm.,

6 Nov. 7 Hen. VIII.

Pat 7 Hen.VIIL p. 2, m.23, andp.3, m. 10.

6 Nov. 1116. For NiCH. Carrewe, squire of the Body.

S. B. Annuity of 50 marks, as one of the King's cypherers, void by death

of Sir Richard Hastyngis. Del. Westm., 6 Nov. 7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 11.

7 Nov. 1117. Sir Ric. Wingfield to Wolsey.

S. B. Bonifacio secretary to the Bp. of Worcester has arrived with the

Cardinal's hat. Has apprised Wolsey of it that preparations may

be made forhis reception. Calais, 7 Nov. Signed.

P. 1. Add. : My lord Cardinal [of Y]ork.

7 Nov. 1118. We Pawne to the [Council].

E. O. Informed them in his last, 30 Sept., how far the citadel at Tour-

nay was advanced, why the King's instructions had not been in all

respects observed, why he signed a letter from the Lord-lieutenant

and Council desiring the appointment of a controller, and how

the two controllers appointed by the lieutenant have misconducted

themselves. Thos. Hert and John le Sellier the royal controllers

have overseen all his payments. Had requested a letter to be sent

to Sir Hugh Conway, treasurer of Calais, touching the collector-

ship there. Gives an account of the advancement of the works.

Received on 28 Oct. certain articles from the Council there which

he encloses. Will send an account of the money he has spent

since he was there, and a platte of the works. Tournay, 7 Nov.

Signed.

Pp. 4.

7 Nov. 1119. Heads of a Treaty between the French and Swiss.

B. O. Made at Geneva at the instance of the Duke of Savoy between

Peter de la Guice, seneschal of Lyons, Ant. Laviste Lord of Fienes,

master of requests, Andre le Roy, the French King's secretary, on

the one part, and John Grebel and Conrad Urgelhart consuls of

Zurich, Guill. de Diesbach, kt., James de Uratemeis Ulmo, and

Barth. de Madiis, one of the consuls of Berne, Peter Zucafz, Melchior

Zupgaligion and Jorveus de Merlin, kt., consuls of Zurich, John

Bisl of Uri, John Jorli Burri of Schwitz, Peter Wrtz, John de

Grurel of Unterwalden, Gaspar Zelger and Conrad Messer of Zug,

and others.

1. A renewal of their ancient amity. 2. Liberation of prisoners

on both sides. 3. Interchange of the letters of confederation

between Max. Sforza and the conferates, and the letters of the

treaty of peace made at the siege of Dijon " et in Gallerata." 4. To

include the substance of the league made between the late King

Lewis and the confederates relative to the Duchy of Milan, especially

iii reference to peduge and gabel, &c. All who have since joined
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the Swiss confederacy to have the benefit of these exemptions,

except Sion and others not of the German nation. 5. The French

King consepts to pardon and permit the return of all who in sup

port of Max. Sforza have fled to Germany, Milan, Lugano,

Lucerne, especially Galeazzo Visconti, Dom Frederick, Aaron,

Jacobus Philippus, Dr. Gab. Marcellinus, Peter Posterl., Jac. de

Gallera, John Petr. de Ripe de Luyno, Bernardin Morisan, Bapt.

and Jer. de Lugano. 6. He is to pay for their expences before

Dijon 400,000 cr. de soleil, and for their expences in Italy 300,000,

in satisfaction of all demands against Delia Trimoille, &c. 7. All

castles in Lugan ?, Lucerne, Donnesossute (Dondosola) and Valtel-

lina, in the hauds of the confederates and the Grey league, to be

put as a security in the hands of the King of France, with the

exception of Bellison, for which he shall pay 300,000 g. cr. at cer

tain periods. 8. Neither party to harbour the enemies of the other.

9. The confederates to assist the King of France in his wars " citra

quam ultra Montes," with a sufficient number at the expence of the

said King, provided it be with the consent of the said confederates.

10. Privileges to extend to merchants on both sides. 11. The

King of France to pay thirteen of the cantons as a donative

yearly 2,000 francs each. 1 2. The treaty to last for the life of the

French King and ten years after. 13. In the name of the King of

France room is reserved for the Pope, '■ the Emperor, the Kings of

England, Scotland, Navarre, Denmark, the Archduke of Austria,

Dukes of Savoy, Lorraine, and Gueldres, the house of Medici, the

Venetians, and the Bishop of Liege. 14. And on the part of the

consederates, the Pope, the Emperor, the house of Austria, the

Dukes of Savoy, &c. Geneva, 7 Nov. 1515.

Lat., pp. 10, in the hand of the Bp. of Worcester's clerk. Endd.

Vit. B. xx. 17. 2. Abstract of the above mentioned treaty, headed : "The cont

B. M. and the by Marny [x ?]

" The writer says, " This is as much as I have

retained in my remembrance at one sight of th[e] said treaty."

Pp. 3, mutilated. Endd. : The articles of the treaty between

the French King and the Swyce[rs].

7 Nov. 1120. Sheriff Roll,

S. B. Cumb.—Sir Christ. Pykering, Sir Th. Curwen, •Sir Christ.

Dacre.

Northtimb.—Rob. Colyngwod, Wm. Swynborne, Rob. Claveryng.

[ These names have been struck out and the name of Nich,

Haryngton has been inserted by Wolsey.~\

York.—*Sir John Carre, Sir Ric. Tempest, Sir Ric. Cholmeley.

Notts and Derby.—Th. Meryng, 'Sir John Zouche, Sir Wm.

Perpoynt.

Line.—*Sir Rob. Dymmok, Sir Wm. Tyrwyt, Sir Lionel

Dymmok.

Warw. and Leic.—Everard Digby, Th. Pulteney, *Sir Wm.

Skevyngton.

Salop.—Francis Yong, John Cotes, 'Sir Th. Cornewall.

Staff.—Sir Hen. Willoughby, *Th. Nevell, Ric. Wrotesley.

Heref.—*Wm. Herbert de Troy, Ralph Haglett, Th. Bodnam.

Wore.—John Savage, in fee.

Glouc.—*Sir Maurice Berkeley, Wm. Denys, Sir Rob. Poyntz.

Oxon and Berks.—Hen. Bruges, *Sir John Daunce, Sir Edw.

Chamberleyn.
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7 Nov.

S. B.

1121.

8 Nov. 1122.

Cau>. E. ii. (44.)

B. M.

8 Nov. 1123.

Vit. B.ii. 177.

B. M.

8 Nov.

S. B.

1124.

8 Nov. 1125.

Sheriff Boll—cont.

Northt Th. Lovet, »Nich. Odell, Sir Ric. Knyghtley.

Camb. and Hunts.—Wm. Tanfeld, Anth. Malory, *John Parys.

Beds and Bucks.—'Sir John Seynt John, Sir Ralph Veney,

jun., Mich. Fissher.

Nor/, and Stiff.—*Anth. Wyngfeld, Sir Ric. Wentworth, Arth.

Hopton.

Essex and Herts.—Hen. Frowyk, *Sir John Veer, Th. Peryent.

Kent.—*Th. Cheyne, John Cryps, Sir John Fogge.

Surrey and Sussex.—*Sir John Legh, Sir Matthew Broun, John

Shelly.

Hants.—John Calewey, Peter Philpot, "Rob. Wallop.

Wilts.—*John Scrope, John Ludwe (mistake for Ludlowe ?),

Sir Edw. Hungerford.

Somers. and Dors.—*Sir John Seymour, Wm. Paulet, [John

Bowser].

[Devon.]—[*]Sir [John S]helston, , Sir

Edw. Gorge.

TCornw.]—[*]Sir Win. Trevanyon, vyle, Bobt.

[LJongdcn.

[Westmor.]— [Lord] Clifford.

'Rutland].— Feldyng (?), ['John Caldecote,] ....

[7 Nov. 7 Hen. VIII.]

Signed by the King, top and bottom.

Those perso?is were chosen sheriffs whose names were pricked by

the King, and are marked above by a prefixed asterisk.

For Sir Ralph Chamberleyne.

Annuity of 50 marks, as squire of the Body, granted by patent,

4 March 3 Hen. VIII., which was annulled by the Act of Resump

tion in the last Parliament. Del. Westm., 7 Nov. 7 Hen. VIH.

Fat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 23.

Mountjoy and Jerningham to [Wolsey].

Have already sent a statement of the finances of the town, but

for security repeat it. The pay of the laborers on the 10th will

amount to 1,100/. ; of the foot and horse on the 15th to 1,760/. ; of

other laborers seven days after to 1,000/. Without a remittance

the last payment cannot be met, as there will be but 600/. in the

Treasury. Tournay, 8 Nov. Signed.

Pp. 2.

A. Cardinal S .... Sa ... to Wolsey.

Testifying to Cardinal Hadrian's zeal in advancing Wolsey's pro

motion which his enemies had denied. States he had been equally

zealous in procuring the remission of the annates when Wolsey was

advanced to the see of Lincoln. Viterbo, 8 Nov. 15[15]. Signed.

Lat., p. 1, mutilated. Add. : D. Tho. Card. Ebor. Endd. ;

" Litertc Cardinalis Sanctis Praxedis."

For Alianoro Johns.

Annuity of 20/. Del. Westm., 8 Nov. 7 Hen. VIII.

Commission of the Peace.

Wilts.—R. Bp. of Winchester, E. Bp. of Salisbury, Rob. Wil-

loughby Lord Broke, Wm. Lord Stourton, Ric. Elyot, Lewis Pol-

laid, Sir Edw. Darell, Sir John Seymour, Sir Maurice Barowe,

Sir Edw. Hungerford, Sir Hen. Sharnbourn, Sir Hen. Longe.
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Edm. Tame, John Newport, John Skilling, John Gawen, James

Lowder, Hen. Pauncefold, Anthony Stylman, Thos. Bulstrode,

Rob. Caleway, Wm. Ludlowe, Geo. Morgan, Thos. Elyot, John

Bonham, and Rob. Wye. Westm., 8 Nov.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 3d.

S Nov. 1126. Silvester Bp. of Worcester to Wolsey.

11- O. Had despatched his letters to England when those of Wolsey and

Ammonius of the 25th Oct. arrived, with credentials to the Pope.

Has resolved to-morrow night to hasten to Viterbo where the Pope

now is, intending for Florence. Rome, 9 Nov. 1515. Signed.

Lat.,p.\. Add. : Tho. Card. Ebor. Endd.

9 Nov. 1127- For Sir Edw. Belknapp and Sir John Daunce.

S. B. To have 100/. for their fee as surveyors of crown lands, and

another 100/. for oversight of the occupiers of the butlerage, &c,

since the death of Sir Robert Southwell. Del. Westm.. 9 Nov.

7 Hen. VIII.

10 Nov. 1128. For the Friars Preachers, London.

S. B. Annuity of 20/. of the King's alms, as received from the King's

predecessors. Del. Westm., 10 Nov. 7 Hen. VIII.

11 Nov. 1129. For James Ewell of London, haberdasher.

S. B. \f Licence to import 20 gross of foreign hats and caps. Del.Westm.,

11 Nov. 7 Hen. VIII.

12 Nov. 1130. Parliament.

R. O. Held 12 Nov. 7 Hen. VIII. de die in diem, to the 22 Dec.

1. For the French Queen's jointure [c. 8].

2. Subsidy of 15ths and lOths [c. 9].

3. The King's revenues [c. 7].

4. The staple of Calais [c. 10].

5. Act of apparel [c. 6].

6. Maintenance of the King's navy [c. 2],

7. For laborers and artificers in London [c. 5].

8. For " Advoures" [c. 4].

9. For penal statutes and actions popular [c. 3].

10. Act avoiding pulling down towns [c. 1J.

11. The King's general pardon [c. 11].

12 Nov. 1131. Lords in Parliament.

H- O. 1. The Archbishop of Canterbury, the Bishops of London,

Winchester, Lincoln, Llandaff, * Worcester, Norwich, * Coventry

and Lichfield. * Hereford, Rochester, Exeter, Bangor, Chichester,

* St. Asaph, Salisbury, Ely, * St. David's, and * Bath and Wells ;

the Archbishop of York, the Bishops of Durham and * Carlisle,

Dukes of * Buckingham, Norfolk and * Suffolk, Thomas Marquis

Dorset, the Earls of * Arundel, * Oxford, * Northumberland,

Shrewsbury, Essex, * Kent, Derby, Wiltshire, * Surrey and

* Worcester ; * the Prior of St. John of Jerusalem, the Lords

* Ormond, * Ross, * Clytford, Fitzwater, Burgaveuny, * Audley,

* Zouch, Willoughby, * De la Ware, * Dacre, Cobham, Dacre Gil-

lesland, * Scroop, * Dudley, Latymer, * Stourton, * Fitzwarren,

* Lumley, Ferrers, * Herbert, Hastings, * Mountjoy, Daubney,

•Brook, * Conyers, Darcy and *Monteagle. 12 Nov. 7 Hen. VIII.

Modern copy, p.\. To those names wanting the asterisk, p* is

attached, signifying present f
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12 Nov. 1132. Sir Eic. Wingfield to Wolsey.

R. O. Sir Hugh Conway refuses to pay the retinue of the hearer, Eic.

Long, appointed to a spear's place at Calais. Writes in his behalf.

Calais, 12 Nov. Signed.

P. 1. Add : My lord the Cardinal of York.

1 2 Nov. 1133. Spinelly to Wolsey.

R. O. Sends a letter received from Pace, who, he supposes, arrived at

Insbrook, this day se'nnight. Has written to the King. The

Emperor's enterprise has failed for lack of money. If the Switzers

are not contented by the Emperor or King of Arragon they will

make some arrangment with the French, and take the duchy of

Milan for security. Brussels, 12 Nov. Signed.

P. 1 . Add. : [My] lord Cardinal of England.

12 Nov. 1134. Sir Rob. Wingfield to Henry VIII.

R. O. Wrote last this morning. Received this night a letter from

Lewis Marroton, enclosed. " Though in the latter end of the same

he remembereth the fair Doroothe of my lodging, I doubt not but

your grace will judge the best, because I am old and he is a man of

the Church. Howbeit there is a mystery in that matter which I

will keep in store till I may declare it by mouth." Hopes shortly

to return to England. Insbroke, 12 Nov. 1515.

Hoi., p. 1. Add. and endd.

12 Nov. 1135. Pace to Wolsey.

R. O. The bearer was so faithful that there was no necessity for him to

St P. vi. 36. write in cipher. Arrived at Isproke on the 8th. Would have

been there three days sooner had not Mich, de Abbatis falleu from

his horse, and nearly broken his leg. Has opened his commission

to the Cardinal of Sion, who is well disposed to the King, and is

glad to have found such powerful friends in his adversity. Will

spare money and bloodshed. The French have been bribing the

Swiss, offering them a treaty of peace, and that they should retain

Milan ; but the Cardinal says they will take part with the King

against the French, the disturbers of Christendom. The Emperor

will attack the French in Italy, and is determined to appoint

Francesco Bari Duke of Milan, brother of Maximilian, who has

resigned his dukedom and gone into France. By these means the

King will recover his rights in France. Had Pace brought money

with him, the Cardinal would have undertaken that the Swiss

should have attacked the French in ten days. Now is the time.

Francis is in so much want of money he wanders up and down

Italy trying to extort it, and is very unpopular. Never was there

a man of greater wit and experience than the Cardinal of Sion.

He will do all he can to attack the French in Italy, and will be

there in person. He has already expended 10,000 ducats to break

off the treaty of the Swiss and the French. He and Cardinal Gurk

are ill disposed to the French. The French ambassador has been

dismissed the imperial court. Begs money may be sent at once,

as a Swiss diet is to be held. The letters intended for him are to

be sent to Sir Rob. Wingfield if he knows where he will be found.

Insbroke, 12 Nov. 1515.

Hoi., Lab, pp. 5. Add. .* Cardinali Eboraceusi.
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12 Nov. 1136. [Michael Abbate] to Henry VIII.

VitB. xvin. 199*. After forced marches attended with great dangers from the

B. M. robbers who adhere to the French, Pace and the writer arrived

here on the 8th inst., and delivered the King's commands to the

Cardinal of Sion, who rejoiced greatly at the King's proffered

assistance in so good a work. Refers further to what Pace has

written, whose diligence nothing can exceed. Will do as much for

the King as his own master. Insbruck, 12 Nov. 1515.

Lett., p. 1, mutilated. Add.

12 Nov. 1137. Mich. Abbate to Wolsey.

B, O. After much danger from robbers reached their destination. On

the 8th had an interview with the Cardinal of Sion, who is much

delighted to help them. Refers him to Pace's letter. Inspruck,

12 Nov. 1515. Signed.

Lut., p. 1. Add.: D. Card. Eboracen. Endd.

12 Nov. 1138. Fabricius de Cabeto [to Henry VIII.]

Otho,C.ix.24. Begs that Th. Docray, their prior of St. John's in England, be

B. M. sent to them, considering the urgency of the conflict between the

Turk and Sophi. Will keep in mind his nephew Launcelot

Docray. The Turk is building a great number of vessels. Last

month he went to Hadrianople to arrange the affairs of Hungary.

It is reported that he will winter at Broussa, a3 the Sophians have

taken Amach, and are supported by the Georgians. Rhodes,

12 Nov. 1515. Signed.

Lai., mutilated, pp. 2.

12 Nov. 1139. Fabricius de Careto to Henry VIII.

Otho, C. ix. 23. In behalf of Wm. Darell, their Turcopolier, who had been

B. M. slandered to the King. Rhodes, 12 Nov. 1515. Signed.

Lut., p. 1, mutilated. Add.

12 Nov. 1140. Fabricius de Careto to the Council in England.

Otho, C. ix. 25. In behalf of Wm. Darel, their Turcopolier. Rhodes, 12 Nov.

B. M. 15[15].

Lot, p. 1, mutilated. Add.

12 Nov. 1141. Friars.

S. B. i. For the Friars Minors, Cambridge.

Annuity of 25 marks, of the King's alms, as received by them

from Hen. III., Edw. I., and other Kings. Del. Westm., 12 Nov.

7Hen.VHI.

8. B. ii. For the Friars Minors, Oxford.

Annuity of 50 marks. Del. as above.

8. B. iii. For the Friars Preachers, Oxford.

Annuity of 50 marks. Del. as above.

S. B. iv. For the Friars Preachers, Cambridge.

Annuity of 25 inarks. Del. as above.
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12 Nov. 1142. Convent of St. Mary, Stonlet.

Commission to Sir Edw. Belknap, Sir Edw. Grevyle, Wm. Shelley,

Th. Glasyer, Ric. Wyllys and Th. Hogges, to grant lands in Asshoo,

Kyngeshyll and Canley to the convent of Stonley : in pursuance

of patent, 20 Feb. 7 Edw.JV., licensing William, then abbot of

the said monastery, to acquire lands to the annual value of 40 marks.

Westm., 12 Nov.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 17.

12 Nov. 1143. For John Constable, Master, and the Brethren of the

S.B. Hospital of St. Leonard's, York.

Exoneration from all tenths, subsidies, &c, their hospital being

in a ruinous condition. Del. Westm., 12 Nov. 7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 3.

12 Nov. 1144. For Tucher Bold of Marlow, Bucks.

S. B. Lease for twenty-one years, of the lordship of Marlow, at the

annual rent of 56/. ;—formerly held by William Sandis, of Marlow.

Del. Westm., 12 Nov. 7 Hen. VIH.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 5.

1 2 Nov. 1145. Gaol Delivery.

Great Yarmouth.—Sir Jas. Hobart, Wm. Elys, John Palmer,

Simon Olderyng, Th. Bettys and Christ. Moye. Westm., 12 Nov.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 8d.

13 Nov. 1146. Matthew [Scheiner], Cardinal of Sion, to Wolsey.

R. 0. Richard [Pace] and Michael [Abbate] have shown him their

credentials. Will use his utmost to further the King's designs

against the French, who have dared to rend the unity of the

Church, for which cause the Swiss have entered on this war.

Unless their insolence be repressed no Crusade can be set on foot.

Has resolved immediately to undertake the task proposed to him

by the Archdeacon. Will use all his efforts to induce the Swiss to

attack the French and restore Francis Sfortia who has so shame

lessly abandoned the dukedom. The Emperor makes all prepara

tions. Does not care who is Duke, provided the French be driven

from Italy. The Swiss, besides their losses, are anxious to take

vengeance on the French for their cruelty to the wounded who had

taken shelter in the churches at Milan. Will find it necessary to

spend money, as the Swiss are a numerous and divided people, and

will not trust the promises of foreign sovereigns, having been often

deceived. They are besides very poor, and have lost much by

their five years' war with the French. The pay of a foot-soldier is

4£ Rhenish florins per month. Believes if it is well managed they

will so rout the French they shall not be able to return. Proposes

that 20,000 be added to the 100,000 crowns. If the French be

driven into Dauphine Francis will be compelled to divide his forces,

—so fall by his own sword. Insbruck, id. Nov. 1515. Signed.

Lat., pp. 5. Add. : Cardinali Eboracensi. Endd.

13 Nov. 1147- Henry [Bourchier] Earl of Essex to Wolsey

R. 0. Hears Mr. Attorney has commenced an action against him on

two bonds held of him by the King. Was bound in the first for
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livery of his lands in the late King's time j in the other of 80/. for

killing a red deer and other issues lost for non-appearance, for

which he received a pardon, though the obligations remained in the

hands of Sir John Heron, treasurer of the King's chamber. Has

not been able to leave his house to visit Wolsey in person. Stansted,

13 Nov. Signed and sealed.

Add. : My lord Cardinal's grace. Endd.

1 3 Nov. 1148. Sir Robt. Pen, gentleman of the Chapel Royal.

S. B. Annuity of 20 marks, out of the lordship of Denbigh, North

Wales. Del. Westm., 13 Nov. 7 Hen. VHI.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 17.

13 Nov. 1149. For Edw. Litelton.

P. S. Grant of lands to the value of 201. of Sir Wm. Litelton, in cos.

Salop, Wore, and Staff., during the minority of his 6on John.

Greenwich, 6 Nov. 7 Hen. VIII. Del. 13 Nov.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 4.

14 Nov. 1150. For Roger Copley of Westhamptonet, Sussex, alias of

S. B. Suth-werk, Suit.

Release as late sheriff of Surrey and Sussex, and keeper of the

castles or gaols of Guldeford and Lewes, and release to him, Sir

Thomas West, of Halnacre, Edward Lewkenor, of Kyngeston,

Sussex, Thomas Polsted, of London, and Roger Lewkenor, of

Halnacre, of their recognizance of 40/., dated 8 Nov. 6 Hen. VIII.

Del. Westm., 14 Nov. 7 Hen. VHI.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 23.

14 Nov. 1151. For Wm. Turner of Wardon, Beds.

Pardon for killing Rob. Welsheman of Southiell, Beds., in self

defence, as appears by an indictment made at Old Wardon before

Rob. Hattley coroner. Westm., 14 Nov.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 17.

14 Nov. 1152. Commission of the Peace.

Norfolk.—R. Bp. of Norwich, Th. Duke of Norfolk, Chas. Duke

of Suffolk, Th. Earl of Surrey, Rob. Radcliff Lord Fitzwaren, Wm.

Lord Willoughby, Sir Rob. Curson, Sir John Fyneux, Sir Rob.

Rede, Sir Th. Lovell, Sir Th. Buleyn, Sir Wm. Knevett, Sir Rob.

Brandon, Sir Jas. Hobart, Sir Th. Wyndham, Sir Philip Tylney, Sir

Rob. Clere, Sir Rob. Lovell, Sir John Audeley, Sir Hen. Sham-

bourne, Sir John Shelton, Jas. Boleyn, Nich. Apliard, John

Straunge, John Spelman, Fras. Calibut, Hen. Noon, Wm. Elys,

Wm. Conyngesby, Wm. Wutton, Fras. Moundeford, and Edm. White.

Westm., 14 Nov.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 3d.

] 5 Nov. 1153. Ceremonial upon Wolsey's receiving the Cardinal's

Herald's Coll. HAT.

Fiddes' Coll. 251. Thursday 15 Nov. 1515 the prothonotary entered London. He

was met at the sea side, and afterwards at Blackheath, by the Bp.

of Lincoln, the Earl of Essex, and others. He proceeded through

London with the Bishop and Earl riding on either side, the mayor,
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Ceremonial upon Wolsey's receiving the Caedinal's Hat—cont.

aldermen and crafts lining the streets. When the hat came to West

minster Abbey, the Abbot and eight other abbots received it, and

conveyed it to the high altar. Sunday the 18th, tho Cardinal, with

nobles and gentlemen, proceeded from his place to the Abbey.

When the Cardinal reached the traverse, mass was sung by the Abp.

of Canterbury, the Bishops of Lincoln and Exeter, the Abps. of

Armagh and Dublin, the Bps. of Winchester, Durham, Norwich,

Ely and Llandaff, the Abbots of Westminster, St. Alban's, Bury,

Glastonbuiy, Reading, Gloucester, Winchecombe, Tewksbury, and

the Prior of Coventry. The Bp. of Rochester was crosier to the

Abp. of Canterbury during mass. Dr. Colet, Dean of St, Paul's,

preached the sermon. He said, " a cardinal represented the order of

seraphin, which continually burneth in the love of the glorious

Trinity ; and for these considerations a cardinal is only apparelled with

red, which color only betokeneth nobleness." He exhorted Wolsey to

execute righteousness to rich and poor, and desired all people to

pray for him. The bull was read by Dr. Vecy, Dean of the

Chapel and of Exeter. The Cardinal kneeled before the high altar

where " he lay gravelling" during benedictions and prayers con

cerning the high creation of a cardinal said over him by the Abp.

of Canterbury, who set the hat upon his head. Then Te Deum

was sung. All service and ceremonies finished, my Lord came to

the door of the Abbey, led by the Dukes of Norfolk and Suffolk.

They proceeded to his place by Charing Cross ; " next before him

the cross, preceding it the mace such as belongeth a cardinal to have,

and then my Lord of Canterbury, having no cross borne before him,

with the Bp. of Winchester, before them the Dukes of Norfolk and

Suffolk together, and in like order the residue of the noblemen, as

the Bp. of Durham with the Pope's orator, then the Marquis

Dorset with the Earl of Surrey," the Earls of Shrewsbury, Essex,

Wiltshire and Derby, the Lord of St. John's, Lords Fitzwater,

Abergavenny, Daubeney, Willoughby, Hastings, Ferrers, Latimer,

Cobhiim and Darcy, Sir Hen. Marney, Sir. John Peche, Sir Th.

a Parr, Sir Nich. Vaux, and other bannerets, knights and gentlemen

after their degrees, and following the Abps. of Armagh and Dublin,

the Bps. of Lincoln, Norwich, Exeter, Ely, and Rochester, and

the after them. " My Lord Cardinal's place being well

sorted in every behalf, and used with goodly order, the hall and

chambers garnished very sumptuously with rich arras, a great feast

was kept as to such a high and honourable creation belongeth."

The King, Queen, the French Queen, and all the noblemen above

specified were present with the Barons of the Exchequer, and other

judges and serjeants-at-law.

15 Nov. 1154. Seb. Giustinian to the Doge.

Glut Desp. i. HO. Parliament has been summoned; but not sat. Supposes the

affairs of Scotland will be discussed. Heard from Wolsey that the

Venetian army had suffered a great reverse near Brescia, by a sally,

and would have been defeated had not their captain retreated three

miles ; this was confirmed by the Abp. of Canterbury. Have heard

from them no news of the battle of Marignano. London, 15 Nov.

1515.

15 Nov. 1155. For Eliz. Lysle, gentlewoman to Queen Katharine.

S. B. Grant, for her services, of an enclosure called Norburghilles,

late of John Byrdo ; lands late of Win. Meese, Ric. Skelton,
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John Graunte and Ric. Mason ; land in Langemede, an enclo

sure called Crokeholme, late of John Tyght ; and a half of the

bondage late of Stephen Gylmyn, parcel of the manor of Maxhey,

Northt., lately held by Thomas Fouler and Edith his wife, de

ceased ; of the grant of John Bp. of Rochester, Hugh Bp. of

Exeter, Wm. Knyvet and others, feoffees of the King's grand

mother, Princess Margaret, late Countess of Richmond. Del.

Westm., 15 Nov. 7 Hen. VIII.

15 Nov. 1156. For Jas. Worseley, groom of the Robes.

S. B. To be constable of Caresbroke Castle, Isle of Wight., rice Ste

phen Bull. Del. Westm., 15 Nov. 7 Hen. VHL

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 29.

B, O. 2. Modern copy.

15 Nov. 1157. For Jas. Worseley.

S. B. Next advowson of the rectory of Cheping, Cov. and Lich. dioc.

Del. Westm., 15 Nov. 7 Hen. VHL

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 29.

15 Nov. 1158. For Sir Geof. Gate.

S. B. t/ Licence to export 500 sacks of wool from London, Southampton

V and Sandwich. Del. Westm., 15 Nov. 7 Hen. VHL

15 Nov. 1159. For Thos. and Ralph Carre, late of Newlande, alias

S. B. of Warmeden, Northumb.

Pardon. Del. Westm., 15 Nov. 7 Hen. VIH.

15 Nov. 1160. Commission of the Peace.

Sussex —W. Abp. of Canterbury, R. Bp. of Winchester, Th.

Duke of Norfolk, Th. Earl of Arundel, Hen. Earl of Northumber

land, Geo. Nevell Lord Bergavenny, Wm. Lord Matravers,

Th. West Lord de la Writ', Th. Fenys Lord Dacre, Sir Rob. Rede,

John Butteler, John More, Sir Th. Novell, Sir Th. West, Sir

David Owen, Sir Th. Fenys, Sir Godard Oxenbrigge, Sir Hen.

Sharnebourne, John Carell, John Erneley, John Gage, John

Dawtrey, Ric. Sakevile, Wm. Asshebournham, Vincent Fynche,

Th. Thetcher, Edw. Palmer, Edw. Leukenore, Ric. Covert, John

Goryng, John Theccher, Wm. Shelley, Rob. Morley, John Stanney,

Win. Skardevyle and John Rote. Westm., 15 Nov.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 3d.

Nov. 1161. Sir Rob. "Wingfield to Hen. VIII.

Vit B. xvm. 201. On the 12th inst. wrote two letters to Henry enclosing one

B. M. from Loys Marroton ; sends now a letter from Sir Thomas Spy-

nelly, given to Wingfield by Richard Pace before his departure ;

thinks Henry will get it at the same time as the others. Ever

since the arrival of Ponynges and Knight, as ambassadors at the

Prince's Court, any letters that Wingfield writes to Henry, he sends

to Dr. Knight to have them forwarded diligently. For a year and a

half Spinelly has neglected to notify to him the safe arrival of the

letters sent through him. News has come from Verona that on the

13th Mark Anthony Colonna surprised and took one Julius Mont

2- U
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Sir Rob. Wingfield to Hen. VIII.—cont.

faron, a Venetian Captain, at Valeeyse, with 100 of his com

pany. This will he good news to the defenders of Brescia.

[Date burnt off.]

Hoi., p. 1, mutilated. Add. : es grace.

16 Nov. 1162. Pace to Wolsey.

Vit B. xtiii. 200. On the inst., " I didde [give knowled~\ge unto the same

B. M. of the mind [of my~\ Lord the Cardinal Sedunensis [touching the~\

Swysses in Latin and no ciphers b[ecause 7] was sure of a true mes

senger [even to~\ Calais. The said Swisses as the said [Cardinal

sayeth will undoubtedly a[ccom~\plish the King's desire and [yowr]

grace's against the Frenchmen." Must again urge that money be

sent up without delay. Sion leaves towards the Swiss to morrow.

Have remained here these eight days because the Cardinal found

it necessary to send messengers * * " ate a diet afore our coming

[that] at our arriving we might have [per\fect resolution of their

■' mind." Sion is confident of success. Wolsey must not credit any

thing that may be written of peace being made between France and

the Swiss until Pace writes ; though overtures have been made,

nothing has been done to that effect, and Pace's arrival will pro

bably interrupt it. The French King is anxious for an interview

with the Pope. Leaves this letter with Sir Robert Wingfield, who

has shewn him good cheer and helped him with money, when he

would have been obliged to have gone out of his way for it. No

ambassador can do more honor to a master. The posts are to be

sent through the .... dis by Almayn. Cannot see that it will make

them quicker " b[ecause~\ the currours doth lack horse t"

Isp[ruck,] 16 November.

Hoi., part cipher, deciphered in a modern hand, pp. 3, mutilated.

Add. : Thorn. Card. Ebor. Endd.

16 Nov. 1163. Charles Earl of Worcester to [Wolsey].

Calig. D. vii. 83. Tybanville and Russell have returned from St. Nicholas in Lor-

B. M. raine where they met the gentleman that was to do the enterprise.

Ellis, 3 S. i. 208. He is gone to his own house in Burgundy where he will remain a

month awaiting an answer to his proposal as to the terms on which

he will undertake it. Encloses a statement in French, signed by

Tybanville and Russell on this matter. Tournay, 16 Nov. Signed.

P. 1, mutilated.

Calig. D. vn. 31. Enclosure in the above, containing :—

B. M. i. A statement headed " [Me]more au cappitainne Thibianville

Ellis, ib. et an cappitainne Russel de remonstrer l'estat que je Percheval de

Matte gentil homme de la conte de Bourgoinne voieul avoir pour

entre prendre l'entreprinsse entre nous pourparler et devisee."

He demands (1) a pension for life of 200 crowns of gold, with

surety for the same in the town of Calais, if the enterprise should

be discovered, " afin que puisse vivere et que ne demoure pas sans

m "; (2) four companions with 50 crowns of gold a year

each ; (3) if the enterprise succeed, a pension of 400 crowns

for himself and for a gentleman to give him secret aid, with good

security upon the said town ; (4) 3,000 crowns of gold for his

expences. Not to violate his honor he requires to be assured of

the above articles, to bo declared a servant of the King, " vostre

maistre," and to be freed from his oath to the lords of Mes

[Metz].

Signed: J. Thubianville, John Russell.
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ii. A declaration of the manner in which he will prosecute the

enterprise. ( The heading almost entirely lost.)

He proposes to watch for a time when Richard de la Pole shall

go out into the fields either to course the hares or to see his horses

[take exercise]. As the said Richard is generally accompanied by

one or two lords of Mes and six or eight servants, he will require

some foot soldiers, in whom he can have perfect confidence, to place

in ambuscade. He will wait for fine weather or frost, as De la Pole

never goes out in any other. Has an understanding with the

captain of the horse soldiers of the town. Is going to Burgundy to

get confederates.

On this Thibanville and Russell promised him, within a month or

six weeks of the day they left him, " que il [Et il] a vescu

en Bourgoinne de la bonne volente de mondit sig[neur lej cham-

brelencq. Oultre plus a falut luy promettre que * * * (one or

more lines lost.) . . . va fette saellee et signee de

des seaulx de mondit signeur le chambrelencq avecq ceulx d[u

sieur] de Poningnes," promising that on the execution of the design

they would deliver the seals into his hands ; he also required their

sign and seal which he would deliver when the thing was accom

plished.

" Pour nouvelles ; sur le chemin nous arivames la nuit de t

Tousains a une ville nominee le Pont a Mouson, laquelle est [a]

monsigneur de Loraine," four leagues from Nansy, where the great

commander of [St.] Anthony sent to know who they were, and was

informed by their hostess that they were two gentlemen going to St.

Nicholay on pilgrimage. On this he invited them to supper at his

own house, where in the course of conversation he informed them

that there was an English prince at Mes, for whom he felt great

pity, and had done him three months since good service against a

German count, who wished " semoure de sa foy." De la Pole

having promised the German that if he could procure him a pen

sion from the King of France he would give him the half of it,

the latter through the Duke of Lorraine obtained for him one of

3,000 crowns of gold from the King of France and 500 from the

Duke ; besides which he had one from the King of Hungary. The

Count having laid claim to the half of all these pensions, De la Pole

did not venture to stir out of the town,—until, before the departure

of the Duke of Lorraine, he obtained a settlement of the affair

through the medium of the commander, the Duke's " prochain

parent." On (Thubianville ?) asking what good he could do the

King or Mons. de Lorraine, he replied that the King supported

him in order that he might have friends in case England attempted

anything against France. Signed by Russell and Thubianville.

Fr., pp. 3, mutilated.

16 Nov. 1164. Margaret of Savoy to ambassador of Arragon.

B. M. Had heard from some gentleman of France

Galba, B. iv. 200. of the proposed meeting of the Pope and the French King at

Bologna. At the instigation of the Pope, Sion, and others, he had

advanced his van, and been beaten by 4,000 Swiss, Spaniards, and

others of the Romagna.* The exact truth is not known ; but the

King of France has suffered a greater defeat than before. Madame

de Ravcstain so far confirmed the rumors that they must be gene-

* So mutilated the sense is uncertain.

U2
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Margaket op Savoy to ambassador of Arragon—cont.

rally true. Monsieur will leave this place on Monday next, and on

Wednesday he will be at Namur, and at Brussels on the eve of

St. Andrew. Mons, 16 November 1515.

Written at the bottom in another hand : "This is a copy, word

for word, of a letter written by the Archduchess unto the ambas

sador of Arragon, the original whereof he sent to me, which

Mr. Doctor Knight saw."

Fr., p. 1, badly mutilated. Endd. : Copy of letters sent to Sir

Thomas Spynell from the Archduchess.

16 Nov. 1165. For John Cheyne of Enbourn.

S. B. . Livery as kinsman and heir of Sir Francis, Sir John, and Sir

Robert Cheyne, and as son and heir of Roger Cheyne, brother and

heir of the said Sir John and Sir Robert, of the manors of West-

wodhay and Enbourn, Berks, and Cokeryde alias Kenardyngton,

Kent, and of lands in the above places, and in Hoope, All Saints',

and the parish of St. Mary in Romneymersshe, Kent. Del. Westm.,

16 Nov. 7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 2.

16 Nov. 1166. For Sir Wit Comptox, of the Household.

S. B. Lease for 40 years of le Lytic Parke alias Connyngre, on the

north side of Tattersall Castle ; with release to Philip Tyndall,

who holds the premises at will by copy of court roll of Tattershall.

Del. Westm., 16 Nov. 7 Hen. VIII.

Fat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 24.

16 Nov. 1167- For John Busseti.

S. B. Licence to collect alms in England for their ransom of 800

ducats of gold, having, with Richard Busseti, been captured by

the Moors on their voyage to Valeutan (Valencia). Del. Westm.,

16 Nov. 7 Hen. VIII.

Fat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 23.

1G Nov. 1168. For Peter de Brisia.

Annuity of 40/. Westm., 16 Nov.

Pat. 7 Hen.VIII. p. 3, m. 21.

1G Nov. 1169. Gaol Delivery.

Wah/ngford Castle Sir Edw. Chamberlyn, Gilb. Stoughton,

Rob. Vyue and Wm. Yong. Westm., 16 Nov.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m.8d.

19 Nov. 1170. Sir Rob. Wingfield to Henry VIII.

Vit.B. xviii. 202. Wrote Inst on the from this town, enclosing [a letter

l1- M» from] Sir Th. Spiuelly directed [to] Ric. Pace, who left the same

day [with Michael] de Abbate. Today Sion has written to the

Emperor to a town called Memmynge, between Augsbourg and

Constance. Intends [going thither himself] tomorrow, as all the

ambassadors are ordered to do. Gurk is expected to set out next

day. Today, on Gurk enquiring if his letters had come to the

King's hands, replied that he had been informed by his servant in

the Prince's countries that they had arrived there in safety. He

is very anxious to have some commission from Henry, in order to

show his goodwill. The overthrow mentioned in his last is greater

than he wrote * * * *
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The Emperor's ambassadors have written that the answer of the

Swiss, which he formerly wrote was expected, is not favorable,

inasmuch as the sum offered is not sufficient; that they purpose, at

a diet they have appointed with the Duke in Savoy, to make a

peace with the French, which shall also be commodious for the

Pope and the Emperor ; and that the Emperor must send an

embassy to Savoy, if he wished anything further to be done.

Disputes have arisen among them as to an article proposed by the

French King, of their giving him assistance against Arragon or

Englund whenever either power declared itself hostile to him,

and as to his demands that the towns and passages which belonged to

the duchy of Milan, and which the Swiss now hold, should be

delivered to him for such sums as the Duke of Savoy shall think

reasonable. The Emperor now intends to call upon them for a

direct answer, whether they will continue in the Holy League or

not. He has given his ambassadors a form to show them what

dangers have arisen from their treating with the French with

out consent of the Confederates. He has sent to the aforesaid

three principal cantons of the Swiss, to keep them in their good

opinion, 6 . . . . which it is thought will secure the fidelity of

the whole. He has now in Verona and Brescia about 12,[000 foot]

and 1,000 horse. [Insbroke, 19] Nov. 1515.

Hoi., pp. 3, mutilated. Add.

19 Nov. 1171 Dacre to [Wolsey].

Calig. B. ii. 371. Mr. James Hay, a familiar clerk and chaplain of Albany's, has

B. M. been here with the Queen to induce her to return to Scotland, to

little purpose. Dacre suggested to him that if his master would

avoid all suspicion as to his designs upon the children he should

send the younger to England, and let the Queen enjoy her " congy

feoffment ;" to which, after much talk, Hay agreed, and said in

presence of Dacre and his brother Sir Christopher, he would urge

it upon the Duke as a thing right reasonable. Has since received

a letter, which he encloses, on this point. Thinks it would be of

great advantage to England if it were effected, and some arrange

ment made for the Queen's adherents. If the Duke were driven

out, and the Queen had sole authority, there would still be much

trouble from the " brickelnes" and unstable dealing of the lords.

Desires to be instructed how to make answer. Harbottle, 19 Nov.

Signed.

Pp. 2. Addressed, f. 380 b : To my lord the Cardinal's grace of

York.

ii. James Hay to Dacre.

Has told Albany the proposal made to him by Dacre at Harbottle

Castle " ganging besyd[e] your wrythtis" and afterwards in the

Queen's outer chamber " syttand in ye wude, your l[ordship], your

brother Sir Cristall and Maister Magnus." Thinks the Duke would

easily be persuaded to it if Dacre write to him. Begs him meanwhile

to repress robberies upon the borders, and not give credence to

those who are traitors to the King. Edinburgh, 21 Oct. Signed.

P. 1. Add. : To my Lord Dacre.

19 Nov. 1172. For Barnabas, son of Robert Blagge.

S. B. To be remembrancer of the exchequer, in reversion, which office

his father holds by patent 16 Dec. 18 Hen. VII., vice John Fitz-

herbert. Del. Westm., 19 Nov. 7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 24.
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1 9 Nov. 1173. For Bob. Thrower.

S. B. To be bailiff and woodward during good conduct of Colnewake

and Lammerssh, Essex. Del. Westm., 19 Nov. 7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 20.

19 Nov. 1174. For Geoff. Dormer.

S. B. To be receiver of Walingford and St. Waleric, duchy of Corn

wall. Del. Westm., 19 Nov. 7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 26.

19 Nov. 1175. For Sir Ralph Egerton.

S. B. To be keeper of Wigmor Park, Marches of Wales, vice Edmund

Sharpe. Del. Westm., 19 Nov. 7 Hen. VIH.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 20.

19 Nov. 1176. Commission of the Peace.

Beds.—Same as 12 May, with addition of Sir Hen. Sherne-

bourne, Geo. Acworth, and omission of Sir John Seynt John.

Westm., 19 Nov.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p.\,m. 5d.

20 Nov. U77. Leo X. to Wolsey.

R. O. Perceives by his letters and the accounts of the Bp. of Worcester,

Wolsey's increasing devotion to his service. The Bishop will write

more fully. Urges Wolsey to use diligence with the King in the

matter referred to. Arezzo, 20 Nov. 1515, 3 pont.

Lat. Vellum. Add.

20 Nov. 1178. [Pace to Wolsey.]

Vit. B. xvjii. 204. Wrote last on the 16th from Innsbroke. He and Cardinal Sion

B. M. at this time are only forty miles from the Swiss, where the Duke of

StP.n. 39. Bari is, now declared Duke of Milan by the Emperor. Is certain

that if his arrival do not interrupt their practices the Swiss will

agree with the French for money through the labor of the Duke

of Savoy : otherwise he is like to lose his dukedom. Sion has

declared the cause of the writer's coming to the Emperor. Has

twice written for money to counteract the French, who are wonder

fully ambitious after their late victory. Has had no letters since

he left England. The French have offered Bari 20,000 ducats to

surrender his title. Yesterday saw letters of the Pope's ambas

sadors resident in Switzerland, stating " Desperandum est de

Helvetiis nisi Rex Anglias succurrat ; et nisi idem resistat, Galli

occupabunt omnia. Valeat, etc. Ex oppido Kempti, xx™

Novembris."

Hoi., pp. 3, mutilated. Add. : Card. Ebor.

R. O. 2. Decipher of the above. Pp. 2.

1179. Pace to Wolsey.

R. O. The French King has made great offers to the Duke of Bari to

prevail on him to leave Almain. The Duke will do nothing trilli

on! the consent of the King and the Emperor, though the latter

treats him very meanly. The conditions are, that the Duke of Bari

resign Milan to Francis for 100,000 scudi. For this he shall be

created a Cardinal, have certain benefits, and a pension of 40,000

crowns to be paid at Rome at the King's expence. The King is
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to make these concessions, as Maximilian [Sforza] has renounced

the cardinalate in favor of the Duke of Bari.

Hoi., Lat., pp. 2. Add. : Rm° D. Cardinali Ebor.

20 Nov. 1180. Chas. Earl of Worcester and Wm. Lord Mountjoy

s. B.b. [to the Council].

Certificate that David Thomas [soldier of] Tournay, requires the

general pardon granted to the garrison there. Tournay,- 20 Nov.

7 Hen. VIII. Signed.

20 Nov. 1181. For Sir Edw. Belknap, knight of the Body, and John

s. B. Bonde.

Wardship of Walter Smyth, son and heir of Joan wife of

Wm. Stafforde, late wife of Hen. Smythe. Del. Westm., 20 Nov.

7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 16.

20 Nov. 1182. For John, son and heir of Sir John Darrell, deceased.

S. B. Pardon for all entries on the manors of Evesbury alias Est-

bury, Hakeslowes in Kyngysnorton, and Kekyngyswyche alias

Kenschwych, and on their possessions in Worcester, Kedermyster,

Droytwych, Bromesgrove, Fekenham, Elmebrygge, Haddessor Om-

bursley, Banbury, Inkebarowe and Terkyk, Wore. Del. Westm.,

20 Nov. 7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 24 ; and p. 3, m. 26.

20 Nov. 1183. For Peter Wyldanke of Westminster, blacksmith.

S. B. Denization, as native of Zealand. Del. Westm., 20 Nov.

7 Hen. VIII.

20 Nov. 1184. For Rob. More, Wm. Wadham, Th. Moleyns, and John

Strode.

Commission to inquire into the death of Peter killed at

Pole, Dorset. Westm., 20 Nov.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 2 Id.

22 Nov. 1185. For Christ. Rouchester, page of the Chamber, and

s>. b. John Rookes, servant to the Dean of the Chapel

Royal.

To have the Dachet ferry, in Bucks and Berks, in survivorship,

on surrender of patent 2 June 1 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm., 22 Nov.

7 Hen. VIII.

22 Nov. 1186. For Nich. Julyan or Jelian.

S. B. Denization, as native of Normandy. Del. Westm., 22 Nov.

7 Hen. VIII.

22 Nov. 1187. Gaol Delivery.

Cambridge Castle.—Sir Wm. Fyndern, Sir Giles Alyngton, Sir

Rob. Cotton, Sir Rob. Peyton, Sir Ralph Chamberleyn, Fras.

Hasylden, John WToode, Geo. Nycolnes, John Hynde, Wm. Collens

and Rob. Frevyll. Westm., 22 Nov.
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Gaol Delivery—cont.

Huntingdon Gaol.—Wm. Galken, Wm. Tanfeld, Th. Lowtli,

John Woode, Walter Luke, John Hynde, Th. Hall, John Taylard,

Th. Dunhold and Wm. Grace. Westm., 22 Nov.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m.8d.

23 Nov. 1188. Pace to Wolsey.

B. 0. " The 22nd daye off thys present monithe, I arrivedde to thy*

citie off Constance, icere lfounde the Duke offBari namidd bi the

Fmperowre Duke off Milen. The sayde Duke haithe not oonli

acceptcdde me marvaluse kyndeli, but haithe also ratifide everye

thinge promisidde unto the Kynge's highnes ande youre grace, ande

gevyn unto me wryting sufficient upon the same, ande especialli

upon the augmentation off the inatier off the ryng. Yerrayli the

sayde Duke is excellently wyse ande discr[e~\te, vertuxe ande ful

off humanitie, so that I thynke Godde haithe prcserviddc hym to

this honor ande exaltation.

" The French King doith continualli laborcfor oon conclusion off

peace betwixte hym ande the Swiss, ande emongiste odre chapitors

made bi him is this, that the sayde Swiss schall binde them selfe

to ayde ande succurre hyme agaynt all thoos that pretendith oni

title to the realme of Fraunce wyche thynye is gretly to be regardidde.

" The Swiss kaith determinidde schortli to make a diete for me,

wherein I schall have oon resolute awnsuere. To morowe I schall

be wythe them. ' Omnia apud illos sunt interturbata propter

largissimam promissionem Galli, whoo haithe promisidde unto

them oon milion of golde to be payde at diverse timys. Valeat

velicissime. Rma D.V., cui me humillime commendo. Ex Con-

stantia xxiij. Novembris.

" / sende wythe Ihies the dub[J]e off Baris letters offe credence

unto the Kynge ande youre Grace."

Hoi., cipher, pp. 2. Add. : Tho. Card. Ebor.

23 Nov. 1189. Francis Sforza Duke of Bari (Duke of Milan)

R. o. to Wolsey.

Understands from Pace and Michael de Abbate Wolsey's great

kindness to his brother in adversity. Begs credence for Pace.

Constance, 23 Nov. 1515. Signed and sealed.

Lat., p. 1. Add.

2. A like letter to the King.

23 Nov. 1190. For Sir Edw. Guldford.

R. O. Grant of the manor of Duddington, Northt., held by the late

Sir Th. Brandon, of Henry VII. Westm., 23 Nov. 7 Hen. VIH.

Draft, p. 1. Marked as not enrolled. Endd.

23 Nov. 1191. For Th. Nevell.

Annuity of 201. during pleasure. Westm., 23 Nov.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 30.

23 Nov 1192. Commission of the Peace.

Herefordshire.—G. Bp. of Coventry and Lichfield, R. Bp. of

Hereford, Edw. Duke of Buckingham, Walter Devereux Lord

Ferrers, Rob. Brudenell, John Neuporie, Chas. Bothe, elk., Sir
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Gilbert Talbot, Sir Wm. Uvedale, Sir Griffin Rice, Sir Th. Cora-

wall, Sir John Lyngen, Sir Hen. Sharbourae, Jas. Baskervyld, Th.

Dalabre, Th. Poynttz, Peter Neuton, Geo. Bromeley, Th. Lynom,

Wm. Rudhale, David Guill'm Morgan, Roger Bodnam, Ralph

Hakelett, John Braynton, Roland Mortan, Wm. Clerke, Th. Mo-

nyngton, John Dansey and Wm. Clynton. Westm., 23 Nov.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p.l, m. 3d.

24 Nov. 1193. [Card. Sion to Wolsey.]

R. O. P.S.—Retained the messenger till the Council of Zurich came to

its resolution on the French proposition, which they refused to

accept till they heard the English ambassadors. The rustid

and the other cantons will not listen to the French if the English

money bo ready. Zurich is anxious to be reconciled with the

Emperor, and has bitterly reproved its ambassadors, who have re

ceived 100 crowns each from the French. If the Bernese have

led their countrymen into the ditch, hopes the Zurichers will take

them out again. Encloses letters received this morning from

dominus Constans ("D. Constantis"). Zurich, 24 Nov. 1515.

Has been appointed by the Emperor to take the superintendence

of the English affairs upon himself. Had an interview today with

the English and Imperial ambassadors and Galeazzo. Thinks the

English affairs very hopeful.

Lat., pp. 2.

24 Nov. 1194. Ladislaus King of Hungary to Thos. Cardinal

R. O. Strigoniensis, patriarch of Constantinople, his

Chancellor.

A Turk has come to him from the Sultan with a letter, of which

he encloses a translation. Speaks of the Sultan's successes in

Asia and of his treaty of peace at Adrianople with the Hungarian

ambassador ; viz., that Barnabas Bellay had told the Sultan that

he had instructions for concluding a peace for three years, but as

two had already elapsed he could not negotiate for a longer term

without fresh instructions. The Sultan desired a term of years to

be stated for the peace, and that his vizier Hercegouicz is favorable

to such a peace. As Hungary has but few soldiers, and there is

much internal dissension, wise counsel will be required in the

matter. Begs he may have his speedy advice. Buda, in profesto

S. Catharinse, 1515.

Revmo, &c. Thomas tit. Sti. Martini in Montibus, Card. Stri-

gonien, &c.

Lat., copy, in an Italian hand, pp. 2. I".mid.

24 Nov. 1195. For John Baldewyn.

S. B. Exemption from serving on juries, &c. Del. Westm., 24 Nov.

7Hen.Vin.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 3.

24 Nov. 1196. Commission of the Peace.

Cambridgeshire.—J. Bp. of Ely, Sir John Fyneux, Sir Rob.

Rede, Sir John Cutte, Sir Ric. Cholmeley, Sir Wm. Fyndern, Sir

Giles Alington, Sir Rob. Payton, Sir Ric. Cotton, Sir Hen.

Sharnebourne, Fras. Hasilden, John Woode, Roger Cholmeley,

Rob. Frevyll, John Hynde and Wm. Colyns. Westm., 24 Nov.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 3d.
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25 Nov. 1197- Charles Earl of Worcester to [Wolsey].

Calig. D. vi. 273. Advertises him of letters received from the master of the

B- M. pryfT ?] ordynance, John de Lucy, of the discomfiture of the

French at Bologna. Francis had fled, and for " two days there

was no knowledge whether he was slain or taken prisoner, but

after he was perceived to [be] in a little town between the moun

tains called Setrade, in the way towards Bononie, not far from a

town called Feronow (Verona ?), where he is now besieged ; and

because it is a town of no strength, it is thought that verily by

this time he is prisoner. In the said rencontre were more slain of

the French party than many men believe, with many of the

greatest men princes of France." On Thursday last, the 22d inst.,

John de Lucy wrote him that this news was brought by one

Courtville, bailly of Lyle, esquire for the body to the Prince,

coming post from Milan. Worcester and his fellows wait for fresh

instructions. Tournay, 25 Nov. Signed.

Pp. 2, mutilated.

26 Nov. 1198. Sir Rob. Wingfield to Henry VIII.

VitB.xvm. 206. "Wrote last on the [19th] instant from Insbroke, stating he

B. M. should leave on the following day for [Memmyngen], which he did.

Continued [his journey] last night to this town, where the

Emperor sent for him today, and caused him to hear mass with him

at 9 o'clock in the morning, and afterwards dine. After dinner

had a private interview, in which he told the Emperor that it was

long since he had heard from Henry, but by letters from friends he

understood that the King was in good health and the Queen great

with child. The Emperor explained to him three causes which

had induced him to come into these parts : 1st, to keep a diet with

the league of Swabia ; 2d, to pacify a dissension between the Duke

of Wirtemburg and his wife the Emperor's niece ; and 3rd, to be

near the Swiss. He had hoped for an aid from the league of

Swabia ". . another day, where they should have met

in the meanwhile the Duchess waited her time

secretly into a town of the Emperor's and as yester[day] she ad

vertised the Emperor and her twain brothers, Dukes of Bavier, '

which have been within this town, of her doing." The Emperor i

has sent for them to try and pacify them, and provide that she shall

live out of fear, though she cannot be healed of her jealousy, nor he

of his unbridled folly. The Swiss ambassadors at the diet of Savoy

have made peace with France, and are to receive a million of

ducats in five years and the pension they had out of Milan in the

late Duke's time, on condition of their being always ready to defend

• the late King's 'title at his expence. The French King has com

prised England and the Venetians as his confederates, and the

Swiss the Emperor. The articles will be declared to the cantons

at Zurich tomorrow.

" . . [hi]s majesty shewed me that yesterday he spake with the

[Cardinjal Sedunensis, which showed him a letter which [he had

received from the Bp. of Vero]lane, ambassador from the Pope to

the [Swissers] of this month from * * * *

principal, which may draw . ... no wise condescend to the said

pe[ace] people both men and women and p

speak at large against such as be suspe[cted] .... they have

taken one named Hounofre, w[hich] ... favor the French, and
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so by mean of that letter th Em[peror] ... to have yet some

hope, and the rather because that your grace had sent

to put the Swissers which, to wit, was greatly to his

rejoice, for he that your highness had rather done the

same for ye have that the effect wherefore the Holy

League w might have place than for the Swissers meery

as soon as Mr. Jacques Bnnisius is come, whom h . . . .

fore by post ; for his part, he will make thanks .... by his

proper letters, and after he fell in to other [matters] (after his

accustomed manner), whereof I was right [glad for] as to his

manner of saying, I was not best pourv[ed how to] make answer."

Told the Emperor it was reported in the Netherlands that he

had made peace with France, when he replied, " Because I esteem

you to favor France as little a[s I] . . that the French King hath

offered to make su . . . . my son Charles will appoint so that I

wy . . may enjoy the duchy of Milan, [and for that] purpose

hath sent * * * * when I departed from Insbroke I was

in [a great fri]ght that Bresse should be lost and that I should

[have mu]ch ado to defend Verone, considering that the [Vicero]y

was departed with his army and I out of hope [of] the Swissers or

any other, and that the French King had made so large an offer,

though so be I trusted nothing in the same, yet methought right

meet to help myself by some manner of mean for a time till I

might, by mean of the Empire and other friends, attain my

purpose." He had accordingly given the French ambassador an

audience that he had long asked for, who offered him " worlds and

marvels " for a peace ; but replied, that without the consent of the

confederates he could only take a truce till St. George's Day, under

certain conditions, which he would deliver to him in writing and

desired him to convey to the King his master. In the meanwhile

he sent sufficient, authority to the Bp. of Trente to conclude it

if the King consented to the conditions. To these he had not

yet received any answer, but expected one before the week

was out. He also said he had received [news from] Verona that

[the Venetians had] raised the siege of Bresse " a[nd that in]

departing thence they have lost some .... within issued out and

slew many of the[m] .... about the raising of the artillery

and be pieces without other baggage, and that the fame

.... to besiege Verona, for they have with them of the

King's army 400 spears and 4,000 Gascons . . . they think by

mean of the great number the .... horsemen that they shall

famish Verona, because [there are] so many folks therein. Because

the Venetians been departed from Bresse, the Empero[r]

that the French King will conclude the said tru[ce] that

other side the advice he hath received of the sai[d] spears

and Gascons to be in the Venetians company .... other to

esteem the contrary." The Emperor having finished his commu

nication, Wingfleld left him and visited the Cardinal of Sion, of

whom he enquired of the foresaid letter written by the B[ishop of]

Verolane, to which Sion replied that it was just as the Emperor

had declared, and that in three or four days he expected to hear

again, when he would not fail to advertise Henry of every thing.

Thinks him very well disposed to Henry. "This evening I have

received a packet directed to Sir Thomas Sp[y-

nelly] hands because th " * * *

Memmynge in Swave, 26 November 1515.

Hoi., pp. 6, mutilated. Add. and endd.
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26 Nov. 1199. For Humph. Evyas.

Licence to enfeoff Sir John Norton, Geo. Guldeford, Alex. Cul-

peper, Wm, Wood, John Mascall, Ralph . Tuk, Christ. Hales,

Reginald Synet and Th. Norden, of the manor of Eschall, Kent, to

be held to the use of Evyas ; in order that they shall grant to

Lewis Clyfford and Elizabeth his daughter, Wm. Isaak, Nich.

Clyfford of Holmes, Wm. Petyte of Shamelysford and Nich. his

son, Ric. Clyfford, Wm. Heed, Hen. Sampson and Alex, his son,

an annual rent of 201. for the said Elizabeth. Westm., 26 Nov.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 17.

26 Nov. 1200. Commission of the Peace.

Wilts.—Ric. Bp. of Winchester, Edw. Bp. of Salisbury, Rob.

Willoughby Lord Broke, Wm. Lord Stourton, John Tuchet Lord

Audeley, Ric. Elyott, Lewis Pollard, Sir Edw. Darell, Sir John

Seymour, Sir Maurice Barowe, Sir Edw. Hungerford, Sir Hen.

Shernbourne, Sir Hen. Long, Edm. Tame, John Neuport, John

Skyllyng, Johu Gawen, J as. Lowre, Hen. Paunceforte, Anth.

Stilman, Th. Bulstroude, Rob. Caileway, Wm. Ludlowe, Geo.

Morgan, Th. Eliott, John Bonham and Rob. Wye. Westm.,

26 Nov.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 6d.

27 Nov. 1201. Silvester Bp. of "Worcester to [Ammonius].

Vit. B. ii. 178. Wrote on the 9th an answer to his letters, stating that he would

B. M. visit the Pope on the first occasion. Showed him the letter

complaining that the Pope had entered so precipitately into a

treaty with the French King ; told the Pope how much he owed to

the Cardinal ; and of Pace's departure to the Swiss, intended for

the Pope's defence, who expressed his regret that the pressure of

circumstances would not allow him to obtain the King's consent

to his negotiation. He said the Swiss had been corrupted by the

French, the King of Arragon never came forward, but entered

into a secret negotiation with France, the Viceroy was a coward, the

Emperor changed every minute ; and by the encouragement of

Fiance the Dukes of Ferrara and Urbino, tho Bentivogli, the

Florentines and other vermin, were rising up against him. The

negotiation could do no harm to any except the Duke of

Milan who basely submitted to the French. Much as he was

pressed, the Pope would consent to no condition detaching him

from his confederates. The Swiss, faithless from the first, have

agreed with the French to protect France and the duchy of Milan

against the Pope and Emperor. The Emperor most abjectly

besought the Pope to treat with the French. The Pope has con

sented to this treaty only to set on foot this expedition against the

Turks, and thinks the French will be reasonable, as they are

thoroughly tired of the war. Leo can think of nothing else but

this crusade, and would gladly part with an arm to have it ready ;

he will head it in person. He is the more urged by the cries of the

Hungarians. The Pope has just heard of Pace's arrival among

the Swiss. The French complained of it to the Pope, boasting,

however, that they are on good terms with the Archduke. There

is nothing in the treaty affecting any union of France and England.

He is now at Florence. Has received two letters from Pace of the
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10th and 12th, who has also written to the Pope. Has just

received Ammonius' letters of the 9th.

Lat., copy in the hand of Ammonius, mutilated, pp. 5.

■ Headed: "Ex Uteris D. Wigornien. xxvij. N[ovembris] . . .

ex Florentia in Gifris ad me scriptis."

27 Nov. 1202. For Ambrose de Grote of Andewarp, merchant.

Protection. Westm., 27 Nov.

Pat. 7 Ben. VIII. p. 2, m.29.

27 Nov. 1203. Justices of Assize.

Northern Circuit.—Commission to Rob. Brudenell and Humph.

Conyngesby. Westm., 27 Nov.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 21d.

27 Nov. 1204. Gaol Delivery.

East Dereham—Sir Th. Wyndham, Sir Jas. Hobert, Sir John

Heydon, Wm. Paston, Frn. Calibut, Jas. Boleyn, John Wode and

John Straunge. Westm., 27 Nov.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 8d.

28 Nov. 1205. [Cardinal ] to Wolsey.

Vit. B.11. 180b. Acknowledging his letter of thanks on his election. Florence,

B.M. 28 Nov. 1515. [Signature burnt off.}

Lat., p. 1, mutilated. Add.

28 Nov. 1206. [The Same] to [Henry VIII.]

Vit. B. 11. 182. Received his letter as he was starting with the rest of the

B. M. Cardinals for Bologna. No promotion was ever received with

so much unanimity and delight as that of the Abp. of York.

Florence, 28 Nov. 1515. [Signature burnt off.']

Lat., pp. 2, mutilated.

28 Nov. 1207. For John Stanschewe of Kyttendon, Berks, usher of

S. B. the Chamber.

Release of all entries on the farm lands of Kyttendon, of which

he was occupier. Del. Westm., 28 Nov. 7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 29.

28 Nov. 1208. To the Lord Chancellor.

S. B. For general pardon to such of the retinue of Tournay as shall

bring a bill signed by Cbas. Earl of Worcester (the King's

Chamberlain), and Wm. Lord Mountjoy, captain of that city. Del.

Westm., 28 Nov.

28 Nov. 1209. For John Tregian, gentleman sewer of the Chamber.

S. B. Licence to export hides from Cornwall. Del. Westm., 28 Nov.

7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 29.
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28 Nov. 1210. Tournay.

S. B. Warrant to Chas. Earl of Worcester, chamberlain, Wm. Blount

Lord Mountjoy, lieut. -general, Sir Ric. Gernygam, Sir Edw. Bensted,

treasurer, and Th. Harte, master of the Ordnance, of Tournay, to

allow Christ. Mores, the bearer, to pass to and from Tournay at

the King's pleasure, on his finding a fit person to exercise his office

of gunner quartermaster during his absence. They are to pay

him 18d. a day. Greenwich, 28 Nov. 7 Hen. VIE.

28 Nov. 1211. For Th. Holmes of Lewisham, Kent, alias of London,

P. s. alias of the household of Chas. Somerset Lord Herbert.

Protection ; going in the retinue of Sir Ric. Wingfeld, Deputy of

Calais. Greenwich, 20 Nov. 7 Hen.VIII. Del. Westm., 28 Nov.

28 Nov. 1212. For Hugh Crofte of Chepyngnorton, Oxon.

Protection ; going in the retinue of Sir Ric. Wyngfeld, Deputy

of Calais. Westm., 28 Nov.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 27.

28 Nov. 1213. Commission of the Peace.

Essex.—Hen. Earl of Essex, Th. Prior of St. John's, Rob.

RadclifFe Lord Fitzwaren, John Butler, John More, Sir Hen.

Marney, Sir Th. Wyndham, Sir John Cutte, Sir Th. Tyrell of

Hern, Sir John Raynsford, Sir Ric. Fitz Lewes, Sir Roger Went-

worth, Sir Witstan Brown, Sir John Marney, Sir Hen. Sbarnebourn,

Wm. Fitzwilliam, John Seyntclere, Th. Tay, Wm. Mordaunt, Wm.

AylofT, Brian Tuke, Edw. Sulyard, Th. Bonham, Humph,. Brown,

Edw. Halis, Humph. Torell, Walter Frost, Humph. Wyngfeld and

John Sakevyle. Westm., 28 Nov.

Gloucestershire.—G. Bp. of Coventry and Lichfield, R. Bp. of

Hereford, Edw. Duke of Buckingham, Rob. Brudenell, John

Neuporte, Chas. Bothe, elk., Sir Gilbert Talbot, Sir Rob. Poynes,

Sir Wm. Uvedale, Sir John Hungerford, Sir Griffin Rice, Sir Th.

Cornewall, Sir Alex. Baynham, Sir Hen. Sharnebourne, John

Walshe, Sir Th. Barkely, John Broke, Peter Neuton, Geo. Bromeley,

Edm. Tame, Wm. Deuys, Th. Poyntz, John Whityngton, Wm.

Rudhale, Giles Grevyle, Edw. Wadham, Th. Goodman, Ric. Pole,

Wm. Tracy, John Pauncefote, Christ. Baynham, John Arnold,

Hen. Knyght, Rob. Wye, Thos. Matston, Ric. Wye, Roger Porter

and John Pakyngton. Westm., 28 Nov.

Northamptonshire.—Th. Cardinal of York, Th. Marquis of

Dorset, Rob. Brudenell, Humph. Conyngesby, Guy Palmes, Sir

John Grey, Sir Nich. Vaux, Sir Ric. Knyghtley, Sir Wm. Compton,

Sir Hen. Sharnebourn, Sir Th. Lucy, Wm. Parre, Wm. Fitz

William, Wm. Gascoigne, Geo. Kyrkham, John Tresham, Th.

Lovet, Humph. Broun, Ric. Knyghtley, Ric. Burton, Wm. Lane,

John Wattis, John Mulsho, Edm. Hasilwood, John Hartwell and

Th. Emson. Westm., 28 Nov.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. Ad.

Leicestershire.—Th. Cardinal of York, Th. Marquis of Dorset,

Geo. Earl of Shrewsbury, Geo. Lord Hastings, Sir Leonard Grey,

Sir John Grey, Rob. Brudenell, Humph. Conyngesby, Guy Palmes,

Sir Wm. Compton, Sir Edw. Belknap, Sir Ralph Shirley, Sir

Everard Feldyng, Sir Saucheverell, Everard Dygby, Th.

Pultney, Anth. Fitzherberd, Wm. Turpyn, John Fitzharberd, Anth.
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Babyngton, Gerard Danet, Wm. Brokesby, John Villers, Wm.

Assheby, Ralph Swillyngton, Th. Entwissell, Wm. Wistowe, Th.

Brokesby, Th. Purfray, Th. Hasilrigge, Roger Radclifle, Wm.

Reynolds, Wm. Turvyle and Walter Kebull. Westm., 28 Nov.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 5d.

28 Nov. 1214. Gaol Delivery.

Norwich John Clerk mayor, Sir Jas. Hobard, John Rightwise,

Th. Alderiche, Wm. Hert, Edw. Rede, Fras. Mounford, Wm. Elys

and John Spelman. Westm., 28 Nov.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 8d.

29 Nov. 1215. " Sir Rob. Winqfield to Henry VIII.

Vit. B. xvm. 211. Wrote last on the [26th] from Memmynge. The news of the

B. M. raising of the siege of Br[esse] was untrue, by information from

Verona next day ; wherefore the [Emperor] sent by post to Cardinal

Gurk and [the] Chancellor to meet him at Coffbeeyre near to

Insbroke and 30 English [miles] from Memmynge, which latter

place the Emperor left yesterday. The Cardinal of Sion also left

for Constance, where [the Duke] of Barre lieth, on his way to the

Swissers. Though he is constantly questioned on the subject of

Siou's mission to the Swiss, restrains his tongue. On Wingfield's

departure from Memmynge a messenger overtook him from the

• Cardinal of Sion with letters, enclosing the particulars contained

in the letters of the Bp. of Verulane, the Pope's ambassador with

the Swiss. Encloses copies of the Bishop's letter with the

original of Sion's, written by his own hand. Kempte in Swave,

29 Nov. 1515.

P.S.—Marquis Casymyrus is come to the Emperor with 300 horses

armed. Regrets that on meeting with him he will not have the

King's letters that he has so frequently desired, thanking him

for the sword and dagger which Wingfield sent by Derrick, and for

the "stokke" which he still has for lack of a messenger to convey

it. " Wherein the latter end of the Veru[lane's] Cardinal

to speak to me that a way holiness be not miscontent, in

that he labor[eth] .... in your cause surely me seemeth it

should if your grace wrote unto his holiness in .... so

great an enterprize as yours is there may friends, and

because that the said Cardinal's h[and is] ill to read I have put

with these a copy of mine own."

Hoi., pp. 3, mutilated. Add.

29 Nov. 1216- Hadrian Cardinal St. Chysogon to Wolsey.

R. O. Wrote on the 10th by a courier named Busdraga, and appended

the Pope's brief in reply to Wolsey's letters of congratulation on

his advancement to the cardinalate. Five cardinals, himself in

cluded, have arrived within one mile of Florence. The Pope enters

the city on the Feast of St. Andrew ;—on 2 Dec. leaves for Bo

logna ;—on the second or third day after his entry will be visited

by the King of France ;—will stay there five or six days, when

he will return and keep his Christmas at Florence. After Lent

(peracto Carnisprivio) he will return to Rome. Florence, 29 Nov.

1515.

Hoi., Lat., p. 1. Add. ; Thomas Card. Eborac.
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29 Nov. 1217- For John Style, gentleman usher of the Chamber, and

Elizabeth his wife.

Annuity of 40 marks, in survivorship, out of the customs of

Plymouth and Fowey. Westm., 29 Nov.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 22.

29 Nov. 1218. For Rob. Pylston, clerk.

Presentation to the church of Gresford, St. Asaph dioc. Westm.,

29 Nov.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 21.

29 Nov. 1219. For William Howting, fishmonger of London.

P. S. Protection; going in the retinue of Sir Richard Wyngfeld,Deputy

ofCalais. Greenwich, 20 Nov. 7 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm., 29 Nov.

7 Hen. VHI.

Ft.1 Hen. VIII. *».ll.

29 Nov. 1220. Commissions of the Peace.

Somerset.—R. Bp. of Winchester, Edw. Duke of Buckingham,

Hen. Earl of Wiltshire, Th. Bourchier Lord Fitzwaren, Wm. Lord

Stourton, John Lord Daubeney, Sir Wm. Hody, Ric. Elyot, Lewis

Pollard, Sir Wm. Compton, Sir John Spcke, Sir Edw. Hungerford,

Sir Hugh Lotterell, Sir John Trevylian, Sir Ric. Warr, Sir Nich.

Wadham, Sir Amias Pawlet, Giles Strangwais, John Boko, John

Fitz James, John Sidnam of Brynton, Rob. More, Wm. Carraunt,

John Brent, John Horsey, Baldwin Malet, John Porter, John

Portman and Tho. Stubbs. Westm., 29 Nov.

Surrey.—W. Abp. of Canterbury, R. Bp. of Winchester, Edw.

Duke of Buckingham, Th. Duke of Norfolk, Chas. Duke of Suffolk,

Th. Earl of Arundel, Geo. Nevell Lord Bergevenny, John Bour

chier Lord Bernes, Sir Edm. Howard, Sir John Fyneux, Sir Rob.

Rede, John Butteler, John More, Sir Th. Lovell, Sir Ric. Carewe,

Sir Hen. Wyat, Sir Th. Nevell, Sir Matt. Broun, Sir John Iwarhy,

Sir Wm. Fitzwilliam, Sir Hen. Sharnbourn, Th. Morton, Edm.

Bray, John Scott, John Gaynsford of Crowherst, John Bigge,

John Kyrton, John Skynner, Hen. Saunder, Roger Legh, Gilb.

Stoughton and Hen. Tyngylden. Westm., 29 Nov.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 4 and 5d.

30 Nov. 1221. Henry VIII. to Leo X.

It. O. Recommending Bonifacio Aldigeri of Parma, and that he may

receive some compensation for the loss of the abbey of Fontis Visi,

as had been promised to the late Cardinal of York. Greenwich,

30 Nov. lolo.

Lat. Vellum. Add.

30 Nov. 1222- Sir Ric Wingfield to Wolsey.

R. O. Fakynniet, the bearer, arrived three days since after the gates

were shut, " whereof I was advertised over the walls." Caused

him to be stopped that night ; he has since been detained by

contrary winds. Had he known him to be the bearer of the

Cardinal's habit for Wolsey, would have despatched him before.

Calais, 30 Nov. Signed.

P. 1. Add. : My Lord the [Cardinal of York.
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1223. [Wolsey] to [Henry VIII]

Calig. D. yi. 103. Sends, according to Henry's request, the Act of Apparel, with an

B. M. abstract of it for Henry's examination and correction. Recom

mends a more speedy dissolution of the Parliament. The Council

have devised for the coming up of " yowr sister the Queen of Scots "

before Christmas, which can only be done by great diligence, the

festival being so near. The King must immediately appoint a lady's

horse and a litter to be ready in five days at the furthest with a gen

tleman to conduct them. Desires to know his determination, that

he may make the necessary arrangements, and that Dacres may be

informed of it.

Draft, in Wolsey's own hand, p. 1.

Nov. 1224. Pace to Wolsey.

Vit. B. in. 84. Has received an answer by the Pope's command from Worcester

B. M. touching the common expedition, that although the Pope cannot

understand the peace concluded between the French and the King

of Arragon, and has therefore deferred sending a commission into

England, he will keep his promise on condition that the Duke of

Bari bo Duke of Milan ; " but the [Pope demands a marriage] be

twixt his nephew now Duke of Urbino, and one of the King's blood,

as his highness hath been advertised." The Pope states he has re

ceived no letter from England for three months. Pace advises that

the King's letters should be directed to Rome ; and the Pope's

orators here resident will convey them surely, otherwise they will

be intercepted.

Hoi., mutilated, pp. 2. Headed in modern hand : Novemb.

Add. f. 876 .- Card. Ebor.

1225. [Pace to Wolsey. End of a letter.']

E. O. " My lord the Cardinal Sedunensis arrived here two days past,

and here tarrieth, for the Swiss would not grant him a safecon-

duct in their last diet, but hath deferred the matter to one other

diet."

In Pace's hand.

Nov. 1226. [The English Ambassadors] to the Lords of the

Vit. B. xx. 69. League of Upper Almain, Confederates of the

B. M. Emperor.

" Serenissimus Rex Anglioc et Francise magistris dominis Ligae

superioris Alamaniae amicis et confeederatis ca[rissimis salutem]

cum incremento honoris et omnis boni.

" Memor eadem majestas amicitiae et foederis superiori proximo

an[no] contracts, licet aliud inter ipsam regiam Maj. et

ipsos confoederat[os] fuerit subsecutum, et quum tunc

eadem Maj. in hello publico contra regem [Gallorum] . . . . ob

varias causas ipsam Majestatem regiam moventes ad pacis conclu-

sionem tra[ctandam] .... sua Maj. dominos Suitenses expresse

in eadem conclusione proeservavit et nomi[navit] . . . . et amicitise

initas satisfaceret et quantum in eo est ita perseveraret "

By reason of that alliance, when lately a battle* was fought in

Sept. between the Swiss and the French, and the news was cir

culated by the French agents that 2o[000] Swiss had fallen, with

* Battle of Marignano, 13 and 14 Sept. 1515.

2. X
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[The English Ambassadors] to the Lords of the League

of Upper Almain—cont.

other things to their disadvantage, though the King does not believe

the report entirely, he was much grieved, and is so still, at the loss

of his confederates. To repair them, and recover the state of the

Duchy (Milan), he hears that Francesco Duke of Barri has, with

the approval of the Swiss, been named by the Emperor successor

to the late occupant, who has fled to France. On account of the

distance, the King of England can send no aid of men, but is

resolved not to neglect what is possible for him. He will pay

50,000 [crowns] a month for two months for 14,000 foot (?)

* * * " [Hel]vetiis, Valesiensibus, ac dominis Ligas

Griseae congregatorum et implendum, sua Majestas

libenter faciet. De pecuniis [si modo] Suitenses gratam habeant

munificentiam regiam et procedant, nulla mora habendis

vel defectus erit. Sunt etenim citra .... in locis quibus poterunt

secura haberi ; et si oratores qui ad postas potuissent

confidere de securitate itineris secum deportassent . . . regia est ea

amicitiae et foederis benevolentia dominis Suitensibus . . . eta, ut

dummodo domini Suitenses * egregie honori ac reinstaurationi

amissorum [a]c vindictae injuriarum intendere velint, nihil dubitant

nuncii quod etiam casu quo in duobus mensibus totum negotium

adimplere nequirent, regia majestas propterea manum similis adiuais

(adjuvationis) non retraheret, usque ad alium mensem vel etiam

bimestre." The ambassadors have good expectation that their

Eing will not neglect this, the more so as he knows the friendship

of the Emperor for the Swiss. He is intent on making preparations,

and therefore cannot doubt of ultimate success. And though the

King is at peace with France, and is in no danger, being on

good terms with the Emperor and the Catholic King, and has made

a treaty with Prince Charles, if he should see that the Swiss can

not drive the French from Italy, offers in that event, on requisition

from the Swiss, to make a descent into France, personally or by his

lieutenant, with 40,000 or 50,000 men ;—" non obstante hiemis ulla

[te]mpestate vel intemperie descendere ab alia parte in Gallias et

totis viribus . . . . ; qua in re quum in conclusione pacis factae

cum Gallorum Rege ... verit Domin. Suiten. de ulla pacis et fidei

fractione notari non poterit. Verum eo tunc ut si hoc ita eveniret

opportunum Suitenses stabiliri capitula et intelligentiam

ta auxilia et similem pacem inire vel perseverare

expensis regis prout capitulatum fuerit praestanda per "

If it seem proper to the Swiss that the terms {capitula) made in

the previous year between the parties should at any time require

enlargement, the said ambassadors will remit them to the King of

England for deliberation and correction to suit the convenience

of both. The English ambassadors require an answer to the above,

in order to show the King and provide the money, and for that

reason have sent beforehand in writing the terms which they

were to propose to the Swiss ; and they ask for a diet at which

they can supply any information.

Lac, pp. 3, mutilated.

1227. to "Wolset.

Calig.D. vin. 179. Item, the French King demands money from the ... . canons,

B- M- abbeys and priories ; " et fault que tout en . . . . et de trois chalices

* Dominis Suitensibus in MS.
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dargeut et aultres bagues, tasses e[t] orfaveryes pour faire forger

en gros de Myllan." The kingdom is certainly undone. The

poorest prince might now attack France successfully ; but they only

wish for (" appetent ") the King of England, for every one knows

he treats his subjects well. Three weeks ago there was an earth

quake in Normandy so violent, that " la vaisselle tunboit de dessus

les tableaux." The doctors of Paris say the Sibyl has spoken truly,

and it is a bad sign for the King of France. " Aus[si] est le dit

Roy bien estonne, car il ne scet plus de quel p . . . clocher ne ou

fyner argent." The artillery of Monstereul is ready to attack

towns. The band of the Duke'Of Vendosme is gone to Guise, that

of the Sieur de St. Pol to Corbye. Many adventurers and other

bands remain here, but they are all " dagues de plomb," and there

is not a gendarme in France worth much.

Ft., p. 1, mutilated. Add. : La bonne grace de Mons. le

Cardynal.

1 Dec. 1228. Leo X. to Henby VIII.

Sadoleti Epist. Sends to England Fras. de Chierigati, his chamberlain, begging

Pont, lxxxiii. him to pardon Polydore Vergil, and restore him to liberty.

Requests his favor for Cardinal St. Chrysogon. Florence, 1 Dec.

1515, 3 pont.

1 Dec. 1229. Leo X. to Wolsey.

K. O. Complains of the long detention in prison of Polydore. The

St P. vi. 40. house of the collector has been closed. His books, seals, &c. not

yet restored. Does not yet know of what offence he has been

guilty, but asks to have it pardoned, whatever it is. As Wolsey is

the creature of his hands, this indignity reflects upon him. Regard

to the honour of Cardinal Hadrian, who has abandoned somewhat of

his rights in compliance with the wish of the Pope and the King,

induces the Pope to urge this request the more strongly. Sends

Francesco de Chierigati, his chamberlain, to England, and begs

he may be seconded by Wolsey's influence. Florence, 1 Dec.

1515, 3 pont.

Lat., vellum. Add.

1 Dec. 1230. Earl of Kildare to Henry VIII.

"• O" Received on 26 Sept. the King's letters missive dated 8 July

commanding him to examine the cause between Dames Anne Saint

Leger and Marg. Bulleyu on the one side, and Sir Piers Butler on

the other, touching the lands, &c. left by the late Earl of Ormond.

Commanded Sir Piers to appear before him and the King's council, the

15th day after Michaelmas, but he sent his wife to excuse his non

appearance on the plea of war, and to ask for further respite. It was

agreed that Sir Piers or his counsel, with evidence, as well as the

ladies' counsel, should .appear at Dublin eight days after Martinmas,

and that the rents and profits of the lands should remain in the

hands of the farmers. On that day the ladies' counsel showed a

livery, under the Great Seal of England, of all the lands, &c.

belonging to the late Earl and an inspeximus under the Great

Seal of Ireland, reciting the creation of the Earl, with a gift of

10/. yearly to be paid to him and his heirs by the mayor and

bailiffs of Waterford, and certain tails by fines levied to the said

Earl and his heirs general, of his manors, &c. in Dublin and Meath.

To all the residue of the Earl's lands the ladies asserted their title

as heirs general, and Sir Piers and his counsel would show no

X 2
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Eakl of Kildabe to Henry VIII.—cont.

evidence or counsel, but prayed to be remitted to the common law.

Has commanded that all the profits and rents shall remain in the

farmers' hands till the King's further pleasure be known. Dublin,

1 Dec. Signed.

Add., p 1. Endd. : A petition of the Earl of Kildare.

1 Dec. 1231. Maximilian to Margaret.

Lett de Max. et The King of England has sent Richard Pace* into these parts to

Marg. ii. 304. practise with the Swiss and turn them against France. He assures

the Emperor that his master has at Antwerp 100,000 g. c. ready to

deliver to the Swiss for their assistance in case of their compliance.

Begs she will send to Antwerp, and inquire of Th. Spinelly and others

if such is the fact. If it be so, wishes her to manage secretly that

the 100,000 crowns be delivered incontinently to the factors of the

Foukers, and the receipt (bullette de rdcepissi) sent to Jacques

Fouker in Augsburg, for delivery to the imperial treasurer, Jacques

Villinger. The Emperor has already arranged with Fouker to pay

the said money at Augsburg and Constance on arrival of the said

receipt, for the purpose already specified. Kauffbuyren, 1 Dec. 1515.

1 Dec. 1232. Wm. More of London, mercer.

S. B. y Licence to export any merchandizes not belonging to the staple of

Calais. Del. Westm., 1 Dec. 7 Hen. VHI.

Fr.1Hen.VIII. m. 12.

1 Dec. 1233. Wm. Blakden, chaplain.

S. B. Presentation to the church of Shrawley, void by death of Simon

Synggar. Del. Westm., 1 Dec. 7 Hen. VIH.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 17.

1 Dec. 1234. For Sir Wm. Kyngston.

Reversion of the manors of Upton, Snodesbury and Wykeburnell,

Wore, with appurtenances, forfeited by Francis Lord Lovel, granted

to Giles Grevell by patent 4 Dec. 23 Hen. VII. for 31 years, at the

annual rent of 40 marks ; and grant of the said rent during the

residue of said term, as held by Ric. Blunt ; to hold at the service

of one red rose at Midsummer. Westm., 1 Dec.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 9.

2 Dec. 1235. Spinelly to Wolsey.

B. O. Wrote on the 26th. Has written to the King. Lord Chievres

told him yesterday that the King had sent too late to the Swiss.

The French ambassador complains that England has done its best

to keep the Swiss enemies to his master. Desires money to satisfy

his debts, and borrow 100/. upon his wages as Knight did. Sends

his clerk, Rob. Baron, for Wolsey's answer. Begs to have some

livelihood secured to him, as he served the King and his prede

cessors. Begs credence for Baron touching Cotingham. Brussels,

2 Dec. Signed.

P. 1. Add.: My lord Cardinal of England.

* Printed, Lacens.
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2 Dec. 1236. To John Yong, Master of the Rolls.

P. S. To cancel an untrue inquisition taken at Caresbroke castle,

before the Abbot of Quarre, Sir Amias Paulett, Sir Nic. Wadeham,

Th. Wadshawe, Th. Thomas and John Orenge ; finding that Wm,

Hyers or Eyre succeeded John Draper as Prior of the House of

Christ Church (who died 12 Nov. 17 Hen. VH.) without warrant.

Greenwich, 20 Nov. 7 Hen. VIII.

2 Dec. 1237. For Roger Alford, yeoman of the Crown.

Annuity of 10 marks out of the issues of Denbigh. Westm.,

2 Dec.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 10.

3 Dec. 1238. [Knight] to Wolset.

B. O. On 26 Nov. received his letter, requesting him to desist*from bar

gaining for the altar cloth. Delivered their letters to the Prince, who

came to Brussels on the 28th. The articles for amity and inter

course will shortly be expedited ; the separate article, when the

article is passed at Tournay. Has been promised a favourable

audience and better lodging, as ambassador resident. The

King promised him in Wolsey's presence the vicarage of St.

Michael's as soon as the Dean of the chapel [Sampson] had

Windsor, but now the Dean claims Easter dues. The French King

goes to Bologna to speak with the Pope and promote the war against

the Infidels. They will be more fortunate than ever, if the King

do not stop them. They spend money everywhere. At Knight's

return from the Swiss the King might have had them for a small

sum of money ; now he hears they are confederate with the French.

A company of English merchants at Antwerp has accused Wolsey of

lending the King's money to strangers for his own advantage. It

is "the nature of my countrymen to malign the felicity of their

superiors." Sends his servant for an answer. His winter raiment

and Christmas rewards will be chargeable. Brussels, 3 Dec.

Signature lost.

Hoi., pp. 4. Add. : Lord Cardinal [of] York.

1239. Knight to Wolset.

Galba, B. in. 401. The Archduchess read his letter, but durst not keep the ... as

App. xlvh. she had no trusty person about her ; said 6he would communicate

B. M. with Th. Spinelly. Had Knight known the contents of her letter

he would have delivered it himself, as she might have spoken her

mind more freely to him. Ponynges has been applied to by Captain

Simond Francoyse. Ambassadors from France arrived on the 27th,

who thanked the . . . because he had labored the peace between

the Emperor and the French King. Chievres says that the King

of Arragon has made an arrangement with France.

Pp. 3, mutilated. Add. : My lord Cardinal of York.

3 Dec. 1240. [Ennius Bp. of Veroli, the Papal Ambassador -with the

Vit.B.xvni.210 Swiss,] to Henry VIII.

B. M. Is glad to have an opportunity of expressing the obligations he

is under to the King on account of the [favor] shown him from

childhood by Henry VII. " Reverendo dno Ric. Pace ejus familiari

hue nuper advenienti ex ani[mo] .... obtuli, te accedente op-

portunitate procul dubio facturus sum. Cu[jus] . . prudentissimam

S'
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[Ennitjs Bp. of Veroli, the Papal Ambassador with the Swiss,]

to Henry VIII.—cont.

circumspectiouem, etsi mea opera indigere non judicem . . . apud

Magnificos Dominos Elvetios ex se non aliter quam si eorum mores

optimo [novit]. Ita agit, ut gratior eis quotidie appareat." Will

always be faithful to Henry's service, and prays that Henry may

be triumphant in this as in other expeditions. Zurich, 3 Dec.

M.D.X . . Signature burned off.

Lat., p. 1, badly mutilated. Add.

3 Dec. 1241- Ennitjs Bp. of Veeoli to Wolsey.

K. O. As a vermicle, desires to express his congratulations on Wolsey's

exaltation to the cardinalate. Has visited Pace, his secretary, and

explained to him what he considers conducive to the King's interests

as much as if ho had been the Pope's servant. Admires Pace's

dexterity. Zurich, 3 Dec. 1515.

Hoi., Lat., p. 1. Add. : Cardinali Eboracen.

3 Dec. 1242. Francis de Vechiano, merchant of Pisa.

S. B. Y Licence to retain the customs on his merchandizes to the amount

of 1,000Z. for three years. Del. Westm., 3 Dec. 7 Hen. VIII.

Fr. 7 Hen.VIII. m. 11.

3 Dec. 1243- For Anne Huberd, gentlewoman to the King's grand-

S. B. mother and mother.

Annuity of 100*. She is 80 years old. Del. Westm., 3 Dec.

7 Hen. VIH.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 11.

1244. Pace to Wolsey.

R. O. On his arrival 24 Nov., " unto this town in Swiceland " (Zurich)

desired hasty expedition from the Cantons, in the matter communicated

to them by Cardinal Sion. They refused any answer till the 28th.

Meanwhile the people said they had been deceived by all Christian

princes, except the King, and would serve no other. This temper of

theirs prevented the ratification of the French peace, which would

have been concluded on the 29th ult., but for Pace's coming, who

requested that no con elusion should be made at this time till he had

had his answer. The French reported that Pace was not an English

men, but a false Spaniard ; which beguiled many people. Pace on

this desired to speak with two of the Council, and communicated

with Galias Vicecomitte and the Emperor's ambassador, who certified

to the Cantons that Pace had been sent by the King of England, and

was Wolsey's secretary. They have put off" the ratification of the

French peace to the diet to be held at Lucerne,"„Tuesday after

St. Nicholas day. The French King has offered them 200,000

crowns, extorted from Milan. He offers ready money, we sola spes.

Sent a post on the 16 Nov. to Wolsey with his own and Sion's letters.

Will never forget the King's most discreet words spoken before

Wolsey and Suffolk, that he did not wish Pace to offer promises, but

ready money, to the Swiss. Nothing can be done there without it.

Has seen the chapters made by the French King for peace betwixt

him and them. They are directed against England. Bourbon said

lately at his table at Milan, he would gladly see it concluded,
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though it cost 2,000,000 of gold. They could then revenge all

injuries. The Swiss will be of most importance to recover

England's right to France.

The Emperor's ambassador and Lord Galias have done all they

can to advance his cause. The latter is allied to the exiled Duke

of Milan. He will rather die in the field than accept the French

offer. The Swiss honor him like a saint, because of his good

qualities. Is anxious he should go as imperial ambassador to

England. The King must write to the Swiss, otherwise they will

not believe him. The Pope has deceived them by means of Car

dinal Sion, who is therefore in disfavor with them. The Bishop

Verulanus, the Pope's legate, supports the King's cause. Desires

the King to thank him. He has ordered a doctor of divinity

to preach to the people against the French. As the French have

reported that Pace is a Spaniard, — a nation they hate like

dogs,—he must have letters of credence, or he cannot stir abroad.

Has just heard that the peace will not be concluded with

France at the next diet Thinks the King should write to the

Zurichers, thanking them for their support. The Pope ought to

contribute money, for, except they see it, the Swiss say they will

not believe the Pope's word, spoken or written. It will be best

to send the money to Augusta [Augsburg], Constantia, Argentina

[Strasburg], or Basilea. The Duke of Barye will bind himself to

repay whatever money the King advances on this side the moun

tains, and begs a letter to the Emperor to make him Duke of

Milan.

Copy, pp. 7.

4 Dec. 1245. For And. Edmondis.

S. B. To be feodary of crown lands in Essex and Herts. Del. Westm.,

4 Dec. 7 Hen. VHI.

Signed : Thomas Lovell.

4 Dec 1246. To John Yong, Master of the Rolls.

S. B. To cancel a recognizance of 200 marks made by Th. Earl of

Derby, 29 Oct. last. Greenwiche, 14. Nov. 7 Hen. VHI. Del.

by Ralph Pole, elk., 4 Dec.

4 Dec. 1247- Commissions of the Peace

Wore.—Same as 14 July, with addition of Sir Th. Cornewall,

John Atwood jun. and Th. Nevell, and omission of Sir John

Ardern. Westm., 4 Dec.

Berks.—Same as 8 May, with addition of Sir Hen. Sharnbourn

and Lewis Pollard, and omission of Sir John Daunce and Jas.

Strangwais. Westm., 4 Dec.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. I, m.\ and 5d.

5 Dec. 1248. "Wolsey to Leo X.

Vat. Trans. Bonifacius the Pope's scutifer reached England quite unexpec-

xxxvu. 42. tedly with the Cardinal's hat (pileus). Immediately informed the

B. M. King, who commanded he should be honorably received. Wolsey

received from the hands of the Archbishop (Warham) and the

Bishop of Winchester the hat and ring. Bonifacius instructed him
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Wolsey to Leo X.—cont.

in the mysteries of the ceremony, and performed his office with

great credit. Professes his deep gratitude and devotion to Leo,

and wishes for nothing more than an opportunity of displaying it.

London, 5 Dec 1515.

Sends his oath of fealty to Leo and his successors by the said

Bonifacius. Signed.

Lat.

5 Dec. 1249. Sir Rob. Wingfield to [Henry VITL]

VitB.xvm.213. Wrote last on [29 Nov.] from Kempte in Swave, enclosing a

B. M. letter received from the Cardinal Sion, with a copy of a postscript

from [the Bp.] of Verulane, the Pope's ambassador with the

Swiss. " The 4th day of this present month the Emperor

likewise the Cardinal of Gource and divers of th from

Insbroke, so that it is thought verily that he whether

the Emperor shall take truce with the French

George's day next coming, if the French will defy

to the same or else if he may have the 14,000 he

hath desired to serve him by virtue of the league that is

the house of Austryk and them to pass straight into "

On the 27th ult° the Venetians before Brescia, " after they had

made a violen[t] in divers places," insomuch that they

shot away 2,500 bullets of iron in two [days] (which have been

found since), gave assault and were repulsed with the loss of 2,000

men, so that the siege now is but a siege volaunte to cut off suc

cours. Nevertheless " it is said that sy th they [have come] out, and

taken a great quantity of victual, w[hich was] going in to the

Venetians' army, and also the c[aptain] Peter Navarre with certain

munitions of bullets . . . ."

On the other side where the Venetians had t[aken] Clewse iipon

the river of Lathis, which they garrison to prevent the passage of

victuals to Ver[ona], Mark Anthony Colonna, who " is now t[he

principal captain," sallied out of Verona and recovered the ....

[and] put the defendours [to flight] ; he has taken Lignyago, where

he found [ample] munitions and took three [captains] and many

other good prisoners. It is said that four Spaniards took eight

French and six Venetian men-at-arms. The French King is re

ported to have imprisoned some persons to whom he had granted a

safe conduct. He has requested the Pope to have lodgings pro

cured at Bonony for 12,000 horse ; and being answered that it was

impossible, has desired that the inhabitants be disarmed, or that the

meeting may take place at Modena. " I trust this loving and

bidding betwixt them shall breed to a jeffayle and the rather if the

Emperor pass shortly into Italy." Wishes to be recalled, or else

have money sent him. Fiesyn in Swave, 5 Dec. [151J5.

Hoi., pp. 2, mutilated.

6 Dec. 1250. Seb. Giustinian to the Doge.

GinstDesp. 1.144. Badoer has left. Went to the King to communicate his news,

who is very anxious for it and is often deceived by the Emperor.

Peace has been established between him and Ferdinand. Hears

that the Archduke is negotiating an agreement between the Emperor

and the Christian King by an ambassador of his, who has been two

months at the court of France. Has seen letters from Francis and
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his mother mentioning the honors conferred on the former by the

Pope with whom he is going to Bologna. The letters state that

Francis has made an arrangement with the Swiss on purpose to

go to Bologna, and on his return will carry out the expedition

against the Infidels. The Queen (Louise) speaks of the arrival of

the Venetian ambassadors to see her son. Had represented to an

English lord the little courtesy shown to the French ambassador.

London, 6 Dec. 1515.

6 Dec. 1251. To John Yong, Master of the Kolls.

S. B. To cancel six recognizances for 100/. each, made by John

Dyngly of Charleton, Wore, groom of the Privy Chamber, 5 July

7 Hen. VIII. last. Greenwich, 6 Dec. 7 Hen. VIII.

6 Dec. 1252. For Walter Michel, late of Kelly, Devon, elk. alias

s. B. priest.

Pardon. Del. Westm., 6 Dec. 7 Hen. VIII.

7 Dec. 1253. Sir Rob. Wingfield to [Henry VIII.]

Vit. B. xviii. 214. Wrote last on the [5th]. The news contained therein has not

B. M. been verified " for the assault that should have been made

to Br[escia] " [the road] is kept so straight and there are so many

men about the said city and country that the spies do " not do their

facte but with great difficulty." [The news] written from Mantua

and other places is biassed by the affections of the writers. The

report of the capture of the Clewse, Lynguago and the c[aptains] is

true, " insomuch that one of the same was a gen[eral from] Venyce

which was sent from thence to be captain." Amongst the baggage

of Peter de Navar[re], whose capture Wingfield notified in his

last letter, were fou[nd] . . . . " crowns which should have paid

the Gascons." This day at 12 o'clock the Emperor sent for Wing

field and informed him that tomorrow he departs hence towardsbut that he intends to tarry in a castle amongst the moun

tains, two Dutch [miles] off, till he gets an [answer] from the

Swissers to his demand for 14,000 "ex my former

letter." They have appointed Tuesday next [to send their reply].

The Emperor also said that an ambassador would [be sent] to Eng

land, and that James de Banyssis had been directed to deliver his

instructions to Wingfield as soon as they were ready, in order that

Henry might be advertised of them before the arrival of the said

ambassador. The Emperor also desired him "to write [by the next]

post which is sent by the ambassador [the words] that follow

wh[ich he spoke to me].

" [The Fre]nshe King will take the Pope's person into his ....

the more assured of him and upon the same the said

Pope's spears and horsemen joined with five [hund]red spears of his

ordnance and the Swissers, to obtain [the] realm of Naples which

they shall may do right [effectu]ally, considering the partiality that

is in the said realm, and that the French King in person will

remain still in the Duchy of Milan, with the remnant of his ordnance,

which is 1,500 spears, Almayns and Frank archers, and the Venetians

army, where he inteudeth to keep me so waking that I shall not

may succour the realm of Naples," and he will probably gain all

Italy. " My son the Prince being so young and his council clearly

French, the French King shall for money lead him after his appetite,
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Sir Rob. Wingfield to [Henry VIII.]—cont.

which premises if they shall fortune to take effect, I cannot see how

the realm of England shall remain without broilerie and great

danger, wherefore me seemeth it is right meet for my said brother

your master to make provision betime, and likewise my brother

the King of Arragon " " Which words when he had

finished, and I written them, he willed me to depart, for there were

five or six secretaries at the door attending upon him." Fiesyn,

7 Dec. 1515.

Hoi., pp. 2, mutilated.

7 Dec. 1254. Sampson to Wolsey.

R. O. Had been using means to induce the monks of St. Martin's to

complain of their abbot. His design has been frustrated by an

advocate of the abbot. Proposes therefore that the King should

demand redress from the Pope ; if this be thought good, will

procure a rescript and prevent his resignation. Bulls have come

of indulgence for the reparation of St. Peter's at Rome, and have

been received by the King's lieutenant, the canons denying that

the Bishop has any power. Tournay, 7 Dec. 1515.

Hoi., pp. 3. Add. : My Lord Cardinal of York. Endd.

7 Dec. 1255. Tournay.

B. O. " The names of the persons justiced and banished at the city of

Tournay the 3rd day and the 7th day of December, the 7th year

of our sovereign lord King Henry the VIHth."

On the 3rd December :—John Blande, Robert Dighton, Richard

Thompson, William Mitton and Percival Frankyns, all executed

for seditiously exhorting the people, spreading rumors, being in

harness on the day of the rebellion, &c.

On the 7th December : — Christopher Johnson, hanged and

racked; Gilbert Thompson, Richard Browne, and John Ball "to

go in their shirts with halters about their necks," and be banished ;

and Henry Werreschall, William ap Jones, a Welshman, John

Salcr and William Matte, banished for maintaining rebellious

opinions, being with the rebels, &c.

Pp. 2.

7 Dec. 1256. For Th. Gybon, of Bishop's Lynne, late Sheriff of

S.B. Norfolk and Suffolk.

Pardon ; .also release to Thomas Thorisby, William Conyngesby

and Thomas Cheveley of Bishop's Lynne, Francis Mountford of

Feltwell, Norf., of their recognizances, 15 Nov. 5 Hen. VIII. Del.

Westm., 7 Dec. 7 Hen. VHI.

7 Dec. 1257. For David Trollop.

To be bailliff of Shyrbourn, in Hertforth Lyth, and Knapton,

York, with 4/. a year, out of the issues of those lordships. Westm.,

7 Dec.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 17.

8 Dec. 1258. [Pace to Wolsey.]

Vit.B. xvni. 215. " Your grace's letters written the 6th of Novem[ber came to my

B. M. hands the] 30th day after the writing of the same
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considering that I did not only in Flanders propter

mutationem rerum, but also tarried in Is[broke]," and therefore

could not fully obey his instructions " because my matters were set

fo . . . . receipt of them by my lord the Cardinal Sedu[nensis in]

none other manner than your grace desireth." Did not disclose his

instructions to any but the Cardinal, and not to him till he had as

certained both from him and the ambassadors of the thirteen cantons

that the Swiss would invade the French again. This has all been

brought about by the Cardinal who sent to his trusty

friends. His enemies say it was only to interrupt the French prac

tices ; this shows that it was well Pace had no letters of credence

to the Swiss, " for as for your grace's letters unto them I never

[delivered them] but only made' mention thereof, whereunto they

did [give full] credence."

The French King is told that Pace is "nuntius subornatus et fictus"

to counteract his [intrigues]. No one knows what he is ; "

I am an Englishman by the reason I had no l[etters]. Wherefore

if the French King would [make any complaint] let him prove that

the King did d in my charge and if

he find that at never him be recommenced when such

matters be purposed King's commission, no manner

of credence is given unto [hi]m, neither reasonably should, and

especially without letters [of] credence." Moreover if money be

not sent his charge will not be credited. " And your grace

shall have his intent comprised in his said letters ; but I run into

evident danger of my life," being taken for a spy. Will at least

die faithfully discharging his commission against the enemies of his

country. One answer, moreover, may be made to France, that it is

more becoming in England to send some one to the Swiss, his con

federates in the late peace with France, in answer to their demands

sent by Michael de Abbatis for an amplification of the league, than

that France should intrigue with the King's enemies in Scotland ;

of which the Swiss have knowledge. Learns something about

Mr. Michael by the way. His communication with the posts does

not betray any intelligence with the French King, for all the infor

mation he got would have been true if the Swiss had invaded

France again, " and I am credibly informed that he was not [sen]t

by the French King for that intent that your grace [doth conj]ecte;

he was undoubtedly servant to the late [Duke of Milan ?] but as

far as I can perceive and . . ."

As to what Wolsey writes of the [interview] between the Pope

and the French King, the Papal legate says the former was never

less able to drive the French out of Italy than now, without the

help of England, and has sent the Swiss a bull to ratify the league

between [them and] him. Can see no indication of the Swiss

being disposed to make peace with the French King. The com

mons of the country have determined not only not to do so, but to

put to death those who had been corrupted by him. Will, never

theless, conduct himself so as to appearJictus nuntius still. Will

go " to Constance near unto them, where I shall every

thing by ray Lord Sedunensis and for necessary it is

to know tr[uly what the] Swisses will do." If the French King

have such .... he will begin new practices with them. If the King

will give them money all the world cannot take them from him

they possess great devotion to his grace as a Prince that never

deceived them. Hopes his coming has had two good effects : 1 st, it

has prevented the Swiss making any league with the French King ;
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and 2ndly, the Emperor from coming to terms with him, which

he would have done otherwise, and for the sake of which the French

would have abandoned the Venetians. If he had brought money

his business would have been done by this time, and the French

out of Italy. Surrik, 8 Dec.

Copy, pp. 4, badly mutilated.

8 Dec. 1259. Mountjoy to [Wolsey].

Calig. D. vi. 302. Has advertised the King of the punishment of the riotous as-

B. M. sembly and rebellion lately made here. Sends a list of the names

of persons executed, and hopes this severity will prove a warning.

Has received good assistance from the council, the captains and

their companies. Hopes the King will have pity on the residue,

who are ashamed of their offences and in great fear. Divers of

them who were executed, at their death exhorted the garrison to

beware of rebellion, so that "every man thinketh hit came more of

the Devil than by any other." The capper on whom they relied

for money is nowhere to be found, and they do not believe he

exists at all. u [A] commissary is come from the Pope with great

indulgences] for the helping to the building of St. P[eter's]

Church," and has delivered the writer [a brief] as [the King's]

lieutenant in favor of his cause. As nothing of the sort may be

published without [the sanction of] the governors in the Prince's

name, " I made by was contented he shall publish ;

and suc[h alms], as should be given, to be put in a box with two

keys, [of] which he to have the one key and I the [other]." De

sires to know the King's pleasure, " for I would not take upon [me]

to win thanks with the goods of the King my sovereign lord's sub

jects ;" also what is to be done with the prisoners of Gaunte whom

he has in his keeping at the Prince's desire. Had written unto the

King thereof, but received no answer. Tournay, 8 Dec. Signed.

Mutilated, pp. 2.

8 Dec. 1260. For Cornelius Johnson, master smith in the Tower

S. B. of London, and William Tve, gunner.

Licence to found a perpetual guild to the honor of St. Barbara

in St. Katheriue's Church, near the Tower ; and mortmain licence

to acquire possessions to the annual value of ten marks for support

of a chaplain. Del. Westm., 8 Dec. 7 Hen. VHI.

Pat. 7 Hen.VIII. p. 2, m.30.

8 Dec. 1261. Maximilian.

Vit B. xvin. 60. Commission empowering Margaret Duchess of Savoy to enter

B. M. into a treaty with Joan Queen of [Castile] and Granada, Henry

King of England and France, and Ferdinand King of Arragon, to

wage war against the Infidels. " Datum in Faucibus Montium,"

8 Dec. 15[15], 30th year of his reign as King of the Romans, 26th

as King of Hungary. Signed.

Copy, pp. 2.

9 Dec. 1262. Charles Prince of Spain.

E. O. Commission, under his great seal, to Wm. de Croy Lord Chierves,

John le Sauvaige Lord of Scaubek, chancellor, Michael de Croy

Lord de Sempy, John de Hallewiu Lord de Maldeglem, Master
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George de Thamisia, provost of Cassel, and Master Philip Wie-

lant, or any three of them, to examine into and settle the disputes

and the complaints of his subjects touching the infractions of the

treaty concluded with his father Philip by England. Brussels,

9 Dec. 1515.

Lett. Vellum, with seal.

R. O. 2. Commission appointing the above-named to treat with Cuth-

bert Tunstal and William Knyght, ambassadors of Henry VIII.,

for a treaty of peace. Brussels, 9 Dec. 1515.

Lat. Vellum, with seal.

9 Dec. 1263. Maximilian to Margaret.

Lett, de Max. et Is sending Count John Bart, de Decian ambassador to England.

Marg. ii. 310. His father and his family have always been loyal servants to the

Emperor in Italy. Fiessen, 9 Dec. 1515.

9 Dec. 1264. Wm. Darbl to Henry VIII.

Otho, C. ix. 27. Is informed by letters from England that the King's ear has

B. M. been poisoned against him through the means of Ric. Nevel. As

turcopolier, had had to correct Nevel for irreverent speaking at

a meeting of their Order. Would have defended himself before

the King in person if he could have obtained licence to leave the

island in its present dangers. Rhodes, 9 Dec. 1515.

Lat., mutilated, p. 1. Add. Endorsed by Wriothesly, incor

rectly.

1 0 Dec. 1265. Sir Rob. Wingfield to Wolsey.

Vit.B. xviii. 217. Wrote to Wolsey and the King on the 5th from Fiesyn, "and

B. M. in those to you[r grace I made mention] of the King's letters and

yours to the Emperor [and to the Cardinal] of Gurk," and wrote

again to the King on the 7th of such matter as the Emperor advised

him. " Where in your gracious letters of the 15th of the last

m[onth, which] came to my hands the 3rd day of this month, and

day I wrote unto your lordship from hence, advisin[g you]

that they were come in to my hands, ye willed me t[o go to the]

Cardinal of Gource. and use all policy to know quo . . . ., which

need not to be rehearsed."—Since the delivery of Henry's and

Wolsey's letters to Cardinal Gurk, as advised in Wingfield's letter

of the 5th inst., has spoken with the said Cardinal at divers

times, " and craftily, as my vrit and practice myg[ht devise], to

know the very pith of the said quo mo[do] much I have

attained, as here shall follow, whereof directly from

him, and prate brought fourt[he] argument."

" For the first, after he had spoken such ornate and

words as he thought meet to the laud of with the

great desire he hath to employ a[ll his] powers to do all the

honor and pleas[ure] , be arechid by the same

* * * ... at opening of the gates or way

into France . . communed betwixt him and me, should or might

. . now so facily, as appeared (by imagination) at that time . .

than it was verily hoped that the Holy League should [now] have

been inviolably observed by all the parties that were [then] joined

in the same ;" and that if it once were known that the King was

willing to enter the Holy League, the Pope and Emperor might
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have been induced to ask him to begin the war ; that the Pope

might have been asked, if the French King would not desist, to ful

minate the censures of the Church against him, and a sure promise

have been given by the Pope and Emperor to assist in the inva

sion ; but now that the Pope appears to favor the French King,

and the Swiss rather inclined to him than otherwise, his hope has

considerably abated ;—nevertheless, he was very glad that he had

been informed of Henry and Wolsey's mind in the cause, " which he

doubteth not but should have taken the desired effect if the Holy

League were now in the same case, he trusted it to have been in,

[at the] time of our first communication in that matter, and .... the

less if 1 could device any manner of way like to [bring the] desired

purpose about, I should find him as [willing and ready] an instrument

to work the same as adjoin the best

of his wit to the perfect accomplishing of the

Then I did set forth some matter to the entent that

by the mean we might difficulty that appeared ; and

first I said by mean that the Pope now seemed to have

joined .... with France, and that the Swissers be in such a

. . . [there was] much less facility to attain our purpose than [at]

our first communication in that matter ; nevertheless as for] the

Pope, I trusted verily that there is such a secret [understanding

between] his holiness and the King's highness [that he] will not be

slack to condescend to the thing that [serves] to the King's honor

and weal, specially when he sh[all] see and perceive evidently

that the same, shall surely ind only a surety and weal to

his holiness, the Church but also the restfulness and

tranquillity of all the h[oly realm of] Cry[stendom] for ever, to the

honor and laud of Almighty God, an[d advancement] of the same,

to the ruin or reduction of many . . . [iufi]delys to the right

way of religion and life. And as for the Swissers, I trusted that

in conclusion the br they be in now, shall lead them to

take the hooller p a part of the infect people which God

will have i shall be irradicate clearly with the bitter

roots of Fran[ce] .... hath made the peace of Christendom

much unsav .... space of many years, whereof the realm of

Englan[d] .... record 400 years and above, and there following

might require, I declared how unjustly King Phi[lip]

and how disceivately he dealt with King Richard the

[First, called] Cceur de Lion, being in the Holy Land, and how

... of the said Richard, by the subtle mean of t[he same] King John

was accursed and his realm [laid under an] interdict (for the said

John was both Duke o[f] ... of Guienne), to the entent he might

b a growndid occasion to make w[ar upon the]

said Ky[nge] duchy of Normandy,

which his ancestors [were possessed of by right heritage above

300 years before [and which du]chye was never recovered wholly

in 300 years after . . . King Henry the Fifth won all France,

and King [Henry] the Sixth his son (which lived in my days)

crowned [at] Paris, or he was ten years old, as rightful King

by heritage.

And for a sure conclusion to shew that the King hath good

right to be King of France, it is notorious that his ancestor

and progenitor King Edward the Third refused to do homage

for the duchy of Guienne, because he would not by the mean

deface or impair his title to the crown of France ; which and
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it had not been perfect and good it is not to be esteemed that so

wise a prince, as he was, would have wilfully put such a duchy in

the peril of lesing, and beside that make war with so mighty a

realm as France ; and so forth I proceeded in such matter as joined

to my purpose, which for the length were more meet to be put in

a story than in a letter. And, for conclusion, when we had all

argued and disputed, we found that the best way was, that by

means of a secret and just ambassador, the Emperor should, with a

letter of credence and instructions upon the same, move the Pope,

upon the forsaid and such other considerations as should be put in

the said instructions, to desire the King first to enter into the

Holy League, and also that the Pope and the Emperor and all the

remnant of the League should by several letters make request to

the King, in consideration of the premises, to begin war with

France, they promising to give him such assistance as shall be

thought reasonable and necessary by means of treaty, and not to

desist or the realm of France be clearly obtained, and also remain

in the same integrity for the defence of the [real]me and conser

vation of peace in all the whole Cristente."

Wingfield concluded by thanking the King for his letters * * *

" of the desired purpose that you a license ofthe King's high

ness send me to execute the said embass[ade] . . . pass

into Spain if the same may [be useful] for the desired purpose, and

commune w to the King's highness, and then farther

his grace ; which letters from the said Ca[rdinal of Gource to the]

King and you, your grace shall receive with these." The attempt

to win France is an arduous one, and requires great energy ;

though [he has] better will than any other "... to execute an

office of so great importance as I . . . said nay to in the presence

of the said Cardinal . . . you to take the same in good part," and

consider how the thing may be best brought about. " The elec[tion

and] the order of such one as shall please the King and [exe]cute

the forsaid charge is to be assigned to such oo[n as you shall] think

most meet, and the less delay the better." Yesterday the Emperor

left [Fresyn] ; the Council remain here "till this 1 . . . may

come from the Swiss, which shall be th . . . and from hence shall

be despatched his embassade [to the] King's highness. And

where in my letter to [your grace] by the ambassador of Spain's

messenger, as is ... I shewed the Emperor to have ordained that

. . . should shew me the instructions ordained for th .... to the

entent I might advertise the King's g[race of the] same ; so that

before the coming of . . . matter may be somewhat * * * ...

[s]ubstance in as far as I could comprehend by . . . that after the

said ambassador, which is . . . Sir Bartholomew Tisson Count de

Daciane, hath . . . [he]arty and afFectuous recommendations, and

delivered his ... he shall desire to speak with the King apart

without [the] presence of any but such as shall please his highness

to ordain [p]roperly for tlte same."—First, he shall show how

things have gone since the French King entered Italy, as he knows

everything, and was governor of Aste under the late Duke of

Milan,—how matters stand now, and what danger is likely to ensue

if no remedy be shortly found. Secondly, to thank the King for

the comfort he has given to the Holy League by sending to the

Swiss. Thirdly, that, in consideration of the danger to Christen

dom, his majesty has commissioned his daughter to conclude a

treaty with England and Arragon. The ambassador is a faithful

num.
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The Duke of Barre has desired "the Emperor's licence . . .

to the King's highness, and he hath granted . . . within few days

one Mr. Paul Semence ... of a place which is founded in the

honor of . . . of Canterbury, and was in marvellous great fav[or]."

When the Duke made a show of defending the castle [of Milan] he

came from Ro[me], and put himself into the castle with his master;

and when the father of the late Duke was prisoner in France, he

with many others, went to the Emperor's court. Has re[called]

his letters of the 7th, which he had [given] to the ambassador of

Spain, finding that the messenger did not leave so soon as the

Emperor promised. Sends them with these. [Fiesyn], in Swave,

10 Dec. 1515.

P.S.—Having just received orders from the Emperor to put

himself in the w[ay], is obliged to send these without the letters

of Gurk.

Hoi., pp. 7, mutilated. Add. : My Lord Card. Endd.

10 Dec. 1266. [Simon be Taxis] to [Spinelly.]

ViLB.ii. 18". "Magnifice domine observan. Io scrisse una

M. B. in sieme amalato, ma tra el inal niio et el male

da non avereti intessa, per que mi schusaro unaltra volta [che

non] haveo scrito ala M. V. questi tempi pasati, maxim[e dei]

• vari successi mei, et per che so quela li sa non rep

all.raniente salvo che mi staro in questa chorte esp . . . di doi

effeti ; uno che se chazi Franzesi d'ltalia, o . . . che la corto

del Papa retorni a Roma, che fazo c di retirarme a

una de li doi parti, et rechordand[ome] dela amicitia et servitu

che io chomo V. M. et la [gene]ralita de quela verso mi, mi pare

fare el dover. . . in scriver qualche chossa quela, et tanto piu lo . .

quando io avero resposta di questa mia et che io inte . . .

aver a charo el mio scrivere et esser verso mi quelo

devanti, chomo credo sia, et per che so mio Barba h . . . mirabile,

et non so se avera acharo scriva ad ... . che lui, ben che di

questo non lo habia ad obedirc ta per piu honesta io

accordato meter li mei tri sot[to a ] li tri del Magnifico orator

Vingfeld. Prego v. m. [che] se devia scriverme deli ocurenci de

la, che m»f ... el simile di qua, et piu ala verita se pora

Anchora, prego mi scriva delesser del pr .... mio Barba et

chomo sono bene ct male in s et maxime quo animo ha-

vera aceptato una [lettera] mia li scrivo sopra certo salario, mi

voria . . . che stesse in questa chorte et mi non lo volgio . . .

respondo quando debia stare a salario de ne . . . . volgio stare

a salario di mazor maistro d . . . . [c]homo effeto lo voglio far, et

in tuto gano far niente ne volgieno far una

cione, pensa vestra Sa chomo mi darieno del ben [qu]ando non

voleno adjutarme a mia spessa a defend[ere] li mei solum per la

absencia mia. Questo pocho io h[o] [scrito]* scrivo a la M.V.

chomo a mio bono patrono, et l[i] prega ne volgia parlare di

qualche bona sorte che no pare venia da mi, et poi scriverme

qualche chossa ; in questo mi fara sumo beneficio.

" De novo di qua et di Italia, per quanto sapiamo noi, li chossi stano

If Pace be fur- in tale termino che se el ser° (secretario) del vestro Sereuissimo

niahed with money, Re, quale a presente se trove a la dieta che sefara ad 12 di questo

* This word is crossed through.
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theFrenchwillbe

driven from Italy

before the end of

January.

Strength of the

Emperor's forces.

in Lucerna, havesse una parte di dinari contanti che profecisse,

certamente non starieno li Francessi per tuto zinero in Italia, ma

per la choruptione di alchuni Suiceri et per la pover[ta] loro, non hob-

staute che li cumuni populi sieno tutibon[i] et nonvorieno la igno-

mina pace ; ma li mali dicono che li e dati paroli, et che non sono

dinari atrovar, et sono barrati (?) per aver lor spesso stati pasat[i]

de paroli, dal tanto di qua ; tamen spero in Dio et in li boni, et in

la promessa et partiti li ofert[i per] la Mu. Cesarea che certamente

anc'lie non sieno dinari . . sono alor piu utile et honoreveli che

grandissima somma di dinari, et anchora in le promesse del vestro

Serenissimo Re, che se resolverano bene, ma forza e che vr

habieno in pocho di dinari al presente, per che se avet[ej afar fate

presto che valara dopui tanto che se li Suiceri resolveno chontra

Francia, vi pro[metto] .... ranzi sieno diti Suiceri a Beliuzone

che el * * (two lines lost) * * * *

se daventura Suiceri chomo piu so sa non deliberarano

contra Franza, ma solum p[ubIica]rano la pace se solum havemo che

li Suiceri la chossa in longo et stageno a vedere anchora . . .

vedo la nostra vitoria chomo certa, et quomodo fi[et] ut M. V.

satisfaciam scribam.

"Limperador a da 9 a dece [mil] fanti adesso in Verona,

quali ano represso Lunago e[t] . . . furnito presso dentro 3

zentilhomeni Venetiani et zente, devo prender anche Peschera.

In Bressa sono 3,000 boni homeni et f[anno] grandissimo dano al

campo di Venitiani et Francessi che . . . . la aeampo, et uno di

andarno fora mazarno a . . . . et menarno dentro doi chareti di

polvere et butino ; altro di volseno menar dentro Petro

Nava[ro], ma di pocho schapo tuta volta, presterno el so cham[er-

iere], so magistro di chassa et soi muli, et fami[gli] tuti. Scriveno

di Bressa di uni toti che in li chari .... del dito Navaro era

di grande dinari per la pa .... di Gaschoni, non mancho de

set milgia schudi. Alchu[ui] dicono piu che 500 homeni darmi

Francesi . . . circha 5,000 Gaschoni, 5 niilia fanti Venit[ianiJ et

800 homeni darmi poi chavali lizeri . . . cernedi di vilani ; ma vi

prometto che da nostri et Gaschoni et altri pocho sti-

mati. La Cesarea [Maju] delibera di secorir Bressa et revitualiarla

grossato lo exercito in Verona di fanti et ch[avali]

prima non ereno tanti, et per valdesa v

« * * * (a line lost) * * * *

500 homeni devo andar per quale i fina a

Bressa che pono andare a despeto de [a]mici maxime per

esser li nostri meliori homeni et che . . . . eli di Bressa pono saltar

fora, et tuto a uno [tejmpo el signor Marcho Anthoni Colona de

fartir de [Ve]rona et de andare fina apressa Bressa, chomo

4]000* lanscheneti eleti, mili et cinque cento Spanioli . . ede

boni et 500 chavali Todeschi et 150 homeni darmi sarano boni

mili chavali, et piu de 8,000 boni [fjanti, li melgi del mondo,

sanza bagagi, tanto che solo el [s]enior Marchantonio aspetara tuto

el campo deli [ejnimici, et, sel parara bono, li asaltara certo, et che

[l]i enimici non porano atender a la tera et [i]l senior Marcho

Anthonio, et inpedio che li altri [n]on intrageno intra Marchant

onio, overo li altri subito chombaterano li inimici, anche se sterna

che nel retirar . o chombater sara deferencia tra Venitiani et

Francessi. Li Francessi non vorano volentera aventura la sona ....

* The number is partly lost by marginal mutilation, and, though contained in

a modern note before the fire, is blotted and uncertain.

2. Y
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cente per non trovarse al presente el Re in el ... . [S]tato di M'lo

(Milano). Ultra questi sopraditi solum 6,000 [l]anscheneti et

12,000 homeni darmi li Veniciani [n]on sono soli bastanti per el

campo de Signor Marcho [A]nth° di sorte che Venitiani vorano

retrarse verso [P]adoua se porano li Francessi verso Cremona ....

chomo la fortuna volgia per molti resone questo socorso o

impressa ne promote grande a, perche li e unaltra mazor

pro visione questo lo cxercito del vice re et tut ....

* * * * (a line lost) » * * *

achordata de asinguarse et di trover a Verona et a

questa chaussa limpera[dor fa] provisione che so mi de altri

cercha mile chava[lli et] 4,000 f'anti et vole andare a quele parte et

za e . . . . partita verso Isprugk se avesse diti mile chavali and . . .

subito li avera fina dece de zenero ala piu long .... credo a la

piu longa circha 20 di zinero pora in "Verona et anche

el vicere, el secorso sara f 15 di ala piu longa fato de Bressa

non ave .... paura se perdi nanzi si che V. M. chonosa quanto . . .

chasso faria che li dinari vestri fosseno in tempo .... Suiceri,

overo qua, che se limperador avera queli d[inari], faria sanza loro

et anche in despeto di loro so tra da marchanti subsidio di

soi subditi tual .... altri provici et anche dela liga de Suebia

af . . . . bona provisione, tamen pocho deli vestri nobeli san[za li]

Suiceri, et in dispeto de lor chazaressemo Francessi . . . voluto

far questo discorso a V. M. et piu ala ver sia posibile, per

che tuti li Iri venendo di Italia s[ono] in mio arbitrio de lezerli,

ma questo non sapia verba, et anchora questo tale secorso

sturbara covento del Re Franzeso et del Papa. Anchora

[la] Ces" Mta dice, se fano tale chonvento che anche

asperanza di torge a lozamento chomo 3 . . . homeni adeso saria

el tempo che questo bon sse qualchc adjuto del vestro Re,

et preg honestamente deli mei Iri et me "

Hoi., pp. 5, mutilated. Add. in a different hand : D. Thoma;,

[Spinelly,] Serenissimi Angliae et Francia? [Regis apu]d Hispa-

niarum Principem [oratori]. Endd. : x. Decembris.

10 Dec. 1267. For Nich. Duodo, merchant.

S. B. Denization as a native of Venice. Del. Westm., 10 Dec.

7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 22.

11 Dec. 1268. Ferdinand of Arragon.

R. O. Ratification of the treaty made with Henry VEIL at London,

Ky in. xiii. 528. 19 Oct. 1515. In Loco Abbatiae, 11 Dec. 1515. Signed. Fine

seal.

It. O. 2. Oath of Ferdinand King of Arragon, in his own name and in

that of Joanna Queen of Castile, for observation of the treaty of

19 Oct. Lat.

R. O. 3. Notarial attestation of the above. In Loco Abbatias, 1 1 Dec.

1515. Lat.

12 Dec. 1269. William [Rokebt] Abp. of Dublin to Wolset.

R. O. Has been much occupied with the Lord Deputy in Sir Thos.

Bullcne's cause. Sir Perse Butler, who calls himself the Earl of

Ormond, will not come, but has twice sent his wife, who alleges, in
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his excuse, causes of war and other hindrances. She desired the

cause to be remitted to the common law in Ireland, which they

thought not meet for Sir T. Bullene. The Deputy would have

ordered him to appear before the King in England on a certain

day, on pain of allegiance, but was dissuaded by the Abp. and

others, who urged the danger of rebellion, for he has now made

peace and confederation with Desmond and the three greatest Irish

Lords of his party. Moreover, as he calls himself an Earl, he

would be loth to lose the name. Desires instructions how to act.

Hopes the cause of John Theodorici (Derick), about which Wolsey

has written two letters, will come to good pass. The pretended

Prior kept the place against the Archbishop matiu forti, but he is

now in prison, with some of his friends, and more will be taken

shortly. Supposes he has promised more fees than the place can

bear. Hopes the Deputy will take none of him, but thinks Wolsey

had better write to him. " From my manor of Talente, beside

Dublin." 12 Dec. Signed.

Add., p. 1. Endd. : Archiepus Dublin.

For Martin de la Passara, of St. Sebastian.

Licence to export 500 quarters of wheat to Spain. Del. Westm.,

12 Dec. 7 Hen. VIII.

Fr. 7 Hen. VIII. m. 5.

For Sir Ric. Jernyngham.

Annuity of 50 marcs. Del. Westin., 12 Dec. 7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 16.

For Sir Ric. Jernyngham.

Annuity of 20Z. out of the issues of Norf. and Suff. Del. Westm.,

12 Dec. 7 Hen. VIU.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m.U.

12 Dec 1273. To John Yong, Master of the Rolls.

S. B. To cancel three recognizances, each of 801., made by Ralph

Brikheved of Chester, Richard Peke of Conway, and Nicholas

Farington of Cheshire, 20 July 23 Hen. VII. Grenewiche, 12 Dec.

7 Hen. VHI.

12 Dec. 1274. For Rob. Tirwhitt.

8. B. Wardship of Edw. son and heir of Th. Barnaby. Del. Westm..

12 Dec. 7 Hen. VIII.

Signed: Thomas Loveil.

12 Dec. 1275. For Hen. Earl of Essex.

6. B. Annuity of 40 marks on surrender of patent 26 April 4 Hen. VDH.

granting the same, vice Sir John Everyngham, reserved to the

Crown out of the manors of Stillingflete, Rynghowses, Upton, and

Bryan Asham, York, granted to Robert Clyfford, squire of the

Body, by patent 3 April 1 Hen. VH., and afterwards forfeited by

Fras. Lord Lovell, 7 Nov. 1 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm., 12 Dec.

7 Hen. VIH.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 27.

12 Dec

S. B.

1270

I'

] 2 Dec.

S. B.

127L

12 Dec.

S. B.

1272.

Y2
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12 Dec. 1276. For John Sharp, page of the gate.

Annuity of 10 marks out of the revenues of Denbigh. Weslm.,

12 Dec.

Pat 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 22.

12 Dec. 1277. For Anne Seyntleger and Marg. Bulleyn, widows.

Livery of lands to the said Anne and Margaret, (as heirs of

Thomas late Earl of Ormond, and Anne d. of Sir Eic. Hankeford,

late wife of the said Earl,) and to Ric. Bp. of London, John Bp.

of Rochester, Geo. Nevile Lord Bergevenny, John Yong Bp. of

Gallipoli, John Colet, elk., Sir Edw. Ponyngis, Sir Gilbert Talbot,

Sir Wm. Fynderne, Rob. Brudenell, justice of the Common Pleas,

Sir Jas. Hubbert, Wm. Froste, Christ. Davyson, John Talbot,

John Fitzjames, jun., Ralph Seyntleger, Wm. Leicestre, John

Salman and Wm. Spotill, with release. Westm., 12 Dec.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 3.

13 Dec. 1278. Sir Bob. Wingfield to Wolsey. ,

B. O. Wrote his last on the 10th from Fiesyn in Swave. Wolsey's letters

came to him as graciously " as rose-water and vinegar to him that

is fallen in a sowne or a litargie." He may well imagine how he felt

himself forgotten, when absent from his country five years and a

half he had sent so manifold letters " farcyd with complaints," to

which he had received no answer ; as if his letters " by travelling

through 60 large countries, and passage of so high mountains and

deep seas, or ruffling in the budgets, were utterly defaced or worn

out." Thought himself neglected, seeing others preferred and

enriched before himself, who remained in this " erumpne and

importable charge," whilst the King's officers at Calais or Tournay

had a noble a day for their expenses, besides their ordinary wages.

Nestilbanke, in Swave, 13 Dec. 1515.

Hoi., pp. 3. Add. : To my lord Cardinal of York.

13 Dec. 1279. Matthew Cardinal of Sion to Wolsey.

R. O. Credence for John Barthol. Ticcionus, imperial ambassador.

Memmingen, id. Dec. Signed.

Lat., p. 1. Add. : D. Car" Ebor.

13 Dec. 1280. [Wolsey] to [Silvester Bp. of Worcester].

r. O. The King has seen his letter to Ammonius of 9 Nov., is well

satisfied of the intentions of the Pope in this meeting with Francis

at Bologna, and will be glad if the papacy retain its dignity. Is

• afraid that the French will be too much elated by this victory at

Milan, and trouble the whole of Christendom. Has sent to Swit

zerland to retain the Swiss in their alliance with the King, and

learns from Pace, who has been sent to Cardinal Sion, that they are

ready to renew the war with 20,000 men. If, however, the Pope

can conclude a satisfactory arrangement with the French, the King

will not oppose it. Commends to his holiness the Queen of Scots,

who has been deprived of the tutelage of her sons by the Duke of

Albany. Warns the Pope against favoring him.

If France has got any notice of Pace's mission to the Swiss, and

complains of breach of faith, it is to be stated that he was sent on

Wolsey's authority alone to see if the French King intended any

injury to the Pope, that if need be England might support him as
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its ally. Begs Worcester will get him excused for his remissness

in the matter of the half disme promised the Pope. Was afraid

the clergy would refuse it ; und thought he did the Pope greater

service ill persuading the King to undertake this law for the Church,

in which more than a hundred half dismes would have to be spent.

Recent letters from the Grand Master at Rhodes to the Prior of

St. John's make no mention of any danger to Hungary from the

Turk, and state that the Turk is afraid of the Sophi, 60 that

Christendom need fear nothing. Ammonius will write in his

name to Worcester the rest of the news. My house at London,

13 Dec. 1515.

Liit., copy, in the hand ofAmmonius, pp. 3.

14 Dee, 1281. [Silvester Bp. of Worcester] to Ammonius.

Vit B. ii. 203. In his letters of the 4th had notified the anticipated meeting of

B. M. the Pope and the King of France at Bologna. Had enclosed the

terms of the treaty between the French King and the Swiss, which

he since finds has not been ratified, nor are the Swiss agreed upon

it. Pace is the great obstacle. The French make great complaints

about it. It is evident they are much in fear of England. Is

surprised that Francis should have dismissed his German troops.

Would not have done it but for urgent reasons. Will find it hard

to hold Milan. Brescia is pressed by the French and Venetians.

Francis urges the Pope to make the brother of the Grand Master

of France a cardinal, as a kind of set off to the cardinalate of York.

He now disclaims the wish he formerly expressed of having Max.

Sforza made a cardinal. With regard to the business " pro

clericis ordinandis," the Pope consents, to avoid scandal, though it

is much opposed to the laws of the Church, to grant a faculty for

five years, and then, if no scandal arise, for 25, then for 30, then

in perpetuity.

The King of Arragon, as usual, looks after his own interests, and

requires at the conference that the kingdom of Navarre be con

firmed to him. Were it not for his union with England the Pope

would not care for him. He has not seen the articles of the treaty

between the two crowns, and he begs it may be sent. The Emperor,

as usual, threatens an army, and that he is coming shortly. He

will readily come to [terms] (" . . . diam,") if Verona is left to

him. Yesterday evening, the 11th, at the 19th hour more Italico,

Francis entered Bologna. Two cardinals, de Flisco and de Medici,

were sent to meet him at Reggio. Was received at the Mo-

denese gate by the whole body ; then two card, deacons on each

side brought him to the pontifical palace to his lodging. Had

expected, considering the French vanity, silk and gold and new

fashions, in which the French are very clever. Nothing could be

more bald. He had about him 300 archers, who looked like barge

men, with dirty faces, with greasy and threadbare coats. He

seemed more like a city magistrate entering on his office than a

king. After resting a little while in his chamber, dinner was

brought in. About 21 o'clock the Pope proceeded in his pontifical

apparel to a consistory attended by the cardinals. Whilst they

were engaged in hearing a cause the King approached, in a dense

mob, heaving backwards and forwards like waves of the sea.

Wonders how he could get through it. Expected himself to be

trampled to death. After reverence done to the Pope, and three

genuflexions, Francis would have kissed the Pope's foot, to the great

emotion of the spectators. On his rising, the Pope [offered him]
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[Silvester Bp. of Worcester] to Ajimoniijs—cont.

both cheeks. They then conversed together for ten minutes, the

King standing uncovered, and so proceeded to their chamber, the

King supporting his left arm, as the Pope, encumbered with the

weight of his cope (pluvialis), could scarcely walk. They conversed

together in their apartment about two hours, the King magnificently

dressed in cloth of gold, the Duke of Lorraine nearly as superbly,

and the Grand Master of France and others.

Nothing could be more squalid than the appearance of the guards.

They had not four chains among them. They showed no diminu

tion, however, of their innate haughtiness. They occupied half the

town, and their conduct was intolerable. Today Worcester and the

Spanish ambassador paid their compliments. He told them he was

now on good terms with all Christian princes, and come for that

reason to pay his compliments to the Pope ; and then walked off,

without waiting for their answer. Tomorrow the Pope celebrates

mass in the church of St. Petronius. All will be finished the day

after, as the King leaves on Saturday, and will keep his Christmas

at Milan. Francis is tall in stature, broad-shouldered, oval and

handsome face, very slender in the legs, much inclined to corpulence.

This is the 14th ; yesterday, the Pope sang mass ; the King sat

behind the Cardinal St. George and the Pope's chamberlain, ac

cording to the old ceremonial. When the Pope celebrates, he

washes his hands four times ; the Duke of Vendome presented the

ewer on the first occasion, the Duke of Lorraine on the second,

the Duke of Bourbon on the third, and the King on the fourth, at the

post-communion.

That evening the Pope told Worcester the subject of conversa

tion between himself and Francis. This day in the consistory the

King asked for four cardinals ; the Pope consented to create one

only, sc. The Grand Master. Yesterday Francis left for Milan. The

Pope returns to [Florence]. The sum of his arrangement is an

expedition against the Turks, to which Francis will contribute

money, and assent to a truce of 18 months. The greatest difficulty

is in the Venetians. The King of France then complained of

Pace, and the temper of England, for whom the Pope undertook to

be security. Francis said he did not know in what he had offended

England, except in Scotch matters. The Pope has undertaken to

promote the reconciliation. Worcester remonstrated, and asserted

that France only wished for this reconciliation with the view of

attacking England at some more advantageous time. This the

Pope would not allow, and said if he did, the Pope would be the

first to draw both swords against him. The papal ambassador with

the Emperor says the Swiss are greatly -enraged against the

French, but Pace, in his letters of the 30th, states that there is

nothing fixed, but a diet will be held for that purpose on the 11th.

The Emperor promises wonders, and says he will come to Italy

in person. Francis will write to England respecting his colloquy

with the Pope. Tells a strange story of his being taken by the

Cardinal Sta. Maria in Porticu, to see an astrologer who had been

with the King of France, when three tall men entered the presence,

English as he supposed, and after a while withdrew secretly.

Understands that they offered to kill the King of England, but

Francis refused. Does not know their rank or names.

I. a I., copy, in the hand ofAmmonius, pp. 11, much mutilated.

Headed : " [Ex Uteris domini Wigorniensis] ex Bononia ad me

datis."
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14 Dec. 1282. Leo X. to Henry VIII.

Vit. B. ii. 193. On 8th Dec. entered Bologna, where he received Francis on tho

B. M. 11th. Cannot be sufficiently grateful to God for the great devotion

shown by the King three days after at mass. At their conference

the King showed much concern for the welfare of Christendom,

and not less prudence and moderation. The Pope set before him,

with many arguments, the danger to be apprehended from the

Turks. The King professed his willingness, if all other Princes

would agree, to put aside all considerations of his own interest,

and devote himself to this cause, giving whatever security the Pope

demanded, who, seeing a hope of the most brilliant achievement

ever done, thanked God with tears in his eyes. The greatest

obstacle is this war between the King and the Venetians, in the

arrangement of which Francis shows himself willing. Hopes that

the King will lay aside his animosity, and listen to the prayers

of those who are daily threatened by the Turks. . It suits his

dignity to set an example to the rest of Christendom. Has

written more fully to L. elect of Feltri now in England. Home,

14 Dec. 1515, 3 pont.

Lat., Copy, pp. 4.

14 Dec. 1283. Leo to Wolsey.

Sadoleti Epist Sends him a copy of the letter he had written to Henry at his

Pont zl. conference with Francis at Bologna. Francis gives him hopes of

undertaking an expedition against the Turks. Trusts Wolsey will

urge his master to do the same. Has ordered the Bp. of Worcester

to write to him more fully. Bologna.

14 Dec. 1284. Cardinal St. Chrysogon to Wolsey.

Vit B. ii. 195. On Saturday the 8th, after their arrival at Bologna, the Pope

B. M. entered the town with a large attendance. On the 11th came

the King of France ; was met at the gate by the cardinals, shook

hands with them and was conducted by them to the Pope's palace,

the King occupying the lower and the Pope the upper part.

Sitting there in consistory with his golden ornaments (j>ar[a-

7iientisJ) and tiara, he waited for the King. Meanwhile, as an ad

vocate was moving a cause (as is usual), the King arrived attended

by four cardinals and others, advanced to the middle of the hall,

and after three genuflections in three different places, kissed the

Pope's toe, then his cheek, and said to the assembled Cardinals

that he had come as his predecessors had done to proffer obedience

to the Holy See. The effect of these words was repeated in Latin.

He then conducted the Pope to his chamber, where the King stood

by with his hat on (operto capite) ; and then went below to his

apartments.

On Wednesday the Pope visited the King, and went out of his

chamber to meet him. They conversed for an hour, then heard

mass in the church of St. Petronius, to which the Pope was carried

in his litter, the King walking before with the Cardinals. The

Pope placed the Dukes of Bourbon, Lorraine and Vendome on the

same bench behind the cardinal deacons. The King held tho holy

ewer. Many of the French nobles received the sacrament from

the hands of the Pope. The King then conducted the Pope to

his chamber. Yesterday he had another conference in private.

Today, being Friday, he created in secret consistory, at the King's

request, Hadrian Bp. of Constance, Cardinal Si. Petri etMarcellini,
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Cardinal St. Ciirysogon to Woi-sey—cont.

giving him the red hat and bonnet (bircttum). Tomorrow the

King leaves Milan, then to Lyons and Paris,—afterwards, it is

said, to Britauny. On Monday the Pope leaves for Florence to

keep Christmas, then for Pisa, and along the coast to Rome. He

must be there to hold a council summoned for the 1 1 th March . . .

the Pragmatic sanction of France and establishing a

general peace. The dissensions between the Emperor and the

Venetians, who have laid siege to Brescia, grieves the Pope much.

There is a talk of the siege being broken up, and that the Swiss

do not altogether agree with the French. Bologna, xi[iij]. Dec.

1515.

Hoi., Lat., pp. 3. Mutilated. Add. : D. T. presbytero Car

dinal! Ebor. Endd.

14 Dec. 1285. Maximilian to Margaret.

Lett. Max. & Empowers her to conclude a treaty with the King of England iu

Marg. li. 811. his behalf and that of Johanna of Castile ; and, notwithstanding

the powers granted to Count Decian, she may appoint him for that

purpose, or send an experienced person of her court, which would

bo better, as delay is dangerous. Is to stipulate for aid for defence

of Brescia and Verona with all speed. Imbst, 14 Dec. 1515.

Lat.

15 Dec. 1286. Maximilian to Henry VIII.

R O. "In behalf of the secretary of Cardinal Gurk, sent by his master

on business to England. Inspruck, 15 Dec. 1515, 30 Max.

Lat., vellum. Add. and endd.

15 Dec. 1287. Maximilian to Wolsey.

Vit B. xvhi. 229. Credence for Barth. Titiouus. Landeck, 15 Dec. 1515, 30 Max.

•B- M. Signed.

Lat, p. 1. Add.

15 Dec. 1288. Cardinal S. Chrysogon to Wolsey.

K. 0. In behalf ofFranscisco Chieregati, Chamberlain and Prothonotary,

going to England on the Pope's affairs. Desires to be earnestly

recommended to Wolsey's service. Bologna, 15 Dec. 1515.

Lat., p. 1. Add. : T. Card. Ebor, &c. Endd.

15 Dec. 1289. For Sir John Sharpe and Geo. Ardeson.

B- R. Custody in survivorship of the exchange for foreign parts. Del.

Westm , 15 Dec. 7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 23.

1G Dec. 1290. Spixelly to [Henry VI 1 1.]

Galba.B. m.405. " Lymborgc Fal[conborg Lunenjborg being in mortgage

App. xlvii. to certain lords for money borrowed by the Prince's predecessors,

B. M. and because of the great charges sustained since the said Prince's

[tuijtion, not only for the money given unto the Emperor but [for

the] marriage of Denmark and the recovering of 'the right in

Fryseland from the Duke of Saxony, the said Prince is fere . . .

.... not able to borrow out liis said places and castles." They

had asked Spindly to go to England and borrow money of the

King, but he answered he could not depart without the King's
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leave. If they have not a favorable answer he thinks they will

induce the Emperor to make peace with the French, to whom they

are inclined by nature and by the gifts and pensions they receive

from France. " [I th]ink it were [fitting that] Sir Rob. Wingfield

should . . . the said Emperor, and know of whom he must b . . . .

the more surety in time to come that your highness sh[ould have]

the affairs of importance to be declared here and .... letters of

credence and nothing specified in your letters missi[ve dire]cted

unto the Emperor or Archduchess." The president of Paris

arrived yesterday. The Lord Yanlys had an audience with the

Prince, present the Archduchess, the Lord Ravestein, &c. The

Secretary of the Duke of Albany says that Lord Hamilton by the

intercession of his friends has returned home. Brussels, 16 Dec.

1515.

Hoi., pp. 3, mutilated.

16 Dec. 1291. Tunstal to [Wolsey].

Galba, B. in. 265. Writes to the King at this time. Need not say how the men

B. M. there swerve from them " when the .... of our writings was

come." They have notice that some enterprise in intended against

Tournay, nnd are bound to forbid the invaders from passing through

their country, but are afraid to do so. " The .... the President

of Paris, which is father to the Bp. of [Tournay], lie here a long

space to drive a peace betwixt, the F[rench King and] the Emperor."

This will make these men stand stiffly to the said tenth article.

Chievres and the Chancellor have a design to obtain leave for

Spinelly to come to England to obtain a loan from the King.

The leave must not be granted, but avoided by some policy. Does

not think it will be used for the King's service. Marvels how they

can " for shame desire any such friendship by the King's grace to be

unto them, seeing their dulness and doubleness in the King's affairs."

The Emperor has obtained from them 70,000 florins for a commission

to conclude pence with France. They have attempted to borrow

[50] m. florins from Galterot. They have proceeded very dilatorily

in the matter of the tenth article and the obligation of Tournay.

Hoped by this time to have been coming home and been with

the King before New Year's Day with the amity and intercourse

settled. Begs the arrears of his pay. Is like " to keep Christmas

with the barest." Brussels, 16 Dec.

Hoi., pp. 4, mutilated.

16 Dec. 1292. For Sib. Humph. Banaster, vice-chamberlain to Mary

s. b. Queen of the French.

To have two shillings a duy, and 20 marks a year, out of the

issues of Calais ; which the Into King granted to Giles Lord

Daubney, Lieutenant of Calais. Del. Westm., 16 Dec. 7 Hen.VHI.

See Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 22.

16 Dec. 1293. For Rob. Twyfokd.

To be serjeant-at-arms, with 12rf. a day. Westm., 16 Dec.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 22.

17 Dec. 1294. Seb. Giustinian to the Doge.

Giust Dcsp. 1. 148. Has seen two Florentine merchants, who say large sums ofmoney

are remitted by Henry to Flanders, for consignment, as is thought,
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Seb. Giustintan to the Doge—cont.

to the Emperor. Complained of the report to Wolsey, saying it

was putting a sword in their enemies hands. Wolsey denied it ; said

the remittances were made for purchases of armour and ornaments.

The Duke of Norfolk confirmed the same, and said when Francis

returned the King had determined to have an interview with him

with great pomp. The Archbishop confirmed the same with an

oath. Did not deem it advisable to speak to others. The Queen of

Scotland, who is on the confines of this kingdom, has been delivered

of a daughter, and her life has been despaired of. London, 17 Dec.

1515.

17 Dec. 1295. Antoine de Ligne to Wolsey.

E. O. Has asked Lord Mountjoy, governor of Tournay, to communicate

his business to Wolsey. Fortress of Mortaigne, xvi. kal. Jan.

Signed and sealed.

Lat., p. 1. Add. : D. Cardinali de Diorckq.

17 Dec. 1296. Tunstal and Knight to Henry VIII.

Galba.B. vi.85. Received on 26 Nov. the King's letter dated the 15th, " touching

B. M. the article of execution of goods of men at Tournay to be obtained

within the Prince's lands, in case of breach of their obligation to

your grace," with others to be delivered to the Prince, Chievres

and the Chancellor. These they could not deliver at that time,

the Prince being on his way from Namur " to keep the feast of

St. Andrew's at Brussels, which is here of as great solemnity as

St. George in England." Delivered them on the morrow after,

and were promised brief expedition. Met the old commissioners

next day. Told them Henry was willing, in deference to the

Prince's wishes, to allow the article of mutual assistance to stand,

though he thought it more honorable for both that it should be

omitted ; that he would consent to have the article of execution

in a treaty by itself, " the confiscation to be divided in case they

received French garnison ; "—that the obligation should be re

newed " for receiving of French garnison ;"—that they hoped by the

prorogation of the intercourse to five years, all difficulties would

at length be got over, and that the toll for breaking bulk would

be remitted. The commissioners replied that they would omit the

article of denying mutual assistance, and the Chancellor cancelled

it,—which was beyond their expectation,—but would not consent

to the term of prorogation or the remission of toll. They accepted

the King's offer of half the confiscation, and the renewal of the

obligation of Tournay, but would deliberate about the form of the

latter. Proposed, as instructed, that the amity and intercourse

should be engrossed, leaving the article of Tournay till Henry

sent "the date of the obligation ;" which was done. Agreed with

the Chancellor that the date to be put in both should be the 15th

of this month.

Next day, Sunday, the Prince took his oath according to an

article agreed upon. On the evening before the 15th, when they

hoped to have made collation, the Chancellor sent for them to

come to him early next morning, when he explained to them

that objection had been made to the tenth article as superfluous,

which bound the Prince not to permit any one to invade Tournay

through his territory, as the 3rd article provided that neither

Prince should assist the enemies of the other, and the Prince knew
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the title of England only by report, and could not defend it against

counterclaiuiants. Replied that the article in question had been

agreed to long before, as Ponynges, who was then here, can vouch,

and that a special article was necessary for Tournay, which could

not be invaded except through the Prince's lands. The others,

however, insisted upon the omission, promising that if it were

agreed to, the Prince would allow the term to be extended two

years, otherwise they could not pass the amity. They would agree

to pass the article of execution in a separate writing, as Henry

desired, when the town had renewed their obligation to the Prince.

To which the ambassadors replied that Henry could not ask his

subjects to make any obligation to another Prince.

After much debate could not induce them to consent to the con

fiscation within the Prince's lands, until the obligation was renewed.

Enclose copies of the tenth and third articles. Cannot understand

the cause of this sudden change unless it be the arrival of the

president of the Parliament at Paris, the Bp. of Tournay's father,

who has come to treat for a peace between the Emperor and the

French King ; or else they have heard of the approaching return

of the French King. Must await further instructions. If Henry

promise a renewal of the obligation to the Prince, he may promise

what he cannot perform. When Tunstal was sent for to Tournay

by my Lord Chamberlain and the commissioners, he learned from

one flacarde, the recorder, that the town was little inclined to the

Prince or the Emperor ;—that it had been formerly bound to them,

but never would be again. Brussels, 17 Dec. Signed.

Pp. 7, mutilated, in Knighfs hand. Add. and endd.

17 Dec. 1297. [Silvester Bp. of Worcester] to Wolset.

Vit. B. ii. 200.* Had written in his letter to Ammonius of the Pope's progress

B. M. to Bologna. Now writes of the reception there of the King of

France. The Pope is still much attached to England, and reposes

in Henry all his hopes for an expedition against the Turks.

Bologna, 17 Dec. 15[15]. Signature burnt off.

Lat., p. 1, mutilated. Add. : Tho. &c. Card. Ebor.

17 Dec. 1298. Galeazzo Vxsconti to Wolsey.

Vit. B. ii. 199. Has been compelled to leave his wife and go to Constance to

B. M. urge the Swiss to come to the relief of Duke Maximilian, now be

sieged at Milan, then to the Emperor, whom he found well disposed.

While the Emperor was at Inspruck for this purpose, news came

of the surrender of the castle to the French. Contrary to the

advice of the writer, and trusting to two persons in the French

interest, the Duke allowed himself to be shut up and besieged,

and during that time lent his ear entirely to his evil counsellors,

who never left him till they had accomplished their designs. They

have been obliged to put off the expedition ; and Pace, whose

authority was suspected for want of credentials, has been wisely

engaged in securing the Swiss. Is sorry he will not be able to

visit the King. Has written to him at great length. Commends

to his care himself and Francis Sforza. If he can find an oppor

tunity, will send two fine horses and a mule. Constance, 17 Dec.

mdx[v.] Signature burnt off.

Lat., mutilated, pp. 3. Add. : D. Thomte presb. card. Ebor.

Endd. : " The Counte Galias, xvij. Decembris."
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18 Dec. 1299. [Spinellt] to

Galba,B.ni. 409. * • * " . . [i]n the tower ande de

App. xlvii. as affeccio brother." He says that Braband

B. M. has not denied his going to M[etz, aud that] he saw the 6aid

Richard riding upon a mule, " and declared know the

name of the gentleman of Luxembourg I shall [not fail] to inquire,"

sparing no labor. With Tunstal's consent gave Alamire twelve

golden guilders. The Duke of Albany's secretary brought to the

Lord Ravestein two h[erons ?], and left yesterday for France.

The Chancellor says he has no charge except the presents for

the Prince and Raveusteiu. He desired a safeconduct for the Bp.

of Ross coming out of Scotland. The President of Paris has not

yet arrived. The ambassador of Arragon told Spinelly that a letter

sent from England to the Archduchess, and forwarded by her to

Bannisius, came into the hands of Hans Renner, of Lord Fiennes

and the Chancellor of Brabant, Brussels, ....

ii. "The 12th day of December, anno 1515, at Brussels, in the

[presence of Mr.] Spinelly, and in the presence of Master Dr.

Tunstal, cn[me the keeper of] the books of the Prince of Castile's

chapel, and showed he [being lately at] Mechlin at a supper with

Hans Nagel, a pla er upon and how devising to

gether the said Hans Nagel saith unto him herald at

his return out of Scotland six weeks ago he h[ad taken letters]

from the Duke of Albany unto the Prince of Castile and his court

unto Richard de la Pole. Item, that the eaid herald

went to Mese in Lorraine unto the said [Richard]. Item, that at

his coming there he made him good cheer, but doubtin[g]

be a thing couterfeit, the said Richard sent hither one of his ser

vants [to know] the truth, and being at his return advertised the

herald was ver[y] then he gave him a doublet of velvet

with six crowns of gold and answer. Item, after the

herald departed the said Richard sent hither a gentleman of

Luxemburg with four horses, which speak French and Latin, and

is ... . acquainted in France, with letters of credence unto the

Prince and also from the French King, and delivered them in the

presence of the Lord Ravest[ein], Lord Fiennes, and Chancellor

of Brabant, who despatched him the same night he came, and

Ravestein said to him it was not expedient to tarry."

* f. 410. * \_A whole paragraph burnt']. " with him in case

he go with Hans to Richard de la Pole g of Len

ten by what means it might be known w Hans Nagle

shall have. The said Alamire showed us that might

bo purveyed, they to be taken aud brought to Tournay an[d]

.... yned, but he wol be sure that Hans Nagle shall have no

h body."

" [The] original of this writing remaineth in the hands of

Mr. Dr. Tunst[all]."

Copy by Tuke, pp. 3, mutilated.

18 Dec. 1300. For John Smyth of London, draper.

P. S. Protection ; going in the King's retinue to Calais. Greenwich,

16 Dec. 7 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm., 18 Dec.

18 Dec. 1301- For Hen. Harrysson, native of Brabant

Denization. Westm., 18 Dec. .

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 16.
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18 Dec. 1302. Commissions of the Peace.
•

Wane.—G. Bp. of Coventry and Lichfield, Edw. Duke of

Buckingham, Th. Marquis of Dorset, Th. Prior of St. John's, Edw.

Sutton, Lord Dudley, John Lord Clynton, Humph. Conyngesby,

Guy Palmes, Sir Gilbert Tnlbot, Sir Hen. Willoughby, Sir Edw.

Belknap, Sir Rob. Throgmerton, Sir Win. Compton, Sir Hen.

Sharneboume, Sir Edw. Grevyle, Simon Digby, Wm. Shelley, Nich.

Broun, Anthony Fitzherbert, Jo. Spencer, Wm. Broun, Rob. Ful-

woode, Th. Slade, Wm. Boughton, and John Erdern. Westm.,

18 Dec.

Kent Same as 8 July, with substitution of Th. Finnee Lord

Clynton and Say for John Lord Clynton, omission of John Petit,

and addition of Sir Hen. Sharneboume, Edw. Culpcper and Sir

John Wilsher. Wegtm., 18 Dec.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 6d .

19 Dec. 1303. For Ric. Weston.

8. B. To be keeper of Hanworth park, with Ad. a day out of the

• issues of Windsor castle ; on surrender ofpatent 26 May 1 Hen.VIII.

Del. Westm., 19 Dec. 7 Hen.VIII.

Pat 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 16.

19 Dec. 1304. For Ric. "Weston.

S. B. To be keeper of le Mote Park in Wyndesore Forest, with 4<f. a

day out of the issues of Oxon and Berks, on surrender of patent

5 June 20 Hen. VII. granting the same, vice Gilbert Mawdesley.

Bel. Westm., 19 Dec. 7 Hen.VIU.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 16.

19 Dec. 1305. For John Fosteb, yeoman for the King's mouth.

S. B. An annuity of 10/. vice Roger Mannering, deceased, out of

Denbigh. Del. Westm., 19 Dec. 7 Hen.VIII.

19 Dec. 1306. For Th. Skipwith.

Exemption from serving as sheriff on juries, being made sheriff,

&c. Westm. 19 Dec.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 13.

1 9 Dec. 1307. For Ric. Hewes, B.A.

Presentation to the church of Llangion with the chapel of St.

Ynyr annexed, Bangor dioc. Westm., 19 Dec.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 22.

20 Dec. 1308. Seb. Giustinian to the Doge

Giust.Deep.i. 152. Has heard from several sources that 50,000 ducats are already

disbursed, and from day to day a greater amount is to be distributed

through bills to Flanders, to be remitted to the Emperor. Thinks

it very extraordinary. The King is a great way off. London,

20 Dec. 1515.

20 Dec. 1309. For Sir Hen. Wtat, Master of the Jewels, and Sib

S. B. Th. Boleyn, knight of the Body.

To be constable, in survivorship, of Norwich Castle, held by John

Cray, temp. Ric. II. Del. Westm., 20 Dec. 7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 13.
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20 Dec. 1310. For Rokus de Sebenico. .

To be gunner in the Tower of London with 8d. a day. Westm.,

20 Dec.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 11.

20 Dec. 1311. Commission of the Peace.

Cambridgeshire.—N. Bp. of Ely, Sir John Fyneux, Sir Rob.

Rede, Sir John Cutte, Sir Ric. Cholmeley, Sir Wm. Fyndern, Sir

Rob. Cotton, Sir Ralph Chamberleyn, Sir GileB Alyngton, Sir

Rob. Peyton, Sir Hen. Sharnbourn, Fras. Hasilden, John Woode,

Roger Cholmeley, Rob. Trevyle, John Hynde, Wm. Colyns.

Westm.. 20 Dec.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 5d.

21 Dec. 1312. Convocation.

Vit. B. ii. 84. Leo X. to [Warham].

B. m. Desires him to use his influence to support the King in his

intention of sending relief to Dalmatia and the city of Jaicca

besieged by the Turks. This is especially necessary in this war

with Aliduli, who has been slain. Hears from the Bp. of Worcester

that he has done this already in the council. Worcester will write

more fully. Rome, 18 Aug. 1515, 3 pont.

Lat., Copy, p. 1.

ii. Bp. of Worcester to Warham.

The Pope is very urgent. He wished the King would ask the

clergy for a tenth, but will be satisfied with a twentieth. Will be

glad if the King will advance the money, as he will see by the letter

Worcester now sends to Andreas Ammonius. Rome, 7 Sept. 1515.

Copy, Lat., pp. 2.

iii. Speech of Taylor to the Bishops.

Refuses the money ; stating that the convocation was called for

other purposes, and that more tenths had been paid by the clergy

in one sitting than to any other King in the whole of their lives.

Hopes he will imitate the example of Henry VII., who remitted the

tenths when the cause for giving them ceased. They will not open

a window to so perilous an example as the Pope requires, lest

when they wish it they be not able to shut the door. They

have paid already six tenths to defend the patrimony of St. Peter.

Lat, pp. 2.

iv. The Prolocutor and Clergy in the Lower House of Convo

cation to Leo X.

William Abp. of Canterbury has exhibited to them a brief dated

18 Aug. desiring aid against the Turks, and a letter from Wor

cester to himself. Regret they cannot comply. Call to his mind

the efforts they made in the time of Julius II. The victories of

Henry over the French have removed all dangers from the Holy

See. St. Paul's, London, 25 Nov. 1515.

v. " Quando deciman papales sunt concedendse ex decreto Sacri

Consilii Constantiensis."

vi. Colophon in Taylor's hand. " Dissoluta fuit hsec con-

vocatio xxi. Decembris, 1515, Johanne Tayler juris pontificii

doc tore prolocutore, et eodem tempore clerico parliamentorum

domini Regis. In hac convocatione et parliamento periculosissimae
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seditiones exorte sunt inter clerum et saecularem potestatem super

libertatibus ecclesiasticis, quodam fratre Minore nomine Standisch

omnium malorum ministro ac stimulatore, 1515."

1313. Dr. Standish and the Convocation.

Keilwey's Re- During the time of the parliament 7 Hen. VIH. the Abbot of

ports, 180. Winchcombe, in a sermon at Paul's Cross, declared that the act

4 Hen.VIII., by which murderers, robbers of churches, and house

breakers, were deprived of their clergy unless they were in holy

orders, was against the law of God and the liberties of the Church ;

that all the Lords who were parties to that act had incurred the

censures of the Church, and that all clerks who had received any

manner of orders were exempt from temporal punishment, and

he put forward a decretal (un lieur dun decree) in maintenance of

his opinion. Hereupon the King, at the request of the temporal

lords, took counsel of divers divines at Blackfriars, on a day thereto

assigned. Dr. Henry Standish, warden of the Mendicant Friars of

London, maintained that the act was not against the liberty of

the Church, as it was for the weal of the whole realm. Dr.

maintained, on the contrary, that there was a decree expressly

against it, which all Christians were bound to obey. Standish re

minded him that there was also a decree that all Bishops should

be resident at their cathedrals at every feast, and yet the greater

number of English bishops disregarded it, and that the decree for

the exemption of clerks had never been acknowledged in England.

It was replied that such exemption was commanded by Christ in

the words, Nolite tangere Christos meos. Standish said that these

were the words of David, a thousand years before the time of our

Saviour, and were never uttered by Christ, but were spoken because

the greater number of people in that day were heathens (dim-

creants), whom David forbad to molest those of the true faith,

whom he called Christos. To this the Doctor made no reply.

The Lords, who had heard both sides, desired certain Bishops

to cause the Abbot to make open renunciation of what he had said

at St. Paul's. But the Bishops refused, saying they were bound by

the law of the Church to maintain the Abbot's opinion; and so

the matter rested until Michaelmas term. At this time Dr. Hor

sey, chancellor of the Bishop of London, had caused one John

Hunne of London, merchant, to be arrested for heresy, and committed

him to the custody of one Joseph to the Lollard's tower at St.

Paul's. There had been previously some ill feeling between Hor

sey and Hunne on account of a praemunire then pending against

the Doctor at the suit of Hunne. One morning Hunne was found

hanging dead in the said Tower ; on which the said Doctor and

Joseph gave out that he had hung himself with his silk girdle.

Nevertheless, Joseph, finding that he and the Doctor were suspected

of Hunne's murder, took sanctuary at Westminster, and the Doctor

and he were indicted as principals. The Bishops, finding the coro

ner's jury inclined to indict them, spoke strongly in their favor.

In Michaelmas term 7 Hen. VIH. Dr. Standish was summoned

to appear before convocation, to answer the following articles :

1. Whether it was lawful for a temporal judge to call clerks before

him. 2. Whether first orders are sacred. 3. Whether a consti

tution by the Pope and clergy binds a country where the usage

has been to the contrary. 4. Whether a temporal prince can re

strain bishops who refuse to punish, &c. The Archbishop of Can
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terbury delivered him a bill of conclusions, and appointed him a

day for reply. Standish, perceiving their malice, appealed to the

King. The clergy replied that they had not intended anything

against him, for what he had said as the King's councillor against

the aforesaid sermon, but on account of certain lectures which he

had since delivered at St. Paul's and elsewhere, and prayed the

King's assistance according to his coronation oath. The tem

poral lords made a similar request that the King would main

tain his temporal jurisdiction according to that oath, and shield

Standish from the malice of the clergy. The King called Dr. Ve-

sey, dean of the Chapel, and desired him on his allegiance to

state whether the summoning of clerks before temporal judges

for criminal causes was against the law of God. Vesey replied

that it had always been used in England, and might well stand

with the liberties of the Church. Then the justices and council

lors of the King, spiritual and temporal, and certain persons of the

parliament, by the King's command, assembled at the Black Friars,

when the bill against Standish was read, containing six articles,

some of which Standish denied, and others he explained. The spi

ritualty urged that it was just as unjustifiable to cite one's spiritual

father before a temporal judge, as it would be to cite one's natural

father, which would be agaiust the commandment, " Honour thy

father and thy mother." Standish replied that a temporal judge

could, without offence, cite either ; but, even admitting that the

temporal judge could not justify the citation of his spiritual father,

he was at liberty to cite any other clerk, and that no commandment

was absolute, for the Israelites slew and spoiled the Egyptians

without offence to the law. Dr. Vesey used similar arguments,

and said that formerly secular priests had wives, but in the time of

St. Augustine a decree was made to the contrary, and because that

decree was received in England and other countries, secular priests

had no wives at this day ; but in various other parts that decree was

never received, and the priests in the East had wives like secular

men.

Ultimately thejudges determined that all the Convocation who had

taken part in the proceedings against Dr. Standish were subject to

prcemnnire ; that the King could hold a parliament by himself and

the temporal lords and commons, without the spiritual lords, who

who had no place there, except by reason of their temporal posses

sions. Then the judges and councillors, spiritual and temporal,

assembled before the King at Baynard's castle, when the Arch

bishop of York, Cardinal, knelt before the King and said, in behalf

of the clergy, that none of them had intended to do anything in

derogation of the royal prerogative, and" that for his part he owed

his advancement solely to the King, and would never assent to any

thing in derogation of his authority ; nevertheless that this matter

of the convention of clerks before the temporal judge seemed to all

the clergy to be against the liberties of the Church, which they were

bound by oath to preserve. He therefore prayed the King that the

matter might be determined by the Pope and his council at Rome.

The King answered, " We think Dr. Standish has sufficiently

replied to you in all points." The Bp. of Winchester said, " Sir, I

warrant you Dr. Standish will not abide by his opinion, at his

peril." Standish replied, " What should one poor friar do alone,

against all the bishops and clergy of England ?" The Archbishop of

Canterbury said, that in former days many holy fathers had resisted
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the law of the land on this point, and some had suffered martyrdom

in the quarrel. Fineux replied that the conventing of clerks had

heen practised by many holy Kings, and many fathers of the

church had agreed to it ; and also said, " If a clerk is arrested by

the secular authority for murder or felony, and the temporal judge

commits him to you, according to your desire, you have no autho

rity by your law to try him." On this the King said, " We are,

by the sufferance of God, King of England, and the Kings of Eng

land in times past never had any superior but God ; know, there

fore, that we will maintain the rights of the crown in this matter

like our progenitors ; and as to your decrees, we are satisfied that

even you of the spiritualty act expressly against the words of several

of them, as has been well shown you by some of our spiritual coun

cil. You interpret your decrees at your pleasure ; but as for me,

I will never consent to your desire, any more than my progenitors

have done."

On this the Archbishop of Canterbury begged that the matter

might be respited till they had the resolution of the court of

Home at their own cost. The King made no reply. Nevertheless by

this motion they found means to keep Dr. Horsey out of the hands of

the temporalty, and he remained in the household of the Archbishop

of Canterbury under colour of a prisoner, until the cry about

Hunne was somewhat abated, and they had made his peace with

the King about the said murder ; and then he came privately into

the King's Bench, was arraigned, and pleaded " Not guilty." The

Attorney General, Erneley, admitted the plea, and Horsey was dis

missed ; and as to Dr. Standish, at the said last assembly at

Baynard's Castle, the bishops promised the King he should be

dismissed from the court.*

21 Dec. 1314. Convocation and Da. Standish.

B. O. In answer to the charge of having called before them Prior

Standish, D.D., " for giving of counsel to the King's grace, as well

by words as by writing, in certain causes depending, in variance

concerning the laws of God and of his Church : "—

1. They deny the charge, but say they summoned him for that

"long sithens the time of his said counsel given to the King's

grace, as well in open lectures as in other open places, he read,

taught, affirmed and published divers matters which were thought

not to stand with the laws of God and the determination of Holy

Church," by which it was thought he had fallen into the suspicion

of heresy.

2. To the charge of having ministered in the Convocation to

the said friar certain articles contrary to the King's prerogative,

they answer that they neither said nor did nor intended to do any

prejudice to the Crown, and they trust the King will not punish

them on any such sinister information.

3. They affirm that no articles were delivered to Standish in

writing, although they were conceived in writing.

4. As to the charge that articles were ministered to him in the

Convocation House, specially that clerks should not be convented

before lay judges, they never held any such communication with

* To what authority Keilwey, who lived in the reign of Elizabeth, was in

debted for this report, I have not been able to ascertain. It is very unlike the

formal language of a legal report, and hardly rcconcileable with the document

which follows, which is unquestionably authentic.

Z
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Convocation and Dr. Standish—cont.

him ; " for if it were the thing that needeth any reformation, yet

the said prelates well perceive that it could nother be holpen nor

hurted by the said friar ; and so they should have but lost their

time in ministering any such article to him or matter unto him.

And they sayeth that they thinketh that the said frere, examined

upon his oath, wol not say that there was any 6uch matter moved

unto him in the said Convocation House. And if he would so

say, yet the said prelates trusteth that the King's grace wol give

more and better credence to all their sayings, in verbo sacerdotii,

than to the only saying of one frere. And if the said prelates had

said in the said Convocation House that the conventing or punition

of clerks should not appertain to secular judges (as they said not,

nor in any wise intended to treat of that matter), yet they thinketh

themselfes, though they had so done, not to have fallen thereby

into any penalty of any law, statute, or act ; forasmuch as at sundry

times divers of the parliament speaketh divers and many things

not only against men of the Church and against the laws of the

Church, but also sometime against the King's laws, for the which

neither the King nor the prelates of the Church have punished

them, nor yet desireth any punishment for their so speaking.

Wherefore, the said prelates thinketh, that it may be as lawful to

them in the Convocation House to common and treat of things

concerning both lay men and also the laws of the land (though

they so do not) without falling into any penalty of any statute or

act, or yet any other punishment in that behalf, as it is for them of

the parliament to common and treat of any causes sownyng against

the clergy and laws of the Church."

5. They are bound, on' their oaths, to make investigation of

heresy, and for that cause alone Standish was summoned before

them.

6. That the demanding of such a question as this, "An ex-

emptio clericorum sit de jure divino, an non ? " affirms neither one

nor the other, and cannot therefore be contrary to the King's laws.

7. In conclusion, they beseech the King, as they have ever

been loyal subjects, nor impeached nor intended to impeach his

prerogative, not to credit any sinister information against them,

but suffer them to keep their Convocation, as his predecessors

have done.

Pp. 7, in Tuke's hand.

Dec. 1315. Parliament.

&°- Petition to the King in Parliament complaining of vexatious

suits by . . . farmers and parish priests " [as wjell religious

as temporal, having no property in any temporal goods, claiming in

cloth, beast, or other best thing whereof

any religious person, man's wife, infant, or [other not come to

yea]rs of discretion, had any use or wearing [in his " life] ; also

of " the great uncharitable e priests and deputies

that daily refuse to fetch and receive the corse of such de[ceased

person] but if such best jewel, garment, cloth, or other

best thing as is aforesaid " [be given them].

Prays that in consideration of such uncharitable premisses, and

the infection that daily cometh of such corses being unburied, it

may be enacted that [no] parish priest refuse to bury in their
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church religious person, man's wife, infant within

the age of fourteen, or person not having discretion. That every

curate shall administer the sacraments of holy church, when re

quired, to every sick person in his parish, and shall receive into

his church or churchyard the corpse of every person dying in his

parish, under a penalty of forty pounds. That no curate [shall

demand] anything under the name of mortuary of any religious

person, man's wife, &c. lacking discretion, or lacking goods within

the parish. Half the forfeiture to go to the King, and the other

half to the Church.

Corrected draft, badly mutilated, p. 1, broad sheet.

21 Dec. 1316. Spinelly to Henry VIII.

Galba.B. m.407. [Wrote last on the 18th. As usual, the Chancellor of Brabant

App. sxvii. ana> Chievres have daily communication with the French ambassa-

B- M. dors. The posts are doubled both to France and Germany. The

Prince of Castile has granted the Archduchess \2,000Jl. a year,

including the lordship of Mechlin, under the same conditions as the

Dowager of England* had. " The secret]ari of the Due ofAlbany

was [oons depa]rted toward France, and within this ii. days he is

returned again, to what intent \_as yet 1] can not hnow it. As I

am informed the president of Paris s[ayeth that] the French King

his master can make no truce with t[he Emperor] because his said

master is bound to a[sk] the Venetians for the recovery of Bres[cia]

and all their dominion; but in a peace he put no difficulty.

[Wherein appeareth an evident deception in him, and that he wol

geve them the streppe entirely, and not make one thing-umparf[ai]te.

[And considering the proceeding of the Lorde Chievres and

Chancellor of Brabant though they have as yet not power from the

Emperor to treat the said peace, it is to suppose they be in some

hope of it. Wherefore, in case your highnes look to have any pre

judice thereby, under your most noble correccion, in taking a short

resolucion as well with thEmperor as with the Swiss it may be

remedied. For all consiste in help and money. But I certifie

your grace the diligence of your enemies is such that the matter

do not require great delay of sending to and fro.] The Lord

Berges [is gone home, and I think he wol not retourne to] the [corte

so shortly ; he] she[wed me at his departing] that the Lord

Chievres and the Chancellor of Brabant sa[yet]h unto him [that

the Archduchess and he] contriveth with the am]assador [ofArragon

matters] contrary to the Prince's mind. Wherefore your [grace]

may perceive in what condition been the [affairs here.] Your

highness ambassadors been gone to Meckl[yn . . . ] there these

alidais (holidays), and I tarry here though [some peradventu]re

would / were away.—Written thus far, the Lords Chievres, Raves-

tein and the [master of] the Prince's horses with the ambassad[or

of] France been gone at a plasse of the said [Lord Chievres]

called Ewra, and shall return the Cris[mas even ; and it is

thought they will make a great practice and consultations upon

their business."—Albany's secretary has been buying harness, and

has made a bargain for 500 halberds. The ambassador of Arragon

is displeased with his colleague with the Emperor, for having been

* Margaret, sister of Edward IV., widow of Charles the Rash, Duke of

Burgundy, who died in 1503.

Z2
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absent a month from court, and giving too easy credence to the

Emperor's words]. Brussels, St. Thomas' morning.

Hoi., part cipher, undeciphered, pp. 3, much mutilated. Add.

B. 0. 2. Decipher of the above by Tuke, from which the mutilations

have been supplied.

21 Dec. 1317. Spinelly to Wolsey.

B. O. Wrote his last on the 18th. If the King " will not bring the tear

on this side the mountains, and against the King my master and

the King of Arragon, the Swiss must be kept enemies unto the

Frenchmen, and the Emperorfrom the peace with them. Advises

some one to be sent to Sir Rob. Wyngfelde " to incifre and to help

hym enquire of the newes here. lie is in good favor with the

Emperor, but he demandeth no further than is showed unto hym."

Has heard nothing more of Richard de la Pole.

Four marriages are spohen of for the Lady Elianor. The

Emperor will give her to the King of Polonc, the Lady Mar

garet rather to the Due of Savoys, the Lord Ckievres to the Due

of Geldres, the Prince of Chyme to the Prince of Hungarye.

Bruxelles, 21 Dec. 1515.

Add. : Revdo, &c, Thomas p. d. Cardinali Anglise, &c.

Hoi., part cipher. P. 1 .

B. O. 2. Decipher of the above in Tuke's hand.

21 Dec. . 1318. Sir Rob. Wingfield to Henry VIII.

Vit B. xvm. 230. Wrote to the King from Fiesyn on the 7th, and on the 10th to

B. M. Wolsey, " answering to such [as he wrote] unto me in your name.

And the same day .... the Emperor to pass to Constance, which

is little [less than . . .] English mile thence and marvellous ill

way." And the Cardinal Sedunensis lieth in this town I

h ever since Sunday at night for betwixt this town [and

Constance] is but the breadth of a lake which is called the Cos-

t[ance lake]. As yesterday I passed in the said Cardinal's company

where the Duke of Barre, Mr. Richard Pace and the

S[ignior Viscounte] Gallias met with us, and there was concluded

fo considerations that the said Signior Viscounte should

ta[ke his journey] toward your grace as soon as he may obtain a

let[ter of conduct] of the Emperor, which lay the last night passed

at a place standing in this lake five Dutch mile hence

named . . . [And] because that the matters wherefore the said

Signior Ga[leas [doth make] the said journey concerneth the charge

of the said [Mr. Pace] and [I] doubt not but he hath advised

your grace of the [same, I shall] in these make no mention of

it. Howbeit I esteem ve[rily that it] shall like the said Signior

Galeas right well, for he ble and wise with such other

good parts as belong either in peace or war ; and over that

he seenieth [to have] great devotion not only to see your grace but

n[lso] .... all the foresaid partis with all affection in your

"Also the said Cardinal intendeth to send one of his secretaries] which is right an honest man and well expe

rience, for he is the same that was th Pope Julius and the

said Cardinal his name is Mel[chior Langus]

distant from the court and have been these 12 days ....

.... pourveyed of any tidings worthy writing." Yesterday Sion
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received letters from his [servant at] the Emperor's court stating

that Peter de [Navarre] with his Gascons had made a mine hoping

to have won Brescia, but the besieged made a counter-mine by

which all the Gascons in the said [mine] " were right gentlemanly

buried quick," Peter himself being carried off for dead ; on which

those within made a sally and slew 1,500 Gascons. The Venetians

were compelled to remove the siege to the side towards Milan.

It is said the Emperor's army has already left Verona, and that

5,000 from the mountains are ready to meet with them.—The Duke

of Barre hopes Henry will continue to him the favor he shewed to

his unfortunate brother. The said Duke seemeth to be right quick

of wit. Thinks the King might provide a marriage for him.

Ovyrlynge in Swabe, the x[xi8t day of Dec*.] 1515.

JIill., pp. 3, mutilated. Add.

21 Dec. 1319. Fabricius de Careto to Henry VIII.

Otho, C. ix. 27b. The Turk will launch in the spring a fleet of 50 galleys. He

B. M. gives out that he intends to attack the Sultan for assisting his son

Anadola to recover his kingdom. Expects it is a mere pretext to

attack Rhodes. Rhodes, 21 Dec. 1515.

Li 1 1., mutilated, p. 1. Add. End. (incorrectly) by Wriothesley.

21 Dec. 1320. Fabricius de Careto to Henry VIII.

R. O. The Turk is preparing 50 great galleys, pretending it is against

the Soldan for favoring the son of Anadola in the recovery of

his kingdom. The knights are busy making preparations. Rhodes,

21 Dec. 1515. Signed.

Lat., p. 1. Add.

21 Dec. 1321. Wm. Pawne to [the Council].

R. O. Sends an abstract of money due 21 Dec. last, amounting to

1,217/. 4*. Has only received 600/. Hopes they will provide a

remedy so that the King's works may not be at a standstill.

Tournay, 21 Dec.

Hoi., p. 1.

21 Dec. 1322. For Stephen Catanyo, merchant of Genoa.

S. B. Licence to export cloths, lead, tin, leather, salthides, and 200

sacks of wool. Del. Westm., 21 Dec. 7 Hen. VIII.

Fr. 7 Ben. VIII. m. 26.

21 Dec. 1323. For Anth. de Vivaldis, merchant of Genoa.

S. B. 1/ Licence to export " corsis, girdellis, rybandys and lacis," made

in England, notwithstanding the act of parliament, 7 Nov.

1 Hen.VII. Del. Westm., 21 Dec. 7 Hen.VIII.

Fr. 7 Hen. VIII. m. 26.

21 Dec. 1324. For Barth. Salviati, merchant of Florence.

S. B. )/ Licence to retain the customs on his merchandize for four years,

to the amount of 1,000/, Del. Westm., 21 Dec. 7 Hen. VIII.

Fr. 1 Hen. VIII. m. 1.

* Supplied from margin.
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21 Dec. 1325. For Wm. Uvedale

To be comptroller of customs in the port of Pole. Westm.,

21 Dec.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIIL p. 3, m. 7.

22 Dec. 1326. For John Jolye, page of the King's door.

S. B. To be constable of Brigenorth Castle, Salop, lately held by

Richard Houghton. Del. Westm., 22 Dec. 7 Hen. VIU.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIIL p. 3. m. 14.

22 Dec. 1327- Pace to Wolset.

Vit. B. xvm. 231.* In behalf of the bearer Melchior [Langus, Archdeajcon of

B. M. Novara, sent by the Cardinal Sion to England to thank the King

and Wolsey for their confidence. He was " chamberlain unto the

. . de memory of Pope Juli, and one of them his holiness did trust

singularly." Uberlinge, 22 ... .

Hoi., p. 1, mutilated.

Add. : Tho. mi. di. ti. Sti. Ciriaci (sic) presb. Cardi Ebor.

1328. Card. Sion to Pace.*

R. O. On departing from Memingen met with his friend Parafrancia

coming from Zurich with the news enclosed. God prospers their

wishes in breaking the truce with France ("cum bona"). The

politic dealing (tractabilitas) of the King of England has brought

about this result, which could not be effected by the Emperor. It is

necessary that money should be sent at once, as they have to fight

against gold, of which the Swiss are most greedy. Begs whenever

he writes to his majesty he will insinuate as much. Then the

French will be conquered, and the expedition set forward for Italy.

Sends a packet, with the letters of the Bp. of Veroli enclosed, to

the prothonotary his agent, to be communicated to the Emperor.

Pace is aware how anxious his Majesty is about this French peace.

Hoi., Lat, p. 1. The lower part of the leaf with the signature

cut off".

23 Dec. 1329- Cardinal Sion to Henry VIII.

K. O. Has thought it necessary to send the bearer, Melchior Langus,

Archdeacon of Novara, whom he had employed for ten years with

Pope Julius. Uberlingen, x. kal. Jan. 1515. Signed.

Lat.,p.\. Add. Endd. by Ammonius : 1515.

23 Dec. 1330. The Same to Wolsey.

R. O. To the same effect. Uberlingen, x. kal. Jan. 1515. Signed.

Lat, p. I. Add.: Cardinali Eboracensi. Endd. by Ammonius :

1516 pa Januarii.

23 Dec. 1331. Erasmus to Ammonius.

Er. Ep. vm. 46. Galeazzo, who is going to England as an ambassador from the

Milanese, and takes this letter, will have to return in a month.

Erasmus will remain at Basic until the beginning of March.

Wolsey had obliged him, bello somnio, with a prebend at Tournay.

* Addresses his correspondent first as " Magnifice et generose Domine ; "

afterwards as " P. V."
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" Magis dolet ludibrium quam dispendium." The New Testament

is nearly finished, and will amount to 80 sheets (codicilli). It will

be dedicated to Pope Leo. Pace is here ; but has only communi

cated with him by letters. Basle, 10 kal. Jan. 1517.

23 D, c. 1332. Erasmus to Peter Caraffa, Apostolic Nuncio in

Er. Ep. vii. 12. England.

Regrets his error in regard to the Bishop's present. Had asked

aid, but meant in learning, not money. The N. Testament is nearly

finished. The work amounts to 80 sheets (terniones). Has printed

his letter to Leo X. to whom the work is dedicated. Jerom ad

vances, but the work is immense. Basle, 10 kal. Januar. 1514.

23 Dec. 1333. Chas. Earl of Worcester and Wm. Lord Mountjot

s. b. b. to the Council.

Certificate that Morgan ap Howell, soldier of Tournay, requires

the general pardon granted to the garrison of Tournay. Tournay,

23 Dec. 7 Hen. VIH. Signed.

Add.

23 Dec. 1334. For Th, Tate and Kalph Broke, lancers of Calais.

8. B. Annuity of 331. 6s. 8d. out of the issues of Calais. Del. Westm.,

23 Dec. 7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, ot.24.

24 Dec. 1335. Wolsey, Lord Chancellor.

Rym. xm. 529. 1. Memorandum, that on Saturday, 22 Dec, in a small and lofty

chamber near the chamber of Parliament, William Abp. of Canter

bury, then being Chancellor of England, delivered into the hands

of the King the Great Seal, enclosed in a bag of white leather five

times sealed by the Archbishop's signet, in the presence of Cardinal

Wolsey, Charles Duke of Suffolk and Wm. Throgmorton, pro-

thonotary ;—which bag the King had opened and the Seal produced,

then replaced in the same bag, sealed with the Cardinal's signet,

and delivered to the Cardinal.

2. Mem., that on Christmas Eve, Dec. 24, the said Cardinal

in his chapel at Eltham, after vespers, and in the presence of the

King, took the oath of office in the form given (in English).

Claus. 7 Hen.VIII. m. Id.

24 Dec. 1336. Seb. Giustinian to the Council of Ten.

ftiust. Desp. 1. 153. Has heard from a Venetian citizen [Alb. Bavarino] that England

had determined to remit the Emperor 100,000 ducats to be delivered

in a certain town in Germany. The same is confirmed from various

sources. Money here is consequently more than 12 per cent.

The object is to raise troops for the succour of Brescia and Verona.

The fact of there being two ambassadors with the Emperor, one of

whom is Wolscy's secretary [Pace], confirms this suspicion. Couriers

constantly pass backwards and forwards. Thinks this has been

occasioned by the successes of Francis, and they wish to thwart

him in Lombardy for fear he should proceed to Naples. England

purposes to attack Scotland next year, where Albany is powerful,

having expelled the Queen and kept her two sons. London,

24 Dec. 1515.
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24 Dec. 1337. For Hugh Dye, yeoman of the Crown.

Fee of the Crown, being 6d. a day, rice Hen. Hopkyns. Eltham,

24 Dec.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 22.

24 Dec. 1338. For Th. Vaughan.

To be serjeant-at-arms, with 12d. a day, vice Wm. Porter, deceased.

Eltbam, 24 Dec.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 22.

Dec. 1339. [Spinelly to Wolsey.]

B. O. Wrote his last on the 21st. The Archduchess sent for him in

the evening to show him the letters she had received from the

Emperor, dated Immys, the 14th, stating that he had sent her

powers to conclude a league, cum potestate substituendi, &c, between

England, the King Catholic and Queen of Castile, and would shortly

send instructions ; " remitting always unto her and the ambassador

of Arragon being here to order the said instructions and articles as

unto them should be thought best." Bannisius wrote on the 15th

to tell her that instructions should be sent within four days, and

that Sir Rob. Wingfield had gone to Constance to meet Cardinal

Sion ; that the citizeus of Brescia had blown up a mine of Peter

of Navarre ; that the imperial army in Verona numbered, on the

15th, 14,000 ; and that he knew nothing of the French King's going

to the Pope. The Lady Margaret begged the writer to say " that

though many alterations have been 6ince she spake with your

grace, she is the Lady Margaret that she ever was, and determined

to die in the good common quarrel," fearing that, as the Emperor

and King of Arragon are both old, if either die the French will

obtain the monarchy of Christendom.

The ambassador of Arragon is ready to go to Calais to confirm

the confederacy. Sends a notice he and Tunstal have received ot

Ric. de la Pole, dated Mechlin, 24 Dec, not subscribed by reason

of the cipher.

On the 23rd Dec. 1515, Alamire having returned from Barowe,

showed Tunstall and Spinelly his communication with John van

Rek, Derick's brother, living with De la Pole. He says that the

French King has agreed to put De la Pole in England, and he will

not lack friends there ; that Alamire has an order from John van

(Ret to make a book of Our Lady's matins, as a pretext for more

perfect communication with him. Alamire is to go to Metz, in

Lorraine, and Van Ret will write to his brother to obtain a con

fidential post for Alamire in De la Pole's service. Says he spoke

with a poor man at Antwerp engaged in the Scotch business, who

says that De la Pole has friends both in England and Scotland ;

that Albany will shortly send ambassadors to France, Denmark and

the King Catholic ; that he understood from Hans Nagel, at his

return from Brussels, that a gentleman of the Duke of Albany

departing towards De la Pole with a messenger of the Prince,

De la Pole's servant went with the gentleman, and the messenger

tarried at home. He has also sent a horse to Hans Nagel, who

intends to go to him with Alamire the next month of January.

Proposes Alamire should have 30/. or 40/. He will return to

Barowe in ten or twelve days to speak with Claes Baker. Thinks

the gentleman above referred to was Albany's secretary.

Cipher, deciphered by Tuke, pp. 3.
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25 Dec. 1340- [Cardinal Sion] to Wolsey.

Vit. B. xix. 2*. Does not know if the letters of congratulation which he sent

B. M. some time since have reached the Cardinal. Wolsey's elevation has

filled himself and the whole College with the greatest joy. For

what could he more desire than that Wolsey should be decorated

with the hat by which he himself hopes to be raised form misery,

being protected by its shadow ? Ravesburgh, viii. kal. Jan. 1516.

hat., p. 1, mutilated. Add.: Rev. in Christo Patri, &c, Sancti

Ciriaci Presbytero Cardinali Eboracensi, &c.

25 Dec. 1341. ^Ennius Bp. of Veboli to Cardinal Sion.

B. O. Had explained to the burgomaster Roest and others the contents

of his letter, written yesterday, of the imperial provision, affairs of

Brescia and Verona, the meeting of the Pope and Francis, and the

arrival of the English ambassador at Constance. Roest told him

the Emperor could have the whole power of the Swiss without any

needless pressing ; that England should not quarrel with the

answer made to it at the Diet of Lucerne. Nothing is needed but

money. -\!fs satisfied with the arrangement made by the Emperor

with the Tuckars till money come from England. /)f/Till then the

three cantons will not cease to urge the French proposals. No

money has yet been brought from Frnnce to Cevennes or Lausanne.

The Zurichers have thwarted all ill designs. Told them Francis

has gone to Bologna to meet the Pope, and of the death of the

magnifico Julian. They said they never trusted him, and would

support the Church. By the letters of dominus Anselmus learns

that Schweitz, Uri, Glarus, and Unterwald are favorable ; as also

the lords of Zurich. Zurich, 25 Dec. 1515. Signed.

P.S.—Commends himself to the English ambassadors.

Lat., pp. 2. Add.

26 Dec. 1342. Sir Rob. Wingfield to Wolsey.

Vit. B. xvhl232. Wrote on the 13th inst. from the vill[age of Nestilbank], and on

B. M. the 22nd received a packet [of letters, of which] one was to Sion,

one to [the Emperor], and one to himself, dated the 5th . . . which

he deferred answering till . . [It] was the 24th before Pace and

he met, as the [former] has explained in his letter in cipher.

Will apply himself to execute the charge contained in Wolsey's

letter in cipher, by the guidance of the Cardinal. Contrary to

what he wrote on the 21st to the King after the said it

was thought advisable that Galeas should remain here for his

estimation among the Swiss. Notwithstanding the rumor [of Pace]

being the King's ambassador, which was spread abroad in Switzer

land by the " lavas " tongue of Michael [de Abbate], in the expec

tation that it would animate the Emperor and the Duke of Barry's

friends, he has done nothing to give it foundation, showing in this

great wisdom and dexterity, considering the manner of his charge.

It is wonderful that he has escaped alive : but the religion of a

good servant makes dangers sweet to him.

Wrote to the King on the 21st about the succours the Emperor

had prepared for Brescia. The army which was to pass by the

mountains, to the number of 8,000 men, under Lord Rokyndolffe,

were stopped by a sluice or passage named Amphe, garrisoned by

the Venetians ; and afterwards, according to news received this

day, by two other passages, both of which they have won. On

the 11th the French King [came to Bologna], and on Saint Lucy's
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Sir Rob. Wingfield to Wolset—cont.

day (13th Dec.) the Pope sang hig[h mass, and] " communed the

said King at the same ; and thrice .... personally together and

continued at every time of an hour and a half." On

the 15th the French King left to return to Milan, and on the 16th

the Pope for Florence ..." that the magnifike Julian's wife

was at Bono[nia] . . though so be that it is thought verily that

her h[usband] can never escape the sickness that he is in now ;

and [if he had] been in heaven three years past, I esteem he had

been we[ll out] of the way, but all must be as God will have it."

[Ravesbourge *] in Swave, 26 Dec. 1515.

Hoi., pp. 3, mutilated. Add. : My lord Cardinal's grace.

26 Dec. 1343. Cardinal Sion to Wolsey.

R. O. Has written to Wingfield and Pace all matters respecting the

Swiss and the Emperor. The French give out that Pace's mission

is a fiction, and that it is all a plot of Sion's. Pace's withdrawal

from the parts of Switzerland for a time has given an apparent

confirmation to tho rumor. Ravespurgh, vii. kal. Jan. 1516.

Signed.

Lea., pp. 2. Add. : T. titulo Sti. Ciriaci presbytero Cardinali

Eboracensi.

[Cardinal Sion to Wolsey.]

P.S. of a letter Refers him to his Archdeacon Langus, who is

going to England. Ravenspurgh, vi. kal. Jan. 1516.

Lot., p. 1.

Cardinal Sion, Sir Rob. Wingfield, and Pace to

[Wolsey].

" Rcverendissime domine, &c. &c. Singulis quisque nostrum

perlegit et . . . magnitudo rei postulat omnia quse Reverendissima

Dominatio vestra sup . . . tractando secretario suo scripsit. In

primis autem ilium . . . quod Rma D. vestra nihil vult nomine

Regis sui sed suo . . . causas quas caute provide et prudenter

allegat . timent [no quid] mali Christianissimo Regi nostro inde

possit pervenire. Nos igitu[r] . . fidelissimi subditi et servitore?

regii unanimiter ante hac illud . . . et quia facto nostro mandatum

D. vestrae R™ est adjunctum tan . . . nobiB ejus rei cura. Verum-

tamen ut, •fidelissime honori . . . majestatis Regis prospicientes,

senteutiam nostrum hac in re Reverendissima; aperiamus, et sig-

nificamus atque affirmamus . . . nunc talem esse, ut judicio nostro

majestas Regia non err . . . aperte ageret contra Galium in

Elvetiis ab amicitia et feder e amovendis. Quod ut scribanus

tres causa? nos mo[vent, una] quod majestas ejus istud illoeso

honorc suo potest facere . . Elvetios comprehendit, tanquam amicos,

in proxima sua cum . . . composita pace. Altera causa tangit non

modo securitatem [et] . . litatem Regni majestatis ejus, sed etiam

totius orbis Christian[i] ut Elvetii post hanc recentem Gallorum

victoriam cum Rege [liga] . . . et fcedere conjungerentur. Nos non

videmus quo pacto poss[int reprimi] . . incredibilis Gallorum superbia

et ambitio, qua; magis ac magi[s indies] crescunt. Propterea sicut

Gallorum Rex jactat se habere sc . . . Anglorum, ita majestas

Christianissimi Regis nostri posset he ... in perniciem Gallorum.

* Supplied from the margin.

27 Dec. 1344.

R. o.

27 Dec. 1345.

Vit. B. xwii. 234.

B. M.
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Tertia est haec, si majestas Re[gia Benten]ciarum prudentia sua

segregaret Elvitios a Gallis com . . hac via omnium Christianorum

principum ct pra;cipue Cesar[is] . . incredibilem amorem quid

omnes principes timent n[e Rex Gallorum] reconciliet et foedere

secum conjungat Elvetios. Et null . . . hoc impedire, sed hoc in

solo Christianissimo rege nostro . . . sicut dicti Elvetii de aliis

principibus valde conque[runtur] . . sc ab eis fuisse deceptos,

ita in Rege nostro Christianissimo . . . . et potentissimo plurimum

confidunt. Ad hoc ista [liga] vero utilissima esset majestati regiae,

sive pacem vellet sive bellum. Nam si pacem vellet Galli non

possent illam interrumpere timore Elvetiorum ; si bellum, ultra

Elvetios, qui sufficerent, alios quoque amicos haberet. Diximus

sententiam nostram quam D. O. R. examinandam, et si opus erit

castigandam. relinquimus. From Augsburg, the 27th day of

December.

" D. v. humilimo servitores,

" M. Cardinalis Sedunensis.

" Wingfield, R. S.

" Ricardus Paceus."

Copy, badly mutilated.

27 Dec. 1346. Cardinal Sion to [Sir Rob. Wingfield,] English

R. O. ambassador with the Emperor.

Received the annexed letters of the Bp. of Veroli from the Swiss.

He will see how well measures succeed. Is to urge the sending

of money, and the succour of Brescia. Begs he will give the

annexed letters of Veroli to the prothonotary de Milis ; and

transmit to the Archdeacon in England (Langus) the long letter of

news received from Italy and their spies, with what has been done

and concluded touching Bologna. Ravenspurgh, vi. kal. Jan. 1515.

Signed.

Lat., p. 1. Add.: Dno apud Cces. Maj. Anglico oratori nostro

tanquam [frajtri honorifico.

27 Dec. 1347. Cardinal Sion to [Sir Rob. Wingfield].

R. O. Has communicated to him in writing the news from Italy. The

Pope and the French King are secretly agreed. At their meeting

at Bologna Francis received the Communion from the Pope's hand

on St. Lucia's day (13 Dec), and in a public consistory they re

stored Cardinal San Severino to all his former dignities. Has

heard that an attempt was made to deprive him of his Cardinalate

for the part (conflictum) he had taken against France, though he

had only done so at the command of the Pope. Considers the pro

ceedings altogether inconsistent with the Papal honor. Heard a

Spaniard from Brescia say, in the Emperor's presence, that he had

seen a brief of the present Pope dispensing with a vow made by

Peter of Navarre, who had bound himself never to fight against

any Christian prince, permitting him to fight the enemies of the

French in Italy. After the consistory, San Severin had a magnifi

cent banquet with a lady of Savoy, a relative of the Pope. Raves-

purgh, vi. kal. Jan. 1516. Signed.

Lat., pp. 3. Add. : 1110 D. apud S.M. Caesarem Anglico oratori.

1348. to Wolsey.

Vit. B. xix. i. Will say nothing as to the form of the letters of the Cardinal of

B. M. Sion to the Pope and College of Cardinals, " quia non est meum

docere Minervam est quod sua Imperialis Majestas
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to Wolset—con/.

affectat p*""1 (praedictum) reverendissimum dominum Sedunensem

crea archiepiscopatibus Moguntinen., Collonien., et

Treveren., cum eorum dioecesibus, attinontiis et de-

pendentiis ; in quo sua sanctitas non debet fac[ere .... fajcultatem

turn quia est in imperio, turn quia erit aliqua pars emendao

factiouis injuries suae reverendissimae domiuationi collatae, privando

earn de sua Beat[itudine] .... Apostolica tarn bene meritam, et

restituendo Cardinalem ilium S. Severini .... in episcopatum

Novariensem. " Et super his vestra Eeverendissima Dominatio

poterit concipere pro libuerit dictas litems quas expe-

ditas habemus transmittere suaj Majestati quas pariformiter

scribet non solum suas Beatitudini et Cardinalibus in commune ....

et particulariter omnibus amicis suis in LTrbe existentibus. Ex

jedibus in Londonio."

Addressed: Reverendissimo in Christo patri ac illustrissimo

domino meo observatissimo vandissimo domino Cardinali Ebora-

censi.

P. 1, badly mutilated.

27 Dec. 1349. Galeazzo Visconti to Henry VIII.

Vit. B. ii. 197. Has been very anxious to visit him. Was prepared for the

B. M. journey. Wished to consult him about the matters of Fras. Sforza

and the Swiss, which could not be committed to writing. Had,

however, received a message from the Emperor not to stir, in conse

quence of letters which had come from Wolsey to Wingfield and

Puce. None of the Swiss will make a composition with France.

If that scamp Mich, de Abbatis had told the truth, as he said he

would, and not calumniated the writer, well as matters are, they

would have been better. At the commencement of the war was

chosen captain-general of the Swiss and representative of Max.

Duke of Milan ; kept the army in the field at the passes of Pied

mont to prevent the passage of the French into Italy. Would

have succeeded, had not three of the states, Berne, Friburg, and

Soleure, gone home for want of pay. Brought the army to Milan

to form a union with Raimond de Cardona Viceroy of Naples.

The French now crossed the Alps to prevent the union, at St.

Julian's, three miles from Marignano and seven from Milan. Here

some of the Swiss were bribed, some wavered ; the rest resolved

to fight, though no more than 6,000 foot. The battle began at

dinner time on 13 Sept. against the writer's advice, who wished

to have marched to Pavia and occupied the passes, when the euemy

would have been on the left and he on the right, and could easily

have formed a union. At the first onset they captured fifteen

great guns, and compelled the enemy to retreat half a mile, when

night came on. The enemy retreated into a valley protected by a

ditch full of water and were at daybreak attacked by the Swiss.

Against the writer's protestations the battle continued till the

middle of Friday. It was astonishing that for nearly two days and

a night they remained under arms without food, and if they had

had two hours of daylight they would have gained the victory.

The loss on their side was 4,000 Swiss and 500 Grisons ; on the

French much greater. The Swiss then retreated to Milan with

many of the French colours, now suspended in Italian churches ;

* f. 201. thence to Constance. * If they had stopped at St. Julian's or Milan

the French would have fled, and never stayed till they had crossed

the mountains. Begs not to be abandoned in his present unfortunate
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condition. Is in great distress from his losses. What he has done

was entirely out of loyalty to Francis Sforza, brother of Maximilian,

the true successor to Milan. Will never abandon his part, but

what can he do if the Swiss make an alliance with France ?

Francis has treated the writer's family with consideration ; has

visited his wife, and told her if she will send him her husband he

will treat him better than those have done to whom he has shown

so much fidelity. Constance, 27 Dec. 1515. Signature burnt off.

Lat., pp. 7, mutilated ; the leaves transposed. Add. Endd.:

The Counte G alias v" Januarii.

28 Dec. 1350. Christopher Garnets to Henry VIII.

R. O. On Monday, 16 Nov., the Queen of Scots removed from Harbottle

to a place of Sir Edw. Ratcliffe's called Cartington, four miles off,

where she remained four days. Removed on Saturday to the

abbey of Bryngborne, five miles from Cartington ; on Monday to

Morpeth, where she was met by the Lord Ogle, the abbot of New-

: i minster, and other gentlemen, by appointment of the Lord Dacre.

She was so feeble that she could not bear horses in the litter, but

Dacre caused his servants to carry it from Harbottle into Morpeth.

Next Saturday, Lady Day, the Lord Chamberlain came out of

Scotland to meet her with Archibald Douglas, Dan Carr of Ferni-

hurst, the Lord of Korrons, Will. Carmihel, Pet Singlar (Pat

Sinclair) and others. Thinks if Henry heard the Lord Chamberlain

explain his grievances, he would like him well. Has heard him

often say, it shall not lie the fear of his life or the loss of his lands

that will make him turn against his natural Prince, and that he

would do Henry as faithful service as any of his own subjects.

Presented to the Queen that day, in presence of Dacre and Magnus,

all such stuff as the King sent for her, with the credence, which she

was glad to hear. " Her grace was borne in a chair out of her

bed-chamber into the great chamber, to the intent that her grace

would see all such stuff as your highness had sent her by me to be

laid abroad. When she had seen everything, she bid the Lord

Chamberlain and the other gentlemen come come in and look at it,

saying, ' So, my Lord, here ye may see that the King my brother

hath not forgotten me, and that he would not I should die for lack

of clothes.' " On Sunday, 8 Dec, came the ambassador of France

out of Scotland, sent by Albany to treat for peace, as Henry had

desired him to certify him from time to time about his sister, if God

had given her grace good health. Trusts that Dacre's arrange

ments would have been to Henry's satisfaction.

Though she has not been able to set forth an account of her

weakness, yet here is a great house kept. "Here is first this Christ

mas my Lord of Angus, my Lord Chamberlain of Scotland and the

Lady liodwell his wife, Lord Dacre, Lord Ogle, the lady his wife

Lady Musgrave," and many more, who have come to see her, and

to certify Henry how the Lord Dacre hath decked his castle of

Morpeth to receive her. Never saw a baron's house better trimmed

in all his life, " to say of all the hangings of the hall and chambers

with the newest device of tapestry, and with all other manner things

thereunto belonging, his cupboard all of gilt plate, with a great

cup of fine gold with the cup of assay, and all the lord's board, with

the board's end served all with silver vessels, lacking no manner

of good victual and wild fowl to put in them, that can be gotten for

mono}'." Is sorry to write of her great sickness. " I think her one of

the lowest brought ladies with her great pain of sickness, that I
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Christopher Garnets to Henry VIII.—cont.

have seen and scape. Her grace hath such a pain in her right leg

that this three weeks she may not endure to sit up while her bed is

a-making, and when her grace is removed it would pity any man's

heart to hear the shrieks and cries that her grace giveth." Never

theless she has a wonderful love for apparel. She has caused the gown

of cloth of gold, and the gown of cloth of tynsen sent by Henry, to

be made against this time, and likes the fashion so well, that she

will send for them, and have them held before her once or twice a

day to look at. She has within the castle 22 gowns of cloth of gold

and silks, and yet has sent to Edinburgh for more, which have come

this day. She is going to have in all haste a gown of purple

velvet lined with cloth of gold, a gown of right crimson velvet furred

with ermine, three gowns more, and three kirtles of satin. These

five or six days she has had no other mind than to look at her

apparel. Dacre must have written of the death of the Prince of

Scots. Fears if it came to her knowledge it would be fatal to her,

for these four or five days of her own mind it hath pleased her to

show unto me how goodly a child her younger son is, and her grace

praiseth him more than she doth the King her eldest son." Morpeth,

28 Dec.

Hoi., pp. 3. Add.

28 Dec. 1351. Tunstal to Wolsey.

11. O. Spinelly sent lately to the King, in ciphers, a memorial of impor

tant matters given him by a person thereabouts, who had been

bountifully rewarded by the King at Terouenne. This person,

whose name he does not write because he has no cipher, has been

to Barrow, Antwerp and other places, in the King's service. Begs

he may be rewarded, as they have promised him. All specialities

Spinelly writes in ciphers. Await his pleasure touching the

amity and intercourse. When Richmond comes, hopes Wolsey

will not forget his diets. Mechlin, 28 Dec.

Hoi., pp. 2. Add.

28 Dee. 1352. [Cardinal Sion] to

Vit.B.xvm. 114. " Venerabilis et egregie amice carissime, ut te nihil coop ....

B. M. datas literas accidere liceat volumus proesentes ad

te perscribere. Eq et pecunias et victualia

qua; intus fuere, non scientes capitula [qua;] civitatem

exinde post decern dies castellanus redderet arcem ; si autem infra

[decern dies non] succurratur, possunt illi de civitate eis occur-

rere ; ethabitis victualibus et .... [si esset] succursus datus et

capitula nulla, noluerit cum Venetis sed cum Gallo ca[pitulari] . . .

posse secum omnem substanciam et arma, equos et

suppellectilem asportare erecti[s vexillis] .... Brixise quidquid

fecerint contra Galium vel Venetos et quod debent gaudere omnibus

.... [tarn iu] private quam in universal]', et si qui velint cum

gentibus Caesaris abire impu[ne, suis] nihilominus gaudere bonis

debent, relaxari omnes captivi per Gallos et Venetos . . . . vi

demptis e contrario non nisi relaxari qui in Brixia forent detenti . . .

.... exigere. Item vexillis ercctis abire armis cuncti et quatuor

tormenta m[ilitibus] Caesaris munita et cuilibet tam equiti quam

pediti tria stipendia solva[ntur] sunt possunt reparare propugnacula,

qui foris debent abstinere ab omni .... dati sunt obsides. Item

sive Csesarea Majestas sive Vicerex succurat, tunc . . . eorum

nomine. Carent in his vino, carnibus et pulveribus tormentorum,
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e . . . . sunt attrita vestimenta eorum." Lorenzo, the bishop's

nephew, is plotting deeply. The Frenchman uses all the means

he can to be at peace with the Swiss. He pretends to be on good

terms with the Pope ; " unde si Pa[pa] .... omnino contra reg-

num Neapoli procedere nititur ; et quia sperabat, mediante d . . .

quale mandatum esse dicitur de aliquo tractatu pacis inter Francos

et [Papam] est, sed nunc provisum quod non fiat aliquid ; cupit

etenim pacem cum Cresare, et h et ducem Borboni, et ipse

cogitat expectare quid Caesar attemptet. Item v . . . et Caesarem esse

et eaudem certis omnibus commisit Triultio acceptandam tan[quam]

.... esse in prwmissis Brixia habenda. Francus autem medio

tractatus per Archid[ucem] . . . dente in dolo perditum iri ' per

Caesarem firixiam et Veronam volet, et . . . sine quibus minus tute

se opinatur posse vel Mediolanum servare .... vel Venetorum

amicitiam cessare paci antepouit, cogitat autem attenuari

spe et viribus debilem ne etiam eo tunc melius . . . . "

He and the Spanish [ambassador] used all their efforts for the

succour of Brescia, and have [raised] 1,000 Spanish foot. The

ambassador has written to Innspruck for reinforcements for that

purpose, and to attack the French. Has heard today from the

Bishop of Veroli that the Zurichers are well affected. The tumult

of the five rustic cantons has produced this effect. Basle Schaff-

hausen, Grisons, St. Gall and Appenzel support the Emperor.

" [Verula]nus non ibit ulterius in Angliam." [He] goes to

Augsburg for money, and the writer to Constance to the diet.

The Emperor will be there, and the deputies from the good Swiss

cantons. Doubts not war will soon be declared. Bavenspurch,

28 Doc. 1515.

Hoi., Lat., mutilated, pp. 2.

28 Dec.

s. B.

1353.

29 Dec. 1354.

Vat. TTans.

xxxni. 45.

B.M.

29 Dec. 1355.

it. B. xviii. 235.

B.M.

For Sir Edw. Neville.

Grant of lands, &c. of the annual value of 40s. in Benynden,

Kent, late belonging to John Gribill, in the King's hands by virtue

of an inquisition taken at Bedynden, 1 1 Sept. 7 Hen. VIII. be

fore John Marchall, escheator of Kent. Del. Eltham, 28 Dec.

7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 14.

Henry VIII. to Leo X.

Has commissioned Wolsey to write to the Bp. of Worcester by

Ammonius business of the gravest importance to be communicated

to the Pope. Is to repose entire confidence in Wolsey. Eltham,

29 Dec. 1515.

Sir Rob. Wingfield to [Wolsey].

[Wrote] on the 26th from . . . The same day Master Pace

[wrote letters] in ciphers, of which one was [subscribed] with Sion's

hand and Wingfield's, and also with Master Pace's, along with which

Sion wrote a letter himself to [Wolsey] all enclosed in a packet to

Spinelly to be forwarded to Bryan [Tuke.] Next day, by agreement

with Pace, went towards Augsburgh with the bill of exchange to

procure a remittance of the money to Constance, whither Sion and

Pace day. " Howbeit the Cardinal remained all t . . .

appeareth by the date of a letter that he w[rote unto me] the same

day" (enclosed) which will show the . , • made to Wingfield, and how

the Pope has —Sends also to Tuke a letter from Sion [to

the Arch]deacon of Novara (Langus), his ambassador. Same day the
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Sir Rob. Wingfield to [Wolset]—cont.

Spanish ambassador showed him the articles agreed upon between

the Governor and Lieutenant of Brescia and John Jaques de

Tryv[ulcio] right ill to read. The force under Lord Rokyndolfe

had come so near Brescia that the citizens sent them word they might

enter safely. Their provisions, however, will not serve them long,

and the Venetians are so well supplied with horse that the two armies

cannot communicate except by a' great circuit. The Emperor, there

fore, is levying fresh forces in the Tyrol and supplies of victuals.

Expects to have something great to tell in his next, but as the

Emperor is going to Constance, which is 100 English miles from

Augsburg, he will be the longer in hearing news. Will let

Wolsey know as soon as he arrives at Augsburg and has knowledge

of the bill of exchange. Bybrak in Swabe, 29th day [December*]

1515.

Hoi., pp. 2, mutilated.

30 Dec. 1356. Ferdinand Kino of Arraqon to Henry VIII.

Yesp. C. i. 103. Learns by his letter dated " x. kal. Nov." and by the Bp. of Elna

B. M. (Eunensis), and another presented him by Ludovicus Gilabertus,

the good disposition of England. Promises that himself and his

fortune shall be at the King's service. Ex oppido de Xarayselo

(Xarasuel), 30 Dec. 1516. Signed.

P. 1 . Add. : Serenissimo, &c. domino Henrico, &c. Endd.

30 Dec. 1357. The Cardinal of Sion to [Wolset.]

B. O. He will see what is doing by Pace's letter, and by the copy of his

own to the Emperor. Sends likewise the letter of the Bp. of Veroli

and ofone of his servants, mentioning the expenditure of French

money, which gives increased importance to the French designs.

It is necessary Wolsey should make speedy provision. Begs to be

commended to the Emperor. Constance, 30 Dec. 1515.

If John Milis (?), Sion's proctor, be not there, Wolsey is to open

his letters.

Hoi., Lat.,p. 1.

30 Dec. 1358. The Cardinal of Sion to Maximilian.

R. O. It is necessary the Emperor should be at Constance by the 7th,

according to the opinion of the Duke of Barri, the English secre

tary (Pace) and himself, because the money is at hand, and the

French are urgent. An answer will be given at Lucerne on the

13th Jan. to the Imperial and English propositions, and the French

allege that the Emperor knows nothing of these proceedings, and

no credentials have come from England. The Duke of Bari has

heard eight of the cantons are deliberating about concluding with

France. They will be able to remedy all obstacles if he is there in

time. Another diet is appointed at Lucerne on 15 Jan. His pre

sence will prevent the distraction of the cantons. Galeazzo expects

his Majesty. The English ambassador will tell him more. Con

stance, iii. kal. Jan. Not signed.

Lat.,p.\. In Abbate's hand. Endd.: Res domini Pacei.

* Supplied from margin
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1359. Henry VIII. to Fabeicius de Carecto, Master of

Rhodes.

Otho, C. ix. 26. Recommending John Rauson, Prior of Kyl[mainham] in Ireland,

B. M. to the preceptory of Kylsare, given by the knights to an Irishman,

Edm. Cesse. The King thinks that no Irishman is fit for prefer

ment, " ut ipsi Ilibernici, qui ex sylvestrium genere habentur ab

omni mune[re et] dominio excludantur, quorum tanta quidem est

feritas ut nee arniis nee legibus mansues[cant] ; porro immanitas

ut omnia ad solitudinem redigere conentur." Commends Rauson

for his good management at Kilmainham. Greenwich, .... 1515.

Lett., p. 1, mutilated. In the hand of Ammonius. Add.

1360. Erasmus to Warham Abp. of Canterbury.

Er. Ep. xn. 37. Sends him a Latin translation of Lucian's Saturnalia, as an

amusement for his idle hours. " Vale, pater amplissime, et Erasmum

tuum, ut facis, a monstro illo plusquam Lernceo vindicare perge."

1515.

1361. Friar Thomas, a Spanish Dominican,* to Wolsey.

R. O. Requesting Wolsey's charity, and specially for his studies, as he

is mi orphan.

Hoi., Lai., p. 1. Add. : D. Episc. Cancellario ac Cardinali

Meritissimo.

1 362. [ to Wolsey.]

R. 0. P.S. of a letter desiring that thanks should be sent to Bannisius

for advancing the King's causes, " quia plurimum protest hie et

est vir omnium honestissimus, quicumque est in aula imperatoris."

1363. Lands assigned by the King.

R. O. i. Assignment of lands by the King to the Queen's grace for her

jointure, 4,129/. 2s. Ad.; for the expences of the King's household,

4,404/. 9s. 5£<tf. ; for the expences of the King's great •wardrobe,

1,540/. ; for the augmentation of the wages and fees of the town

and marches of Calais, 3,485/. 16*. 8d.

ii. " Lands and possessions restored ;" viz. : to Lady Salisbury,

1,599/. 19*. lO^rf.; Lord Burgavenny, 253/. 7*. 11£<*.; Lord Audeley,

545/. 17s. Id. ; Humphry Stafford, 36/. I9d. ; Lord Fitzwater, 100/.

iii. " Lands and possessions recovered out of the King's hands ;"

viz.: by Sir Th. Knyvett, 110/. 10s. O^d. ("parcel of the fine

made by the Countess of Warwick ") ; my Lord Marquis (Dorset),

56/. lis. Id. ; Lord Derby, 46/. lis. Qd. ; Sir Peter Eggecombe,

33/. 6s. 8d.

iv. "Lands and possessions granted by the King our sove

reign lord by his letters patent ;" viz. : to my Lord of Norfolk,

384/. Os. 2d. ; my Lord of Suffolk, 500/. 3s. ll^rf. ; my Lord of

Surrey, 1,037/. 16s. lOd. ; my Lord Maltravers, 70/. 5s. Ad. ; Sir

Th. Cornewall, Rob. Knolles, Sir Ralph Egerton, my Lady of

Oxford, my Lady Stanhope, Sir Philip Calthorp, Sir Th. Bolcyn,

* " Tuus capellanus, studens Farisiensis.

o A A
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Lands assigned by the King—cont.

Sir Wm. Compton, Sir Christ. Garnysshe, Gerard Dannett, Sir

Th. Aparr, Sir John Husy, John Herper, Sir John Novell, Sir

Ralph Verney, my Lady Gwordeyn, Sir Edw. Gernyngham, Wm.

Buttry, Sir Edw. Nevell, Sir Wm. Sydney, Rob. Wasshyngton,

Sir Wm. Tirwhitt, Sir Edw. Darell, Sir John Sharp, Wm. Tyler,

Th. Compton. and Wylyng, Christ. Rochester and Wm.

Gower.* Total, 3,457/. 17*.

v. "Annuities answered to our late sovereign lord and now out

of the King's hands ; " viz. : to Sir Th. Lovell, my Lord of Devon

shire, Sir Th. Cheyney, Sir Th. Lucy, the heirs of Batons, Th.

Salysbury, my Lady Grey, my Lord of Essex. Total, 975/. 13*. Ad.

vi. " Lands and possessions in our late sovereign lord's hands by

reason of idiotcy and lunacy of divers persons, and now restored ;"

viz. : to Sir Edw. A Borough, the heirs of Assheley and Barley,

the heirs of Kelyngworth. Total, 446/. 13a. 3£</.

Sum total of all the parcels aforesaid, 21,221/. 19*. Id.

Endd. : A bill of lands and possessions assigned by the King's

highness to divers uses.

Inform of a roll.

1364. Monies due to the King.

B- O. Mem. that the indenture of Sir John Savage be overseen to

have receivor appointed of his lands assigned for the payment of

250/. George Trevilion to be put in suit for the payment of 40

marks ; William Carewe, 100 marks ; Thomas Empson, 400 marks;

Sir Edward Chambrelayn, 166/. 13*. Ad. ; Sir John Hussey, 200/.;

Sir William Sandes, 100/. ; the Earl of Wiltishir, 1,000 marks ;

Thomas Lucy, 200/.; Sir Walter Carverley, 100/.;- Sir John

Norton, 400 marks ; Sir Thomas Cornewall, 200/. ; Robert Taul-

maclie, 50 marks ; Robert Clyfton, 100 marks; Lord Barnas, 350/.;

Henry None, 80 marks ; Lord Hasting, 300/. ; Lord Willoughby,

200/. ; his sureties, 400/. ; Lawrence Bonvix and his sureties,

5,000/. ; Lord Steward, 600 marks ; Lord Fitzwater, 50/. ; Sir

William Griffith, 258/. \2s.Ad.; Thomas Cremer, 60/.; Sir Edward

Guldeford, 200/. ; Sir Philip Bothe, 20/. ; William Lytton, 100/. ;

John Melton, 100/. ; John Fortiscue, 500 marks ; Lord Broke,

500/. ; Lord Dudedley, 200/. ; Sir John Wiseman, 40 marks ;

Abbot valle Crucis, 30/. ; Abbot of Norton, 25 marks ; Lewz

Harpiffield, 500/. ; Duke of Buckingham, 200/.

Pp. 2.

1365. Marches.

R. O. Monies paid to Geo. Percy, esq., Lieutenant of the East and

Middle Marches, 4 Hen. VII. ; to Sir Th. Darcy, Lieut, of the

East Marches, 18 Hen. VII. ; to Th. Lord Dacre, Warden of the

West and Middle Marches, 19 Hen. VII.; to Edw. Radcliff and

Fenwick, esqs., Lieu tenants of the Middle Marches ; to

the same, 6 Hen. VHI. ; [Th. Lord Dacre of] Graystok, Warden of

the East and Middle Marches

P. 1, mutilated.

* The sum granted to each is given.
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1366. State of Ireland, and Plan for its Reformation.

K O. There are more than sixty counties, called regions, in Ireland,

St. P. 11. 1. varying in size from less than half a shire to more than a shire.

In these regions there are more than sixty chiefs, who live by the

sword, have imperial jurisdiction in their countries, and obey none

but those who can subdue them with the'sword. Their names in

Ulster, Leinster, Munster, Twomounde, Connaught, and Meath.

Succession to the captainship is determined by force, not

inheritance. The men serve the captain daily at their own cost,

and pay certain customs at Christmas and Easter for the land on

which they live. The armies never exceed 500 spears, 500 gallow-

glasses and 1,000 kerne.

More than 30 captains of the English nobles follow the Irish

rule, making war or peace for themselves. Such as the Earl of

Desmounde, Lorde of Kerye, &c. Names of great English rebels in

Connaught, Ulster, and Meath.

Names of the counties subject and not subject to the King, and

of English counties paying tribute to the Irish.

Five half counties only are subject to English rule, yet the num

ber of the judges is as great as when most part of the land was sub

ject so that freeholders prefer to sell their freeholds than suffer the

vexation of the courts, and by extortion of coyne and livery daily,

the King's yearly subsidy, black rent and other extortions, they are

worse oppressed than any in the whole country. Reasons given

why the Irish should have grown so strong ; as, the pestilence, the

death of the Earl Marshal and the Earl of Ulster without heirs male,

the King's carelessness, abandoning of English weapons by English

men, extortions of coyne and livery. The Lord Deputy takes with

him Irish guards, and quarters them on the people, and extorts for

horse and man's meat 36,0001. a year ; English noblemen give their

children to Irish rebels to foster. Some say the neglect of preach

ing by the clergy is a great cause of disorder ; none will preach but

the poor Friars. No learning is cultivated but the Canon Law.

Remedies proposed : to ordain justices of peace in the several coun

ties ; to provide armour for all the inhabitants ; and gunners to be

sent to instruct the people in shooting, and musters held. Eveiy

Englishman within the pales to keep horse and arms; grants to be

made of the lands of Irish rebels to the Earl of Kildare's sons, Earl

of Desmond, and to all Englishmen who will dwell there ; one man

to be sent from every parish of England, Cornwall, and Wales to

inhabit Wolster, and the lands between Dublin, Rosse and Wexford,

which would increase the revenue to more than 30,000 marks. When

all the King's subjects from Carlingford to Waterford are put in

order for war, then the Deputy to take pledges of all the English

lords and noble folk of Munster for their obedience to the King. If

the King send one man from every parish in England, he will expel

all the isBue of Hughe Buye O'Neyll from the lands between the

Green Castle and the Banne, and allow them to dwell in the forest

of Keylultagh and in the Pheux. This done the King is to cross

over with about 2,000 men, andj[he would find an army ready of

100,000 of his own subjects ; but if he visit Ireland without first

having set the place in order, he will do no good.

All the great Irish landlords and chiefs who shall dispend by the

King's grant 1,000 marks yearly to be made lords of the Parliament

and Great Council ; those spending 500 marks, knights ; bishops

and chief landlords to be ordained justices of the peace. Every

landlord to send his sons to Dublin or Drogheda to learn reading

and writing and English manners and language.

A A 2
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1367. Description of Ireland.

B. O. Ireland is 400 miles long from Knokbran[d]on in the south to

St. Colmau's Island (otherwise the Cornaghe) in the north, and 200

miles broad from Develyn to Croghc Patrick or St. Patrick's Mount,

in Galway, which is proved by divers cartes, " whereby ye may know

that Ireland is more than England 80 miles, for as much as Ireland

in the south part doth point with St. Michael's Mount westerly, in

the uttermost of all Cornwall, and in the north-west it bordereth

with Donfryse in Scotland." It is divided into five great portions ;

viz., Munster, Leinster, Connaught, Meath and Ulster. In Mun-

ster are five English shires, viz. Cork, Limerick, Waterford, Kerry

and Tipperary ; and three Irish, Desmond, Ormond and Twomond.

In Leinster are five shires ; viz., Kilkenny, Wexford, Kildare,

Carlaghe and Dewlyn. In Ulster and in Connaught are five shires

each, '• of which portions above written, in substance, the King is

lord by inheritance ; besides the title of the Crown, he is also by

inheritance Earl of Ulster, Lord of all Meath and all Connaught, and

of the fourth part of Leinster and of the fourth part of Munster."

The said five portions contain 180 miles and "four cantreds

or hundreds or baronies ; viz., Leinster, 31 baronies ; Munster,

70 ; Ulster, 35 ; Meath, 18 ; Connaught, 28. There are in Ire

land 5,530 towns ; viz., in Leinster, 930 ; in Connaught, 900 ; in

Munster, 2,000 ; in Ulster, 1,060 ; in Meath, 541. A cantred is a

county containing 100 towns. Every cantred or barony contains

160 ploughlands; every town, eight ploughlands, arable and pasture,

for 300 kine, and none of them shall come nigh other. The sum

of the arable ploughlands is 53,080. Every plough hind contains 120

acres, each acre four roods or perches in breadth, and forty perches

in length ; every perch twenty-one foot of poles, and three foot

is a yard. If Ireland were under due obedience to the King, like

England, the King might have a subsidy of 6*. 8d. on every

ploughland, amounting to 22,026/. 3s. 4d. Irish yearly, besides

customs of havens and fishings, which were of old time 100,000

marks a year. The rents of Ulster used to be 32,000 marks 8*. 6|rf. ;

of Connaught, 28,000 marks 10s. 6^d. ; of Munster, Leinster and

Meath, which were in the Red Earl's days great, besides advowsons

and wardships. There are four archbishops, who had formerly

thirty-six bishops under them, but some of the sees are now united.

P. 1 . Endd. : Descriptio Hibernian.

1368. Wolsey's Relatives.

B. O. i. Petition from " John Fayrechild, son of John Fayrechild of

Sybeton, in co. Suffl, gent., who hath married one Elizabeth

Wulcy, mother to your said orator, and daughter to Robert Wulcy,

late of Sternfeld by Farnham, in the county aforesaid," requesting

the place of controller of works intended to be built by the King in

the city of Tournay.

PA. Add.: To the most reverend father in God my Lord

Cardinal Abp. of York.

ii. Schedule containing "part of such articles as should be

exercised concerning the King's buildings to [be] constructed at

Tournay."

P.\.

iii. A statement of the services Fairechild is competent to per

form :—He can serve as filazer, attorney or solicitor, or keep

courts baron.—" These he had the speculatiff in Grcyes Inne, and
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the practice with his father."—Can audit accounts, &c, having

had experience under his father for the Duchess of Norfolk that

last died ; has also been in her service as clerk of the kitchen,

secretary, &c.

P. 1.

All the above are in the same hand.

1369- Robert Cromwell.

B. O. " Battersay.—Hereafter ensueth payments made by Mr. Law

rence Stubbes, servant unto the right rev. father in God Thomas

Abp. of York, to certain persons, remaining in creditor and unpaid,

by Sir Rob. Cromvall, vicar of Battersey, of certain their duties for

the time he was paymaster there, and surveyor of my said lord's

reparations and buildings, as well as for the performance of such

reparations as at Battersay abovesaid by the same vicar were begun

and not finished, and for other there done afterwards."

Payments to Th. Horsted of Wyndsour, John Bereman, carpenter,

Hamlett Adderton, carpenter, Rob. Kyng, Hugh Clement, Wm.

Godhelp, Th. Mulbury, James Smyth, plumber, Pate Heggyng,

Ric. Rabyn, Rob. Baker, Subage, Pate, Makewell, Th. Wade and

Rob. Tomson, for hewing and squaring timber ; framing Battersey

bridge ; carriage of sand and straw to the brick-kiln at Batirsey ;

carriage of lome of tallwood from Comb park, and of racks,

&c. from the vicarage to the place ; sawing, " slitting work," and

board for Battersey bridge ; felling trees and making tallwood in

Cobham park ; attendance at the " brek " close ; daubing and

underpinning ; lime ; and loading timber at the brick close at

Battersey. Sum. 9/. Os. 2d. " Hucusque solvuntur creditores pro

tempore quo vicarius de Batterszy feut solutor."

" Carpenters for finishing of Battersey bridge.—Hamlett Adder-

ton, Wm. Lutman, John Lutman, and Bernard Nobyll. Sum, 9*.

" Laborers for scooping out of the water for setting of bridge.—

John Morse, John Wodde, Ric. Grane [or Grave], and Wm.

Tomson. Also payments to John Giles of Battersey, Rob. Sherlok,

John Robynson, Th. Richerdson, Wm. Arnold, John Mabusevylt,

carpenter, John Bradley and Ric. Dixon, Wm. Sharbow, Wm.

Denshier, Hen. Long and Ric. Rabyn, carpenters ; and Rob. Baker,

laborer, for casting and scowring the bridge ditch ; carriage of

timber from Combe park and Hampton Court for the bridge ; letting

out the water of the mote ; and work at Battersey upon ' beddes,

cristyls, formes,' &c. ; purchases of sixpenny and fivepenny nails ;

and payments to John Edgoose and John Rowley for lime. Summa

lateris, 47*. 6d.

" Buts.—The charge of making buts, by my lord's command

ment, in the month of October, anno rr. Hen. VIH. septimo.

'; Payments to Rob. Makwell, Nich. Parkyn, John Acheam,

laborer, John Miler, and Hen. Argentyne, for work ; digging turves

for the said buts, and carriage of the turves.

" Charge of the boiling lead and well.—Payments to Wm. Rabyn

and his servant John fiurwell, Serjeant plumber of the King's

works, John Manfeld, and Th. Smyth of Wanesworth, for a range

and fornes for the boiling lead, and for mending of the well by the

kitchen ; for solder spent on the boiling lead there ; mending the

same lead ; for making a "corvere " (cover) for the well, and timber

for the same ; and for dressing and repairing locks and keys there.

Summa lateris, 22s. lOrf.
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Robebt Cromwell—conU

" The Garthinge.—Payments to Rob. Typpyng for dressing my

lord's garden there for seven days ending 13 Oct., at 6d. a day, and

for 12 days' work in the garden, ending 30 Oct., at 6rf. a day ; and

to his servant laboring with him by the same space, at Ad. a day.

Summa lateris, 13*. Ad.

" Total, 13/. 13s."

Pp. 5. Endd.

1370. Mr. Heron.

" Specialities made to Mr. Heyron in his lifetime."

1. Statute Staple, binding Sir Wm, Rede and Hugh Morgan of

Estyllysley, Berks, to John Heron, for the payment of 3001.

ii. Similar indenture, binding Sir Wm. Rede for the payment of

400 marks.

iii. A paper bill, binding friar Hen. Standisshe, D.D., to Mr. Heron

in 100 marks ; whereof 60 marks are paid.

Total, 566/. 13s. Ad. ; of which it is specified, in an indenture of

paper between John Jenyns and Ric. Tryce, that Sir Wm. Rede

owes by one statute 119/. lis. Ad., and by another statute 190/. ;

and that Dr. Standysshe owes 40 marks.

" And so it seemeth that the King's grace is deceived of the rest,

that is, 230/. 8s. 8d."

P. 1. Endd. : Heron to be called to answer to the rest not paid,

contained within this bill.

1371. Subsidy.

B. O. Collection of the subsidy granted by the laity " . . . . sexto

Hen. "VTII." in parallel columns, apparently representing the sum

at which each county was rated (r.), the sum actually levied (1.),

and the surplus or deficit.

Dorset, rated at 1,138/. 12s., levied ; Nottingham town.

r. 39/. Os. 12d.,l. 12 ; Isle of Wight, r. 150/. 4s., 1. 109/ 6s

Beds., r. 599/. 18s. 2d., 1. 605/. 9s. 6d. ; Lincoln city r"

95/. Os. Od., 1. 95/. Os. Od. ; Wilts, r. 1,629/. 7s. 8d., 1. 1,675/. 16s. id '■

Lincoln (Holland), r. 361/. 17s. 6d., 1. 361/. 19s. 6d. ; Norwich

city, r. 399/. 18s. lid., 1. 399/. 19s. 8d. ; Suffolk, r. 2,155/. 15*. Id

1. 2,159/. Os. 13d. ; Kingston-upon-Hull, r. 83/. 10s., 1. 83/ il* •

Heref., r. 309/. Os. lid., 1. 410/. 7s. Ad. ; London, r. 4,302/ 12s '

I. 4,305/. 2s. 6d. ; Surrey, r. 882/. 7s. 10c/., 1. 899/. Os. 16eL ■ Rut

land, r. 150/. Os. 6d., 1. 153/. 16s. ; Hunts, r. 526/. 2s. 6d. 1

540/. 14*. lid. ; Worcester city, r. 147/. 9s., 1. 109/. 17*. ; Corn

wall, r. 604/. Os. 20d., 1. 587/. 10s. ; Lincoln (Ke'steven),

r. 541/. 15s. 8d., 1. 538/. 2s. 9d. ; Leicester town, r. 59/ lit

1. 56/. 3s. ; Notts, r. 394/. 12s. 6d., 1. 393/. 13s. lOd. ; Canterbury

r. 904/. 5s. Ad., 1. 902/. 8s. lOdf. ; Southampton, r. 1,538/. 15*

1. 1,470/. 6s. Ad. ; Northampton, r. 1,230/. 12s. 6d., 1. 1,218/. 6s 8rf •

Oxford town, r. 72/. 14s. 6d., 1. 66/. 13s. 2d.; Bath city r'

22/. 0*. 6rf., 1. 19/. 10*. 6d. ; New Salisbury city, r. 275/. Os lOd '

1. 268/. Os. lOd. ; Coventry city, r. 205/. 10*. 6d., 1. 200/ 4s 6d '•

Bristoll town, r. 315/. 6s. Id., 1. 297/. 9*. Ad. ; Herts, r. 921/. 16*. 6d!

1. 824/. 5s. 6d. ; Southampton town, r. 100/. 0*. 12d., 1. 80/. lis. 9rf

ii. The following counties made no return:

York, Derby, Lincoln (Linsey), Warwick, Leicester, Shropshire,

Stafford, Worcester, Gloucester, Oxford, Berkshire, Buckingham

shire, Norffolk, Essex, Kent, Sussex, Somerset, Devon

Pp.3.
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1372. Tenths.

B. 0. Mandate to the Abbot of Sybeton, collector of a tenth granted

7 Hen. VIII. in the archdeaconries of Suffolk and Sudbury, and to

James Hoberd the King's attorney, to distrain the incumbents of

the benefices in schedule annexed, and seize their persons in

default.

P. I.

1373. Sheriffs, &c.

R. O. Instructions by the King how sheriffs, under-sheriffs, and bailies

of franchises shall truly execute the King's processes. .

1374. For Sir John Htjsee.

S. B. To be justice of peace and custos rotulorum, in Holand, Line,

as heretofore, having been omitted from the commission as he was

attendant upon the French Queen. Greenwich, 7 Hen. VIII.

1375- For Hen. Spurr, yeoman of the Guard in Tournay.

S. B. To bo chief bowyer and keeper of the bows of the ordnance in

Turney, with 8d. a day, (being the same wages at which he holds the

office of yeoman of the guard), and a man under him with 6d. a

day.

1376- Tournay.

S. B. Fragment relating to Tournay 1515.

A.D. 1516.

1516.

1 Jan. 1377. Sir Bob. Wingfield to Wolsey.

Vit. B.xviii.108. Wrote to him on of last month from

15. M. .... that the Cardinal of Sion of the articles

for the yielding of Bresse, and expressed his intention of removing

hither. Arrived yesterday " ofthe erumpnys of the

oolde yer." Hopes the new may be as fortunate for the King, and

that he may prevail over his enemies, who are the enemies of Chris

tendom. Has inquired of merchants of this town of Leonard

Fryscobalde, but had no news. The bill of exchange cannot be

negotiated till he hear from him, the names are so strangely written.

By a letter [from the Cardinal] of Sion, and one from the Bishop of

Veroli, " which is the Swissers for the Pope,"

Wolsey will perceive the necessity of sending money to the Car

dinal [or] Mr. Pace. Cannot tell how Pace is conducting Wolsey'a

business. Pace has not informed him, and ho has not inquired.

As to what the Bishop of Veroli says of Wingfield's [being] at

Constance, thinks he was sent thither to make the Swiss believe

that Pace was no " ficte" messenger, and to caution them privately

as an uncommissioned person of the danger of an alliance with

France. Hopes the [Cardinal and Pace] will succeed ; [the Cardi

nal] is wise and expert, and " as affectionate to attain the desire [of

his highness as] possible, and Mr. Pace is both wise, discreet a[nd
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Sin Rob. Wingfjeld to Wolsey—cont.

diligent." News has come that on the 22nd December the Empe

ror's army under the lo[rd] entered into Bresse,

and the Venetians retreated towards Piskayre, the French to

Milan. Written at the city [of] the first day of

the new year 1515.

Hoi., much mutilated, pp. 3. Addressed : To my Lord Cardinal's

Grace.

1 Jan. 1378. Erasmus to More.

Er. Ep. x. 19. His maligners will not cease to torment him. They have cir

culated a report at Cologne that Erasmus is the author ofthat absurd

book, " De Julio ccelis excluso." Begs More will contradict it ; and

sends him the copy of a letter he has written to Paul Bombasius.

Has begged Ant. Pucci, the ambassador at Basle, to do the same.

Does not see how More can gain when he sends Erasmus twelve

angels instead of nine. Sees that a prosperous gale of fortune will

separate More from him. He will learn from the letters Erasmus

has sent to Fisher the designs of certain theologians against him.

Basle, kal. Jan. 1515.

1 Jan. 1379. Cinque Ports.

B.Q. [Inquisition taken at Winchelsea, 1] Jan. 7 Hen. VUL, [before

Sir Edw. Ponynges, constable] of Dover Castle, warden and ad

miral of the Cinque Ports. Found that a fish

called a porpes, value 10s. ; that Peter , value

23s. Ad. ; that Jas. Marshall, mayor of this town,

against the form of the statute ; that Th. Bosom of Hastynges,

fisherman, about 20 March 6 Hen. VIII. took from the boat of

Peter Goodeman his hooks and lines with some fish ; that Peter

Goodeman found some nets ; that Rob. Stoneacre of Wynchelsee

found two sacks of wool weighing 3001b., lately in a ship called

AntonymonttrygoQ ; and that certain persons (whose names are

given) found other goods belonging to the same ship.

Mutilated. Endd.: Wyhchelesse, anno septimo, per D. Ponynges.

In a modern hand : Inquisitio primo Januarii anno 7 Regis

Hen. VHI.

2 Jan. 1380. Seb. Giustinian to the Council of Ten.

Gi'ust. Desp. 1. 155. The King has returned to Greenwich. Has visited the Car

dinal, who is in fact ipse rex. Discussed with him the affair of the

money. He listened attentively ; and " said the money was not for

the Emperor." I will speak to you, he said, with all sincerity

and truth, and will tell you as becomes a Cardinal on the honor of

the cardinalate. This money is for inlaid armour and costly furni

ture ; and quantity of very fine jewels, to be obtained at small cost,

we wish to purchase. The money will not come into the power of

the Emperor, nor will the King aid any undertaking for Brescia

and Verona. Those who told you these things, "lied in their teeth."

He said, however, that Henry had the affairs of Scotland much at

heart. Queen Margaret was most grievously ill, having been pre

maturely delivered of a daughter, who had subsequently died ; that

she was expelled from the kingdom by Albany, who had exiled

some of her friends, and put others to death ; that one of her chil

dren was dead, and if the other died the kingdom would fall to the

Duke. All this he uttered -very passionately, throwing the blame

>
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on Francis. Sebastian endeavoured to calm him ; urged that the

money should be kept back for the present, that it might not reach

the Emperor's hands until Venice had recovered Brescia and Ve

rona. The opportunity of buying these jewels would often occur,

as the Emperor gets out of one expense to fall into another. The

• Cardinal repeated the statement, and then insinuated that the

Seignory ought to mediate between the two kingdoms. He said

that Henry demanded his sister should be restored, Albany be re

moved, and that Blanche [Q. Mary] should receive the jewels that

Louis gave her for personal ornament. London, 2 Jan. 1516.

1 Jan. 1381. For Nich. Hyde.

Annuity of 10/. Westm., 24 Jan.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 14.

5 Jan. 1382. Henry VIII. to the Makquis of Mantua.

Hait 3462$ 220b. Has received his letters, and thanks him for his expressions ofgood

B.M. will, and for the presents ho has sent. Eltham, 5 Jan. 1516.

I.nt.. pp. 2 ; copy, in an Italian hand.

5 Jan. 1383. Tunstal to Henry VIII.

R. O. Last week Sir Geo. Neville, a most notorious rebel to the King's

father, arrived at Mechlin from Holland, was arrested by the in

habitants for divers chevesaunces, and thrown into prison. The

provost of Ayre, with whom Tunstal had a long acquaintance in

Italy, when they were scholars together at Padua, sent for him,

hearing that Sir George was an Englishman, to help him out of

prison. Tunstal refused, stating he was a notorious rebel. Has

heard that the provost was prompted to this by Hans Nagel, a

minstrel who is greatly in favor with him, and is much trusted by

Neville. Spinelly has already written of this Hans, and will write

more of him and his dealings with other persons. Mechlin,

5 Jan.

Hoi., pp. 2. Add. and endd.

5 Jan. 1384. Knight to "Wolsey.

Galba, B.rv. 12. Their business being deferred till they have answer of the King's

B.M. pleasure, thought it right to [mention] certain rumors which Sir

Th. Spinelly and he heard at Antwerp, viz., that the King had

[from] certain strangers great sums of money to be spent in the

high countries of Germany. Thinks, if England mean to follow the

enterprize against France, it is right the Swiss should first be won ;

if it be intended only to aid them for the present it will irritate

France, without securing their attachment. Cautions the King against

trusting the merchants as to payment. The Italian merchants in

Antwerj) suy none of the Italian bankers could furnish half the

sum in the high parts of Almain,—not even the Fokers and Belzers.

Since Christmas one has taken sanctuary at Antwerp for a debt of

35,000/. Flemish, of which the staplers will lose 12,000/. Anthony

Belzer will find surety in Antwerp to pay any sum in the shortest

possible time. Writes, having just received despatches in cipher.

Mechlin, 5 Jan.

Hoi., pp. 3. Add. : Lord Card, of England. Endd.
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5 Jan. 1385. to [Wolsey.]

R. 0. Yesterday arrived at Constance two of the Swiss ambassadors

to Cardinal Sion, promising " we should have 15,000 or 20,000

Swiss," if he will assure them 120,000 crowns, which he has done

according to Wolsey's letters to him and the writer. This will

put the French King to a great plunge in Italy ; the Emperor will

join the Swiss, and has promised the writer an audience. Encloses

two letters of Galiaces Vicecount. Constance, 5 Jan.

P. 1. Add. : Rmo Domino.

5 Jan. 1386. Seb. Giustinian to the Council of Ten.

Giust. fteBp. 1. 160. Has heard by way of Lyons, from the firm of Salviati, by a letter

addressed to the Frescobalds in London, that Venice had recovered

Brescia. On speaking of it to Wolsey, the Cardinal said it could

not be true, as he had had letters that morning from the ambassador

of the Emperor ; the King said the same. Wolsey complains

bitterly of Albany, and is supported in this by the Duke of Norfolk.

The thing is extremely awkward, and the French ambassador is

not intent upon applying a remedy. The Bp. of Durham protests

the money has not been sent to injure Venice, and told them they

would be deceived by Francis. " What would you think, he asked,

if, in the treaty of peace with the Emperor, the King of France

offered to abide by the clauses of the league of Cambray ?" On

endeavouring to learn the certainty of it, the Bishop mumbled and

dissembled. It is clear England wishes to detach Venice from

France. Afterwards saw the Bp. of Winchester, " a lord of

extreme authority and goodness," who denied the transmission of

money to the detriment of Venice. He said, " To you I answer

thus ; but were I speaking with the French ambassador, I should

not address him in such terms. From this it may be clearly inferred

that the remittances are destined for some stir in Italy against the

most Christian King." Has been assured that the sum forwarded

to Switzerland exceeds the amount specified. A few days ago an

envoy from the Cardinal of Sion was here incognito, and has already

departed. War is inevitable unless some expedient be devised for

Scotland. The silence of the Council of Ten is regarded unfavour

ably in England. London, 5 Jan. 1516.

6 Jan. 1387- Dacre and Magnus to Henry VIII.

R. O. Wrote lately of the Queen's great infirmity, especially her in

tolerable pain in the right leg nigh to the body. There is no

appearance of improvement, in spite of all the doctor can do. She

would have no physician but the two who attend her, notwith

standing the writer's remonstrances, but now she is anxious to have

one of the King's. Thinks, if the pain were abated, she would soon

be past all danger, and strong enough to stir. There seems to be

no danger to life ; nevertheless it would be advisable to send a

physician immediately. Morpeth, 6 Jan.

P.S. The part affected seems to bo the great joint, the seat of

sciatica. Her long confinement has destroyed her appetite, " nor at

any time heretofore would [she] take coleses, morterons, almond

milk, good broths, pottages or boiled meats, but only roast meat

with some jellies, and that very scantily."

Pp. 2. Signed. Add. and endd.
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6 Jan. 1388. TflOMAS Spinelly to Henry VIII.

Galba, B.m. 132. " Please it your highness to [understand that the x[xix of]

B. M. last month I wrote unto the same, and since [I went to Brussels],

where the ambassador of Arragon showed me t[hat the Prince's]

Council be nothing pleased with the Emperor's a\nswer~\ touching

the peace with the French King, the which [also his] ambassadors

here showed manifestly by the[ir counte]nances.

" Item, that the Emperor hath sharply written unto [the] Pope

for his meeting at Bononi with the said French King, putting in

his remembrance, that for the good service done unto the Holy

Church by him and other[s] his allies and confederates, his holi

ness in the said meeting hath declared great unkindness towards

them nil, and unto the Frenchmen particular affection, beseeching

his said holiness to take [heed] that for one he lose not all the

other, with m[any] moo circumstances to the purpose. And the

letters'] containing the effect hereof were delivered by [the]

Count of Carpe unto the Pope at Bononi. Wh[ereto], I am

informed, he answered all his mind is to make universal peace in

Christendom, and concerning* a general enterprise against the

Infidels, and therefore to have taken the labor to come [thither]

and commune w[ith the French King] upon the same, will[ing to

contjinew the good amity, love and confederation [with h]is

majesty and other, as he hath done heretofore, [in] such manner

that no man shall have any reasonable cause to complain. More

over, that his holiness intendeth to persevere [in] the assistance

given unto the said majesty against the Venetians, and how he had

largely showed his mind unto their ambassadors, persuading them

to take peace with the said Emperor.

" Bannicius hath writ unto the master ofthe posts that the Pope's

words can be no better than they be ; nevertheless, his deeds be not

conformable thereto, supposing that his goodwill is altered by the

subornations of his brother and nephew, and other being about his

holiness, and totally inclined to France. In confirmation whereof,

I have of late heard spoken of a merchant of Florence coming from

Lyons, that the Frenchmen have used such divers means with the

said Pope's brother and nephew that they think all their prosperity

and sure succession to consist only in the French King. Where

fore they study diligently for the advancement of his business,

inducing the [Pope unto semb]lable opinion.

" And considering the Pope's brother is married u[nto the sister

of] the Due of Savoy and aunt unto the French King, [and that"1

the Cardinal of Medicis hath the [bishopric] of Narbona, and the

Cardinal Cibo\ h[ath] an abbey in Moan worth 6,000 francs^

Mysser Lowis de Rossis and other the Pope's h[ousehold] servants

many benefices in France, it is not m[arvel] though the French

King hath friends about his holiness ; wherefore, under your most

noble correptyon, I think your h[ighness], the Emperor and the

King of Arragon may not put your trust in the Pope's saying ;

but for as much as [these] affairs shall appear by the fortune of

the w[orld] to be preferred and have better success than those [of

the] Frenchmen, which of a likelihood shall all[ways] ensue if

that good and mutual intelligence be amfong] you three princes.

For the Polon, Bohem, an[d Hungarians] ben entirely for the

* "consequently," Tuke. f " The Pope's nephew," Tuke.

J " yearly,"Take.
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Thomas Spinelly to Henry VIII cont.

Emperor, and the King of Portugal* woll follo[w] the King of

Arragon. Wherefore, the premises considered, and in case [of]

the said mutual intelligence, the Pope nnd his kinsmen shall be

compelled to condescend unto the common welfare of Christendom,

and leave their particular ambition an[d affection. The Prince of

Castile's] Council (as it [was showed me) determined to send an

am]bassador unto the King of Denmark, and divers were named

that should ta[kc it in ha]nd, but specially one of Amsterdam well

acquainted in that country ; howbeit, since I understand that it is

deferred.

" [I hav]e been with Master Doctor Knight two days at Ant

werp, where Philip Galterotti advertised me that at his being at

court he heard of credible persons, if your highness had minished

the garrison of Tournay to such a small number as it was said,

that the next day after the town should have rebelled unto your

highness ; and for because he is a great frend of the Lord Montani

and of the receiver general of Flanders, I suppose such reports to

comafrom some of them.

"The chaplain and ruler of the (Prince f) showed me 'that

Master John, secretary of the Abbot of St. Bartim, which is

canon of St. Mere and a Frenchman born, was the same that

brak unto him for the going into Scotland of his master to serve

the French King under the Duke of Albany, and how the captain

of Bollayn and the governor of Picardy were the persons that

gave charge to the said chauon to comen (commune) in the matter.

"Whereupon the Prince Ferdinand hath commanded his] chappe-

"layn to know particularly under what manner and form he might

take such] enterprise, putting the Frenchmen in good [hope, to

the] intent he may perceive their mind ; and as soon [as he shall]

have any further knowledge, I shall advertise yo[ur highness]

thereof.

" Missir Simon de Tassis, by letters dated at Hysp[roke] the

25th of the last month, hath written unt[o his] uncle that Mysser

Andreas de Burgo was dep.irt[ed, and] coming hither in ambassade

from the Emperor to t[he] Prince, and that peraventure he shall

pass into Eng[land] and Spanye, and in his company Tizonyus,

whic[h is] the gentleman that should come to your highness,

[whose] arrival is daily looked for. And as for Messyre And[reas],

neither the ambassador of Arragon nor I, k[nowing Ai* lies, craft,

and malice, be noting [glad J].

" I wrote a month ago unto Sir Rob. Wynkfeld [in] what extima-

tion he is taken with your grace and y[our] most noble Council,

desiring him to labor for the stopping of his coming, and the

semblable did [the] ambassador of Arragon unto his fellow there,

but we h[_avc~\ labored in vain.

" \_M~\issir S[imon de Tassis writeth, that about the 20th day of]

the said month John Jaks Tryulcyus, capy[tan gen]eral of Vene

tians, made a truce with the captain [of] Bresse for twenty days,

and that all offences of both sides [shou]ld cease ; and in case the

city were not succoured within that term, it should be yielden and

delivered into his hands, [a]nd the castle at ten days following ;

* " Kiny of Portugal." This cipher is omitted by Tuke.

{"Tuke had written " Lord Fyncs," and afterwards struck it out.

Supplied by Tuke.
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find how, in the mean season, the said Tryulcyus removed his

ordinance, and with the whole army went to Saint Femya. Some

think he did so doubting to be at one time invaded by the garnyson

of the town, and the succors that should come, and other conjected

because he would be at his liberty at the coming of the Emperor's

hoste other to depart or to tarry. Finally, without any further de

claration, the said Missir Simon saith the city was succoured, and

Tryulcyus fled towards Carmon or Crema. The Frenchmen do

publish their master to the Pope desire removed the syegge, with

many othyres avantyng tails (other vaunting tales).

" A gromet of the Lord Bivirs chamber, well acquainted with

[the] Bail;/ of Kamfire, shall enterprise for a reward that the said

Baily shall geven me the seeth and lecture (sight and reading) of

the Due of Albany tettres (letters) to and fro [coming by his

hand, and desireth nothing till he have] deserved it.

" Alamyre hath been divers times since my [last letter] in commu

nication with Mr. Doctor Towmstall [and me] ; and yesterday we

called Mr. Doctor Knyght [to it. And] first he showed unto us

that at the last departure from Brussclls of the Duke of Albany

sec[retly~\ towards France, a fougthmen (footman) was sent to

Ric[hard~\ de la Pole with letters of the Lord Rave[nstein\.

" Item, that Cles Bakker surely is with the King of Denmark,

and cometh hither daily. Wherefore, and with other appearance,

he [suppose] they been in hands with said King of Denmark,

that ■when the time shall require, the said Richard shall ta[ke~\ the

shipping in that country.

" Item, that upon the French King's return home the matter

hangeth. Item, that all the messengers coming from Messe [in

Lorrain\ resert unto Brabant harald.

" YesterdayAlamire advertised us that Flanks'] Nagle * was come

homefrom Brussells, and how [he] had find at his lodging a com

panion with a [package] of letters, which the said Hans must himself

bear unto Richard de la Poola. Wherefore he did [desire Alamire

t\o go in h[is] company ; and so shall they depart tomorrow. And

therefore I have given unto Alamire 40 golden crowns, and he hath

promised unto us three that at his return, within 20 days at furthest,

we shall know all [we mt\ght had purveyd by some way the

letters to be [tjakin. Howbeit, unto us was thought such thing

should caused them hereafter to look better unto'their affairs than

they do now ; seeming unto us Alamire is in so great trust with

them all, and so discreet that by his means we shall know the

particular ground. Tomorrow I go to Brussels, and from thence

your highness shall be advertised of the occurrences there.

Written at Mcklynnes, upon Twelfth Day, in the morning." f

Hoi., partly in cipher, pp. 8, mutilated.

It. 0. 2. Decipher of the above by Tuke. Slightly mutilated.

%* After No. 1 was deciphered it was carefully collated with

the decipher subsequently found.

7 Jan. 1389- Lewis Maroton to Wolset.

R. O. Informs him of his negociations with the Pope in the name of

the Emperor that Wolsey may direct the actions of England

accordingly. Has been almost four months endeavouring to keep

» "Bakker," Tuke, by mistake. f Date omitted by Tuke.
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Lewis Maroton to Wolset—cont.

the Pope firm with the Emperor, the Catholic King, and the Swiss,

and delay the meeting at Bologna till the confederates had been

consulted. By means of Count Carpi, the imperial ambassador, and

Jerome Vic, the Catholic King's, the Pope has 120 lanzknechts in

his pay at Verona, against the Venetians, commanded by Mark

Antony Colonna, and will contribute some thousand ducats a

month to the pay of the imperial troops.

Had not much communication with the English ambassador there,

because he is an Italian, and pants for promotion; secondly, a Floren

tine, and not an Englishman. Nothing has come of the conferences,

as far as he knows, between the Pope and Francis at Bologna.

Francis urged a truce of eighteen months, that be might establish

Milan and collect money ; that the Pope should help him to win

the Swiss. The French are weak, their forces dispersed ; the

Pope is anxious for an universal peace, that he may govern the

Church without botheration, and enrich his friends. He is neither

good nor bad, and, if there were an army in Italy, would turn out

the French. It is not his fault, but his favorite's, that he let loose

Parma and Placentia to the French. He is under no obligations

to assist the French against the confederates ; if need be, the reverse,

as he now assists the Emperor against the Venetians. Augsburg,

7 Jan. 1516.

Hoi., Lat., pp. 3. Add. : Thomas Card. Ebor.

7 Jan. 1390. De la Fayette.

Passport for Sir John de la Fayete, brother to the Lord de la

Fayete, captain of Boleyn, from Scotland into France with twenty

persons in his company. Greenwich, 7 Jan. 7 Hen. VHI. Signed

by the King.

From Sale Catalogue of Puttick and Simpson, March 1862.

7 Jan. 1391. For Sir Wm. Fitzwilliam.

S. B. Wardship of Wm. son and heir of Th. Fitzwilliam of Aldewerk,

York ; and custody of such possessions as shall fall into the King's

hands on the death of Agnes late wife of the said Thomas, or of

Lucy late wife of Sir Th. Fitzwilliam, father of the said Thomas, or

on the death of Ric. or Edw. Fitzwilliam, brothers of the said Sir

Thomas. Bel. Westm., 7 Jan. 7 Hen.VIII.

Signed: Thomas Lovell.

Pat. 7 Ben. VIII. p. 3, m. 14.

8 Jan. 1392. Sir Rob. Wingfield to Henry VIII.

Vit. B. xviii. ill. "Pleaseth your high[ness]

B. M. directed unto yourself

at Ovyrlynge in Swabe howbeit ....

lord Cardinal of York containing all

[things that have come] to my knowledge worthy writing."—[The

Emperor gave audience] on the 7th inst. at 8 at night to the

Bishop of Feltyrs and a knight sent from the Pope, none being

present but Bannisius and Wingfield. Their credence was to the

effect that the Pope was determined to remain in league with his

Majesty, the King of Arragon, and the Swiss, and would do even

more than he promised to the Emperor. They could make no

direct answer to a question of the Emperor whether the Pope
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and the French King [intended that] the truce between them

of 18 "should be understondyng to be as well

betwixt him and th[Emperor] as betwixt him and the French

King, or else [betwixt] the French King and him, and that he

should remain [friends] with the Venetians, and that the French

King should and m[ight give] assistance notwithstanding the said

truce." The Emperor stated that the French King having sent to

him to permit him to recover possession of Milan, he replied he

hoped the French King was too wise to attempt any such enterprise

in the face of the Princes joined in the Holy League, and that if

Francis would send in his claim to the Imperial Chamber, due

justice should be administered. He then spoke of the " battle and

tradition made by the fu (late) Duke of Milan, of himself, and also

of the castle, with the withdrawing of the Pope's army and

departing of the Viceroy with his army, and the little hope he had

that the Swissers would remain enemies to France, considering the

great " clade and strage" they had suffered, " and that the said fu

Duke had so cowardly sold himself and the castle, betraying all his

friends, and chief of all that they perceived to poope to favor and al

low the French enterprise without the advice or consent of any his

confederates of the Holy League ; so that he fears to be destitute

of friends. He had sent his secretary, John Hannarde, to Milan, to

the French, " as who saythe to know what manner of death he

should [die ; and] the said secretary returned shortly, showing that

the [French King would] gladly have peace with his Majesty and

to the same [effect had committed] authority to the Countess his

mother ( Some lines unintelligible.')

"his mind was to enjoy the duchy

the Venetians to recover

Bresse and Verona the said

relation made by the said Hannard

ambassador resorted unto his Majesty make[ing great] instance

that the said authority might be Prince, and

that he answered to the said e[mbassador] that he would in that

matter take breath," for though all his friends had abandoned him,

he ought not. to treat for peace without their knowledge, and that

he had never heard of peace being made without a preliminary

truce. He would agree, however, to a truce till St. George's day,

which the said ambassador went to the King his master to procure,

but " his Majesty said to have heard no word [since the said]

ambassador departed from him three mon[ths ago]

{Here some lines are unintelligible) . . .

nevertheless the Pope's holiness [might] well perceive that as soon

as he had received a perfect [declaration of his foresaid question

from him he would not [f]ail to make his holiness such an answer

as should be honorable, good and necessary ;—at which point he

ceased speaking." Wiugfield sends Henry a copy of the said brief,

and also a copy of a letter to the Emperor, from Count de Carpe,

the Emperor's ambassador to the Pope, relating to the entry of

Francis into Bonony, and what he did there.

The Emperor arrived here on the 4th of this month. It is ex

pected that to-morrow he will go to Constance, where he hath

appointed ambassadors from all the Swiss Cantons to meet him "to

make their extreme resolution, and it is like enough, considering

that now the city of Bresse hath been so vigorously defended, and

also succoured by the Emperor's full power against the Venetians

and French conjoined, and also by means of some other accident
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Sir Rob. Wingfield to Henry VHI.—cont.

the Swissei's will esteem his Majesty aud the said accident other

wise than they have done hitherto, though the French paint their

idols of such form aud figure as they esteem may best serve to

their purpose without respect to any just or faithful religion." The

Emperor has done marvellous great business while he has been

here, and has issued instructions for a general diet for the empire to

be [held] in this city in the month of March next coming, " and

also hath here determined and the manner of his

setting Italy and an or

der ( ? another) for the

and also hath given order

his counties of Ferrett and Bon

company to such place as he shall

with him and his army and also he hath and

desired him to come with his army and a they shall

meet together ; to which desire h himself and

he be worthy to live, for surely need to recover

some of the honor that he hath to say the truth

and also hath put the Emperor's thim marvellous

great hazard, but God hath holpen a estimation."

Bresse has been victualled and furnished with 12 fine pieces of

artillery and all other necessary munition of war, so that the city

may be considered out of danger of the enemy. 15,000 pieces of

iron that were shot at the walls and into the city have been found.

The Venetian army intends [to go] the way to Pado, but will not

be able to go far, as Lynnago (Legnano) is in the Emperor's hands,

and is well purveyed. " Also it is said that the French King is

return[ed ]nyd mto France, but I think he shall

bey fay[ne to return] again, and he have any appetite to defend

but the old King David said, JViri D\omi-

nus custodiat\ civitatem, &c. Wherefore in God

Written

Hoi., mutilated, pp. 7. Endd. : . . . [J]anuarii.

9 Jan. 1393. Spinellt to Henky VIII.

Galba, B. rv. 11. Wrote last on the 6th inst. Has since come to this town, where

B. M. the Count Bartlmy, called Tyzzyonius, arrived two days ago.

Supped last night with the ambassador of Arragon, whom he finds

" an ill . . . and discreet wise gentleman, whereof I have [had]

relation from the master of the posts and master Lois de Marlion

the Prince's Jisichen ; and as the s[aid~\ ambassador showed me,

his instructions been good and reasonable, and the Lady Margaret

hath gyve hy[m] the original power of the Emperor, and substitute

him in meliori forma. Also she should yesternight write of her

own hand le[tters] of credence unto your grace upon the said

Co[unt] Barthlmi, and he depart tomorrow toward Andwerp,

where, as he saith, he shall tarry one day, and after take his journey

with diligence toward your highness with four servants with him."

Chievres and the Chancellor of Brabant found " no ground of

such overtures made heretofore unto the Emperorfor a peace with

the French King, notwithstanding his great offers ; and this showed

for a truth the Chancellor of the Bp. of Cambray. The succour

of Brescia has increased tho Emperor's reputation in Italy, and

diminished that of the French. The danger of the latter beyond

the mountains, it is thought, will delay their King's return, and
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induce him to agree with the Swiss and the Emperor. The poverty

of France is incredible. The generals have not kept their day

with their creditors. Their debt to Florence alone is 150,000

crowns of gold, including the harness bought of Leonard Frysco,

and the 10,000 crowns lent by him. It would seem from the con

fidence the Florentines have in them, and from the Pope's brother-

in-law, who is principal of that nation, having a house at Lyons,

" that great intelligence hath been always between his holiness

and the French King, and now greater than ever it was, by reason

* f. 24. of the meeting* many other " Understands

by a postfrom the Dean ofLouvain, that the King of Arragon will

do more than he has been ashed; that he urgently requests the

Prince to go into Spain ; will put him in full possession of his

dominions, and send an armyfor him hither at his own cost ; " and,

he arrived in Spain, send [him] again unto these subjects for

their comfort under the rule of the Lady Margaret his aunt."

Chievres and the Chancellor of Brabant are much perplexed by this

reasonable and wise answer. The King's ambassadors are at

Mechlin. Brussels, 9 Jan. 1515.

Hoi., part cipher, pp. 3. Add. The two leaves separate.

Galba, B. iv. 23. 2. Decipher of the above in Tuke's hand.

B. M.

9 Jan. 1394. Spinelly to Wolsey.

Galba, B. iv. 20*. Wrote last on the 6th. Came to Brussels yesterday. Has

B. M. written to the King. Will speak this afternoon with the Lady

Margaret, and despatch a post in two days. Everybody talks of

the sending of the King's money into Almain ; some speak of

100,000 crowns, others of 20,000 more. Is very anxious to have

his servant sent back to him. Brussels, 9 Jan. 1515.

Hoi., part cipher, deciphered by Tuke, p. 1. Add.

9 Jan. 1395. Margaret Duchess of Savoy.

Vit. B. xvra. 61. Delegates the powers granted to her by the Emperor's com-

B.M. mission to Bartholomaeus Titionius Count Decian. Brussels,]

9 Jan. 1505.* Signed: Marguerite.

Copy, p. 1.

10 Jan. 1396. Margaret op Savoy to Wolsey.

Galba,B.m.226b. In favor of Count Decian, the bearer of despatches from the

B. M. Emperor. Brussels, 10 Jan. 1515. Signed.

Lat, p. 1, mutilated. Add. : Cardinali Eboracensi.

10 Jan, 1397. Suffolk to Wolsey.

r. o. Learns by Sir Humph. Banaster and his cousin Humph. Wing-

field that Wolsey has stood his good friend in his matters with the

King. For the determination of it, and the ordering of his creditors

in those parts, intends to repair to London for eight or nine days.

Norwich, 10 Jan. Signed.

P. 1. Add. : My Lord Cardinal.

» So, for 1515.

B B
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10 Jan. 1398. Sir Rob. Wingfield to [Wolsey].

Yit.B. xviii. 110. " your most re[verend

B. M. grace] in all his affe[rys]

. . thereto his favor and with good

cause your policy and great wisdom that

personages as may further the said acts . . .

come from your grace as from him that

.... the same hy means of your [favor] desire

. . . highness should lack no part of the hon[or]

and lawd that may be acquired or joined to most prudent

industry, upon -which ground I a[m the more] bold to [shew] my

poor mind unto your most r[everend grace], which I beseech the

same to take in good part.

" First as your grace knoweth at the best, as the Emperor [hath]

shewed me, and mentioned the same in many letters [to the]

King's grace the principal foundation of all such [as]

was concluded and determined betwixt the Emperor [and] the

King at their being together, depended upon .... appointment

that they took for the Koman crown, [which] to receive perad-

venture was not thought then so expedient [or nece]ssary to the

King and his Council as hath and shall [be here]after ; for surely,

and the same hath take effect, many [other] things should have

run with the same, that sythfens are] dispersed as feathers in the

wind, to the great harm [and] imminent peril of all Christendom.

For surely [it doth] appear every day more and more the King's

attaining of] that crown he should much facilly have attained

Ethe realm] of France ns his proper heritage, and also

conlcerned the same, which I esteem verily to be

the Emperor's mind and desire, and the [that

if] any expedition against the Infidels should be [made] he ... .

Christendom so apt and mete to be

Pope, as it seemeth

{Here one or more lines are lost.) . the qu . . . fiet of which . . .

written a Fiesyn the 10th of the

Howbeit bec[ause the Car]dinal of Gource departed the

in haste, and I a[fter] the Emperor's ordinance toward

and the said Cardinal came syth there as the Emperor

......... and is I am not sure whether he hath written to

the you after such form as I expressed in

my said letters expedition of which must now

sleep by all outward appearance, [unt]yll the Emperor hath done

the fact in Italy before written; which done he must needs for the

conservation of the same proceed by the foresaid track, to which

I esteem him as desirous [as any] prince may be ; and in the

meantime the King's [grace] needs not to doubt that the French

will go about [to] make any open quarrel to his highness, specially

if the Switzers join not with them; to let which though the King's

grace declare himself open, as the matter is indeed, there may no

thing proceed of the same but honor and laud. For though there

seemeth to be a great conjunction of amity betwixt the Pope and

the French King, yet he hath his ambassador remaining amongst

the Swissers, principally to induce them to refuse the French

amity, because the weal of Christendom dependeth on the same.

And also if it would like the King to work openly in that matter,

there could be no better means to cause the Pope and all Christian

princes that been of like mind to work more firmly, and also the
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more desirous to consent in all thing with his grace's highness that

may be to his honor and weal."

Has sent a packet of letters, received from Mr. Pace at Con

stance to Sir Th. Spinelly. Written at , 10 Jan. 1515.

P.S.—Wrote lately the news, and enclosed letters from the

Cardinal of Sion, and copy of a Papal brief. Has this day written

to the King enclosing copies of [letters] from the Pope to the

Emperor, and of two letters to the Emperor from the Count Carpi,

his ambassador with the Pope. James de Bannyssis is in great

favor; he is [one of the] few in this court that desire their master's

honour. The French found means to corrupt the court only

through the Prince's counsel. Recommends Wolsey to write

Bannyssis a letter of thanks with some other adjunct

Hoi., pp. 3, badly mutilated, and the writing much faded.

Endd. : Sir Robert Wingfield, 10 Januarii.

12 Jan. 1399. Sir Rob. Wingfield to [Henry VIIL]

VitB.xvin. 116. Wrote last . ......... About mid-day [received the King's

B. M. letter dated] Eltham the 28 and with it a letter to the

Emperor, and a packet of letters directed [to' Mr. Pace, " which] I

sent to Constance, where the said Mr. Richard [Pace is,] to the

intent both he and I might be the sooner [advertised of the] con

tents of the same." [Last night] had [audience of] the Emperor,

and gave him the King's letters, which he read himself. When

Wingfield had declared his credence [the Emperor] " took off his

bonnet and said in this wise," that he thanked his brother the King

" not only of England, [but also] of France inasmuch as I may

help to the same," for his comfortable letters and credence, " and

[that it] liked him to write so effectuously unto me in the re ... .

of my right well beloved cousin and nourry the D[uke] I

thank him in most affectuous manner for the same. I have great

love and favor to the said Duke as and also because I have

brought him up from a li[ttle child], and upon the same right

great desire to advance [his honor and] weal, inasmuch as may be

in me, yet I am [well pleased] that so mighty a prince as my

brother your [master] favors to the selfsame

person the love and favor that I bear unto

moveth me to aug .... (some lines much mutilated) " to

my great comfort that my ynyd to incline and

join fermely the con .... ation of my honor and estate,

trusting of semblable mind towards him, first thank [him

in most] hearty manner for his kind and confortable remem-

[ber]ynge of me now of the same, which is come in as good time

as the figure of the crucifixe which is brought by the cw[re] to his

paryshien that lieth in extremis. Howbeit I assure you, though

the Fr[ench] and their fawtours have art to seduce such as will

give them hearing, I never esteemed that my said brother of him

self would be unkind to me."

As to the league proposed by England, if it could be effected

with the provision for the Swiss, it would be for the weal of the

confederates and all Christendom ; " but the sickness [is] so great

and pernicious that it must be cured or the said medicine may be

prepared, the convenient drugs be so distant one from another, and

also he that should be chief hath now of late given hearing and

favor to the French enchantments in such wise, that as long ns the

BB2
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Sir Rob. Wingfield to [Henry VIII.]—cont.

French remain in Italy the said head is not to be treated with in

that matter, and [likejwise the Swissers ; wherefore there is now

none other [way] but and the Swissers will join with the right

faith, to lead them straight into the field, so that by their help

[the evil] may be remedied ; which done the said head shall

desire is, and also verily glad to be joined to the

and likewise the Swissers right desirous to

be rec[eived] with such conditions as we list."

[According to the King's] desire, he writes to [Mar

garet] " that she as she shall think most

mete, whether it mine ambassador to my brother

or any o[ther] and conclude for me such articles

as my said [brother] may think most meet for our common weal,

and in the meantime I for my part will work

gr the conjunction of blood and affinity that God

h indifferently, amongst him, the King of Arragon,

verily that they will do likewise with me and

th of Arragon seemeth and hath done a great while

to be somwh[at] so much that in default of the Viceroy of

Naples, Ita[ly shall fall] in the French hands."—He ended by saying

Wingfield was aware how little inclined he was to make peace with

France to the prejudice of his friends ; that he would make to

night in Wingfield's presence the same answer to Fra Egidius that

he had made to the [French] ambassadors, and that he would write

himself to [Henry]. Aws[burgh, 12] January 1515.

P.S.—At 9 o'clock the Emperor gave audience to Fra Egidius,

who presented a credence from the Pope, and a letter of the Earl

of Carpe, the Emperor's ambassador with the Pope, and made an

elegant oration urging his majesty to accept a truce for 18 [months]

with marvellous vehemence of words (for the said Egidius is an

Austin Friar, and one of the most famous preachers that have been

in Italy for many years) ; to whom Bannissis replied, the Pope's

message was so important that his majesty would make answer

after deliberation with his Council.

Sends with these the Emperor's letters above mentioned.

Hoi., muchfaded and mutilated, pp.4.

12 Jan. 1400- [The Cardinal of Sion] to Wolsey.

Vit.B.xvin.ll5. Received this day after his return letters of the most reverend

B. M. "in intelligibilem formam redigerem, quaa licet antiqua?

res ad alium finem quam ut in eis narratur, deductas

fuisse officio ut observantia erga Revm V. D. illas de

verbo [in verbum] videre poterit in Latinum transferre, quas cum

alligatis" Two hours hence will start for

which he hopes to reach tomorrow.— 12 Jan. 1515.

lid., Lat., mutilated, p. 1. Add. : Kino., &c. Cardinali, &c.

Eboraccnsi.

12 Jan. 1401. Margaret of Savoy to Henry VIII.

Has received his cordial letters of the 3rd, for which she cannot

sufficiently thank him. Brussels, 12 Jan. 1516.

Fr.,p.\. Add.
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12 Jan. 1402. Tournay.

B. O. Receipt for 28,800 cr. of g.=6,000Z., had of Sir Ric. Jarnyng-

ham by Sir Edw. Benstede, treasurer, 12 Jan. 7 Hen. VIII. Signed

by Benstede.

P. 1. Endd. by Jerningham.

13 Jan. 1403. Wm. Pawne to Wolset.

B. O. Has received the King's letter dated Greenwich, 21 Dec, on

urgent business of Tournay. Refers him to his letters to Rob.

Russell and to the Council touching the towers. Wishes to know

whether they shall be vaulted with stone or brick, or floored with

timber, and how many lofts. There are on the ground 24,000 qrs.

of lime, 60,400 ft. of hewn stone, 8,000 tons of filling stone or rag-

stone, 700 of timber, tons 1,000 load of sand, &c. Hears from

Russell that Wolsey was displeased because Pawne had not written

to him letters apart of his business from time to time. Durst not be

so tedious, remembering Wolsey's manifold business. Will do so

henceforth. Is not " fumous " as he is reported. " My said fumes

hurted never no man so much as myself." Tournay, 13 Jan.

P. 1. Add. : My Lord Cardinal Abp. of York.

15 Jan. 1404- Sir Rob. Wingfield to Wolsey.

Vit. B.xvm. 119. " Pleaseth your most [reverend grace, on the] 6th day of this

B. m. present mon[th I wrote to you] from this city, and the xij01 (?) day

to the King's highness; as yesterday [a letter came from]

Mr. Richard Pace, and with the same a oppy[n letter, which your]

grace wrote to him in cipher, bearing date of the last

month, by which I have well perceived [his highness'] mind and

yours, trusting verily that the sam[e shall come to] right good

effect, considering that the King ha[th written of him]self to the

Swissers, and that Mr. Pace and I be[ing fully] instruct of the

King's mind [by your] said gracious le[tter] less wh

. . your grace hath sene the Emperor's King and al . . . both

bearing date the said doubt not but ye shall perceive

that as the case [standeth,] it is not most mete to attempt the Swissers

by oony [of the] ways expressed and assigned in your said letters,

that I have sent the copies of the said Empe[ror's letters]

and mine to Mr. Pace, I esteem verily that he wy[ll] dili

gently consider the same, and work according ; [seeing that] he is

well armed to appear amongst the Swissers [by means] of the King's

letters, where before it had been to [great peril to] have appeared

amongst them; and surely it is no great marvel (considering the large

conscience of th[e] which have so many fawtours

amongste that nation) how the said Master Pace slipped

out [from the very] bowels of them without danger, and he w . . . .

. . . the King and you that the said Master P[ace] make

me privy to all his cha[rges] but also advise and counscll

I shall in these eh form whereby not only

shall take perfection .... {Here a line or two lost.)

" [Emper]our's letters and mine before expressed me

either to move the Pope or the Swissers confederation

as the King desireth for the that the Holy Father hath ■

received at the obviation [of his] holiness and the French King

been yet too green to any such implastir,

and though they were the time may now be war

inutilly ; and as touching the Swissers that if they will not now con-
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Sir Rob. Wingfield to Wolsey—cont.

descend that 10,000 of them may join with the Emperor, which hath

had his armies ready in Verone and Bresse, with moo footmen and

horsemen put in a re[dine]sse to join with them by the space of

three months and more, to his marvellous great cost and charge, and

also that they be now advised that the King of Arragon hath given

a strait commandment to the Viceroy to return and to be ordered

in all things by the Emperor, and also that money is all ready at

Constaunce for a month's wages, they will never be got any manner

of way ; and then by necessity, there is none other remedy but to

wage 10,000 lance knights and 1,000 horses, so that they joined

with the Emperor's army may give battle to the French (and they

will abide) whether the Swissers join with the French or not ; for

else it is not possible for the Emperor (as Archduke of Austria) to

continue the charge he hath, and as Emperor, the diets of Almaigne

be so long and many .... by mean of the French corruptions

bringeth forth but easy fruit, that there is small hope ; howbeit

I trust veryly that the Swissers will now condescend to the pre

misses, so that we join unto them 1000 horses, which shall always

attend upon them; for, without horsemen and artillery, footmen only

may not [se]rve to all purposes, or yet save themselves

the form which before I appointed to shew if m1 florins

which is comprised in the letter of I have in mine hand

were adjoined should be

sufficient to wage months

and . . . {Some lines unintelligible.')

" First, if the French will abide bat[tle I trust] in God, and

the well founded qwa[rell, the victory] shall be ours, and if the

French win the Emperor as they have done since

ye face of a cardinal which . . . . ag

. associate the said Emperor to the attempt . . .

the way shall bo found forthwith the [Pope]

and the King of Arragon and also the King[s of] Poole,

Bohemia, and Denmark shall desire and [entreat the] King's

highness to begin war with France [and claim] the crown as his

heritage, because they consid[er] . . . verily that till that the same

may be accomplished, [there shall be] no quiet or perfection in

Christendom; and if the [Pope, being a] Florentine, will not consent

to make such re[medy, which] I think verily he will not refuse,

me seemeth not to refuse the petition of the rem

nant, considering] that the enterprise is upon things temporal,

and which is head of the same desireth the thing to

the weal of Christendom which is to be preferred [to all]

temporal

" To which desire, if the King's highness will co[nsent I] in

the mean while will prepare for the same shall may descend

in France in June or J[uly] .... and at the same time I dare

undertake (for t[he] the Duke of Barre) that for the

expences an[d charges that] the King is at now, not only for their

honor and that of all Christendom, they shall sure[ly]

Swissers and horses munition and all

descend into F[rance] that the King's army * * *

* * * * do qwadre marvellously well and more

nge be if the King find like mean .... of Arragon,

to which of necessity he must needs considering that

the premises concern as much and surety (or more)

than any other princes. And [if] it shall please the King and you
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that I employ mine [endeavors] and poor wit to achieve the pre

misses, I humbly [beseech] your grace that I may be shortly

advertised, (quia [mora trd]hit periculum) ; and I doubt not but

by your most [excellent] prudence and great experience there shall

be adjoined some other things, convenient and necessary to havo

course with the things by [the] premises.

And because the distance is great, so that purposes and answers

with replications may not be attained by wishes, yowr grace may

be sure that I and Master Pace, with the help and assistance

of the Cardinal Sedon, which is one of the most wise, expert,

diligent, and constant that I have seen or met with, and thereto

adjoined a certain affection or rather devotion to serve the King

to his honor and weal with all the . . . powers and virtues ;

and as for me I take God to my judge that I desire to lead the

King's affairs by all the tracks of perfection that I can imagine,

desiring his honor, weal, and fame more than mine own. For in no

wise I desire or will be holpen but by his highness ; nor if by any

chance I should fortune by ignorance to do any thing or make any

fault, I shall neither flee or refuse any manner of punishment.

" [With] these I send unto your grace the lettersjfrom the Cardinal

of Gource to the King and you, of which I made mention in my

letters written at Fiesyn, the 10th day of the last month, and [the]

secretary that hath now delivered me the said letters hath ....

in that the said Cardinal had dispatched the

twayue days after his departing from and sent

them forthwith to his said

that was sent . braak under him,

was not so that by the said

me . . . of plight to send

to the King new, and sent

them to the Carden[al] which (as he

sai th) speed a[s well] day the said Cardinal came to

this city . the said letters to be written new ; upon

w[hich I .... I take right good augury for evil sprytes be [wont]

to let good enterprises as God knoweth, whom, &c. Written in

haste th . . . of January 1515, in the city of Auguste (Ausburg)."

Hoi., veryfaint, and badly mutilated^pp. 5. Add. .• To my Lord

Cardinal's grace. Endd. : Sir Robert Wingfield, 15 Januarii.

15 Jan. 1405- Cardinal Gurk to Wolsey.

B O. Received his letters of the 22nd Oct. Thanks him for the con

fidence shown him. Has communicated to Wingfield certain things

touching the present state of affairs, which Wolsey will learn from

his letters. Augsburg, 15 Jan. 1516.

Lat., p. I. Add. : Cardinali Ebor.

15 Jan. 1406- Same to Henry VIII.

B O. Received his letters of the 22nd Oct., &c, to the same effect as

the above. Augsburg, 15 Jan. 1516. Signed.

Lat., p. 1. Add. and endd.

15 Jan. 1407. Lewis Maroton to Wolsey.

B. O. Has probably heard that JEgidius, General of the Order of

Heremites, has been sent from the Pope to the Emperor. At the

private audience the writer only and iEgidius were present. The

Pope desires confirmation of a truce with France for 18 months.

Excuses the meeting at Bologna. In the presence of Cardinal

Gurk, the Ambassadors of England and others, the Emperor thanked
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Lewis Maraton to Wolset—cont.

the Pope,—expressed his anxiety for the crusade, but stated he

could enter into no treaty without the confederates ;—complained

he had often been deluded by the French ; and begged the Pope

would not forget his own stipulations. Refers for further in

telligence to letters of Sir Robert Wingfield. Augsburg, 15 Jan.

1516.

Hoi., Lat.;pp.3. Add.: Thomoe Card. Ebor. Endd.

15 Jan. 1408- Tournay. -

S. B. b. Twenty-five certificates by Charles Earl of Worcester and

William Lord Mountjoy to the Council, stating that the following

soldiers require the general pardon granted to the garrison of

Tournay, viz., Th. Markes, YVm. Damerell, Wm. Sprat, John a

Plough alias Brewer, John Thorne, John Awysten, Ric. Lonsford,

Hen. Propter, Rob. Beste, gunner, Ric. Stanley, John Bryge, Rob.

Littilborow, Launcelot Potter, Rob. Ferthing, David Thomas, Th.

Sprat, John Dowuehill, John Lewys, Stephen Ferer, Harry

Wynston, John Hewys, Rob. Clodder, John Kelyk, Madok ap John

alias Matthew Johnys, and Wm. Marshall. Dates from 15 to

21 Jan. 1515.

15 Jan. 1409. For Chas. Bothe, elk.

S. B. Annual fee of 60/. belonging to the office of chancellor of Wales

and duchy of Cornwall granted him by the King during his prince

dom. Refused 6 Hen. VIII. by the auditors of the said duchy out

of which it was payable. Del. Westm., 15 Jan. 7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 14.

16 Jan. 1410. Melchior Langus to Wolsey.

B. O. Can neither advance nor retire, owing to stress of weather.

Meanwhile, if he have any further commission or any letters in

cipher for Cardinal Sion, begs he will send them, and they shall be

returned deciphered. Ex Duvarrio (Dovor), 16 Jan. 1516.

Hoi., Lat., p. 1. Add. : D. To., &c. Card. Ebor. Endd.

17 Jan. 1411. Sampson to Wolsey.

B. O. Has mentioned in former letters the diligence of the bearer, John

Sellier. All others expect so soon to return to their old master,

they have no wish to oblige either the King or any Englishman.

The Lady of Savoy has advertised him that the next prebend

in Tournay has been given to her by Wolsey. Tournay, 17 Jan.

1515.

Hoi., p. 1. Add. : My Lord Cardinal of York. Endd.

18 Jan. 1412. [Melchior Langus] to Wolsey.

Vit. B. nx. 7. [In a former letter] on the 16th [had informed his Grace]

B. M. that by reason of the bad weather he was unable to get out of

[Dover], The wind was then quite contrary, but now it seems a

little At . . o'clock they set sail for Calais. Will

execute the commands of the Cardinal. A report is current that a

certain Lord [Bartholomew] Titionus, ambassador of the Emperor,

" qui prius apud 111. d. Margaretam " had arrived at

Calais on his way to England " [regem nostrum]." " Ex Duvarrio

18, hora 6 noctis 151[6]."

Hoi., p. 1, badly mutilated- Add. : Reverendissimo in Christo

patri et domino domino Cardinal! Eboracensi, &c.
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18 Jan. 1413. Sir Rob. Wingfield to Wolsey.

VitB.xTin. 122. Wrote on the instant from this city, and with the same

B. M. [enclosed a letter from] the Cardinal of Gource, one from

to your grace and one from Dr Received

yesterday a packet of letters [from] Spinelly enclosing a packet

di[rected by Master] Tuke to Mr. Pace your secretary, "which I

[have dispatched to] Swisserlande fourth[with], where tho said

Mr. Pace is even, from 6 of the clock till it was almost

10[the Emperor and] his council were together, where was ....

[Cardinal] of Gource and I, and also the ambassadors

the Emperor himself declared certain

. . . the Swissers, of which he shewed to have been

his ambassadors resident amongst them." The Swiss think it

better " to set forth banners to see who will follow them

and to ma diets or meetings with the Emperor. Upon

which h[is majesty] did not only desire to have our advice and coun

sel," but that Wingfield should repeat his credence, and the substance

of Henry's letters to himself, before the [Council], that they might

witness his satisfaction. " Whereupon when the Cardinal had

touching the Swissers always ....

the Emperor as

( One or two lines lost) . . . standeth in, both

of friends and money eeryd that blessed be

God he was well and first, as touching

friends he should Urreas speak, and as for

money he had so provided [it, that for] three months he should

not lack, and in that time he [expecte]d that other finances

should be found And then the Chancellor ordained Urreas the

ambassador of Spain to speak first." Urreas explained that the

King his master had sent a letter through Fr[ance] by the Dean of

Lovayn, his ambassador with the Prince of Castile, and that two

days before its [receipt] he had sent unto him, ordaining that in

all wise as soon as ho might be surely advertised that the Emperor

was determined to pass personally into Italy, he should return with

his army " and join him . If the said Viceroy made f.ny diffi

culty, Urreas was to go to him and convey the army hither

himself, if need were ;—that Ferdinand would send a messenger

to England and thence to the Emperor, by whom, if the Emperor

would go in person, " the order for of money shall be

brought to be received and delivered [to] the assistance of his

Majesty," and if not, it might be employed in the defence of Naples

for Ferdinand, and finally that nothing would alter the goodwill his

master bore the Emperor.

Wingfield was then called upon to satisfy the Emperor by de

claring his credence, of which he gave the substance from memory,

adding some words of his own, that England had perfect trust

they would beware of making peace with any that might be harm

ful to the confederates or to Christendom. After he had finished

* * • " [ple]ased the King to have had him

so friendly he not only delated the same in

more than is expressed in my said letter, but also

in [the time] he spake the same, he put off his bonnet thrice

humility he set out as affectuous words and as . . .

I have much ; and at the point where he answered [to] the King's

desire that he should neither make peace nor truce .... there he

brought in again thanks to the King, in right affectuous manner, for

his sending to the Swissers ; for by j. oonly nieane they have been
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Sir Bob. Wingfield to Wolset—cont.

saved hitherto from perdition, and trusteth verily that they shall so

continue, and that if they will now conclude he doubted not but

with the help of God the French shall have little

cause tis in Italy ; for and the King will enty[rprise any

thing against] France, as well for the recovery of his heritage [as]

.for the weal of all Christendom, he will not only move the Pope

with all the powers of Italy, " and solicit assistance from other

powers, but will meet the King of Arragon at Paris, and set the

crown of France upon his head ; which will be a sure foundation

for universal peace and an expedition against the Infidels. On this

Wingfield knelt down ; " howbeit he would not suffer me, and made

such than[ks to me on] the King's behalf as me thought mete and

* * * . . that his Majesty

and to Mr. Pace shewing the

the Swissers had now greater desire . . to ... ho

will follow the same and . . . elect and money distributed

amo[ngst] .... than to keppe any more diets and that [he had]

found them so disposed that he should . make election

of such captains as. he. sh[ould think] mete, and put everything in

order and shortly of the same to the intent he may

. . . . d artillery with sufficient munitions as

and also set himself forward to meet [them at] such place as

shall be appointed. And f if it be thought mete

to the said Cardinal a[nd] that that the Swissers

be content to send to Constance, or any other place

to meet with .... advise him of the same, and he will not fayfle

to meet] at the day appointed, and that in the meanw[hile he will]

prepare all things ready, and also draw such aw in

different for both purposes, which letter is morning

with all diligence, and I have also wret[ten] the effect

of the said deliberation."

Since he wrote of the " gaylliarde succours that hath "

the Emperor has been in great tribulation " that they which hath

defended [themselves so] stoutly hath been right sorry that they

for lack of succours to have taken

pakte that was made with them by of which I

sent unto the King forthwith . . . {Some

lines lost) .... Bresse should have [been lost and V]eroone

should have stonde in great [peril]

there have made divers great mutterings (?)

.... that it hath been thought verily that the French

amongst them." The French King left Milan on the

7th for France for four special causes ; viz., 1st, to pacify Henry for

the tribulation of Scotland; 2nd, to make peace with Arragon; 3rd,

to obtain money ; 4th, to get ready all the foot soldiers, for he cannot

trust the lanceknights. It was expected that before yesterday

the Emperor would have made answer to the three Papal ambas

sadors, but he has been too busy. Augsburg, 18 Jan. 1515.

P.S.—Sends translation of a Dutch letter from the good cantons

of Switzerland to the others that " m[ight] right well be amended."

Hoi., faded and mutilated, pp. 6.

18 Jan. 1414. Knight to Wolsey.

B. O. Richmond arrived on the 13th, delivered the King's letters to the

Prince of Castile, and communicated with Chievres and the Chan
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cellor. They are very inconstant, but pretend much. One who is

well acquainted with French purposes gives out that as soon as

the French King has made sure of the Swiss he will attack Tournay.

Many resort to the president of Pnrrhise of those who were banished

Tournay and hope to return. If Pace's charges be well concluded

and followed, Wolsey can dictate peace to whom he pleases. Re

quests money for his diets. Has not yet been able to find any

arras. Bruxelles, IS Jan.

Hoi., p. 1. Add. : My Lord Cardinal of England.

18 Jan. 1415. Hadrian Cardinal St. Chrysogon to [Wolsey].

Vit. B. in. l. By his letters of 24 Dec. understands that had arrived

B. M. there [with] Fiasco (Fiescho), and that Wolsey had procured the

liberation of [Polydore] and the restitution of the Cardinal's house

and property, for which he thanks him, and professes much devotion,

" quemadmodum etiam his die[bus] patrem do. Franciscum

de Clericatis. Sanctissimi D. nostri nuncium latius d "

Letters have come from the King of Hungary and the Cardinal of

Strigonia that the Turk desires a peace for three years. They

refuse to accept it without the advice of the Pope. [The French

King] has left Italy and [raised the siege] of Brescia ; eight can

tons of the Swiss have resolved to abandon him. The Pope will

return to Rome to distribute palms. He and Cardinal Sta. Maria

in Porticu are in continual attendance on him, with Cornario and

Cibo. Florence, 18 Jan. 1516.

Hoi., Lat., pp. 2, badly mutilated. Add. in modern hand: Tho.

Card. Ebor.

19 Jan. 1416. Silvester Bp. of Worcester to Henry VIII.

B. O. Has written to the Cardinal of York of the matters communicated

by him in the King's name. Is very thankful for the present he

has received, as his finances were impaired by his great expences.

Florence, 19 Jan. 1516.

19 Jan. 1417. Silvester Bp. of Worcester to Wolsey.

Vit B. 111. 2. Has received his letters of the 23rd ult. Thanks him for the

B. M. 200/. The Pope takes great interest in the correspondence,—is

greatly disappointed in the matter of the tenths, and his quiet

nature much exasperated. Worcester made the best excuse, as he

wrote to Ammonius, promising that Wolsey would not fail to aid

him. The Pope repeated that he considered it a great disgrace.

When Worcester urged that the Master of Rhodes had said the

Turk was not inclined to mako war, the Pope replied that it was

not Rhodes but Hungary that would be attacked, and he had

furnished 39,000 dncats to aid it. The next day, . . Jan., letters

from Hungary were read in consistory, when all were of opinion

the peace should not be allowed, and that supplies of men and

money should be sent. The ambassadors of Spain, France, Portu

gal and Venice, promised assistance on the part of their sovereigns.

The Pope has therefore set his heart on this moiety of ths tenths.

If the King distrusts him ho may send his own commissioner to

see the money properly expended in Hungary. Thinks this would

not be liberal treatment. As the convocation is not now sitting,

Wolsey might find the means of borrowing from the King 20,000

ducats, to be repaid when convocation grants the money. Hopes

by all means he will oblige the Pope, as his heart is so much set
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Silvester Bp. op Worcester to Wolsey—con*,

upon it. Uses all efforts he can with the Pope to procure the

legateship for Wolsey. It is a hard matter.

The Pope bids him write that Cardinal Hadrian is always

obtaining briefs from him in his own commendation, and of the

services which he has rendered in procuring the cardinalate for

Wolsey. They are not to be trusted. Whenever the Pope grants

such a brief, and the word nostro is not found at the foot of it, he

is to pay no attention to it. It is quite as well that he should

know how to repay deceit by deceit. Thanks Wolsey for the high

terms in which he has spoken of him to Polydore. He is deceitful

and malicious. Has just received the King's letters from Am

monias in cipher. The Pope requires some days to deliberate on

the proposal. If the King intends to make war, the Pope will not

abandon him. Will write more fully to Ammonius. The Pope

desires him to recommend Leonard Spinelly, who carried the

sword to the King 19 Jan. 1516.

La/., pp. 8, badly mutilated. Add.

19 Jan. 1418. Extracts from the Bp. op Worcester's Letters to

Vit. B. in. 8. Ammonius, in cipher.

B. M. Rumors were prevalent that the King was making preparation

for war, and had sent money to the Swiss, when he received letters

from England, by Fachinetus, indicating nothing of the kind, much

to his and the Pope's astonishment, who thought that the King

kept things secret from him. He wishes to know how the King is

inclined to the peace of Christendom, that lie may act accordingly.

Has not been able to reconcile the Pope to his disappointment

respecting the tenths, who is sorry he cannot have the same con

fidence in England. Wolsey has written on his own responsibility

about the 20,000 ducats -to the King. Encloses a copy of the

letters sent to the King of Hungary, the Cardinal of Strigonia, and

of the same Cardinal to the Pope.

Had just received fresh letters in cipher, which he has deciphered

and carried to the Pope, urging his adoption of the proposal made

by Wolsey, as most advantageous to the Apostolic See, the peace

of Christendom, and the expedition against the Turks. Until

Christian princes have composed their quarrels, no good can be

expected. The Pope seemed to assent, hut hesitated, as he had

pledged himself to defend the French in the duchy of Milan. He

had therefore thought of sending his forces to Verona to the

Emperor to assist him against the Venetians, as an excuse for not

aiding the French, which might occasion a quarrel between him

and tide French, and give him sufficient reason for treating them

as his enemies. But he felt these difficulties : 1. That the union

with the Prince of Castile could not be hearty, in consequence of

the Gallic tendencies of his Council ; in which Worcester un

deceived him, showing that the interests of both were concerned in

bridling the French. 2. He was afraid, when the French were

expelled, lest the Swiss should seize upon Milan. Worcester

replied that duchy would be given to the Duke of Bari, aud the

King proposed to marry him to one of his relatives (consanguineam).

3. He was afraid Christendom would be so weakened by this war

that it could not undertake the expedition against the Turks.

Finally he agreed to maintain a firm alliance with England, but

could not in honor declare himself an enemy to the French. Will
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Bhortly send the bulls for the title of " S. Ro. Ecclesiae Defensor."

Has never spoken ill of the King of Arragon. That is one of

Cardinal Hadrian's insinuations.

Lat., copy, in the hand of Ammonius, pp. 6, badly mutilated.

Endd. : Ex Uteris D. Wigorn. in Ro. Curia, xix. Jauuarii.

21 Jan. 1419. (Melchior Langus to Wolsey?)

Galba, B. it. 18. On the 18th was most honorably received at Calais by the cap-

B. M. tain, and [met] Barth. Tizo. the imperial ambassador to England,

who said he had instructions from the Lady Margaret for a new

league, which she is anxious to despatch as soon as possible.

Thinks they will have to wait for the Swiss, who desire to be

included. Has just been secretly with the Master of the Posts to

prosecute his journey tonight. "\Thinks by his management, how

ever, to escape the snares of the Gallicisers. If needful, Wolsey

is to write to the Master of the Posts, who will forward his letters.

Brussels, 21 Jan. 151g]|

Hoi., Lat., p. 1, mutilated. Add.

21 Jan. 1420. Margaret Queen of Scots to Dacre.

Vesp. F. xin. 74. Has sent notice to the governor, by a servant of Lord Maxwell's,

B. M. touching his business of benefices. Requests he may have safe

passage. Has written to Henry for a safeconduct for him to go

and come through England. Is much beholden to Lord Maxwell.

21 Jan.

Hoi., p. 1. Add.

21 Jan. 1421. Seb, Giustinian to the Council of Ten.

GiustDesp. 1. 164. The French ambassador has received letters from Louisa of

Savoy, with letters from Francis to Henry VIII., containing an

account of the conference with the Pope, and the resolution against

the Turks. He had told the English lords that they had com

plained of his master without reason ; that Francis could not compel

Albany to leave Scotlaud, still less reasonably command him, as he

was next in succession. The lords have greatly resented it, saying

if Albany be not removed they will make war upon France.

Sebastian remonstrated with him, for speaking in this way without

his commission. Advised him to soften his language, and express

disapproval of Albany's conduct, which he refused to do. Asked

the French ambassador why he had never communicated his sus

picions about the Swiss. He said he did not like to press the

matter, for fear of immediate hostilities. To avoid his indignation,

Sebastian closed the conversation. London, 21 Jan. 1515.

22 Jan. 1422. [Ennius Bp. of Veroli, the Pope's Legate,] to

Vit.B.xix.8. Henry VIII.

B. M. By the King's letters of the .... dated at Eltham, " summam

ipsius erga me cle[mentiam] juxta desiderium ac debitum meum

in ejus obscquium, parum sin minimum quod egi

requirebat Sanctissimi D. N. cum majestate vestra in

. . . xus mihi alias perspectus : proculdubio sciens Sanctitatem

suam prae[dictam] principibus in majestnte vestra

spem omnem diu collocasse. Et cum ille [magno]pere afficiatur, nihil

dubito suam beatitudinem ejusdem erga majestatem vestram

suas omnis nunc mentis esse cujus semper fuerit. Ego autem ut

ab qua mea erga illam solita devotione et sincera fide non
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[Ennius Bp. of Vekoli] to Henry VHI.—cont.

cessem, os[tendam] illi ac perpetuo dedo meipsum, fidem, ac devotam

servitu[tem]." Refers the King further to the [letters] of Richard

Pace [his ambassador here*]. Ex [Ture]gio, 22 Jan. 1516.

Hoi., p. 8, badly mutilated. Add.: Sacratissimo ac Invictissimo

Regi Anglias et Francis: Christianissimo. Endd. : xxij Januarii.

22 Jan. 1423. For Th. Lynche of St. Mary Abchurch, London, mer-

p. s. chant tailor.

Protection ; going in the retinue of Sir Ric. Wyngfeld, Deputy

of Calais. Greenwich, 14 Jan. 7 Hen. VIIL Del. Westm., 22 Jan.

Fr. 7 Hen. VIIL m. 5.

23 Jan. 1424. Sir Rob. Wingfield to Spinelly.

R. 0. Wrote to him last on the 18th from Augsburg, with two packets;

the one for his brother Sir Richard, the other for Bryan Tuke ;

and sent hira the same day another packet, containing two letters

from the Emperor, the one to the Prince and the other to Casius,

to expedite the posts. This day has received Spinelly's of that

date, acknowledging Wingfield's of the 3rd, 6th, 8th, 10th, and 11th,

a letter from Bryan Tuke, and another from Knight. Has an

swered a similar letter to himself from Tuke, correcting an error

from which the suspicion proceeded ; would have no man suspected

by his default. Will not answer the other contents of Spinelly's

ciphers, as he trusts the clouds will be soon dispersed. On the 16th,

Mark Anthony took 150 of the Venetian horse. It is thought he

and the army in Verona will engage the Venetians between Verona

and Brescia. Sends letters for Bryan Tuke, his brother Sir Richard,

and Knight. Augsburg, 23 Jan. 1515.

Hoi., p. 1. Add. : Right worshipful and my well-beloved friend

[Sir] Thomas Spynelly, knight, the King our master's ambassador,

resident with the Lord Archduke, Charles Prince of the Spains.

23 Jan. 1425. For John More, clerk of the Larder.

To be escheator in Flint, and collector of Englefeld, Flint, vice

John Roydon. Westm., 23 Jan.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIIL p. 1, m. 20.

23 Jan. 1426. For TH. Oram, yeoman of the Picherhouse.

To be woodward of Beau Maner park, in the lordships of

Loughborough and Beau Maner, Leic. Westm., 23 Jan.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIIL p. 3, m. 12.

24 Jan. 1427. Treaty with Charles Prince of Spain.

R. 0. Treaty of intercourse made by Wm. de Croy and others, commis

sioners of Charles Prince of Spain, with the commissioners of

Henry VIIL Brussels, 24 Jan. 1515. Two seals.

Lat.

R. O. 2. Counterpart of the same, with one seal, almost illegible from

decay.

R. O. 3. Modern copy.

* These words, ejusdem hie oratoris, are Struck out
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24 Jan.

R. 0.

R. 0.

R.0.

24 Jan.

S. B.

1428. Treaty with Charles Prince of Spain.

Treaty of amity between Henry VIII. and Charles Prince of

Spain. Brussels, 24 Jan. 1515, 7 Hen. VIII.

Headed in Tunstall's hand : Tractatus cum Carolo nunc Caesare

de anno 1515, et alii tractatus.

2. Another copy, imperfect.

3. Minute of the same.

Pp.15. Endd. : Another minute of the amity between the

King's grace and the Prince of Castile.

1429. Pirates.

Commission to Th. Earl of Surrey, High Admiral, John Bate-

manson, LL.D., and Christ. Middelton, LL.B., deputy of the said

Earl in the court of Admiralty* to inquire concerning the depreda

tions on merchants committed by Matthew Cripps, Wm. Skelton,

Rob. Varye, Ric. Weldale, W. Leyland and John Davye, pirates.

Del. Westm., 24 Jan. 7 Hen. VHI.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 17d. .

24 Jan. 1430. For the Heirs of Sir Launcelot Thirkeld.

Pardon for Th. Dudley and Grace his wife, Jas. Pykeryng and

Eliz. his wife, and Wm. Pykeryng and Wenefrid his wife, daughters

and heirs of Sir Launcelot Thirkeld alias Threlkeld, late sheriff of

Cumberland, of all matters in respect of his said office ; also

grant of the profits of all his possessions from the time they were

taken into the King's hands by Hen. Lord Clyfford, sheriff of

Westmoreland. Westm., 24 Jan.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 13.

24 Jan. 1431. For John Veysy, Dean of the Chapel Royal, John

s. b. Carwenall and Thomas Hall, elks.

Next vacant prebend in St. Mary's College, Warwick. Del.

Westm., 24 Jan. 7 Hen. VIH.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 24.

24 Jan. 1432. For Wm. Blacden, minister of the Chapel Royal.

Presentation to the church of Wotton, Line. dioc. Westm.,

24 Jan.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 14.

24 Jan. 1433. For John Smyth of London, draper.

S. B. Protection ; going in the retinue of Sir Richard Wyngefeld,

Deputy of Calais. Del. Westm., 24 Jan. 7 Hen. VIII.

Fr. 7 Hen. VIII. m. 27.

25 Jan. 1434. Knight and Spinelly to Wolsey.

R.0. Despatch letters received from Almain. 5,000 Almains are

returning, and proclamation has been made on the borders of

Luxemburg for people to bring their property into walled towns.

Robert de la Marche has been secretly at How with his brother the

Bishop. Mons. De Aienberghe has the governorship of Limburg,

Falcmount, and Mountfort, in the Prince's name. The barber of the
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Knight and Spinelly to Wolset— cont.

Abbot of St. Martin's Tournay says that a band of Almains are

expected to attack that town, and many of its inhabitants resort to

the French ambassador at Brussels. The Abbot and Chievres

have had communication for a resignation of the abbey infavor of

Chievres' nephew. Have given warning to Mountjoy. Andreas

de Burgo practises continually with Chievres and the Chancellor.

" De la Roche sayeth you make* unto him great instance to the

intent that he should suborn the Emperor and the Cardinal of

Gurce for a truce with the French Ki?ig." Made collation of the

treaties yesterday with the audiencer. The Prince's oath, which

was to have been made today, is deferred till Sunday on account of

the arrival of the Count Palatine. Knight begs money for his diet.

Brussels, 25 Jan. Signed.

Hoi., pp. 2, part cipher, deciphered by Tuke. Add. : My lord

Cardinal of England. Endd.

2.5 Jan. 1435. Wardships.

Wilts.—Commission to Sir Nich. Wadham, John Chokke, Wm.

Bonham, Eic. Pulley and Maurice Gyfford, to make inquisition

concerning all concealed wards, marriages, &c. belonging to the

Crown. Westm., 25 Jan.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 2ld.

26 Jan. 1436. Suffolk to Wolsey.

R. O. In behalf of his servant Wm. Skelton, who has a Buit with the

Lord Dacre of the North for certain farms. Begs Wolsey will

confirm him to his rights, as he is not able " to sue against the Lord

Dacres." Donyngton, Jan. 26. Signed.

P. 1. Add. : My Lord Cardinal, &c.

26 Jan. 1437. Sir Ric. Whettehill to Wolsey.

R. O. Sends Alex. Schapman to sue for renewal of his patent of forty

marks obtained chiefly by Wolsey's help. If there is anything

that Wolsey would like in those parts to the sum of 20/. the writer

will buy it, or bespeak it for him. Understands that arrangements

are to be made for the purchase of lands in the bailliage there. If

he loses the annuity hopes Wolsey will obtain for him his recall.

Is like a prisoner, and has never been three miles out of the city

more than once or twice. Begs he will be good lord to him and

others of the King's tenants nt Guisnes. Has lost for his part 100/.

and 50/. by his tenants. Master Vax (Vaux) can show him the

truth. Tournay, 26 Jan.

Hoi., pp. 2. Add. : My lord Cardinal Abp. of York, and Chan

cellor of England.

26 Jan. 1438. To John Yong, Master of the Rolls.

S. B. To cancel a recognizance of 840/., mode by Wm. Botry, mercer of

London, 19 June 23 Hen. VII., to Sir Th. Lovell, Sir Ric. Emson,

Edm. Dudeley, John Ernley, and Th. Lucas. Greenwich, 26 Jan.

7 Hen. VIII.

* He mahet/i, in Juke's decipher.
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26 Jan. 1439. For John Bryamond, merchant.

P. S. Protection; going in the retinue of Sir Ric. Wyngfeld, Deputy of

Calais. Greenwich, 24 Jan. 7 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm., 26 Jan.

Fr. 7 Hen. VIII. m. 27.

26 Jan. 1440. Rob. Morton and Jas. Ftnche.

Middlesex.—Commission to Sir Th. Nevell, Sir Ric. Cholmeley,

Bartholomew Westhy, and Rob. Blagge, Bs. of the Exchequer,

John More, serjeant at law, and John Mayny, escheator, to enquire

as to the possessions and heirs of Rob. Morton and Jas. Fynche.

Westm., 26 Jan.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 21rf.

26 Jan. 1441. Justices of Gaol Delivery.

Western Circuit.—Ric. Eliott, Lewis Pollard and Th. Eliott.

Westm., 26 Jan.

Oxford Circuit.—John More, John Newport and Rob. Brude-

nelljun. Westm., 26 Jan.

Home Circuit.—John Butteler, John Erneley and Simon Fitz.

Westm., 26 Jan.

York city, gaol and castle. — Rob. Brudenell, Humph. Co-

nyngesby and Thos. Strey. Westm., 26 Jan.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 16d.

27 Jan. 1442. James V. to Henry VIII.

Calig. B. vi. 102. Credentials in favor of David Bp. of Galloway and of the Chapel

B. M. Royal, James Bp. of Dunblane, Andro Bp. of Cathanes, commen-

dator of the abbeys of Kelso and Feme, James Earl of Mortoun

Lord Dalkeith, Hew Earl of Eglyntoun Lord Montgnmry, Gilbert

Earl of Cassillis Lord Kennedy, Patrik Lord Lyndesay of Byris,

William Keith of Innerugy, Williame Scott of Balwery, knts.,

Maister James Ogilvy, prothonotary and master of requests, Maister

David Seytouu, parson of Fethircarne, and Maister Patrik Co-

vyntre, dean of the college kirk of Restalrig, and desiring safecon-

duct for them. " Gevin under oure signete with the subscriptioun

manuale of oure derrest cousing and tutour," Edinburgh, 27 Jan.

Signed by Albany.

P. 1. Add. : To the right excellent, ritht hie, &c. oure ritht dere

uncle and brother the King of Ingland. Endd. by Ruthal : Mem. y>

for the speeding of [a] safeconduct for the Earl [of Morton, with

20 persons].

27 Jan. 1443. [Galeazzo Visconti] to Henry VIII.

Vit B. in. 6. Repudiates the rumor that ho was going over to the French.

B. M. Will remain firm in his alliance with the King. Hopes he will

. . .not listen to reports against him. Begs letters in his favor to the

Emperor and the Duke. Constance, 27 Jan. 15[16j.

Lot, p. 1, badly mutilated. Add.

27 Jan. 1444. For Rob. Brudenell of the King's Bench, Sir John

s. b. Husey, Sir William Apparre, Henry Horneby,

elk., keeper of Tattuxsall College, and Richard

Burton.

To inquire whether a piece of waste land called " le North

Fenne " belongs to the King, as parcel of the manor of Maxsy,

»• C C
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Rob. Brudenell, &c.—cont.

Northt., or the Abbot of Peterborough, &c. Del. Westm., 27 Jan.

7 Hen. VIH.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 21 d.

27 Jan. 1445 Cheese, Butter and Fish.

« Chichester.—Warrant to collectors of customs to permit the

export of cheese, butter and fish, the same being forbidden except

to the port of Calais.

ii. Similar warrants to the officers of other ports.

Westm., 27 Jan.

Pat. 7 Hen.VIII. p. 2, m. 31rf.

28 Jan. 1446| Henry VIII. to Maximilian.

Harlj3462, f. 219. Is glad to find by Maximilian's letters, sent by their esteemed

B. M. friend Franciscus Sforeia Duke of Barri, that he agrees with him

in his judgment. Has received his answers to what Sir Rob.

Winchfelt told him. Thanks him for his good will and zeal in the

matter of the treaty about which he has written before. Is safe

himself, thank God, by the position of England, the valor of his

subjects, and the moderate extent of his wealth ; but is anxious to

provide against the common danger, and Maximilian must see that

the time demands vigorous action. If he will only show himself

ready and earnest to begin, the Pope, considering that all has been

done under his auspices, will adopt wiser plans, and join the better

side ; for as to the truce he proposes to Maximilian, though he

may be influenced by a desire for union against the Infidels, he

is easily misled to believe what he most desires. He will find

himself deceived. Maximilian will do well to shut his ears to

incantations so dangerous to himself and all Christendom, and

exhort the Pope to join the treaty just made between England,

himself, Arragon and the Swiss. Greenwich, 28 Jan. 1516,

7 Hen. VIH.

Lat., pp. 3, copy, in an Italian hand.

28 Jan. 1447. Sir Bob. Wingfield to [Wolsey].

Vit.B. xvin. 125. Wrote on the 26th. Wolsey is aware how the Prince's council

B. M. incline to France, and that the Emperor's councillors are corrupted

with pensions to remit all controversies between his Majesty and the

French King to them. No less than three ambassadors from (.he

Pope are here to solicit a truce with the same object, " which twayne

concurrences with the Empe[ror] arn to be esteemed

much vehement to persu[ade] and his Majesty

were not so repugnant as he is, in which I have so

perfe[ct] things to be in good . . .

(Here some lines are lost.) been now late

made betwixt the the said Prince, by the

Dean of Loweyn by some of the

said fawtours that the said yn had

none authority to treat or conclude matter

which though in every part they seem [reasonjable, good, and

profitable to the Prince, yet the French affection is [so] great that

they esteem the contrary ; whereupon your most [rjeverend grace

may right well conjecture what favor or advancement all such do

desire to the King's grace in his enterprises, especially of France ;

for though I dare assure, as largely as [ajny man may do, that the
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Emperor hath as great favor and [affection for the] King's highness

as possible, and therewith as great nee all

his causes as though he were his proper [son] . . yet his

council, being of other mind, may so empeshe and retard the affairs

that they shall not fail to be right largely stopped of their course,

and I very feeble both of wit and power to repair every thing in

time, without some help. Wherefore if it would please the King and

you, that I and Mr. Pace might distribute 1001. amongst such of the

Emperor's Council as we shall think meet, saying to every of them

at the deliverance of the same, that the King doth send it unto them

for a remembrance, to the intent that whensoever his highness, or

any of his ambassadors in his name, shall desire anything of the

Emperor, that may stand with his honor and weal, that they will

the rather, at the said desire, help that the same may have ready

expedition ; which desire me seeineth to be so reasonable that they

can do no less but take both gift and the desire thankfully; which

act after my conceit is much necessary to be shortly done; especially

if the King's mind be, that the form I wrote of to your grace be put

in execution.

" For in so great an enterprise is te to provide many helps

and to remove many obstacles; [and to] say the soothe I see so great

necessity that the same should be and I had 100/.

of mine own clearly I had liever bestow [it upon this thing, than]

upon myself ; wherefore in all humble wise do (Here some

lines are lost) miete to take the ensawmpyll of [God, who

makes] the sun to shine as well on the ill as [on the good,] both

by the mean shall be much more pro[per to the] purpose."

The Chancellor is a right honest man, of great [use] to the

Emperor, for he Is a good plain man without lento

manners, but is slow in business matters.

The principal treasurer is more diligent than Almayns [usually

are]. The Lord Rokendolffe is a man of much authority, being a

Baron of Austria, brought up with the Emperor and the King

his son from childhood, " and is the best practisy .... of the

Court." Sir Nicholas Seygler, the Emperor's principal secretary

in the Dutch tongue, is a wise and rich man. Master James de

Bannysis is in no need of being " blasoned, for he is known over

all Christendom ;" he has been laid up here with gout, but is

better. Need say nothing about Master Hans Reynner, he is so

well known to Wolsey. There is also in the Emperor's chamber

" a little round m[an]," named George Barbour, well known to

Wolsey, " which is so affectionate to [the King's grace] that as I

esteem, there was no reward [given] at the time that the Em

peror and [his grace met, that] was better bestowed than his." * * *

" and been the King's ambassador.

weal that till now of late I have

him, and the reason was because I knew [in]

the French King Loys days he had received money,

which (as I esteem) was not without the Emperor's [knowledge],

and though also I esteem that his majesty was not best [con]tent

with the same, as he that of determined mind is as [c]ontrary to

France as possible, yet he suffered the same the more patiently,

because of the great love he bare to the said Cardinal, and the great

desire he had to see him advanced ; but now, since that the said

King is gone from this world, whereby the said gifts

been seized, and also that the said Cardinal is not . . .

Cardinal by means of the Emperor's favor but . . .

. . . coadjutor to the Archbishop of Salsbourge, which is worth

CC 2
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Sir Rob. Wingfield to [Wolsey]—cont.

100,000 florins and above by year, which should have been granted

to one of the Emperor's nephews, Duke of Bavier, if his majesty

had willed, and that if the Emperor took a displeasure to him (whilst

the said Archbishop is alive) he might say adieu the bishopric of

Salsbourge ;—all which considered, and that he knoweth so well it

is not possible to make the Emperor French in heart, and that he

loveth the King's grace so well, I have upon the said ground builded,

as your grace knoweth, because I know well he dare not vary from

the Emperor's mind ; in so much that I esteem him as well deter

mined to advance the desired purpose as possible. Wherefore me

seemeth it is right meet that the King's grace and ye do entertain

him with such matter as your most revcreud grace shall think most

meet." Awsbourge, 28th Jan. 1515.

Hoi, mutilated, pp. 4.

1448. The Emperor's Court.

R. O. " Nomina Caesareorum ad quos literae scribentur et recolligen-

tur." Cardinal G-urck not to be neglected, " saltim cum tempore et

spe nutriendus." Will. Ropolstein, the Emperor's major-domo,

and captain or praeses of the marchionate of Alsace. Ciprian de

Seretino, the Emperor's chancellor ; he is faithful and in high

estimation with the Emperor. Nicholas Ziegler, private secre

tary of the Emperor. Leonhard Ruber, his seneschal, a good man

and liked by the Emperor. James Bannisius and Lewis Mora-

ton ; some church preferments will be enough. The master of his

Chamber, Wolgang Haller ; he is constantly with the Emperor.

Recommends the King to give each of the above some annual al

lowance. The master of the Household would devote his son,

with 100 soldiers, to the King's service in war. The King might

show his liberality to the ambassadors of the Emperor, the one

being an exile, and the other deprived of his offices. The ambas

sador of the King Catholic wishes an indemnity in the event of his

suffering loss by the conclusion of this treaty.

P. 1, in Cardinal Sion's hand. Add. : Cardinali. Eboracen.

28 Jan. 1449. Leo X. to Henry VIII.

R. O. Understands by his late letters the King's good wishes. Wor

cester will more fully inform him of the difficulty of the King's

request. Had acted in all things for the good of Christendom.

Florence, 28 Jan. 1516, 3 pont.

Vellum. Add.

28 Jan. 1450- Leo X. to Wolsey.

r. O. Refers him to the Bp. of Worcester for a fuller explanation of the

Pope's sentiments on the subject of Wolsey's last. Florence,

28 Jan. 1516, 3 pont.

Vellum. Add.

28 Jan. 1451. Julius Cardinal de Medicis to Henry VIII.

R. O. Has hitherto been absent from court, engaged with matters in

Bologna. As he has uow returned, will fulfil the King's commands.
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As the Bishop of Worcester writes fully by command of his holi

ness, needs write no more of the King's late message. Florence,

28 Jan. Signed.

Lat., p. 1. Add.

28 Jan. 1452. Julius Cardinal de Medicis to Wolset.

R. O. Could not attend to his requests till his return from his legation.

The Bp. of Worcester will write, to whom the Pope commu

nicated his opinion. The Pope desires universal peace. Con

gratulates him on his appointment as Chancellor. Florence,

28 Jan. 1516.

Lat., p. 1. Add. : Card. Ebor.

28 Jan. 1453. Francis I. to Anthony Spinolle.

Galba, B. vi. 58. Ordering him to come immediately to Lyons to meet him. Aix,

B. M. 28 Jan. " Ainsi signe Frangois."

Fr., copy, p. 1. Add.: A notre cher et bien ame" Anthoine

Spinolle a Paris.

28 Jan. 1454. For Sir John Norton, late Sheriff of Yorkshire.

S. B. Release of all amercements. Del. Westm., 28 Jan. 7 Hen.VIII.

28 Jan. 1455. Wardships.

Glouc. and Somers.—Commission to Sir Nich.Wadham, Sir Hen.

Long, John Chokke, Win. Bonham, Ric. Pulley, Maurice Gyfford,

Th. Hymmerford, Rich. Pattishall and John Birt, to inquire into

concealed wardships, &c. Westm., 28 Jan.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 21d.

29 Jan. 1456. Silvester Bp. of Worcester to Wolsey.

Vit. B. in. 6*. Had already written to him very fully of the title of Defender

B. M. for the King, the legateship, &c. Has written fully to Ammo-

nius in cipher. Begs him to make the best excuses to the Pope,

if his answer does not fully correspond to his expectations. He

cannot assent at present without great danger. [Florjence.

29 Jan. 1516. Signed.

Lat., p. 1, badly mutilated. Add.: T. S" Cecilia Card.

29 Jan. 1457. Cardinal Sta. Maria in Porticu to Wolsey.

Vit. B. m. 11. In praise of the Bp. of Worcester. Florence, 29 Jan. 1516.

B. M. Signed.

Lat., pp. 2, badly mutilated.

29 Jan. 1458. Tunstal to Wolsey.

R. O. On the 24th instant concluded the treaties of amity and inter

course for five years. The Prince took his oath on the 27th, of

which they have written to the King. Is glad to receive a com

mand by Richmond to return. Intends to leave tomorrow. " My

purse doth remember me to make haste, as oft as I look in it."

Brucellys, 29 Jan.

Hoi., p.l. Add. : [My] Lord Cardinal of York.

/■
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29 Jan. 1459. Knight to Wolsey.

R. 0. All matters despatched this 29th, on which Tunstal departed.

Will have the intercourse proclaimed at Barowe. They marvel

that money should be sent from England to the Switzers, when

2,000 marks might have been saved by the exchange. It is reported

20,000 pieces of English gold were sent over. Has written at

large by Tunstal. The secretary of Cardinal Sion, in passing

secretly through, showed him the great respect he had for Wolsey.

Thinks it will advance the King's affairs. Brussels, 29 Jan.

Hoi., p. 1. Add. : Lord Cardinal of England.

29 Jan. 1460. For Thomas Cardinal of York, Lord Chancellor.

8. B. Wardship of Francis, kinsman and heir of Sir Ralph Bygod,

Rvm. xiii. 530. viz., son of John, son of Sir Ralph. Del. Westm., 29 Jan.

7 Hen.Vm.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 25.

29 Jan. 146L For We Seward of London, poulterer.

S. B. Exemption from serving on juries, &c Del. Westm., 29 Jan.

7 Hen. Vffl.

29 Jan. 1462. For Th. Spert, yeoman of the Crown.

Annuity of 20/., vice John Wodlesse. Westm., 29 Jan.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 15.

30 Jan. 1463. For Geo. Barley and Joan his wife, one of the four

S. b. daughters and heirs of Richard Illyngworth, and

Thomas Cotton.

Livery of lands, viz., of the fourth part of the manors of Boney,

Notts, and Braydeshall, alias Nutherhall, Derby, and other lands.

The co-heirs are Maria wife of John Dethyk, Anne late wife

of John Etton, and Alice wife of John Knyston. The said

Thomas Cotton was seized, with Sir John Vavasour and Sir

Everard Fildyng, both deceased, to the use of the said Richard

and his heirs, of the manor of Boney, and with the said Everard

and William Wye, deceased, of the manor of Braydeshall, held as

of the honor of Tutbury, parcel of the duchy of Lancaster. Del.

Westm., 30 Jan. 7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, «*. 5.

30 Jan. 1464. For Walter Jagowe and Barth. Flammok.

Licence to export 1,000 qrs. of corn. Westm., 30 Jan.

Fr. 7 Hen. VIII. m. 27.

31 Jan. 1465. Sh-vester Bp. of Worcester to Erasmus.

Er. Ep. l 29. Has been glad to further the wishes of Erasmus ; at his urgency

the Pope has given his consent. Worcester's ill-health, and the

disturbances in the duchy of Urbino, prevented him from using

greater speed. Rome, 31 Jan. 1516.

31 Jan. 1466. [Pace] to [Wolsey].

Vit. B. xix. s. If the directions in the King's letters and Wolsey's, dated

B. M. 28 [De]cember, had not been followed, many inconveniences would
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have [resulted, which] " by your grace's singular wisdom bo no[we]

avoided. Everything is likely to succeed ad vota nostra, for the

King's letters and promises have so convinced] the people of the

country that they [come] to me every hour from all canton[s],"

declaring themselves ready to proceed against the [French] King

immediately. Doubts not " but we shall have more than w[e

need]." They will have no captain but [Gale]ace Vicecounte, " qui

omnia apnd illos p[er] singularem prudentiam ejus et fidem ....

Touching [the chasing] of the French King out of Ita[ly,

he has] provided that at our entry in of the duchy of Milan

we shall [have] in readiness 6,000 good men provided great

the number of gentlemen his kinsmen and friends, fled out of the

said duchy [beca]use they would not be subject to the [comman]de

of the French King." He is determined not only to fight with the

French, but, if victorious, to follow them into France, if he have

money to retain the Swiss. Urges therefore that more money be

sent by bills of exchange, payable at sight. If merchants cannot

do it, it must be sent sewed in the coats of secret messengers, after

the manner of Italy, which will be a double saving, first in the

expence of sending through dangerous places, and, secondly, of the

loss by exchange, which in the sum already sent was

When Pace was lately at Zurich the Count Galias described in

the Council to the Swiss the advantages which would accrue to them

from acceding to the desire of the King. They replied " that

before the arrival of the King's letters they had determined to make

no league with any prince, they had been so often deceived, and

none of them dared propose it. Albeit he is secretly [advised] by

the lords of Surryke, [(for never prince was mlore in their good

minds [than ou]re King), that if our matters suc[ceed] in the field,

every canton shall be [fain t]o desire the said confederation of [the

Ki]ng, and in [the] mean time the King shall [be effectually

servi]dde, though- none amity be concluded." The King must not

wonder if he have not so soon a resolution from them as they would

have from him, " for they be a community] and their matiers

hangeth in many thou[sand] heads, and a prince's but in one."

The reason why he wrote that " my coming should interrupt a

peace con[cluded] betwixt the French King and the Swiss " was

that six cantons were then treating with the Duke of

Savoy, and that if he had not been there in time " the French would

have [had them, and] the said six cantons would have [drawn] unto

them the residue." As for the Emperor, he does not greatly deny

that he should have come to some concord with the French King, if

he had [not] had by Pace's coming some great [evidence] of the

King's mind. " It was wisely done, therefore, to write to him

such [letters] as he has lately received [from] the King, for they

have confirmed his good intent. He wul [write] unto the Pope's

holiness according to [the same,] but I do certifie your grace of one

thi[ng, that] the world is now such that [no prince's] writing is so

esteemed as the [King's letters], because they do ever contain sub

stantial [and truth]ful matter, and odre mennys [nothing] but fair

words." The King should write himself to the Pope. "Whatever

course the King takes, other princes will follow.

" The French King hath [sent] certain ambassadors to such

cantons as [do]th join with the duchy of Savoy for to interrupt

the lords of the same, and to procure [tha]t they shall send

none ambassadors to [the Emper]or, nor condescend to any his

petition. Al[beit] the lords of Surryke hath advertised [us] that

whatsoever the lords of the [other] cantons do, their subjects will
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[Pace] to [Wolsey]—cont.

go in[to the] field with us against the French King. [Where]-

upon the said subjects hath both wre[tyn and] sende their mes

sengers unto the [Lor]d Galiacej soliciting him in all [speeldde

to set forward when there

arrived send (sent) from the [French ambassador resi

dent in Berne], named Mons. de la Gicia, [who offered in] his

King's name unto the s[aid Lord Galias] 10,000 crowns in pecunia

numerata, [and as much] in yearly rents," to induce the Swiss

to- league with the French King. He (Galias) answered that

• -. he neither would nor could accept the money, because he had

promised the Emperor [and] his friends to procure the contrary.

This practice he immediately disclosed to Face to communicate to

the King. It is clear that the French do not succeed here so pro

sperously as they falsely write. Wolsey must give no credence to

their intelligence until he hears from Pace. News has arrived from

Florence of cer[tain letters] from the King to the Pope to move him

to enter [the] universal league mentioned inWolsey's [letter]. The

Emperor was marvellous glad to hear this. Everybody talks of it,

and extols the King to the skies. The Swiss are discontented with

the Pope, and when they enter Italy, if he do not proceed the same

way as the King, he will repent it. Does not neglect to advertise

my Lord of Worcester how to advise his holiness to take the right

way ; " quod si non faciet, reputabo eum non modo oculis sed animo

quoque caecum." Constance, [31 Jan]uarii.

Hoi., pp. 8, badly mutilated.

VitB.xrx. 11. 2. Abstract of the above in Brian Tuke's hand. Badly muti-

B. M. lated.

1467. [Pace] to Wolset.

Vit. B. xix. 2. " Reverendissime Domine, this [morning it hath come to my]

B. M. knowledge that , being now with the Emperor'B majesty

at Auguste [Augsburg] hath sent his letters unto to ob

tain a safeconduct for person" to enter the country with

out hindrance, in order to make answer to certain allegations of his

enemies. Under this pretext this person intends, if he gain an

entrance, " to make other great [practi]sis, but wherein or for

whom it is not yet known. Iterum valeat felicissime D.V."

Hoi., pp. 2, badly mutilated. Add. : Reverendissimo Domino

Cardinali Eboracensi.

*#* This appears to be a postscript.

1468. [Spinelly to] ■

Gaiba, B. m. 318 b. Encloses a letter, and with it a translation, from the Master of

B. M. the Posts, whom he begs the King to reward. Has spoken with

the Lord Waldyngham, burgomaster of this [town], and chief

commissioner for the intercourse. He says that the people desire

intercourse with none more than with England. Thinks that the

Lord Chievres and the Chancellor had exaggerated the value

set by England on the intercourse, to obtain the [Prince's] favor,

suggesting he might get a sum of money by it. He says that

by a letter from Paris, dated the 1 1 th, " a great procession was

made ....."

Fragment, pp. 2.
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1469. Instructions [of Pace] to .

Vit B. xix. 7.» 1. « [Say] to my lord [Wolsey] that the bill of exchange is

B. M. directed to no merchant but to two Friscobalds," who are

not yet come. If they do not arrive before the 13th, "when the

[diet] of the Swiss shall be," it may destroy the [enterprise

against the French King. The two Friscobalds have no [agents]

in the town in which the bill is payable, but intend to bring all or

a large part of it out of Flanders ; " whereby they shall have great

gains, but we great hindrance," for it may ruin everything.

2. " Item dices Reverendissimo domino quod Galli possunt de

rebus meis suspicari." If they exclaim against the King of Eng

land, let this reply be given them ; viz. that whatever was done

at [Constance] was done without the King's commission. So we

shall deceive the French by their own fraud. It is daily reported

from Italy that the French have exhausted their means, and are

plundering rich and poor. This has excited universal hatred.

Eng. and Lat., p. 1, mutilated.

1 Feb. 1470. Pace to Wolsey.

B, O. After the writing of his former letters, Melchior Lango arrived

St P. vi. 42. with instructions for Cardinal Sion and himself. On the 20th of

[January] a great number of captives came to him at Zurich offering

their services. They desired him to solicit the Emperor to come to

Constance and make a conclusive arrangement. Whilst they were

thus talking, letters came from the Emperor thanking Pace for his

activity in this matter, promising to be at Constance in three or

four days. The Emperor did not keep his promise. All were

dissatisfied. The Swiss said he never kept his promises, and would

have departed but for Pace, who despatched an ambassador to the

Emperor to warn him of the danger of his neglect. The Swiss

declared, if Pace left, people would think all his promises were

fables. Arranged with Cardinal Sion not to leave, and that they

should write to the Emperor of his danger. Desired Galeazzo to

do the same, " and to stir him forward." Will know the Emperor's

mind on his return ; is sure he intends, as yet, no hurt, or any con

cord with the French King. He fears England more than hell, as

appears by his promising the Pope recompence for " breaking his

faith in soliciting the Scotch against us."

The Emperor desires to see Pace only to get some of the King's

money. The lords of Zurich have appointed a diet for the first

Sunday of Lent ; expects it will be long before he has their final

resolution. They have appointed this diet in defiance of the can

tons that favor France. Nothing can hurt his cause but the

Emperor's slowness. " These Almayns be so diligent in resolving

their matters that they had liever lose a great city than to arise

from their dinner to defend the same." Constance, 1 Feb.

P.S.—Wolsey need not fear that the Emperor will lead the

Swiss against the Venetians. The Swiss say they will have no

Emperor in the field but Galeazzo and Pace, " for him they do

esteem for his wisdom and faith, and me for my King's money, and

a little the more because they do evidently see now that I was not

sent into their country to deceive them." They cannot trust the

Emperor as to money, and warn Pace that of 100,000 crowns

given him by Henry in the last war for the Burgundian expedition

they had only 40,000 florins. The- Bishop of Veroli, the Pope's

ambassador in Switzerland, is displeased with the Pope's adherence
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Pace to Wolsey—cont.

to France, and has advised him to take the part of England.

Thanks should be sent to him and the Cardinal of Sion.

Hoi., pp. 10. Add. : Tho. Card. Ebor.

1 Feb. 1471. Erasmus to Leo X.

Er. Ep. xxix. 79. After complimenting the [Pope on his descent, speaks of his

labors on the N. Testament. As he considered the only hope for

restoration and reformation of religion rested in the study of the

N. Testament, which ought to be drawn rather from the true source

itself than from its lakes and rivulets, " Novum, ut vocant, Testa-

mentum universum ad Grsecae originis fidem recognovimus." Gives

an account of the work,* his obligations to Warham, to whom

England is so much indebted. Bale, kal. Feb. 1516.

] Feb. 1472. For Hen. Beede and Th. Tyler, valectus emptoriae.

To be master bailiffs of the Thames between Stanesbridge and

the head of the river. Westm., 1 Feb.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p.\, m. 7.

1 Feb. 1473. For John Harpur.

Exemption from serving on juries, &c. No purveyor of the

Household to enter his lands to levy taxes. Westm., 1 Feb.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 17.

1 Feb. 1474. Gaol Delivery.

Norfolk Circuit Sir John Fyneux, Sir Rob. Rede, and Wm.

Mordaunt. Westm., 1 Feb.

Midland Circuit.—Guy Palmes, Brian Palmes and John Jenour.

Westm., 1 Feb.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. \6d.

2 Feb. 1475. Knight to Wolsey.

R. O. Has, according to Wolsey's desire, asked Bernardyne de Fokers,

who undertook with other merchants to make exchange of a

large sum of money to be paid in High Almain, what payments

he received. Fokers refused to take it in crowns of the sun, at 39

stivers apiece, and preferred it in nobles at 10s. Understands from

him that the Frescobalds would pay by way of Lyons and Italy,

but thinks they will find great difficulty. Wolsey will see by this

that the King makes the exchange, and pays the interest himself,

and the advantage will go to his enemies. There is great lack of

money in France. All reasons for Knight's remaining have ceased

since the arrival of Count Decian on the Emperor's behalf. Brus

sels, 2 Feb.

Hoi., p. 1 . Add. : Lord Cardinal of England.

* In a letter addressed to Pirckheimer, dated Bale, ix. kal. Feb., Erasmus

tells him he is engaged in his edition of St. Jerome, has corrected the whole of

the N. Testament, and added notes ; that he is so worn out with his work that

has now lasted nearly six months, he can hardly keep his health ; and that he

expects to go to England in March.
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2 Feb. 1476. Francis Sfobza to Wolset.

B. 0. Has heard from Pace how zealously Wolsey takes his part. Pace

will inform him of various things, which will make further words

unnecessary. Constance, 2 Feb. 1516.

Lot., p. 1. Add. : Card. Ebor.

3 Feb. 1477. Jehan de Planis to "Wolsey.

Calig. E. i. 84. Regrets that at last writing to him by Rougecroix he was ignorant

B- M. of his being cardinal. Had written on the last day of August of

the conduct of Albany towards the Queen of Scots, since his entry

into the kingdom. If any differences have since arisen between

them, they have been occasioned by false insinuations. Wolsey

will know by the bearer De la Poussyme (?) the desire of Albany

to maintain the peace of the two realms and treat the Queen

respectfully. Is greatly obliged to Henry VIII. for his desire that

De Planis should join with the ambassadors who are coming to

England to negotiate the treaty. Edinburgh, 3 Feb. Signed.

Fr., mutilated, p. 1. Add. : Mons. le Cardinal d'Tord.

4 Feb. 1478. Knight to Wolsey. • ■ v* -'

B. O. Yesterday one of the Prince's chaplains was with him, named

Alamire, stating that Hans Nagel had received letters from Sir

Hen. Guldeford before Christmas, to come with his company into

England to play before the King, which he declined to do till he

had received a general pardon for his dealings with De la Pole.

As they are not satisfied with their wages, they are now advised to

go to England in the train of the ambassador appointed to receive

the King's oath, Mons. Reux, that they may pass and repass in

safety. Meanwhile Nagel wishes Alamire to go to Messe in Lor

raine to Hie. De la Pole, to assure him that his going shall be pro

fitable to him. Advises that Sir Hen. Guldeford should write to

Nagel to defer his coming till after Easter, because music may be

spared in Lent, and by so doing they may know all De la Pole's

enterprises, and ifNagel goes to England he will work treason.

The King of Arragon has commanded his ambassadors to state

that he will invite the Prince into Spain next May ; but the

Prince's Council, to support their authority, do all that they can to

sow dissension between the grandfather and the nephew. They

are inclined to send the Prince into Spain, and exclude the King of

Arragonfrom the government, by the help of Don Pedro de Girona.

Thefear of losing the government made the King of Arragon dis

affected to the marriage between the Prince and the French Queen.

He will promise the King anything now to have help ; without

it he cannot keep Castile. Thinks that some one else is requisite to

manage in this conjuncture than John Stile. Large pieces qfartil^

lery are making at Mechlinfor the Prince, under the charge of

Lord Ravestein. Thinks they may be for Albany. As they were

going to church to swear the amity, Ravestein said he thought he

was going to a requiem. The King of Arragon has made procla

mation of reprisals against the French in Galicia, Biscay and

Guipuscoa. The Almains from France have been countermanded ;

4,000 of them, however, are going to join the Bp. of Luke. It is

suspected that Ric. De la Pole will go with them to Gueldres or

to Scotland, or they will attack Tournay. Brussels, 4 Feb.

Hoi., chiefly cipher, pp. 3.

Add. : Lord Cardinal ofEngland.

B.O. 2. Decipher of the above by Tuke.
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4 Feb. 1479. Spinellt to [Wolsey].

Galba, H. rr. 25. " Wrote his last on the 1st. Yesterday the \_Lord Chievret sent

B. M. to] me Artois herald, desiring me to go speke [with him ;] and soo

I dyd, and find him in hit on chambe[r, where] he showed me that

the Prince of Castile was minded to desire I should come to the

King for such business as the said Lord Chievres and the Chan

cellor had spohen with me heretofore? Spinellt/ declined to de

part without the King's leave, and specially that he had heard a

great band of Almains had arrived upon the Prince's frontiers,

t whom he suspects of a design upon Tournay ; and considering a

communication had by the people of Tournay with the French

ambassador and the words of the abbot of St. Martin, he and

Dr. Knight had sent warning thereof to Lord Mountjoy. Would

have sent Jasper van Ulmo to the King's grace to learn the truth

if he had had the money. Chievres informs him that the Almains

pass Mastik daily in small bands by reason of sickness. He cannot

tell whether they go to Gelderland or the Bp. of Lucca. Clas

Bakker is come to Barowe. Alamyre is gone to visit him. " He

hath showed to Mr. Knight and me the answer of Direk van Ret

to Hans Nagle, containing only the reception of divers letters and

thanks. We labor that the said Hans shall go before his coming

into England to Richard de la Pole, to the intent he might be the

better informed." The French ambassadors are in constant com

munication with Chievres, the Chancellor and Casius, without the

privity of the Lady Margaret, from which the ambassador of

Arrngon augrrs no good. Has written to Sir Robert Wingfield

" in such cipher as I have with him, to be vigilant with the Em

peror."

The estates meet on the 12th for the business of the King of

Arragon, but they are " so suborned " Spinelly expects no good of

them. After the conclusion the Count Palatine and Lord Sampy

shall go into Spain to foment some insurrection against the King

of Arragon, and not for any good; and my Lord Reux will be

sent to England. Is informed that the Prince's Council have

intelligence with the lords of Spain ; and if the King ofArragon

"doth not cast the Frenchman" he will repent it. Chievres'

nephctc is expected, and will marry the Prince of Simay ( Chimay's)

daughter. Infifteen days the French King will be at Paris.

By two Scotch ships come from Dondy to Zelland he learns that

the young King is continually sick. Banisius writes that the

Emperor will be shortly at Trent. It seems he is discontent with

the Viceroy of Naples. Brussels, 4 Feb. 1515.

Hoi., part cipher, deciphered by Tuhe, pp. 4. Original and

decipher both mutilated.

4 Feb. 1480. [Pace] to [Wolsey].

Vit. B. xix. 9. " Post omnia alia [the Lord Galias] is returned from

B. M. [the Emperor all] things necessary for our voyage

said Emperor is in a readiness ; th[e] .... [is] ordered, victuals

be provided, [as well as all] manner horsemen and artillery, [in

such wise] that the Lord Galiace immediately will [begin] to make

his musters of soldiers." has promised to levy ....

horse as soon ns he [hears] that the Lord Galiace is ready to pro

ceed ; which Pace trusts will be within a few days, "for the Swyce

havYiigc knowledge of] thEraperor's mynde set in thys maner
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gy] to him like bees." The Emperor has se[nt] word by Lord

aliace that .... in any case Pace is to come to h[im] ; that he

has received certain tr my Lady Margarete tell

ing him that Pace is Wolsey's [tr]usty servant, and desires himWhen he goes he will^be guided by the in

structions contained in Wolsey's last letters, " adding [to the] same

such things as I shall de[em] most necessary for to alienate him

from the French King, to whom [he] hath at this time little

affection." His good disposition is owing to the King, whose kind

and loving letters he shewed to Lord [Ga]liace, declaring that all

his trust was in Henry. [Wolsey] must not desist to set him

forward by letters and promises, " for his name [and a]mity shall

help us greatly." The Emperor has promised to take with him in

his company the Duke of Bari, and make him Requests

that the letter desired for the said Duke be sent to him, and

if need be, so that the Duke at least may see the King's good mind.

The Lord Galias is writing his mind to Wolsey " in re super .....

saria ; de fide autem fidelissimo uno adhibenda nolo scribere."

The Emperor has committed to him the whole order of the Swiss

with 1,000 crowns a month during the expedition, and wishes the

King would do the same. Refers this to the King and Wolsey's

discretion. " [If] it shall please the King's grace [to] treat him,

it shall cost him life and lands but he will [recompence

it]. A commission of the Swisses to enter the league is not to

" [Constance, 4 Feb.]

Hoi., pp. 3, mutilated. Endd. : Lres of Mr. Pace.

Vit B. xix. 12. 2. Abstract of the preceding by Brian Tuke.

B. M.

4 Feb. 1481. M. Cardinal Sion to Henry VIII.

R. O. By the letters of the King and Wolsey and the report of his

Archdeacon [Langus] of his reception in England, understands

the confidence placed in him. Will spare no effort to deserve it.

Refers him for further particulars to D. Ricardus [Pace] and his

own letters to Cardinal Wolsey. Constance, prid. non Feb. 1516.

Signed.

Lat.,p. 1. Add.

4 Feb. 1482. [M. Cardinal Sion] to Wolsey.

Vit. B.xix. 13. The messenger whom he had sent to the King and Wolsey

B. M. returned two days ago. He has performed all that was enjoined

by the King, and has fully related all that passed, and how well [he]

was received. Is much gratified at the good opinion of himself

expressed by the King and Wolsey in their letters. In return,

promises the most unlimited devotion and submission. Wolsey has

acted very prudently in sending thousand crowns, otherwise

it [would have been] impossible [for them] to go to war with the

French from various causes. " Expedit etenim eis nunc habitis

etiam cumulatis et vires omnes addamus quo recto et

tute, si quid tute geri potest, expeditio resistit ;" for not only

do the French, whose arts are well known to the Swiss, but " om-

nipotcns pecunia cui plerumque omnia hanc prasens

periculi ct malorum qua; sibi proxima sunt non solum nun

sed profundit." And while the Swiss, having deservedly lost their

honor and with the deaths of their countrymen still to be
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f~M. Cabdinai, Sion] to Wolset—-cont.

avenged, ought to place all most are blinded by their

gold crowns ••#••••«[Quod si

pec]unise Christianissimi Regis nostri non adessent, quia magno-

pere expedit paribus arm is [cu]m quibus pugnat evincere, et

pacem Gallus ei ftedus haberet cum Helvetiis . . . invictis viribus

sparsim jam cuncta invadere coepisset ; unde non solum ad arma

Helvetii sumenda nobiscum, sed neque ad abstinendum a Gallico

foedere sine pecunia haberi potuissent ; quo fit ut saepe et ultra

condignum errogari et praeter votum expendere illas necesse sit."

Thanks Wolsey for associating Pace with him, whose wisdom and

constancy have gained the esteem of the Emperor, the Swiss, and

every one in these parts. He pays Sion such entire deference

Wolsey need have no anxiety on this matter. War leads to unex

pected necessities for money

" Magnificus dominus Galeas Vicecomes qui valde magnam

rerum istarum [experien]tiam et animum habet, et se talibus ac R. M.

servitiis libenter et egoque impendimus, quos et fidos

et strenuos futures existimamu[s] musque 17,000 Helve-

tiorum peditum duodecima prajsentis in civitate adesse

debere, unde infra trium dierum in Italiam et Lombardiam spa[tium

de]scendetur. Nee dubitent vel R. M. vel Rma. D. V. quod aut

Caesar prius ne . . expugnandis quam Gallis profligaudis aut nos

alios ad id consilio vel p errogatione condescenduros,

intendere." As Pace has well observed in his letters, when the

French are speedily crushed, even the Venetians will be compelled

not only to declare but to feel themselves The

first attack, therefore, will be on the French but since

the French King, at the mere report of our [movement] against

him into the duchy of Milan has crossed to France,*

which is to be deplored, for it had [been wished his punishment

should be on the scene of his trespass, " facillimam speramus cum

ac gubernaculis suis, et ut melius dixerim, fcedaverit

lasciviis praedi omnia ut loca terraque cum suis con

tempt! contentis vindictam ut anteaquam Pasqua sit et

vindictam fecisse vicisseque omnia sper • * *

The King's money being hardly sufficient for two months' pay,

more funds must be forthcoming for the third month, for soldiers

are wont to become unruly and lazy, especially those of this nation

(the Swiss), when the money falls short even for a few days. It

would be wrong to relax or [give] breathing time to the enemy,

or to contract the limits of success at the moment when they

are close upon a complete victory. Hopes, therefore, as the sum

is not large, that it will be sent with all speed * * *

" ludit etenim Gallus auro ajreque immense" Insists upon the

difficulty of retaining the disaffected cantons from alliance with

France, as they have the teat in their mouths, and will not for

sake it except for a greater bribe. Constance, pridie non[as

Februarias] 1516.

Lat., pp. 9, badly mutilated. Add. : Reverendissimo in Christo

Patri D. D. T. S. Ceciliae Presbytero Card. Eboracensi domino meo

colentissimo. Endd.: Car1 Seduasis, Februarii 1516.

* " Sola fame (sic) nostri contra Be in ducatnm M[ediolani] et

receptus in Franciam trajecit" MS.
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1483. Abstract of Sion*s Letters.

VitB. xn. 373. «Rmu. Cajiu Sedunensis communibua

B. M. eorumdem se jugum servitutis subit "

He praises Wolsey's prudence [in sending . . .] crowns for the

pay of the} Swiss. The expedition will be duly made. " Et huic

expeditioni solum g sed ejus pecuniae, quas non modo

numerat sed verius .... ipsos Helvetios." Had it not been for

the aid of the King and Wolsey, and the unflagging zeal of

Pace aided by Sion, the French [would have] drawn ten cantons

to their side. Six have now joined the King. By virtue of former

treaties made by some of the cantons, they can compel them after

the peace is sealed, " per eos de sunt, Luceria, Wnderualdo,

Zuch, et Glarona ; eoque . . . . ut decern cantones in partes regiae

majestatis sen[tiant]." The King will have besides a large number

of foot from the subjects of the others. If the King's money had

not been forthcoming the French would have made peace with the

Swiss. It had consequently been necessary to spend a great deal

of money. Sion will see the first and second payments made to the

troops. Galeazzo has been chosen general. They have provided

the King with 1,700 troops, who will be at the city of ... on

. . , of the present month, and in three days march of Lombardy.

The King's money now sent being hardly enough for two months

pay, asks that the third month's pay be sent immediately. The

King of France has withdrawn from Italy solely out of dread of

this report about the troops. There is a universal cry to cross the

mountains, and that Henry should seize his patrimony. As to the

treaty to be entered into with the Swiss, Sion says they must be

excused for the present, as it would not be made by common consent

of all the cantons, and, like the league with the French, would

not be observed. When the French have been beaten, all the cantons,

even those on the French side, will be anxious unanimously to

make a treaty with England.

Pp. 2, mutilated.

4 Feb. 1484. Galeazzo Visconti to Henry VIII.

r. o. Will undertake whatever Pace promises in his name. Has

written secret matters to Wolsey. Constance, 4 Feb. 1516.

Signed.

Latv p. 1. Add. and endd. Nmnbered 10 in modern hand.

4 Feb. 1485. Galeazzo Visconti to Wolsey.

R. O. Has learned from Pace the confidence reposed in him by the

King and Wolsey. Will do whatever Pace promises on his behalf.

Is now 60 years old, and nothing will be more glorious for him

than to die in the King's service. Begs his attention to the

letter which he writes in Pace's cipher. Constance, 4 Feb. 1516.

Signed.

Lat., p. 1. Add. : Card. Ebor. Numbered 6 in modern hand.

4 Feb. 1486. Galeazzo Visconti to Wolsey.

R. O. The money must be diligently provided. It shall not be spent

except for such evident purposes as Wolsey desires. Otherwise

he is afraid the Swiss will desert and take French pay. Con

siders 300,000 fl., reckoning the 144,000 they have at present,

will be required. Has conversed with Pace on the subject, to

whom he refers for further information. Constance, 4 Feb. 1516.

Signed.

Lat.,pA. Add. .- Card. Ebor. Numbered 7 in modern hand.
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4 Feb. 1487. For Wit Idle, chaplain.

To have a stipend and allowance for bread, wine, and wax for

the celebration of service in Penrith Castle. Westm., 4 Feb.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p.Z, m. 11.

See 15 March.

4 Feb. 1488. For Wm. Leghe.

P. S. Annuity of 20/. out of the customs of Bristol. Greenwich,

27 Jan. 7 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm., 4 Feb.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 21.

5 Feb. 1489. Pace to Wolsey.

K. O. As he was this day departing to the Emperor according to his

letters, an Earl and two great captains arrived from the Emperor

at Constance, with a large commission and authority for Cardinal

Sion and the Lord Galeazzo to conclude with the Helvetic ambas

sador. The Swiss insisted that Pace should be present at the

conference. It has been arranged that musters be made for Italy

in ten days. As soon as 17,000 men are afoot the Emperor is to

join and the Viceroy be commander in chief. Wolsey must not

sleep. Has urged the King Catholic and the Pope. They will

require money, as more Swiss volunteers are needed, and cannot be

refused. Galeazzo wishes to be the King's lieutenant. The French

King, who has heard of this preparation, has departed into France.

He states that he will forsake the Venetians, and agree with the

Pope. This must be told the Venetian ambassadors now resident

in England. Thinks the King should do so himself. Wolsey

must not wonder if Pace sends many letters at once. Constance,

5 Feb. 1516.

Hoi., pp. 3. Add. : Card. Ebor.

5 Feb. 1490. [Pace to Wolsey.]

Vit. B. xix. 11. Abstracts of Pace's letters of the [31st Jan], and of the 1st, 4th,

B. M. and [5th] Feb. See the originals under those dates.

Mutilated.

5 Feb. 1491. The Cardinal Sion to Wolsey.

B. O. Thanks him for his confidence. Has communicated with Pace,

Wolsey's messenger and secretary, in cipher, what he thinks con

ducive to the matter in hand. Constance, nonisFeb. 1516. Signed.

Lat., pp. 2. Add. : Thorn. Cardinal. Ebor.

5 Feb. 1492. Sampson to Wolsey.

B. O. Has written to him two letters stating the efforts he had made

to cause the monks of St. Martin's to complain of their abbot. As

they cannot be induced to this, the King must represent to the

Pope the Abbot's vicious life, his absenting himself from his place,

robbing the goods of the abbey, and allowing the houses to decay.

If he be furnished with the King's letters Sampson will procure a

rescript forbidding the Abbot to resign during the inquisition.

Desires the King's letters to the judges to obey the Pope's rescript,

as the Abbot is in great favor with the Prince. Begs a remittance.

Had by Richmond 61/. for his diets to 6 Oct., and 40/. for forty

days to come, ended 15 Nov. Has already written of my Lord

Chamberlain's kindness. Calais, 5 Feb. 1.515.

Hoi., pp. 3. Add. ; My lord Cardinal of York. Endd.
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5 Feb. 1493. [Albany to Queen Margaret.]

B. 0. Writes, as she will see, to the King. Has sent the bearer, his

secretary, for the good of peace both between the two kingdoms

and with France and Christendom ; has accordingly directed him

to proceed to the Cardinal of York, whose efforts along with her

own were formerly very powerful in promoting peace. Edin

burgh, 5 Fell,

Copy, Fr.,p. 1.

6 Feb. 1494. Scotch Ambassadors.

S. B. Safeconduct for six months to the ambassadors of James V.

Rvm. xiii. 531. mentioned in his letter of 27 Jan. Westm., 6 Feb. 7 Hen. VIH.

ii. Same to the Earl of Arran, with twenty attendants,

iii. Appointment of Thomas Lord Dacre of Greystoke as warden

of the East, West and Middle Marches, during pleasure.

Sc. 7 Hen.VHL m. 17.

6 Feb. 1495. Seb. Giustinian to the Council of Ten.

Giust. Desp. 1. 168. An ambassador from the Emperor has arrived, a native of Aste

(Titionius) ; no one knows the object of his mission. Some say it is

to confirm the confederation between the Emperor, Ferdinand and

Henry; others say it is to ask for money for an expedition against

France and Venice. Found the ambassadors of the Emperor and

Ferdinand closeted with the King. On the appearance of the

French ambassador, the King drew aside with the Dukes of Norfolk

and Suffolk. Heard that Francis had expressed his determination

to preserve peace with England; had proffered that Queen Margaret

should be restored, her dower secured, her children committed to the

guardianship of nobles, or the point referred to arbitration ; that he

had returned into France for better correspondence with Henry.

Henry replied that it was beneath his dignity to refer these matters

to arbitration, that he would judge the affairs of Scotland himself.

Went to speak with the King, who complained that he had re

ceived no letters from Venice, as the Spanish and Imperial ambas

sadors were present. It is necessary to cultivate his friendship.

Ambassadors arrive in London from all the great Princes in Christ

endom. " All hammer at this anvil, some for money, and some for

favor;" and not a week elapses, without missives being addressed to

his majesty expressive of confidence and good will ; yet Venice

does not write. There will evidently be war between England and

Scotland. London, 6 Feb. 1516.

7 Feb. 1496. Spinelly to Wolsey.

R. O. Wrote his last on the 4th. Keports have since arrived of the

Almains returned from the French King's service toward the

Bishop of Luke and Duke of Geldres, of which Knight and he ad

vertised Lord Mountjoy. Supposes they are retained in order to

be sent, to Scotland or against Tournay, as the Lord Chancellor

informs him that by the French King's commandment the Duke

will accept a four months' truce with the Prince touching Frysland;

or else they are come at the request of the Prince of Castile's

council, for better color with the estates, and furtherance of the

alliance with the French King. Needful to make provision in time

for Tournay, because its recovery is of great consequence to the

French, and for Sir Edward Ponynges to be there. If he had had

money, would have dispatched Jasper Van Ulmo to the Almains to

D D
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SpINELLY to WOLSEY—COtlt.

learn their secrets. The Dean of Louvain is in great disfavor with

thePrince of Spain by reason of the treaty concluded with the King

of Arragon. The Count Palatine with the Dean of Cambray, who is

the Prince's ghostly father and a Frenchman, are to go thither.

Dr. Knight and himself had been to the Chancellor to liberate

Robert Latimer, taken prisoner on " Sherof tyde" (Shrove Tuesday).

The French King has written from Hays in Provence to this

Prince that he has notice that ten of the Swiss Cantons were for

him, and had promised to bring over the other three. He will

be shortly at Paris. According to Bannysius, the Pope, who is all

French, has used his influence with the Swiss. Desires his servant

to be sent, and begs Wolsey to be kind to his brother Leonard.

Brussels, 7 Feb.

P.S.—Laurence Daula of Bruges, a friend of Dr. Sampson, has

heard from a servant of the Abbot of St. Martin's that he will

resign his abbey to the Lord Chievres' nephew.

Add. : Reverendissimo, &c. Cardinali Anglise.

Hoi., partly cipher, deciphered by Tuhe, pp. 3.

7 Feb. 1497- Knight to Wolsey.

R. O. Received a letter from Sir John Stile, by a pursuivant who had

been kept prisoner in Bayonne twelve days in irons, and all his

letters taken except the King's, which he encloses. Has spent

two days with the Chamberlain in effecting the deliverance of Rob.

Latimer, who had been taken on suspicion of carrying the King's

letters to the Earl of Thierstenne (d'Isselstein). Latimer, on his

liberty, proposed to recommence his journey on Ash Wednesday,

when Knight caused him to burn certain instructions that he

carried, lest, if he were taken at Brussels or elsewhere, the voyage

should be discovered. The French King has written to the Prince

a letter with his own hand, stating that ten of the Swiss Cantons

have agreed with him. The news is contradicted from Almain.

Requests money. Brussels, 7 Feb.

Hoi., pp. 2. Add. : Lord Cardinal of York.

7 Feb. 1498. Sir Ric. Jerningham to Wolsey.

R. O. 4,000 lanzknechts are assembled in the land of Luke, not far

from Rob. de la Marche, who has them at his command. They are

now two days' journey from Tournay, although it was reported that

they were to cross the mountains. Vendome and Pontremy have

lately come to the neighbourhood. The latter professes to be going

to Scotland with 200 men. The Lieutenant has sent out spies.

The Lord Chamberlain will inform him of the assembling of the

Tournaise merchants at Ghent and Bruges. They will not dwell in

Tournay as long as it is English, as John Garnere reports, who is

the greatest of them. Tournay, 7 Feb. Sealed.

Hoi., pp. 2. Add. : My lord Cardinal of York.

R. O. 2. Similar letter to Henry VIII.

1499. Jerningham to Wolsey.

R. O. Has received 6,000/. from the Deputy of Calais for the payment

of the garrison, and delivered the same to Sir Edw. Benstede accord

ing to the King's commandment. In consequence of the return of

my Lord Chamberlain, writes the less. Begs credence for the bearer,

.John Selev, touching the secrets of Tournay, as well spiritual as
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temporal. He is the best Englishman there, and hated accordingly.

It would be much to the King's honor if Wolsey had peaceably his

bpric. of Tournay and the abbey of St. Martin's, especially if Samp

son held them under his grace. " Ytt shuld be as muche strenkyth

as one off the best towrys off the syttadell when yt shalbe made."

Hoi., p. 1. My lord Card, of York. Endd.

7 Feb. 1500. See. Giustinian to the Council of Ten.

GiustDesp. 1.171. Received their letters 28 Dec. and 16 Jan. Went to the Car

dinal, and translated them into Latin for him ; expressed his fears

of the intentions of England touching the Italian expedition ;

expatiated on the disadvantages of a breach with France, said

that England with her sword sheathed made all the Princes of

Christendom tremble. Wolsey denied there was any cause for

fear ; the Emperor would not receive the smallest coin from Eng

land to injure Venice. Said he was afraid the Emperor might pro

mise one thing, and, when he had the money, employ it against the

Seignory. As Wolsey was sent for, went to the Bp. of Durham,

who affirmed that nothing was meditated against Venice ; and then

laughed, saying, " Per deum, we mean to effect your welfare in spite

of yourselves." They bear the worst possible will to Francis, and

will do what they can to drive him from Italy. It is in this way

they think to benefit the Seignory. " So I, who well knew his drift,

told him that, on the contrary, your Excellency's sole supporter in

Italy was his most Christian Majesty." London, 7 Feb. 1516.

7 Feb. 1501. For Wm. Drury and Joan his wife.

S. B. Livery of lands, the said Joan being daughter and heir of Sir

Wm. Seyntmaure, and heir of John Seyntmaure and Elizabeth

widow of Sir John Byconell, formerly wife of the said John Seynt

maure. Del. Westm., 7 Feb. 7 Hen.VEIL

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 6.

7 Feb. 1502. For Kob. Copeb of London, haberdasher.

x ,, Licence to import twenty gross of French hats and caps, and

* 2 cwt. of silk ribbon. Westm., 7 Feb.

Fr. 7 Hen. VIII. m. 12.

7 Feb. 1503. For Christ. Cudworth, elk.

To be clerk in the church of Preston, Line. dioc. Westm.,

7 Feb.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 11.

8 Feb. 1504. [Francis Maria Sforza] Duke of TJrbino to

Henry VIII.

VeBp.F. in. 110b. Is sorry that anything has been done at Rome contrary to

B. M. Henry's pleasure, the more so as he himself is so far from that

city, and unable to comply with Henry's request to go there.

When he wrote in conjunction with the Pope, did not perceive the

gravity of the case. " Incipient! enim per meos id agere nunciatum

est, quod fieri sibi ea cupiebat, factum et indultum jam illi fuisse;

quo eventu incredibile est quantopere gaudeamus; quamquam post-

hac cupiamus, (quod tamen commodo majestatis vestra fieri semper

velimus,) alias offerri nobis probanda; voluntatis huius nostra erga

earn occasiones." Rimini, 8 Feb. 1516. Signed.

Lot., p. 1.

dd2
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8 Feb. 1505. Seb. Giustinian to the Council of Ten.

Giust.Dcsp. i. 170. Heard from the French ambassador today that the Council had

consented for the dispute concerning Scotland to be referred to ar

bitration. Francis does not intend to send any gentleman of his to

stand godfather for the Queen's offspring, as he will not stir upon

a verbal invitation from the Duke of Suffolk, but require the King

to write. If he sends no one, it will prove extremely vexatious.

London, 8 Feb. 1516.

8 Feb. 1506. For John Knyght.

S. B. Wardship of Christina, d. and h. of John and Margaret Witham.

Del. Westm., 8 Feb. 7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 4.

8 Feb. 1507. For Th. Cressye of London, grocer.

S. B. Protection ; going in the retinue of Sir Richard Wyngefeld,

Deputy of Calais. Del. Westm., 8 Feb. 7 Hen. VHI.

8 Feb. 1508- For John Copynger, page of the Wardrobe of Robes,

S. B. and Thomas Ryder, gentleman usher of the Chamber.

Corrody, in survivorship, in the monastery of Milton, formerly

had by George Asshebe, on surrender by the said Thomas. Del.

Westm., 8 Feb. 7 Hen. VIII.

9 Feb. 1509- Mountjoy to Henry VIII.

Calig. E. ii. (68.) Since the Lord Chamberlain left, has made inquiries of what is

B. M. required for building the citadel of Tournay. Begs whoever has

the oversight may have authority to command the treasurer to lay

out money for the works. Packman has returned spontaneously.

He is with the canons near this town called St. Nicholas ; and

said he would come and clear himself if he could be secured against

arrest for debt. Since his coming, Mountjoy has heard so much

of his part in the late rebellion that he has committed him to ward.

Encloses his examination. 5,000 Almains "casshyd" by the

French King beg to pass that way, for the service, it is said, of

the Bp. of Liege. Pounteremy is come from beyond the moun

tains to go into Scotland. The Duke of Vando[me] has come to

his home near Tournay. Expects mischief. They are angry that

the appointment with the Swiss has been broken off by money from

England. Francis has broken up his army. Bourbon and De la

Palis have been left at Milan. The Duke of Milan has taken his

place in the parliament of Paris as highest peer of the realm.

The French are much discouraged with the treaty lately concluded

between England and the Prince of Castile. Begs more money.

Tournay, 9 Feb. Signed.

Mutilated, pp. 3. Add.

9 Feb. 1510. Mountjoy to Wolsey.

R. O. Has written to the King enclosing Packman's confession con

cerning certain merchants of England favoring Ric. de la Pole.

Packman is now a prisoner. John Dymoc of this garrison, or

Thyrkyll in Antwerp, may do much to discover the truth. Does

not believe the report of troops assembling against Tournay.
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Has scut out spies. Would be glad to be discharged of'his office.

Wishes to go to England at Easter. Hansard, the under marshal,

is highminded towards him. The bearer can tell him more. Tour-

nay, 9 Feb.

Hoi., pp. 2. Add. : My lord Cardinal Abp. of York.

# Enclosing :—

ii. " The examination of John Packman taken afore William

Blount, knt., Lord Mountjoy, lieutenant general of Tournay, 8 Feb.

7Hen.VHI."

Gives an account of the daughter of one John Silvester of

Aeon falling in with a servant of Blancherose at the sign of the

Ship in the Fishmarket, Antwerp, who had communications with

four merchants of Norfolk and Suffolk. States that Blancherose

was with Rob. de la Marche and the Black Band of the Almains.

Derick, who is now in England, knows William of the Stable, De

la Pole's servant, referred to.

PA.

9 Feb. 1511. For the Town of East Grinsted, Sussex.

Grant of a market on Saturday, and an annual fair on the eve -of

St. Andrew and the two following days, at a yearly rent of 3*. id.

Westm., 9 Feb.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 8.

9 Feb. 1512. For Sir Edw. Ferrers.

S. B. Wardship of Elizabeth and Isabella, daus. and hs. of John

Stanley. Del. Westm., 9 Feb. 7 Hen. Vin.

9 Feb. 1513. For John Hunt, chief cook for the King's Mouth.

S. B. To be keeper of Combmartyn Park, Devon, with 4d. a day, on

surrender of patent 24 July 1 Hen. VIII., granting the office to

Nicholas Aughton. Del. Westm., 9 Feb. 7 Hen. VIEL

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 22.

9 Feb. 1514. Calais.

B. 0. * * * •' The said treasurer asks allowance " for wages of

captains and footmen of the old garrison, from 28 Jan. 6 Hen. VHI.

to 1 1 March next, for 1-J month, after the rate that Sir Rob. Dymok,

late treasurer, was accustomed to pay, 4,033/. 6s. 1 l^d. Wages of

captains and footmen of the new garrison -for the same time, after

the rate assigned by the King to Sir Edw. Bensted, now treasurer, as

appears more at large in the book of payments signed by the fore

said Lord Mountjoy, Sir Edw. Ponyngs, and another, 288/. 1*. lOd.

Wages of horsemen of the old and new garrison from 30 Jan.

6 Hen. VHI. to 16 March, and certain odd days, 428/. 8*. Captains

and footmen, from 11 March 6 Hen. VHI. to 7 April, 1,612/. 9*.

Horsemen from 16 March to 14 April, 226/. 13s. 4<Z. Captains

and footmen from to 1,603/. 2s. 5^d. * *

* *. Captains and footmen, from 29 July 7 Hen, VIII. to

52 Aug., 1,613/. lis. ll^d. Horsemen from 13 Aug. to 11 Sept.,

224/. 8s. lOrf. Captains and footmen, from 26 Aug. 6 Hen. VIII.

to 22 Sept., 1,612/. 13s. 3d. Horsemen, from 12 Sept. to 12 Oct.,
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Calais—cont.

224/. 8s. lOd. Captains and footmen, from 23 Sept. 7 Hen. VIH.

to 20 Oct., 1,612/. lis. lid. Horsemen, from 12 Oct. to 10 Nov.,

224/. 8s. lOd. Captains and footmen, from 21 Oct. 7 Hen. VIII.

to 17 Nov., 1,613/. lis. ll^d. Horsemen, from 11 Nov. to

10 Dec, 224/. 8s. lOd. Captains and footmen, from 18 Nov.

7 Hen. VIII. to 15 Dec, 1,613/. lis. ll^d. ' Horsemen, from

11 Dec. to 9 Jan., 224/. 8s. lOd. Captains and footmen, from

16 Dec. 7 Hen. VIII. to 12 Jan., 1,588/. 7s. ll£d. Horsemen,

from 10 Jan. to 8 Feb., 224/. 8s. lOd.

To Sir Antony de Fertyn, his pension as it appears in the

King's rate, for one year, ending 10 March 7 Hen. VIII., 10/. To

Allard Bentinck, receiver of the 6,000 fl. by virtue of the King's

letter, dated Windsor, 19 Aug. 7 Hen. VIII., for three quarters fee,

ending 28 Jan. next, at the rate which Sir Robt. Dymok, late trea

surer, paid him, 25/. To John de Luysy, according to his letters

patent, dated Calais, 20 Oct. 5 Hen. VIII., for half year ending

20 Oct. 7 Hen. VIII., 13/. 17s. 9£rf. To Wm. Penyson, according

to the King's warrant dated Thornton, 16 June 7 Hen. VIIL, 2s. a

day, and four servants 6d. a day each. To the Earl of Worcester,

Lord Chamberlain, by warrant dated Windsor, 4 Oct. 7 Hen. VUI.,

for diet, 200/. To divers idle persons, out of wage, conduct money

to England, by the King's warrant, as appears in a book of their

names signed by Sir Ric Whettill, marshal, 100/. To the Bastard

Daymeryes, by warrant dated Greenwich, 22 Dec. 7 Hen. VIH.,

over and above his ordinary wage, 33/. 6s. 8d. " By commandment

of the above said lords," to the yeoman of the guard, soldiers and

gunners, for a breakfast, for their good attendance given to the said

lords and captains the day that the great assembly and rebellion

was like to be, 27/. 13s. Ad. To Sir Ric. Jarnyngham, for red

cloth for bends for the guard, 21. Os. Ad. To Symkyn de Rode,

draper, for red cloth for bends for the soldiers, the same day that

the great rebellion was like to be, 6/. 10s. To Lancaster Herald,

expenses on going to England with Sir Ric. Jarnyngham, 40s. By

commandment of the Lord Chamberlain to John Russell and

Thyabyvyle for riding about the King's business, 8/. To Thos.

Hert, master of the ordnance, for necessaries for conveying the

ordnance to England, viz. for casing and dressing bows and arrows

and carting and dressing guns. To John de Seller, for riding about

the King's business for the " Court soverayne," AOd. a day. To

Hammys pursuivant, for riding to Bruxells, Maklyn, and other

places. Expenses of Lancaster Herald going to England with a

message to the King, 40s. To certain yeoman of the guard absent

by passport in Sir Rob. Dymok's days. By commandment of Lord

Montjoye, to Sir Ric. Jarningham, for a waggon from Calais to

Tournay for conveying the money, 6 days, 53s. Ad.

Total, 25,509/. 6s. 8d. Remainder in the said treasurer's hands,

842/. 15s. Id.

Received from Win. Penyson and his four men, which are

overcharged in the said account, 6/. 8s. From Rauf Beiston,

check money, 4*. Id. From Sir Ric. Jarnyngham, 28,800 cr.

of the sun at 4s. 2d. each, as appears by an indenture dated

12 Jan. same year. 5,000 pence for the overplus of 5,000 cr. paid

to the garrison. Remainder in his hands, 12 Jan., 6,870s. 3s. lrf.

Whereof, paid to captains and footmen of the garrison, from 13 Jan.

to 9 Feb., 1,574/. 7s. lHd. In his hands a bill of the book of
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accounts of John Dymok of Tournay, which is parcel of Sir Robt.

Dymok for the victuals, 240/. 16*. 9d.

Signed : C. Worcester—W. Mountjoy.

Paper Boll. Commencement lost.

10 Feb. 1515. Th. Bedill to Erasmus.

Er. Ep. App. xwx. Has managed the business of his pension with the Archbishop,

who had written to Maruffo to transmit it entire, which he has pro

mised to do in his and More's presence. Warham approves of the

design of dedicating the New Testament to the Pope, and warmly

espouses the cause of Erasmus. London, 10 Feb. 1516.

1516. Spinelly to Henry VIII.

Galba.B. ni.4il. Doubts of the permanence of any amity between the Prince and

App. xlvh. France. They will never allow him to come into peaceable posses-

B. M. sion of so many dominions.—Lewis de Merlion, who is in great esti

mation at the Court, thinks it will be well to desire the Prince " to

beg ..... to the Queen's grace " deliverance. The King must

write to Chievres and the Chancellor. Some resolution will be

taken as to the Prince's going into Spain. * • *

" first he come over to see the said Richard [he must

have mojney in hand for his costs, promising to bring t[o your

hjyghnes entire knowledge of the whole matter. [ThereJfore if

your grace will put him to work as short[ly as it] is possible,

ye must purvey to all things aforesa[id ] [sajythe that

the French King hath promised to send over th[e sajid Richard

with 14,000 or 15,000 Almains, and that upon the jeopardy of

his head they have intelligence within your realm, as he will

at length declared unto your grace." Date lost.

Hoi., some words in cipher, pp. 3, badly mutilated. Add. and

cndd.

10 Feb. 1517. Spinelly' to Wolsey.

R. o. Has not heard from his servant, and is compelled to importune

his grace for his servant's despatch. Has written to the King of

all the news. If Hans Nagel is to be used towards Richard de la

Pole, Spinelly must have a short answer, and provision of such

things as he demands. Brussels, 10 Feb.

Holograph, partly cipher, deciphered by Tuke, p. 1. Add. :

Reverendissimo, &c. Thomse g. d. presbytero Cardinali Angliae, &c.

10 Feb. 1518. Sir Ric. Whettehill to Henry VIIL

r. o. Has made a declaration to Lord Mountjoy and Sir John Paiche

against the wrongful complaints made by John Skrevyn, yeoman

of the guard, against the writer and John- Hamlet. Tournay,

10 Feb. Signed.

p. i. Add.

10 Feb. 1519. Silvester Bp. of Worcester to Wolsey.

j{_ q Is very glad he can oblige him by furthering the cause of the Bp.

of Coventry and Lichfield, now under discussion at Rome. Has

already received sufficient instructions about it from the Bishop's

chaplain. Florence, 10 Feb. 1516. Signed.

Lat., p. 1. Add. and endd.
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1 1 Feb. 1520- Galeazzo Visconti to Henry VIII.

Vit. B. hi. 13b. If relief be quickly sent, hopes that all things will succeed,

B. M. otherwise they must certainly fail. It is requisite he should have

the sum of money of which he and [Sion] had written, in time

for the second3 payment (page), or all will go to ruin (ruinabit).

Zurich, 11 Feb. 1516.

Hoi., Lat, p. 1, badly mutilated. Add.

1521. Galeazzo Visconti to [Henry VIII.]

H. O. Postscript. He departs to day to muster the army. That done

they will march for Italy against the French. Neither Henry nor the

King Catholic must sleep, as the French are in great difficulty.

They may trust him, for he is a boy of 60. Would be glad if he

could be one day in that country to witness the fervor of the Swiss

The money will be well bestowed.

Hoi., Lat., p. 1.

11 Feb. 1522. Galeazzo Visconti to Wolsey.

R. O. Writes with his own hand to the King. If they had money all

the Swiss in the end would be theirs. Begs Wolsey to bring to

completion the good work, and recover the kingdom of France

for " our King." Pace knows all his doings. Turegi [Zurich],

11 Feb. 1516.

Hoi., Lat., p. 1 .

11 Feb. 1523. Leo X to Wolsey.

II. O. Has written to the King in behalfofJohn and Gabriel Evangelista,

merchants of Ragusi, who had become security for Michael Bon,

merchant of London. On the flight of the said Michael, John had

been arrested, and kept in prison two years. Gabriel cannot come

abroad. Begs that the prisoner, having paid what he can. may

be set at liberty, and that Wolsey will use his influence for this

purpose. Florence, 11 Feb. 1516, 3 pont.

Vellum. Add.

11 Feb. 1524. For Geo. Tanner.

Inspeximus and exemplification of a writ 7 Hen. VII. to Nich.

Kirkeham, escheator of Devon, in respect of Sir Jas. Fleming ;

and of an inquisition 8 Hen.VII. concerning Fleming's possessions

in Highbray and Cridehoo, Devon, and finding that his son and heir

was Christopher, aged 18 years. Westm., 11 Feb.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 4.

11 Feb. 1525. For Edw. son and heir of John Baynton.

Livery of the lands of the said John, which came to the crown

by his death, or by the death of Joan Delamier, tenant. Westm.,

11 Feb.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 6.

11 Feb. 1526- For Th. Otlay, grocer, of London, alais of Nelmes,

PS. Essex.

Protection ; going in the retinue of Sir Richard Wingfeld, Deputy

of Calais. Greenwich, 1 1 Feb. 7 Hen. VIH.
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11 Feb. J527. For Rob. Larder.

S. B. Wardship of Coudrus, son and heir of John Strangowis. Del.

Westm., 11 Feb. 7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 4.

11 Feb. 1528. For John Thomas, serjeant-at-arms.

To be constable of Trematon Castle, Cornw. Westm., 1 1 Feb.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 31.

1 2 Feb. 1529. To Modntjoy, lieutenant of Tournay.

R. O. For payment of arrears to Barnardin de Vallois, appointed

gunner quartermaster there, on account of the good services

rendered by him to the King at his entry into Tournay, at,18rf.

a day. Greenwich, 12 Feb. 7 Hen. VIII.

Endd. : " Allowed by this warrant to Bernardyn de Valois in

Sir Edw. Bensted's account, late treasurer of the city of Tournay,

from the 24th day of September, the 6th year of our sovereign

lord King Henry VIII., unto the last day of May, the 8th year of

our said sovereign Lord, after Ad. by the days over his ordinary

wages as one of the gunners quarter master."

12 Feb. 1530- Sampson to Wolsey.

R. O. After the abbot of St. Martin had been near resigning his abbey

to a kinsman of Chievres, finding the latter was afraid to proceed,

he discovered another that would. If the jurisdiction in the

Prince's country were in Wolsey, Sampson might attempt some

thing to the grief of the Abbot ; but now "the elect's father is

ambassador with the Prince, his officers be in great pride. I pray

God there may come such a wind that may cause them to avale a

bonette offther mayne seylle." Bruge, 12 Feb.

Hoi., p. 1 . Add. : My lord Cardinal of York. Endd. : Letters

from Tornay.

12 Feb. 1531. Knight and Spinelly to Wolsey.

R. O. Recommend the claim of the Lord Rueys, now ambassador and

high steward to the Prince of Castile, for reparation of damnge

done to his lands, invaded by the English in the last war with

France. Brussels, 12 Feb. Signed.

P.l. Add..- Lord [Cardinajll of York.

12 Feb. 1532. Leo X.

Rym. xiii. 495. Bull, inhibiting any one for the next five years being admitted

R O. into minor orders, unless he be promoted simultaneously to all the

orders of subdeacon ; as many persons, to avoid appearing before

the civil courts and enjoy immunity, receive the tonsure and minor

orders without proceeding to the superior. Florence, prid. id., Feb.

1515. Sub plumbo.

12 Feb. 1533. Leo X. to Wolsey.

R. O. Has communicated his opinion of the subjects contained in

his letters to the Bp. of Worcester, for whom he begs credence.

Florence, 12 Feb. 1516, 3 pont.

Vellum. Add.
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12 Feb. 1534. Seb. Giustinian to the Council of Ten.

Giuat. Desp. 1. 177. Went on tho 10th to the King at Greenwich. Communicated his

news respecting Italy and the Turks. The King said he was glad

to hear of the reverses of the Turks, and that the siege of Brescia

was raised. Begged that if the Ambassadors of the Emperor or

Spain demanded anything prejudicial to Venice, it should not be

granted, and that the King would express to them his approbation

of Venice recovering her territory. The King replied, "It is well;

but the Emperor complains of your besieging his towns ;" and with

this he departed. The feelings of this people are much changed

since the French defeated the Swiss by the help of Venice. The

Emperor's success at Brescia has given them great pleasure.

Details a conversation he had of the claim of the seignory to Brescia.

London, 12 Feb. 1516.

12 Feb. 1535. For Sir Edw. Nevill.

To be Squire of the Body in reversion, with 50 marks a year,

on vacation by Sir Hen. Guldeford, Sir Wm. Sydney, Sir Ralph

Chamberlain, or Sir Ric. Gernyngen. Westm., 12 Feb.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 8.

1 2 Feb. 1536. For Sir Wm. Tyler.

To be keeper of Marwood forest, Barnacastell, vice Rob. Bell.

Westm., 12 Feb.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 20.

12 Feb. 1537. Justices of Assize.

Oxford Circuit.—Rob. Brudenell, jun., with John More and

John Newporte. Westm., 12 Feb.

Home Circuit.— Simon Fitz with John Butler and John Erneley.

Westm., 12 Feb.

Pat. 7 Hen.VIII. p. 1, m.2ld.

Midland Circuit.—John Jenner with Guy Palmes and BrianWestm., 12 Feb.

Norfolk Circuit.—Wm. Mordaunt, with Sir John Fyneux and

Rob Westm., 12 Feb.

Northern Circuit.—Th. Strey with Wm and John

.... 12 Feb.

Western Circuit.—Th. Elyott with Ric. Elyott and Lewis Pollard.

Westm., 12 Feb.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 31rf.

13 Feb. 1538 Treaty with Castile.

R. O. 1. Spanish counterpart of the treaty between Henry VIII. and

Charles Prince of Spain. Bruxelles, 1515, more Gallicano,

13 Feb.

Lat., with seal.

13 Feb. 2. Confirmation under the great seal of the treaty of intercourse

R O. made by the Prince's commissioners with Tunstal, Knight, and

Spindly. Brussels, 13 Feb. 1515. Signed.
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13 Feb. 3. Enrolment of the sRme. 13 Feb. 1515.

Bym. xra. 539. Fr. 7 Hen. VIII. m. 10.

13 Feb. 4. Enrolment of the treaty of friendship made by the same, and

Bym. xiu. 533. confirmed by Charles, 13 Feb. 1515.

Fr. 7 Hen. VIII. m. 7.

13 Feb. 1539. Charles Prince of Spatn to Sir Edw. Ponynges.

Galba, B. hi. 230b. On behalf of the Sieur Du . . . and the Provost of Aire, whom

B. M. he sends on his affairs. Brussels, 13 Feb. 1515. Signed.

Fr., p. 1, mutilated. Add.

13 Feb. 1540. For John Salman.

Wardship of Rob. Arney, heir of Th. Arney. Westm., 13 Feb.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 21.

14 Feb. 1541. Spinelly to Henry VIII.

Galba, B. iv. 28. Wrote his last on the 10th. Since then the Prince has been

B. M. occupied " in purveying into Sp[ain] ... all the royalmes of the

crown of Arragon that and administration shall be con

tinued by those lewd [ministers of the] glorious King deceased, till

the coming there of the sai[d Prince, and] all manner things per

formed according to his testament." Great preparations are made

for the royal exequies to be kept about Easter. The estates have

arrived ; in " two or trye day " the Chancellor will show the

Prince's determination upon the going into Spain, and other

matters. It is expected they will make no difficulty, as it is

promised that Don Fernando will be sent thither. It is thought

the Emperor will now abandon his enterprise upon Italy, and

incline to peace, for which tho Prince of Castile is anxious, con

sidering the danger to Friesland and Gueldres in his absence.

Nothing will break his determination, except a victorious success

of the Emperor and the Swiss against the French in Italy. The

Emperor shall be urged not to condescend to a peace without

England and the Swiss. The French King has offered his assist

ance to Charles to bring him into Spain. He will go by sea with

Chievres " and remain chief governor the Lord Fenys

wh the said Lord Chievres reckoneth that may not

long live in the meantime go into Spain and as prin

cipal ruler about the Prince get honor and profit and have at his

return here the said room." The Lord Berghes' son is to marry

Chievres' niece. All favor is centered in Croy and the Chancellor.

The ambassador ofArragon is in great esteem there. He advises

that 200,000 or 300,000 crowns of gold should be expended in con

firming the Emperor and the Swiss, ard the French be thus driven

to consent to a peace. He also advises court should be made to

Chievres and the Chancellor, and good cheer unto the great master

and the Provost of Heyre his fellow ; and that Mr. Punings

(Ponynges) be sent over to visit the Prince, which Spinelly also

recommends. France is resolved to have Tournay, and * * (')

When he and Knight hear anything prejudicial, they will advertise

Mountjoy.

(') One line lost.
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Spinellt to Henry VIII.—cont.

The Prince requires for his journey iuto Spain 300,000 crowns,

which will not be easily provided. Hans Nagel has his pardon,

and is here waiting for letters from England. He is ready to go

to Richard de la Poole, and to return to England immediately.

He has many secrets to discover. Brussels, 14 Feb.

The Prince's Council will not suffer Don John Manuel to come to

the court.

Hoi., the parts in cipher deciphered by Tuke, pp. 5, mutilated.

Add. : [To the Ki]ng's grace.

1 4 Feb. 1542. [Maximilian] to [Pace.]

Vit. B. xix. 19.* Has seen Pace's letter to the Cardinal of [Gurk], intimating that

B. M. he did not believe that the Emperor [would desert] the Swiss ....

" non deberent exirc usque ad aliam requisitionem nostram et

no'n credere (quod disseminatum inter Elvecios sit) scilicet [inter

imperatorem] nostrum tractare de pace inter nos ac Begem Fran-

corum [cum] oratoribus Gallis in Elveciis agentibus." Pace's

opinion was correct, nothing of all this being true. The Emperor

intends solely to carry out the expedition with all diligence. Hopes

Pace will never credit such reports. They are mere inventions of

the French. Believes that the Diet of Zurich is ended (expeditum),

and Pace on his way to the court ; if not, requests him to come

either to the court or to himself, whichever suits best. Was glad

to hear, as Pace had written to Sir Bob. Wingfield, that the

money would be speedily sent to the court. Has written to Sir

Bob. himself on the subject.

Has established posts between Potnoy to the court, "[per"

montem SH Christofori, ac per Bludutz et Felkerch et [ab'

•*' Felkerch ad Constantiam et Thuregum." Hopes therefore he wif

write frequently. Ex Potnoy, 14 Feb. 15 . . m0.

Lat., p. 1, badly mutilated. Add. : Beverendo devoto nobis

dilecto Bicardo Paceo, servienti Begis Anglioe, etc., oratori.

14 Feb. 1543- For John Thomas, and Kobebt his son.

V. S. To be bailiff, in survivorship, of Tremyngton, Devon, with Ad. a

day ; on surrender of patent 5 Feb. 1 Hen. VIII., granting the

office to Eoger Batclif, servant of the Queen, for services to

Margaret Countess of Bichmond. Greenwich, 10 Feb. 7 Hen. VIII.

Del. Westm., 14 Feb.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 8.

14 Feb. 1544. For Rogee Chapman.

Wardship of Margaret Mars, heir of Wm. Mars. Westm.,

14 Feb.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 81.

15 Feb. 1545- For Sib Walteb Rodney, of Chepyngnorton, Oxon.

Pardon and release as late sheriff of Oxon and Berks ; and

release to Sir John Eodney of Stoke Bodney, Somers., and Th.

Moleyns, of Birport, Dorset, Hen. Hymerford of Coker, and Th.

Hymerford of Castell Carey, Somers., of their recognizance of

40/., made 15 Nov. 5 Hen. VIII. Westm., 15 Feb.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 26.
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16 Feb. 1546. Henry VIII. to Leo X.

Vat. Trans. Announcing the death of the King of Arragon. Christendom

xxxvii. 48. w;n demand more vigilance than ever. Worcester will communi-

B- M. cate to the Pope the King's thoughts. Greenwich, 16 Feb. 1516.

16 Feb. 1547. Suffolk to Wolsey.

R. O. This day, 16 Feb., has received the King's letters dated the 15th.

Will execute his commands at once. Trusts to send shortly a

man to Wolsey, who will do his duty and " discharge him " in that

behalf. Donnyngton.

Hoi., p. 1. Add. : To my lord Cardynalles good lordship.

16 Feb. 1548. Spinelly to Wolsey.

R. O. Wrote last on the 14th ; at this time to the King. Leaves off

the cipher, as matters are well disposed. Unless he is treated as

others are, cannot continue. Thinks it well that he and Dr. Knight

should have charge from the King to visit the Prince. Brussels,

16 Feb. 1516.

Hoi., p. 1. Add. : D. Tho. Card. Angliae. Endd.

16 Feb. 1549. For Christ. Rochester, page of the Chamber, and Wm.

Hogson, yeoman of the Butlery.

Annuity of 10/. out of the issues of Denbigh. Westm., 16 Feb.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 22.

16 Feb. 1550- For Th. Otlay, grocer, of London.

Protection; going in the suite of Sir Ric. Wingfeld, Deputy of

Calais. Westm., 16 Feb.

Fr. 7 Hen. VIII. m. 27.

1 7 Feb. 1551. Ammonius to Erasmus.

Er. Ep. it. 7. What apology can he make for not answering the two letters

received from Erasmus until he had received a third ? Did not

know exactly where to write, as Erasmus had stated in a letter

from Germany, 1 Nov., and afterwards at Christmas, that he was

disgusted with the smell of the stoves, and proposed to flit. Had

written to Worcester at Rome, recommending Erasmus, in case he

visited that city. Has now ventured to write, as he infers from

the letter of Erasmus, written in March, that he will put off his

departure until May. Has received three breves from the Pope,

two for Erasmus, and one for the King, in his commendation. Took

the liberty of opening those to Erasmus. Worcester tells him the

Pope was much pleased with the letters of Erasmus ;—made many

inquiries about him, and spoke highly in his praise. Expects to

see him rewarded for his St. Jerome. His Seneca is on sale. Com

pliments him on his New Testament. About the dream by which the

Card, of York had made Erasmus happy, wishes him to be more

explicit.*

The Queen of England has given birth to a daughter. The

Archbishop of Canterbury has resigned the chancellorship, and

has been succeeded by Wolsey, who has been earnestly requested

to take it, and performs his functions most admirably. More has

completed his mission to Belgium, and has returned home, and

haunts the court. No one pays a more early salutation to Wolsey

* Meaning the prebend at Tournay.
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Ammonius to Erasmus—cont.

than he. Pace acquits himself admirably in Switzerland. Wishes

his own health were better. London, 13 kal. Mart. 1517.

1552. More to Erasmus.

Er. Ep. ii. 16. Has received only three letters from him since he left. "Were

I to lie with most solemn countenance, and swear I had replied to

you as often, it is ten to one you would'nt believe me ; especially as

you know me so well, how idle I am in answering letters, and not

so superstitiously veracious as to reckon every white lie as black

as murder. Pace is on an embassy in your part of the world, yet

not wholly so ; for though he is not with us he is not with you."

Has a great affection for him, and hopes for his safe return. Knows

not when he shall see Erasmus, who is bent on visiting Italy ; and

if Italy gets him it will not let him return. So, between Pace and

Erasmus, More loses both parts of himself. Hopes some great

good fortune is in store for Pace ; he stands so high in favor with

the King, the Cardinal, and all men of worth. Hopes better luck

for Erasmus ; he is partly to blame, and partly his luck, as in the

prebend of Tournay, which Mountjoy had obtained from Erasmus,

and Erasmus now wishes to have, but had formerly told More

and Sampson he would rather decline. Shortly before Erasmus

left, More went to Tournay, and then heard from Mountjoy and

Sampson that Wolsey, in ignorance of these arrangements, had

written for that preferment to be given to some one else, to whom

he had promised it. More, however, had got them to write back

to Wolsey, and say it was promised Erasmus; but Wolsey said it

was not good enough for him, and promised something better.

Wolsey is well disposed to Erasmus. Has quickened Maruffo about

paying the money.

The Archbishop has succeeded at last in getting quit of the

chancellorship, which he has been laboring to do for some years.

The King nominated Wolsey in his room ; " qui ita se gerit, ut

spem quoque omnium, quamquam pro reliquis ejus virtutibus maxi

mum, longe tamen exsuperet ; et quod est difficillimum, etiam post

optimum decessorem valde probetur ac placeat." More's embassy

has been successful, but tedious ; has been away more than six

months. Had •written to the Cardinal for his recal, and made use

of Pace for that purpose. But on his return met Pace at Grave-

lines, hurrying away at such a rate they had scarce time to say

"How do you do?" Tunstal has just returned after a stay of

ten days of anxiety, and is thrust, much against his stomach, on

a new legation. Compares the ease of clerical ambassadors to that

of a layman like himself. They have no family to burthen them;—

and chance of ecclesiastical promotion, which costs the King nothing.

Has been offered a pension, but refused it, to preserve his inde

pendence. Speaks very highly of Tunstal and Buslidian, his house

and his library. Understands the latter has gone on an embassy

to England. Has formed a close intimacy with Pet. Giles (.35gidius)

of Antwerp. Would be glad to meet Dorp, to whom he had sent

a laconic epistle. Is glad to hear that Jerome and the New Tes

tament get on well. Linacre speaks highly of Erasmus, as More

has heard from some who were present at a supper given by the

King, when the praises of Erasmus were sung. His wife desires

remembrance ; so does Clement, who makes great progress in

Greek and Latin, and will one day be an ornament to his country.

The Bp. of Durham is grateful for the dedication of Seneca.
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17 Feb. 1553. Spinelly to Wolsey.

K. O. Wrote last, yesterday. Is informed this morning that three ships

of Scotland were wrecked upon Holland ; one saved, which had

brought an ambassador from the Duke of Albany to the French

King. Claes Baker has been in Denmark and Scotland, has gone

to Cologne, thence to Messe unto Richard de la Pole. Brussels,

17 Feb.

Hoi., partly cipher, not deciphered, p. 1. Add. : Rmo, &c, Tho.

Cardinali Angliae. Endd.

17 Feb. 1554- Andrieu de Zieundonck to the Maitre des Postes

Calig.E.i.n.? of the Archduke at Brussels.

B. M. Has received letters from Genly that the King sent despatches

to Daubiguy on the 6th. A courier has brought him his despatch

from Brussels of the 12th. Complains of his remuneration. On

the 13th had also sent him a letter, which he supposes has been

delivered to Mons. de Genly. Hears that many English are come

to Tournay. The band ofMons. de Vendosmehas arrived here from

Italy to protect the country against the English. The King wishes

to return from beyond the mountains. Many troops are drawn

together at St. Quentin. The King of Spain is reported to be dead,

and the Spaniards ready to cross the mountains into France. An

Englishman has been taken at Hae with forged letters, and letters

to the Swiss in the King's pay, promising a great sum if they would

desert. Order has been given to search all the ports and couriers,

that none be allowed to pass till their packets be opened. Will

find a difficulty in procuring horses. Requests that he may always

have a " cheval de hoste " for his messengers. 8,000

Almains have arrived at Guisse four leagues hence, to guard the

frontiers. Hears there are 8,000 more near Paris, who live on the

poor people. Sends three packets of letters for Genly. Hombliere,

17 Feb.

Hoi., Fr., pp. 3, mutilated. Add.

17 Feb. 1555. For Th. Thomsson of Strode, in Bisley, Glouc, weaver,

S. B. tukker or harper.

Pardon. Del. Westm., 17 Feb. 7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 13.

18 Feb. 1556. Queen [Katharine] to the Provost, &c. of Tournay.

Areaseol. xxvii. 260. Notifying the birth of Princess [Mary]. Under her signet, at

Greenwich, 18 Feb. Add.

18 Feb. 1557. Clarencieux to Wolsey.

Calig. B. li. 365. On 16 and 17 Feb., Lord Hume and George Hume of Wederborne

B. M. were with Dacre at Norham. On being asked what they intended

to do, now that Angus had entered with Albany, George Hume

answered in their behalf that so long as they had meat and drink

they can continue in their houses, but if they should chance to be

driven out what hope might they have, as they had not a groat ?

Thinks them of no power, and that it is ill trusting to the Scots ;

and if they may have their minds of the Duke they will do as

Angus, Fleming, and the late Prior of Coldingham have done ;—

they will have to " cuille " them a long time in France. They will
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Clarencieux to Wolsey—cont.

pass the narrow seas, and if the King's navy wait for them it will

be discovered whether there is any false packing between the

French King and the Duke. Norham, 18 Feb.

Hoi., pp. 2. Add. : To my Lord Cardinal's good grace.

18 Feb. 1558. Seb. Giustinian to the Council of Ten.

Giust. De»p. 1. 179. Has done what he could to make inquiries about the money.

Doubts whether it is sent to the Emperor or the Swiss, or both.

Heard that 20,000/. had reached Nuremburg, which can only be

for the Emperor ; questions the fact, as some at least of the English

lords would not affirm an untruth upon oath, and they assert the

Emperor has not had a ducat. States other reasons, and that the

Imperial ambassador had been told, until the Emperor had performed

his promise of going with a large army into Italy to expel Francis,

Henry would give him nothing. Has heard that the King has

revoked the order for the money remitted by bills. Peace between

this kingdom and the Prince of Castile has been proclaimed this

day. London, 18 Feb. 1516.

18 Feb. 1559. [The Cardinal of Sion] to Wolsey.

Vit. B. xix. 18. Trusts that his last letter, [sent by] Thomas Pace's servant,

B. M. arrived safely. The infantry come in in such numbers that they

fear rather an excess than a deficiency. Musters are taken without

intermission. Is going to Italy with the Emperor in three days,

and within a month Wolsey will hear that the French are either

so completely scattered that not one can return to France, or so

terrified that not one will remain in Italy;—"sequemur ad interniciem

usque." The treaty with the Swiss has come to nothing ; the

people are clamoring for vengeance on the French, and so vehemently

that no one dares speak in their favor. The cantons which had

treated with them (sigillavcrant) " ita perseverarunt ut emungerent

pecunias." Two hundred thousand crowns carried to Berne by

the agents of the French have been claimed by the people for the

treaty of Dijon ; the cantons on the other side seized them as due

to them by the French in the said treaty. The French thus losing

all,—money, peace, hope, labor,—nothing is wanting to the fulfilment

of the wishes of the English.

[Has heard of] the unlooked-for death of the [King of Arragon],

which he deplores. The Emperor in like manner grieves for that

loss. Prince Charles will hasten his voyage to Spain, and forestal

any attempt at mischief on the part of France, or of that " Judas

qui non dormit." Care will be taken that no disturbances take

place in Naples. The Emperor holds to his intention of entering

Italy in person, and penetrating into France, and continues his

descent, having once begun the journey. The writer again asks

for a prompt payment of the rest of the money, for the third

payment ; for the Emperor is pressed (gravattis) on all sides, and

Italy exhausted.

Ex Valle Montis 18 Feb. 1516.

Pp. 3, mutilated. Add. : Reverendissimo in Christo pri. D. D.

Th. S. R. E. tt. S. Cecilia; presbytero Cardinali Eboracensi, domino

meo observant issimo.

19 Feb. 1560. The Cardinal of Sion to [Wolsey.]

tt. O. Advertised him yesterday of all occurrences. Has received the

resolution of the Zurich diet, which had given no answer to the
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King's proposal as yet. If the expedition be set on foot, the Swiss

will gladly offer themselves. The Emperor and the troops are

advancing, and expect to be up to the enemy in eight or ten days,

and penetrate into France. Begs payment of the third instalment.

Sandecz, 19 Feb. 1516. Signed.

Lat., p. I.

19 Feb. 156L Pace to Burbank.

B. O. Galeazzo Visconti has despatched his son-in-law, the bearer,

to England. He " is faithful to the King and my lord our master as

any subject or servant they have." Burbank may lodge him in

Pace's chamber, and board him in my lord's house. From the city of

Cure, 19 Feb.

Hoi., p. 1. Add. : R° D. Gulielmo Burbanco Rmi D. Cardinalis

Eboracensis cappellano, amico, &c. Endd.

1 9 Feb. 1562. For John Porte.

S. B. Lease by advice of the surveyors of crown lands, of Dalby, Derb.,

at an annual rent of 201. Del. Westm., 19 Feb. 7 Hen.YUI.-

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 29.

20 Feb. 1583. Seb. Giustinian to the Council of Ten.

Giust. Desp. 1. 181. Has just beard of the death of Ferdinand of Arragon. It was

kept secret for some days, as the Queen was on the eve of her

delivery. The King has sent two ambassadors to condole with the

Archduke, offering him men and money. These changes aro

ominous. Today the Queen was delivered of a girl. London,

20 Feb. 1516.

20 Feb. 1564. Pace to Wolset.

R. O. Galeas desires credence for the bearer touching his memorial

about Chievres. The King's affairs are improving hourly. They

have the best captains of all the Swiss, ready, not only to fight

the French in Italy, but to pursue them into France. There can be

no obstacle but lack of money. Begs it may be sent with all possible

haste and secresy. If the King and Wolsey saw what he sees, they

would not miss this opportunity for a million of gold. All the

captains say, they set forward now with good will, " having the

King of England to their master, who never did deceive them."

Encourages them by saying he has written to England. Is like to

die for sorrow, considering that all this may be lost for lack of

money. Coir, 20 Feb. 1516. Signed.

P. S. Cannot express his opinion of the wisdom and fidelity of

the Lord Galeas.

Pp.2. Add. : Tho. Card. Ebor. Endd. . ,

20 Feb. 1565. Pace to Wolsey.

R. O. Since writing his two other letters, received all Wolsey's letters,

of the 30 Jan., duplicates of those sent by Melchior Langus, with

the exception of one in which Wolsey expresses a fear that Pace

would be guided by Sir Rob. Wingfield's counsel to defer the

enterprise against the French. Nothing can induce him to that.

He and the Lord Galias are now in readiness to take the field ;

have sent off 7,000 men, and will send as many more tomorrow if tha

E E
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Pace to Wolsey—cont.

merchants do not fail them ; if they fail, they will hinder the

greatest enterprise ever made against France. Chur (ex civitate

Curicensi), 20 Feb.

Hoi., pp. 2. Add. : Tho. Card. Ebor. Endd.

20 Feb. 1566. Pace to Bubbank.

B. O. Since writing his other letters received Burbank's of 30 Jan.

St. P. vi. 4C- with the duplicate, sent for fear Melchior, who arrived in safety,

should be arrested. " As touching new inventions of ' summer shall

be green,' you did very wisely and kindly offer your life therein, for

you shall not die therefor." Has not only promoted the expedition

against the French, but is in arms with the Swiss, as he has

written to Wolsey. Sees clearly the interests of England. Begs

his friends to pray for his safety, as he is going, not to war, but

to hand-to-hand engagement. Knows well, not only Wyngfeld's

but the Emperor's inventions, but will do his duty. Will write

another time about him that would be Pope.* Is informed by

John Clyphton of Burbank's care for his interests at home. Has

intolerable expences among these Swiss, whom he must have always

at his table. Writes amid the noise of arms and drums. Coire,

20 Feb.

P.S. Hopes Wolsey will show kindness to the messenger for the

sake of Lord Galiace, " one of the noblest and wisest men that ever

I did see."

Hoi., some words in cipher, pp. 3. Add. and endd.

1567. [Pace] to [Bubbank.]

B. O. " Sir, you may show unto my Lord Cardinal mine opinion of

St. P. vi. 46 n. ' summer shall be green,' and put his grace out of doubt that dreams

and new inventions cannot let me to do that I see most expedient

according to my charge." Has used all diligence in setting forward

the Swiss, and keeping the Emperor from making peace with the

French King. Encloses a letter to himself from the Emperor, by

which Wolsey will see that he has already stopped certain secret

negotiations. The Emperor has left for Italy ; " and we shall

shortly join with him."

Hoi., p. 1, one word in cipher.

20 Feb. 1568 Galeazzo Visconti to Henby VIII.

E. O. As he could not visit England according to his wish, has

despatched his son-in-law, Anchises Visconti, for whom he begs

credence. Coire, 20 Feb. 1516.

Lat, p. 1 . Add. and endd.

20 Feb. 1569. Galeazzo Visconti to WOlset.

B. Q» Recommendation of the bearer, Anchises Visconti. Coire,

20 Feb. 1516.

Lat., p. 1. Add. and endd.

20 Feb. 1570. For John Joyneb, Richmond Herald.

S. B. Grnnt of the land and seigniory of Chin, bailiwick of Tournay.

Del. Westm., 20 Feb. 7 Hen. VIH.

Fr.1Hen.VIII. m. 13.

* la the ordinary cipher for Pope, but query.
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20 Feb. 1571- For Th. Mat of "Wadehurst, Sussex, alias of London,

S. B. haberdasher.

Pardon. Del. Westm., 20 Feb. 7 Hen. VHI.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 25.

20 Feb. 1572. Maximilian.

B. O. Commission for Barth. Titionus to form a league with Leo X.,

Henry VIII., Charles of Castile and the Swiss, having for its object

the mutual defence of the parties, and the support of the Church.

Landeck, 20 Feb. 1516, 30 reg. Rom. Seal.

Lat. Endd.

21 Feb. 1573. Christening of the Princess Mary*

Harl. 3504. f.232. The Princess was born on Monday, 18 Feb. 1515, 7 Hen.Vin. at

B. M. four in the morning, at Greenwich ; christened on Wednesday next.

From the court gate to the church door of the Friars was railed

and hung with arras ; the way being well gravelled and strewed

with rushes. At the church door was set a house well framed of

of timber, covered with arras, where the Princess, with her god

father and godmother, abode. There she received her name Mary.

Then they entered the church, which was hung with cloth of needle

work garnished with precious stones and pearls. She was preceded

by a goodly sight of gentlemen and lords. Then followed the bason,

borne by my Lord of Devonshire, supported by Lord Herbert ; the

taper by the Earl of Surrey, the salt by the Marquis of Dorset,

Lady Dorset bearing the chrism. The Lord Chamberlain followed,

with the Lord Steward on his right. Then the canopy, borne by

Sir David Owen, Sir Nich. Vaux, Sir Thos. Aparre, and Sir

Thomas Boleyn, under which was the Princess, borne by the

Countess of Surrey. The Princess was assisted by the Duke of

Norfolk at the head, and the Duke of Suffolk at the feet. Next, the

Lady Katharine, the Duchess of Norfolk, &c. The Lord Cardinal,

godfather, Lady Katharine and the Duchess of Norfolk, godmothers,

at the font. The Countess of Salisbury at the bishopping. Then

Te Deum sung by the King's chaplain. Order of returning to court

described, in which Lord Burgevenny, the Archbps. of Armagh

and Dublin, the Bps. of Durham and Chester, and the Earl of

Derby, took part.

Copy in a hand of the time of Elizabeth, pp. 4.

21 Feb. 1574. Henry VIII.

S. B. i. Commission to Sir Edw. Ponynges, K.G., comptroller of the

Rym. xiii. 545. Household, and Cuthbert Tunstal, LL.D., to arrange the treaty

lately concluded between England and the Prince of Castile.

Westm., 19 Feb. 7 Hen.Vin.

Fr.1Hen.VIII. m.Z.

Rym. ib. 547. ii. Commission to Rob. Wingfcld and Richard Pace, Archdeacon

of Dorset, to treat for a confederation between England, Leo X.,

Maximilian, Charles of Castile, Francis Duke of Barre and Milan,

and the Swiss cantons. Westm., 21 Feb. 7 Hen. VIII.

Fr.7 Hen.VIII.m.2.

* See also MS. Lambeth 285 f. 38 b.

EE 2
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21 Feb. 1575. For Th. Docwra, Prior, and the Hospital of St. John

s. b. of Jerusalem.

Mortmain licence to hold the prebend of Blubery, Berks, Salisb.

dioc, with appurtenances. Del. Westm., 21 Feb. 7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 12.

22 Feb. 1576. Sampson to [Wolsey.]

Calig.D.vi.293. Sends herewith letters addressed by the Emperor to the Bp. of

B. M. Tournay, printed in the Almayn tongue, which had fortuned to

come to the hands of Dr. Kuygth. Their effect is that the Emperor

held lately a Council at Cologne and Treire, wherein it was agreed

that on Sunday after the date of this letter all prelates under the

empire should be at a certain town for the Emperor's affairs in

Italy, especially against the French King for the recovery of Milan.

" If I might have had these letters translated] into French or

Latin I would have sent a cop[y to the] elect's father in the Prince's

court." Intercedes for Hansard, the under-marshal, who has been

complained of to Wolsey for insubordination, and now promises

obedience. Tournay, 22 Feb. 1515.

Hoi., pp. 2, mutilated.

22 Feb. 1577. For Wm. Hattecliff, clerk of accounts, or of Green

Cloth, of the Household, and NiCH. Liegh, " unus

sepulatorum camene nostrae."

To be receiver, &c. in survivorship, of Lee, or Lee Shrafold, and

Bankers, Kent. Westm., 22 Feb.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 24.

22 Feb. 1578. For John Miklowe, elk., comptroller of the Household.

To be keeper of Molewik park, Denbigh, Wales, vice Morgan

• Holan. Westm., 22 Feb.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, >». 9.

22 Feb. 1579. For John Dyve of Bromeham, Beds.

Exemption from serving on juries, &c. Westm., 22 Feb.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 7.

22 Feb. 1580. Gaol Delivery.

Northampton.—John Walker, mayor, Sir Wm. Compton, Th.

Pulteny, Wm. Gascoign, John Saxby and John Parvyn. Westm.,

22 Feb.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. \6d.

23 Feb. 1581. Spinelly to Henry VIII.

Galba.B. iv. 21. Wrote on the 18th in conjunction with .... On the 21st,

B. M. understanding the King's wish that he should return, they

solicited his despatch, which they have just obtained. Sends the

substance of the proposition made in the Prince's name to the

General Estates since he last wrote. They intend to depart about

St. John's Day. It is supposed the Prince will go by sea, though

some have suggested that he might pass through Almeny to Naples,

and cross the Mediterranean to Barcelona. It is supposed Fyenis

will remain as governor. The Archduchess is much inclined to

the marriage, and would prefer her (the Princess ?) before all

others. Berghes arrived on the 21st. He is well-pleased with
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Chievres, as he told Spinelly and Knight. They are much inclined

to peace with France, fearing in case of war to lose their autho

rity. Cannot learn Berghes' opinion on the marriage. On the

20th the French ambassador presented the Prince with letters from

their master, dated the 14th .... in Dauphine, with new offers.

A courier coming out of Spain to the Prince was taken to Paris

as prisoner, and his letters sent to the French King. The same

has been done to Harrera and others going before the Prince into

Spain. These doings have caused great discontent. The French

ambassador excuses them on the ground of such restraint being

enforced against the English couriers only. The Chancellor has no

trust in France. Spinelly told him that, considering the ambition

of the French and the death of the King of Arragon, they would

be sorry to have refused the offer of a league with England.

Thinks that such a league might be brought to pass. A new am

bassador is coming from France to demand the restoration of the

kingdom of Naples. The strife between the Constable and the

' Up. of Burgos is ended. The Marquis ofPrego is gone to Cor

dova. Novara is in no danger. It has been assisted by Biscay

and Lopousquc (Guispuscoa). The Emperor wrote to the Arch

duchess on the 15th from Felkerke, regretting the death of the

King of Arragon, but intending to continue his enterprise. Mar-

raton has written that the commons at Berne have begun an

insurrection against the French party. The canton of Berne have

detained the French ambassador with 200,000 crowns, on his

refusing to disburse them, except they would serve the French.

\Tho news is confirmed by Simon de Taxis and Felinger from

Augsburg. Thinks Wingfield and Pace must have been absent

at tho time from the Emperor's court. The Bp. of Ross has come

from Scotland on an embassy to France. The Lord Yanlys and

president of Paris have circulated a report that an Englishman has

been taken in Champagne, sent hither by the King to kill Richard

de la Pole. When Knight went to take leave of tho Archduchess

she stated they had a copy of his confession.— " the Em

peror is no further pou[rveyed] . . . than the 20th day of March

next coming ; and that in ca[se your grace] help him not, all stand

in danger, being in only grow the conquest of the duchy

of Milan." The Pope continues his payments for the entertain

ment of Verona and Brescia. Brussels, 23 Feb.

Hoi., pp. 7, mutilated. Add. and endd.

23 Feb. 1582. Sir Kob. "Wingfield to Wolset.

Vit. B.xviii. 134. Wrote from Awsbourge on the of this month. On

B. M. [received] a letter from Henry and one directed to

Pace, which Wingfield forwards. It was longer [in coming] to

to his hands than he expected. It appears from Wolsey's letters

that he was displeased with the matters contained in Wingfield's

letters of the 15th from Awsbourge. Trusts Wolsey will

look at them again, when he will perceive that he had not departed

from his instructions further than was necessary, the business

being of other form than might appear to Wolsey at so great a

distance. Denies devising novelties. Wolsey's secretary (Pace),

among others, can bear witness whether he has hindered or

furthered the desired object, which would certainly have yielded

but slender fruit, had not more expert men than either of them

given a helping hand. Ministers should possess four things, viz.,

wit, learning, good will and experience ; " for my part I am not
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Sra Rob. Wingfield to Wolset—cont.

ashamed to give place to your secretary in the first twain, and as,

in the third it were too great a shame for me to give place to any,

iind in the fourth, both to eschew [ar]rogance and comparison, I

will leave the judgment of that part to such [a]s have practised

with us both."

As to the matters in Wingfield's letters, which Wolsey sup

posed had proceeded from the Emperor or himself, trusts he

needs no other excuse than what he expressed in his said letter

of the 6th, and in such constructions as [the Emperor hath sejnt

to his ambassador resident with the King's grace. " And as

touching iens if it be the King's mind and yours

that in this expedition] take no harm, it were right

mete that some cunning which have the science to

divide the male deer from the from the

Venetians which he not now

.... ble enterprise, but also {perhaps a line lost here) first joining

them France

and so will con[tinue] have

governed themselves so not than

themselves of right fail both of

them to drink such b[ev]erage " By his letters

of the 18th Wingfield advertised Henry of all the news

then occurrent. Riete, in Inedaale, 23rd February.

Hoi., pp. 3, mutilated. Add. : To my lorde Cardenall of Yorke,

Chaunceller of Inglonde.

23 Feb. 1583. For Rob. Oemeston alias Dikynson.

To be under clerk of Parliament, with the usual emoluments.

Westm., 23 Feb.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 20.

23 Feb. 1584, For John Nevell.

S. B. To be constable of Tyntagell castle, Cornw., vice Sir Anth.

Utright, and to have a meadow called Halemere, in the lordship

of Tyntagell : on surrender of patent, 8 Feb. 5 Hen. VHL Del.

Westm., 23 Feb. 7 Hen. VHI.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 9.

24 Feb. 1585. Seb. Giustinian to the Council of Ten.

Giust. Desp.i. 182. On the 21st the Princess was christened. The sponsors were

Wolsey and the Duchess of Norfolk. Congratulated the King

today, and said that the Signory would have been more satisfied if

it had been a son. His majesty then made me draw nearer, having,

however, in the first place, returned many thanks to your highness

for this compliment, saying, "Weareboth young; if it was a daughter

this time, by the grace of God the sons will follow"; and he then

continued, " Domine Orator, I will tell you a very great secret, the

which I charge you under the closest confidence not to write to any

one, except to your Doge, lest it become known ; nor even to your

Doge do I choose you to write that I in person told it you ; but say

that you have heard it from a good source. Know that the King

of Franco is negociating with all earnestness to obtain peace with

the Emperor, and to leave you singlehanded at the mercy of your

enemies. I always loved the Venetians, and it grieves me to the

heart, seeing you deceived from too great credulity." Had an

interview with Wolsey, who warned the Signory, whom it trusted.
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Sebastian replied, that if they were doomed to destruction, it was

their faith, and God would avenge it. "Was careful to show no

leaning to France. London, 24 Feb. 1516.

24 Feb. 1586- For Marcellus de la More, surgeon to the King.

S. B. Grant of the customs on his imports or exports, for three years,

to the amount of 1,000/., on the bonds of John Cavalcanti, John

Benchi, Peter Francis de Bardi, and Bernard Cavalcanti, merchant

of Florence. Del. Westm., 24 Feb. 7 Hen, VLU.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 17.

24 Feb. 1587- For Ric. Cokkes of London, fishmonger, alias of

P. S. St. Olave's, Surrey, brewer.

Protection; going in the retinue of Sir Richard Wingfeld, Deputy

of Calais. Greenwich, 28 June 7 Hen. VHL Del. Westm., 24 Feb.

Fr.1 Hen.VIII.m.21.

25 Feb. 1588- More to Erasmus.

Er. Ep. App. m. The Archbishop has ordered 20/. English to be sent him. En

closes the Archbishop's letter, and the bond of Maruffo, that Erasmus

may understand how liberal the Archbishop is of his money, and

that More is no bad purveyor of other men's property. Has written

to an Englishman to pay JEgidius 30/. Flemish, which Erasmus

deposited with him. Has sent his letters to Latimer, and his own

about the Bishop of Rochester's affair. Has had no reply from

either. Colet is earnestly studying Greek, and has made use of the

services of Clement (More's page). Thinks Erasmus had better not

write and urge Colet in his new studies. " Solet, ut scis, dispu-

tandi gratia repugnare suadentibus, etiamsi id suadeant in quod

ille sua sponte maxime propendeat." Has seen Urswick, who

acknowledges he has not forgotten the horse. London, 25 Feb.

1516.

25 Feb. 1589- For Miles Forest.

S. B. Lease of the lordship of Huke, York, for 21 years, at an annual

rent of 14/., which premises Henry Gayll late held. Del. Westm.,

25 Feb. 7 Hen. VIII.

Fr. 7 Hen. VIII. m. 18.

25 Feb. 1590- For Fras. de Bardl

S. B. Licence to export 343£ sacks of wool. Del. Westm., 25 Feb.

7 Hen. VIII.

Fr. 7 Hen. VIII. m. 29,

25 Feb. 1591. For Fras. de Barbi, merchant of Florence.

S. B. Licence to import 1,061 butts of Malvesey. Del. Westm.,

1 25 Feb. 7 Hen. VIII.

rat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 17.

26 Feb. 1592. Sir Rob. Wingfield to [Henry VIII:]

Vit.B.xvm. 133. \_A line lost.'] " month wrote my last

B. M. in Inedalc, and the 24th day
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Sir Rob. Wingfield to [Henrt VIII.]—cont.

village of Reeyte in the said daalc, and

my said lord Cardinal came to

the said lodged but a Dutch

mile thence, came thr the morning,

and rode a Dutch mile to a village daale, and there it

pleased his majesty to have and me at dinner

with him, and after he held all three present, and

the Emperor himself purposed to have been

advised from his Council, which is at Ver[oone] ,

where the Bishop and divers other of his Council be

was determined that the army of Swissers should

i have p Valeeys, that the Lord Rokendolffe had led his

army that now it is perceived to the said Bishop

of Trent and the oth[ers that in the] said passage there should be

found twain great impediments, the one] lack of victuals, and the

other that the . enemies hath fo called Amphe ; for

which twain impediments they though[t] ad

vised that the said passage should be left.

" And on that other part, that his Council ofVerone shewed [to be]

expedient that the army of Veroone should descend intot

. . . where they may take all the passages into their han[ds, and that

the] whole army of the Swissers should also pass the same way,

[so that they] may proceed jointly in twain battles, of which theto be the advance-guard and the Swissers the rear

guard; a shewed to have advertisement that

betwixt Veroone and B army, and that of the Vene

tians to be joined together in such within twain or three

days it be not heard that the Venetie[ns] way to

Pado, and the French the next way towards France, they

the battle as two desperate powers, which have no

or goodly end.

" Which purpose finished, the Cardinal and all others shew ....

so that finally was concluded that for the more

surety the obtained their opinion, and forthwith

the Emperor the said Lord Rokendolffe,

knight, rode a Dutch m[ile by a] mountain called St. Nicolas

to a castle called [which is] counted to be in Italy,

because that is repput[ed] and we, that is to say

the Card[inal] by a Dutch mile

(Acre some lines are lost) [ordjeeynyd us to remain in

this village farther to a castle named

Farstenbourg of g rne, where

17 banners of the Swissers and 15 more are

coming, whereof part do pass this day ; [and it is] thought that to

morrow the Lord Galias Viscounte, which is captain [of their]

army, shall be there, wherefore the Emperor hath ordained [the

Cardi]nall and me to be also there tomorrow." Mr. Pace rode

this morning to [T]rente to meet by appointment the factours of

Fryscobalde with the residue of the great sum for the enterprise,

and which will be very scanty unless multiplied by some means or

other. Wingfield thinks the number of "payis" do rise to 15,000

and above, and hopes that, whether the French abide battle or not,

the duchy of Milan (the castlo excepted) will shortly be out of

their hands ; for the Swissers are said to be not only " a robust

company," but eager to find the enemies, and also that the army

of Verona " is the most exquisite and best experimented band of
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footmen that hath been seen." Trusts that the enterprise will

advance the honor and weal of all the princes of Christendom,

especially of Henry's, without whom it would have come to

nothing. The [garrison] of Bresse have made two sallies lately,

in which above 1,200 Gascons and French Almains were slain,

" notwithstanding that there was treason within, which was

fortunately discovered." Writes from the skirts of Italy, but hopes

within a few weeks to date his letters from the heart of Lombardy.

Village of Crawm in Malsherhaate, 26 Feb.

Hoi., pp. 2, mutilated.

26 Feb. 1593. Pace to Wolsey.

B. O. In his last from Cure, advertised Wolsey of his intended visit

St. P. vi. 47. to the Emperor. " Mi lorde the Cardinal Sedunensis, Syr Roberte

Wingfelde, and I, didde dyne wyth the sayde Emperor, and aftre

dynar hadde large communication wyth hym." He is now threo

days' journey frome Trent in confin;bus Italia. "I schewidde

unto hym secretly your grace's mynde in that he schulde not in

ony maner agree wyth the French King, repetynge suche wurdis

as he hym selfe saydc unto your grace in the felde at Terroane,

and that your grace wolde be a faythful procurator of his in this

that the King's grace schulde not forsake hym. He was marvaluse

gladde to here thys."

" Tomorowe I do departe hense to Trent, there for to meate wyth

the Lorde Galiace and alle the armic, and from thense to pro-

cede wythowte delaye into Italie agaynst the Frenchemcn, whoo

haith made a crye opynlye in Milan that no man in payne ofFdeth

schall speke oon wurde off the cummyngo of the Swiss; we do

gretlifere that they wulle runne awaye." Founce (?) 26 Feb.

Hoi., part cipher, pp. 3. Add. : Tho. Car. Eboracen. (corrected

from Sedunen.) Endd. : 26 Februarii et 4 Martii, Mr. Pace.

Vit. B. xnr. 20. 2. Mutilated decipher of the preceding.

B. M.

1594. [Wolsey] to [Pace.]

B. O, After the signing of his letters, Th. Cotton arrived, bringing

" your letters containing the whole resolution of your matters,"

which was comfortable news to the King. Answers shall be sent

forthwith. Notwithstanding the death of tho late King of Arragon,

is£to solicit the Emperor and the Swiss to proceed to Milan and

expel the French ; and urge the Emperor not to omit this com

modious occasion of subduing them. Is to impress upon the Em

peror the danger that will ensue if the French establish themselves

in the duchy, and to encourage him is to say he is in good hopes

that England will furnish him with money.

In RuthaVs hand, p. 1.

20 Feb. 1595. For John Rowe, sergeant-at-law, Edm. Larder and

Nich. Kybkham.

Commission to inquire as to concealed wards, &c. belonging to the

Crown. Westm., 26 Feb.

rat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 15d.
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26 Feb. 1596. Gaol Delivery.

Colchester Castle.—Sir Ric. Fitzlowes, Sir John Marney, Sir

Th. Tyrell, Edw. Tyrell, Edw. Hales and Th. Bonham. Westm.,

26 Feb.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. \Gd.

27 Feb. 1597- League with Charles of Spain.

R. O. Notarial certificate of the oath of Charles of Spain to the treaty

of 4 Jan. 1515, taken in the monastery of St. James do Froidmont,

27 Feb. 1515 ; present, Cuth. Tunstal, Wm. Knight and others.

Lot. and Fr.

27 Feb. 1598. Dacre's Correspondence.

Calig. B. ii. 314. i. Jehan de Planis and Gawin Dunbar, Archdeacon of St. An-

B. M. drew's, to Dacre and Magnus.

Have not received the promised safe-conduct, which was to be in

Scotland eleven days after the request for it. Desire to have an

answer by the bearer, which they will show to the governor. Edin

burgh, 27 Feb. Signed.

P. 1. Add. : To my Lordis Dacre and Master Thomas Magnus,

Archidene of Estriding, counselors to ye King of Ingland and

Quenis grace of Scotland.

ii. Dacre to De Planis and Gawin Dunbar.

Has received this Friday, the last of February, their letter

complaining of the non-arrival of the conduct. In consequence of

the death of the King of Spain and the arrival of the Prince

(now King) of Castile's ambassadors in England, the safeconduct

came yesternight, and other papers for the King of Scots, as David

Purves will inform them. Coldstream, ult. Feb.

P. 1. Headed: "Copy of the answer of a letter sent from

Mr. John de Planis, ambassador of France resident in Scotland, and

from Mr. Gawen Dunbar, Archdeacon of St. Andrew's."

iii. Dacre to Albany.

Thanks him for copies of the King of Scots' letter and his sent

to the King his master. Will labor for the peace. A safeconduct

has been sent, and letters to the King's nephew. Since the

abstinence great mischief has been done on the borders. Desires

that days of truce bo appointed at Cressopbrig and Kirkandreas,

the customary places for the wild country. Etell, 2 March.

Pp. 2. Headed: "Copy of a letter sent to the Duke of

Albany."

iv. Albaay to Dacre.

Has received a safeconduct, with letters for his sovereign, from

Dacre. Is of the same mind for the peace as he. Has come into

Scotland for that purpose, and to defend his King to the last drop

of his blood. Will let him know when the ambassadors will be on

the borders. Though the King of England has not deigned to send

him word nor writings, "bo sic casis werkis ar not concludit nor

brocht to ende." Edinburgh, 4 Nov.* Signed.

P. I. Add.: To my cousin Lord Dacre, warden of the Inglis

border foment Scotland.

* Qu. March.
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Green's Prin

cesses, IV. 234.

v. Dacro to Albany.

Has received his letter, dated Edinburgh the 4th. If he and his

fellow had had the conveying up of Albany's letter, as they had

of the King of Scots', Dacre makes no doubt good answer would

have been made to the same. Is surprised he has received no

certain answer from him respecting the coming of the ambassadors.

Sends his servant for that purpose. Morpeth, 15 March.

Pp. 2. Headed : " Copy of a letter sent to the Duke of Albany,

answer of bis letter next afore."

Dunbar and Sir William Scot of Balwery tovi. Gawin

Dacre.

Wish to know why no writing has been sent them from England

for John de Planis to accompany the ambassadors of Scotland, now

proceeding thither, as had been agreed on by treaty on their de

parture from Coldingham. Edinburgh, 10 March. Signed.

P. 1. Add. : To my Lord Daquer.

vii. Dacre to Gawin Dunbar and Sir Wm. Scot.

Has received their letter, Edinburgh the 10th. Although no

writing has come for De Planis his services are thankfully received;

being in such high authority with the King of France, the King's

grace cannot conveniently require him to take such mission. Will

be heartily welcome if he goes into England. Morpeth, 15 March.

Pp. 2. Headed : " Copy of the answer sent to Mr. Gawen Dom-

bar, Archdeacon of St. Andrew's, and Sir William Scotte, kt., made

to their letter next afore."

viii. Queen Margaret to Albany.

Has received his letter, dated Edinburgh, 26 Feb., by Will. Don-

netson, the bearer, and heard his credence. Does not well remem

ber the words of Albany at their last interview, but acknowledges

she has often had goodly and pleasant words as well as letters from

him, and though his conduct has not always corresponded to them,

yet, as now matters are being accommodated, hopes he will reform

it. Would have had more confidence if he had released her trusty

friend, the Bp. of Dunkell, in whose behalf she wrote to him when

his secretary Gaultier was here. Is fully determined to repair

southwards to the King her brother. Hopes Albany is preparing

to send an embassy for peace, when it will appear that she left Scot

land not without urgent occasion. Wishes he would liberate the

Bp. of Donkoll to conduct her south, put Lord Drummond out of

durance, and send her by the bearer her jewels that he had from

Temptallon. Desires him to restore to Angus the castles of Temp

tation and Bothwell. Morpeth, the * day of *.

Pp. 3. Headed : " Copy of the Queen of Scots' letter sent to the

Duke of Albany."

Endd. : The copies of certain letters of my Lord Dacres sent to

the Duke of Albany, &c.

Feb. 1599. Spinelly to [Henby VIII.]

Galba,B.iv.3l. Wrote last on the 23rd. Yesterday at supper the Chancellor

B. M. told him of many messengers sent hither by the Constable, the

Blank in- MS.
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Spinelly to [Henry VlLL]—cont.

Duke of Lynfautasy, the [Marquis] of Villena and other Lords

of Spain, to urge the Prince speedily to go thither. The good

order in which the deceased King left the realm is preserved by

the policy of the Cardinal of Toledo, who has caused rigid justice

to be executed against the insurgents in Burgos. He has a com

pany of 3,000 horse, and a like number of foot, and was coming to

Valladolid with the " Queens " of Arragon and Don Fernando.

He is in great esteem in Castile on account of his prudence, virtue

and honest living. He has ordered the " Queens " of Spain to be

kept with better watch than before, "and no men suffered to

speak [with] her." Thinks this has been done of

the French subornation for to marry her. They will need to take

care of the Queen of Arragon, also that she do not leave Spain.

Reminded the Chancellor of the great obligations under which the

Prince lay to the King and the Emperor for securing his Italian

dominions against the French. Advised him to let the Viceroy go

to the Emperor, and to cause the treaty lately concluded between the

King and Ferdinand to be performed by the Council of Spain.

Hears that the French have not only the 6,000 Almains about the

frontier of H[ainault], but send, daily, horsemen to St. Quintin and

Peronne, as Henry will see by an extract of a letter received by

the Master of the Posts. The Chancellor does not think it is intended

against Tournay, for as long as they are busy in Italy they will

have enough to do to defend themselves at home. The Pope is

entirely French. If [Vero]une and Brescia were not in the Emperor's

hands, the realm of Naples would be in danger. Has received

letters from his brother, the Pope's chamberlain, that immediately

after Ferdinand's death the French King had written the Pope he

would recover Naples at all hazards. Showed this to the Council,

who said they had similar news, and were not without fear of the

Duke of Gueldres. Andreas de Burgo expects to be sent to

England. The Pope is making fruitless efforts to obtain a peace

with France. The French King has sent 200 spears to assist the

Pope against the Duke of Urbino. The Emperor had written to

the Pope " to desist of such e[nterprise] and not offend those which

been subjects and fe[ofs] unto the Empire." The strength of

the French and Venetians at Verone daily increases. They have

joined together about Brescia. On the 16th the Emperor was a

day's journey from Trent. [Next] morning Sion and the English

ambassador were to meet him at Maren. The French had sent

their great ordnance to Milan, and carried it into the castle.

Berghes says the alliance between England and Burgundy will

bo both defensive and offensive. Finds the understanding between

him and Chievres increases daily. This morning the Chancellor

tells him Mattyney is come. The Chancellor promises, on hearing

his report about the Almain foot, to let Spinelly know. The

President of Paris has taken leave of the Prince. Brussels,

. . . Feb. Don John Manuel is not yet admitted to court.

Hoi., pp. 6, mutilated.

ii. Extract of a letter to the Master of the Posts, dated 23 Feb.,

at Homblire, a league from St. Quintin.

6,000 Almnin foot are assembled about Guise. They say they

are to bo lodged close to St. Quintin and Peronne. At St. Quintin

are 400 new horse. It is said they come from the English at

Tournay {que vienent des Angloys a Tournay), where they are ia
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great fear, and that Talbot is coming (doit descendre) to Calais.

It is lamentable how they devour the country.

Fr.,p.l.

27 Feb. 1600. Spinelly to Henry VIII.

B. O. Since closing his other letters, has learned that a post from Spain

has arrived, having been suffered to pass through France, and that

Harryera and other servants of the Prince going thither have

been delivered with their letters which were open. The Duke of

Gueldres has refused to renew the truce for four months with the

Prince, alleging it is not for his profit. He is in collusion with

France. Is in great favor with the Chancellor. Brussels, the

27th day.

Hoi., p. I. Add. Endd. : Spinel], 27 Februarii.

27 Feb. 1601. Spinelly to Wolsey.

R. O. Wrote his last on the 23rd, of Frescobaldi's servant being taken

in France. The Chancellor knows nothing about it. The French

report that Rob. Latimer should be put to death. Their words are

not believed as formerly. Brussels, 27 Feb.

Hoi., p. 1. Add. : Cardinal of England.

28 Feb. 1602. For Rob. Grene, brewer of London.

P. S. Protection ; going in the retinue of Sir Ric. Wyngfeld. Green

wich, 20 Feb. 7 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm., 28 Feb.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 29.

29 Feb. 1603. Maximilian to Wolsey.

Vit. B. xix. 21 Has heard from Ric. Pace, Wolsey's secretary, news of matters

B. M. which will doubtless turn to the honor and advantage of himself

and Henry VIII. Is grateful for Wolsey's services. Has com

missioned Pace to write to him. " In oppido nostro Maran die

ultima Februarii, A.D. 1516, regni nostri Roman i tricesimo."

Lat, p. 1. Add.: Reverendissimo in Christo patri Domino

Thome Stae. Romana? Ecclesiae Cardinali Eboracensi, amico nostro

charissimo.

1604. Suffolk to Henry VIII. J

K. O. Has sent Wolsey certain jewels and other things to show to the

King on the Queen his sister's behalf. Prays Henry to have pity

on himself and her. Touching her coming to see Henry begs to

know his pleasure. Sends a goshawk, which he hopes is good,

" for and sche doo as wyell as I have seen her doo I dowth not boot

sche schall contynt your grace." Bottyllay. Signed.

P. 1. Add. : To the Kinges grace. Endd. : My Lord of Suff.

1605. Suffolk to Henry VIII.

Titos, B. i. 69. Had, in conjunction with Wolsey, examined the state of his and

B- M- the Queen's debts to the King. Proposes that, in conformity with

the advice of the Council, she should come up to London. Will
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Suffolk to Henky VHT.—eont.

bring her to Bath Place against Easter next. Hears that the King

intends to have some pastime this May, and desires Suffolk to be

in attendance. Is ill furnished for that purpose.

Hoi., pp. 2. Add.

1606. Suffolk to Wolsey.

Titus, B. i. 313. On the same subject, stating that he had written to the King.

B. M. Hoi., pp. 2. Add. : To me Lord Cardyualles good lordysschype.

1607. Tournay.

R. O. Resolutions of the prevost, jurez, eschevins, esgardeins, doyens

ct soubz doyens des mestiers of Tournay on what has been submitted

to them by Lord Mountjoye, the lieutenant, in obedience to the

King's commands relative to the building of the citadel.

1. The city is very poor by reason of former wars and the late

siege ; 2. has been burdened with a present of 50,000 crowns of

gold to the King, and been obliged to borrow, as stated by the

deputies of the town to the King in parliament in 1513 ; 3. It has

been devastated by the plague for two or three years ; upwards of

13,000 or 14,000 persons have died ; 5. It has made great repairs

in the town walls to the extent of 16,000 livres Tournais ; 5. Re

quest, in consideration of the above, that they may be exempted

from further contribution.

Signed.-K. du Fief (?)

Fr., pp. 4.

1608. Spinelly to [Henry VIII.]

Galba, B. iv.34. * * ..." [da]y of February unto all the estates of th

B. M. ho showed the decease of the King of Arragon gev[ing to him]

gi'ctt pryse anglory, and how by his testament he levTed during

the] undisposition of the Queens of Castile, his heir and s[uccessor],

the Prince not only of the crowns of Castile, b[ut also of] Arragon ;"

that the King had left the government till the Prince should come,

to the Cardinal of [Toledo] in Castile, and the Abp. of Saragossa

in Arragon, [and hail] " well purveyed " Navarre ; that the Prince

must shortly depart, well accompanied, and required aid of money

from the estates, telling them that the sums they had formerly

granted had redeemed " divers toles and lands " from mortgage,

and declaring the amicable offers of France. Copies of the bonds

for the Prince's marriage will be delivered to them. Next day, the

estates being assembled " at town house," the Chancellor demanded,

in the Prince's name, 400,000 philips of gold paid immediately ;

" whereupon they sayd to go hom and retourne with theyr fellows

and maysters mynd thester whyke " (Easter week).

ii. List of the lords who are to go into Spain—The Count

Palatine, the Marquis of Brandenburg, the Counts of Some and

Nassau, Chievres, Montany, the Lord Reux, steward, Adolf de

Cleves, younger son of the Duke of Cleves, Jakes de Luxembourg

Lord Daussy, Beauren, the Lords Waleyn, Molenbeys, Mont

morency, &c.

Hoi., pp. 2, mutilated.
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1609. [Pace] to [Henby VIII.]

Vit.Rxix.371. The Emperor has lately come to this city, where Pace conversed

B. M. with him on many matters concerning the failure of the last ex

pedition, and more cautiously commencing another. The Emperor

places all his hopes in Henry, never believing that the son will

fail his father, though infamous things are written [by some] against

the Emperor [to Henry], and others constantly strive to dissolve

their [friendship]. The Emperor is grieved to hear " quod ei est

signiflcatum . . . expeditionem ad Gallos ab Italia .... inscia

maj^sua sacratissima . . . mentemmajti»vestra3 contrariam peni[tus]

. . . maj" ejus sacratissimae aperte decla communique (?)

omnia quae a me cum Helvetiis [acta] sunt vestrum utriusque

nomine * * * * ad Gallos ab Italia expellendos

[prop]ter communem vestrum honorem, magis quam unquam

antea ; et hac de causa .... e ad hanc civitatem vicinam

Helvetiis [tractanjdum cum eis omni diligentia ne Gallis [adjuv]-

ent sed nobis duobus perseveranter fa[veant] ; tantumque majtlu

sua efFecit ut jam [nihil] hie desit praeter pecuniam ad exercitum

[levandum] et ductu matu sua: colligendum, ct ad [Galliam] celeriter

invadendam. Certissima spes [victo]rias postquam Ser. rex Cath.

con .... Viceregi Neapolitano ut mittat ad tern [omnes

milites suos gravis ar[maturae] persolutis iij. mensium stipendiis,

et addat [quando] opus fuerit iiijc lanceas] * et vm pedites stipen-

di[ari]as per manus et quinque [milia] peditum, quas copiae quum

conjunctaa erunt [Helv]etiis et reliquo exercitu Cae. Ma1™ [im

possible est ut Galli possuint resistere igitur ut

Ma*** va non subtrahat de quo Cass. Majestas videtur ali "

* * * (One line or more lost) Begs

an answer speedily, as the necessity and danger are imminent. The

Emperor desires ^nothing] more than the coutinuancc of the amity

between himself and Henry.

Pp. 3, mutilated.

1 March. 1610. Stile to Henby VHI.f (In cipher.)

Vesp. C. i. 53. Yn the town of Madryl, on the furst day of Marche. Soverayn

B. M. Lord, as by my other letters by fore thys I have certefyed un to yowr

Death and testa- hyzghnys that the late Kyng yowr fader of Aragon departeyd from

ment of Ferdi- thys present lyfon the thre and twenty day of Jenyver yn hy3 goyng

nand ofArragon. towardys the cety of Sevyl, ayzghte legys from Our Lady of Gwa-

dalope, in the vyllage of Madrygalegeo, and few asstateys or men

of honwrc were present at the deces of the Kyng yowr sayd fader.

The Qwyn hys wyf was there, and was the day byfore come from

the partys of Aragon. The Kyng yowr sayd fader wylfully schor-

teyd the days of hys lyfe, always in fayre wether or fowle laboryng

in hawkeyng and hwnteyng, foloyng more the cownsayl of hys

fawkoners than of hys fesecyans. The sayd Kyng yowr late fader

made hys testament in thys maner foloyng :—Hys body for to be

beryed yn Granada wyth the late Qwyn yowr gode moder hys

* Omnes milites—lanceas. This passage has been struck out, and the following

substituted in a different but contemporary hand : " et v. m. pedites stipendiarias

per manus Coesaris ; Vicerex vero viii.c. lanceas . . . levis armatune, equites

suos omnes." This passage is in its turn struck out, and then follows in the same

hand : " viii.c. equites gravis armatures et omnes levis numerabit in manibus

Cscsaris pro sustentand."

t At the commencement of this letter a few characters occur in a different

cipher, to which no key has been found.
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Stile to Henry VIII.—cont.

wyfe, and ten thowsand masses for to be sayde, and one hundard

pore men to be clothed, and that no man schuld were for hym

nother sacke clothe nor long berde ; and conmandyd that al hys

dettys schuld be payde, and for the same that they schuld sel al

hys plate, j wellys, clotheyng, tapesary and al other thyngys to hym

belongyng, wyth owte wythdrawyng of any parte of the same ; and

lefte and constytwtyd the Qwyn Donya Johanna of Castyl hys

douzghter for to be hys herytur and successor of hys realmys of

Aragon, Cecelya, Napolys, and of al other that he had, and of

Navar. And consydoryng the sayd Qwynys defecte of wysdom

ho lefte the Prynce for govornore of al hyr realmys ; and also con

sydoryng the Pryncys tender ayje, for the whyche he conmanded

that the Cardynal soly alone schwld have the govornacyon unto the

comeyng of the Prynce in to Castyl, and of the realine of Aragon

the Archebysschop of Saragosso, and of the real of Napolys the

Vyso rey Don Remon de Cardona, also lefte Prynce for master of

the thre Orders, whych ys of Sant Jamys, of Calatrava, and of Al

cantara, whych ys a grete rent in valwe ; and nameyd for to be hys

exsecwtors the Prynce of Castyl and the Qwyn of Aragon, Donya

Jermana hys wyfe, and the Duke of Alva and hys confessore, and

the secretary Clement whych wrote the testament, and the Duches

of Cardona, and the Archebysschop of Sarragosa, and the Vyso

rey of Napolys ; and conmandyd that the Qwyn hys wyfe schal-

have threty thowsand florynys dureyng hyr lyfc yn the cety of

Saragosa in Cecelya, and yn certayn placys in Catalonya, and more

ten thowsand ducatys of gold for terme of lyfe yn the realme of

Napulys, in case that sche do not marry ; and yef sche do marry,

for [to] have onli the threty thowsand florynys, &c.

Bequests. To the Infante Don Fernando, brother to the Prynce of Castyl,

he assyneyd landys in the realme of Napolys to the yerely valwe

of threty thowsand ducatys, and more other fyvety thowsand

ducatys to be payd yn money carlynys of serteyn ordonary

rentys, acordeyng to the maner of the sayd realme. Also he con-

mandeyd a certeyn sum of ducatys for to be payed to the Duke of

Gandya for a town that he toke from the said Duke in the realme

of Napolys, and also for to restore unto the Almyrante of Castyl a

town that he had taken from the sayd Almyrante yn the cownty

of Modyca ; also conmandyd that the old Qwyn of Napolys his

syster schuld have al that was to hyr assynyd byfor in the realme

of Napolys, and desyred that the Prynce of Castyl schwl have the

Ynfante Don Enryke, and the Duke of Segorbya hys son, and the

Archebysschop of Sarragosa in hys favor ; also to be payed a

I' hundard thowsand ducatys to the yowng Qwyn of Napolys that he

I had of hyr marriage money, and gretely desyreyng the Prynce that

he schwld love and favor the naturallys of Aragon, gretely re-

qwyreyng the Prynce that he schwld not alter nor change hys

oflycers, and conmandyd that when the Prynce schalbe cum yn to

Castyl that the alcayde of the castyl of Schatyva, whych hathe the

Duke of Calabrya in. kepeyng, that he schal bryng the said Duke

to the Piyncys presence, desyreyng the Prynce for to geve to the

sayd Duke suche fe as that he was asynyd in tymys passyd for hys

lyveyng yearly. Also conmandyd that the Cownsayl of Aragon

breyfly schwld determyne the maters layd ayenyst the vyce chan-

celer of Aragon, and conmandyd fyve thowsand dukatys for to be

gevyn amongys hys servantys, and other fyve thowsand for the

redemcyon of Crystyn prysoners from the Morys and for orfans
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He died poor

and unlamented.

Disturbances in

Andalusia.

Communication

with the Prince

through France

U intercepted.

maryagys ; and gretely reqweryd the Qwyn hys wyf that eche

schwld make hyr abode yn some cety or town of Aragon. And

wher lie had lymyttyd upon the thre Maysyerasgos ten cwentos

eveiTy yere, for the space of fyve yerys, for the fwlfyllyng of hys

testament, he desyryd the Prynce for to be contentyd wythe the

same. And yt plese yowr grace, thys is the afecte of the testa

ment, &c.

Yt ys to be mervelyd, and it plese yowr grace, that the late

Kyng yowr fader of Aragon had no maner of tresore. And after

that he was decessyd ther wold never a nobyl man, sprytual nor

temporal, go wyth the corpus to Granada, excepte the markes of

Denya ; nor here hath byn no grete obsqwyys don for the sayd

Kyng, nor murneyng made, never less seyn for any prynce. For

thoys that he most loveyd and trwstyd furst repayryd to the Piyncys

ambassatur wyth flatoryngys. And the Qwyn of Aragon returneyd

to Our Lady of Gwadalope, and it plese yowr grace, on the last day

of Jenyver. The Cardynal of Toledo and the Markes de Vyllena

cam to Gwadalope, and on the fowreyth day of February the sayd

Cardynal and the Qwyn of Aragon, and the Ynfante and al other

the astatys and cownsayl of thys land, and the hole corte, departeyd

from Gwadalope, and cam to this town of Madryl on the syxtyn

day of the sayd monyth of February, where as yet holy thys corte

resydeth ; and the Cardynal, joyntly wyth the dean of Loven, the

Pryncys ambassatur, have and do determyne and conmand al

thyngys concerneyng the governacyon of thys realmys ; and the

Presydent, wyth the lerneyd Cownsayl, yn lyke maner thay do use

and obbay the Cardynallys conmandamentys as that thay dyd the

late Kyng yowr fader of Aragon, and al other astatys and comunys

in lyke wyse wyth oon voyse be hoole for the Prynce of Castyl,

and be gretely desyrws of hys cumyng hether, and no maner of

person spekeyth to the contrary. Not wythstandyng, and yt plese

yowr grace, that there ys lytyl love or stedfastnys amongys the

statys of thys partys oon wyth another, yet thay tharnot move yn

word nor dede ayenst thayr prince or hys deputys of the Ando-

losya. There was lyke for to have byn a grete trobyl yn Sevyl

and yn al the Andolosya, and much pepyl were asemblyd Dy twyxt

the Duke of Medyna Sedonya or of Sevyl and Don Pedro Jeron,

son to the Conde Deurenja, the whych Don Pedro Jeorn pre-

tendith for to have just tytwle to the dukedom of Medyna Sedo

nya, whyche now he had enteryd for to have recoverd by myzght,

whych he cowld not do in the lyfe of the Kyng of Arragon, for

the Duke that now ys hath marryed the dowzghter of the Arche-

bysschop of Saragosa, &c.

Dyverse other whych fownd theym self agreveyd by the late

Kyng yowr sayd fader, they have made some alterracyons and

moveyngys oon a yenyst a nother, and that not wyth standyng

they have donno thyng to any effecte, for the Cardynal and the

Cownsel here by thay rconmandament derecteyd to the partyys and

to the cetyys and townys belongeyng to the Crown, and govor-

norys of the same, for to subdew al thoys that wyl or do make any

trobyl, in suche wyse that the sayd Don Pedro Jeron ys i'ayne

for to dyssyste of thayr entendyd enterprysys. And it plese yowr

grace, where that the Cardynal and the ambassatwr had sent

dyvers messengers to the Prynce wyth thayr letters, and yn the

returneyng of the sayd messengers hethcrwardys ayen the sayd

messengers be takyn prysoners in Bayon and other placys in

France, and thayr letters oponyd ; howbe that, and yt plese yowr

grace, oon of the messengers, by the mean of a frynd, saveyd parte

2. F F
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of hys letters and the conmyssyon of atoryte that the Prynce hath

gevyn to the Cardynal onely with fwl power for to be govornore

of thys realme unto the comeyng of the Prynce, and al offycers

for to enjoye there offycys uuto the sayd comeyng, acordeyng to

the testament of the Kyng yowr fader of Aragon ; the whych letters

and conmandment cam hether on the sevyn and twenty day of

February. And for a trauthe, Soverayn Lord, non other man

schwl or myzghte govorne here in the Pryncys absence so wel and

in dyfferently as the Cardynal, for amongys the other lordys ther

wold be envy and dyferrencys. The Cardynal and the Markes de

Vyllena and the Cund do Yllorys, Cundestabyl of Navar, have de-

syred me for to certefye un to your hyzghnys that yn thayr hartys

and myndys thay do offer thayr servyse to yowr hyzghnys. And

yt plese yowr grace, here they do fere that the late Kyng of Navar

wyl atempte war in that partys, for the whyche here thay have

be gun for to send forthe cappytayns for to wayge men for the

defence of Navar ; how be that, and yt plese yowr grace, here be

ryzghte fewe gode cappytayns for the warrys now lefte, and lytyl

redynys for the same as by land, &c.

The Queen of Also, and yt plese yowr grace, the Qwyn of Castyl ys as yet as

Castile s in- ^hat sche was yn the lyfe of the late Kyng hyr fader, and as reson

8anl y' ys hyr subjectys wold be glad that sche were amendyd of hyr

dyseas, for the honore, conforte, and weal of al hyr landys ; and for

that entente upon a thre or fowr days passyd, hether ys come

serten persons to the Cardynal and to the lordys and Cownsayl

from the town of Tordeselyas, where the said Qwyn ys ; and these

sayd persons have browzghte testymonyalys and wryteyngys that

there be serten persons, prystys, fesecyons, and other, amongys

the whych one ys the Doctwr Sotto, the sayd Qwynys fesecyan, the

whyche he and the other prystyB, wyth clergy and fesyke, apon

payne of thayr lyvys, haveyng lycence, wyl undertake for to

remedy the Qwyn of hyr dyseas wythyn the space of thre

monythys, sayeyng that sche ys cumberyd wyth spretys by wyeche-

crafte. And yt plese yowr grace, thys men as yet have not had

thayr awnswer of the Cardynal and lordys whych that now be here

wyth the Cardynal, that is for to saye, the Archebysschop of Sant

Jamys, the Archebysschop of Granada presydent of the Cown

sayl, the Byss-schop of Burgos, the Bysschop of Avylla, the

Bysschop of Almarya, the Bysschop of Cedad Rodrigo, the Bys-

scop of Storga, the Infante of Castyl, tho Duke of Alva, the

Almyrante of Castyl, the Markes de Vyllena, the Markes de

Denya, the Conmendador Mayor of Castyl, the Conmendador

Mayor of Calatrava, and the contadorys mayorys. and dayly

thay do loke here for many moe of the astatys. The Qwyn of

Aragon ful hartely desyreyd me for to wryte hyr fwl harty re-

conmendacyons un to yowr hyzghnys, and yn lyke wyse the

Qwynys grace. And here after y schal ccrtefy un to yowr hyzgh

nys the farther nwys that schalbe here acurrant, and in the most

huinyl wyse besecheyng yowr hyzghnys that y, your poreyst and

faythful servant, may have bryfly the knowlyche of the plesure

of yowr grace how that y schal do and use myself most to the ple

sure and servyse of yowr hyzghnys, and somewhat to my conforte,

of the whyche I have grete nede, as Almyzghty God yt knowythe.

And glad y wold be that yt myzght plese yowr grace for to con-

iiihikI me for to repayre bryfly un to yowr royal presence, in as

muche as that nwe here ys no prynce wyth whom for to have anny

entelygence or conmunycacyon, &c.
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Cost of living.

I March.

S. B.

1 March.

S. B.

2 March.

R. 0.

Vit. B. xix. 23.

B.M.

And, for a suerty, Soverrayn Lord, everry thyng ys so dere here,

for the whyche my costys and chargys be so grete that yt ys and

schalbe to my utterly empovyrysschement, on les that y be other

wyse remedyed and conforteyd by the conmandament of yowr

hyzghnys ; for, a trauthe, a man schal better lyve in yowr realme

of Yngland wythe ten schelyngys by the day then here wyth syx-

tyn or sevyntyn schelyngys, as it knowythe Almyzghty God, who

perserve yowr royalyst asstate long for to endure. Wretyn ut

supra, in the sevynyth yere of yowr most nobyl reygue, by the

most humyl servant to yowr grace, John Style.

Stile's monogram.

Hoi., cipher.

1611. For Thomas Mille, John James, Wm. Denys, and

Th. Stretton, chaplains.

Licence, at the request of John Heron, treasurer of the Chamber,

and clerk of the Hanaper, to found a fraternity to pray for the said

John and Margaret his wife ; four wardens to be annually elected ;

to be called the guild of St. Michael, Crokyd Lane, London.

Del. Westm., 1 March 7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 15.

1612. For Edw. Sherman, of . . . lowe.

Lease, for 21 years, of the demesne lands called Barnes, in Cleo-

bury Mortymer, parcel of the earldom of March, at the annual rent

of 12/. 10s., late held by John Hanley, deceased. Del. Westm.,

1 March 7 Hen. VIII.

1613. The Cardinal of Sion to [Wolsey].

Wolsey has heard by others of the revolutions in these parts ; of

the defeat of the French, their expulsion from Italy ; and the happy

invasion. All terms between the French and Swiss are at an end.

Their expenditure of 200,000 crowns publicly, and 1,000 privately,

has proved fruitless. In his last two or three letters stated that

1 7,000 Swiss were in the King's pay,—a larger number than is

needful, but advisable under the circumstances. They will be at

Trent in three days, and will obtain an easy victory over their

enemy, from their greater experience, their union with the imperial

forces, their terrible artillery, and the presence of the Emperor.

The greatest unanimity prevails. The Emperor exerts himself.

16,000 foot have been sent forward to Italy. The Emperor will

advance against Verona and the French. Half the month is over,

and the pay of the Swiss not sent. Milan and the neighbourhood

are completely exhausted ; the imperial treasury drained. If the

Emperor finds the whole burden of the war devolve upon himself, and

that he is not well supported, he will be compelled to make terms

with the enemy ; these are offered, and he is strongly urged to

accept them. This will necessarily embrace a confederacy of the

Emperor, France, the Prince and King of Castile and their depen

dencies, the Swiss, who cannot carry on the war without the

Emperor, the Scots and the Danes. Money must not be sent by

bankers, but sewn up in the doublets of some trusty horsemen, and

so carried to Basle, Constance, or Piedmont. Cannot descend to

flattery as other persons do, that they may reap where others have

sown. St. Michael's, Trent, 2 March 1516. Signed.

Lat., pp. 4.

Abstract of the above. Much mutilated. Lat.

P F 2
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March. 1614. Maximilian to Henry VIII.

A few days since passed into Milan ; crossed three rivers,

defended by the French and Venetians, who did not dare dispute

his passage. In consequence of their declining a general engage

ment, his troops were obliged to separate for want of provisions,

and retire on Lake di Garda. On this the enemy laid siege to

Brescia. Whilst on his road to relieve the town, heard that it had

consented to surrender in three days, as it did. Intends to follow

up the expedition.

Lett., copy, pp. 2.

2 March. 1615. For Wm. Hone, elk.

Presentation to the church of Shepton Malet, Bath and Wells

dioc. Westm., 2 March.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 15.

3 March. 1616. For Geo. Lawson.

To be customer in the port of Berwick on Tweed. Westm.,

3 March.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 9.

4 March. 1617- [Maximilian] to [Henry VIIL]

Vit. B. xix. 26. " Mon bon frere avons, ensuant ce quo et

B. M. aussi le Cardinal de Syo[n] vous prie tresaffectuose-

ment .... [voujloir assister et subvenir comme mon

presens grans affaeres ct besuing d[uue somme] dargent, pour povir

parfaere mon avec mon armee et le vostrc des Suisses

Diu plaest a vostrc grand bien honneor et le mien.

Car sy jay bonne fortune par cy apres a grand avantage de

vous ream. Et cumbien quo jeusse peu auoir app[oincte]

auec less Franczoes apres ce qil failly re prcsse la ville,

neantmoins pour le bon que jay congnew vous auoir euuers

mo[n bien,] honnour et provit, lesquel comme dyt est ce

apres le vostre, et lespoer que je tenoie en ne me veuldries

a ma neccssite, je nay [voullu] entendere audit apponctement sy

vo[us prie de] rechieff, que ayans a ce regart et pour lef[fect de]

tell bien que desus, me vouloir ceste [fois] montrer la fraye fiance

et espcranc[e] de ma presente requeste en vous, ct

. . . ne metray en obly enuers vous et. le service que me

faerez, pur le recongn samblable et plus grand chose ou

en quant me requerres. Ce sect uostre Seigneur a[uquel

je] prie, mon bon frere. vous auoer e[n sa saincte] guerde. Escript

do la main, le iiiQj. jour de Mars], de vostre bon et leal frere."

Signature burnt off.

Hoi., Fr. Add. (f. 34*) : A mon bonn frere le Roy dAngle-

terre et de France, en sa main.

Endd. : "A letter of themperours owne hande, iiij10 Marcij."

4 March. 1618. Pace to [Wolsey].

R. 0. Has received Wolsey's letters, dated 18th of February, stating

St. P. vi. 48. his fears lest the death of Ferdinand should prevent the enterprise

of the Emperor and Swiss upon Italy. The Emperor remains sted-

fast ; the Swiss loved not Ferdinand tanquam perfidum, so his death

is no hindrance. "Where your grace feareth that my letters should

have been intercepted by reason that in the space of twenty-five

days you had no wordfrom me, I think no letter of mine hath been
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intercepted except one containing this in few words, viz. that all my

business here succeeded well, and that your grace should look for no

mo letters from me vnto the time that Thomas Cotton should, come

with some conclusion." Conveyances out of Swiss-land are expensive.

Has sent two besides Cotton, of whom the one went to Brussels in

six days, as Spinelly informs him. Will not be negligent in writing.

Wingiield and he are to have an audience with the Emperor to

morrow. His aid will be great surety for the King and his realm,

and by the loss of him great inconveniences might fall. He is

now within 50 mile English of Italy, to the great comfort of the

Swiss, and the great fear of the French. Galliace, this day,

departeth to Verona ; Pace will follow. Has already written of

the need of money for the second month's pay. Have been obliged

to lay out money to counteract French practices. " Talis et

illorum barbaries ut pecuniam petitam neganti mortem minentur."

Is glad to meet Wingfield at this time, not that he should share this

intolerable trouble, " for I would not wish it to a dog," but that he

may witness the necessity of the case. Has now in the field their

best captains. Will write after communicating with the Emperor.

Trent, 4 March.

Hoi., partly in cipher, pp. 4.

Vit B. xix. 87. 2. Mutilated decipher of the preceding.

B. M.

4 March. 1619. Spinelly to Wolsey.

R. O. Wrote last on the last day of Feb. Things hero are beginning

to be in good train, as Wolsey will see by his letters to the King.

Obtained the news concerning the Scots at some cost. The French

are much displeased with England in reference to the Swiss.

Brussels, 4 March.

Hoi., p. I. Add. : Lord Cardinal of England. Endd.

4 March. 1620. For Sir Wm. Compton, Th. Beverley, Geo. Evers,

s B notary, and Th. Hall, elk.

To have the next advowson of the rectory of Rowley, York.

Del. Westm., 4 March 7 Hen. VHI.

Pat. 1 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 15.

5 March. 1621. Mountjoy to [Henry VIII.]

Calig. E. ii. (70.) Has executed the King's commands, that Christ. Knevet, James,

B. M. and Anthony should hove the possessions of the late rebels John

de Tables and John de Malynes. " Furthermore to advertise your

grace among your sad and weighty matters [of your] good fortune

since my coming ; it is a custom here that as the year goeth

about the 2nd day of March, there is a great shooting at the popyn-

gay without [the] gates ; which popyngay is shot at by a brother

hood of St. George. And first tway (?) shooteth one for your

grace, and afterward all other[s of the] fellowship, and he again

as [his] course cometh about. The last year I appointed the

prov[ost] of the town to shoot for your grace, which shot not in a

crossbow 20 year afore ; nevertheless he strake the popyngay ; and

this year I appointed Sir John Tremayle, porter of this your town,

to shoot for your grace in likewise ; which the s[aid day] before

approved himself a [good] shooter in the crossbow and (?) came at

the butts. Notwithstanding] he strake it down in likewise ; and

so is your grace king of [the] popyngay for this year. And if so
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Mountjov to [Henky VIII.]—cont.

be it bo stricken by any man for your grace the next year your

grace shall [be] Emperor, whereunto here belongeth many great

royalties." The French King never had such fortune when they

shot for him. •' I would have [shot] thereat myself for your grace

saving it was on Sunday [during] mass, and that also if I had gone

forth out of the gates many would have desired to have gone with

me." Will write again as to the citndel making. " And thus Jesu

preserve your most noble gr[ace]. Beseeching our Lord to send

you as much rejoicing of my la[dy] princess, and make you as

glad a father as ever was king, and after this good beginning to

send you many fair [children] to your grace's comfort and all your

true subjects." Tournay, 5 March. Signed.

Pp. 2, mutilated.

5 March. 1622. Mountjoy to Wolsey.

R. O. Have given thanks for the Queen's good speed with procession

and bonfires. Understands the King has sent them more money.

Has received no answer to his letters by Richmond touching the

citadel. Thinks it good that as Ponynges is coming over, he

should have in charge to communicate with Lignay for Mortayne.

Begs he will move tho King for the restoration of his annuity

in the Exchequer, and remember the matter of his father Kebyll.

Tournay, 5 March.

P. 1. Add.: Card. Abp. of York and Chancellor of England.

Endd.

5 March. 1623. For Sm Wistan Bbounk and Wm. Sydney.

S. B. Licence to export 2,000 sacks of wool. Del. Westm., 5 March

7 Hen. VIII.

Fr.1Hen.VIII. w.19.

5 March. 1624. For Wm. Bowman, page of the Chamber.

S. B. To be the King's fisherman of the Thames. Del. Westm.,

5 March 7 Hen. VHI.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 15.

5 March. 1625. For Meredeth ap Ryce.

S. B. Annuity of 50*. out of tho issues of Coydesoyth, in Millenetfa,

Marches of Wales, on surrender of patent 25 Feb. 5 Hen. VI1L,

granting him the issues of the said town, not exceeding the annual

valuo of 50*. Del. Westm., 5 March 7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 18.

5 March. 1626. For Jas. ap Ryce.

S. B. Annuity of 40*. out of the issues of Pillith Forest, in Milleneth,

Marches of Wales ; on surrender of patent 25 Feb. 5 Hen. VHL,

granting him the herbage and pannage, not exceeding the annual

value of 40*. Del. Westm., 5 March 7 Hen. VHI.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 18.

5 March. 1627. For David ap Howell.

S. B. To have tho customs, &c. of Radnour, Marches of Wales ; on

surrender of patent 1 Feb. 6 Hen. VIII., granting him the toll of

tho said town, which Sir Stephen Bulle late held. Del. Westm.,

5 March 7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 18.
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5 March. 1628. For Griffin ap Meredeth Vaguan.

S. B. Annuity of 5 marks out of the issues of Radnour Park, Marches

of Wales ; on surrender of patent 25 Feb. 5 Hen. VIII., granting

him the herbage and pannage, with a meadow called " Castell

Meadow," not exceeding the annual value of 5 marks. Del.

Westm., 5 March 7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 18.

5 March. 1629- For Sir Wit. Fitzwilliam and John Bigge.

To be bailiff, in survivorship, of Surrey alias Bagshote Baylys,

in Windsor Forest, with 6d. a day out of the issues of Oxon and

Berks, on surrender by John Bygge of patent 18 June 19 Hen.VII.

Westm., 5 March.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 24.

6 March. 1630- For Th. Edwardes, elk.

Annuity of 100s. which the convent of Wenlock pays the King

from the house of charity of Cluny. Westm., 6 March.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 24.

7 March. 1631. Maximilian to Wolset.

Vit.B.xix. 29. Credential for John de Hesdin, master of the court of the Arch-

B. M. duchess Margaret, whom he sends on a special embassy. He has

a joint commission with Barth. Titionus Count Decian, the resident

ambassador. Trent, 7 March 1516, 31 Max. Signed: Per Regem.

Lot., p. 1. Add. : Thomae Card. Ebor.

7 March. 1632. Maximilian to Margaret.

Lett Max. and Sends instructions and credentials for Hesdin, her maitre d'hotel,

Marg. ii. 318. to carry immediately into England. He must start instantly.

Chasteau de Persen, 7 March 1515, avant Pasques.

7 March. 1633- [Sir Rob. Wingfield] to [Henry VIII.]

Vit. B. xix. 33. " [On the ... of] the last month I wroot my last [letter from]

B. M. the village of Crawno." Received on the . . . daye of this month

Henry's letter [dated] Westminster the 17th of last month, [with]

a letter from him to the Emperor in a packet directed to

Pace, whom the writer found on the same day .... Yesterday in

the afternoon the Emperor came h[ither], and within an hour after

sent for Wingfield who, in the presence of Pace, made the King's

recomme[ndations] to the Emperor, and delivered [the King's]

letters, and declared his credence. The King will see by his for

mer letters that the Emperor had already made him privy to things

much consonant to the matters touched upon in the King's letter to

himself. The Emperor has commissioned .his ambassador resident

in England to communicate to the King certain things of which

Wingfield has no perfect knowledge. After Wingfield had declared

his credence, with which the Emperor seemed well pleased, Pace

made such communications as he had received. This day at 4 p.m.

the Emperor sent for [the Cardin]al of Sion and " us " (Pace and

Wingfield), and after mentioning many things bearing on the

" [hu]rry and quikke expedition " of the desired enterprise (" which

.... alle to as good pourpos as we cowde devyse oure sylvis . . .

[con]ciderynge that the chiefF partis of the same did procede from

the pryncypall partis of man, that is to saye from witt and good
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[Sir Rob. Wingfield] to [Henry VIII.]—cont.

wyll,") he said that he trusted, as to the "overture" of their

" credence " on the day before, that they had proceeded well in

such matters as he had communicated to them ; begging them to

communicate to the King and Wolsey all things of which they had

been advised, and that he would write to Henry VIII. to give cre

dence to their relation. Everything is in far better train than

could have been expected " by course of worldly power "

"God and youre highnosse hath don myrakyls " this year

Marche.

Hoi., pp. 3, mutilated. Add. Dated in modern hand: " Trente,

7° Mart. 1516."

7 March. 1634. [Pace to Wolsey.]

Tit. B. xix. 30 " As I was yesterday departing with the King's

letters unto Sir Robert [Wingfield] in ciphers unto

me with all other as th .... of the said letters, Sir Robert Wing

field and I according to the King's pleasure and your

[instructions], did read unto him the ciphers every word," and

consulted what was best for the advancement of the enterprise into

Italy. Sent their opinion to Cardinal Sion, who concurred. The

same night had an audience with the Emperor, the Cardinal being

there. Wolsey's letters were so [agreeable] to the Emperor " that

he said he would not only say but [prove] that your grace was his

faithful friend." Thinks Sir Rob. Wingfield will satisfy Wolsey in

his desire for some delay to be made in the enterprise against

France after the rec[overy of Milan]. Though they cannot have the

money Wolsey provided for the Swiss as soon as they require it,

hopes the tidings of it will satisfy them for a while. The Emperor

has promised [to find] money for them unto such time that " ours "

[arrive] the sparing of the King's money " non

minus parce s inutiliter expendendas." What has

been spent already was unavoidable, unless the Swiss were to have

been allowed to agree with the French, and so the Emperor would

have lost all his cities in Italy.

The Emperor has just sent for him secretly to express his cordial

thanks for Wolsey's services, and that whatever Wolsey promises in

his name he will perform. He takes his leave for the army this day,

" for [to be pr]esent in the conflict which he thinketh shalbe [in

one or] two days." Sion has written to Wolsey for

the third month's pay. He thinks it was wisely done to send " us "

an ample commission for a league. " For if we by the g[race] of

God obtain in Italy, the said commission is like to be put in execu

tion." All things are likely to succeed in reference to the Swiss.

Begs him to consider how great would be the danger to Christendom

if the French obtained a footing in Italy. Wolsey himself has often

written that now is the time to oppress Francis, " when he is poor,

exhausted of men and [money]." Hopes the great occasion will not

be lost " affairs do not proceed of himself but

os who be loth to depart out of their stuffs from

. . . aking tanquam fruges consumere nati. Insomuch that the

Emperor undertakes this expedition into Italy against the mind of

all his Council. They care little either for his honor or their coun

try's. All the good is done by himself. " It is pity to hear how

they do peal and ploke hym of his money, whereby his good intents

be oftentymes gretlie left. Surely of his own person no man can

honestly make other relation but that ho is a noble, wise, kind, and
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7 March.

S. B.

1635

manly prince.''—This day he and Sir Rob. Wingfield had audience

with the Emperor, Sion being present. Cannot express how much

he was pleased with the overtures made by Wingfield in the King's

name, and by Pace in Wolsey's. They will understand the Em

peror's intention from his own letters, some of them written by his

own hand. He leaves on the 9th for Italy, to join the Swiss in two

or three days. He earnestly desires the interests of England.

Pace departs tomorrow [toward] the field. The Emperor has

appointed him to go in the company of the Marquis of Branden-

burgh for his security. The Emperor will help the Swiss with

money till they have word from England. Are informed by the

Emperor " that [the Prince] of Castille, now King Charles, hath

licencyde out of the French King s ambassadors.

The letter of credence " whiche youre grace shall

receve with this s sentt unto the same the xxvj.

day of the mont[h of]" Ex. Tridenti, v[ij. Mart.]

Pp. 5. Endd. : Mr. Pace, vij. Marcij.

To the Sheriff of Kent.

Writ to elect a coroner in the room of Richard Herenden.

Westm., 7 March 7 Hen. VIII.

7 March.

S. B.

7 March.

S.B.

1636. For Wm. Pawne and John le Fellier.

Licence to carry over workmen and materials

fortress at Tournay. Westm., 7 March 7 Hen.VIII.

Fr. 7 Hen. VIII. m. 29.

for building

1637,

8 March. 1638.

Giust.Desp. 1.184.

For Mawro de Massagrosa, merchant of Lucca.

Licence to export 300 sacks of wool. Del. Westm., 7 March

7 Hen.Vni.

Fr. 7 Hen.VIII. m. 17.

Seb. Giustinian to the Council of Ten.

Has talked of the affairs of Candia with the Cardinal. He protested

that no money had been sent to the Emperor or the Swiss ; "never

theless your excellency is aware of the truth through the result."

He said matters might be arranged if France would withdraw

Albany. Has received letters of the affairs of Brescia, with the

agreement of ten cantons with France. The Cardinal heard the

news willingly, but not in the fashion the successes of one's friends

are listened to. In reply to Wolsey's question, said that Francis

was in Provence, and was expected at Lyons. He muttered some

report that Francis was dead, or it might be diseased. Sebastian

said that was not likely. Inquired of Wolsey about the fifty ships

that were said to be fitting out. Wolsey replied there were only

some ten or twelve undergoing repairs, and made a long speech of

what he had done to secure peace with France. Then proceeded to

the Bp. of Durham, who asked him, where are the Swiss and the Em

peror. " Told him, he supposedat home." He replied, " Rely on it,

they are in Italy, in number 36^000. I marvel you have linked your

self to France. If she lose, you lose ; if victorious she will deceive

you." Sebastian answered, that the alliance was offered them by

Louis XII., when their confederates deceived them. Remonstrated

about the money sent to Inspruck. Ruthal affirmed it was not for

the Emperor ; Giustinian could not understand how the Emperor,

" who was not worth a ducat," could have brought 36,000 men into

Italy. London, 8 March 1516.
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8 Mnrch. 1639- Sir John Wilsher to Henry VIII.

R. 0. A gentleman of the Duke of Ferrara is coming with presents to

Henry, a dark grey courser of Naples, and a " lebard," a marvellous

dangerous beast to keep. " The keeper saith a will kill a buck or

doe or roe and an hare, which is a marvellous thing if it be so."

Calais, 8 March.

Hoi., p. 1. Add.

8 March. 1640. For Sir Miles Bussy.

Exemption from serving on juries, &c. Westm., 8 March.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 15.

8 March. 164}. For Sir Goddard Oxonbrige.

\T Licence to export 3,000,000 billets and " talwood," from Sussex.

Westm., 8 March.

Fr. 7 Hen. VIII. m. 18.

9 March. 1642. Sir Ric. Wingfield to Wolsey.

R. O. On Thursday last received a letter from the King concerning

KebylFs wools remaining in Wingfield's keeping, as by copy en

closed. Thinks the grant has passed the King by an untrue

surmise, on which consideration he has forbone to follow the con

tents of the King's letters till he hears further from Wolsey. Begs

he will remember his opinion that part of the goods might have

been employed in advancing the conduit there, and that Wingfield

" might have had some pleasure at the least to have hanged one

little chamber." The spy that Wolsey sent has been at Abbeville.

No preparation made for shipping in Normandy. It is not known

where the French King is. Calais, 9 March.

Hoi., pp. 2. Add. : Cardinal of York [Chaujcellor of England.

Enclosing—

ii. Henry VIII. to Sir Ric. Wingfield.

R. O. Ordering him to deliver to Hen. Kebyll, alderman of London,

executor of Wm. Browne, late alderman there, such wools as have

remained under arrest in the town of Calais, on giving security

of 3.000J. to answer such demands as John Mundy, alderman of

Calais, will commence against him in the court of the Staple or

Chancery. Greenwich, 2 March.

Copy, p. 1 . In the hand of Wingfield's clerk.

9 March. 1643. Tayler's Speech.

Vcsp. C. i. 98. " Oratio responsiva ambaciatoribus Regis Castellie dicta coram

B. M. Regia Majestate et tota nobilitate Anglicana, ix. die Martii qui

erat dies Dominica Passionis, 1515, secundum computationem

Ecclesise Anglicanse, J. Tayler."

A draft, corrected in Tayler's own hand, pp. 4.

9 March. 1644. Sir Rob. Wingfield to [Henry VIII.]

VitB.xvui.i36. Wrote last from Trent on the of the present, in answer

B. M. to the King's of 16 Feb. Received letters from Henry yesterday,

dated Greenwich, .... Feb. ; and Mr. Pace, who was with

Wingfield, received letters from Wolsey, and a commission from the

King, authorizing him and Wingfield to treat and execute the matters

contained in cipher in Wolsey's letters. Went accordingly with Pace
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to the Cardinal of Sion, and informed him of such things as it was

necessary to disclose ; had audience with Maximilian at 7 o'clock,

when Pace delivered a credence addressed to his majesty from Wol-

sey, which after ho had read, Pace in right good form declared all

such matters as were necessary. The Emperor seemed well pleased,

" as well for the comfortable [news] of such sinews of war, as ben

in the way a as to wit that your highness hath auc[toryzed]

Mr. Pace, as is above written." Thomas Cotton, Pace's servant,

who brought the aforesaid letters, reported that he met Mr. Mel-

f chior, archdeacon of Novarre, going post to England. Yesterday,

being with the Cardinal of Sion, expressed his astonishment that

he and Pace had not been made privy to the Archdeacon's mis

sion. The Cardinal replied he had been sent by the Emperor's

desire, who particularly wished his charge to be kept secret. Being

ignorant of its effect, he and Pace will keep their own charge in

suspense until they hear from Henry. As Pace writes to Wolsey

in cipher, will add no more. Trent, 9 March 1515.

P.S.—"As for news your highness may be 6ure that they ....

much variable by reason of divers opinions and the

writes, but for the conclusion I am in perfect hope t[hat] though

there doth appear many and great difficulties, that

the Emperor's Council would never believe that the

should be removed from France, considering the poverty [of] the

Emperor and lack of friends, and thereto adjoined the pro[fusion]

of the French gold, and the wicked covetise of the Swyfssers], and

also peradventure their own more regarding the than

the honor and weal of their master ; where[upon], though the

Emperor himself is not only animate an[d] desirous, and thereto

hath commanded and ordained as ntly as possible, yet for

lack of due execution many de[fficulties] there be ; howbeit none

6o perilous as lack of money ; w[hich] and may be found in time

I doubt not but all sha[ll be] well, and the same, though it appears

not to be ready at the .... yet my hope is that or the great need

shall be shall be within six days that God, which is the

ch[ief cape]teeyne in this enterprise, shall be proved so that his

power shall not fail to be known the only thing

course to all honorable and well founded enterprises]

the armies of Almayns and Swissers which together

should set forth toward the enemy by all outward show

that appeareth, yet they [in]tend to strike battle. The perfection

of their mind shall not fail to be known within twain or three days

at the farthest, and the Emperor setteth forward this day from

this city, and intendeth to be at the feast himself if it be possible.

I pray God send him speed, as yesterday the good Prince re

ceived the sacrament and made his Paske, so that from henceforth

he may the more liberally intend to martial acts, in which and all

other things may answer to the vigilance and diligence that he hath

and doth use, there shall nothing go amiss."

Hoi., pp. 4, mutilated.

9 March. 1645. Henky VIII.

S. B. Ratification of the treaty of peace with Charles Prince of Cas

tile, concluded by Cuthbert Tunstal and Wm. Knight on the part

of England, William de Croy, Lord of Chierves, John le Sauvaige,

Lord of Scaubeca, and Michael de Croy, Lord of Sempy, on that of

Charles. Westm., 9 March 1515, 7 Hen. VIII.

ii. Ratification of the treaty of intercourse. Westm., 9 March.
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10 March. 1646. Seb. Giustinian to the Council of Ten.

Giuut.Desp.i. 189. Two ambassadors have arrived from the Prince of Castile, one of

them is the Lord de la Rosa [Roeux], formerly prisoner at Venice,

the other a Bishop. They have signed the peace between the

Prince and the King. On visiting these ambassadors they com

plained of their former harsh treatment at Venice ; said their

master meant to go to Castile, and spoke of his claim to the kingdom

of Naples. These things did not please the French ambassador,

who says that Francis claims the crown of Naples, because on the

death of Germaine de Foix without heirs it would revert to France.

The union between England and the Prince is very close. They

then spoke of Venice, and reproached her for her spoliations ; to

which Sebastian replied as calmly as he could. London, 10 March

1516.

For the College of St. John the Evangelist, Cam

bridge.

Grant, in mortmain, of the advowsou of St. Mary's Hospital,

Osprynge, Kent, commonly called " Le Meason Dieu." Del.

Westm., 10 March 7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. V1I1. p. 3, m. 22.

10 March. 1648. For John Wtngfeld, elk.

S. B. Presentation to the church of Stokyntynhedde, Exeter dioc, vice

Reginald West, deceased. Del. Westm., 10 March 7 Hen. VIH.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 24.

10 March. 1647.

S. B.

10 March. 1649. For Alice, widow of Fulk Lee.

S. B. Wardship of Th. son and heir of the said Fulk.

10 March 7 Hen. Vni.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 23.

Del. Westm.,

10 March. 1650

P. S.

Heevt Hayward of Hamoll, alias of Portesmouth,

Hants, yeoman of the Crown.

Protection ; going in the retinue of Sir Ric. Wyngfelde, De

puty of Calais. Greenwich, 5 March 7 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm.,

10 March.

Fr. 7 Hen. VIII. m. 18.

10 March. 1651. For Fras. Alwvn, mercer, London.

p. s. Protection ; going in the retinue of Sir Ric. Wyngfelde, De

puty of Calais. Greenwich, 6 March 7 Hen. Vni. Del. Westm.,

10 March.

Fr. 7 Hen. VIII. m. 18.

11 March. 1652.

Egerton,985.f.61b.

Duke of Suffolk.

" The christening of Henry Earl of Lincoln, first-begotten son of

Charles Duke of Suffolk and Marie the French Queen."

On Tuesday, 11 March 1.515, 7 Hen. VIII., between 10 and 11

o'clock at night, was born at Bath Place the first son of Mary

Queen of France' and Charles Duke of Suffolk. Arrangements for the

christening on Thursday after, when my Lord Cardinal, my Lady

Katharine and the Bp. of Durham were to be present. Decorations of

the Hall, &c. The King and my Lord Cardinal, godfathers ; the
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Hari. 3504.

B. M.

11 March. 1653.

Giust. Desp. I. 192.

Lady Katharine godmother ; the Bishop of Durham godfather at

the bishoping. The King gave the name Henry. The Bp. of Ro

chester performed the ceremony, assisted by other prelates. The

King was then served of water, the Duke of Norfolk bearing the

towel, the Lord of Burgeyne the bason. The Lord Grey gave the

assay. Sir W. Fitzwilliam and Henry Sherborne served the King

with spice and wine. The King's gift borne next before the child

by Sir John Peche, the Cardinal's by his steward.

Copy, temp. Eliz. or Jac. I.

2. Another copy.

Seb. Giustinian to the Council of Ten.

Went to the King to communicate the news. He has been some

what indisposed during the last three days. He told Sebastian that

the agreement between the Swiss and the French had not taken

effect ; they had all joined the Emperor, and taken the French King's

money in payment of their claims upon him ; that the Emperor and

the Swiss are between Verona and Milan, and have so barred the

passage that the Venetians cannot succour the Christian King; that

the French with the Duke of Bourbon fled, and the Duke had shut

himself up in the castle of Milan. In uttering these words he

seemed to exult and wax warm, saying to Sebastian, " You see how

you stand." Made the best apology he could ; said that they were

compelled to accept the alliance with France. " His majesty

interrupted me here, saying, it was not necessary to abandon your

friends, some of whom at least could and would have aided you,"

(alluding to his majesty himself); and he continued, "There could

be no necessity soever for making you have recourse to such

perfidy ; and this he uttered with some indignation, becoming rather

pale in the face." Seeing he was very irritated, Sebastian endea

voured to soothe him, by stating how much he had done for them.

The King interrupted him, saying. " You speak the truth, I have

done more for you than my father ever did." Sebastian replied, that

Venice would remain faithful to him. The King rejoined, "Domine

Orator, I have more money now, and greater force and authority,

than I myself or my ancestors ever had, so that what I will of other

Princes, that I can obtain ;" and he grew wrathful as he spoke. After

this ho praised the Cardinal of Sion as a most worthy man, and said

that the enemies of the Signory were of its own choosing ; had they

been so inclined he could have reconciled them. Sebastian replied

they would have been glad of his good offices, but did not like to

offend the Pope. At the end he declared that he had no inten

tion to injure Venice ;—that he was surprised they never sent him

anything but stale news. It will be expedient, Sebastian thinks,

to keep on good terms with England, for fear the Christian King

should be worsted. London, 11 March 1516.

12 March. 1654.

Giust. Desp. 1. 197.

Seb. Giustinian to the Council of Ten.

Had communicated all that passed at his interview to the French

Ambassador, except the King's assertion that France was nego

tiating peace with the Emperor. Thinks that report was a fiction.

The ambassador told him that 70,000 ducats had been despatched

to the Emperor, and that the King was levying 10,000 men, who

had orders to meet at Calais. Great disturbances have arisen at

Naples between the partizansof France and Spain. Does not think
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Seb. Giustinian to the Council of Ten—cont.

the King intends these troops against France, as in that ca«e his

majesty would rather use his own subjects than other troops,

because of their natural enmity to the French. London, 12 March

1516.

12 March. 1655. Sir Ric. Wingfield to Wolsey.

R. O. Hears that Pawne has been appointed to go to Tournay to over-

Bee the King's works there, and to take carpenters and masons from

Calais. Thinks this would bo injudicious, and, unless he bring a

special command to the contrary from the King, will not allow him

to take them. Sends a bill of the money he has disbursed to the

King's spy in France. Begs Wolsey's attention to the necessities

of the town. Calais, 12 March. Signed.

P. 1. Add. : My lord Cardinal of York, Chancellor of England.

Ehdd. : " Sir Hob. Wyugfild, 12 Marcij, principally for 22/., which

he gave to a spy in France."

1656. Tournay.

R. O. " Divers things to be remembered to my Lord Cardinal's grace,

of the not so soon furnishing of the Citadel of Tournay."

1. Complaining that my Lord Mountjoy is devising many things

of no effect. 2. That he sent for Mr. Jaks of Douay. 3. His

devising a bulwark, of which Mr. Hart had charge. 4. His making

the walls of the citadel 21 feet thick. 5. The towers 25 feet

thick. 6. Placing the tower in the mint contrary to the King's

plan. 7. His " devising false brayes between Porte Broyle and

the tower." 8. The same on the east side. 9. Beginning a coun-

tcrmure, 35 feet broad. 10. The citadel might have been all

" vainewred," if the King's counsel had been followed.

ii. " Certain things laid to my charge, that, as it is said, I would

not consent to nor suffer to be done."

1. At the beginning of his commission John le Sellier and

Mr. Hart were at the payment of the laborers. 2. John le Sellier

bargained for the lime and stone, &c. 3. As to suffering his books

to be seen, the muster books bad been taken away 4. Has always

delivered to the deputy a view of the sums received. 5. Begs he

may be discharged. Has served the King and his father 34 years,

without incurring any rebuke.

Pp.4.

1 2 March. 1657. Sampson to Wolsey.

Calig. D. vi. 294. Has received his letters by Mr. Bartholomew, the King's servant,

U. M. enclosing " a certain process from Rome [and an] inhibition in

cluding a citation and letters compulsory with certain instructions."

He will publish the inhibition and citation on Sunday next in

Touinay church, " with copies affixed in divers parties, para-

venture also in Bruge, Lisle and Curtrey, if I think that it may be

without danger, or if there shall be thought no great danger."

Thinks that the process should be executed at Rome rather than

in partibus. If in the latter, rather in Flanders. If in partibus, as

the Spanish King comis .... towards France, none will

dare to execute it, nor in all these parts does he know of any one

to whom so weighty a matter can be intrusted. Will use the

services of the dean of this church for the letters compulsory,
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but will write at length more hereafter. Tournay, the 12th day

of [March].

Hoi., pp. 2, mutilated.

12 March. 1658. Leo X. to Wolset.

R. O. As he requires the services of Polydore Vergil, begs Wolsey will

arrange for his instant departure. Rome, 12 March 1516, 3 pont.

Vellum. Add.

12 March. 1659. Cardinal Hadrian, to Wolsey.

R. O. Wrote last of the return of the Pope to Gome. The Pope

requires the services of Polydore, and his instant return, and has

ordered Hadrian to write to Wolsey and Polydore accordingly.

The Pope writes himself. Begs Wolsey will look to his interests

in Polydore's absence. Rome, 12 March 1516. Signed.

P.S. Urging the same in his own hand.

Lat., p. 1. Add. : Card. Ebor.

12 March. 1660. For Edm. Dey of Suthwarke, alias of Westminster,

S. B. Stepneth, and Mycham, Surrey.

Pardon. Del. Westm., 12 March 7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 31.

12 March. 1661. For Th. Handreson, native of Scotland.

S. B. Denization. Del. Westm., 12 March 7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 22.

12 March. 1662. For Sir Ralph VERNEY.jun.

Exemption from serving on juries, &e. Westm., 12 March.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 18.

12 March. 1663. For Wm. Basowe, L.L.B.

Presentation to the church of Alscote, Line, dioc., vice John

Wetwode. Westm., 12 March.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p.3,m.U.

13 March. 1664. Sir Ric. Whettehyll to Wolsey.

R- O. The number of people in Tournay is nearer 20,000 than 10,000,

as Wolsey had been informed ; "whereby it is thought 1,000 men

would serve, though here were no citadel," and so some of the

"saugers" be discharged. The chief harm to be expected from

the citizens must come by treason from without ; and if so, no one

can provide against it, nor can the soldiers be assembled who are

quartered in different lodgings. As the city counts three miles in

compass, has seven gates, two great sluices, and ninety-nine towers,

there would be scarcely twenty men between tower and tower.

Thinks it better, therefore, not to discharge any more, but as the

rooms fall to leave them so, as the deputy does. The town is glad to

see the English power diminishing, as it hopes to return to France.

Considering the great charge the King has been at in building the

citadel, thinks it would not be advantageous to put it in hazard

for 300 men, and would rather have the trouble of taking ten

towns than the shame of losing one. If they must be dismissed,

requests he may have his letters of discharge. Were he at its
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Sir Ric. Whettehyll to Wolsey—cont.

capture and escape, he " scold be wandard at, hayned and dis-

danyd within the reyam as birdes do to a novill (an owl)." Would

rather serve the King as a common soldier at 6d. a day. Tour-

nay, 13 March.

Hoi., pp. 3. Add. : To my Lord Cardinal's grace.

13 March. 1665. Spinelly to [Henry VIII.]

Galba, B. iv. 35. Wrote last on the 6th. Next day the King's ambassadors arrived,

B. M. . and were met in the Prince's name by the Count of Home, the

Dean of Besancon and Ph. Dalle, one [of the] Prince's stewards.

Had public audience on Sunday, when Master Tunstall "made a

fair and well prysed oration." On the 6th came a gentleman from

the Viceroy of Naples, and a Secretary of the Spanish ambassador

in the Pope's court, to warn the Prince that since the French King's

conquest of [Milan] and meeting with the Pope, Naples was in

danger of an insurrection of the Ango . . . ; that the late King

Catholic, to win the hearts of his subjects, had renounced an extra

ordinary aid granted by them; that the Pope's enterprize against

the Duke of Urbino showed he was in the French interest ; that

the publication by Ferdinand in Naples of the renewal of his league

with England was worth 1,000 spears ; that they strongly urge

Charles to the same course, and advise the Emperor's setting forward

with the Swiss ; that they have 1,000 good spears, 600 light horse

and 4,000 foot on the Pope's frontier ; that the revenues of Naples

are in arrear, and they wish to know what is to be done as to a

commission the late King gave to the Viceroy to go to the Emperor

" . . . . mind as well in Italy as on this side the [mountains]."

Cornelis Ubert of Syryxea informs him that lately at Camfere

he heard the French intended sending twelve ships into Scotland.

Incloses a letter from a friend with news from Scotland. Hans

Nagle says the ambassador of the Duke of Albany is gone to Ric.

tie la Pole 'at Metz. Has arranged that Nagle shall speak with

Sir Edw. Ponynges. The French King is said to be dangerously

ill. On asking Chievres touching the Almain foot, was told they

lay about Masyers not far from Namur. The Governor of Cham

pagne had come to them, for what he could not tell. Brussels,

13 March.

Hoi., pp. 4.

13 March. 1666. Spinelly to [Wolsey].

Galba,B.iv.37. Wrote on the 6th. Has written to the King of the arrival of

B. M. his ambassadors. Ponynges is very welcome to this court. The

Prince's Council have ordered the Spanish treaty to be translated

into French to be deliberated upon. Was desired by Berges to

keep this information secret, but has told Ponynges. Thinks they

wish to bind England to assist them in case of open war with

• Gueldres. If the King's letters have been opened, as Tunstal tells

him is suspected, it has not been done by the King's servant. Has

answered 'Puke's letter on the subject. Brussels, 13 March.

Encloses a letter from Sir Rob. Wingfield about the same

matter.

Hoi., pp. 2, mutilated.

1 3 March. 1667. Silvester Bp. of Worcester to Wolsey.

B. O. Has written in cipher to Ammonius matters of importance com

municated to him by the Pope. Beseeches Wolsey to use his
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14 March. 1668.

Galba, B. it. 38.

B.M.

14 March. 1669

R. o.

influence with the King to second the Pope's wishes in these perilous

times. Commends to him again the cause of John Campucci.

Rome, 13 March 1516. Signed.

Lat., p. 1. Add. : Tho. Card. Ebor.

Pohynges and Tunstal to [Henby VIIL]

Arrived at Brussels on the 7th. On the 9th (Passion Sunday)

were admitted to the Prince's presence. Having a special credence

besides the " proposition of consolation openly made," were told

commissioners should be appointed to commune with them. Had

a much better welcome than when they were here last, every one

of the Council appearing to rejoice at their coming. Delivered

the King's letters to my Lady Margaret, and informed her " of your

token and remembrance brought by Richmond," which she ordered

to be delivered secretly to such as she should send for it, lest its

being known should prevent her advancing the King's interests.

Next day the Count Palatine, Chiernes and the Chancellor came

from the Prince, the Count being apparently joined because the

two others feared to take the sole responsibility. After lamenting

the death of Ferdinand, and offering to renew the league with the

Prince, who by his letters to the King had intimated that Ferdinand

had bequeathed to him all his dominions, were asked as to the con

tents of the treaty, which the [Prince's Council had not seen ; as

the Spanisli bishop, who lately departed from England, had not

yet arrived. Gave them a copy, and showed them the original

confirmed by the King of Arragon's seal, "which y[our servants]

took unto us at our departing." Tho commissioners thought the

overture satisfactory, and would refer it to the Prince. An answer

was not to be expected till after the obsequies of the King of

Arragon. Yesterday the dirge was said ; to-day the mass, in

presence of the ambassadors of the Pope, Emperor, France and

England. After which the Prince, "going apart into a travers, put

off his mourning hood, and came forth with open face, yet clad in

black ; where his herald saluted him, and pronounced him the

King of Spain, calling him the King Catholic." Henceforth he

must accordingly be addressed by that title. Have delivered all

the King's letters to Chievres, the Chancellor, the ambassador of

Arragon, Berghes, &c. Brussels, 14 March. Signed.

Pp. 4, mutilated.

Boysy and Eonnivet to Palvoisin (French ambassador

at Rome).

Have received his two letters of the last day of February and

the 4th of this month. The King approves of his communications

with tho Pope since the news of the King of Arragon's death.

Francis has already sent, as proposed, an ambassador to his holiness

to make a conclusion of the matter of the benefices lately treated of

at Bologna. The King agrees with Palvoisin that the French will

lie more effectually aided by the Pope's name and favor than by

the men of war he has consented to send to Milan. Nevertheless

ho should be induced to pay a certain number of Swiss, as Francis

has already in his pay 12,000 of them, and fears he will have

difficulty in paying them all. He has sent for 9,000 lance-knights

who are on the confines of Burgundy ; among them the Black

Band; and has determined to meet the Emperor in person if he

come in person. Though the King of England holds at present

more gracious language than usual, Francis is on his guard. The

2- GO
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BoYsr and Bonnivkt to Palvoisin—cont.

Archduke continues amicable and has sent a new ambassador.

Desire him to give the Pope's secretary assurances of the benefices

promised him. Lyons, 14 March. Signed.

Fr., pp. 3. Add.

14 March. 1670.

E. O.

Bonnivet to Palvoisin.

Has made his recommendations to the King, the Queen and the

ladies. The Queen will send the mules and litter for his holiness

as soon as possible. His powers {privileges) are despatched, also

the letters for the Sieur Octovieu and the Cardinal of St. Peter ad

Vincula, which will be at Milan before Easter, as he has written

to him. His pension (eslai) from the King shall be duly paid at

Rome. The King has received notice from the general of Milan

that it is no fault of theirs that Palvoisin's despatch has not been

sent off". Has given his recommendations to the King oh the part

of the Cardinals Cornal (?), Siboux (Cibo), and Arragon. Is to

make his in return, and not forget Redulon. Begs he will see to

the sending of his Florentine picture, and the boxes and perfumes

that ho promised him. The King and his mother anxiously expect

" Maitre Leonard." The King aud the grand master have written

to him of the news here. Lyons, 14 March.

P.S.—Will attend to his recommendation respecting Messirc

Hardinguel.

Fr., pp. 2. Add.

15 March. 1671

Calig. B. vl 99.

B. M.

Dacbe and Magnus to Henby VIII.

On receipt of his letter dated Greenwich, 24 Feb., forwarded

his letters to the King of Scots, with safeconduct for his ambas

sadors to England, of whose coming they have not yet heard, not

withstanding the impatience of the Scotch Council for the safe-

conduct, and the promise in Albany's letter of the 4th from

Edinburgh, that Dacrc should be speedily advertised of it. Enclose

a copy of a letter of Dacre to the Duke, expressing his surprise ;

hope it will cause them better speed. By the King's desire have

drawn a book of all " attemptats " and injuries done by Albany,

(1) against the Queen of Scotland ; and (2) the violation of the

comprehension ; the first part signed by the Queen's own hand, the

second by Dacre. Since the above, Dacre has heard from the

Archdeacon of St. Andrew's and Sir Wni. Scott, councillors of

Scotland, " that it is marvelled the ambassador of France resident

there hath no writing from your highness," touching his coming to

England with the ambassadors. Enclose the letter with their

answer. The Queen's grace " amends continually," and is anxious

to come to Henry. Desire him to have this in remembrance, as

they wrote last by Sir Christopher Garneis.

Since her desire was known, Albany has made many offers to induce

her to stay;—that she should have Lord Drommonde and the Bishop

of Dunkelde set at liberty, restitution of lands to all her adherents,

and " all the service and pleasure " that ho may do her. This has

given them some business, " provoking such Scottish personages as

be familiar about her grace " and others writing to her from Scotland;

but tho' she does not acquaint them with everything, " yet she, as a

great wise woman, persevereth and resteth upon this, that she woll

do nothing without the consent of your highness." Though she

has of late sometimes written to the Duke of Albany, hoping to
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have part of her pleasure, the writers have penned her letters, in

such wise as the Duke would not consent, to prevent any renewal

of friendship between them. Transmit a copy of the Queen's last

letter to the Duke. Think the Queen's going southwards should

he hastened, for the daily messages from Scotland trouble her

mind, and put her in study what is best to do. Nothing comforts

her so much as wheu his highness writes to her. Morpeth Castle,

15 March. Signed.

Pp. 5. Add. : Unto the Kinge's mooste noble grace. Endd.

1672. Complaints against the Duke of Albany.

Calig. B. ii. 211. i. " Hereafter enseweth the great, manifest, and detestable injuries

B M. and wrongs done and committed to me, Margaret Queen of Scots,

by John Duke of Albany, sithen his coming and repairing into the

realm of Scotland."

(1.) To deprive her of the government during the minority as

bequeathed to her by James IV. and confirmed by the Pope, he had

besieged her in Stirling Castle when she had no men about her to

protect her, but only gentlewomen; taken her children from her and

put her out of the said castle, " being my conjunct feoffment paid

for by the King my father ;" imprisoned her friends the Lord

Drummonde and the Bp. of Dunkelde ; forced her to write to the

Pope, the King her brother, and the French King, that she volun

tarily resigned the office of " tutrix ;" and would have persuaded

her to indent with him not to seek help from England. (2.) By

depriving her of the profits of her conjunct feoffment he had brought

her into great debt and danger ; to avoid which she fled first to

Blaketer, then to the nunnery of Coldstream, where she remained

sixteen days, making much intreaty to Albany for her restoration

to her children, which he refused. He also deprived her of her

jewels and other riches in her houses at Temptallan, Edin

burgh, and other places, where she remained after being driven

from Stirling. (3.) He made proclamations through Scotland in

the King's name that she and Angus and the Lord Home, the

Chamberlain, intended to cause an invasion of Scotland by England

for the destruction of the King and realm, especially in one procla

mation of the 17th Sept., which in effect declared them traitors.

Ho had accordingly raised an army of 10,000 men against her

adhereuts. Being at that time great with child she was forced to

seek refuge in England, where she was delivered within eight days

after, on the 7th Oct., fourteen days before her time, and fell into

such extreme sickness that her life was despaired of by all. The

Duke, who had pursued her to the March on hearing of her depar

ture from Scotland, returned to Edinburgh. (4.) Notwithstanding

the Pope's brief, delivered to Albany at Ilolyrood on the 13th Oct.

last, by Carlisle herald, he will not suffer her to enjoy the guardian

ship of her son, but wears himself the robe royal and the cap of

maintenance, has the sceptre carried before him, acts in all points

like a king, and appropriates the revenues of the Crown, so that it

is much to be suspected he will destroy the young King, now that

her son, the young Duke, is dead, most probably through his means.

(5.) He withholds fioiu her husband Angus the castles of Tan tal-

lau and Bothwell ; has procured in Parliament the attainder of Lord

Hoom, the Chamberlain ; has destroyed his castles, and given away

his lands ; and because Lady Hoome, his mother, attended her in

her sickness at Coldstream, he caused a Frenchman called Mons.

dc la Bawty, to take her from her house, nnd carry her on a trotting

GG 2
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horse, in spite of her age, to Dunbar Castle, where he kept her six

weeks on " brown stoore brede and watter " without attendance ;

from which treatment she still suffers. Signed : Margaret R.

Pp. 8.

lb. 215. ii. '^Hereafter followeth many and sundry attemptats done and

committed on the partie of Scotland to the King our Sovereign

Lord's subjects of England not only to the violation of the compre

hension but to the total and extreme breach of the same."

The treaty between England and France, in which Scotland was

comprehended on the 15th of May last, was well observed by

Scotland till Albany came ; he discharged the border officers

appointed by the Queen, and put in unfit persons, which has caused

great disorder. It was arranged in the comprehension that

outrages committed by Scotland within the realm of England under

the number of 300 persons should be redressed as in the last peace;

viz., if any Scotchmen kill an Englishman within the Marches,

the warden shall pursue, that they be taken and led to the diet

appointed by the wardens on both sides, and, if convicted, delivered

up to be put to death, on demand of the English warden. Minor

offences to be redressed on application of the sovereign of the

injured party to the sovereign of the offenders. If justice be denied

or deferred six months, letters of reprisal may be given, but no war

moved. Notwithstanding these provisions there have been nine

Englishmen murdered by Scotchmen, and great robberies and

burnings committed, for which no redress can be obtained after

repeated demands. On the warden making application to Albany

as governor of Scotland, the Lord Lindsay, the Laird of Bass, and

Sir Wm. Scott, knts., were sent to the borders by commission,

bearing date Edinburgh, 29 Aug. 1515, 2 James V., to meet the

English warden. Several interviews took place at Cornell in

England and Coldstream in Scotland, when a distinct demand was

made of redress for the murder by Robt. Dalgles, John Dalgles, his

son, and David Tate, Scotchmen, of Henry Mylne, Englishman,

and though one of the murderers was present, in sight of the war

den and commissioners, his delivery was refused.

On the warden writing to Albany that no redress could be ob

tained, he desired that all causes might be put in suspense till he

could take proper measures for redress, which was agreed to.

Immediately afterwards the following murders took place : (1.) Of

Oliver Jakson of Rowclif, 16 July, by Matthew Dalgles, Thos.

Dalgles, John Henryson, Sym Dalgles, Wm. Dalgles, Tom Dalgles,

Sym's son, Wm. Johnson, the young Laird of Gretnoo, Will. Irwen

son of Wat Irwen, John Irwen son of Edw., Peter Graham, and

others. (2.) Of Robt. Herrison of the Trowghe of Levin, English

man, 10 Aug. last, by Nicol Irwen, Wat Irwen, his brother, sons to

Nicol Irwen, Jenkyn Irwen, Matthew Irwen, (his ?) brother, sons

to Matthew Irwen, John Bell, Rj'iine Bell, and others. (3.) Of

Robt. Blackborn of Birk-Tymber-Hill, Englishman, 20 Nov. last,

by Wat Bell of Dolphin Flat, White Will Bell, John Bell, Rynne

Bell, John Bell of the Cowshot Hill, David Bell of Mylnepeth,

Geo. Irwin, the twin, Will Irwen of the Soo wath, Herbert and

Edw. Irwen of the Milne Flat, Edw. Irwen of the Longshaw, Wat

and John Irwen, Coll of Carruders, with others, to the number of

100 Scotch, who burnt the village of Birk-Timber-Hill, and drove

away CO kye and oxen, 10 horse, 100 sheep, 40 gate, and the " in

sight " of the said village. (4.) Of Henry Mylne, committed within
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England, 30 June last, by Robt. and John Dalglcs his son, Dande

Tate his "mawghe," and others. (5.) Of Ralph Stroder, within

England, 29 July last, by Jok Yong of Otterburn, Jok Yong of

Cesford, Will Yong of the Spittell, Thos. Chambre of Levyngton,

Tom Smith of Clifton, James Glenwhoom and others. (6.) Of

James Hardy of New Cartington, Englishman, on ■ last, in

England, by Robin Robson, Allan Robson, brother, Ralph and Jok

Robson, Geo. of Fawley, Laird of the Wells, David Kirkton and

others. (7.) Of of Haltwesill iu England, 14th Jan. last,

by Will. Gawin, and Arch. Elwald, brother, Will Elwald, called

" Sydears," Rolle, Hob and Wille Elwald son to Jok Elwald of Thor-

ley's Hope, Jok Elwald brother to Will Elwald of Thorley's Hope,

Will Nykson called "fingerless Will," Will Nykson of the Stele,

Ector Nykson, Henry Nykson's son, Iugraham Nykson, Lyon,

Croyser, and others. (8.) Of William Hopper of Unthank, in the

lordship of Bywell, 12 Feb. last, by Wille Elwald, called " SidearB,"

Jok Dande and Will Elwald, brother, sons to Jok Elwald, David

Elwald, Jok Nykson, and others, who burnt the village, took away

60 kye and oxen, 10 horses and the "insight" of the village.

(9.) Of Thomas Watson of Wynnershill on the water of Darwent

in Northumb., committed in England, 20 Feb. last, by .

In Nov. last, John and Hob Borne his brother, Thom Mynto, Dande

Moffet, Thom Younge, Jame Young, Jok Tate, Henry Tate, and

others, to the number of 200, burnt the new town of Chillingham,

and drove away sixscorc kye anpj. oxen, 30 horses, and the " in

sight " of the town. In Sept. last John Burn, Geor. Davesou,

Tom Yong of Yateham, Edw. and Ralph Tate, " haresharde," Adam

Tate, Geo. Middlomest, and others, to the number of eight score

horsemen, robbed the town of Newton of seven score kye and

oxen and the insight.

In last, Wille Elwald, " called Sidears," Wille Elwald son

of John Elwald of Thorlishop, Rolle Elwald, Hobe Elwald, Ector

Nykson son of Henry Nykson, Wille Nykson " called fingerless

Wille," Nykson of the Stele, and others, to the number of men,

burnt the old town of Hexhamshire, belonging to the Archbp. of

York, Cardinal of England, and drove away the cattle, goods, and

insight. Though it was provided that the comprehension should

be void if an incursion were made by the subjects of the King of

Scots without his permission, or that of his lieutenant or warden,

with 300 or more persons, and murder, burning, robbery, &c. were

committed by them, and not redressed within forty days, many

invasions have been made by Scotsmen, to the number of 300 and

far above. On the 5th Nov. last, Lance Car, Laird of Gateshaw,

Dande Car, Laird of Graden, Geo. Daveson of Fowmerden, the

young Laird of Mowe, with others, to the number of 300, burnt the

town of Hessilrig, took 30 prisoners and drove away fourscore kye

and oxen, 30 horses, and the insight. 12th Oct. last, Mark Car,

Laird of Dolphinstown, lieutenant of the Middlo Marches of Scot

land, Lance Car, Laird of Gateshaw, Dande Car, Laird of Graden,

the young Laird of Mowe, Dande Pringle, constable of Cessfort,

Geo. Daveson of Fowmerden, and others, to the number of 400,

came to Corkleeche upon Mylnefeild, and put forth their foray,

eight score horsed men, to the town called Holborne, robbed it of

all the insight and of 200 kye and oxen, 30 horses, and took the

principal inhabitants prisoners. The country rose. The young

Laird of Barmor, the Laird of Holborne, Ector Grey, and others,

followed their neighbours' goods, and were taken prisoners within
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England, and with them 40 persons were conveyed to Cessford, to

the warden's house, where he kept some, ransomed others and

refused redress. 29th Nov. last, the Lord Maxwell, warden of the

West Marches of Scotland, the Lord Carlell, with Sir John Mur

ray, Laird of Cockpool, the Lairds of Johnston and Mowsfelde,

Sir Alex. Jarden, comptroller of the Duke of .Albany's house, the

Lairds of Hoolmendes, Hempcsfeild, Gretnowe, Donwedy, Knok,

Thornhok, Castellmylke, Kirkonnell, Tynnewold, and others, came

to Solam Chapel in England, where the said warden " sent forth

in a scrymage " the Laird of Johnstone, Capt. of Lochmaban, and

others, to the number of 400 horse and more ; the said warden

keeping the " stayk " came to Arcturheth in the duchy of Lan

caster, burnt a grange, and the whole village, to the number of

16 houses. Returning to Scotland, the warden sent forth "in an

other scrymage " Sir John Murray, Laird of Cockpool, Sir Alex.

Jardine, the Laird of Mowsfold, Hempesfeild, Tynnewold, the

Provost of Dromfreys, and others, to the number of 700 horsemen,

who robbed Bownes, and burned 18 houses, with much corn, hay,

&c, assaulted the tower and " barnekyn " for half an hour and

returned ; all which was in express contravention of the 1st article

of the comprehension that it should be void if any invasion were

permitted by the King of Scots. Anno r. r. H. VM., 7°.

Signed : Thos. Dacre.

Pp. 16; Endd.: A book of many great wrongs and injuries

done to the Queen of Scots by the Duke of Albany.

15 March. 1673. Bonntvet to Jehan Thomas, secretary to Anthoine

Calig. E. i. 28. Marye Marquis Palvoisin.

B. M. Has received his letter. Thinks he had better wait till the

Seigneur has left and is on his return, when he will devise

for him better than he can do at present. Lyons, 15 March.

Signed.

Fr., p. 1, mutilated. Add.

15 March. 1674. For "Wm. Idle, chaplain.

S. B. To have a stipend, and allowance for broad, wine, and wax for

the celebration of service in Penreth Castle. Del. Westm.,

15 March 7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 32.

See 4 Feb.

15 March. 1675. For Marion, wife of Martin Wylde, of Bruges, in

s. B. ^ Flanders.

Licence to import jewels and pearls, for three years. Del.

Westm., 15 March 7 Hen. VHI.

Fr. 7 Hen. VIII. m. 18.

1 5 March. 1676. For John and Reginald Newynoton, merchant tailors

s B of London.

Protection ; going in the retinue of Sir Richard Wyngfelde,

Deputy of Calais. Del. Westm., 15 March 7 Hen. VITL

Ft. 7 Hen. VIII. m. 19.
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10 March. 1677-

R.O.

Makgaret of Savoy to Wolsey.

Ilor maitro d'hotel, John de Hedin, lias been despatched to

England on the part of the Emperor, to communicate with Count

Decian, tho imperial ambassador in England. Begs credence for

them. Brussels, 16 March 1515.

Lat., p. 1. Add. : Card. Ebor.

17 March. 1678

Galba, B. iv. 40.

B. M.

Spinelly to [Henry VIIL]

Wrote on tho 13th. The [obsequies] of the King of Arragon

began on Tuesday, and ended on Friday ; at which the Prince was

proclaimed King Catholic. Letters of Andr6 do Burgo, dated the

7th, at Trent, state that the Emperor was going next day to

Verona ; that the Swiss had crossed the Adda, on a bridge made

at " Pontw," to Verona ; that all the captains, Swiss and Almains,

swore at Tre[nt], in tho Cardinal Sion's lodging, to live and die

together ; that the Swiss are to bo in the van under Galeazzo, the

horse and ordnance to follow them, then the Emperor and the lanz-

knechts ; that the French and Venetians have lost, in three engage

ments,!, 500 men and 300prisoners, including the Earl ofMartenyngo

and Messiro Malatesta, " ballyon of Perosa ;" that they have about

Brescia and Mantua 1,000 spears and 4,000 Gascons; "that the

said French and Venetians that they would join together,

nevertheless two had been setten upon the river of Po,

whereby rather [appeareth] they intend to depart than to abide the

battle ;" that each of the gates of Milan was kept by 50 Gascons ;

that Jchan Jakes Trivulcio is supposed to be disaffected to the

French, and to have intelligence with Galeazzo; and that Gurk,

envying the omnipotence of Sion with the Emperor, tried to bring him

to a peace with France, but, failing in this, has left for Salzbourg.

For all the promises of the Prince's Council, De Burgo can get no

money. He has offered to serve the Viceroy against the Venetians,

but can obtain no answer. The French King's servant is still with

the Duke of G[ueldres], who writes that he will live in peace

with these Kings, though his deeds arc contrary. The estates

have granted the Prince 30,000 philips. If the Emperor succeed

in Y[talyJ the Archduchess will have the rule here. Yehan-

lis, the French ambassador, left on Saturday ; the President of

Paris remains here. A post from Don Dego, who was at Lyons

on Wednesday, states that the French King is in good health, and

will shortly return beyond the mountains, and that many soldiers

have been punished for returning to France against Bourbon's

orders. Has just heard that the French King has sent an amicable

message to this court. He is going to keep Easter at Lyons. The

French are much troubled by the disaffection of the Milanese.

The Almain foot in Champ[agnc] have gone back to Italy. The

estates have now consented to grant the whole 400,000 philip d'or.

Brussels, 17 March.

Hoi., pp. 4.

17 March. 1679. Spinelly to Wolsey.

R. O. Wrote last on the 13th. Has written to the King. Sir Edw.

Ponynges gave a dinner yesterday to the ambassadors of the

Emperor and Arragon, Chievres, the Chancellor, Ysylstayn and

Sempy, and a supper to Lord Nassow. The Chancellor told

Spinelly he saw no difficulty in the treaty with Spain, but they

could not treat before Easter. He denied that the Lord Yehanlis
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Spinelly to Wolset—cont.

(Genlis) had done any good in France. The Bishop of Spain

(Drinawar) on his coming from England makes good report of the

King and Wolsey, and shows the Prince is much bound to them.

The Bishop will write in two days. Ponynges and he have spoken

with Hans Nagel, who shall go incontinently after Easter " where

your grace wot of." If his servant does not return, and Wolsey

sends no answer, will be obliged to come to England. Brussels,

17 March.

Pp. 2. Add. : Tho. Card. Anglise.

Francis I. to Ant. Marie Marquis Palvesin, bis

ambassador with the Pope.

Understands from his letters, and from the Pope's ambassador,

the Bp. of Tricary, the good-will the Pope bears towards his

affairs ; will employ all the force of his kingdom, and put his

person at the Pope's service. Has got ready a force, both for

his kingdom and Italy. Notwithstanding Messrs. of the League

(des Ligues) have been pressed to recall their men who have left

their country for the service of the princes, many captains have

raised men for the French for the defence of Milan ; and others,

the principal men of the cantons, are in communication with them

to carry out the treaty sealed and sworn between him and them.

Expects to have more than 8 or 10,000 Swiss at his service.

Not a day passes but captains make offers to him, whatever his

enemies may say to the contrary. Begs the Pope will pay 4,000 of

the Swiss, instead of 2,000, as he had promised ; they will then have

12,000 between them to join the force already in the duchy, and

those which the Constable (Bourbon) has levied there; sc. 28,000

foot and 3,000 men of arms, French and Italians. Has also got

ready two other armies ; one of 25,000 foot and 2,000 men of

arms for France ; the other 12,000 foot and 500 men of arms ;

with all his house and suite, to repass into Italy if necessary, in

which case he will once more kiss the feet of his holiness. Hopes

the Pope will not listen to bad advice, but remember the past

conduct of the- Emperor. The Emperor is now endeavoring to

induce Francis to an amity through the Prince of Castile. Has no

fear of England and the Prince of Castile. Henry cannot trouble

him, being beyond the sea, and the Prince is enough occupied with

the affairs of Castile and Arragon since the death of the late King.

Even if they were inclined to interfere, an answer might be given to

them without diminishing the force in Italy. Has sent to the

Constable to inform the Pope of the intended movements of the army

in Italy. Lyons, 17 March. Signed.

Fr., pp. 3. Add.

Francis I. to Henry VIII.

Is glad to hear that a diet has been appointed in England to settle

the differences between the Queen of Scotland and Albany. Has

sent instructions to the President Bapaumes his ambassador in

England, and to De Planis in Scotland, to be present. Lyons,

18 March. Signed.

Fr., p. 1, mutilated. Add.

1 8 March. 1682- Spinelly to Henry VIII.

R. O. P.S.—This morning was assured by Andrew de Burgo that he

would have money for the Emperor, and that the Viceroy of Naples

18 March. 1681.

Calig.E.i.n.?

i. 137.

B.M.
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would give aid. De Burgo thinks that, considering this King's

treaty with France, and that he is not yet in possession of Castile,

the Council must be cautious, and that their slackness is not from

indifference. Brussels, 18 March.

Hoi., p. 1. Add. : To the King's grace.

18 Marcb. 1683. Spinelly to "Wolsey.

K. O. The Lord Reux and his colleague report well of their reception.

Encloses letters from Almain. Brussels, 18 March.

The court removes next week towards Mechlin, thence to Artois,

to make the Prince's entry, " accelerating in the meantime all

provisions for his going into Ilyspany."

Hoi., p.\. A postscript apparently. Add.: To [my Lord]

Cardinal.

18 March. 1684

Galba, B. vih. 108.

13. M.

18 Marcb. 1685-

VitB.m. 14.

B.M.

Spinelly to [Wolsey].

Wrote last on the 18th. Encloses a letter of the Bp. of Trinople.

Last night a post came from Verona, by which Andrew de Bourgo

received letters dated the 9th, containing that the Em[peror] is on

the way to Soave, to be nearer " [wi]th his army that

was departed with the Lord Marchan[tonio J out of Verona."

The Swiss with Lord Galias, to the number of 18,000, the adv[en-

t]uryers included, are gone towards Pescara. The French and

Venetians were joined together in Bressan, and seemed as yet

determined to await battle. The French, who had garrisoned all

the gates of Milan, have since left the city. A proclamation was

made at Verona that the feudatories of the Empire should repair

to the Emperor on pain of forfeiting their rights, and messengers

were sent with it to Florence, Sienna, Lucca, Genoa, Montferrat

and Savoy. The Pope has offered good [assistance to the Em]-

peror. The French are not expected to remain. If they do, they

will be defeated. This King has ordered prayers for the Emperor's

success. The Prince's Council have had a consultation upon the

King's affairs. Yesterday the Chancellor bid him tell Ponynges

" that he might make a good Pask, for he shall have a short and

good resolution." When Jehanlis took his leave, he said he would

tell his master that this King was inclined to peace with him,

" howbeit that giving cause of ry that not only he shall

not only himself with his subjects .... of his friends, and that

the French King should hereafter reckon to deal with them, both

with good words and deeds." Heard this morning from the Pro

vost of Cassell that there was never more cordiality between

England and this house than now. " Yf your grace yeryd spokynne

the glory and prosumpcion of Spany, your grace mygth conyect

they have notoonly the cowraggy to kepc Naples and Navarre, but

to recowere Bourgoyne." Thinks they will not be at peace with

France six months after the King's arrival in Spain. Brussels,

18 March.

Hoi., pp. 2.

to Cardinal de Medicis, legate in

Verona.

Writes very short letters at present. The French King has

[ordered] the letters to be shown him which were written to Antonio

Maria, stating that he and the Pope were on good terms. Thinks

the Pope will grant anything to the French King. They say they
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to Cardinal de Medicis, legate in Verona—cont.

have gained the whole of the Swiss. They write that Francis will

have 28,000 foot in Italy to settle the affair of the King of the

Romans. He has in Franco 18,000 foot, among whom . . . lanz-

knechts and 2,000 lances are reckoned in his pay; and is in no fear

of England or the Archduke. Can say nothing of the designs of

the army in Italy, but Bo[urbon] has received orders to inform the

Pope of their movements daily. Gives the summary of a long

letter sent to Antonio Maria [Palvoisin]. They say the King of

the Romans has requested for him the government of Naples, and

also of Castile, where he intends to send Gurk. The Archduke is

making preparations for his departure by sea. Lyons, 18 March

1516.

Ital., pp. 3, very much mutilated, some parts in cipher, not

decipherable. Add.

18 March. 1686. Botst to Cardinal de Medicis.

R- O. Though he knows the Pope will provide all things necessary

for Francis in Italy, and that the Cardinal will do all he can,

refers him to Palvoisin, the French ambassador with the Pope, to

whom the King has written, showing that the French affairs arc

in more prosperous condition than his enemies desire. Begs him

to urge the Pope to take 4,000 Swiss into pay, whereby the King

will have 12,000. Lyons, 18 March. Signed.

Fr.,p.\. Add.

19 March. 1687- Funeral of Ferdinand the Catholic.

Harl.3462, f. 22lb. Copy of a letter from Diego de Valdes, servant of Andrea de

B. M. Burgo, dated Brussels, 19th March 1516, describing the funeral

obsequies of Ferdinand in Flanders, celebrated on the 13th and 14th.

Ital., pp. 4.

ii. Extract from a letter of Andreas de Burgo touching the

same, dated 18th March 1516. The funeral rites were performed

on Thursday and Friday. The triumphal car was hung with the

insignia of the kingdoms he had conquered. It was inscribed

" Ferdinando Regi, Betico, Parthenopa-o, Cantabrico, Africano,

Indico, Catholico Invicto.'' There was a statue on the car of

the King in armour holding a sword. On his saddle was a

globe with the title " Mors." The car was drawn by four white

horses, each with a unicorn's horn gilt in front. Another horse

led the way. Another followed carrying the King's crown on

a cushion. This was the first day. Next day fourteen horses

with the insignia of his kingdoms, each followed by a standard-

bearer with the same insignia. Many princes and bishops attended.

After the funeral the Prince and his mother Joan were proclaimed

" Kings " in the Cathedral. Everything is ready forthe King's going

into Spain. All is tranquil in that country. These countries have

contributed 400,000 philips for the expenses of King Charles.

Jjat., copy, p. \,from a letter book.

19 March. 1688. For John Brykynden jun., of Portysmouth, alias of

P. S. Beawley, Hants, alias of London.

Protection ; going in the retinue of Sir Richard Wyngfeld,

Deputy of Calais. Greenwich, 1 1 March 7 Hen. VIII. Del.

Westm., 19 March 7 Hen. VIII.

Fr. 7 Hen. VIII. m. 19.
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20 March. 1689. John Pecche to Wolsey.

B- °- Encloses writings received this day, which, as he told the

bringer, he thinks of small effect, excusing the not sending of

copies of the old treaties between France and Burgundy, which

the writer desired to have at his own cost to send to Wolsey.

Wishes to know the King's pleasure. Calais, 20 March. Signed.

P. 1. Add. in Spinelly's hand: My Lord Cardinall's grace.

Endd. °

20 March. 1690. . The Bp. of Helna to [Wolsey.]

Galba,B.iv. 42. Has had nothing to write of till now, except that Wolsey's

B- M- blessing has accompanied him on his way hither, and preserved

him safe. The Catholic King has received him most cordially, and

shows him as much confidence as his grandfather did. Knows

that Wolsey will rejoice in his prosperity. Brussels, 20 March

1516. Signed: Euuensis Episcopus.

Lat., p. 1, mutilated.

20 March. 1691. For Eleanor Knyvet.

Annuity of 10Z. Westm., 20 March.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 22.

21 March. 1692. For Sir Wm. Tyler.

To be steward of Lanmershe and Colnewak, Essex, and Bas-

singbourne, Camb., with 6/. 13s. 4rf. a year, as held by Edw. Sul-

yard, deceased. Westm., 21 March.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 24.

21 March. 1693. For Reginald ap David, yeoman of the Crown.

Annuity of ten marks FL, during pleasure, out of the issues of

Calais. Westm., 21 March.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 23.

21 March. 1694. For John Mason, yeoman of the Crown, and John ap

' • Richard, yeoman of the Guard.

Annuity of 51., in survivorship, rendered by the Prior of Wenlok

from an alien house of Cluny. Westm.. 21 March.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 25.

21 March. 1695. For Sir Hen. Clifford, jun.

Grant of the manors of Bawtrey and Oystre, York, forfeited by

Ric. III., Geo. late Duke of Clarence, or Edw. late Earl of War

wick. Westm., 21 March.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 29.

23 March. 1696. Maximilian to Henry VIII.

R. O. Is compelled to march against his enemies to repress their

violence and drive them from Italy into France. Refers him to

the letters of Sion,' Sir Rob. Wingfield, Ric. Pace, and his own

ambassadors in England. Carravagio, 23 March 1516, 31 Max.

Signed.

Lat., p. 1. Add.

23 March. 1697. Spinelly to Wolsey.

Galba, B. vi. 15. Wrote last on the 20th. Encloses a letter from Pace received from

B. M. the Archduchess by her steward Brexyll (Bregilles). The French
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Spinellt to Wolsey—cont.

arc said to have been driven back upon Milan. They and the Vene

tians burned Pescara, and abandoned it to the Emperor, who passed

through on the 15th to Cremona, where he will find ample supplies.

The Marquis of Mantua and all his subjects have declared against

the French, notwishstanding that his eldest son is in their hands.

Bourbon and La Palice were expected to join the Venetians be

tween Brescia and Bergamo. The Swiss and the lanzknechts were

cordially united, and the Emperor's power was constantly in

creasing ; 6,000 Milanese were assembled against the French, and

the only chance for the Venetians was to escape with them into

Piedmont. Letters from Don Dego of the 16th say that, but for

the Emperor's going into Italy, the French would certainly have

succeeded at Naples. The Duchess of Bourbon solicited her hus

band's recall, saying his high spirit would lead to his destruction ;

when the French King replied that he would go himself to Italy.

France is extremely poor ; the King at his accession resumed all

grants of offices to sell them to the highest bidders ; he cares for

nothing but pleasure. Tomorrow Chievres and the Chancellor are

to speak with the King's ambassadors. The Chancellor says after

this amity he is in good hope to speak of another. Brussels,

Easter day.

Hoi., pp. 2, mutilated. Add. : Tho. Cardinali Angliae. JEndd.

23 March. 1698. Francis de Taxis to Brian Tuke.

Galba,B.iv.43b. Received today [letters from] the imperial camp between Brescia

B. M. and Mantua. The Emperor with an immense anny is there, about

to march upon the enemy. The French and Venetians are equally

anxious for battle. On the 11th the Imperialists and the Swiss

who were in Campagna about Verona, to the number of 30,000

foot and 4,000 horse, swore brotherhood, and remained that day

at Canalcasset. The Emperor went that night to Carigon, on the

river Benacus (Mincio ?), with 4,000 foot and 700 horse. Part of

the French and Venetians were at Peschiera intending to stop the

passage of the river, others about Brescia, which they boasted

they would win before the Emperor came. The Venetians have

promised not to desert the French, but have little faith in them.

On the 12th, the Emperor, knowing the attempts of the enemy

to stop the passage, sent some soldiers to keep two bridges which

he had thrown over the river a milo and a half from Peschiera to

wards Mantua. The Imperial army began to cross ; the Venetians

who attempted to oppose them were dispersed by five serpentines

thrown in amongst them ; they retreated, burned Peschiera, and

divided their camp. The Emperor staid that night at Monte-

cabaro ; [the enemy] retreated between Brescia and and

hoped in three days to be in Cremona many Milanese

nobles who fled from Mantua, and came that day to the Emperor's

camp. People do not yet believe that the Emperor is in Italy in

person. Brussels, 23 March 1516. Signed.

Lat., pp. 2, mutilated. Add. : Magistro Domino meo Brianno

Tuke, he, Magistro Postarum, Londoni.

23 March. 1699- Charles [Duke of Bourbon], constable of France, to

it. o. the Pope.

Delayed writing to him before, in order to learn the intentions of

the Emperor, who has this day arrived at the Adda, near Rivolte.
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The passage could not be left undefended without danger to the

King's army. Expects 12,000 or 13,000 Swiss tomorrow for the

King's service. Has taken post in the faubourgs of Milan, with

a view to its preservation. Milan, 23 March. Signed and sealed.

Fr., p.l. Add.

Vit. B. iii. 23. 2. Copy of the same.

B. M.

March. 1700. Francis I. to Palvesin.

Calig. D. vi. 278. Perceives by his despatch of the 10th that the constable

B. M. had written to him to tell the Pope " feust faire mar

cher son armee vers Boulogne pour estre p[res de] ma duchie

de Millan." To which the Pope answered that there were some

Florentines [in] Francis' army who were in better order, and

might march instead of those of his holiness. Palvesin is to thank

the Pope for his good will to protect the duchy for Francis, and to

assure him that the latter will not suffer him to sustain any injury ;

that he had followed the Pope's advice and raised 12,000 Swiss ;

that De la Guiche has already written that he left Yvree (?)

on the 15th inst. with 7,000, and the remainder of the number

would rendezvous at Cremona with the Constable. Francis is

sure that by this time the whole or the greater part of them have

arrived.

" Dautrepart vous advertiz que lesdicts Souisses a ser

vice sont deliberez, arrivez quilz soient en madicte [duchie, de] en-

voyer ung hesrault au camp et armee de l[empereur pour] advertir les

Souysses en son service que traicte, que les huit quentons

ont fait avec[que] quilz hum it promis ayder ala deffenso

de ma [dicte duchie, et] quilz y sont a eeste cause venuz. Et ne

sont d audict Empereur ne sur lempire, maiz

q[ue] duchie de Millan quilz les combatront au . . .

silz estoieut Infidelles. Et si feront

que la pluspart des eappitaines

Souisses qui sont audict service dudict Empe[reur]

de quoy vous advertirez sadicte Sainctete a

survienne ne qui me touche. Je ne vculx

la faire participante comme celle en qui g

et entiere confidence." Lyons, . . March.

Signed by Francis. Countersigned : Eobertet.

Pp. 2, mutilated. Add. : A mon cousin le Sieur Anthoine Marie

Marquis Palvesin, mon conseiller et ambassadeur devers nostrc

Saint Pere lo Pape.

23 March. 1701. Francis I. to Bourbon.

R. O. Received this morning his letter of the 19th, stating that the

enemy was dislodged from Preauboulin, and instead of opposing him

at Cremona fled to Verolle and Guisan, and that Bourbon would

pursue them to stop the pnssage of the Adda, leaving at Cremona

Monsr de Prye with 2,500 foot and 240 men of arms. Commends

his conduct. Has given orders that there be no lack of money for

April, May, and June. Desires to know frequently of the Emperor's

motions and forces, and if he is there in person. Hopes De la

Guische with his Swiss is with him. Lyons, 23 March. Signed.

Fr., pp. 2. Add. : A mon cousin lo Due de Bourbon et d'Au-

vergne, Conuestable do France, mon Lieutenant General dela les

• Mons.
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24 March. 1702. Francis I. to Bourbon.

E. O. Has received his letters of the 20th and 21st. Leaves everything

to his direction. Agrees with him that everything depends upon

guarding the passage of the Adda. Has given orders that the pay

of the Swiss, promised by Do la Guiche, be there by 1st April.

Till then he must borrow the money of the gens-d'armes, which

is ordered to be repaid them in eight days. Lyons, 24 March.

Signed.

Fr., pp. 2.

P.S. on a separate slip in Roberlet's hand, and signed by him :

Urges him to employ the money of the geus-d'armes " envoye au

devant do l'argent des geusches," as it will be impossible to send

thither by the 1st April.

Add. as above.

24 March. 1703. Charles [Duke of Bourbon] to the Cardinal San

e. o. Severino.

Has written to the Popo of the arrival of the Emperor at Rivoli,

and what has been done for the King's cause in these parts by the

advice of all the captains. When the Swiss come they will make

the King's possession in Italy secure from henceforth. Milan,

24 March. Signed.

Fr.,p.l. Add.

24 March. 1704. For Gerald Fitzgerald Earl of Kildare.

S. B. To be Deputy of Ireland during pleasure, as held by Sir Edward

Ponynges, with grant, in tail, of the possessions of rebels in Ireland.

Del. Westm., 24 March 7 Hen.VIH.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 23.

24 March. 1705. For Wm. Abp. of Dublin.

S. B. To be Chancellor ofIreland. Del. Westm., 24 March 7 Hen. VHI.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 24.

25 March. 1706. Ponynges and Tuxstal to Henry VIII.

Galba, B.iv. 44. Have received an answer from Chievres and the Chancellor to

B. M. their overtures. The King their master does not intend to depart

from his old treaties with England and France, but is willing, as

proposed, to renew the league between Henry VIII. and Ferdi

nand, except in the third article relating to the reception of rebels.

*f. 54a. Charles does not think it honourable to deliver them up,* but is

willing to banish them, as in the treaty already concluded between

him and Henry. Chievres and the Chancellor then spoke of Tour-

nay, which they said France was anxious to regain, and desired to

see the treaty between England and France. They then desired that

in cn.se the Low Countries were invaded within a year after the

King's departure to Spain, Henry would furnish 4,000 men for their

defence ; in return for which Charles should find 4,000 men for

another year whenever England required them. The English

Commissioners replied that they had no power to alter the third

article ;—that as to Touruay, they marvelled why they should

enquire of the King's title ;—if they supposed it was only by the

sword, would their master assist him to defend it in return for the

assistance he required in defending many dominions, to which

possession by the sword was the best title they could show ? As

to the 4,000 men there was no equality in demanfling immediate
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succour and promising contingent aid. They replied that they did

not mean this request to interfere with the treaty " The

said [Sieur] Durees (Urreas) is not yet coming hither to the court,

but hath w[ritten] letters at length both of the great cheer and honor

able r[eceiviug] he had of your grace," greatly to the satisfaction of

the King here. Desire to know the King s pleasure;—think he should

not bind himself, for even now when Charles is in the Low Countries

the Duke of Gueldres takes his subjects prisoners. The Council

here interpret the proposed league as applying to all their master's

dominions. Think Henry should be explicit on this subject.

Brussels, 25 M[arch]. Signed.

Pp. 11, mutilated, thefirst leaf apart. Add.

25 March. 1707 [Sampson] to Wolsey.

Calig. D. vi. 285. There will be great trouble about the benefices in Tournay,

U- M. which are claimed to be in the Pope's gift. Advises a letter to be

written to his holiness, " that,'as, in England, Calais and the Marches,

the Pope meddlcth with no gift of benefices, so he may bo content to

abstain in Tournay and Tornesey." Hopes that an end will soon bo

made with regard to his bishopric, as no jurisdiction can now be

exercised by Wolsey's officers, and men are continued in prison to

the great danger of their healths, and all spiritual works are left

undone. " I beseech your grace that my diet time

being with my Lord Chamberlain may be brought [to the

King's] remembrance from the 15th day of November to t[he day

of] my said Lord Chamberlain's return." Tournay, [25] March

1515 {should have been written 1516).

Add. : [T]o the most reverend father in God and his singular

good [lord] my Lord Cardinal of York.

Endd. : xxv. Marcij.

P. 1, mutilated.

26 March. 1708. Sir Ric. Whettehill to Wolsey.

K. 0. Complaining of Ric. Gybson, who had not paid Whettehill's ser

vant 13/. 6s. Hd. due for house rent, as Wolsey had commanded

hira. The works at Tournay go forward. They will not be so

soon ended as Wolsey expected. " The bulwarks next the sluico

must have the foundation and the dyke made, or ever your citadel

can not be sure closed, or else you shall neither have the sluice nor

Mr. Hart's bulwark at your commandment. Tournay, 26 March.

Signed.

P. 1. Add. : To my Lord Cardinal.

26 March. 1709. P. Bp. of Vesprim to the Pope.

Vesp. F. 1. 107. Had informed him of the death of King Wladislaus, which has

B. M. occasioned great trouble to the writer. Had hoped, while the King

was alive, that he might have retired from the official cares in

which he has been involved for three years with the greatest poverty

and distress ; is now compelled to return to them. Lewis is young,

the nobles quarrelsome, and caring only for their own interests ; the

whole kingdom must fall into the hands of the Turks unless the

Pope will fulfil his promise of aid. Thomas Niger, his vicar gene

ral, will inform his holiness further of their entire want of men and

money, and of the confusion of the kingdom on the death of the lato

King. Vesprim, 26 March 1516.

Lat., p. 1, Copy.
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27 March. 1710. John Duke of Albany.

R. 0. " Instructions to Unicorn poursuyvant, quhilk lie sal sliaw to my

cousin Lord Dacre by maner of credence."

1. If Dacre will agree to an abstinence from war for 40 days

from 1' May, it will be accepted, abiding the coming of John de

Barbon. Meantime,.overturesjnay be made for peace. This absti

nence can be made without consent of the allies, which a regular

peace would require.

2. The two persons whom Albany intended to send to England

might have disclosed such things as would have promoted my lord

Cardinal's desire, which will now perhaps be retarded out of con

sideration of the reputation of one or other party. It is not true

that he intended to send men of little estimation, as Dacre writes.

Would have sent his lieutenant, whom he trusts the King and Wol-

sey would have liked as well as any gentleman they have seen this

long time, accompanied with 40 horse, and with him a clerk " con

stitute in dignity of Abbot." Never intended to send ambassadors

unless a truce had been granted with comprehension of confede

rates, or at least an abstinence from war as well for France as for

Scotland. If Dacre will accept these proposals, or thinks Wolsey

will accept them, he is to have a copy of these instructions, other

wise not. Desires an immediate answer from Dacre. If he thinks

it necessary to send to Wolsey, it must be with extreme diligence ;

for if within few days, other good means be not taken, the matter

will not be easily settled. If he send to Wolsey, he must in the

meantime abstain from incursions, otherwise Albany will have to

do the same.

Pp. 2.

27 March. 171L Spinelly to Henry VIII.

Galba. M. iv. 45. Wrote last yesterday by the ambassadors who came to

B. M. Mechlin. Was told this morning by the Chancellor that the King

will send the Bp. of Trynople as resident to England. The conclusion

of the treaty will not be retarded by his going, but will take place

whenever Henry's answer is received touching the article of ihe

rebels. The Viceroy of Naples has taken prisoner a gentleman

sent from the French King to Naples to cause an insurrection there ;

concerning which the Chuncellor showed him original letters of the

Viceroy. The Bp. of Trynople confirmed what the Chancellor had

(Lid, and said that the French King had sent for Ric. de la Pole.

^No news has come from the Emperor except those of the 14th and

loth in Charmouese. Letters have come to the Master of the Posts

from Verona, d^ated the 18th, stating that the Emperor had won Cre-

monaJ^ Mechlin, 27 March 1516.

Hoi.) pp. 2, mutilated. Add.folio 46i.

27 March. 1712. Spinelly to Wolsey.

K. 0. Wrote last on Easter Day (23 March). The Bp. of Trynople

(Drinawar) is well disposed to Wolsey, and will leuve for England

within four days. Meklynnes, 27 March.

Hoi., p. 1. Add. : Card. Anglia;.

27 March. 1713. For Th. Parre, knight of the Bod}', and Matilda his

wife.

Grant, in survivorship, of the castle and manor of Moresende,

West Pyrie, Alderton, Shittlanger, Yardley, and Plompton Pyrie

lift

/No
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alias Plompton Hall, Northt..

Greenwich, 27 March.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 23.

and Lillingston Lovell, Oxon.

28 March. 1714. Charles King of Spain to Henry VIII.

Galba, B. iv. 46. In favor of Jacques de Hase and other merchants, his subjects,

B. M. having agencies at London, whose goods have been seized in pay

ment of taxes. Malines, 28 March 1516. Signed.

Ft., p. 1, mutilated. Add.

28 March. 1715-

29 March. 1716.

Giust. Desp. 1. 199.

30 March.

Vit. B. in. 19b.

B. M.

1717.

31 March. 1718.

VH.B.Hi.17.

B. M.

For Walter Hendy, " petularius noster," and John

Parker, " valectus arkastell nostrarum."

Annuity of 10 marks, in survivorship, out of the issues of

Denbigh. Westm., 28 March.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 24.

Seb. Giustinian to the Council of Ten.

Would have communicated his letters to the King, but could not

have audience. Speaking to Wolsey, the Cardinal said he lamented

that Christian blood was on the eve of being unprofitably spent,

and that Venice, through its thirst for empire, should be the cause

of it. He told them that the King of France was intent upon

making terms, and would betray them. Made what apology he

could. The English lords do not show him a friendly countenance,

seeing the impossibility of luring Venice from France. Gives a

list of the letters he has written, and is in much trouble that they

have not been received ; they are despatched through the French

ambassador. Thinks there may have been some negligence, as

they were all sent to the Queen mother. London, 29 March 1516.

to Wolsey.

Thanks him for his hospitality. Arrived at Borne on the 13th.

Carried his letters to the Bp. of Worcester. Was taken by him

next day to the Pope, who inquired of the welfare of the King and

Cardinal. Expressed to his holiness the munificence with which

he had been treated ; two cardinals standing by at the time asked

him similar questions. Thanks him for his letters of commendation

to the Pope. Rome, 30 March 1516. [Signature burnt off.~\

Lat., pp. 2. Add. : Tho. Card. Ebor., &c.

Pace to [Sir Robert Wingfield.]

Writes by the bearer, who is going to the Emperor. At 3 o'clock

this afternoon this castle was taken after a valiant defence of six

hours by the S[wiss]. Being summoned to surrender they refused

without permission of the French King, and killed nine or ten of

the besiegers ; on which the latter swore never to depart till they

had taken it and killed every man in it. They assaulted it so hotly,

the besieged would have asked for mercy, which was refused.

The captain and 150 were slain. Much ammunition and stores

within. Galeazzo has provided 2,300 [florins?] so that the Swiss

are contented to serve for half a florin for eight days "by . . me

under pain of my life to cont[ent] them within eight days of their

second payment." They have sent word to the Emperor, who has

left, that they are willing to serve him if he will join in person,

or send his army. Trusts that he and the Cardinal will urge this,

or the Swiss will leave, keeping Pace as a hostage. His life is in

2. II H
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Pace to [Sir Robert Wingfield]—cont.

danger. Trusts the money will arrive in due time. If any one

asks money of Wingfield, he must feign he cannot pay without

Pace's consent. His life and that of Galias have been threatened.

31 March.

Hoi., pp. 4, badly mutilated.

March. 1719. For the Lieutenant, &c of Tournay.

S. B. Exemptions from imposts, tolls, &c. in Tournay. Greenwich.

March 1515.

Fr. 7 Hen. VIII. m. 23.

1 April. 1720. [Dacre] to Albany.

Calig. B. vi. 150. " Copy of a letter to the Duke of Albany." Has received his

B. M. letter dated Edinburgh, 27 March, by Unicorn pursuivant, with a

copy of Albany's letter to the Cardinal, stating that no ambas

sadors could be sent to England without the consent of the con

federates. Cannot permit Albany's servants to carry the letters,

but has sent them by post, and hopes to have answer within

ten days. Detains Albany's servants meanwhile, and sends Carrick

with this letter. If Albany really desire a truce he should labor for

a longer period than a month or forty days,—at least to All Hallow-

tide or St. Andrew's Day. Morpeth, 1 April.

Copy by Dacre, pp. 2,

1 ApriL 1721. [Pace] to [Wolsey.]

R.O. Spoke in his last of the Emperor's wise and valiant conduct at

the river Adda on Easter Eve (22nd March), when the French and

Venetians shewed themselves ready to fight with hiin. On Easter

Monday the Cardinal Sion and Lord Galias strongly urged him

to pursue the French, as they could not keep Milan. On Easter

Tuesday, being within nine miles of Milan, he sent for Pace and

Wingfield " and, showing himself to be sore moved, said that he

had perfect knowledge that the French King had offered unto the

King's grace our master to forsake utterly Scotland, and to set

apart all his practices there, so that his grace would keep firm

peace and amity with him." The ambassadors replied they would

vouch for the contraiy on their lives ; reminded him that Henry

paid the Swiss in aid of the Emperor, and had sent ambassadors

to the Prince of Castile, offering to defend his kingdom against

the French with men and money, and even with his own person;—

that he and Wingfield were commissioned to treat for a universal

confederation between the Emperor and other Princes. He could

not deny this, but trusted Henry would not forsake him. That

day he sat still in pensiveness, angry with every one who urged

him to set forward.

At night ho sent for Sion, Wingfield and Pace, and said plainly

lie could not perform his promise to pay the Swiss the residue

of their three months' wages till the King's money came,—he

had none for his own army and household ; and was therefore

compelled to abandon the siege of Milan. Sion combatted this

resolution. Pace told him he would lose thereby Italy, Naples

and Navarre, but found him obstinate. At their suggestion his

confidants urged the same, telling him "no man within Almain

would esteem him the valor of one grottc." Presently came to

him a Spaniard, a vile person, from the Duke of Bourbon, with

a message, that if tho Emperor would come to Milan and drink
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with him he should be welcome ; if not, he would meet him. The

Emperor commanded the Marquis of Brandenburg to send a

trumpet and offer him battle the day following. The Duke did

not keep his word, but put it off till another day : whereupon the

Emperor refused to tarry any longer.

On his return the French began to burn the suburbs, destroyed

the houses of 60,000 poor men, for fear the Swiss should lodge in

them, for they had sent word to the Emperor that they would not

leave, as it was not their manner to show their backs to their

enemies. He declared he would take away his horse and artillery, and

so induce the Swiss to follow. They crossed the Adda. The Swiss

under the Lord Galias took August (Aosta) on the way to Milan,

and killed every man, to the number of 150. After this they sent, by

the counsel of Galias and Pace, to the Emperor, desiring him, if he

was afraid, to put himself in security in Brescia, and they with his

horsemen would clear the French out of Italy. They are greatly

enraged at his backwardness. If he retreats, he and all Christen

dom are lost. Sion, Galias and Pace are almost dead for sorrow.

Galias says if the Emperor runs away he will commit greater

treason against all princes than ever did Judas against Christ.

The Swiss keep Galias and Pace in gage for their wages of the

second and third month. The Emperor reports that he could not

trust them, which was only a frivolous excuse to fly away. From

the city of * [Lodi ?], 1 April.

Copy, pp. 4.

1 April. 1722. Seb. Giustinian to the Council of Ten.

Giust Desp. i. 202. Has been exposed to language bordering on outrage. Two lay

lords asked him why the Signory was so slippery, now favoring

one party, now the other. Proved that they were faithful ; where

upon one exclaimed, " Isti Veneli sunt piscatores /"} Sebastian

told him, if he had seen Venice he would not say that, that fisher

men founded the Christian faith, and they are those fishermen who

defended it against the Turks. " They made answer again that

we were fishermen expert in taking what belonged to others, as we

had plucked something from all the potentates in the world ;

adding, The island of Cyprus, which ought to belong to our King,

by what right do you hold that." Explained to them the history.

The Cardinal harps on the injustice done by the French King in

supporting Albany. London, 1 April 1516.

1 April 1723. For Ric. Nevet, sherman of London.

P. S. Protection ; going in the retinue of Sir Ric. Wyngfeld, Deputy of

Calais. Greenwich, 1 April 7 Hen. VIH. Del. Westm., 1 April.

Fr. 7 Hen. VIII. m.\Q.

1 April. 1724. For John Sowtek of Cambridge, fishmonger.

P. S. Protection for two years ; going in the retinue of Sir Ric.

"Wyngfelde, Deputy of Calais. Greenwich, 30 March 7 Hen. VIH.

Del. Westm., 1 April.

Fr. 7 Hen. VIII. m. 19.

* Blank in MS.

+ Filchers. " You are a fishmonger," says Hamlet to Polonius, who was

desirous to filch his secret.

HH2
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2 April. 1725. Sir Ric. Wingfield, Sir John Wilsher and R Wot-

». O. TON to WOLSEY.

Requesting a favorable hearing for Th. Prowde, late bailiff oi

Marke and Oye, and two of the freemen there, of whom they have

written to the King. Calais, 2 April. Signed.

PA. Add.: My [lo]rd Cardinal of York and Chancellor of

England.

2 April. 1726. Sir Ric. Wingfield to Wolsey.

R- 0. Wishes an answer to his letter complaining of the opening of the

letters by the Captain of Boulogne, and the detention of the

couriers. Sends Wolsey two packets of letters from the French

ambassador to the Captain, and from the Venetian ambassador to

his fellow in the French court, taken from the Captain's servant.

Retains the man. Searched him on his denial, and found another

packet on his person addressed to his master. Calais, 2 April.

Signed.

P. 1. Add. : Lord Cardinal of York, Chancellor of England.

2 April. 1727- Spinelly to Henry VIII.

Galba, B. v. 103. Wrote on 27th from Mechlin. The court has since returned to

B. M. Brussels. News have come from Fellynger at Augsburg, that the

French and the Venetians have been driven back into Milan, followed

by the Emperor within five miles. Andrew de Burgo has letters from

Verona of 18 March, that on account of the stradiotes in garrison

at Asola and Pontebyco, it was determined to go to Verona. The

Emperor, however, and the Marquis of Mantua, had left 3,000 foot

about Asola for security of victuals, with which they hoped ulti

mately to conquer the town. The French and Venetians have evacu

ated Cremona, but still retain the castle well provided. Part of

their army had crossed the . . . . ; the rest had gone towards Lodi.

Great dissensions at Milan between the Guelphs and Ghibellines.

The Emperor has crossed the Ollyo about Pontevyco. The Duke

of Urbino, with a band of horse, was coming to his assistance.

Learns from a courier of the Viceroy of Naples that the Pope's

brother died on Palm Sunday. If so, Henry should see to it, that

the Pope do not allow his nephew Lorenzo to marry the widow

of Savoy.

The Viceroy was ready to come to the Emperor with 4,000

horse and 6,000 foot. The courier met 3,000 men on this side

Trent going to Verona. Letters have been received from Don

Diego, dated Lyons the 26th, stating that no news was allowed to

be published unfavorable to the French. In spite of their fair

words, Harryera and others sent by this King into Spain, who were

taken at Paris and set at liberty with a new safeconduct, have been

stopped again at Bayonne. The French have been soliciting a

" marriage between Don Ferrando and the Frenche Kinge modern

doctor " (the French King's mother's daughter ?). New things

are discovered about Naples every hour ; twelve vessels are arm

ing at Genoa to go thither with others of Provence and Prospero

Colonna. John Jordan Ursin, the Pope's kinsman, was also

appointed with his consent to the enterprise. Since the Emperor's

going to Italy the French have hnd enough to do to defend them

selves. The bark of David Falconer was indeed taken by the

Gh[cldiiiins], and set at the mouth of a river between Friesland

and Holland to make the English pay grcut exactions.
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Was told lately, that eight or 'nine months ago a knight called

" Her Nicolas Vander How " of Metz was sent to this court by

Richard de la Pole, for whom he received at Antwerp 6,000 golden

guilders of one Th. Trysho, who lives at Exeter and trades at

Hamburg. Enquired of an Englishman at Antwerp, who remem

bered an Easterling at Exeter named Th. Tryottes. Has made Sir

Edw. Ponynges privy to everything. Hans Nagle says he supped

with the knight at Mechlin, and that he came on De la Pole's business.

Has sent Hans to Metz with fifty golden guilders. Hopes to know

at his return if it be true that the French King has sent for De la

Pole. The Lord Reux and his company make a good report of the

King and Cardinal. As soon as the ambassadors have answer

from Henry, doubts not they will have " a resolution." The Bp.

of Trynople will be despatched in three days. Francis Chierigati

arrived here last night, sent by the Pope through France to Eng

land. Has daily better hopes that the Archduchess will have the

government. Brussels, 2 March.*

Hoi., pp. 5, mutilated. Add.

2 April. 1728. Spinelly to Henry VIII.

11. 0. Postscript. A post is come that Milan was surrendered to the

Emperor on the 22nd of March, and that his majesty and the

whole army crossed the Po in pursuit of the French and Vene

tians, who fled in disorder to Alexandria. Brussels, 2 April.

Hol.,p.\. Add.

2 April. 1729. Pace to Wolsey.

R. O. His life is in danger if the King's money do not come in seven

days. Has heard no word of it since the return of Th. Cotton.

This is another destruction of the enterprise. If the Swiss had

money, they would proceed even if the Emperor said nay, to avoid

the shame of returning without doing any notable act. Expects

hourly to hear from the Emperor his final resolution either to come

personally, or to join his army with the Swiss, " or send the same

according to their reasonable desire." The French will then be in

evil case. "The Pope hath played marvellously upon both the

hands in this enterprise." He told the Emperor he would not send

succours to the French King as he was bound to do, for the con

servation of Milan; yet he has written to the Swiss that France

was his confederate, and that all who made war against France were

enemies to the Church. He has also delivered from prison a great

man of Switzerland, condemned to death by Pope Julius as a

schismatic and a murderer, who, being an enemy to the Cardinal of

Sion, enlists men in aid of the French, at the Pope's expence, and

is now in Milan with 3,000 men. The Swiss with us offered the

Emperor to kill them all as traitors, but on their arrival at Milan they

sent word that they were not come to fight against the Emperor,

but to have money of the French King, and would remain no longer

than the French could keep Milan, which is of no strength. 3,000

lansquenets in the city have promised the Emperor not to fight

against him. Still the Emperor, to the shame of his friends, will not.

set forward. Laude, 2 April.

Copy, pp. 2.

* Mistake for April.
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2 April. 1730.

Giust. Desp. I. 205.

Seb. Giustinian to the Council of Ten.

The Cardinal tells him that the Emperor is in the Veronese. He

abused the French ambassador ;—said that the King and he wished

for peace with France, and justified himself from all sinister im

putations. Sebastian complained that the King had accused the

Venetians of "perfidy," and that the taunt had been elsewhere

repeated, and he desired an explanation. Told Wolsey that it was

not the Signory but the King of Spain that trampled on the con

federation ; and entered Upon a long defence. Wolsey assented to

his explanation ; said that Sebastian must have misunderstood the

King, as his Majesty did not accuse them, but France, of perfidy.

Warned them of their danger ; " making it appear that the poison

was medicine for me." In conclusion Wolsey said to him, " Nil

timeatis, we are not going to quarrel with you." London, 2 April

1516.

2 April.

S.B.

3 April.

Vesp. C. i. 34.

B.M.

1731.

V

1732.

The Estates will

not agree to pro

claim Charles

King during his

mother's life.

For Rob. White of Youghell, Ireland.

Licence to import 200 quarters of beans from cos. Somers. and

Glouc. Del. Westm., 2 April 7 Hen.VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen, Vlll. p. 3, m. 24.

John Stile to Henry VIII.* (In cipher.)

Sythe the deccse of the late Kyng yowr fader of Aragon y yowr

poreyst servant had wretyn and sent many letters unto yowr hyzgh-

nys by dyvers ways, the, and yt plese yowr grace, I fereme, hav not

cum to yowr royal handys by the reson of thencertayn pasageys

by the ze, as also the cwrrers pasyng by land were taken and thayr

letters in France. And for the same apoyntament ys ta[ken

byfjtwyxt the Freynsche Kyng and the Prince of Castyl, syth the

whych, and it plese yowr grace, dyverse currers have cum hether

wyth the said Pryncys letters to the Cardynal of Toledo, whych ys go-

vornore here, and to the said Pryncys ambasatwr, as also to dyvers

other statys of thys realme ; and amongys other thyngys, and it

plese yowr grace, that the sayd Prynce wrote un[to] the Cardynal

and other astatys he certefyed unto theym that by the advyse and

cownsayle of the Pope and of themperowr and other hys fryndys

he hathe byn proelayineyd in the partys of Flanders Kyng of Cas

tyl, for the whych he desyreyd them that thay wold in lyke wyse

do hym for to be proclaymeyd here, whych was oons so concludeyd

that yt schuld have byn so don on the last day of Marche or on the

furst day of thys monyth of Apryel. Upon the whyche the astatys

that be here assemblyd, that ys for to save, the Cardynal, the Arche

byschop of Sant Jamys, the Archebyschop of Granada presydent of

the cownsayle, the Byschop of Bwrgos, the Byschop of Sygwenco,

the Byschop of Segovya wythe other byschopys, the Duke of Alva,

the Almyrant of Castyl, the Markes do Vyllena, and other lordys

and the lerneyd cownsayle so amongys theym self in no wyse thay

cowld not agre that the Prynce schuld be proclaymyd Kyng, the

Qwyn hys moder beyng alyve, onles that the Prynce were here per

sonally. And the astatys here have and do take grete dysplesure

and dysdaync that the Fleniyngys have proclaymeyd thayr prynce

* A few words occur at the beginning, in a different cipher, of which there is

no key.

t Blotted and illegible.
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His presence is

very necessary in

Castile.

Invasion of

Navarre.

The war in

Murbary.

Kyng of Castyl wyth oute the asent of tho astatys of Castyl ; for

the whych, and it plese yowr grace, the sayd proclamacyon ys not

made as hetherunto, and yn thys land there ys lytyl love and grete

deferencys amongys many of the astatys, for the whych everry man

for the most parte be gretely desyrws of the Princys comeynge

hether schortely. For in case that he cum not hether thys somer,

wythoute fayle here wyl encrcas many enconvenyentys and trobyl-

lys ; for the tresorers saye that thay have no money belongyng to

the Crown. The Cardynal ys ryche, haveyng above fowr hwndard

thowsand ducatys in tresore, and ys a covetws Gray Freer, and wyl

not departe wyth any parte of hys sayd tresore for the defens and

weal of thys land wyth oute gode swerty of the Prynce ; for tho

whych, and it plese yowr grace, thys parteys ys febylly provydeyd

for war, for al ys hyzghe mynd, dysymulacyon, and wordys.

And yt plese yowr grace, in tho Paschyon weke, the late Kyng

of Navar, wyth a serten number of pepyl, entendyd for to have

enteryd yn to hys late realme of Navar by sundry ways ; and

he hym self comyng by San John Pe del Puerto, and toke the

town of San John, and besegeyd tho fortares of the same. And

the Marschal of Navar, wyth nyne or ten jantylmen and ayzghte

hundard men of that cuntray, enteryd by the Vale of Roncalys,

thynkeyng for to have enteryd a town there, by favor, for that

was the sayd Maryschalys cuntray. Of the whych entry and

purpose, and yt plese yowr grace, the Cunde de Ylloryn cundstabyl

of Navar, and the coronel, Vylla Alva, capytayn of the fotemen of

Castyl, beyng in Navar, were advertysyd, and asemblyd thre or

fowr thowsaud fotemen and layde thaym in bwschementys ; and

on the fyve and twenty day of Marche, beyng owr Lady Day, the

sayd Castylyans dystresyd and toke prysoners the sayd Marschal

of Navar, and the son and ayre of the Markes de Farsys and al theyr

cumpany, yn that non cowld escape by the reson of a grete scnawe,

the whych had fal the same nyzght, nor no socur cowld cum to

theym from the other parte of porys or mowntayns. Whych for-

twnyd wel for the men of Castyl, for and yt had fortunyd other

wyse, for a suerty, soverayn lord, yt would have byn hard wyth

tho men of Castyl or that thay had had any socur from hens, for al

the astatys of thys partys do ly styl atendeyng the comeyng of

thayr prynce, excepte the "Oukc of Najara, capytayn jenerral of

Navar ; the whych with hys power ys gon for to dysseage the fort

ares of San Jhon Pe del Puerto.

A sayeyng ys here, and yt plese yowr grace, that the late

Kyng of Navar ys retrayed, and hys pepyl to hys town of Salva

Tyerra yn hys cuntray of Bycrne ; for the whych, and yt plese

yowr grace, yt ys to bo thowzghte that the warrys of Navar ys

fynyscheyd for thys yere. The Morys of the Barbary do move

warrys aycuyst the Crystyn men yn that partys. The Kyng of

Fes hath be segeyd the town of Mellyla, and the castel of Casarsa,

and here ys lytyl provysyon of socur made for the same.

Sovcrayn lord, yn the most humyl wyse I beseche yowr grace that

I yowr most humyl and faythful servant may have tl»e knowlyche of

the plesure of yowr hyzghnys, howe for to order my self to the

servyse of yowr grace, and to the ronforte of me yowr poreyst ser

vant, my wife and chylder. And thys letter I do send by laud to

the haudys of yowr servant, Tomas Spynel, resyant yn the corte of

the Kyng of Castyl, to thentent that he schal cause the same bryfly

for to be convayd to yowr royal handys ; for now that the currers

may pas by land, letters he browgte hethur from the Kyng of Cas
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John Stile to Henry Vffl.—cont.

tyl yn ten days ; for the whych, and it plese yowr grace for to have

yowr letters convayd by land, yowr sayd servant, my felow, Tomas

Spynel, schal dayly fynd mesengers cumynge hether from that par-

tys. And as the farther tydeyngys schal folow, y schal certefy the

same unto yowr hyzghnys by the grace of the Holi Gost, who per-

serve the royalyst astate of yowr hyzghnys longe for to endwrc.

Wretyn in the town of Madryl, and corte of Castyl, on the thyrd

day of Apryel, in the sevynth yere of yowr nobylyst reygne by the

most hwmyl servant and subjecte to yowr grace,

John Style.

Hoi., entirely in cipher. Add. (Monogram.)

4 April. 1733. N. [West] Bp. of Ely to Wolsey.

R. 0. Has begun his visitation. Found such disorder at Ely, that, but

Ellis, 3 S. i. 180. for this visit, it could not have been continued a monastery four

years. Has appointed a new prior and other officers. On the 2nd

went to Wysbich, where the sea banks have been broken by the

tempest,— the most piteous sight he ever saw. Proposes to spend

the summer there to see what can be done to recover it. It will

cost him 1,000 marks, and he has not 100/. Will sell all his plate,

and study night and day to accomplish it. Begs for leave to tarry

there, or else it will never take effect. Has a cause in the Chancery

with Tyllesley, on a bond of 200/. for dilapidations, which Sir John

Stanley was bound to see paid. Hopes Wolsey will assist him to

recover that debt. Wysbyche, 4 April.

Add. : My Lord Cardinal, Chancellor, &c.

4 April. 1734. Albany to Henry VIII.

Calig.B. in. 179. As Mons. Jean de Planis will attend the Scotch ambassadors on

B. M. their mission to England for peace, has requested him to express

to the King, Albany's good intentions for the same. Edinburgh,

4 April. Signed.

P. 1. Add. Endd.

4 April. 1735. Spinelly to [Wolsey.]

Galba, B. vii. 16. Wrote last on the 2nd. This morning Chievres and the Chan-

B. M. cellor are advertised from Milan that the Emperor made his entry

there on Monday, 24 March, in great triumph. The French and

Venetians crossed the Po, lodging at Turton and Alexandria ;

5,000 Swiss, who had taken pay of the French, have gone over to

the Emperor. Prospero Colonna, whose ransom had been pardoned

by Francis, has done the same. The Pope, who had much intelli

gence with France, desires the Emperor's friendship ; like many

others. The Emperor has accepted their offers, on condition of

receiving from them a large sum of money. He is busy following

the French, but his whereabouts is not known. The French King

can send no succours to his army in Italy. The King Catholic will

aid the Emperor. A great variance has befallen the French and

Venetians, as the latter, in crossing the Po, wished to return home

and save themselves in the " pollesyn of Rovigo." The King

Catholic desires to borrow a sum from the merchants, but they have

given no answer. The principal factor of Balzers has news of the

27th, that all the Swiss cantons have forbidden their subjects to

serve the French. The Bp. of Trinople tells him that Monday

next he starts for England ; that Chierigati has been sent by
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the Pope at the request of Francis, and will move the King to

a general peace. The orator from Calais has been at Brussels.

Bruxelles, 4 April. Signed.

P.S.—In Spindly's hand: "This King hath given me 30 marks

of wet of plate, as Mrs. Doctor Townstall and Knight had."

Pp. 4.

4- April 1736. Sir Kob. Wingfield to [Henby VIII.]

Vit. B. xix. 37. Wrote from Trent the ... of last month, and on the 10th [of

B. M. the] same Pace " wrote in ciphers .... handes and certeyn

postscripts joynyd to to my lorde Cardenall of Yorke,"

touching their passage over the rivers M[incio] and Aade. They

proceeded six miles to the village of Liska, and thence ... to the

village of Prewtelle within five miles of Milan, where they lay still

the next day, the 25th, for the Emperor had received information

that both the French and Venetian army were [retired] " into the

cite of Meleeyn;" and on account of the great excess of their cavalry

over the Emperor's his army could not be easily victualled.

He therefore held a council of war, in which a [discussion] took

place on the safe conveyance of victual and money, " concideiynge

that the [army was] in manner envyronde with enemys, that is to

saye Loode, Cremone, Creme, Tresse, Leeyke and Count

" Neither the Pope nor any of the Italian [states]

had up to that day made any offer of money for the accomplishment

of the enterprise; [which the Emperor] " shewid to have undertakyn,

nott for h[is own private adv]antage but rather to deliver

Councel which in mannfer] [E]mperour

and the foreyn Councell, that is to [wit, the] Cardenall, me, and

thembassadour of Spayne, and [the Co]unte Cariate, which is

Governor of Verone, and the [Lord] Marke Anthony Columpne,

capeteeyne generall of the[mperor's] army of Verone, and the

Lorde Galias Visconte, generall eape[teeyne] of the Swyssers, in

that his majestie by owre councell and [by] the conforte we had

put hym in," had put himself so far in the danger of his enemies

without sufficient provisions or money, and in danger also from the

30,000 Swiss, Germans, and Spaniards who had begun to mutiny

for lack of pay.

It was finally determined that next day the Swiss should form

the vanguard, supported by cavalry and artillery, and march to

wards Milan in battle array, the Emperor with the Germans and

Spaniards bringing up the rear ; and that if the enemy refused

to shew himself, then the armies should return " at time con

venient" to the same quarters. This was done next day (the

27th), the vanguard approaching so near the city that all its

artillery was " olaunte into the said city, and

the Emperor being [the] first rank of the rearguard with

. . . (Some lines unintelligible.) . . . the Thursday in Easter week

kept time convenient, the said army [returned] to the

lodging as was before appointed, a[nd the Emperor] with his army

removed from thence six miles Pyskarye (Pescarn),

in the way indifferent toward P " The Swiss began to

mutiny, having received but a half month's wages, and a half month

not paid, and declared they would not [move] thence till they were

paid their due, and moreover that the Emperor should promise them

.... month's pay at the beginning of next mouth. On hearing this

demand the Emperor moved away, with his Germans and Spaniards,

to the village of " Busnaw," on the r[iver] .... where he made

a bridge over the river, and called a council, in which it was decided
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that he army and all the German cavalry should [remain

near] the said river, and that Lord Mark Antony Columpne

should move with .... of horsemen towards Loode ; for then

i; w[ord was] comyn from the Swyssers that and they might

for a man they would ask no more in eight days aff[ter, and] the next

day they would drawe towarde Lood[e] the Emperor would

also with his army draw thett[her] also ;" it was decided

that Pace should go with the said " sig[uor] .... to the Swiss

with 8,000 fl., of which .... laid out 2,500 * • * • * content

to take half a florin obtain quiet for eight days

so that would promise them and be pledge

for that at the end of eight days they should be satisfied

[of a] whole month, and that at the beginning of next month the)'

should be satisfied as is before written." To this he was willing to

consent, shewing that there should be no difficulty about the money,

for he knew well that enough was coming to Augsburg and to

Trent, but from want of conduct it might be impossible to keep

appointment.

It was finally concluded that Pace and the Swiss should each

send a person to Trent to certify to them the readiness of the

said money. This being settled, the siege of the castle of Loode

was determined upon, the result of which is given in a letter

of Pace's, enclosed. What has been done by the Swiss army

since is not known, the cavalry of the enemy being sufficiently

numerous to prevent all communication between the writer and the

army. The Emperor, after crossing the Aade, proceeded to Pontc

Oyle on the river Oyle, and stayed there two days. Thence he

went, on the 4th of this month, to a village called La Costa, eight

miles distant " Bargamo, wheere 20,000 fl[orins sha]lbe

" * * " opened the said packet

a your highness to the Emperor

and a one to me, all which I have taken

such other packets and letters as " He will

send the packets directed to Lord Ga[lias] and to Pace as soon as

he can get them safely conveyed ; and as soon as the Cardinal [and

he] have deciphered their letters and instructions, and have had

audience and answer of the [Emperor], he will announce it to the

King. At present he only acknowledges the receipt of the King's

letter, dated Greenwich, the 20th of March last. Has this day

received a letter from Leonard F[riscobaldi], written at Antwerp on

20th March, in which ho speaks of the difficulty of executing his

charge with safety, in consequence of the danger of conveyance.

Dated "in village de Costa," 4 April 1516.

Hoi., pp. 5, mutilated.

•i April. 1737. The Swiss Captains in the Emperor's Service to those

Harl. 3462, f. 224. in the French Seiivice at Milan.

B. M. Are much surprised at the letter they have received from them.

First, they pretend to be the captains of eight cantons, which is

not true, some cities not being represented. " Secondly, you speak

of 'our' articles," although certain cantons have not made a full

agreement with the French King. The writers are confederate

with the Emperor, with whose aid they hope to recover their lost

honor, and avenge the death of their companions, whose bodies

they were obliged to abandon unburied on the field. Think they

are i-egardless of the honor of the League. They have dared to
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write, after being requested by the lords to return, that if the

Imperialists will serve faithfully they will be satisfied. Are

thoroughly determined to remain enemies to the King of France,

and all who favor him. It is the French captains who cause the

rupture of the league, and destroy the honor of the Swiss, as in

the late battle, solely owing to the defection of certain cantons.

Their disloyalty is not so unanimous as they boast in their letter

to the Emperor. Admonish them to abandon their enterprise and

return, otherwise they will have to fight their own countrymen.

They know how Fochto de Sideriis has confessed to certain articles,

which the writers retain. Written in the name of all the nobles

and confederates of the Grison League.—The captains at Lodi with

the Emperor. Lodi, 4 April 1516.

Signatures copied, but apparently not understood.

Italian, pp. 4.

5 April. 1738. For Th. ap Res.

S. B. Grant of Beander mill, with two pastures called Fryth Garth

and Fryth Beandre, and the demesne lands called Beandre lande

and Kahenry, in Kedwen ; on surrender of patent 26 June

3 Hen. VIII. (under the seal of the earldom of March), which is

invalid. Del. Westm., 5 April 7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen.VIII. p.3, m.27.

5 April. 1739. For Th. Pierson.

S. B. Exemption from serving on juries, &c. Del. Westm., 5 April

7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 17.

5 April. 1740. For Ric. GreshAM of London, mercer.

S. B. y/ Licence to export cloths and other English merchandize not

belonging to the staple of Calais; also to import silk and gold

cloths, woad, alum, Malvesey and other wines ; the customs not

to exceed 2,000/. Del. Westm., 5 April 7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 25.

0 April. 1741. Galeazzo Visconti to the Cardinal [Sion].

Vit.B. 111.20. Has received two intercepted budgets of letters, one containing

B. M. letters from the King of France in answer to the Duke of Bourbon,

commending [his conduct at] the river Adda ; the other containing

letters to Ant. Pallavicino at Rome, to Cardinals Medici and San

Severino " d nentia che se voria dal papa le gente darmc

pagasso almancho 4,000 Suiceri," and complaining of the

Pope, and to the Pope of the same tenor ; letters to Bourbon

directing him to pay the Swiss ; letters to Pallavicino, complaining

of the dissimulation of the Pope, to Bourbon, to Uela .... a,

Lautrec and the Vice-chancellor of France of this tenor, command

ing them to condemn Galeazzo for a rebel, raze his house to the

ground, and set up on every corner " Hie erat domus Domini

Galeacii Vicccomitis," and to paint him in eveiy high place with

his feet uppermost ; his goods to be given to Alberto do la Preda,

Ludovico de Arlach, and to those of Diaspach. Has sent the

originals to [Sion.] The letters of their friends who intercepted

these communications were directed to [Sion], and to Galeazzo in

his absence, and sent "with great difficulty. Begs he will commu

nicate them to the Emperor. Lodi, 6 April.

Hoi., Ital., pp. 2.
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1742. [Wolsey] to

Nero, B. vi. 34. (Imperfect at the beginning.) " And where as I understand that

B. M. the Frenchmen have despitei ully and cruelly dealt with the Count

Galeas, as well in rasing his arms and defaming his person, as also

in subverting his houses and despoiling his kinsmen," the person

addressed is to encourage him to revenge his injuries, and promise

him the King's assistance to drive the French out of Italy ; also

to comfort the Swiss with the hope of a league being formed

between them, the Pope, the Emperor, and England, and to en

courage the Venetians to join the Swiss against the French.

Draft in RuthaFs hand, p. 1.

7 April. 1743. Spinelly to Henry VIII.

K. O. Wrote yesterday that the Bp. of Trinopoly will leave for Eng

land on Wednesday. Knows not the proposals of the new French

ambassador. It is said he desires the meeting of the two Kings.

Brussels, 7 April.

P.S.—The King went in pilgrimage this morning to Our Lady

of Haulx, " and, it is said, besought the same to send prosperous

success unto the Emperor."

Hoi., p. 1. Add.

i

7 ApriL 1744. For Sir Ric. Cholmeley, knight of the Body, and Sir

s. b. John Daunce.

To be stewards, in survivorship, of Kenyngton, Sum Del.

Westm., 7 April 7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 27.

7 April. 1745. For Ranulph Jakson alias Mount Argule.

To be herald of Mount Argule, with 20 marks annually, as held

by Th. Whytyng, te.mp. Edw. III. Westm., 7 April.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p.\,m. 20.

8 April. 1746. Pace to Wolsey.

Vit B. xix. 40. "The 3rd day of this [month the captains] being in Milan in

B. M. Ayd sende hydre at the instance [of the Fren~\chcmen

a poore freer withe [letters to] our capitans, conteignynge that th[e

French King] was so grete that he wold ke[ep Milan~\ agaynst all

his ennemis willis ; [wherefore] they thought it necessari that our

Swiss [should] departe home agayne, offering them to procure that

they might dep[art] surely. These letters were read [imme]diately

in the council of aft the [captains'] afore the Lord Galias and me,

a[nd the] answerfollowing made unto the[m by~\ our Swiss ; viz.,

that they might be asch[amed] for to offre unto them to procure

[the]ir suere return home who were h passe ofe[r] ther

belis, havinge al off Fraunce and Venice in they[r hands]

they advised the[m] .... • * • * *•....

And they didde sende bi a curror of their own .... there amis

opunli, which is a [common thin]ge amongst them." He returned

this day, and has brought news that they will not fight against their

countrymen here, for whose coming they are sorry, and will depart

shortly. The French have no hope in them, and will have less if

the Emperor will come forward. Ex Lando, 6 Aprilis.

" [Th]e Lord Galiace hath inlerceptidde [a] curror of the

French King with letters containing [all] his secrets and his
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practices with [the] Pope, of whom he doth complain in [let]tars

written to his ambassador in [the city] of Rome that his holiness

hath [not hept his] promise with h[im] in

(. ( line lost) as his holiness is

.... confederation made bct[wecn them. He~\ complaincth in like

man[ner that his holliness hath not payde Swiss

according to his semblab[le promise.'] Fardremore in his letters

unto the [Duke of] Burbon and Monsir de la Palisa [he

do]ithe plainly confess his n[eed] of money, and that he can

send no soon as they desire it.

Item, he ad^viseth] them not to be afraid of the King's grace,

[see]ynge that he hath fairer words of him than he was wont

to have, [but] for all that he trusteth nothi[ng to] him because

he hath declared [his] evil mind against him unto t[he] . . . and

for that cause he maketh [confederation against him both by

l[and and] sc in case he should move war against France, and yet

for that shall not be diminished] he

doeth of the King's grace. Item, the said Duke of Bour

bon and all [his of]ficers and commissaries, if the Du len,

to declare openly the said [Lord] Galiacc rebel to the Crown

of [Fran]ce, and that therefore all his goods [shou]ld be con

fiscate, and his principal house [in] the city of Milen beaten down

to the [gro]wnde, and he himself to be payntidde [with] papers

hangidd uppe bi the helis lyke [a] traytor at al the gatis off' the

citie, unto the time that he may have his person [in] his hands ;

for he promiseth unto them to return into Italy with 2,000 men of

[war] and 16,000 footmen, if need shall require ha>c sunt

verba. He showeth himself to be right evil contented with [the

sa]yde Duke of Burbon and all his other [friend]sfor the breaking

of their [promise m]ade unto him in defending Ade in such

manner that (A line lost.) counsayle doithe

.... against the Prince of Ca[stile] there letters inter-

ceptid[de] arrividde here a messenger [from the] Em

peror with letters directed [to the] Swiss containing his excuse

of hi[s retur]ning from Milen and passing [the ri]ver of Ade

without any knowledge [given] unto them thereupon.

His excuse was t[hat] he so didde because the King's grace's

money wa[s not] cum for to paye them their wages, [and] that the

Frenchmen should not [have] ony manner of passage betwixt hi[m

and] Almayne, whereby the conveyance of his [victu]allis and

money might be let ; and so h[e] be disappointed, and consequently

all h[is enter]prise lost. Surely though this his [answer] have some

appearence of truth, y[et is it] nothing true indeed ; for both [the

King's money] and his (if he have any) migh[t have been rec]evede

suerli enoghe withou[t] (A line lost.) to the places

where he [nojt only victuals, but also ent. All

who come [from thi]s field tell the Swiss that the Emperor has

[retired] with his own men in suretie [intending] to return at his

pleasure into Germany and to send them alone into the midst of

their enemies. The French dare not attack the Swiss, but keep

in strongholds, which the Swiss would carry if the Emperor would

return or send the gunpowder he took away with him. He pro

mises in his letter to return and bring the money with him. If

he do shortly all will very likely be well. If not, " it is impossible

that the Sioiss may they do, in extreme necessity

(A line lost.) The Lords of Surr[ike] (Zurich) .... a

diet amongst all the [cantons, where]in all such Swissers as went

to [the aid] of the French King be revoked un[der pain] of rebel
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Pace to Wolsey—cont.

lion, and this same da[i/ 7] have had perfect hnowledge [that]

they be undoubtedly departed, all [for this] cause. So that every

thing upon [the] Swiss parti/ succeedeth as prosperously [as] any

man couith desire." From La[udi], 8 April.

Hoi., the cipher deciphered by a modern hand; pp. 7. Add. :

Reverendissimo Domino Cardinali Eboracensi. Endd.

1747. Pace to Wolsey. (P.S. only.)

Calig. E. i. n.? P.S After the writing of his long letter, had this day news

'• 184- from S[witzer]land that the French King had commanded all his

B- M- troops in Italy to resort to Bononi to the aid of the Pope. The Pope

has sent a bishop to the French King to put himself in his hands.

Hoi., p. 1. Add. : R<"0 Car" Ebor.

S April. 1748. The Bp. of Siguenza to Henry VIII.

Vi'sp. C. i. 101. Had been presented to his present bishopric by Johanna Queen

B. M. of Castile and Pope Julius II. in consequence of a schism in

the Church, fomented by his predecessor, Bernardinus Carvajal,

who had assembled a synod at Pisa with some of his accomplices

under pretence of reformation, and was deposed by the Pope.

After the death of Julius, the cardinals who had been deposed with

Carvajal waited upon Leo his successor, and the Council of the

Lateran, acknowledged the justice of their sentence, were re

admitted into their former places, but without prejudice to other

men's rights, Carvajal among the rest. Ferdinand the late King

refused his re-admission. The present King Charles is inex

perienced. The writer begs the King of England to intercede in

his behalf, and write to the Chancellor and Mons. de Xebres

(Chievres), Majoreti, 8 April 1516. Signed.

1. 1 it., pp. 2. Add. : Serenissimo, &c. domino meo Angliaa Regi.

Endd.

9 April. 1749. Convocation.

Wilk. Cone. m. Summons to meet on 9 April. In this convocation two tenths

659> were granted to the King.

9 April. 1750. Mountjoy to [Henry VIII.]

Calig. E. ii. (72.) Received from him two leterg, dated Greenwich, 3 March. Have

B. M. kept a good eye to the work. They have a good market. Procla

mation has been made for the price of provisions as in the time of

Sir Edw. Ponynges. Tournay, 9 April. Signed.

Pp. 2, mutilated.

9 April. 1751. For Rio. Justice.

Grant of tenements in St. Michael, Bassinges Hawe, London,

forfeited by Ric. Charleton, and lately held by John Knolles, Ser

jeant of the bakehouse. Westm., 9 April.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m.2Q.

■

10 April. 1752. [Sir Rob. Wingfield] to [Henry VIII]

Vit. B. xix. 44, Wrote [on the 4th] of the present month [April] to the King

B. M. from the village do Cos[ta], [enclosing] a letter he had received

from Pace, and acknowledging the King's letter dated [20] March,
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and Wolsey's letters to the Ca[rdinal of Sion], which he had

delivered with one directed to the Emperor. Had promised to

make answer when the letters were deciphered, and he had had

audience of the Emperor. Has deciphered] the King's letters to

himself, and thinks the Cardinal [of Sion] has done the same, and

the first time he had the Emperor at [leisure] he communicated so

much of their contents as he thought [proper] to be disclosed at

that time. The Emperor said he had like man[ner] .... from

his ambassador in England ; and as Sion had intimated to him that

he had [matter] of importance to communicate, he desired Wing-

fleld to wait until he had seen the Cardinal that he might answer

both at once ; and though that sith [that time I have] ben with

his majesty, and as I" esteem ha[ve . . . . ] the saide matter, yet by

as fa[r as I can perceive], twaine principall points

superficially of answer," but informing [the writer] he had

heard from .... King his nephew that he wished to visit Henry

on his way to Spain, and there [conclu]de what treaties Henry

pleased, and that, once arrived in Spain, he will not fail to declare

himself enemy or friend to such as Henry shall please.

The Emperor was much pleased with this intelligence, and said

he believed that Henry could not conveniently enter France

this summer. As soon as the writer gets a clear answer from

the Emperor on these two points, on which depends the very

pith of the matter contained in the King's letter, he will commu

nicate it.

Since his separation from the main body, mentioned in Wing-

field's former letter, the Emperor has been very busy provid

ing money, artillery and munition. Two other causes have given

him much occupation, viz. the death of the King of Hungary

who desired him to be governor and protector of the young

King his sou ; and his own bad health, which [has forced

him to remove] into some open situation in the plain here,called the Vale of Camonica, where he will shortly re

cover, "so that he maye joyne agayn," and bring the enter

prise to the desired end .... has not taken the course laid

down to him " as hadde as greet desyre to recovyr the

thinge wh[iche was] loste as women with childe be desyrous to

eete fruite or ...... that the enemy would be put to flight

because all subjects of the duchy of Milan [would] harass them in

all possible ways and that all other Italian powers would give all

assistance possible to bring them to ruin .... "was so lyke trewe

that the Emperor conse .... the most diligent profection that

hath been much . . . . " He has shewed himself as prompt and

as possible, not only at such passages [as the] enemy had

fortified, but also pursuing them of Milan without attaining

his special purpose fight with the enemies, or seeing that

one persuasion proved true, and beside all that he found

himself with the enemies and not purveyed neces

saries] to satisfy his army or of artille[ry] ... he

withdrew, not only to avoid the danger of tumult in his army

(owing to 16,000 Swiss whom he [could not] trust because 5,000

or 6,000 of their countrymen had recently arrived " eyn to

serve the French," and 1 1,000 lanceknights and Spaniards, 2,000 of

them just come out of Brescia, who would gladly have sold it to

the French), but also to provide the necessaries above mentioned.

After the Emperor's departure, when the army at Lodi had be

haved as Pace has written, the Swiss at Milan sent six captains

to them desiring speech with them. What followed is set forth in
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[Sir Rob. Wingfield] to [Henry VIII.]—cont.

a letter enclosed from Pace, another from Mark Antony Columpue

to the Emperor, and one from Lord G alias to the Cardinal. Dated

at Idoll (Edolo) in the Vale Camonica, 10th April 1516.

Hoi., pp. 4, badly mutilated.

1753. [Henry VIII.] to [Pack]

R. O. " After the signing of these our letters, received divers letters

as well from you as the Cardinal Sedunensis." Is glad to hear

that the money sent by him for the Swiss has arrived,—that Sion

has been appointed the Emperor's Lieutenant, and is gone to

despatch the Swiss against the French, now abandoned by the

Venetians,—that the Emperor was approaching Brescia, following

the Cardinal. Has recovered his hopes, which he had entirely

abandoned. If the Emperor, like a valiant captain, resume his heart,

he will put a stop to the dishonorable bruits circulated respecting

him. Is to urge the Emperor to join the Swiss in person or by

deputy. As Cardinal Sion writes that the money lately sent will

only pay the Swiss till the midst of June, has advanced by way of

exchange 40,000 crowns for that purpose, if the enterprise be not

finished before. He is to reserve the same for himself that it lie

not uselessly spent. Is satisfied with the proposal contained in his

letter that the Swiss should establish themselves in the duchy of

Milan for this year, and provide for an invasion of France the next.

If the Cardinal and Count Galias will join in some good concord

they may much promote the expedition, and induce the Emperor to

join more heartily.

Draft, in JRuthaPs hand, pp. 2.

10 April. 1754. [Pace] to [Wolset.]

r. o. i. Is advertised by Wingfield that the Emperor will adhere to

the enterprise, yet he still retreats to Almain, nnd is now in Valle

Camonica (Chamounix). They expect the Marquis of Brandenburg

with his forces. The Swiss have sent two ambassadors to the

Emperor, demanding to know his determination. They hate delay.

Laude, 10 April.

ii. Notwithstanding the Emperor's promise to the Swiss, he

makes haste towards Almain, and is now near Trent. He has left

the Marquis of Brandenburg with his army, so there is hope he

will not mar all. Galias has good intelligence with the Pope.

He sends a copy of a letter received from the Cardinal Sta. Maria

in Porticu, in ciphers, to Master Anchises, which Wolsey may see.

The Pope would have joined them openly, but for the Emperor.

The French King complains of him. Yesterday letters arrived

from the Emperor, promising the Swiss that he would rejoin them,

and that 25,000 florins of the King's money, long lacked, was iu

Brixia, to be conveyed to them by the Marquis of Brandenburg.

The Emperor's soldiers had sequestered the money for the sums

due to them by him, to the great dissatisfaction of the Swiss ; he

has thus betrayed them twice. Pace and Lord Galias are still

hostages. They are convinced that he will destroy the enterprise.

They are sick and in their beds from his unreasonable demeanor.

It is the more unaccountable as tho rebel Swiss have forsaken the

French; the Venetians are at great variance, and like to hare slain
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Andreas Gritie, their captain general, for lack of money. The

country is ready to rise ; which should not only move an Emperor,

but an ass. He has left them artillery, and no gunpowder.

Has received letters from the Marquis of Brandenburg at Brixia,

stating the soldiers there, would not let him enter or have the

money. Thinks the Emperor's conduct is to be attributed to the

death of the King of Hungary, and the lucre he shall get by it.

Some think he has been bribed by the French, as stated in the

Cardinal Sta. Maria's letter. Is informed the Emperor will make

this excuse to the King, that he was afraid the Swiss and his own

troops would have betrayed him to the French for a sum of money.

Laude, 15 April.

Copy, pp. 6.

10 ApriL 1755. Ponynges and Tunstal to Wolsey.

Galba, B. iv. 47. The Spanish Bishop who lately came from [England] has told

B. M. them that he has taken leave of the King his master to go to

England to solicit the loan of money and other matters. Think

he has favored the renewal of the league, as he assures them

Chievres and the Chancellor had also done. He tells them it will

be renewed as soon as Henry's answer is received. If so, as the

ambassadors have no other commission, they will return when it

is effected. The Bishop told them of the efforts he had made to

reconcile Chievres and my Lady to the Lord Berghes, which he

finds have been successful. The King on his coming should thank

the Bishop for his honorable report of his former reception in

England, and for promoting the King's interest here. Brussels,

10 April.

P.S.—After signing this letter received the King's letters dated

the 4th. The Duke of Gueldres has taken David Fawkener's bark,

and sent her to sea with 80 men to rob the merchants. Signed.

Pp. 3, mutilated. Add. : My Lord Card, of York. Endd.

10 April. 1756. Fabricius de Cabeto to Henry VIII.

Otho, C. ix. 28. Two years since Selim attacked Hismael [Sophi], the King of

B. M. Persia ; last summer took two of his towns ; and lately expelled

his confederate Anadola from Amani, appointing in his place one

Sessuar, to the great annoyance of the Sultan of Egypt and Syria.

Sessuar has been attacked and defeated by the general of the

Sophi. The Sophi took last year the town of Chimacum (Che-

mach) ; the Turk is making great efforts to oppose him, and is now

at Adrianople about the affairs of Hungary, busy with his navy.

The knights of Rhodes are making all preparations in case of

being attacked. Th. Newport (bajulius Rhodi) has taken a number

of Turkish transports and brought them into Rhodes ;—has been

informed that an attempt has been made to usurp their precept ory

of Albi and Rethelay. They detain Newport for the present till

they see the result of the Turkish preparations. Begs that in the

interval the King will see he is not molested by the aforesaid

malicious persons. Rhodes, [10] April 1516. Signed.

Lit/., pp. 3, mutilated. Add. Endd. : De tint' x. Aprilis.

11 ApriL 1757. Sir Anth. Ughtred, captainof Berwick, to Wolsey.

B. O. On Thursday, 10 April, at 10 o'clock before noon, the ambas

sadors of Scotland came to Berwick, where they remained that

night. Their names are the Bp. of Galloway, Monsr. de Plane,

2. II
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Sir Anth. Ughtred, captain of Berwick, to Wolsey.—cont.

the French ambassador, Sir Wm. Scot and an abbot called Ogleby,

with 60 followers. The day after their arrival the Lord Chamber

lain of Scotland sent him secret intelligence that they dare not

refuse any reasonable demand from the King, they are so in dread

of his displeasure. This must by no means get abroad, or it may

be confusion to the said Lord Chamberlain, with whom, since the

beginning of this business, Ughtred has dealt kindly for the King's

sake. Berwick, 11 April. Signed.

P. I. Add. : My Lord Cardinal. Endd.

11 April. 1758. For Maurice Apparry. . ,

S. B. Annuity of ten marks, of the issues of Staunton Lacy, Salop ;

and two messuages called Barnaby fee, in Bewdeley, Heref., which

John Edwardis, deceased, held ;—on surrender of so much of

patent 2 May 7 Hen. VIII. as relates to the same, held by Maurice

Ludlowe, deceased. Del. Westm., 1 1 April 7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 28.

12 April. 1759. Dacre to Henry VIII.

Calig. B. in. 32.. Received on the 1st his letters dated 23rd March, directed to

B. M. himself and Magnus, by which the King appoints " the gests " of

the Queen of Scotland, to commence on the 7th, when Sir Chris

topher Gamyshe will be ready at Morpeth. He arrived there on

the 5th,—the litter and horses not till the afternoon of the 7th.

Tuesday, the 8th, she set out, attended by himself, Lord Ogle, Sir

Henry Woodrington and others. Was received at Newcastle by

Sir Thomas Parr and the mayor. On the 9th removed to Durham.

Was there met in a most goodly manner by Lord Lomley and Sir Rauf

Bowes the sheriff. , Here Dacres returned to be ready for the ambas

sadors. The Earl of Anguysshe and the Lord Chamberlain, know

ing the Queen's resolution to visit her brother, have suddenly gone

over to Albany, contrary to their promises made before Dacre and

others. On the 1st of the month rode to Etall ; on the 2nd and

3rd had a long communication with them, remonstrating upon

their disregard to their word. The Queen is in much heaviness at

their conduct, but professes her willingness to be guided entirely

by Henry. The Bp. of Galloway, Sir Will. Scott, James Ogilby

Abbot of Dryburgh, the Scotch ambassadors, with Mons. de Flanis,

are this day at Morpeth. Dacre demanded and examined their

commission. The reason of the delay will appear by Albany's

letter enclosed. Sends another of the same, delivered him by the

ambassadors. The Bp. of Dunkeld, Angus's uncle, goes with him

to speak with the Queen, "as the Holy Trinity knows," &c.

Durham, 12 April. Signed.

Pp. 3. Add. and endd.

12 April. 1760. For Th. Pygot and Ric. Broke, serjeants-at-law, John

Heron, Roger Lupton, elk., Godfrey Toppts and

Th. Arthure.

Licence to alienate to the House of Jesus of Bethlehem, Shene,

possessions to the annual value of 15/. 15s. Westm., 12 April.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 30.
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] 2 April. 1761. For Peter de Bustis and Roland de Frenes, the

B. B. \/ King's servants.

Licence to retain customs, for five years, to the amount of 1,000/.

Del. Westm., 12 April 7 Hen. VIII.

13 April. 1762. Tournay.

B. 0. Receipt indented for 13,846 cr. at 4*. Ad. the cr. and in white

money 8d.= 3,000/. by Lord Mountjoy Lieutenant of Tournay, and

Sir Edw. Benstede treasurer to Sir Ric. Jerningham, captain of

the Guard. 13 April 7 Hen. VIII. Signed.

P. 1.

14 April. 1763. Seb. Giustinian to the Council op Ten.

Giust. Oesp. 1. 210. News is come that the Emperor is in the suburbs of Milan, with

a powerful army, and that the French and Venetians had retreated.

Since then have heard that the Emperor, who had advanced as far

as Milan, had gone back, and to his great shame crossed the Adda,

perceiving the determination of the people to maintain their al

legiance to France. The report is not believed in England.

None of these tidings produce any stir here. Saw the Bp. of

Durham, who apologised for the expression used by the lords.

Today Franc. Chieregato, papal prothonotary and puncio, arrived.

He told Sebastian he should have great power with the King and

Cardinal as he had brought strong letters from the Pope. He is

not here, as many think, to collect Peter's pence, but to negociate

public affairs and establish a general peace. Has promised to assist

Venice if he is not deprived of the credit of his good offices as he

was before. Possibly some of Sebastian's despatches were detained

with others at Calais, by command of the King, to see what had

been written by the French ambassador, who was strongly sus

pected of writing to the worst of his knowledge and ability. As

all Sebastian's letters were written in cipher, does not think any of

his could be intelligible. London, 14 April 1516.

14 April. 1764. Ponynges and Ttjnstal to [Henry VIII.]

Galba,B.iv.5l. Received the King's letters on the 10th, dated Eltham, the . .

B. M. inst. Met the commissioners of the King Catholic, and told them

Henry desired the new league to apply to all their master's domi

nions, but trusted he would be content with the article about

rebels, which his grandfather held to be satisfactory ;—that none of

the King of England's Council could advise him to be at the charge

of the 4,000 men demanded. Yesterday, Chievres, the Chancellor

and Sempy brought them the King's reply that he was content to

renew the amity without alteration, and was satisfied with Henry's

reasons for declining the aid. They asked the English commis

sioners, as they had done before, if they knew Henry's mind touching

the prest desired by the Lord Durees : to which they replied they

did not, and declined to write to Henry in that behalf. Afterwards,

Ponynges reminded Chievres privately, that Henry had lent their

master 6,500/. sterling ; and though the King had written for its

repayment, no answer had been returned. Chievres replied that

the letters had not been received : to which Ponynges answered

that he had delivered them to Charles himself. Chievres then

proposed that bonds should be given for that amount, as well as for

the sum now desired.

II 2
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Ponykges and Tunstal to [Henet VIII.]—cont.

After this they mentioned that the French King had been

sending into Naples messengers to excite the Viceroy and others

to rebellion, of whom two had been taken, and their letters inter

cepted ; that they had also made an enterprise upon Navarre,

which proved unsuccessful, so that he now gives up his title to

that country, but claims at least half of Naples—which the French

ambassadors have been all this month very urgent to get their

master to acknowledge. The Council replied that if he could

establish his right before persons appointed to judge it, a reason

able answer would be returned. A diet was proposed at Cambray,

which was objected to by the French as an Imperial town, and

Noyon was ultimately agreed to, merely, as they said, to deprive

France of an excuse for making war on them till their master

arrived in Spain, when he will little esteem " these contrived de

mands." Cannot tell if this be really all their object in treating

with France. Brussels, 14 April. Signed.

Pp. 6, mutilated.

14 April. 1765. Spinelly to [Henry VIII.]

Galba, B. vu. 20. Wrote last on the 7th. No news has come from the Emperor

B. M. except from Verona by Inspruck. By letters dated Augsburg, the

8th, to Casius, it was stated that the Emperor was continually in

the Frenchmen's beards, studying night and day to bring them out

of their field. By letters from Verona of the 3rd, it is advertised

that the Emperor had cut off the waters of the Novilio of Martesan

and the Tesyn, which served the mills at Milan. Thinks that the

reason why no letters have come from the Emperor is owing to the

ways being straitly watched, and that the Emperor is on the site

of Lodi and Pavia. Hears that many posts pass to and fro, and

that the French King is more than ever anxious for a truce with

the Emperor. They are more courteous to Don Diego than ever

before. Francis gives out that the attempt of the King of Navaire

for the recovery of his dominions was without his consent. The

King's Council has received letters from the Council of Castile,

dated 28 March, Madrid, and stating, that on learning the attempt

of the King of Navarre they had despatched reinforcements.

After their letters were closed they were advertised that the King

of Navarre had taken St. John Pied de Port. At Burgos the

courier heard of the defeat of Navarre and the French ; that the

Marshal, the Earl of St. Stephen and others were prisoners ; 5,000

men lost. On Spinelly's inquiring as to the truce between France

and the Emperor, the Chancellor told him they left that and other

matters to him, being anxious onJy to keep their country in peace.

The bark of Davy Fawkener, taken by the Gueldrois, has been sent

armed to sea. Loys Gilbert met it. Hearing that certain hoys

were preparing for war in Frisland, the Duke of Gueldres sent

word to the town of Dort that they must take the consequences,

as he was minded to remain at peace. Spinelly thinks it mere

dissimulation. Brussels, 14 April. Signed.

Pp. 4.

14 April. 1766. Spinelly to Wolsey.

Galba, B. v. 175. " The dean of this King ..." has informed him that the

B. M. abbot of St. [Martin's], Tournay, perceiving the King's determi

nation in the building of the citadel, and losing hope [of the city]
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returning to French obeisance, sent lately to take counsel of a

doctor at Louvain about putting his abbey, " by way of renunciation

or coadjutory," into the hands of some Cardinal who would take

up his cause. Has sent warning to Mountjoy, and also to the Bp.

of Worcester, that the Pope be written to not to suffer the resig

nation or coadjutory to pass. Is writing to Tuke to remind Wol-

sey of his brother's affairs and his own. " If any fault hath been

in opening the King's letters, it come not of me." For his ser

vices here, refers to the report of the ambassadors. Requests to

have 20*. a day, like the others. Ponynges knows he spares no

expence in the King's service. Chievres and the Chancellor are to

take a resolution with the King's ambassadors this afternoon. They

have caused Andrew de Burgo to write to the Emperor that all is

concluded. Brussels, 14 April.

Hoi., pp. 2. Add. : Tho. Cardinali Anglise. Endd,

14 April. 1767- For John Heron, treasurer of the Chamber, and Wm.

S. B. Cowepeb, elk.

Next presentation to the deanery of St. George, Windsor. Del.

Westm., 14 April 7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 26.

1 4 April. 1768. For Philip Vander Mersh.

S. B. i / Licence, at the request of the King of Arragon, to buy cattle,

Rym. an, 547. »' sheep and pigs in England, for victualling certain ships for trans

porting the said King to Spain. Westm., 14 April 7 Hen. VIII.

ii. Licence to the bearer to buy cattle and sheep in England for

the use of the Abbot of St. Bartyn, in the town of St. Omers,

Flanders, for victualling the said monastery.

Ft. 7 Hen. VIII. m. 28.

J 5 April. 1769. Lord Darcy and Th. Strangwisshe, master porter of

r. o. Berwick.

Darcy agrees to pay 68Z., which he owes to Strangwisshe, out

of the " water farm " of Berwick, which Strangwisshe farms for

Darcy, at the rate of 20/. a year. On the dorse, receipts for the

payments, signed by Strangwisshe. 15 April 7 Hen. VIII.

P. I.

15 April. 1770. For Rob. Asteley of London, mercer.

p. S. Exemption from serving on juries, &c. Greenwich, 12 March

7 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm., 15 April.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 26.

1 5 April. 177L For Sir John Baker.

Annuity of 40 marks. Westm., 15 April.

Pat.7 Hen.VIII.p.3,m.27.

1G April. 1772. Charles King of Castile.

K. O. Commission for Wm. de Croy and others to treat with Sir

Edw. Ponynges and Dr. Cutlib. Tunstal, for renewal of the peace

concluded with Ferdinand of Arragon. Brussels, 16 April 1516.

With seal.

Lat.
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16 April. 1773. Spinelly to [Henry VIIL]

Galba, B. vn. 22. Wrote on the 14th. Yesterday a post came from Fellynger,

B. M. stating letters had been received from the Emperor of his intent to

" withdraw from his enemies," leaving the Swiss within five miles of

Milan. He had advanced and taken Lodi, thence to Buginosa, not

doubting to draw his enemies out of their field. Fellynger states

the French have nothing but wheat for their horses ; and have

commanded the suburbs of Porta Tosa to be burnt ; that George

Supersaxon, a Swiss on the French side, has been taken ; that

the Emperor is well victualled. It is thought the French will

not fight, but delay the time, and compel the Emperor to break

up his troops for want of money. Suggests that money be sent

him.

The President of Paris has left, after concluding that a meeting

shall be held between the two countries at Noyon in the ensuing

May. April 16. Signed.

Pp. 3. Add.

16 April. 1774. Maximilian to Wolsey.

B. O. Received his letter dated 27 March. Has heard already from

Wingfield and Pace, Wolsey's devotion to his service. Will

never be wanting in anything that may contribute to Wolsey's

dignity. Refers him to Wingfield for further information.

Terzilas, 16 April 1516, 31 Max. Signed.

Lai., pp. 2. Add. and endd.

16 April. 1775. Sm Eob. Wingfield to Wolsey.

Vit B. six. 50. [Has received] a packet of letters directed to Pace, who is now

B. M. in the field with the Swiss near Milan. Considering the urgency

of the occasion, and the impossibility of sending the packet to

Pace, by the advice of Sion he opened it. Found letters to the

Emperor from the King and Wolsey, and one from Wolsey to Sion.

Delivered the latter at once. When the Cardinal had read it he

judged it right that the letter to Pace should be opened and de

ciphered. Though they contained no commission to himself, but

only to Pace, delivered the letters to the Emperor, who was very

thankful. " Howbeit, as to[uching the causes] which I had showed

being the occasion that salutifyr oygnemente was so long

delayed . . . [he had] small belief in such excuses, but heartily

gl[ad he was] that the King's grace had so gracio[usly] ....

John Heedynge for quickly which was

and had been in great peril for default " As to the over

ture Wingfield had made touching crowns he was very

thankful to the King and Wolsey for procuring the same.—Does

not communicate the reply made by the Emperor relating to the

league to be entered into by the three Princes mentioned in Wolsey's

letter, as he was present the day before, when an answer on the

same matter and others of importance was made to the Cardinal

of Sion, who will no doubt communicate it to them.

Besides Wolsey's letter to "your secretary Mr. Pace" was another

also directed to him, which Wingfield opened. It is one of the first

he ever opened without consent of the party. Did not wonder when

he had deciphered it that there was no letter for [himself] in the

packet, " conciderynge that he which I have lovyd and honorde [not

only] for youre saake but alsofor his leern[ing] and the oold

(Line lost) . . with a more fervent charity at some time
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advised hinj to chau[nge] hielde for lakke of the expeery-

ence of thinge " He grieves that [Pace] should have so

dishonored himself as to [com]plain of him, who has always dealt

so fr[iendly with hirrf in] all points. He sends the " said lettyr in

ziphirs " with the deciphering " which lettyr, or the wryter

of the same .... nott but your grace shall knowe by the hande

who [wrote it, I know] no nioore thanne the man that I nevir

saw."

" And wheere in the parte by which ho towchith me he ca[lleth

me] Grene Somer, veryly, my good lorde, it is longe sythe that 1

h[ave had] to wryte to such as I was famylier with that somm[er

was] grene, which to good interpretours I am sure was

or constrwid, ner yitt I in my conditions mysesteniy[ng]

because that the residw of matter conteynyd in the say[d lettyr]

shall maye apere [unto] youre grace by redynge of the same, in

these I wyll [write no] ferther but remytt all to youre moost

prwdente c[ounsel] and jugemente." [Has had] to rectify errors in

Pace's conceit, which but for himself would have produced the

greatest mischief. Can prove by many and great witnesses that if

the enterprise fail, it will not be his fault. Notwithstanding the

disclosure which he has made, he will always treat Pace as kindly

as if he were his own brother. " For I am of such nature and

coustom, rather to rejoyce whaune I am ille delte with, and have nott

merytid the same, thanne to be grevyd or soory." But for this

charity, the " longe erumpne" which he has had to endure in bis

ambassadorial office would have worn him out, body and life. His

health and property have been seriously impaired, as it is. If he is

useless, prays to be sent home. " And where provision to

Bay 200/. sterling, the entre of which last past, so that

the same after the ra[te] last unto the end of July," his

charges are so great that it will not suffice. Has written to the

King, but . nothing " of charge," as he knows Sion is writing to

the King and Wolsey. Tomorrow rides towards Trent to prepare

for receiving and conducting the " oynement." Prays God it. may

come in time. " And your grace may [understand] though I am

but an easy herald in mine own ac[tious, that it is] no small parell

and charge to have ordyTryd and brought] alle the fyrst oygnement

in sawffte by so many [perilous] passages and longe weeye to the

dwe place." Dated at the village soole, the xvjth

day of [Ap]ri[ll].

Hoi., pp. 5. Add. : To the Cardenalles grace. Endd. : 16 April.

1C April. 1776. Jerome Prunne to Sir Rob. Wingfield.

R. O. Came to Augsburg on 14 April. Found there Master Adrian,

chaplain of Cardinal Sion, who was sent on by Wingfield, after the

departure of the writer, to procure the pay of the Swiss foot. By

the order of the Friscobalds, 8,000 scudi had come to Welser's

hands. As soon as Vilinger had received instructions from Adrian

he induced James Fucker to add to that sum 20,000 florins, which

he now transmits to Trent with Adrian and one of his Swiss.

Begs Wingfield to obtain an order from the Emperor that the

money be forwarded, " cum scorta secure," to Master Richard (Pace)

or the Swiss. Remains at Augsburg, by commission from the

Emperor, ;to ask for money. When he gets it, will lead more

Swiss soldiers by Bellinzo[na] into the duchy of Milan. The

other money from Wingfield is daily expected ; and will be sent
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Jerome Prunne to Sir Rob. Wingfield—cont.

to Trent to pay the foot for the third month. Has written now

to Nich. Ziegler, who will inform him further. Will not rest till

the pay of the Swiss is fully in the hands of Wingfield or Pace. He

shall shortly hear from him again. Further acquittances must be

sent to the writer or the treasurer, or a full mandate to quit all

the merchants who account to Wingfield, as Adrian has more at

large signified to the Cardinal. Augsburg, 16 April '16.

Hoi., Lai., p. 1. Add.: Maghifico, &c, Roberto Wingifeld, &c.

• 16 April. 1777. For John Ckossewell, of Odyam, Hants, clothier.

S. B. Protection ; going in the retinue of Sir Ric. Wingfeld, Deputy of

Calais. Eltham, 14 April 7 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm, 16 April.

Fr. 7 Hen. VIII. m. 16.

17 April. 1778. For Th. Pigot, Ric. Broke, John Heron, Roger Lup-

ton, elk., Godfrey Toppys, and Th. Arthure.

Mortmain licence to alienate to the'House of Jesus of Bethlehem,

Shene, the manor of Portepole and lands in St. Andrew's Holborn,'

and the advowson of the chantry pertaining to the said manor,

Middx., escheated by "the death of Rob. Chigwell without heir;

to be held to the annual value of 10 marks, 3*. Ad. Westm.,

17 April.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 30.

18 April. 1779. Albany to Dacre.

R. 0. After answering his letter brought by Unicorn last night, this

afternoon Carrick arrived with Dacre's answer to the letter he

took to him about an intended raid of Dacre's. Dacre says he had

apprised Albany, by letters of the 23rd March,* sent by Wm. Had-

rington his servant, and by others of 9th April, that he did not con

sider himself bound to abstain from invasion if the King commanded

him to the contrary. Reminds Dacre that he was the first to pro

pose an abstinence till the coming of Albany's secretary, John de

Barbon. Albany had agreed to it, though he knew the English

borders were not well defended. Hears, moreover, that his said

secretary has been taken by Englishmen at sea between Calais and

Dover. If this be so it is right strange, yet he would rather

suffer such injuries himself than have them done to others. Has

news from France, some of which came by the West Sea in four

days, that his secretary " had his expedition ready to come

his way." Dacre's own letters disprove his allegation that

" nothing was accept by the Cardinal or you." He will under

stand this by other letters more at length. Writes no more till

he hears of his secretary's coming, or knows of his capture.

Edinburgh, 18 April. Signed.

P. 1. Add.

18 April. 1780. Jerningham to [Wolsey].

Calig. E. n.96. Received his letters, dated Westminster the x. . . April, command-

B. M. ing him to 6end a large carriage mulett. Has despatched a servant

to Brussels to recover the same. Dr. Sampson has delivered him

350/. towards the expences of the 100 laborers. Would rather
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take his journey to Jerusalem than be treasurer in such a com

pany. Is exposed to many pains and evil reports ; all the

delay in payment is attributed to him. Victuals cannot be had

without ready money. The King's works have been much delayed

since the departure of Wm. Pawne. Sends a bill of the charges.

Two of his spies that have been taken prisoners have escaped, one

with my Lord Nasso's band, the other with the Duke of Cleves'.

" The black band" has departed ; 3,000 are gone to the land of

Freys. Those that were slain were greatly against the w . . .

the Bp. of Cologne, the Duke of Cleves, Mons. de Nas[sau] ....

" for it was done by the peasants " Has sent unto Mas

ter Marney the .... of the yeomen of the guard. Wishes to know

the King's pleasure in the matter. Tournay, 18 April.

Hoi., mutilated, pp. 4.

1 8 April. 1781. Maximilian to [Henry VIII.]

Yit. B. xix. 52*. The news conveyed to him by their mutual friend, the Cardinal

B. M. of Sion, was very acceptable. Has replied on all points to Sion.

from whose letters the King will learn his answer. Ex Valle Solis,

18 April 1516.

Hoi., Lat., p. 1, mutilated.

18 April. 1782. Spinelly to Henry VIII.

Galba,B. vi. 18. Wrote last on the 16th. Heard this morning from Chievres that

B. M. the Duke of Gueldres had entered Friesland with 2,500 foot,

pretending that it was only against the Earl of Owerendo, an

ally of the King Catholic. Isselstein is therefore commanded to

retain a certain number of foot. The French King is bent on in

terfering with the King Catholic's going to Spain. His ambassador

in Gelderland is gone home. This King has promised the Swiss

45,000 ducats, which the late King of Arragon owed them. He

is determined to do as much as he can for the Emperor. It is hoped

the Emperor has re-crossed the Adda and joined the Swiss, but the

latest letters are of the 5th. Has already written that the meeting

at Noyon, between the Commissioners of this King and of France,

is to be in the beginning of May. There will be Boysy and the

Bp. of Paris, or the Chancellor of France, on one side ; Chievres

and the Chancellor on the other. Hopes the King will confirm the

new treaty on Sunday, and that the ambassadors will have their

despatch next day. Brussels, 18 April.

Hoi., pp. 3. Add. and endd.

1 8 April. 1783. Spinelly to Wolsey.

r. o. Has written to the King, whom Sir Rob. Wingfield will advertise

of German news. Leonard Friscobaldi is gone to Germany. The

Archduchess is much displeased, as he has not kept his promise,

and put the Emperor's enterprise in great peril, fearing some evil

may arise before her steward Edyn comes to his majesty. Alamyre

and Hans Nagle have returned from Messer Richard De la Pool,

who came back from the French King two days before their arrival.

Will send by next post Alamyre's memorial of their information.

Dondego (Don Diego) has likewise written of De la Pole's being at

the French court. Bruxelles, 18 April.

Hoi., p. 1. Add. : Tho. Card. Angliae. Endd.
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19 April. 1784. Henry VIII. and Charles King of Castile.

r. O. Treaty of peace concluded by William Lord Chievres, John de

Sauvage, aud Michael de Croy on one side, and Edward Ponynges

and Dr. Tunstal on the other.

The seals of Chievres, De Sauvage, and De Croy are appended.

Heads of the treaty printed in the Materials for the Fadera,

/». 119.

Add. Chart. 1519. 2. English counterpart of the same. JYitJi seals.

B. M.

R. O. 3. i. " Tractatus amicitiae inter Henricum Regem Anglice et

Carolum Hispaniarum Regem." Dated Brussels, 19 April 1516.

ii. Confirmation of the same by Charles in his own behalf and

that of Johanna Queen of Castile, and by Sir Edw. Ponynges and

Dr. Tunstal on behalf of the King of England.

Draft headed by Tunstal.

Vcsp. C. vn. 23. 4. His oath to the same. Signed.

B. M.

19 April. 1785. [Francesco Sforza Duke of Bari] to Henry VIII.

Vit. B. in.25. Has hitherto no opportunity of writing to the King until the

1). m. arrival of Wingfield at Trent from the Emperor. Hopes the King

will be successful in his restoration, for which the writer will be

eternally grateful. Trent, 19 April 1516. Signature burnt off.

Lat., p. 1. Add.

19 April. 1786. [Francesco Sforza Duke of Bari] to Wolsey.

Vit. B. xix. 53. " non esset inspectura literas quas scribo ad

B. M. regiam majestatem menrum tarditatem, quam

non negligentia sed distantia regiisque oratoribus

causata est. Et nunc primum nac[ta opportunitate] in Angliam

mittendi, cum in hanc regionem venerat Magnificus

alter regius orator, nam vir pnestaus atque eruditus d. R[icar-

dus secretarius] vester a bellicis rebus non abscedit." Expresses

great gratitude for Wolsey's kindness, and promises that, if ever he

should be restored to his paternal duchy [of Milan] " ita ser ....

. . . suss majestatis, sicut servat Cantium et Nortumbria, caeteraeque

ejus [regni] provinciae." Trent, 19 April.

Dated in margin in a modern hand : Trident. Card. Sedunens.

19 April 1516.

Add. : Rm0, &c. T. Cardinali Eboracensi D. meo collendissimo.

19 April. 1787. For John Allercote, husbandman.

Pardon for having killed John Pygot of Dunster, Somerset, in

self-defence, 31 Aug. Wcstm., 19 April.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 27.

20 April. 1788. Henry VIII. to the Pope.

Vit. B. in. 24. Begs he will not delay chosing those methods of security [which]

B. M. the King has proposed to him. Refers him to Worcester. Ex

praetorio nostro Eltan, 20 April 1516. Signed.

Lat., p. 1, badly mutilated. Add.
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20 April 1789. Seb. Giustinian to the Council of Ten.

Giust.Dcsp.i. 214. The King and nobles here are receiving nothing but false news,

and consider it certain that the Emperor is powerful in the Milanese,

and the French have retreated. Does not choose to dispute with

them. Visited the Cardinal, " as all really depends upon him."

He said he regretted pending hostilities, and the Venetians ought

to use their best offices to prevent it. Sebastian said he could not

suppose that the French King would refuse to concur in what was

just, as no one could be a greater obstacle to his progress than the

King of England. The Cardinal seemed anxious for an arrange

ment, and that the Signory should interpose. London, 20 April

1516.

20 April. 1790- Sir Ric. Wingfield to Wolsey.

B. 0. Has received two letters from the King, one dated Greenwich,

25 March, the other 13th ult., directing that Th. Tatte and Ralph

Browke should have six men in petty wages. Thinks it objection

able. Has written a letter to the King to that effect. Encloses a

copy. Solicits the reimbursement of such sums of money as he has

laid out by the King's command. Recommends his suit to Wolsey.

Calais, 20 April. Signed.

Begs credence for the bearer.

Pp. 2. Add. : Lord Cardinal of York and C[ha]ncellor of

England.

R. O. ii. Enclosures referred to above. The bearer is Barth. Tate.

20 April. 1791. Charles [King] of Castile to Henry VIII.

Vcsp. F. in. 42. At the Emperor's desire is willing to take the oath of confirmation

B. M. to the treaty between the Emperor, Henry, and himself, with the

exception of the words, " emolumenta et proventus." Malines,

20 April.

Hoi., Fr.,p.l. Add.

20 April. 1792. ', CSion to Sir Rob. Wingfield.}

R. O. yThe Master of the Posts, the bearer, came today from Trent, and

brought the ducats, according to the schedule/inclosed in Wingfield's > f /''' ")

lctters._V Has received three letters from Wingfield, lamenting his '

not having heard from Augsburg or from dominus Adrian, stating

also that he had received one from Sion fullV>f good news, and sending

a packet for Master Richard (Pace) "et similiter de la obviata; et

hever del S" Duca de Bari datte noticia, et chomo quella dona

Barbara (?) non ha fatta, sed altri hano servitj de quelli dinari."

Sion answered briefly. Hopes Wingfield has heard how 32,000

Rhenish florins were sent from Augsburg, part of which had been

imprested by the Welsers, part by James Fuckar. This was

Adrian's doing. Gurk and Filinger have been very diligent.

Yesterday received from Adrian letters for himself and for Mclchior

and Barth. Tizone, the Emperor's ambassador. There is an adver

tisement that if you require more money to be remitted from

Flanders or England, Fugkar is disposed to assist without loss of

time. Frischobald's delay of Fieschi (questo Freschobaldo ce fa

stare Fieschi) places them in peril, and they will lose 100,000

ducats. Adrian has arrived with the resolution about the money

brought by the Fugkars, who ask for a receipt signed by Wingfield

and Pace. Sion has sent the receipt for Pace to sign. Yester-
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Sion to Sir Rob. Wingfield—cont.

day received a letter from Jas. Bannisius by Francis de Taxis,

mentioning the victory of Navarre by Spinoli over the French,

and stating that tomorrow Baptista (Pabsta nostro) departs with

90,000 gold . crowns of the sun obtained from England. [His]

letters are dated Brussels the 10th inst. ; he will arrive here within

eight days. Has sent the letter to comfort the Swiss, and urge

them to proceed, hearing the Spaniards have done their duty in

Navarra."

The whole army has returned from Loddi to Martinengho. The

French took and sacked Loddi. They have made a bridge across

the Adda towards Bergamo. The Swiss say they will do nothing

without money. Time must not be lost. Sion has twice assured

them of the money. Those in Bressa have divided the money

and taken the keys (ziaue) of the city. The governor and " potone"

have retired | into Rogka. The soldiers have ordered those in

the tower (de la Torra)[to provide their entire pay, or they will

sack or sell it as God prompts them. 300 Spaniards and 50 Al-

mains have returned the money to the governor, not wishing to be

participators in the treason (tratto). Some wished to kill them,

but they took refuge in the castle. " He datto ordine che una pars

exercitus li se ponat versus Brissiam propinquius, et hinc inde

alii ; ad zio (cio) sia provisto ad tall periculo, anchora quelli del

campo poncrano rcmedio." They had beard of the coming of the

Swiss. The Swiss have departed from the Adda to meet with the

money; they do their best to prevent the dissolution of the army.

The Emperor has written to Wingfield. The Fuckars and those

who bring the money will bo in Numarck tomorrow ; and because

the journey to Trent would take too long a time, " erunt in hospicio

corona?." The Emperor wishes Wingfield to go there tomorrow,

and bring them and the money hither. Wingfield can cause his

horses to come hither from Trent. Sion retains the 2,000 Rhenish

florins till more money arrive. Writes to Pace. Male, 20 April

1516. Signed.

Wingfield can send the two enclosures to England.

Hoi., mongrel Ital. and J.at., pp. 2. Add.

20 April. 1793. Francis I. to Mons. de la [Fayette], Captain of

Caiig. E. in. 116. Boulogne, and Mons. le President [Bap]ausmes, his

B.M. ambassador in England

* * * " . . . . les cousins de stat audit

traicte. Et en y allant [auc]uns petitz lieux en

la ville de Bergamo argent, pour ce quil en estoit

mal gamy. Mais ledit Empereur dune entreprinse

que mon cousin [Mons.] de Lautrec avoit sur luy sest

advance daller pays sans faire long sejour jusques audit

lieu de la grant crainte quil a eu ny a guere[s] ....

.... incontinent a tire oultre la dite ville et tous ses

quil avoit -amenez en Ytallye sont retourncz apres l[ui]." The

Swiss likewise remained at Lodi. They were so ill led

that they were shut up in the town and suffered greatly from

hunger, and had to make a sally in great force to obtain provisions ;

but when they ventured out they were defeated by the French men

of war and light horse. They crossed the Adda in great disorder,

retiring into their own country, but u considerable number died

of famine, and many were slain. The money given them by the
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Emperor has been altogether thrown away. It has, however, been

of service to Francis in the preservation of his estates ; for he had

not more than 14,000 or 15,000 foot there, to oppose the Emperor.

\Here a passage is unintelligible from mutilation."]

" Javoye fait lever par ballier en mon royaume 12,000

hommes de pye gros nombre de lansquenetz pour les

mener cousin le connestable, pour le reinfort de

et ja estoient es comfins de l'Ytallie, mais i[ls sont

prets a] retourner en mon dit royaume, pour men servir et ay[der,

si] laffaire le requerra." Desires him to show this to the King

of England, who, he is sure, will rejoice at his success. Coullum-

bier, 20 April.

P.S.—If they are on their return homewards, are to give the

news to to be conveyed to the King of England. Colom-

bier, 20 April.

Signed : Fra[ncois].

Fr., copy, pp. 3, mutilated. Endd. : " [Doub]le des lettres que le

Boy [a escript] a Mons. de la [Fayette], cappitaine de Boullogne, [et]

Mons. le President [Bap]ausmes, son ambassador en Angleterre."

20 April. 1794. ( Silvester Bp. of Worcester to AMMONiusy1

Vit. B. in. 21. Has no news except that he is in despair of the management of

B. M. this affair. [Hadrian] regards him with the white of his eyes, and

always [insults him] to his face. Has had no news, except by way

of Bruges. IO£ all the letters which have arrived none have come

for him " (|ohol diavolo -aia- in-aua) " but by the ordinary [mes

senger ?]. Of those that Ammonius has written, that from the

Master of the Posts of Flanders is wanting. The ambassador from

the Prince, first sent by the late King Catholic [remains] for the

present. Wise and prudent as they are, they do not send the letters

but by Mantua in the middle of the night, by a messenger on foot

with certain peasants, through the shortest mountain passes.y But

Worcester's party, kept without intelligence from want of activity,

lose reputation. Sends the letters for the Prince's court, to the

English ambassadors, to be forwarded. Thinks they will be well

received, " ma jo [non posso] a niuno modo posare ne maggiore

nebero una fantasma."

Has written five or six times since his return from Florence, but

received no letters from Letters have been delayed

at Mantua more than once not being able to pass safely;

and in consequence of the Emperor's retreat, the French and the

Venetian cavalry scour the whole of Lombardy. Pace has been

urgent with him for two months to induce [Ev]angelita to lend

40,000 or 50,000 florins : but [Ev]angelita has not a groat and

cannot get one. " [Sel S.] Campucci havesse pure il quarto

ingegno die anon . . . . lui bene havere trovato lui uni (?) il modo

di mandar qual[che] lettere per via di Bruggia; e per la bella

noza Franccia .... in so ma non e homo da simile cose." [Has

had] a letter from Polydore of 29th March. " Non so are

che quando io mi lamento di S. Campucci che io

[n]on vistolo tanto adormentato che ogni schal

passare qualche lettere da lui in fuora." This " ribaldo " Hadrian

does not cease speaking evil things of him ; and no man is a

greater enemy of England. " Tamen io nonllo posso perva ....

ami(?) Cardinale ogni homo cia in Bimili cose m. . . [re]spetto

,• . per che non vi si puo sinon perdere et dubit .... assai chel papa

spesse volte le dia qualche fede .... jura et scongiura come un
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Silvester Bp. of Worcester to Ammonius—cont.

giudeo." Does not know how to send the gold ring (anno) of the

Cardinal, given him by Galeazzo. Rome, 20 April 15 . . .*

Hoi., Ital., pp. 3. Add.: Rev. D. Andrese Ammonio Regis

Anglise a Latinis secretario [et S. D.] N. eollectori. Endd.

1795. Crown Lands. •

K. 0. Roll of the Lands assigned by the King to, and recovered from

the King by, divers persons from 20 April 1 Hen. VIII. to Mich.

7 Hen. VIII., " quibus do causis minus ad cofuras dicti domini

Regis nunc Henrici VHI. hoc anno regni sui vij1110 quam in anno

xxiiijto nuper Regis Henrici VIImi."

20 April. 1796. For Rob. Norton, yeoman of the Guard.

Wardship of Peter Graunte an idiot, heir of Rob. Graunte of

Launsyng, Sussex. Westm., 20 April.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 29.

21 April. 1797. Dacre to ALBANY.

K- O- " Copy of a letter to the Due of Albany, answer of his letters

hereunto annexed."

Has received by Unicorn his two several letters, dated Edinburgh,

18 April, in answer to Dacre's late writings by the same messenger

and by Carrick. Thinks it strange that Albany is always making

new overtures, and founding objections upon Dacre's letters that he

cannot justify. Albany has been told repeatedly, both by Dacre's

and Wolsey's letters, that the affairs of Scotland cannot be suffered

to be mixed with those of France. The questions between England

and France are of too great importance to liken the one to the

other. The difference between England and Scotland is nothing

but through the interference of France, and to make war on Eng

land for the pleasure of France has not hitherto been much to their

profit. As soon as this policy is abandoned, they may have peace.

When that is established, Wolsey will be glad to co-operate with

Albany for a universal peace, but it is absurd to suppose that the

great matters of France are to be included in a mere comprehension

with Scotland.

Has seen his instructions given to Unicorn ; the greater part

needs no answer. Has no power to make any abstinence of war,

and if he had, would not take the responsibility of doing so now

in the commodious time of the year. Thinks Albany not so well

disposed to peace as he pretends, seeing that he only wishes

abstinence from war for short periods to drive over the commodious

time of the year. Dacre had himself advised him to request an

abstinence till Allhallowtido or St. Andrew's Day. Need not

answer the rest of the instructions, as he has had so much corre

spondence about their contents already. As to sending them to

Wolsey, has already sent him certain articles from Albany to the

same effect. As to the report that John de Barbon had been taken

at sea, wonders that Albany should give more credit to light sayings

than to the writings of great princes, seeing that Wolsey has

written to assure him that Barbon should not be stopped in passing

* This document is so much mutilated, and the handwriting so extremely

difficult, that I am by no means sure of the sense of it.
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through England, and Dacre had given him a like assurance, saying

he would be sorry that Wolsey should know how Albany dis

credited his word. Whittingham, 21 April.

Copy, pp. 3. Endd. : Scottish matters.

21 April. 1798. Henby VIII. to Sir Kic. Jebningham.

R- O. Appointing him treasurer of Tournay in the room of Sir Edw.

Bensted, at the salary of 501. a year. He is to receive of Benstede

such money as he has, in the presence of the lieutenant, Dr. Sampson

and Wm. Pawne. Greenwich, 21 April. Signed above.

P. 1. Add.

21 April. 1799. [Sir Rob. Wingfield] to [Wolsey].

Vit. B. xix. 54. Wrote last on the . . . inst ..." Croyane in the Vale del Sole,

B. M. and the nexte anoother to your grace, boothe containing

all matters that have] comen to my knowledge and worthy writing

there came to your hands letters from the Carde[nal of

Sion. On the] 16th day I departed from thence toward this city . . .

. . . letters with him to be put in his packet, for at my dep[arting]

as he said allynggis written such matter as he intended

to w[rite] to your grace and also in my said letter to you

I inclo[sed other letters in] ciphers and the copy of the same

deciphered of mine o[wn hand]." This "holy and best grounded

enterpise " is languishing for lack of that which is most essential to

all martial acts, the order and diligent conveying of which should

have been better looked to. This must be amended in the second

payment, because by the instructions in cipher to him and Pace

both sums were to have been paid at Augsburg, which was too far

distant either for him or Pace, the former being with the Emperor,

and the latter in Switzerland.

Has done his part with as little expense as might be, and if

Pace can say the same, is sure there never was such a sum of

money conveyed with less cost, nor "surelyer leeyde oughte." The

first 40,000 florins were sent by the Emperor to Constance " as the

very anchor to save the Swissers out of the French hands." Then

the rescue of Bresse saved not only the Emperor's affairs in Italy,

but also the realms of Naples and Sicily. At the Emperor's

request Wingfield became surety for 20,000 florins for the pay of

the soldiers of Bresse, and took " a by obligation " of his majesty

for repayment when needful. Last month at the passage of the

" Oyle " the Swiss would not advance until the Emperor had paid

them 1£ fl. a man, which would amount to 24,000 fl. Wingfield had

then but 11,000 fl. left out of the 20,000 fl. On demanding of the

Emperor repayment, and showing the necessity, the Emperor said

he had laid out [20]000fl. in "preste" for 2,000 horsemen ; but

offered to allow him whatever was necessary out of 24,000 fl. in the

hands of one of his council for the pay of the soldiers

; " written at Costa in Bargamaske the

now at the extreme pinch by the mean ....

of Awsbourge had sent 25,000 fl. to th

, I was advised, I sent forthwith quittances

duplicate] ordained as sure manner as possible for the

con[veying thereof. And] because the most sure way was by Bresse,

he ordained not be ware or have knowledge of any money

only that the same was for the conduction of artillery

and munition."—When the money arrived at Bresse the soldiers
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[Sir Rob. Wingfield] to [Wolsey]—cont.

rose and took it by force, saying they would serve the Swiss as

the Swiss had served them. This has put Pace in great trouble

and danger ; [for though] the sum was not large enough for

the wages month, it would have partly relieved them,

" and the whole payment of the third might to as quick

pass as the said Mr. Pace hoped, whereupon he made s[uch] . . .

as hath appeared by his proper letters which I have with former

[letters] to the King's highness and your grace." This has caused

the withdrawal of the whole army [which now] lies between Bresse

and Bargamo, destroying friends [and doing] no displeasure to

the enemy. Nor will they move till they be fully paid " both ol

the second month and [also the] second sum, which should perform

the same, is and h[ath been] conveyed ; and also such difficulty

appeareth in the ord shall maye have place I do

fear that a great part (which began the 15th day of

this) shall be run and I hoped that all this time a

great part of the said [second sum] been arrived at Ausbourge into

the Belsers' hands " * * •

Has received letters from [Augs]burg, showing there were in

Belser's hands only 800 crowns, who would not deliver

them up [without] quittances, saying he had orders from [Leonard

Frisco]bald to take no quittances but those signed by Pace. This

occasions great inconvenience, as Wingfield must now send blank

forms of quittance to Pace to be signed at a great distance,

wfth the enemy between them. After which they have to be

returned to him and sent to Augsburg. Those who dissuaded the

Emperor from going in person rejoice at this, and try to create

displeasure against Wingfield as the cause of his so going, and as

having put the Emperor in hope that the second sum would have

arrived at Augsburg before the 24th of last month. But the

good prince is patient on this point, knowing that Wingfield would

not deceive him. Thought it necessary to advise "your most

reverend grace" of the danger in which matters stand " for lakke

of order and diligence, and also that your [grace might] the better

perceive the impossibility that is to convey things

which have contrarieties in them by of error

" (A line lost at the bottom).

Hoi., pp. 4, mutilated and imperfect. Dated in margin in a

modern hand: About 20th April 1516.

21 April. 1800. For Sir Ralph Egerton.

To be sheriff of Flyntshire, with 20/. a year out of the issues of

the county, vice Sir John Manwaring. Westm., 21 April.

Pat. 7 lien. VIII. p. 3, m. 28.

21 April. 1801. For Sir Nich. Vaus.

Wardship of Walter, heir of Wymund Raleigh of Fyndell, Devon,

with the wardship and marriage of the said heir. Westm.,

21 April.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 25.

21 April. 1802- For Hdmph. Calfehill.

S. B. To be bailiff of the manor of Staunton Lacy, and of the liberties

of the lordship of Cleobury, Salop, and of Chelmershe in Cleobury,

granted to him by patent 24 July 1 Hen. VIII., during pleasure,
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since which William Lyngen had sued for them, without mentioning

the said grant, contrary to the Act ofParliament 5 Feb. 6 Hen. VIII.

Del. Westm., 2l» April 7 Hen. VHI.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 26.

21 April 1803. Gaol Delivery.

Hertford.—Commission to Th. Clifford, John Colte, Hen. Barley,

Humph. Fitz Herbert, Ric. Druell and Geo. Emerson, for delivery

of Humph. Grene and Geo. Dowseley, prisoners there. Westm.,

21 April.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. \6d.

1804. For Maurice Aparrt, yeoman for the King's mouth.

S. B. Grant of Radnore forest, and to be constable of Tenby Castle,

Pembroke, with the custody of Coyde Rafe, and 2d. a day ; also an

annuity of 10 marks,' out of the lordship of Staunton Lacy, Salop,

which Maurice Ludlowe held by grant of the late Duke of York.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 13.

1805. For Christ. Arundell of "Westminster.

S. B. Writ of appeal to Sir John Fyneux, Chief Justice of the Common

Pleas, in the case of Lewis Happesfeld of London, mercer, v. the

said Christopher.

1806. For John Baldewtn.

Exemption from serving on juries, &c.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 3, m. 3.

1807. For Roger Griffith, late of Holborn, baker.

&B. Pardon (?).

Very much defaced.

1808. For Joan, widow of Sir John Huddleston.

Pardon for alienation of the manor of Temple Guytyng, Poer,

DoudeswelL Pekelesworth, Hamtonmeysy, Shipton-Solers, Berton,

Kynton, Elkeston, Weston-upon-Aven, Hareford, Frampton-on-

Severn, Notgrove, Gretton, Alston, Wynchecombe and Cornwell

Glouc, by John Daston, without licence.

Imperfect.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m.21.

1809. For Launcelot Lisle.

S. B To have a corrody in Marten Abbey, Surrey, on vacation by

Gilb. Mawdesey, serjeant-at-arms.

1810. For Peter Wildank.

S. B. I, Licence to import 22 tuns of Gascon wine.

* 22 April on Patent Roll.

2. K K
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1811. For AVEREY WODSHAWE.

S. B. Pardon, as of Bramcotte, Warw., of Biscorne, Hants, or of South-

werk, Surrey.

1812. For Wm. Wyse, sewer of the Chamber.

S. B. To be constable of Dublin Castle now held by Nich. Feld during

pleasure.

Pat. 7 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 13.

22 April. 1813. Sir Rob. Wingfield to Henry VIII.

Vit. B. xix. 56. Wrote last on the .... of this month [from] Croyane in the Vale

B. M. del Sole, " and yesterday in the a lettyr to my lorde

Cardenall of Yorke, conteeyninge " * * * Complains of

the " greatt defaulte," which has caused the [delay] of business, and

the imperilling of the enterprise now in hand, which will more

clearly appear from the letters sent with the present one : some

from the Emperor and the Cardinal of Sion to Wingfield, and

others from persons despatched to Augsburg with quittances to

receive the money and convey it to Trent, and provide for its safe

conduct to Pace, who is still with the army . Three of the letters

are directed to the [said] Cardinal from Master Adrian, " master of

his house," one of the persons sent to Augsburg ; with a letter

to himself from Master Jerome Pwnner, [whom] Wingfield has

sent with two captains of the Swiss to Augsburg that they might

. . " viswally aperceeyve" that there was money actually there, [and

that more was] coming for them, and inform the [whole] company

by writing of these facts. Will not more particularly describe the

difficulties which surround them on all sides, as he has fully entered

into them in a letter written to " [my] sayde lorde Cardenall of

Yorke" yesterday. The letters above mentioned reached Wing

field so late yestereven that he could not execute the orders con

tained in the Emperor's and Cardinal of Sion's letters, but entrusted

the performance of them to faithful servants. The merchants who

convey the sum specified in the said letters are expressly com

manded not to deliver it to the writer, or to any person, without

double quittances, signed and sealed by Pace and himself. These

cannot be had at present, though both he and the Cardinal of

Sion have sent messengers to Pace. Has therefore given his ser

vants quittances made in both their names, signed and sealed by

himself, and he has " faynyd " Pace's signature and sealed in his

name with a corniol[yan] in figure of a head. If these be not

admitted, the money will have to be waited for until the quittances

return from Pace, which, even if they escape the enemy's hands,

will be some time hence.

As a remedy for the delay arising from these joint signatures

suggests that Pace and himself should have authority given to them

jointly and separately, and that a third person should remain at

the port, and " order hands, which by force is so

far off ; for as to me [it is disagreeable] to handyll oothir mennys

monneey or that which is [not part ot my] charge." Will make

clear account of all that has come to his hands. Hopes, though

he seems to be held in some mistrust, that the King will not for

get his faithful service as ambassador " by the space of six hooll

ye[eres]."

Written at Trent in haste, 22 [April . . . .]
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P.S.—Though this letter was written before six in the [morn]ing,

before he closed it, [one] of his trusty servants, despatched yester-

even to execute the Emperor's commission, returned, with new diffi

culties in " divers tilings, which to [repair I have forwith done my

best." Trusts to God that his efforts will be successful, knowing

the danger of error " that the humayne kynd is empechyd with,

and that the divine power is clerely absolute of all passions, per

turbations, or other necessities, in which divine power, as I trust,

this holy and most to be desired enterprise is root fast."

Hoi., mutilated, pp. 4.

23 April. 1814. Ric. [Fox] Bp. of Winchester to Wolsey.

K. O. Has heard from Wm. Purde that Wolsey has asked for him, and

wants to know when he will be at court. Had he not good impedi

ment and the King's licence to be occupied in his cure, to make

satisfaction for 28 years' negligence, he would be very blameable

and unkind, considering Wolsey's goodness to him in times past.

Had never greater will to serve the King's father than the King

himself, especially since Wolsey's great charge, " perceiving better,

straighter, and speedier ways of justice, and more diligence and

labor for the King's right, duties and profits, to be in you than ever

I see in times past in any other, and that I myself had more ease

in attendance upon you in the said matters than ever I had before."

Thinks Wolsey would not have him serve the world to the damna

tion of his soul and other souls committed to him; his absence is not

to hunt or hawk, nor for quietness of his mind, which is troubled

night'and day with other men's iniquities more than he dare write,

of which Wolsey told him he had some knowledge when he was

Bp. of Lincoln. Considers that Wolsey has as much labor of body

and business of mind as ever any man had, and with less help. If

the Swiss and the Emperor speed well, sees no great occasion for

disquiet. " And I require you, and heartily pray you, lay apart all

such businesses from 6 of the clock in the evening forward ; which,

if ye will use it, shall after your intolerable labors greatly refresh

you. And, good my lord, when the term is done, keep the council

with the King's grace wheresoever he be." Winchester, 23 April.

Hoi., pp. 2. Add. : To my lord Cardinal of York.

23 April.

Shrewsb. MSS.

A. f. 29.

C oil. of Arms.

1815. Th. Alen to the Earl of Shrewsbury.

Has told my Lord Cardinal of the Earl's illness, and that of his

servants, which he well perceives is no feigned matter. Today he

and Babynton asked the Cardinal when he would appoint the Earl

to come up for the matter betwixt him and Sir Henry Marny, He

said " Counsel my lord to get him into clean eeir (air) and divide

his household in sundry places, and if the danger of sickness be

past by the next term then to be at Loudon." Babington, how

ever, hopes to have respite till Michaelmas term. Has sent by the

same carrier such stuff as he brought up in a cloth sack. Has

spoken with Sir Wistan Broun, who is willing to pay this term.

" Your lordship hath his obligation. All such stuff as Allan Kyng

provided for the King's grace, your lordship and divers other mo, is

taken upon the sea with a Scottishman dwelling in Depe." Cold-

harbert, 23 April, " with the rude hand of your priest, Thomas Alen."

P.S My Lord of Buckingham came to London on Monday.

Northumberland has not yet spoken with the King.

Hoi., p. 1 . Add. : To my lord.

K K 2
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23 April. 1816. Pace to [Wolsey].

K. 0. Left Lodi for Bergamo on the loth to recover as much money of

theirs as is retained in Brixia. The Swiss will wait there six days

for the King's money, which has not come according to Wolsey's let

ter of 22 March. Thinks Wolsey is deceived by the merchants, as

the whole was in Flanders 20th March. The 25,000 florins in Brixia

were provided by a merchant in Augsburg, factor to the Friscobalds.

The Swiss say the Friscobalds have been corrupted by French

money. Wolsey's proposal for the Swiss to invade France must

be set aside for the present, as the Emperor's delays have spoiled the

expedition. The Pope, the Florentines and the Genoese will not

assist till Milan be won. The Emperor must be spoken fair. So

oppressed with sorrow and disappointment, doubts if he shall ever

see Wolsey again. The Swiss will leave the Emperor and join the

French, especially if Galias incur their displeasure, whose reputa

tion has been ruined with the Emperor. If he join the French,

Milan can never be recovered. Advises negotiating with the Pope,

•who is afraid of the French King becoming monarch of the whole

world. Proposes an alliance should be formed ; the Pope to bear

the costs. The French King swears ho will be revenged upon

England. Thinks that attempts should be made to draw off the

Venetians from the French by means of their ambassador in

England. The Emperor will be more compliant for fear of losing

Italy. Andrea Gritti sent a chaplain to the Swiss to induce them

to join against the French, but, as they were compelled by the

Emperor to depart, the thing took no effect. So long as the Swiss

and French are at variance the latter cannot hold Italy. Is obliged

to send him different letters at once. Bergamo, 23 April.

P.S.—The Swiss will return to Milan in spite of the Emperor.

If they do, it will not be in the Emperor's power to revoke them.

Copy, pp. 6.

3 April. 1817. Pace to Bubbank.

Vit.B. iii. 26. Received his letters of the 13th, 19th, .... March. " . . . .

B. M. .... of Mr. Melchior without any my letters suspi

cion of squaring betwixt my Lo\rd Se]dunensis and me." At the

departure of Melchior, Pace was . . days' journey distant, and

knew nothing of his going. Expected to have perfect knowledge

by his servant Th. Cotton. As to any squaring betwixt himself

and Sedunensis, which " my Lo[rd Car]dinal our master doth also

suspect, a[s appeajrith by his graces most wise and discreet ....

therein, touching both my said Lord Sed[unensis and me,] the

Lord Sedu?iensis ... [ Two Ibies lost.'] for

this enterprise, you shall show uufto his grac]e our master that I

never thought to trouble [his gra]ce with any my writing in this

matter, be[cause] that I continually have to the uttermost of [my]

power used therein such counsel as his [said] grace doth give unto

mc in his last letters, [ut] sicut Jesus per medium illorum irein.

Insomuch that [I se]cretly, unknowing to any of them, did cause

[the] Emperor to write unto them both,"* to lay aside all disputes ;

which they have done, and had the Emperor followed their counsel

they should long since have been lords of Milan.

On his arrival "........ unto him of my com

mission, [among] other good advertisements concerning [the

manage]ment of the enterprise, his grace (Wolsey) instructed]

* Query, Galeazzo and Siou ?
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and desired me that at mine arri[val in] Switzerland I should use

in everything t[he counsel] and advice of the said Lord Galiaz

[ Vis~]cownte, saying expressly that if I should [otherwise do I

could nothing obtain there fo[r the] King of England's intent."

Found this true as the gospel. Had Galeazzo only spoken three

words in favor of the French King all the Swiss would have con

federated with him. A variance afterwards arose between [them]

touching the Duke of Bari, which lewd persons were glad to aug

ment. Meantime the Cardinal sent to Pace for no s[mall sujms of

money promised by the Emperor to the Swiss ; [to which] Pace

answered he had no commission to pay money for such private

matters, desiring his grace to be satisfied that he would not trans

gress Wolsey's commandment. Some of the money was to be paid

to those who were more Frenchmen than Christians. The Cardinal

was angry, said he would have the King's money whether Pace

liked it or not; that he had authority to dispose of it at his plea

sure, and accused him of being influenced by Galias ; on which Pace

wrote to disabuse him. This is all the "squaring" between him and

the Cardinal. Has never written into England anything to the

disparagement of the Cardinal, notwithstanding his suspicion

which caused him to send Mclchior. The Cardinal is angry with

Galeazzo because he has lost his influence with the Swiss, for the

reasons of which he advertised Wolsey in his first or second letter

from Switzerland; stating that the Pope had caused him to make in

finite promises to the Swiss, which he would not keep, "and for this

cause the said Lord Cardinal is al>[sent] at this time from their

field, and fo[llowet]h the Emperor" Galias has the favor of all,

and has persuaded the Swiss to remain. Both are faithful friends

to the King. In refusing the Cardinal money, Pace had regard

only to the interests of the enterprise. Whenever the King's

money passed where the Emperor was he would always get some

portion of it by force or false promises of restitution ; saying that if

he did not have what he desired he would re[turn] home again,

" like as children say they will not go to school without bread and

butter.'' The Cardinal of Sion dares not refuse him, and Sir Sob.

Wingfield takes him for a God, and thinks that all his deeds and

thoughts do proceed ex [Spirit]u Sancto. It was only for this

purpose that he wished a commission. His expenc.es have been great,

because he has had to despatch four couriers at his own cost to

Flanders and England. Bergamo, 23 April.

IIol., part cipher, pp. 9, very badly mutilated. Add.

23 April. 1818. Treaty with Charles Prince of Castile.

H. 0. Notarial attestation by Hen. Corne and Laur. Brumick of the

oath of Charles King of Spain to the treaty of intercourse made

with England, 19 April 1516. 23 April 1516.

23 April. 1819. For Wm. Yerle, yeoman of the Guard.

P. S. Wardship of John Pengelle, an idiot. Eltham, .19 April

7 Hen. VIII. Del 23 April.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 22.

23 April. 1820. For Th. Greves, yeoman purveyor of the Stable.

P. S. Annuity of 5/. out of the lordship of Denbigh, and the arrearages.

Greenwich, 27 March 7 Hen. VIII. Del 23 April (?)

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 2.

/
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23 April. 1821. For John Philip.

P. S. To be the King's attorney in Haverford West, with 40*. a year,

vice Th. Ap Owen, Eltham, 16 April 7 Hen. VHI. Del. Wesrm.,

23 (?) April.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIIL p. 2, m.21.

24 April. 1822. Spinelly to [Henry VIII.]

Galba,B.vi.20. Wrote last on the 18th. A post has since come from Augsburg

B. M. to Casius. The Chancellor says the Swiss will wait for their

payment, and have made a new oath to the Emperor, who will

return to Milan and join them, expecting that it will be evacuated

by the French for lack of victuals. The meeting at Noyon is

deferred till the 8th or 10th May, the Grand Master being dead of

the gout. Though the Chancellor and his colleague pretend it is

only to win time, thinks the real object is peace with France.

One argument for it is that Charles will be a match for France

whenever he gets into Spain. Has written to Wingfield to ascer

tain the Emperor's mind about it. Don Dego wrote on the 17th

that Francis had had a fall from his horse, which made him speech

less for an hour, and that the Queen and my Lady of Angouleme

had left Lyons for Amboise. The King of Denmark has sent Charles

a ship of .800 tons; 30 others are expected from Spain. The Vice

roy of Arragon has obtained a passport to come hither through France

with the Earl of Rybagotz. The court is full of Spaniards, who

flock hither daily. Encloses a letter to the King from Alamire,

who went to Metz with Hans Nagel, not knowing of his under

standing with Spinelly, with a report by the latter since his return.

Thinks Alamire favors De la Pole, and must not be trusted too

much. The Duke of Gueldres has 2,000 foot and 200 horse in

Friesland, and Isselstein has been ordered to retain 1,500 men of

war. The feast of St. George was celebrated yesterday, when

• Ponynges dined with the King, and Tunstal and Spinelly with

Chievres. Brussels, 24 April.

Hoi., mutilated, pp. 4.

24 April. 1823. Spinelly to Wolsey.

R. O. Has written to the King. Desires an answer touching Hans

Nagle and Alamyre. Ponynges is informed of everything. Wol-

sey's vicar at Tournay (Sampson) was here, and went to Bruges

yesterday. Cautioned him that the Abbot of St. Martin would not

cease till he had made " some bargain of his abbey." Brussels,

24 April 1516.

Hol.,p.\. Add. : D. Tho. Card. Anglias. Endd.

24 April. 1824. Ponynges to [Wolsey].

Galba,B. vt. 22. Has received letters from Berghes with a credence that as the

B. M. King of England will have to give his voice at the coming election

of knights of the Toison, the King of Spain desires it in favor

of tho Lords Beures, Zevemberghe, Brebenchon, and Wassenaire.

Berghes desires to be Henry's proxy as he was the late King's.

Thinks him very well disposed towards Henry, and that Chievres

and he will agree. He lately made good cheer to Lady Chievres

when she passed through Barow to the christening of Beures' child.
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Finds Chievres and the Chancellor very toward in the King's

business. The former speaks plainly of the doubledealing of the

French, and says they will only pass the time with them in fair

words till the King get into Spain. Brussels, 24 April. Signed.

Pp.2.

24 April. 1825. to .

Calig. E. m. f. 114. Is in want of money for his journey. The King is at Lyons,

B. M. where he will remain till his business is done, which he hopes will

be to his profit. He is sending De la Tremoylle to succor the Duke

of Bourbon. The Count of Mons. de Vandosme is dead

there. " On dit tout celle daultres et de prins bien gros

personnaiges . . . " There is much dissatisfaction here ;

the Emperor has retired to Brescia. It is rumoured [the Swiss]

have mutinied for want of money, and the Duke of Bourbon pre

tends to have them. The roads are full of men who have died of

want, and [many] of the lanceknights have remained there. The

King has much to contend with. His army is expensive, and . . .

the Pope's nephew, who has 500 men, and the Pope and King

had done some enterprise [upon the] kingdom of Naples, and had

promised the Venetians certain towns in that kingdom which they

claim. The Venetians and the Pope's nephew have time to equip

their horses for next year, the Emperor having closed the roads,

and the Spaniards, " qui tiennent bonne par quoy le Roy ne se . .

alliez nont garde de passer mais apayne gardera s[a]

duchie de Millan ou il fait fort dangereulx et . . . bien chier a

ceste heure." » * * Has often cautioned him about Tournay

and Calais, it is only England they are afraid of, " for they say you

are the cause of all our evil." They are making friends everywhere

to crush you.

Has seen the post leave today and the packet of old charters

and treaties which are to be communicated to the King, that he

may instruct the Bp. of Paris, the Grand Master Boysy and Master

Robert Guedoyn, who came from Lyons when their mission was

discharged, to meet the Flemings at Compiegne. The King greatly

fears "you are allied with the Flemings, for there is no time that

you [could better come] against us." There is nothing here,

everything is beyond the [mountains] ; if you come all is lost.

The said charters and treaties have been taken out of Par[is]

to send to the King at Lyons. The ambassador Bapaumes, who is

with you, has ordered the lieutenant of the Castle of Tocque-

[ville] to be taken Likewise there are two

religieux [who have brought] some letters. Paris, Thursday,

24 April.

Fr., pp. 3, badly mutilated.

25 April. 1826. [Sir Rob. Wingfield] to Wolsey.

Vit. B. xix. 49. Wrote on the . . of this month from Trent. The day after,

B. M. letters arrived from the King, with [others] from the Emperor and

the C[ardinal of Sion]. As the Emperor has just sent for him,

writes only to transmit a letter for the King [from the] Cardinal,

this instant put into his hands. Sends two [other letters] which

he has just received from the Cardinal, from which the present

state of affairs will so clearly appear that he trusts they will supply
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[Sik Rob. Wingfield] to Wolset—cont.

the defects of his own communication. Trent, xxv

1516.

Dated in margin in a modern hand: 1516, 15 Aprill, Trent.

S. Ro. Wingfeild.

Hoi., p. 1. Add. : T[o] my lorde Cardinalls grace.

26 April. 1827- Seb. Giustinian to the Council of Ten.

GiuBt Deep. i. 218. On the 24th the Scotch ambassadors arrived, and one from the

French King that had been residing in Scotland. They are com

missioned to decide disputes with England. On the 17th letters

arrived from France mentioning the Emperor's flight, and that he

was out of Italy, to the great surprise of these lords. Probably

this will induce England to change its policy, and not declare

war. The French ambassador has been recalled. London, 26 April

1516.

26 April 1828- For Hen. Sutheworth and Hen. Pykeman.

P. S. To be King's bowmakers, in survivorship, surveyors and keepers

of the bows in tho Tower of London, and in the Tower of Ireland,

with a house and garden between " le Rownde Towro of the

Artrie," on the west, and " le Kynges Lodging," on the east.

Eltham, 9 April 7 Hen. VIII. Del 26 April.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p\ 1, m. 16.

27 April. 1829. Margaret of Scotland to Henry VIII.

Calig. B. i. 206. Reached Stony Stratford yesternight, " so being comforted of

B. M. you in my journey in many and sundry ways that, loving be to

Ellis, 1 S. i. 129. our Lord God, I am in right good heal, and as joyous of my said

journey toward you as any woman may be in coming to her

brother." Received this day a letter from her son's ambassador in

London, which she encloses. Sends copies of her two answers,

desirous of knowing which she should send. Stony Stratford,

27 April.

Hoi., pp. 2. Add. : My dearest brother the King's grace. Endd.

1830. Margaret Queen of Scots.

Calig. B. vi. 105. " A remembrance of an information by me, Margaret Queen of

B. M. Scots, to be shewed for my declaration to the ambassadors of

Scotland."

(1.) When in Stirling castle with her children, the King of

Scots and his brother, before the coming of the Duke of Albany

the lords would have entered it, and been " stronger therein than

I myself." (A clause struck out alleging that they would have

taken her children from her.) (2.) After that, she " set a parlia

ment, whereunto the lords disobeyed," invited Albany, and made

him send tokens to her for marriage; which obliged her either to

steal away and leave her children, or to marry there, "seeing the

suspicion that the said Duke was in, and the pretence that his

father made afore him to the crown of Scotland." (3.) On his

coming Albany made her fair semblance, but afterwards proposed

to take her children from her, accusing the Lord Drommonde,

constable of Stirling Castle, because he "wafFed his sleif at an

harralde, and gave him upon the breast with his hand" for un

becoming deportment, saying that he came from the lords. (4.)
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After that, he committed the postulate ofArbroath to ward, because

she and Henry had written to the Pope to give him the bishopric

of Dunkeld, and would not release him, though she came down to

Holyrood, and entreated him, " sore weeping ;" which made her

other councillors and servants leave her, except my Lord of Angus

and the Lord Chamberlain. (5.) The Duke then appointed three

lords to have the keeping of her children, as appears in her bill

of supplication sent to Henry: (6.) " And for to sayo that ever

I was agreeable, content, or pleased that the said Duke of Albany

should come into Scotland, or that ever he did justice or meddled

with justice, but only vexed and troubled me and my friends, it

appeareth in the said supplication."

Draft, pp. 2. Endd. : A remembrance of the Queen of Scots.

27 April. 1831. Spinelly to Henry VIII.

Galba, B. vi. 26. Wrote last on the 24th. This morning a post arrived with

B. M. letters of the 17th from the Emperor, who was in a valley forty

miles from Trente. His withdrawal arose from lack of money.

When informed of Hedin's coming he was much comforted, and

said he would return to Milan, which some here believe he will do.

Finds, by what the Chancellor says, they wish these affairs of Italy

to last three or four months, till the King arrive in Spain ; still they

give but slender help to the Emperor. Though it is published

here that the French are in great terror, the Marquis of Branden

burg, with the Swiss, Mark Antony Colouna, and the lanzknechts

lying between Milan and Pavia, yet many doubt if it is

true. The council of Innspruck have written to Casius, that a

new band of Swiss and Grisons have taken Como j the Venetians

are in Pavia separated from the French. Bannisius writes that

ambassadors have come to the Emperor from Hungary and Poland,

urging him to go thither, as the late King of Hungary had left the

Emperor tutor to his son. In passing by Venice, these ambassadors

had charge to speak with his majesty for a peace. Chievres and

the Chancellor leave in six or eight days for the meeting with the

Frenchmen. The King goes to Artois two or three days after.

Brussels, 27 April.

*f. 29. *P.S. Hearing various reports about the Emperor, as that

he would go to Hungary, and that he had broken up his army,

went to the Chancellor and demanded a "justification" of the

lies reported by the King to the French. The Chancellor showed

him a paper written in French by way of advertisement to

the Emperor, " containing divers things that his majesty had

made for the common weal, and specially of a new army; say

ing that the said majesty was not able to entertain the first

and labored for the second." The Chancellor says he is a good

and virtuous Prince, but does not consider the end of the enter

prise ;—that' he expects he will return to Italy as soon as these

last m[oneys] come to his hands. But what shall fortune in a

month, God knows. Spinelly told him that but for the army in

Italy, at the death of Ferdinand, the Prince might have lost his

succession, and that they were bound to assist him. The Chan

cellor said they had done so, much more than their power is, and

had commanded the Viceroy of Naples to send 500 or 600 spears

against the Venetians. A letter of 2 April, from Harryera in

Arragon, mentions that the captain of Perpignan had intercepted

letters from the Archbp. of Aries, in French, to the " Infant of
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Spinellt to Henry VIII.—cont.

Fortune," offering the assistance of the French King to obtain the

crown. Still they must keep on good terms with the French till

the King arrives in Spain. Brussels, 27 April.

Hoi., pp. 5. Add. and endd.

28 April. 1832.

Shrewsb. MSS.

A. f. 27.

Coll. of Arms.

Lodge's Illust.

I. 7.

Th. Alen to [the Earl of Shrewsbury].

This day, in company with the Earl's chaplain, delivered his

lordship's letter to the Cardinal, which he read in his barge.

Showed his credence touching the sickness of the Earl's servants,

which daily continues, and desired to know when his presence

would be required. The Cardinal said the King wished to have

him up at Whitsuntide on account of the coming of the Queen of

Scots, and the many ambassadors who are now here, " for that ye

were the great officer of the King's household," Replied that this

was impossible, considering the "contagious plague" among the

Earl's servants. Was commanded to wait on the Cardinal again on

Friday : " at which time 1 doubt not but ye shall have respite to

the next term, for before his going to the King I will speak with him

eftsoons." Has arranged this day with Lord Conyers that the Earl

shall pay him 240/., viz. 100/. in hand, the rest at Martinmas ;

and Conyers will make the land as sure to the Earl as can be

devised. My Lord of Buckingham* has asked him how the Earl

fared, and says he intends to remain here all Whitsuntide. f " He

takes his barge every day at Coldharbert when he cometh by

water." A bill has been set upon Paul's door, and another on

Lady Barkyn's, which touched the King and his Council, implying

that strangers obtained much money from the King, and bought

wools to the undoing of Englishmen. " Great displeasure is

taken with the same : insomuch that in every ward one of the

King's Council, with the alderman of the same, is commanded

to see every man write that can ; and further hath taken every

man's book and sealed them, and brought them to Guildhall, there

to examine them." The Bp. of Hertford (sic) is departed, and

Dr. Bothe put in his place. The Master of the Rolls is departed,

and Tunstall succeeds. The Abbots of St. Albau's and Bermondsey

are dead. " They begin to die in London, in divers places, suddenly,

of fearful sickness.'' Reminds the Earl to send up the obligation

of Sir Wistan Browne.J Coldharbert, 28 April.

P.S.—" I have sent your lordship by this bearer one lb. of manus

Christi, with corall, and halfepound of pouder preservatyre." §

Pp. 2. Add. : To my lord.

28 April. 1833,

Vit B. xix. 58.

B. M.

[Sir Rob. Wingfield to Henry VIII]

Wrote last on the month " divers letters

that had been sent to me the same

the Cardinal Sedunensis and divers other, and the 25th [day I

wrote] to my lord Cardinal of York, and with the same a letter

to him and twain that he sent to me the same

day, [whereby it] hath appeared to your highness how every

thing stood at [that time]." Yesterday [the Emperor], having

sent for him a Dutch mile out of this city, told him he had letters

• Misread " Suffolk," by Lodge. t What follows is in Allen's own hand-

J Om. in Lodge. § The P.S. inaccurately printed in Lodge
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from Henry and his own ambassador in England, the contents

of which he was " marvellous [glad] " to learn. He was much

pleased at the renewal of the league made between Henry and the

late Catholic King, of which he had that day heard, and hoped now

for a settlement of the great and weighty things of Christendom,

" whether he shall live to see the s[ame]." For many years he

alone had resisted the unbridled tyranny of the French. The

Friscobald's factors have " purveyed xl[mi ] 30,000 of

the same in the way to be conveyed with dy[vers]

for 10,000 of the same he had ordained

Switzerland for the payment

into the duchy of Milan, and also that

he had sent [with dilijgence to Mesir Hedynge, of whose passage by

Spiers the xj'h day of this month he was also advised the

same day, [ord]eynynge him to deliver to the messenger 5,000

crowns of the 20,000 that your highness doth send unto him by the

said Mes. Hedynge, he to convey the same to the Earl of Kerlesekke,

which is captain of the enterprise, which is forged not only for

Lorraine, but also for France, and the possibility may serve."

The Cardinal and the Conte di Cariate have been sent to the

army with 34,000 fl., of which 8,800 were forwarded by Friscobald

to the Belsers of Augsburg, and 2,000 were borrowed by Wing-

field in Trent ; the rest have been laid out by James Fukker, .at the

desire of Cardinal Gourcc, at Augsburg. From the city of Bar-

gamo 12,000 fl. had been procured. Hoped the Cardinal would

arrive there this day at the furthest, by whose diligence he was

sure the army would shortly set forward ; and the enemy, finding

themselves " frustrate of their opinion " that that army should

dissolve for lack of payment, would make quick speed towards

France. Trusts they will not escape without great damage, " for

the Vermeskys* and Bykkeryis, with no small number of horse

men and footmen, wait for none other thing but to take them up

fleeing ; and on that other side the Swissers that do descend of

new shall not fail to travell them yiff they will pass by Navarre

and Vercellis." The mountains were never so impassable from the

great snows, and there is great scarcity of victual both for horse

and man. Hopes Kerlesekke will shortly do some feat in Lorraine,

but fears .... " Then he shewed me that the Pope had destinate

[the Cardinal of] Sancta Maria in Porticu his legate in Italy . .

and that the said Cardinal had sent unto his majesty

to [notify him of the] same, and also showing that and his majesty

was within the limits of his jurisdiction," he would

gladly visit him. The Emperor replied " that [he is not] yitt out

of Italy or intendeth to depart out of it ;" and arranged to meet

him at Riva on the lake of Garde.

Begs to be recalled on account of his poverty, and to have some

other office, however base. Trent, 28 April 1516.

Hoi., pp. 3, mutilated. Endd. Add. : To the King's most

gracious highness.

29 April. 1834. [Sir Rob. Wingfield] to

•

Vit. B. xix. 59**. " Nowe at iiij. in the mornyng this xxviiij. daye of Apryll is

B. M. brought the xxx1' m florens mentioned in my letters written yester-

even to , which sum I shall not fail to send with all

• Bergomasks ?
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[Sir Rob. Wingfield] to cont.

diligence and surety to with the army, and this day

the Emperor departeth from hence to [as] is also

expressed in my said letters ; the said sum is conveyed

servants."

Hoi.

SO April. 1835. News from France.]

Calig. E. m.l08b, * • • * " ance du Roy et de lArcheduc sy seur

B. M. de la Royne de France et ave[ques] de Naples

duquel royaume le dit sieur fera escus, et sil ya

enfans deulx le dit sieur mil escus chacun an

au Roy. Et par ce des demaundes et droitz quil

pretendoit somme, et de la duche de Bourgoingne et

d[es autres] choses quil pourroit demander en France luy

laisse la duche de Rousillon sans demander. Et par ce

traicte aider lung a [lautre; pour] tous et contre tous. Et si doibt

passer p Archiduc pour aller en Espayne et def "

Has taken great trouble to discover the above agreement. You

(England) will have to look to your own interest, for they mean

to make you " trybuta[ires ou vous] estes pensionnaires," but it

will not be till the Archduke has obtained possession of Spain,

and the King pacified his duchy of Milan, and settled accounts

with the bankers from whom he has obtained great loans. On

this account ho has [imposed] a tax of a third, and dismissed

800 men [of arms]. He will demand confirmation of the treaty,

and has summoned the presidents of all his kingdom to obtain

their consent to place the Pragmatic Sanction in the Pope's hands,

as he promised to do at Bologna. The French are greatly dis

satisfied, and calculate that there will go to Rome in consequence

every year xx . . . thousand crowns. You are the cause of all this

they have great fear of you, and mean to be revenged.

Has advised the fortification of Calais; every avenue of the realm

must be well guarded, and likewise Tournay, for they mean more

mischief than you think. It is very needful to be circumspect, for

the slightest departure from a treaty will be a pretext for war;

although they do not mean to keep the treaties either with you or

the Archduke, and the latter will not have Madame Renee. Desires

the bearer may be sent back, in order that he may ascertain what is

passing between the King and the Pope against England. There

is no news of anything done by sea. The King will be at Paris

by St. Martin's Day. The Queen will have a child in two or three

months. They are determined to punish all who are against France

or Burgundy. Amboise, 30 April. Signature burnt off.

P.S. mutilated so as to be unintelligible.

Fr., pp. 3, badly mutilated.

k 1836. The Earl of Shrewsbury to .

Shrewsb. MSS. Thanks him for his continual kindness. Apologises for not

Y. f. 24b. writing, he and his servants having been so troubled with sickness

Coll. of Arms. tliat he could not send to London. Is sorry to hear that my Lord

of Northumberland is committed to the Fleet. Hopes the King will

shortly be good lord to him, and that the Earl will take no displeasure

at it, as it might hurt himself. Desires to be commended to my

said lord, " beseeching him of his good continuance in the matter
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that ye know of. Howbeit I dare not as yet be so bold to move

the pilgrimage ; for notwithstanding my lying here within this my

lodge of Worsop with a small company with me, yet some of them

do fall daily sick." Hopes when the plague is past " my said lord"

will appoint a day for the pilgrimage. Will write to you to know

my Lord's pleasure from time to time.

Corrected draft, p. 1.

April 1837- Mountjoy to [Henry VIII.]

Calig. E. ii. 73. Rumor of the French King's death. Had sent a messenger to

B. M. learn the certainty ; who returned on the 8th ; heard that the

King of France is sending a large army to Scotland. Consequently

he had gone to Vycount ... in Auvergne, where the Duchess of

Albany is. Not being able to ascertain, went to Lyons on Easter

Monday, 23 (24 ?) March,—stayed there till Saturday, where the

French King went in procession, and " many times upon the

water of Som with his young noblemen, casting oranges out of one

boat into [anjother." He says it was commonly reported that

the " procession was for to pray for the victoiy against the Em

peror." The same day the King went barefoot, and wore a gown

of silver tinsel. He saw the Queen at dinner, and the King's

mother called the Regent. She and my lady of Bourbon bear the

rule ; the Lady of Vendosme is in less favor. There is a dispute

for precedency among them " councillors, the Chancellor

and Mons. de Boy[sy] .... for other of the King's minions for

pastime. [The] ... of Rousse, the Earl of Porcyon, nephew of

the [Lord] Shevers, and Mons. de Baguene, son unto the Lord

Peanes ; Mons. de Delivers was well in fav[or for] a season, but

now he is not so, his wildness is [so] outrageous." Friday, the

28th March, word came that the Emperor was before Milan. The

French King swore a great oath he would go into those parts

himself. The siege is attributed to England. He saw there Don

Dego, ambassador of the King of Spain ; took letters from him for

Chievres and others. Has sent them to Ponynges. States that

the men of war in all directions are eating and pilling the common

people because they cannot get their wages, that piteous it is to

see. A spy from Paris has informed him he heard a letter read

from John d'Etaples, stating that Francis had so provided that

England should fail of its purpose. Tournay, . . April. Signed.

Pp. 4, mutilated.

1838. [Henry VIII.] to Sir Edw. Ponynges an[d Tunstal].

Vit. B. xx. 109. By the continue] of their letters dated the 3rd day of this in-

B. M. stant month, perceives [the propositions] made by the Pope to the

King of Castile notified to them by the said King's Council,

concerning a league to be made between the Pope, the Emperor,

England, and the King of [Castile], with a common contribution for

the Swiss, so that they incline not to the [French]. Thanks them

for their discreet behaviour. Are to declare to Chievres and the

Chancellor this overture was first intimated by Henry to the Pope

and some time since. The Pope doubtless told the King

of Castile's ambassador in Rome ; on which the Emperor, seeing

its advantages, has declared himself agreeable to it, and wr[itten]

to the Pope exhorting him to accept it, and sent his commission to

his ambassador in England to conclude it. The Pope's commission

is expected within b[rief] time. It will be expedient that the
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[Henry Vin.] to Sir Edw. Ponynges an[d Tunstai,]—cont.

King of Castile authorize some person to conclude the confedera

tion in England. No doubt the Pope and the Swiss will enter.

Directions maybe ta[kcn] for the support of the Swiss by common

contribution. If the King of Castile and [his] Council will con

sider of what advantage [the] separation of the Swiss from the

French has been to his territories, [he will] speedily send his

ambassadors to conclude the league. Had the French not been

checked in Milan they would have entered Naples.

Draft in RuthaUs hand, pp. 2, mutilated.

1839. Albany to Leo X.

R.MS. 13 B. n. 255. Recommends Alexander Stuart, his brother, of the diocese of

B. M. St. Andrew's, commendatory of Incheffray, for the priory of

Adv. MS. 442. St. Martin, Whithorne, void by the death of Prior Henry.

Ep. Reg. Sc.i.230. Lat.

1840. Albany to Cardinal [of Cortona].

R. MS. 13 B. ii. 260. Has received his letter dated Bologna, 22d Jan., in which he

B. M. asks that the Cistercian monastery of Glenluce may be restored,

Adv. MS. 444. and royal letters given similar to the papal. Has referred the

Ep. Reg. Sc. i. 239. matter to the Council. On the death of Cuthbert Bailzie, the

monastery was given first to the Card. St. Eusebius, and on his resig

nation in the Consistory to David Bp. of Lismore. Hears that his

correspondent has hindered the sending of the bulls. Cannot com

ply wilh his request to allow Alex. Cunningham, monk of the

monastery, to take it, as, for his misbehaviour, he has been decreed

incapable of holding any office. Hopes that the bulls for the Bp.

of Lismore will be speedily sent.

Lat.

1841. Advertisements from France.

Calig. E. 1. 102. At his departure from Lyons in March the King was there

B. M. intending a pilgrimage with his mother and sister. The Queen is

said to be with child. The King is making great preparations

against the arrival of the King of the Romans and Cardinal of Sion

in Italy. Great levies are made. All will be ready about May.

All the money which comes from (de la botiere [d~\u Roy) is

staid in the hands of the treasurers, that the King may be well

provided with money. Is informed by Dautragues that the King

is going on a pilgrimage to Chamberi, to the " Sainct Suere," on

foot, for the good news he has received out of Italy by letters of

the 3d. At Lyons an ambassador named Le Diego Nu[ca] had

come from the Archduke, and was well received; likewise an old

ambassador from Venice. The Swiss cantons have promised that

if he want footmen (que sil a affaires de p\ietons~\,~) he shall have

them for his money. The Duke of Savoy, the King's uncle, has

been ten days at the court, very well received. The Bastard of

Savoy is expected daily. News came yesterday that the King of

the Romans had shamefully withdrawn. It is expected the King

will return through Burgundy.

Fr., pp. 3, mutilated.

1842. " Extracta de Rebus Helveticis."

1! O. On the departure of the ambassadors from the diet of Lucerne

on the 26lh and 27th March, there came certain Swiss captains
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with Galeazzo Visconti from the French camp. A new diet was

held, and the Zurichers were asked. Fresh troops were demanded,

seeing many had returned. All the cantons, except Berne, Fribourg

and Solodoreu, negatived the demand, and were inclined to break

• up the camp ; as Holy Thursday is at hand, and the payment of

the troops for the war in Italy is due, promised by Visconti to

be drawn from the state of Milan. Unless the French, who have

been led into this war by the absence of the Pope, are helped

by Venetian money, all promises well. Commends the proclama

tion (proclama) of the Emperor for hiring 6,000 lanceknights, and

the expedition of Fr. Zechna. On his declaring to his friends

among the Swiss that he would go to the King of England and the

Emperor, they altogether opposed it, fearing that by his absence

the Zurickers would espouse openly the French cause. Has just

heard that the Swiss are on their way to Novara and Vigevano.

Thinks the French are retreating.

Lat., pp. 2.

1 May. 1843. Hen. Bovill to Erasmus.

Er. Ep. App. 61. Whilst he was talking to his dear friend Brian at the Black Friars

(fratrcs Prtedicatores) , learnt that Erasmus had returned safely to

England. Would have sent a letter by him had he not left so

precipitately. As he is very ill, he is obliged to employ another to

write. His sickness has been increased by the ingratitude of the

age to men of learning, and to Erasmus in particular. Has been

lecturing on the Gospel of St. Matthew ; and in so doing, has

found much use in the short notes of Erasmus. Cambridge, 1 May

1516.*

1 May. 1844. Th. Colman to Wolsey.

Vit B. hi. 82. Wrote last on 5 March and again in April. The Pope is entirely

B. M. French, the Emperor lazy, the King has done enough to defend

Milan from the devouring jaws of the Swiss. The Venetians

follow the French, and imitate the ape that shows more of its

nakedness the higher it climbs, begging your reverence's pardon.

The Florentines adhere to the French. The Spaniards in Naples

think of nothing else than hoarding money. The Genoese and

others favor the French. Has been hospitably received by the Bp!

of Worcester. Borne, 1 May 1516.

Hoi., Lat., pp. 2. Add.

1 May. 1845. Seb. Giustinian to the Council of Ten.

GiuBt.Dcsp.i. 219. The Queen of Scotland is expected, and will make her entry on

the 3rd. Many months ago she married a Scotch Earl, an

extremely handsome youth, by whom she had a daughter. Tho

authorities here, pretending that Scotland was under excommunica

tion at the time, maintain the marriage to be null. The report is

it has been dissolved, and the Queen betrothed to the Emperor.

An ambassador who served the late King Ferdinand is now here

from the Prince of Castile. The King of Castile is quite hand-in-

glove with his majesty. A union between him, England and the

Emperor would be ominous. London, 1 May 1516.

* So in Le Clerc's edition. But this must be a blunder. The date is probably 1515.
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1 May. 1846. For Christ. Slyngesbt.

S. B. Wardship of Thomas son and heir of Th. Stotevile ; and re

version and custody while the heir is a minor, of the manor of

Dalham, Suff., and the lands which Sir Rob. Drury, Th. Under-

hill, Geo. Traas and John Benett hold to the use of Margaret

wife of the said Christopher, and widow of Stotevile, if the said

Margaret die during the heir's minority. Del. Westm., 1 May

8 Hen.VIII.

2 May. 1847. For Ric. Rokeby and Ric. Clerke.

P. S. Wardship of Thomas, son of Thomas, son of Rob. Repynggale.

Eltham (?), 7 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. I, m. 20. Enrolled erroneously on Pal.

7 Hen.VIII. p. 3, m.28.

3 May. 1848. Spinelly to Henry VIII.

Galba, B. iv. 5. Wrote last on the 27th [April]. A courier has arrived from

B. M. Naples with letters from Rome of the 15th . . . The Pope, Chievres

says, is quite determined to [keep] " the league with Henry and

their master, but the thereof, as I can perceive, will be

deferred till to the reto[rn from] Noyons of the said Chievres."

The insurrection in Sicily against the Viceroy has not been paci

fied ; he has been compelled to fly to Messina. A commotion has

arisen in Arragon against the Abp. of Saragossa, Viceroy there,

which makes it all the more necessary that Charles should hasten

his going into Spain. He will therefore require " to seek some

w[ay] whereby he may leave these countries in peace, though it

should not endure but till his arrival thither ;" otherwise his

subjects will not pay the money granted. Once in Castile, the

French will not be able to trouble his succession. If they were to

trust to the fair words of the French they would be deceived. The

French will observe no treaty that is not to Charles's prejudice.

Lord Moutayny and Baylly Damont are appointed in their absence.

Tomorrow they leave with a company, whose names Spinelly encloses.

The Chancellor has referred Spinelly to his clerk, master Henry, for

news in his absence.

Letters of the 23rd from Verona mention the capture of Como by

the Swiss. The French have abandoned Milan. Don Diego wrote

from Lyons on the 25th that the Earl of St. Valere was sent from

Lyons with 7,000 foot across the mountains. The Lord Vendome

has gone towards the King. Charles has .... foot for the defence

of Fricsland. The Duke of Gueldres is increasing his forces. Pre

parations for the journey are going on so slowly that the departure

will not be before .... The King will have with him 2,000 of the

Emperor's subjects, and the Count Felix for captain. It is not

certain that the 500 or 600 spears will be sent from Naples. Andrew

de Burgo cannot get money or men. Many do not wish the Emperor

to prosper in Italy because it would secure Charles's succession in

Spain, and his peaceful rule here. Marnix hopes his mistress

(Margaret) will have the government. [These letters] were begun

yesterday. The departure is deferred till Monday. Understands

that the Lord Yehanlis will join the Great Master of France and

the Bp. of Paris in commission, and that [this] meeting is his work.

A secretary of the ambassador of Arragon, just arrived from Spain,

says the disturbances rose out of private quarrels, as they always
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will. The Emperor has sent the great ordnance to Milan. The

number of Spaniards who come here daily is incredible. Brussels,

3 May 1516.

Hot., pp. 4, mutilated. Add.

ii. [Gentlemen to accompany] the Catholic King into Spain.—

Chievres and his household, Lord Melonbeys, Mayor of Lorain,

Provost of Mons, the Chancellor Dr. Cauler, Dr. Yngelett, the

Audiencer and others. In all, 121 horse.

P. 1, mutilated.

3 May. 1849. Sampson to Wolsey.

Calig. D. vi. 28G. Sends him certain letters with a double superscription; the one in

B. M. order that they may be delivered to Wolsey, and the other to [sh]ow

that they come from the Cardinal Barnarde Sanctaj Maria; in Porticu.

They were delivered to him by an Englishman, who received them

from a child, and addressed to Cardinal Wolsey. As it is the manner

to deliver letters of displeasure under such covert means, the writer

went to the King's deputy to consult as to the manner of sending

them. " And when we perceived that they were closed within

a paper, and letters sealed within the said paper, we disclosed the

outward paper, where as we found inclosed a letter sealed to your

grace, the which we touched not ; but I read the other two let

ters, one to the chapter and another to the lieutenant." These

he incloses. Has cited the Abbot of St. Martin's in Tournay, a

copy of whose appeal to Rome he sends. Lord Mountjoy has a

[copy of a requisition against the said Abbot, who styles himself

in his appellation "the Pope's messenger and [receiver] of his

money in these parts, wherein he hath as [little] business as I have."

Last year he got himself appointed the King of Castile's ambassa

dor in Denmark, and wrote letters to Mr. Deputy expressly naming

the King Catholic his sovereign lord, and not the King's highness.

Advises that a commission be required from his holiness to inquire

into the Abbot's demeanor, and that the Abbot of St. Nicholas in

[Campis] juxta Tornacum and M. Baltasare de Cordis, doctor of

Canon Law and canon of Tournay be named in it. Begs that he

may have the King's wages of 10*. a day. It is now more than four

months since his departure. Has not had 201. Before Wolsey was

such gracious lord to him there was coming into his diet more than

iiij" li. Tournay, 3 May.

Hoi., pp. 3, mutilated. Add. : To my lord Cardinal's good grace.

3 May. 1850- For Nich. Cartje, squire of the Body, son and heir of

P. s. Sir Ric, and for Euz. his wife, daughter of Tho.

Bryan, vice-chamherlain to Queen Katharine.

Writ to the Barons of the Exchequer, to make over lands in

Walington, Carsalton, Bedington, Woddemarshorne, Woddecote and

Micheham, Surrey, acquired of Sir Laurence Aylmer, Juliana his

wife, and Thomas his son, to the annual value of 40 inks., in part

payment of 50 mks. as a marriage portion. Eltham, 11 April

7 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm., 3 May.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 20.

3 May. 1851. For Rob. Towry.

P S Pardon as of Wistowe, York, draper, alias of Oxford. Green

wich, 17 March 7 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm., 3 May.

L L
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1852. Queen Margaret to "Wolsey.

Calig. B. i. 251. Has spoken with James a Borrow, who explained to her that

B. M. Wolsey and the Council did not wish her to come to Bayners

Ellis, 1 Ser. 1. 131. Castle today. Desires, if there be no trouble today, that she may

come tomorrow. If it be well tonight, trusts the worst is past.

Some things are needful for her to do. Begs an answer by the

bearer.

Hoi., p. 1. Add. : To my Lord Cardinal.

4 May. 1853. Spinellt to Henry VIII.

Galba, B. vi. 32. Wrote yesterday.. This evening Chievres and the Chancellor

B. M. left. They lie tonight at Haulx, two leagues hence. The court

removes on Wednesday next towards Arras. By letters of the

24th and 25th from the Emperor, it appears that he was 30 miles

beyond Trent, and had sent down much ordnance and victual for

the army, intending on the arrival of Hedin to return in person

against the French, who will probably retreat. The Chancellor

thinks if the Emperor do not " some good execution during this

last money," he will [not remain there ; in which case he might

as well have made peace at the beginning. Thinks from this

they have no commission yet to treat with the French. Thinks

the King, in case the Emperor be compelled to dissolve his army,

might help him to garrison Brescia and Verona, and so prevent a

peace. Whatever his governors do with the French, the King

Catholic must break with them when he arrives in Spain. Though

Charles has no money, he might have sent the Viceroy to the

Emperor ; his negligence surprises everybody, seeing how much

the interests of Naples are concerned in the war. The with

drawal of Maximilian has increased greatly the influence of the

French in Italy, as the ambassador of Arragon hears. Brussels,

4 May.

Hoi., pp. 3, mutilated. Add. and cndd.

4 May. 1854. AExtracts of Intelligence from Italy./1

R. 0. It appears by the letters of Barth. Quartern, of 1 1 April, that the

French have banished many Milanese noblemen into France, who

have returned to Galeazzo. Among them Prosper Colonna, who

had been imprisoned, is now at Busseto, in Parma, having paid

30,000 scudi for his ransom.

By the letters of Galeazzo from Lodi, of 12 April, it appears that

Cardinal Sta. Maria in Porticu, sent on a mission to the Emperor,

had refused to proceed till he heard of the Emperor's departure for

Milan. The Cardinal writes that the Pope reposes much trust in

Galeazzo,—has little confidence in the Emperor, who, with the

Swiss, has been bribed ;—France is afraid of invasion by England ;

—6,000 of the Swiss have been recalled by their cantons ;—Bour

bon bothers the Pope to send troops and contribute expenses.

Galeazzo writes on the same date of the desire of the Swiss to

cross the river Abdua—the flight of the French—the indolence of

the Emperor in the pursuit partly attributed to Cardinal Sion—the

attack on Milan—the burning of four great suburbs by the French—

the retreat of the Emperor—the entry of Galeazzo into Lodi—the

stay there nineteen days—the destruction of the town—the offer of

the Pope not to assist the French—the interception of the French

King's letters to the Pope full of complaints—the caricature of
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Galeazzo, hung by his feet to the gallows—his personal danger, and

that of Pace, if the Swiss are not paid.

By letters from Lodi of 15th April, expresses his regret at the

disgrace incurred by the failure of the expedition. The lanz-

knechts and Spaniards have taken 25,000 fl. of English money in

Brescia claimed by the Marquis of Brandenburg. The English

money subscribed at Augsburg on the 24th had not arrived. Ga

leazzo had abandoned Lodi and gone to Caravaggio, as the Swiss

had no provision.

Learns, by hisjetters from Bergamo of the 19th, his retreat from

Lodi : his feint at Martinenghi : his demand of 25,000 scudi from

the citizens of Bergamo : the resolution of the Swiss to return

home if the English money did not come in two days : his lament

at the devastation. He and Pace will be carried off as security for

the money by the Swiss.

By letters of the 21st from Bergamo, learns that the Emperor has

extorted from the merchants who are to pay the English money,

30,000 fl. to pay the Swiss. The French make him great promises

by Caesar Rotii.

By letters of Mark Antony Cagnole of 22nd April will learn

the progress and force of the Emperor's army, who wished to take

Axola, but failed disgracefully for want of gunpowder,—then re

tired, after three assaults upon Milan. The Swiss never had a

penny except the first pay (primam pagam) : the second and third

are due. Not a farthing came from England. The Milanese exiles

paid each Swiss a quarter of a scudo. The French hired 6,000

Swiss from Berne, Fribourg and Soleure, who have been recalled.

Speaks of the fire in the suburbs of Milan, and the great misery

caused by it. £

\By letters of Francis de Taxis, dated in Flanders, 4 May, the

/Emperor is called Lord of Lords and King of Kings. He bids us

be joyful, and promises details by next post. V

Lot., pp. 6. '

5 May. 1855. Mountjoy to Henry VIII. '

Calig. E. ii. 75. Had intended to intercept a messenger with letters from Paris

B. M. to the Canons of the Lady Church of Tournay, but the man came

of himself, and showed that he was sent by the University of Paris,

and submitted to him a letter to the Bp. of Tournay, enclosed.

It states that processions were to be made for the peace between

England and the Prince of Castile, and for the King's accession and

the Queen's pregnancy. Mountjoy informed him that the French

had no authority there. Does not think the town can be held

without building citadels. The Bailly of [Lord] Lyne is now in

England. His master can do much. Thinks it advisable to

summon a parliament at Tournay. Sends letters he has received

from the Prince of Castile, commanding him not to meddle with

certain inhabitants in the bailliage, and claiming them as his sub

jects. Desires to know the King's pleasure. Lady Vendome and

others claim payment of their rents as before the war, now that

peace is proclaimed between France and England. Lady Margaret's

steward, called Brekefaste, has sent for his promised fee. Intercedes

for the saving of the fees of divers of the garrison resumed at this

last parliament. Tournay, 5 May. Signed.

Pp. 3, mutilated. Add. and endd.

LL 2
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5 May. 1856. Newcastle on Tyne.

Inspeximus aud exemplification forChrist. Brigham, Th. Horslye,

John Brandlyng, Wm. Dent, John Robson and John Watson of—

1. A writ of certiorari for return of the under-mentioned decree.

2. Return of the said writ.

3. Decree in the Star Chamber, 2 May 8 Hen. VIII. In con

sequence of the great variances existing in the town concerning

certain liberties and usages, bills have been exhibited in the Star

Chamber, and it was adjudged on 18 April last that certain crafts

men shall occupy but one craft in Newcastle; that no burgess not

worth 10/. a year shall be admitted by the wardens of any fellow

ship of mercers, &c. ; and no burgess worth 10/. a year shall occupy

more than one craft without licence. Then follow various regu

lations for the election of the mayor, aldermen, sheriff and other

officers.

Witnessed by the Abp. of York, Chancellor; the Dukes of Norfolk,

Buckingham and Suffolk; the Bps. of Lincoln, Ely and Worcester;

Docwra ; Lords Bergevenny andDarcy; John Emeley, John Rowe,

Serjeant at law, Ric. Broke, John Newdegate, John Rooper, Christ.

Brigham, Th. Horslye, John Brandlyng, Wm. Dent, John Robson

and John Watson.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 13.

5 May. 1857. For John Grene and Agnes his wife, relict of John

Beverley.

Inspeximus of writ of certiorari 24 April 8 Hen. VIII. to Ric.

Edon and Ric. Lee, clerks of the Council, concerning the suit of

John and Agnes Green v. Wm. Beverley, as to the title of lands in

Mestham, Nuttefeld and Gatton, Surrey.

ii. The return to the above writ referring to a schedule an

nexed.

iii. The decree made 14 April last, reciting another of 5 May

13 Hen. VII. in favor of Agnes against John Neudegate. Adjudged

in favor of the plaintiff. Westin., 5 May.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 15.

5 May. 1858. For John Byron and Th. Langford.

S. B. Lease of the "Mannsfeld Milles " in Mannsfeld, Notts, for 21

years, at a yearly rent of 3/. 3*. 4rf., as held by Th. Alton. Del.

Westm., 5 May 8 Hen. VIII.

5 May. 1859. For Rob. Flegge of London, haberdasher.

S. B. Protection for two years ; going in the suite of Sir Ric. Wyng-

field, Deputy of Calais. Del. Westm., 5 May 8 Hen. VIII.

6 May. 1860. Mountjoy to Henry VIII.

B. O. When he took leave of him in his chamber at Eltham he was

promised he should come over again at Whitsuntide to set his

affairs in order. Sir Ric. Whettel, who was appointed marshal,

will discharge Mountjoy's duties in his absence. Will not be able

to return soon. Tournay, 6 May.

P. 1. Add. : To the King's grace. Endd.
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6 May.

Shrewsb. MSS.

A.f. 31.

Coll. of Arms.

Lodge, I. 11.

1861. Th. Alen to the Earl of Shrewsbury.*

Sends him an account of his arrangements with Lord Conyers.

The Prior of Mount Grace will be with him at Worsop on the

14th, being Wednesday in Whitsun week. Friday last he and

Mr. Babington saw the Cardinal, mentioned the sickness, and

asked his pleasure ; he answered, " Recommend me unto my lord ;

I have shewed the King's grace of my lord's trouble ; his grace is

right sorry therefor, and counsels him to get him into some little

house, and few persons with him." This day lie and Babington

spoke with my Lord of Suffolk's council. Mr. Winkfield promised

to give an answer in four days. The French secretary is come to

London, and brought the Earl's pension. Has received no money

yet from Sir Weston Brown. Has borrowed 200 marks to pay

the Abbot of Westminster. No answer has come yet from Sir

John Cut.

" The morrow after the Ascension Day, the King, the Queen,

and French Queen were at Westminster. The same day the

King's grace sat in the Star Chamber ; there was examined my

Lord of Northumberland, and so commanded to Fleet, and there

remains as yet. The same day, the King, the Queen, the French

Queen, with divers Lords of the Council, dined at Lambeth with

my Lord Treasurer. Upon Ascension Even the Queen of Scots

came to Enfield, to Mr. Treasurer's house, and there tarried Thurs

day, Friday ; and upon Saturday Uhe King's grace met with her

beside .Tottenham, at Mr. Compton's house. The same day her

grace did ride behind Sir Th. Par through Cheapside, about six

o'clock, and so to Baynard's Castle, and there remains yet. The

ambassadors of Scotland desired sore to have spoken with the

King before the Queen had come, but they did not, neither as yet

have done. Here is many tales going, but I dare not be so bold

to write unto your lordship of them, lest the truth prove contrary."

It is not the Abbot of St. Alban's, but of Tower Hill, that is

dead. It is said that " there was a ship freight in the Thames

with goods of the religion of St. James. Anthony Villers, Wm.

Knyvet and one Brygandin, son unto him that made the King's

great ship, should enter into the said ship at divers places, with

eonsent of the master and the mariners, with a great company,

to the number of 100 persons and above, and so depart their ways

to the sea, to seek their adventures." Has sent one pound of

mantis Christi, without cinnamon or coral. Coldharbour, 6 May.

" With the rude hand of your priest, Thomas Alen."

Hoi., pp. 2. Add. : To my Lord.

6 May. 1862.

Galba,B.vi.l33.

B. M.

Spinelly to [Henry VIII.]

In the absence of his clerk, who is in England on business, writes

in French, because it is important to make himself well understood.

A gentleman arrived tonight, who left the Viceroy of Naples on

the 18th and Rome on the 22nd April. The retreat of the Em

peror towards Trent has changed the Pope's feelings towards him.

If he do not shortly return, his reputation is ruined, and the Two

Sicilies will remain in danger. It is thought the Council do not

desire the success of the Emperor, as it might give him the control

of these countries, but merely to preserve him from ruin till their

master arrive in Castile, when, with the alliance of England, they

* This letter is very inaccurately printed in Lodge.
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Spinklly to [Henry VIII.]—cont.

will be better able to make war against France. This is said to be

the whole object of the Noyon conferences : but as they are going

to treat with a power that has never kept faith, Spinelly cannot

see that any good will come of it. It will only impair still further

the Emperor's reputation when it is known that ambassadors have

gone from this King to France. If Henry do not interfere, Charles

will be constrained to a peace with France. Some say the French

. have offered by Mons. de Yehanlys to give up the duchy of Bur

gundy for secure possession of Milan. Lord Montagny promises to

give Spinelly all his news. The Duke of Gueldres sends deputies

to the meeting. Berghes will accompany the King into Artois.

He considers the going of ambassadors to France most unseason

able. Hears that Hedin was with the Emperor two days ago, and

was to leave immediately. Brussels, 6 May.

Hoi., Fr., pp. 4, mutilated.

6 May. 1863. Bakth. Ticcioni Count Decian to Margabet of Savoy.

Le Glay, Negoc. Things being in the desperate state he wrote of on the 23rd ult.

entre U France letters came from the French King, dated Lyons, the 20th, '• plus

ii loT" e' bestiales quam dici possint," insinuating that the Emperor had fled

with his army,—that Francis had certain news he was at Trente, and

that his own affairs were prospering. These letters caused great

consternation. Endeavored to disprove them from letters of Gurce.

Both the King and the Cardinal seemed contented with his explana

tions. Soon letters arrived from the Emperor, by which they ascer

tained that the French account was false. The said letters, with those

of Cardinal Sion and the English ambassadors, show that the French

have been deserted by the Venetians, and have fled from Milan,

towards which the Emperor's army and the Swiss moved on the

17th ; and Sion and the ambassadors believed that next day they

would enter it. The Emperor's success causes much joy at the

court. Henry seems greatly inclined to invade France, and make a

treaty between the three powers, which the Emperor says the King

Catholic will do.

Has obtained the Emperor's request for 6,000 florins for cer

tain nobles who will invade Lorraine with 2,000 horse and 8,000

foot, and has written to the Emperor that he may bid them be

ready. The Bp. of Elna has commissions on four points from

the King Catholic, to which he had answers today from the Car

dinal in Ticcioni's presence. The first two were, the demands

for a loan of 100,000 cr. and 4,000 men for the defence of the

Low Countries ; to which it was answered that the King Catho

lic should consider the expense in Italy, which has secured to him

Naples and Navarre. Henry has already spent 1,400,000/., and

cannot continue such supplies in so many places. But if he con

sents to form a fresh alliance, offensive and defensive, between the

three powers, by which no peace or war shall be made without the

consent of all, forces will be sent there, and the affair will be under

taken as if in his own kingdom, without regard to the number of

men proposed. If the King's councillors hesitate to cross to Eng

land, hostages will be given in Brussels or Bruges, and the Car

dinal will go himself if desired. The Pope and the Swiss shall be

comprehended, and also, if the King Catholic wish, Hungary and

Denmark, and what German princes he may wish to name. As

to the marriage between the families of Nassau and Croy, he

said that the King would favor it, as it was to the advantage of
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the King Catholic. Henry, however, himself said that he did not

wish to meddle, unless desired by one party or both, as he did

not wish to be complained of in case of new dissensions.

To the requisition for maintaining the governors in their present

authority, and giving them a pension, the Cardinal replied that if

they continue in their present practices with France, he will not only

refuse a pension but stir up the people against them ; but if they

leave the French, and act as good Burgundians, in the service of

the King Catholic, respecting Margaret, he will interpose his autho

rity in their favor. And although the ambassador laid great stress

on the loan and the 4,000 men, Wolsey adhered to the said conclusion,

adding that Henry would write to his ambassadors to ask that the

government of the kingdom of Naples be given to the Emperor

during his life, in consideration of his expenses in the present

expedition and for the better defence of Milan. The Bp. of Elna

was also asked to write to the same effect, and agreed to do so.

After this interview Wolsey conducted Ticcioni into another room,

and after stating much of what precedes, asked him to write to the

Emperor and Margaret, to induce the King Catholic to enter the

above-mentioned treaty. Said that Margaret had written to that

effect, 19 April. Wolsey then said they were waiting to see what

the Emperor would do.

Has not yet seen the Scotch Queen, who entered London on Sun

day with a great company. Wolsey so advised on account of her

indisposition. He said that he would willingly renounce the hat, or

lose a finger of his right hand, if he could effect a marriage between

her and the Emperor. In this proposition he abused those who

were the cause of the rupture of the contract between the other

sister and the Prince of Spain. Said that the past was easier

blamed than corrected, but that no one was fitter than he to be

the medium of such an arrangement. Asks for some money, which

the Emperor promised him, as the weather is much hotter than

he should have expected, and he can no longer wear with honor

his winter clothes. Wants some silk to be sent for clothing. Lon

don, 5 May 1516.

Lat.

8 May. 1864. Seb. Giustinian to the Council of Ten.

GiuetDesp. 1.221. Has found on investigation that 120,000 crowns were conveyed

in cash and bills to the Emperor by Leonard Frescobaldi, who has

reached his destination. The disbursement of the funds is not

known. England has in the Swiss camp Visconte de Visconti, a

personage of great account, at a salary of 5,000 ducats ; his son

Anchises resides in London, in great favor, ambassador from the

so styled Duke of Milan (Francesco Sforza). The other agent is

Girardo (Pace), heretofore secretary to the late Cardinal York, now

in the service of Wolsey. An ambassador of the Swiss is also here.

Nothing could be more adverse to the Christian King. Has heard

news which distresses him exceedingly, and wishes for intelli

gence. The Queen of Scotland made a very stately entrance into

London on the 3rd. The Duke of Suffolk told him on that occa

sion the Swiss had entered Milan in the name of the Emperor, and

were holding all the duchy ;—that the French had fled beyond the

Alps, and the Venetians retreated towards Padua. Did not believe

it. He caused Sebastian to be told by the Grand Prior of St. John's,

who acted as interpreter, that he marvelled Venice persisted in

favoring France. London, 8 May 1516.
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8 May.

R.o.

1865. Henry VIII. to Maximilian.

Thanks him for the complimentary terms contained in his majesty's

letter in his own hand, touching the report made him by the Car

dinal of Sion. Has received the message by Sion, and ordered

Wolsey to write to him in reply. Hopes the Emperor will hasten

to. make use of his victory. Greenwich, 8 May 1516.

Draft, in the hand of Ammonius, p. 1. Lat.

9 May. 1866. Tournay.

R. 0. Receipt indented by Wm. Pawne for 1,000/. had of Sir Ric.

Jerningham, treasurer of Tournay, by oversight of Lord Mountjoy,

lieutenant there. 9 May 8 Hen. VIII. Signed.

P.\.

9 May.

s. B.

1867. For Th. Yong, merchant.

\J Licence to export 100 wayes of beans to Ireland.
V 9 May.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. I, m. 2.

Del. Westm.,

9 May. 1868. For Th. Abp. of York.

8. B. Wardship of Fras., son of John, son of Sir Ralph Bygod. Del.

Westm., 9 May 8 Hen. VIII.

10 May. 1869.

R. MS. 13 B. II. 246.

B. M.

Adv. MS. 404.

Ep. Reg. Sc. 1.216.

Albany to Leo X.

After coming to Scotland, had found great contention on the

subject of the prelacies, the chief men of the state as well as the

common people contending for the royal right. At length the Abp.

of St. Andrew's gave up several of his dignities, retaining only

the archbishopric and the monastery of Dunfermline to preserve

peace. For this and his other services, especially his embassy to

Lewis XII. and Julius II., lie was promised a cardinalatc by lhat

Pope, as appears by bulls which he has. Desires Leo to confer this

honor upon him, as well as the office of legate a latere. Edinburgh

10 May. {Dated only in Adv. MS.)

Lat.

10 May. 1870

ShreifBb. MSS.

A. f. 85.

Coll. of Arms.

Lodge, i. 15.

Th. Alen to the Earl of Shrewsbury.

Sends by Ric. Woodhouse, carrier of Rotherham, ten pasties of

congers, the greatest and fattest he ever saw. " Your old servant,

Wm. Coke, did bake the same at Coldharbour; and. if I had not

been, he would have brought it to your lordship." Spoke yesterday

with Mr. Urswick. " He showed unto me at such time as Mr. Po-

nynges and Dr. Tunstall come home your lordship shall know more,

which will be this week that comes in. And also he showed unto

me that as this day the Earl of Northumberland shall be delivered

out of the Fleet. Yesterday the ambassadors of Scotland dined

with my Lord Cardinal; there do accompany them the Bp. of Ely,

my Lord of St. John's* and the Abbot of Westminster." Begs his

leave that he may ride to Canterbury in pilgrimage, " which I owe

* Misprinted " St James " in Lodge.
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since I was sick, and many more, that I trust your lordship will

licence me to perform this summer." Coldharbour, 10 May.

Hoi., p. 1. Add. : To my Lord.

11 May. 1871- [Sir Rob. Wingfield] to Henry VIII.

Vit. B. xix. 60. Wrote last from Ihe town of Arke on the transmitting

B. M. [intelligence] from the Cardinal of Sion and Master . . . . , . .

" [The] day after Mes. Hesdynge and Leonard Friscobald [came

to the town] of Ryve, where the Emperor lay, and forthwith we

[sent a servant of] the said Leonard's to the army with 32,000

crowns." On the 7th the Emperor sent him, Hesdin, and Friscobald

to the army, to consult with the Cardinal and Master Pace. That

night the Swiss were paid in " largest manner, so that it was hoped

they would have remained firmly another [month], which should

begin the 15th of this month." But early next morning 3,000 of

them left, so that there remained little more than 3,000, which com

pelled the army to depart early in the morning, " when they passed

ten mi[les] from the town of Piskayre." Would fain have gone

with them, for the wind was so contrary that ho could not return

by w[ater]. On coming to the said town, the remaining Swiss

said they would depart next [morning], which they did on obtaining

safe conducts through the Emperor's country. Wingfield accom

panied them for twenty miles, and afterwards went towards Ryve

with the said [Hesdin] and Leonard Friscobald, who were both

afraid to go by water, " by mean of great by land,

doubting the stradiottis. Howbeit th[ey] could in no wise

reach the said town of [Ryve] day in the morning

the Emperor was departed towards this city and left orders ....

Transmits a letter he has received from the said Cardinal touching

the Emperor's affairs, which are surely in very great peril. Under

takes, with the consent of Pace, to make it appear that the enterprize

"shall not be so pernicious to your most worthy father, which hath

not only ventured his life in the same

as now appeareth to many, nor yet to you his son, so dispieasant as

many would." Hopes his services will be taken in good part, con

sidering the greatness of the crisis, and that his joint commission

with Pace " is in manner buried till it may revive." Hopes to give

more full information in his next. If he has misconducted himself,

is willing to suffer for it. Written at ,11 May 1516.

Hoi., pp. 3, mutilated. Add. and endd.

1 1 May. 1872. Francesco Sforza Duke of Bari to Henry VIII.

Vit. B. m. 30. Is grieved to hear of the ill successes in Italy, as much for th«

B. M. King's sake as his own. Trent, 11 May.

Hoi., Lat., p. 1, mutilated. Add.

11 May. 1873. Francesco [Sforza Duke of Bari] to Wolsey.

Vit B. xix. 68*. Laments the ill success of affairs in Italy. Thinks that matters

B. M. can be remedied only by Hen. VIII. Trent, 11 May 1516. Signa

ture mutilated.

P. 1, mutilated. Add.: Reverendissimo, &c. Cardinali Eboracensi.

Endd. : Dux Barry, xj. Maij.
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11 May. 1874. Hadrian Cardinal St. Chrysogon to Wolsey.

Vit B. hi. 31. Understands by the letters of Chierigati, the Apostolic nuncio,

B. M. of Wolsey's friendship to him, now that he has discovered the

falsehood of his maligners. After his departure from Milan the

Emperor crossed the Adda, and is now in the Trentine mountains

with Sion, waiting for the pay for the Swiss. Letters came on the

29th April that a large sum of money had reached the castle of

G . . . ., where the Emperor would shortly be. This day the

rumor is denied. The Swiss have taken their guns to Brescia,

and are going to Verona. If their pay does not come, they will

leave tomorrow, and the French will command Italy. Many false

rumors are told, and letters intercepted. Peace prevails in Naples.

The Sicilians say they will not have anything to do with the

Spaniards (?); they have, however, themselves to the King

Catholic. Pirates swarm from Taracina to Pisa. A fleet of them

lately attacked the port of Corneto, and then took post at Mount

Argentario near Corneto, where the writer was born. They consist

of Turks and Moors from Africa. Rome, 1 1 May.

Hoi., Lat., pp. 2. Add.

11 May. 1875. News.

B. O. Extract " ex literis secretarii illius amici," dated Mechlin, the

11th inst.

Is to tell Count Ticionus secretly that the writer is sorry to see

his majesty's affairs managed so badly, and in his judgment the

English ambassadors do not treat matters skilfully with the Em

peror. If some remedy be not found, fears the result. The Emperor

is well inclined to the King. Begs his recommendations to the King

and Cardinal of York. Hopes they will not listen to any ill reports

against him. Headed: "ii."

Lat, p. 1.

12 May. 1876. Extracts from the Bp. of Worcester's Letters,

Vit. B. in. 210. [xy-] May.

B. M. Sends the bull of safeconduct for the Council, published in the

last sessions but not yet printed. Defers sending the other bull,

for the reformation of Italy, till next post. The Council must send

a fitting mandate of adherence to the Lateran Council, which the

Pope understands was done long since, and is surprised was never

exhibited. Supposes Wolsey was offended because in the said

mandate he was simply called " orator." Insists on the difference

between the dignities of "orator" and " cardinal " in the Roman

ceremonial- Thinks he was right in refusing. Advises the ap

pointment should not be given to any Cardinal. Some proctor

must be appointed for the English clergy. If what he wrote in

cipher be concluded, the Pope will expect a splendid embassy,

such as befits a prince who has gained a victory over two kings.

Poland and Portugal have both sent splendid missions. In the

train of Portugal there are forty collars (torquati). Money must

be sent two months beforehand to find proper lodgings. The

Emperor is very anxious to have Cardinal Gurck appointed legate

for Germany. The Consistory will not consent, urging the dis

sensions which will arise. Gurk has left in great dudgeon. He

told the writer that he was unpopular for having advised the

Emperor to make terms with France, which he stoutly denies.

Lat., pp. 2, mutilated.
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1 2 May. 1877. Pace to Wolsey.

K. 0. Wrote three letters from the city of Lodi of the Emperor's

sudden and wilful departure from Milan, which he might have

taken had he stayed two days. He has left the Swiss at Lodi till

he return with a greater army and more ammunition, none of

which he left with the Swiss. As he does not keep his word, and

his soldiers in Brixia have intercepted 25,000 florins of the King's

money, they have gone to Bergamo. News came that the Car

dinal of Sion had been sent as the Emperor's lieutenant, and was

bringing the money ; at which the Swiss were so much delighted

they ran to Pace's house saying they would fight the French with

out the Emperor. The Cardinal brought only 21,000 florins ;

at which they murmured, saying they were deceived. The

French, hearing that 7,000 or 8,000 had left, drew near to Ber

gamo with the Venetians, compelling Pace and others to evacuate.

The Swiss prepared to fight. Killed several Frenchmen with our

artillery ; the rest fled. There was no pursuit for want of cavalry.

The Swiss advanced to Bixausane, where Sion, the Count Cariate

and Pace were put in prison, charged with deceiving them. Sion

was in great danger of his life. The same night a messenger

arrived with [3]2,000 florins, when they were all delivered. Next

day came Leonarde Friscobalde with sufficient pay for three

months.

Galeazzo could not leave Brescia on account of the Venetians,

but got away by night. Went down to the Lake di Garda, and

came to Pace by water. Hears the Emperor will not join them

any more. The Swiss cannot prosecute the war without him, but

promise they won't join the« French. The Emperor is now in

the field with only a small force sent to defend Verona and Brixia.

Wrote to Wolsey from Bergamo, who will be glad to hear of the

arrival of his four letters. Hears they are intercepted, as throw

ing the blame on the Emperor. He is so degraded, it signifies

not whether he is a friend or enemy; as Pope Julius said of him,

" Imperator est levis et inconstans, alienee pecuniae semper mendicus

quam male consumit in venandis camuciis, et tanien conciliandus

nomine diaboli et pecunia ei semper est danda." As Lord Gale

azzo writes at this time in ciphers, to be declared by Mr. Anchises,

does not repeat what he wrote from Bergamo. Received yester

day his letters of 22nd April, with a copy of the King's and Wol-

sey's to the Emperor and Sion. Sir Rob. Wingfield delivered it.

Trent, 12 May.

P.S—The Emperor was never driven back by the French army,

as Wolsey has heard, but retreated voluntarily and shamefully.

The French never dared cope with the Swiss.

Hoi., pp.W. The two last leaves found apart in different

places ; the address attached to a wrong letter. Add. : Tho.

Card. Ebor. Endd. %

12 May. 1878. [Pace to Wolsey.]

Vit B. xix. 63. There was lately shewed him a proposal from the Emperor to

B. M. make the King his adopted son, and give him the [duchy] of

Milan. Thinks the offer a delusive one ; for, however friendly the

Emperor might be, it is hard to see how the whole empire would

consent to it, " or suffre thys diguitie to be [de]latidde owte off this

nation." The name of the Emperor is all the glory of Almayn ;
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[Pace to Wolset]—cont.

and if the King should accept the honour, there might grow dis

sension between his grace and Admires the Em

peror's purpose to leave it to one more worthy to [have] it than

himself. Thinks, though the Emperor may give investiture of the

duchy of Milan to the right heir, he cannot take it from him law

fully. It would cost the King more to keep it than it was worth,

for the people would never be content except with a Duke of the

house of Sforza. It would, therefore, be better for the King to

put in the right heir. The Cardinal of Sion wishes to put aside

the Uuke, fearing he would not treat him well ; whereas Pace

knows that lie would deal with him as the King and Wolsey should

command him. Has learned since coming hither not to trust the

Emperor's promises. Has come to Trent to meet the Emperor

this day by his desire, who has ■ declared to him that he will

never desert the King, and has never practised with France.

Nevertheless, one of the Emperor's secretaries has informed him

that the Pope's ambassador here has proposed a peace between

the Emperor and the French King. The former replied that he

could make peace when he pleased without the Pope's interven

tion, and that if he did it would be to his holiness's destruction.

Whether this answer be good or evil, leaves to Wolsey's con

sideration. Trent, 12 May.

Hoi., pp. 4.

12 May. 1879. Pace to Wolsey.

R. O The bearer arrived according to Hesdyn's arrangement, but too

late. He offered 100,000 marks to renew the enterprise, and had

made provision already of 150,000 fl. in Augsburg. Will meddle

with no such things without Wolsey's commission. Knows no

other that could have made such an offer to any sovereign. Has

given him a memorial for Wolsey. Highly recommends him for

his confidence and liberality. Trent, May 12.

P.S.—The bearer can show the order and receipt of the King's

money. Mr. Leonard Friscobald sent his servant post with Pace's

letters of the 12th promising to be with Wolsey in two or three

days.

Hoi., pp. 3. Add. : Rv°, &c. Thoma; St*. Cecilia;, &c.

12 May. 1880. Pace to Wolset.

K. O. Whatever letters he may receive from the Emperor or others,

none are to be trusted except the Lord Galeas. The French have

borrowed 200,000 francs brought by the general of Normandy

into Milan. The Swiss have taken leave of him. Incloses their

letter for the King. Trent, 12 May.

Hoi., p. 1. Add. >

May. 1881. [The Swiss Captains] to Henry VIII.

Vit. B. six. 62. " Causam disccssus nostri a D. Galeas

B. M. vicecomes dux simul et pater n Paceus

majestatis vestra; apiid nos orator q majestati vestrae

rclinquimus. Nos tantum invictis[sima] .... diccmus earn nobis

in omnibus promissis suis libcralissim " They are

always ready faithfully to serve the King in order to relieve
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their country from the perfidious intrigues (tractatut) of the French.

Trent, May '16.

Hoi., Lat., p.\, mutilated. Add.: Christianissimo atque invic-

tissimo Angliaj et Francis Regi, domino nobis colendissimo.

12 May. 1882. For Cuthbert Tunstall, LL.D.

S. B. To be Master of the Rolls, with the house of converts annexed,

and a cask or two pipes of Gascon wine annually. Del. Westm.,

12 May 8 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 2.

12 May. 1883. Erasmus to Bilibald Pi iickheimeb.

Pirk. Epist. xxx. 22, Is preparing for his journey. The New Testament is finished

at last. St. Jerome is rapidly approaching completion. Is now

printing his treatise, De Institutione Principis. Basle, postridie

Pentecostes, 1516.

13 May. 1884. [Sir Rob. Wingfield] to Henry VIII.

Vit 11. xix. 65. Wrote from Treut the .... of this month, " and with the same a

B. M. lettyr silffe daye from the Cardenall

Sedun directed to [bearing! daatc at Veroone the Xth

of the same, which and the coinprysid in the same was

of soo greett importance .... perceeyvynge that my trust is,

thoow the sayde Carden[aH's writing] is much dificill to be redde,

youre highnesse and counc[il] hath used diligence to perceyve and

pyke owght the pith in such wise, that I, which have nott

hethirto ben prompft] or redy to accuse, neede in thoose matters to

wryte moore ampy[lly]." For though Wingfield knows as much of

the King's affairs as others, yet, as the charge has been committed to

them, he will remit the answer to them. Doubts not that the King

will be satisfied with hiin, considering that the charge entrusted to

him (now more than six years ago) was chiefly to break the alliance

which then existed between the Emperor and the Freuch King

Lewis; to repair the breach between the Emperor, Pope Julius, and

the Catholic King, and to conserve the amity between the Emperor

and Hen. VIII. ; all of which has been brought about, " I beinge the

only instrumentc in the to wyrke and conveeye the same;

and the fy[rst] that is to saye the dysolvinge of

amyte nott only ben much vigilant and cawte but

also usyd my witt and power to kepe theym dissevyrd and to con

serve the amytie of such as were in my charge." Owing to his

services, the friendship of the Emperor with France, and that

between France and the Catholic King hang upon the will of

Henry VIII. He therefore prays the King's protection against

those who desire to " greve and hyndyr " him. •*••••

" And because that, as I esteme Mastir Pace

.... mastyr much ampylly afflyr his manner I in myn

.... advyse youre highnesse what I have don . . . . "

Of the sums of money sent to these parts for the p[ayment ofJ

" or rather traffick with " the Swiss, has consented at different

times to apply part in such things, as have seemed to others, less

perfectly informed than himself, to be the Emperor's proper affairs ;

but which he knew to be " perfectly comune " to both him and

Henry VIII. But, supposing the Emperor's affairs and the King's

were " particular and separate," it should be remembered that the
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[Sir Rob. Wingfield] to Henrt VIII.—cont.

Emperor has helped the enterprise in times of need with his own

mon[ey] as far as he could. For example, the money purveyed

for the payment of the Almayns and Spaniards he caused to be

delivered] to Pace for the Swiss; which has caused the Almayns and

Spaniards such indignation that now at the departing of the Swiss

they would have all abandoned the Emperor, had not the Card.

Sion promised payment to them out of the residue of the King's

money. The good Cardinal remains at Verona as pledge, to redeem

whom, and to show that the King is unwilling that the Emperor

shall lose Brescia and Verona [in] default of his help, he has " nott

oonly consentid to delyver alle the sum [that remayjnyth in the

subvention of the arme hooly at this daye reducte in

to Veroone but, at the advice of the Cardinal,

order has been given in the King's name to provide 60,000 fl. " of

the Ryn " to enable the Emperor to reinforce his army and take the

field again. Though the Emperor's affairs in Italy are in as great

peril as Wingfield ever knew them, yet the enemy will be in worse

if the Emperor's army be reinforced ; for they both suffer want of

money, and fear Henry's invasion of France; a very slight rumour

of which will suffice to make them withdraw from Italy ; and if

this happen, money enough could soon be found to provide an army

to pursue them, and to remain some months.

Touching the said " ordonnance " given by himself and Pace to

" the said " Leonard [Friscobald] without authority from the King,

Leonard has obtained an obligation from the Emperor and others

for the repayment of the " said sum." When Leonard sends in his

account, will inform the King of the amount delivered to the

Emperor above the 20,000 crowns given him by Henry VIII. The

causes which have brought the enterprise into such peril are—

(1.) Though the Emperor had kept his ambassador four years

with the Swiss to restrain them from joining with France, and

Pace the King's ambassador has been with them for the same pur

pose, " surely in hadd not ben for shame, to

witt so many greet offyrs maade themperor

and you, in which thoow they hadd noo grett hoope yitt they dyd

cumulate Emperour, which they knew well was ....

trustynge that yiff he grauntyd to the same

a good occasion to leve hym and joyne with France

the thingis grauntid, for well they knew that it

his ease to performe theeym, in which theeyhad nott ben

yiff at the poyntc the sayde grauntis had nott ben performed [with]

youre money," as will appear by Pace's account. At last when

they saw they had no occasion to leave the Emperor they sud

denly determined to serve hi[m] ; " for as touching your highness

they would scantly believe that [the] matter was of effect, con

sidering that the French being amongst them preached continually

of the entire and faithfully amity that is betwixt their King and

you." Numbers of captains came, offering to seal indentures and

bring footmen, but according to their own laws and without diminu

tion. They also insisted, that the Emperor should go in [person]

with them, and thinking there would not be enough money for the

second month of their pay they must needs go to Italy by such a

circuit that the first month would be ended before they arrived there

and return . . . the same if they were not " putt in certeynte " by

a payment on account of the second month before the first should

have expired. "Which was proved 'in deed; for where the first

month be[gan] the 15th day of February, and they arrived in this
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city the second d[ay] of March, from whence the captains would

not depart till they had distributed amongst them four or five . . .

and the 9th day they would not pass the river of . . [till] they had

received 4,000 florins." At last, after being .... paid, four

thousand of them left within three days' journey of Milan, four or

five days after the remainder followed, having received full pay

ment for the third month, which does not expire until the 15th of

the present month.

He attributes the ruin of the enterprise to want of money and

gunpowder. The expense to the Emperor of maintaining a war

for nine years as Archduke of Austria against the Venetians, and

this year against the Venetians and French united, was insupport

able. The season was also unfavorable. He took no artillery but

field-pieces for want of beasts and powder. The Viceroy of Naples

did him great injury by carrying off the bridge that remained at

Verona, and all the gunpowder. Now, however, the enterprise

seems more likely to do well than when he began to write, for the

Emperor has sent to tell him that 400 spears are on their way to

him from Naples, paid for four months. Trent, [13] May 1516.

Hoi., pp. 7, mutilated. Add. Endd. : Sr Robt. Wyngfild,

xiij. May.

May. 1885. The War in Italy.

Vit. B. m. 32. " The copy of which came

B. M. from Trent, and the which servant from the beginning to

the ending, and departed day of this present month

of May."

The Emperor had never more than 15,000 Swiss,

" Hans knyghts " and 2,500 horse. The French and Venetians

challenged him, but on his coming retreated to Milan. On Easter

Eve he left Caravassa for Arivolta on the Adda, the French and

Venetians being posted on the other side, who had cut the river

to prevent any bridge being made. The French fled on his

crossing, and drew back to Milan, where they were refused admis

sion. They then fled to the castle, the Venetians being compelled to

remain in the garden. Next day the Emperor went to Fontenello,

stayed there two days ; when he received an invitation to dinner

from the Duke [of Bouroon]. Knowing his cracks and boasts, the

Emperor sent him no answer. The Duke sent another messenger,

asking him why he did not come,—that he would come and break

fast with the Emperor tomorrow. On this, being the third day of

Easter, the Emperor set forth. The Swiss entered at Porto

Rencia. The Emperor was on foot with a moris pike in his

hand. He then sent to the Duke, saying he would come, to sup

with him, and told him to come out ; but the Duke said it was not

his time.

The Swiss disobeyed his wish to retire to Fontanella, but were

at last compelled, to their great displeasure. Had they stayed

two days, the town must have yielded for lack of victuals. The

Emperor was afraid the Swiss would sack the town. The Swiss,

without leave, retired to Body [Lodi] ; on which the Emperor sent

reinforcements under Antonio Colonna, but before they arrived

the Swiss had taken Lodi and killed all the men and children they

found there, at which the Emperor was greatly displeased, saying

they would have done the same at Milan, and he wished to conquer

Italy another way, and not with cruelty. On this he retreated to
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The War in Italy—cont.

Bergamo, towards which place the Swiss retired, and wished to

sack it, though it had made a composition with the Emperor.

They stayed here till they had nothing to eat, waiting for their

pay from England, which had been sent to Brescia, and taken by

the lanzknechts and Spaniards to pay themselves with. Mean

while the Emperor went to Valdesona, where Leonard Frescobald

arrived with the money. The Swiss made Galeazzo and Pace

prisoners for their pay, which came to Wingfield at Trent, who

despatched it to the Emperor at Reyna, where Sion then was, who

took it to the Swiss. Sion is hated for having forged letters appoint

ing him general of all the Swiss. They refused obedience, pre

ferring Pace and Visconte. They arrived at Trent on Whitsun

even, on very bad terms with the Emperor. Propositions for a

new expedition. The writer left the Emperor on the 13th. He

had ordered them to be ready for a new enterprise, but the Duke

of Milan, Galeazzo and Pace are gone into Switzerland to prepare

them. Pace has desired 60,000 fl. of Leonard Friscobald over and

above the money received.

Pp. 4, badly mutilated.

14 May. 1886- Sir Ric. Jerninqham to Henry VIII.

R. O. Has received his letters discharging Sir Edw. Benstede of the

office of treasurer of Tournay, and appointing himself in his room.

Will do his best notwithstanding his little experience. The works

of the citadel are going well forward. The Lord Lieutenant writes

to the King by Sir Edw. Benstede. Tournay, 14 May.

Hoi., p. I. Add.

14 May. 1887- [The Earl of Shrewsbury] to Sir Thomas [Alen].

Shreweb. MSS. Thanks him for the baked conger, "which was very good and

P. f. 25. sweet." Sends money for hangings made by Mr. Hart at Tournay.

Coll. of Arms. J]as spoken with Mr. Th. Babington, who thinks it best that Alen

Lodge, 1. 10. should not be too hasty in knowing my lord Cardinal's pleasure

touching the Earl's coming up to London. Is out of horses and

servants. Kept his bed yesterday. The sickness was so extreme at

Wingfield that he has put away all his horse-keepers, and turned

his horses to grass. [Alen] is to keep in the Cardinal's sight,

and, if he asks about the Earl, to say, " I have sent the substance

of all my servants to their friends, saving only twelve or six

teen, which I have here with me."

Corrected draft, pp. 3.

15 May. 1888. Maximilian to Henry VIII.

R. O. Has received his letters dated 16 April. The ambassadors on

both sides will more fully inform the King of the communication

made them by the Emperor. Trent, 15 May 1516. Signed.

Lat. Vellum. Add.

15 May. 1889. [Maximilian] to [Henry VIII.]

Vit. B. xix. 69. " periculum quod iminebat nedum nobis et ser

B. M. Christianitati sy ilia expedicio interrumperetur, ideo [induximus]

oratores serenitatis vestraj ad obligendum se una nobi[scum pro

lx. mill.] florenorum, cum nos omnia nostra et personam nostrum . . .et omnino hanc expeditionem prosequi intendi[mus]
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rog.imus cnixe sorenitatem vestram velit hanc

rem probare pecuniis satisfucere in termino

promisso per no [comjmendatum habere

FriscobaldumLeonardum,qui persona[m suani] pro servitio utriusque

nostrum posuit in mangnum di[scrimen], et ulterius piovidere ad

beneplacitum serenitatis vestra et de bona

voluntate sua admouere. Et omnia lae[ius] a suis et nostro oratoribus

sercnitas vestra intelliget." Trent, 15 May 1516.

Hoi., p. 1, mutilated.

15 May. 1890. Maximilian to Wolsey.

E. O. Has received his letter of 16th April, exhorting him to continue

the war. Has done his very utmost not to leave the victory in the

hands of the enemy, but thinks every thing possible with England's

help. Was obliged to retreat as the enemy would not come out,

and his army were hampered for want of pay and provisions. Has

written to his ambassador touching steps to be taken for the re

newal of the enterprise. Refers him to the letters of the two

ambassadors of Henry VIII. and Wolsey, [Wingfield, and Pace].

Begs him to encourage the King to persist. Trent, 15 May 1516,

31 Max. Signed.

Lat., p. 1. Add.

15 May. 1891. Maximilian to [Wolsey].

Vit. B. xix. 69*. Has written to the King that, in consequence of the critical

B. M. state of affairs, he had induced the English ambassadors to be

come sureties along with himself for 60,000 fl. Hopes Henry will

approve, as he ventures his own person and fortunes. Commends

Leonard Friscobahl to the King. Fuller details will be given by

the Emperor's and the King's ambassadors. Trent, 15 May 1516,

" manu propria."

Hoi., Lat., p. 1.

15 May. 1892. Extracts from Letters.

R. O. Of Jacobo Gallarate, ambassador of the Duke of Barl with

the Emperor.

The Duke is at Trent,—desires Anehises to give his compliments

to the King and Wolsey, and tell them to proceed energetically in

restoring him to his dominions. He will repay the expenses, and

lay himself at his majesty's feet. Trent, 9 May.

ii. Of Saxo [Galeazzo ?] Visconti.

The French have entirely destroyed the palace of Galeazzo Vis

conti, and stuck up a notice at the corner where the wall stood, " Hcec

erat dornus Galcatii Vicecomitis." The Italians are exceedingly

exasperated, and look anxiously to England for help. Galeazzo has

spent 15,000 crowns {scut.), but of the 500 English crowns per

mensem has not touched a penny. Trent, 1 5 May.

iii. Of Galeazzo Visconti.

The Emperor, being in great straits, urgently demanded of the

English ambassadors 60,000 fl. Wingfield assented ; Pace refused,

as the army was broken up, and was threatened by the imperial

agents for being the occasion of the Emperor's treating with France.

They deny that this was the Emperor's meaning. Pace was carried

sick to the Emperor, and at last consented, on condition that the

Emperor would write to the King with his own hand. Galeazzo's

house destroyed by the French. Trent, 15 May.

2. MM
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EXTKACTS FROM LETTERS COJlt.

iv. Of the same date[?]—

Galeazzo is going to the Swiss. The Pope is sending a nuncio

to the King ; must be stirred up. The Cardinal Sta. Maria is to

be written to, to keep the Pope well disposed, who must be

warned to desist from making war against the Duke of Urbino.

" Casar furiis line causa ducitur, et nimium in lileras proruit.

Postea ex genlibus utriusquc potest uti usus contra Gallos; et

hoc in tilIn in recordat et exhortat fieri debere." Pace is to go to

Augsburg. Galeazzo has been deprived of all his horses by the

French. Begs the King will let him have four good hobbies, and

that Wolsey will oblige him also. He is only a boy of sixty years

old, and needs nags that go easy. Leonard and Philip Frescobald

are much devoted to the King's service.

Lat., pp. 3. In the hand ofAnch. Visconti.

16 May.

Shrewsb. MSS.

P. f. 13.

Coll. of Arms.

1893. Sir Ric. Sacheverell to the Earl of Shrewsbury.

Was asked to dinner today by the Duke of Buckingham, along

with Lord Hastings and Master Vowse. " At supper I was with

his grace, where it liked him to walk into ys garden, and to take

me by the harm, and began to break with me as followeth :

' Sacheverll, the cause that I sent for you is to let you know part

of my mind. The last day at the court it fortuned my Lord

Cardinal and me to sit together without any company, [w]here he

brake with me that I should let my son come to the King and the

Queen, and to be acquainted. And I said to him that I had but

one son, wherefore I would be loth he should come . . browed,

specially for dread of contageous if he had once a wife

and a child he would no[t] him.' And he axsed, ' Why do

ye not marry him' said he wist not where. And he an

swered, say[ing, ' My La]dy Salisbury has a good young lady to

her [daughter.' A]nd I said I thought it were not

[he]r daughter that I would axke, and if she did, she must lere

(live) the morebarly monny yerres. Then my Lord Cardinal should

say, ' What sai[th he] be my Lord Steward's ? Else I know none

within these parts.' Then said my Lord of Buckingham, 'Nay,

my lord, I know my Lord Steward's mind, that he will never

marry his son without the advice of the King's grace, and there

as shall be his pleasure.' 'Why, my lord,' saith he, 'this dare

I promise you, that if my Lord Steward were here, the King's

grace would speak to him with all his heart ; and if he come not

shortly, his grace will write to him with all his heart. It were

both to the King's honor and surety to see you two knit together.

And this shall I say that if ye vary in anything the King shall

give the stroke betwixt you himself.' "

The Duke then proposed to Sacheverell cross marriages between

his son and the Earl's daughter, the Earl's son and his daughter ;

" and to meddle with you 1,000 marks [better cheap'than] with

any other. And when all this wa[s] done, his grace

moved me to write and .... your lordship, and he would bear

my ma .... And I answered that I knew not whether I should

find shortly I trust to be delivered, and then I w[ould

spea]ke with you in all the premises, but my owns[war he would

not] accept, but needs that I should send without delay ; and he

is content to tarry till Monday come se'nnight for to have know-

lege of this matter."—No news but that " my Lord of Nor[thum
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berland] came forth of the F[l]eet on Saturday," and was with the

King on Wednesday in his privy chamber.

The jousts are to be on Monday and Tuesday : challengers, the

King, Suffolk, the [Earl of Essex, Sir George] Carewe ; " the

defenders who w . . . . I here no thenc [b]ehond the se

(beyond the sea ?) nother of the Fr[ench] King nor of the

not lately, but I hear that my Lord of Sowthfoke with t[he

French] Queen depart shortly into Northfowke and Sow[thfowke,

there to rest much of this summer. I hear nothing the

King's grace will this summer. My Lord Cardinal is [disea]sed

ond has been this two days, so [that] he comes not abroad nor my

Lord of Durham, but no da[ngerj."—Buckingham is in great

favor, and says the Earl is as much beholden to my Lord Cardinal

as he can be.—Is glad the Earl, my lady and the little, are so well

escaped the foul sickness. " My lord, I beseech you, come no more

there this summer. Your lordship is wise, and if ye should go

thither again many would speak of it." London, 16 May.

Hoi., pp. 4, mutilated. Add. : To my singular .... my Lord

1 6 May. 1894. Mountjoy to [Henry VIII.]

Calig. E. ii. 77. Has received his letter by Lancaster herald, dated Greenwich,

B. M. 21 April, containing a pardon for Lacy. ■ Packman has been

hanged, drawn and quartered. Dissuades the King against having

his court sovereign in the Chancery in England, as too oppressive

to the inhabitants of Tournay. Will assist what he can in accom

plishing the restitution of Mortaigne. Does not advise large sums

to be paid to De Ligny for it. The Prince of Castile is offended

with him for his excessive demands. Have caused Sir Edw. Ben-

sted, late treasurer at Tournay, to make over his charge to Sir Ric.

Jerningham. Geo. Lawson is returning to England, and will give

account of the payment of the works. Desires that recompense

should be made to the inhabitants whose houses have been pulled

down. It will not exceed 1,1001. Will comply with the King's

pleasure that he should not leave Tournay till Michaelmas or All-

hallowtide. Gives an account of the money, and begs more.

Tournay, 16 May. Signed.

Pp. 5, mutilated.

16 May. 1895. Spinelly to Henry VIII.

Galba, B. vi. 34. Wrote on the 6th from Brussels. As the ambassadors were

B. M. ordered to follow at a day's journey behind the court for lack

of lodging he has not had leisure to write till now. Hears that

Sion with the army at Bergamo is going to return against the

French, but nothing is said of the Emperor. Messire Mercury,

chief captain of the stradiots with the Venetians, has been de

feated and taken prisoner. Those of Bergamo, who made a diffi

culty to pay 20,000 ducats to the Emperor, have been compelled to

pay 44,000. Was told last night by Berghes that the only cause

why the Council do not assist the Emperor is, that they fear his

prosperity might enable him to rule these countries at his will. Is

told the King means to leave his sister, the Lady Eleanor, gouver-

nante, pro forma saltern. The French commissioners, at the meeting

with Chievres and the Chancellor, stuck fast for the realm of Naples,

so that the latter took their leave, and are to be at Arras tonight,

where the court will be tomorrow. The Archduchess thinks new

communicatiops will be opened before the court leave Arras.

M M 2
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Spinelly to Henri VIII.—cont.

John. Austry, of Mechlin, newly called to the Prince's counsels,

told (Spinelly yesterday that the " going: on this side into France "

proceeds partly from fear, and partly from affection, but that little

good will be done with the French. A post is just come from

Noyon from the Great Master to the French ambassador, stating

that the French commissioners remain. Francis, it is said, will

shortly be at Paris, though Spinelly can hardly believe it by reason

of the affairs of Italy. The King has confirmed to Andreas de

Burgo his old pension, and promised him a new fee in Castile.

Hopes to hear soon how D'Isselsteiu has sped touching Gueldres.

The Abbot of St. Martin at Tournay has taken a cardinal for his

eoadjutator, and expects bulls from Rome. The French King

swears he will recover Naples. Douay, in Artois, x . . . of May.

Hoi., pp. 5, mutilated. Add.

16 May. 1896. Pace to Wolsey.

R. O. The Emperor, having the consent of Sir Rob. Wingfelde, desired

the bearer, Leonard Friscobald, to lend htm 60,000 fl. On Pace's

refusal to comply, he stated that he was sure the King of England

would not for that sum allow him to lose his honor and his cities in

Italy, and sent to Pace, then sick in bed, to say that if he would

not consent he would write to the King and declare that Pace had

ruined the whole enterprise, and had compelled him to make peace

with France. Had himself carried, sick as he was, into the Em

peror's presence ; remonstrated that whatever money was paid

• never came to the army ; but in the end, to prevent his union

with Frauce, Pace consented. Begs the bearer may be repaid; has

the Emperor's bond for repayment : "sod Casar solvit ad Gracat

kalendas." The Emperor intends sending Hesdynge again into

England for money. He has kept back 1,200 sc. of the King's

money "for himself, and paid against the merchants' will (no cause

known why) 11,000 sc. with more." He dislikes Pace because he

will not consent to spend the King's money. The French have

sent one to poison the Duke of Bari, who has been punished for

his crime. Trent, 16 May.

Pp. 5. Add. : R°'° T. Card. T. Cecilia;, &c. Endd.

16 May. 1897. Julius Cardinal de Medicis to Wolset.

R. O. In behalf of Lewis de Rossis to' be coadjutor to John de Boys

Abbot of Tournay, for whom the Pope writes to the King of Spain.

Rome, 16 May 1516.

Lat., p. 1. Add. : D. Card. Eboracensi. Endd.

16 May. 1898. Silvester Bp. of "Worcester to Henry VIII.

r. o. In behalf of Lewis de Rosis of Lyons, recommended in the brief

that the Pope now sends to the King, to the coadjutorship of

St. Martin's, Tournay. Rome, 16 May 1516. Signed.

Lat., p. 1. Add. and endd.

J 6 May. 1899. For Cuthbert Tunstall, Master of the Rolls.

S. B. To cancel a recognizance of 120/., made by Humph. Stafford of

Codered, Herts., Sir Christ. Pykeryng of Kyllyngton, Westmorland

Sir Th. Burgh of Gayuesborugh, Line, jun., 6 March 5 Hen.VIII.

16 May 8 Hen. VIII.
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16 May. 1900. For Sir John Gyfford, Ralph Tomson and John

S. b. Hasilby, servants of Queen Katharine, and John

Watson, jun., of Weddesbury, Staff.

Wardship of Johu Smith, an idiot, son and heir of Ric. Smythe>

and custody of his possessions inBromwiche aud Weddesbury, Staff.

Del. Westm., 16 Mav 8 Hen.VIII.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p'l, in. 2.

•u

16 May. 1901. For Sir Peter Eggecombe, Sir Nich. Wadham of

p. s. Merefeld, Somers., and John Wyse of Sydenham

Maverey, Devon.

Release of their recognizance of 500 marks, made 3 Dec.

7 Hen. VIII., before the Barons of the Exchequer, on condition that

the said Peter give up possession of the manors of Collaton Ralegh,

Wythecombo Ralegh, lJollam and Fyrdell, Devon, parcel of the

possessions of Wimond Ralegh, and the person of Walter Ralegh,

fon and heir of the said Wimond. Greenwich, 6 May 8 Hen.VIII.

Del. Westm., 16 May 8 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. jo. 1, m. 2.

17 May. 1902. [Sir Rob. Wingfield] to Henry VIII.

Vit. B. xix. 70. Wrote from Trent the .... of this month. Wishes he could

B. M. be present when the King receives this letter, so as to prevent

any misinterpretation of his words and of the Emperor's inten

tion, and also that he might know how the King has taken his

letters, having had very few answers. Would undergo any

punishment for his temerity if he could not satisfy Henry.

" [Thi]s daye in the morning" the Emperor sent for him, and, no

other person being present, expressed himself to the following

effect (Wingfield professes to give his very words) :—Though he

had written with his own hand to the King and Wolsey, and sent

instructions to his ambassador in England, and was about to send

Hesdyng thither, yet, knowing Wingfield's influence with the King,

he would confide to him what he made no other man privy to, viz.,

" First, I desire you to make my most hearty and affectuous

recommendations unto my most dear and well beloved brother, the

King your master, which by word doth call me father ; and I do

call him son, which I do take right gladly upon me, and that by

reason of years ; for in effect his bounty, kindness, affection, and

comfort hath been and is so med'rcinable to me, that he is to be

esteemed and taken for my father, and I for his son: insomuch that

he shall be sure to have me at all times and in all points that may

be in my power as glad and as desirous to advance all that may be

to his honour aud laud as though I were his proper son, and also in

all things that may be to his weal and surety as though I were his

natural nnd lygytyme father; and so I require him in most hearty

wise to take me." He acknowledges that not only cities but realms

of his have been saved by Henry's assistance, and considers that

with a little further assistance lie will be successful. His army

will soon take the field again ; for, owing to the 20,000 florins he

sent to the Swiss, 3,500 men are coming to join him. The enemy

will probably make little resistance, and as Henry has formerly

urged him to make pence with the Venetians,* he now offers to do

• This passage is marked in the margin by a different hand.
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[Sir Rob. Wingfield] to Henry VIII.—cont.

so on whatever terms Henry thinks reasonable. Thus the Pope,

" which hangith no[w in doubt], shall be more quick to join with

the more hoolson [side]," as also will the Swiss. He offers to

grant Henry the duchy of Milan ; but Henry must accept " the

adoption which I have made of him," and the empire which Maxi

milian has promised to resign to him, at such time and place as

shall be agreed between them.

■*■ 2. He begs Henry's assistance in inducing his nephew (Charles)

to join them against the common enemy.

3. He desires that Henry will " breeke warre with Fraunce" as

soon as possible, for by that means alone can the " enterprise of

the duchy of Meleeyn " be brought to the desired conclusion.

Hemy should cross the sea with 2,000 horse and 4,000 archers, to

Ypyr in Flanders, thence by Tournay, Mons, Namur, Marche and

Bascoyne in Luxemburg, to Treves, " where I will nott f[ayl]

and also all the electours and pryncis

nott oonly shall be accomplished my [resignation

of the] empyre and the investure of the dwchye ofM[eleeyn ....

, but] there shall be an arme alredy prepaaryd, with ....

and all oothir thinge nessessary to entyr

into Fran[ce of which] arme I woolde my broother

shulde leeve the Dwke of Su[ffolke] or some other prince to be

the captain," the Emperor accompanying it " as a superatendente,"

while [Henry] passes with 1,000 horse and 1,000 archers through

the Emperor's territory to a city in the mountains called Coyre, the

bishop of which is the Emperor's subject and friend ; then through

the bishoprick to the lake of Combe, 25 miles from Milan. The

Emperor will then proceed with him to Rome, where he shall be

crowned Emperor. He will then be in a position to make as honor

able a peace with France as ever any of his ancestors were ; or if

not, he may fight until he recover the cr[own], to attain which he

would have the aid of the Pope and of all Christian princes.

After the Emperor had finished his discourse, [he and Wingfield_

" arguyed somewhat uppon the same. He 6hewid [me that same_

mornynge he had gevyn awdyence to [an£l.

that by such overture, as he had made, there appeared that [the] sai<

Duke doth yet doubt what end the _affairs of Italy shall take,"

and would gladly, as subject and kinsman of the Emperor and the

French King, help to make peace between them. But the Emperor

will conclude no peace without the consent of Henry, " or elles it

shall be perfectly sene and knowin that he is destitute and aban-

dond of alle succours, and thanne noo remedy but patience."

The above matters are so important he will add nothing to them.

Trent, 17 May 1516.

Hoi., pp. 4, mutilated. Add. and endd.

17 May. 1903. For Chas. Bothe, elk, LL.D.

S. B. Custody of the temporalities of the bishopric of Hereford during

its voidance by the death of Richard [Mayhew]. Del. Westm.,

17 May 8 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 11.

18 May. 1904. Spinelly to HeneyVIII.

Galha, B. iv. 63. Wrote last on the 16th from Dowey. The King made his entry

B. M. into Arras .... After supper Spinelly visited [the Chancellor],
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and this morning Chievres. Gives their account of their going

to Noyon and the conferences there. Not being able to come to

any conclusion touching the kingdom of Naples, they agreed to

another meeting in ten weeks' time, when they hope their master

will have gone to Spain. They report the extreme hatred

the French bear to England. It is thought very strange the

French should have hoped to gain anything by the meeting, or that

two such persons should have been sent on this side without first

knowing the object. Spindly thinks they only wanted to keep the

French quiet till their King should arrive in Spain. He believes

the French will overreach them.

The Duke of Gueldres is increasing his power in Friesland. He

only sent his steward to Noyon, who said he had not received his

commission, and the French offered " if this King would send to

Paris and his rights and tytres, they shall cause those of Gueldres

to go thydre," which Chievres and the Chancellor declined, seeing

that they intended " to pay many great promises with fair words."

It shows their suspicions are aroused that Chievres and the Chan

cellor say their master should co-operate with England to prevent

the Swiss joining the French. They have little confidence in the

Emperor, but speak better of him than they did. They say the Em

peror will have a difficulty in keeping Brescia without dividing his

army, and " specyaly doubting his magest[y] . . . . tel

in this second enterpricc against the Frenchemen." They have

letters from him this morning, however, saying he was determined

to go in person. The Venetians have engaged to pay x . . . .

footmen to the French for six months. There is incredible

poverty in France. The French are much displeased about Tour-

nay. The King will write to his ambassadors in England to com

municate with Henry. Arras, 18 May 1516.

Andrew de Burgo told him yesterday he expected to be sent to

England.

Hoi., pp. 5, mutilated. Add. and endd.

18 May. 1905. K. Bp. of Ostia Cardinal St. George to Wolsey.

B. O. In favor of Bernardus, son of Raphael Ganotus of Savona, who

has been long trading in London, and desires to be made a denizen

(fieri denexmi civis). Rome, 18 May 1516. Signed.

Lat., p. 1. Add. : Tho. Card. Ebor. Endorsed in a 17th cen

tury hand, apparently Agarde's : Non rejiciendas literas Latinae.

18 May. 1906. [Sforza] to Wolsey.

VU.B. xx. 48. "D. Ricardus Paceus secretarius vester de rebus hujus curia;

B. M. harumque regionum nihil incog quia taincn ex eodem

Domino Ricardo percepi magnificum [D. Leonardum] Friscobaldum

nuntium regium esse reverendissimaB dom. vestras

in Angliam redeunti dixi aliqua memorato R supplico

ut in cunctis qua; ipse Dominus Leonardus . . . [fidem] illi, &c.

praobere dignetur." [18] May 1516. Signed.

Add. : Cardinali. Eboracen., &c.

P. 1, much mutilated and blackened.

18 May. 1907- To Sir Ric. Jernyngham, treasurer of Tournay.

S. B. To pay John Russell, spear in the city of Tournay, 6/. 13*. 4d.,

to be employed by him in " making of a tilt within our said city."

Greenwich, 18 May 8 Hen. VTII.
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18 May. 1908. Ordnance.

Commission to Sir Sampson Norton, Autli. Nclc, Nick. Marlnnd,

Th. Twaytys, Christ. Conwcy, Brian Wilkynson and \Vm. Bris-

woodc to make inquiry concerning the ordnance, &c. of Calais,

and deliver it to Sir Wm. Skevyngton, Master of the Ordnance.

ii. Similar commission to Sir John Cutte, Sir Hen. Wyatt, Sir John

Daunce, Sir Ric. Cholmeley, Sir Sampson Norton, John M . . . . ,

Oliver Tournour and Anth. Neele, in respect to tho Tower of

London or vessels within its precincts. Westm., 18 May.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 2d.

19 May. 1909. [Sir Rob. Wingfield] to Henry VIII.

Vit. B. xix. 74. Wrote from Trent the [17th] of last month. As the letter was

B. M. of great importance, sends a duplicate with this. [This] day they

[Wingfield and Pace] have made a covenant with Mes. Leonard

Frysco[ bald], and have made him acquittances sealed and signed

by Wingfield and Pace. Today the Emperor sent for them, but

Mr. Pace, " whiche hathe kept his bedde five or six dayes as

[well] by meane of a dysease in his legge as oothir maladie,

a[ppeared] nott." Went, therefore, along with Leonarde only.

The Emperor explained to them what conclusion he had come to

with the Marquis of Brandenburg and the Signor M[ark] Antony

Colonna and his other captains, and gave them a bill of the number

and form of forces which are to set forth now, and what aid he

d[esires] of the King for their maintenance. Sends a [copy] with

this ; the original the Emperor sent to be delivered to Henry by Fris-

cobald, who departed post this day towards Augsburg " so that

the rest of the 60,000 fl. which he has g[otten] to provide, and paid

part already," may be sent speedily lest the army be idle. Before

they left, the Emperor " wento dow[n into the] garden, and sent for

Mr. Pace, " which wa before him," be not only ex

plained, as he had before done to Wingfield and Friscobaldi, but

shewed " a platte [pour]lrayid," and upon it the routes of the two

armies and their place of meeting, expecting not only a complete

victory over the French army, but its total destruction if it await

their union.

Just before their departure news arrived of an unsuccessful

assault upon Brescia by the Venetians. Reinforcements for the

garrison are expected there shortly, and preparations are being

made for victualling it, which is likely to be done the more easily

as the French army remains on the other side of the Abdwa, the

report here being that the companies of the Dnkc of Lorraine, and

of Mes. Rob. de la Marche, have returned into France to assist

Lorraine against the Earl Gerelsek, who is there with a large force.

The Emperor daily expects to hear whether the King " wyll trow-

byll Fraunce with the sayde arme or nott." Touchiug the Swissers

with the 35,000 who ben coming to the Emperor ofnew there shall be

in all upon 5,000, which [sha]ll pass in the Signor Mark Anthony

Columpnis company and they be not revoked by their superiors]

doubtid for tliemperour's ambassadours r

have advertised his majesty that the Frensshe

labour to the Swyssers that theey do not only

soldiers which ben in themperours wages but ....

do entermete to make a pence between themperonr ....

and that the French King may enjoy pesable [possession] of

Meleeyn, and he will give unto them in full satisfaction] of the

appointment made at Dogion (Dijon) 200,000 crowns, in so [much]
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that now they hold a diet at a place called Sucge (Zug) for [the]

same purpose."

The Emperor has sent to that diet the Bishop of Constance and

others to thwart the French designs, and to declare the answer

he gave to the French King, who offered peace on condition the

Emperor would suffer him to possess the duchy of Milan and

rest[ore] Brescia and Verona to the Venetians ; for " whilste

he shuldc t • in his hands, he neither might nor would

desist of m[aking] war with the Emperor as confederate to the

Signory of Ve[nice]." The Emperor replied that until he had

restored to him the duchy of Milan and the duchy of Ghe[ldres]

he would have no peace with him. If the Swiss " shall for cove-

[tousness to] attain the said cc.m. crowns, revoke the said fy[ve]

thowsand that ben now in stypende, there is no rem[edy but to]

restore the number with lanceknights, which w[ould be] done with

lesse coste and quikly spede the matter. [But it is to] be csteemyd

that the Swyssers will nott sho[rtly be induced] to serve France

ugainst the Emperor, [seeing that by him] they have been so well

entreated and paid for the [sa]id service ; and yiff so be that the

vclayns have noo respecte [but] to their own intemperate will and

unbiydylde covetise, there is no remedy but frunte the French and

them with lanceknights, and 1 t God work out the rest." Trent,

19 May 1516.

Pp. 4, mutilated. Add. : To the King's highr.csse. Endd. : Sir

Robert Wyngfild, xix. Maij.

1 9 May. 1910. For John Lord Berghes.

S. B. To attend as Henry's proctor at a chapter of the Golden Fleece

Bym. xiii. 548. to be held by the King of Spain, 8 June next. Greenwich, 19 May

8 Hen. VIII.

Fr. 8 lien. VIII. m. 10.

20 May. 1911. Lewis de Rossis, Prothonotary Apostolic to Hen. VIII.

R. O. Begs the King's favor in obtaining the eoadjutorship of the

Abbey of St. Martin's, Tournay, to which he has been nominated

by the Pope. Florence, 20 May 1516. Signed.

Lat., p. 1. Add. Endd.

20 May. 1912. Lewis de Rossis to Wolsey.

B. O. In the same behalf. Florence, 20 May 1516. Signed.

Lat., p. 1. Add.

20 May. 1913. Spinelly to [Wolsey].

Galba, B. n. 38. Wrote last to the King on the ISth. This morning received

B. M. Wolsey's letters dated Whitsunday, touching De la Pole and

Spinelly's going to Fowler at Antwerp. God knows what he has

done in the first matter at his own cost. Will send over Alamire

in all haste. Would have much to do to write everything touching

that matter, but will not spare ink or paper when there is anything

of consequence. Would be loath to put any man's life in danger

on a mere report. But where anything is to the King's prejudice

will spare none. Was told yesterday by the Chancellor that, at

Noyon, Jehanlis said to him that Rob. Latimer is delivered out of

prison, that he was taken by his own will, and declared he did not

care to return to England if the world did not change. Goes this

afternoon to Antwerp on the King's service. The Council here
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Spinkixy to [Wolsey]—cont.

sent bonds yesterday to Fellinger for a sum of money due to him

in the Emperor's name ; some say 40,000, some 50,000 florins ;

■whereupon the Fokers will help the Emperor. The Council at

Madrid are urgent for the King's going into Spain. The city of

Malaga was lately in insurrection against the Admiral, and a town

given to the Duke of Alva by the late King. Preparations for the

voyage are going on but slowly. The next meeting with the

French is to be on 1 Aug. Hears that the Deputy of Calais [with

others] is coming hither in embassy. Not knowing if he shall

have returned from Antwerp when they arrive, has written to tell

them how the business stands. The Chancellor was told by the

French ambassadors that the young King of Scots was dead.

Spinelly thinks this must refer to the younger brother. Has

requested Ponynges and Tunstal to write in his behalf to Wolsey.

Arras, 20 May.

Hoi., pp. 4, mutilated.

1914. Galeazzo Visconti.

20 May. " Ex Uteris D. Galiatii [xx. Maii] ad D. Anch[isem] '

Vit. B. xx. 52. (1.) Says he will write freely, " qua} referri

B. M. quin a nullo mortali dependeat quam ab ipsis patria

nam nisi in ipsis confisus esset patria,* Dom primos

suo3 concives frueretur, quod cognitissimum es[t Dom. Ricardo]

Paceo."

(2.) Says he has persuaded the Emperor, " ut faciat Christianis-

simum Regem quod optat fieri posse, quin tam Duci

Barri quam sibi mum, sed opinionem esse fundatam tantum

in aere, et modo possible, et quod si Helvetii hanc

re[m] olfacerent .... rent sicuti putat esse certissimum, et Chr.

Regi et quamquam res esset possibilis, si fieret decep-

tionem tamen sape et Helvetii valde fuissent decepti,

qui hoc animo et ha et protnissis hoc inceptum pro parte

sua sunt aggressi ut Mediolani Duci Barri traderetur.

Item quod pro certo ha qui hoc Cassareos Maj. persuaserunt

quos putat malo .... fuisse disturbatores bonorum operum eos

ipsos persuasuro haberet Mediolauum ad modum eorum

civitatum qua? lib ... . sub imperio quod esset simpliciter impos-

sibile nam nobis neum nullo pacto ad eum modum posset

gubernari, et . . . ait jam pro certo cognovisse agi de danda singulis

ca[ntonibus Hel]vetiorum sua portione de ducatu Mediolanensi

quod [Hel]vetii tam potentes redderentur, quod in ipsa viscera

Tivoli penetrarent, et demum ipsum comitatum Caesar . . . quem-

admodum sunt alias conati, et tamen hoc a Caesare . . . cui etiam

invito est benefaciendum, et bono dolo fallendum e . . . . hoc,

videlicet, modo ut vel expeditio validissima fieret . . . informal ionerii

pridem a se missam, ct non aliter, nam a . . . . esse inania, et

agendas gratias Caesari ingentissimas . . . et significandum optimis

verbis donum acceptari, et * * * [d]e conducenda existimare

nihil esse opportunius quam [Galijatium suum locumtenentem in

Italia et in hac expeditione re.

Prseterea quod bene super tota re cogitans quod valde judicat

[expedjire ut Dux Barri una cum exercitu ducatur, ut populi [ex

amorje quern erga ipsum gerunt facilius ad defectionem a GaJlis

.... endant, et etiam quia pro certo novit quod Rex-Gallorum

The punctuation of the original is preserved.
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majxima celeritate vocavit ad se Duccm Maximilianum ex

*P]arisiis Lugdunum," where he treated him most politely, pro

posing, if his own men could not resist, to send the said Duke

Maximilian, and on certain conditions to give up all the forts

to him. It is certain if the people saw (?) the Duke on one side,

on the other the Germans, they would rather have the Duke and

even the Devil than the Germans, who first plunder and then

get drunk in the stews. Desires what he has written should be

communicated to the Emperor by Henry and Wolsey. Says it

is as true as the Gospel. The Swiss will go more willingly on

the expedition if they have with them the Duke of Bari, whom they

love vehemently. If they get scent of the Emperor's " imaginings"

they will at once turn against him, and perhaps go over to the

enemies. The Emperor [says] the Duke of Bari is too young.

Replies he is too young, but that he is old in mind, and would

cheerfully use and follow the counsel of the old. If he is poor

the Emperor is to blame, " quern utinam Sfortiae nunquam cogno-

vissent." He ruined the Duke Lodovico, from whom he took

1,500,000 ducats, and then the Duke's ruin first began. When he

adhered to Cae[sar] " et postquam expeditis * * *

Barri sine ducatu remanebit bene contentus et

satisfiet, et ad hunc modum prout Chr. Rex et

existimabunt, poteruut Cobs. Maju ac D cui Caesar

multum credit, scribere gratias agendo bona verba

accumulando."

(3.) " Item quod nunc apparet quis possit educere Helvetios . . .

quum fuerint quidam qui promiserint Cassari se eductu[ros] millia,

et tamen licet haberent secum xx. milia floren[orum] . . . quidem

adhuc potuerunt educere et quod licet sibi reddi diffi-

ciliorem." They do not doubt; he can [ha]ve as many as he likes,

and if the King have acted on his information, and provided money

at Augsburg, and horses for artillery, which [Leonarjd Friscobald

could carry out, he hopes to expel the French, not only from Italy,

but inflict great loss on them.

Iu other letters dated on the same day he signifies :

(1.) That the Emperor yesterday evening had disclosed to him

how that he was much afraid of losing Brescia, " et quod cogebatur

~concor]dare cum Venetis, et nihilominus quod proponebat esse

'perpetuus inimicus Gallorum quemadmodum semper fuit

si ad eftectum * * * Imperatorem et Venetos

sequeretur et etiam mitteretur, si expeditio, de qua

jampridem scripsi, fia[t] brevi converterentur ad nutum

Christianissimi Regis; in qua [expejditione nulli nobis utiliores esse

possunt istis Frescobaldorum pecuniis.

(2.) Desires to serve the King as long as he lives, if he and

Wolsey think it of any use to pursue this expedition. Advises

that what is done be done at one great blow.

(3.) Many think himself and Pace no friends of the Emperor

because they write the truth. Those who contradict them either

do not or will not know the facts.

(4.) Says that he mentioned in other letters (which have been

intercepted) the attack made by the French on his house by com

mand of the French King. It is clear from this what sort of agree

ment he has with them. [Dated from Trent.]*

In the hand ofAmmonius, pp. 4, much mutilated.

* According to the margin.
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20 May. 1915. To Humph. Bradbourne.

S. B. To determine the complaint of Th. Goldo of Mircaslon, against

John son of Win. Feme, of Perwichc. If cither party prove re

fractory he is to certify the King and Council, in the octaves of

Trinity next. Greenwich, 20 May. Signed : Jo. Veisy, dean.

Signature stamped.

20 May. 1916. For John Copynger, page of the Wardrobe of Robes.

S. B. To be keeper of the Wardrobe in Nottingham Castle vice William

Davis. Greenwich, 3 May 8 Hen.VIII. Del. Westm., 20 May.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 20 ; andp. 2, m. 15.

20 May. 1917- For Wm. Dalbourne, groom of the Bows.

¥■ S. To have a corrody in the monastery of Waverley vice Hugh

Warryngton, deceased. Eltham, 30 April 8 lien. VIII. Del.

Greenwich, 20 May.

20 May. 1918. For JonN Mayer alias Hans Gonner.

P. S. To be gunner in the Tower of London, with 6rf. a day, vice

Humph. Walker, deceased. Greenwich, 3 May 8 Hen.VIII. Del.

Westm., 20 May.

Pat. 8 lien. VIII. p. 1, m. 11.

20 May. 1919- For Sir Owen Perot and Katharine his wife.

S. B. Lease of the mill of Haverfordwest for 21 years, at a yearly

rent of 15/., us held by . . . . ap Howell. Del. Westm., 20 May

8 Hen. VIII.

20 May. 1920. For Th. Warde, yeoman " harbinger."

P. S. Annuity of 5/., with arrearages, out of Denbigh, N. Wales.

Greenwich, 25 March 7 Hen.VIII. Del. Greenwich, 20 May.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 2.

21 May. 1921. [Sir Rob. Winofield] to Henry VIII.

Vit. xix. 76. Wrote the of this month from Trent ; " and with the

B. M. same the dowble of [my letter] unto your highness the 17th

day," and [a copy of the] schedule delivered by the Emperor

to Leonard Friscobald, with the arrangement of the forces and

route determined upon, all which were made up in a packet and

directed to the King and delivered on the 20th of this month to

Adrian weede servant to the said Leonard, whom he sent

in post to the King. AVith regard to the assault upon Brescia

by the Venetians, mentioned in the said letter, full particulars are

now known by a [messenger] who was present. It appears that last

Saturday morning the assault was made in two places, in one by

Peter [de Navarre] and his Gascons, and in the other by other com

manders [and'j the Venetians. In the former place the fight lasted

4 hours, in the latter not so long, for they within being purveyed

of fyre artyfficiale welle my masters the Gascons soo

at. theeyrc fyrstc comynge th[at ij"] or iij" of them wore roost id."

e * • » * After which the city bells were rung, nnd such

triumph made, that the enemy thought reinforcements had arrived,

" wherfor with alle dylygence wheerc theeyr dyvydid iu
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twaync partis thcey put theeyms[elvcs] howbeit it is also

sayde that they intend [to and mjaake longer ladders and

repare oothir instruments.'' ....

Six thousand Almayns and Spaniards " which ben pykyd kervers"

are coming to the relief of the city. Hopes something will be done

in a few days, for the Emperor intends to approach those parts in

person, and keep in the mountains near the army. If, as is said,

the Duke of Bourbon should come there in person with the French

army, the Emperor has arranged that Mark Antony Colonna, with

the army at Verona and the 4,000 Swiss that are coming, shall join

the army aforesaid. The united forces will then amount to 15,000

men. Whether the enemy fight or retire, thinks the enterprise will

now attain the desired end ; " for though God hath seemed to sleep

awhile, I am of opinion that he is neither sick nor dead." The

Emperor has news that a large number of the men of the Earl of

Frese, who is assisted by the Duke of Gheldrys, have been defeated

by the Duke of Brunswick, and that the Earl of Gerelsek has

10,000 footmen ready, the money sent by the Emperor has reached

him in safety, and his horsemen have arrived. Trusts that there

will be good tidings shortly. Trent, 21 May 1516.

Hoi., mutilated, pp. 3. Add. and endd.

21 May. 1922. Francesco Sforza Duke of Bart to [Henry VIII.]

Vit. B.xix. 78. [Not being able] to come Henry himself, sends his most confi-

B. M. dential secretary Argillensis, than whom he holds no one dearer.

Trent, 21 May 1516.

Hoi., Lat., p. 1, mutilated.

21 May. 1923. Pace to Wolsey.

B.O. Has seen the letter sent by Sir Rob. Wingfield to the King

touching the" resignation of the imperial dignity to his highness,

with the Emperor's proposal that the King should be accompanied

with 4,000 archers aud 2,000 horse, and go to be crowned at Rome.

Wonders at such a proposal. There are thieves and villains enough

in Almain to destroy such a company. The Emperor knows nothing

of the mind of the electors, who will probably never allow that

dignity to go out of their nation, or assent to anything proposed by

him. The King will gain nothing by it, nor can he be absent so

long, " for whilst we looked for the crown imperial we might lose

the crown of England,[which is this day more esteemed than the

Emperor's crown aud all his empire." It is a castle in the air, to

get money out of the King. If the Emperor does not bring the

Duke of Bari into the field, and name him Duke of Milan, that

enterprise can never succeed. He will not do this because he is

afraid the Duke should be more honored than himself, and he would

like to pill and poll the said duchy and all Italy, under pretence of

keeping them till the King came. The Emperor must be written

to, and compelled to observe his determination to declare the rights

of the Duke of Bari. The Duke is content that the King should

accept the Duchy, but will not suffer himself or the King to be

deceived. Trent, 21 May.

Hoi., pp. 5. Add. : Tho. Card. Ebor. Endd.

21 May. 1924. Pace to Wolsey.

R. O. Cardinal Sancta Maria in Porticu has written to him and Galeas

that the Pope would fain have the French out of Italy, and to know
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Pace to Wolsey—cont.

what kinswoman of the King might marry the Magnifico Lorenzo,

the Pope's nephew. The Cardinal is constant against France.

Trent, 21 May.

P.S.—The French and Venetians have suffered great loss in the

siege of Brescia, but the city is still in danger, from the slowness

of supplies. The French are very active in reconciling the Swiss.

Hoi., p. 1. Add. : Tho. Card. Ebor.

21 May. 1925- For John Bolt of Bromley, Kent.

P. S. Pardon. Eltham, 4 April 7 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm., 21 May

8 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p.l, m. 14.

21 May. 1926- For Alex. Manceno, a foreigner.

P. S. Licence to retain the customs on his imports for two, and on his

exports for five years, to the amount of 1,000/. Eltham, 29 April

8 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm., 21 May.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 6.

21 May. 1927. For Th. Walle, alias Lancaster.

P. S. \y To be Norrey king at arms and principal herald of the North,

with 20/. a vear. Greenwich, 5 May 8 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 13. Westm., 21 May.

22 May. 1928. Wolsey to the Bishop of Worcester.

Martene Amp. Has received from him two letters on the 29th and 21st of April,

Coll. hi. 1270. complaining that the Pope is vexed that he has news from the King

so seldom, &c.

1 . The Pope must remember how great is the distance between

England and Italy ; how many countries letters have to pass ; the

false tales which are spread ; so that unless the King and Wolsey

are informed of the real intentions of the Pope there is seldom any

thing worth writing about ; and if he wishes the King's advice or

aid in any matter he must signify what it is. However, Ammonius

has received orders from Wolsey to write daily in his name to the

Pope, and inform him of what passes.

2. Explains the King's intentions on certain points of the treaty.

If the Pope wishes other conditions he may include them in a

mandate to Wolsey. Will consider nothing more glorious than au

opportunity of obliging the Pope. But his holiness mustJje candid.

Sends a copy of the league between England and the King Catholic.

The unity between the two powers is great, and would be greater if

some of the ministers about the latter, who fear France, were

banished from that court. The Emperor treats the King of England

like a son. They have also word from Pace that the Swiss will

remain faithful. The Scotch have sent ambassadors to demand a

peace, and have promised the Queen her dowry, and a third

part of the government [?]. England is very prosperous. Hie

majesty regrets much the retreat of the Emperor, of which the

Pope had written, owing to want of money, which the King

had provided and sent through Friscobald, whose knavery in

this matter the King will punish whenever he gets hold of him.

The King had sent pay, not for one month, as the Pope sup

poses, but for four months. The King is quite prepared for the

invasion of France ; but his Council will not suffer him to cross
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the sea until all his allies are ready. The French are in great fear,

and make great promises to the King Catholic.

Does not think it needful to say anything of Parma and Placentia.

Regrets that others have more influence with the Pope than he has,

and have received legateships and distinctions, which Wolsey has

not. Hopes, however, if the Pope will not grant him for the

present the same legation which the Bishop of Strigonium has in

Hungary, and Gurck in Germany, he will at least grant him a

faculty for visiting the exempt monasteries. The King is not

pleased that he has heard nothing of the title Defensor Fidei, as if

the Pope were afraid of the French. Ammonius will write. From

my house in London, 22 May 1516.

22 May. 1929. For Wm. Jenyns, alias Guysnes, pursuivant.

P. S. To be Lancaster herald, with 20 marks a year. Greenwich,

7 May 8 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm., 22 May.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 16.

23 May. 1930. Charles King of Spain to [Henry VIII.]

Galba, B. iv. 61. In behalf of Jacques Semel, physician of St. Omer, who has

B. M. practised his profession for six years in England, and being engaged

in a suit relative to the lease of a house which he had in London,

was publicly denounced by the advocate of the adverse party as a

traitor and spy of France. In consequence of this, he has been

in prison for the last fourteen months. Myddelburgh, 23 May 1516.

Signed.

Fr., pp. 2, mutilated.

23 May. 1931. [Pace] to Wolsey.

Vit B. xix. 79. This day the Emperor left for his army, intending to rescue

B. M. Brescia and provide necessaries. Brescia was besieged by the

Venetians and the French, who refused to do battle with the

Imperial troops. Since then it has been strengthened by the

whole force of the French and Venetians. The Emperor is ashamed

of his late deed, and is making all the preparations he can to

drive the French from Italy. " The Lord Galias and I, since our

arriving unto this city, have written unto your grace." Cardinal

Gurk has assured the Duke of Bari that he opposed the rest of the

Council (which decided that the Emperor should take the duchy

of Milan for himself) and showed the Emperor he could not keep

the duchy nor put any man therein except Bari. Gurk insists

upon the Duke writing himself Duke of Milan. The Cardinal

must be desired to continue his favor to the Duke. He endeavors

to confederate the Emperor, the King, the Duke and the Swiss,

" wherein doth surely consist the wealth of all Christendom."

Hears that persons in England accuse Wolsey of causing the King

to spend money in this expedition for his own profit ; " but your

grace may boldly show unto the King's grace that such persons

cannot tell what they say." If the Duke be restored to Milan,

and have two years of peace, " as he may easily do under the

King's grace's protection," he will be able to serve the King

with 1,000 men, and help him in time of need ; and the King's

money shall be restored. If the French King be at this time

expelled Italy, he will lose hit reputation, " and remain exhausted

and poor ;" and the Pope and all other princes will join the King,

to whom all Italy will be obedient. Trent, 23 May.
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[Pace] to Woi.sey—cont.

f. 95. [P-S-]—It will le time to treat of the Emperor's resignation

when this expedition "shall have had some prosperous end." Then

ho may, with the consent of the electors, make the resignation

and send it to the King, who can himself settle with the Pope as

to his coronation, " and not put his realm and his person in jeopardy

in coming to Home in such manner as the Emperor desireth in Sir

Robert Wingfield's letters." The Emperor " is evil contented with

the young King Catholic, because that he doth not openly show

himself enemy to the French King." The Emperor says he will

die enemy to the French King ; that he departed from Milan for

fear of the lack of money ; " and that for that cause he should

have been betrayed and sold to the French King, which thing

should have been more dishonor unto him than for to have been

slain in battle, whereunto surely he was ever ready." Letters

have come to this court from the court of Flanders, stating that

the French King threatens the King of England for helping the

Emperor. "If this be true the said French King doth it not

for tofear the King's grace, quern maxime ipse timet, but only for

to prove if he can cause the King's grace to desist." He knows he

is utterly destroyed if the Emperor continue this enterprise. The

Emperor listeus to no terms for peace from France.

Hoi., part cipher, pp. 7, mutilated. Add. : Rev"10, &c., Tho.

[S]1"' Cecilia; pbro [Card.] Eboraceu. dno [meo] obsrr™0. Endd. :

Letters of Mr. Pace s, the Cardinal Sedunen, the Count Galias and

Leonard Friscobalde, mens. Maij et Junij.

P.. 0. 2. Decipher of the above.

Pp.4.

%* The blanks in the original are suppliedfrom the decipher.

23 May. 1932. Francis Sforza Duke of Baei to Henry VIII.

B. O. Refers him to Ric. Pace, his ambassador, whose letters he fully

confirms. Trent, 23 May 1516. Signed.

Lot., p. 1. Add. and endd.

23 May. 1933. [Francis Sforza Duke of Bari] to Wolsey.

Vit. B. xix. 81. Has lately [desired] Pace to communicate something in his name

B. M. to the Cardinal. Regs that he will give him credence. Trent,

23 May 15[16]. Signature burnt off.

P. 1, mutilated. Add. : Reverendiss., &c. Cardinali Eboracensi.

23 May. 1934. For John Clayton, chaplain.

P. S. Perpetual chantry of St. Mary the Virgin, in the church of Col-

wiche, or the chapel of St. Trinity, Wolseley, Staff, dioc. Eltham,

30 April 8 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm., 23 May.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 2.

24 May. 1935. Th. Alen to the Earl of Shrewsbury.

Shrewsb. MSS. Has sent by John Bayle of Sheffield 3 yards of black satin,

l*.f 33. 13 yards russet satin, 2 yards yellow satin, the best in London. As

Coll. of Arms. the ships have not come from Flanders, there is little good silk.

Lodge, 1. 18. Has sent for the Earl 2 pair of shoes, 1 ream of paper, 40 lb. of

currants, 1 lb. of red wax. For my Lord Francis 2 pair of shoes,

nlso-2 black'girdles and 2 black doghooks. Monday Inst the Master

of the Rolls set off for Flanders. Sir Ric. Wingfield joins him at
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Calais. "It is thought the Emperor goeth but easily forward in

his wars." Great jousting at Greenwich on Monday and Tuesday

last. The King, the Lords of Suffolk and Essex, Sir Geo. Carewe,

were challengers ; Sir Will. Kingston, Sir Giles Capell, [John]

Sedley and others, defenders. " The King hath promised never

to joust again except it be with as good a man as himself." To

morrow my Lord Marquis (Dorset) keeps St. George's Feast.

Yesterday the King and Queen dined at Hampton Court. Speaks

of some lead he sold for 4/. 4s. " This day I trust to send towards

Wingfield two luns of wine ; whereof four hogsheads are claret,

two red wine, one white wine, and the other puncheon fresh wine.

If it be well carried, I trust your Lordship will like it well. It

will cost 5/. 6s. 8d. the tun, whereof the wains must have for their

labour twenty shillings." Mr. Ursewick spake with my Lord of

Northumberland, who remains in the same mind, " and prays your

Lordship to appoint what day this pilgrimage shall be kept. The

question hath been asked of my said Lord for the marriage of his

son, of Sir Wm. Compton and divers others : he hath mada answer,

' I have concluded with my lord of Shrewsbury*' He hath been

desired also to bring him to the court. He answered, ' When he

is better learned, and well acquainted with his wife, shortly after

he shall come to the court.' This communication piques him more

heartily forwards than ever he was." Coldharbour, 24 May.

Hoi. Add. : To my Lord.

26 May. 1936- Anth. Inge to the lord [Secretary of Calais ?]

Calig. E.m. 105. " Monseigneur, il a long temps que [ l]argent que le

B. M. Roy mon maistre envoye au Roy . . . pleu a Dieu de garder mes

gens qui aloit amass . . . . et de fortune. Jusques a present

javoye envoye au recou de quarante mil escuz dor sol' en

pluseurs pais loing .... pleu au Roy mondit maistre me faire

appointer." Has heard bad news, and fears he will not be able to

keep his appointment at Calais. May have to send to Armagnac,

Quercy, &c. Would not dare tell his master, for fear of losing his

character. Hopes the King will not be annoyed if he overruns

the term eighteen or twenty days, as he will certainly be in Calais

within that time. Paris, 26 May.

Hoi., Fr., p.\, badly mutilated.

27 May. 1937. [Sir Rob. Wingfield] to Henry VIII.

Vit. B. xix. 35. Wrote last on the . . . inst. Received on the 25th the King's

B. M. letters dated Greenwich the 13th. At the same time Pace received

letters from Wolsey, with divers letters directed to the Cardinal [of

Sion], which they sent next morning to Verona, where the Cardinal

yet stays, " as a manner of [security]," until the arrival of the money

for the S[wiss] there, " whiche nation is the mooste impatiente and

trowbelous to medy[ll with] whanne they be nott payid att theyre

daye that maye be fow[nde] ." The King may not have an answer

from the Cardinal. If all his letters have come to hand the King

will see that he has never failed to write when they could be safely

forwarded, though he forebore for a season when he was surrounded

by enemies ; and divers times when he and Pace were together the

latter wrote to Wolsey, and " I did sett my haude to the [same]."

Readily believes that the favor shown to himself by the Emperor

above all other ambassadors arises out of the " faythefull and

fraternall or rather paternall" love which the Emperor bears the

King. He would deny Wingfield nothing that was for Henry's

honor. In anything else Wingfield never interferes, and is glad

that his conduct has met with Henry's approval.

2- NS
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[Sie Rob. Wingfield] to Hbnby VIII.—cont.

Touching the matters ordered in a cipher attached to the King's

letter, will not fail to execute themj but since the date of that com

munication he has "himself written many letters, one of great im

portance, some worthy of careful consideration, and one expressly

requiring an answer. Cannot, therefore, before hearing further,

make any direct reply, but will rather accomplish the matter [men

tioned] in his own letter to [the King]. Had informed the King

of the stato of Bresse, and of the number of men the Emperor

had sent to its relief. News has arrived that before the Emperor's

forces reached it the city and castle had capitulated, or, as the

writer thinks, been sold. " The Frensche and Venetience hathe the

perfect [art] to corupte and begyle alle the world.'' It seems also

that all communication between Germany and Italy has been cut

off by the French and Venetians. Thinks it probable the King will

shortly hear that " the royalme of Napyls [is] soolde also, blyssid

be thoose honorable counsellour[s of] the yonge Kyns;e which have

brewyd the beverag[e to] the rewyne of themperor, of which rwyn

the sayd [young] Kynge is lyke to be veery heevye, to the

damage of all [Christen]dome." The only remedy is the assistance

of England. Dated at ,27 May 1516.

P.S.—[The Emperor] departed " hence" 23 [May], He is now

6 Dutch miles hence, where he is making preparations for the

relief of Verona with all diligence. It will be saved, if at all, by

the 60,000 florins furnished by Leonard Friscobald as mentioned in

former letters.

Hoi., pp. 4. Add. : To the Kynges highnesse. Endd. : Sir

Robert Wyngfild, xxvij. May.

27 May. 1938. Spinelly to Henry VIII.

B. M. The Lord [Dissilstyne] has overthrown all the Gueldrois by sea,

and taken their ships, among the rest a bark of David Falconner,

a Scot. No one knows what has become of him. Galterotti has

received letters from Edinburgh, dated the 6lh, stating the young

King in April was very sick, and not likely to live long. The Abp.

of St. Andrew's has his old rule about t^c Duke of Albany, but by

his means the Chamberlain has made* his peace, and the secretary

Panter is likely to be restored to favor " gone home,

and that the said Duke offered to him . .*-.' . ely pension for the dowry

of the Queens of Scots. [He also said that] the Scots be very glad

of her being in England ;" that the French ambassador has done all he

can to reconcile the lords with the Duke; and that the Duke has gone

to Scotland. Gualterotti is to receive 8,000 francs in the Duke of

Albany's name, in part payment of the money owed him by the Bp.

of St. Andrew's. By letters from Trent it appears that the Emperor's

progress has been stopped for lack of victuals, and through the

dissensions of the Cardinal of Sion and Galeazzo Visconti. Bresse

and Verona are in great danger. Thinks if [the governors] can find

any way for a peace with France they will take it ; " and the King

arrived into Spain, by the common opinion he may not be friend to

the French." Antwerp, 27 May.

Hoi., pp. 3, mutilated. Add.

27 May. 1939. Spinelly to [Wolsey].

Galba, B. iv. 6G. "Wrote last from Arroz " the xx. days." Found Mr. Fowler

B, M. here. Hearing of the Emperor's driving back to and the

going home of the Swiss, advised him not to proceed with his charge

till he had further instructions from Wolsey, but as he was so
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strictly charged to make the exchange of the money they have done

as Wolsey will see. Does not see how the exchange can do any

good, since it is necessary for the ambassadors in Almany, according

to the covenant made with the Fokkers, to declare, at the pre

sentation of the bills of exchange, whether they intend to take it

or leave it. They and he must know immediately the King's plea

sure, to advertise the Fokkers thereof. Thinks Alamire, who has

" been not at home," is returned. Will pass by Mekly[n] this after

noon, on his way to the court, and cause him to go immediately

to the King. ^Has sent to Bresse a trusty servant [of the master

of] the posts, io obtain news of Richard de la Poola. Antwerp,

27 May 1516A

Hoi., pp. 2.

27 May. 1940. Mountjoy to Wolsey.

R. O. Has given Geo. Lawson certain articles touching the King's works

here. Begs he may be sent over again to further them, " for he is

cold and wise, and hath good sight in such causes." Desires to know

if William Pawne shall continue the pay of the workmen without

mustering them once a month. Tournay, 27 May.

Hoi., p.l. Add.: My lord Cardinal. Endd.

28 May. 1941. Th. Alen to the Earl of Shrewsbury.

Shrcwsb. MSS. Master Urswick sends by the bearer, Th. Agard, ten pasties of

A. f. 37. baken conger. Yesterday, after 9 o'clock, received the Earl's

Coll. of Arms. letters by Bukley's servant, commanding him to send Rob. Ruy-

ston with diligence to Tournay. If Alen can get as many

crowns in London as he hopes, he shall go tonight or tomorrow

morning early. Does not know whether to send this quittance to

the secretary of Calais by the next that goeth hereafter, or wait

till his coming over. When Copland comes home, will let his

lordship know what his beds cost, and desire him to procure other

nine good beds at this mart. Yesterday the Cardinal asked him

how the Earl did. " He knowcth not the contrary but that your

lordship as yet is very ill troubled, and full unmete to come up.

I am and wolbe in his sight every other day : wherefore I trust

his grace will nothing speak of your coming up this term." Urswick

says the Prince of Castile comes not here this year. Desires to

know what he shall give Sir And. Windsor's clerks and Sir Rice's

servants. Fears his lordship's wine at Coldharbert suffers from

being drunk and not filled again. Sir Win. Mering tells him he

is to be married on Sunday next. Though he never saw his wife

till Corpus Christi day last, he was assured to her in twenty-four

hours. " On Sunday last they were asked in the church, and upon

Sunday next, by the grace of God, they shall be married. He likes

her very well, for he saith she is the merest woman that ever he

saw. He thinks himself somewhat too young for her, and yet she

pass not forty years of age." Coldharbert, 28 May.

Hoi., p. 1. Add. : To my lord.

28 May. 1942. [Wolsey] to Pace.

Vit. B. xix. 82. Has received Pace's letters of the 12th, informing him of the

B. M. untowardness of the Emperor, which has in manner frustrated this

expedition, and the valor of the Swiss in opposing the French in

Italy. The latter was to the King and himself a great consolation

for the former. Considering the good credit in which Pace stands,

N N 2
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[Wolsey] to Pace—cont.

with the assistance of Count Galias, who, Wolsey perceives, has

acquitted himself valiantly, hopes the Swiss will be kept alienate

from the [French] and faithful to the King, so that this neces

sary [expedition] may be advanced for the surety of Christen

dom. The King highly commends the pains Pace has taken in

the matter. He has sent credentials to the Swiss in reply to theirs

lately sent by Pace, who is to thank them in the King's name for

the good mind they bear him. The King will join stedfastly with

them, and "provide in such wise for their yearly entertainment

that they shall have ," for which purpose he is in

treaty with the Pope, the King of Castile and others, whereof he

will advertise them more at length. Pace is to encourage them

in their intention (of which Wolsey is informed by letters of Count

Galias to Anchises resident here, and by Friscobald's servant, who

brought Pace's letters,) to renew the enterprise for expelling the

French from the Duchy of Milan. If they persevere in this Pace

is to advance them, out of the money left by Friscobald, and the

other money in his hands, such sums as by the advice of Galias he

shall think good; but he must use great foresight, and make sure

that the Swiss really intend to fight, not merely to make a show

of battle and return. If the Emperor be determined, as is said, to

go against the French with a new army. Pace and Sir Rob. Wing-

field, with the assistance of Galias and the advice of Sion, are to

do their best to encourage him. The King has despatched Anchises

to Switzerland.

Draft, corrected by Ruthal, pp. 7, mutilated. Dated in front :

xxviij. Maij

1943. [Wolsey] to Pace.

Vit. B. xix. 88. Has received his letters with the account of his communications

B. M. with the Emperor, the Cardinal of Sion and the Swiss, which he

has shown to the King and his secretaries]. All were very well

satisfied, commending Pace's wisdom in having induced the Swiss

to proceed against the French. Advises him to urge on the Em

peror without loss of time, considering the changeful and mercenary

disposition of the Swiss, who may otherwise be corrupted by the

French. They and the Cardinal of Sion ought, considering the loss

they would incur by the usurpation of the French, to see to the

conservation of their rights in the duclry. Pace is to [understand]

that although the King desired to separate the Swiss from the

French and to see the latter driven out of Italy, yet he did not

intend himself to prepare an army for that purpose; for this could

not be " substantially " done without himself going along with it.

He withes, when the French are expelled, that the Emperor, the

Cardinal and Swiss should set themselves to establish their affairs

in Italy, and proceed no further towards France; as nothing can

be done without active support from Henry, who, owing to the

poverty of the Emperor, would have to bear all the charges. He

is therefore to endeavour to cause the Emperor and the Swiss to

make instance to him to be mean unto the King that they proceed

no further than Milan, seeing that no expedition fitted out by

Henry can be in readiness before August next.

The King now sends [to Pace] a commission to treat with the

Swiss on the following terms : 1. They are to be bound to servo

him with as many men as he shall require from time to time ;

2. To serve no prince against him. 3. Henry will be bound to
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assist them with money if the French King attempt to expel them

from the duchy. Before treating with the Swiss, Pace is to

use all policy he can with the Cardinal of Sion concerning the

particulars. If they hold out for a definite sum to be paid he is

to order himself according to Wolsey's other letters now addressed

to him. When the league is made, the King will be able to choose

his own time to invade France with their assistance. In reply to

Pace's demands for money he is to receive, within a month of the

date of this, the sum of 25,000/. at Isbroke, which will be sent in

crowns to him or Sir Robt. Wingfield, as bills of exchange can

not be transmitted so quickly. The King hopes, however, " that

within the two months [by the wages] before this to you sent the said

enterprise shall be accomplished], and that done it shall not need

to advance unto them more money," as they may live upon such

spoils as they get in the war. Pace is to use as much economy

as possible. Sion writes to Wolsey, " Ye shall [not need] more

money but for one month ; whose [words be] these following :

' Quoniam pecuniae regiae ja[m missaaj vix sufficiunt pro stipendiis

duorum mensium transmittaturpecuniapro stipendio tertiae

[mensis].' "

Draft, pp. 10, mutilated.

28 May. 1944. Fra Nicolas to Wolsey.

R. 0. Has many things to say to him which he cannot commit to

writing. Hopes soon to kiss his hands. Spinelly will inform him of

the affairs of Italy, and the conspiracy against the life of the Pope.

Ghent, 28 May 1516. Signed.

Lat., p. I. Add.: Th. Cardinali Ebor.

28 May. 1945. For the City of Chichester.

Assent to the election of John Cresweller as mayor, and of John

Molcns and John Beys as constables of the Staple. Westm.,

28 May.

rat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 22.

28 May. 1946. For John Bourghchier Lord Berners.

S. B. To be chancellor of the Exchequer in reversion, on vacation by

Th. Lovell. Del. Westm., 28 May 8 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p.\, m. 5.

28 May. 1947. For John Dudley, brother of Lord Dudley.

V. S. Annuity of 20/. out of the manors of Mountgomery, Keary and

Kedewen, Marches of Wales. Greenwich, 6 May 8 Hen. VIH.

Del. Westm., 28 May.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p.' I, m. 24.

28 May. 1948. For Chas. Earl of Worcester, Chamberlain.

P. S. » J Licence to import 100 tuns of Gascon wine within two years.

Greenwich, 22 May 8 Hen.VIII. Del. Westm., 28 May.

28 May. 1949. For Paul van Ureland, the King's harness gilder.

P. S. Annuity of 100 marks, during pleasure. Greenwich, 12 May

8 Hen.VlII. Del. Westm., 28 Mav. *

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 11.
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1950. Henry VIII. to [John Heron, treasurer of the Chamber.]

It. 0. Has bargained with Paul van Urelande, harness gilder, for the

making, engraving, gilding and silvering of a barb, a saddle and a

neck-piece for a horse, " like sample, according unto a complete

harness which of late he made for our body." Urelande is to find

(lie gold and silver, wages of workmen, coal, quicksilver, &c, but

not "the barb, saddle, neckpiece and all of steel"; and for the

engraving, gilding and silvering he is to have 200/., which Heron

is to pay as follows, viz., 100 marks on the sight of these letters,

100 m. at Christmas next, and 100 m. at the An[nunciation] then

next ensuing. " t year of our reign."

28 May. 1951. For Whitby Abbey.

R 8. Conge d'elire to the convent on the death of Abbot Th. Bednell.

Greenwich, 18 May 8 Hen.VIII. Del. Westm., 28 May.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 22.

28 May. 1952. For Ric. Trees and John Derley.

I*. S. To have a corrody in the monastery of Selby, York, in sur

vivorship, when vacant. Eltham, 12 April 7 Hen. VIII. Del.

Westm., 28 May.

29 May. 1953. For Mary Salynes, native of Spain.

S. B. Denization. Del. Westm., 29 May 8 Hen.VIII.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 14.

29 May. 1954. Ric. Gumby.

R- O. Will of Master Ric. Gumby, chaplain to the Duchess of Exeter.—

To be buried at Windsor, near Master Th. Scaloner, late vicar of

the College. Bequests to the altar, choir, vicars, &c. there—to the

church of Cumton—to Sir John Webb my curate, Wm. Gibson and

Ric. Chammes my servants ; " a gowne furryed with fychos" to

Dyxson's wife, Katharine Cymande ; to Masters Ely and Stretford,

chaplains to King Edward, Master Marvel and his fellow, chaplains

to my Lady of Exeter, Master Newman and his fellow chaplains,

to Master Pasch, Sir John Canne, chaplain to my Lord Hastings,

Sir Win. Berton, chaplain to Master Bray, to say dirges in the chapel

of my Lady of Exeter " the day of my departing, that is, the 26th

day of April, the date of our Lord 1516 ;'' a special collect to be

taken for him. Proved 29 May 1516, before John Veysy, Dean of

the chapel. Administrator, John Chammios (?) nephew of testator.

Copy, p. 1.

29 May. 1955. For JonN Dyngley.

P- S. Annuity of 10 marks out of the lordship of Denbigh ; and a

donation in token of tho King's regard. Eltham, 9 April

7 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm., 29 May.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 25.

29 May. 1956- For Ric. Longe of London, mercer.

!'• s- . Protection ; going in the retinue of Sir Ric. Wyngfeld, Deputy

of Calais. Greenwich, 23 May 8 Hen.VIII. Del. Westm., 29 May.
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30 May. 1957.

S. B.

Rym. xin. 549.

30 May.

S. B.

1058

31 May. 1959.

Shrewsb. MSS.

A. f. 39.

Coll. ofArms.

Lodge, I. 21.

Henry VIII.

Commission to Nich. Bp. of Ely, Th. Lord Dacre of Greystoke,

Warden General of the Marches, and Th. Magnus, Archdeacon of

the Estrithing, to arrange with the Scotch commissioners the treaty

lately concluded at Coldyngham. Westm., 30 May 8 Hen. VIII,

Sc. 1—8 Hen. VIII. m. 18,

For Sir Edw. Htjngerford.

Livery of lands, as son and heir of Sir Walter Hungerford.

Westm., 30 May 8 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p.], m. 22.

Del.

Th. Alen to the Earl of Shrewsbury.

Was with Master Comptroller (Ponynges) and Master Ursewick

yesternight. A bill has been made by the Council, waiting the

King's signature, commanding the Earl to come up. Has heard

nothing of it from the Cardinal, who is a great friend to the Earl.

" Howbeit everything goeth not forwards as he would have it, as

your lordship shall perceive by the copy of this letter which I have

sent by this bearer. Here is a great snarling among divers of

them, insomuch my Lord Cardinal said unto Sir Hen. Marney that

the same Sir Henry had done more displeasure unto the King's

grace, by the reason of his cruelty against the great estates of this

realm, than, any man living. My lord, the saying is, such as be

head officers of the King's household shall give attendance, and

be nigh the King daily, here be so many things out of order. I

1'ear me some there be would take a thorn out of their own foot and

put it in yours." The Cardinal and Sir Wm. Compton are mar

vellous great. Suffolk and the French Queen are out of the court

and in Suffolk, as he wrote before. The Lord Marquis, the Earl of

Surrey, the Lord of Abergavenny were put out of the Council

chamber " within this few days, whatsoever that did mean." The

Duke of Norfolk is very sick, and not likely to continue long.

Buckingham went home yesterday ; hath all his desires, with great

thauks from the King. Advises he sljould write to the Cardinal

and Sir Ric. Sacheverell to excuse his not coming up. Rob. Ruys-

ton* left for Tournay on Thursday. Has delivered all things to him

according to the Earl's commands. Forwards copy of a letter

sent to the Cardinal out of Italy, " which Mr. Ursewick would,

after the sight thereof, your lordship should break or burn it."

Ursewick wonders the Earl does not appoint a day for the pil

grimage to Doncaster ; " as knoweth our Lord, who ever hath

your lordship in his blessed governance." Coldharbour, last day

of May.

Hoi. Add. : To my Lord.

31 May. I960- Seb. Giustinian to the Doge.

CJinst. Desp. i. 224. By his letter of the 21st they will have learnt that he has gone to

Putney in consequence of the plague in his house, which excluded

him from an audience with the Cardinal. Has heard from the

French ambassador that the Scotch business is not settled. The

Queen is at liberty to depart, and will return in a few days. The

Scotch will not consent to leave the children under the care of their

mother. The differences are postponed for six months, during

Kyston, in Lodge.
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Seb. Giustinian to the Doge—cont.

which time the Kings of England, France and Denmark will

negotiate for nn arrangement with the Scotch. On visiting the

Cardinal found he was closeted with the Emperor's ambassador,

and had to wait more than two hours. Remonstrated upon his

letters being taken away and opened at Canterbury. Afterwards

communicated to Wolsey by word of mouth the contents of the said

letters, but varying the passages in cipher that the key might not

be discovered. Protested against the approach of bloodshed, hear

ing from Wolsey that immense forces were marshalled against the

King of France, first the Emperor, then the Swiss, then the Vice

roy. Dwelt on the arrogance of the Emperor, and that his army

had been paid with the money of the King of England. Begged

him to protect Italy. Will see the King on Monday the 2nd ;

perhaps a royal and youthful mind will be more easily moved to

commiseration. Putney, 31 May 1516.

31 May. 1961. Seb. Giustinian to the Council of Ten.

Giust. Desp. l. 228. Wolsey told him that, if they chose, the Venetians could put a stop

to the devastation of Italy, and expatiated on this topic. Sebastian

replied, that he was but their instrument, but individually he could

not imagine how the Venetians could break faith with the French

until they had first received cause, — that the Pope was allied

with France as well as the Swiss. Did this to bring out Wolsey,

who said he was sure of the cooperation of the Pope, and the

Swiss had no contract with France. Sebastian said much might

be done by his ceasing to furnish the Emperor with money until

they had obtained Brescia and Verona. "Domine Orator," said

Wolsey, " you are like the man who had a dispute about a mill ;

and when there was a question of compromising the matter, he said,

I consent to the compromise, but choose, at any rate, to have the

mill. This is precisely your case. You choose to have Brescia

and Verona, and yet they alone are contested." Sebastian said,

stolen goods ought to be restored. Wolsey replied, the object in

this case was to prevent the King of France giving laws to the

universa. Putney, 31 May 1516.

31 May. 1962. Mountjoy to Wolsey.

E. O. Fowler of the King's receipt tells him Wolsey has ordered him to

deliver 5,000/. to the garrison here. Wolsey knows, both from him

self and Jerningham, how they are provided. There is no better

way of diminishing the King's charges than by setting more men

to work. 5,000/. will last but little time. Wolsey knows the ill

mind the French bear them, attributing the Emperor's hostility to

England's instigation. Has written to the King of his late being,

by my Lady of Savoy's request, at the court of Castile being at

Lysle, and the offer he made to the King of Castile to pass through

this town, when he was sure he would take another way. Hopes

the King will thank my lady for her good advertisements sent to

Mountjoy by Brysselles. Will inform the King right shortly of the

letters he has received from Cleryns. Lancaster comes over next

week. Tournay, 31 May. Signed.

Pp. 2. Add. : My lord Cardinal. Endd.

31 May. 1963. Jerntngham to [Wolsey].

Calig. E. li. 102. Will require 300 or 400 more workmen to expedite the works.

B. M. Begs provision may be made for payment. The garrison was
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never better. Till he was treasurer he dared go among them ;

now he may not, for lack of money. 8,000 or 9,000 Swiss have

invaded L[orraine] and done great damage. Rob. de la Marche

and the Duke of Gilders have combined to make war upon Holland

and Brabant. The Swart band are in the Duke's service, but

have lately burned and taken [the towns] belonging to him.

Fowler has no money. Tournay, 31 May. Signed.

Pp. 2, mutilated.

1964. [Pace] to Wolset.

Vit. B. xix. 104. Has received dated 16th of this [month],

B. M. " werby I perceve the recepte oft" frome the

cities of Laude and Ver[ona, con]teynynge manifestam despera-

tionem hujus [erpedifiojnis." Wonders that the King and Wolsey

allowed themselves to be put in false hopes by the persons named

in Wolsey's letter, seeing they were 200 miles oft", while Pace,

who was present, had written so despairingly. The result haa

shown who was right. " It was but a dream to wr[ite] at that time

that the Frenchmen [would] so fast run away, when the[mperor]

were run away afore." [The] truth is that the [Venetians " at

our beynge in the citie off would have forsaken the

Frenchmen [and did]de begynne " to treat secretly with the Swiss,

fearing the Emperor's return according to his promise, and the

advance of the Swiss. As soon, however, as they found out that

the Emperor was not coming back, and that the Swiss would con

sequently be forced to withdraw, they remaiucd with the French,

hoping to recover Brescia and Verona, which would certainly

have been lost but for the money advanced by Leonard Frisco-

bald. Pace sends his thanks to the King for " remem[bering] . .

. . . [his] promotion." Will use all efforts prateritos [corrigere~\

crrores, though the misfortune is so great that he scarcely sees

a remedy. Since the departure of the Swiss, has been one of the

Emperor's chief advisers to keep 10,000 men in the field against

the French and Ve[netians] ; and has labored to thwart all in

trigues between the French and Swiss, " and have o

that hither to perscverant in propos[ito ad"] heerendi majestati regies,

and for to k[eepe him] in thys goode mynde, the Lord [Galeas]

* * * idde unto the capitains, which

shall do grete goode," for they only desire to know whether the

King wishes to have their service or not in this enterprise. The

French report of a league between them and the Swiss is an im

pudent French lie. If Henry please it will cost the French one

hundred thousand pounds sterling to gain over the Swiss.

Has sent Wolsey's letters to Galeas, and declared the King's bene

volent mind towards him, and [caused] all letters for the [Cardinal

of] Sion to be hastily conveyed * * * * *

" de remittendis omnibus privatis [injuriis] (sicuti

spero) utetur hac in re [cousilio Majestatis] Regiaj et D. V. R."

Is not afraid of the Archdeacon of [Novara], nor of any living

man, for what he has done since he left England. No man can

blame him except for speaking the truth. What grieves him

most is that where they might have won all with honor, they

have lost all [by] the wilfulness and negligence of " th[ose] that

were not compelled to lose bi running away withowt

cau[se] would lose." Would rather have been slain in

the field than incurred so great shame. Has been diligent in het

matter of the Venetians, as well with the Emperor as otherwise,
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[Pace] to Wolset—cont.

and expects hourly tidings from Venice by a secret messenger.

The Emperor, by Pace's persuasion, has left all to the King and

Wolsey, as they know by his letters. The Cardinal of Sion was

right in saying that the King's money was sufficient to the middle

of this month ; it would have lasted the whole [month] and more,

if the Emperor had not . . . . expend thereof an hundred

wher he shulde have ••'•••« [d.] V. Rmi

me in his rebus ndver[sis] sed potius omnem

(ut dicunt) ut praeteriti errores corrigi [possint et]

(si vos vultis) penitus destina gloria m11" regis?

et honore." It is true much money must be spent in affairs of

this sort, but not without a view to honor and utility. The man

who would rather keep his money in his coffers than honorably use

it, is sordid, and the most appropriate fate for him would be to be

thrust into his money chests, and " ut ibi vu contrahat."

If the kingdom of France is to be regained, " ilia via tendendum

est qua; nos ad id ducet. Est autem haec ut . . . . ter ab Italia ;

qua? res efficiet ut omnis reparatio percat et ab omnibus

amicis de quod si eveniet, nihil restat ni[si ut majestas]

regia sit toti orbi Christiano . . . ."

Hoi., pp. 7, mutilated. Add. : Rmo, &c. D. Tho. Car" Eboracensi.

Dated in margin in modern hand ; Augusta, Mr. Pace.

31 May. 1965. [Wolsey] to Pace.

Vit B. -Mx. 213. Understands from Pace's letters the "unfortunate and on ... .

IS. M. . . . su this intended enterprise against the French

men." The King and Wolsey are displeased at the " disordrc and

faynt dealyng u therin, redounding moche to the

Emperor's dishonour.'' Pace is not to be blamed, but rather

thanked for his labors. He is, however, to apply himself to repair

the past errors, and advance the new expedition, which, as Sion

writes, is now fairly commenced. Understands that the money

the King sent for the Swiss has arrived; that the Cardinal, as the

Emperor's lieutenant, has departed towards the Swiss to set them

forward ; and that the Emperor was near Brescia following the

Cardinal with " his puissance." The King has good hope that the

Emperor will avail himself of this opportunity, and " like a valiant

captain proceed against his enemies," who have defamed him in

all countries. Now is the time for Pace to do the greatest service,

by encouraging the Emperor and the Swiss to join. As, accord

ing to the letters of the Cardinal of Sion to Wolsey, the money

sent by the King is only sufficient to pay the Swiss till the

middle of June, lie has advanced by way of exchange 40,000

crowns, to be distributed among them after that time, if the enter

prise be not by that time concluded and the case require it. This

money will be paid to Pace and Wingfield by the Fokers at Augs

burg. Pace must keep it entirely to himself, that it may not be

touched except in case of necessity.

The letters of exchange will lie* "made in Andwarp by the

procuracion [and] advice of Sir Thomas Spinoll and a secret sub

stantial servant of [the King's] grace, who shall deliver on the

King's behalf the said sum in ready money to suche as shall make

* The passage quoted is interlined and written in the margin by Huth.il, in lieu

of these words : " We shall sendc unto you by [the] nexte post with all possible

diligence."
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and send the letter of exchange to you, so that by vertue and auc-

torite of these letters of exchange ye may receive the said sum of

the Fokers in the city of Augusta at any time when ye shall

demand the same." The information which Pace gives, that there

is no chance of the Emperor and the Swiss pursuing the French

into France after they have driven them out of the duchy of

Milan,* is satisfactory ; for it will be better for the Swiss not

to attempt the invasion this year, the time and their provisions

not sufficing for its successful accomplishment. Pace is to en

courage the Swiss in this resolution, in order that provision may

be made against next [year] for their entertainment by leagues

between the Pope, the King and other princes, that the "voyage

of Frauuce " may better be carried out then than now. The King

hopes to hear good news shortly, especially if Sion and Galeazzo

unite ; for as soon as the Emperor sees them, and the Swiss "vali-

auntly set forth in this voyage," he will speedily follow to retrieve

his honor.

Draft, pp. 11. Originally intendedfor a letterfrom Hen. VIII.,

but corrected by Ruthal as a letterfrom Wolsey.

1966. Henry VIII. to

E. 0. By the contents of their letters'directed to the Cardinal, under

stands the success of this enterprise against the French, which

they regret has been no better. Imputes no remissness to them,

but rather the reverse, notwithstanding his displeasure at the

faint and dishonorable dealing of the Emperor. They are to

set their minds to the enterprise, which has been resuscitated, as

the King is advertised, by the letters of the Cardinal of Sion.

Unfinished draft in RuthaVs hand, p. 1 .

1967. Remittance to the Emperor.

Galba.B.vi. 27. Instructions from Henry VIII. to [Rob. Fowler?] touching the

B. M. monies <o be brought to Antwerp, and thence transmitted through

the Fuchars to Augsburg.

1 . ITe is to convey the monies assigned to him here or at Calais,

with all secrecy and despatch, to Antwerp ; 2. and there lodge

them safely with an English merchant, or with the factor of the

Fuchars ; 3. to whom he shall present the letters of the imperial

ambassador in England, and require him to go with him to Brussels ;

4. where, in conjunction with Spinelly, he shall visit the Lady

Margaret, and treat with the said factor through the medium of the .

imperial ambassador Andre de Burgo. 5. Even if they cannot agree In

he is not to give up, seeing that the Fuchars have promised, through '

G.urk, in his letter dated Augsburg, 15 Aprils to the imperial

ambassador in England, to acquiesce in the judgment of the

Emperor and his treasurer and the English ambassadors at his

court ; 6. but shall promise in any case to deliver the money to

the said factor in their presence ; 7. who shall thereupon advise

his masters to make payment whenever required, and deliver him

a receipt stating the sums to be paid to the English ambassadors

at the camp, or to the Emperor's treasurer at Augsburg, which,

when obtained, he shall transmit to Spinelly.

Lat., pp. 3.

* Here a mark ocenrs in the text, referring evidently to a passage inserted in

the margin in Ruthal's hand, which is quite unintelligible through mutilation.
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1968. [Wolsey] to Rob. Fowleb.

B. 0. Order has been taken that the 8,000/. sent by him to the Fucars

of Augsburg shall be delivered to the assigns of Leonard Frisco-

bald, who will answer to the King for the said money in any place

required without loss on the exchange.

Draft, in Tuke's hand, p. 1 ,

1969. [The Eabl of Shbewsbuby] to .

Shrcwsb. MSS. Desires him to continue his good offices in the matter "between

P. f- 27. my Lord of Northumberland and me." Since he wrote, Bucking-

Coll, of Arms. hani has proposed cross marriages between his family and the

Earl'B. Has, however, made a clear answer in that behalf. De

sires him, therefore, if Northumberland come not home soon, to

get him to appoint the pilgrimage shortly: " for I trust within this

fortnight the heyre (air) will be clear, for there were none of my

servants sick these five or six days," nor any dead these three

weeks. Hopes he will beseech Northumberland to remain in his

good mind, for if Buckingham knew, he might try to change his

purpose.

Draft, p. 1.

1970. [The Eabl of Shbewsbuby] to Sib Ric. Sachevebell.

Shrewsb. MSS. Has received his letter of the 16th touching the cross marriages

P-'-ll- proposed by the Duke of Buckingham. Is much bound to the

Coll. of Arms. Duke for continuing in bis good mind : for in the first year of the

King's reign be offered the Earl his son, "promising that I should

have him better cheap by 1,000 marks than any other man. How-

beit, when he came to the point that I desired to know what sum

he would ask, it was so great that I never desired to speak of the

matter since, for I trust with a little help to many all my daugh

ters with that sum that he asked with one of them." Is so much

in debt to the King nnd others that he cannot command such a

sum as Buckingham would require.

May. 1971- Wolsey to Mountjoy.

Calig. E. ii. 156. Thanks him for friendly assistance in his various causes.

B. M. Would have been glad if he could have given him licence to come

into England before Whitsuntide. Thinks it will be perilous for

him to leave till they see how the amity succeeds. If he will send

some discreet person, he shall have as good expedition as if he

came himself. Westm., the x . . . May.

Hoi., draft, p. 1.

1972. Coinage at Toubnay.

Calig. E. ii. 33. " Instructions delivered to Sir Ric. Jernyngham, knt., for to

B. M. show to the King's grace and his Council."

1. The coiners object to the recoining of the dandepratts to the

fineness of Euglish groats, as much will be lost by the melting.

If the dandepratts now remaining in Mr. Treasurer's hands were

current, they would pay the garrison for the month of June and

July. Begs that he will direct his letters to Rob. Fowler to re-

coin the same at the rate of 2d. a piece; and that allowance be made

for the men put in by my Lord Lieutenant.

/'. 1, mutilated.
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1973. News from France.

Calig. D. vi. 344. The French King intends to send men and money to the Duke

B. M. of [Albany] that he may make war upon England. The French

ambassadors have lately returned from Scotland, and immediately

afterwards the herald named Albany was sent by the French King

to the said Duke, whose return they daily expect ; and according

to his report aid will be sent. Had this information from sundry

great men, " secret friends unto the King's grace." " Immediately

after that the French King was returned from Italy unto Lyons,

he sent for Ric. de la Pooll, then being in the city of Macia in

Florene (Metz in Lorraine) ; and as they both were riding upon

the said Richard's mule, the King behind the said Richard, the

King said these words unto him: "I know that the King of Eng

land is my utter enemy, intending to destroy and deprive me from

my state in Italy, sending his right great sums of money to the

[P^mperor], and retaining the Swisses in his aid for that intent ;

wh[erefore] glad I would be to serve him with like favors. And

because [I] know your title to be good to the crown of England,

I shall but shortly endeavor me to make some peace

with the said Em[peror to] stablish my matters there ; and, that

done, I shall assist you both with men and money for obtaining

of your] said right, and shall not forsake you in that behalf w[hile

I] have one crown to expend. In the meantime

and have patience. He saith also that Marq[uis] desired

the French King with marvellous great inst[ance that he] would

grant unto the snid Richard his favors and promises,

which Richard the said Marquis [reputeth for his] cousin. And

the said King promised unto him [that he] would so do.

" He saith also that it is determined by the [French King that]

four persons shall be sent secretly into Eng[land to set] tire by

crafty and cautelous means within the [house wherein] his grace

shall be abiding, to the intent (which God [forbid) to] destroy his

most noble person and all other there being p[resent, and that]

the said persons for this their execrable fact should h[ave] of the

said Richard 4,000 francs. Interrogates [</e tempore] r.onatus

faciendiet interponendi, he saith, when the day[s are] more shorter.

And the premises he saith that he knoweth [from one] that is

most secret about the said Richard and the King's most true and

faithful lover, who hath promised from [time to time] to advertise

his grace by some means, and specially this, showing him the]

secret intentions of the said Richard against his grace."

lie reports that Rob. Latainer is taken by the company of Mons. De

and kept in the castle of Hayn. Sundry letters and ....

Angle nobles were found upon him, and he has confessed " all his

secretness " to Mons. de Vaundham and others sent by the French

King to examine him. Is informed by one Wm, Poundre that

is taken in Italy and put to death as the King's ass

The French King is craftily attempting to recover Tournay ; " and

hath deputed for [to effect] and procure the same Mons. de Cleryns,

Johan Frappy and .... Lumbarde, late citizens of Tournay, and

now fled from t[he town bec]ause they wculd not obey the King's

grace. One Mastyre Joh[an] s one other and the

greatest enemy, and now [L]yons playing at the

dice by the Dean of Wallesse in was spoken there,

owdre by the King's commandment or sayth he is

informed that jeopardy shall be at Tur[nay char]gid

above with salt, wheat or other merchandise, an[d weapons of w]arr
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News from France—cont.

and artillery who shall trust in rebels that thing,

good espial must be secretly premises, he knoweth

by secret relation of [certain men that were late o]f Turney and

now his neighbors in Pari[s] man."

Anth. Spynell is a marvellous great enemy [to the] King's grace,

" cautulusly inquiring of any Englishmen concerning the King's

secrets," and notifying them to the French King, from whom he

receives 400 francs a year. About Easter last at Lyons the French

King gave him 500 crowns ; yet he pretends " that his late being

with the French King at Lyons was enempst his wrongful imprison

ment in Noverny, when the King's grace expugnyd Tyrwan and

Turney."

The French King " laboreth with all diligence " for a peace with

the King of Castile, for which ambassadors on both sides will meet

next August. Ambassadors did meet for the purpose at Noyon

last Whitsuntide, for this reporter saw them there, and also had

information from a footman of the French Queen, who was dispatched

from Paris to the Great Master of France at Noyon.

Pp. 3, mutilated. Endorsement illegible from mutilation.

1974. Subsidy.

E. O. Account of subsidies of the Lords and Commonalty, Easter to

Whitsuntide, 7 & 8 Hen. VIII. Sums in the hands of Rob. Fowler.

Receipts of John Jenyns, John Haselwode and Henry Everard.

Pp. 10 ; Jirst leaf mutilated.

R. O. 2. Accounts of Hen. Everard, John Hasylwod and John Jenyns,

of the tenths, fifteenths and subsidies collected by them for Easter

term 7 & 8 Hen. VHT.

Pp.6.

1 June. 1975. Henry VIII. to the Lords and Commons of Scotland,

Calig. B.ti. 159. representing the Three Estates of the same.

B. M. On communication had between the ambassadors sent from Scot

land by the diet at Coldyngham and the English commissioners, it

is thought advisable to notify to the estates of Scotland the dangers

in which the King our nephew stands. The Duke of Albany,

naming himself governor, pretends to be nearest heir to the king

dom, which in itself should make him " suspect," and for which

he should be removed from the administration. This can hardly

be while he remains in the kingdom. To clear himself of suspicion

he ought to leave Scotland. Desires au answer to this matter

before the expiration of the truce at the feast of St. Andrew next,

that further direction may be taken for the common weal of the

two kingdoms.

Draft, corrected by Ruthal, pp. 8.

1 June. 1976. Erasmus to John Savage, Chancellor of the King

Er.Ep.vii.il. .Catholic.

Has escaped from his labors at Basle. St. Jerome is not yet

completed, nor his treatise De Principe Instituendo, which he was

anxious to present to the King. Is going to Mountjoy's castle

(Hammes), and will send some one to England to carry the volumes

of St. Jerome, which he has dedicated to the Abp. of Canterbury,

and collect Erasmus' pension for the last year. That done,

Erasmus will return. Antwerp, kal. June 1515.
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1 June. 1977. Sir John Pecche, [Sir] Nich. Vaux, [Sir] Edw.

r.o. Guldeford, Ric. and Nich. Carew, Rob. Wotton,

H. Bannaster and Sir John Tremayle to Wolsey.

According to the King's commandment Sir Jolyi Tremale has

entered into the place of undermarshal, at the discharge of the

King's old servant Nich. Marland, for whom they desire favor, iu

consideration of his long services to the King and his father " in

divers journeys and countries." Calais, 1 June. Signed.

P. 1. Add. : To my Lord Cardinal's grace.

1 June. 1978. Spinelly to [Henry VIII.]

Galba,B.vi.41. Wrote last on the 27th. Yestereven the court returned to

B. M. Brussels, where Richmond arrived to provide lodgings for the

ambassadors, who will be here tomorrow. Chievres told him that

at Arras they had given bonds for the Emperor to his treasurer

Fellinger, to the sum of 60,000 golden guilders. They are much

dissatisfied with the Emperor's proceedings. If they do not assist

him, he will lose Brescia and Verona. If they continue helping

him, they will waste their money, and not be able to defend them

selves. News has come this morning from the Emperor of the

great danger in which Brescia stands. A council is to be held

about it today. Thinks their interference will be too late. It is

not true, as Marroton wrote, that 400 spears were coming to the

Emperor from Naples. The French lave taken two Spanish

ships. The masters have complained to the King, who, as it is

openly said, declares the French will never do him good. The

Duke of Gueldres says he will be revenged for his ship of war

taken by Lord D'Isselstein. The Chancellor says his master will

spare no money to keep the Swiss from joining the French in

future. As to the power sent to the ambassador in England for

the league with the Pope, it is to be feared his holiness will draw

back, seeing the success of the French. Has letters from Florence,

dated 21 May, stating that the Magnifico Lorenzo de'Medici went

against Urbin with 1,200 spears and 20,000 foot, including a band

of French. Brussels, 1 June.

P.S.—It would be well to bring about an understanding between

the Venetians and the Emperor. The provost of Cassel has conic

from Zealand, and says the preparations for going to Spain arc

very slow. The Lord Prospero Colonna lay still with the French

King, as the Chancellor saith.

Hoi., pp. 4, mutilated.

1 June. 1979. Spinelly to Wolsey.

R. O. He and Fowler wrote on the 27th. Wrote to Wingfield and

Pace to take heed of the King's money, " for his army is breaketh

and the somme is not able to set forth anew again." This King must

be more active if he intends to keep Naples. The King had better

reserve his money, but if the Emperor lacks money he must lose

Brescia and Verona. Learns from Mr. Comptroller that Wolsey

has written to him by the Master of the Rolls. Refers him to the

King's letters. Brussels, 1 June.

Hoi., p. 1. Add.

1 June. 1980. Spinelly to Wolsey.

R. O. "I had forgotten to advertise your grace that Alamyre is ready

to depart toward the King, but he tarry only for John Van Ret
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Spinellt to Wolsey—cont.

brother to Diryko Van Rete, and principal governor with Richard

de la Poole,' and immediately after he shall come to the King."

No other news. Brussels, 1 June.

Hoi., p. 1. Add.

1 June. 1981- Cardinal of Sion to Henry VIII.

It. O. Has been prevented by the fortune of war and various circum

stances from writing more frequently to his majesty. Supposes

that his retreat from the Valle del Sole (e Valle Solari) into Italy,

his difficulties at Bergamo, the dissensions spread among the Swiss,

the retreat to Verona, the surrender of Brescia, have been in

timated to his majesty by his ambassadors. Has preserved Ve

rona, — is fearlessly expecting a siege. The King will learn

further by the letter of Pace and Dominus Rombertus [Wingfield],

how the Emperor persevered. Will attack the enemy if they

appear in the open field or assault the town. Verona, kal. Junii

1-516. Signed.

Lat., p.l. Add.

2 June. 1982. [Galeazzo Visconti *] to Henry VIII.

Vit. B. xix. 97. Has received letters from Pace containing the King's consola-

B. M. tions to him under the present ill-treatment of himself and his

friends, for which he is very grateful. Pace, has informed him

that the King desires a reconciliation between the [Cardinal of]

Sion [and himself]. There shall be no difficulty on his part.

Pace can bear witness that a better friend than Galeazzo the Car

dinal never had; "qui centies lingua sua peccavit et

centies reconciliavit ; et tamen uunquam duravit per hebdomadam."

On his arrival at Bergamo (where Galeazzo was lying ill), the

Cardinal, knowing the hatred the Swiss bore towards himself,

begged him, through his nephew, to forget the past and love him

as formerly. This Galeazzo promised and did. Notwithstanding,

the Cardinal's reticence only lasted four days, when he began to

tell wonderful falsehoods against Galeazzo, of which Pace and

everybody «lse are witnesses, and for which his nephew wrote au

apology. These things he wished to state once "for all; " nee a

me aliquid plus senti[etur quam quod] patriam meam destruere

vellet, quemadmodum publice dicit ; quo cau f me sibi et aliis id

v quemadmodum honestas et justitia requirit."—

Pace also writes, " quod omnia faciam ut Helvetios in

ilia quod hue me portare feci totus iufirmus ut illud exequar." It

cannot, be done, however, with empty hands; for the French in these

parts do not only offer, but actually give, and in great q[uantity].

Will do what he can ; if he had money now in [hand] he could

raise the whole Swiss people, who are very well disposed towards

the King. "Qua; si fecer me ex Tridento, vocabitur

redemptor Italia; et Christianitatis, et vindictam faciet c[ontra]

suos Gallos recuperando regnum suum." Prays the King " ut

Uteris D. Ricardi et meis fidem adhib[eat] secum

portant, et si Veritas rerum ab aliis qui scripserunt Venetos ad

Paduam ire scripta fuisset M" vestra nunc

responsum dedisset resolutum : quaa res in tenendis

istis temporibus periculosissimis multum et raultum servivisset :

* Supplied from a marginal note made before the fire. f Sic.
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de quibus scribo MagM filio meo ut omnia Mu vestne

communicet." Zurich, 2 June 1516. Signature burnt off.

P. 1, mutilated. Add. : Christ"10 et Iuvict"10 Regi Angliae et

Frauciae D. D. suo semper col"10.

2 June. 1983. [Galeazzo Visconti] to [Wolset].

Vit. B. xix. 98. Has received [his] letters of 1 1 May, full of consolation, for

B. M. which he is very grateful. As to the reconciliation between him

self and the Cardinal of Sion, will do anything which will be agree

able to [the King] and Wolsey. Writes more fully of this to the

King. Will say no more about the of the money con

veyed, and the other [trouble] undergone by Pace and himself ;

" quia pnete uuum scio quod universa terra, arbores, et

flum[ina] mixerabantur nobis et soli remansimus." Touching

another matter, will do all he can against the King's enemies and

serve [him] till death ; " qua; si fecerit potuerit circha

scripta per me in Tridento et citte omnia obtinebit

qua; desiderabit, et pro honore [ejus] omnia feci et sum f'acturus."

It was said in the Council that Galeazzo was not faithful and . . .

. . . had understood that he had written to the Pope " in recessu *

* * * * alia signa manifesta fecerat contra

Gallos [e]S° fuisem tam perfidus pontiflci,

sed illi crusato [h]oc dixerunt ; quare tacuerunt

quod secreta meum post litteras missi quod

omnia bona portavit prredicto ■ . . . ci confortando et

asicurando quod Christianissimus rex et dominatio vestra Revma

omnino negotium finire volebant, non parcendo pecuniis nee omnibus

aliis rebus necessariis." Has announced his arrival in Switzer

land, and intimated that the Pope is constant. The Cardinal

St. Maria in Porticu has caused Galeazzo's secretary to write

that all is going on well. The Count refers to the letters of Lord

Hanchixes (Anchises).

Hoi., pp. 2, mutilated. Dated in margin, in a modern hand :

" 1516, 2 June. Turego Galeaz. Viceco.'

2 June. 1984. [Ennius Bp. of Veroli] to Pace.

Vit B. xix. 93. • Received his letters dated at Brixen on the ... of last month,

B. M. wherein " velleni quas post expeditionis progressum

apud Helvetia[m] feliciss' castris eodem tempore

moliri dicebantur magna aggredienda.'' Errors had

doubtless been committed. Pace has promised him the Pope's

brief to promote their common affairs. " Gallizantes me tantopere

.... sent, et si quid in caput meum tandem temptare ausi fuissent

in ... . sisse jam diu cognovissent. Attamen ex quo felicissimus

ille vester exercit[us] progredi coepit, nihilque literarum mag0'"

dominis Helvetiis missum extiter[it], solus ex Uteris illis Rml D.

Cariu Stw M" in Porticu et tabe[llariis] bonos in fide diu eontinui,

et malos omni spe frustrari curav[i. Dixe]rat enim mihi Pontifex

quam plurima dominis Helvetiis non nisi optime grata s . . . . [et]

laudavit me quod brevibus illis, tanquam mendicatis, Dominis

Helvetiis et nullam vel parvam fidem adhibuerim,

quodque rebus Anglicis sic non nisi plurimum mo

commendavit ; cognovique 111. D. Vicecomi[tem]

Pontificem ad regias partes penitus inclinatum. Et cum ad Coesarem

Bu[per his] rebus legatum destinaret, perlatum est Csesarem retro-

cessiss[e ino]pinato successu, et Galli elati quamplurima vera falsis

1 Modern note in margin ;—" Galatius writ to the Pope from Bergamo."

2. 0 0
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[Ennius Bp. of Veroli] to Pace—cont.

in cerunt. Et hie Gallizantes periculosiora com-

mentati sunt, quorum b nonnulli convicti, cum nihil

respondere nequirent in Gallorum ipsorum pars

magna converti coepit. Et cum quinque canthoni

dubitarent, octo Gallizantes ad eorum vota deducere ex

factum est quod octo praesumant, diversis oblatis pin

ad pristinam eorum unionem et ad Gallicam

(A line lost) urgi nunc admissf sint. Quod nisi sine

mora pvovidentur ti Badensi dicta (quae usque ad

festum S" Johaunis duratura Gallicos oratores audi-

endos, et ab Elvctiis pacem acceptandam particulis

tacitai praeservationis Caesaris ; et quod Elvetii nullos regi Franciae

pedites exhibere teneantur oppidis vel dominiis illis, tempo[re] ducis

Maximiliani possessis, ac pinguioribus pensionibus eisdem dominis

Elvetiis tantummodo praeservatis."

In other matters sees no difficulty. The arrival of Count Galeas,

whose illness has been of great inconvenience both to the Swiss

and the writer, yesterday was welcomed by [a large assemblage]

of both sexes, and he was most honorably received. " E

natioui multis de causis et prsesertim libera stipendi[a] * * *

Ac in bello reassumendo Mediolani a Ser™" Angliaa Rege,

Poutcis etiam auctoritate instituatur, qui bell[o non modo] adsit sed

proesit ; ne et Pontifex et alii Iuiliae principes assumendum

ignorent quorsum haec Dom. V. Rev. quae Italorum rum et

Elvetiorum mores jam optime callet facillime judi[cabit]." Begs

to be commended to Wolsey. [Zurich], 2 June 1516.

Hoi., pp. 3, mutilated. Add : Revereii, &c. Ricardo Paceo Sermi

et Chrmi Angliaj et Franciae Regis oratori dignissimo.

2 June. 1985. Woollen Cloths.

R. O. Information of Jphu Sumper and John Michell before the Barons

of the Exchequer, on the 2nd of June, against Peter Corffe, merchant,

for stretching woollen cloths at Southampton, on the 30th Nov.

7 [Hen. VIII.] in contravention of the statute 6 Hen. VIII.

Lett., p. 1. Endd,

2 June. 1986- For John Storke of London, woodmonger.

1\ S. Protection ; going in the retinue of Sir Ric. Wyngfeld, Deputy

of Calais. Greenwich, 1 June 8 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm., 2 June.

3 June. 1987. Sampson to Wolsey.

R. O. Yesterday Hyggyns, one of the guards, struck a young woman in

a tavern. Ric. Hansard, the provost marshal, who was passing,

catered, and finding her bleeding required Hyggyns to go with his

servant as prisoner to the walls. On his refusal, called tipstaves to

attach him till my lord's pleasure was known, on which Hyggyns,

derisively thanking the marshal, drew his sword and struck him on

the nose. Toumay, 3 June 1516.

Hoi, p. 1. Add. : My Lord Cardinal of York. Endd.

3 June. 1988. Margaret of Savoy to Henry VIII.

Galba, B. iv. 62. In favor of [the bearer], a servant of Gurk, going to England on

B. M. matters relating to benefices which he has in England. Brussels,

3 June 1516. Signed.

Fr., p. 1, mutilated. Add. and endd.

lb. f. 62*b. Same to Wolsey. To the liko effect. Brussels, 3 June 1516.

Signed.

Fr., p. 1, mutilated. Add. and endd.
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3 June. 1989. [Sir Rob. Wingfeld to Henry VIII.]

Vit. B. xix. 99. Wrote last the May from Trent. * * * * " and syth

B. M. themper[or] (which is here) hath had greett besynesso

to maake [means for succoring] Veroone as weell of men and vic-

tuayle as of o[ther things] necessary;" for it was expected the enemy

would [have] made more haste towards the city than they have. It

seems that the French care less for the favour of the Venetians than

the beauty and strength of the city [and] castle of Brescia, and the

130,000 ducats of yearly rent belonging to it ; with which the

Venetians are " no[thing"| con[tent]." Neither nation cares to

keep a promise when it is not profitable ; and if the French do not

intend to give up the city and castle to the Venetians according to

agreement, the Venetians " have blowin at a colde coole all [the]

hooll yier" in assisting the French. Trusts V[erona] is out of

danger. There are now in it more than 9,000 men, Almayns,

Spaniards, and Swiss, and 5,000 more Swiss are on their way, and

will be at Trent tonight or tomorrow. As soon as they shall be

comyn to the Signior Marke Authoyne Columpne, whom

the Emperor hath made generall capeteeyn of the arme, shall taa[ke

the] fielde and passe the Poo," according to the agreement made by

the Emperor and [him] in Trent, a copy [of which] was sent to

the King. If the Emperor find means to convey a

[according to] the same agreement, Wingfield does not doubt but

the French will " pay the scotte " before they get out of Italy, espe

cially if the King make a warlike demonstration on the other side.

The French have determined to raise a million of ducats out of

Italy, which, "by the meane" [of this demonstration by Henry],

would be not only kept out of their hands, but spent against them

in France, and so end this long war, which Wingfield expects will

never be terminated, until " the crowne of France maye be sette in

the very place where it owght to be of right, which is uppon youre

mooste gratious and electe" heedde, by God, which I hoope as veryly

to se as I truste this daye to dyne." Believes that all the powers

of Christendom, except the French and Venetians, desire this. The

Emperor has ordered the Cardinal of Sion to Trent, and as soon as

things are set in order the Cardinal and Wingfield are to set out

from Trent " as he is now which is in a vale namyd

the Va[le of] a iij. or iiij. journeeyis from hence."

Thinks the King should give the Cardinal some reward for his

services ; for, notwithstanding his learning, good life, diligence, and

experience, it is m[arvellous] what perplexity and pov[erty] he is

in through the malice of his enemies. The late Governor of Brescia

is at Trent, a right goodly gentleman, nearly related to the Viceroy

of Naples, " is namyd Ikcarde." Suspicion has been cast

upon him or his company, in spite of his known honesty and the

difficulty of his position in Brescia, from some clauses in the

" articles made betwixt [him] and the enemy." If the provision,

mentioned in his former letters, had not been made, the Emperor's

army would have broken up or gone over to the enemy. The

safety of Verona is now secured, which, with many other important

matters, could not have been brought about without the assistance

of England.

Has had a letter, dated 1 June, from Pace, who, as he formerly

wrote, had ridden to the Emperor. Pace had letters [from the]

Bp. of Worcester, the King's ambassador at Ro[me], by which it

appears that the Pope will do as shall [please] the King, that he

was never [more] determined to drive the French out of Italy,

and that he was sending off his mandate the 4th of last month to

OO 2
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[Sm Rob. Wingfeld to Henby VIII.]—cont.

conclude the desired league] with Henry in England. Trent, 3

June 1516.

P.S.—Has just received a letter from the Cardinal of Sion for

the King, and one for himself of 14 sheets, the reading of which has

kept this letter open for a " greett owre" longer than it other

wise would have been. Sends the Cardinal's letter to himself, to

the King, with the other ; " for thoowe I am nott naturally dys-

posyd to accuse oony personys, yitt whanne othir mennys paper and

inke do accuse theeym, mesemyth that of dwte I shulde nott covir

the same."

Hoi., pp. 6, mutilated.

3 June. 1990- Anth. Inge to the Secretary of Calais.

[Califf. i. ii ?] 1. 127. Thanks him for his letters received by Harnault the bearer. Has

jj, M. sent his money before him to Boulogne. Waits only for one of his

men, who should be here today ; will start tomorrow early. Paris,

3 June.

P.S.—" [Je] vous recommande ma veisselle."

Hoi., Fr., p. 1, mutilated. Add. : [A] mon treshonnore seigneur

le Secretaire de Calays.

3 June. 1991. Seb. Giustinian to the Council of Ten.

Giust. Desp. i. 231. Visited the King at Greenwich, but found he was out hunting.

A report circulates that the Emperor is preparing a fresh army

in one quarter, and the Swiss in another, and the Spanish forces are

in Lombardy under the Viceroy. On seeing the King, remonstrated :

said that the Emperor boasted that his troops were paid with

English money, and if he proved victorious, the King knew what

sort of a man the Emperor was. Dilated on the inhumanity of

the Germans, who burn, destroy, and kill in all directions ; the

ferocity of the Swiss was notorious, and no sex or age was exempt

from their inhumanity ;—when Italy is destroyed, the Turk will

become formidable. Was often interrupted by the King, who

acknowledged he had supplied the Emperor with money, not to

injure others, but to prevent him from being injured. " Would

you have me allow wrong to be done to the Emperor, from

whom I have received nothing but kindness, for the sake of your

Signory, who deserted me to follow Lewis and this King of

France ?" Sebastian answered, it was not choice, but necessity.

The King rejoined, it was not necessity, but folly ; and com

plained of their trying to take Brescia and Verona from the

Emperor. Sebastian defended their claim. The King said the

Princes of Christendom would not allow France to become omni

potent : they would form a league, in which he offered to include

the Venetians. With the existing league between the Pope, France,

and the Swiss, Sebastian did not see how this was possible. The

King answered, " I tell you all the Swiss, are mine ; let talk who

will, they are all mine ; and the Pope is anxious to join, and is

firmly united with the Emperor, the Catholic King, myself, and the

Swiss." Sebastian complimented him upon his power and political

sagacity. He answered, " I content myself with my own, I only

wish to command my own subjects ; but, on the other hand, I don't

choose that any one shall have it in his power to command me."

He said, this league would be formed not against the King of

France, but for defence of the allies ; and offered to adjust the dif-
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ferences between the Signory and the Emperor. " This colloquy

lasted more than an hour and a half, solus cum solo, a thing very

unusual with his majesty." Putney, 3 June 1516.

3 June. 1992. For Rob. Flegge of London, haberdasher.

Protection ; going in the retinue of Sir Ric. Wyngfeld, Deputy

of Calais. Westm., 3 June.

Fr. 8 Hen.VIII. m. I.

4 June. 1993. Spinelly to [Henry VIII.]

Galba, B. vi. 43. Wrote last on the 2nd. The ambassadors arrived yestereven, and

B. M. • were met at the gates by the Governor of Bresse. A post has come

from the Emperor, but Spinelly knows nothing except a rumor that

he will set forward a new army, which might be believed if he were

better provided with money. Bourbon has come to the French

King at Lyons, for what object is not known. The Council have

been in communication with Don Pedro Durea, about the Emperor's

business, and have granted a number of his demands, but not yet

agreed to send the Viceroy to his aid. The Council of Spain are

ordered to send to Naples 600 spears and 4,000 foot. News came

yesterday from D'Iselstein that the Duke of Gueldres has 2,000

foot in Friesland, joined with 6,000 men of the country, and has

taken a place of no great importance, within these four days. On

the return of the court from Artois, Berghes remained behind for

two days with Lord Fiennes, who, he says, was very ill pleased with

Chievres and the Chancellor for keeping letters of importance from

him. The meeting at Noyon is much against his mind. The

Estates will shortly be called touching the government in the King's

absence. Fiennes will not consent that the money granted by the

Flemings be carried into Spain. Lords Montayny, Ravestein, and

Nassau are also dissatisfied at having been kept without informa

tion. Another Spanish ship is said to have been taken by the

French. Brussels, 4 June.

P.S.—The court goes in four days to the frontier ofLuxembourg

that the King may receive the oath of the Duchy. It is expected

at Antwerp on the 20th.

IIol.,pp. 2, mutilated.

4 June. 1994. YSpinelly to Wolsey/^

Galba, B. iv. 73. Wrote last on the 2nd. Last night received Wolsey's letters by

B.M. the Master of the Rolls, to which he will answer in his next, being

on the point of starting for Antwerp to meet Mr. Fowler and help

him to recover his money ; " whereof it is comyn as I thought at

the first." Was told yesterday by Alamyre that Dyryk Van Ret's

brother is at Antwerp about sending some one to Scotland ;

Alamire has gone thither again to make inquiries, and will be with

the King at the end of the week. Has heard by two ways that

Ric. de la Pole was going again into France, Has sent the servant

of the Master of the Posts to Metz to ascertain. * Begs that his j

honor may be regarded. Formerly, though not in commission with

the King's ambassadors, he was always mentioned in their letters,

and, when Ponynges had great charges, was called to their commu

nications. Now he is never spoken of. Brussels, 4 June 1516.

Hoi., p. 1, mutilated. Add.
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4 June. 1995. Mountjot to Wolsey.

Vosp. F.xm.122. Has lately sent, both by Ponynges and by Geo. Lewson, certain

B. M. articles touching the garrison, to which he expect?d an answer.

Has given the same and others to Lancaster, who is now come

over. Requires especially to be relieved with money, that the poor

men whose houses were pulled down may be recompensed. Has

given Lancaster a plat of the citadel to show to Wolsey. Perceives

by a letter from Mons. de Clerins that the French K ng still medi

tates an attack upon the town, of which he has informed Ponynges.

Tournay, 4 June.

Hol.,p. 1. Add.: My Lord Cardinal.

4 June. 1996. R- DE Hausen (secretary of Cardinal Gurk) to Wolsey.

Galba,B. iv. "3*b. In behalf of Gerhard Stassart, procurator of Carlinal Gurk,

B. M. Kent to England in place of the writer, who is obliged lo remain at

Brussels, for the affairs of his master's benefices. Brussels, 4 June

1516.

Hoi., Lat., p. 1, mutilated. Add.

4 June. 1997. John Baptist Spinelli and M. Ant. Colonna to

Vit B. in. 43. [SlON].

B- M- Have sent An[thony] De Amatis with their resolve, requesting

the Cardinal to accelerate the coming of the Swiss and the pay so

often promised. The Spaniards from Brescia, notwithstanding

their promise, refuse to enter Verona, and are inflicting many

injuries on the inhabitants of the Vallis Polisettse. Have been

obliged to pull down some buildings in the palace because they

cannot get iron. Have no lances. The foot are without them.

Request to have 5,000 or more. The enemy are five miles from

the Mincio. It is said they will attack Verona. Are in very

good spirits. Some of the Swiss wish to leave. Have this day

entered (intravimus) a quantity of new corn. Verona, 4 June 1516.

Signed.

Lat., pp. 2, badly mutilated.

Note in Spinelly's hand : Ista est copia quse mittitur consiliariis

in Tridento.

4 June. 1998. Bartholomew Ticcioni Count Decian to Margaret

of Savoy.

Lc Glay, Negoc Received on Friday, 30 ult., her letters of the 24th, mentioning

cntre la France the return of the Swiss to their homes, and the good will of the

et l'Autriche, Emperor to the renewal of the expedition if he is not deserted by

n" ' the King here ; all of which appears in letters of the Emperor to

Ticcioni as well as in those to Henry and Wolsey. Endeavors

daily to maintain them in their good determination. They say that

Pace is instructed to stir up the Swiss afresh against the French

in Milan, and they promise not to desert the Emperor, but assist

him with all their power, if he fulfil his promise of anew invasion

of France. In that case Henry will not only provide the 60,000 fl.

but a much greater sum ; but if the invasion is not made, not even

the above sum will be paid ; and this he has said not only to Ticcioni

but also to the merchants. They say they have heard that the

Duke of Savoy went to the Emperor about a peace between him
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and the French, but that no good will come of it. Concludes from

this they do not doubt the Emperor, and are more than ever desirous

of the triple treaty, if the King Catholic will consent to it. The

King lately told the Venetian ambassador it was concluded, to

make them more inclined to yield to the Emperor. The Emperor

wrote to say that Henry might be mediator, and that he would refer

all to him. And while telling the Cardinal of this, the Venetian

ambassador came in with a most ample mandate from the Senate,

likewise referring all to Henry, who hopes to bring all to concord

within two months, if the Emperor will send instructions ; as he

hopes he will do from the tenor of his letters to Ticcioni. Quintana,

who came over here on his way to the King Catholic, has been well

received by the King and Queen and the Cardinal. He says every

thing in Spain is quiet. All, however, are not contented with the

present rule. London, 4 June 1516.

Lat.

1999. Erasmus to Martin Dorpius.

Er .Ep. xxxi. 42. Had not received his letter, but had seen a copy of it at Antwerp

in the hands of a friend ; in which Dorpius regrets the publication

of the Moria, approves of his labors upon St. Jerome, and dissuades

him from editing the New Testament. Is still sick from his voyage,

and tired of riding, yet thinks it better to make any reply than

leave a friend in this persuasion, whether of his own or put into his

head by others. Regrets the publication of the Moria. Enters

upon its defence. Speaks of the provocations he has received.

Had no other object in its composition than in his Enchiridion, his

tract De Principis Institutione and his Panegyricus. Like princes

who keep fools at their courts, to correct lighter vices by their free

dom of speech, Erasmus hoped by jesting and good humor to

remove the faults of his time. Tells how it was written in More's

house, on his return from Italy in a fit of illness, to wile away the

time. Denies that its humor is bitter or offensive, and cannot

believe that it has produced so great a disturbance, and alienated

from him the minds of the theologians. Proves it to be otherwise,

by the uninterrupted friendship of the Archbp. of Canterbury and

others. They only can have taken offence who, after shallow training

in the rules of Alexander Gallus, the ten categories of Aristotle, a

smattering of Scotus and Occham, bristle up with conceit, despise

St. Jerome as a pedant because they do not understand him, and

turn up their noses at Greek, Hebrew, and even Latin. Condemns

the excessive reverence paid to Aristotle and to human traditions.

There is no end of trifling questions. Decree follows on decree ;

and matters have come to this pass, that Christendom depends, not on

the plain words of Christ, but the definitions of schoolmen and the

authority of the Bishops, such as they are. The recovery of the

world to true Christianity is hopeless. Many holy men deplore

this state of things.

After defending certain passages attacked in the Moria justifies

his proceedings in the New Testament, the preference he gives to the

Greek MSS., and the superior purity of their text. His opinions of

the labors of Valla and Jac. Faber. Faber merely made some notes

on St. Paul's epistles ; Erasmus is translating the whole of the New

Testament according to the Greek MSS. The Greek text is given

in the opposite column ; the notes are separate, and in justification

of his emendations. Should not fear to dedicate his labors to any
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Erasmus to Martin Dorpitjs—eont.

Bishop or Cardinal, and does not doubt that Dorpius will be pleased

with the book when he sees it. Antwerp, 1515.*

5 June. 2000. Erasmus to Fisher Bp. of Rochester.

Er. Ep.vii. 9. Had his health allowed, would have paid his respects in person.

Has already explained why the New Testament he intended for

Fisher has since been dedicated to the Pope. Mentions the applause

which the work has drawn from scholars and theologians, and (ho

great offers made him by prelates and princes. St. Jerome will

appear at the next Frankfort sales. Sends by Peter, the One-eyed,

to the Abp. (Warham) four volumes of the letters, which he will

readily lend to Fisher. Had arrived at St. Omei-, intending to cross

to England, but has been attacked by a slight fever. Prince Charles

is called to rule over 19 kingdoms, as they say. After Erasmus

had left Basle, and was preparing to pass through Lorraine, he met

large bodies of soldiers : " rumor erat Lotharingos adoriri velle, sed

iucertum erat a quo mitterentur. Mini subolet a Csssare dirnissos

quasrere qui salarium illius vice dependat." Would gladly see an

en.d to these things. St. Omer, nonis Juniis 1517.

5 June. 2001. Erasmus to Ammonius.

Er. Ep. viii. 5. Is glad that N. has been released from prison by the interposi

tion of Colet. Has published his letters to Pope Leo and the

Cardinals with additions. Sends Peter, the One-eyed, into Eng

land, by whom Ammonius can write. Cannot cross himself, as he

must oblige Charles (Carolo sit gratificandum). Was much pleased

with Upper Germany; the Bp. of Basle has been very obliging.

St. Omer, uon Jun. 1513.

June. 2002. Erasmus to More.

Er. Ep. vn. 22. " Caeteris ajgroto, tibi uni bene valeo." Returned safely to

Antwerp, 30 May. Had intended to pass through Lorraine, and

had got as far as Mons Caasaris (Keiserbeg) in the Alps, but,

hearing of the coming of the soldiers, changed his plans. Found

at Cologne the Italian ambassadors, and travelled in their com

pany. Has been kindly received by the Bishop of Basle, who

gave him a horse worth 50 gold florins. Is much delighted with

Basle. The New Testament is much applauded ; so is the Enchi

ridion. Cannot understand what could have entered Maruffo's head

to play such follies. Has written the Archbishop to say that he

has received the money. Advises with More the best method of

transmitting it. Has not yet read through More's apology, ad

dressed to Dorpius. The Bishop of Chieti is here. Tunstal is

expected. Will try his best with the Prince, and if he finds the

business does not prosper, " ut est hujus regionis erga litteras

ingenium," will be off to Basle. If Pace is there, begs More

will tell him to send all the MSS. Erasmus deposited with him

at Ferrara. The Bishop of Chieti will attend the Prince into

Spain. Supped this day with Tunstal. Hears that More has been

ill. 1518.

* Erasmus was at Antwerp in June 1516, after the first edition of his New

Testament was completed. The letter may possibly have been written in the

summer of 1515, as he was going to Bale to print his work ; but I can find no

proof of his being at Antwerp at that time.
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5 June. 2003. [Pace] to Andreas Ammonius.

Vit. B. xix. 102. « Semper antehac ama ob singulares tuas

B. M. virtutes [te maxima amici]tia sum prosecutus ; nunc vero

meo erga te amore advinctus, [quo nullus] major esse

possit. Nam quis potest an me magis singularem osten-

derc, quam ille, [qui] non solum ex animo mihi gratulatur digni

tatem] et commoda quibus auctus sum ex benig[nitate] ma'"

region, intercedente communi hero [nostro, sed] etiam offert se dili-

gentissimo procuratu[rum] ut ad altiora provehar. Quum tu nu. .

.... die hoc animo erga me sis, volo h[oc] idem a me expectes,

putesque omnia [quibus] ego auctus sum non minus tua esse ....

id quod re ipsa quum voles experieris. Q . . . . per jocum, no

oculi mihi hebescant, et ne rante fortuna efferar. Nosti

illud h tot* /Mi xavoi (ipda xdSv. Volo seq[ui vesti]gia

communis heri, qui ut tu ais [quanto] magis tollitur in altum, tanto

se [submisse] gerit et humi repit, et ut m illico peri-

culum faciet scripsisse quod ego

dolui non potuisse, non solum quia hosti ....

[cir]cumdatus quorum equites levis armaturai [missi] fuerunt ad

literas intercipiendas, sed etiam ci literas meas inter-

cipere sunt conati, no is ut veritatem isthuc scriberem,

sed inani [s]pe vos pascerem."

It was his intention to have communicated all bad news, so that

the remedy might be more speedily provided. Ammonius rightly

doubted of the flight of the Venetians towards Padua, and of the

dilapsa of the French at Milan, as nothing of the kind was con

tained in his letter. What was written " icefi toP MafrpiXtdyov "

from Rome was truer than the truth. Will labour as Ammonius

advised to remove all discords. "Inter quibus oppressus

fui molestias haec me maxime ; tantum tamen effeci ut

nihil nobis obstaret, si «i!to; i miyai; [Ex]

Augusta . . .

" Non miror ea [qua?] de remediis ...'.... expectationem su-

pcrasse nam n runt nee unquam credidissem tant

oculis prajseus vidissem ; et ut iut[er] nihil esse mentitum ;

plura testor dicenda erant quam scripsi. Gaudeo [litteris]

meis plenam fidem adhiberi, non quod me [tantum] arrogem, ut illis

solis credatur, sed quod plenam c . . . . veritatem et exitus rerum

illas semper . . . probabit."

Add. : Revdo Dfio Andreae Ammonio invictmi Anglia? et Franciaj

[Regis] a Latinis secretario, amico suo.

Pp.3, mutilated. Dated in margin, in a modern hand: 1516,

5° Junij, Augusta.

5 June. 2004. Seb. Giustinian to the Council of Ten.

Giust. Desp.i. 239. Returned to the Cardinal to communicate what the King had

said, who exhorted them to join the league. Sebastian argued

against the possibility of doing so, and they discoursed upon the

intentions of England in regard to Italy. Sebastian declined

Wolsey's proposal that the King of England should write to the

Emperor, and mediate between him and the Venetians, lest it

should come to the knowledge of the King of France. Had a

conversation with the Bp. of Durham, who held similar lan

guage. Thinks there are grounds for leaning both ways. Putney,

5 June 1516.
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5 June. 2005. For John Spbyng of Lavenham, Suff., clothmaker.

P. S. Exemption from serving on juries, &c. Greenwich, 4 June

8 Hen. Vin. Del; Westm., 8 June.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 14.

6 June. 2006- Tunstal and Sir Rig Wingfield to Henry VIII.

Galba, B. rv. 67. Came to Brussels on the 3rd, where the King Catholic had

B. M. arrived . . . days before from Arras, having gone out of his way to

hunt at the houses of Fynes and Ravesten. Next day delivered

him the King's letters, which he received gratefully, but referred

the hearing of their private charges to Chievres and the Chan

cellor, who came next day. Declared to them : (1.) in reference to

what the Emperor had suggested in a letter to Henry, viz. : that

the King, his "nevewe," should visit England on his way to

Spain, so as to avoid sea sickness, keep clear of the French

coast, and augment the English alliance. It would be a great

comfort to Henry to see him in his realms. (2.) As to the re

quest made by De Rieux when in England, and by the Bishop

' their ambassador, now resident there, for a loan of 100,000 scudi

for his voyage, though Henry had sustained great charges

in the French and Scotch wars, and assisted the Emperor

in his enterprise upon Milan, without which the Catholic King

would ere this have lost Naples, Henry would lend him 20,000

marks, which was two thirds of their demand. (3.) That

as the Emperor had likewise suggested, to prevent invasion of

these parts during the King Catholic's absence, a more strait

league should bo formed among the confederates, compelling

all to join, at their own costs, against any power by whom one

of them should be invaded, and not to make peace except by

common consent. (4.) That the Swiss might be included as prin

cipal confederates, and provision made for paying them a yearly

pension chargeable on all the others, which would be most to

Charles's benefit. Told them that the King, finding their ambas

sador had no instructions as to this league, desired to know the

King Catholic's mind, and that the Pope was willing to enter it

and contribute to the support of the Swiss. Went no further at

that time, because the remainder of their charges depend upon the

league. Were promised that these offers should be laid before

the King Catholic, and that whatever way he went into Spain

Henry might be assured it would not be through France, although

he had been greatly solicited to do so, and great hostages offered

for him.

Thanked Chievres privately, according to the King's instructions,

for his good policy in the matters of his master and Henry, and

offered him a pension of .1,000 angelettes or 500 marks sterling,

which he accepted, subject to his master's pleasure, though he had

never received a pension from any Prince, notwithstanding various

offers from the late King of Arragon. Made a like private offer to

* the Chancellor of a pension of 400 angelettes or 200 marks, who

made a similar reply. The same day delivered the King's letters

to Lord Berghis, with the King's commission to him to be his proxy

at the Feast of the Toison, which he gladly accepted, and told them

that their overtures had been talked of in council, and a favourable

answer might be expected ; and that he thought it very advisable

for two such Princes to entertain each others servants who are in

authority, as he would show to Henry himself if he could have
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audience. This morning Chievres and the Chancellor came to them

again, and said the King required some time to consider about

going into England ; that he wished to know what days of pay

ment and what obligations Henry would require for the loan. Re

plied that they thought a year after the delivery of the new prest

sufficient, and two or three years at most for the old ; the towns

in Holland or Flanders which have most intercourse with Calais

to stand bound therefor. After some discussion they offered that

the King their master should be bound, and all the . . . [of] the

order of the Toison being his subjects, and the Master of Finances

to repay the money in four years by four instalments. The first

payment to be a year after his arrival in Spain, " which should be

at the end of August come twelvemonths the 17 year of our Lord."

Replied that though the terms were too reasonable to be refused

they had no power to accept them, and would refer them to Henry.

In answer to their inquiries, said they did not know the King's

intention as to the sum he would give for the support of the

Swiss, and thought it could not be arranged till it was known

how many and what confederates there should be, and what sum

should be required of all. That they had no instructions to promise

the King's aid to the Emperor, whom they proposed to assist in

continuing the war against the French in Italy. If their ambas

sador, to whom they are going to write, touches upon the subject,

Henry may tell him that if the Viceroy of Naples had aided the

Emperor in his expedition against Milan, they would not now have

been in fear of France.

The King Catholic goes on Monday to Heynere the Lord Chievres'

place, near Louvaine, and desires them to follow him on Tuesday.

The diet of Noyon has increased the mistrust between these men

and the French. Delivered the King's letters to the Lady Mar

garet on the 4th, after delivering those to the King Catholic. She

thought the league would be agreed to, and the visit to England

might be, if it were not urged too much. Afterwards she desired,

by her servant Brysell (Bregilles), that they would see her as

often as the King, but not more.frequently, to avoid suspicion.

Delivered this day to Haneton, the chief secretary [and] audien-

ciary, the King's reward of 40/. Brussels, 6 June. Signed.

Pp. 11, mutilated. Add. and endd.

6 June. 2007- Margaret of Savoy to Henry VIII.

Galba.B.iv. 72*b. Requesting him, according to promise, to recompense Leonard

B. M. Friscobald, who has just returned from the Emperor, for his

expences in conducting money for the Emperor's service. Brussels,

6 June 1516. Signed.

Fr.,p.l. Add.

6 June. 2008. Pace to Wolsey.

R. O. Sends in all haste letters from Galcazzo concerning the Swiss

affairs. Our friends will keep faith, and all the people will fight for

us, as will appear by the said letters, which Ammonius will translate

from the Italian. Hopes to have an answer soon to his letter to

Ammonius ; in the meantime will use all his efforts to improve the

occasion. The French arc done for if the Swiss desert them.

Augsburg, 6 June.

Hoi., Lat.,p.l. Add. : Card. Ebor. Endd.
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6 June. 2009. Galeazzo Visconti to ■

Vit B. hi. 42**. Desires him to transmit a budget of letters written by him to

B. M. Anchises. It is all up with the French. If the King will take

time by the forelock, the Swiss will not join the French. Is highly

delighted, though still troubled by sickness. Has written to the

Emperor and the Duke of Bari. If he had a cipher, would send

proofs of the fall of the French. He (?) is gone in person to Car

dinal S. Maria in Porticu to arrange matters. The letters must

be despatched to Anchises at once. Has received notice from Gadi

that he has received and sent his packet. Switz and Uri vacillate.

Begs an acknowledgment of his packet. Compliments to Cagnola.

Need say nothing " de vestro Jo. Aug"." Zurich, 6 June 1516.

Lat., copy, in the hand of Vannes, p. 1, mutilated.

2010. [Galeazzo Visconti] to his son in law,* [Anchises

r. o. Visconti].

Hopes that God and St. George will give him grace to express

his intentions correctly, as he is in great pain from disease, in

creased by his troubles. Trusts the King and my Lord of York

will put the best construction on his letter, as he intends to open

bis inmost heart to them. No person but they and Anchises is to

know the contents of his letters, as it will bring him into danger.

The letters and the extracts from them are to be burnt. Every

thing is to be taken in good part, especially by those who have

only a good object in view, and have no wish to trample on the

world and disregard the Church, of which number are the King

and Cardinal, whose letters the writer never distrusted. The

Germans, on the other hand, who serve under the Emperor, had

resolved to plunder Milan, or exact 300,000 cr.,—an ungrateful

return, as it suffered much for the Emperor, whom it always

regarded as its saviour. They demanded from the Florentines

400,000 cr., from Sienna 100,000, from Genoa 200,000, and from

other people and cities without measure. Of the Pope they de

manded a large sum, saying he was a man who could stand cudgel

ling (qui fvstibus bene sit percutiendus). They then resolved to

cross into France, and to overturn the Venetians, which was not

so easy as they supposed, as they could not take even Padua.

After thus plundering Italy, and leaving it, to the Devil, they

would have earned home their booty. For glory and honor they

don't care the least. Italy, driven to desperation, would have

been compelled to make terms with France, and all the King's

money been worse than wasted.

The writer's services shall never be wanting, but he won't stir

a step for the Emperor. He knows him too well. Thinks it right,

however, that the Swiss, who are dissatisfied, should be reconciled

to Cffisar. Wishes he had health to accomplish it ; would canvass

all the cantons. As he cannot go in person, has sent letters, and

will urge the Emperor, who is coming hither today, to use every

effort to defend Verona and Brescia. The latter is ill provided.

Some Spaniards are coming, but there appears no provision for

paying them. Has been the whole of this week urging the

imperial officers to defend Brescia. They are careless ; and their

soldiers are without wages, although they have now been paid out

of the King's money. Unless the King and Cardinal will raise

* " Magnifice gener et fili."
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monthly 20,000 Rh. fl. to keep 6,000 Germans in pay, the Emperor

cannot save Brescia. Urges the King to this with as much

sincerity as if he were one of his subjects. A new expedition

is not easy : the Swiss are reluctant. They must, therefore, dis

semble with the Emperor ; and an army must be raised at the

King's own expence to meet the French. This will bring all Italy

to the King's feet, and he may then cross into France. The

Emperor must be urged to make an honorable peace with the

Venetians, or he will bring all things to ruin. A treaty must be

made between the Pope, the Emperor, Henry, the King Catholic

and the Swiss. Naples to be preserved for the King Catholic,

Verona and Brescia for the Emperor, or a good sum of money

instead. If the Emperor decline, the King must proceed without

him. The French King, being deserted by all, would be forced

to give up his kingdom to Henry, who would become the most

glorious King that ever lived. 40,000 cr. must be spent upon the

canton of Zurich and some others to prevent their union with the

French, and secure the duchy of Milan. When that is restored to

the Duke of Bari, the King may be sure of the Duke and the

Swiss. To entice the Swiss, 200,000 fl. will be required for their

pay for two months : the money to be deposited at Basle. Other

wise the writer will never undertake to bring out the Swiss, lest

he fall into the same troubles as of late, with loss of honor and the

King's money. 3,000 Burgundian cavalry would be needed, at

21,000 fl. a month. Horses should be hired for the artillery now

at Bellinzona, ammunition procured, and the guns which the Swiss

took in Italy from the French employed. Proposes to rendezvous

in the canton of Uri; cross Mount St. Gothard ; descend on

Bellinzona (Beltitio); move upon Milan; and compel the French

to fight or flee. The French would be defeated and pursued.

He would not sleep, as others have done, and advance but four

miles a day. Thus the King would have the whole of Italy

devoted to hiin, and recover his expences. Leaving a few to

besiege the castles of Milan and Cremona, he would make a union

with the Venetians and cross over into France, where the King

of England could join him and recover his ancient dominions. This

is a better project than crossing Germany : for that road is very

dear, and there are many waters to be crossed. Should like the

Emperor to send a few thousand Germans to the Adda. Would

have visited England, but is afraid that something untoward

might happen 'among the Swiss in his absence. Is to obtain the

King and Cardinal's answer written in cipher, and one in ordinary

character to show to the Emperor. Pace will write fully, though

he is half dead. Would be glad if Pace had the sole management.

If the King will assent to these expences he will have less to pay

in the expedition against France, and the King Catholic would lend

his assistance. If the King and Cardinal propose to give money

to the Emperor, they are not to let him know anything about it,

but send it to Pace, lest those about him should lay their claws

upon it. Recommends the Frescobaldi as faithful agents.

Lat., copy, in the hand of Vannes, pp. 5.

Vit. B. xix. 219. 2. Modern copy.

B. M. Pp. 7, slightly mutilated.

6 June. 2011- Galeazzo Visconti to his son [Anchises].

Vit. B.xtx. 108. Though he is very ill " mea manu scribere quoniam

B. M. sic res meretur, sig Ricardo hinc qua; occurrebant ut
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Galeazzo Visconti to his son [Anchises]—cont.

perscriberet R. [D. Ebor.]" When the French ambassadors [asked

for] a safe conduct from the [diet] assembled in " Bathem," to come

thither, they demanded footmen from the eight cantons. " Xlli

miserunt h dominos ut eorum voluntatem nossent ;" who,

having called a great council, asked him to be present, and to declare

what he considered to be the real cause of the Emperor's retreat,

how it was Milan was not taken, and much else. Informed them

that the Emperor retreated from fear of the footmen who had gone

over to the French, suspecting, as great princes do, that all others

would combine against him. Attributed all the loss of glory to

the desertion of these men, and excused England concerning the

money, so that they were all satisfied. Having called for

copies of letters which he sent from his house, they decreed to

refuse the safe conduct. To the demand made by the eight

cantons for footmen, they replied that they would take care

how they sent them to their mortal enemies, and explained

how Galeazzo had shown that the victory had been lost by the

desertion of their footmen to the French, concluding

" aliquem ire sinereut, jnm.tunc reposcebant . . . .

inde ac si facta non fuisset et quod ipsi rebus

suis .... modum ipsi facturi essent prospicerent." Rejoices at the

destruction of the hopes of France from Switzerland. Presses

the speedy transmission of money from Henry and Wolsey, lest so

fine an opportunity be lost. Has heard from Fribourg that there

and at Berne the answer given to the French when they asked

for footmen was, that nothing could be done without the other

cantons. The chief men of the eight Gallicising cantons came to

him offering their service. Action and quickness is required. Has

written everything to the Emperor. The inhabitants of Zurich tell

him that they know that all this injury has been done to them, and

that they will avenge it. They desire to know where Pace is, and

when he is coming to them. Told them he was gone to Augsburg

to provide for the [transmission of money], and would come hither

speedily, at which they were much pleased. His secretary has

returned from the Cardinal of St. Mary in Porticu, " [habi]to prius

resoluto a S. D. N. responso de omn[ibus]." He brought an

excellent brief ; " et concludo e quantum per me admone-

bitur, rogat turn ut caveam ne mittam suam S1*™ et

domum suam, quae faciei plus, quam nos p sciverimus,

modo videat aliquod fundnmcntum, ut par " The Car

dinal S. Marias in Porticu is their pillar. Thinks the King might

write to thank him, intimating hopes of some good benefice, also to

the Pope, signifying what he has heard from Galeazzo, and that

Wolsey might do the same, to push the matter. " riam

redigo affinitatem cum Magnifico Laurentio sed sit seer sima

et videatur a me procedere absque ulla jntelligen de,

&c. Zurich, 6 June 1516.

Copy, in the hand of Ammonius or Vannes ; pp. 3, mutilated.

6 June. 2012. War in Italy.

B. O. " Tenor literarum Gangolii de Geroltzock ad Caesaream Majes-

tatem." Received his letter on 4 June. It was necessary for him

to make a fresh agreement with the troops hired by him at Lake

Constance, to prevent their deserting to the French. Had he not

been prevented by the Bp. of Strasburg, he would have satisfied

them by invading the enemy's territory. Is at Morsmunster. Will
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be joined by Francis de Sickingen at Gmunda. If the money were

borrowed from the King of England, could repay it with interest.

6 Juno 1516.

P.S. in Pace's hand : " Omnia supradicta sunt meras nugae, et si

aliquid in Lotoringia facient, facient pro se, non pro Christianissimo

Eege nostro. Ri. Paceus."

hat., p. 1.

7 June. 2013. [The Cardinal of Sion] to [Wolsey].

Vit. B. xix. 175. " Reverendissime pater, dingnissime princeps, post humillimam

B. M. [commendationem, Literas] . . . . Verone 25 Maii datas accepi Urani,

6te [<lU8e] me parum consolarunt, eo quod omnia nimis

protrachta foret, turn propter C. (Caesaris) ineptissimum

gubernium, turn propter quam astutiam et prodigalitatem,

et maximc quia omnia q. fundata quae tamen longe fallebit

nisi forte cum eos de praesenti certa milia habetis, carelis

eis uti habet ubi medium invenire necesse est. Primum

est, sy non solv[uutur] ; 2m est, sy legaliter solvuntur,

voluut ad patriam usque reverti .... quod solvantur et cito contra

inimicum ducantur, et remitantur q . . . . ; quod si factum fuisset

facere non poenituisset set voluntas nostra, utinam in

salutem et non in perniciem cedet nobis;"

Per Andream scripsi aliqua quae visa fuere non tacenda propter

commoditatem prengnancia non fuerint nunc non requisitus

ut scribam faciem r nos agibilium, quod faciam modo ut

sequitur.

Primo, mustrati sunt per Ulricum de Habspurg He. (i.e. Helvetii)

ex Bernensium et alio[rum finibus] usque ad 40 milia quos nunc

credo applicuisse.

2°. Sunt sex cantoni, viz. Thuricensis, Uraniensis, Suicensis, Ba-

siliensis, Und[erwaldensis] sub Silva, et Saffussensis, cum civitate et

abbati Sancti Galli fir[matis] duabus ligis nullam omnino velle fa-

cere confederationem cum Gallo. 3a no Triultio salvum

conductum contra voluntatem duarum. Quid ille practicet cum . . .

. . . Credo tamen nichil boni quod C. majestas solis Uteris opptime

posset im[pedire].

3°. Galiacius circum volat in He. (Helvetia). Quid aget nescio.

" Miror tamen unde pecunie inutiliter exposite venieut

de auctoritate sua magis in faciet. (Here a few words have

been crossed out in a different ink.*) Credo bene solito modo sed

hoc dum res per Rev111"11 pat. vest, recte et victorialiter

ageretur de quo .... quia nimis confidit d. v. Helvetiis quorum

numerus quanto minor est tanto m[elius].

" 4to. Jeronimus super Suxo, licet venerit ad terras Bernensium

etiam tamen ab extraneis expulsus est, et forte in Galliam

re breviter nova que habeo de presentti, de futuro non

quid .... tamen nisi C. (Cassar) aliter agat et cum majori thri-

umpho per alia media, timeo quod Helvetii qui nunc

solita cons (A line lost.)

unis exspectare Hel. qui inter se sunt satis divisi

[tri]umphantem et elargientem.

" perdit pecunias et forte relinquitur in tam gravi

bello

* They are almost completely obliterated, but seem to bo " con . . (?) R'"

P. V. nescio."
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[The Cakdinai. of Sion] to [Wolsey]—cont.

" reliquos (?) quibus pertinet et in omnibus omnia possibilia

pro Reverendissima P. V [Fr]a[n]ciam spe-

randum esset sy Imperium app* (appetunt) Hel. regulariter ut omnes

.... federe recederent, et reliqui boni coniirmarentur sicuti sepius

persuasi

" qua seribsi per Andream miserior super dominum Verula-

num qui relictus est sicut [pasjser solitarius in tecto : ego in inns

habito ; casura timerc non habeo. [Frater] Nieolaus, qui meditatur

in lege Domini die ac nocte, commendat se [reverendissijme P. V.

quern ego nomine Rmc P. V. et ejus consortem Vestrim.

" me ad habitandum transferam Thuregum an et ibi possem

aliquando sse nisi displiceat Rme p. v., &c. Datum Ura-

nie, 7ma Junii anno 1516.

P.S. : " de Alto Saxo compelunt quia inflrmus est et

forte propter discordiam Helvetiorum."

Hoi., pp. 2, mutilated. The handwriting very difficult. The

spelling of the original has been strictly preserved.

7 June. 201 4. [Sir Rob. Wingfield] to Henry VIII.

Vit. B. xix. 110. Wrote from this city the .... of this month, enclosing the

B. M. " chnpt[er] , a letter from the Cardinal Sedunensis to

your highness , containing seven sheets of paper, from the

said Cardinal," which will shew by what means the enterprise has

been misled. If the King do not adopt the means suggested,

according to the Emperor's desire, in Wingfield's letter written at

Trent on the, 17th of last month, he sees no prospect but that of a

" damagiable and vituperose" peace with the French. The Cardinal

of Sion arrived here on the 4th. He has communicated the contents

of the letters sent him by the King and Wolsey to Wingfield, and

they have discussed them " w is specially grounded upon

twain points which [be so] notorious to your highness that they

need not t[o be rehearsed] here." Though he had good cause to be

with the Emperor to urge him on [these two] points, the Cardinal

has been requested to delay his journey by the bishop of this city,

and the remnant of the Emperor's Council, in order to help them to

execute the Emperor's orders, and to remain until the Swiss, who

are coming, shall have passed, so that he might speak with their cap

tains. These Swiss have been longer on their road than they needed,

" by meane of yielding Bresse ;" if it had held out, they would

have come through the vale named Camonica, straight thither. Two

or three thousand more than the 4,000 which have been "conduct"

and paid are coming, which is well if money be found, for the enemy

are soon expected to be before Verona, and great store of artillery,

&c. is coming to Lynago from Venice by water. It is said that the

French have, according to their agreement, delivered the city and

castle of Brescia to the Venetians. Trusts that if they plant their

artillery before Verona, they will never carry it away. If the enemy

will only wait to give battle, that will bring the enterprise to the

much desired end. Sends a letter written by Mark Antony Colonna,

general captain of the army, and the Count of Cariate, governors of the

city, received yesterday by the Cardinal Sion, that the King may

see their courage. Touching the Swiss, mentioned in article 1,

" the is before wretyn." Touching the mo[ney mentioned]

in the article, he has sent them enough [to pay] the soldiers that are

there until the new , that is, to the loth inst. For the

.... and Spaniards and the Swissers which be above 1,000 ... be
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purveyed for shortly, for this day is the last of[their] service. And

as touching the Spaniards comprised in the [3rd] article, they ben

with the writing of the said letters and also entered into

Verona. The iron mentioned in the 4th article is in this city, and

will be sent ; and the pikes in the 5th article have been sent already.

II is wonderful what pikes have been conveyed from Insbruck to

Verona in four months. The 6th article requires no comment. As

to the 7th, the Cardinal and he have written to the Swiss captains,

now in Verona, not to allow any of their company to depart now,

for if they should meet those who are coining it would do more harm

than good. Has promised them payment to remain. T[rent],

7 June 1516.

Hoi., pp. 3, mutilated. Add. and endd.

7 June. 2015. [Pace] to "YVolsey.

Vit.B. xix. 112. Has just received a letter from Sir [Th.] Spynelly and the bill

B. M. of exch[ange], directed to the Fucars, for the payment of 48,000 fl. ,

mentioned in Wolsey's last letter to him. He will obey Wolsey's

command, and neither the Emperor nor his Council shall pre

vail upon him to spend a penny thereof until he hears from

Wolsey the King's intention with regard to the enterprise ; " for

[with]out more money, as the Lord [Gali]ace and I have written

" Hopes that Friscobald has before this

reached England. Wolsey will hear from him the manner of

" making sure provision here by his means, and without any loss-

(as he promised unto me) of exchange, which is a great office, and

mnrvellous profitable for the King." His factors are as reason

able as can be, and only wait the King's commands. The Swiss

have come after him to this city, and most urgently beg of him

that the war against the French be renewed with all speed, as the

sole means of alienating the Swiss people from the French, and

rendering them for ever adherents of England. Augusta, 7 June.

Hoi., pp. 3, mutilated. Add.: Rmo Cardinali Eboracensi.

Endd.

7 June. 2016. [Pace] to Wolsey.

VitB.xix. 114. P.S.—After writing, Friscobald's servant arrived with Wolsey's

B. M. [letter] to him, dated the last [day of] May. The King and

Wolsey approve of his conduct towards the Swiss at their depar

ture, to keep them friends of England. Wolsey will see what has

been done in this matter since, from the letter of Lord Galias

dated the 4th. Pace, before ho left Switzerland, made such arrange

ments that all things are going on well ; " for at the de[par]ting

of the captains Swisses from Trent, it was concluded

betwixt [me and] the Lord Galias, then

[that the] Lord Galias should go straight in[to that] country for

the entertaining [of] the people contra Galium, and I to remain

near unto them for to have knowledge of the King's mind anent

their setting forward again into Italy." There is now no remedy

to alienate the Swiss from France and keep them the King's

friends, but only to " conduce them again into Italy at his cost

and charge." If the King will do this, is sure that they will

not only faithfully fight against the French, but also " against all

devils in hell, (ad [relcuperandam prateritam infamiam in quam '

\inciderun\t culpa Casaris, or else expel [the French out] of

2. pp
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[Pace] to Wolsey—cont.

Italy ; but the Lorde Galiace is utterly determi[ned

... It may so fortune that within of one month this

thing may .... didde, they going into Italy, as [it is] deter

mined, the nexte way, not to run about per ambages et laby-

rin^Jias] imperatoris. Provision must be made for two months,

in eventu[rn\ necessitatis. This enterprise must not be begun

without substantial provision and money in hand, " ne incidamus

in errorem prasteritum." If the King do not choose to continue

the enterprise, the Swiss will be compelled to join the French.

It appears by Wolsey's letters that he thinks that money remains

in their hands out of the first sums, after payment of three

months to the Swiss. This is not so, for the Emperor had it

nil, as Pace has written before, and has thrown it away ; [and

he is rightly] "served, for he hath lost Brixia, Schia

negligence as well the castill [of that] city." Yet he

must be dealt friendly with, according to the King's instructions.

Has no confidence in the Emperor's repeated promises, by word

and writing, to return into Italy ; they are but words. He is but

" one ciph[er]." They must put all their confidence in the Swiss.

If the Emperor were a man aid, for his lanzknechts be

mar[vellous] good and valiant men, and he [ha]th of them great

number. Expects daily letters and messengers from the Emperor

for more money, but he will die sooner than give him any more, as

he knows it will be but cast away. His councillors have no con

science in robbing the King under pretence of hiring soldiers. He

hourly expects Mr. Anchi[ses Visconti], and will go into Switzer

land with him, which he has " good commodity " to do, by reason

of the King's letters to the Swiss. The bearer of this came from

Antwerp here " inaudita celeritate id est, spatio trium dierum ;"

he, therefore, sends him back, and begs he may be sent with the

King's answer ; especially to the question if he shall take of the

Friscobalds' factors money .sufficient, and no more, for the Swiss to

drive the French out of Italy "or sl[ay] them within the same,

quorum alterum [om]nino futurum spero, si bellum renovabitur."

Dated in margin in a modern hand : Augusta, 7 July, Mr. Pace.

Hoi., pp. 7, mutilated. Add. : Rmo, &c. Dom. Tho. &c. Card.

Eboracen. Endd. : Mr. Pace, vij. Junij.

2017- to AMMONIUS.

Vit. B. hi. 34. Thanks him for his letters. It is impossible to give him a satis-

B- M' factory account of the war in Lombardy, the lies and contradictions

are so numerous. The departure of the Emperor from Lombardy,

and the tardiness of the payment, have greatly dispirited his friends.

If the English do not furnish the means and compel him to stick to

his word, the expedition will end in smoke. The Romans do not

wish the Germans to be victorious. They have ever found them

deadly enemies. The Pope is supposed secretly to favor the

French. A fleet of the Turks entered the Tiber, and had nearly

made the Pope prisoner whilst hunting at Pali. If they had

stayed a little longer, and not shown themselves by day, they would

certainly have taken him. Their fleet then went to Centum Cellse.

If the Spaniards from Naples make a junction with the Swiss

before they desert the Emperor, the French must lose the day. Is

obliged to make use of the baths of Lucca, for fear he should not

be able to return before July, when eyery one leaves Rome, and he
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will then have to go Lucullanum, Tusculanum or Tivoli. Mean

while, pays visits to Lucca, and visits Ammonius' house. In the

letter of Ammonius the Abp. of Dublin very obscurely

Lat., pp. 2, badly mutilated.

8 June. 2018. Th. Alen to George Earl of Shrewsbury.

Shrewsb. MSS.

A. f. 41.

Coll. of Arms.

Lodge, 1. 26.

Has sent by Thomas Parr, carrier of Derby, one piece crane

colour, 28-^ yds., at 4*. a yd., one black brigs hat, two black satin

brigs, a little fardel sent to my lady from my Lady Lucy, and two

black tuke bags for children. Sends by bearer a letter from

Mr. Ursewick, and two from Mr. Hart, one ell of dark tawny satin,

and two garnisses for pasty, price 9*. The Earl is much beholden

to my Lord Cardinal for his loving words, especially since the

variance betwixt his grace and Sir Hen. Marney. If the Earl

come up, fears he will not be likely to depart before Christmas.

On Thursday last the Cardinal sent him the King's letter, which

this bearer will deliver. Yesterday spoke to him along with

Mr. Sale, as the Earl had commanded. He answered, " The King's

pleasure is to have my lord here, and nigh about him ; and I would

advise my lord also, if he may labor, to come up." If he do not

intend to come, thinks he had better write to the King an excuse,

as well as to the Cardinal and other friends. Fears the Cardinal

will not make the best excuse for him, he is so desirous of his

company. The King's solicitor told him that the Lord Marquis,

the Lord Hastings, Sir Ric. Sacheverel, Lord Abergavenny and

Sir Edw. Guilford, by information put into the King's Bench, are

likely to be in great danger, " for retaining of servants. At the

reverence of God, my lord, take heed to it ; for Bulkley, which is

commanded to Fleet, at his first coming (unto such time as some

of . . . spied it, and give him warning of the same) ware your

badge upon [him]." There is great trouble between the Marquis,

Lord Hastings and Sir Ric. Sacheverell. Both parties are bound

to appear in Star Chamber, and, as they say, will be bound to be

of good bearing. Hastings and Sacheverell are examined, because

they had so many men in a livery at the meeting of the Scotch

Queen. Heard the Cardinal command them to bring in every

man's name who was with them in livery at that time.

Anth. Babington has complained of Sir Richard to the Council,

raid taken surety of him. The ambassadors of Scotland have taken

leave, " and, conditionally, peace made unto St. Andrew's Day."

Hears there is no pension coming from France this year. My

Lord of Winchester comes not here. Mr. Comptroller is in Kent.

Supposes he knows that the Bp. of Durham is Lord Privy Seal,

and Pace, who is with the Emperor, will be secretary. Has made

a bargain with Sir John Cut for 30 fothers of lead, to be deli

vered at London between this and Bartholomew tide, at Al. 2s. 8d.

the fother. Sir John is content that the 100/. payable to him at

Midsummer should remain in part payment, the remainder to be

paid on delivery. John Revel and another have sent up wains

of late, and were glad to take 4/. the fother. Can get no money

of Sir Wiston Browne till the latter end of this term. If he will

send some venison to the Abbot of Westminster, at the general

chapter against St. Peter's Day, the 29th inst., at Coventry, it will

do him great comfort. Some of the Earl's friends think it would

be better to stay at home than come, if he can make an excuse :

p p 2
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Th. Alen to George Earl op Shrewsbury—cont.

" for there are some things come not so well to pass (wherein few

were of counsel) aa the beginners of the same thought they would

have done. I hear some things which are not to be written."

Coldharbour, 8 June.

8 June. 2019. Spinelly to Henry VIII.

Galba, B. vi. 51. Wrote last on the 4th. Has since gone to Antwerp. Heard

B. M. from Florentine merchants who had come from Lyons that the

Popo and his nephew, the Magniftco Lorenzo, have sent 36,000

ducats to the French King, for the pay of a band of spears against

the Duke of Urbino. Suspects it is equally against the realm of

Naples. The French have granted the Pope's servants, present

and future, full liberty to possess benefices in France. Yesterday,

on his return from Antwerp, told the Chancellor of these news, who

thinks that by the Emperor's ill success, and the young age of the

Catholic King, the Pope and the French will hereafter unite, and

find no impediment in their enterprises. The Chancellor says his

master will assist the Emperor, but by some other than the Viceroy.

He fears the Emperor's affairs will not mend, and that all assistance

to Naples will be too late. On the 27th Bourbon was at Lyons ;

Lautrec remaining in his place at Milan. Since the French affairs

began to revive, money is more easily had in that kingdom. The

French King is making new overtures to the Swiss by the Duke

of Savoy. At Onflyt (Honfleur) many vessels are preparing. The

Earl of Almain has taken a town in the Duke of Lorraine's country,

which he has laid waste. Letters from Lyons of the 27th say

Brescia had been taken by the French and Venetians, but there is no

such news through Germany. Since the letters from Trent of

24 May, no post has come from the Emperor. The Count of Por-

sen, nephew and heir of Lord Chievres, is come out of France, and

is with his uncle at Eura near Lovain, where the court goes to

morrow. It is said he is to marry the Prince of Simaye's daughter.

Brussels, 8 June.

Hoi., pp. 4, mutilated. Endd.

8 June. 2020. Anth. Inge to Wolsey.

B. O. Has paid Mr. Foule [Fowler] the sum of 6,000 livres Tournois,

in 3,310 crowns of the sun, 12 sous and 6d., at the rate of 36 6ous

3d. the crown. Intends returning to the court of the King his mas

ter, to lodge the said sum in his account at the rate mentioned,

which will be better for Wolsey than to be paid in angelots or

other money. Calais, 8 June.

Fr., p. 1. Add.: Mons. le Cardinal d'Yort, Chancellier d'Angle-

terre.

8 June. 2021- For Eliz. Cressener, Prioress, and the Monastery of

Dartford.

Annuity of 16/. out of the customs of London, in lieu of four

tuns of wine granted them by patent 1 Sept. 31 Edw. III. Westm

8 June.*

Pat. 8 Hen.VIII. p. 2, m. 15.

* The Privy Seal is dated 28 June, as also is another copy of thiB grant no the

Patent Boll.
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8 June. 2022. For Th. Carmynowe, gentleman usher of the Chamber.

P. S. To be bailiff errant of the duchy of Cornwall, vice Walter Som-

master, deceased. Greenwich, 4 June 8 Hen.VIII. Del. Westm.,

8 June.

9 June. 2023. Spinelly to Wolsey.

Galha, B. vi. 49. Wrote last on the 4th. Yesterday returned from Antwerp,

B. M. where ho spoke with Fowler and the ruler of the bank of the Fokers

for the recovery of the 8,000/. ; who said he could not repay it till

he heard from his master either that he had promised or paid it by

virtue of the first bill of exchange sent to the King's ambassadors ;

that it would remain as part payment of 60,000 gold guldens

borrowed by Leonard Friscobald from his master, for repayment of

which the said ambassadors were jointly bound with him. Encloses

copy of a letter written by him and Fowler touching this matter ;

" and in case they send to us again the bill of exchange, the factor

of the Fokers may not choose to restore the 8,000/., and Mr. Fowler

shall tarry at Antwerp till he have some answer from the said am

bassadors, or other commandment from your grace, signifying unto

the same that leveth apart all miscontentation that might be

between the said Friscobald and me, he having knowledge how the

Emperor had been displeased with him, and of the complaints

coming thereof to the King, my master. And desiring to be re-

conciliate with his majesty, and letters of favor from the same unto

the King s grace and to the Archduchess." Friscobald had offered

to lend the money, intending to keep a portion in his own hands for

a season, for the Fokers have given him days for the most part, as

he is considered a bad manager. Thinks the King had better pay

the 60,000 guldens to the Fokers, and discharge the ambassadors ;

for if the money come to Friscobald, their bonds will remain in

force till the time of payment. Alamire is still at Antwerp with

Derrick Van Iiet's brother. He has promised to be here imme

diately and go to the King. Wolsey will learn other news from his

letters to the King. Brussels, 9 June.

Hoi., pp. 3. Add. : Lord Cardinal.

9 June. 2024. [Pace] to [Wolsey.]

Vit B. xix. 118. At sight of this Wolsey must send immediately for Andreas Am-

B. M. monius to interpret Italian letters of Count Galeazzo sent to .....

out of Switzerland, one directed to Pace and one to Mr. Anchises.

Wolsey will leam from these letters that all the Swiss cantons are

determined to serve the King " to the total destruction of the French

King. The opportunity should not be let slip for want of money.

Thinks it a provision of God, not to be neglected by men. Galias

and he have made such provision in Switzerland that a safe conduct

demanded by the French ambassadors to come to the Diet of Bade,

has been denied by common consent of the cantons, and they have

boen informed that they shall have no men there for their money. All

this has been done in hope of the King's help to drive the French out

of Italy. The Swiss hourly expect Pace with "a perfect resolution

of the King's mind." To comfort them, and dash the French in

trigues, will go to Constance, but to enter the country without the

" said resolution" would neither be right nor safe, as he well knows

from the character of the nntion, which he has experienced both in

prosperity and adversity. Hoping that the King will continue the

expedition, has treated with the Friscobalds' factors to
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[Pace] to [Wolsey]— cont.

make provision [sufficient to drive the French from Italy,

hut will not touch it without the King's commands, "for this thing

may not be begun but so substantially that a prosperous end may

by all likelihood follow." If Pace join with the Swiss again, " I

intend [not to] medyl with the Emperor for this ca[use] ... I, in

thics grete matiers can no[t] nor consent to unreason

able petitions] agaynst the Kyngis honor, nor yet beleve faire

wordis wythoufte] effecte." Repeats that the King's money must

not pass through the Emperor's hands, or it will be lost. " Exper-

ti . . . . mus loquor." Recommends the Duke of Bari's exaltation

to h[is] right, for upon him depend the honor and advantage the

King will hereafter have in the enterprise, and, as Pace has already

written, " [by] hym all the mony exspende schall be restoridde." His

courier is bound to " b[e with] Syr Th. Spinelly within

[I besee]che your grace that I may have [him] agayne in haste,"

with the best letters that can be devised to the Swiss. The Em

peror has 9,000 men at Verona, and 4,000 Swiss will shortly join

them. If he had not had the 60,000 fl. lent to him by Friscobald

in the King's name he would have lost Verona, and been in great

danger of losing the Tyrol, worth in yearly rent 300,000 ....

" Tantum debet Chr™0 Regi nostro." Augsburg, » .

Hoi., pp. 6, mutilated. Dated in margin, in a modern hand :

9 Junij. Augusta. Mr. Pace.

10 June. 2025. Maegaket of Savoy to Henry VIII.

Galba, B. iv. 76. Requesting at the Emperor's instance that he will, according to

B. M. the promise of his ambassadors, reimburse Leonard Friscobald his

loan of 60,000 florins to the Emperor, which has been delivered to

the ambassadors before mentioned, as Henry will learn by their

letters. Nothing has been spent except by their advice. Louvain,

10 June 1516.

Fr., p. 1, mutilated. Add. and endd.

10 Juna 2026. [Sir Rob. Wingfield] to Henry VIII.

Vit.B.xix.m. Wrote last the .... of this month " same a lettyr

B. M. that was sente from Veroone and syth we have

ben avysid from thence of these shall folow which

is that the vj18 daye of this month of the Venetiens

and certeeyn vylleeyns of the contre with to have

brent the corn of Valeey called near to Verona." They

were dispersed by some horse and footmen of Mark Antony

Colonna, and some taken and brought into Verona, and there

examined by the governor as to the position and intended move

ments of the enemy. They said that a great quantity of artillery

and munition, with scaling ladders, &c., was coming from Venice

to Lignago, with two " providatours," having 5,000 recruits from

the country there, and 2,QQO " fakkyns " to govern the artillery

and engines. They did not think that it was intended to lay siege

to Verona, for the French had refused to assist them, except they

had pay for two months. News afterwards came that they had

made a bridge at a place called Ponton, ten Italian miles on this

side of Verona. Rafts were prepared in Trent, laden with stones

to destroy it. The bridge was not finished up to yesterday. The

enemy's intention seems to bo to destroy the corn, not to com

plete the bridge and lay siege to Verona ; for if they were to
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besiege it they would have to divide their army into three, and now

there are 4,000 Swiss arrived in the city. At the Council this

morning, Ulrick de Hapsburke, long time the Emperor's ambassador

with the Swiss, who brought the 4,000 Swiss just mentioned, went

through his accounts. He said that the Swiss have received a

month's wages, of which sixteen days have to be served out by

them, the captains want to borrow 100 fl. a piece on the next month

to give to their men, who, on departing, sent part of their wages to

their wives. A hundred " tall men" af the canton of Berne were

also coming, for whom he desired pay ; if this were refused he

thought it would not only be a great inconvenience to the force

already here to go forward, but also to " the whole body of the

good cantons which ben at home a whereas as

yitt the commune officers nessess as juge justiciers,

assistentes, wyffelers, and theeyre salaris sessid, he

doubtid that by ensa[mple of the] liberalite which was usid"

towards the army, the said officers would expect to be similarly

dealt with. On deliberating on this subject they " found that in

no w[ise] ony part of his said overture and desire might be d . . .,

notwithstanding that the money could not be found amongst us ;

but for conclusion every man offered, as well the c[aptains] as

other, that if so much money might be found by ony means

to be lent, they would be bounden for the repay[ment.] " This

shews " what a penury of monneey is in theese partys ; " if

the King cannot send good tidings, " ac[tum] est de rebus

Ciesaris, et Gallus regnabit ubique." The Cardinal has 6ent him

news from Verona, written yesterday evening ; the enemy have

taken up the boats which were to make the bridge, and are with

drawing. A great part of the French army is withdrawing over

the Mynce (Mincio) towards Brescia ; some say that they are

separating from the Venetians because a sum promised them has

not been paid, others that they were sent for by post, " shewinge

that your[e highenesse] is beconryn enemy to Fraunce." [Trent,]

10* June 1516.

Hoi., pp. 3, mutilated. Add. and endd.

1 0 June. 2027. French News.

Galba, B. iv. 87. Copy of a letter from the King's spy, written at Malines, 10 June,

B. M. received at Brussels the xv . . of the same, 1516.

The ambassadors have left without doing anything, and are to

meet, 1 Aug., at Noyon. They are in great fear lest England should

break up the whole thing. Brescia has surrendered, the King's

army is before Verona, and all the country thereabouts is conquered.

The King left Lyons eight days ago, and went on foot toCh ....

It will be a month before he returns to Lyons. He will go to

Paris. His great horses [in] Burgundy have been sent to Amboise,

where "your" nephew is in great favor with Carveryn. Advises

the King to strengthen himself with such alliances as he can.

The expedition into Italy is the only thing that prevents Francis

from dislodging him from Tournay and attacking Calais. He

knows the ill intentions of England, and is practising with the

Pope, the Flemings, the Genoese, and even the great lords of

Spain, from whom an embassy is come to Flanders. He knows you

have had a number of cannon from Hainault, and intends to bo

avenged on England, the King of Castile, and the Flemings, what-

* Supplied from marginal note before the fire.
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French News—cont.

ever arrangements they make. He is likewise soliciting the King

of Portugal, and was assembling a large army to aid the Duke of

Lorraine against the Swiss, who have gone back. Whatever

he intends to do must be done at once. Nothing here can stop

him. They are afraid of none but England. The King of Castile

has not a farthing, and the Emperor has even less, " lequel est

mal fortune." The expedition beyond the mountains and the

Swiss have eaten up everything here. He must break the alliance

of the King and the Flemings, or it will breed mischief. Has

been promised a pension of 30 crowns a quarter. Malherbyer,

10 June.

Will cross the mountains if required.

Fr., pp. 2, mutilated.

10 June. 2028. For Tn. Grtffyn and Joan his wife, a daughter and

p. a heir of Ric. Newton.

Livery of lands. The coheir is Isabella, another daughter of

the said Richard. Greenwich, 17 March 7 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm.,

10 June.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. pA, m. 6.

10 June. 2029. For Nich. Legh.

P. 8. Livery of lands as son and heir of John Legh of Adyngton,

Surrey. Also, livery of lands to John Skynner and John Crowe,

who (with Sir Hen. Heydon, Ralph Tykyll, Ric. Skynner, John

Grossam, John Legh of Abyngworth, and John Broket, now de

ceased,) were seized to the use of the said John Legh of the

manor of Adyngton alias Bardolfis alias Anguillondis. Greenwich,

17 March 7 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm., 10 June.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 19.

1 1 June. 2030. Galeazzo Visconti to Pace.

Vit. B. xix. 122. Has this day received Pace's letter from Augsburg of the . ; . .

B. M. May. Expects M. Anchises. Is not displeased at Pace's coming

to Constance, but prefers his not coming here, as there is no

necessity for his showing himself in these affairs. Begs that Pace

will inform him when Anchises joins him, and send him to Galeazzo

immediately. Did not think it advisable to leave him to deliver

the letters to Mons. de Veruli, for a reason which he will mention

to him by word of mouth. Zurich, 11 June 1516. Signed.

Hoi., Italian, p. 1, mutilated. Add. : R. D. Ricardo Paceo,

Prothonotario Apostolico, ac Xmi ac invictissimi Regis Angliae ct

Franciaj oratori dignissimo.

11 June. 2031. For the Prioress and Convent of St. Mary Welber-

S. B. fosse, York dioc.

Grant of the lands which belonged to Rob. Hoton, in Sutton on

Darwent ; the patent 22 Oct. 1 Ric. III. being invalid. Del.

Westm., 1 1 June 8 Hen. VIII.

11 June. 2032. For Sir Edm. Jenney.

Licence to grant the manor of Bredford to Wm. Lord Willoughby

in tail male, with remainder to the heirs male of Crist, late Lord

Willoughby, father of the said William. Westm., 1 1 June.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 16.
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12 June. 2033. Tunstal and Wingfield to [Henry VIII.]

Galba, B. iv. 74. On the 9th the King left Brussels, and came to Heyner, Lord

B. M. [Chievres'] place, near Louvain. Yesterday went hunting with (he

King and his nobles, my Lady Margaret and all the ladies. Today

Chievres gave a great dinner to all the ambassadors here, and the

nobles of Spain, Naples and other countries. After dinner Chievres

told them his master had not yet determined whether he should go

by England ; that as to the prest of money they could go no further

till they had Henry's answer ; that the King Catholic agreed to the

new league, but thought that in case one confederate were invaded

the exact form and amount of the aid to be given by the others

should be expressed ; and that the entertainment of the Swiss was

fully agreed to.* Advised that powers should be given to the

Spanish ambassador in England to enter the league, as the Imperial

ambassador there already had ; which they promised should be

done. They wili assist the Emperor in his war in Italy with 12,000

horse and 5,000 foot ; but as they cannot trust the Emperor's hus

bandry in bestowing their money, they will send a man of their own

to pay the soldiers. They will write to their ambassador in Eng

land to request the King's help also ; for though the French have

won Brescia they have not gained such a footing in Italy but that

they may be removed. The Emperor hns not yet lost any of his

inheritance. Brescia did not belong to him, but to the duchy of

Milan; but they fear an attack on Verona, which is his inheritance,

and should descend to their master.

The King will consider what answer he shall make to their

ambassador ; but the aid they talk of giving to the Emperor will

cost them nothing. It will come out of the 2,000 horse and 6,000

foot always kept for the defence of Naples. Will not forget the

remainder of their instructions at a suitable time, though the loss

of Brescia has made part of them less expedient. Louvain,

12 June.

P.S.—The court have had letters from Rome, stating the Pope's

willingness to enter the league. Signed.

Pp. 4, mutilated.

12 June. 2034. Pace to [Wolsey].

Vit.B.xix. 123. The 10th of [thismojnth Mr. Anchises arrived here. After con-

B. M. ferring together they sent a courier to the Lord Galias. They had

to remain here two days after his arrival, because the Emperor sent

to him the Marquis of Brandenburgh and his treasurer to ask

provision for 5,000 lanceknights and 2,000 horse in Lorraine ; and

to " induce me hereunto they said that if it were not done that the

said army wold[e] run to the French King's wages; [which] saying

is common amongst them wh[en they] intend to deceive a man in

plukky[ng ]." But Pace, having perfect [knowledge]

that the money could do no good till the Swiss came into the field,

answered them that he had no commands from the King but to go

to Switzerland, and get a final resolution from the Swiss as to the

prosecution of the enterprise, after which he doubted not that

the King would do for his part nil that should be necessary ;

he had no authority to meddle with money, and that if the

Emperor wanted anything with England he had his ambassador

there. Finds by the letters conveyed to him by Anchises, that

the King and Wolsey marvel at his consenting to the payment of

60,000 fl. to the Emperor, seeing no reason why the Emperor's

* The several heads of this reply arc annotated by Ruthal in the margin.
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Pack to [Wolsey]—cont.

cities should be defended with the King's money. He confesses

it, but says he consented like " a thief [go]ynge to be hanged,

because he can none [othrjewysc do." When the loan was first

proposed to him by Sir Rob. Wingfield before Leonard Friscobald,

ho refused to do it without express commandment ; but the

Emperor sent to him when he was lying sick, and on receiving

his refusal " entered into a great fury," and sent word that if he

would not consent, he would send a protestation to Henry attri

buting the ruin of the enterprise to Pace alone ; [that he would

be obliged to] mnke peace with the French King, and cause the

young King [of Castile to do the] same ; adding everything he

could think of to the rui[n of] all Christendom. To avert this,

Pace yielded ; and, being very ill, caused himself to be carried

before the Emperor, and there consented to the loan, desiring him

to lay it out well amongst his soldiers, and not to waste it like former

money if the King's money should pass into the Em

peror's hands it would be all cast away. It should therefore be

committed to certain merchants, who must be instructed to spend

nothing except upon the Swiss in the King's service. If the

Emperor had the disposal of it, he would so divide it between his

lanceknights and Swiss that there would not be enough for either.

The Lord Galias and Pace desire that the Emperor should not

appear in the field " for fear of marring of all," but that he should

stay at home, and send out no greater force than he can pay with

his own money ; "for we shall have as ma[ny] Swisses as we shall

have money to pay [wages] unto, and they desire none other but

the whole [pow]er of France and Venetians, if they will, to come

ag[ainst them] ; and as touching striking off ba[ttle, no man] can

keep the Swisses from that [if only that] they shall be truly paid."

Thinks the King should write to the Emperor, begging him, as all

the King does with the Swiss is done for the Emperor's cause, and as

the Swiss army is sufficiently large, not to furnish more men than

he can support, and, if he do not please to imperil his person, to

put them under a good captain. If the Emperor had a great army

he would expect to pay it with the King's money. " Multi cupiunt

personam Cacsaris in bello habere praesentem, sed ego personam

Cajsaris tan turn veneror ut mullein ilium sanctum esse

quam hominem mecum in " Augsburg, 12 June.

P.S.—Cannot understand how the King is credibly informed

that the Emperor will return to Italy, as Wolsey writes, for " the

said Emperor doth as oftentimes change his mind as the weathercock

doth change his turn." He has a good army of 9,000 or 10,000

men in Verona, which is of great importance, if he can only sup

port it for two months. Hears that the Pope is very favourably

inclined to the King, and that the Cardinal is all on their side.

Hoi., pp. 8, mutilated.

12 June. 2035. Maximilian to [Pace].

Vit. B.xix. 128. He has just heard [that the enemy] have [constructed a] bridge

B. M. over the Athesis (Adige) between Verona and " clausam

. . . ." and that the road between Verona and that " clausa"

is [closed], so that Verona is surrounded. His councillors at Trent

write for more money besides the 60,000 Rh. fl. sent from Augsburg

to pay his soldiers in Verona and the Swiss hired by

Ulrich de Habsper[k] ; otherwise they and the new Swiss levies

will go over to the enemy, which would endanger not only that city
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but the [county] of Tyrol. Has ordered that 10,000 men should

be raised in the Tyrol to [resist] such an attempt, in paying

whom he has spent not only all his own money, but also all that

which "isti provincial[es] " have granted him. Begs therefore

that the 50,000 Rh. fl. which Henry had just sent by exchange be

transmitted to Trent and Verona to pay [the new] Swiss levies. If

the 60,000 Rh. fl. have not been all forwarded to Trent, Pace is to

forward the balance, together with the additional 50,000. Although

he told Casimirus Marquis of Brandenburg, that he was forbidden

to meddle with these war matters until further orders, it is im

possible to wait for them in the present emergency. The Emperor

will excuse him to Henry. Pace is to communicate whatever

he does in the matter to Wingfield, that he may inform the other

councillors. Erenberg, 12 June 1516. Signed: Per regem p s;

Postscript.—Has commanded his " said " treasurer to treat with

Pace on the matter. Encloses copy of a letter, from which Pace

will sec the prosperous commencement of the Lorraine expedition.

Add. {on f. 127* d.) : Honorabili, See. Richardo Paceo serenis-

simi fratris nostri carissimi Regis Angliae et Franciae, &c, apud

nos oratori.

Lat., pp. 2, mutilated.

12 June. 2036. Seb. Giustinian to the Council of Ten.

Gioit De«p. i. 242. Hearing 150,000 ducats were to be remitted to the Emperor,

remonstrated with Wolsey, stating it would only have the effect

of retarding their recovery of Verona and Brescia. Wolsey made

no reply, but urged that if Francis were expelled from the Milanese,

the Venetians, by joining with England and Spain, would give law

to Italy and economize their expenditure ; otherwise -they were on

the brink of ruin. Sebastian, who, from the nature of the times,

is obliged " to tolerate what it is insupportable to hear," answered

him with all discretion, and said that the Signory had not deserved

the enmity of England, and appealed to his Christian feelings.

Wolsey was unshaken. Had the news that arrived here lately of

the taking of Brescia by the French been confirmed, it would

have been very opportune, and induced England to act with more

reserve. The ambassadors of the Emperor and the King of Spain

are doing the utmost to occasion his dismissal. Putney, 12 June

1516.

12 June. 2037. To Gerald Earl of Kildare.

P. S. Warrant to add a proviso to certain articles in patent 7 Oct.

last,—commissioning him to call a parliament in Ireland,—in favor

of Edmund, prior, and the House of Lanthony beside Gloucester,

viz., that no act be prejudicial to the licence of absence from Ire

land granted to Henry Deane, prior, and the Convent of Lanthony

by patent 26 Oct. 21 Edw. IV. Greenwich, 12 June 8 Hen. VHI.

Del. Westm., 12 June.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 12.

13 June. 2038. The Cardinal of Sion to Henry VIII.

B- O. Not to weary him, refers him for news to Wolsey, and his Arch

deacon (Langus). Trent, 13 June 1516. Signed.

Lat., p. 1. Add.
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13 June. 2039. The Cardinal of Sion to "Wolsey.

K. O. Has related the occurrences of these parts in full, in a letter to

Langus, to which he refers him. Trent, 13 June 1516. Signed.

Lat.,p. 1. Add.; Th. Card. Ebor.

2040. [Cardinal Siok] to [Barth. Ticcionus.]

Vit. B. xvm. 238. » Instructio sive me[moranda] "

B. M. Is to say to the most Christian majesty (Henry VIII.) "

[Also ye] slinll enquire for Melchiou, of whom ye shall be instructed]

.... hangs and does, to the end yc may the more boldlier

" (2.) Is to offer the Cardinal of Sion's services, and tell

the King and my most reverend lord (Wolsey) [in what esteem]

" he was with the holy memory of Pope Julio, and in the Sede

A[postolic in] Italy ;" and of the great affection he bears to England.

The Emperor is more stedfast than ever in what he has offered

to the King. (3.) Things have been misconducted, owing to

Mr. Richard (Pace), who in this last enterprise [did] submit

entirely to the counsel of one Wesconte [Galeazzo], " whose con-

[duct is] openly known and noted, that he hath ever been and ever

taken for [a friend of] the Frenchmen, presented and entertained ;

and the King of France, [at his] last being in Milan, divers times

supped with his wife, and [he] hath ever had intelligence amongst

the Swecheners for f . . . [Wing]fyld when they were at Milan

he not only gave * * • and so withdrew him." (4.) " . . . .

nor Richard would not suffer him to be present nor

take [any place in] chosing of the captains ; wherefore, would they

or no, the most part .... [i]ndusyd were French, &c. Item, too

great a number of captains Item, the 4th part of the

money was cast away," chiefly on simple footmen, to whom were

given, [some x]x. some 25 and some 45 payments, which was never

seen before. This made the Visconte withdraw the [Sweche]nars

at Bergamo for envy, " seeing the great feast and rejoicing the

Swcchenars made at his arriving." (5.) It was arranged that they

should withdraw with part of the Ahnayns, spoiling the town in

their going ; the other part " to take Caesar, lords and nobles with

the artillery, et omnia simul pradita, [and] to take the Cardinal

Sedunensis and deliver him to the Frenchmen." (5.) [Two]

thousand florins wese paid to 6,850 footmen, which was cast away ;

yet "if the payment had been ordinary, Bressa had not [been lost].

Richard will be persuaded by nobody but the Viscount, and to

cover his errors writes lies to England about 1 he Emperor. (6.) They

are trying to frustrate the Italian expedition, when the Emperor

" being without money [for the] wars that he hath maintained by

the space of eight y[ears] he may no longer resist, and of the other

parts y it is impossible to be done." (7.) " They seeketh

against France, excluding the majesty of Caesar, the which

[is not] only dangerous but an express undoing," aud may drive

the Emperor to make peace or sow division among . . . ., knowing

the King of England to be too far off" to help. (8.) Milan is

feudatory, and cannot be obtained without (9.) The

French Swiss will have an excuse that there is no security for

the expedition without the Emperor. (10.) The Swiss are worth

little without artillery, and you have " no horse nor where to make

them, but [Bur]gonyons, which cannot be without Cwsar, or Italians

and in them, and how they may join together, and in wha[t]

de in four months, in the meantime Caesar » • »

or battle unto a town and ever ye shall find seamen .... specially
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among the principal of them. (11.) There is great difficulty in

paying them. (12.) It was seen last year that they them[selves

were the] " cause of the loss of Milan and of the battle, notwith

standing that they [fough]t alone, yet must your majesty weigh

and ponder many weighty .... lewyng Caesar with whom every

thing is sure with the advantage of ... . [me]u-of-arms and

500 light horse and unto the number of 1,300 men-of-arms, [ye

m]ay have 300 men-of-arms of Qur enemies and also 1,400 light

horse . . . for Ca?.sar." 1,000 horse arc as easily maintained as

1,000 foot; 12,000 foot are in Verona; the King Catholic pays

henceforth every month 15,000 scudi ; besides these 800 [men-ofj-

arms and 500 light horse, " there rests but to acrese 6,000 footmen

more a puissant army, and helping your most Christian

majesty to pa[y the sai]d footmen and these horsemen besides

those that the King Catholic pays .... ng is sure and with

10,000 Swechenars over the thother side parting together ....

as on everything is won, and when that these men that is in Verona

might .... yd with the Itelygens (Italians) of Caesar ent,* the army

went forward and that of . . . army were paid for a month I would

desire no more .... yng for Swechenars and 40,000 for horsemen

and for artillery . . . monnyht (month), and all the enterprise shall

be won or so me[n]y shall maintain unto the rest of the

enterprise, and this cann should be as much

as should * * * * * But for to prosecute this enter

prise relicto C<Bsar\e~\ .... that shall be ynployyd in it and upon

all this .... Christian majesty all my faith and mine honuour

I am constrained to ride to the army to see that there

between the captains Coloneses. Item, this Viscount seeks

d . . . . Ca?sar's soldiers, and exhorts them to forsake his service

al Item, ye shall show the inward bonte and inclination

of s his most Christian majesty, and that it shall be

to put what Duke it shall please his most noble m[ajesty into] Milan,

for why with his cost and by his means it is done without y

effect could follow. Item, that the majesty of Sesar y and

stedfast purpose towards the King's majesty in all s[uch things]

as in times past he hath offered unto his grace thowc realm

of France."

Wherefore the Cardinal exhorts your mos[t Christian] majesty

that in no wise you should not decline from Sesa[r] " ye

shall tell the King's most noble majesty that I shewed cer[tain

things] concerning his grace unto Mr. Richard, of great importance,

under a] great and a stryght oath that he should not utter it, and

not on[ly he] uttered it to divers, but principally to those of the

con and told them that they should not trust the

Cardinal. Item, will do, his grace should do

it * * * * so that there should be great

difficulty in this enterprise, and Swechenars .... [consequently

all Italy and the realm of Naples in peril .... [sh]old be inforced

to seek some other remedy for himself show the King's

most noble majesty what they seek against .... ome. Item, that

France would do everything to have me ... . suddenly ye come

or send me an answer of all these things to the end [that I m]ay

know what I shall do. Item that ye show how that s large

spending among Swechenars as in making cupBoards of silver . . . . n

whence it come but by some indirect way can not be thought."

Pp. 6, badly mutilated.

* Sic.
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13 June. 2041- [Sib Rob. Wingfield] to Henry VIII.

Vit. B. xix. 129. Wrote to the King on the .... of this month, communicating

B. M. the suddeil departure of the [enemy] in such h[aste] that they

have left part of their bridge behind them. No cause for it is yet

certainly known. In addition to the two opinions mentioned in

his last letter, it is said by some that they departed because the

Swiss had arrived, whose numbers they overestimated. Some say

the French were informed that, besides the Swiss just arrived,

another body of them was ready to descend into the duchy of

Milan by way of Combe, which conjecture, no doubt, seemed all

the more probable to the French, as it is very likely they had

heard of the declaration of the five cantons and a half at the diet of

Baathe (Baden) that they would have no further communication

or treaty with the French, nor receive any French ambassador on

any such matter, threatening the remaining cantons if they did not

do likewise. " The French commissaries, by "the licence of the

corrupt can[tons], were upon the frontier, and were in train to

have c 10,000 of new, the said cantons have revoked

all su[ch] admitted already, and also forbidden that

none other sh '...., which news came well to pass

at this time, for we should have had much a do to

have sett the s[aid Swyssers] which have tarried in this city four

day[es] ations and new mat

ter to suck money much unreasonably." About 2,000 florins has

been distributed among the captains, and they departed this after

noon ; "I pray God send them good speed and manner to find

money for their payment of the next month." It is most difficult

for the Emperor to provide funds, on account of the intrigues of

the French, who corrupt all, even his subjects and servants, by

means of their innumerable factors. Nothing will, however, com

pel him to make peace with them without the consent of Henry.

The Cardinal of Sion has today heard from the Emperor, begging

him to remain at Trent, instead of repairing to him, as he intended,

and to await the departure of the allied army, which he is to

accompany as the Emperor's "lieutenant of Italy." The Cardinal

is to communicate to Wingfield the matter which he has in charge

from Henry to the Emperor. Wingfield is to proceed to the Em

peror. He starts tomorrow early. As it may be six or seven

days before he will be able to write again, the Cardinal will write

to Henry in the meanwhile. The Signor Mark Antony Columpne

took the field with port of the army of Verona yesterday morninp

early. Hopes to hear of him doing some goodly act, as he is a

notable captain. It is said that the Duke and Duchess of Urbino

are coming to Mantua, the Pope having seized on the whole of his

duchy, except a castle called Synegaye. Also that the Venetians

have delivered Creme [to the] French for the city and castle of

Brescia, and that the French have carried all the artillery, except

eleven pie[ces] belonging to the Venetians, to the said town of

Crema. Trent, 13 June 1516.

Hoi., pp. 3, mutilated. Add. and endd.

1 3 June. 2042. Pace to Wolsey.

Veep. F. xm. 155 b. Encloses two letters, received on his way towards Constance, from

B. M. the Lord Galeas in Switzerland, showing how well disposed the

Swiss are towards England. Andreas Ammonius should be sent

for immediately to translate them out of the Italian. Despatched
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13 June. 2043

Vit. B.xix. 127.

three couriers to Wolsey this week, and looks hourly for an answer,

as the matter is of very great importance. The Swiss being in

this mind, the French cannot long remain in Italy,—"sed non in

hoc solum laborabimus ut fugientes expellautur, sed in Italia tru-

cidentur." Myddelham (Mindeiheim), 13 June.

Hoi., p. 1. Add. : Tho. Card. Ebor.

Jacobus [Villenge k] to Pace.

Sends a letter [from the Emperor] to Pace, and requests him " ut

in hoc Imperatori pro communi bono et suae Caesareaj

Majestatis a meque quid in hoc facere, velit per

praesentium latorem c[ertificare] ut illud Caesarese Majestati signi-

ficare possim." The Emperor has commanded him further to treat

with Pace touching a meeting with his majesty on his journey to

Constance. The Emperor will be tomorrow at a town called Wan-

gen, five miles from Constance and four from Ravenspurg. Hopes

Pace will be there tomorrow, and announce his arrival by a

messenger to the Emperor. Augsburg, 13 June 1516. Signed:

Jacobus

At the foot is the following in the handwriting of Pace: "Re-

verendissirae Domine, iste qui has ad me sc[ripsit est] homo fraudu-

lentissimus et unus [de] primariis qui instigant imperator[em ad]

mala facienda."

Lat., p. 1. Add. : Magc° dfio Ricardo Paceo, &c. Regis Angliae

et Franciae oratori dignissimo.

14 June. 2044. [The Cardinal of Sion] to Henry VIII.

Vit. B.xix. 131. " humanissimis suis ex Lundono viij. prae-

B. If. teriti ad me da[tis] momenta occurentiarum

successuumque et bellicarum rem cumulata

majestati vestrae quicquam obtulerim. Quod utique

eandem efflagito precibus. Causam neglectus hujusmo[di] ....

. . . dignetur, namque a die qua ex Valle Solis ad majestatis Caesa

rese exercitibus et bellicis rebus proficiscebar, nun-

quam ad majestatis et residuis tandem

pendentibus ac periculis cavendis salv ... per-

veni. Et jam hucusque applicans, accelerandis quibusdam ex . . .

triduo permansi, et cum nee scriptis nee nuntiis facile vel

tute taliu veniant viva voce conferre et discut-

tere rectius omnia oportere[t] quae sub secretudinis

velamine recondita esse convenit cum fid tempestatc

peregrina sint. Superioribus namque diebus, dum ex ag

. . . quondam suo sensu abundare, ac certis modis et mediis per-

gere con tramitem, qui mihi et aptior et aequior negotiis

videbatur, ilium conduce[re] exacto juramento quod

nulli creaturae rationali vel iirationali verbo scripto

per me sibi revelanda aperiret, indicavi sibi quae majestas Caesarea

regiae vestrse [majestati] et convenit meo ministerio,

circa ducatum Mediolani ac coronam a sacri imperii

conferendam, existimans tuto et fidenter recondita ubi h

.... inter loquendum cum domino duce Barie*, qui mihi revera

deditissimus e semper fuit et loco patris me coluit,

coepit aperire mihi quo quidem retulerit me me injecisso

Maximilian's

offer of the

Empire and

duchy of Milan

to Henry is

known to Ga-

leazzo and others.

* Corrected from Mediolani.
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[The Caedinal of Sion] to Henry VIII.—cont.

practices atque vestrce Majestali* oblulissc ac promisisse

. . cerem ad ducalum Mediolani eidem conferendum, et quod nequa-

iiunin ultra mini confidat verum nee personam relatricem

talem revelare voluit et const . . . . de me credere, negavit immo

tale verbum. Jamque domino Galeatz Viceco[miti et] circumam-

bulantibus ita innotuisse intelligo." Though much surprised, dis

sembled and denied it, knowing that he had not revealed it to any

other person. Began also to fear the relater might not have kept

silence, " cum periculosissimum existat hujusmodi ex cun

. . . inter tot varietates hominum et trahat sua quemque voluptas ;

hie Helvetii il[liuc] Galli tortuosissime interpretari pra?-

cavere iuficere vel irritare modo quod ex post facto vel ex

praetactis practicis condecentibus non fieret quaeque divi

traotus Jheronimi eloquio non timeo, et eo fortius quo Galeatz . . .

ut cepe duplex qui prius ducatum Mediolani sibi usurpare inde

u quo gubernator in eo fieret obtulit et eundem

Regem Cath. pro ejus nepot\_e~\ aiunt et vestrm Majes-

tati* obtulisse dicitur. Idem (i.e. Imperator) ergo ambiguis pedibus

iiiced[it] constitutus, nee celare eis nee et ita inficere

quivit valde res ut e vestram reticere vel non revelare

pro scelere mihi imputari crederem rel istiusmodi dis-

criminum majestatis vestrae moderamini nisy in hoc deliqueriu[t]

illi aperire auserim quomodo nisi regia; majestatis vestrae

oratorem et creditissimum cog ad mortem tacuissem."

" Quantum ad reliqua cum majestate Caesarea conferenda tractan-

daque pertinet eadem fuerim scriptis, tamen aliisque

mediis decertavi tant[is] polliceri valeam et pro

eadem polliceri in omnibus et pro omn aequissime et

confidentissime agere, incidere et perseverar[e] atquo

pollicitis cum mirabili ardoris, amoris ac et

incremento ut post Divinam bonitatem Sor " (A line lost.)

In order to follow out the commands of the King but

compelled by the turn of affairs to become familiar

with danger in those places, and to remain in face of the enemy,

where there was less convenience for messengers and

As there has been much to blame in every way, and he is in the

habit of writing the exact truth, would have been obliged to repre

hend, but judged it prudent to abstain, especially as he had learned

others, out of hatred, had been muligning him to the King. " Et-

cnim neminem fallere unquam cum Gallis, quia uec commercium

nee practicam, subjectionem nee uxorem, natos, nee ab eis dona

habere solitos." Cannot be accused of prodigality or of misuse

of the money entrusted to him. Has always been held trust

worthy by Popes and others for whom he had administered.

Knows the Swiss well, from an experience of twenty years. When

they listened to his counsel they gained honor for themselves.

The King has been informed that the Swiss' dislike of the Cardinal

was so strong that at Bergamo they made a tumult, and withdrew

to avoid going to battle with him. Cannot account, in that case,

for the rejoicings at his arrival, when every door and window was

crowded, and some shed tears ofjoy. In consequence of which his

enemies began to spread reports " quod n[on ex] mea sententia

succederent negotia, sed aliter ; adeo quod per dies et noctes

* Vestra Majestati. A monogram in cipher, which has not been met with

except in these two places.
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binas [di]ffidentiam tcrtii stipendii imprimere, disseminareque inter

Helvetios mala ac tumul[tuosa] runt ut quo res condux-

crint omnibus notissimum existat." They were only prevented

from desertiug by his personal promises ; which would have left all

the Emperor had in Italy a prey to the French. " Adeoque incre-

buit malum ut autequam condiguc Brixia cujus

fructus 100,000 due. sunt hostibus dedita fuerit

.... 60,000 ff. applicare fuissent ; jamque Veronam amittebant

nulli cocperunt vastatis campis et

perus t munitam militibus,

turn quia 4,000 Helvetiorum hinc descensuros

naves quasdum pro ponte jactas anchoras et alia ....

adeo ut ex Brixia, prout exploratores

rcferunt, et eripere illinc 300 rustieis prae-

sidio dimissis studuerunt viribus spes certe pendet

eisdem civitate et arce recuper[atis] quassata fuerunt.

Neque etenim milites viribus, experientia et rec nos

auri stipendiorumque unius integri mensis penuria p

. . quibus et peditatum crescere et equites quibus egemus vald[e]

Gallos ab Italia pcllere et Venetos quatere suffi-

cienter jam in promptis contingi et siraul et semel

haberi possent. Al[ia] aliaque deficiunt quae simul

habita totam victoriam largirentur post ex-

nunc in terris recuperabitur, quod non solum non ultra alias pet . . .

restituerc, et totuin bellum usque in Gallias prosequi

valeremus."

Wolsey, in his letters, mentions a peace going to be treated

for between the Emperor and [the French King]; "reveranemo

est et nee Caesar qui illam duduin non optaverit pro

et Romani pontifices biui, reges, ac principes multa fecerunt. Nun-

quam nisi involucris ludere nee] unquam ad condigna

capitula venire voluerunt maxima causa tot annis non solum

Italiete verum et Christianitatis totius cau , qui si justis

pactifi contenti fuissent, jam dudum pax reddita et Teucris(?) ....

et Gallia, per regiam raajestatem vestram, dum ad earn Caesarea

majestas descendebat visendam foret quam tunc Caesaream

nuvjestatem novis acerrimisque bellis perurgebant a hendum,

et sic in cassum vota omnia hinc inde abierunt ; et nu[nc]

post habitam Brixiam adeo inflata sunt, quod nee conditiones ullas

pa[cis] obirent. Praetendunt etenim et sic cum Gallis pacta

habent omnia dudum usurpata, quae etiam Romana ecclesia

et quique alii rceuperavere in suam de vincere et jam

Creinam praetcxtu rehabitae Brixiaa dicitur Gallis cess[isse]

ambitionis aviditatisque hujusmodi non solum verum et verae ruinte

suae quod Brixia recuperari queat si pauca suffragia Csesari

non desint praeh pulsis Crema cum ducatu recuperatur,

quod si Veneti Cremam tenerent . . . esset vereor profecto et papam

judicari audivi Vonetos nunquam nisi It[alia] usurpata quieturos,

nee Italiae ullam requiem polliceri posse nis[i] eis ad solitas

paludcs ; quod ubi recte intellecturn erit, nee dis erit,

verumtamen nee Coesarcarn majestatem pacem decentcm respuere

credo, nee . . . defieiam id suae raajestati legittirne per suadere quo

regia; vestrae majestati iuservire [queam] If his

servant the archdeacon have not left England Trent,

14 June 1516.

Hoi., Lat., pp. 4, partly in cipher, not deciphered. Add. :

Christianissimo ac sacrat issimo D. D. Regi Angliie ac Francise

Dom. meiuensissimo. Sense obscure.

2. QQ
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14 June. 2045.

Vit. B. xrx. 133.

B. M.

Suspects that

Face has told

Bari of Maxi

milian's ofl'er of

the Kmpire and

duchy of Milan

to Henry.

Abstract of Sion's Letters.

"Ex Uteris [Rmi] D. [Cardinalis Sedunensis* ] die

xiiij. Junii ex Tr[idento*J."

First, he complains that the Duke of Bari " omnia rescierit e[t]

unde acceperit reticuerit, sigillatimque cuncta

ac si suas instructiones legisset, et existimat per

[R. Paceum] fuisse indicatum, et demum argumentatur

duabus de cau[sis] potuisse, nempe vel ex aliquo ejusdem

D. Ricardi s regia majestas rem contemnat ;

qua; taracn non sit contemn[enda] .... impossibilis, aut indecorn

esse enim maxime possibilem et hono[rabilem,] praesertim Romanum

Imperium quod Dominus noster Jesus Christus et rum et

in utero et ex utero voluit honorare et ducatum [Mediolani] . . .

si noluisset sibi retinere, gloriosum ei fuisset, cui voluisset

. . . demuin laudandum, saltern Cassareae majestatis et suum aniinum

. . . set sure vitae dispendio regia? majestati orbis monarchiam

adis ....... tissime esset facturus, nee aquum fuisse, ut et hoc

suo bo[no animo] aliquorum hominum indignationem, et odium

meteret, &c."

Is surprised at the letters of Wingfield and Pace, requesting

him, in the name of the King, to lay aside his dissensions with the

Lord Galeazzo, for he has never shown [opposition] except for the

common [good]. Accuses Master [Pace] at length, and excuses

himself. Concerning the state of affairs, he says that the [French

and Venetians f] were preparing to besiege Verona, but receiv

ing information that there were four [thousand] men there, and

10,000 from the Tyrol " des[cendentes ] retulere ;" that the

commander of the Emperor's army is Mar[k Antony] Colonna,

unequalled in Italy for courage, honesty, and experience. 4,000

Swiss were marching to Verona ; a tumult had been excited among

them, and the ringleaders punished ; there would not be wanting

sowers of discord among the Germans and Spaniards as soon as

the money should run short, which is all he fears. If there were

money enough for the pay, Brescia could be at once retaken, and

the enemy beaten back within the month ; or at least Parma, Pia-

cenza and Cremona might be taken, which cities could furnish pay

for the army, and no more would be required. Mutius Colonna,

from Modena, and Prosper, with more cavalry, have arrived, who

together will furnish 400 heavy and 1,300 light horse; and if there

were enough to pay them, Parma and Piacenza would be taken

in a short time, and the Pallavicini and the " Vermenses " agree,

but there is a bad supply of money, and many persons will be

glad to hear of a total failure. A Swiss idiot, who prophesies

many true things, has prophesied that the French will suffer a

heavy blow next month. Sion also excuses himself, for he is

compelled to join the army against his will, and to take the posi

tion of general ; he did it by compulsion of the Pope, but now in

order to recover his own.

It is reported that the Emperor is going to visit his grandson

[Charles], " quo eum ad .... ut ad foedus et omnia qua? Xm,ls rex

voluerit facienda q improbaret, nisi haec profectio

diffidentiam aut de.spera se habet, ne partibus

Cfcsarianis faveant induccret, quod tamen non multum obesset, si

pec aut nova; aliquas haberentur, quia licet

* Supplied from marginal note heforc the fire,

f Supplied from marginal note.
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Coesaris pro ris rebus afferat, ejus tamen personie

respectus, qui o magno interdum impedimento est

rebus agendis postremo res melius fuissent gestae,

nisi ipse adfuis[set]." The King's money is not altogether thrown

away ; the French have been prevented from getting possession of

the kingdom of Naples and the whole of [Italy], and from gaining

over all the Swiss. They are in fact worn out, and know they

cannot remain in the duchy [of Milan]. If they could be pressed

now for a little, they would retire.

All the Swiss are for the King ; " nee magnum fuisse ....

. . . omnes cantones ad ejusdem majestatis devotionem adduce . .

et dimidius pro ea affixi permanserint. Qua in re quan[tum

la]boraverit, et impendent regiam majestatem aliquando cogu[os-

cere] . . . ." Lastly, the Duke of Urbino has been driven out by

the Pope, and is staying at Mantua with his wife and household ;

" duas tamen adhuc arces mas pro eo servari, videl.

Pisauri et Sancti Leonis, ce non potuisse sine magno subdi-

torum excidio defendi ; D Pontificem minari Ferrarise, et

Gallos a Marchione . , quadraginta ducatorum milia petere."

The Duke of Bourbon and Lord de la Paliza with 500

have returned into France, "et exercitum Gallorum ac Ven[e-

torum] Lunatam et Pischeriam consistere et ex Neapoli

nihil haberi."

Lat., in the hand of Ammonius ; pp.3, mutilated. Dated in

margin, in a modern hand : 1516, 14 June. Trident. Card. Sedun.

1 4 June. 2046. Pace to Maximilian.

R. O. Has received his letters of the 12th, dated from Ehrenberg,

requesting the remittal of 50,000 Rh. flor. lately sent by England,

as Verona is now besieged. That sum was sent for the Swiss and

the continuance of the expedition. It has, therefore, been recalled,

and he can pay no money without the order of the King of Eng

land, as he has written to Sir Rob. Wingfield. Anchises Visconti

has brought him a command from the King and Wolsey that he

should treat with the Swiss. "Ex Meiuningho," 14 June 1516.

Lat., copy, in the hand of Anchises Visconti, p. 1. Corrected

by Pace, and headed by him ; Exemplum litterarum R. Pacei nd

Caasarem.

14 June. 2047. Pace to the Emperor's Treasurer.

R. O. Received his letter dated from Augsburg, with the Imperial

letter. The Emperor says nothing of wishing to see Pace at

Wangen. Has written to Wingfield. Is going on to Constance.

The 50,000 fl. cannot be paid, having been recalled, as James _ t

Fucar knows. " Ex Meinningho," 14 June 1516. *4U*w »*^j**

Lat., copy, p. 1. Headed by Pace: Exemplum litterarum Ri.

Pacei ad Thesaurarium Coesaris.

1 4 June. 2048. For Edm. Talbot.

P. S. Licence to impark lands in Baxhall, York, and in Mitton. Green

wich, 23 May 8 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm., 14 June.

14 June. 2049. For Wm. Dale, merchant of Bristol.

P. S. ./ Licence to import twenty tuns of Gascon wine. Greenwich,

V 11 June 8 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm., 14 June.

QQ 2
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15 June. 2050. Charles Kino of Spain to Henry VIII.

Galba, B. iv. 86* b. Credence for his ambassador in England. Louvain, 15 June

B.M. 1516. Signed.

Ft., p. I, mutilated. Add. and endd.

15 June. -2051. Tunstal to Wolsey.

Galba, B. it. 85. Last night a fellow like an Almain merchant desired to sec him,

B. M. and asked touching the coining of the Governor of ... . who

went over to inform the King of matters which concerned his

person and the realm ; from whom he had received a safeconduct,

which he did not like to trust, though it was under the great seal,

not having the King's signature. Assured him that the great seal

was sufficient security. Could not extract his secrets . from him,

part of which he said he had told the governor, except that some

thing appeared to be intended against Tournay before the citadel

was finished, and when the [days] should wax shorter. He said

he knew many persons who pretended to be friends to the King

that were not : that many went in and out of England as spies ;

and that he could tell something of the matters of Scotland. He

spoke French at the commencement of their conversation, which

he speaks like a native ; afterwards English, which he spoke so

well that Tunstal asked him in what country he was born. He

would not acknowledge he was born anywhere except in Flanders.

He spoke some words that sounded so Scottish he might be a

Scot. He would not tell his name, but said he had spoken with

the King's father, but never with the King, with the French King

and his predecessor, who had not rewarded him well for his ser

vices. Thinks he is a spy from France, for he confessed, when

the King was at Tournay, he was there as a spy to learn his

departure. Letters might be found on him if he were searched

when he comes to England. Thinks .... knows him, " for he

showed me that he had in espi the King that dead is

at one time." I think he would be [glad to] gain on both hands,

and both to show the King's grace [the] feats of France, where he

is well kuown in the court, [as he] saith, and also to bring tidings

into the French court." Proposes he should be rewarded, as some

profit might come of it. On his asking if he might be sure that

his secrets should not be divulged in France, told him he might

trust Wolsey as much as himself. Requested him to wait for the

coming of the governor at Mydelborow. Lovayn, 15 June.

Hoi., pp. 3, mutilated. Add.: Lord Cardinal of [York]. Endd.

June. 2052. \ Spinelly to Wolsey.

Galba, B. vi. 44. Wrote on the 9th. The Council place their whole confidence

B. M. in the King, being mere and more convinced of the ambition

and malice of the French. As to the King's desire to continue

his assistance to the Emperor, if the Catholic King will con

tribute 1,200 spears and 4,000 or 5,000 foot, this will be no new

charge, as he generally keeps that force in the realm of Naples.

As to the Pope, his principal servants are French, and the Floren

tines are inclined the same way. The Chancellor says, if they

help the Emperor, they will not give him the control over a single

groat. The French have taken Brescia and the castle, to the great

discontent of the Venetians./ Baunisius writes to the Master of

the Posts, " that they had jointly together sent to the French King

to know his mind therein." \Thc French demand 50,000 ducats of
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the Marquis of Mantua, with the surrender of all his strong places.

Their cruelties in the duchy of Milan are beyond endurance. Has

letters from Pace in answer to those he wrote touching the bill of

exchange, saying, he would not do it till he had directions from

Wolsey. Has notified this to Fowler at Antwerp. The King's

money will do little good if this house do not assist him. To

morrow the court goes again to Brussels. Thence Alamire shall

go to the King. Will send. an account of the money he has laid

out in the King's service. "CLovain, —* June.^

Hoi., pp. A, mutilated, '

16 June. 2053- to the Cardinal of Sion.

Vit. B. m. 42*. About 4,000 Swiss have arrived. Their captains are all un-

B. M. known, " et nonnulli suspecti. Schindler se multum c " f

The regents would have them go forward ; the Germans and Swiss

refuse. The Spaniards are something [better], but some cry out

for pay. Will send the packet from Mantna. Their enemies are

about the Mincio. A spy tells him that Peter of Navarre, with

6,000 foot and 500 lances, will cross the Mincio tomorrow. To

morrow the Count will assemble the captains to advise as to their

going forward. Verona, 16 June 1516.

Lat., p. 1, badly mutilated. Add.

16 June. 2054. For Anth. de St. Amand.

Constat and exemplification of patent 17 July 23 Hen. VII.

appointing him and Edm. Dudley keepers of the forests of Blak-

amore and Peawsham, Wilts., and stewards of Marleburgh, Rounde,

and Devise, Wilts. Westm., 16 June.

Pat. 8 Hen.VIII. p. 1, m. 5.

17 June. 2055. [The Cardinal of Sion] to Maximilian.

R. O. Had been ordered by the Emperor to stay at Verona, which he

is most willing to do in compliance with his Majesty's wishes.

Begs, however, as the enemy think victory certain, and they (the

imperial forces) are daily wasted, he will make every effort to for

ward the 50,000 Rh. fl. If this be done, the writer will cross the

Po, and do some great deed. Trent, 17 June 1516.

ii. Frescobald the bearer has shown him his letters from England

of the 6th inst., in which the King engages (se renitentem facit)

to pay 60,000 11.; further that Ric. Pace should carry to the Swiss

8,000 fl. to be paid to them and certain others "et ministris

Artaglarice" by Dominus Robertus (Wingfield). This is a great

instance of distrust, and has been occasioned by the letters of these

two, since the King was otherwise inclined to keep on good

terms with the Emperor in order to drive the French out of Italy.

A servant of his in England tells him that the King, on hearing of

their retreat, was extremely exasperated, " plus quam prius." Is

afraid that Pace and Galeazzo make mischief; "nam nee donee

Helvetii ad supradicta conducantur 8,000 fl. apud eos nisi proicii

utactenus actum est, pro aliquos habeaut opus esse conicere valeo

qui, nisi hue et illuc aplicentur, erunt causa multae ruina;." The

Emperor will see by the above the danger of Verona ; he must do

what he can to obtain possession of the 8,000 fl., " et 8,000 liber-

* Blank in MS. t In cipher.
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[The Cardinal op Sion] to Maximilian—cont.

arum sterlingorum data in Brabantia a&gentibus Fugarorum et

inde procurat' (utinam non per similes nomines ut supra) quo

maneant arrestat'." He must use all the expedition he can. Trent,

19 June 1516.

Lett., copies, pp. 2. The Latin is very corrupt, as will be seen

in the extracts.

17 June. 2056. The Cardinal of Sion to [Pace].

Vit. B.xix. H2. Has not been able to learn if the 8,000 Rh. fl. are coming or not ;

B. M. " et pur da Insprugg non ce ordine alchuno daltro che de questi

sette milia," 24,000 being wanted to pay a half month to all the men,

wherein he hopes that about 3,000 of the above 8,000 will be

included. Begs Pace will use all diligence that the money may

arrive in time. The other day about 1,000 Spaniards mutinied for

pay, and threatened to go over to the enemy, which has prevented

them doing anything for three days. If those 50,000 Rh. fl. are

sent this month across the lake, is prepared to cross the Po in

person. Trent, 17 June 1516.

Hears today that 600 lances and 300 horse are coming from the

Viceroy. If they had money for the 1,000 horse ordered, and for

those beyond the Po, they would certainly be victorious. Has

received letters for [Pace], one open, the other he has opened him

self to see if they contained anything of the 8,000 fl. The Duke of

Urbino has lost everything but the rock of Pesaro and S. Leone.

Signed.

Added in his own hand : " Quid in illis Uteris particulariter

Thomas Spinelli et Ricardi contineatur feci per Friscobaldum legi,

sed non scivit plene elicere ; continetur etenim de octo millibus

sterlingorum ea quomodo item fuerunt revocati ; ideoque initto

d. v. literas ipsas proximis inter illas Ricardi mittam nondum (?)

habuimus novum de illis 8,000 fl.

" Mitto d. v. literas ex Helvetiis habitas domini Anshelmi qui

omnem fidelissimus est et plus omnibus novit eorum mores. Intcl-

liget d. v. quomodo aurum regis nostris projicitur."

Ital., pp. 2, slightly mutilated.

17 June. 2057- For James Pilyn, one of the procurators for the re-

p. s. demption of the Christian prisoners in the city of

Durace in Masydony.

Licence to collect alms in England for two years for the relief of

the said city, which is in great danger among the heathen sub

jects of the Great Turk. Greenwich, 13 June 8 Hen. VLII. Del.

Westm., 17 June.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 5.

17 June. 2058. For Th. ap Owen.

8. B. Annuity of 7/. 13*. Ad., in consideration of severe wounds

received in the wars, out of the lordships of Iscoyd and Enymoneth,

S. Wales, parcel of the possessions of Margaret late Countess of

Richmond. Del. Westm., 17 June 8 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 24.

18 June. 2059. Anthoine to Spinelly.

Galba, B. iv. 83*b. Thanks him for a present of chamlet received by the bearer,

B. M. Spinelly's servant, and 36 florins for his expences in the eer
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vice of England. The pirates taken by Dyselstain have been

executed at Eynchause (?) Some of them were Scotch. David

Valliener has withdrawn from Gueldres into France, and, it is

said, will go to sea again. Is informed from Zealand, by the per

son Spinelly knows, that one of Albany's gentlemen has passed

" par la Tirade " into France ; who says that the Scotch embassy

has made an appointment in England, but if the French King

once does anything in Italy ("a une fois fait en Ytalie") they

will let the English know the good will they bear them. Antwerp,

18 June 1516.

Hoi., p. 1, mutilated. Add. : Mons. l'ambasadeur Dengleterre,

Mesire Thomas Spinelli a Bruxelles. Endd. by Spinelly:

A [ljetter containing, amongst other things, that I have g[iven]

Mesire Anthony a piece of chambellot, &c. By another hand :

Alamyre's lettres.

18 June. 2060. John Bapt. Spinelli to the Cardinal of Sion.

Vit. B. in. 44. Has seen the account written to Mark Antonio, by which it

B. M. appears that the 3,000,000 Rh. fi. lent by him are included in the

money sent by the regents. Expresses his surprise. Dominus

Georgius de Franspers will explain more to him. Is afraid they

will lose Verona as they have lost Brescia. The troops desert for

want of pay. 130 Spanish foot have entered the Venetian states ;

400 Germans have left ; one nation hinders another. Tomorrow

Mark Antonio goes with the cavalry, the Swiss and the Spaniards

to Swabia (Suavium). Verona, 18 June 1516. Sig?ied.

I. nt., p. 1, mutilated. Add. atf. 48.

13 June. 2061- Michael Abbate to Andrew [Scheiner].

Vit. B. in. 45. This morning received his letter of the 16th, much to the conso-

B.-M. lation of the Emperor's faithful servants and [of] Monsignor (Sion).

" Ogi efonto qua el grando schudel lo e venuto non lo

ancor giaro ma damatini spero ve ad vizero " To*

morrow Lautrec, the [French] lieutenant in Italy, will leave, and

has sent the heavy artillery and the ammunition to Millo. Thinks

their soldiers will have to retreat to Cremona within two days.

Yesterday Peter of Navarre crossed the Po " a qui stello," with

3,000 foot and 2[000] lances. Heard this morning "como non

va piu a le Mirandola," whereby it appears that Count John

Francisco had agreed with the Countess. Thinks the said soldiers

will return at once (a la volta) to Cremona. The hatred between

the French and Venetians surpasses all he can write. Hears the

Venetians will have to put themselves in garrison, in Crema,

Bresa, Azola and Pa[dua]. If Sion come quickly and take the

field, the enemy will soon retreat. The French [say] publicly :

If the great priest of the Swiss come, and is made head, we are all

lost. With 12,000 foot the victory may be won. Tomorrow spies

will come from the camp. Is quite exhausted .... {Afew lines un

intelligible through mutilation.') is going to Count Cariati.

Abbate hopes his protestations will prevent paying any one,

and will benefit the Emperor " al dicto marchexe li va schoded ....

tuta via, ma che veniti in campagna infra tre jornij sarano." The

30,000 ducats will be of some use. Sends his recommendations to

his friends. Andrew shall hear more as to the journey (jornata).

Mantua, 18 June 1516. Signed.

Hoi., Ital., pp. 2. Add. : Andreu nepoti de Cardinal Sedunense.

Verona.
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18 June. 2062. For Th. Bexwtke of Manchester, Lane, merchant

P. 8. Protection; going in the retinue of Sir Ric. Wingfeld, Deputy of

Calais. Greenwich, 17 June 8 Hen.VIII. Del. Westm., 18.June.

Fr. 8 lien. VIII. m. 9.

19 June. 2063. Tunstal and Wingfield to Wolsey.

Galba, B. it 83. Last week at Louvain a person of these parts came to Tunstal,

B. M. saying that he had obtained by the Governor of the Merchants

Adventurers a safeconduct to England, to show the King certain

matters of importance. Suspect him to be a spy of France.

Wingfield will write to the Controller at Calais to have him searched,

and if nothing be found, the Controller will pretend to be very

angry with the searcher for searching a man with the King's safe

conduct. Enclose extract of a letter received by Wingfield yester

day from the spy in France. Has sent him by the priest 10 crowns,

and 2£ crowns for his expences, and bid him repair to the court,

and not fail to be at Noyon with the Chancellor. Brussels, 19 June.

Signed.

P. 1, mutilated. Add. at/. 84b : Lord Cardinal of York, Chan

cellor of England. Endd. : [Mr. WTyngfeld and [Dr. Tjunstall,

with a [letter] of the Kynges spie [in] France.

19 June. 2064. The Cardinal of Sion to Henry VIII.

Vit.B. xix. 145. Tlie King's ambassadors in Italy have borrowed from the Fris-

B. M. cobalds for the aid of the army in Italy, and at the pressing instance

of the Emperor, the sum of 60,000 1th. fl., in the hope that the King

would acquiesce. Has heard today that the agents of the Frisco-

balds have written to say that the King does not acquiesce. Would

himself rather have signed the schedule with his own blood, than

not have been a party to the loan. If the King withdraw from

liability for this sum all will be ruined, both here and with the Swiss,

to whom Pace desired 8,000 fl. out of the 60,000 to be sent. "On the

contrary, if those 8,000 fl. were sent, and 50,000 or 60,000 more

for the whole month, he can promise the expedition may be com

pleted. For by that time 600 lances and 300 light horse will be

here from Naples ; and other 500 lances and 1,300 light horse

are ready. If this money be laid out in paying those at Verona for

the month there will be enough left to drive out the French. Re

commends unity of counsel, and sinking of individual opinion. If

new Swiss be levied, and those at Verona left unpaid, those forces

will perish, and time and money be expended in vain. Trent,

19 June 1516. Signature burnt.

Add. : Chr"10, &c. Regi Anglia? ac Francise, &c.

hut., pp. 3, mutilated.

20 June. 2065. Maximilian to Wolsey.

Vit.B.xix. 146*. - Understands from John de Hesdin Wolsey's friendship for him,

B. M. which he will repay when occasion offers. Hesdin will tell Wolsey

the Emperor's mind. Begs him to persevere in his good intent.

20 June " anno 61" (1516).

Hoi., p. 1. Add.: Cardinali Ebori amico nostro speciali ad

manus, &c.

20 June. 2066- Sampson to Wolsey.

B. O. By the death of John d'Enghien alias de Tornaco, on the 14th,

at Liege, a prebend of Tournay is vacant. Lady Margaret has
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written to him that Wolsey, when on this side of the sea, promised

the first vacancy to the Dean of Cambray. Wolsey knows how she

may further his views. But for this would have asked it for Eras

mus, who resigned the prebend Wolsey gave him in Tournay to

Marcellus' son, "notwithstanding I think him not in heart so good

English that I should desire many such in Tournay church." A

mixture of English canons would do good. The worst prebend is

better than 40 marks, some worth 50. It will cost 10/. at entering,

and the whole fruits will not be enjoyed till the third year, according

to the manner of the church. Tournay, 20 June 1516.

Hoi., p. 1 . Add. : The Lord Cardinal of York. Endd.

20 June. 2067. Andreas de Burgo to Wolset.

R. O. Has given the procurator of Cardinal Gurk, Gerard Staflfard, a

message to Wolsey. Brussels, 20 June 1516. Signed.

Lat., p. 1. Add. : Card. Ebor., &c.

20 June. 2068. For John Fulcher of Burston near Disse, Norf.

P. S. Pardon. Greenwich, 4 June 8 Hen.VIII. Del. Westin., 20 June.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 14.

20 June. 2069. For John Lake of London, grocer.

P. S. Protection; going in the retinue of Sir Ric. Wyngfeld, Deputy of

Calais. Greenwich, 18 June 8 Hen.VIII. Del. Westm., 20 June.

Fr. 8 Hen. VIII. m. 4.

21 June. 2070. Pace to

Vit. B. xix. 155. P.S.—The Emperor has just sent three of his Council to declare

B. M. his suspicion that the [revocation of the King's money last se[nt

may] have been procured by Pace, which Pace denied. The

Emperor then commanded Pace to leave the court next day, and

n[ot to] tarry in one place for more than two days ; [say]ynge

that he wolde continue goodde br[other] to the Kyngis grace.

Pace replied, that he would obey, though the command in its latter

portion was very [harsh] for the ambassador of the King of Eng

land. As they wire departing one of them said that the whole

matter might be pacified if Pace would lend the Emperor 25,000 fl.

in Henry's name. Pace answered, that if, after a command to

depart, he should remain for money, it would be a great rebuke to

the Emperor, and show that he was dismissed, not for any fault

of his, but because he would not pay what he had it not in his

power to pay. " Hie injectus ce in

* f- J53 * this communication Mr. Hesdyn entridde into

my chambre had knowledge of my command

in no good manner, and that s the ruine of all

Christendom and t of my Lady Margaret his mastres

he would procure the contrary wyth t[he Emperor],"

from whom he brought a message persuading Pace to remain " in

this city," and that he " [had] knowledge by my words that I was

[his] friend." Next day Hesdin and another were sent to him

again for the said sum. Pace returned the same answer as before,

and " then I was commanded .... again and offered to obey his

[command]ment," asking to be allowed to go into Switzerland to

present the King's letters. After some hesitation they referred

to the Emperor, who at length sent word to desire Pace to stay
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Pace to cont.

all night, which he promised to do. " Et sic iterum re ... . tus

fui." 21 June.

Two hours after the Emperor sent to ask him not to leave the

city, as he had sent for di[vers] captains of the Swiss, and expected

their ambassadors shortly, with whom he desired Pace not to treat

unknown to him. This Pace agreed to, " matle instantly

firmely [inten]didde."

Fragment in Pace's hand, pp. 2.

21 June. 2071- John Bapt. Spinelli to Sion.

Vit. B. in. 46. Jacopo Gambaro left this morning to go to the Swiss to pay

B. M. them. He will see the Emperor upon the road. He says that the

Pope (S""tm), on concluding the alliance with England, is well

disposed to .take up arms, and will help the Emperor with money.

Has received letters from a secretary of the Viceroy, who left

Naples on the 11th. He says that Fabricius was coming with

600 lances, 200 of which had left Naples ; the rest were "in

Tronto." Prosper [Colonna] asks for a passage for them across

the Po. Mark Antony does not believe it. Should get possession

of the 50,000 Rh. fl. as soon as he can, with which Anthony comes

at the end of the month, to pay the German, Swiss, and Spanish

soldiers at Brescia. When the forces of Fabricius arrive they will

be able to cross the Po, and make attempts on Parma, Placentia,

Cremona, &c. Must urge the Emperor to attack Milan. Delay

is worse than useless. No good will be done unless Sion comes.

Mark Anthony, Fabricius, and Prosper are at sixes and sevens, and

must be controlled. The foot of Rudulsael have entered Verona.

They promised to wait for their pay all Monday on receiving a

testoon. Verona, 21 June 1516.

P. S When Sion comes with the money he must collect all the

forces, and lead them against the enemy.

Added in his own hand : Venit unus Cromberta ( ?) Gal

invisit isto mane geutes . . . ubi erant nullus sit me hie

referunt duo Ispani quod G[alli] venerunt. Signed.

Lat., pp. 3, badly mutilated. Add.

21 June. 2072. Blanche Rose.

Ualba,B. iv.88. Receipt from Jacques do Eesbeke, messenger of the King

B. M. Catholic, for 60 gold florins paid him by Th. Spinelly for two

journeys into Metz, in the matter of Blanche Rose. Brussels,

x[xj.]* June 1516.

Hoi., Fr., p. 1, mutilated.

22 June. 2073. Ammonius to Erasmus.!

Er. Ep. App. 7. Is very busy. Could not reply sooner to the letters Erasmus

sent him from St. Omer. Sent his letters to Pace. The Pope has

written most kindly; holds out great hopes to Erasmus, and recom

mends him to the King. Keeps the papal briefs for Erasmus to

see. London, 22 June 1514.

* Supplied from margin.

t Inserted in 1st vol. according to the date given, but erroneously, by Le Clerc.
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22 June. 2074. Warham to Erasmus.

Er. Ep. App. 65. Can make no sufficient return to Erasmus for the -immortality he

has conferred upon him. MarufFo is to blame if he has not yet

received the 60 nobles. Has sent the money to More, who will pay

it to Erasmus at Antwerp. Has shown his New Testament to

some of his brethren the bishops, who praise it highly. Has re

ceived the volumes of St. Jerom. Begs he will forward the letters

enclosed to his friend the Bishop of Basle. Otford, 22 June 1516.

22 June. 2075. Spinelly to Wolsey.

Galba, B. vi. 57. Wrote last from Lovain. Has since received Wolsey's letters

B. M. concerning the recovery of the money from the Fokers. Can do

no more till Pace send the bill of exchange, or a certificate that he

hath declared " to not occupied the said money." Gives daily his

news to the ambassadors, who report them to the King. The

Chancellor tells him he has ordered the power to be sent to the

Bp. [of Helna] resident with the King. Enquired the occasion of

Nicholas do NeufVille the French King's secretary's coming. Was

told they were going to make a treaty touching the realm of

Naples, in order that their master might go to Castile in peace,

but that it should not be to the prejudice of England. Can get no

knowledge of the particulars. Yesterday the French ambassador

and the Secretary had their first audience with the Council, which

lasted two hours. Thinks if they agree, it must be by a peace

between the Emperor and France, on condition of the Emperor

giving the investiture of Milan, and this King paying some yearly

pension to the French, " in recompence of the said realm." The

Chancellor is weary of the Emperor's demeanor. He says no one

knows what they have in hand with the French. The Pope urges

the French King to the enterprise of Naples, notwithstanding the

good will lately expressed to enter the new confederation. The

Duke of Gueldres has besieged a town in Friesland. They will

send shortly an army to the rescue. Brussels, 22 June.

„P.S.—Begs he will not tell the ambassadors that he has sent

this news, for, perhaps, they will not like to be anticipated, as he

has told it to them.

HoL, pp. 3. Add. : T[o m]y Lord [Cardinajl's grace. Endd.

22 June. 2076. [Pace] to Wolsey.

Vit. B. xix. 147. After the [writing of his forjmer letters the Em

peror arrived [and sent] for him. Found him in

great perplexity because his ambassador in England had informed

him that Galeazzo in his letters had accused him to the King and

Wolsey. He said he did not know what Pace himself had written

against him and his departure [from] Milan, " whyche he didde

begynne with many frivole reasons nothyn[g] ....

or apparteyninge to the purp[ose].t. ." * * *

Lord Galeazzo has now all Switzerland in his hands, ready to

[serve] the King under him, and expel the French out of Italy

without help of the Emperor ; in which case the Emperor would

" [app]ear an ass," and be taken in Italy for a cipher. For this

he tries to put Galeazzo out of Heniy's favor, and to persuade Pace

to put no faith in him. Pace, however, thinks Galeazzo has more

wit than the Emperor and all his Council. Letters should be

written "to the [said] Emperor nnd the Lord Galiace in suche

maner [as I have] instructidde Mr. Andreas bi my dde.
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[Pace] to Wolset—cont.

* f- 148. As touchynge wryfynge in to I [ma]de *

unto hym thys ans[wer] hys ennymys in Itnli were

tlioy [that liad] iufaniydde hym in Englande and not

denyc." He farther said he would not lose the King's friend

ship if it were possible. Pace thought it right to give him "a

comfortable answer," and said he would lose his head if the King

broke amity when the Emperor was willing to observe it. With

this he was much pleased, and said he would by all means have the

King of Arragon joined with him. He seemed hurt that the King's

ambassa[dor was] sent into Flanders to make an offensive [alliance]

without his knowledge. He desired Pace to write to the King and

Wolsey that he would give the investiture of the duchy of Milan

to no person but the King. As he seems determined upon this point,

advises that the King should accept this investiture, and in return

offer him money enough to drive the French out of Italy with an

army of Swiss ; but by no means to promise him any till the

investiture be either sent to the King or delivered into the hands

of his ambassadors. Three things depend upon this investiture :

either the King will enjoy it [or giv]e it to the Duke of [Bari, or]

t f- 1*9- " thynget in hys hande

. . . the Frenche Kinge. The Duke of [Bari is consented with

nil thing that it [shall please] the King's grace to do, and would

fa[in to] be in the King's hands himself." [He] is come to this

city to diminish the honor of Galeazzo, and to make believe that he

himself has brought the Swiss to agreement against the French ;

but the Swiss say they will wait to know the King's mind on the

enterprise. If they have his assent, they will enter Italy with the

finest army that ever left their country ; if [not], they will provide

for themselves without regard to the Emperor or any body else.

When he had written so far the Emp[eror sent] him three

commissaries desiring him, among other things, to

[consen]t in the King's name to the payment of [x]xv. [m1] fl. for

the support of 5,000 Swiss now in Verona, who had been conducted

thither, he said, by the consent of Pace an«i Galeazzo. This Pace

denied, as they had nlways been against it, fearing, what now

seems probable, that if paid for one month and not for next, they

would return and do more harm than good. Told the Emperor

he could not consent to pay any money without a commission from

t f. ISO. the King "[because] that the {Kyngis highnessc wull

know mynde or he exspende ony mo[ney. At this]

he was sore movyde," and said that Galeazzo and Pace were the

cause of the [wasting] of the King's money last sent, and that he

would write to England against [Pace] as the chief cause of the

confederation between himself and Henry being broken off for

want of this money. Pace answered : That confederations were

kept by faith and not by money, and that he had done no more

than was committed to him. Then he charged Pace and Galeazzo

"with . . * * * * Pace thinks letters should be written in

all haste to the Emperor from the King and Wolsey, assuring him

of the perpetual observance of the alliance, and that the King's

money was not revoked because he was displeased, but for the

reason that Pace pretended, and that the King did gladly restore

the .... florins as soon as he knew the need for it. It is no

time now to break with the Emperor. Touching the said

§ £154. " because I do deny§ uothynge but that

boith there honors and profits shulde evidently see
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in every I hadde to do wyth the snyde "

[With] this answer he was well contented, [signifying to Pace

that he would f[orget] all his suspicions, and wait tor the King's

answer " [circa] expeditioneih faciendam contra Galium." Ho

will write to the King, and show the letter to Pace, whom he

requested to write to the King and " Wolsey letters in Latcn suche

[as he] maye rede and uudrestonde ;" to this Pace consented.

Though he has been [shame]fully treated here for denying this

money, yet " most itt is that boith the Kyngi[s grace]

. . . . (A line lost here) .... tohymin suche maner [in-

struc]tidde Mr. Andreas, remit ty[ng every th]ynge to your grace's

wysedome." The Emperor declares that he has heard of the

slanders of Pace and Galeazzo, not only from the King's mouth

and Wolsey's, which, as Pace has already said, he does not believe,

but from Rome. Wonders how this can be. The Emperor's am

bassador in England is the author of all this. Some think he

has been bribed by the French, as he might very easily be, for

he is very poor. Some of the Emperor's Council say that he has

information from England that the enterprise]

made without him by

* f. 156. [t]hynge I 'have allwaye denyede in so goode

schulde oft reason be contentidde factus sum quos-

dam Cresarianos secret esse, de insidiis vita? mere stru-

e[ndis] Puto tamen Cresarem hujus mali esse consc[ius] . .

amplius iutellexero, saluti mere (ut po[tero]) provi-

debo." He will be safe with the Swiss, who are ill pleased that

he is thus treated. If he were not sick, he might make a rumor

th[at] all Christendome schulde wundre att, sed [mode]ratius

agendum est ; volo peccent alii non eg[o]." 22 June.

The Emperor has sent for Wiugfield in haste to induce [Pace]

to provide the money or to do it himself, " s[ed in] vanum labo-

rant ; there schall nevyr c[ome any] off the Kyngis mony in to the

Emperor's handis bi my wyll or for Sir

Rot5te Wyngfeilde " (A line lost here.)

Hoi., mutilated, pp. 11. Add. : Rm° Duo Car" Eborum.

22 June. 2077. [Galeazzo Visconti f] to [Henry VIII. and Wolsey].

Vit. B.xix. 151. [Understands] from Pace and others that the Emperor is deter-

B. M. mined to ruin him because he has thought it his duty to write to

the King and Wolsey the simple truth concerning the proceedings

here. The Emperor has heard from his ambassador in

England, who professed to write " ex ore " of the King and

Wolsey. Does not care one farthing for the Emperor, nor would

he say a single word in his favor. Has done what he has done out

of affection for those whose pardon and permission if he have, ho

is more fit to ruin the Emperor than the Emperor him ; but will

do nothing until he first know their wishes. Though the Emperor,

from his lack of talents and prudence, is likely to ruin the whole

world, especially the King of France, yet the writer will omit

nothing necessary until he hear the resolution of the King and

Wolsey. The Emperor's folly, and that of his councillors, is clear

from their precious treatment {tarn bonum tractamentuni) of Pace,

from whom they tried to get a large sum by wheedling, threats

and force ; and failing this, dismissed him from the Emperor's

dominions. Afterwards they tried to bribe him ; but he, in this

■ »

f Supplied from modern note in margin.
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[Galeazzo VrscoNTi] to [Henry VIII. and Wolsey]—cont.

difficulty, maintained the King's honor. Is in great necessity ;

but come what may, will always remain faithful to the King and

Wolsey. Has heard that the Emperor is going to write to the

King against him. If he had as little talent in reply as the Em

peror has in writing, would not wish to live. In this and in all

things else refers the King to Pace, who well knows the Emperor

and Galeazzo. Everybody thinks the Emperor a fool for what

he has done ; especially those of his own court. Zurich, 22 June

[1516].

Lai., mutilated, pp. 2. Copy.

22 June. 2078. [Galeazzo Visconti] to Maximilian.

Vit. B. xix. 152. Has heard that the Emperor openly attacks him, which he would

B. M. not believe but for the confirmation of many. Wonders not a little

that he should make this return for his constant service, and desires

to know why he is made to suffer such contumely. Prays that

the Emperor will not him with so great a load will

restore him to his former [position].

Copy, Lot., pp. 2. Headed : Saeratissimoe Imperiali Majestati

D nomine 111. D. Galeacij Vice[comitis]. Dated in

margin, hi a modern hand : [151]6, 22 Junii. Turegi.

23 June. 2079. Tunstal and Sir Ric. Wingfield to [Henry VIII.]

Galba.B. iv. 77. Received on the 21st Henry's letters of the 17th, stating that he

B. M. expects repayment of the new prest in two years, and of the old in

four years, and is content with the sureties offered if Charles will

bind himself and his dominions for the repayment. This morning

Chievres and the Chancellor expressed themselves satisfied with

these terms, except as to the repayment of the new prest in two

years, concerning which they would consult the master of finances,

and, if they found this would be inconvenient, would propose three

payments in three years. To this the writers objected. Will insert

words in the minute of the obligation binding the King's lands and

subjects, but fear the Chancellor, though he made no objection at

their interview, will find out that it is illegal for a prince to bind his

subjects. Have shown the Council, in accordance with the King's

instructions : (1) the necessity of assisting the Emperor, which they

said they had done to the extent of 800 men-of-arms and . . .

lifrht horse, with money for the payment of 5,000 Swiss : (2) the

propriety of concluding the new leaguo without delay ; to which

they said they had sent instructions to their ambassador, as they

promised to do, at Louvain, (the writer's letter of the 12th, in

which this was mentioned, apparently not having reached the King

on the 17th,) and showed them a minute of the commission, which

the writers thought a little obscure, and recommended an enlarge

ment of the powers : (3) that the King had notified to the Swiss

the intended league, to stay them in the meanwhile from giving

their services to France ; to which they said they had done the

like, and had heard from the Emperor that the French King despaired

of winning them. Have had no answer yet whether the King

Catholic will go by England. Have not yet made oveture touching

the government of these parts, having been instructed to defer till

the league was concluded. There is no disaffection here, as Henry

» expected, on account of the loss of Brescia; nor will be, unless the

King Catholic himself suffer loss.
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Two days ago arrived Nich. Neuell (Neufville), chief secretary of

France, and above Robertet, who, and the French ambassador, have

had long communication with Chievres. Were told that the object

was to renew the demand made at Noyon for a moiety of Naples ;

in reply to which it was shown that, by the treaty of marriage of

the Queen of Arragon, France had clearly renounced the title of

Naples to " them " (Ferdinand and the Queen of Arragon), and

the heirs of their bodies ; that if there were no heir, it remained to

Arragon for her life, and on her death one half should go to France,

the French King paying a million of ducats in ten years, of which

only two payments had been made, and 800,000 ducats remained to

be paid. This answer the French could hardly reply to ; and thus

they have almost brought France to give up claim to Naples, which

will remove all chance of a breach with France. These overtures are

hitherto secret, and are unknown to the ambassadors of the Emperor

and Arragon. The writers warned them against the French offers.

The secretary departs this night or tomorrow. The Pope professes

willingness to join the league : but, as they have heard nothing

more, they think he is in some difficulty about the taking of Brescia,

and will keep on the sure side. This evening, Chievres asking

them to devise some pastime, they answered him what demands had

been made by the French King for giving up Naples. He said he

was forbidden to disclose it, but that he demanded no piece of theirs,

nor would it be injurious to their confederates. Professed his wil

lingness to serve the King at all times. The Duke of Urbino has

fled to his father-in-law, the Marquis of Mantua. All his country is

in the Pope's hands, except Pesaro and St. Leo. He had no French

men in his employ. Letters came three days past, stating that the

French had delivered Brescia to the Venetians for 30,000 ducats.

The Emperor is in Constance. Brussels, 23 June. Signed.

Pp. 8, mutilated.

23 June. 2080. Tunstal to [Wolsey].

Galba, B. v. 262. As to the objection which might be made to the wording of the

B. M. King of Castile's obligation, as they mention in their present letters

to the King, that the King cannot bind his subjects without their

consent, will leave them to find it out. Spinelly, who writes at this

time to Wolsey to be reimbursed his expences, is most assiduous in

the King's service, early and late endeavoring to obtain news ; for

his fidelity to the King, all others have forsaken him. Great num

bers of Spaniards come here every day, petitioning for offices and

fees. They are all told no grants can be made till the King go to

Spain. The day of his departure is not yet known to any man.

When Ravenstein asked Chievres about it, at dinner, the latter

replied, mockingly, that his astronomer could tell him. Thinks the

English ambassadors will know of it as soon as any great prepara

tion are making for the voyage. Brussels, 23 June.

Hoi., pp. 2, mutilated.

23 June. 2081. ' <Spinelly to [Wolsey].\

Galba, B. iv. 89. Encloses a memorandum of the news furnished by a servant of :

B. M. the Master of the [Posts], who went to Messe, in Lorraine, at !

Spinelly's request. He says it will be difficult to 'intercept the

letters coming out of France to Ric. de la Pole, but if he is well

rewarded, and his costs paid beforehand, he will stay 15 or 20 days

at Metz, and do his best. He is bailly of a village in Luxembourg,
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Spinelly to [Wolsey]—conl.

a day and a half distant from Metz, aud lias many friends fit for

such affairsA. If the King wishes, will do the best he can therein.

Alamire serbut on the 19th toward the K[ing], and will go to

Wolsey, as soon as he arrives, for further instructions. This must

bo done secretly, because of his acquaintance with the King's

minstrels, and Hans Nagle. Sends nn account of the money he has

laid out for the King's affairs, with the quittances and certificates

thereof, the amount due of his annuity, and the additional yearly

rewards which he has had since he served the King. Asks that all

for the year ending at Michaelmas may be paid to Mr. Fowler or

Mr. Yehamyns, his fellow, for him, aud that he may have 20s. a

day, like others who have promotions besides. Touching Cot-

tingan, hopes Wolsey, having given his brother the benefice, will

see that he enjoy the fruits of it. Is encouraged to write this

by the Master of the Rolls, and has also written to Tuke, and to

his own servant, who has the procuration, to put to farm the said

Cottingan.

Don Pedro Dureas has letters from Verona of the 14th, stating that

the French have delivered Brescia to the Venetians, who paid them

30,000 ducats for it ; that the Pope's nephews had conquered the

* f- »1< whole Duchy of Urbino, except Pessaro and • and that the

Duke had fled to Mantua. That the Pope is displeased with

the French King, on account of a sum of money " they wol borrow

of the fl " The French secretary is to return to France

in two days ; his charge is kept very secret, but the Chancellor told

xhim what he wrote yesterday. Brussels, 23 June.

X F.S.—The servant of the Master of the Posts that went to Metz

has been with him, and offered to intercept the letters from the

French King to Ric. de la Pole for 100 golden guldens paid in hand,

nivl 200 on the delivery of the lettersA

llol., pp. 3, mutilated. < \

t {- 90- f ii. " made by Jakes Hesbek, servant of the Master of

the Posts [at] Luxemburg, on his return from Metz." First :

Ten days ago he left where he had stayed six days, and

bought wine. Saw Ric. de la Pole going to the church with a very

poor visage, " accompanied with . . . seeming gentlemen and four

others." He lodged near him, and heard that De la Pole was going

to remove into a house belonging to Rob. de la Marck, and in three

days after his coming to Metz a post came to his own lodging

from the French court, sent for De la Pole's secretary and delivered

vhim a packet of letters. The post mentioned, at dinner, that the

French had taken BresciaAand were going to benicgo Verona.; Had

a conversation with the posLwho said the King of England's money

had made the war against the French ; that France would be avenged;

and that Francis, being so busy in Italy, could not yet help De

la Pole to his right, but would do so on the first opportunity.

The second day after his arrival at Metz, the post was despatched

back into France. After receipt of his letters from France, Ric. de

la Pole went to the town house, and had an interview with the

governors. The inhabitants of Metz, being Burgundians, do not

like to see him entertained by the French King. Jakes, with a

friend of his, born in Luxembourg, heard some of the household of

Ric. de la Pole talk in the same way as the post did, and that the

French King had given De la Pole 3,000 cr. liichard has with

him 17 or 18 persons. He daily entertains the principal persons of

the town with banquets. His servants were seeking to buy horses.

I\
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He ia always sending messengers to and fro. The Master of the

Rolls considers Jakes a discreet man of his degree. Brussels,

23 June. Signed by Spinelly.

Hoi., pp. 2.

23 June. 2082. [Wolsey] to Pack

Vit. B. xix. 167. Has received his [letters] dated the 7th and 9th. Thanks him

B. M. for his perseverance in keeping the Swiss in their " good mind "

towards the King, and in encouraging them " to resume [their]

hearts, and eftsones valiantly set forth for thexterm[inating] of the

Frenchmen out of Italy ;" so that they are at present " determined

resolutely " to abandon the French and join the King, and to give

battle to the French, if money be speedily sent for their pay ;

" [otherwise] that it is not possible to keep them from the French-

[men] .... they being provided of money." Pace has also

written that two mouths will suffice for the accomplishment of the

enterprise. The King is much pleased with his management, and

sends letters of thanks to the Swiss for their " good mind " towards

him. On delivering them, Pace is to desire a continuance of this

good feeling, and to tell them that the King is treating with the

ambassadors of the Pope, the Emperor, and the [King Catholic]

for a league between them [and the] Swiss, and for a large annual

pension to be provided by common contribution for their entertain

ment, which Wolsey trusts will amount to 40,000 angels a year.

The Swiss are to send commissioners to England to be pre

sent with the ambassadors of the other princes at the concluding

of the treaty. At their arrival further provision can be made for

the advancement of money for their settiug forth against the

French in Italy, which cannot be done now, as neither the force

nor their time of service are perfectly known to the King. Mean

while the Swiss are to be persuaded, by promise of the provision

which will follow, to send their ambassadors as speedily as possible.

If Pace cannot induce them to this, he is to certify to Wolsey the

numljer of men the Swiss will provide for this expedition, and

how many months' wages are to be provided, with the "certein

, as shalbe requisite to entertaigne the said Suches for

of the said voyage." As all the money supplied by

the King to the Swiss for their last enterprise was wasted, Wolsey

requires Pace to send his own opinion by the advice of the Cardinal

Sion and the Co[unt Galeas] as to the probable success of the

present undertaking ; " for divers and many suppose and think

th[at] having their principal living by such enterprises] ... in

the wars," the Swiss will do as they did before. Pace can despatch

a courier with his reply, who will reach England " in seven or eight

days," as his last letters came with " marvellous good diligence."

He shall have an immediate reply as to the King's intention.

Henry " well alloweth " Pace's opinion of the Emperor, thinking

that he takes " him as he is," and wills him to use him accordingly.

The King intends [to induce the King of] Castile to bear part of

the charge of the support of the Swiss, and bogs Pace to treat with

the Pope, by letters and by the Bp. of , to send commis

sioners and bear part of the same charge.

Lest the Swiss should suspect that Henry is indifferent to this

new expedition, Pace is to represent that when the letters of

exchange were revoked nothing was known of it ; that now, when

the King perceives the towardness of the Swiss, those bills may

be countermanded : but this matter must be kept in suspense until

2- BB
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[Wolsey] to Pace—cont.

the intentions of the other princes be known with regard to the

conribution, for they would be slacker if they knew the King's

money was so ready. *[Is to tell the Duke of Bari the King has

no intention of accepting the Duchy of Milan offered to him by

the Emperor. He will, however, not expressly refuse it, but

dissemble.]* Is to encourage Galeazzo, as in Wolsey's last let

ters, and to hold out to him a hope of a marriage between the

Magnifico Laureutio and one of the King's blood, after the con

clusion of the enterprise. The King of Castile is determined to

join the league, and will send an ambassador to the Swiss. It

is not possible to send horsemen " from thie[s] parties " : but

the King hears that all the [horsemen] of Naples will come to

the Emperor, [who] it is supposed will have other cavalry suffi

cient for this enterprise.] The Swiss can give battle to the

French without horse, as they are so near Pace is to

renew his efforts to separate the French and Venetians, which

may be the easier done now the French keep Brescia from

them. He is not to touch the sum which he writes Friscobald has

in readiness for the Swiss, until he knows the King's further plea

sure, which will be after receipt of Pace's next letter. Meantime

he had better " send a declaration all the King's money

heretofore received there ha[th] and the rather ye

so do the better shall it be for your " To keep the

Swiss in their present favorable state of mind, he is not only to

dwell upon the provision and pension mentioned above, but to

remind them of the advantage they will acquire by recovering Milan

from the French.

Draft, corrected in RuthaVs hand, pp. 15, mutilated.

2083. Wolsey to [Pace.]

Vit. B. n. 809. "good effect, and it shall be well done that if he be deputy ....

B. M. [fjorwards." The Swiss are to return at once into Italy, and strike

battle with the French. They were never so weak as now. All

the Almains are dismissed for lack of money. The horse are but

feeble. They may utterly exterminate the French. He is to

prevent any overtures for peace with France, and urge them to

strike a blow, advancing matters as he has hitherto wisely done,

and writing diligently from time to time. Sends him 100/., and

the double of a bill of exchange for 24,000/.

Draft, in Wolsey's hand, p. 1, mutilated and imperfect.

24 June. 2084. [Wolsey] to [Pace.]

Vit. B. xx. 10. « And albeit that in these

B- M. Swices in the name of the ho of

40,000 angel nobles, yet begynnyng

of the overture to be made to them n the moiety

therof ; that is to say, twenty thousand nobles verayly

that they wol be right wol contented with the same h . . . . shal

perceive that they cannot be contented with that sum, then ....

ascending by litel and litel, and not in anywise passing or exce[ding

the] said somme of forty thousand nobles by yere, ye by your wise-

* This passage is crossed out, with this note in the margin: "Nota, to know

the King's pleasure."
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dome and discretion shall] satisfie and content them with as litel

some as ye conveniently may." Finally, in case [Pace] sees that

the Swiss will not wait without money until the final resolution

of the confederates], and in default of it will abandon us and

join the French ; if the necessity be extreme, but not otherwise,

part of the 8,000/. is to be advanced to them, " which ye shal

receive of suche money as be ready j f . . . hatho made preat

there. Wherein as both the King's grace and I specially

ourself that neither for affection or otherwise ye [disburse any]

money then of verray necessite [provision

*for the somme of lx. m. crownes lleys

there, and for that cause there viijml li. which

before was put into the [hands of the] if it remain still

in their handes factors of the said Friscobaldi

at Awsbrucke and if before this repayed it to

thandes of Robert Fowler, at Antwarp ; [it] is ordeigned that the

same Robert shall immediately redelyver it unto [Leonard]e Frisco

baldi," so that he will be Bure to receive it upon the bill of exchange

of the said Leonard, sent herewith, without loss from the first

exchange with the Fukkers, which the said Leonard will bear.

Except in case of extreme necessity, the said sum is to be kept

secret from the Emperor, Wingfield, and everybody else. The

advance to the Swiss to be as small as possible

Orig., pp. 2, much mutilated. In Ttike's hand.

23 June. 2085. Anchises Visconti to Burbanck.

B. O. Will perceive his trouble from letters in cipher annexed, which

he will read to Wolsey. Constance, 23 June 1516.

Hoi., Lat., p. 1. Add.: R. D. Gulielmo Burbancko, prothono-

tario apostolico.

23 June. 2086. For John Power, messenger of the Chamber, of West-

P% §_ minster.

Protection ; going in the retinue of Sir Ric. Wyngfeldc. Green

wich, 13 June 8 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm., 23 June.

24- June. 2087- League.

Harl. 296. f. 121. Between the Pope, the Emperor, Henry VIII., Charles of Spain

B. M. and the Swiss. Brussels, 24 June.

24 June. 2088. Joanna and Charles of Spain.

B. O. Commission to Bernard de Mesa to treat for alliance with the

Pope and the Emperor in the court of Henry VIII. Brussels,

24 June 1516. Sealed, but not signed.

Lat, mutilated.

24 June. 2089. [Pace] to Wolsey.

Vit. B. xix. 157. "The Emperor even now [showed unto me] a letter of his

B. M. directed u[nio his ambassador resi]dent there for to read the

s[ame, which I have] done." Told the Emperor plainly there were

many things in it untrue, as that the Duke of [Bari and] Gnleazzo

• The remainder of the document has been cancelled.

RR2
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[Pack] to Wolset—cont.

had written aguinst the Emperor, and that [Galeazzo] and Pace had

consented to bring the Swiss into the field. If the Emperor's

ambassador ask Wolsey for the payment " off o[ny iuo]ny " to the five

cantons, Wolsey may reply " that all money [that] shall be expende

by the King s[hall be] expende in suche soldiors as schall [do the]

Emperor service in the field, and none other." The Emperor has

promised large sums to these five cantons, and would pa[y them out]

of the King's purse. Wolsey will receive a letter from Pace to the

King, written at the Emperor's request, " and he would nc

est hoc dixisse. I think it the

King's orators here falsely orae writing of such things

minate great dissension inter principes

King's orators to be violently delt ere as I have been,

which is greatly against [the Kyn]gis honor, and rebuke also to his

master Junij .''

When Pace had written thus far, the Emperor asked [to see]

what he had written to the King, conformably to his desire. Ac

cordingly sent him the [copy] of his letter enclosed. By the one

correction in it Wolsey will perceive the Emperor's [mind] ; viz.

where he says, " stipendium uume in manibus Ca:saris ;"

for this is what they aim at, and nothing else, to have the King's

money in their hands ; and Pace and Galeazzo are looked on as

unfriendly because they have always opposed this. Wolsey will

have received a copy of Galeazzo's letter to the Emperor, from

which he will see that Galeazzo "doeth [li]tle esteme hym."

Heard yesterday from the Swiss that the Emperor had treated

secretly with the French King for a peace on the same terms as

those of the treaty with the late King. Immediately desired one

of the Council to tell him [if it were true], saying " that if it

were true he had [no further place] in this country." He replied

that it was not true, and that when the Swiss arrived the Emperor

would clearly show that he meant war against France. " Rev""

Domine, mallemesse apud inferos quam hie, nami[bi] poena

nocet, hie nulla virtus prodest, nee .... nee ratio, nee consilium,

nee doctrina hie locum [habent] ; sola pecunia temere petitur."

Since the arrival of M. Anchises, has had no letters from Wolsey.

Ex C[onstantia], 24 June.

Hoi., mutilated, pp. 3. Add. : Rm0 Dn0 Carti Eboracensi.

24 June. 2090. Galeazzo and Anchises Visconti.

Vit. B. xix. U3. Abstract of the letter of Anchises [Visconti] from Constance

B.M. [19 June 1516.]*

Writes that on the 10th of the present month " invenit

maxima cura etdiligcntia circa mandata [regie majestatisf]

Marchione •Brandinburghe thesaurario, quod et

alii non modo rogarunt sed cxtorquere cupientes

magnam p[ecuniae summam] pro sustentandis 5,000 lanskenethe

peditum nunc n quinquemillibusElveciorum

pro succurrenda Bressa, turpiter a Veronam, et pro

mille equitibus Germauis. Petebant ins[uper] promissos

quibusdam cantonibus Elveciorum pro bello faciendo contra G[allos.

Dixerunt] iusuper hi nuntii quod nisi prasmissaj sumtna; subrogentur

omnes hos pedi[tes] transituros ; unde opus est celeritate

* These words are crossed out

t Supplied from marginal note before tlio fire.
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solvendi praesertim quum majestas [regiavirum] nobilemtransmisisset

ad cundein dominura Paceum, cum gumma totius hujus . . . . et ex-

peditionen." This nobleman, they thought, was Anchises. " Ad

prae[inissa] Anchises respondit."

He confessed that he had been sent from the King with great

speed; first, because the King was struck with inexpressible wonder

that the great sums which he had furnished had been thrown away

so fruitlessly ; secondly, because he had heard that the French were

making every effort to gain over the Swiss. He had therefore

commissioned Pace and Anchises to go to [them], and confirm them

in their friendship. Touching the money desired for the infantry

and cavalry, Pace answered [he] had [no] money ; and if he

had any, he would do nothing without a special mandate from the

King or Wolsey ; so the Emperor's messengers went away empty

handed. On the 14th a courier from the Emperor arrived in haste

asking for immediate assistance of 50,00011. Pace prudently made

answer, as the King will see by copies [of his letters]. At last both

[Pace] and Anchises went to Constance. The King should trust

his money to fewer hands if he desire the success of the expedition.

"Nuncii Ciesaris petentes pecunias affirmabant pedites

Cacsarem relinquerent " {A line lost.)

From Anchises to Wolsey. Constance, 23 June.

Pace and he have been commanded to leave the Emperor's

dominions tomorrow, and do nothing with the Swiss without first

consulting him. He fears for his life, and sees no safety but in

flight. They are completely hemmed in. The Cardinal of Sion is

the cause of" these persecutions, and the letters of the Emperor's

ambassador in England against Anchises and Galeazzo. Today

Anchises spoke with the Emperor, and was ordered by him not to

give anything to the Swiss without consulting his ministers.

Replied, that he received his commands from England. Should

have despaired of his life if the name of England had not protected

him. The Emperor's appetite for the King's money is insatiable.

The Swiss are very ready, if the King wishes, to drive the French

out of Italy, but it must be done in the Emperor's name. It is

reported that the Pope has expelled the Duke of Urbino from his

duchy, and that the Duke has come to Mantua ; that the Venetians

have besieged Verona, and withdrawn without an assault ; that

Bourbon has returned to France, and that letters have been sent

from Flanders to the Viceroy of Naples to come with all haste to

Verona and the Emperor.

From Anchises to Wolsey. 24 June.

Yesterday the Emperor, seeing the high favor in which Galeazzo

stood with the Swiss, broke out into angry expressions against him.

Sends copies of a letter which Galeazzo wrote to the Emperor

in consequence, and sent by his secretary. "[.... s]ecretario

dom. Galiacii et Uteris ejusdem idem dom. Richardus et Anchises

pro omnes Elvecios contra Gnllos anna sumere

modo sint pecuniae nunquam defuturum ab amore

et obsequio regias majestatis Angliae [a]b

amorc verbis aut factis ipsius Cajsaris." Wingfield comes tomorrow

to Constance. Traps are laid on all sides for the English money.

From Galeazzo to Henry VIII. Zurich, 19 June.

Does not refuse to become the King's lieutenant in the future

expedition. Praises the King greatly for what he has heard from

M
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Galeazzo and Anchises Visconti—cont.

Anchises touching the renewal of the expedition. The Swiss are

more and more [ill] disposed to the French King. Will hire as

many of them as the King wishes for his service, but it must be

done at once. There is no doubt of their good will. Though the

King is sorry to have thrown away so much money, he has at least

gained thus much ; that [the French] King is so drained of money

that it is impossible he can carry on the war [in Italy] or in France

any further, so that [Henry] could much more easily acquire his

hereditary right in France [than] drive the French from Italy.

It is no small matter that the expedition has prevented a peace

between the French and Swiss. The Duke of Bari writes to the

King, "pro obsidibus pen .... percnansuros quoad satisfiet dc

portione expensarum q . . . . constituet."

From Anchises. Constance,

It is clear from the letters of the Emperor and Pace that the

appetite of the Emperor for swallowing the money [of England]The answer of Pace on this

From letters of Anchises.

He and Pace have arrived this day at Constance, where Pace

will remain, and he will go on to the Swiss, to whom he will

declare the commands of the King and Wolsey. The letters of

Pace and Galeazzo will show how great is the inclination of the

Swiss towards Henry. Galeazzo remained long at Zurich, " apud

Elvctios, primo cantono eorumdem." Hopes all the Swiss, even to

women and children, are ready to take arms against the French.

Lat., -pp. 4, mutilated. In the same hand as No.'m2077.

24 June. 2091. To Sir Ric. Jerningham, treasurer of Tournay.

S. B. To pay John Selyer, gentleman usher of the Chamber, a yearly

pension of 20/. from Easter last. Greenwich, 24 June 8 Hen. VIII.

25 June. 2092. The Cardinal of Sion to Wolsey.

R- O. As it is difficult to send letters with safety, employs the bearer,

. "magnificus Dominus Johannes," an Englishman, a gentleman of

the chamber of the late Pope Julius II., to communicate certain

things, though he wrote at considerable length in his last. Trent,

25 June 1516. Signed.

Lat., p. 1. Add. : Th. Card. Ebor., &c. Endd.

25 June. 2093. Andreas Scheiner to the Cardinal of Sion.

Vit. B. in.47*. Have been in Swabia some days, and were robbed. Intended to

R- M. have gone on, but were hindered by want of money. Yesterday

the new come Swiss left ; today a part of the army returned home

for want of victuals. 600 lanzknechts have deserted to France.

Encloses letters which he has received. Many more of the Swiss

will return for want of pay. Though they have hitherto been very

patient, great disturbance will arise unless the money be forthcoming

which Count [Galeazzo] promised. Verona, 25 June 1516.

Sends him letters of Nich. Von Eggen (?)

Hoi., Lat., p. 1, mutilated. Add.
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26 June. 2094. John Sixtinus to Erasmus.

Er, Ep. App. 494. Was happy at seeing the One-eyed, who brought him news of

the return of Erasmus. Is sorry to hear of his sickness, though

Peter tells him it is but slight. Is employed in law cases, as

usual ; " molestas illas quidem sed tamcn ab quaestum minus

graves." Is glad Erasmus has met the Bishop of Chieti and the

Chancellor (Tunstal), who has lately been made Master of the

Rolls. Wishes well to his country, but feels more deeply attached

to England. London, 26 June.

26 June. 2095. [Sir Rob. Winofield] to [Henry VIII.]

Vit. B. xix. 135. Wrote from Trent the .... of this month, in which [he informed

B. M. the King] that he intended to depart thence the next day

. . . . " which I observed, and hath continued riding by

.... confected with marvellous great heat and diverse ille ....

. . . ." that yesterday, after riding all night, he reached this city

about eight in the morning, where ho found the Emperor and Pace.

Soon after Hanz Reeyuuer came to him from the Emperor, and

shewed him a long process accusing Mr. Pace of divers things,

saying that the Emperor was informed that Pace and Lord Galias

had written letters to the King and Wolsey against the Emperor,

which have quite alienated them from him. This the Emperor is

the more inclined to believe from Pace's late refusal to provide for

payment of a month's wages to the Swiss now in the common army.

Hans said that the Emperor was much grieved at this, as he had

been informed that Pace had sufficient money . ..." by exchange

to the Fukkers," and Pace himself had said to the Emperor that

he had a commission not only to pay 15,000 Swiss, but also to

give them 60,000 flo[rins] as a reward if they served faithfully.

From all which, he can conclude nothing but covert treason. For

i[u consideration that the allied army is reinforced, and in the

field ready to seek the enemy, and the enemy " with

they which ben feared, wasted, and weary, and

lack of payment, the same must needs fall[e]

discourage the remnant of Swyssers, w

the same would not only bo sufficient to beard the [enem]ys,

and they will abide, but rather to pursue them with in ... . yble

victory." And to advance the same the more assuredly, the Catholic

King's army of spears and the light horse of Naples are coming,

and 4,000 or 5,000 more Swiss might be raised and directed to

another point ; and by sustaining the Swiss now in the army, a

month's pay might be saved.

If he had not waited for the coming of Wingfield, the Emperor

would have ordered Pace out of all places in his jurisdiction on pain

of death, but he had sent Hans to inform Wingfield of this, and to

ask if ho had heard of late from the King, or could devise .any

remedy for the imminent danger. Wingfield answered that he was

sorry the Emperor's affairs were in such perplexity, and that he

was angry with Pace, who desired nothing but the Emperor's

honor ; he was sure Pace had not any money in his hands ; for

since his own arrival he had received two letters of Sir Th. Spi

ndly, one stating that he had sent a bill of exchange on the

Fukkers for 48,000 Rh. A., and the other revoking it, which he

could show the Emperor if ho wished. No communications had

been received from Henry since the Emperor left Trent, nor was

there any remedy for the danger they were in. About "twaync

afltyr noone " the Emperor sent for him, and in the presence of
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[Sir Rob. Wingfield] to [Henry VHL]—cont.

many of his council " Mr. Hanz Reynner to purpose

divers th[ings]," and sent them into a chamber to discuss the five

. articles following :—(1.) That the Emperor had sent to the five

good cantons, asking them to hold a [diet] next Sunday at Rost-

hak two miles from Trent, whither he would send some of his

Council to answer their demand for 5,000 fl. a month for the de

fence of their frontier toward Milan, and gaining over the eight

French cantons. (2.) That he had sent to all the cantons desiring

them to assemble a general diet at Zurich to treat with certain of

his Council touching important affairs and the conclusion of a

treaty [between the] Pope, the Emperor, Henry, the [Catholic

King] and them. (3.) To treat with all the cantons for mutual

reconciliation, to appoint captains, and decide the numbers and

plans best calculated to forward the enterprise. (4.) To have speedy

provision for a month's pay for the 5,000 Swiss, whose first month

expired last Saturday, and who call for the second month's pay

" much impetously." (5.) That Pace and Wingfield should accom

pany him to a place near Rosthakke, whither he was going, to be in

the way in case of difficulty.

The Bishop of Constance and Hanz Reeynner being sent to them

for an answer, Pace and Wingfield replied that they approved of

the first three, but as to the fourth they could make no provision,

having neither authority from Henry nor money in hand ; but

they trusted to hear from England in a few days. To the fifth

" we would oure self to obey his desire

and plea[sure]." On the Bishop and Reeynner asking what the

Emperor should do to satisfy the Swiss, seeing he had no money,

they advised him to allow the Swiss to return, intimating to them

that it was much necessary that his army should "be dissolved,

(except the presydy of Verone,)" until a new arrangement l»e

made to bring the enterprise safely to the desired end. The con

versation then closed. When they were present [with] the Em

peror, Wingfield showed him Spinelly's letter above-mentioned, in

excuse of Pace's refusal. Today the Emperor sent to them,

offering to pawn to them certain jewels if they would help to pay

the sum required for the Swiss. Their former answer was re

peated. When Wingfield had written thus far, he received the

King's letter, dated Greenwich, 14th inst., with a letter to the

-i Emperor ; the former containing an answer to be made to three

articles which Wingfield wrote to Henry at the Emperor's desire.

Had audience yesterday evening.

When the Emperor had read Henry's letter, which was a

letter of credence, " a lokyd a longe while uppon the subscrip

tion," and then said that he perceived by the subscription, with

out hearing more, that the contents were not so pleasant as he

hoped ; he nevertheless requested Wingfield to declare his credence.

Was much troubled at these words. In the 1st article, which

required him to "animate the Emp[eror] to use his power and

strength for the recovering of [his good] fame, which is sore

blemished by his return," [Wingfield] qualified the King's ex

pressions a little, considering the feeble state of the Emperor's

army, specially through the default of the Venetians .... "which

your highnessc esteemed to be separate and absent .... theeym."

In the opinion of impartial judges, lie is more to be praised for his

wonderful ability and putting so many tilings in execution, than

to be liliuned for lack of courage, in having so " cawtely " with

drawn himself from such imminent peril. In the 2nd and 3rd
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articles Wingfield followed Henry's letter, except in one clause.

As to the article which follows and depends upon that which

he wrote to Henry touching the ambassador of Savoy, did not

think it right " to touch him too nigh the quick," after the

Emperor had declared himself so much opposed to a peace with

France, as Wingfield lately wrote. Would make those blush,

if ho were confronted jvith them, who suggested to the King that

his money was spent rather in saving Brescia and Verona than in

promoting the war against the French. If Henry will examine

well the letters of Sion, he will see how the money has been spent

or rather cast away, except the sums that came to the Emperor's

hands. This war has cost him above 20,000 florins.

Desired the Emperor to provide for the repayment of the 60,000 fl.

[advanced by] Leonard Friscobald, and further declared the " pith

of the last article " in the best way he could, concluding with the

King's desire that the Pope should be well entertained. The Em

peror having made a long pause, after his custom, said he could

not perceive that the King had repaid the 60,000 fl. to Friscobald,

or that he intended to provide the 100,000 fl. desired by way of

exchange, one [half] on the other side of the [mountains] at

Bononia or Florence, the other half in Germany. He regretted

that ill tongues had diminished Henry's affection for him, as

appeared in the subscription, in which the name " father " was

changed to " cousin." He would reply about the Venetians at some

future lime, both to his own ambassador in England, who had written

to him about it, and to Wingfield. "And without mo words at that

time he caused me to depart and take your letter with me."

Wingfield excuses himself for having consented to the loan of

the 60,000 fl. by Leonard Friscobald, without which he says both

Brescia and Verona would have been lost, the passes into Italy

have fallen into the hands of the enemy, the enterprise crushed,

and the kingdom of Naples lost. He trusts that has ex

plained many things to Henry, and that he has perceived by Sion's

letters, which is a man of another " sort than the Viscounte Galias,

whose arms need not to be blasond, for he is known well I now

(enough) and shall be every day more and more." As to Wing-

field's differences with Pace, "now your secretary," for the plain

dealing of the former, disclaims any feeling against him, but says

that Pace does not like to hear the Emperor praised. Thinks him

ill qualified for the position of principal secretary to the King, for

the " name of secretary hath the fowndation upon the knowledge of

such thinggis as ought to be kept secret," in which he knows Pace

has erred, for he communicated to the Duke of Bari secret proposals

which Wingfield had written to Henry from the Emperor, per

suading him that they were of the procurement of the Cardinal and

Wingfield. Supposes the Cardinal has written to the King. His

letters deserved more consideration than those of Galias, who not

only abused Pace, but caused Pace to abuse others. The Duke

hereupon accused the Cardinal. Pace's preferment and high remu

neration, with his known dislike of the Emperor, have given rise to

the idea that Henry has cooled towards the Emperor. Nevertheless

Wingfield has always defended Pace in public. Constance, 26 June

1516.

P.S.—Sends letters from the Governor of Verona to the Cardinal

Sion, two letters from the Cardinal, one to Wingfield and one to

the Cardinal, from Switzerland, with the copies of two letters sent

by the Cardinal to the Emperor, which he sent to Wingfield, also

a letter from to the King.

Hoi., mutilated, pp. 13. Add.
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26 June. 2096. For Simon Mylbobne.

P. S. Wardship of John, son and heir of Th. Hakelnyt. Greenwich,

21 June 8 Hen. VIH. Del. Westm., 26 June.

27 June. 2097. Jebningham to Wolsey.

B. O. Received on the 1 9th his letter dated Westminster the 16th.

Immediately went to Calais, which ho reached on the 22nd, and

received of John Jenyns 8,400/. in groats and half groats, gold,

and plaks which aro not current at Tournay for 4rf. sterl., as Sir

Rob. Dymok, the late treasurer, can show him. The'charge of the

works is now great, and will be for two months coming. Trusts

that " the danger of the foundation of the waterworks shall be

clearly won." Calais, 27 June. Signed.

P. 1. Add. : My Lord Cardinal of York.

27 June. 2098. For John Vavasoub.

P. S. Livery of lands as son and heir of Henry Vavasour,—and to Sir

Win. Skargill, Sir Wm. Gascoigne jun., Jas. Roos, Th. Fairfax,

John Scrope, Sir Hen. Boynton, Th. Beverley and John Pulleyn,

as trustees of the said Henry Vavasour, &c. to his use. Green

wich, 19 June 8 Hen.VIII. Del. Westm , 27 June.

Pat. 8 Hen.VIII. p. I, m. 23.

28 June. 2099. Tunstal and Sib Ric. Wingfield to [Henby VIII.]

Galba, B. iv. 81. Received yesterday the King's letters of the 23rd, enclosing copy

B. M. of one from Pace. Immediately sought an audience of the Council,

and this morning made overture to them of this new expedition ot

the Swiss against Milan, telling them that the King, being informed

by his ambassadors with the Swiss that they were quite ready to

servo the confederates and drive the French out of Italy, was

willing to contribute to their wages, as the Council had formerly

solicited, though the expedition was mainly for the benefit of the

Emperor and the King Catholic. The Council said they had not

desired Henry's assistance to invade the French, but only to keep

their own ; that they had given the Emperor all the help they could,

and did not mean to make a new invasion. Replied, that the King

did not propose a new war, no peace having yet been inade, but only

to repel French invasion, and enable the Emperor to redeem his

losses. Touching the new league, the Council said they had de

spatched instructions to their ambassador fromHeyver, and sent him

powers to conclude it yesterday. On telling them they understood

that the French King had offered Charles his daughter for the

title of Naples, they acknowledged it ; but said no conclusion should

bo taken without England's privity, and that they had told the

French not to expect their friendship longer than they remained

friends with England ; that this offer, and that ofthe [sister]-in law

[of Francis], promised long ago, were equally unlikely to come to

effect by reason of disparity of age, and that their only object was

to gain time till Charles was peaceably settled in his dominions.

Have hoard that one article of the alliance is that Charles shall pay

Francis 100,000 ducats. Berghes thinks the alliance will fall to

the ground. Brussels, 28 June. Signed.

P.S.—The Council have asked them to tell them any rumor that

they hear, and promise to be candid.

Pp. 4, mutilated.
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June. .2100. [Pace] to Henry VIII.

Vit. B. six. 162. The Emperor arrived in this city and gave

B. M. him an audience on matters touching the honor of himself and the

King. The new expedition must be commenced more cautiously

and carefully. The Emperor takes it ill that an expedition against

the French should have been attempted without his knowledge;

to which Pace- told him he knew the King was entirely opposed,

and discussed with him what was to bo done with the Swiss in both

their names. Prays the King to write to the same effect to the

Emperor (A line lost) " [quae per majestatem]

vestram est habitura, ad Gallos ab Ita[lia expellendos] "

on which he is so intent that he has moved to this city, which is

near the Swiss, to treat with them, " ne Gallis ad ant, sed

mnjestatis v. partes perseverant sequa[ro] . . . ." The Emperor

has done so much that nothing is wanting but money to bring to

gether the army under his command, and invade Italy. Since the

King Catholic has commanded the Neapolitan Viceroy to send to the

Emperor 800 heavy and all his light horse, and will put into his

hands money for the support of 5,000 foot, it will be impossible for

the French to resist. Henry is asked as speedily as possible to

provide for the urgent necessity of the case. The Emperor desires

nothing more than a continuance of the alliance with the King.

Constance, [28*] June.

Hoi., Lat., mutilated, pp. 3. Add. : S. Regiae Majestati.

28 June. 2101. For Eliz. Cressener, Prioress, and the House of

p. s. Preachers, Dertford.

Annuity of 16/. out of the customs of London, in lieu of four

tuns of wkie a year, granted by patent 1 Sept. 31 Edw. III. because

the citizens of Loudon claim to bo exonerated from prizes of

wines, and the Monastery has received very little wine by reason

of the war with France. Greenwich, 25 March 7 Hen.VIII. Del.

Westm., 28 June.f

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 21.

28 June. 2102. For Sir Edw. Croft.

P. S. To be receiver general of the earldom of March, lately belonging

to Ric. Duke of York and the late Earl of March, in cos. Heref.

and Salop, in Wigmore and Wigmoresland, Rodnour and Mole-

neth, with members in Clifford, Glasebery, Wynfreton and Ewyas

Lacy ; and keeper of Gateley park and adjacent woods in Wyg-

moresland : on surrender of patent 13 July 1 Hen.VIII. granting

him the same, during pleasure, vice Sir Ric. Croft his father.

Greenwich, 23 June 8 Hen.VIII. Del. Westm., 28 June.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 16.

28 June. 2103- For Rob. Lttle, groom of the Wardrobe of Beds, and

P 8 \f Rob. Palmer of Morton Henmershe, Glouc.

Licence to buy 50 sacks of wool within ten years, and make it

into cloth or sell it. Greenwich, 19 June 8 Hen.VIII. Del. Westm.,

28 June.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 12.

* Supplied from marginal note before the fire.

t There is another copy of this grant on the Patent Roll. It in dated

8 June q. v.
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29 June. 2104- [Sir Rob. Wingfield] to Henry VIII.

Vit B. xix. 164. Wrote last ou the ... of the present mouth from this

B. M. towne by Leonard Friscobald " same to his brother

Philip." [The Emperor] yesterday, ". betwixt one and twaine [in

the after]noon," sent for Pace and Wingfield, and in the presence

of the Bp. of Constance and others [asked] Hanj: Reeynner to

make the following declaration to them : (1) To Wingfield, that

the Emperor can make no reply to the credence delivered to him

[by Wingfield], which appeared ambiguous, " in resolving the pay

ment of [the sixty] thousand florins :" (2) To Pace, that the

Emperor having heard that he hns been slandered by the Duke

of Bari, Pace and Galeazzo, to the " refrigeration " of Henry's

friendship, is yet content that Pace shall leave his court when he

pleases on the King's business. He requires him, however, before

leaving, to pay the 2,588 fl. which he is said to have received from

the Friscobalds on account of the 60,000 fl. Wingfield replying

that the Emperor's declaration to him needed no answer, Pace

denied the accusation of slander, and refused to pay the required

sum, on the ground that he had spent great, part of it on the King's

affairs. " Which words finished, and the Emperor

.... out of that chamber." Wingfield begged the Emperor to al

low [Pace] a private interview ; " and I doubted not but he should

s his majesty should have cause to be less displeased with

h[im. But he told] me expressly that he would neither speak or

m in no wise he could or would favor ony such [as strove]

to make dissension between you and him. And so de[parted] . .

.... day his majesty came to a place of Saint John's, where I

do lo[dge], and there heard mass, and caused me to be present ;

and the n[ext day] I moved him again in that matter, but in no

wise h[e would] speak of him ;'•' saying that Pace, " by the

counse[l of his] schoolmaster Galiaz," had endangered the common

enterprise. " For now I see well," said the Emperor, " the

of the same will into France, and I have in manner myself

by forcing me to the contrary ; and where I [had] appointed that'

certain of the Council shall meet with th[e Swiss] at their diet,

and had made instructions meet for the advancing of the common

enterprise, I must now [withdraw] them clean ; for I am sure the

return of the 5,000 [Swiss] without payment shall not only put

Veroone in [great] hazard, but also cause all the Swissers, as well

the g[ood as] the ill, to have little hope in any offer that may [be

made] by my brother and me, but rather join themselves with [the

French] as desperate."

Wingfield replied, that there was not a word in his credence

which showed any coolness on the part of the King, and that

he expected to have news, which would show that the King was

still determined to aid him within four days. He seemed con

tented with this, and said that for four days he would not despair;

that the enterprise had never been in so good train for success;

that the army of Naples was coming ; that Prosper Colonna

had sent word he still retained the 1,000 spears and light horse

beyond the Po, and that nothing was wanting but the entertain

ing of the said 5,000 Swiss, which he had desired of Pace, " as

he would have desired God." He wondered Henry should commit

such a charge to such " a proterve and dyssymulyng persone ; for

whatsoever he saith now, within an hour he turneth it of another,

or rather into twenty divers fashions. But he hath gone to school

with that hallyd Gallias, which betrayed and sold his master that

brought him up, and therefore it is a less marvel and he with his
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disciple would have served [me o]f the same." On the way to the

Emperor's lodgings Wingfield repeated " that he was encly

what thanks your grace doth maa

liked his majesty to give you so large a . . . .

how that your highness would gladly

. . . and also to have his mandate, so that quick

be made in the same." He replied that he would give an answer

in four days, for by that time he trusted to hear more. The town

of Ove[rlingen], 29 June 1516.

Hoi., pp. 5, badly mutilated. Add.

29 June. 2105. Maximilian to Suffolk.

R. O. Credence for John do Hesdin, maitre d'hotel of the Lady Mar

garet, whom he is sending to England. Uberlingen, 29 June 1516.

Signed : " Per Regem."

Flemish, p. 1. Add. : Den hochgeborne voerst onser lieve nebe,

de Hertoghe van Sulfoque.

29 June. 2106. Pace to Wolsey.

11.0. In favor of Hesdyn, the bearer sent by the Emperor to England

to remain as ambassador. Uberlingen, 29 June.

Hoi., p. 1. Add. : Tho. [Card. Ejboraccn. Endd.

29 June. 2107. For Ralph Symondis, fishmonger of London.

P. S. Exemption from serving on juries, &c. Greenwich, 4 June

8 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm., 29 June.

Pat. 8 Hen.VIII. p. 1, m. 12.

30 June. 2108. For the Town of Boston.

Assent to the election of John Meres of Kirketon in Holland, as

mayor, and of John Houghson and Th. Mayhewe as constables, of

the Staple. Westm., 30 June.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 22.

30 June. 2109. For Roger Wygston and Jas. Chaplein alias Cruse.

P. S. To be receivers, in survivorship, of the possessions of Win. late

Viscount Beamount, in all counties except Norf. and Suff. ; with

20 marks a year as receiver, 100*. as surveyor, 10 marks a year for

expences, and 20s. on every 100/. collected by them : on surrender

by John Mounson of patent 20 July 7 Hen. VIII. appointing him

to the above offices vice Alex. Quadring and Th. Louth. Green

wich, 6 June 8 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm., 30 June.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 6.

2110. Albany to Christiern Kino of Denmark.

R.MS. 13B.ii. 259. Has received his letter dated io March, from James Scot. Does

B. M. all he can to preserve peace. Angus and his party have come to

Ep. Reg. Sc. i. 237. themselves, and faithfully serve the King. Has offered the Queen,

who is now at London, more than justice would demand. Has sent

ambassadors to England, to meet the French ambassadors there, and

treat for a peace. If these negotiations are not successful, will

defend themselves, trusting to the peaceful state of the kingdom, a

good cause, &c. Wishes to know what force Christiern can send

by next June, as he has before asked by Marchmonde Herald.

I.at.
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2111. A Fragment in the handwriting of Pack

Vit B. xix. 158. " . . . . the Emperor's ambassador resident there hait[h caused]

B. M. all mischief to the said Emperor against [the] Lord Galiace, at the

instance of my [lord]e the Cardinal Sedunensis, wherefor I am

right sorry, for he hath utterly destroyed himself, whether the

duchy of Milan be [re]covcred or not." If not, he will live like

a beggar ; if it be, he is likely to be " [to]ren in pieces " by the

nobles of the city " [bein]ge all his enemies for the Lord Galiace's

£sak]e."

" Conque[ritur]* Caesar, quod Car11 Sedunensi .... ior ad-

hib[etur fi]des in Anglia quam sibi."

Hoi., p. 1, mutilated.

2112- [WOLSEY] to f

Vit. B. xx. 11. "which thing, if it be tre[we] and

B. M. French King the duchy wisdom

and policy sha dissevering them from the

said French King shall not recov

without their assistance: wherefore the King thinketh h

[that they should] be treatid with, and inducyd w[ith]

.... the Emperor, and at this present time by great deman . .

...... and the King hath so labored the matter as well with

the ambas[sador] here as by his orator there, that in case

they may attain u[nto] .... conditions peace with the said Em

peror, they will not only show themselves thereunto, but

also bind themselves not to take part with the French King,

directly or indirectly, in the mo .... like as the orator of Signory

here resident hath expressly affirmed to the [King's] highness and

the Lord Cardinal. This matter, therefore, being of so great con

sequence], is not to be slacked, but set forward with all speedy

diligence, in the advance[ment] whereof the King and the said

Lord Cardinal shall do as much as they can."

In RuthaVs hand, p. 1, much mutilated.

June. 2113. Leonard Friscobald.

R. O. A declaration made to the King by Leonard Friscobald.

On tire Emperor lacking money, and being without any pro

vision, he sent for the English ambassadors, and told them that

unless he had money he must lose his cities in Italy, and his

nephew would make terms with the French. The ambassadors

requested time—but the Emperor was urgent to have 60,000 fl.,

— on which Friscobald was sent for, and was desired " with

good words and afterwards with great threatenings " to provide

that sum. Accordingly, on 23rd and 26th May, Friscobald de

spatched 60,000 fl. from Inspruck to Trent ; writing first to his fac

tor to delay the payment as long as possible, desiring to have an

answer of the letters written by Copyn, which Pace commanded

him to send to the King and Cardinal. Received a reply from

Anth. Cavalary that Wolsey agreed he should advance the sum,

and be repaid in England or Calais, and he should provide more

money. Received a bond from the ambassadors for repayment.

He and his father declined to have any business with the Emperor

in money matters, and only dealt with the King, whose ambassadors

received the sum. Begs 10,000/. may be remitted to Th. Fuller

* Faded. f Th*8 >* an insertion to some letter.
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(Fowler), at Calais. Has received notice from Hosburgh (Augs

burg), the 6th inst., that 100,000 fl. are ready. Is to know what

he is to do with them.

" When I took my leave of the Emperor he brought me to a

window, where was none but we twain, and said to me, Leonard,

recommend me to the King's grace, and show him that I shall

never fail him of any promise made unto him, and that I woll live

and die with him, and woll do for him as I would do for myself. I

woll set all things apart to do this thing I am about for his grace."

He said he had sold part of his lands, and pledged the rest, and

if they gained Milan Italy would more than pay all expenses ;

and he would look sharply after his nephew's governors, and make

them contribute money for Sicily and Naples. On his way to the

Emperor he met a merchant who owed his father 200/. FL, but had

now fallen into poverty. On demanding his debt, the man said

he would soon repay him, as he was now steward to Edmund

De la Pole's brother. He made him good cheer, and wormed out

his secrets, and learned that De la Pole had been ten weeks past

with the French King at Lyons. " So upon a day it fortuned that

his master was with the French King, and the Queen and the

King's mother, and made his lamentation unto them, weeping,

saying that he was utterly cast away, and wist not what to do, and

that he had no help of nobody. The French King said to him

with good comfort, Be we not here all three cousins ? Think you

that we will see you cast away ? Nay, nay : but I shall bring you

to your right, and help you as much as shall be in our power to do.

And bade him make good cheer, and said to him, That man that

keepcth your realm hath dealt so traitorously with me, that I pro

mise you that I shall die for it, but I will put him down and set

you in your right. And so gave him large money, and bade him

be of good cheer, and that he should be in areadiness whensoever

he should call him." And so De la Pole departed to Amelse,* in

Lorraine, a free town belonging to the Empire. There Frisco-

baldi made inquiries about him, and found that he kept only four

servants. He drew the Emperor's notice to his being there, and

asked him what he was doing. " He answered me, he could not

tell, seeing he cared not if he were hanged, for that he is belonging

unto the French King. And at my coming homewards again I did

inquire if that it were possible to get him, and I was informed that

to have him alive it is impossible, and to destroy him is no mastry."

Certain disputes have arisen for a mine of silver on the borders of

Lorraine. Great spoliation in the country. The Duke is waiting

in the town of Naunce for succors from France. It will cost the

French much, as they will be opposed by the Burgundians. Hears

that Bourbon has left for France, fearing to be betrayed. Galias

is on good terms with the Swiss. Pace has sent Copyn for an

answer to his letters and inquiries about the money.

Pp. 8. Endd.

June. 2114. Leonard Friscobald.

R. O. " Hereafter ensueth all such instructions as Master Pase hath

advertised me Leonard Friscobald by writing to Bhow unto the

King's highness and my Lord Cardinal, and all such things as the

Emperor hath commanded me, with such things as I know myself."

Heard that 6,000 Swiss, adherents to France, entered Milan

to help the French when the Emperor entered the suburbs. As

* Apparently corrected from Men.
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Leonard Friscobald—cont.

the Emperor had not their wages, he returned and crossed the

Adda with 6,000 lanzknechts and all his horse, fearing to be

betrayed, as was the Duke Lodwick. He refused all overtures

from them. Cardinal Sion and Galeazzo are on bad terms, the

Cardinal wishing to be glorified, and have the sole conduct of the

enterprise. He is very unpopular with the Swiss, who have

greatly enriched themselves by plunder. If the enterprise is

renewed, the number of Swiss auxiliaries must be concealed from

the Emperor, and 200,000 crowns sent to Basle for pay, under

Pace's entire control, and not spent as heretofore. Proposes the

Duke of Milan should be the King's lieutenant, and Galeazzo

captain of the Swiss. The Emperor must be treated with kind

words ;—2,000 horse to be provided in Flanders.

" The weight of this matter is thus, that if the King's highness

will take upon his grace this enterprise, the sums of money afore

rehearsed must be provided immediately." The Duke of Milan

must enter the field, for when they [the Swiss ?] entered the

suburbs of Milan, nobody joined the Emperor. When his brother

went thither they surrendered, and for the love the people of

Milan had to Forsisca, they drove the French out of Italy. The

present Duke is much better than his brother. The Duke, out of

consideration for the King, to whom he is much bound, will sur

render his state and his privileges, as he has showed Pace. He is

aware of the proposal of the Emperor to give Milan to the King,

with a promise to make him King of the Romans. Is sending a

commission to Euglaud for that purpose. The Lady Margaret has

shown me, Leonard Frescobald, that the King may be sure of the

spears of Naples. Mutio Colonna and Leonello da Carpi are in

the country of Bologna. When he was at Trent with the Em

peror, the latter refused the overtures of peace with France made

by the Duke of Savoy. Thinks the King should write to the

Emperor and consider his poverty.

Pp.5. In two sheets found apart. Endd.

June. 2115. Leonaed Friscobald.

K. O. A minute of Leonard Frescobald, touching the sum of 60,000 fl.

advanced by him at the request of the English ambassadors resident

with the Emperor at Trent, of which 10,000 were carried oft" by

Pace for the Swiss. Propositions how the King is to be repaid.

Will sustain a great loss unless the King see that he is reimbursed.

Considers that the Emperor should be held accountable for the

25,000 fl. intercepted at Brescia.

Lut., pp. 2.

1 July. 2116. Henry VIII. to the Wardens of the Marches to-

S. B. wards Scotland, and all his subjects.

Takes the priory of Calstreme, on the borders of Scotland, into

his protection, as it is despoiled in time of war. Greenwich,

Uuly 8 Hen. VIII.

1 July. 2117. Spinelly to Wolsey.

Galba, B. iv. 92. Wrote on the 28th. There is since arrived "a servant of . . .

B. M. of the Queens of Naples, that was married unto

the K[ing] deceased in France, and another of the Duke of Ferrara,

and letters of credence unto this King, upon, the whicli

. . instantly desired that the Duke of Calabria, older son [of the]

r-aid King Frederic, and prisoner at this time in Ca[stile], may be
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delivered." Hears from Don Loys Caroz that the Arragonese and

Neapolitans are very ill satisfied with their King's Council, who

arrange matters without knowledge of their affairs. There is no

remedy for this but that he go quickly to Castile. The Genoese

have prepared eighteen galleys, and the French ten, in Provence,

ostensibly against the Turkish and Moorish pirates, but probably

against Naples. The Gueldrois continue to oppress the towns of

Friesland. The Council have therefore summoned Count Felix

to come in haste, with the number of Almains he was to bring

with him, to Spain. When he comes, they will send him thither

with 2,000 Spaniards and 1,000 men of Namur. Yesterday,

passed here by posts from Trent, on his way to England, Anth.

Baldwin, a Florentine who dwells at Lyons, with Th. Gadaguy.

Though he pretends to be a servant of Friscobald, he should not

be Begs leave to come to England. Brussels,

1 July mdx ....

P.S.—Has requested the Earl of Tyrstaym, brother-in-law to

De la Roche, who lives near Mettz, to make enquiries.

Hoi., pp. 3, mutilated. Add. : My Lord Cardinal.

I July. 2118. Henry VIII.

Inspeximus of a plea impleaded by Humph. Conyngesby, justice

. of the King's Bench, and Wm. Malhom, elk., 15 June 1 Hen. VIII.,

that the inquisition taken at Estdyrham, Norf., 26 April

22 Hen. VII., is insufficient to answer to, as the possessions of

Wm. Oldale, attainted 31 Hen. VI., are wrongly described ; that

Oldale was restored by act of parliament 33 Hen. VI. ; that on his

death they descended to Sir Edm. Gorges, son of Mary, daughter

of Oldale ; that it was enacted, 4 Hen. VII., that the act for Jasper

Duke of Bedford, 1 Hen. VII,, should not be prejudicial to Gorges ;

that a fine was levied 15 Hen. VII. between Conyngesby and Mal

hom, and others now deceased, plaintiffs, and the said Sir Edmund

and Joan his wife, and Edw. Gorges, deforciants, in respect of the

manors of Great Fraunsham, Little Fraunsham, Oldehall and

Dorsyngham, and the advowson of Little Fraunsham church,

Norf., which they recognize as the right of Mallom and his

heirs. John Erneley appears for the King, but has nothing to

plead, and it is therefore adjudged by the Lord Chancellor that

Conyngesby and Malhom be restored to possession of the premises.

Westm., 1 July.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 1, ms. 3 and 4.

1 July. 2119- To Cuthbert Tunstall, Master of the Rolls.

8. B. To cancel three recognizances of 720 marks, made by Wm. Lord

Conyers, Sir Wm. Bulmer of Wilton, York, and Ralph Wicliff of

Wiclif, York, 4 Nov. 23 Hen. VII. ; and a recognizance of 10,000

marks made by Conyers, 10 Dec. 24 Hen. VII., for the safe cus

tody of Berwick. Greenwich, 1 July 8 Hen. VIII.

1 July. 2120. To Cuthbert Tunstall, Master of the Rolls.

To erase " Hereford West " in patent of 23 April in favor of

John Philip, and substitute Haverford West. Greenwich, 1 July.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m.2l.

2. S S
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] July. 2121. For John Sabbe of London, grocer.

P. S. Licence to make a bridge of timber, ironwork, &c., 24 feet long

and 6 broad, into the Thames, at the south end of his wharf, called

" Sabbis Key," in Thamisstrete, with a stair at the end of the

bridge of 16 feet. Greenwich, 24 June 8 Hen. VIII. Del.

Westm., 1 July.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 12.

1 July, 2122. For Rob. Knowles, gentleman usher.

P, 8, Annuity of twenty marks out of the little customs of London.

Greenwich, 28 June 8 Hen. VHI. Del. Westm., 1 July.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 11.

2 July. 2123. For Sir John Cutte of London.

P- S. Release, as late purveyor ofartillery, &c. in the war against France,

of 43,124/. 16*. 3d. received by him from John Heron, treasurer

of the Chamber, and of 16,100/. received from Sir John Daunce,

for purchases for the artillery in the wars against France and

Scotland. Greenwich, 30 June 8 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm., 2 July.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 21 ; and p. 2, m. 15.

3 July. 2124. For Hen. Lord Clyfford alias Viscount Westmore-

B. B. LAND, son of John Lord Clyfford, deceased.

Pardon. Del. Westm., 3 July 8 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 11.

3 July. 2125. For Sir Rob. Dymmok of Screlby, Line, alias of Meth-

S. B. lay, York, late sheriff of Lincolnshire, alias merchant

of the Staple of Calais.

Release, as treasurer of war in the rear-guard under Chas. Earl

of Worcester; alias treasurer of Tournay and of the out-garrisons

of Sentomer, Ayer, Bettoyne, Heysden, Arras, ry, Mai-

bushe and Valencian. Del. Westm., 3 July 8 Hen. VJLU.

3 July. 2126. For Sir Rob. Dymmok.

S. B, Release as late sheriff of Lincolnshire, and of 200/. in which he

and Sir Edw. Hastyngis, deceased, and Sir Adrian Fortescue, by

deed, 20 June 20 Hen. VII,, before Sir Hen. Colett, mayor and

constable of the staple of Westminster, acknowledged themselves

bound to Sir Th. Lovell, Sir Hen. Wyot, Sir Ric. Emson, and

Edm. Dudeley. Del. Westm., 3 July.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 15.

8 July. 2127. For John Fyssher of Lantevery, Cornwall, kerver.

Pardon for killing Walter Govet of Reprynna, Cornwall, cook,

in self-defence. Westm., 3 July.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p.\,m.\5.

4 July. 2128. The Scotch Lords to Henry VIII.

R- °- Have received his letters dated Greenwich, 1 June, desiring them

Bym. xiu. 550. to remove John Duke of Albany, the Regent, from the person of

their King, in order to promote the amity of the two realms. The

Duke was chosen Protector by the unanimous voice of tho three
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estates ; was sent for by them from Franco ; left his master, his

lady, his living j has taken great pains in the King's service ; has

given and proposes to give no cause for dissatisfaction ; and if ho

would leave they would not let him. Moreover, it is in exact con

formity with their laws that the nearest in succession should have

the governance ; security has been taken by the Queen and others

to remove all cause of suspicion : and they will spend their lives if

any attempt be made against his highness. Edinburgh, 4 July,

3 Jac. V.

Signed : S. Amand, Glasgow, Galloway, Caithness, the Abbots

of . . . enbotill (Neubotill ?) and Cambusk, Prior of Dunbar, Abbots

of Holy Cross, and Orkney, Dunbanen, the Earls of Lennox,

Arraul, Morpeth, Marshal, Errol, * Eglis, * Casillis, and *Athole,

the Lords * Hume, Drumond, * Bothvil, Maxwell, * Hou do Zes,

* Crichtou, * Uthilace, * Flemyng, * Ogilvy, and Balvery, * the

clerk of the justiciar, Lord Ccspi.

10 teals remaining. The names which have no asterisk arc lost

by mutilation of the document, and the others are now almost

illegible.

4 July. 2129. David Bishop of Galloway, the Commendator of

Calig.B. in. 17. Driburgh, and Sir Wm. Scot of Baluery, to

b. m. Henry VIII.

On their arrival presented Henry's letters to the estates in par

liament assembled under John Duke of Albany touching the keeping

of the King. The Lords after a debate have arrived at their

decision, Albany having withdrawn, and send it under their seals.

Edinburgh, 4 July. Signed by the above.

P. 1. Add. Endd. : From the ambassadors, 3 July, (sic.)

4 July. 2130. Leo X. to Wolsey.

R. O. Has written to the King for payment to be made by the executors

of Henry VII., Lewis do Gibraleon, papal chamberlain, for money

laid out in expediting letters of plenary indulgence for the Hospital

of the Savoy (founded by Henry VII.) ex commissioiie Jerome

Vergil, merchant of London, and by order of the Bp. of Winchester,

and others the late King's executors. Requests Wolsey's inter

ference. Rome, 4 July 1516, 4 pont.

Lot. Vellum. Add.

4 July. 2131. Jerningham Sampson and Sir Ric. Whettehyll* to

Calig. D. vi. 297. HENRY VIII.

B- M- The French King is determined to come hither "with as great a

puissance, right shortly, as ever he had in Italy, for the reduction of

the duchy of Milan," and, it is supposed, intends to retake Tournay.

This intelligence was received through a man of Tournay, by letters

sent to a kinsman of his from Mons. Bonevente, "one that is very

great in favor with the French King, and is one of the most privy

counsel with him." If any such enterprise be intended, the kinsman

is likely to aid it, as he is in favor with the French King, who lately

offered him a yearly pension, which he refused for fear of losing his

lands in Tournay.

* The letter being in the first person singular throughout, it may be presumed

to have been written by Jerningham in his own name, and the other two

signatures to have been added.

SS 2
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.1 kkmxgiiam Sampson, &c. to Hen. VIII.—cont.

"Moreover, Sir, he showed me by the appoint

ment that the Duke of Gelders 7,000 or 8,000

lanceknights and Rob. de la [Mark] 200 men of arms fur

nished with other his a Also, Sir, I was advertised

lately, by a servant of [Master] Fryscobald's which was in France,

to receive certain money for his master there, which is [but]

a young man ; and he saith that he was at a [place], whereas

was the French King with other of his [Council] at Abbefeld,

and there was devising of this to . . . . Insomuch that one of

the lords counselled [the] King to put in execution the enterprise

of Tournay shortly ; for though the citadel were not [finished] it

might now be ended with no great charge, and with small pain ;

whereas if ye should defer h[it] long, it shall be able to resisi.

The King answ[ered] himself that he would shortly and in time

remember it ; and thereupon he drank to th[at] lord good luck."

In case of a siege they will require gunners. The town being of

great compass [and] circuit, they request 200 or 300 to be sent till

the citadel is out of danger.

Has news from the Catholic King's court, by a gentleman called

Mons. de Bewford, a man of great lands partly lying within the

King's dominion here, " that the great village in Holland called

the Hage is burnt and spoiled by the Gelders, with divers other

villages, and a goodly place of the King Catholic's in the same

village destroyed. I am also, Sir, assnredly advertised that the

Duke of Gelders hath now at this time the chief men of war of all

the londisknights that were there with the French King or the

King Catholic, to the number of 6,000 or 7,000." Tournay, 4 July.

Signed.

Pp. 3, mutilated. Add. : To the King's highness.

4 July. 2132. Tunstal and Sir Ric. Winqfield to [Wolsey].

Galba, B. iv. 94. Wrote last on the x[xviii.] ult. of their communication with

B. M. Chievres and the Chancellor touching the offers made by the

Swiss to serve against the French in Italy, in case they were paid

by the confederates, and of the dangers of Naples and Verona.

Have at last received for answer that they think it will be very

advantageous ; but considering their King's intended voyage into

Spain, his charges in Friesland and elsewhere, he can bear no

part of the expence, as the Emperor cannot contribute. He

must be ruled by his purse till he comes into Spain, when he will

entirely be governed by the King. The writers then asked them

if the King would be willing to employ upon this expedition the

money he wanted to borrow of England ; but they would not de

part from their first answer. So the whole expence will rest upon

England, whose interest is least in it. Andreas de Burgo told

them, that when he was resident at the court of [France] he knew

that the Duke of Milan had been practising long before with the

French King to give up his duchy. So the King ought to know

whether he is trying to help one that does not care to be helped.

Chievres and the Chancellor said they did not by this refusal intend

to break any article of the treaty concluded with England, not if

they broke with France for ever. Charles has ordered men of war

to come from Spain for his projected voyage. Nothing was said of

the loan. Perhaps they nre waiting for the day of the Toison l>efore

they demand the bond. Brussels, 4 July. Signed.

Pp. 4, mutilated.
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4 July. 2133. Pace to Sir Kob. Wingfield, ambassador with the

K. O. Emperor.

Has received his letters by Marroton's servant, asking him to

procure 500 florins for the Emperor, to be spent for powder and

" balottes " for the artillery in Belynsona. Has not enough money

for himself, especially now he has to go to the Swiss,—and is

strictly prohibited from laying out the King's. Constance, 4 July.

Hot., p. 1 . Add. Endd.

4 July. 2134. For John Tholy or Toly, auditor, and John Knight.

!'■ S. To be keepers, in survivorship, of the King's place in the town

of Wakefeld, York, called "le Motehall," with 2d. a day, and

keeper of Soureby and Sourbyshyre, with lrf. a day, and 6*. 8rf. a

year for a mantle, as held by Th. Turton. Greenwich, 4 June

8 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm., 4 July.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 14.

4 July. 2135. For Edm. Knightley.

P. 8. Wardship of Jas., son and heir of Th. Clark. Greenwich, 1 July

8 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm., 4 July.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. I, m. 4.

5 July. 2136. \ Spinelly to [Wolsey].

Galba, B. ir. 96. Wrote last on the 1st. Encloses a letter received by the chap-

B. M. lain of D'Isselstein from Camfer in Zealand, which will show how

the Duke of Albany disregards this last treaty ; " and that first, by

reason of th[e] business the French King had in Italy not myght-

ing (meeting ?) the have the assistance granted unto

him, the said Duke cond[escended] thereto ;" and secondly, to

reconcile the Lords of Scotland, who have hitherto inclined to

England, the French King has given pensions to six of the chief

nobles named by the Duke, of whom the Chamberlain is one. The

bailly of Camfer though he has a pension from Scotland, might do

service to the King. The Duke of Albany's friends all resort to

him. Hans Nagel is informed by John, brother of Dierik van Ret,

that Ric. de la Pole has gone back into Francejy Has caused

inquiry to be made by the servant of the Master of the Posts . . ¥

in Lorraine. Sir Geo. Nevil is going into France oil'

account of his poverty, seeing that he cannot obtain the King's

pardon. Four months ago a servant of the Lady Margaret of

England, [Duchess of Burgundy, sister of Edward IV.,] had inter

ceded with Berghes for Sir George. One of the King's minstrels,

a fellow of Hans Nagel's, has lately come out of England, where

he has been well entertained. Not being inclined to go to Spain, he

is willing to employ himself in the King's service. Is assured by

Berghes that at the conferences with the French, Chievres and the

Chancellor will do nothing prejudicial to England. Berghes is in

better estimation than he was. The Council are making great

preparations for the King's going. A courier from the Abp. cf

Saragossa has been taken in France, his letters broken and re-deli

vered. D'Albret King of Navarre is dead. Quintana begins to be

in favor. So it would seem, the old councillors of Arragon are to

be retained. Is anxious to know whether he shall stay or come

to England. Brussels, 5 July.

Hoi., pp. 4, mutilated.
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5 July. 2137. For Peter Burgh of Newton Morell, Hen. Burgh of

S. 13. Spenythome, Anth. Burgh and Th. Burgh of Est-

hawkeswell, York.

Pardon, they having been indicted for the murder of John Fos

ter and Jas. Cokrell at Westhawkeswell, York, 9 Sept. 23 Hen. VII.

Del. Westm., 5 July 8 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 6.

5 July. 2138. Commission of Sewers.

Middx., Essex and Herts.—Th. Duke of Norfolk, Th. Earl of

Surrey, Th. Dokwra. prior of St. John's, Christ. Urswyke, elk., Sir

Th. Lovell, Rob. Blagge, Barth. Westby, Sir Th. Novell, Sir Wrn.

Compton, Sir John Raynsford, Sir Ric. Lewes, Sir Wm. Fitz-

william, Sir Ric. Cholmeley; Ric. Broke and John More, Serjeants

at law ; John Fortescue, John Heron, John Colte, John Kyrton,

John Grene, Ric. Lyster, Edw. Hales, Th. Sepham, Nich. Boone,

John Haukes, and Th. Robertis, for the district extending from

the town of Ware up to the river Thames along the banks thereof.

Westm., 5 July.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 12d.

6 July. 2139. Seb. Giustinian to the Council of Ten,

Giust. Desp. i. 246. Visited the Cardinal, who told of the news of Brescia, and added

that it had been surrendered to France. Is much delighted with

the news. Wolsey wished the Venetian galleys would again trade

with England. Sebastian urged the peril from Spain. Paid his

respects to the King at Greenwich this day. Had no letters from

the Signory. Would rather be recalled than kept on such con

ditions. This silence is very offensive to England. Complains

bitterly for want of information. Met there the Spanish ambas

sador ; their interview was amicable, but he begged Sebastian to

defer his visit to him for some days, for fear of offending the im

perial ambassador. The league of the Emperor, the Kings of

Spain and England, and the Swiss, is said to be brought to a

close. The nuncio [Chieregato] says the Pope will remaiu neutral.

London, 6 July 1516.

7 July. 2140, For Wm. Bolton, prior of St. Bartholomew, West-

S. B. smythfild.

Prebend of Bolyngehopc in Hereford Cathedral, vice Ric. Smyth

elk., resigned. Bel. 7 July 8 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 14.

7 July. 2141 For Edw. Skerne.

P. S. Wardship of Walter, son and heir of John Thorneholme, who

at his death held of Hen. VII. as of the earldom of Warwick and

duchy of York. Greenwich, 2 July 8 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm.,

7 July.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 21.

7 July. 2142. For Ric. Barwell of London, brewer.

P. S. Protection ; going in the retinue of Sir Ric. Wingfeld, Deputy

of Calais. Greenwich, 30 .June 8 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm., 7 July

8 Hen. VIII.
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8 July. 2143. For the Abbey of Whitby.

P- S. Assent to the election of John Whitby as abbot, vice Th. Bed-

liell deceased. Greenwich, 6 July 8 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm.,

8 July.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 22.

ii. Petition of the Sub-prior and Convent for the above ; sent

by Th. Kyldayll, 29 June 1516.

9 July. 2144. Erasmus to Ruthal Bp. of Durham.

Er. Ep. vii. 8. Learns from Peter the One-eyed, by whom Erasmus wrote lately,

that the Bishop has not yet received the Seneca. Francis says

it is at Arnold's, from whom the Bishop can claim it. Hopes

shortly to revisit his patrons. Antwerp, 7 id. Jul. 1516.

9 July. 2145. Galeazzo Visconti to Henry VIII.

R- O. Thanks him for his letters. Professes devotion to his service.

Has now been an exile for sixteen months, and exhausted his

friends. Hopes the King will assist him. He and Pace have

written very fully to Wolsey. The Magnifico Hauchixes is going

to England, to whom he refers the King. Turego (Zurich),

9 July 1516.

Hoi., Lat., pp. 2. Add. and endd.

!) July. 2146. For Ric. Copcot and John Same.

Mortmain licence to alienate the manor of Piriton alias Pirton

alias Odynsellys manor, and lands in Pyriton, Ikyford, Offeley

and Ramarswike, Herts, of the annual value of 10/., to Roger

Lupton, elk., provost, and the College of St. Mary, Eton, near

Windsor, licensed to acquire lands to the annual value of 20/.

Westm., 9 July.

Pat. 8 Ben. VIII. p. 2, m. 13.

9 July. 2147. To Outhbert Tunstall, Master of the Rolls.

S. B. To cancel two recognizances, one of 400 marks, the other of 80/.,

made by Th. Lord Dacre, Mabel Lady Dacre, widow, Gawen

Eglesfeild of Netherall, Cumb., Th. Warton of Warton, Westmor.,

and Edw. Warcop of Lamerside, Westmor., 21 Sept. 23 Hen. VII.;

a recognizance of 500 marks made by the said Mabel 11 Sept.

23 Hen.VII.; another of 2,000/. made by Dacre 20 July 21 Hen.VIL;

another of 400 marks made by George Lord Fitzhugh 16 Jan.

24 Hen. VII., in the place of the said Mabel, then deceased ; and

another of 80/., made by Fitzhugh the said 16 Jan. Greenwich,

9 July 8 Hen. VIII.

10 July. 2148. Leo X. to Henry VIII.

Vit B. hi. 48. As it has been proposed in the Council of the Lateran to correct

B. M. the calendar, begs the King will send the most learned professors

Rym. xiii. f»52. of theology and astronomy to assist at their deliberations, and obtain

the opinions of the scientific from those who cannot come. Rome,

10 July 1516.

Lat., badly mutilated. Add.

10 July. 2149. Sir Ric. Wingfield to Wolsey.

R. O. Has received a letter from the Duke of Ferrara, in favor of his

servant the bearerT to aid him in his passage over the sea to Eng
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Sir Ric. Wingfield to Wolsey—cont.

land. Has done so in gratitude for his reception by the Duke

when he was a poor stranger in those parts. Brussels, 10 July.

Signed.

P. 1. Add. : The Cardinal of York, Chancellor of England.

10 July. 2150. Tunstal to Wolsey.

Galba.B. iv. 110. As he was riding yesterday, came by my Lord Berghes' gar-

B. M. den. Finds from him that Chievres and the Chancellor would lie

glad to conclude the marriage without going to Noyon, as their

master's voyage will be retarded. The Toyson is deferred. Berghes

said he had written to England of certain ceremonies connected

with the order, and wondered he had received no answer. Meautys

should be ordered to reply. Berghes thinks a council will be ap

pointed when the King leaves. He says that the Emperor has left

Constance for Augsburg ; and that as his garrison at Verona is as

strong as he can make it, he will come to these parts to see his

nephew, " as he is not like to speak with him ever after." Hedyn

says the same. A clerk told Spinelly that France insist* on having

an article inserted in the treaty compelling the King Catholic to

assist him for the recovery of his rights anywhere. 100,000 fl.

have been laid out to prepare ships for the King's voyage, and the

Spaniards daily increase. The Chancellor can never come to the

court but he is waylaid by 100 or 50 mules. Begs he will advertise

the King of these tidings. Brussels, 10 July.

Hoi., pp. 3. Add. : My [lord] Cardinal of York.

2151. [Wolsey] to Pace.

VitB. xix. 159. Has received from him of late many [letters, of which the last]

B. M. bears date 24 June, " in which your letters yo[u]

determinate mind of the Suchys being firmly resolved

and and give battle to the Frenchmen

for their extermination ow[te of Italy] may have wages

for their entertainment, but also the imp[ortunate suit] made unto

you by the Emperor for the recovering of our money to entertain

in his particular affairs." Has also the communications

made by the Emperor to Pace touching the refusal of the money,

and the report* of his ambassador here resident, " which ye by your

writyng should have ma[de unto the] King's highness and me," to

the hindrance of his requests, and the diminution of the amity

between the Emperor and them. Notwithstanding the discretion

with which Pace replied to his unreasonable demands, the Emperor,

it appears, has finally commanded him to leave his dominions.

Thanks Pace for his diligence in these matters. Wolsey has lately

intimated to Pace the policy the King now wishes him to pur

sue with regard to the Swiss, viz.: (1) The King wishes Pace

to thank the Swiss ior their faithfulness, and desire its continu

ance ; (2) he is now treating for a league, by which the Pope,

the Emperor, himself, and the King of Castile, shall each contribute

a large annual pension for their support. Pace must therefore

urge them to send ambassadors to England to conclude the league ;

at whose arrival the plan of the new enterprise may be settled.

Told him, it was the King's pleasure, " that in case [they are

pleased] to send their commissioners, you should ascertain me by

your [writing] of such army as they purpose to

set forth against their continuance] in th . .
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" Also asked Pace's opinion if

there was any likelihood that the new enterprise would succeed.

Sends this recital of his former letter, in case Pace should not

have received it. Desires a speedy answer, for upon it depends,

all further ordering of the said matters. Is glad to hear from

Pace that Galeazzo has the Swiss so wholly " at his pleasure," as

to be able to expel the French out of Italy without the Emperor's

interference. Nevertheless, as, if he were to do this without the

Emperor, it would probably cause him to break with England and

to join France, it will be better to use such policy that, though the

Emperor do intermeddle, ho shall not have it in his power to

frustrate this enterprise as he did the last, by his return or other

wise, but that Galeazzo and his Swiss shall bo of force enough to

beat the French " though the Emperor sat still."

Draft in Hut/iaCs hand ; pp. 2, mutilated.

10 July. 2152. Pace to Wolsey.

Vit.B.xix. 189. Received on the 2nd [of this mo]nth Wolsey's letters dated

B. M. 23rd and 24th of the month p[ast]. Has declared to

the [Swiss] the Pope's good mind to[wards] Henry. Another

ambassador from the Pope, named M. Jacob[us Gamjbarus, a tem

poral man, " of singular [worth] and honesty," has lately arrived

in this town. He is very acceptable to the Swiss, [whom] he has

accompanied in the war. He brought Pace a brief cr[edencc]

from the Pope, to the effect that the Pope " ha[th sent] him

hither only for the King's 30,000 florins for t

old pension unto these declare

[t]he Emperor's, the King's grace, the King [Catholicjs,

the Duke of Milan's, and these cum hijs omnem

fortunam experiri. [My] lord the Bp. Verulane and the [Pope's]

ambassador, late sent at mine arri[val] into this town, did both

ride . . . ynst me, and brought me through the town, [on]ly for

(his cause, that the people should [see] and note perfect intelligence

betwixt the [Plope's holiness and the King's grace." Both were

ordered by the Pope to communicate all the matters to be treated

of to Galeazzo and Pace ; this they have done. The said ambas

sador late . . . had in commission to pass by Trent to speak with

the Cardinal Sion, " and expressly

for to set apart all dissension" between the Cardinal

and Galeazzo. The Pope [has informed] the Cardinal that no

person but the Duke of Bari shall be Duke of Milan, " as . . .

. . . meate for his holiness and the Kyngis " and

moved the Cardinal to put aside all other " practices," and incline

to [the Duke] alone. The Cardinal promised to obey the Pope in

all things. The Pope has also declared to the Duke himself by a

br[ief] that the King and himself are of one mind with

regard to the Duke's restoration and has commanded his

[ambassador] to show the same to th[Emperor] " his holiness . . .

[adv]ersities late passed." The Emperor

replied that he was contented that the King and the Pope should

" one Duke at their pleasure, so it [was] done by his

consent."

The new ambassador told Pace that the mandate for the Pope's

entry into the new league was exhibited before he left Home,

[and] a person deputed to bring it to Wolsey, to whom it is directed.

This has been confirmed by letters from " my lord of Worcester

to Pace, adding that the Pope, when the league shall be concluded,"
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Pace to Wolsey—cont.

will lay to pledge all that [he] hath for to contribute money in

this [enterprise according to the King's de[sire]. From this

Wolsey may see that Galeazzo and Pace " have not sle[pt] . . .nunc responsum Uteris dabo." Touch

ing Wolsey's desire " [to entertain] the Swiss unto such time [as

a league shall be] concluded with the King [of Castile], and to

induce them for to send a [messen]ger into England, or else to

cnt[ertain] them " by the offer of a yearly pension from all the con

federates, Pace answers that th[ough] the people are all for the

King, among the chief men there is such dissension that they cannot

send nn[y messen]ger with sufficient authority. He was obliged,

therefore, to go to the offer of a pension. As to the smallest sum

specified by Wolsey, viz. 20,000 angels, he cannot yet tell what

answer he shall have, but it seems that the " lords off this towne

in whom all thing be marvel[ously content] . . .

done unto me since mine arri[val] no

honor after their manner."

[They have] secretly expressed to him their great discontent

with the Emperor for his abuse of Galeazzo and his treatment of

Pace, which arose, they plainly declare, from his desire to pluck

the King's money out of Pace's hands, so as to prevent them from

having it. They have sent ambassadors to the Emperor, declaring

their confidence in Galeazzo, and their [determination not to do]

without him ; so that the Emperor [has been obliged] to command

his ambassadors [to commu]nicate everything to Galeazzo and

Pace. If they did not, they might as well go [home] again, " quia

hie audeut publice [dicere] nemincm credere Cawari sed Regi [An

glian]." In answer to Wolsey's suspicion that the Swiss may take

the King's money and do nothing as formerly, it is Pace's deliberate

opinion that nothing of the kind need be feared, if the Swiss be

only " truly payede [at the proper] tyme." It is not true that

in the last [enterprijse the Swiss made " vain ostentations of

battle." No men could have been more ready to fight ; but it was

not possible to fight an enemy who meant nothing but to run away.

If they are regularly paid when they are taken into the duchy of

Milan they will die or win, the people are now so animated against

France. Cannot send my lord [Cardinal of Sion's] opinion herein,

" because he is [many miles] hence, but I know of surety [that it

is] consonant unto mine." Wolsey will know Galeazzo's opinion

by his letters, and the representations of his son, Anchises, whom

he sends " to have a final resolution of this business."

The number of Swiss who are to set forward will depend on the

King's pleasure. Sends an account of the money that will be

needed. As to Wolsey's caution not to lay out the King's money

without great necessity, he has already got into trouble for refusing

money. Is now [out] of their hands, and determined to die rather

than lay out one penny of the King's money, though Wolsey has

ordered him to be supplied by the merchants with 48,000 fl. " In

an extremity [I] must be ordered by reason, but as [I did see] no

necessity I advertised Mr. [Gamba]rus at my being at Auguste . .

money of him and he was contented and la. . . .

. . .-.. of exchange to the Friscoba[lds] Augusta

to be sent again [to Sir Th.] Spindly, which he hath now, or

[soon] shall have."

His treatment has been most shameful. Has been threatened

with death for refusing money. " This [do]meanor must be clean

set apart and t qualiscunque est entertained." The
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King does right to assist the Emperor, " sed Caesar est p[uerT in-

digens tutore et consiliarios habet corr[uptissi]mos et omnium

bonorum domini sui exp[ilatores]." If the Emperor have aid in

money of the King, precautions must be taken that it be given

only to his soldier?, or all will be lost. Does not deny that [he]

consented, as Leonard Friscobald affirms, to the payment of the

to the Emperor ; but he has already explained under

what threat from the Emperor he did so. Friscobald was driven to

the same extremity, and thinking that by getting rid of the incon

veniences " shewed unto " him, he should [be doing] most accept

able service to the King, " he did [that] is done, at such time as

the Emperor (qu\od mi~\rable dictu est) had not sufficient money

[to] pay his dinner." Hopes, therefore, the King and Wolsey will

h[elp] the "poor marehiante" in the payment of the money. Ga-

[leazzo and Pace] had letters yesterday informing them that [the

troops] from the realm of Naples were near Bono[nia] on their way

hither. The commander is Signor Fabritius Colonna. Considering

this great aid, and that the army is paid for three months, it is needful

to have a speedy answer in respect to the King's intentions, quia

certisimc apparet victoria. The Pope has sent commissa[ries] to

the "said army" to victual them in all the states of the Church.

Cannot see for what reason the young King of [Ar]ragon should

be repuguaut to the King's de[sires]. Praises Galeazzo's dili

gence. Desires that Coppin whom he [sends] this time may return

with an [aus]wer, " for he doth use marvelous diligence." Zurich,

10 July.

P.S.—The Swiss are deliberating to make answer to Pace and

the Pope's ambassadors. " Hoc nihil nocct nobis, e[t maxi~\mum

obest Guilts." Yesterday the Pope's ambassadors had commu

nication with Pace in his house touching the alienation of the

Swiss from France, and other matters. This is likely to succeed.

The ambassadors declare that the Pope loves the King as his son.

They also desired [Pace] to write to the King in the Pope's name,

and ask him to write to the Emperor that the Duke of Bari might

be brought to battle, as Pace has already written. Knowing that

the King had accepted the Duchy of Milan at the Emperor's de

sire, prayed them to solicit this favor themselves with the Em

peror, promising them that Henry would assent to whatever should

please the Pope.

Will keep all information secret of the money he receives.

Begs the same secrecy may be observed in England ; for the Lady

Margaret, having been informed of the despatch of the money,

told the Emperor, and so it was taken on its way before it reached

Pace to whom Wolsey wrote at Pace's departure

from England, has been lately with [the Emperor] himself at Con

stance, and sent his nephew to Pace to inform him of the discontent

of the Swiss with the Emperor. The French have yielded Brescia

to the [Venetians, compelling them to pay, contrary to their con

federation, 9,000 or 10,000 for one month.

Hol., pp.20, mutilated. Add.: Rmo Dfio CaruEboj:.

July. 2153. [Sir Rob. Wingfield] to [Henry VIII.]

Vit. R. xix. 185. Wrote last from Lynds the .... of the present month. Was ■

B. M. accompanied to " this town " by George [Lovekyn] of the King's

stable, with three hobbies sent by Henry as a present to the Em

peror. As soon as [the Emperor] heard of their arrival he sent

Marroton to Wingfield to say that though the hobbies must be
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[Sir Rob. Wingfield] to [Henry VIII.]—cont.

tired he could not abstain any longer from seeing them, and ordered

Wingfield and the said George to be with him with the hobbies

at two in the afternoon. At that time George presented Henry's

letters, which the Emperor, after looking at the " sign and date,"

gave Marroton to read, and bade him make answer. He then

" beheld the hobbies at a window, and caused them to be paced

before hy[m, and] praised right largely their beauty and rich

appar[el]," regretting that no suitable present in return had been

provided for Henry. He said he would try the hobbies himself in

three or four days when they had rested. Meanwhile he prayed

[Wingfield] not to think than he would ordain

letters and also his despatch, and after

caused him to go d [del]yver the said hob

bies to the an of h " his ma

jesty caused the chamber to be voided, so [no] man remained within

the same, but I and one of his Council [nam]yd Sir Nicholas

Seigler."

Having commanded Wingfield to sit down " according to his most

humane custom," the Emperor gave him the King's letter, and asked

the date of the last that Wingfield had delivered. On being told

it was the 14th ult., " Verily, said his majesty, considering that

these letters, as ye see, bear date the 7th of the said month, and

also subscribed so amiably as ye see, in so mean a matter as the

sending of a present, I have no little marvel what I might have

done betwixt the 7th day and the 14th that might cause my brother

to show by his subscription in those of the 14th less affection to

me ward than before, specially if ye did your devoir to write such

matter as I declared unto you with good ink." No Prince could

make greater offers than those he commissioned Wingfield to make.

He thought that in the interval those who desired the ruin of both

had been writing letters to alienate the King from him. He

would be glad to discover who are the persons who do this, that he

may beware of them as his " utter enemies, for more [disp]leaser

th[ey c]owde in no wise have done to me than they ha[ve done]

' by the meane " *

Hoi., pp. 2, imperfect.

Dated in margin, in a modern hand: 1516, 10 July, Fresen :

but this appears to be taken from f. 187A, which may belong to

another letter.

10 July. 2154. Sir Rob. Wingfield to Henry VIII. (Continuation

Vit. B. xix. 186. of the former f)

(Beginning lost) " and forthwith upon the same, without

interval ordained his ambassadors which ben now

pros[ent] that notwithstanding he had given them

instructions [to treat with the] said Swissers only in his own

name, and to joy[ue and] also given warning to Mr. Pace

not to treat anything [with the] Swissers as matter joint and

common betwixt hi[s majesty and] your highness," yet ns he had

[heard] from Pace, who had letters of the 24th of the I[ast

month], that the King was determined to assist his majesty,

without regard to the defamations, and would give the Emperor

* The page ends here, what follows is not connected in sense. The words

" by the meane " are catchwords.
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perfect knowledge of the same as soon as Henry had finished his

business with the King Catholic, and that Pace was ordered to

go to [Switzerland] and offer an annual pension of 20,000 nobles

to keep the Swiss from joining France. His majesty ordered

all his ambassadors to [join] with Pace, and give him every assis

tance. The Emperor also declared he had news from his council

at Trent and Verona that they had provided payment for the Swiss

in the army, " and doth mount to ... . pays ;" and the army not

being strong enough " (and Verone furnished) " to keep

the field and proceed a[gainst] the enemies by such ways as was

devised, and he not being able to maintain the Swiss, as he had to

provide for the Almayns and Sp[aniards] in the army to the number

of 7 ... ., the said Swiss had better return to Zurich where Pace

is ; and he might send them forward with those he shall then have

ready to start, which will save the " conduct money " and any new

payment until their present month be out.

The Earl of Gerelsek, who made war against the Duke of Lor

raine, has come to the Emperor, and asked what he shall do now

that his army is dissolved. The Duke has corrupted the captains

of the footmen with 30,000 florins. Nevertheless, before they dis

banded they had taken two walled towns on his borders. The Em

peror has advised him to apply to the Swiss, who have an old

quarrel with the Duke. The Emperor urges that on the conclusion

of the confederation Henry should declare himself the enemy of

France, else the prosecution of the Italian enterprise will be in

vain. [Henry] may use the Swiss army in France [without laying

out] much money, " becawse they shall be so nyer the [country]."

Great results would follow this declaration : the recovery of the

[Duchy] of Milan without peril, and at a small expence ; and " that

done, if ye shall not like to contin[ue the war] against France

for your own title," means might be found to compel France to

make a peace most honorable and advantageous to Henry.

Wingfield then expressed his surprise that the Emperor took so

" displeasantly " the n[ature] of Henry's subscription in his letters

of the 14th [day of] last month, for he might be sure that the

[change] proceeded from no alteration of feeling towards him, but

from some great [matter] then occupying Henry's mind. Thinks

the Emperor's secret offers most honorable, though some persons

,; who be neither equypollente unto your highness either in nature

or spirit " doubt how they can take effect. No wonder then if the

change of manner touched him to the heart, and excited his rancor

against those whom he considered to have been the cause of it. He

trusted that his " old patience " had cleared up all clouds between

them so that " the light of love may make the mutual office of

reverberation betwixt you, as before was, and as his heart desireth."

Fyesyn, 10 July 1516.

P.S.—As Wingfield was about to close this letter he received

letters from Cardinal Sion, which he sends to the King. The

Cardinal shows what will be necessary for the conveyance of the

Swiss to join the Emperor and Henry.

Hoi., pp. 6, mutilated. Add. f. 188*6, and endd.

10 July. 2155. Galeazzo Visconti to [Wolsey].

Vlt B. in. 49. Encloses letters. Though the Pope has always been a perfect

B. M. friend to his reverence, he has by the writer's intercession ....

". . . sed alicujus auctoritatis et iestiniationis in mittendo secretario
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Galeazzo Visconti to [Wolsky]—conl.

meo Sanctitatem et Rev™"" d. Card. SM Maria in Porticu

in [brevi temjporis spatio." The Pope has sent the Nuncio Gam-

baro, a great enemy to the French, who acted with great prudence

in the late war, and a friend to the King and Wolsey. He

brought Visconti a papal brief begging him not to fail in any of

his exertions against the French, and to negotiate with the Swiss

for the King's and the Pope's interests. Also [a sum of money]

for their pay. The Pope was delighted at the Emperor's [reso

lution]. Success is certain. Visconti has won over to the King's

interest the Cardinals de Porticu and de Medicis and the Magnifico

Lorenzo. Has received Wolsey's and the King's letters of the

21st ult. Was at the diet held by the Zurichers, who are well

disposed to England. They will, at any day the writer may appoint,

listen lo the proposals of Pace and Anfchises Vis]conti, the writer's

son. Would not hesitate to go to England if he could go and return

in a day. Has recovered from sickness. Begs Wolsey will thank

the aforesaid Cardinals. Zurich, 10 July 1516. Signed.

Lai., partly cipher, deciphered; pp. 4, badly mutilated.

2156. Invasion of Italy.

Vit. B. xix. 59.* Sums to be furnished by the Emperor and Henry VIII. for an

B. M. invasion of Italy.

" [Csesar]ea majestas correspondendo sexaginta millibus florenis

vult intertenere Veronam ct armatam Sclavonicam aut

m cum aliis Tirolensibus fronteriis.

majestas Cassarea vult Marchioni Brandenburgensi et

Domino de Geroldseek .... ere primam mensem ad intraudam

Italiam immediate.

" [P]ostea, debet Serenissimus Rex Anglian praedicto Marchioni

Brandenburgensi et Domino de Geroldesegk mittere ad Montem

Bellicardum quadraginta millia florenorum, cum quibus ipsi cum

suis decern millibus pugnatoribus debebunt adjuvare ut illustris

Marcus Anthonius Columna possit transire Padum versus Medio-

lanum.

"Praeterea, ipse serenissimus Rex Angliae debet praedicto Marco

Anthonio Columna; mittere ad Bononiam quinquaginta millia flore

norum pro intertentione viginti millia pugnatorum, qui ultra Padum

debent iter arripere, et ut prtefertur Padum transire.

" Item, Ca;sarca majestas vult talibus viginti millibus pugnatoribus

ultra Padum ultcrius de centum millibus florenis providere ; scd

oportet quod supradicta quinquaginta millia florenorum Anglicorum

ipsis centum millibus subsidio sint.

" Si autcm serenissimus Rex Anglia; voluerit illos decern mille viros

Domini de Geroldsegk pro descensu suo ad Franciam pro sc tenere

et solvere, tunc sua Cajsarea majestas vult prsenominato Marchioni

Brandenburgensi alios decern mille viros equestres et pedestres

subdere et ipsos de primo mense solvere ; quod tamen Rex Anglia;

ipsis alterum mensem, ut supradictum est, solvat et de eo eis satis-

faciat, ut tales decern mille viri possint pranlicto Marcho [An]tho-

nio auxilio esse, pro transitu Padi versus Mediolanum s

obsidio . . . nem, quia tunc certum erit quod Mediolanum po

tent obsedi ci, et tunc Galli per totum erunt obsessi et

tunc poterun[t] triginta mille viri bene interteneri usque

ad integram [Ven]etorum expulsionem ex com-

positioni[bus]." * * • *

Mutilated.
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2157. Pa.ce and the Emperor.

R. O. Articles proposed by Dr. Righopat, Chamberlain, and Lewis

Maraton, on the part of the Emperor, to Ric. Pace.

1. To the question whether the Duke of Bari and Galeazzo

Visconti had written into England anything derogatory to the

Emperor, Pace replied that they had never sent anything but

letters of credence to the King and to Wolsey ; that both were

much attached to the Emperor, and Galeazzo had urged the propriety

of the King of England furnishing the Emperor with 25,000 florins

a month for the expedition against France. 2. To the inquiry

whether the failure of the expedition is attributed to the Emperor,

Pace answered, No, but to the slowness of the money. 3. To the

third question, whether a new line of policy had been adopted without

the intervention of the Emperor, Pace replied, it had not, as nothing

could be done with the Swiss or Milan without his consent, and

so Pace had informed him. 4. Whether it had been stated in

England that the money at Brescia had been intercepted by

the Emperor's cognizance ; to which Pace answered, No, but the

Swiss thought so, as the troops in Brescia had not received their

pay. 5. Whether Galeazzo and Pace had suspended the 50,000 fl.

sent on the last occasion from England that the Emperor might

not have them : Pace answered, that it was not in Galeazzo's

power to do so ; that the English treasurer had recalled the money

at Antwerp, as the English ambassador in Flanders had twice

written. 6. As to what provision should be made for the 5,000

Swiss at Verona, and to satisfy the promises made to the five can

tons in the name of the Emperor : Pace answered, that the five can

tons had not kept their promise of going with their best troops

(suis vexillis primariis) against the French, and yet they had

received from England 1 1,000 fl., and without a fresh commission

he could do no more. All their proposals conclude with the vehe

ment urgency of extorting more money from England.

Lat., pp. 2.

10 July. 2158. For Sir Giles Capell.

S. B. Livery of lands of his deceased wife Isabella, a daughter and

heir of Ric. Neuton and Eleanor his wife ; Henry being son

and heir of the said Sir Giles and Isabella. The other daughter

and heir is Joan, wife of John Gryfryne. Del. Westm., 10 July

8 Hen. VIII.

S. B. ii. Duplicate of the above. Del ,10 July 8 Hen.VIII.

Pat. 8 Ben. VIII. p. I, m. 23.

11 July. 2159. Charles King of Spain to Wolsey.

Galb., B. iv. I04*b. In behalf of James Semel, detained in prison fourteen months, at

B. M. the suit of John Bernnel. Brussels, 11 July 1516. Signed.

P. 1, mutilated. Add.

11 July. 2160. To the Abbot and Convent of St. Peter's, Shrews-

P. S. BURY.

Writ to admit Ric. Getens and Edw. Litelton to a corrody in

their monastery. Greenwich, 8 July 8 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm.,

11 July.
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1 1 July. 2161. For NiCH. Carue and Eliz. his wife.

p- s- Confirmation of indented deed of Sir John Daunce, and Rob.

Blagge, Baron of the Exchequer, whereby they leased to the

said Nicholas and Elizabeth ten messuages and gardens, a pigeon

house, 1,290 acres of land, and 5*. rent in Walington, Carsalt[on],

Bedington, Woddemarshorne, Woddecote and Micheam, Surrey.

Greenwich, 8 July 8 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm., 1 1 July.

11 July. 2162- For Ric. Baron, alias Barne, mercer, alias Smith, of

P. S. London.

Protection ; going in the retinue of Sir Ric. Wyngfeld, Deputy

of Calais. Greenwich, 9 July 8 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm , 1 1 Julv.

Fr. 8 Hen. VIII. m. 4.

11 July. 2163. Justices of Assize.

Midland Circuit.—John Jenour with Guy Palmes and Brian

Palmes. Westm., 11 July.

Northern Circuit.—Th. Strey with Rob. Brudenell and Humph.

Conyngesby. Westm., 11 July.

Home Circuit.—Simon Fitz with John Butler and John Erneley.

Westm., 11 July.

Western Circuit.—Th. Elyot with Ric. Elyot and Lewis Pollard.

Westm., 11 July.

Norfolk Circuit.—Wm. Mordaunt with Sir John Fyneux and

Sir Rob. Rede. Westm., 11 July.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p.l, m.2 and I5d.

11 July. 2164. Commission of Sewers.

Sussex.—Th. Fenys Lord Dacre, Laurence Abbot of Battle,

Ric. Abbot of Beigham, Sir Wm. Fynche and Wm. Asshebourne-

ham, for the district between Batisford, Asshebournhamsmyll and

Godyngeshaven, and from Pevense Bridge to Newestcluse of Wal-

lcrshaven, thence by the sea to the point, of Godyngeshaven, from

that point to Romestrete, thence to Bellamsgutte, thence to Deusex-

gutte, thence to Pikelidbrigge, and thence to Swynshamsbrigge.

Westm., 11 July.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p.l, m. I2d.

12 July. 2165- Tunstal and Sir Ric. Wingfield to Henry VTII.

Galba,B. tv. 107. Understanding that the [King] would leave for Heyver, belong-

B. M. ing to Chievres, inquired the truth of the Chancellor, who stated

that the King leaves three days hence, to sport in the forest by

the way. They told him they had heard that he and Chievres

would shortly return to Noyon, to meet the French on the busi

ness of Naples, and change the marriage from the sister to the

daughter of France. The Chancellor said that he knew not the

time of it, because the King of France had set forward and begged

their assistance to recover some part of his dominions ; which

article they had refused, as they would thus sacrifice the amity of

England. If they do not consent to the diet they will have France

for their enemy, and their master's voyage will be hindered. The

writers set before him the inconvenience attending this going

to Noyon, as, that his person would not be safe, time would l>e

wasted, and ill reports would be circulated. The Chancellor said

that "such snd men were appointed to be at the said diet, as the
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Grand Master, the Bp. of Paris and the President Oliver ;" that

the French King, who had come down from Lyons, was angry, that

eight cantons were with the French, and that people, for money,

would fight on both sides. The writers said the French King was

not well stored with finance, and could not entertain them so well

as the confederates. They then left the Chancellor to the Spaniards,

who have great suits with him, and give him no rest. He has said

nothing of the loan. Heydyn, who was lately in England, and

has just come from the Emperor, is returning. Brussels, 12 July.

Signed.

Pp. 3, mutilated. Add. and endd.

12 July. 2166. Spinelly to "Wolset.

Galba, B.iv. 105. [Wrote last] on the 5th. Had intended to go to Antwerp for

B. M, the causes before stated, but since has determined to [stay] where

he is for an answer. Bernard, factor of the Fockers of Antwerp,

gave him a [letter from] Wolsey, dated 29 June. Gave him, ac

cordingly, a second bill of the 8,000/. Wolsey knows of. Incloses

the receipt. All other writings belonging to it are in the hands of

Pace and Fowler, and Bernard will not restore the money without

them, "neither before [the time] appointed with the said Mr. Fow

ler and me," saying that Leonard Friscobald and the King's ambas

sadors owed him 60,000 florins. Will inform the ambassadors of

news from time to time. The business of the Council here with

France is thought likely to be broken off. The Emperor's affairs

are going on in the old fashion. Would have better hope if the

diets had done anything for him. Hedin is returned from Ger

many, and expects instructions from the Emperor, intending imme

diately to go to England. Andrea di Burgo has a like commission.

This King is preparing an army for Friesland to set out on the

arrival of some ships of war from Spain. News has come from

Savoy that eight cantons of the Swiss have joined the French.

Brussels, 12 July.

The Bp. of Badajos is made Bp. of Cordova, and Dr. Mocta

Bp. of Badajos.

Hoi., pp. 2, mutilated. Add. : My Lord Cardinal. Endd.

ii. Receipt signed by Bernard Stecher for a bill of exchange for

48,000 florins, addressed to his [masters] at Auxburg. Brussels,

. . . July 1516. Signed.

Fr.,p.\.

12 July. 2167. [Ennius Bp. op Veroli] and Jacobus [Gambara] to

Vit. b. xix. 199. Henry VIII.

B. M. The King will already have learned the Pope's mind by the

ambassadors and letters of his holiness. Gambara has diligently

executed [the Pope's] commands in arranging those disputes the

King knows of. Pace deserves extraordinary praise for his firm

ness amid so many storms, for his wise dissimulation, for his know

ledge of this people, and his obliging disposition. "Et quem-

admodum in tractatibus omnibus .... extitimus et pro communi

voto res istas direxerimus, sic s[pero,] majestatem vestram prtefatam

communi omnium saluti eo citius adfuturam redditur, apud

nationem istam in celeritate, felicitate constitutam.'* In

this they will not be wanting, as the King will more fully understand

by Pace's letters. Zurich, 12 July 1516.

Lat., p. 1, mutilated. Add.; Serenissimo Anglioe et Francis

Regi Christianissimo.

2. TT
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12 July. 2168. Extracts from Letters of

Vit. B. xi. 14. " Pulchram pensionem xx. milliu[m] foedus

B. M. ineaut quod alias potuisse obtineri et nunc

viij. millia florenorum partiantur, tantundem

existimant profect nobilium et hoc pacto fcedus

queri male consultum q[uam majxitne laboriosum, maximeque dis-

pendiosum, atque infirm datur sit futurum, monetque caute

cum Helvetiis agendu[m] : nam omnium thesauros exhaurire et

ex sola Italia per su[os] ait ipsos decies centena millia florenorum

habuisse."

He says that the expedition is to be pushed on, and the Swiss

have no time to repent. The winter is to be anticipated, and the

taxes which will shortly be due in the Duchy of Milan are to be

taken from the enemy. From Milan alone 300,000 ducats will be

shortly exacted. The French expelled, the Swiss will of them

selves seek our alliance, and so the King's money will be spared.

From another letter, dated 12 July, at Trent :

Verona suffers from want of provisions, and especially of money.

The enemy keeps beyond the Mincio, between Lake Benaco, Mantua

and Br[escia]. The French and Venetians have convened the

chief men of Brescia to consult on the plan of the war. Men daily

desert from Verona, and the imperial garrison is diminished.

" . . . . Navaram relictis copiis Massiliam propere profec[tus

est] [et] gubernator sit constitutes vel ut C

atos mittatur.

" erandam moramque rei

gerendse esse per[niciosam ; nam] hostes vivificet, corroboret, et

conservet.

" [b]ellum hoc per solos Helvetios confici posset ; quod

impo ratur, nullo tamen pacto utile futurum, quoniam Helvetii

entes redderentur, et tarn multa deberi sibi existimarent

[quie e]xpleri nunquam possent."

J. ut., pp. 2, in the hand of Ammoidus, mutilated.

12 July. For Kic. Robynson of London, brawderer alias vest-

P. S. ment maker.

Pardon for wounding and robbing Wm. Wymbusshe at Est

Smythfeld, 6 July 6 Hen. VIII. Greenwich, 8 July 8 Hen. VIIL

Del. Westm., 12 July.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIIL p. 2, m. 6.

14 July. 2170. Suffolk to Wolsey.

B, O. Has heard of the favor he bears the writer. Though he is far

off by the King's commandment, his heart is always with him.

Reminds him of his promise that his cousin Humph. Wingfield

shall be custos rotulorum of Suffolk. Elmyswell in Suffolk,

14 July. Signed.

P. 1. Add. : To me Lord Cardynall.

14 July. 2171. Spinelly to [Wolsey].

Galba, B. iv. 109. Wrote yesterday. The answer has not yet come from France.

B. M. The audiencer hardly expects it these four days ; so it will be near

the end of the month before they go, and4the King's visit to Spain

will hardly bo before September. Berghes thinks ho must pass by

England. A secretary of the Cardinal of Sienna is here, desiring
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a continuance of the protection given by the late Catholic King to

the said town and house of Petrucci. Berghes sends his respects.

Brussels, 14 J[uly].

Hoi., pp. 2, mutilated.

14 July. 2172. For Wm. Lord Willoughby and Erisby.

S. B. Grant (in consideration of his marriage with Mary Salynes), to

him and his wife, in tail, of the reversion of the manors of Grymes-

thorp, Southorp and Edenham, Line. ; also, of Grymesthorp Park,

granted by patent 6 Dec. 1 Hen. VIII. to John Earl of Oxford,

deceased, and Eliz. his wife, they having been forfeited by Francis

Lord Lovel. Del. Westm., 14 July 8 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. I, m. 8.

14 July. 2173. For Sir John Seymour, knight of the Body.

P. S. Wardship of Wm. son and heir of Sir Christ. Wroughton. Green

wich, 10 July 8 Hen.VHI. Del. Westm., 14 July.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 9.

15 July. 2174. For Chas. Earl of Worcester, Chamberlain.

S. B. Warrant to the Barons of the Exchequer to pay various sums

for ofEceB held in Wales, amounting in the whole to 245J. 2*.

Each office is given with its respective fee. Greenwich, 13 July

8 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm., 15 July 8 Hen. VIH.

Mutilated.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p.l, m. 27.

2175. [Henry VIII.] to [Tunstal and Sir Kic. Wingfield].

Galba, B. v. 356. Understands by their letters of 28 June, the answer given by

B. M. the King of Castile's Council, concerning the contribution required

for the setting forth of the Swiss against the French, and the pro

posed marriage between Charles and the daughter of France. Sends

the reasons why the King of Castile should willingly contribute.

Although it appears by their letters of the 4th that the Council

consider the advantages to be derived from subduing the French,

they do not sufficiently consider the consequences of the French

establishment in Italy. If the Emperor, who is old, were to die, as

the Empire was transferred from Greece to Germany, it seems

probable that it would be transferred to France, as Francis has

Italy and the Pope at his pleasure. Thinks it probable that as by

this new alliance the King of Castile has promised to abandon the

Venetians, not to give aid and assistance against France, are to

ascertain their real minds, and to urge that, notwithstanding the

advantages of the enterprise by the Swiss, the King is not minded

to further it, unless the King of Castile contribute ; that the

chances of success are the greater now that the French army is

diminished in Italy and the Venetians weakened.

Encloses a copy of the commission for perfecting the new league

lately sent t5 the King of Castile's ambassador in England. It is

likely to be of small effect, especially considering the difficulty

made touching giving aid, and that the King, when he resorts with

his army thither, is not allowed to furnish himself with neces

saries. The said ambassador has written to his Council for leave

to conclude the said article, and has urged the King to instruct his

TT 2
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[Henry VIII.] to [Tunstal and Sir Ric'. Wincfield]—cont.

ambassadors to the same effect. Encloses copy of the treaty, but

they are not to deliver it till all be perfected.

Draft, corrected by Ruthal ; pp. 12, mutilated.

Galba, B. iv. 98. 2. Second draft of the above, corrected. ,

B. M.

16 July. 2176. [Henry VIII.] to [Sir Rob. Wingfield].

Tit. B. xix. 176. Received his sundry letters, [of the] ... 17 and 19 May, con-

B. M. taining certain overtures made by the Emperor. (1.) For the

Emperor's offer of the Duchy of Milan, and of the resignation of

the Empire, Henry thanks, him, but thinks that sucb publication

of the Emperor's intent, as would arise from his proposed notifi

cation of it to the Pope, had better be postponed until the suc

cess of the enterprise against the French in the Duchy be secured.

The Emperor is to be encouraged to relinquish this intention for a

time, and to return to the Duchy, where advantage might be taken

of the weakness of the French, now deserted by the Venetians,

Success would re-establish the Emperor's honor, which is " greatly

hindered by desisting from the enterprise forsai[d] . . whereof the

said Frenchmen, as well in France as ell[swhere], make dishonorable

bruts by farses and otherwise, be[ing] right displeasant to us to hear

or understand." Is to thank the Emperor " for that it hath pleased

him wholly to re[fer unto us the] compowning of peace betwixt

him and th[e Venetians,] wherein we shall be right glad to endea

vor our[self], and upon knowledge of his further mind in tha[t

behalf] to write or send our ambassadors to the said [Venetians]. '

Is to order himself so " that by the declaration of the contents of

letters the said Emperor take no cause of

diffiden[ce] " Is to persuade him of the King's "deter

minate mind not t[o reject] his most loving offers," but to do him

all the pleasure he can.

(2.) To the Emperor's request that Henry will induce his

" nephew" to join them against the common enemy, and " help

towards the punish[ment] of such of his Council and subjects as be

of [the contrary opini]on," Wingfield is to answer, that Henry

has sent Dr. Tunstal, the Vice-chancellor, and "your brother

deputy of Calais," to the said King of Castile to conclude a further

confederation for that and other objects, and daily expects an answer

from them. The Emperor is to be desired to write to his nephew

in that behalf.

(3.) To the Emperor's request that Henry should personally

invade France with 2,000 horse and 4,000 archers, and march by a

specified route to meet him at Treves, " [and for] further devices,

as well for the attaining of the i[nvestiture] of Milan as the crown

imperial," *[it is impossible for the King to cross the sea this

year, both because the summer is bo far gone that sufficient pre

parations could not be made, and because it would be needful to

have hoys from Flanders, which the King of Castile could not let

him have, now that he has made a treaty with France.*] The King

thinks the force suggested by the Emperor insufficient for him to

invade France with, and to proceed to Milan and Rome, the French

* This passage is cancelled, and a passage in Ruthal's band substituted, which

is badly mutilated, but was probably much the same in effect, except that no

reference to hoys from Flanders, or the treaty of Noyon, is discernible.
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not being yet expelled from Italy ; and until that is done it is need

less to talk of such enterprises. The Emperor is therefore to be

fervently exhorted to proceed at. once and drive the French out of

Milan. That done, Henry will give him further aid ; in the mean

time he will set forth the league between himself and the King of

Castile. When he has an answer from that King, Henry will let

the Emperor know his "determinate mind" upon all the said

matters.

With regard to the Duke of Savoy's efforts to get the Emperor

to make peace with the French without Henry's consent, which the

Emperor has hitherto discouraged, Henry supposes that the Em

peror, considering his own honor, and the injury which would arise

to Christendom, will not give ear to any such proposal. As to

further assistance for the Emperor, little or no effect has followed

tho former large advances. Indeed the King considers that the

money the Emperor had for the enterprise against the French

has been spent upon the defence of Brescia and Verona, *[and

wonders Wingfield consented to deliver to him such sums as

Leonard Friscobald conveyed thither for the King's causes. That

money was intended either to set forth the Swiss eftsoons against

the French, or, if that could not be, to keep them from inclining to

France till a joint expedition could be made by the Emperor,

Castile, and other powers].* Wingfield must remember the danger

of advancing money to the Emperor, *[and get him to exhort the

Swiss to remain constant, considering that a joint contribution for

their support is being treated of].* A demand for repayment to

the merchants might lead to alienation between the King and the

Emperor, which, if it should take place, " we cannot ascribe to none

other occasion or cause but only [to the granting] of the said

money to him by you." *[As the Emperor has used this money for

the defence of his own cities, the King ought not to be charged with

the payment of it to Friscobald ; *] but if he will proceed in this

new enterprise the King is willing to contribute towards its

repayment.

"[We] and expressly. . . . unto you that we accept

and take [these offers ma]de unto us on the behalf of the Emperor

for our advancement to so high dignities as kindly lovingly as can

be, " [and forasm]uch shall we endeavor ourself to the accomplish

ment thereof with all our power and substance d;

howbeit loth wold we be to enterprise that thing that might ....may well assure the Emperor that we shall no

thing omit on our [part towards] * * * the

advancement thereof." {Some lines almost entirely

lost.) enterprise be followed and achieved against

the Frenchmen, it shall undoubtedly be " Wingfield

must so arrange that the "old rooted" [friendship] between the

Emperor and Henry shall be increased. As the King perceives,

there is no [great] love between Pace and Wingfield, requests

them to lay aside all enmity and act together. Wingfield must

not be indignant at Pace's plain dealing. Has given similar

commands to [Pace]. They are to endeavor especially to obtain

the continuance ofthe Pope's favor towards himself and the Emperor,

and increase his dislike of the French.

Draft, corrected by Ruthal, pp. 17.

* These passages are cancelled, and others substituted by Buthal in the

margin, which are too much mutilated to be intelligible.
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2177. [Henry VIIL] to [Sir Rob. Wingfield].

Vit B. xix. 360. Has reason to believe that Wingfield's unauthorized advance of

B. M. money to the "Emperor through Leonard Friscobald, " and the repe

tition thereof now demanded for satisfaction to the creditors to be

paid by the said Emperor," have caused "some hindrance" in appear

ance between him and the Emperor. Wingfleld must labor for the re-

establishment of good feeling. If any coolness do appear it can be

attributable to no other cause. " For, to be plain with you, we now

evidently perceive, more by your own writings [than] by the rela

tion of any other, that ye, having better opinion in [yourself than]

your wisdom or qualities can attain to, not only by elation of a

glorious mind, moved by the instigation of envy and malice against

our secretary Mr. Pace, have mo[re considered] your sensual appe

tites than regarded our commandments, weal, profit or surety,

as it a[ppeareth] evidently, as well by the advancement and

laying out of our money without commandment, as in continual

practises by you daily made and driven to put us to further

[expense, and] the Emperor in comfort to require more money

to our intolerable [costs and charges]. And whereas ye ad-

vaunt yourself to be a mediator for continuance of paternal and

filial love betwixt the Emperor and us, your deeds be clearly re

pugnant to your words ; for by these your shifts inducing the Em

peror continually to demand money of us, and the not accom

plishing his desires which is importable for us to sustain, ye have

not only hindered the mutual good intelligence, but put [him] in

such jealousy against our said secretary Mr. Pace, by contrived

surmises.of seditious w[riting] against the Emperor, that he has

banished him his court and countries." It would have been better

that Wingfield had never been born than that this should have

happened by his " vainglorious ways, more studying to "win thanks

there than regarding our honor and profit." Wingfield's " undis-

creet writing," full of envy of Pace's advancement, his " fantastical

argument" concluding that Henry has cooled towards the Emperor

because he has rewarded Pace, and his protestation that he will not

be answerable ifPace's merits should lead him to any inconvenience

[or] danger in those parts, lead Henry and his Council to think

" that either malicious fumes hath blinded your intelligence so that

ye little regard what ye write," or that he supposes they cannot sec

his "notorious folly." As to Pace's promotion, he deserved it,

having obeyed the King's commands better than Wingfield has

done ; and if he had done no service in Switzerland, Henry's mind

[was] to prefer him to " that room" before his departure. " So that

your sophistical argument above written cannot proceed. And well

assured may ye be, that in case any danger or inconvenient shall

cha[nce to] him in those parties, we must and woll arrect it precisely

to you, and in [such wise] punish you therefore, as all other shall

take terrible example thereby. For whatsoever ye or any other

have surmised to the Emperor for his hindrance, we have now

expressly decl[ared to] the said Emperor by our said letters," that

Pace never wrote any thi[ng against him.]

The Cardinal Sion whom Wingfield praises, and Galias whom

he dispraises so much, are personages unknown to Henry ; but

from the good accounts he had of them he was rather inclined to

practise with them, and had laid out large 6ums for the purpose.

If he is to be rewarded by sinister reports, distrust, suspicion and

displeasure, he may say his kindness has been ill bestowed. If

Henry perceive any alienation of the Emperor's mind he will
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ascribe it to Wingfield. The Emperor has no cause of complaint

against Pace, seeing that, as the letters of exchange had been

revoked, it was impossible for him to make uny further advance.

The letters were revoked because, (1) Henry thought by the return

of the Swiss the expedition against the French was terminated.

(2) The Emperor having praised the zeal of the Friscobalds, Henry

intended to take the commission from the Fokers, and to have

paid the money to Friscobald, and his agents when necessary.

Wingfield is to communicate this to the Emperor.

Draft, with corrections by Ruthal, pp. 14, mutilated.

Vit. B. xix. 393. 2. Earlier draft of the above in Ruthal's hand, omitting the

B. M. preamble.

Pp. 2.

2178. [Wolset] to [Pace].

Vit B. xix. 367. "*...*... and do nothing. Howbeit, if the Swiss be " once

B.M. ass[ured], then the Emperor's army being in Verona may proceed

[without] any great charges, saving only with such wages as they

sh[all obtain] of that city, like as they were continually remaining

therein, .... in the field that city were out of danger for any siege

or assail must be of counsel in this enterprise, else will he

study to m ration ; whereof I require you to ensearch the

mind of Count Galias in that [behalf and] assertayn me thereof by

your next writing." Thinks the unkindness of the Emperor to Pace

arises from Wingfield's malice, who, it appears from his letters

lately sent to the King, had "hindered you to him." The King,

however, continues his gracious miud to Pace, and " hath in such

wyse touched by his writing the folious doin[gs of] the said Wing

field," that he has good reason to be more careful for the future. A

copy is enclosed.

Though the Council thinks the Emperor's conduct strange it is

necessary to use policy therein, and to diss[emble] for a time "by

the King's good letters containing your declaration in not accom

plishing h[is mind] touching the advancement of the money," which

could not be done on account of the revocation of the King's

licence. In all which things, and "also for the declaration in the

surmise of the Emperor, t[hat letters were] sent, as he pretendeth,

to the King's grace for the hindrance of goode amity" between

them, the King according to] instructions has now directed letters

to him, copies of which are enclosed, confirming Pace's said protes

tation, made . . . that the King perseveres in such good feeling

towards him t[hat] there shall never be any cause of unfriendli

ness between them. It is hard nevertheless to keep good terms

with those who love money better than " conservance of faith and

promise."

Wonders at the report spread by the Emperor that Pace had

money enough in hand to [pay] 15,000 Swiss and reward them in

addition with 60,000 fl., considering how little] foundation of

truth there was in it. It is perilous dealing "with [such as]

suddenly giveth credence to " Pace has so fully

answered all other matters laid to his charge that * * * "in

the Latin tongue for your revocation, to the intent you may show

the same to the Em[peror] at your return, if the case so require."

As Pace must stay till he has replied to these and Wolsey's other

letters, will defer the sending of such letters. He must remain

until advertised of the King's further pleasure. Has spoken to the

Emperor's ambassador here about his seditious writing to the Em
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[Wolsey] to [Pace]—cont.

pcror. Believes ho will be more careful in what he writes for the

future. His dislike of Galias has made him imagine things which

never occurred. Pace is to endeavor to arrange matters between

the Venetians and the Emperor, of which the King has already

written to Wingfield. The King has commissioned his ambassadors

to treat with the King of Castile as to bearing part of the expence

of the new expedition. Pace is to treat with the Pope, by letter

or through the Bp. of Worcester, to the same end. " Touching

payment of the 60,000 fl. advanced to the Emperor by Friscobald

by the acquittances of Sir Rob. Wiugfleld and you " (Hert

the draft abruptly ends.)

Draft, in RuthaVs hand, pp. 2.

16 July. 2179. Margabet of Savoy to Wolsey.

Galba, B. iv. m*b. In behalf of Hesdin, despatched to England from the Emperor.

B. M. Malines, 1 6 July 1516.

Fr., p. 1, mutilated. Add.

16 July. 2180. For Simon Gylford.

P> S. To bo ranger of the forest of Wcstbere alias Kingsbere, Hants,

vice Ric. Frier, deceased, with 2d. a day ; also a donation of 9/. :

on surrender of patent 7 Feb. 5 Hen.VIH. Greenwich, 14 July

8 Hen.VIH. Del. Westm., 16 July.

16 July. 2181. For Edw. Forrest, groom of the Chamber.

P. S. y/ Licence to import 300 tuns of wine and woad. Greenwich,
V 14 July 8 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm., 16 July.

16 July. 2182. For John Calker of Romesey, Hants, dyer, alias

P. S. tukker.

Protection; going in the retinue of Sir Ric. Wyngfeld, Deputy

of Calais. Greenwich, 14 July 8 Hen.VIH. Del. Westm.,

16 July.

17 July. 2183. Seb. Gitjstinian to the Council of Ten.

Giust.Desp.i.250. His last letters were dated 18 March. The King is away taking

his diversion. Wolsey is much occupied. The ambassadors from

the Emperor and Spain never cease pressing for money. Leaves

nothing untried to prevent their having remittances. As the Catho

lic King stated that he must first write to Spain, and consult

the grandees, the league has not been concluded. The lords hero

have cooled in their expectations. The Pope will not join. Twenty

ships left Spain for Flanders, to convey the Catholic King. For

many days and months past the Bp. of Winchester, Privy Seal,

and the Abp. of Canterbury, Lord Chancellor, have resigned, from

dislike to the measures taken against France and Venice. Wolsey

has been made Lord Chancellor ; the Bp. of Durham, Privy Seal.

The Duke of Suffolk has absented himself, and is not so much

in favor as before. Sir Th. Lovel, an old servant, interferes but

little. " The whole direction of affairs rests (to the dissatisfaction

of everybody) with the Right Reverend Cardinal, the Bp. of Durham

and the illustrious Lord Treasurer. Your excellency will compre

hend that this is of extreme importance." London, 17 July 1516.
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17 July. 2184. Maximilian to [Wolsey].

Vit. B. xix. 201. " Salutem cum incremento hie juxta commis-

B. M. siones nostras opportune egerit apud serenitatem [suam, et] cha-

rissiinam et reverendissimam dom. vestram, quo de illis sexaginta

milibus florenorem in evidentissimam communis expedi-

tionis utilitatem, sicut ab eodam demonstratum, tamen

videtur nobis parum hactenus profecisse, cu[m] [Frijs-

cobaldus earn summam repetere ab obligatis, et solum spes ac bona

fuerint de futuro, videmus sane in hoc quod operate

fuerint falsa' hon Quae tantam animi promptitudinem

serenitatis suae circa illam expeditione[m] non habita

consideratione, quod plus ea pecunia profuerit in dicta e[xpeditione

quam re]liqua prius erogata a ser. sua, quodque nos cogimur hel

ium adversus di[versos] hostes, cum tam gravibus nostris et

patriarum nostrarum impensis, pr sustinere. Ilia pro-

fecto pecunia Veronam nobis et labantes etpenitus .... [commulnes

res conservavit, quod non parvas laudi sibi attribuere deb[et]

nobiscum pedem ilium habet in Italia, per quem adhuc

ostenditur occ[asio rerum] gerendarum in communi Italica nova

expeditione reassumenda ratione nequaquam nos

serenitas sua in ea summa sexaginta milium gr illorum

solvendorum in se assumere, et alioquin etiam nobis in susti

assistere et auxiliari ; cum attriti diuturnitate belli per nos suf-

fic[imus] . . adversus duos validos inimicos ; sicuti de ser. sua ob

fraternam be[nevolentiam] confidimus, proecipue vigore eorum

qua? ad eanden nunc per nostras [litteras et per] oratorem nostrum

etiam denuo eidem nostro nomine latius refer[untur ser. susb et

R.] D. V. quam obnixe rogamus ut pro solita sua virtute et

in sic agere in hoc negotio apud Regem suum velit,

ut satisfac quibus supra omnino succedant taliter ut

nobis non relinq de hac re ad ser. suam et R. D. [V.]

dentes et nos semper sic acturos pro dignilate ani[mi

nostri] .... quod eas non pocnitebit nobis earn liberalitatem im-

pendisse. In Fau[c]ibus Montium, 17 July 1516. Signed: Per

Regem p s.

At the foot: Ge. Gadius.

Lat. pp. 2, mutilated.

17 July. 2885- [Sir Bob. Wingfield to [Wolsey].

Vit. B. xix. 200. Has been informed by George Lovekyn of the state of his

B. M. friends, unknown to him from his long absence from his " naturall

contre." Begs to be discharged from his office, and permitted

to visit the King, the country, "my pore thingges," (which are

utterly ruined by his long absence,) and his friends. Thinks he

could explain many things personally to the King and his Council

which they know imperfectly at present, if permitted to return

home. Begs credence for Lovekyn, who will, he hopes, deliver

this letter, and will be the better able to speak to the heavy ex

pense Wingfield is at ; " becawso that, in the lightill while that

he hath remaynyd in these partis, he hath hadde the proffe how

good cheepe lyvynge is here, which in the longe season that I have

contynuyd hath been as is to me importable." Fiesyn, 17 July

1516.

Pp. 2, mutilated.

T T 5 4-
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17 July. 2186. Anchises Visconti to Wolset.

Vit. D. in. 66*. Left Zurich on Sunday last, in order to go to England. To

B. M. avoid Rob. de la Marche, was obliged to travel by night. Expects

to be with Wolsey on Tuesday. Has a large budget of letters.

On the Moselle, 17 July 1516.

Hoi., Lat.,p. 1, mutilated. Add. and endd.

17 July. 2187- Pace to [the Cardinal of Sion]. :1

R. O. Has received a credence from the Emperor in favor of his

secretary desiring Pace to pay Gerald Seke 40,000 of the 48,000

florins destined by the King for the Swiss. Has no such money

or command, and no commission to meddle with the war in Lor

raine. Will write to the King as the Emperor desires. No news

from England but what he wrote from Constance. Has sent

Mr. Anchises into England, by consent of the Emperor's ambas

sador here, to explain the requirements of the Emperor and the

Swiss. Has been sore sick, but is well. Zurich, 17 July. Signed.

P.S.—"M. Pantaleo, servant to mine old Lord Cardinal, desireth

you to remember the matter of the letter for the widow."

Add. Hoi, pp. 2.

I 18 July. 2188. [Sir Rob. Wingfield] to Henry VIII.

Vit B. xix. 202. Wrote last from The same day

B. M. ho received a letter from the Cardinal Sion, sent with this, with

others since, and some from Mark Antony Colonna to the [Car

dinal, sent] from him to Wingfield. By the former the King will

learn in what [state] the enterprise is, and whereto the common

army to the great injury of the Emperor and peril

of and the Cardinal and all his friends. From the

latter he will learn the state of the case in the common army and

in that of the It is a pity a man of the Cardinal's

learning and integrity [should have] any cause given him to think

the King's favor withdrawn, or that the per[fect amity which]

has appeared between the Emperor and Henry [be disturbed] by

secret malice, considering that b[oth their] principal hopes are

placed in the King not only for their own welfare [but for]

that of all Christendom. Begs the" King " t[o cause the] Cardinal's

writings to be substantially reg[arded] by your Council, so that

your highness in the course of things, so that always

remedies may be [had] when the perils be found too great." The

Cardinal, like himself desires rather to see the " weal of Christen-

. dom take course and perfection by your most notable arts, than to

live, an the contrary should fortune. The Emperor is happy to have

so notable a witness as the Cardinal to testify to his conduct in

the enterprise and the motives of his offers to Henry. Believes

that all who attempt to retard the enterprise will " fall in the dis

pleasure and indignation of God."

The most important news is, " of Hungrye and Bo-

heme with all theey[r]e ap Emperor and the King of

Pole jointly man King and Governor of alle his

realmes su so that the greett goodnesse of all myghti

God doth la themperour, which seemed of late to have

had his balance toward the west, right largely evacuate by

the covet[ise of] wicked men ; howbeit now as toward the east it
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hath plea[sed Him to] make such a new adjunction that the said

east port is ... . weeyghtie and largely to be esteemed, so that the

words of [David] been verified, 'Non vidi justum derelictum ' &c."

The Turk has sent an ambassador to the King of Hung[ary tol

make peace, [probably] that he may defend himself or assail the

Sophy. George Lovekyn took his leave yesterday of the Emperor

and left today, " honorably rewarded, considering [the] necessity

that his majesty is now in." He feels himself, however to have

received a gr[eater reward] by perceiving the love of the Emperor

towards the King, " which doth proced[e from the] tresure of

his soul, than that material reward which [doth proceed] from the

tresure of his coffers." Fiessen, 18 July 1516.

Hoi., pp. 3, mutilated. Add. and endd.

18 July. 2189. Tunstal and Sib Ric. Wingfield to [HenbyVIIL]

Oalba, B. iv. 1 ] 3. The Chancellor tells them the meeting at Noyon is fixed. On the

B- M- 13th the Grand Master left Paris for Brussels. He says they will do

nothing prejudicial to the amity with England. They wish only

to secure the passage of Charles to Spain. He then asked if any

great personage had been sent from England to France. Said they

had not heard of it, and thought it was an invention of France.

He then discussed two articles touching aid in the case of invasion

lately propounded. He could not promise, as the Emperor had

done, 20,000 foot and 500 horse. The writers pointed out to him

that his master's dominions were very various, whilst England

would require help only for Calais and Tournay. He reasserted that

they would not abandon the alliance of England, and was seconded

by De Berghes, who says it would not be in their power to dissolve

it, because it must pass by more voices than theirs. Think they will

be beguilded by the French, notwithstanding their self-confidence

Point out the inequality of the confederacy with regard to England

Though the Emperor can make no return, he will demand help if

attacked by the Venetians, as he is like to be, and the King Catholic

has many countries which he must defend. The Chancellor says

the King will take his journey into Spain next month. Certain

Almains are appointed to be at the Rhine on the 15th. Prepara

tions are secret and insufficient, and if they do not haste, the winter

will set in before they are ready. Andreas de Burgo informs them

that the Venetian army is about Verona, and the French are

partly on the other side of the Po, to prevent the passage of the

troops coming from Naples, whilst 600 lances have spoiled all the

country about Mantua. The Duke has offered them 15,000 ducats.

De Burgo expects US be sent ambassador to England. Brussels

18 July. Signed. '

Pp. 6, mutilated.

18 July. 2190. The Cobpobation of Antweep to Wolsey.

Galba,B.iv.U2. In behalf of John Crul, Jacques de Haze, and others, who have

B* M- heen deprived of their goods in the city of London. 18 July 1516

P. 1, mutilated. Add. and endd.

18 July. 2191. For Wm. Astyn and Wm. Manby.

p- s- Guardianship of Anthony son and heir of Th. Totoft Rir>J,

mond, 17 July 8 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm., 18 July. '

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 5.
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1 9 July. 2192- Spinelly to Wolsey.

Galba, 15. iv. 116. On Monday the King [went] to Louvnin, desiring the ambas-

B. M. sadors to remain at Brussels till his return, which was yesternight.

Obtained permission to follow the court, as Chievres and the Chan •

cellor were hourly expecting au answer from France. Next day

the French ambassador sent thither a courier from his master,

desiring immediate access to the King. Made instance that the

Master of the Rolls and Mr. Dep[uty] might be allowed to come,

and sent them word of the communications between the French

ambassador and the Council, as reported to him by the Chancellor,

and also by Berghes, who has come into favor by reason of the

jealousy between the parties of Chievres and Ravenstein. The

Great Master of France has written that he left Lyons for Noyon

on Sunday. As the French ambassador's credence makes no men

tion of the articles delivered to the French secretary, Chievres and

the Chancellor will delay their departure till they have an answer

to a post sent into France, which they expect by Saturday next.

Berghes thinks very little of the treaty, and it is unpopular with

the Spaniards. Berghes says the bonds to be made by the Catholic

King for the performance of the marriage are of no effect, and that

the only object of the French is to preserve for a time the duchy

of Milan, and gain the Swiss in the interval. The Council are

determined to keep friends with England, and perform the new

treaty, " notwithstanding the offers of the Frenchmen to give up

Gueldres. The preparations for the voyage to Spain go on slowly.

Many doubt if it will be this year. Encloses two letters from the

Master of the Rolls, which will show that Spinelly has been with

the court, and served the King his master. Brussels, 19 July.

Hoi., pp. 3, mutilated. Add. : My Lord Cardinal.*

19 July. 2193- The Bp. of Worcester to "Wolsey.

Vit. B. in. 67. The continual designs of the French and Venetians, who have

B Jt intercepted many messengers, prevented him writing before.

Refers him for what he has done to his long letter to Ammonius in

cipher. Has used all his efforts in the matter of the legateship,

but can get no decided answer from the Pope. His holiness will

put the business of Tournay in a better shape, but is at present

indisposed. The writer's necessities are very great. Without

sending an account, his expences exceed 500 ducats. Has not yet

found an opportunity of transmitting the property of the late Car

dinal [Buinbridgc]. Rome, 19 July 15[ 16]. Signature burnt off.

Lat., pp. 3. Add. : Tho. Card. Ebor.

19 July. 2194- Silvester Bishop of Worcester to Ammonius.

Vit. B. in. 59. Thinks Hadrian's influence is on the decline, as will be seen by

•p jf_ what Worcester has written to the Cardinal. Does not think the

earth ever produced a greater infidel. Is sure he does not believe

in God. The Pope has promised that Ammonius shall have the

collectorship (?) (/a colP) and desires the Cardinal should write

to him about it. Arrangements about the payment. " Item, il . .

. . dicto di darmi un breve che subito il Chierigatto et

* This address is seen through another letter improperly pasted on.
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non usi piu chiamarsi suo nuncio " Begs him to Mfeve

pity on his brother Signor Paul, who is on the brink of ruin if

Campucci proceeds in the course he has begun. It is in Ammonius'

power to save the poor house of De Giglis, or sink it to the bottom

of the sea. Has resolved at any hazard to send Stephen Fris[co-

* f. 60. bald] to explain their misfortunes. * Urges the affair of the disme.

Thinks it would be discreditable if the Church in this extremity

were not helped by the goods of the Church; "et come ho dicto

oltra a . . . . al Cardinale anco lo farei liberare di quella mol[estia]

della basia di Tornai che li dara . . . fasti .... che Mr. Luiso

sara Cardinale fra brevi giorni [con] molti altri ; et haveresi la

holla della a . . . . slragione tutti li altri principi fanno." Sends

news of Hungary and the Turks. Here follows a passage respecting

the destruction of Francesco Maria, the Catholic, and the ill in

tentions of Chievres, and the necessity of finding a remedy for

these evils. Sforza must not be supported by England as he is by

other princes.

t f. 61. f Bad news has come from Hungary. The Pope has written very

warmly on the subject. Sends a copy and various letters from

Hungary. Trusted the King would have had so much considera

tion for him that he might have recovered the 1,000 ducats,

which otherwise " io non modo ord . . . mai poterli haver per altra

via dal papa et so . . . . seco a tante parole e tante raccomanda-

zioni." Still thinks it advisable that Polydore came hither "...

mimeraviglio come habbi tanta pasientia di non .... con Ha.

poi che ha mandato costi qual Chierigatto, quale c . . . . decto

del Papa non ha commissione alcuna, ma g ... da questo ribaldo

artificioso di Ha." Has received the King's letter for the union of

the hospital of [Os]pryng in Kent to a certain college (St. John's)

at Cambridge, but not the instructions referred to in the King's

letter to the Pope. Another matter of which the King and Wolsey

have written, the indulgences and new pardons for the fraternity

of St. Christopher's, York, is not to be obtained for 2,000 ducats.

" [P]iacemi in ogni modo che W. so sia del tutto asentato dalla

corte." Has seen the good and loving letter written to him (/««'),

but, in Worcester's opinion, " in lui non e tanto oro quanto luce."

Complains of his ingratitude. " Sempro e stato donator di bon

giorni et havere potuto (?) farmi cosi vescovo di Lincola quanto

darmi uno cavallo." In short, has had nothing but words from

J f. 62. him, any more than Ammouius.J Louis Gibraleon complains of

the slowness of Polydore. There is a lack of money here, and he

is in great need. The business of the Master of the Rolls cannot

be expedited on account of the Pope's illness. Requests that his

friend, John de Rossi at Naples, may have his father's office. Has

commissioned Thos. Spinelly to expedite the matter. Card. Sini-

gaglia died yesterday. Card. Arborensis is [no] longer able to

walk.—Has found the paper relating to the hospital of Ospryng.

Must wait with patience till the Pope does business. Believes he

will return to the shop in six days (che a ogni modo, secondo me,

fra 6 di simetta a bothegha). Begs he will send as soon as possible

the bond (la fede) of the possession of his office, that he may have

no more trouble with Hadrian. Rome, 19 July 1516.

Hoi., Ital,, mutilated, and very illegible, pp. 8.

2195. Paul Gigli to

Vit. B. ru. 16. Came to Rome a few days ago [with] Mathew his nephew, who

B, m. brought with him the lady .... They have since been busily
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Paul Gigli to cont.

occupied. Speaks of one Felix recommended by his correspondent

Then follows a passage, quite unintelligible, of great expence at

Rome, u maxima quella (?).... ne sono da vescovo ma da Car-

denal che na . . . della majesta del Re, la quale contutto il con-

si[glio] . . . etsono certissimo ha. per fare male a mons. 1

spesa di suo proprio." Wishes he had sent about the benefices.

Mentions Hadrian. Has written to S. C. (Signor Campucci ?) to

make arrangements with the writer's family at Lucca to become

security for him against any loss. Mentions Nicholas Balbi and

a matter that is likely to cause the writer's ruin. Begs his cor

respondent to see him and beg his assistance. Rome, 10th (?)

Hoi., Ital., mutilated, pp. 2.

*»* The letter is so broken, and so badly written, that the sense is

very obscure.

20 July. 2196. Wm. Warham Abp. of Canterbury to Erasmus.

Er. Ep. n. 8. Knows not what return he can make for the immortality be

stowed on him by Erasmus. If he has not received the sixty

nobles, the banker is in fault. Has shown his New Testament to

several of his reverend brothers, who are unanimous in their com

mendations of it. Thanks him for the volumes of St. Jerome. All

anxiously look for its completion. Begs him to give the enclosed

to the Bishop of Basle. Otford, 20 July.

20 July. 2197. For Th. Bp. of Durham.

P. 8. Grant of 365*. a year out of the customs of various ports, as

Kym. xiii. 553. keeper of the privy seal, to which office he was appointed 18 May

last, during pleasure ; viz., 90/. from Poole, 100/. from London,

56/. 13*. 4d. from Bristoll, 100/. from Southampton, and 18/. 6s.4d.

from Briggewater. Greenwich, 13 July 8 Hen. VIII. Del.

Westm., 20 July.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 24.

20 July. 2198- For Ambrose Bradman, serjeant at arms.

P. S. {/ Licence to import 120 tuns of wine and woad. Greenwich,

9 July 8 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm., 20 July.

Fr. 8Hen.VIII.mA.

21 July. 2199. Julius Cardinal de Medicis to Henry VIIL

B. O. On receipt of the King's letters, obtained the Pope's consent to

the promotion of Charles Bothe to the sec of Hereford. Today,

in the consistory, he was created Bishop. Rome, 21 July 1516.

Signed.

Lat., p.'l. Add.

21 July. 2200. [Julius Cardinal de Medicis] to [Wolsey].

Vit. B. m. 66. In behalf of Ric. [Wilson], Prior of Drax, appointed Bp. of

B. M. Negropont, who cannot attend to his duties as suffragan of York.

Rome, 21 July 1516.

Lat., p: 1, mutilated. Add. in a modern hand.
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21 July. 2201. [Sib Rob. Wingfield] to Henby VIII. .

Vit. B. xix. 204. Wrote last from this town on the [18th] of the present month.

B. M. This morning the Emperor " [sent to me] to meet with his majesty

withough this town at five of [the clock, which] hour I observed,

and rode in his company till it w[as dark], while he had divers

goodly flights at the river with his f[alcons], which flew mar-

velously well and slew divers mallar[dis. And the] hawk which

had flowen best, at his return to the town [he set] her uppon his

fist, and bare her himself till he came to h[is lodging]." On

his return he complained to Wingfield of the malicious opposition

of Pace, to whom he sent a few days ago a letter of credence by

his secretary, to the effect that he had advised the Duke of Gerel-

sekke to seek the help of the Swiss against the Duke of Lorraine,

desiring Pace to further his wishes ; " and if he thought," said the

Emperor, " that the expedition of Italy might not be set forward

shortly, as it ... by the desire that my brother the King your

master do ... . make that certain Swiss might have commission

.... to him to conclude a league, that than [he] would spend

amongst such Swyssers, as would take up[on them] to prosecute

thenterprise of Loreeyn, 40,000 florins " of the 48,000 lately sent to

him by e . . ., and that the King, he thought, would agree to, as it

would enable him to molest France, and make t[he entry into] the

duchy of Milan easier. He desired Pace, if he would not take

upon himself to do this, [to inform] the King of his desire; for

he did not mean the message as an order but merely as an advice.

Pace, however, in the answer which he wrote to Wingfield, and

which Wingfield communicated to the Emperor by Marroton, said

his credence was that he should deliver 40,000 fl. to the Earl of

Gerelsek ; which the Emperor said is false. Fearing Pace had

made this statement to the King, the Emperor asked Wingfield to

inform him of the truth. Wingfield then commenced a reply, but

the Emperor would take no notice ofit; " which manner his majesty

hath used with me at all such audiences as I have had of him, since

mine arriving at Constaunce ; as though he would I should advertise

your highness of such matter as he sheweth to me ; and that he

esteemeth me of so small authority and credence aneste youre grace,

that he will not take the pain to hear such matter as I have

intended meet to satisfy his mind t speak his saying ;

wherefore me seemeth that nothin[g] may be more necessary

betwixt princes . . .. . . . . their affairs than to have such my-

ny[sters] to execute the same as neither appear to lakk[e]

of other."

It is meet that Henry [do] his part in the important matters

now in hand, lest the large sums already laid out be wasted. The

Emperor told him that ambassadors were coming from the Duke

of Lorraine, he thought, to desire a " conjunction " with him

and the House of Bourgoyne, and to ... . France, and so to

conclude an amity with the Earl of Gerelsek. If this be done,

Wingfield " durst undertake to convey an army from Calais to

Lyons without necessity of victuals]," though the enemy were

stronger in cavalry than they are. Fiessen, 21 July 1516.

P.S.—The King will receive with this a letter which came to

[Wingfield's] hands yesterday from Pace, from which will be seen

the form of answer he willed [to be sent] to the Emperor, and how

largely the credence which .... to have received by Emperor's

secretary varyit[h from his] saying before expressed."

Hoi., pp. 3, mutilated. Add. and endd.
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21 July. 2202. For Th. Middelton of Carlisle, alias of St. John Street,

Middx., &c

Protection ; going in the suite of Sir Anth. Utrede, captain of

Berwick. Westm., 21 July.

Scot. 1—8 Hen. FIJI. m. 18.

21 July. 2203. For John Stakehouse and Edw. Vaux, yeoman of the

P. s. Cellar.

To be bailiffs and keepers, in survivorship, for the King's part

of the manor of Cotingham and Hesill, York, with 61*. 8d. a year ;

and bailiffs of the crown possessions in the lordship of Coting

ham, late of Ric. Duke of York, with 40s. a year out of the issues

of the said lordship : on surrender by Stakehouse of patent 1 Aug.

1 Hen. Vin. Greenwich, 12 July 8 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm.,

21 July.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 17.

21 July. 2204- For Anth. Cavallari, merchant of Lucca.

S. B. Licence to retain customs to the amount of 3,000/., for eight

years. Del. Westm., 21 July 8 Hen. VIII.

Fr.8JIen.VIII.m.\.

23 July. 2205. Seb. Gitjstinian to the Council of Ten.

Giust. Desp.i. 254. Received their letters, containing the news of the Turks having

entered the Emperor's territory, and the good tidings of Brescia.

The King is 150 miles off. Communicated the news to Woloey ;

discussed with him the affairs of Verona ; and as it was St. Mary

Magdalen's Day, who found forgiveness for her sins, with much

more reason petitioned his lordship not to persevere any longer in

sending subsidies and afflicting Venice. He answered : " Domine

Orator ! St. Mary Magdalen did intreat remission of Christ, but, ere

doing so, she repented her of her errors, and departed from her

wickedness. Do you do the like ; abjure your errors, and depart

from the ambition of choosing to take and occupy what belongs to

others, and then his majesty will grant you grace, even more than

you desire ;" and he accused them of defending the enemy of all

Christian princes. " I assure you that at this present negociations

are on foot between the King of France and the Catholic King, and

they are treating to conclude espousals, not to confirm the first^ that

is to say, those of Madame Renee the Queen's sister, but with the

daughter of the King of France. Fancy how advantageous this

must prove for the Catholic King, having to wait fifteen years for

a wife." Sebastian defended the good faith of Venice, and gave a

short history of its claim to Verona. The Cardinal replied, that if

they obtained Verona they would make other aggressions.

" After these conferences his lordship went to dinner, and urged

me to stay, as I did, more from wish to make him change his mind

than to dine, for I was really so tired with this long and laborious

negotiation, at which the right reverend Bishop of Durham assisted

likewise, singing treble to the Cardinal's base, that I had no appetite

for dinner." They talked of nothing but detaching Venice from

France ; and asked him, supposing the King of France failed, would

Venice still persist in defending him ? Among other things it was

said that France supported an English rebel named De la Pole, as

if he wished to attack England. London, 23 July 1516.
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23 July. 2206- Tunstal and Sm Ric. Wingfield to [Henry VIII.]

Galba.B. it. 118. On the 21st received his letters, dated Richmond, the 16th, with

B. M. the articles of the new amity. Chievres and the Chancellor have

fixed their departure to Noyon for the 24th. The writers pressed

them to reform the commission sent to their ambassador in England,

with powers sufficient. They said the omission of the King's

subscription was the fault of the audiencer, &c. The writers said

the ambassador found no difficulty in any but the 5th article, and

urged that for the interest of their country they should not refuse

England such commodities as it required ; that among sure friends

all things ought to be common ; and that if they objected to this

article it would be to their own disadvantage. The Chancellor

recounted how, a year and half ago, when England made an alliance

with France, they, being left alone, were compelled to make a

defensive league also, and bound themselves to assist France if it

were invaded. The writers showed that the King of Castile was

included in the treaty alluded to, and there was no danger from the

French ; that Francis had been compelled by many reasons to go into

Italy, as Andreas de Burgo could show them ; that their King was

not bound by this treaty, as the French had frequently broken it,

by sending an army into Navarre,—by fomenting insurrection in

Naples,—by maintaining the Duke of Gueldres, who had not a

florin in his purse ; and therefore they ought to incline to England,

which had always been favorable to Burgundy.

The writers declined to give them a copy of the treaty at present.

On reading it the Chancellor made some objections to the wording

of the second and third articles. The writers then objected to the

Pragmatic lately revived by the governors against Englishmen

trading with Spain, as contrary to the article of the amity concluded

in April last. Chievres denied all knowledge of it. The writers

said, notwithstanding the report of the French, the Swiss cantons

were divided, and the French were not assured of one of them ;

that the advantage would be great if France were driven from Italy ;

that the French King had manned certain vessels, apparently to pre

vent the passage of their master into Spain ; and they should tako

heed of this and other practices of the French in the marriage, &c.

Concluded by saying that they had sent word to England that the

King Catholic had expressed a resolution to preserve the amity

with England ; and urged them not to be afraid of France, as, the

confederacy once concluded. Francis would not venture to attack

them. Brussels, 23 July. Signed.

Pp. 8, mutilated.

23 July. 2207- Tunstal to [Wolset].

Qalba, B. vi. 64. Omitted to mention in their letter to the King a rumor circu-

B. M. lated here by the French ambassador that England was about to

send a great embassy to France to conclude certain " practices "

between them. This they had already denied, as mentioned in

their last letters. As it was still affirmed, they contradicted it

more explicitly at this meeting, assuring Chievres and the Chan

cellor that it was but a device to sow dissension between the two

Princes ; with which they expressed themselves satisfied. Recom

mends Spinelly's suit, who has been obliged to borrow money.

Brussels, 23 July.

Hoi., pp. 2, mutilated.
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23 July. 2208. For Edw. Gay, stockfishmonger of London.

P. S. Protection ; going in the retinue of Sir Ric. Wyngfeld, Deputy

of Calais. Guildford, 21 July 8 Hen.Vm. Del. Westm., 23 July.

Fr. 8 Hen. VIII. m. 1.

July. 2209. Tunstal to Spinelly.

Galba, B. iv. 122. Would be glad to know when the Chancellor and Chievres will

B. M. fix on an interview before their departure to Noyon. Brussels,

. . . July.

He is to say, if the Chancellor had not ordained them to tarry

there, they would have followed the King.

Hoi., p.l, mutilated. Add.

24 July. 2210. For John Buttes.

P- S. To be auditor of crown lands obtained by exchange with Thomas

Marquis of Dorset, Sir Thomas Boleyn, and others, with 20/. a

year, in the same way as John Tumour and George Quarlcs,

auditors of Warwick, Salisbury and Spenser lands. Richmond,

17 July 8 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm., 24 July.

24 July. 221L For Sir John Ltsle, Rob. Cosen and John Skewys.

P. S. Next presentation to the canonry and prebend in the church of

St. George, Windsor. Oking, 21 July 8 Hen. VTH. Del. Westm.,

24 July.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p.\,m. 16.

24 Jul)-. 2212. Gaol Delivery.

Northampton (town) John Walker, mayor, Sir Wm. Compton,

Th. Pulteney, Wm. Gascoign, John Saxby and John Parvyn.

Westm., 24 July.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 5d.

26 July. 2213. Spinelly to Wolsey.

Galba, B. iv. 123. Leaves the ambassadors to report the answer made by the Council

B. M. here. Neither Berghes nor any other of the King's friends " have

been of opinion that the time p might suffer the article

invasivo" They are using all efforts to bring their master into

[Spain], and are anxious meanwhile to avoid a breach with Franco.

The French hope to deceive the King, and by a peace with the

Emperor to secure the duchy of Milan. Naples would be at their

mercy at the beginning of the winter, when the King could send

no relief. The French are intriguing with the Council to have the

investiture of Milan. They will bribe the Emperor with 200 0(H)

g. cr., and offer to abandon the Venetians. An army of 6,000 men

and 400 horse is being got ready against Gueldres. Request* the

speedy despatch of Mr. Giles Ringot. Brussels, 26 July.

Hoi., pp.2. Add.: My Lord Cardinal.

26 July. 2214. The Ambassadors of the Five Cantons assembled in

Vit. B. xix. 206. Zurich to Henry VIII.

B. M. Have received the King's letter, which proves, if it needed proof,

the greatness of his affection for them. He [offers] not only his

wealth but his person in their behalf. In return they will supl

port him and Wolsey in all things. The King is not to take it ill
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that they do not assent to the proposals which Pace made them.

Dat. sub sigillo secreto, Turricen. 26 July 1516.

I. (it., pp. 2, mutilated.

2G July. 2215. Galeazzo Visconti to [Wolsey].

B- O. Wolsey will learn everything from his letters to the King, and

from thoso of Pace, the Swiss Lords, and Anchises. If Wolsey,

who can do what he will, give his aid, he will deserve, with the

King, to be called the Father (PV) of Italy. There never has been

or will be such another opportunity, but no time must be lost.

Zurich, 26 July 1516. Signed.

Lot., p. 1.

26 July. 2216. For David Aphowell.

!'■ S. To be gunner in the Tower of London, with \2d. a day. Rich

mond, 18 July 8 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm., 26 July.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 5.

2217 Wolsey to [Henry VIII.]

Galba, B. iv. a*. Met the Em[peror's ambassadors] at Wandsworth town's

B. M. end, who came to tell him the news l[ately received] from the Em

peror's court and my Lady Margaret. By letters shown him by

the ambassadors, it appears the news communicated by Tunstnl

has been got up by Chievres and the Chancellor to make the King

mistrust the Emperor and my Lady. The Emperor shall not have

any of the 10,000 fl. he desired if he have made peace with

France. The other 20,000 fl. will not be wanted till the meeting

of the King, the Emperor and the King of Arragon. Signed:

Your most humble chapleyn, T. Car"8 Ebor.

P. 1, mutilated.

21 July. 2218. Henry VIII. to [Wolsey].

Vit. B. xix. 264. Has received his letters dated at D on Friday last.

B. M. Thanks him for his " good advertisement of the ambassadors']

charge," and his advice upon it ; they declared it to Henry "this

Sunday, acco[rding] to your said letters." As to the request of

the ambassadors for further aid to the Emperor, has replied that

he could not bear alone the charges they desired, agieeably to

the advice contained in the Cardinal's letters. Acknowledged

that he had instructed his ambassadors not to assist the Emperor

further, until the 60,000 fl. lent had been repaid ; because it had

been done without his permission, and because it was unkind in

the Emperor to desire the ambassadors to do so. Was content,

however, to give Maximilian that sum. Touching the resignation

of the imperial crown, the ambassadors spoke gen[erally] ; but they

thought the Emperor would resign it.

" And we think they mean nothing touching the

vicary general of the empire, whi[ch we] set but little by, as ye welj

know." Gave them loving words, however. Has followed the Car

dinal's advice in other matters. The ambassadors are well minded

to the coming down of the sai[d Emperor] into the lower parts,

but stick for some [promise] of Henry for the Emperors coming.

Ga[ve] them in this no comfort. The Cardinal is to persuade

them, as well as he can, " for the coming down of the s[aid Em

peror]," so that it be not too much to Henry's charge. They

further asked him, on the Emperor's behalf, to discharge from his

VV 2
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Henry VIH. to [Wolsey]—cont.

service [the Duke of B]arry, brother of the Duke of Milan, and

Count [Gal]eas, for having slandered the Emperor. This Henry

refused to do until he had fuller knowledge of the truth of the

accusation against them. Leaves the reward of the ambassador

now departing to the Cardinal's discretion. " Given under our

signet at Farneham this Sunday, at 1 1 of the clock in the night."

Signed at the top by Henri/.

Pp. 2, mutilated.

27 July. 2219. Tunstal to [Wolsey].

Galba, B.iv. 125. Wrote to the King on the 25th. Chievres had promised a

. B. M. letter from the King Catholic touching the Pragmatic lately pub

lished, which they enclose. The King Catholic goes hunting to

morrow, and will attend to no business till the return of Chievres

and the Chancellor from Noyon. These two are omnipotent, but

it is thought that their authority will be shaken when the King

arrives in Spain. It is said that Casius, the Emperor's ambas

sador, and Felinger, will go to Noyon. Casius is much in Chievres'

favor. Berghes waits upon the King, but has no influence. The

Frenchmen will overreach this young prince. Thinks the King,

therefore, should keep the new league in suspense till he sees

further. Brussels, 27 July.

Hoi., pp. 2, mutilated.

27 July. 2220- Spinelly to Wolsey.

Galba, 1!. iv. 122b. [Wrote last yesterday.] Writes in order to send a p[acket]

B. M. received by a courier from Mr. Pn[ee]. Was told this morning by

the secretary of Casius, that though his master is sick, as soon as

Fellinger arrives from the Emperor he will have to go with him

to Cambroy, after Chievres and the Chancellor. They are also to

be at the meeting at Noyon to make peace with the French, and give

the investiture for 200,000 cr. Brussels, 27 July 1516.

Hoi., p. 1. Add. and endd.

28 July. 2221. For John Morgan.

P. 8. Wardship of Wm., son and heir of John Harper. Richmond,

18 July 8 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm., 28 July.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 4.

29 July. 2222. Seb. Giustinian to the Doge.

Giust. Desp. i. 26S. The Cardinal and Bp. of Durham have gone to the King, who

is sixty miles off, and with him an ambassador from the Emperor,

as it is said, who is affirmed by some to bo the steward of Lady

Margaret, and sent in behalf of the Catholic King to borrow money

for his voyage. The King of Denmark has sent him a ship of

1,300 tons. It is reported that on 15 Aug. Charles will leave for

Spain with forty sail. The King has made considerable remit

tances within the last two months, some say 200,000 crowns. The

affair is quite a secret ; no one knows for whom the money is

intended ; thinks it is for the Catholic King. Loud murmurs are

rising in England, because they see that their treasure is spent in

vain. They profess to have the Pope on their side ; but it is clear,

by his ambitious projects in Italy, he will not take part against

Fiance. They assert that the Catholic King and the Swiss are

with them, which is altogether incredible. Loudon, 29 July 1516.
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29 July. 2223. Sir Edw. Ponynges.

Add. Chart. 1521. Notarial copy of a grant dated Brussels, 21 Jan. 1515 by Charles

B- M. Prince of Spain to Sir Edw. Ponynges, of a yearly pension of

1,000 livres, for his efforts in promoting the amity with England.

Made 29 July 1516, in the house of John Colman, registrar of the

Consistory of Canterbury, in the parish of All Saints, Canterbury,

at the request of Edw. Thwaytes, servant of Sir Edw. Ponynges.

29 July. 2224. [Sir Rob. Wingfield] to [Henry VIII.]

Vit. B. xix. 258. Wrote last on the of the present month from Fiessen.

B. M. Has this day received the King's letter, dated Richmond, " the

16th of the same." Desires to be removed from his office if he has

offended, that he may purge himself or suffer punishment. [Has

not] seen the Emperor since he last wrote, nor has he any certain

knowledge where to find him. It will be the longer before he can

make [answer t]o such matter comprised in the King's letter " [as

your grace dotli ord]eyn me to make overture of" to the Emperor.

Intends tomorrow to take his [jo]urney toward his majesty and

declare the King's mind to him, reporting the Emperor's reply to

the King as speedily as possible. With reference to the other

matters in the King's letter touching himself personally, thinks it

better to reply with vows and promises than by " fourme of

answers;" for the " ficte malice" of his enemies is " bettyr be-

levid " than the " meere trowthe " which he has already communi

cated to the King. Inspruck, 29 July 1516.

Hoi., pp. 2, mutilated.

29 July. 2225. [Galeazzo Visconti] to Henry VIII. and Wolsey.

Vit. B. nx. 188. This is the day which the Lord has made. For it has been

B. M. [decided] absolutely and without appeal by the lords of the five

cantons that the false confederation which the eight c[antons] have

made with the French King be revoked. This will be learned more

at large from Lord Anchises, the writer's son. Remains that the

King, for a bearer of such good news, send to the writer those six

hobbies (obinos) to carry him to Milan, which Anchises said the

King had promised him, end which he knows will be better than

those bought by Anchises and sent [to him, which] are worth

nothing. " Majestas vestra consideret o quam

scivit prsestare puer sexagenarius segrotans in Gallorum

beneficium."

Hoi., hat., p. 1, mutilated. Add. at the top, Christ™" Regi Anglia:

et [Francise] : at the back, Rmo, &c. dom. T. Sto Cecilias pbro Car11

fiboracen.

29 July. 2226. [Galeazzo Visconti] to Henry VIII.

Vit. B. xtx. 207. Verbally identical with the above, with two slight exceptions.

B. M. Dated at Zurich 1516. Dated in a modern hand : 1516,

29 July.

Hoi., J.at., p. 1 , mutilated. Add.

29 July. 2227. For John the Abbot and Convent of Bury St.

s. b. Edmund's.

Mortmain licence to acquire lands to the annual value of 20/.

Del. Westni., 29 July 8 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 1. m. 7.
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31 July. 2228. [Sir Rob. Wingfield] to [Henry VIII.]

Vit B. xix. 209. Wrote last on the [29th]. The day following, yesterday, [went

B. M. to] stampz, 25 English miles from this place, where the Em

peror went that day to dinner. Delivered the King's letters, which

he " recei[ved] with amiable reverence," and as he was about to

" break up the same," proffered Henry's excuses for the sub •

scription of his [former] letters, which he took in good part, and

" after read a long while in the s[aid letter] ; howbeit me seemed

that he proceeded not seriously, but taas[ked] h[imself] to find out

the substance of the same." He then said it was a long letter, and

seemed to be written in Pace's j ustificat ion ; he would reply to it in

ii few days. Wingfield then besought him to [consider] " growndly'"

the tenor of the King's letter, and to [remove] his displeasure, from

Pace. He gave " good ear whilst my saying lasted, [but when I

had done speaking began to turn] to other matter." He spoke

of Galeazzo, of whose doings he had sent an account to Henry,

transmitting a copy to Galeazzo by a herald, that he might not be

charged with secret accusation.

Wingfield then informed him that Henry would pay one half

of the 60,000 fl. borrowed of Friscobald if he would pay the

other. The Emperor said he trusted that when Henry had heard

from Hesdin in what " case I and mine affairs stand in, he will

be so good brother and son unto me as to pay the rest." The

Emperor is utterly unable, and would be very sorry that his

poverty should cause the merchant, who was so ready to help

Henry, to lose his credit. He hoped to have good news from Hes

din ; " howbeit for truth [my good brother] and son, if so shall like

him, hath delayed so long the e[x at] my desire, that

and he resolve not shortly I am drevyn to y my son, the

Catholic King, to eschew yielding me to th directly, or to

the Swiss, to which I should have been forc[id]* . . . verily I am

now fain to consent with my sayde son, for the his things ;

that is to say, of his realmes of Naples a[nd Sicily], and also of his

war in Fryse ; and by the mean, fain to grau[nte the] duchy of

Milan to the French King, and forbear Bresse ; [which to] do I

have so long refused that now I may no longer end[ure ; and]

by force I shall be fain to do the thing which is to me ri[ght

grievous]. Howbeit, and soo shall fortune, it shall cause me the

sonner for my soul and let the young Princes justill for

it " The Emperor then dismissed Wingfield, telling him

that he intended to be at Insbrook on the 2d. Insbrok, 31 July.

Hoi., pp. 4, mutilated.

31 July. 2229. Jerningham to Wolsey.

R- O. Encloses a bill of money with which he is charged since he en

tered the treasurer's office. As the King requires the citadel to be

forwarded, a larger sum will be needed. If Wolsey will Bend nobles

and royals, trusts he can put them out to the King's advantage.

Wants silver money. Writes nothing of the citadel, as my Lord and

the Council will advertise the King. Tournay, 31 July. Signed.

Pp. 2. Add. : My Lord Cardinal of York. Endd. : " Sir Rye.

Jernyngham ultimo Julii, with a bill of accompt of certain sums

of money."

R. O. ii. Bill enclosed.

P.l.

* This and the preceding passage are marked in the margin with the vord

nolandum.
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31 July. 2230- [Leonard Fkiscobald] to Wolsey.

Vit. B. xix. all. Received yesterday letters from his agent, written at Augsburg,

B. M. informing him that he had carried to Constance " . . . di quadraginta

octo milia florenorum arbitrium dispensanda, ultra

quam s[ummam] cum et ali.im pecuniam in Germania

ociosam h[abeo] ita hie exhinanitus sum, ut quibus debeo,

et multis . . . [ad] terminos jam appropinquantes debeo, satis-

facere non po[ssim]. Desires repayment of the 48,000 fl. as soon

as possible, and to inform him what he is to do with the other sum

in G[ermany].

If the King and Wolsey wish to do anything "in hac . . .

. . . na " for the Italian expedition that it be done

as soon as possible, " quoniam ut ad

magnus magister Mh in Helveti[o]s

majora oblaturus, quam a Majte Cass, et ser. Rege

. . . erantur." For this reason most of them incli[ne] to the French,

distrusting the delay which is apparent in the affairs betweenIn addition, now in Germany [are eight]* thou

sand florins to be paid to the Swiss in the name of the Pope by

the merchants of Aug[sburg] j another sum " a^ suse .... ie,"

another of the King Catholic, another of the King of Hungary,

is to be given to the Emperor every month by the merchants

" [tant]a mole obruti, non video unde tantum auri erruere

[po]ssint." Wolsey must send his orders without delay, lest he be

forestalled.

[By] letters of hie agent he hears that Sir Rob. [Wingfield] has

shown him an account of money [paid] to the Emperor in the

name of Henry . . . ., and by comparison of the entries of debtor

and creditor [it appears] that the Emperor owes the King ....

Tells this to Wolsey, to put him in good spirits.

Lord Anchises Visconti and Coppin wait for favorable winds at

, where they have been detained for by bad

weather.

The armies of the French and Venetians disagree, and have

separated. Taking advantage of the opportunity, our men " in-

v ," moved out of Verona " ad Vin .... contenderunt,"

and carried off booty to the amount of 100,000 [flo]rins. "Nacti

eo die quo Ap ibi nundinas haberi." This was advan

tageous to our men, whom they despaired of being able [to retain]

any longer without pay.

They say that the Spaniards who are coming from Naples have

just arrived (appuliste) "in agrum num."

1516, London.

Hoi., Lat., pp. 3, mutilated. Add. Endd. : " Leonard Frisco-

bald, ultimo Julij."

July. 2231. [Questions proposed to Wolset] by Anchises Vis-

Vit B. ni. 85. CONTI for his resolution to the writer's father.

B. M. 1. When he wishes the expedition to take place for expelling the

French from Milan. 2. If the acquisition is to be in the name of the

Duke of Bari, and the Duke to be present. 3. What Galeazzo Visconti

is to do,—to stay in Switzerland or go to England. 4. If the former,

what provision is to be made for him ; 5. if to England, what is

proposed for his support and dignity. 6. In that case, letters must

* [oct]o milia.
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[Questions proposed to Wolsey]—com*.

be written for his safeconduct to the Emperor and Queen Katha

rine. 7. As to his pension. 8. He has spent 1,517 Rh. fl. of his

own, and given acquittances to Pace. 9. What Anchises is to do ;

10. what to say to the exiles of Milan.

In Anchises1 own hand, pp. 3, mutilated.

July. 2232. Galeazzo Visconti to

Vit. B. hi. 65. Is glad to hear the favorable opinion he entertains, as he has

B. M. heard from his son Archises on his return. Has vowed devotion

to the King's service, and has given some proofs of it in refusing

all the offers made by France, and suffering the destruction of his

house and property. It would have been to the advantage of

Anchises had he remained there. The Emperor has conceived

such an opinion, in consequence of his coming, of Pace, Anchises,

and the writer, that evil is likely to arise. Affairs in Switzerland

are in good train. Refers him further to Anchises, who will return

to England.

Lat., pp. 2, mutilated, in the hand of his son Anchises. Headed

in a different hand : " Duci Northfolciae, Duci

Bokyngamia;, [Mjarchioni Dorsetiae, Magno Admiraldo

Anglue." Endd. atf. 73 : " Exemplum literarum ad istos do-

minos."

2233. Queen Margaret to Wolsey.

Calig. B. i. 252. Begs him to deliver her servant Ross herald that brought the

B. Af. articles from the Duke and lords of Scotland. If they will do her

Green's Royal justice, as they say, the sooner he is despatched the better. Reminds

and Illust. Ladies, him of the loan she wishes to have from the King her brother until

i- 221. she recover her own, of which she spoke to him on Sunday. " And

I told you the cause why, which is no honor to me, an I may

remedy it." It is her first request to Wolsey, and she is unwilling

to speak to the King herself.

Hoi., p. 1.

2234. Scotland.

Calig. B. vi. 252. " Instructions par forme dc memoire pour envoyer a Mous. le

B. M. due d'Albaine, Regent et Gouverneur du royaume d'Escosse."

1. The King of England is to write to the Duke that, as he

understands by Mons. Jean de Planis, the French ambassador,

Albany's good inclination to the peace between England and Scot

land, nnd his desire for a better understanding between the King

of France, whom he calls his master, and England, if he wish to

see his wife in France, he shall be welcome to pass through Eng

land, as soon as deliberations can be held on these matters. 2. The

King is also to wrile, that, in order to be satisfied that De Planis

has not exceeded his instructions, he has thought good to send

the present messenger, to whom Albany may deliver what instruc

tions he pleases concerning the words spoken by De Planis, in the

presence of the Cardinal of York, expressive of Albany's desire

for peace. 3. The King is to state that, desiring to promote the

good of the kingdom and avoid all suspicion, Albany had thought

fit to leave the government of Scotland entirely to the estates.

4. That Albany has done all that was agreeable to Margaret.

5. On receiving sufficient security from England and France,

Albany will pass through England on his way to his wife, in order
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to promote a better understanding between France and England.

6. He will then begin his journey, in firm hope that, after he has

spoken with the King of England, the latter will be persuaded of

the sincerity of his intentions.

Fr., pp. 4.

2235. [John de Barbon] to [Dacke].

Calig. B. n. SIS. His lord instructed him to make things so understood as to pro-

B. M. cure a speedy answer from Dacre, who, he believes, will be the

cause of great good in Christendom. Albany trusts to be shortly

with the King. Has written to the Lord Cardinal to that effect.

Wishes Dacre to remember the two things spoken of " betwix zou twa

anent ye King zowr maister and my L. Cardinall," as he is now in

place to help it. Peace between the three realms will be the cause

of much good. .None other could be lusting. On security given

by Dacre in the Cardinal's name to the Duke for his passage into

England, Albany desires safeconduct to pass to Boulogne, and

security to return into Scotland, in order that he may accomplish

to the best of his power all things that are requisite to the good

of the two realms. In event of any difficulty, if the Cardinal will

come to Calais, Albany will be at Boulogne to commune with him,

" swa that this mater be accordit with the King's grace of France."

Requests Wolsey will consider beforehand what proposition he

intends to make, either in his own or the King's name.

Pp.2.

1 Aug. 2236. Mountjoy and the Council of Toubnay to

Calig. E. II. 44. HENBY VI1 1.

B. M. Have received his letters by Norroy. In answer to the charge of

enlarging the plan for the citadel laid down by the King, &c.

they have not extended it beyond forty feet, nor made any other

changes, except to avoid laying the earth of the ditch in the church

yard. They will not [meet with] more rocks one way than the

other. Have required of Wm. Pawne what provision there is for

the workmen. Have had no money since the departure of the Lord

[Chamberlain], " which was the 22d day of January, unto the 5th

day of April next ensuing." As the Chamberlain had sent Lan

caster herald and Ponynges at different times to the Council, and

could get no answer, he had caused the houses to be appraised, that

if the King chose to remunerate the owners the precise value of the

property might be known, and discontents avoided. The burning

of the suburbs was another matter. That was done by the people

themselves on the spur of a supposed necessity, and did not deprive

the owners of the ground. Besides, several of the owners are [sub

jects] of the King of Castile, resident in his countries. Will do

their best to induce the inhabitants to contribute, and have brought

the subject before them. The artillery house is not yet begun, but

a place is selected for it. The mint will not serve the purpose. Have

not followed any of the devices in the new plat, except the bulwark

at Porte Brule, planned when the Earl of Worcester was here.

Have done their best to save expence. Must have for a time a

much larger number of workmen. Never promised to complete

the works by Michaelmas: they are too extensive. Without the ma

terials of the old houses and wa[lls] and the stone in the ditch,

could not have got the one half above ground. Hope in a month

to be [out] of danger of water ; the rest will then fast up by God's
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Mountjot and the Council of Tournay to Henry VIII cont.

leave. Have appointed Wm. Bartilmewe serjeant, and Hugh Say,

whom my Lord Chamberlain knows, to fill the office of controller.

Beg a good supply of money be sent. The lieutenant and Jerning-

ham the treasurer have certified my Lord Cardinal of the trea

sure that will remain at next payment on the 24 Aug. Tournay,

1 Aug.

Signed : W. Mountjoy—Sir Ric. Whettehill—John Wyman, k.,

—Richard Sampson—Sir Ric. Jarnegan—Sir John Tremayle—

Rye. Hansart—Wyll'm Pawne—Thomas Hert.

Pp. 6, mutilated.

2237. Tournay.

Calig. E. ii. 57. " . . . . like manner under correction and better advice to see the

B. M. of the said memories and instructions, the answer

may bo in manner following.*' Finances of the town [Tournay].

Fragment, p. 1, mutilated. The same hand as the preceding.

1 Aug. 2238. Mountjoy to Wolsey.

B. O. Hopes the Council of Tournay's answer to the King's letter sent

by Norroy will be satisfactory. If not, they desire commissioners

to view and report how they have discharged their trust. Is sorry

the King's Council think he acted without their advice in the com

pensation offered for the houses. It was done by their advice,

like all other matters concerning the citadel, except that touching

Mortaigne and the court sovereign, in which he had special

instructions. Requires more money to advance the works speedily.

After next payment on 24 Aug. there will not be more than

1.626Z. 13s. id. Tournay, 1 Aug. Signed.

Pp. 2. Add. Endd. : My Lord Cardinal.

1 Aug. 2239. Albany to Dacbe.

Calig. B. vi. 187. Sends Lyon king of arms. The measures taken for the preser-

B. M. vation of the peace ought to content him. Edinburgh, 1 Aug.

Hoi., Fr., pp. 2.

1 Aug. 2240. For Jobn Burns.

S. B. Lease for twenty-one years, at the annual rent of 71. 16s. Sd., of

possessions of the late Viscount Beaumont, parcels of the manor of

Wyrmegay, Norf., viz.: two pastures near a mill called " le Holmes"

and Baddesfenne, late held by John Lasshebourne ; demesne lands

there late held by John Fyncham; a pasture called Russhefenne,

late in the tenure of the priory of Pentney ; a marsh called Nor-

mandisfenne, late in the tenure of the Prioress of Blakburgh ; and

marshes called Busshefenne alias Pentneybusshefenne, Brondisfenne,

Mocholadisfenne, Dunstable and Scottisfenne, late in the tenure of

the said Prior. Del. Westm., 1 Aug. 8 Hen. VIII.

2 Aug. 2241. Silvester Bp. of Worcester to Wolsey.

R. O. Sent his last on the 18th by the German posts, which he supposes

have reached sooner than the former letters, informing Wolsey that

the Pope was sick and unable to attend to business. On his re

covery, Worcester with the ambassadors of the Emperor and the

King of Spain urged him to keep his promise of sending Wolsey
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a mandate for the formation of a new league. He makes great

difficulties, as Wolsey will see by Worcester's ciphers to Ammonius.

Sends at last the brief touching Tournay in duplicate, obtained with

great difficulty. The French ambassadors complain that he kept

it folded up for several days. He has granted it with the condition

that it is not to be shown under pain of excommunication. Since

writing the messenger has deferred his departure three days. The

Pope has had a relapse, of which Worcester has written to Ammo

nius. Rome, 2 Aug. 1516. Signed.

Lat., pp. 2. Add. : Tho. Card. Ebor. Endd.

4 Aug. 2242. Sampson to Wolsey.

Callg. E. ii. 141. The French elect is come. Inhibition against him must be

B. M. procured from Rome. If Wolsey will write to Lady Margaret,

Sampson will procure a prohibition from her Council. Tournay,

4 Aug.

Hoi., pp. 1, mutilated. Add. : [T]o my Lord Cardinal.

4 Aug. 2243. Silvestek Bp. of Wokcestek to [Ammonius].

VitB.ni. 51. Reverende, fyc. Alii dieennove del passato vi ma .... con piu

B. M. advisi ; di poi anco alii venticin[quc scri~\psi per mano di Messer

Tomaso Spinelli che . ... to taranno state bone littere et vi dixi

in . . cjtne nostro Signore cominciava a guarire i " era

guarito et la speransa ferma chel ci ha . . . ta di volere mandare

omninamente quel me . . tino con quel mandato; ma in effecto

fion po . . ad niuno modo lo oratore Uispano, et io con og[ni~\

diligentia et forsa fare che per anco c .... servi per le difficulta

che continue «... che di novo ci e al certo di certo accordi . . . Ii

Suisseri con li Francesi che da Alp to disturbo alia mente

et ogni moment eta littere da Messer Jacobo Gambaro

.... cio con dicti Suisseri de intendcrc a . . . . cosa passa et

dicto adviso per niente . ... re advenire per che la dieta loro

fu al [yenjtidue del passato. Di poi sua Sanctit[a] . . . uo sta

in grande pensamento di questa del Gran Mastro di

Francia in Picardia .... ontarsi con Monsignor de Cievres et

q\_uesti Fran\cesi dicano al certo chel seguira

quod pejus est nostro e stato chi che li

Franciosi offeriscano alio Impe[rator\e se vuole accordarsi con

loro la destructi\one d~\e Vcnetiani, cioe essere con lo Imperatore

[con] tuctc le loro forse, et cetera. Et questa .... ama pare

che la meni Monsignor di Cievres ra vedete quante diffi

culta fanno stare el [P]apa suspeso, et non crediate per niente

che .... este siano cose Jicte che tucte sono vere che . . . . i

pare facta via che di costa interpretino che .... sia Francioso

et chel trovi queste scuse [e~]t cetera ; et io vi affermo chiaramente

che non \e~\vero, et che nessuno haveria piu caro la expul\s~\ione

de Francesi de Italia et poi anco la dimi[nu]tione loro che sua

sanctita, ma tucto per/a . . . . e una pace universale niente di

manco non ci [e~\xclude che non vogli mandare dicto mandato ad

... nt modo di brevissimo maio per me tengo per \c~\erto che non

lo mandera se prima non vede qual[c]he bon segno del impresa,

per che molto feme . . . secondo me certo ha pur anco lui da pensa

. . . Hi casi suoi ad scoprirsi havendo li France[si lu]i vicini et

potenti et li Venetiani che t lipossano levare la Romagna

* f. 52. «« che ha , . rostra solita prudentia bene amonstra're
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Silvester Bp. op Woecestee to [Ammonius]—cont.

questo et che liberamente non e p cosa et so che

questo medesimo scrive [il orator'] Hispano al stto re.

Heri hebbi lettere dal Campuccio de xvij. di Luglio et nessuna

. . . Dio sa quanto ne desiderano Dio sia quello ue mandi D . . . .

H Marruffo scrive al Gibraleone che a . . mente non li scrim

piu per Alemania ma [per Fra~\neia et divulgandosi questo non si

vot . . . [interpretare altramente se non che non ce . . . alcuna

gelosia di guerra con Francia et . . . sara unaltro dubio in la

testa del Pap[a].

Sabbato Joanni Francisco de Bardi trarra a Lione li denari

puga del Cardinale Hadriano ; et non sappiamo sei denari

che il Campuccio non ne dice niente, come fa sempre di

tucte .... importanti che le lassa ad rietro.—Finalmente si e

resoluro dice di venir ad Joanni Paulo ques vedete che

cose da putti son queste, havere la commodita del et

volere dare la lunga fino ad Gennaro. Chi non sa che lo . . . . poi

che per la asperita de tempi non puo fino ad pasqua etc. Io sto

continue in tagli o in roctorii in questa mia fiscola .... capi

et non ho securta alcuna ne molta speranza di gu e

in loco tonto fastidioso che mi fa stare come a mia

vita oltra li alteri miei infiniti diapiaceri continue . . . [gran]-

dissime spese trovomi, Dio gratia, quattro fra fisici et chirur[gi.

P] ensate che spesa e questa, et voi di costa nulla mi recuperate

[quejllo che ho speso, et di nuovo anco ho speso parrecchii ducati

per [qu]esti brevi Tornacensi, et voi havete paura a parlare per

me, credendo [fa]re el meglo, et io vidico che fate el peggio, et cosi

io mi sto [conjtinue in necessita et mala, immo pessima contentessa.

* "... e poco mancho di 2 mesi che fra icaldi et la indisposi-

tione [de]l papa che non estato signatura, salvo de 3 di, in qua . . .

.... non ho potuto havere la signatura della dispensa[tione del]

magistro de roli, che bixogna la mano propria del [Pajpa. Ora

attendero affare expedire la bolla et maudare quam [prijmum potro.

[Que]sto corriero dovevapartire tre di sono, ma Messer A[lo]isio

che lo manda con le bolle Herfordense, dice non [ha"] potuto

prima, et interim e ritornata lafcbre al \j>a~\pa alquanto molesta,

ma non gia che fino a qui si . . . dichi periculo alcuno, si che

qvanto alle cose . . . I mandato non ci e ordinefino non guarisce

ne anco . . . ci vedo per me ordine se prima non vede qualche

\_se]curta della impresa tanto piu che oltra tucte [le a]ltre cose che

ho decto disopra il Cardinale de [Medici] mi monstra una lettera

delli undid del [meso ultimo da] B[ru]ggia beii che non ho potuto

vedere.

■f f. 53. J Voi me imputate molto che io non scvivo c scrivo

de continuo ; et se le littere non po sare, io non posso altro

ne sono per mandare per via de Francia ad me spese

maxime ch tempo immo molti mesi che le none si

expe di costa che di qua non ci e stato cosa niuna [di]

minima importantia, ma io comprendo bene di costa si

moveno molto al grido sensa fu to alcuno. Non so che

scriva loro quelle pa .... che ne facevi tanto conto che le gente

d . . . . ante erano passate et ite ad trovare lo imp[erato]re, cre-

dente voi che io sia tanto ignorance] ...... quando fusse stato

una tal cosa che io non .... vessi data adviso. Le gente non si

* This paragraph i» the Bp. of Worcester's own hand.
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sono ma se dalle confine del Reame et li stanno d . . .

. . . la gratia et sono per potere fare poco f . . . . et quando

andassero per staffetta non so ... . potere ire in Lombardia in

dui mesi et ti pochi di si perdera Verona in tanto

se si dice per la dapogaggine dello imper\_atore~] ne

queste gente sono tante che se andass[ero~\ avanti li Francesi non

li incontrassero li giassero. Ulterius dite Messer

A\ndrea~\ costi overo scripse che di qui si \nu\ncio

del Papa per venire costi con il man et cetera. Molto

sono stimato poco che se tal a fusse. Io non ne havessi

scripto quello ne e \_a~\mato ; lo ho scripto ad unguem, laltra si e

che di me che costi si sa claramente che il Papa e scoperto contra i

Francesi, cum sit che ha mandato Messer Jacobo del Gambaro

alii Suisseri ad portare loro denari et inanimarli contra i Francesi

aperlamente et cetera. Vi dico de novo che cotestoro sono pessime

advisati da altri. Io so che sempre dico quello che e vero et non

lefrasche ; ma mi pare dinno fide secondo che vorrenno le cose

ad loro proposito Messer Jacobo del Gambaro e vero che sitrova

per nostra Signore da Suisseri insieme con il Vescovo de Veruli,

tucti dui nuncii di nostro Signore ; et vero e che hanno ad questi

di dato certi denari a Suisseri, ma non per quel conto che dite

voi, ma per conto di certa pensione che il Papa promisse loro ogni

anno quando fu facto Papa, che entro in lega con loro [e]t lo

Imperatore ; si che de directo voi siete . . . mo male informati che

il Papa sia scoperto to contra li Francesi, che non e

* C 54. vero, *ne e per essere fino vede cominciare la i egie ben

vero che decto Vescovo de Veruli [et Mesjser Jacobo del Gambaro

dove possano secre\tamente~\ et modestamente hebbeno in commis-

sione da \nostro~\ Signore de dissuadcre continue li Suisseri

d\_alla~\ devotione de Francesi quando intese di quest ga

che se havea ad fare et di questa impresa . ... la quale si po

mettere per ita in fumo per . . . . se sono seguite poi del re

Catholico vendu .... prio dal suo consilio preter expectatione

s um che mi penso sia costa dispiaciuto ult . . . . et cosi e

anco dispiaciuto di qua a nostro re assai, per che infacto

come sempre veho . ... ad lui saria de summa gratia che questi

[France'] sifussero cacciati de Italia et abbassa[te~] le corna, et ad

questo quando havesse visto dere la lega del Re de

Hispania lui franca p anco vi saria entrato et contribuito

di qu . . . . havesse possuto ma hora li pare che il nostro

possendo offendere li Francesi per via def et con elfavore

etadjuto loro che non p per se solo quello che saria el

■)■ f. 54b. bisogno la offensione di costa era quella t • • •

. . resa vincta et perduta. Pero nostro Signore . . . e per innovarc

cosa alcuna ansi inlratenersi . . . glo che potra con li Francesi

quali li offeri . . . cano ogni di maria et monies; famen se si

trova modo che il re de Hispania sia de altra opinione et che la

impresa se habbi ad fare per conclusione nostro Signore fara

sempre quello che vi ho dect\o~\.

\_D~\el matrimonio del magnifico Lorenso hora duca de Urbino

non ho mai inteso niente, et sto stupito che tal cosa vadi ad torno

et io non lo sappi; et per niente lo credo, ma prima che io serri

questo lo sapro, et credo sia phi presto inventiva di Messer

Galeatio Visconti, quale ha uno cervello inquietissimo, ben che di

costa habbino a[l]tra opinione.

[M\esser Ricardo Paceo si duole di me che lo non /[i] scrivo, et

tamen infinite Icttere li ho script[o] che non li sono capitate. Non

posso fare altro. Lui si fa molto galiardo de Suisseri, ma mi dubito
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si trovere ingannato, per che loro vanno con\t]inue prorogando per

vedere la conclusione di lo faccva 1/ re Catholico et come

* f. 56 b. saranno di quel che il \decto re Catholico* ha'' facto \ voi

troverete che si con legh mente con li Francesi che

mai piu si pot re alii nostri giorni et cosi se non vi si

r li Franciosi faranno cio che vorranno.

Non crediate mai che il re nostro possa concl\udere~\ con lo

Imperatore che el venga in Flandra che Monsignor de

Cievres et It altri sim ad lui che sono li non lo com-

porteranno ma tucti li disegni sono guasti per questa

pa[ce~\. Non faro intendere niente al Papa quanto di . . . . te circa

li clenari cheper lui havessi a sb\_orsare~\ il re et cetera ; non e tempo

per niente [par~\lare di tal cosa, ben che simil cose me sc[rive']

anco Messer Ricardo Paceo.

Io sono stato di poi a lungo con il Papa et dolut .... fine al

celo di questa pratica del matrimo\nio del] Duca de Urbino sensa

mia saputa et per altr et quanto questo cosa mi sotterri

havendo ma to questa diffidentia di me, et sopra quest

passate fra lui et me molte cose per che io m

resentito come uno aspido, finalmente lui mille sacramenti

che di sua commissione ...... tal cose ad torno et sta molto

% f. 56. malcont^ento] ... .J ... . tra litlera dice essersi concluso darli

quest . . . . e Saresbcri, et cetera, per che non e per niente [d]i sua

intentione, se gia non vi si accordassero tucti li principi et che ne

havesse ad essere Duca di Milano, il che conosce benissimo sua

Sanctita non csscre per riuscire ad modo alcuno, ansi piu tosta per

ruinarvi sotto, et levato questo , apertamente me ha decto quando

fusse bene una sorella del re che lui non la pigleria per il decto

Duca de Urbino, non che non havesse piu honore che non me ritasse

mille volte ma per che nonfaria per il duca per esser troppo longc

la sala dalla cucina et cio che cotestoro li volessenofare, dice sa bene

alpiu saria de darli quaranta o cinquanta milia ducati in dote el

questo lui cstima uno zero, perche ha bisogno de stato, o, de appog-

giarsi il loco che li possino facilmente defendere quc\T\lo che ha et

qucllo che havera lui mi ha decto chiaramente'che questa e una cosa

mossa da quello [c~]ervello inquieto di Messer Galcatio Viscontc

\_qu~\ale ne scripse di questo ad Sancta Maria in Por[tic~\o quando

si trovava xwrso Modona che ad lui ba anima di

§ f. 55 b. condurre una tal cosa et cetera. § Et Sancta Maria in Porticu ne

li sc[ . . se~\condo che dicto Messer Galeatio li ha . . . scripto

et che lui per non parere di le flare'] uno tal partito et per intra-

tenerc Messer Gale[atio~\ ne animate alia hnpresa contr Franc ia

r ... ad Sancta Maria in Porticu che li dovers pondere

che andasse intratenendo la cosa .... lui non saria mai per

refutarc li boni par . . . . et cetera et giurami che mai piu ne ha

in altro, nccredeva se nc fusse mai piu pari . . . . Giura

etiam, che altra littera mai ne br creaentiali o in altro modo

non hafacto a . . . . del mondo di tal cosa, et che quando havesse

.... hauto tal pensieri, confessa chel saria . . . . il piu ingrato

homo del mondo sel se fusse g .... to da me. In fine el midice

in tal modo qu . . . cose che io mi rendo certissimo che le s . . . .

vere, et credo che tncto procedo che J/e*[ser] Galeatio Visconte

vuol male ad tucta la c\_asa dt] Sforsa, et quando se habbi ad fare

f The catchwords ha facto arc written at the bottom of f. 54b.
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impresa . . . vere victoria lui e per fare el peggio . . . chel Duca

di Bari non habbi quello sta . . . sempre si e sforsato metter questo

* £ 55. in ca el gia come sapete, io ne scrip'se di *

.... eano che il Magnifico Lorenso fusse Duca di \_Mil~\ano.

Et il Cardinale mi respose che il se havca \_d~\ata la fede sua al

Duca di Bari et che mai la rom\j>~\ere et cetera. Et allora il Papa

levo totalmente il pensieri et dissemi died volte "II re fa molta

bene, per che questo mio pcnsiero di Lorenso era uno . . ecarnii

in odio tucto il mondo" et mi giura essere molto malcontento di

questa determinatione facta costa che secondo voi era conclusa, ct

dubito mi neve . . . ra scandolo per che absolutamente il Papa

non lo faria . . . et chi ne havera parlato dovera haverli poca

gratia . . . dal re.

[ Tri\carica scrive di Francia che la matre del re /i[A]a decto

come il Cardinale Eboracense havea decto costi alio oratore Francese

overo nuncio . . li capituli in che modo sifaria la pace con Hi[s~\-

patiia per la qual corsa lei ne piglava malconcepto dubitando che

questa pace non sia cosa fict[a\ et che sia pacejicta. Molti lo crc-

deno per di\y~\ersc ragione, maxime per quello capitulo che se . .

tende che il re de Hispania possa essere contr\a li V^cnetiani in

favore dello Imperatore contra \_qualc~\unque, et cetera. Item ci c

una littcra di \_Messer An\drca di Burgos de Flandria, quale e de

] f. 57. I venticinque del passato, et la scrive [a suo fra~\tello, et dice " lo

non ti posso scrivere d non stare di mala vogla che presto

udirai ti piacere." Et questo suofratcllo insiem\e con] epso

Messer Andrea sono inimicissimi de Fra\jicia~\. Ulterius el non se

intende che lo Imperato\re~\ lamenti che da indicio pur de pacejict

.... ogni homo et prescrtim il Papa expecta d[i . . . .] glare la

mire dalli advisi che dara il nost[ro sere~\nissimo re, quali sono

expectati con tanto \deside\rio quanto maifussi cosa a I mondo, et

se pur vero che questa pace fusse facta in conte .... del re

come io perme lo comprendo per lo scri vostro et che si veda

che il re de Hispani\_a~] . . . .purfermo in questa pace. Io ho de

bon loc . . . il Papa dico il Duca de Urbino se in pare con

Francia si die vedete come le cose so\no~\ andare et per vostro fede

datemi pieno ad che scrive di costa tanta ciancie in co

UPapa non e pero per correre ad questo par\Jamen~\to

con Franciafine che non veda vene ce il re de Hispania

vogli pur star impace co[n Fran~]cia et che prima sia in Hispania.

H prefato re de Hispania insta grandeme[nte W] Cardinale il

Vescovo de Canbr\_ai S~\ignor de Cevres et questo fa

per lassarlo go\yer~\natore in Flandra che saria una mala cosa. '

. . do questa motione de parentato costi per il [D~\uca de Urbino

riuscire scandalosa cosa per che [t]/ Papa nega absolutamente

che mai ne ad Messer Galeatio ne ad Messer Ricardo Paceo ha dato

tal commissione ne m para ne in scriptis. Et il Cardinale Sancla

Maria in Porticu presentia mia e stato ad paragone con il Papa,

qual dice non si trovera mai che lui ne habbi dato commissione

alcuna se non che Messer Bicardo et Messer Galeatio hanno mosso

loro che voleano il parentare il re con il Papa per questa via del

Duca de Urbino, et lui response loro, "Pin di quattro mesi sono che

nostra signore havera sempre piacere quanto piu sara intrinsecato

con la majesta del re,''' et cetera, et che ad questo faccino quelle

opere che parra loro ma mai ha dato commissione di matrimonio

alcuno, et come dice il Papa, il Cardinale Eboracense [albsoluta-

mente non respose piufa che quanto al [D~\ucato di Milano il re

ne havea dato lafede al Du\_ca~\ di Bari, et che mai saria permu-

tarla; et lui .... ra. ne levo ogni speranta tanto pin quanta
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sem uè difficilissima cosa, immo impossibile, et per

* f. 58. * tirarlo in odio con tucto il mond^o."]

Non so come Ricardo potrà purgare questo che in vero

mi pare che habbi errato gr\_andemen\te, non potendo monstrare

alcuna commissione da~\ta dal Papa ne pur uno breve di creden-

ti\a\ .... io vedo bene che si sono accordati lui et MTesserl

afeatio Visconti per fare questo parent escludere el

Duca di Bari et lui guadagn . ... di qua nello stato Milano

qual che gran u ... to, ma di costa so come sono facti daranno la

co costoro et non ad Ricardo et non so come piglc

la cosa quando vedranno che il Papa non ci vo . . . . tendere come

al scettro io so che non ci vo . . . . dere se non in caso che il Duca

potesse ess[ere Du\ca di Milano, il che il Cardinale più mesi . . .

excluse affermative.

Farete tucto intendere destramente nel su ... . vostro che in

effecto quando il Papa ha ... . hauto il capo ad tal cosa non

haveria usato ..... instrumento di me et cosi tacitamente ....

. . . scrivo per una breve quale spero poterum la copia

con questa, ma il breve non e in ordine chel secretorio e

un poco in et questo fante che manda lo oratore ....

ff- 58 b. • • -t qu\esta sera ad ogni modo etfa la via de Franc[ia~\

I TV . . io indirisso la lettere ad Messer ^Tomaso Spiane] Ili vel

at Taxis che siano mandate costi pre\s~\to.\

[ Coirne vederete per la copia del breve) haveti campo assai ad

poter monstrare la fede che il Papa ha in me et come non haveria

tractato tal cosa se non per mia mano, ma vi bisognerà dire che il

Papa ha inteso questa pratica facta di questo matrimonio per

Messer Galeatio et Messer Ricciardo per altra via che me, et che

con dispiacere ha inteso andare tal cose ad torno senso commissione

sua et cetera. Governatela bene, come non dubito sapretefare, che

farsa darete la lettera ad qualcuno . . I bisogna ad ogni modo che

qualche inbratto si in questa pace, per che li capituli che hanno

hauti li Francesi oratori et quelli hanno hauto lo oratore Hispano

che tucti li hanno monstri [«]/ Papa il molte cose non concordano.

Ital., cipher, undeciphered ; pp. 16, badly mutilated ; some leaves

bound upside down.

4 Aug. 2. [Silvester] Bp. of Worcester to Ammonito.

B. 0. Sent a messenger to bim on the 19th, and on the 25th a parcel to

Spindly, which he is sure will arrive quickly, to the effect that the

Pope was getting better, and promised to keep his word to send

"dominus Latinus," his chamberlain, with a mandate for Wolaey ;

which, however, neither he nor the Spanish ambassador has yet

been able to obtain. The obstacles have been the Pope's illness, his

natural slowness, but chiefly the messages received by him from the

Emperor, stating that the Catholic King had not yet made the league

with the King of which Ammonius wrote, that the Swiss were in

favor of the French, and have almost joined them, but that the

affair was to have been brought l>efore the diet on the 22nd of

last month, of which he hoped daily to hear the result from Jacopo

6ambaro.

The Pope is much troubled to hear of the Great Master of France

going into Picardy to meet Chievres. The French declare there

will he peace between them and the Catholic King, that they will

restore Brescia to the Emperor, and not only keep Verona for

themselves, but compel the Venetians to be in alliance with the Em-
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peror. Chievres is the mover in all this, and there is great suspicion

that the Emperor is lending an ear to the French promises. The

Pope is afraid of offending them since he is in their power. No one

wishes more than he docs the expulsion of the French from Italy,

and without it there can be no general peace. So long as tho

Venetians and the French are allied, his life is in great hazard.

Antonio de Vivaldi and Marruffo request their letters may not be sent

by Germany, but by France,—a thing that is considered unlikely

unless the alliance between the French and Italians be confirmed.

The Cardinal de Medici has shown him letters of the 11th ultimo,

dated Bruges, of which ho could not read the writer's name, stating

that several of the Catholic King's Council were in favor of a peace

with France, which the writer thought would take effect, and that

nothing was concluded between the Catholic King and England for

offensive action against France. The messenger has been delayed

three days. The Pope has had a relapse into fever, but is not thought

to be in danger.

Has with great labor obtained the brief for the administration of

Tournay, but the Pope wishes it not to be used till it. be known that

the French do not get the upper hand. Writes to Wolsey touching

the Abbey of St. Martin, which the Pope long ago gave to a kins

man for whom he had a particular affection. The illness of the

Cardinal St. Severino is dangerous. There is great sickness in tho

city. God and man are equally unfavorable to him.

Latin decipher by Ammonius, headed: "Ex Uteris Domini

Wigorniensis, 4° Augusti ex Urbe ad me datis."

Pp. 3. Endd.

i Aug. 2244. Spinelly to [Wolsey].

Galba,B. iv. 130. Wrote last on 30 July. Is told by Andrew de Bourgo that " the

B. M. Emp[eror] hath consented not the coming of the horsemen of Naples

not sure way, that they might join with the garrison

of V[erona] by reason of the great power the Frenchmen and Vene

tians have about Brescia and Pescara, and that in case the King

ma[y] ... set forthward the Swissers, the said Frenchmen shall be

compelled to resist unto them. And so the Emperor in 15 [days]

without danger might command and have the horsemen." Has

some difficulty in believing this ; first, because one month will [not]

serve to come to Verona ; secondly, because the King, while treating

for a marriage with France, could hardly permit his subjects to in

vade the French. Casius has received letters, dated 26th ult., from

Fellingcr, who was not despatched hitherwards, and Casius thinks

the Emperor waited for news from England. Casius also says,

when Hediu declared to Chievres and the Chancellor the Emperor's

displeasure at their proceedings with France, " that before their

going to Noyou [ho wrote a letter] of his own hand, both unto the

King and them, [saying he had not] given to the said Hedin any

such charge, and that was very well content and pleased

with them all." Casius received similar intelligence by the post

of the 26th, and says the Emperor has good reason to be pleased

with them, as they have sent him 15,000 ducats for the garrison at

Verona.

Yesterday news came from Noyon, where the ambassadors met the

French on Thursday, and commenced the conferences on the 1 st.

Does not know the particulars, but that the French are " difficile."

Has seen Berghes, who has a slisrht disease in the leg. He cautions

2- XX
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the King against Hedin, who is a double man. If his charge is of

importance, the King should instruct his ambassadors to answer it.

The Chancellor's servant, Mr. Henry, has letters from him, speaking

of his success in a certain matter, which will not take effect but

within x[ . . . days], so that they are not likely to return so soon

as they thought. The French King was at Paris on the 8th. The

towns in Holland are impatient for the succors to be sent to Friesland.

The besieged towns are in great danger. Count Felix has arrived

at Cleves with 2,000 foot. The Count Palatine has returned from

Luxembourg, where he received the oath of the country in the

King's name. They have contributed 25,000 golden gulders to

redeem certain places mortgaged by the Duke of Lorraine. Brus

sels, 4 Aug. 1516.

Ric. do la Pole has beeu at a place of Rob. de la Mark's, and

returned to Mettz. He has not been in France, as was said. Has

shown the ambassadors the news in this letter.

Hoi., pp. 4, mutilated.

4 Aug. 2245. For John Segewyke, page of the Wardrobe of Beds.

P- B. To be keeper of the Wardrobe of Beds at Wodestok, Oxon., during

pleasure, with Ad. a day. Richmond, 16 July 8 Heu.VIII. Del.

Westm., 4 Aug.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 4.

5 Aug. 2246. James V. to Henry VIII.

Calig. B. li. 263. Requesting a safeconduct for Johnne Ireland, burgess of Edin-

B. M. burgh, with a ship of 100 tons burden laden with fish, and two factors

or attorneys, one master or steersman, and other six persons, besides

mariners. Edinburgh, 5 Aug. Signed: James Chancellar.

P. 1. Add.

5 Aug. 2247. Ticionds Count Decian and Hesdin to Wolsey.

Galba, B. it. 133 b. Have spoken with Leonard Frescobaldi about the bond and ihe

B. M. payment of 10,000 crowns to the Emperor. Request Wolsey to

inform the King and give them despatch. London, 5 Aug. 1516.

Signed.

Lut., p. 1, mutilated. Add. : Card. York.

6 Aug. 2248. Spinelly to Wolsey.

Galba, B. iv. 132. Wrote last on the 4th. A post has since come from Spain

B. M. urging the King's going thither. Nothing can be determined about

it till the return of [Chievres] and the Chancellor from Noyon.

Everything is quiet in Castile. Yesterday Urreas and Don Lewis

Carroz told him their King had such bad advisers that there would

need to be a change when he went into Spain. They thought it

strange that Chievres and the Chancellor should have presumed to

make peace, and . . . their master in France, without the advice of

the many wise men here both of Castile and Arragon. The Marquis

da Don John of Castile, Louis de Cardona, and many

others, are of the same opinion. Hopes, therefore, when the King

comes to Spain, the peace will endure no longer. The King should

have vigilant ambassadors, who " shall not suffer the Frenchmen by

the means of their gifts and corruption to take any foot about him."

Understands there are 42 ships prepared for the going into Spain,

which have been in wages since the 15th ult., and some provision
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made of broad and flesh, powdered in England. If the voyage be

delayed it will endanger the King Catholic's succession. Of the

general discontent of his subjects, that of the Neopolitans and

Sicilians is the greatest. The King has gone hunting. Owing to

the absence of Chievres and the Chancellor, nothing is done.

Their last letters were dated the 3rd, but nothing is known of their

contents. The Chancellor has written to my Lady that the French

King is urgent to have them at Paris. Hears from Tuke Wolsey's

good mind towards him, and hopes for some good resolution in

his affairs. Requests that Giles Ringot may soon bo sent back.

Brussels, 6 Aug. 15[16].

Hoi., 2>p. 3, mutilated. Add.

6 Aug. 2249. Extracts from various letters of [Galeazzo Visconti.]

Vit. B. xix. 224. » Ex litteris datis Turegii vj. Augusti."

B. M. The Emperor sent to Galeazzo his herald, with a great bundle of

imputations, "quas attribuit et ca prte ill. D.

Galeatio," a copy of which, and the Emperor's letters, " hoc t . . . .

fatientes dimisit." A specimen of all these is sent to be shown to

the King and Wolsey. The Emperor threatens that he, the Pope,

the Swiss and the Catholic King will desert England unless they

abandon Galeazzo. Galeazzo therefore prays they will adhere to

the Emperor, and substitute some other captain for himself. There

are three reasons why the Emperor persecutes him : 1, his greedi

ness to devour Milan and the whole of Italy, which it is well known

Galeazzo will never suffer ; 2, the affection of the Swiss and his

authority over them, by whose means they say that Galeazzo

opposes everything the Emperor wishes to do in that state ; and

3, their belief that if Galeazzo and Pace could be removed, they

would have the money of [the] Eng[lish] in their own hands,

and could dispose of it just as they pleased. He will die before he

will assent to this. Recommends the King and Wolsey to make no

new disposition of the state of Milan and of Italy against the will

of the Pope. Leaves in their hands his losses and sufferings.

Begs permission to betake himself to whomsoever he pleases, but

knows not to whom he shall go. Promises faithful service to

England if he is only restored to the entire [possession of his

honour.

" Ex litteris datis Turegii x. Augusti."

The French aro unceasing in their attempts to [gain over] the

Swiss ; and the five cantons never discontinue their efforts to break

the French alliance, in which they will succeed. The ambassadors

of all the cantons did not come to the diet which was to be held

yesterday at Zurich, but fixed another for St. Bartholomew's day.

The French alliance is to be rescinded. The men of Lucerne have

determined this de novo in a General Council. By the advice of

Galeazzo the Zurickers have united the communities in the canton

of " Clarone " (Glarus?). Five of the wavering cantons last year

censured in private some of their captains or footmen, and intend to

proceed specially against those who have been treating for peace

with France.

The French ambassadors who were at Berne, afraid of being

taken prisoners or put to death, took flight ; and the Great Bastard

of Savoy, who was to proceed to Berne with new mandates from

France, does not dare pass Savoy, but has written to all the cantons

xx 2
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Extracts from various letters of [Galeazzo Visconti]—cont.

desiring them to send their ambassadors to Geneva to treat with

him, but all refuse.

"Ex ejusdem litteris datis Turegii x. Augusti."

Sends a reply to the calumnies of the Emperor and his councillors

against Galeazzo. Urges that the matter be treated with the utmost

delicacy and secrecy, and the greatest respect shown to the Emperor

that no disagreement may ensue. At the request of Pace and

even the Emperor's ambassadors, who are equally grieved at the

Emperor's intemperance, Galeazzo was unwilling to publish his

defence. He even wrote as kind an answer as possible to the

Emperor, a copy of which he sends to bo shown to Wolsey. Had

these recriminations been known to the Swiss their suspicions

of the Emperor's making an alliance with the French would have

been awakened, and this would have ruined the whole business.

Galeazzo wonders that St. Laurence's Day has passed without news

from England. Hopes, however, the league with the Catholic King

is concluded. Galeazzo advises that nothing be done without it.

In the event of the Catholic King, and those who ought to go the

right way, proving refractory, Galeazzo has a design which he

reserves for a future occasion. He has already given some inkling

of it to Pace. Begs to know the resolution of the King and

Wolsey speedily. The imputations of the Emperor, if well looked

into, [redound] rather to the honor than the dishonor of Galeazzo.

" [Ex ejusdem] litteris datis Turegii xij. Augusti."

All speed ought (o be made against the French in Italy. If

the French King see that no advance is made against him in Italy

he will move his troops to the borders of Naples. He now daily

sends his men towards Genoa, where a large fleet is preparing.

The Pope fears the burden will fall on his own shoulders, as in

the last expedition he refused to aid the French, to which he was

bound by the treaty. In Sienna and Florence the French King

has many supporters ; if ho get possession of Naples, "jacta est

alea." The Venetians daily urge the French King to beware of the

Pope, and not to permit the Magnifico Lorenzo to imp his wings.

They assert they have intercepted letters, by which they have

clearly ascertained that the Pope is not faithful to the French

King. Delay is dangerous ; the Pope will bo compelled to declare

himself openly for the French King, and make another league

with him.

" Ex litteris D. Saxi Vicecomitis, xij. Au[gusti.]"

There are few or no French in Milan, and if they ride out they

arc killed by the country people. The G[allicisers] are in great

fear. Their opponents rejoice ; all the Milanese exiles have

[returned]. They all look up to Galeazzo. All the French have

gone either to France or to Genoa. If an invasion of the Milanese

were made now, there would be no want of money.

From letters of Mark Antony Cagnola, " x4. Aug. Tu[regii]."

The French are going back to France with all speed. Those iu

Milan are in great fear. The fate of the whole world is at stake

between England and France. If the other Christian powers have

the will, they have not the means. The remaining potentates will

join that King to whom the Swiss give their adhesion. The

French shower money on the Swiss ; for if Milan is quiet, they
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will turn their arms elsewhere, repair their expenses, and rule the

whole world.

Nothing is to be expected from the Emperor's folly. Unless

nature find a remedy there is none. If the King desires success,

he should send an Englishman of rank to take supreme command of

the expedition, who will not be influenced by his figments. The

King should take the duchy of Milan, and afterwards give it, if

he pleased, to the Duke of Bari. It must be done quickly ; there

is now abundance of provisions in the Milanese if the Swiss come

down.

From Galeazzo's letters everything is to be told first to Wolscy,

and by him, if he think fit, to the King. «

Pp. 8, mutilated. Endd. : Extract' litterarum sine

dat'.

7 Aug. 2250. [Laur. Loredano] Doge of Venice to Seb. Giustinian,

Nero, B. vn. 22. Has heard with great pleasure the Cardinal's announcement of

B. M. gallies to be sent thither (istuc). Desires he will use his efforts

with the King that the same treaty may exist between him and

their republic as existed in the days of his progenitors, and safe-

conduct be secured for their shipping. Had received a similar

privilege from Queen Johanna. Is to procure that the King's army

join with theirs in the expedition against Verona, and assure his

majesty that, if that city be once gained, there will be an end to all

wars in Christendom. 7 Aug. 1516.

Lat., pp. 2.

7 Aug. 2251. For Hen. Wogan.

S. B. Livery of lands as husband of Katharine Wogan, deceased, viz.

a fourth of the possessions of David Mathewo and Alice his wife.

The coheirs are Ric. Harde and Eliz. his wife, Wm. Throgmorton

and Margaret his wife, and Th. Bayneham and Anne his wife,—the

said females being daughters and heirs of the said David and

Alice. Wogan has a daughter named Joan. Del. Westm., 7 Aug.

8 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. I, m. 6.

8 Aug. 2252. For John Pulteney.

S. B. Lease of the lordship of Kenyngton, Suit., parcel of the duchy of

Cornwall, for 21 years, at the aunual rent of 26/. 13s. 4rf. ; and

allowance of 10 marks for the fee of Sir Ric. Cholmeley and Sir

John Daunce, stewards of the said lordship. Pulteney agrees to

keep all buildings in repair, except the mansion called " Prince's

Palace." Del. Westm., 8 Aug. 8 Hen. VIII.

2253. Scotland.

Calig. B. vi. 188. "Instructions yeven by the King's highness to his trusty and

B. M. well-beloved Clarcnseux king-at-arms, to be declared to the King's

cousin, the Duke of Albany." 1. The King has received Albany's

proposal for ratification of the articles between himself and Wolsoy

made on his behalf by De Playnes and Fayet, principally for the

Duke's passage to France by England. The King is agreeable to

the same, but as the articles now sent vary from the former,

touching the Queen's dower and the rupture of the comprehension

of France, Albany must not wonder that the King cannot ratify his

" book." Relying, however, on the Duke's honor to accomplish
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Scotland—cont.

the conditions offered by him to Wolsey, he has sent Clarencieux

with n copy of his ratification under the Great Seal in form as

agreed to heretofore. The original is to remain at. Berwick with

Lord Dacre till the Duke has delivered his confirmation, when the

letters of ratification shall be exchanged.

As Clarencieux is more expert than Dacrc in the French tongue,

he is to examine the Duke's confirmation, and inform him that a

safeconduct has been granted under the Great Seal, and is ready for

him at Berwick ; that his demands for hostages are so extreme, and

dishonorable to the King, that they cannot be granted. The King,

' however, is content, for the Duke's security, that the Earl of North

umberland, Lord Dacre and Conycrs be laid in Scotland, and the

Earl of Surrey, Admiral of England, in Boulogne. If the Duke

will come to England, authorized by the Estates, between this and

Christmas next, the truce taken till the Feast of St. Andrew's shall

bo prolonged to St. John the Baptist's Day next ensuing ; otherwise

the King will take his advantage, and set garrisons on the Borders.

Is informed that the direction lately made between the ambas

sadors of England and Scotland for restitution ofjewels, plate, and

stuff belonging to the Queen of Scotland had not been fulfilled.

Clarencieux shall demand redress of the Duke. The King is

resolved to make a terrible example of those who ill-treated La

Fayette at such time as he last passed from England to Scotland.

The King caimot restore the Lord of Glencarn, a rebel, being

in England, as he never heard of the said Lord, nor knows where

he is. Clarencieux on his way will communicate these instructions

to Dacre.

Pp.6.

2254. Wolsey to Sir John Heron.

K. O. " Mr. Heron, — Forasmuch us the King at this present time

sendeth Clarencieux into Scotland with the ambassadors of France,

his pleasure is, that yc shall deliver to him his diets, after the

accustomable manner, for the space of fifty days, 16/. 13s. Ad.

Yours, T. Car'" Ebor."

Hoi. Add.

9 Aug. 2255. Clarencieux to Wolsey.

Calig. B. ii. 354. Has delivered to Albany the King's and Wolsey's, with his

B. M. credence ; with all which the Duke expressed himself much pleased,

saying he is determined to abide by all that he had promised by Mons.

de Planys and Frances de la Fayette. Two tilings now remain:

(1) the return hither of La Fayette to bring him licence from the

French King to leave the realm ; (2) he must call Parliament to

meet on 2 Sept., when he will propose the sending up of himself

and other lords to treat for peace; after which he intends going to

France to see the King his master, and my Lady his wife, leaving

a deputy in his absence. Has delivered him the safeconduct,

" and he thinketh to visit [you] at length." Replied to his inquiries

about the hostages, as Wolsey had commanded, that they should be

re-delivered when he left England. The Duke said that the lords

would not suffer him to leave the realm without a sufficient hostage

given in his place. The Duke has crossed the water to Dondy,

where the Chancellor is. Clarencieux will follow tomorrow, and

know more of his miud. Has seen the King of Scots, a fair voting
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prince. Dacre's servants are gone to Stirling to view the Queen's

lauds and goods. Edinburgh, 9 Aug.

Hoi., pp. 2. Add. : To my Lord Cardinal's good grace.

9 Aug. 2256. [Sir Rob. Wingfield] to [Henry VIII.]

Vit.B.mt.223. Wrote last from When Geo. [Lovekyn] was

B. M. with him at Fiessen there came thither two gre[y friars, for whomJ

he made good cheer, [as] they seemed, both of person, array and

years, to be "good fadyrs." [They] were sent by their provincial and

convent to Bologna, wh[ere] a chapter was to be held, and in their

favor Wingfield " attecy[ned] .... the Poopis embassadour that

is here which is borne in the sayde c[ite] . . ." The " sayde

frerys " left Fiesen, and lay at a town [one or] two miles beyond

this named Stersen, where "thecy fyll [at discord] withinne theeym

sylfe," so that the younger went away in the night, and [came] to

this town. The other, seeing that he did not return, complained

to his host that his companion had [carried] away his letters and

a coat. The host sent hither a [man] of his, stating the case, and

requesting that if the friar came here he should be detained. The

friar returned here the same day, and, when taken, accused his

companion of having been imprisoned seven years for "medelyn[g]

....'' in the time of the King's father, and said that his present

mission to Rome was " to complain and procure [such things] as

shulde trowbyll your highness and all the realm. Which

hande to the regiment here," they sent for the other friar [out] of

Stersen. He said the younger had been a and banished

the laud ; " howbeit he was reteeynid b and kepte in

pryson iij. yerys ; and whanne theey had every in that

manner, the regyment sent oon of theeyre councillors unto me

and] informed me of the matter, and caused them both [to be

brought before] mc, and lykewyse as theey had shewyd to oothir

theey I was right sorry to here, conciderynge the

cont ell the proverbe to be trewe, abitus nonfacit

monacum." It was finally determined by the " regiment " [to send

them] to a monastery of their order at Augsburg, with [command]

to the guardian to keep them safely ; and to [send] word to their

guardian in London of their position, that he might send for them.

Inspruek, 9 Aug. 1516.

The name of the older friar is Wm. Eeott, of the younger John

Lotla. The Emperor left Inspruek on 7 Aug. with a greater

" cariage " than he has usually had for a long time. Whither he

intends [to go] no one knows for certain. It seems that he waits

for news before he goes far, and therefore stays hunting amongst

these high mountains. His Chancellor is come from Vienna, where

a marriage has been solemnized between Ferdinand Archduke of

Austria and the Princess Anne sister to the King of Hungary.

" I praye God sende theeym joye and longe lyfFe, for that oon is as

nyer a kyn to my lady the Pryncesse youro daughtir as goodly

mayc lie, and that oothir by hir modyrs syde is of youre subjettis

blood, lynyally discendid from the hedd hows of yc Wyngfeldes, and

veryly at this daye I do esteme hir to be oon of the fayrest ladys

011 lyve."

Hoi., pp. 2, mutilated.

9 Aug. 2257- Erasmus to Leo X.

Er. Ep. 11. 6. Apologises for the liberty he has taken in addressing his holiness.

Is encouraged to do so by his briefs, one in praise of the writer's
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Erasmus to Leo X.—cont.

studies, the other commending him to Henry VIII. Had he received

them when he was at Basle, nothing should have prevented him

from throwing himself at the feet of his holiness. Is now detained

in his native country by Prince Charles, whose father Philip had

been very liberal to Erasmus. The Pope's, letters have prompted

the King of England, the Archbishop and the Card, of York to fresh

acts of liberality. The Bishop of Worcester and Ammonius, papal

nuncio in England, will inform the Pope of what Erasmus has most

at heart. Has printed the New Testament in Greek and Latin. It

is highly commended by Christ. Bp. of Basle. Had sent a copy

last winter to Rome. St. Jerome will appeal- in Sept. Loudon,

5 id. Aug. 1516.

9 Aug. 2258. For Ric. Baron.

Innotescimus of revocation of protection to Ric. Baron of London,

mercer, as in the suite of Sir Ric. Wyngfeld, being still in London.

Westm., 9 Aug.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 7.

10 Aug. 2259. Seb. Giustinian to the Council of Ten.

Giust. Dcsp. i. 265. Received an invitation from the Cardinal to dinner. Wolsey

asked him if he had received an answer to the proposals made by

the King for Venice to join the league. Sebastian said there was

not time for a reply. " Domine Orator, said Wolsey, this business

must not be delayed ; were you negligent or careless in the matter,

you would deserve great reproof." Sebastian defended the good

faith of Venice, and was frequently interrupted by Wolsey, who

stated that the King of France was ever plotting witli the Emperor

to betray them, and that the negociation between France and the

Catholic King stipulates for the abandonment of Venice ; that

Francis at Bologna had promised the Pope to abandon the Signory

whenever he could make terms with the Emperor. Sebastian

answered, if this was ascertained the Signory would look to

their own interests. Wolsey replied, " Possibly his majesty and I,

who am at least a Cardinal, do not deserve an if." He would have

his mere assertions credited without further proof. After much

talk of the state of Venice, he urged Sebastian to despatch his

letters speedily : " Send an express, for there is no time to lose."

On Sebastian's asking if he thought that the Pope wished the

French out of Italy, the Cardinal and the Bp. of Durhnm replied,

" Would you were equally as anxious. So long as the King of

France is in Italy, the Pope considers himself his chaplain."

London, 10 Aug. 1516.

10 Aug. 2260. Sir Ric. Whetteiiill to Wolsey.

B- 0. All diligence is used to advance the citadel ; but fears it will

not be so forward this winter as to put men in it, because

Mr. Pawn and Mr. Mason had not been sent to view the ground,

a month or forty days before the laborers came. Consequently,

there has not been sufficient provision made of stone and lime

kilns. Had told the Lord Chamberlain that the old walls and

towers would be of no service. "The walles of the vhossyng

(housing, i.e. houses) and thcr gardyns has goyn in a maner as far

as has don the wallys and tovars, for ther whas no good stones in

the walles but the owt stones, for that whas withyn whas revbys
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(rubbish) fylyd with good mortar, wherwith the stones war bound

so hard that hit has beyn dere stones to be brokyu down." The

earth mounds have not yet been raised for the towers. Trusts

that by Michaelmas Wolsey will hear some tidings of their advance.

Considering the expence the town has been to the King in getting

and keeping, thinks he ought not to stick at the expence of the

citadel.

States his opinion as to the number of persons required to defend

it, and of the means of keeping it without great charge to the

King. Doubts the propriety of discharging half the garrison

before Allhallowtide. The hearts of the burgesses are so turned,

that if the King of France came before the town, they would run

any risk rather than not surrender it to him. It is important

that the King should have Mortaigne, as most of the merchandise

comes to the city past that castle by water ; " and if Mons. de Lyne

see once the gnrrison discharged, I feare me a will play rage, for

because the number of Englishmen shall be so little that he will

not set by them, but will take of the passage what shall like him."

At this hour he withholds from the King twenty marks a year.

Thinks a pension should be given him to release it, as he asks too

much ready money. Tournay, 10 Aug.

Hoi., pp. 4. Add. : Lord Cardinal Abp. of York, Lord Chan

cellor of England. Endd.

10 Aug. 2261. Spinellt to Wolsey.

Galba, B.iv. 136. Wrote last on the [6th] of this mouth. There has since come a

B. M. post from Noyon. On Friday morning the King returned from

hunting, and a council was held of tho persons named in a bill

enclosed. Many difficulties, it appears, were made by the French,

who [will not] abandon the Venetians, as they had proposed, but

arc willing to grant the Emperor a sum of money. Fellinger is

expected in two or three days. He has no charge to make peace

with the Venetians, but only to receive a pension of 50,000 fl. to

be well assigned unto his master, and the 20,000 ducats that he

had of the Into King Catholic. Casius has desired the Emperor's

ambassadors in England to inform Henry of the cause of Fellinger's

coming. Believes, however, that the Emperor's need is such, that

he will be compelled to make a treaty or lose Verona. By a letter

of the 18th it appears that the governor of Verona had compelled

the inhabitants to pay the garrison, and that the French had cut

off all provisions. The preparations for going into Spain are sus

pended, on account of the absence of Chievres and the Chancellor.

The Marquis of Brandenburg!), the Duko of Alva's sou, and

almost all the King's house, with many gentlemen of Spain, are

gone with Issclstein and Count Felix into Holland. Ambassadors

from Gueldres have arrived at Noyon, and rebels of

Naples ; so the French will have excellent opportunities for pro

longing the conferences. Brussels, 10 Aug. 1516.

Hoi., pp. 3, mutilated. Add.

ii. Bill above referred to, containing the names of those present

at the Council.

10 Aug. 2262. For Sir Wm. Tyler.

P. S. Next presentation to the free chapel of St. John, Dorchester.

Farnham Castle, 29 July 8 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm., 10 Aug.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 104
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10 Aug. 2263. For Ric. Yerde.

S. B. Wardship of John, son and heir of Ric. Troubrigge. Del.

Westm., 10 Aug. 8 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m.8.

1 1 Aug. 2264. Seb. Giustinian to the Council of Ten.

Giust. Dcsp. i. 270. Saw the Cardinal, who urged him to write to the Seignory on the

affair of Verona. Told Wolsey he received his information merely

from outlaws and malcontents. Then proceeded to give him an

outline of the history of Venice, in which Sebastian had taken

part the last five and twenty years. London, 1 1 Aug. 1516.

12 Aug. 2265. Wm, Pawne to Wolsey.

R- O. Wolsey will learn how the works are going on at Touruay from

his nephew Geo. Luskin (Lovckin), the bearer. The two commis

sions, one in Latin the other French, delivered to John le Sellier

and himself, for providing the necessary things to expedite the

said works, expire on 7 Sept. next. Requests, if they are to con

tinue in charge of the works, fresh commissions, or else a sufficient

discharge. Hopes they may be informed of the King's pleasure

and his own. Considering his services to Henry VII. and VHL

for thirty-two years, trusts Wolsey will not, in his absence, be

lieve false surmises, " which I suppose to bo made by him that I

have brought up." Tournay, 12 Aug.

Hoi., p. I. Add.: My Lord Cardinal. Endd.

12 Aug. 2266. John Sixtinus to Pet. /Egidius.

Er. Ep. App. 495. Would not let Erasmus return without a letter. Erasmus does

not consider that it will be necessary for the writer to go to

Flanders. London, 12 Aug.

1 2 Aug. 2267. For Tir. Lynom, commissioner in the Marches of Wales.

S. B. Grant of the messuage called Cathwayte in Sutton upon Der-

went, York, which he held of Ric. III., aud which was lately held

by John Aclom. Del. Westm., 12 Aug. 8 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. I, m. 8.

1 3 Aug. 2268. Bovill to Erasmus.

Er. Ep. ii. 9. His return to England is very acceptable to all his friends in

Cambridge. They are busy there in the study of Greek. His

edition of the New Testament is much applauded. There is here

a young man named Edmund Pole, {Ed. Polus arduus, tntrum

perquam caiididorum,') who is most anxious for the acquaintance of

Erasmus. Cambridge, id. Aug.

13 Aug. 2269. Tunstal and Sir Ric. Wingfield to [Henry VIII.]

Galba.B. iv. 140. Filynger, who arrived on the 11th, and Casius, delivered them the

B. M. Emperor's letters of credence. The former stated that hits master

had sent him to enquire why the league between himself, England

and Castile was not concluded, and what were the impediments.

Tunstal answered that Henry had been moved by the Emperor

to join the league, and had despatched his ambassadors to solicit

the King Catholic, who had sent to his resident in England certain

articles suggested by the Emperor, which said resident had refused.
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raising certain difficulties, to remove which the writers had been

sent to Brussels ; that the Council there had refused compliance,

but for what cause Tunstal could not say ; the Emperor might

get a copy of the articles from the Council ; and Casius, who

was present, could fully inform him. Casius said he was ill and

not present. Felynger then told them them that [the Swiss] had

resolved not to declare themselves until all the cantons were agreed ;

further, that one of his special charges was to promote the King's

voyage into Spain. Casius said troops and provisions were ready

and all prepared against Chievres' return. As the summer is near

past, and the matters of Noyon prolonged, Tunstal does not think

the voyage will be this year. Thinks that Hemy should know

what is doing there before he proceeds with the league. Fylinger

has no commission to treat with the French as he pretended. Can

not learn what is doing at Noyon. They say that the Audiencer

is not admitted there, but only Chievres and the Chancellor. The

French raise great difficulties. The nobles of Spain, who were

there, left on the ,9th for Friesland, to rescue a town from the

peasants of Gueldres, who number 15,000. Wrote last on 31 July,

desiring instructions against Chievres' return. Brussels, 13 August.

Signed.

Pp. o, mutilated.

13 Aug. 2270. Tunstal to Wolsey.

Galba.B. iv. 138. Thinks it right to advise him of other matters than those in the

B. M. letter to the King. Since Chievres' departure affairs have been

as dead as if the Prince were absent. The Lord Berghes is ap

pointed to wait upon the King. Casius, Procurator and Solicitor

General, Andreas dc Burgho and Don Petro de Urea, are there for

the Emperor, the last in most authority. Count Mansfeltt arrived

a month since " with the prou sis, which were received

with honorable personages;" and now Felynger, who is trusted more

than all by the Emperor; " and yet he hath a pe[nsion yejarly of the

governors here, out of the King's coffers, whereby men do think

he will somewhat, as he may, lean to these men's purposes, and

thereto incline his master." Verona will be lost for lack of victuals

unless the King Catholic take more fast part with the Emperor.

The soldiers have plundered the town for lack of payment. If it be

lost, all the passages of Italy will be in the hands of the French. Does

not think it will make any difference to England, or see why the

King should bind himself to maintain other men's causes. He might

gain what he wants by his own purse, and the league already con

cluded. The Emperor can give no substantial aid, as he cannot

defend his own. Begs to be informed what they are to do " at the

[return] of these men from Noyon." Has prepared for Wolsey " a

clock such as Richmond [described to] your grace. It is all ready,

save the case, and that it [may stay] a season by the maker to see

as it goeth, that if any [lack] be it may be amended. As soon as

it is trimmed I shall h[ave] it conveyed to your gra.ee." 13 Aug.

Hoi., pp. 3, mutilated. Add. : Cardinal of York.

Aug. 2271. Treaty of Noyon.

E. O. Fragment of the treaty of Noyon.

Fr., in the hand of Spinclly's clerk, pp. 16.
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Aug. 2272. France and Arragon.

Calig.D. vi. 115. Extract of some articles in a treaty of alliance* between the

B. M. Kings of France and Arragon renewing the treaty made at Paris,

24 March 1514-15.

At the bottom : " Collation faicte par moy Secretaire du Roy."

{Signature lost.)

Pp. 3, mutilated.

14 Aug. 2273. Th. Lord Dacre to Wolsey.

R. O. Has been with Keby at Newcastle, and put the order of council

into execution. Certain persons are committed to prison, as Keby

will report. Has sent commissioners into Scotland for raising the

Queen's conjunct feoffment, and receiving her jewels. There is a

great breach between the Lords and Albany, who has committed

Lennox to prison. Will not assist them till he sees the Duke's

demeanor. Newcastle, 14 Aug. Signed.

P. 1. Add. : My Lord Cardinal's [grace] Chancellor of Eng

land.

14 Aug. 2274. \ Sampson to [Wolsey].

Calig. 1). vi. 295. Has not hitherto certified him of the King's buildings here,

B. M. because the foundations are not yet entirely brought up. It will

bo impossible to close the citadel this year as the King desires,

but provision may be made this winter for doing it next year; for

if they could have procured lime and stone enough for 500 or 600

masons, in good. time, it might have been of some strength. The

work is marvellous weighty, and will have no equal for strength if

it be finished as begun. The Lord Lieutenant is very diligent.

If the town is as poor as it pretends to be, it is from bad gover

nance. It has twice professed its inability to aid the King's

highness. If the town is to raise any contributions, it will not be

by its own accord, [especially as they expect to come under the

dominion of France again ?]. Hopes building the citadel will give

quietness to the bishopric. Thinks the Abbot of St. [Martin's]

may be taken and brought to Tournay for a small sum, if the

King's pleasure be advertised to the Lord Lieutenant in Unit be

half ; and if those two dignities be united in his grace, he will

have 1,000Z or 1,200/. a year. There is a rumor that the French

are on the borders intending to come hither. Recommends the

bearer, a poor man named Hamys. Tournay, 14 Aug. 1516.

Hoi., pp. 2, mutilated.

14 Aug. 2275. Spinelly to "Wolsey.

Galba, B.iv. 144. I Wrote on the 10th. Next day Fellingcr arrived at Mechlin,

B. M. / with Baptista de Taxis, who went on to Antwerp. This morning

' visited the ambassador of Arragon, who says Fellingcr has no

commission from the Emperor to make peace with France, but only

to hear the offers of Chievres and the Chancellor, and that the

Emperor will be compelled to do whatever they agree to. Last

night John Hannart was sent to Noyon by Lord Montayny,

Fellingcr, and Casius, for what object Spinelly cannot tell. The

ambassador thinks the King will keep on good terms with the

King Catholic, and that when the latter arrives in Spain many

things will be reformed to the satisfaction of England. He con-

* Is this the treaty of Noyon ? See Dumont's Corps Diplomatique, Vol. iv4

pt. i. page 224.
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sidcrs that the Emperor ought to be kept at enmity with France,

at least till Charles arrive in Spain. Fellinger is sure to be at the

bidding of Chievres and the Chancellor. He had a pension of

1,000 fl. when the King came of age. Till Tuesday it was believed

that nothing had been concluded at Noyon, yet it is thought that

the ambassadors will not leave without a conclusion, and that they

will do their l>est to be discharged of the 15,000 ducats a month

Verona has been in great danger by a mutiny of the

soldiers for lack of payment. The houses of the Governor and

Mark Antony Colonna were robbed. Gomez de Guytron, captain

of Biscay, has arrived in Zealand with six ships of war, and 1,200

men for Friesland. The Frisians, if they decline fighting, may

retire into the town of Grownyng. It is believed the [King will

not] go [this] year into Spain. The reason why Spinelly did not

give a copy of his account to Giles Ringot was that he did not

wish him to see that he had been sending to Mettz about Ric. De

la Pole. After deducting the money received of Fowler, the 20

marks he had from Sir Edw. Ponynges, and 40 from Knight, there

is due to him 132/. Has borrowed the sum from his uncle, Philip

Galterotti. Brussels, 14 Aug. 1516.

Hoi., pp. 4, mutilated. Add. : To my Lord Cardinal's grace.

Endd,

1 4 Aug. 2276. Ennius Bp. of Vekoli and Jacopo Gambaro, the

r. o. Apostolic nuncios, to Henry VIII.

Have written to the King of the news, that he might not be kept

in suspense. The Pope has great faith in him, and will share with

him the common lot. Has communicated all things to Pace, who

has omitted nothing that could retain the Swiss in their devotion

to the King. To do this, and prevent the bribery of the French,

it is necessary the expedition be no longer delayed. If they return

to their homes in the winter, the enterprise cannot go forward.

Have prevailed with the Emperor that the Duke of Bari, in whose

restoration to Milan the King takes much interest, shall be sent as

generalissimo to the Swiss. He will be in great favor with them

on account of an alliance made with them by his brother. The

house of Sforza is potent in Italy. Refers him to Pace's letters.

Zurich, 14 Aug. 1516. Signed.

Lat., pp. 2, in Veroli's hand. Add.

14 Aug. 2277. Pace to Burbank.

R. O. Has received his letters dated 17 July, informing him that Sir

Rob. Wingfield had ill-used him. He does not care, as the King

and the Cardinal have sufficiently answered Wingfield. Ho may

say what he pleases : Pace will attend only to his duties, and

write the truth. Would be glad to come home, but it is 7iecessary

for the King to have good intelligence with the Swiss, for to whom

ever the Swiss incline he is like in time to be lord of all. Has

written to my Lord of Bradenestoke, as Burbank desired. Sends

the letter unsealed. Burbank will learn the rest from Wolsey's

letters. " The Emperor writeth against the Lord Galiace and

me falsissima for such respects as be comprised in his letters and

mine at this time." Zurich, 14 Aug.

P.S.—The person Burbank warned him of could have showed

nothing to the Emperor's ambassador to trouble Pace as he has

been troubled, " for I did write no such thing unto him."

Hoi., part cipher, pp. 2, Add. : R. D. Gulielmo Burbanco, pro-

tonotario Apostolico Rmi D. Card. Ebor.
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14 Aug. 2278. Walton on Thames.

P. S. Licence to Rob. Nortriche and Wm. Flcyter, constables, and the

inhabitants of Walton on Thames, Surrey, to hold a fair on Wed

nesday in Easter week and the day preceding, and another on

4 Oct. and the day preceding. Farnham, 28 July 8 Hen. VHI.

Del. Westm., 14 Aug.

15 Aug. 2279. Spinelly to Wolsey.

Galba.B.iv. 143. Wrote this morning by the post. News came this afternoon that

B. M. Chievres and the Chancellor left Noyon yesterday, are to be at

Cambray tonight, and at Brussels on Monday. Little is said of

what they have done, except that they have concluded a peace, it

is believed not on very favorable terms. Sends a letter directed

to Wolsey, which ho has received from Fellinger. Sends this by

a courier to the treasurer of Calais, as the post cannot go again to

day. Brussels, " upon our Lady Even."

P.S.—This letter was written last night, and kept till this morning,

our Lady Day in August. The Chancellor of the Bp. of Cambray

has come hither with news that his master is deceased, and that

the Prince of Chimaye has letters from Lady Chievres notifying

the return of her husband. Has paid the courier with his own

money.

Hoi., pp. 2, mutilated.

15 Aug. 2280. For Th. Roche, merchant tailor of London.

P. S. Protection. Farnham Castle, 26 July 8 Hen. VIH. Del. Westm.,

15 Aug.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p.l,m. 8.

For John Bay, haberdasher of London.

Protection ; going in the retinue of Sir Ric. Wyngfeld, Deputy of

Calais. Guildford, 22 July 8 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm., 16 Aug.

Fr.8Hen.VIII.m.l.

Fisher (Bp. of Rochester) to Erasmus.

Has just read Rod. Agricola's Logic ; was exceedingly pleased

with it. Begs he will pay Fi.sher a visit when he is starting for

Basle. Mallyng.

17 Aug. 2283. Erasmus to Ammonius.

Er. Ep.vm. 26. • Rochester (Fisher) had prevailed upon him to spend ten days

with him ;—has regretted it more than ten times. Had hoped to

wheedle Urswick out of a new horse by sending him a New Tes

tament, as the old one died of drink in Flanders. But whilst

he is away hunting, Erasmus' hunting has come to naught. Will

not leave before the end of the week. When he left, wrote to

More, and left him a copy of the " Epistola ad Lconem," but badly

written. Rochester, 16 kl. Sept.

Will be greatly obliged if Ammonius will speedily do that service

for him, and relieve him of his anxiety.

17 Aug. 2284. Seb. Giustinian to the Council of Ten.

Giust. Deep. 1.276. Hearing that Wolsey was going to stay with the King till

Michaelmas, went and paid his respects. Wolsey told him he was

not going to leave London, on account of these negociatious, and

16 Aug. 228L

P. s.

2282.

Er.Ep. App.429.
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asked Sebastian's opinion about a truce till the spring, and a re

conciliation with the Emperor, on condition of expelling the French

out of Italy. To avoid an answer, Sebastian said he would write

to his state, and adroitly evaded Wolsey's questions. Thinks

England will not do any more this winter, and is inclined to a

truce. London, 17 Aug. 1516.

18 Aug. 2285. Beton to Wolsey.

R. O. Received by Clarencieux in Edinburgh his cordial letter dated

Westm., 21 July, showing his constant mind to peace. Hopes he

will so continue, as Beton will do for his part, especially for the

sake of his master, now of tender age. My lord Governor has taken

every step to promote it. Dundee, 18 Aug. Signed: Jacobus

Glasg. Archiepiscopus, Regni Scotiae Cancellarius.

P. 1 . Add. : Domino Cardinali Eboracensi. Endd.

18 Aug. 2286. [Maximilian] to [Hesdin], his ambassador in England.

Vit. B. xix. 228. Read his letters joyfully. Next morning started for Constance

B. M. to induce the Swiss to enter the Duchy of Milan, seeing that all the

French and Venetian forces are round Verona, and a clear and safe

road is open into the Duchy. Will consult with Pace, and dissemble

with Galeazzo, as Hedin will learn within two days by letters which

he will order Wingfield to write to [Henry], Has given Wingfield

letters written in his own hand, which when Hedin sees ho shall

demand similar ones from Henry. As soon as Maximilian hears

that the King of England has written similar letters, and [placed

them] in the hands of Margaret of Savoy, he will go down to

Haghenau " etiam si deber[et] Verona perdi." Henry will

come to C[alais], so that they may meet, " et de sunun

. . acre Trinitatem in terris malas zizanias medio tollendo." He

is not to omit to thank Wolsey, who he knows will preserve the

friendship between him and Henry, out of regard for whom he

will make use of Pace (suo Paceo). Will answer Wolsey's letters

by the first post. Pace should have power to disburse the

40,000 fl. in case the Swiss are willing to move. The Emperor

will add out of his own funds 20,000 fl. for the first month ; but

Henry must take upon himself 60,000 fl. more for one month, be

cause the Tyrolesc and Imperial army will have to go in great

force to Mantua to the Viceroy of Naples, and bring the cavalry

safely to Verona. His intention of descending to the Low Countries

must be kept secret from all but the King, Wolsey, and Margaret.

" Datum in Nazaret," 16 Aug.

P.S.—When Henry is at Calais he will go to Tournay, " [n]os

ad Luxembourgum et depost conveniemus R.

Anglios in Namurco." Dated in Laun ... 18 Aug.

Tomorrow the Emperor will reply to all the a[rticles] sent by

the Cardinal and Titionus.

Thus written in the Emperor 's hand: Recodc moy cordiale[mentJ

au Roy et an Cardinal ; and signed by~R

Pp. 3, mutilated. Headed : Extractus a ziflra. Add. : Mons.

Lemaistre [Hesdin] ambass. a la MUe Lempereur en Angleterre.

18 Aug. 2287- For Rob. Crokyston, messenger of the Chamber.

P. S. To be a messenger of the Exchequer at Westminster, with Aid.

a day, vice Edw. Wright, deceased. Monastery of Beaulieu

11 Aug. 8 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm., 18 Aug.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p.\,m. 7.
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20 Aug. 2288- Sir Kic. Whettehill to Wolsey.

R. O. Scuds his servant Th. Hancoks to know his pleasure, as lie

understands there is to be a chnnge at Tournay and Calais. Can

do the King better service at Calais, where his little property is,

where he was born; and the King's subjects there will bcglad of

him, " for lightly one countryman desireth most another, if they

be kind people." Can save nothing at Tournay. Has written

by Wm. Lilegrave. Desires Wolsey will summon befo him

Rie. Gibson, and command him to pay the money he owes the

writer for four years' rent of a house at Calais, where the King's

tents have been for that time. If he is commanded to depart, begs

Wolsey will lot him have a letter for the governor to leave twenty

of his retinue in wages in the eitadcl, "else I shall not well wot

how to shake my hands of them."

Added in his own hand: It is not for the King's honor that

there is so little money at Tournay. The victuallers will not let

the soldiers have victuals on credit. They are afraid of the dis

charging that will be betwixt this and Allhallowtide. Fears some

disorders may arise upon it. Tournay, 20 Aug. Signed.

Pp. 2. Add. : To my Lord Cardinal's grace.

21 Aug. 2289. Sampson to Wolsey.

C alig. E.n. 139 Sent lately certain " affixions " made by the French elect, not-

15. M. withstanding the process committed by the Pope to the two Car

dinals. They are set up in all places of Flanders and the tem

poral lordship of the Bishop. Has caused them to be taken down,

and copies of the said Cardinals' inhibition affixed, with a subscrip

tion showing that the elect had incurred excommunication. Wolsey

should have a commission to some one in these parts to " decern

the said affixes." The Abbot of St. Amand in Pabulo Tornacensis

dioecesis, pra;pos[itus] divas Pharoeldis Gandensis, et Abbas

Sancti M[artini] in Pratis juxta Tornacum, would be very suit

able persons. Is in urgent need of money. Tournay, 21 Aug.

Hoi., pp. 3, Mutilated. Add. : [T]o my Lord [Cjardinnl's good

grace.

22 Aug. 2290. Erasmus to Ammonius.

Er. Ep. viii. 28. John would have gained a beating had not More stepped in to

save him ; for as soon as he heard Erasmus was staying at Roches

ter he paid him a visit, as if he never expected to see him again.

Ammonius is always catching at occasions of sending presents ;

would have sent back his last had not More dissuaded him. Is

much pleased with the handsome white horse Ammonius had sent,

but would rather have played the thief with the Abp. of York,

Colet or Urswick, the last of whom promised a horse, and will

certainly keep his word : " idque ad calcndas non Grreeas sed

Octobres." Will write from Brabant to York and Larke. Roches

ter, 11 kl. Sept. 1513.

22 Aug. 2291- Maximilian to Wolsey.

Vit. 13. xix. 230. Has heard through his ambassadors, especially John Hesdin, the

B. M. kindness and friendship of Wolsey towards him. Thanks Henry

for the payment of the 60,000 fl. Does not desire to have money

gratis, but promises to repay what the King has remitted through

the Friscobalds. Ympst, 22 Aug. 1516. Signed.

hat., pp. 2, mutilated.
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22 Aug. 2292. Commission of the Peace.

Town of Oxford.—M. Bp. of Llandaff, Th. Abbot of Abingdon,

John Hayncs, mayor, Ric. Eliott, seijeant at law, Sir Th. Feti,

place. Sir Win. Rede, Sir Simon Harecourte, Sir Wm. Barantyne,

Th. Unton, Wm. Fermer, Wm. Yong, Wm. Bulcombe, John Hoede,

John Broke and Ric. Millett. Westm., 22 Aug.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. Id.

23 Aug. 2293. Dacre to Wolsey.

Calig. B. i. 150. Has received a letter from Clarencieux for Wolsey, another for

B. M. himself. It depends on the answer of France coming by Lafayete

Ellis, 1 S. 1. 131. what shall be done. Labors to sow debate between the Duke and

the lords. For that purpose keeps secretly in his house the Master

of Kilmawcrs. Has sent secret messages to Albany. Rewards

400 Scotch outlaws for burning in Scotland. Sent on the 8th the

Master of the College of Graistok into Scotland to levy the Queen's

feoffment. Ros Herald and Davy Purves Serjeant at arms go with

him to note if any resist. Kirkoswald, 23 Aug. Signed.

Pp. 2. Add. : To my Lord Cardinal's grace.

24 Aug. 2294- Seb. Giustinian to the Doge.

Giuat. Desp. i. 281. Has received their letters announcing the plunder of Vicenza, &c,

and one of the negotiations here. On hearing it Wolsey said, he

saw that Venice wanted Verona, and she should have it and be

reconciled to the Emperor. He said that he had received a letter

from the Pope that day, stating that France promised the Emperor

not only to restore Brescia but to sacrifice Venice to Maximi

lian for 200,000 crowns ; that the mediator in this matter was De

Chievres, ambassador of the Catholic King, to whom the King of

France has promised great presents. Then an attendant brought

an extract of a letter from Rome, dated the 4th, unsigned, and

at (lie foot of the paper were the words Wolsey had told him.

If the Signory observe Francis wavers, this will help their

decision. Wolsey declared that the French were the Signory's

worst enemies. Sebastian would not venture an opinion. Stated

to the Cardinal his wish to visit the King, who is some hundred

miles away, taking his pleasure with the Queens of England and

Scotland. Wolsey told him that the King did not wish to be

troubled, and perceiving that he would be displeased had Sebas

tian gone without his consent, the latter declined, and left it to

Wolsey to acquaint the King with all that had passed. Wolsey

lamented the sack of Vicenza. London, 24 Aug. 1516.

24 Aug. 2295. Charles King of Spain to Henry VIII.

R. O. In behalf of Damoiselle Marie, daughter of John Dieryxz, native

of Reymerswale, widow of John de Nivelle, formerly pensionnaire

of Middelbourg, who has complained to Henry, at Greenwich, of

wrongs done to her upon the sea by Thos. Vowell, in a ship called

The Christopher, when she purposed to visit Mons. St. Jacques,

and thence to go to Civille to Pedro de Palmer, to whom she is

promised in marriage. The goods of which she was wronged are

valued at 280/. Fl. Brussels, 24 Aug. 1516.

ii. The Same to the Queen.

Ou the same subject. Brussels, 24 Aug. 1516.

2. TT
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iii. The Same to Wolsey.

On the same subject. Brussels, 24 Aug. 1516.

Copies, Fr., pp. 3.

Galba,B.iv. 146. 2. Original of § iii. Signed.

B.M. Fr., p. 1, mutilated.

24 Aug. 2296. For John Dymmok, gentleman usher of the Chamber.

P. S. Release, as comptroller of Tournay, of 1,575/. 14*. 5\d. received

through Sir Rob. Dymmok, late treasurer of Tournay, and of

50/. 14*. 2d., received for the King's use as the price of 163 hides;

which sums were expended in victualling Tournay. Eltham, 24 Aug.

8 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm., 24 Aug.

Pat. 8 Hen.VIH. p. 2, m. 18.

24 Aug. 2297. For John Eston, cooper of London.

S. B. V Licence to import 500 tuns of Gascon wine and Toulouse woad.

Westm., 24 Aug. 8 Hen. VIH.

25 Aug. 2298. [Sir Rob. Wingfield] to Henry VIII.

Vit. B. xix. 231. Wrote last "at the Emperor's desire, made by Doctor

B. M. Mo[raton]," who had sent an obligation on parchment, [signed with

his] own hand and seal, to remain in Wingfield's hands. Wrote

an [answer] from the said town [Inspruck] to Wolsey's letter, [and

one from] Henry, dated 11th inst. [On receipt] of the same left

Inspruck, and this day"atvij. in the mornynge " waited on [the

Emperor] " at a castle of his, standing upon an high mounteeyn

na[myd] . . .," where the Emperor informed him that since the 18th

[he had sent] letters to his ambassadors in England [of] the same,

.with the minute of a bond. He said also he had had from his ambas

sadors letters of the 11th inst., informing him that Henry had sent

a bill of exchange for him to Wingfield, when he decided [to start

for] the Lowe Countrie. Wingfield replied, " he had recevyd

advise of it," but it was not yet in his hands. He also informed

Wingfield that he heard from his [ambassadors] with the King

Catholic that " the Lorde Shevyrs and the Chaunceler" had gone

to [Noyon] to conclude with the French. He hopes the summer

will not [pass without] bringing the enterprise to the desired end.

For he declared .... only avysid to the Pope " that he desyryth

noothinge moore thanne [to see the] couclewsyon takyn betwixe

yourc highnesse and the sayde Kinge, [and tha]t he is verily deter

mined to pay the 1,500 horsemen which be [on this s]ide the Po,

ever since the beginning of May, at their own cost." The Em

peror said he had sent for the army of Naples, and wanted 16,000

men to join them and the said horsemen, as he is obliged to go

to great expense in succouring Verona, where it is necessary to

keep a large force to prevent the enemy from returning and taking

it, which they will do easily; for the provisions of corn and wine

have been so much damaged by them that it is not possible to

victual a force large enough to keep it. Considering these circum

stances, he hopes the French will not be allowed any advantage.

He said also he had heard from Galeazzo, who asked for 10,000 fl.

to pay 2,000 Swiss for a month for an enterprise on the city of

Combe. * * Ten thousand Swiss were set forth.

[Affairs] in Italy were never in greater hazard. Finally the Em

peror showed him "with how great [secrecy he had] convevid
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hym sylfe so far forth from his counsel," so that none can tell

his intention, [nor where] he will go. He has told them he will

not leave the confines of the Tyrol until ho is sure of the King

Catholic. He ordered Doctor [Marraton] to bring to Wingfield

in this town a minute of the obligation. As Wingfield was writing

the Emperor sent one of his [council] named Blasyus, with a credence

requesting him to go to Augsburg, and saying he would send

to him declaring his intentions. Purposes to set forward tomorrow.

Fiessen, " the 25th "»

Hoi., pp. 4, mutilated. Add. Endd. : Sir Robert Wyngfild,

25 Augusti j with the copie of the Emperor's obligation, which is

enclosed and dated "in castro die Augusti 1516."

25 Aug. 2299- Pace to Ammonius.

K. O. With the letters of the Cardinal of Sion to Ammonius he will

receive the Cardinal's letters to Pace. If he is not sent for they

will never see him again. It rains so hard that he is expecting the

deluge, and for the first time in his life he believes the prognosti-

cators (mathcmatici). Jacobo Gambaro was to leave Coire on the

Grison on the 18th, with 4,000 foot. A Spaniard of high birth flies to

the city (Rome) to arrange a peace between the Pope and- Francisco

Maria, who calls himself Duke of Urbino in his edicts, protector of

the Church, and enemy of the Florentines. Has heard nothing of

the recall of the Bp. of Veroli by the Swiss. Thinks that Sion

speaks from conjecture. Is tired of his occupation. The beggars

are innumerable, und he is obliged to give to them all. The gold

of Midas would not satisfy them. Is to give Erasmus his letters

if he is in England. JDoes not know whether Sion lias written to

Wolsey of the French negociation. Constance, 25 Aug.

Lat., pp. 2. Copy, in Pace's own hand, and headed : " Ri. Paceus

And. Ammonio."

2300. Pace to Wolsey.

R. O. The French King is endeavouring to buy the Duke of Bari on the

conditions under mentioned, and to make him quit Germany. The

Duke has informed Pace of everything, and will do nothing without

the consent of the Emperor and Henry, although the former keeps

him so straitly that he suffers from hunger.

The above is in cipher, in Pace's hand, but not signed. What

follows is in plain Latin, in a different hand.—The Duke of Bari

is to resign his right to Milan to the French King for 100,000 cr. of

the sun, of which half shall be paid before he leaves Germany. The

King shall procure him to be made Cardinal, with benefices worth

50,000 crown a year, paying him meanwhile 40,000 cr. a year, &c.

Pp. 2. Add. : Cardinali Ebor.

25 Aug. 2301. The Duke of Barry to Pace.

R. O. A Benedictine monk from Dr. Otrechi informs him that peace

has been concluded between the Emperor, the King Catholic, and the

King of France. Otrechi advises him to yield to the King of France,

who will promote him to the cardinalate ; that it is no use trusting

to the Germans for aid, but he should follow the example of his

brother the Duke Maximilian, who lives comfortably in France.

Had replied that he did not want the cardinalate or any other gifts

* A leaf containing the bonds is inserted. f Added in Greek

Y Y 2
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The Duke of Barky to Pace—com*.

from France. The monk was going to the Cardinal of Sion and to

Visconti till he heard that the roads were guarded. Trent, 25 Au<*.

Added in cipher, in Pace's hand : " The Duke of Barry sende

thes lettre to me incifers."

Lat., p. 1.

25 Aug. 2302. Mklchiok Langus to [Wolsey].

Vit, B. in. 72. Hopes that Wolsey will understand from the letters dated Trent,

B. M. of the 3rd inst., that he has executed his commission to Cardinal

Sion. Hearing, however, of the deaths of Cardinal St. Severin

and of the proctor maintained hy Wolsey at the Papal court, has

been obliged lo come to Rome, as he will write fully to Ammonius.

Beseeches Wolsey's assistance, or will be obliged to beg. Rome,

25 Aug. 1516.

Hoi., Lat., p. 1, badly mutilated. Add. in a modern hand.

*

26 Aug. 2303. Spinelly to Wolsey.

Galba. B. iv. 1+7. Has received his letters by Giles Ringot. Thanks him for his

B. M. decision in the affairs of his brother and himself. In his letters of

the 24th, desired Tuke to show Wolsey the Scotch news he had

learned at Antwerp. Since his return, has seen the Chancellor,

who told him they had concluded the desired peace and the marriage

between their master and the French King's daughter. There is

now no cause that can engender war in Christendom, except the

grudges about Verona and Tournay. The Chancellor says, though

they have provided 15,000 ducats for Verona, for the month of

September, it is not likely the Emperor can keep it. The French

refused to desist from assisting the Venetians. The Pope is sending

into England a personage who will pass by this court, and who has

full power to enter into a defensive league in the Pope's name.

On Thursday next the Provost of Cassel leaves for England to

explain the proceedings at Noyon. He will bring with him a

copy of the treaty. Very few are satisfied with the proceedings

yesterday to France, to take the French King's oath to

the treaty, and the Lord Dorval to come hither. There is less

preparation than ever for <he going into Spain. Some think they

will take occasion to go by France. The Frisians have abandoned

the siege. The King's army has followed them. It is retained

for one month, to expire on the 2nd Oct. The Admiral is come

from Zealand, to confer, it is said, about the voyage, but not ten

in a hundred believe the King will go this year. Is to be with the

ambassador of Arragon this afternoon. Brussels, 26 Aug.

Hoi., pp. 3, mutilated. Add. ; To my Lord Cardinal's grace.

Endd.

26 Aug. 2304. James Meiger, burgomaster, and the Town Council of

R. o. Basle, to Henry VIII.

Seconding the request contained in their confederates' letters

touching Daniel de Oringen, goldsmith of Basle, and the jewels

and silver taken from him at Calais by the Daciarii. 26 Aug.

1516.

Lat., p. 1. Add. arid endd.
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26 Aug. 2305. For John Abbot of St. Saviour's, Bermondsey.

S. B. Grant of land in Rederhith, Surrey, to support a solemn anniver

sary for the souls of the King's parents : on surrender by Gerard

Danett of patent 27 Oct. 7 Hen. VIII. It appears by inquisition

taken at Suthwerk, 9 May 8 Hen. VIII. before Hen. Saunder,

escheator, that Sir Hen. Lovell wns seized in tail male of the said

land, with remainder to Fras. Lord Lovel, attainted ; that Sir Hen.

Lovell died 13 June 4 Hen.VII., without male heirs ; and that the

said land is held of the Abbot of Bermondsey as of his manor of

Rederhith. Del. Westm., 26 Aug. 8 Hen.VIII.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. I, m. 7.

26 Aug. 2306. For John Salesbury, sewer of the Chamber.

P. S. To be keeper of Gorssuodeok "park, in Denbigh, Marches of

Wales, with 2d. a day : on surrender of patent 16 June 5 Hen.VIII.

granting the same to W. Wylcok and the said John, in survivor

ship. Corff Castle, 24 Aug. 8 Hen.VIII. Del. Westm., 26 Aug.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p.l, m. 9.

26 Aug. 2307. Ammonius to Erasmus.

Er. Ep. viii. 27. Did not dare ask Erasmus to stay even two days, as he seemed in

such a hurry to get away ; will venture, however, though all are not

like the Bishop of Rochester. Is not surprised his hunting proved

unsuccessful. It is a new kind of metamorphosis to transform

books into horses. Ammonius has received the letters Erasmus

left for More. Will look to his business, but he must not expect

haste, the passages arc beset with soldiers. Compliments to the Bp.

of Rochester. Westm., 7 kl. Sextil. 1513.

27 Aug. 2308. Silvester Bp. of Worcester to [Ammonius].

Vit. B. hi. "0. Received his letter of the 18th ult. by the Ricasoli. Can come

B. M. to no certain conclusions from his letter. Suspects that some

of them have been lost on the road, because letters have come from

Lyons of the 13th inst Wrote to him yesterday by a

courier, " . . . . passo di qui che venia dlnghilterra ; il quale

corr[iero] none mai arrivato ;" perhaps he is taken by the French.

Has been abused for the slowness of his correspondence by Tuke ;

will be better informed in future. Campucci makes him despair

of bringing Balbi's case to a conclusion ; he has told so many lies

about it these two years past, and always excuses himself by the

gout.—" .... quella sfortunata de mia sorella, niadre, et.. . . .

infelice ribaldo, che more di fame, et voi nou [lo] credete." Is in

great anxiety. Ammouius has often promised to ask the Cardinal

in his favor. The money was paid to Hadrian, with much trouble,

at Lyons. Desires him to send a copy of his agreement made with

Hadrian when Ammonius took (he office. The magnifico Lorenzo

has been made Duke of Urbino, and invested with the duchy.

Bonvix left here about ten months ago, in disgrace, and is going

to Niccolao in Flanders » by his friendship with De la

Pole, who is in France, " sapra da dere uiille tristisie ;

e quando cosi sia, Lorenzo di . . . . dovra fare male che auco lui

dovre pure . . . volta patire di tauti soi ribalderie." M. Marchio,

servant of Card. Sion, has come here, thinking to manage his

master's aftWs by [his influence with] Card. San Severino. Helps

him as much as he can, considering the French interest with tho

Papal court.
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Silvester Br. or Worcester to [Amxionitjs]—cont.

* Began this letter eight days ago, hoping to find some way of

sending by Lyons. Does not suppose it will have to wait ten days.

Ammonius' letter of the 10th has arrived, very brief, and mostly

in cipher. Refers again to Campucci and Hadrian's payment.

Sends him a letter which goes to the Master of the Rolls. If there

be any complaint of its delay, tell him it was addressed "Pun-

testal " lor " Tundestal."

la to tell Wolsey he cannot give him any positive answer about

the indulgences for York, nor yet of those other innovations at

Cambridge, because for two months the Pope has done no business,

or very little. Worcester's chamberlain is very negligent, and he

thinks of getting rid of him. Rome, 27 Aug. 1516.

Hoi., Ilal., badly written and much mutilated, pp.

28 Aug. 2309. Henry VIII. to Lokenzo de Medicis.

Vit. B. in. 73. In recommendation of Johannes Anglicus. Windsor, 28 Aug.

K. M. 1516. Signed.

Lat., p. 1. Add.

28 Aug. 2310. Sir Rob. Wingfield to Henry VIII.

Vit. B. xix. 234. Wrote last [from] Fiessyn the [25th of] this month, and enclosed

B. M. and the minute of another, informing the King that

he intended to come to this city. Yesternight was at a town six

Dutch miles from this, where he received a letter from Dr. Mar-

roton, which he quotes in full, dated at the village of R[ute near

the] Castle of Erenberge, the 26th of the same. It was to the eflect

that the Emperor had called Marroton into his presence alone, and

told him in the lingua Brabantinica that Chievres and the Chan

cellor had returned and declared at a secret council : (1) That the

marriage of the King Catholic with Renee is broken off, and a new

one made with Anne daughter of the present King of France.

(2) That the King of France has renounced the action which he

had [proposed] for the kingdom of Naples ; " et nulla est facta

[ineiitio de rebus] Navarrte." (3) That if the King of France

die without heir male, the duchy of Milan [is to revert] to the

King Catholic " in subsidium matrimonii]." (4) As to the Vene

tians, the French are unwilling to lay aside their but

if the Emperor will renounce the right he pretends to the cities

[of Brescia] and Verona, he shall have from the Venetians 200,(XX)

f[l.] ; [if] the Emperor is unwilling, the King Catholic will

help him [against the] Venetians, on condition that he lay not

[hands on the duchy] of Milan. Marroton replied, that in his

opinion " nullum est istius pacis," nor is any mention

made of England except as touching Verona. He

replied, " Tu verum d[icis] et tradimenta ; ideo vade

et scribere oratori [Angliie] opinionem suam. Nolo

respondere ilia "

Wingfield answered this letter and prayed him to tell

the Emperor that the said tidings were so important, and varied

so much [from th]ose which the Emperor showed him at his last

visit, that he could give no opinion, as "an advice of counsell" to

the Emperor, but would "saye as me semyd nessestari" to Marroton.

And first, that whereas " always hitherto the Emperor's Majesty hath

peculiarly suffered his bounty and goodness to vanquish his great

wisdom and experience, yet now me seemeth his goodness ought give

place to the other twain," so as to take vengeance on those who desire
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to separate him iVoin his tried friends; and the more speedily he does

it the more thoroughly will he confirm his friends, and strike his

enemies with fear and confusion. As to the four articles in Mar-

roton's letter, the first pleases him well; since, as the first marriage

is dissolved, the second will have but little effect; for if the King

Catholic can wait for the growing up of the Princess of France, he

will be glad [to wait] that of the English Princess, Henry's daughter.

" th a noothir manner of possybylite thanne the Pryn-

cessc comyn of a race which is neeythir haltc or

lame " Could give no opinion on the other articles, except

to desire the Emperor " to reste fermely noon oothir

but very such as he hath jugid all and treasons, and that

it maye lyke his ma[jesty] with all diligence the high perfection of

his greet so that by the meane the said delusions

and tre[asons shall] be discovyrd," and the traitors punished.

Since Wingfield has been here, Blasyus of the Emperor's Council,

named in [his] said letter of the 25 th, has come to him with a credence

from the Emperor desiring him to declare to Jamys Fukkyr, prin

cipal merchant of this [town], the amity between the Emperor and

Henry is as firm as it ever was, and that Henry is determined] to

assist him. [Wingfield said] that in his opinion in a few days

Henry would send a gr[cnt] sum to these parts, praying the Fukkars

to prepare so that matters may advance, because it is notorious what

damage happened of late from money not being in time. Blasius

also desired him from the Emperor to get the Hugstettyrs and the

Kclzers taken into faith again ; for since the return of the Swiss all

the wor[ld] has thought that all friendship was [at an end] between

the Emperor and Henry. To w[hich Wingfield replied], that as to

amity for the part of your [grace ye would not] fail both to preach

and affirm it, for though * * *

If the King desire to bring the Italian enterprise to a successful

issue he ought to have some person of character, trust, and authority

with the Emperor here ; for if some means be not found to provide

for sudden chances the danger will be great. Doubts not the King

will provide for all necessities. Augsburg, 28 Aug. 1516.

P.S.—Has just received a letter from Dr. Marroton, which he en

closes. The Emperor has great difficulty in getting out ofthe Tyrol,

" and to colour that none should understand what he intendeth, and

i what difficulty shall be for him to pass that way which he must go,

considering the war that is now prepared betwixt the Duke Wil

liam of Bavicr and the Duke of Wiertenberge, which is the mightest .

prince of men in all the empire, whose country the Emperor must

needs pass through ; and all the princes of Almaine been like to bo

in war by the mean as confederates to the said Dukes." Wirtem-

berg's allies are of the French faction, and when they heard of the

Emperor's offer to resign the Empire to Henry, offered their support

to the [Fren]ch King.

Hoi., pp. 4, mutilated.

ii. [Marroton] to Sir Rob. Wingfield.

Vit. B. xix. 236. " hoc mane ad vestram Excellentiam Caesar

scribas domino oratori Kicardus Paceus dixit meis

Elvesios agentibus regem A[ngliaj non] posse mihi

dare auxilia nisi lig[a fuerit] conciusa, et Cresnr ad partes in[fe-

riores] venerit. Certe istud est secretum pal et admodum

ex hoc indignatur'Ctesar. Quare jussit ut has ad vestram Magnifi-

centiara m[ittcrem ct] nomine Ctesario requirerem, ut quan[tocius]

fieri poterit scrcnissimo Rcgi vestro scribatis, [quod] .... Cajsarius
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Markoton to Sir Rou. Wingfield—cont.

ad paries inferiores secrete to .... ul omnia melius et securius agi

p[ossiut]."

" Uuum nou omittam, dominos oratores Cath[olici Regis] con-

clusisse, excluso patre. Die xxvj. tarde."

" Fulmen e cculo xviija proesentis pulveres bo[mbardicus] Veuc-

tqrum tetigit et consumpsit xxvc re ita quod bombardare

parietes Ver[onae uon] possunt, id quod negligerc "

Contemporary copy, p. 1. Add.: Excell. d. Roberto [Wyugje-

felde ser. Regis [Anglijas et Fraucia; consiliario [orajton apud

Maj. Cass honorando Augusta?.

28 Aug. 2311. The Ambassadors of the Five German Cantons and

K o. °f the Abbot and Town of St. Gall to Henry VIII.

Requesting that Daniel Ocriuger of Basle may be reimbursed

the sum of 600 florins, which he lost in Henry's dominions by

ignorant transgression of the laws. Zurich, 28 Aug. '16.

Lat., p. 1. Add. and endd.

28 Aug. 2312. To Lord Mountjoy, Lieutenant of Touruay, and

S. s.b. Jerningham, Treasurer.

To admit as one of the gunner quartermasters Th. Dolling, to

exercise the said oflice by himself or deputy, at Is. 6d. per day.

Corfe Castle, 28 Aug. 8 Hen. VIII.

Aug. 2313. Scotland.

Calig. B. tiii. 102. i. " Memoire de ce que Jacques Marchal, secretaire de Mou-

B. M. seigneur le Due d'Albany, regent et gouverneur du royaume

d'Escosse, aura charge faire en Angleterre."

1. He shall demand ratification of the articles which he carries

with him, signed by Albany, and send him word of his proceed

ings, getting Clarencieux to hasten the ratification if he cannot

procure it immediately. 2. If it be despatched before he starts,

lie is only to wait two or three days, and state that Albany

demands the hostages. 3. Is to obtain a safeconduct for Albany

according to his instructions. 4. This done, he is to present his

memorials, and obtain consent to one of the three. 5. Is to learn if

it be the Cardinal's pleasure to send a credence by the said

Marchal to the King of France, mainly to promote the peace

between the three kingdoms. 6. For this object he shall entreat

the Cardinal to write to Dacre, to arrest and send the Master of

Gleucairn to Albauy, accused by the Earl of Eglinton. He is

supposed to be now at Carly[sleJ. But Dacre and his sons will

know.

Fr.} pp. 3. Endorsed.

ii. " Memoire sur le fait des sccurtez et ostaiges que Mon-

seigneur le Due d'Albanye demaude pour son passaige au royaume

d'Augleterre."

1. That the King and his sister Mary will surrender nil claim

to France, and the Queen of Scots to Scotland, and not revive

them in the event of the Duke's being stopped in his passage ;

or, 2, that two hostages be placed, sc. two Dukes and the Lord

Dacre, one in France, the other at St. Johnston, Dacre at Dunbar;

Fiance to be security for them ; or, 3, that Clifford and Conyers,

who have been offered already to the Duke, shall be sent to

Boulogne, and Dacre to Scotland with the Captain of Berwick, and

the castle of Berwick be placed in the hands of the Duke, with

provisions for six months, &c. ; or, 4, to deliver the great chani
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berlain, the Earl of [Surrey], son of Norfolk, the Grand Prior of

St. John's and the Lords Dacre, Clifford, and Conyers.

Fr., pp. 3.

29 Aug. 2314. Clarencieux to Wolset.

Calig. B.m. 260. Albany is sending Jaqucs Marshall, his principal secretary, bearer

B. M. of this, with letters to the King. He has the counterpart of the

articles signed and scaled by the Duke, as the other was by Wolsey.

The Duke will not have his going into England mentioned in thein.

His secretary is charged to learn whai hostages shall be delivered.

Were it not for the Estates of the realm lie would go without

them. He hopes to remove all scruples, and that the Kings of

England, Fiance, and Scotland shall remain brothers and allies.

lie will forsake France if it refuses compliance ; expects to have

his answer therefrom by La Fayette, and wishes Clarencieux to

remain with him till then. Clarencieux is anxious for an answer

to his letter dated Edinburgh the 9th, sent by a servant of the

' Lord Dacre's.—Sinco the above, has been with the Duke about

the hostages. Explained to hiin his instructions. Albany desires

Wolsey's favor ; lias deferred the parliament from the 2nd to the

loth Sept. The Bp. of Glasgow, chancellor, writes by the bearer.

He is well inclined to peace. Encloses a letter of Angus to Queen

Margaret, and others received from Marion Boucle. Cannot per

ceive that there are any bands in this realm. Angus, the Chamber

lain, and their party, hang together, but arc outwardly submissive

to the Duke. Falkland, 29 Aug.

Hoi., pp. 3. Add. : To my Lord Cardinal's good grace. Endd.

by Darby.

29 Aug. 2315. Marroton to Sir Eob. Wingfield.

Vit. B. >x. 68*. " dominc honorande, legi maju Cx. vestras [lileras.

B.M. Plajcet vestra oppinio et eandem sequetur [ejus] celsitudo." He

can write this to the King, " [quod] nisi in Owerlinghe dictum

i'uisset suas inajestati serenissimum regem vestrum nolle admodo

succurrcre sua; majestati, res non essent in istis tcrminis." If

the King will keep firm to the Emperor he will never desert the

King. These are the words spoken to Marroton by the Emperor

to be written to Wingfield. The Emperor orders Wingfield to be in

Fusscn on Saturday, 6 Sept. He will arm there and set forth. He

desires to have speech with Wingfield there. " Ex Rute,"29 Aug.

Hoi., Lat., p. 1, mutilated. Add.

30 Aug. 23 1 6- Erasmus to Cardinal Wolsey.

Er. Ep. viii. 33. Much regets he could not pay Wolsey a visit before leaving

Eugland. Wolsey is his sheet anchor ; but all things must give way

to St. Jerome. Found the roads beset with robbers never more than

at this present ; the Rhine swollen with rain and snow, and all the

country under water, specially in the neighbourhood of Strasburg.

The New Testament in Greek has come out as it was written by

the Apostles ; Erasmus has added a Latin version and notes. Is

employed on some trifles, and when they are finished will hasten

his return, especially if Wolsey's bounty will provide him with

some comforts. Basle, 3 kal. Sept.* lol6.

SO Aug. 2317. Spinelly to [Wolsey].

Galba, B. iv. 1-19. Wrote last on the 26th : on which day he received Wolsey's let-

B. M. ters of the 21st. Went accordingly to see Fcllinger, and urge him

* This month is an error.
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/Spinelly to [Wolsey]Y-cowA.

to promote the new amity. Fellinger told him it was his principal

charge. A Council was to bo assembled that morning, Friday-

last, to which many of divers nations were called. The Chan

cellor in the King's presence related at length the effect of the

amity desired by England, approving of the defensive league,

but objecting to the clause by which the confederates were bound

to assist each other if any prince violated his engagements with

them. The King was advised not to bind himself to so blind a

matter. The clause might bring him into open war, contrary to his

oath. Only one man was of a different opinion, and though he

had 2(5 or more against him, upheld Henry's proposition as more

beneficial to them than to England. Many arc surprised that

England has made such an offer, being so far from equal in

territory.

The Frisians have separated into great bands, and with

drawn into various towns on the frontier of Gueldres, where they

cannot be assailed. The Lord Nassau and all the gentlemen of

iSpain are leaving. Lord dTsselstein, Count Felix, and Lord

Wasscner have remained " retained " Posts have con-

. stantly come out of France these six days, sometimes twice a day.

On Thursday the French ambassador was in communication with

the Chancellor, Chievres and Fellinger. A servant of Andrew de

Bourgo, who left Innspruck on the 22nd, says the garrison of

Verona was very discontented, and the inhabitants suffered much

from its extortion. The Venetians had made a bridge over the

Adige. They and the French, before setting their ordnance against

the town, "would come and take the close upon 12 miles this side

of Verona." Great preparations were made in the Tyrol to relieve

it. It can only be saved for a time. The French havo offered

[the Emperor] 200,000 cr. for it . . . " and take it in their hands,

not only for the sum but also for 225,000 more that they

had leynn (lent) to h[is] majesty upon the said city." If so,

the Venetians can havo little hope to have it. The Genoese

fleet against the Turks arrived in Sicily, and victualled itself.

Some think it went there to help the insurrection. The Duke of

Gueldres has taken an important town in Holland, which belongs

one half to the King and the other to the Lord Tamysc. X Encloses

a report made by the servant of the Master of the Posts, who

came two days ago from Mettz. Has paid him 30 gold guldens.

Brussels, 30 Aug. 1516.

P.S.—Has not since spoken with the ambassador of Arragon,

': for wc tarry for "

Hoi., pp. 4, mutilated.

30 Aug. 2318. Sir Ric. Wingfield to Wolsey.

K. 0. In accordance with his letter of the 22nd, has taken leave of the

King Catholic this day, stating the cause of his return. On Mon

day next will start for Calais, and go by Tournay to consult with

Mouutjoy. Will write to morrow along with Tunstal the answer

they have this day received from the Council. Brussels, 30 Aug.

Signed.

P. 1. Add. : My Lord the Cardinal of York, Chancellor of

England. Endd.

30 Aug. 2319. [Sin Rob Wingfield] to [Wolsev].

Vit. B.xix. 238. [Wrote] from Inspruck on the 20th of this month, " [and received

B. M. your] most gracious letters of the 1 1th of the same " on [the . . ] of

this month. Wrote to the [King] from Fiessen, and from this
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city. Has received Wolsey's letters [dated] the 18th of this month,

and with them [letters to] the Emperor from Wolsey on matters

contained in Wingfield's letter of the 29th of [July]. Will execute

the King's commands, but until he hears fresh news it is needless to

" stymull the [Emperor very] besyly," for as far as his power goes

he is as well [disposed] towards the King as any prince ever was

towards another. When the Emperor finds himself strong and

united with the Catholic King he will not fail to punish the traitors.

(I/ere follows a passage too mutilated to be intelligible.) "As

touching the desire your grace maketh to me [and] Master Pace,

surely your grace may command; and though [so be] that it is

openly spoken in this court that he, not only [in] the favor which

is borne to the Venetians, but also because that it was thought

most meet to him and the Lord Galias, that the said Venetians

might take opportunity to recover not only Brixa and Verona, but

also all such other things as hath been won or fallen into tho Em

peror's hands since the war began, and shett his majesty clean out of

Italy, and then by their favor without the Emperor to make perfect

the enterprise of the duchy of Milan ; yet I have not only excused

him in this matter to the Emperor, and defended him against all

other, but also do esteem verily that the acts which the said Master

Pace hath done, for which the Emperor hath taken displeasure,

hath rather proceeded of a fervent desire that he hath had, to serve

the King truly and satisfy your grace diligently, than otherwise."

Wolsey will have heard before these come to his hand that the

Emperor has forgiven Pace his past displeasure, and hopes his

conduct will not be repeated. He is, however, troubled by his

demeanour, as will appear by a letter of Dr. Marroton enclosed,

which came unto my hands when I Wolsey has need

to [know what the] Venetians intend, not what they say; [as it]

is written of Gracchus and his orations. The Emperor deals with

the Venetians much better than they deserve, and wonders they

are so favoured by the King of England. They are the principal

supporters of the French in Italy. Dated

Wolsey's letter to the Emperor he has already [sent with a let]ter

to Dr. Marroton, " answering to his enclosed in these,"

adding what he thought fit, asking him to deliver Wolsey's letter

[to] the Emperor, and to call forau answer, as Wingfield will not be

where the Emperor is till the 6th of next month. Stays here till

Wednesday, when he starts to meet the Emperor at the place

appointed, three days journey from this. Will find great difficulty

in conveying the 6,000 fl., which he will receive here of Friscobald's

agent, because the order is so intricate. For in Henry's letter of

the 11th he orders Wingfield to pay the said sum to the Emperor

as soon as he is sure the Emperor will descend, while the letter of

exchange orders the agent to pay the sum by Wingfield's order to

the Emperor. Has written to Marroton to get the Emperor's

acquittances.

Hoi., pp. 4, badly mutilated. Dated in margin in a modem

hand: 1516, Awgsburge, 30 Aug.

30 Aug. 2320. For the City of Winchester.

V. S. Grant of their petition that the mayor elect take tho oath of office

before his predecessor, the recorder and two or three aldermen,

instead of before the Barons of the Exchequer. Monastery of'

Christchurch, 18 Aug. 8 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm., 30 Aug.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p.l, m.9.
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31 Aug. 2321. Erasmus to Bovill.

Er.Ep.n.10. Perceives by his last that he had not received the letters Eras

mus left for him with Thos. More in London. Would have been

glad to have returned to his old associates. Intends to winter at

Louvain. Is glad to find that his N. Testament is applauded at

Cambridge ; although he has heard from very credible authority

that there is a college there which has put out a decree that the

book shall on no account enter its precincts. Think of men so

absurd as to condemn a'work they had not read, or reading could

not understand! They had only heard, over their cups, or in knots

in the market, that a new work had appeared which was to pluck

out the eyes of theologians like crows. They pretend that nothing

of the kind ought to be attempted without consent of a General

Council. May not Erasmus restore what they have depraved ?

Insists on this absurdity, and the discrepancies in the citations from

the N. Testament. Meets the objections against a new version.

Thinks that even a General Council might overlook things, espe

cially if they were not of necessity unto salvation. So they in

tend at all hazards to retain their mumpsimus ! They vociferate, " O

earth and heaven, Erasmus has corrected the Gospels!" Produces

instances of new editions of parts of Scripture. Aristotle has lost

none of his authority by his modern translators, nor Hippocrates and

Galen by the labors of Cope. If grammar does not make a theo

logian, the absence of grammar does not.

Moreover, in the present Lateran Council it has been decreed

that any book may be published by consent of the ordinary. That

approbation he has from the Bishop of Bnsle and the Abp. of Can

terbury. Mentions various scholars who had expressed their

satisfaction with the work. Arc not the duuees ashamed to revile

what their own Chancellor the Bp. of Rochester lias applauded ?

Sends a copy of the two papal letters in his favor. Ammonius

had entrusted them to Pace, who is now ambassador with Maxi

milian, to forward them to Erasmus at Basle. Last winter sent one

volume to Leo.

Are they afraid lest the book should entice their scholars and

empty their lecture rooms ? Thirty years ago nothing was taught

at Cambridge except Alexander's pari-a Logicalia, some scraps

from Aristotle, and the Qucestiones of Duns Scotus. In process of

time improved studies were added ; mathematics, a new Aristotle,

a knowledge of Greek letters. What ha* been the consequence ?

The University can now hold its head with the highest, and has

excellent theologians. Of course they must now study the New Tes

tament with greater attention, and not waste their time as hereto

fore in frivolous quibbles. He could name certain theologians who

have never so much as read the Scriptures, or even turned over

The Sentences, or anything else, " prater qurcstionum gryphos.''

Can wait cheerfully the judgment of posterity. Begs remembrance

to his friend Dr. Fawn, John Brian, John Vaughan, Humphry,

his old host Gerard the bookseller Understands that Watson is

away. Palace, Rochester, prid. kal. Sep. 1516. •

31 Aug. 2322. Tunstal and Sir Ric. Wingkield to [Henry VIII.]

Galba.B. iv. 151. On the 23rd Chievres and the Chancellor demurred to the article

B. M. touching invasion, as contrary to the league lately formed at

Noyon, on which the writers proposed the modification of the

second article, according to the drafts sent them by the Council

from England, as they wrote in their letters of the 23rd. Since

then, to prevent the Chancellor from misinterpreting the article,
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brought him a copy, and had a full meeting, where the King was

present. Yesterday were told that the King, after long delibera

tion with his Council, would not accept the proposed modification

ns inconsistent with his honor, and would never consent to any article

of invasion. Tunstol explained that the King had been requested by

the Emperor to enter on this league from the advantage it would

be to the Prince and his dominions, as he is more likely to suffer than

any other prince; for the same reason Henry had consented to punish

all disturbers, although no prince was more likely to be free from

invasion than himself, being environed by the sea ; and that the

nrticle of invasion was so modified that it could not reasonably

bo rejected. In conclusion they consented to send an ambassador

to England to declare this matter, and what had been done at

Noyon. This would be the Provost of Cassell, who is not favored

by the Council there. Think he will be empowered to show the

King Catholic the excuses of his Council and a copy of the treaty

of Noyon. The King will not go to Spain, although they pretend

it, and will possibly hold a Toison, and go to the sea to blind the

people. Besides Mons. de Ravestein and the Provost of

must go to France to take the French King's oath for the new

league, and Mons. Dorvell comes for the King Catholic's oath.

The Duke of Gueldres has taken Newporte in Holland, and various

prisoners. It is thought to have been done that the King may

not leave the country without defence, because Mons. do Ta[myse]

who is a strong Gueldrite, holds half the town.

Wingfield visited Chievres to announce his departure, when the

King Catholic desired to state that he was anxious for the favor

of England. Told Felynger they had done all they could to press

the article ; he said he considered it reasonable, expressed his

sorrow that the enterprise of the Swiss could not go forward, and

said he would report to the Emperor accordingly, and the same

to Andreas de Burgho. De Gomez, the great Lord of Biscay,

with whom they fell in by chance, told them privately that England

should be under no apprehension of these practices with France,

" for they were but Injwrds and could not endure" after the King

came into Spain. Tomorrow Wingfield leaves for Calais. Thinks

the new amity should not be pressed on this court. The influence

of the present governors cannot endure, they are so much disliked.

They must not, however, be openly opposed, but civilly treated.

Will not have to advance the loan if the King does not go. Have

said nothing of Chievres' pension, as he is too much wedded to

France. The Spaniards make good report of England's munifi

cence. Brussels, last day of Aug. Signed.

Pp. 8, mutilated.

Aug. 2323. Erasmus to Ammonius.

Er. Ep. vni. 14. Hopes the hunting may prove as fortunate to Ammonius as it

has proved unfortunate to Erasmus. It carried away the King,

then the Cardinal. Had angled for Urswick by sending him a

New Testament, and asked for the horse he had promised. Finds,

when visiting him on Monday, that he also had gone hunting.

Thynne slips off in the same way ; and now Ammonius. Begs

him to break open the letter destined by Erasmus for the Pope, and

have it recopied. Hopes success in their project.

P.S.—Might possibly stay in England a few days, waiting for

the horse from Urswick, were he not tired of this country, and felt

that he was a stale guest to More's wife ; (" sentirem me vetulum

jam hospitem uxori Morice eupputere"). 1511,
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2324. Erasmus to Leo X.

Er. Ep. i. 80. The Pope's condescension surpasses his utmost wishes. Knew

that the King Catholic had written in his favor, but not that the

King of England had done so. It will be an additional spur to

his exertions. The restoration of letters will be one of the im

perishable trophies of Leo X. Brussels, 1516.

2325. Erasmus to Silvester Bp. of Worcester.

Er. Ep. i. 31. Returns his thanks. What will not Worcester do for others

when he has done so much for Erasmus, vix de facie noto ? Is not

surprised ho should have stood so high in favor with Henry VII.

and Henry VIII. Brussels, 1516. •

2326. Scotland and the Duke of Albany.

Calig. B. in. 139. A memorial in the hand of John de Barbon, intended to be shown

B. M. the King of England and Wolsey. (1.) Albany's desire to visit

England, and his answer to the lords of Scotland, who were afraid

of the same. (2.) The commandment given by him to the writer,

to put Henry in mind of the good words he had sent Albany from

time to time. "And if now it please his grace to send him (Albany)

ony werd in France, to be said othir in his grace's name or in my

lords awin, he schal entierly do it." For this purpose he desires

that Clarencieux may be sent, or he may know the King's mind

by the writer. 3. As too much time has elapsed to do anything

before St. Andrew's Day, begs the truce may be prorogued until

St. John Baptist's Day. 4. This prorogation can do no harm, if

Albany during the time should come into Scotland, as it will only

be to secure peace between the two realms, and to serve the Queen

of Scotland. 5. Ambassadors will be sent to him for peace, and

Albany has commission to that effect from the Pope. If the Cardinal

desire the pence it will be to the universal good.

Pp. 3.

Aug. 2327. Instructions of the Provost of Cassel.

Vit.B.xvm.172. ]. To give the recommendations of the King Catholic to his

B. M. uncle and good brother [the King of England]. 2. Since the death

of Ferdinand, France has been pretending a right to the kingdom

of Naples. 3. He has therefore been advised to make peace with

France to obtain quiet possession of his kingdoms; 4, but he has

expressly comprehended England, and done nothing to its prejudice,

as will be seen by a copy of the treaty sent. 5. Is willing to

make a treaty with England, according to the terms demanded by

the ambassadors now at Brussels; and, 6, to enter the great league

between the Pope, Emperor, King of England, and the Swiss,

who shall be subsidised according to the powers given to the

Bp. of Kliui. his ambassador [in England]. 7. If the King of

England wishes to be comprised in the treaty with France, he must

send [ambassadors] betimes to the King Catholic. 8. The King

Catholic desires from England a loan of 100,000 crowns for his

voyage into Spain, to be repaid by instalments in three or four

years. As the King of England had replied that he would write to

his ambassadors on this point, and they have agreed to lend him

20,000 marks (equal to 120,000 livres of 40 gros), to be repaid in

two years, on receiving bonds of the King Catholic and the

members of the order of the Toison. minutes are enclosed of the
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said letters for the King's approval. 10. Is to communicate,

before he sees the King, with the resident ambassador of the King

Catholic, who will advise him how to manage.

Fr., pp. 2, badly mutilated. Endd.

*»* The sense in some places is obtained from marginal notes

made before thefire.

2328. [Wolsey] to [Tunstal and Sir Richard Wingfield.]

Galba.B.iv. 162. By their letter to the King, dnted Brussels, 23 Aug., understands

B. M. their meeting with Chievres and the Chancellor, after their return

from Noyon, the league and the marriage concluded with France,

their desire to modify the article sent them by the writer at the

King's desire, &c. As Chievres and the Chancellor made no direct

answer, can give them no further instruction. The letter is very

reasonable for all parties and only for remedying of wrong after

refusal of redress.* Notwithstanding their advice against making

the protestation, if they find that at the meeting of Noyon it is

intended to convey the King to France, they are to follow their

instructions.

Draft, corrected by Ruthal, pp. 3, mutilated.

2329. [Wolsey] to [Henry VIII]

Calig. E.in. 9. Thanks the King for his letters and instructions. Though. . . .

B. M. has given charge to the officers of the town [of Calais], will charge

them to make fitting provision there, as the King commands. De

sires confirmation from the Emperor's ambassadors or Mr. Pace,

of the overthrow of the French in Italy. After the return of

[Chievres] and the Chancellor from Noyon, they declared that in

the late amity and the marriage contracted between the King and

the daughter of France nothing was done prejudicial to their good

intelligence with England. They object to the article of invasion.

By the arrangements proposed, if France attempt any wrong or

refuse to pay the yearly pension, they will be bound to give aid and

help him with an array. This day Hesdin, the Emperor's ambas

sador, came to him with proposals from the Emperor, of which he

sends a copy. To counteract the pride of France, though [he

leave] Verona and the whole of the Tyrol in jeopardy, the Emperor

will descend forthwith to the Low Countries, and visit the King at

Calais. Begs the King will take due deliberation on the subject,

and let him know whether the writer and the ambassadors should

resort to him. The Pope and the Swiss are as well minded towards

[the King, and to drive] the French out of Italy, as ever they were.

A gentleman named Fayette has come from the French King to the

Duko of Albany, " licensing him [to] return into France

from Scotland by this your realm." Thinks they will have the

Duke ; but if he defers leaving Scotland has practised with Lord

Dacres to make him weaiy of staying there, as the King will see

by the abstract of the letters enclosed. Infers, however, from

Clarencieux's letters, that the Duke will come.

Draft, in RuthaUs hand, much corrected ; pp. 4, badly mutilated.

From Wolsey 's letter book.

* The next paragraph is entirely in Ruthal's hand ; but as it is pasted on

the fly lea/ of the above draft, it is by no means certain that it belongs to it.

The paper also differs.
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Aug. 2330- Charles King of Castile.

Galba, B. it. 126. Acknowledgment of the loan of 100,000 crowns from Henry VIII.,

B. M. and arrangement for its repayment, and likewise 35,000 crowns

of gold which Henry lent the Lady Margaret in the year loll,

for levying trOops for the reduction of Gueldres. Brussels, — Aug.

1516, 1 regni. Not signed.

Fr., pp. 3, mutilated. Endd.

lb. f. 128. Security for the above, of Philip de Cleves, Sr de Ravestain,

Ch. de Croy ; Henry Count of Nassau, Sr de Breda ; Wm. de Croy,

Sr de [Chievres], Great Chamberlain ; Jacques de Luxembourg, Sr

de Fieunes ; Th , Sr de Bourgoingiie; Jehan de Savage,

Sr de Descaubeque, Chancellor ; F de Croy, Sr du

Reux ; G. Master d'Hotel ; Jehan Sr de Berg[hes ;]

Hugo de Melun, Viscount de Gaud ; Charles Baron de Lelaine ;

Au . . . . de Lalain, Sr de Montigny, chief financier.

Fr., pp. 3, mutilated.

1 Sept. 2331- Tunstal and Sir Ric. "Wingfield to Wolsey.

€alba,B. iv. 157. Have written twice this week, on the 21st and 23rd, of their re-

B. M. sort to Felynger, and pressing the insertion of the article sent.*

Felynger came no more to them. They have written Chievres' an

swer to the King. Did not like so many being summoned to the

Council, because these men, when they would carry a point, do not

summon many. Advise Wolsey to summon the Council, as the

King Catholic, who is governed by Chievres, will not join Ihe

league. Urged their objections to it on the ground of its in

equality ; and if the King of England "had in ready money much

more than hath been left him by his father, of good memory, this

were a way, as we think, to void his coffers ; besides that, if our

master should have ado, and had not money to help himself withal,

we think this treaty should not greatly prevail." Whatever treaty

England makes with the Swiss should be made apart, and then these

people would know their own folly. Think " these men" should

Ijc entertained with good words, but be left to bear their own

burdens. Have written to the King about the pensions : but all

the pensions in the world will not change their hearts from

France.

Desire the Provost of Cassell may be well received. Whatever

the King's counsel, let it be consistent with the amity of the King

of Castile, as far as may be. He must not break with the master

for the untowardness of the men. As the confirmation of the

league made in April last must take place by November, arrange

ments must be made. By the rule of proceeding they, not England,

ought to send the confirmation, and the King must take the oath

in his chamber apart, and not in the presence of the sacrament

as it was done here ; of which Ponynges can inform him. Tun

stal applies for his diets. There is no need for him to remain

much longer. Spinelly can do much better. Are surprised at

Wolsey's expressions in his two letters of the 22nd of last month,

as they have never written nor seen any success of the King's

affairs since the return from Noyon. The French assert they can

have Verona if the Emperor will take the money offered for it ; and

they intend to keep it in their own hands. A better season for the

* Much mutilated ; sense uncertain.
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King's purpose will soon ensue. He has friends here who wish

him to take the [place of Charles' grandfather, lately dead. Brus

sels, 1 Sept.

P.S.—Pelynger has told them, that Chievres is determined the

King shall go this year into Spain, as the Cardinal of Spain will

send no money till he comes. This assertion is not to be hastily

, . . credited.

Hoi., pp. 6, mutilated.

1 Sept. 2332. Tunstal to Wolsey.

r. o. Had forgotten in his joint letter with Mr. Deputy to request that

Wolsey would never mention to Hesdyn, or the Spanish ambas

sadors, the names of persons in this court alluded to in the ciphers of

Spinelly and himself. Sends by Richmond a clock as a present.

Richmond will inform him how to set it. Encloses the key of the

case and the vice. Brussels, 1 Sept.

Hol.,p.l. Add. : My Lord Cardinal of York. Endd.

1 Sept. 2333. J. de la Laing to [Wolsey].

Galba, B. iv. 155. Has received his letter, by Gui[llaume] des Barres, Madame's

B. M. secretary. Will make his promise good, and promote the friendship

between the Emperor and England. Wingfleld is with Madame.

Madame will write to Wolsey and the King, touching the provisions

of the army. Understands that Wolsey wants wine, as he cannot

obtain it from France, and a French secretary. Will provide them.

Berghes, 1 Sept. Signed.

Fr., pp.2.

1 Sept. 2334. [Pace] to Wolsey.

Vit.B.xix.240. Has [received his letters] of the xj. and x[ij.] ult., and with

B. M. t[hem the] King's letters for the Emperor and the five cantons,

which he forwarded. Wolsey will perceive by his letters that

many things have occurred. Denounces the practices of the Bas

tard of [Savoy], who circulated a rumor that the Emperor, Eng

land, [and] the King of Arragon were trying to deceive the Swiss,

and had all sent ambassadors to make peace with the French King,

and that the Bastard had been sent with large sums for them.

Under this color he prayed the canton of Berne, " [quae] maxime

semper Gallizavit," that they would persuade their communities to

[allow] him to enter the canton unharmed, and by these means

he got [safe]conduct to enter that canton only, where " he now

[lives] with great pomp, kecpeth open ho[use], and hath with him

30,000 [ducats] for to corrupt as many as he can." [Immediately

after his arrival, the lords sent to Pace's house in great excitement.

[He told them] that they had been so often deceived by the French,

they should not give such ready belief to so grave a charge against

the " three heads of Christendom." As to Henry, he offered to

lay down his life if he had sent or intended to send, during Pace's

stay, any ambassador to treat with the [Frenc]h King without their

consent. They went to the Lor[d Galijoce to get his opinion,

who confirmed Puce's statement. Fortunately, two or three days

after, Wolsey's letters of the .... of Aug., written in the King's

ab[sence], arrived. Presented them to the Council. They saw

that neither the King nor Wolsey carried on any.intrigues with

the French, and desired Pace to send their thanks.

Pace's [con]tentation lasted but [a short wh]ile, for next day

Z Z
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[Pace] to Wolset—cont.

he was in greater [perjplexity than ever, for the Emperor's

ambassador made a proposition to him and Galias, "more off

ceremonys than off troith," saying it was the Emperor's pleasure

that his ambassador should propose " in the diet following] upon

St. Bartholomew's day a t[ruce], to be treated by the Swiss,

be[tween] the Emperor and the i rench King in that the

said Emperor should have aid of his confederates for the

[succor] of his city of Verona." The Pope's am[bassador was]

" Bore moved with this," alleging the inconveniences that would

ensue. Pace replied that he could not consent to the proposal

without violating the treaty between Henry and the Emperor and

his own commission. Touching the aid demanded for the Em

peror "jure confoede[rationis]," Pace showed that the King had

faithfully observed all confederations made with the Emperor, and

spent large sums for the Emperor's honor [in] the recovery of the

duchy of Milan. Nevertheless, if it could be shown that Henry had

in any [case] failed in fulfilling his promise, he [doub]ted not but

he could find m[eans] to satisfy the Emperor [in] every petition

depending up[on the confederation ; so that he should have no

cause by any fault of [Pace's] to propose in the diet " a truce

which would ruin Christendom. The Emperor's ambassador [re

plied], that when the Emperor was last [at] Constance

surdo dictum. Si nos (inquam ego)

pu esse foodus inter Caesarem et Eegem quare

petitis ab eo auxilium jure [confoederationi]s et amicitias initae."

Here Galias, [interrupting, said that the proposal would incline

the Swiss towards France. The ambassador, seeing their disap

probation, and forgetting what he had said in the commencement

of the conversation, declared that he had acted without the

Emperor's consent . .' [The am]b[a]ssador received

letters from the Emperor, wher[eby he was adver]tised that

[Verona was] out of danger, and that [he had] good news from

Eng[land]. "Having this occasion," they went to [the] Em

peror's ambassador, and brought him to consent to p[ropose]

nothing in the diet but only to tre[at] with Pace upon their old

business.

Have as yet no definite answer upo[n the confederation, for the

cantons have not yet settled [their] own union : this is likely

to pass in about ten days, and .... concluded in a diet celebrated

in the for " our " five cantons have done mira[cles

against] France in the last diet [pr]omised all to re

nounce the French confederation. Three of [the eight] cantons

have done this in the [la]st diet, and joined [us], so that " we "

now have eight cantons. There is, however, one difficulty, and

that is, the cantons which favor the French, though they are

forced to annul the French confederation, yet say they will [sti]ck

to a simple peace with France, because they have taken the (French)

King's money, and will strive to induce the five cantons to do the

same. Mention was made of this at the last diet, and the five

cantons [replied] " that they would meddle with no

time, but they will first

confederation, and than attend to other thy[ngs], to

their honor and profit openly show themselves to

[be averse] from peax," because they woul[d not] give any canton

occasion [to become] slack in revoking the French confedera

tion. They informed Pace that, if they had had money now, they

would themselves have undertaken the enterprise against the
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duchy of Milan, and l[eft] both the confederation and peace, [and

have set] forth their old banners of therfe canjtons, a sign of the

greatest trust that they can show ; [for] every man is bound to

follow the [banner] of his canton, and rather die than forsake it

* » # *

[They are willing to take up the enterprise against the du[chy

of Mil]an faithfully, and, as far as Pace can see, will succeed, for

there are but few [French]men in Italy, and the Venetians and

[French] do not agree. What the King intends to do in the enter

prise must be done shortly, for there is d[anger] in delay, and

especially in this [city], which cannot keep quiet, but must run

after the money of one or other potentate. Has despatched

a special messenger to the Pope ; and the Pope's ambassador here

has written at his request. Wonders " le tble King

of Arragon hath in this matter ; for

if this enterprise be not he is like to lose the rea[lm]

if there be none enterprise such time that the

Emperor shall dres." Fears that " these men " await

that conclusion, for they [are tired] of the Emperor's slackness,

and no one be[lieves"1 he will go thither. His am[bassador] here

has told Pace that he cannot believe he will. The Bastard of

Savoy labors for two objects : (1) to prevent the confederation

demanded by Pace, "communi o[mnium] confoederatorum no

mine ;" (2) " that [I] be licensed to depart out of t[he coun]trye,

and he hath found the mean [of corruption of money that this

last th was proponydde in the last [diet] to

the five cantons wh[ich] King's benevolent mind

towards e me any licence to depart ;'' wher[eas

th]e said Bastard's friends declared that he should have licence to

depart from Berne if " the lords of this town would license me.'*

This was crafty ; for the Bastard cannot stay, and Pace's departure

would have caused all " [th]ies Swiss " to incline to France.

" Sed legitimus ad[huc] superavit spurium."

Pace cannot blame the Bastard for hindering his confederation,

since he has broken the Bastard's. When the King's letter to the

five cantons, of 18 Aug., had arrived, "the said Basta[rd having]

knowledge of the saide l[etters, procured] the means within two

days [that] another letter [should be sent" hither of the F[rench

King]," that marriage [and] peace were both concluded between the

[French] King and the King of Arragon, and he would send shortly

" the [particulars] " and the Emperor's con[sent]. " My Lord, I can

not te[ll] where all this be true or false." Would be astonished

if such things have been decided without Henry's knowledge.

The said [Bastard] has been treating secretly with some cap

tains. Pace will try to obtain intimation of his acts from some one

in the canton [of Be]rna. Has been informed that the Emperor's

ambassador here has a [pen]sion from the French King, and is

intriguing with the Bastard; also that the said ambassador, though

he openly forwards Pace's business, secretly does the contrary.

Some friends of England here say the Emperor does not desire

the success of the confederation, thinking its acceptance would

give Henry too great influence. Does not believe that this

is the Emperor's own idea, " for he hath [not] witte to apply

himself to like [counsels]." Thinks he desires the King's

exaltation [Fr]enche King and one other

with [the King] of Arragon, for to procure the [said] King's

causes. Wolsey may be sure that when the Emperor [is] in

zz 2
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[Pace] to Wolsey—cont.

despair, they both [will] send for help to Henry. Since [he] had

word of Henry's [cons]tant mind towards him he is quite chauged;

has admitted all Pace's excuses [for] refusing him the money

lately. It is clear that the Pope, the Emperor and the King

of Arragon desire that the expedition for the [recov]ery of the

duchy of Milan should proceed, " for than the F[rench]

doon) they would [Ki]ngis."

P.S With regard to Wolsey's [order] not to pay or prom[ise

money] without express commission, it is [unpleasant] to him

to lay out any money, considering] how it has been wasted :

"but I have to do with such people [from] home, Christ him

self should wit[h] difficulty obtain anything w[ith]owte money.'

In giving the late 6,000 fl. to the five cantons, [did not]

infringe Wolsey's commission, to spend nothing except in ex

treme necessity, which was clear to all the King's [frien]ds

here. [All] would have been lost without it. The French King

has given [much] money to one man. • * * Will obey

Wolsey for the future. Has not received the bill of exchange

mentioned in Wolsey's letter, " [nor] the receipt of 1,000/. [from]

the factor of Mr. Leonard Friscobalde." Will content the Pope's

ambassadors. [Has] received a bill of exchange enclosed in Wol

sey's letter, for the payment of [the Emperor] for his voyage to

Flanders * * * It is not expedient that [the mo]ney

be paid until he have perfect knowledge of] the Emperor's mind

in making that [voyage]. Galeazzo has desired Pace to write to

Wolsey to [apply] to the King for aid " to live by" while here.

He has always done faithful service to the King.

Pp. 23, badly mutilated. Add. : Revmo Dfio Cardinali Ebora-

censi.

Dated in margin, in a modern hand : Trident, Mr. Pace.

1 Sept. 2335. [Marroton] to Sir Rob. Wingfield.

Vit.B,xix.a61.* According to Wingfield's letters of the 29th " [Augu]staj datas,"

B. M. sends the first quittance. The second shall be sent as soon as

Wingfield is with the Emperor. Has read to the Emperor Wolsey's

letters, which he has put away in his caskets. The Emperor is

continually urged to accept this foul peace with France. It is very

necessary therefore that Wingfield come. " Sed non ."....

nfferreuna illavjm fl. auri; poterimus h[oc] pacto ligare principem."

Sends letters given to him on the part of the Cardinal of Sion, who

is still in Issibrug, " nee habet exspeditionem." "Ex arche Eerenberg

apud Rute," 1 Sept., " ad meridiem."

Hoi., Lai., p. I, mutilated. Add. : . . . et exell. dno Roberto

[Winjgefelde, equiti aurato, Regis Anglite et [Francire] consiliario

ac oratori .... apud Ca:. Ma. d"" ho110.

1 Sept. 2336. For Chas. Earl of Worcester, Chamberlain.

P. S. Lease, for twenty years, of a fishery in the rivulets of the Uske

and Seyn, of the manor of Wondy, and of demesne lands in New

Grange, Llantrissen and Holygosse in the lordship of Uske and

Kaerlion, part of the earldom of March: at the annual rent of

541. lis. Id., and four marks of new increase. Monastery of

Christchurch, 19 Aug. 8 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm., 1 Sept.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 9.
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1 Sept. 2337- For Sir Th. Spynelly.

S. B. Annuity of 100/. Del. Westm., 1 Sept. 8 Hen. VIII.

2 Sept. 2338. [Wolsey] to [Margaret op Savoy].

Galba, B.iv. 160. Understands from Hesdiu, the Emperor's ambassador, that he has

B. M. received express orders to communicate to Wolsey all the Emperor's

affairs. He has shown him, ninong other things, the copy of a bond,

of which the original is in her hands, for 10,000 crowns to be

borrowed of England, upon which he will leave Denhaultc for

Ahagheneau, thence to Namur, where he desires an interview with

the King. Wolsey has strenuously dissuaded Hesdin from pressing

this, as his majesty will never believe that the Emperor has more

\ regard for money than for the mutual amity of the two- crowns,

which might be secured by his said descent. He will find the

King much more liberal to him if he will trust to his honor without

any such obligation. There are insuperable obstacles against the

King's going to Namur, and he must be numerously attended, which

could not be done except at great expence. The interview would

be much better at Calais or thereabouts. If the Emperor will

follow his advice he has ordered Sir Rob. Wingfield, the ambassador

with him, to let him have 5,000 gold crowns ; and on his descent

5,000 more may be advanced by Lady Margaret, and the King will

repay them. At his place near London, 2 Sept. 1516.

Fr., in the hand of Hesdin's clerk, pp. 2, mutilated.

Sept. 2339. [Sir Rob. Wingfield] to [Wolsey].

Vit. B. xix. 261. Wrote last from this city on the of last month in answer

B. M. to [Wolsey'sJ letters [of] the 18th. Informed [Wolsey] ". . . .

your letters to M. Loys Marroton to delyver to to procure

quittances for the 6,000 fl. and an a[uthority from his] majesty to

me " to receive them. Has just h[ad a letter] from Marroton, which

[Wolsey] shall receive w[ith these]. [Wolsey] will see "ho[w]

.... [the] said letters were to him and of the coming of the

8 and letter of authority to my hands." Has

also received a letter from the Emperor [asking] him to be at

Fiessen tomorrow, " which will not be, for it is lx. [miles] hence

and more," and he has not yet received "the said [money; for the]

factor of Friscobald cannot at this time attain no goo[d]

have both travel and charge with the same much more th[an] ....

.... for me, and to help me forward the best horse of my cart

I must buy a new with no little money, for in these

parts be gotten with fair eyen." In haste at Augsbu[rg],

. . . Sept, 1516.

Hoi., p. 1, mutilated.

3 Sept. 2340- Francis [I.] King of France.

B..O. Letters, under the great seal, for including Henry VIH. in

the treaty of Noyon. Amboise, 3 Sept. 1516, 2 Fr. [I.] With

the seal.

4 Sept. 2341. Sampson to "Wolsey.

B, O. Encloses letters received from a gentleman of Mons. de Feynys,

requesting the next prebend in Tournay for a son of one of his

servants. Has not found Feynys so favorable since the first time

he was with him. Perhaps this might bring him to Wolsey's

interest. Tournay, 4 Sept. 1516.

Hoi., p. I. Add.: My Lord Cardinal of York. Endd.
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4 Sept. 2342. Tunstal to [Wolsey].

Galba.B. it. 161. Cliiovrcs and the Chancellor told them that a council would be

B. M. summoned for the King's departure into Spain. On calling this

morning heard it was resolved he should leave at the end of the

month, if the wind served. He and the Chancellor had resolved

to stop behind. Gomes and Daguilliare strongly urged the King's

departure, insisting on previous rebellions in Spain caused by the

absence of their princes. They make but few preparations, and as

the Estates assemble at Antwerp on the 15th, when the Toison

begins, the voyage is very improbable. Andreas de Burgo has

been to take leave. The King goes to Hiver in two days. The

Count of Nassau, governor of Holland, is making great preparations

to recover Newporte. Chievres, since Wingfield's departure, stated

that the King Catholic would enter no further into the league with

England, until he come into Spain. Brussels, 4 Sept. Signed.

Pp. 2, mutilated.

4 Sept. 2343. Spinelly to [Wolsey].

Galba, B. -n. 72. Since his last, has been informed by a credible person that the

B. M. ambassadors at Noyon have procured from the French restitution of

the lands ; of the Archduchess in Burgundy, on condition of her

paying to the successors of the Marquis of Rothelin the yearly

value of the two places taken from them by the Emperor. This

has gratified the Archduchess greatly. There seems to be greater

secrecy between the King and her than formerly. Isselstein has

taken by assault Thokaym, in Friesland, with the loss of 100 men,

and 200 on the enemy's side. He is now going to the Lord of

. . Nassau, in Holland, to recapture the town taken by the Gueldrois.

It is said the Duke of Gueldres " wol not be comprised " in the

treaty of Noyon. It will soon appear whether he is dissembling,

or the treaty is prejudicial to the alliance with England. The

fact that the governors did not accept Henry's offer, so much

to their advantage, is a great argument that the Duke's enter

prises are grounded upon dissimulation. A wise man thinks the

King's offers should not be repeated, after the return from Noyon,

until the King Catholic arrive in Spain. Brussels, 4 Sept.

Hol.,pp.2.

4 Sept. 2344 For Philip Holme, gunner.

P. S. To be gunner in the Tower of London, with 12d. a day. Corft

Castle, 29 Aug. 8 Hen. VIH. Del. Westm., 4 Sept.

6 Sept. 2345. For John A Guilliams, serjeant-at-arms.

P. 8. To be chief steward of the lordship of Fanhope, Heref., which

Ralph Hacclet now occupies without any grant. Fallsdon, 2 Sept.

8 Hen. VHI. Del. Hanworth, 6 Sept.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p 1, m. 9.

7 Sept. 2346. Seb. Giustinian to the Doge.

Giu»t. Desp. i. 284. Since the news of the agreement of Francis I. for the marriage

of his daughter with the King of Spain, has heard of an event

which is at utter variance with this agreement, and, on remon

strating with his informant on such inconstancy, was told he

would certainly see the results tally with the information. As

Wolsey, in the former league, wished to exact a proviso for the
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money lent, that if England chose to invade France the King

Catholic should not oppose, the latter determined to make an agree

ment with France, and so great blame has been thrown on the Car

dinal, who is the master of this game. Soldiers and others have

been sent to Tournay in consequence of 300 French spears taking

up their quarters at a short distance from the city ; some say it is in

consequence of a rebellion among the people, owing to the building

of a citadel there. London, 7 Sept. 1516.

9 Sept. 2347- Mary Queen of France to Henry VIII.

Calig. B. yi. 106. Thanks him for permitting " my lord " her husband to repair to

B M. him on his coming to Donyngton, which has greatly comforted him.

Ellis, 1 S.i. 122. Had the time been convenient, she would gladly have accompanied

her husband in this journey, but hopes they will both see his grace,

as he wrote in his last letters, " which is the thing that I desire

more to obtain than all the honor of the world." Desires to be

recommended to her sister the Queen, and the Queen of Scots, and

hopes to hear of the prosperous estate of her niece the Princess.

From Letheryngham, Suff., 9 Sept.

Hoi., pp.2. Add. onf. 1086 : To the Kyng my brother.

9 Sept 2348. Maximilian to Henry VIII.

Vit B. xix. 274. Friscobald, in the presence of Sir Rob. Wingfield, has

B. M. presented to him the bond made by [his] councillors and given to

Leonard Friscoba[ld] . . upon the 60,000 fl. advanced by him, at

Trent, [at the request of] the Emperor and the English ambas

sadors. Never doubted that Henry would aid him in his necessity.

Has accepted these sums with the intention of showing much

greater kindness in return, when he is rich. Hopes Henry will

reimburse the Friscobalds the loss they have sustained from the

delay of repayment, " non obstante quod nos in parte ilia hac tonus

recomp ut decreverimus etiam in futurum eorum

rationem haber[e.]" Expects [to hear] from Henry on many

points which he has communicated to him. Fuessen, 9 Sept. 1516.

Signed.

I. at., pp. 2.

9 Sept. 2349. Spinelly to Wolsey.

Galba,B.iv. 171. Wrote last on the 4th. On the 6th [Andreas] de Burgo de-

B. M. parted toward the Emperor, saying he [should go] for his majesty

to Hungary. His friend, Lewis de Marlyen, says that he is

charged by the Council to induce the Emperor to peace with

France. Will write this to Wingfield, though on former occasions

Wingfield has told him " that the Em[peror] by me or otheres is

not to be puttid to scowle (school), by reas[on of his] grett expe

rience and wisdonnesse." Was told one day by De Burgo that

Hedin had written that the King was not pleased at his going to

England. Will write henceforth " b clowse, as well to

Esdim as to the Emperor embassador the Busshop of Spayne,

to the intent that tho King's servants .... doo not fal into any

indignation or suspecion here." On Sunday last the Chancellor

went to a place of his between Brussels and Louvain, where

Chievres came to him from Hewra with the French ambassador.

He rode to Fellinger the same day to Louvain. This morning the

King has gone hunting, and will stay at Hewra, returning on Fri

day or Saturday. Ravestein is gone to the French King, along
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Spinellt to Wolset—cont.

with the Bailly of Hennego and Dr. Yongelet. Every one says the

King will not go into Spain now. His going to Antwerp is de

ferred from the 15th to the 20th, some say till the end of the

month, on account of the mart, as all the lodgings are occupied.

By letters from Lyons of the 4th, great poverty still continues.

The French King was at Amboise. Couriers come from Spain

through France. Letters for England are intercepted, even

though addressed to merchants. Brussels, 9 Sept. 1516.

Hears from the Chancellor of the Bp. of Cambray that [Wm.

do Croy], [a] young Bishop of 17, nephew of Ch[ievres], has a

promise of a cardinalate from the Pope at the next promotion.*

Hoi., pp. 3, mutilated. Add. and endd.

9 Sept. 2350. [Pace] to Wolsey.

Vit. B. xix. 268. There arrived yesterday a courier of the Emperor's, with

B. M. letters .... to all the thirteen cantons of Swiss, advertising them

of the peace between the French King and t[he King] of Arra-

gon, " sine scitu et consensu s[uis ;" as] Henry will understand

from a copy of the said letters enclosed. The Swiss are " mira

culously abaschydde " w[ith the] news, and do not know what to

do. Fears it will disturb [his] business. The Emperor's letters

comforted him ; " for if h[e] will persevere constantly in hi[s

good] mind against France * * ■ •

thynge esteem the King of Arra[gon] say," he has

shame[fully dec]eived Henry. It is necessary he have speedy

news how the King takes this peace. The [Swiss] fear some

great " mu[tati]on " of Henry's mind. Thinks Wolsey has been

advertised before of the coming of the [Pope's] ambassador to

Henry, a bishop of the " Colonnese " family, to conclude an offensive

and defensive confederation with him " se," that the K.

of Arragon may [be in]duced to join it ; " de quare [ut appar]et

actum est." The Bishop [is] a great enemy to France.

* * " "do the best he can for the Kyngis . . .

ly the Pope's Holiness couth no[t have sent]

a man more meet for the [pur]pose than he." As the. Pope will

not enter the confederation without the King of Arragon, Pace

desires to know what he is to do if the Swiss ask for the pension

which he promised them in the name of all the confederates.

Advises that the pension be not refused ; if all the Swiss join the

Emperor and Henry, the King will have " [a b]rydyl for all odre

Christian princes, [and] by the same means be sure of the [Pope's]

Holiness." Wolsey is to keep secret what Pace wrote in his letters

of the 1st inst. about the demeanor of the Emperor's ambassador

here. The King [should write very] kind letters to the Emperor,

" lau[ding] ment letters lately sent unto [the captains] of

Swisses, in declaring the Fr[ench King] his great enemy, and also

to desir[e him to] persevere in the same constant mi[nd]." Such

letters would be of incredible importance now. The Bastard of

Savoy "doth crake m[ost] marvelously after this new tid[ings]"

of the peace, declaring th[at his] master, knowing that the decision

of the Pope and Hemy hung [upon] the conclusion of the K. [of

Arra]gon, had found the means to [bring] him to his side. Thinks

nothing of the said [Bastard], " for I trust

King's grace hath had so long atie with a chylde

* Created next year.
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of matiers [of] grete importance, and that he ful chylde

(nothing regarding his grace's offers, after the death of his

prede[cessor], whereof all Christendom did marvel .... made a

peace with his great enemy ade, whereby may ensue to him

self .... ate war in process of time," not remembering the long

friendship between England and Flanders, and the " grete [ai]de "

the latter has done out of England against their enemies. 8 Sept.

Has been this day informed that the Bastard had left Berne, and

gone to the French King, " [without]e any manner of resolution

had [from the] Swyces." When he went he said [he]

could not tarry longer there, [since he could not] obtain what he

was sent for , [but he] left two persons behind him [to

manage] his causes. He has also [bribed] certain captains to

meet at a town in Savoy with a large force to raise a report that

the King of France have a Swiss host at his [bidding].

He said also he would find means to bribe two [out of the] five

cantons, Uri and Schwitz, which have always supported the King.

Doubts not he is able to resist him. Yesterday messengers came

to Pace from all the five [can]tons, asking him to write to the

King for money for the expedition into Milan, " [sho]wing that in

this enterprise only all .... ge doth consist, and that it must

[be m]ade while these people be dispo[sed] thereunto," lest delay

change their minds. "Ex Turego xvj."

P.S.—Has certain [intelligence] that the lords of this

greatly suspected the Emperor [of favoring] the new peace, not

withstanding his vehement writing against [it]. Cannot believe it; it

is too shameful. Considers also that other things [have been]formerly

. . done [by] the Council of Flanders without the Emperor's consent

or [counjsel, " if the Emperor has th . . . . Swiss intendeth to do

* * * * sende unto them a copy of [the m]atters concluded

between the [sai]d Kings in this late made [peace]." The

Emperor has lately commanded the Duke of [Baril to leave Trent

and go to Constance, whither he will send [some] of his Council

to tell him his mind. Thinks the Emperor intends [som]e evil,

The Duke sent the Emperor's letters to Pace, asking his advice,

and promising to abide by it. Advised him to obey. " The

villains of this [canton] of Zurich " have this day taken two cap

tains who were lately [in] the canton of Berne with the [Bastard]

of Savoy. They have sent [to] the Council here, declaring they

have put them in prison as traitors, and that they " wu[ll have]

them and all such punished, to [the intent] that they may re

cover their [honor], lately lost against the said [French] King."

[Zurich], 9 Sept.

Hoi., pp.11, mutilated. Add.: R~ Dno Car" Ebor. Endd.;

9 Septembris.

9 Sept. 2351. Galeazzo Visconti and Frederic Bossi.

Vit B. xix. 266. " Ex Uteris ill. D. Galeatii, 9 Sept."

B. M. Condemns much the delay of the province pro

ceeding against the French, considering the good disposition of the

Swiss. If England do not give them money, they will join the

French. If the expedition be delayed it is up with the matter,

" quoad provintiam." There are copies of letters of the Em

peror sent to the Swiss, concerning the peace made between the

King Catholic and the French King. Though the peace has made

the Swiss distrustful of other princes, yet, even if the Emperor

had consented to it, they would march against the French if
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Galeazzo Visconti and Frederic Bossi—cont.

Henry would pay them. Offers to lead them himself. The Swiss

do not care much about this peace if they were only united. Their

great fear is lest they should be left in the lurch. The Emperor

has sent the Duke of Bari, who was at Trent, to Constance. The

reason is not known.

Is very sorry he has spoken and written so often about the pen

sion of Anchises. It is now ten months since he has had any

money, and he is in great need of it. Anchises wishes to go to the

King and ask for payment. The Swiss peasants have taken a

citizen of Zurich, named Anglard, who went to Berne to have

speech with the French ambassadors. They bound him, and gave

him into the hands of his lords, demanding he should be put to the

torture, and justice done. They say they will find just cause for

taking arms against the French.

" Ex Uteris D. Saxi Vicecomitis, 9 Sept."

The noble exiles of the Duchy of Milan, on hearing of the peace

between the King Catholic and the King of France, went in great

perplexity to Galeazzo to know what to do. Determined to provide

for themselves (se sua.? res composituros) unless an expedition

were made.

" Ex literis D. Frederici Bossij, Tridenti."

[Says] he was at Verona in the name of the Duke of Bari with

Marc Antony [Colonna], and that he has now come to the Duke.

" Veronam a Gallis et Veuetis ea nisi ob penuriam victu-

alium dubitari debere, eisque indigere p[er]mixio,

quod D. Marcus Ant. salierat extra ipsi

[mujnitionum et occiderat multos

.... possint.'' The Emperor will not go into Flanders, for many

reasons, but especially because he cannot absent himself from

Verona, or he would lose it directly. The new peace will also

prevent him. [He says] that the councillors of the King Catholic

not only lean to the French, but are very good Frenchmen, and

that he will not go where they are. The King Catholic will do

nothing without them If the French invado Italy soon, and some

small advance be made to the Swiss (ultra quod parva impcnsa

provincia .... Jiet) they will bind themselves firmly to Henry ;

the Pope will join us ; the Emperor will be confirmed ; the King

Catholic will have to join, whether he like it or not, and the French

practices will be counteracted.

Contemporary copy, in the hands of Anchises Visconti. Lat.,

pp.3, mutilated. Endd.

9 Sept 2352- For Rob. Whicham, elk.

Presentation to the church of Rypton, Line dioc, vice Wm.

Totehill. Hanworth, 9 Sept.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 10.

11 Sept 2353- Hountjoy and the Council of Toubnay to Wolsey.

Calig. E. ii. 71. Have received his letter, dated Durham Place, 21 Aug., warning

B. M. them that the French intended to attack Tournay, as the King was

Strype's Mem. i. informed by the Deputy of Calais and Sir Th. SpynelL Thinks

pt ii. No. 6.* there is little danger. To the best of their information the assembly

* Printed with some omissions.
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was ftill poor,—some think, " to make brag to the King ofArragon's

ambassadors." Before any attempt is made it will go hard but tho

Lieutenant will have warning. To be secure, however, they require

money. The city is ill-supplied with victuals. Have urged the

inhabitants and soldiers to supply tkemselves, as they did in

Ponynges' days, and not look to the King. Have caused a search

to be made what harness and habiliments of war are available in

* f- 43, case of need :* found but a small quantity in the hands of the

inhabitants, not worth taking from them. The artillery-house of

the town is no great thing. The four chiefs of the city have keys,

and the Lieutenant means to have a fifth. Tournay, 11 Sept.

Signed: W. Mountjoy—Richard Sampson—Sr Ric. Whettehill—

Sr Richard Jarnegan—Sr John Tremayle.

Pp. 3, mutilated. Add. : To, &c. my Lord Cardinal of York.

11 Sept. 2354. Margaret of Savoy to Wolsey.

Galba, B. iv. 136b. Has received his letters ; is glad of his friendship towards the

B. M. King her nephew. Begs credence for the ambassadors in England.

Brussels, 11 Sept. 1516. Signed.

Fr., p. 1, mutilated. Add. : Cardinal d'Angleterre.

11 Sept 2355. For Sampson Norton and John Heron, treasurer of

S. B. the Chamber.

To be Chamberlains of the Exchequer, in survivorship, on sur

render of patent 9 Feb. 10 Hen. VII. granting the same to Norton,

vice Sir Wm. Stanley. Del. Westm., 11 Sept. 8 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 10.

11 Sept. 2356- For John [Eston] of London, cooper.

S. B. Licence to import 500 tuns of Gascon wine and Toulouse woad.

Del. Westm., 11 Sept. 8 Hen. VHI.

12 Sept. 2357. Margaret of Savoy to Tition and Hesdin.

Galba, B.iv. 167. Has received their letters of the Emperor's affairs in England,

B. M. who will now come to some resolution as to theirs and the other

letters sent him by the Cardinal. Encloses a credence for them.

They are to state that the Emperor is satisfied with Wolsey's

objection to his master's going to Tournay, and will meet him at

some place to be settled hereafter [near Calais] ; are to persuade

him to intrust her with the 5,000 crowns; "le persu

voulentiers, par tous les moyens a nous possibles, combien q . . . .

. nous prenoit au mot de les delivrer ne seroit en nostre povoir

pour le bon traictement que avons eu des Franchois nous

rep Angloise, que de ceste court, comme vous, Hesdin,

scavez." Are to obtain security for the 10,000 florins per month

while the Emperor is away (de pardeca). If they will not give

him a security, the least they can do is to let him have a letter from

the King of England. " Avecq ce nous scavons quil est fort presse

des Franchois et de ceste court, et le tout pour faire une veuue

audit Roy d'Angleterre [de France ?] si tost quil seroit desjoinct

de sa Majeste;" and this she would not have by any means. Will

grant his majesty the 250 horse and 500 foot, as a body guard.

" Et pendant le demure de ses affaires vivrons et dissimulerons al

myeulx que pourrons avecq ung chacun." Courteville is gone to

the Emperor to persuade him to accept the truce with France,

which he will never do unless he is pressed with poverty. The
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Margaret of Savoy to Tition and Hesdin—cont.

moment the matter is settled it will be right that the Cardinal send

his secretary to the Emperor. They may write to her the result

iu cipher. Brussels, 12 Sept. 1516.

Fr., copy by Hedin's clerk, pp. 3, mutilated.

13 Sept. 2358. Tunstal to [Henry VIII]

Galba, B.iv. 164. Is informed by a secretary there, who is canon of Lysle and a

B. M. friend to the King, of a report that he had heard from the Treasurer

of .... " after they [had] dronke longe togeder," that the French

were preparing to attack Tournay ; that it was arranged at Noyon

that the French army should be allowed to pass; and on the Canon

observing " there was no such thing in the new amity now made

with France .... that every of them might aid their confede

rates," the Treasurer assured him that there was a secret article to

that effect, and that Courtvylle, a gentleman of the King, had

desired the French King that the invasion might be deferred for a

season. The report was confirmed by one of the lords of the Council.

As it is deferred till the King goes into Spain, it will not be soon.

The Toison will be held on the 21st. The King comes this day

from Heyver. Felynger has been with him, and all means have

been tried for him to induce the Emperor to enter the league

at Noyon. Will send the news tomorrow to Lord Mountjoye.

Brussels, 13 Sept. Signed.

Pp. 2, mutilated.

13 Sept. 2359. Spinelly to [Wolsey.]

Galba, B. iv. 166. Wrote last on the 9th. The Gueldrois have fled from the ... .

B. M. ... in Holland, and the Burgundians entered it. By letters from

Rome of the 2nd, the [Pope] is in good health, and is gone sport

ing towards Viterbo. News from Spain of the 4th states that the

Cardinal of Toledo (Ximenes) is dead. The ambassador of Arragon

considers things are so well arranged that his death will create no

disturbance. The Cardinal had informed the King that they could

not send him any part of the revenues of Castile, as it was need

ful for the defence of the Crown. Hears from Ph. Galterotti, who

is much esteemed at the Court, that the King is determined to pro

secute the war against Gueldres, for which he would have the full

consent of the French, and that the Emperor would be urged to

come thither to aid it. Fellinger is at Evcra in continual com

munication with Chievres and the Chancellor. The French am

bassador is at Louvain. Tomorrow the court returns to Brussels.

The commissioners who went to Antwerp to inquire if the town

was in good health, have not returned. The principal Spaniards

are beginning to say they will make provision [to stay] for this

winter. Brussels, 13 Sept. 1516.

IIol., pp. 2, mutilated.

14 Sept. 2360. Henry VIII. to Emmanuel King of Portugal.

K.T. 153 and 154. Commends Sir John Wallop, who is desirous of serving against

the Infidels. Ramesbury, 14 Sept. 1516.

Lat.

14 Sept. 2361- Leo X. to Wolsey.

B. O. In consequence of certain information, is induced to write highly

in commendation of the Bp. of Worcester. Is surprised that Wolsey
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should have given so much credit to others, who have neither the

Pope's authority for their communications, nor the Bishop's consent.

Has perfect confidence in Worcester. Wolsey need not doubt his

anxiety to serve the King. Rome, 14 Sept. 1516, 4 pont.

Vellum. Add.

14 Sept. 2362. Bernard. [Caravaial] Card. S. Chucis to Henry VIII.

Vit. B. in. 74. Has received no answer to his letters, except on the creation of

B. M. Wolsey. Begs the King to write in his favor to the King Catholic,

as he learns that those who have usurped his benefices are seeking

favor with Charles to suspend the effect of the writer's restoration.

Had done nothing except for the reformation of the Church. Had

from the first wished the [Council] to be held in the kingdom of

Naples, then at Florence, then at Milan ; and at that time the King

of France was on good terms with England, the Emperor and

Charles. Had resisted schism. Was the occasion of an CEcume-

nical Council being assembled, and the elevation of the present

Pontiff without bribery, "quod fuit phoenix et rara avis."

The Sophi defeated the Turk in June last. He wishes to unite

with the rest of Christendom, and deprive the Turk of his power.

The navigation of the Portuguese will be of great service in this

matter, because the Sophi can be advertised at the Persian Gulf,

where the Portuguese trade, whenever the Christians think of attack

ing the Turk. There are ten times more Christians than Infidels in

the Turkish provinces, and they think they can persuade the Sophi

to become a Christian, as he does not indulge in polygamy. They

have ascertained the same of Prester John, the Christian King

of Ethiopia, whose kingdom borders on the Sultan of Babylon and

Egypt. He will be ready to attack Egypt, which formerly belonged

to his predecessors. Rome, 14 Sept. 1516. Signed.

Lat., pp. 2.

14 Sept. 2363. Spinellt to [Wolseyj.

Galba, B. iv. 16S. Wrote yesterday. Last night the King returned from Evera.

B. M. The court removes to Antwerp on Thursday or Friday next. The

ambassador of Arragon says that Andrew de Burgo, besides the

money given him by the King, has a grant of the next vacant

benefice of 500 ducats in Sicily for his cousin, and another for an

office of like value; so that he is likely to advise the Emperor

according to the mind of the rulers here. On Friday last,

Courteville, the King's summoler for the Body, was sent to the

French King. Sir Edw. Ponings can tell what sort of a man he is.

News came this night from Spain that the Cardinal of Toledo was

out of danger. A post from Innsbruck brings letters from Verona,

dated the 3rd, stating that the enemy did not lie at the siege, but

only kept the passages, and stopped victuals. Brussels, 14 Sept.

15[161

Hot., pp. 2, mutilated.

1 5 Sept. 2364. Mountjoy and Jerningham to Wolsey.

R. O. On being instructed by Wolsey that they should receive their pay

from Frysquebalde, wrote to Jerome at Bruges. Have received

two letters from him, stating that he has no instructions from

his son to make any payments. Begs Wolsey will see to it

immediately. The garrison was never so bare of money. The day

of payment should be the 20th, and they have not half the sum
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Mountjot and Jekningham to Wolset—cord.

necessary. Know not what shift to make if it come not, " for the

foul weather that we have now." Have discharged upwards of

700 workmen, and intend to discharge more. The matter is likely

to get wind, as Jerome Frysquebalde has talked of it with the

posts. Have written frequently to Wolsey of late, but " have heard

no word." Tournay, 15 Sept. Sealed.

Hoi., pp. 2. Add. : My Lord Cardinal of York. Endd.

2. Jerome Frescobalde to Mountjot and Jerningham

R- O. at Tournay.

Has opened their letters of the 29th, addressed to his son

Leonard, who is now at London. He has spoken with the Cardinal

about the money they require, but has not written further. Bruges,

30 Aug. 1516. Signed and sealed.

Fr., p. 1. Add.

3. Jerome Frescobalde to Mountjot, Governor of

Galba,B. rv. 168. Tournay.

B. M. Has received his letter by the bearer, and written back by the

same the news he had from London. His nephew is dead there,

of the plague. The people of the house have written to him

to say that Leonard, going there and hearing of it, left and went to

a village, where the writer thinks he now is. If he hear any news

worth sending will despatch an express. Bruges, 12 Sept. 1516.

Signed.

Fr., p. 1, mutilated. Add.

15 Sept. 2365. Mountjot to Wolset.

R. O. Reminds him that this summer the King wrote to Mountjoy he

might return at Michaelmas or Allhallowtide ; doubts not it was

at the solicitation of Wolsey and the Lord Chamberlain. Desires

to know who is to succeed him. The works are well advanced.

No great fear of enemies. Tournay, 15 Sept. Signed and sealed.

P. 1. Add. : My Lord Cardinal of York. Endd.

15 Sept. 2366. [Pace] to Wolset.

Vit. B. xii. 279. In his letters of the of this month he described the sore

B. M. [indignation] of the Swiss at the news of the treaty [of Noyon].

Since that, it ha[s] been declared at a diet of the thirteen cantons,

that they have been all deceived [by the] Emperor, " saying to

have perfect knowledge] that he undoubtedly haith been [the

cause of the said peace-; notwithstanding] his writinge to all the

canton[s against] the same for to color the matie[rj." Sent to

Wolsey enclosed in his last . ..." do also opynly schewe that th[e

King's] grace hath in like m[anner been decei]vydde

. . . . e cause whye," viz. : that the Emperor [and the] King of

Arragon have con[cluded] this peace to draw Henry to consent to

the King of Arragon's brother being created Duke of Milan, and

the Duke of Bari deprived. The King will never recover his

money if this be done, nor " [get] bi hym suer ayde or succore

agaynst [his enne]mys : for he aftre the obtee[gning of the said]

duchy wolde nothynge regar[de] ayde therin, but than

hys brodre gedre bi reason off there grete

. . . vellent ad monarchiam aspirare est decretum

inter fraudulentissimos con ... . . ."
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If the Duke of Bari be made Duke of Milan, he will have no one

to depend upon but Henry, without whose [aid] he will not be

able to keep the duchy, and will therefore obey him in everything.

Though Pace [defjends the Duke of Bari, not for love to him,

but for the honor and profit of England, is sorry to see 60 noble

and virtuous a prince shamefully betrayed, for they mean either

to sell him, or keep him in perpetual servitude. " And for to

[maint]eygne the same more surely they [pretend] that, the enter

prise for the re[covery] of the duchy can[not] be effected by the

Swiss men the lansknyghtis " They say

they know the Emperor sent an ample [commission] to the King of

Arragon to make peace with France ; the person sent was Vyllinger

"[his own] thesaurrer;" and, worst of all, "[they be]informydde off

a parliament late ma[de] bi the Emperor's consayle, wherein was

concluded that the Emperor should attend only [for the] destruction

of the Swiss." They therefore signify to Henry that they are forced

to come to some agreement with France, " [con]cludynge all confe-

deratione or am[ytie] astabylyschydde with hym int

made peax. And herein something is] like to be concluded in a

diet" to be held within twelve [days]. They are now concluding

articles " upon such [conc]ord as they intend to make with the

[Fre]nche Kynge." They think he [wi]ll not accept them without

the confederation, which all the cantons have refused. If he do

accept, as Pace thinks he will, " [ad] evitanda imminentia pericula,

no[thing sha]lbe comprisydde in them prejudicial to the King's

grace, his frie]ndis or confederatis. And as for men the King's

g[race may have] as many as he will, for that I do

see so grete a gist all men ensuedde bi thys

. . . peax."

Thinks it necessary Henry should be sure of the Pope before any

enterprise be begun. The Pope's ambassadors here, and especially

Verulame, are diligent in entertaining the Swiss " for [the] Pope's

purpose," and have [laid out] great sums. The Pope had better

look to himself, and side with Henry. If he do the contrary, " non

Le[o est] sed ovis pessimis circumdata past[oribus]. His said am

bassadors haith desyr[ed me] at thys tyme to wryte [unto your

grace] that notwythstandyng [they w]ull do

that at the King's grace [shall thi]nke best to be doon." Has

[asked] them to get from the Pope an explicit declaration of his

mind against the common enemy. They have today despatched a

messenger to him for this purpose. 15 [Sep]tember 1516.

P.S.—The Pope's am[bassadors] ...... have been secre[tly

informed] this day by divers wise and substantial men that] our

five cantons have craftily " coud[escended] " unto a simple peace

to be concluded with France," intending thus to bring the eight

ca[ntons] to the alternative of renouncing the French amity, or

dallying with them till they shall have a final decision from Henry,

which they must have without delay. The Bastard of Savoy

[has given] to a great man of this " cun[tre," offering him]

6,000 cr., and promising him [year]ly a pension of 1,000 cr. He

has spent 11,000 cr. in two cantons, and writes that he will return

with large sums to corrupt all. He has also written, in his King's

name, to his friends in the canton of Berne, to beware how they

have anything to do with the King of England, for that after he

had recovered the Duchy of Milan he would give them no more

aid ; [telling] them not to regard that hi[s master] at this time is

poor, for if he had but two [years'] rest, he should recover himself

[sufficiently, to resist his enemies and help his friends. It is not
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[Pace] to Wolsey—cont.

believed here he will return " propter furorem p[opuli] qui totua

est noster et alienissimus a . . . . et qui nee a bastardis nee

leg[itiinis] corrumpi potest." 15 Sept. " sub noctem."

Hoi., pp. 11. Add. : Rm0 Diio Car" Eboracen*.

16 Sept. 2367. Abp. Warham to More.

Er. Ep. App. 80. Has ordered Maruffo to pay 10/. or 20/., if needed, to Erasmus at

Louvain. If he makes any difficulty has ordered his servant Hen.

Jeskyn, the bearer, to apply to Antonio de Vivaldis for that purpose.

Otford, 16 Sept. 1516.

16 Sept. 2368. J. B. Ticionus and J. de Hesdin to Wolsey.

E. O. They have as great a desire to see the King and Wolsey as souls

in purgatory. Therefore, notwithstanding Ticiouus' severe illness,

they began their journey today and reached Windsor. Hearing,

however, of the King and Wolsey's departure, they despatch these

letters, wishing to know where they are. Windsor, 16 Sept. 1516.

Signed.

Lat., p. 1. Add. : Tho. Card. Ebor, etc.

16 Sept. 2369. Sir Ric. Wingfield to Wolsey.

Calig. E. in. 30. Has sent out spies. Encloses an extract of letters from the King

B. M. [of France], and has renewed his familiarity with an old acquain

tance, from whom he has received a letter in cipher. As he cannot

well decipher it, being in the Italian tongue, sends U with a key

to Messire Andrea (Ammonius). Recommends his suit to Wolsey.

Calais, 16 Sept. Signed.

Desires credence for the bearer, whom he cannot well spare.

Pp. 2, mutilated. Add.: My Lord Cardinal [of York], Chancellor

of England.

Endd : Letters of Sir Ric. Wyngfield, with a French letter from

the King's spy, and a letter in ciphers, closed in the same, delivered

to Mr. Andreas.

16 Sept. 2370. For John Qwykerell of London, Boston or Lincoln,

P. S. grocer.

Protection ; going in the retinue of Sir Ric. Wyngfeld, Deputy of

Calais. Ramsbury, 13 Sept. 8 Hen. VHI. Del. Douington, 16 Sept.

Fr. 8 Hen. VIII. m. 2.

17 Sept. 2371. Leo X. to Woljsey.

Egerton, 806. Regretting that his relative Leonard Spinelli, the bearer of the hat

B. M. and sword to Henry VIII., is prevented from receiving the fruits

of a benefice in the diocese of York conferred on him by the King.

Begs Wolsey's assistance in the matter. Rome, 17 Sept. 1516.

Lat. Add. : Tho. S. Cecilise, &c.

17 Sept. 2372. Spinelly to Wolsey.

Galba. B.iv.169. Wrote his last on the 1-ith. Heardfrom the ambassador of

B.M. Arragon that the Prince's council were almost sure of the Emperor.

It is important to prevent him making any agreement with France.

France has also prepared 400 spears and 400 foot against the

Duke of Gueldres to show the Catholico's subjects how sincerely

he dealt with the Lord of Aassau. ' Simon de Taxis showed him
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a letter from BannisiusVof the 13<A, that the Emperor has sent

1 4,000foot and 500 horsQ to restore Verona,. The Emperor is going

to Augsburgh, and will be in Flanders the \0th Oct. The treasurer

of Arragon hath provided 80,000 ducats. The war with Gueldres

is interrupted by reason of the winter, and the going into Spain

deferred. Brussels, 17 Sept. 1516.

Hoi., cipher, deciphered by Tuke, pp. 2, mutilated. Add. : To

my Lord Cardynal grace. Endd.

20 Sept. 2373. Spinelly to [Wolsey].

Galba, B. it.175. Wrote yesterday. "At which time the treasurer Felinger

B. M. [sent lette]res unto the Emperor's ambassadors, as I advert[ized

you]r Grace. This morning the ambassador of Arr[agon]

showed in Great Council that he being yestcrni[ght] with the Lord

Chievres in communications of divers matters concerning the~\

crowns of Castile and of Arragon there came one of t[he said] Lord

Chievres' servants saying unto him that the said Fellinger had de-

[spatched] and sentforth such letters as he knew of; moreover

that by his opinion Fellinger doth no more nor less than he is

ordered by the said Lord Chievres and Chancellor, and con-

sid[ering] that yesterday a post was only sent int[o England] and

at his request, and that by the relation [of the] Master of the Posts

none other post was despatched], I suppose verily the letters

aforesaid, w[ritten] by Fellinger, been those whereof the said

Lord Chievres' servant m[ade] mention in the ambassador of Arra

gon's presence, the which likelihood is very great to be bel[ieved]

that between them is a secret intelligence, a[lthough] for what

purpose I know not. Consequently, under correction, the King and

[his] noble council had need to beware to dis[clo]se any thing unto

the Emperor's ambassadors there, whereby his highness and they

under the colours of the trust of Fellinger might be deceived, but

asfor to give them gracious audience in all affairs there [c]an be

no loss, but as to[uching to show them the] King's mind, upon their

petitions, or what [further] should be by his highness desired of the

Emperor, [the premises] considered, and the rule that his Majesty

a[nd the] Lady Margaret have about them, I see under the fore

said [correction that it should be committed unto the King's

ambassadors to be declared upon letters of credence, [and] in

eschewing that might ensue in the conveyance of the budgets it shall

be more sure to write the matters of importance in cipher than

otherwise..—^The Master of the Posts hath semblable conjecturi of

Fellinger." /Brussels, 20 Sept. 1516. ,\

Hoi., mutilated, pp. 2. Cipher.

R. O. 2. Decipher of the above by Tuke.

20 Sept. 2374. Tunstal to Wolsey.

Galba,B-iv. 173. Was yesterday informed that the Toieon arranged for the 21st

B. M. had been countermanded. The Chaucellor told him that, as the

physicians had reported certain places in Antwerp were not clear

from the Great Sickness, the King had changed his mind, and

commanded the Estates to meet him at Brussels. He said they

were still resolved on the voyage to Spain, which Tunstal dis

believes. Is told that Antwerp was never more clear for 20 years

than now, and that the Toison will not be held on St. Andrew's

day. The King has said as much at a banquet.

2- 3 A
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TUNSTAL to WOLSEY—COnt.

On inquiring about the denlings with Felynger, is told that

Verona is to be delivered to the King Catholic, for a sum of money

to be paid by the French to the Emperor, and after a season it will

be surrendered to the French. Many wise men think Felynger is in

league with these governors, and therefore Wolsey must be cautious

what is said to Hesdin or the Imperial ambassadors, as it will come

back. Many think they are so thick with France, they will per

suade tie King to go by land into Spain, as they have undivided

influerce at present. They will stay where they are as long as

they can. Begs him to communicate this to the King. Brussels,

20 Sept. Signed.

Pp. 3, mutilated. Add. : Cardinal York.

20 Sept. 2375. For John Abp. of Armagh, Primate of Ireland.

S. B. Protection, having lately come to England by the King's com-

Ejm. xrn. 534. mand. Del. Westm., 20 Sept. 8 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. I, m. 10. and m. 20.

21 Sept. 2376. [Sir Rob. Wingfield] to [Wolsey].

Vit B. xix. 285. Wrote on the of this month [from this] city, to advertise

B. M. [Wolsey of his receipt of his] " most gracious letters of the

2nd." " And where I wrote the Emperor's business so

great that I should not hav[e] trustyd howbeit though so

was that next day his majesty gave audie[nce] " to the

accusations against the Duke of W[urtemberg and] his wife, by the

father and friends " of him [that was] hangid " by the Duke, and

his defence, and sent for Wingfield toward night, and " after his

[accustomed] manner, being separate from all hearers," said he had

received letters from Wolsey [and his] ambassadors there of a

very satisfactory kind. He desired to know whether Wingfield

had any answer touching the 40 and 60,[000 fl., as] " was ex

pressed " in the bond delivered to Marroton, copies of which were

sent to his [ambassadors] and one to Henry, since in Wolsey's

letters there was no mention made of it "to any perfection."

Wingfield replied that he had written tou[ching the bond], and

had lately received from Wolsey [a letter which] touched it " but

in gross, which might be extended in s[uch wise " that] he might

be sure that not only the [money] but all things necessary for the

[expedition] are in as rapid progress as may [be]. Wingfield

urged his descent, and that he should proceed to Calais, which he

heard without interruption ; but said he was sorry that England,

trusting " in the deep dykes " by which it was environed, cared so

little for him, and exposed him to the dangers of delay ; that he

saw nothing to prevent the Swiss from going over to France. He

was right sorry that Henry did not look on this matter in the

right light. He saw but one remedy, and that an uncertain one,

which he would explain tomorrow before Wingfield and the Car

dinal of Sion.

He then said he heard from his Council at Trent that they

feared the reinforcements for Verona would not be able to pass the

enemy, as they have so broken up the mountain roads and fortified

the passages in the plains. They told him also " that Counte Gerado

de which, a captain of his, hath now late taken a friar Bour-

gofnian] upon the lake of Gaarde," who confessed to having been

in Verona, sent by Mons. de Lotrekke to corrupt certain captainstho Count de Caryate, so that one captain of light
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horse, named Banardyn Ca favor with the

said Count is gone to the en[emy], saith to have pro

mised 5,000 cr. an to have a gate delivered;" and

that " to offer the Lord Mark Antony Columpne 20 . . .

a captain Bourgonyon, named Swkkyr,

5,000 cr things which were greatly to be sus-

pecte; for, or tho said the .Signior Marke Anthonye

suspected hym, in so much tha[t] .... governor had nott ben he

had cawsyd him to he taken." He also said he had certain infor

mation that now the e[nemy had] planted their artillery, and

" begynne too beete ;" and he [thought] if the reinforcements got

through within two or three [days], the enemy will be fain to

fight or " lose some of their fedyr."

Tonight at 7 o'clock he sent again for Wingfield and the Car

dinal Sedunensis], and asked the Cardinal to pass in emba[ssy to

the] King Catholic, and from thence to Henry, so that by "your

acte and office the extreme remedy [may be had], or, at the leeste,

a declaration made under what manner and form I have g[overned

myself] towards both the said Kings ;" promising tomorrow in his

secret Council to make proposal what charge they should have.

They assented, and departed. Wingfield does not know whether

he shall be at the Council tomorrow or not. His opinion is that, if

further news do not come from the King and Wolsey before they

get this, Verona will be delivered into the King Catholic's hands.

21 Sept. 1516.

P.S.—The Emperor inserted these words, viz., "Frater mens

rex vester dispexit me, distruxit me et perdat me ; of which I do

advise your most reverend grace in this schedule apart ;"—that

Wolsey may use or conceal them at his pleasure.

Hoi., pp. 4, mutilated.

22 Sept. 2377. Seb. Giustinian to the Doge.

Ginst. Desp. i. 287. News arrived purporting that Venice had obtained Verona, with

a letter from the Emperor dated the 10th, and others from Mark

Antonio Colonna, stating that the French and Venetian army had

effected a junction under Verona, and that he had repulsed the

besiegers. Is very anxious to have the news confirmed. Hears

from the Papal nuncio that M. A. Colonna had defeated the

French lancekncchts, and succored Vienna (Verona) ; that Eng

land had brought over nine of the Swiss cantons ; that the Pope

was agreed with England ; that a Papal nuncio (Julio Latino) is

daily expected to conclude this business ; and that he had been

told by the King's secretary (Ammonius ?) that in two months the

King would go over to Calais. Hears that 10,000 ducats are to be

sent to the Emperor, who has determined very shortly to visit

England. Thinks that he was caused to be told these things in

order to excite his suspicions, and he scarcely believes them. Yester

day arrived a herald from the King of France, from whom he hears

that England has been invited to join the treaty with the Catholic

King. London, 22 Sept. 1516.

2378. The Cardinal of Sion.

"Vit. B. xix 287. "Ex Uteris Reverendissimi Car[lis] [Sedunensis].

B. M. " Progressi jam ad receusionem contendunt Ura[nienses] et Un-

derualdenses et Ventureriorum tria vex[illa] Hodie iter

arripiunt ad nos Basileenses sic et et proxioia statim

hebdomada subsequentur G[larenses] sub signis prodibunt

3a2
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The Cardinal of Siox—cont.

Thurroenses ; vcniont et Ur , qui hodie ex senatus consulto

rem progressions ad pl[ebem] deferunt." As soon as the infantry

have been mustered they will cross the Alps, and march rapidly

on their enemy. Whatever falsehoods the French may tell, they

have not at present in Italy 2,000 of their old Swiss. " Et in

Gnlliis non ascendunt, qui Elvetii sint ad s nisi forte

finitimi Sabaudi numerum augeant." No hope is left the French of

hiring any more Swiss ; for if the Bernese could effect this, "non

satis tu ncquievere voluntati rusticorum." A conven

tion is appointed at Lucerne on Monday, " turn .... rusticorum

undcqiiaque munnuranlium compescant, tu[m] Gallizantes

temptent, si forte irriti quicquam huic prii[ticas] possint immis-

cere." These attempts will be useless. " Quod exercitus noster

ut faceret necessarias terris ecclesia; ob novos

motus * * * * rave, distulerantque

progressum suum adversus Gallos quod ubique

erant factas opportune provisiones et supplcmentum

militum nostrorum quod inernnt pro pra;sidiis pontih'cis in

Dei nomine omnino erant processuri versus Gallos et tanto

magis descondentibus nunc [El]vetiis in favorem nostrum."

They will now compel the French to fight; and if the French put

it off, they will be in extreme peril. The Swiss in the Papal for

tresses are replaced by Italians. "Veuerunt in castraquidam oratores

Elvetiorum dicentes se mitti ob pacem inter S. D. N. et Franciam

suaderent qui reniteret, abducturos pedites suos. Qui ora

tores, [aujditis justis belli causis quod Sanctissimus D. N. gerit

.... si sunt multum rationibus nostrorum adlncrere. Et ipeimet

[or]atores nostris consuluerunt ut offerrent pacem Gallo [ca]su quo

vellet Parmam et Placentiam ecclesire restituere, velut em,

quam credunt ipsi oratores Elvetii Gallos minirae facturos ; hinc-

que propterea volunt aucupari justam causam [distrahjendi Elvetios

a Gallis, quod et omnino se velle . . dicebant etiam quod Dom. do

Leutrech excusaret se prius non de hac re regem suum consulere.

Et ita a commissario . . . dicis etiam inscia Sanctitate sua et Car-

dinali de Medicis fuit ista propositio repetendo urbes

procdictas ut illi Elvetii expediri possent.

" est de Grisonibus dixit pedites • • •

" Ex Uteris ex curia Cajsaris die "

The Count of Furstenberg had sent to the Emperor his [major]

domo Dom. de Matha to ask to [be] received into favor . . .

. . . He offered to bring with him 2,000 Swiss of those [who] are

in France with the French. The Emperor would not listen to

him, but ordered him to depart at once on pain of his life.

IIol., pp. 3, badly mutilated.

22 Sept. 2379. Ant[honv Lord Ligne] to Lord Mouktjot, Governor

Calig. D. vi. 280. of Tournay and Touruesis.

B. M. Has received notice from one of his servants that an archer of

the company of Mons. de Vcndosme, having brothers in Tournay

companions of the hospital of Brouette (which was burnt) in the

faubourgs of St. Martin, went yesterday to Valenchiennes, and

this morning to St. Amand, to advise him to withdraw. He is

dressed like a merchant. Will send notice tomorrow of all that

occurs. Hopes, if fortune favor him, ho shall be able to accomplish
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Mountjoy's wishes, and show himself a good servant and relative

(parent) to the King. From Mortaigne, Monday, 22 Sept. 1516.

P.S.—Understands that pioneers are on the road, and the

artillery has set forward.

Fr., p. 1, mutilated. Add. : A Mons. le Gouverneur de Tournay

et Tournesis, Mons. de Montjoye.

Sept. 2380. Mountjot, Sir Ric. Whettehill, Sir John Tremoyle

Caiig. D.vi.301. and Sir John Wysm[an?] to [Wolsey].

B. M. Sends* two letters to his grace, one received a little before the

writing of this from my Lord Lygne, the other from the Abbot of

St. Nicholas, respecting the French. Does not give them much

credit. Hns sent spies to discover the truth. Thinks that "this

is chiefly coinmen by the means of two prisoners which be Scot, the

out of the Bishop's house in Tournay, one called Frear escaped

other Arnoldc," whom the writer took. " Sir Kic. Gernyngham is

ridden to Calais for money," and if they obtain it they trust that

" whensoever [the] Frenchmen come they shall not [meet with]

worship." Nevertheless they hope for succors from England and

especially guns. " Wryttyn in hast day of September."

Signed as above.

P.S.—After closing this letter, received news from a miller

dwelling in the ballyagc who was at Amyas (Amiens) 17 Sept.,

and brought the letter of the Abbot of St. Nicholas, that an army

of 4,000 loot were assembling at Amyas for Friesland, Gclders or

Tournay, but he saw no company of men of war there or pieces

of artillery.

Pp. 2, mutilated.

23 Sept. 2381. Mountjoy to Wolsey.

R. O. Finds by the King's letters to himself and my Lord Chamberlain,

that the King wishes Sir Ric. Gernyngham to have charge of the

garrison. Sees well ho will not willingly undertake it without a

sufficient force, for few of a rising of the people. Begs to be

recalled, whether the garrison be partly discharged or not, as he

would be sorry to have any further charge after Sir Richard's

return. The King has chosen well to have Jerningham in his

place. Tournay, 23 Sept.

Hoi., p. 1 . Add. : My Lord the Abp. of York. Endd.

23 Sept. 2382. Seb. Giustinian to the Doge.

GiuitDcsp. i. 292. Visited the Cardinal, and communicated news of the Turks.

Wolsey told him they must be cautious lest the King of France take

Verona for himself. Thinks they have no hope Verona can be

defended. Told Wolsey that in consequence of the arrangements

between France and Spain touching the Kingdom of Naples, it would

bo easier to unite the princes of Christendom against the Turks.

The appointment of Latino has been revoked. London, 23 Sept.

1516.

25 Sept. 2383. Sir Ric. Jerningham to Wolsey.

R.O. On 16 Sept. the Lord Lieutenant received Wolsey's letter, dated

Newbury, the 10th, commanding the writer to repair to Calais.

Started on the 19th, found Rob. Fowler there, received of him

* Written in the 1st person singular.
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Sir Ric. Jerningham to Wolsey—cont.

6,000/. in pence and gold. Encloses a bill. Received no word of

money from Jerome Friscobald, though he paid Wm. Pawne, on

the 16th, 2,200/. The Lord Lieutenant and Dr. Sampson will write

more fully. Calais, 25 Sept.

Hoi., p. 1. Add. and endd.

25 Sept. 2384. Maximilian.

K. O. Commission appointing Matthew Cardinal Sion to treat with

Leo X., Henry VIII., and Charles of Spain. Augsburg, 25 Sept.

1516. Sealed.

Lot.

25 Sept. 2385. Ennius Bp. of Veroli and [Jacopo Gam]baro to

Vit b. xix. 290. [Wolsey ?]

B- M- " Quia nuper rela[tum est Czesarem] non parum aegre tulisse et

contra Rev. Dom. Ric[cardum Paceum] oratorem irasci, ex eo

quod prasfatus Rov. Riccardus [ei innjuerit, regem nostrum Chris-

tianissimum decrevisse nullam in It[aliam expedi]tionem facere,

nisi prsefata majestas Caasarea in Fland [riam] se contulerit, innueng

ex hoc indignationem ipsam et [contra nos] qui omnia bona semper

operati sumua, non levem su[spicionom] :"—they declare that Pace

never communicated any such message to them. Have written

more fully to the Bp. of Feltri, Apostolic nuncio, to report to his

highness, and have requested Sir Robert Wingfield, who is with

the Emperor, to interpose with hfm, and remove this unjust accusa

tion. The Emperor may learn from the testimony of his ambas

sadors, and of all the Swiss, that Pace has acted as a faithful and

sincere friend towards him. Zurich, 25 Sept. 1516. Signed ; second

signature partly burnt off.

Hoi., pp. 2, mutilated.

25 Sept. 2386. [Sir Rob. Wingfield] to [Henry VIII.]

Vit B. xix. 289. Wrote last from Fiessen the .... of this month, since then

B. M. he has [written twice] to Wolsey, the first dated the , the

other the 21st of the same. In the latter he mentioned that the

Emperor had determined to send the Cardi[nal of Sion] on an

embassy to Henry. The Cardinal this day received his dispatch.

Thinks he will set off" with three others, leaving [the rem]nant

of his servants to follow him " with his horses'and car[riages]."

Hopes Henry will like him, as he is very favorable to England.

The Emperor has written to Wingfield to redeliver to Marroton

the obligation which the Emperor had sent, till Henry deliver the

counterpart to his daughter Margaret, which he sees he does not

intend to do.

News arrived to day that the enemy before Verona, hearing

of the approach of the reinforcements, had left all their artillery

which they had planted on the side towards Vincenza, passed over

the Athis, breaking up the bridge over it below Verona, and united

both their armies on the side towards Peschiera, so that there is

no doubt the reinforcements will get safely into Verona. If the

enemy dare, they will hear of a battle in three days. It is a great

pity, " now whilst the iron is hot, that there is not hammer enough

to forge out the instrument in duo proportion to the extreme ruin

of the French in Italy." The Cardinal of Sion has heard from

his great friend, M. Anselme, in Switzerland, that the Swiss are
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considering articles of peace to be concluded with France, com

prising the Pope, the Church, the Empire, and Galeazzo, desiring

for him some provision, " and the good Cardinal is excluded be

cause he is not resident upon his bishopric." It is clear from this

that the French faction is not so unsavory to Galeazzo as to the

Cardinal. Augsburg, 25 Sept. [1516.]

Hoi., pp. 2, mutilated.

Sept. 2387. [Wolsey] to Pace.

Vit. B. xix. 252. Is informed by sundry letters of Pace, dated the [first] of

B. M. the present month of September, of the crafty practices by the

Bastard of Savoy to alienate the minds of the [Swiss from] the

Emperor and the King's grace," and of the perplexity occasioned

to the said Swiss by the news of the league between the French

King and the King of Castile ; which, if it had not been stayed by

the Emperor's letters (copies of which Pace has just sent), would

have subverted all Pace's labors to keep the Swiss from alliance

with France.

The new league is passed between the French King and Castile,

but without the knowledge or consent of the Emperor or Henry.

The King of Castile has just sent an ambassador to Henry to con

clude the league between himself, Henry, the Pope and the Swiss,

and to bind himself to the payment of his share of the annual

pension for the support of the Swiss. Sends a copy of two articles

of the ambassadors instructions. [Pace] will see that the King

of Castile is not going to set aside the league with Henry and the

confederates, but will conclude it without delay. The [league]

with France is defensive. Pace is to [eucoujrage the Swiss in

their friendship to the Emperor and Henry. In a short time they

shall have a full account of the articles of the treaty which is now

under discussion here. Their pension will not be forgotten. Both

the French King and the King of Castile have asked Henry to accept

the " comprehension by them made of his gra[ce] :"

but he, more regarding the effects and importance of [the new]

than of the other treaty, has forborne, trusting that the latter will

bridle the " ambitious appet[ites of the] French King," and give

peace to all Christendom.

The [King's] grace, bearing in mind the attempts of certain

" corrupt counsai[llors]" of the King of Castile to break the old

friendship between England and Burgoyne, has [proposed] the Em

peror should come down to the Low Countries, where the King

will meet him. Hopes that the interview may break this new

league with France, and punish the councillors of the King of

Castile. Pace is to keep this secret, but to state in general terms

to the Swiss his expectation that the new league will soon be

broken. The Emperor has lately informed Henry that, not being

able to defend Verona against the Fr[ench and] Venetians, he in

tends to give it up into the [K. Catholic's] hands for 200,000 crowns,

intending [with that] money and other aid to set forward the Duke

of [Milan] with a large army of Swiss and others, to [drive] the

French out of the duchy of Milan. The new treaty is so preju

dicial to the [King of Castile that it can]not hold, for the King of

Castile is bound by it to marry the daughter of the French King,

providing that [if s]he die he shall marry another not yet " [bo]rne."

This is the most " slanderous alliance that ever was heard of," and

the disparity of ages great; for the King of Castile is seventeen

years old, the French King's daughter not one year. It is thought
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[Wolsey] to Pace—cont.

he will not wait her full age; but if the marriage be broken off

by him, he renounces, by the treaty, his right and interest in the

kingdom of Naples, paying meanwhile to the French King for that

kingdom 100,000 crowns yearly. He renounces Navarre, Artois,

&c. [if the] marriage break, as it must, for he cannot and will not

wait the full age of the Princess.

Henry will write to the Swiss, and give a credence to Pace. For

the latter he is to declare the contents of this letter, w[hich] may

be published at his own discretion. Neithei this, the King's let

ters, nor the copies (which will be sent), are to be seen by or get

to the knowledge of the French King or his Council : " for by

the words adversarios, which was in haste put in th[em, and] could

not be reformed after the signature, the said French Kin[g might

have] suspicion that the King's grace took him for his enemy ;

whereof [there would be no prevention] if the said letters came to

his hands."

Dated in margin, in a modern hand: 1516, Septemb.

Draft, with additions in RuthaVs hand ; pp. 9, mutilated.

26 Sept. 2388. [Wolsey] to [Pace].

Vit.B.xx. 12. " After the writing of th[is letter we received yours of] the 15th

B. M. day of this instan[t month of September, whereby we] understand

that by reason of [the treaty late concluded between the French]

King and the King of Castile

excluding of the Duke of Barry fro[m the duchy of Milan and *

preferring the King of Castile's brother F[erdinand]

many alterations chanced so that

perplexed, and not knowing what shall follow of th

the said French King and of Castile, which they affirm [was done]

by the Emperor in covert manner, not only to deceive them but to

disappoin[t the said] Duke of Barry, be inclined to fall in with

France for a seas[on] themselves from any confedera

tion with them, till farther k[nowledge] may be had, to what end

the said new league and confederation sha[ll] be deduced and

brought." Pace will see by this letter and other writings enclosed

from the Emperor and King of Castile that the "foresaid bruits be

but abuses " contrived to disturb the good intelligence between the

King and the Swiss. He must therefore declare the King's perse-

verant good mind towards them, " and that his highness and the

Emperor* be determinately resolved to entertain them according

to the overture by you made, and to set forth the advancement of

the Duke of Barry according to the purport of these my letters.f

He may assure them that the preferment of Ferdinand the King

of Castile's brother to the duchy of Milan, was never thonght of ;

that report was spread " to put a sedition among the Swiss and

incline them to France," as Pace will see by a copy of the treaty,

which he will receive by next post. * * •

Draft, in Jinthat's hand, pp. 2, much mutilated.

26 Sept. 2389. For Sir Wm. Compton and Sir Wm. Fitzwilliam.

P. S. Grant, in survivorship, of the custody of Henley Park, Surrey,

with 6d. a day and arrears out of the issues of the manor of War-

* " and King of Castile " was originally added, but cancelled.

f " according letters." These words are substituted for " after such form

as the Emperor writeth in his said letters here enclosed."

-\
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plesden, Surrey ; and grant of the manors of Cleygate and Warples-

den, which belonged to Jasper late Duke of Bedford, at the

annual rent of 11/. 14rf. and 17/. 12*.: ou surrender of patent

30 June 5 Hen. VIII. in favor of Sir Wm. Compton vice Wm. Cope.

Hampton Court, 24 Sept. 8 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm., 26 Sept.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 13.

27 Sept. 2390. [Sir Rob. Wingfield] to Henry VIII.

Vit. B. xix. 291. Wrote last to Henry on the .... month, informing him that

B. M. [Sion] was ready to start. He could not prepare, however, so

quickly. He sent two of his servants on before to provide [for

his] arrival, and a boat at Spires He intends to descend

by water to Cologne ; and at six in the morning, with two other

servants, he depart[ed]. Yesterday the Abps. of Cologne and

Mayence came to the Emperor ; and [many] princes of the Empire,

spiritual and temporal, met them [at the gates of the] city, and rode

to the palace ; and in a garden there was hung a rich cloth of

estate, where, [in the presence] of the said princes and many great

estates, the s[aid Abp.] of Mayence took his oath of fealty to the

Emperor. The Arch[bp. of Cologne] will do the same before tho

Emperor's departure, which] will be shortly ; " and the said

Archbp nye, howbeit he purposeth not to descend

. . . bourg but by Frankforde," where " he intends to pacify a great

variance, [which hath lo]ng endured between the said Duke and

the fair Landgravine, . . and so to Cologne, and further if the said

Cardinal may his charge."

[The matter] between the Duke of Wurtemberg and his ad

versaries seems to be [settled] in this form:— he is to leave

this country for six years, and go to some place appointed by

the Emperor ; to give 2,000 fl. for a priest to sing perpetually

for the man he killed, 10,000 fl. to his father, and land to that

amount to his brother. His subjects are to swear fealty to the

Emperor ; the country to be governed by six (sc, two spiritual,

two temporal, and two of the common) in the Duke's name, in

conjunction with a person in the Emperor's name ; the issues of

it to be divided amongst the Duke, the Duchess, and the payment

of debts. He is to return at tho end of the six years, if the Em

peror please ; the government to be changed or not, at his pleasure.

News from Verona states that eight days ago the Venetians re

moved the siege; four days before which they "did beat with

artillery continually both day and night," and made two assaults.

In the first they were repulsed ; in the second, the garrison, after

resistance, pretended to withdraw, and allowed them to enter, when

with artillery prepared for the purpose they killed all that came

in, and made a sortie with much slaughter. It is thought the

reinforcements entered Verona yesterday ; " wherefore, if the

enemies will in, it hath or shall be experimented thig

day or tomorrow." Augsburg, 27 September 1516].

Hoi., pp. 3, mutilated. Add. : To the Kinges highnesso.

Endd. : Maister Wyngfild, 27 Septembris.

27 Sept. 2391. Maximilian to Henry VIII.

Vit. B. xix. 356. Letters of credence for the Cardinal of Sion, ambassador to

B. M. England. Augsburg, 27 Sept. [15]16.

Hoi., Fr., p. 1, mutilated. Add.: [A mon bon] frere le Roy

d'Angleterre] et de France, &c.
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27 Sept. 2392- Tunstal to [Wolsjby].

Gitlbii, 15. iv. 178. Received a letter from the Deputy of Calais that a great meeting

B. M. had been held on the frontiers to send aid to the King of Castile

against Gueldres. Was informed by the Chancellor on his enquiry

that, in conformity with the treaty of Noyon, the French King had

ordered Lord Pienes and Chatillon to collect aid against Gueldres;

that they had sent word that the town was recovered, and they

would not trouble the French. The King will not start for Spain

this year. Felynger is still here; they are in great hopes of inducing

the Emperor to join the treaty of Noyon, if it be not done already.

They are very secret. Dissilstein has won a castle in Friesland,

thought impregnable. Brussels, 27 Sept. Signed.

Pp. 2, mutilated.

27 Sept 2393. Spinellt to Wolsey.

Galbn, It. iv. lus. Wrote his last on the 25th. Yesterday the ambassador of

B. M. Arragon, before rising, sent for Spinelly, and told him that the

Prince's Council reckon more and more the Emperor at their

disposal ; that he will condescend to treat with France. Wishes

England to interrupt the negotiations. The French Queen is near

her delivery. If she meets with any misfortune they will marry

the Lady Elianor to Francis. "Two French ambassadors that

went to the [are] come hither; and, as the secretary

of the Duke of C[leves told ine,] the Duke of Gueldres will be

revenged upon the King's of the death of his gentlemens

{sic) that were taken [by the Prince] of Nassow, and headed in the

town of Holland, recowe [red out] of their hands." An ambassador

is expected from Portugal. Lord Ysylstayn has taken a castle with

a blockhouse in Friesland that did much injury to that country and

Holland. Raphael de Mcdicis has come to the King with the Pope's

briefs of credence, and shown the urgent means made by Francis

with his holiness at Bologna and the Florentine republic, for the

enterprise of Naples. The Pope, his nephew, and the republic are

well disposed" to Charles. No proposition has yet been made to the

estates. Brussels, 27 Sept. 1516.

Hoi., part cipher, with decipher by Tuke ; pp. 3, mutilated.

Add. : To my Lord Cardinal's [gr]ace. Endd.

27 Sept. 2394. The Bp. of Worcester to Wolsey.

Vit. B. in. 70. Understands by the letters of Ammonius that Wolsey is not satis-

B. M. fied with the briefs for Tournay. The influence of the French is

much increased. Has spared no effort. Hears that he intends to

send Dr. Sampson to Rome. Will receive Sampson's suggestions,

though he cannot help thinking such a mission derogatory to his

own dignity. The Pope would have granted Wolsey the legate-

ship at Worcester's instance, but apprehends great difficulties,

considering the prosperity of France. Rome, 27 Sept. 15[16].

Signed.

Lat, pp. 3, badly mutilated. Add. : Tho. Car. Ebor., AngL

Primario et Magno Cancellario.

27 Sept. 2395. Boniface Collis to [Ammonius].

Vit. B. in. 75. Thanks him for the services he hns rendered him with the Car-

B. M. dinal, although no positive good lias yet resulted. Will write

more frequently when the [cardinals] have returned to Rome.

The Pope has gone to Viterbo till All Saints' Day. The Cardinal
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Sta. Maria in Porticu has returned to Rome. When he was yet at

Modena, he with his usual complaisance, and

would have sent an answer, had he not caught a fever. Is on

good terms with their mutual friends at court, especially with

Sadoleti, who is " totus tuus," but too much occupied to write.

Tomorrow the writer's master goes to the Pope ; he was never in

better health. He had begged the writer to communicate his

opinion on matters touching the bishoprick ; but fearing you will

not succeed, as you are a foreigner, he has written to Pace of the

matter. Has received no notice from him respecting the writer's

clothes. Begs he will urge John .... ucius. Rome, 27 Sept.

1516.

Hoi., Lat., pp. 2, badly mutilated.

28 Sept. 2397- James V. to Leo X.

R- MS. When the church of Dunkeld was vacant by the death of George

13 B. n. f. 94b. tne \&st pa8tor, the President and Chapter elected Alex. Stewart,

B- M- son of the Earl of Athol, to fill his place, and delivered him the

Ep.Keg.Sc.i.222. lands and castles of the bishopric. His holiness, however, as the

AdT. MS. 445. Cardinal de Medicis reports, has appointed Gawin Douglas to the

church. He has been admitted, and as Stewart holds the castles,

has persuaded them to come to an agreement. Wishes for a ratifi

cation of the contract. The Cardinal of St. Eusebius will explain

more fully. Edinburgh, 28 Sept. 1516.

Lat.

28 Sept. 2396. For Kob. Fayre.

r. S. To be pursuivant at arms, with the style of Portecolens (Port

cullis), and 10/. a year. Corff Castle, 25 Aug. 8 Hen. VTH: Del.

Westm., 28 Sept.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 7.

29 Sept. 2398. The Lords of the Council of Scotland to [Queen

b. o. Margaret].

Her procurators have delivered to them and my Lord Governor

her letters for receiving the goods left by her in Scotland, and

collecting her rents. Have given effect to them, according to the

recess made by the Scotch ambassadors lately in England. The

procurators have received a chefTroun with a chenze of 57 links;

another with points of gold, with 61 pearls in crammesy velvet;

one set with gold of 21 rubies, 33 pearl, "ane burde of gold, and

twa small beltis with hedes, and pendatit of gold;" an obliga

tion of the Laird of Bass to the Bp. of Caithness as treasurer to

her grace, under the seals of the Lord Bortlnvick, Sir Patrick

Creichtouu of Cranstoun Riddale, and Win. Carmychell; a collar of

gold enamelled with white and red roses; two other collars of gold;

10 links of the Laird of Bass' chain; a pair of sleeves of cloth of

gold lined with crammesy satin; another pair of sleeves; the King

of France's great diamond set upon a red hat of silk ; a ruby balatt

upon a black hat, with three pearls; certain pieces of satin, &c;

a packet of letters (closed) of obligations of Kilmarnock and others ;

"four codberes;" five hats of silk; a patlatt of gold fret set upon

crammesy satin, with 12 diamonds, 14 rubies, 25 pearls ; a patlatt

of cloth of gold, one of white taffatis, one of taffatis goldsmith

work; a pair of sleeves of black velvet, one bust with damask gol

with ten prinnys gold wire ; certain ribbons and sewing silk ; one
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The Lokds op the Council of Scotland to [Queen Mae-

garet]— cont.

pair of beads eurale (?) gaudeit with six pearls; a pair of beads of

jasper, with four gaudeis; a pair of black beads; a pair of white

beads; her grace's testament; two buystis of "silver with holy wax;

one tude of sewit work; four pieces of crisp; one pomeander with

silver ; one stane of cristall ; one coffer of bane; four books; one

tergatt of gold of our Lady.

The goods following were delivered before to her grace in Eng

land : One cheffroun with a bird of gold, with 81 pearls; oue

dieffVoun withachenze of gold, white "anamalit" (enamelled); one

chefTroun with a point, with sets of pearls ; one cheffroun set with

goldsmith work, with 35 pearl; one cheffroun with leaves of gold,

with 8 rubies ; a new chain of gold, with 40 links and 5 knoppis;

a pair of sleeves of gold wire ; a ruff of taffatis; one patlatt of

black velvet with goldsmith work, set with 30 pearls, and one of

damask gold ; her furrings in Stirling could not be obtained till the

Bp. of Galloway came from the North. They will be delivered in

all haste. The rest of her goods, they understand, belong to the

King. They cannot now be asked for, on account of the recess.

If she require them as executrix she must come to Scotland

and pay the King's debts. Her rents cannot readily be collected,

the officers whom she has appointed being either " simple pure

men, notht responsale nor liable to pay the things with quhilkes

they have intromettit," or great lords living from the court. Many

of her lands of the forest have been wasted by war. The Earl

of March in time of war pays no males. The lordship of Dunbar

has been burnt and wasted : her grace knows by whom, though

they had no good cause. Other lands were given away before they

were given to her, and belong to her only as tenantries. Of the

remainder she shall have full payment. Edinburgh, 29 Sept.

Copy, p. 1, large paper.

29 Sept. 2399. Exchequer.

R. O. Tellers account from Easter to Mich. 7 & 8 Hen. VIII., viz. of

John Hasylwod, Rob. Fowler, John Jenyns, Hen. Everard and

John Millett.—Total remaining in their hands, 435/. 19*. 9\d.

2400. Queen Margaret to Wolsey.

Vesp.F. hi. 86. Is glad to hear of his health. Has received letters from him and

B.M. Dacres. "Ye write to me that such persons as he sent for my

Ellis, 1 S. 1. 128. matters into Scotland trust to be well answered, and hath sent to

me such writings as they sent to him (Dacre.) But, my Lord, I am

gladder of the tidings that the King's grace telled me of the Duke

of Albany, that he wiil come hither, which I beseech God may be

true; but I dread it be not.'' Begs Wolsey that as soon as any one

comes out of Scotland he will send her word, as it is a long time

since she had any tidings.

Hoi., p. 1. Add. and endd.

30 Sept. 2401. Seb. Giustinian to the Doge.

Gio»t Dcfp.i. S'J4. Paid a visit to the King at Greenwich; spoke to him of the

galleys. Touching on Verona the King said : "It is really time

for you to cease any longer to molest the Emperor about Verona ;

you will not be easy till you provoke the whole world against you."

Justified their attempt to recover their own. The King answered :

" If you persist in this opinion you will spend thrice as much as
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Verona is worth." Told the King if he did not send money to the

occupants of Verona, it would he speedily recovered. Saw the Bp.

of Durham on the 28th, who told him that letters had been re

ceived of the 17th, stating Verona was sale, and in three days an

imperial army would be there to raise the siege. Friar Dion.

Memo, organist of St. Mark's, arrived here a few days ago with

the most excellent instrument, and played before the Cardinal, and

afterwards before the King, with much commendation. " He

played, not merely to the satisfaction, but to the incredible admira-

tion and pleasure of everybody, and especially of his majesty, who

i< extremely skilled in music, and of the two Queens." The King

has appointed him his chief musician, and says he will write to

Rome to have him unfrocked, that he may attain holy orders and

become his chaplain. This is a piece of fine fortune, as a royal

chaplain is a very profitable employment. London, 30 Sept. 1516.

30 Sept. 2402. For Hen. Haymond of London, lanternmaker alias

p. s. cutler.

Protectirn ; going in the retinue of Sir Ric. Wyngfeld, Deputy of

Calais. Greenwich, 10 Feb. 7 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm., 30 Sept.

Ft. 8 Hen. VIII. m. 2.

2403. Erasmus to "Wolsey.

Er. Ep. vii. 14. Has heard from his conversation with Montjoy of Wolsey's favor

toward himself. Would have thanked him in person, but the

wind, and his books, too long left, have called him away, and he

knows how busily Wolsey is occupied. London, 1515.

Add. : Thomae Card. Eboracensi.

Sept. 2404. "Wolsey to Sir Rob. Wingfield.

Yit. B. xix. 294. Has received his letters dated the 21st of. . . . "expressing

B. M. of the place where your said l[etter] And very sorry

I am to understand that ep to the King my master,

that he should be occasio[n to the Emperor] either of the loss of

Verona or that the common [enterprise hathJ not succeeded so well

as the Emperor hath desired." No prince has done so much for hi[s

friends] as Henry has done for " the only we[al of] the Emperor

and the King of Arragon.'' One way and another he [has] spent over

80,000/. ; "and now in recompeuce thereof, to bo laid to his ch[arge

quod], 11 nt decepit, destruxit, vel perdet Ccesarem, whom [he hath]

no less loved than his natural father, it is [a han]delyng greatly

redounding to my dishonor and [my] danger, which hath always

procured the inter paternal and filial love betwixt this [King

and the Emperor]." Whenever the Emperor shall "cas[t off] the

King and fall into France he shall not on[ly] do the greatest damage

to all Crysten that ever pri[nce did to] his perpetual ignominy, the

excuyng whereof is m[ore to lie] pondered and regard then the

loss of any te but also he shall lose the best and most

a[ncient friend in the] King, and of me the lycke servant [that

ever he] had ; and, albeyt by adversa

the indissoluble knot between

the King and his majesty there is as well of the recovering

of things lost [as to] be revenged upon his enemies, whereby

forsaking . . . [the] King he shall be compelled to sit down with

irreparable and perpetual shame."

This he is to declare oa Wolsey's behalf to the Emperor ; which
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Wolset to Sm Rob. Wikofield—cont.

Wolsey would have set out more fully, " save only for tears and

inward sorrow, wherewith I [am pjressyd at the writing hereof,

considering that of my [great] pain and labor there is like never

other fruit to [come]." For the sake of inducing the Emperor to

continue his friendship with Henry, has caused Henry to write

" right good, pleasant, [comjfortable letters" to the Emperor, a

copy of which he encloses. Is glad to hear that the Cardinal Sion

is coming on an embassy to Henry ; undoubtedly great good will

result from it. " Howbeit, loth I would be that he should come as

a [private person], whereby much of his estimation should be

withdrawn, and but only after the estate, honor, and train

of [an ambassador], by the which his charge and reputation shall

be d and much better effect shall follow

of his his most reverend lordship should come

otherwise]; notwithstandyng the necessity and

present things must be confirmed and thereafter y

.... cannot be his coming and astat to accordingly,

to whose wisdom I remit mine op[inion] on that behalf."

Draft, in Wolsey's own hand; pp. 3, mutilated.

2405 Negociations with the Emperor.

Vit. B. xix. J57. Ar[ticles] proposed by Sion, Gurk and Wingficld to the Eni-

B. M. peror for a union between [the French], the English and the

Catholic King.

The Emperor, by his position and experience, is fit to decide this

question. He is aware of the ambition and cautelous fraud of

France, and must especially draw closer the alliance between himself

and " his twain sons, that one by blood, [an]d the other by adop

tion," adding to them the Pope and the [Venetians] if possible.

2. Touching the friendship between the French and the Catholic

Kings, they believe that it is feigned, and that the former has in

view only the oppression of the latter. Witness " the detestable

treaty of Noyon," especially that article of it concerning the mar

riage. It is very likely that the relict of Navarre may refuse the

best agreement that can be offered to her, and thus the article

which apparently binds the Princes and subjects of Naples is very

dangerous. The Catholic King is further, by the said treaty,

inhibited from claiming the lordships or lands which the French

have held wrongfully for many years. The Emperor must finally

do one of two things : either allow this treaty to remain in force,

or regard all of it as "a thing fayned and voyd "

For peace between England and France, it will be necessary

further that the French King observe all obligations made by his

predecessors and himself, and as he lately [agreed] to pay the

Swiss 800,000 cr. he should restore the 400,000 laid out by Henry

in the defence of the Emperor and the Catholic King, of which he

has not yet demanded restitution from either. Henry [will expect]

the Emperor to shew himself " very Cajsar," and exert his autho

rity to prevent [the King Catholic] becoming a tributary, and

induce him to beware of "inpar bondes prejudicial to [h]imself and

his friends." Henry is to desire the King Catholic to marry

some one, " congrew to his person." If he can wait for the grow

ing up of a child, he would gladly give him his daughter, " not

without a doote or with the forbearing of any realm or country,

but as his heir, if he shall not fortune to have an heir male, of

twain kingdoms, "England and France ;" and [i]f he shall have a
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male, he will not fail to give her a much riche doote, and truely

observe all that he shall promise beside." Henry greatly desires

the Council of the King Catholic to be altered, and is anxious for

a speedy interview between himself and the Emperor, to confirm

their friendship ; also that the Catholic King will no longer [delay

the] ratification of the said league, though it is more beneficial to

him th[an to Henry]; and that no changes be made in it, for he

desires nothing new to be ob[served by] the French King, but such

as his predecessor contracted and he has confirmed. If any change

should be made now, it will embolden the French " to circuit all

the world." Henry requires the restitution of 50,000 fl. lately paid

for the conservation of Verona. If, however, the Emperor have

the " mind or the will," or even some plan of saving it, the means

may be found shortly for that and greater matters.

Pp. 8.

Sept. 2406. A List op Memoranda in Ruthal's hand.

Vit B. xix. 368. " Wyngfeld.—The advancement of the l.OOOJ. to bring the Em-

B. M. peror down The payment of the 60,000 fl., and sending

the obligation ther[eof]. The payment of 12,000 fl. to the Swiss,

by means whereof [they shall invade]France; all which things, with

the expences heretofore made in setting forth the Swiss, the King's

grace hath done not only in . . . cost necessity, but also

that by means of the same all his affairs be advanced and

confirmed, though the King's grace were in no necessity so [to do].

The Emperor's coming is for the advancement of this confederation

and the new enterprise to be more to their surety than

the King's, &c. The persuasion to move the Emperor to come

down to be revenged of these counsellors, which have treatedhe being in war [with] the French King.

" Rolles.—Md of the neutrality of the assistance, i.e. the King of

Castile to be indifferent to give assistance as well to France,

if they be invaded, as to us if we [be].

" Md, to dissemble with the Lord Schivers and Chancellor,

though they more incline to France the[n to us].

"Mr. Pace.—Md of the 60,000 fl., whereof 50,000 to the Em

peror and 10,000 to Mr. Pace, whereby he is sufficiently provided]

to pay the Swiss, and yet a large sum to rest in his hands. Never

theless, for th the King's grace hath sent forth by exchange

1,000Z.

" Rolles.—Md of the words amicorum amid, &c, to put it out if

they make great difficulty.

" Md for the article of the common deliberation, it may be well

omitted if it may . . .

" Md of the loan of money to pass the time by making of bonds

and obligations, [until it] be known how they will condescend to

the other business with France, &c."

P. 1, mutilated.

1 Oct. 2407. Cardinal Gurk to Henry VIII.

Vit. B. xix. 295*. Sends Chas. Hausen, his secretary, to Henry, having been de-

B. M. tained for a short time at the court of the King Catholic on the

Emperor's and his own private business. Augsburg, 1 Oct. 1516.

The signature has been cut off, and pasted on the opposite leaf.

Lat., p. 1, slightly mutilated. Add. : Serenissimo, &c. Henrico

Regi Angliae et Franciae, &c.
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1 Oct. 2408- To Cuthbeut Tunstall, Master of the Rolls.

S. B. To cancel a recognizance of 200/., made, 23 Feb. 6 Hen. V1TI.,

by Sir Jaw. Strangways of Herlesey, York, to Tli. Abp. of York,

to the King's use. Greenwich, 1 Oct. 8 Hen. VIII.

2 Oct. 2409- Erasmus to More.

Er. Ep. vii. 13. Received his two letters just as he was ready to start. Showed

Gaspar the hand of Maruifo. Dissatisfied with the rate of exchange.

More is to ask the Archbishop (Warham) to pay him the money,

and deposit it with the Germans (Hanse merchants ?) Has spent

all his money. Will stay with Tunstal if he spends the winter

there. Is to press Urswick. Expects St. Jerome in two days.

Antwerp, postrid. kl. Oct. 1516.

Has arranged that Canterbury, Colet, Rochester, Urswick and

More shall have the earliest copies of St. Jerome.

2 Oct. 2410. Sir Ric. Wingfield to Wolsey.

R. O. Edm. Collep, Mr. Guldeford's servant, dwelling at Antwerp,

has just arrived with letters to the King, touching Ric. de la Pole

aud the Duke of Loraine, from De la Pole's servant, Latimer.

Despatched him to Wolsey, as the letters were important. Forty

French fishing boats have come to Calais in consequence of the

fair weather, and because they had no liberty of doing so for three

or four years. Nobody is there but the Treasurer and the TJnder-

marshal. The town is defenceless. Calais, 2 Oct. Signed and

sealed.

P.S Begs that the bailly of Marke may be despatched quickly.

P. I. Add. : My Lord Cardinal of York.

2411. Pace to [Wolsey].

R. O. Received on the 2nd his grace's letter, dated 26 Sept. If all

things succeed as comprised therein, it is all over with the enemy,

but speed is necessary. The Bastard of Savoy has already spent

on behalf of France 50,000 crowns. By the help of Zurich,

which leans to England, has defeated him and Mons. de Solier.

The King's last letters are of incredible importance. Delivered

them in open council, and obtained a diet of all the cantons. Stipu

lated that a copy of the King's letters should not fall, " in maims

Judas," as ordered. The diet for the King will be held on the

16th. The Bastard of Savoy has asked for another. Fears there

will be a great struggle, probably a schism, among the Swiss.

They are glad the Duke of Bari has been appointed by the Em

peror and the King to lead the army in person. 200,000 crowns,

as mentioned in his letter, may be sufficient, but the enterprise

cannot be sure under 300,000. Bari is indispensable to stay the

bickering between the Cardinal of Sion and Count Galeas. The

King must write to the Emperor, and beg him to take Galeas into

his service. He has been exasperated against Galeas by the Car

dinal. The Swiss desire the money shall be at Augsburg or Con

stance, and the fame of it will extinguish the French practices.

The Cardinal of Sion wrote letters on his departure for England,

that the Swiss should have yearly 80,000 florins. It will lie

money well expended. If the Swiss confederate with England,

France is undone. " And of this, my lord the Cardinal Scdunen-

sis can right well inform your grace, and all other things touching

Hoi., pp. 8. Tlie rest of the letter is wanting.
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2412. [Galeazzo Visconti] to the Cardinal of Sion.

Vit.B.xix.837. Has been requested in many letters from the King of England

B. M. and [Wolsey] to be reconciled to him. As he has never displeased

Sion, does not know what answer to return .... If he has been

aggrieved will forget it, and will be towards the Cardinal what he

was before the Cardinal began to pursue him with hatred and

injustice.

P. I, mutilated. Add. in Pace's hand: Bmo. Dno. Car11

Eboracen. Endd. : Copia litera; D. Galeacij ad Rmum d. d. Cardi-

nalem Sedunen'.

3 Oct. 2413. Nich. [West] Bp. of Ely to Wolsey.

K- O. Is sick at Barnwell near Cambridge with the disease in his leg

he had when last in London. The skin is clean gone from the

calf to the heel. Can get no relief. Has been obliged to send for

Mr. Leygo, a surgeon of London, who did him much good before.

If it continue he will not be long for this world. Hopes he will

live till he is out of debt. Barnewell, 3 Oct. Signed.

P. 1. Add. : Lord Cardinal, Chancellor of England.

3 Oct. 2414. See. Giustinian to the Doge.

OiustDesp. i. 293. This day visited the Cardinal; talked to him about the galleys.

He was astounded to hear the accounts from Constantinople and

the armada of 220 galleys, which he said was fraught with manifest

peril. Sebastian told him the Turks would invade Christendom.

" Domine Orator," said he, " for the love of God let us free ourselves

from the peril of France, and not allow the body politic to be en

feebled." Begged Wolsey that no more succors might be sent to

Verona. London, 3 Oct. 1516. '

B. M.

2415. [Henry VIII.] to [Tunstal and others].

Ualba. E. v. 303. Has received their letters mentioning the refusal of the Council

there to conclude the treaty with the article of mutual assistance

and free passage. The Provost of Cassell has expressly declared to

the King that, notwithstanding the alliance with France, the King

Catholic will join the league between the Pope, the Emperor,

England, and the Swiss, to whom a pension is to be assigned. Has

had several communications with the ambassadors of the Emperor

and the King of Castile resident in England on this subject, who

think the articles proposed are reasonable. They are to desire that

a commission be sent to the ambassador there to conclude and induce

the Council to comply, as the object is not to invade but restrain

France ; and remembering the insatiable ambition of France the

King thinks it proper to conclude the treaty, although it be very

unequal to himself. If the King of Castile be invaded he must

entirely break with France, and then great advantage would ensue

by renewal of the ancient intelligence between England, Spain, and

Burgundy. They are to be very amicable with Chievres and the

Chancellor, promising them the King's friendship in quickening

their proceedings by showing how much the King can do for them ;

stating also that the King of France has offered to comprise Eng

land as his principal ally in bis league wil.h the King of Castile,

and allowing eight months for consideration. Has lately been

advertised by Pace, resident with the Swiss, that they arc much

disturbed at this league between France and the King Catholic; are

inclined to the former, to which they are urged by the Pastor of

3b
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[Henry VHI.] to [Txjnstal and others]—cont.

Savoy. Notice must therefore be sent them that the King of

Castile is willing to join the new league, and contribute to their

entertainment. The King is willing to advance a loan to the King

of Castile for his voyage into Spain. Has ordered 100/. to be paid

his steward.

Draft, corrected by Ruthal, pp. 14, mutilated.

3 Oct. 2416. [Sir Rob. Wingfield] to Henry VIII.

Vit. B. xix. 262. Wrote last The Emperor has since had " great busi-

B, M. ness [with] the Duke of Wiertenberge and his adver

saries counsells diverse,'' and had the articles read

w[hich were for] the pacification of the parties, "an[d] avice

particularly shewed, as well of all pri[nces] as of all princes

of the empire, spiritual and te[mporal, and of the] counsellors present,

which were a great number." All approved of the articles, which

agreed in substance with what Wingfield [wrote], except that the

Duke of Wirtemberg was to go to Rome, personally or by deputy,

to get absolution, and that the Count Palatine [and] Bp. of Herbi-

polis (Wurzburg) are bound not to assist him for six years. This

day, by the Emperor's commands, Bannisius sent him letters which

he had received from his " e[mbassador]" in England, dated the

24th of last month. The Emperor was pleased to find by them that

Henry had the same mistrust of the French as himself, though

his natural heir is so deluded. Bannisius asked if Wingfield had

had any letters lately. Told him the last [were of] the 2nd of last

month, that he expected to hear within [The Emperor's]

, ambassadors deserve thanks for the manner in which they have

written of Henry. The Emperor also sent Wingfield the news

from Verona.

Has already mentioned that the enemy, "which were at the

siege on this side the river of Athis," had left their artillery,

passed the river, and broken the bridge. Mark Ant. Colonna

writes that since the two assaults and repulses mentioned in

Wingfield's said letters, the enemy have remained at the siege, and

made two more assaults, which have been gallantly repulsed with

great damage. Colonna was hurt in the arm by a cross-bow at

the last. He says if he had but 2,000 men more he would "give

the enemies a breakfast upon the plain field," and asks the Emperor

to send assistance speedily. The captains and councillors who

conduct the reinforcements write that last Saturday, on coming to a

[pas]sage called the Clewse, eight miles this side Verona, they

found it so strongly fortified that they were obliged to leave it, and

[make] their way over the heights of the mountain. Here the roads

were so broken and " marvelously empeschid" that all Sunday they

were "greatly .... wayB," and at the same time " the enem[y] . . .

vale named Polyselle, which cndureth from l>etwixt

the said river and the mountains, v " upon which part of

Verona is built " they ab " passed the river and broke their

bri[dges] , so that on St. Michael's day, when the succors

[had passed] the mountain, and come into the said valley, "they

F " and remain there until the arrival of the provisions

which are coining to Verona, which they will convey into the city

and then seek the enemy. The Emperor also sent word that now

he saw Verona was " so[ccored]" he would make an end of his busi

ness here with the two Abps. of Magunce and Colleyn as soon as he
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should receive the next letters from h[is ambassadors] with a reso

lution from the King, which he has long expected. Augsburg,

3 [Oct.] 1516.

Hoi., pp. 3, mutilated. Add. : To the King's highness.

4 Oct. 2417- Tunstal to Wolsey.

Galba,B. iv. 179. The Estates have assembled at Brussels. They were told ofthe

B. M. King's great expenses against Gueldres, his intended voyage into

Spain, and of his desire to set up a certain number of spears.

They replied these were trifles; and as he had formed an alliance

of marriage without them, he might do the rest without them. The

Chancellor told him he was asked by the Estates to tarry this winter,

which Tunstal knows to be false or a collusion. He stated that a

Toison would be held on the 20th, that the French King was going

to Paris, and had left the Queen at Amboise to await her deliverance.

The Duke of Gueldres stands out, and will not join the treaty of

Noyon. The Spaniards are much discontented. A gentleman of

the King, called Lashawte, a great Frenchman, is to be sent through

France into Spain. He is well known there, having been the

minion of King Philip. Brysell (Brdgilles) is in favor with Chievres,

and is maitre d'hotel to Lady Eleanor. Brussels, 4 Oct. Signed.

P.S.—(In TunstaFs own hand.) Sion has arrived with charge

from the Emperor, and is going post into England.

Pp. 3, mutilated. Add. : Cardinal York.

4 Oct. 2418. Spinelly to Wolsey.

Galba,B.iv. 181. Wrote his last on 30 Sept. Since the proposition made by the

B_ M. Chancellor, the Estates refused to meet, (1) " for any gold or silver

that the King will demand of them, and only to give their advice ;"

(2) out of regard for the peace and the treaty with France, and

" the good amity with hope of better they have with England ;"

(3) the preparations for his arrival in Spain ; (4) the good ex

ecution done by Ysylstain in Friesland, and the recovery by the

Lord of Nassau of the pla[ces] from the Duke of Gueldres. The

King has demanded whether they thought better to make war

against him (Gueldres), or stand upon the old peace, or make a

truce ; and advised 400 spears to be raised for the security of the

country. Answer will be given to these demands this evening.

" Some of the States have said concluded the treaty

with France by which is of greater importance than

th .... of Gueldres, with their ill words. Messir Loys de

Marlion showed me that the Coun\_cil~\ here woll not continue the

I assistance of the x . . . ducats for the keeping of Verona ; and the

Fo[kers~\ saith to have received nothing for this money, as they

have done heretofore." Encloses a letter from Alamire just re

turned from Metz. Wishes money to send him into France.

Brussels, 4 Oct. 1516.

Hoi., part cipher, undecipheted ; pp. 2, mutilated. Add.,

f. 184 b. : To my Lord Cardy[nal].

2419. ii- Alamire to [Wolsey].

Galba, ib. 182. Has been in Germany with Ric. de la Pole for nine days. At

B. M. that time none of his servants were with him. They were all in

different parts of France. " In Kocia fuerunt ad quinque eb-

domada3." In five days came a nobleman named Nicolas de Hu,

one of his servants, son of a knight of Metz. Another day came

Dierick Van Ret. Learned that everything was ready in France.

3b 2
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Alamire to [Wolsey]—cowf.

" Quam scito re[x] Franciae scribit pro illo Eichardo incontinente

veniet et hoc cum maximo exercitu, et vertur (fertur) in Francia

quod ilia exercitus debet ire in Italia :" but its real destination is

England. Went next to Frankfort. Met at the fair there [John]

the brother of Dierik, who said .to him, " Now is the time coming

that White Bose, Duke of Suffolk, has so long looked for ;" and

showed him a letter from Hie de la Pole, praying him to have

forbearance a short time touching his debts, when his affairs would

assume a different aspect * • * *

[His sister] complained that De la Pole had denied her 100

gold crowns. " Tunc ipsa soror monstravit mihi responsum quas

ipse Eicardus ei scripsit," to the same effect as the letter to

Dierik's brother. He had asked his sister if she had any hope

of Eichard's affairs. She said, Alamire had shown her that if

the Duke got into England, he would undoubtedly find many

friends. He then said to her, "Your brother John de Ryth

told me that Richard Duke of Suffolk had shown him five letters

sent to him out of England." She answered, that she had been

present when De la Pole showed them to her brother. He then

asked her if she knew the names of the writers. She said their

names were written in a separate letter, so that she did not know

them. When alone with [De la Pole], took occasion to tell him

" omnem paupertatem su[am] suum quas ipse

potest invenire ; et dixi sibi c lum de Perkin Warbeck,

de Duce Clarens, et de il[lis quos] Martinus Swartz secum habuit

quando intravit Angliam fratre tuo, &c." He then

said, "Alamire, you tell me strange things," and asked if ho

thought the King of England would pardon him. Eeplied that

the King had the character of being most clement. He said he

had heard so, but that the King had not showed himself so to his

brother. Eeplied that was because he had set himself against the

Crown ; if he had sought pardon of the former King, Henry VII.,

he would certainly have found it. He then said, " If I were to

write to his majesty, and he were to send the letter to the King

of France, I should lose the friendship of France." Said to him,

" Ecce, ego sum h[ic cum] te solus, nemo in mundo audit nos, nisi

Deus noster ; et dixi, Ecce, domine, tis unum devotum

monachum, qui sit prudens et Justus, et dic[atis] sibi ea quae vultis

habere dictum apud Begem Majestatem Angliam, et [si] opus

fuerit, egomet ibo cum eo." On this he asked what security he

should have "de illis quas mihi prom[ittis]." Advised him to

commit everything to the Emperor, who is a great friend of England,

which advice De la Pole approved of. This lasted till the coming

of those Next morning went to him again, and found him

in a garden alone, when he exacted a promise from him not to

speak of anything. " Tunc ego notavi rio nuncii portaverunt

sibi bona nova. Tunc ego [petii] licentiam ab eo ; tunc ipse dixit

mihi, et rogavit me venire ad eum quando ipse mihi scriberet."

Was desired by [Wolsey] to go into France as soon as he came

from Eic. de la Pole, but is told by Spinelly that this is not

necessary, as he is more useful here. Signed : Alamire, with the

musical notes la, mi, re.

Hoi., hat., pp. 4, mutilated.

4 Oct. 2420. [The Bp. of Worcester] to [Wolsey.]

Vit B. in. 78. On receiving his letters dated London, 4 Sept., started off to visit

B- Mi the Pope, who is away, and presented him with the King and
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Wolsey's letters. 1. The Pope thinks that though flie truce

between the King Catholic and France will not endure many years,

it will not be broken while the former remains under the tutelage

of Chievres ; meanwhile the French can secure the Swiss. He

complained that he had received no intelligence of these articles

from the King of England before ; and wishes to know how a

treaty defensive can exist between the above Powers, as the King

Catholic cannot supply any soldiers except to the Emperor. 2. Is

glad to hear that Wolsey and the King persevere in their resolu

tion for the Crusade, but perceives that the Swiss will make peace

with the French. 3. As soon as the treaty is formed between

England and the King Catholic, he will send aid. Cannot, con

sistently with his own safety, irritate the French, for if the Duke

of Ferrara were supported by them he would have Modena and

Reggio, the Bentivoli would besiege B[rescia], the Venetians take

the Romagna, and the Duke of Urbino attempt to recover his

duchy ; even the faction of Florence would rise against him.

When he sees his opportunity he will oppose them, but that can

not be while he is between the French molars.

The Pope must know the amount of forces proposed for the ex

pedition before he can name the sum he will contribute. But Wol

sey might have the Pope in his fist if he could prevail on England

not to invade France except for the good of the Holy See and Italy

in general,—if he could accomplish the restoration of Parma and

Placentia; and though the Pope has set his mind on having Lo

renzo, the present Duke of Urbino, Duke of Milan, and supported

there by England, yet the Duke would render great service in

return. Worcester was to break this dexterously, and not to

divulge it sub Apostolica censura. They do not discover any ill

design against Naples in the French and Genoese fleet, who are

keeping watch against the Moors. The prothonotary Charassiola

showed him letters from the Duke of Bari, stating that all the

Swiss in the late diet had decreed peace with France. Complains

of his poverty and expences. Rome, 4 Oct. 1516.

Lat., in the hand of Vannes, pp. 7.

4 Oct. 2421. For the Prior and Convent of Kenelworthe.

I'. S. Conge" d'elire vice Ralph Maxfeld, abbot, deceased. Greenwich,

2 Oct. 8 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm., 4 Oct.

ii. Petition of Wm. Walle, prior, and the Convent of Kenelworth,

for the above, presented by John Lyster and Rob. Orwell. _ Kenel

worth, 20 Sept. 1516.

4 Oct. 2422- For Rob. Loward, alias Lorde, goldsmith of London,

S. B. » , clerk of Sir John Daunce.

Licence to import 2,000 tuns of Gascon wine and 4,000 tons of

Toulouse woad. Del. Westm., 4 Oct. 8 Hen. VHI.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 20.

5 Oct. 2423. Tunstal to Henry VIII.

R. O. Declaration has been made to the States now assembled of the

King's great charges against the Frisons and the Geldroys, which

have delayed his journey into Spain. He desires their advice

touching the appointment of certain spears for the defence of

Belgium. The advice of the towns will be taken. Has asked the

Chancellor, who says that the King has been requested to tarry
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Tunstal to Henby VIII.—cont.

till March next. The feast of the Toison will be held at Antwerp,

if the sickness do not increase. The French King is at Orleans

going to Paris. He has left the Queen at Amboise. Cardinal

Sion has arrived and Mr. Dicar with him. When he has delivered

his credence from the Emperor he will proceed to England. Brus

sels, 5 Oct. Signed.

Pp. 2. Add. and endd.

6 Oct. 2424. Erasmus to Ammonius.

Er. Ep. ra, 80. On returning to Brussels visited hia Mecaenas, the Chancellor,

who told him that the Prince (Charles) intended conferring on

him a bishopric in Sicily, and had written about it to the Pope.

Will winter at Brussels. Any packet sent to Tunstal will reach

Erasmus. Dislikes Louvain—is pestered by the students—hates

the pseudo-theologians there. Wishes Heaven would remake or

amend them. St. Jerome was on sale at Antwerp when Erasmus

was there. Received at Antwerp, as he supposes from Pace, the

letters Ammonius had sent to Basle. Brussels, prid. non. Oct.

1514.

6 Oct. 2425. Erasmus to Peter Giles.

Er. Ep. ii. 27. Has obtained with difficulty a lodging. Though a small one, it

is near the court, and, what is better, near Tunstal. Desires his

books may be sent to him. The King Catholic has nearly made me

a bishop ; where do you think ? Not in the remote Indies, but in

Sicily. But then it was found the patronage belonged to the

Pope, and the King has written to the Pope requesting that the

appointment may stand. This took place at Brussels, while Eras

mus was enjoying literary idleness at Antwerp. This was the

business for which the Chancellor called him to Brussels. Could

not help laughing, but thanked them, and desired them to take no

further trouble, for he would not change his ease for the most

splendid bishopric. Here you have a dream to laugh at. Yet it

was agreeable to receive such a proof of the Prince's good* will.

Advises Giles to keep his studies within bounds, to put away his

books on their shelves, and confine himself to one author at a

time. Recommends in this the example of Fras. Buslidius Abp. of

Besancon. Brussels, prid. non. Oct. 1516.

7 Oct. 2426. Tunstal to Wolset.

K. O. Since his last letter to the King finds that the Cardinal of Sion

will not have his answer from the King [of Castile] before tomor

row, and will not therefore be able to leave for England till that

time. Richmond has arrived with the King's letters. Cardinal

Sion has done much to move the King's council to listen to the

Emperor's requests, of which the advancement of the league is one

proof. Will demand an audience of Chievres tomorrow. Brussels,

7 Oct.

Hot., p. 1. Add. .- My [Lord] Cardinal of [York]. Endd.

7 Oct. 2427. Spinelly to [Wolsey].

Galba,B. iv. 184b. Wrote last On going [to] the Chancellor to speak of

B. M. Nich. [Baker], was told that the King of England insisted on

having a clause in a new treaty, that in case any prince should

refuse to pay debts owing to England, as if France were to decline
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paying the dowry of the Lady Mary, the confederates should be

bound to assist him, which the Council consider unreasonable. The

Lord Tw, brother to the Prince of Syraay, now called Lord Sempy,

with Don Diego, left yesterday to meet the great embassy from

France at Valenciennes. Ravestein remains till the French Queen

is delivered. He is to be godfather in the King's name. The

Duke of Gueldres is making new inroads. Brussels, 7 Oct. 1516.

Hoi., p. 1, mutilated.

7 Oct. 2428. Pace to Bubbank.

E. O. Has received hia three last letters at one time, and is glad to

hear things prosper. The enterprise once set on foot, many evil

practices will cease, as he has written to Wolsey. The Cardinal of

Sion is sent to England. Hopes that Wolsey will reconcile him

and Galeazzo, not listening to any recrimination. Is glad to find

that no one complains of him. Has heard that evil reports have

been made of the Cardinal of Sion. Though somewhat passionate,

he is a man of great genius. Is rejoiced to hear of the Bp. of

Durham's kindness for him. Fears from Wolsey's letters that he

will be obliged to tarry at Zurich some time. Begs he may have

money to entertain the ambassadors at the coming diet. Would be

glad to leave, but if he did all would be lost. Has had much to

do to oppose the French bribery. It amounted to 50,000 crowns.

Zurich, 7 Oct.

Hoi., pp. 4.

8 Oct. 2429- Seb. Giustinian to the Doge

GioftDesp.i.300. Dined on the 5th with the Cardinal. After dinner, was sent for

by the King, whom they found dancing with the two Queens and a

number of ladies. " His majesty danced many dances, and then,

made the ambassadors hear Master Friar Dion. Memo play, as he did

marvellously, being lauded by everybody." Wished to speak with

the Cardinal, but found him indisposed. London, 8 Oct. 1516.

8 Oct. 2430. Margaret of Savoy to "Wolsey.

R. 0. In behalf of the Cardinal Sion sent by the Emperor to England.

Brussels, 8 Oct '16. Signed.

Fr., p. 1. Add. : A Mons. le Cardinal Dangleterre.

8 Oct 2431. [Pace] to Wolsey.

Vit B. xix. 340. Wolsey's writing [of the King] of Arragon s good mind [towards

B. M. the] King "(non obstante p ) was veraye comfortable unto

[me]." Hopes that all t[hings] may so succeed, for they hear

daily that the [King] of Arragon labors to join with the French

King, and to procure honorable conditions [to be] granted to the

Emperor. The Bastard [of] Savoy has received or forge[d letters]

of the French King, which were read [at the] last diet, declaring

that everything is concluded [with] the Emperor ; " and the said

EBastard] did also bring in it should not be found true.

They] well know the abuses of France . . . them accordingly, as

well in writing [as in se]ndynge of messengers ; but if [the Kjinge

of Arragon do procure such [thing]s and promise the contrary to the

[King]is grace, I can see but little sub[stan]ce and less faith in his

demeanor. That [which] shall be concluded with him, good [it
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[Pace] to Wolset—cent.

were] to finish it shortly, for when [ye] have him, the Pope's

holiness can no more [va]rie his promises, neither will Wolsey. I

did . . . advertise your grace of the Bishop .... na's coming into

England. Now [your g]race shall understand that them[perorj

hath retained him ; I cannot tell [for] what cause. It is said,

for the ge of my Lord the Cardinal Sedunensis

secret matters." • * * * The Bastard of Sav[oy]

told some persons here that all the trouble taken by [French] King

to establish amity w[ith the] Swiss is only to offend [Henry], and

that the French King is determined to invade England if he may

obtain the Swyces. 8 Oct.

Hoi., pp. 3, mutilated. Add. : Rm0 Dn0 Car" Ebor.

9 Oct 2432. The Bp. of Elna to Wolsey.

B. 0. Wrote yesterday letters for Wolsey's signature, touching the

matter which he requested him on Sunday to write of to the Bp.

of Worcester. Begs him to forward them now by the bearer, his

servant, as a messenger is about to start for Rome. Doubts not

his business will succeed. London, 9 Oct. 1516.

Hoi., Lat., p. 1. Add.: Domino T. Card. Ebor. Archiep., Angliae

Primati, et Apostolical Sedis Legato.

10 Oct. 2433. For Th. Neuman, clerk of the Chancery.

Presentation to the church of Borlee, London dioc, vice Ric.

Smyth, deceased. Westm., 10 Oct.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 10.

10 Oct. 2434. For Th. Griffiths of London, alias of Southwark.

P. S. Protection ; going in the retinue of Sir Ric. Wyngfeld, Deputy

of Calais. Greenwich, 8 Oct. 8 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm., 10 Oct.

Fr. 8 Hen. VIII. m. 4.

11 Oct. 2435. For Sib Christ. Garnets.

S. B. To be doorward of the town of Calais, on vacation by Rob.

Wotton, who holds by grant 12 April 1 Hen. YHL, vice Sir Ric.

Carewe. Del. Westm., 11 Oct. 8 Hen. VIIL

Pat. 8 Hen. VIIL p. 1, m. 10.

2436. For John Veyrery, chief surgeon of the Body.

Annuity of 40 marks. Hampton Court, 25 Sept. 8 Hen. VHI.

Del. Westm., 1 1 Oct.

Pat. 8 Hen. VHI. p. I, m. 18.

2437. For Ric. Parker, of the Buttry.

Annuity of 41. out of the issues of Denbigh. Greenwich,

27 Sept. 8 Hen. VIIL Del. Westm., 11 Oct.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIIL p. 2, m. 14.

11 Oct. 2438. For Hugh ap Howell, yeoman of the Crown.

P. S. To have the fee of the crown, being 6d. a day, vice John Wil

liams. Greenwich, 3 Oct. 8 Hen. VIIL Del. Westm., 1 1 Oct.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIIL p. 2, m. 8.

11 Oct.

P. s.

11 Oct.

P. s.
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11 Oct. 2439. For Rob. Calcot of Lambeth.

Pardon for killing Win. Grene of Lambeth, in selfdefence.

Westm., 1 1 Oct.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 8.

1 1 Oct. 2440. For Wm. Hus of London, grocer.

P. 8. Protection; going in the retinue of Sir Ric. Wyngfeld, Deputy of

Calais. Greenwich, 3 Oct. 8 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm., 11 Oct.

12 Oct. 2441. [Sir Rob. Wingfield] to [Wolsey].

VitB.xix. 342. Wrote last [from this] city, " bearing date 10," wherein he ac-

11. M. knowledged the receipt of Wolsey's [letters]. Next day the

Emperor sent for him to come at eight [next] morning, when he

presented the King's letters. The Emperor read them " with good

leisure," and after commending their friendly tone, said he was

sorry his advice had not been put in execution in time, [by which]

mean the affection on both sides [would have] brought forth the

desired fruit to the advantage of both. He for his part had extended

all his pow[er to the] uttermost to that end, and [was] so extremely

driven " that he knew no rem[edy but to] accept the detestable

peace, and by the mean twayne hundryd m1 scutis or

ducatis with maye somewhat helpe to assiste the Kyn[g]

for well he wotteth that and ver .... [the French

King will] nott fayle shortly afftyr to invade his [territory in the]

Tyrroll, the realm of Napyls, or Tournaye, so that [the peace will J

nott longe endwre." He promised to propose the same to his secret

Council, and " [make] a perfect determination in all that might lie

in him," and advise Wingfield of it. Before he went, Wingfield

made a communication to him, " specially observing the form con

tained in your letters." This the Emperor took in good part, but

always returned " to the refraynte before mentioned," and added

that neither he nor Wingfield had been believed in time, and now

so many errors had accumulated one upon another that " the very

troowthe semyth to be dyscipate as fedyrs in the wynde without

remedy to be reunyte," unless the Cardinal Sion had ready passage,

and be believed and relieved shortly.

This evening the Emperor sent Marraton to him to tell him the

determinations of himself and his Council (1) to make all efforts

to preserve Verona till 1 Nov., to which he has sent 40,000 fl. and

10,000 florins worth of cloth to set all in order to that day. He

has written to his ambassadors in England to tell the King the

state of the case, and to beg aid to [preserve] it until they meet,

" and that the he shall agree unto

to the Cardena[ll] ordaineth Mes. Hesdynge

his embassador] diligence to Villynger, his

tresorer, m country, avising of the same, to the intent he

may .... order that the Emperor has given him, whic[h]

have such advice, before the first day o N[ovember]

. . . then he shall not execute his commission] the

French peace, and if not to proce[ed] " The Emperor

has also [asked] Mr. Jamys de Banissis to write to the Kiag [and]

his ambassadors [that] he leaves next Thursday for the Netherlands,

" for whether he accepte the p[eace or not] he will kepe that

journey." Wingfield has drawn upon the Fukkers for

florins to be repaid to their agent at Antwerp before the end of this

month, and has written to the Archduchess to provide that they be
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[Sib Rob. Wingfield] to [Wolsey]—cont.

paid by the time appointed.—When he had written thus far, he

recei[ved a letter] from Pace. Sent an answer by the servant who

brought it. Wolsey shall have copies of both. Will send any

answer the Emperor may make to the communication ho receives

from him. Augsburg, 12

Hoi., pp. 3. Dated in margin, in a modern hand: 12 Octob.

1516.

12 Oct 2442. [Sir Rob. Wingfield] to [Pace],

Vit. B.xix. 898. He will receive with this the writer's letters "[written on

B. M. the . . of the] present month." Has received [Pace's letters]

dated at Zurich, " by the hands of your Copyn with

these, avysyng you that I have receyvyd lettyrs from [my Lord]

Cardinal! dated at his place at London the 3rd of this [month, and

with them] a letter from the King to the Emperor, and also his

Majesty from his imbassadours here of the same date."

[Hopes] that [by this time] Pace has received letters also, for the

writer has been advised [out of that] " country that they were passed

there." The tenor of the King's letters [could] not be more loving

if he had written to his " naturall fadyr." His im[bassadors'] also

were in the same strain; and they seem to have concluded every

thing [fitting] " that they shulde meet, in so ample fourme that

the sylfe .... seamyth to have atteynyd all that was goodly for

the Kyn[g] . . . . " All the world there was in doubt that Verona

could wherefore when the Emperor had written much

expressly to make instance and labor that the King's highness sh[ouid]

. . . the expedition of the Swissers shortly, or else to give a[id that

Verona] might be preserved ; to which points there is " no manner

of [answer] either by the King or by thembassadors, but shewe

take effect upon the conclusyon of the league which is

.... every part, and the meeting or at the next at the

Cardinall Sedunen ; with which delay the Emperor is marvelously

.... of avauncynge the comyn interprise shortely

Verone, he hath renityde to the request of spent to

thextreme to succor Ve[rona]" * * *

". . ben in jeberdye of thir lyvys, the said Marke (Colonna)

st[r]ykyn [in the shou]lder with a coulveryn, and that oothir brent

with goun[powder] .... on the side of the town that the French

made their batteries, [a tho]wsande pace of the walls clearly over'

thrown," and the other side ". . . vjc. pace, so that those within

will not take charge to defend it unless they have 4,000 more

soldiers, with other conditions importable to this good prince.

The matter which Pace desired the writer to break to the Emperor

comes too late, for though at first the garrison of Verona and

the reinforcements would have been sufficient, together with those

beyond the Po, to have pursued the French over the mountains,

yet, as the city is now, Wingfield hopes the Emperor may be able

to keep it until he has word how the Cardinal (of Sion) has sped,

who is with the King today, if not before, for he started from

Bruxcellys on Wednesday or Thursday last past. Then it will

be known what is to become of Verona; whether the Emperor is

to give it up " to the [King's gra]ce our master's hands, rather than

to his nephew, to deliver it [to the] French or Venetians ; or for

the third, that if the King [will nei]ther do that one nor that

other that the Emperor and the King . . . may conclude peace with

France, so that neither of them " * * * [Will not] fail straight
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way to [conclude] everything in the best way possible, and if [the

.... give] him an answer of importance, to [communicate] it with

diligence. "Yesterday the Emperor delivered sente[nce upon] the

Duke of Wyertenberge. He has begged three days' respite

" term there is hope of peace." The term expired, the Emperor

will proceed to the " desired place, whet[her Verona be] lost or

savyd." Au[gsburg], 12 Oct. 1516.

Pp. 3, much mutilated. Add. in Sir Sob. Wingfieltfs hand :

[To] my Lorde Cardinall's grace.

12 Oct. 2443. For Marg. Kokeyn, widow.

P. S. Wardship of Frances, dau. and heir of Humph. Cokeyn. Green

wich, 1 Oct. 8 Hen. VIH. Del. Westm., 12 Oct.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 6.

13 Oct. 2444. Da[vid Bastard] D'Emeries to Sir Edw. Ponynqes.

Calig.D. vi. 281. Had been sent for by a relation of his, "ung bien homme de

B. M. bien de court," known to Ponynges, who informed him that the

Cardinal of Sion is with the King "our master", sent by the

Emperor, of which the French being aware, are resolved to take

him on his return. In coming hither he passed through Brussels,

and was threatened by some Frenchmen secretly, who said to him,

" Cheer up men, we shall soon be avenged " (Ne vous chaille,

nous en serons brief vengiet). Advises that the King and the

Cardinal should be warned. A great embassador has arrived from

the French King, " named Mons. d'Orval, governor of Champaigne,"

who is said to have come to make an appointment between the

Emperor and the French King, which the former will not agree to,

although Mons. de Chierne (Chievres) had sent a gentleman named

Courtville to the Emperor, to persuade him. Has no more news

at present. Desires Ponynges to keep in view his case touching

the 100 angelots, of which he had put him in hope. He had only

received them once, and will not be able to obtain any more until

the affair is brought before the King and his Council. Tournay,

13 Oct. 1516. Signed.

Fr., p. 1, mutilated. Add. : A mon treshonnore Seigneur Mons.

de Poninghes.

14 Oct. 2445. Seb. Giustinian to the Council of Ten.

Giust. Desp. i. 301. On 27 Aug. imparted the contents of their letters to the King,

Cardinal and Bp. of Durham, and read them the letter from the

Grand Turk. Not one of them seems to fear the conflagration,

as it is remote from their own home ; and still less are they moved

by zeal for the Christian religion. They are in high spirits at

hearing the siege of Verona has been raised, that the armies of

France and Venice have retreated thirteen or fourteen miles, and

that an imperial army 16,000 strong has come up. So they can dis-

, pose of Verona as they would do of London. Hears that the Car

dinal of Sion is coming post to weave some other web with the

King. Cannot visit him, as he is a capital enemy to France and

Venice. The league between the Emperor, Spain and England has

been signed. London, 14 Oct. 1516.

14 Oct. 2446. Th. Colman to Wolsey.

Vit B. hi. 82b. Has been elected master of the Hospital of St. Thomas. Car-

B. M. dinal Hadrian, the papal collector, has in his house two Englishmen,
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Th. Colhan to Wolskt—cont.

one styling himself the Bp. of Leighlin, the other named John

Pennant. They have abused him for demanding a debt of 288

crowns that they owe to the hospital, but he hopes to recover it, as

he spits on his own beard who spits in the face of Heaven. Rome,

14 Oct. 1516.

Hoi., Lat., p. 1. Add.

14 Oct. 2447. For Rose, widow and executrix of Geo. Assheby, clerk

P_ S. of the Signet, and Hen. Eden, merchant of the

Staple of Calais.

Wardship of Wm., son and heir of Gerard and Joan Stevecle

alias Styvecle, and heir of John Stevecle (father of Gerard) and

Marg. Stevecle, whose lands were held as of the honor of Hun-

tyngdon ; on surrender of patent 17 Nov. 4 Hen. VIII. granting the

same to the said Geo. Assheby. Greenwich, 8 June 8 Hen. VHI.

Del. Westm., 14 Oct.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 5.

15 Oct. 2448- For the Benedictine Monastery of St. Peter,

p. g. Whitby.

Restitution of temporalities on election of John Whitbye, prior,

as abbot. Greenwich, 14 Oct. 8 Hen. VHI. Del. Westm., 15 Oct.

Pal. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 24.

ii. Confirmation by Th. Cardinal Abp. of York of the above

election. At his house near Charingcrosse, London, 6 Oct. 1516.

16 Oct. 2449. Seb. Gitjstinian to the Council op Ten.

Giust.Desp. i. 303. Sion came .last night, and dined today with the Cardinal. Has

told the Lords here that he is on the worst possible terms with the

Swiss, and will endeavor to get money out of his majesty on the

promise of enlisting them, though he can do nothing. "We shall

be like the deaf adder that stoppeth its ears," said a lord. But

Sebastian is afraid they will be decoyed by the eloquence of the

Cardinal, which is very great. Was today with one who is secre

tary to his majesty and to the Cardinal (Ammonius ?), who dis

suaded him from the alliance of France, and expressed his surprise

that no answer had been received from the Signory touching the

proposed new alliance. Same day saw the Cardinal, and urged him

to write to Spain for safeconduct for the Venetian galleys. Lon

don, 16 Oct. 1516.

16 Oct. 2450- Tunstal to Henry VTII.

Galba, B. iv. 1 85. Received on the 7th, by Richmond, his letters dated Greenwich,

B. M. 3rd, and a copy of the new amity. On desiring an audience, it

was put off till the next day, as the King was engaged with

Sion. On the 9th, in a chamber apart, insisted before Chievres

and the Chancellor on the difficulties made to the new amity,

though the Provost of Cassell had affirmed that, notwithstanding

the league of Noyon, Charles would join it,—said that the matter

had been discussed with the Provost by the Council in England,

and an article framed reasonable for all, allowing the Pope to enter

at his pleasure, and leaving place for the Swiss to be entertained

by a yearly pension of 40,000 florins,—that the Swiss considered
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the King Catholic was not their friend, and were inclined to France,

and would continue to think so unless the King Catholic declared

himself,—that if Verona were delivered, the French would have

Italy,—that this amity did not bind Flanders to make war with

France, but only to prevent wrong,—that all difficulty about the

article was avoided, as the arbitrament was left to the Pope and

the Emperor,—that the French King had offered to comprehend

England in the league of Noyon, and urged England not to think

so much of Burgundy.

Chievres replied, that as the Provost of Cassel had not yet returned

they must have time. The inclination of the Swiss was a sore point.

Next day the Provost arrived, when Tunstal demanded an audience,

but was put off for two days, as the King was going hunting. Yester

day had an interview. On repeating his argument, they stated

they were williag to have concluded the league before they went

to Noyon but for certain articles. Chievres stated that Tunstal's

arguments were just,—that their King's safety was in the league,—

that the French were ambitious, and tried to play off one power

against another. Tunstal urged that as their King's dominions

lay far apart, the augmentation of the French power would be very

dangerous to them. The Chancellor urged that the article of

assistance sounded to invasion ; " and. what have we to do if the

dowry of my Lady Mary, your master's sister, be not paid ? " On

his answering this, and that equality must be in all treaties, they

said it would be time enough to insert such articles when an inva

sion took place : to which Tunstal answered, that such omission

would encourage France to do wrong. They stated they would send

to the Swiss. This is the point which alarms them. Has never

heard Chievres speak so plainly before, or proffer so much friend

ship for England. Thinks that some good effect may happen,

notwithstanding their vacillation. The two difficulties are : 1st,

they will not conform to the article ; 2nd, the arrival of the

French ambassadors to receive the King's oath. Is assured that

sharp letters have come to them out of France, complaining that

they kept not their word, and that Verona was succored by the

Emperor. Has received his diets by Richmond. Brussels, 16 Oct.

Signed.

Pp. 11, mutilated. Add.

16 Oct. 2451 Tunstal to Wolset.

R.O. Has received his letter dated Durham Place, the 10th inst.,

directing him to welcome the Cardinal of Sion, of whose arrival in

disguise he had informed Wolsey ; and to enquire whether he

intended going to England openly or privily. Was with him the

day after he arrived, and sent a short account of it to Wolsey.

Saw him again after his interview with the King here, to arrange

for his conveyance to Calais. Wrote to Master Deputy to send

horsemen to Dunkirk. The Cardinal said he would go by post,

which must be in disguise. Writes to the King of two in

terviews he had with Chievres and the Chancellor. Forgot to

mention that the feast of the Toison is to be kept at Brussels

on the 26th, for which justs are proclaimed, and everything ready

in the great church. Will do his best to promote this new league,

and get an answer before the French ambassador comes to receive

the King's oath. Thanks Wolsey for his diet received by Rich

mond. Brussels, 16 Oct.

Hoi., pp. 2. Add. : Cardinal of Vork. Endd.
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16 Oct. 2452. For Sir Th. Philip.

P. S. To be sheriff, during pleasure, of co. Pembroke, and of the lord

ship of Haverford West, with 100*. a year. Greenwich, 5 Oct*.

8 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm., 16 Oct,

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 1.

16 Oct. 2453. For Sir Th. Philip.

P. S. To be bailiff in eyre in the lordship of Haverford West, Wales^

with 2d. a day. Ramsbury, 14 Sept. 8 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm.,

16 Oct.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 10.

16 Oct. 2454 For John Tuke, scholar.

P. 8. Grant of the pension which the Abbot elect of Whitby is bound

to give to a scholar of the King's nomination, the monastery being

void by decease of Th. Bednell. Greenwich, 3 Oct. 8 Hen. VIII.

Del. Westm., 16 Oct.

17 Oct. 2455. Erasmus to Peter iEGiDius.

Er. Ep. xxx. 75. Desires him to make haste, that St. Jerome may be sent him

well got up (" probe concinnatus ") for annotation. He may con

sult Peter on the number and order of the volumes. Thinks if

bound in six it would be enough ; " si epistolas ad Basiliensem et

Bernensem tradit." Doubts not they were delivered to Francis,

though he thought they had been given to another. Desires him

to send the preface, but rather to Buslidius than to himself. He

can send the "Sententise" of Paul by Francis. Will send him

" Dorpianse nugse " immediately. Never knew a more unfriendly

friend. Tunstal is disgusted with his nonsense. JEgidius is the

right man to make bargains with sailors and clothesmen, not

Erasmus ; for out of 20 ells of Tournay cloth he had sent for his

cloak-lining, he has not got more than five back from the tailor.

Codes, or, if you prefer it, Cyclops, delivered an unrevised instead

of a revised copy of the Testament. Will be glad if ..32gidius is

coming here, but would not have him come merely for his sake.

For his own part, is determined to remain the winter, but not a

moment longer. Has sold a horse for such a price that he has

rather lost than sold it. He may say the same of the one he gave

to the Abbot of St. Bertin's. Brussels, prid. nat. Lucre.

18 Oct. 2456. John Sixtinus to Erasmus.

Er.Ep. App. 493. Is much grieved that Erasmus has forgotten him and sent him

no letters. Has he expunged him from the lists of his friends

after so many favors ? London, 18 Oct.

18 Oct. 2457. Fabricius [de Careto] to [Henry VIII.]

Otho, C.ix.30. [Selim] having heard of the league between the Sultan and

B. M. the Persian King, professed great desire for peace, but crossed

Mount Taurus with an army and invaded the territory of the

Sultan. A fierce battle was fought from 3 o'clock in the morning

till sunset, in which the Sultan was slain and his army partly

routed. Aleppo, Tripolis, Damascus and other cities of Syria

have yielded to [Selim]. The Mamelukes retired to Chacrus

(Cairo ?), and have made a new Sultan. [Selim] is preparing a

fleet which can only be intended against the Christians. Begs

that Henry will write to tho Pope that they may have undisturbed
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control over their own affairs, as numerous exemptions from then-

jurisdiction have much weakened their hands. Rhodes, 18 Oct.

[15] 16. Signed.

Lat., pp. 2, mutilated.

18 Oct. 2458. For John Underhill, Dean and Chaplain of the Free

Chapel of St. Nicholas, Walingford Castle.

Inspexiinus of patent 26 Nov. 23 Hen. VL, granting to Stephen

Morpath, Dean, and the chaplains of the Chapel, and to their

tenants in their lordships of Warburgh and Harewell, acquittance

of all purveyors, &c. Westm., 18 Oct.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. I, m. 16.

1 8 Oct. 2459. For John Dolfyn of London, draper.

P. S. Protection ; going in the retinue of Sir Ric. Wingfeld, De

puty of Calais. Greenwich, 14 Oct. 8 Hen. VIH. Del. Westm.,

18 Oct.

Fr. 8 Hen. VIII. m. 4.

19 Oct. 2460. Dacre to Wolsey.

R- O. In accordance with the privilege granted to him by the King,

nominates three persons, of whom his highness may select one to

be sheriff of Northumberland, viz., Hen. Walles, Wm. Threlkeld

and Rob. Moyses. Hopes they may be admitted to answer by

attorney, if subpoenaed to appear in Chancery by my Lord of

Northumberland, as in former times, otherwise it will bo to the

King's loss. Harbottle, 19 Oct. Signed and sealed.

P. 1 . Add. : To my Lord Cardinal.

19 Oct. 2461- For John Smtth of London, pushemaker, alias grocer.

P- S. Protection ; going in the retinue of Sir Ric. Wyngfeld, De

puty of Calais. Greenwich, 18 Oct. 8 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm.,

19 Oct.

20 Oct. 2462. Henry VIII.

Rym. xm. 555. Commission to Cardinal Wolsey, Th. Duke of Norfolk and Th.

Bp. of Durham, to form a league with the Pope, the Emperor,

Joanna and Charles of Castile, and the Swiss, for defence of the

Church. London, 20 Oct. 1516.

Fr. 8 Hen. VIII. m. 9.

Oct. 2463. Heads of the Treaty to be signed by the Emperor

r. o. and the King of England.

1. To defend the Church attacked by the French. 2. To prevent

Verona falling into the hands of the French and the Venetians ;

the King of England to lend the Emperor 40,000 cr.,* with due secu

rity. 3. The Emperor engages to be by next Christmas in Flanders

or Brabant, and remove those wicked governors, Chievres, the

Chancellor and his accomplices. The King of England shall agree

to cross the sea within three weeks after he hears of the Emperor's

arrival, and be at a suitable place fixed by the Emperor,f to make

further arrangements. 5. Henry, by the medium of Sir Rob. Wing-

field and the Cardinal of Sion, is to be pressed to accept the impe-

* Over the word " crowns " is written 30, as if it were 30,000.

• f Wolsey alters, " [per] utrasque majestates accordandum sive statuendnm."
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Heads of the Treaty to be signed by the Empeboe and the

King of England—cont.

rial crown offered him ; 6, the Emperor to do all in his power to

accomplish the transfer, and remove Henry's scruples at their meet

ing. 7. If the King of England is willing to undertake the defence

of Christendom, the Emperor will enfeoff his natural heirs with the

Dukedom of Milan now invaded by France, and will lend his assist

ance for that purpose ; or, if the King of England declines, he will

confer it upon the King's nominee, provided that France be ex

pelled from it by the assistance of England. 8. The Duke and

state of Milan to be obliged to pay the whole expences incurred

by England in driving the French out of Italy, the Emperor con

senting that the money contributed by the other Italian states

in expelling the French be applied to the same purpose. 9. The

Emperor is prepared to fulfil his part of the engagement, even if the

King of England declines at present to give an absolute answer, find

until the time of the conference, provided that he does not actually

reject the proposals, and due arrangements be made for driving the

French out of Italy.*

" Datum in arce Granuici (Greenwich) solitee habitationis regias

in Anglia,"—Oct. 1516.

" Quoad Caesarem, datum die mensis Novembris anno Domini

1516."

Lat., in SiorCs hand, pp. 5.

20 Oct/ 2464- Seb. Giustinian to the Council of Ten.

Giust. De«p. i. 307. On the 18th the Cardinal of Sion went to Greenwich, and had a

long colloquy with the King, no one being present except Wolsey.

Does not know yet what has been proposed. Thinks Sion offered

the King 20,000 Swiss for the invasion of France. The Council

sat afterwards, attended by Wolsey, the Bps. of Durham and Nor

wich, the Treasurer, Lovell and Marny. Winchester and Canterbury

absented themselves at the commencement of the business. Sent

his secretary to appoint an audience, but lcarut that the Cardinal, on

returning from the Council, dined with Sion. " When lie came

home the secretary saw him so wroth and excited, that he did not

seem to be in his right mind, and 'twas said that, since he lias been

at the helm here, he has never been in such a state of perturbation;

so that he declared he could not give me audience for three or four

days ; and he sent forthwith for the imperial ambassador, although

it was already night, and the hour inconvenient. Nor can the cause

of this be attributed to aught save a dispute between the Cardinals,

which might have arisen considering the insolence of the Cardinal

of Sion, or to the receipt of some fresh intelligence at variance with

the assertions of the imperial ambassador, who is in the habit ot

makiug them sixteen to the dozen." London, 20 Oct. 1516.

20 Oct 2465. Albany to "Wolsey:.

B. 0. Being assured that Wolsey is willing to promote peace between

the two countries, sends a copy of a letter written by himself to

Dacre touching attempts upon the Borders, which must proceed

from the evil mind of thoso who have the rule there. Cannot

suppose such things are countenanced by the King, as they are

against the article touching the reception of rebels, which he will

* The exact meaning of this paragraph is obscure.
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observe on his side. Awaits the coming of Clarencieux accord

ing to Wolsey's letter. Marvels at his long delay. Trusts his

secretary will soon be here, when all things will be performed.

Edinburgh, 20 Oct. Signed and sealed.

P.I. Add.: The Abp. of York, Chancellor and Cardinal of

England. Endd.

20 Oct. 2466. Spinelly to [Wolsey].

Galba, B.iv. 197. * " \_sub"]jectis and

B. M. servantis it was thought otherwise th de

showed before, they were contends and so as the

ambassador sayeth in ... . council the conclusion was nothing

s . . . . unto him. Those that have the rule study to none [else]

but to please the Frenchman. Don Loys Caroz showed mp that

the Counc[il of] Spain hath not consented to the treaty \be]tween

this King and France to be publis\_hed] as they were commanded,

but only a sim\_ple] peax ; and of this I have other informa\tion].

The Master of the Posts sayeth the Emperor [hath] written to the

King that in case hegi[yeth the] Toison to the Lord Ravestein he

w[ill] forsake the same, and send his aga[in~\."

Andrew de la Costa, a merchant of Genoa, has been advertised out

of Provence that P[re] John and Peter Navarre have built at Aqun-

mort near Marseilles 100 vessels li called Abardosse."

" [Sa]terday the King towked his ote for the French [alliance in]

the gret cherche with nioche tryomph." Begs to have money, and

to be repaid what he has advanced to Alnmire. Brussels, 20 Oct.

1516.

Hoi., part cipher, undeciphcred ; pp. 2, mutilated.

20 Oct. 2467. Alex, de Neronibus, Master of the Hospital of Santo

Vit. B. m. 8i*. Spirito, to Wolsey.

B. M. Begging for a contribution to the hospital by the bearer, Ph.

Mulart, a religious of the Order, and that he may have leave to

collect alms in the diocese of York. Rome, 20 Oct. 1516.

Hoi., Lat., p. 1, mutilated. Add. : Tho. Car. Ebor.

20 Oct. 2468. For Th. Jakson, chaplain.

presentation to the church of Granesby, Line. dioc. Westm.,

20 Oct.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 11.

20 Oct. 2469. For Edm. Trevor.

Grant of the free chapel of Hartweli, Northt., vice W'm. Lain.

Westm., 20 Oct.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p.l, m.U.

21 Oct. 2470. Seb. Giustinian to the Council of Ten.

Giust. Desp. i. 309. Has been to visit the Treasurer (Norfolk), who has been absent

some months. Commenced adroitly discussing the presence of Sion,

and lamenting these negotiations. The Treasurer told him Sion

had not come to do any harm, but to negotiate a general peace.

Sebastian protested against England injuring its allies. He re

plied that the alliance of England and the Emperor was very close,

* A line lost.

2. 3C
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Seb. Giustinian to tho Council of Ten—cont.

" adding certain words not clearly expressed, but muttered from

between his teeth, implying that the confederacy with your excel

lency was not equally close." Sebastian requested him to use his

influence for peace, urging the danger of the Turks. At present

everything depends on England. London, 21 Oct. 1516.

21 Oct. 2471. For John Marche of Beygham, Sussex.

Pardon for accidentally killing. Ric. Ryppen of Beygham with an

. . arrow while shooting at a mark. Westm., 21 Oct.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 14.

22 Oct. 2472. Seb. Giustinian to the Council of Ten.

Giust.Desp.i. 312. Had a conversation with the Papal nuncio. Did not receive from

him a very favorable answer. Today, however, he gave Sebastian

the following news, which may be true, considering his intimacy

with Sion, whom he served formerly as secretary. He says that

Sion proposes the King should cross the channel, and, with help of

the Swiss under Suffolk, attack Burgundy : the Emperor to be at

Verona with the Cardinal and another Duke and 20,000 men :

England to pay the expences. Sion is very cheerful and busy, and

has never ceased writing from 2 in the morning till 4 p.m. sending

off a great number of letters. He also transmitted a schedule of

clauses to Wolsey at the Council board, and will not depart till he

has received the money for this undertaking. He is to take with

him a good sum for defence of Verona. The Pope will join the

confederacy, and an ambassador from him is daily expected. Sus

pecting what was told him by the nuncio, Sebastian opened some of

his letters which had fallen into his hands. In one to his mother

he tells her not to leave Mantua speedily, but to wait and see' the

result of this new league, for Sion will soon take his departure,

carrying resolutions from which much mischief will result. To the

Lady Ipolita Sforza Bcntivola he writes that a new league has been

contracted between the Emperor, Spain and England, place being

reserved for the Pope and the Swiss. Sion, after a long conference

with Charles and Lady Margaret, is here much caressed, and proposes

that which is sure to please the King of England. Much tribulation

will befall Italy. They are preparing war here with all diligence.

London, 22 Oct. 1516. ,

22 Oct. 2473. [Pace] to Wolsey.

Vit. B. xix. 303. "The Bastarde of [Savoy did] lately openly say sitting. . .

B. M. [that] he had written unto the French King diligently, and moved

him to sen[d Ri]charde de la Pole with 12,000 men to England,

who, as he saith, is now .... The Emperor's ambassador here

[has] lately put the Pope's ambassadors and Pace in great per

plexity. For when the French King was likely to get the p[eace]

he sought, and Pace resisted, " most vehemently," the Emperor's

ambassador persuaded the Swiss to accept it ; and when Pace asked

why he had done it, replied " [that the] said peace was of none

[effect ; that] the French King and th nothing . . .

{A line lost) without the Emperor's knowledge, and that

.... tidde by the French King " Pace and the Pope'?

ambassadors have, in consequence, secretly moved the Emperor to

send another competent man to be joined with him. Galeazzo is

gone to the [F]rench diet held in the canton of [Fr]iburge, exciting

the suspicions of both Pace and the Pope's ambassadors. He pro
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mised Pace, when he went away, to injure the French policy if

he could, if not to help [hijmself, as he is very poor indeed, but so

that the King should not have to complain of him ; declaring " that

he would entertain all [the French] practices until such time [as

the] King's highness and your grace [had resolved upon] the enter

prise, and that he would inform Pace of all that was done there.

[After his] "departing, he hath advertised [me in wri]ting,

that the French peace [will] this time have place : nithelesse . .

.... the communication he will have wi[th the] Bastard of

Savoy, and considering [his po]vertie, and knowing also that he

do[ubteth] that the Cardinal of Sedunensis' commandment would

hurt him in England." Pace cannot but greatly doubt of him.

Thinks it necessary " to send from [England] Mr. Anchises

honestly, ne plura de [rebus] nostris intelligat.'' As for his asser

tion to Wolsey, that Galeazzo had spent in Henry's service here

1517 fl. " [and] to have acquittance of the payment of [the] said

sums," Galeazzo [told] Pace that this money .by

him

[enter]teignynge of the Swyss ; where . . . [he has] spend all

that sum or not I cannot tell." Wolsey might provide him some

reward, when the enterprise is begun. If he has fallen off, it is only

on account of his poverty. Either the Cardinal Sion or he must be

[put out] of authority, for their differences are gi eater than ever,

and each conspires against the life of the other. Zurich, 22 Oct.

[1]516.

P.S—The Pope's amba[ssador] last sent hither " came in great

haste, just as the courier was going to inform Pace of the Pope's mind

in the matters following, and to beg Wolsey's intermediation between

Henry and the Pope. (1.) The Pope expressly signified to him, at

his de[parture] from Rome, that his desire was to [take] Parma and

Piacenza for himself ; that the King had promised to allow him

to enter at any time the universal [league] desired by the King's

grace, " [which] thing his holiness, as the [am]bassador

doth [affirm]

[His] holiness intends to advertise the said King that he [do not

us]urpe one other man's right in [the] duchy of Milan, and by the

means [there]of to have a lawful occasion to [pub]lish the censures

of the Church [aga]inst the said French King." The ambassador

has been informed that influence is exerted in England [aga]inst

the Pope, in the ob[taining] of the two aforesaid cities. He desires

Wolsey to take the [Pope's part] herein, declaring that when the

French King [sh]all be driven out of Italy! [the] "Duke °f Sa-

voye shall be served [with] the same sauce, and the Duke of

shall have recompence in for the said two cities." Asks

Wolsey to write herein a kind [letter to the Pope's] ambassador,

offering his friendship to the Pope in " these things," for the ambas

sador is a very shrewd substantial man, [and has] great credit with

the Pope. His name is Jacobo [Gambaro]. He fears that Car

dinal Sion will work against the Pope in this matter. If he do, he

will injure himself.

Hoi., pp. 7, mutilated. Add. : Rmo Dfio Car" Ebor.

22 Oct. 2474. Gaol Delivery.

Staffordshire.—Sir John Aston, Sir John Gyfford, Sir John

Dracotte, Ric. Litelton, John Blount, and Th. Partriche. Westm.,

22 Oct.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p.\,m. lOrf.

3C2
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23 Oct. 2475. For Wm. Basse of London, vintner.

P. S. Protection ; going in the retinue of Sir Ric. Wyngfeld, Deputy ol

Calais. Greenwich, 15 Oct. 8 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm., 23 Oct.

2476. Queen Margaret to Wolsey.

Vesp. F. ni. 36. Is glad to hear he does well. Has received one letter from Wol-

B. M. sey, another from Dacre, of which she believes Wolsey knows the

effect. Dacre writes that the persons whom he sent into Scotland

on her business hope to be well answered, and sends her their let

ters. Is better pleased at the news Henry told her, that Albany

is coming. Fears it may not be true. Longs to speak with Wolsey,

in whom she has her chief trust, next the King. Begs he will send

her word when any one comes out of Scotland.

Hoi., p. It Add. : Unto my good Lord Cardinal. Endd.

24 Oct. 2477. Seb. Giustinian to the Council of Ten.

Giost. Dsfjp, i. 316. Heard Sion has obtained all he wants of the King. He is

treated with as much honor as if he were the Pope, and has been

promised the first vacant bishopric. Money is destined for Verona,

of which they say the siege has been raised by the imperial army.

Has received their letters, for which he is very glad. Will say

nothing of Venice joining the league, unless he is challenged.

London, 24 Oct. 1516.

25 Oct. 2478. Le Salvateur.

S. B. Certificate concerning a ship called the Le Salvateur, bought of

Jacques Tydman of [Lubyk ?], 16 May 1514, for the King, who

• had appointed Sir Th. Wyndam to be Vice Admiral of the same.

Westm., 25 Oct. 8 Hen. VIII.

25 Oct. 2479. For Jacques Rochart.

P. S. i/ Licence to import 409 tuns of Gascon wine. Greenwich, 20 Oct.

8 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm., 25 Oct.

Fr. 8 Hen. VIII. m. 4.

25 Oct. 2480. John Williams.

R. O. Inquisition at Dorchester, 25 Oct. 8 Hen. VIII., before John

Hunteley, escheator of Dorset, as to his title to the manor of

Wynterbourne Heryngston, recovered against Sir Wm. Filoll, and

Pery's house in Bagbere, Dorset, held of John Goffe, to whom,

writh his father John, Roger Howell and Ric. Hayward, they were

granted by Th. Pery of Stuimyster, Newton Castell.

Copy.

26 Oct. 2481. Dacre to Wolsey.

R. 0. Monday the 20th, received the King's letters by Clarencieux,

who departed for Scotland on Thursday, and will be with Albany

this Saturday. The Queen's commissioners rode into Scotland on

8 Aug. to take a view of her lordships, and were there ten weeks,

s The Council of Scotland, at their request, had issued a precept to

the Chamberlain of Linlithquo, Striveling, Forest of Ettrik, earldom

of March, Dunbar, Menteth, Kilmarnok and Meffen, with the Earl

of Argyle "intromitter with a part of the Queen's feoffment;" a

second to John Lord Drummond, Chamberlain of Menteith, the

Master of Craufurde and Argyle ; a third to Lord [H]ome, Rob.
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Carr, Jennet Colvile and Rob. Boyd her son ; a fourth to the

tenants of Ettrik Forest, the earldom of March and the lordship.

The commissioners waited till 15 Oct., but none appeared. Of

14,334Z. 2s. 8d. Scots due to the Queen, only 114?. Scots have been

paid. Encloses a letter for her grace from the Council, dated

30 Sept., and one from Albany, together with such jewels and

apparel as she left in a coffer at Tantallon. " The Master of my

college of Graystok," the bearer, will explain the order for the ex

ecution of Lord Home and his brother, and Albany's coming to

the Border to punish offenders. He was afraid to stay two nights.

Begs him to remember that ho has arranged with the King for

nominating the sheriff of Northumberland.

"Please it your grace, that whereas upon the humble request of

me and my brother Lord Conyers to your grace made for our son

Christ. Conyers to come to your service now at the feast of All

Hallows, [I] heartily beseech your grace to respite his said coming

unto the feast of Easter to the intent, in the mean season, he

may be in Lincoln's Inn, and learn whereby at his entry to your

service he may be more able to please and serve your grace."

Kirkoswald, 26 Oct. Signed.

Pp. 3. Add. : My Lord Cardinal, Abp. of York and Chancellor

of England.

Oct 2482- "Wolsey to [Queen Margaret],

R. O. Has this day received letters from Lord Dacres, stating that the

persons sent by him into Scotland for the receiving of her conjunct

feoffment and jewels have been well received by the Duke of Albany

and honorably accompanied tc Stirling, as she will understand by

Dacre's letters to herself, which she will receive herewith. Doubts

not that the matters of Scotland will proceed according to her

desire.

Corrected draft, in Wolsey's hand, p. 1.

These sentences written by Wolsey on the lack : " The contents

of the ambassadors' and Mr. Pace's letters. The coming down of

the Emperor into these lower parts, and how consequently there is

like a personal meeting to be, which requireth that the King should

come near to these parts."

2G Oct. 2483. Tunstal to [Henry VIII.]

Galba.B. iv. 191. Wrote last of his long communication with Chievres. The King

B. M. on his return called a full Council, where the King was present,

and the article of aid discussed without any conclusion. Had an

audience on the 21 6t ; pressed them with the loss of Brescia and the

danger to Verona. Was fetched by Brisell (Bregilles) on the 23rd

to the Lady Margaret, who stated that she had had an interview

with Chievres, and told thein she knew of the discussion in hand.

They said her nephew was well nigh perplexed, and could not

consent to the article, and desired her advice. She replied, she

could not blame England for adhering to the article, and that

France could do no harm except at Tournay, or withholding the

dower of the French Queen ; that the amity with England was

sure, and ought to be accepted ; and they ought to word the article

in such a way as to make it acceptable. Tunstal entered into a

general defence of the article, as of advantage to all parties ; that

it had been conceived in general words already, and refused. She

said this had been concealed from her, and that if it were conveyed
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Tunstal to [Henry VIII.]—cont.

in a different form she thought they would accept it. He desired

to know what words were offensive, and he would write to England.

Yesterday had an interview with the King, and was informed

that an ambassador should be sent to England. He expressed his

good feelings towards it. In the afternoon attended the King to

church, where the Toison should begin ; and on pressing the Chan

cellor was told that the Provost of Cassel would be sent to Eng

land shortly. Told him also of the interview with my Lady, but

got nothing out of him. Monsr. Dorvaille, De Chanynquer, the

President Oliver and De la Roche, the French ambassadors, have

arrived. Likes not the coming of Oliver, as he is a man of great

experience. This day they presented their despatches, when Oliver

made an oration, and praised the King Catholic as " Trajanus ....

fortunate as Augustus was." It was very moderate, and not full of

brag, as Tunstal expected. The Chancellor replied, trusting the

alliance would continue, and thanked the King of France for giving

his daughter. Then mass was sung with many ceremonies. To

morrow it will be sung for those of the order who are dead, and new

knights will be created. Brussels, 26 October. Signed.

Pp. 8, mutilated.

26 Oct. 2484. Tunstal to Wolsey.

E. 0. Since closing the King's letter, the Provost of Cassel came and

told him he was again sent into England touching the overture

made by Tunstal as to " the article of assistance for covenants not

kept." He is by no means pleased with his mission ; fearing, first,

that Henry will think he wanted to return, on account of his good

entertainment, and the great rewards that he had ; and, secondly,

that he will not be able to bring such good news as he would wish.

Attempted to learn from him if he saw what the effect of his mes

sage would be. He replied with great oaths that he did not ;

which Tunstal believes. When he declared to the Council the

good words of the King and Wolsey, touching the maintenance of

amity between the two houses, they said he had become English.

They use his labor, but not his counsel.

On the Chancellor asking Tunstal, if he had heard anything of

Sion's arrival, " I shewed that other thing, that of his safe arrival I

could not shew him; of which his arrival I said I had heard.'' The

Governors fear he will practise against them. Count Mansfield

and the other imperial ambassador have been warned by a friend of

the Cardinal's to look to themselves. Mr. Spinel is at Antwerp,

sick of a fever : he went thither for change of air. Has word from

him that his uncle learns from certain Scots that the Duke of

Albany has taken and beheaded the Lord Chamberlain and his

brother, and set their heads on the town house at Edinburgh ; that

a canon of Antwerp had seen bulls appointing Loys de Rossys,

the Pope's cousin, coadjutor of the Abbey of Tournay; and that

the Council of Spain have refused to publish the treaty of Noyon,

as made without their consent. Master Spinel is desirous to have

authority to go with Tunstal to the Council. Doubts whether he

would be acceptable to the Governors. Brussels, 26 Oct.

IIol., pp. 3. Add. : Lord Cardinal of [York].

28 Oct. 2485- Albany to Leo X.

B.MS. 13 B. ii. 277. Recommends Alexander Myln of Dunkeld to succeed Patrick,

B. M. chief secretary of the King, in the abbacy of the Augustine monas-

Ep. Beg. So. i. 275. tery of Cambuskenneth, which ho is about to resign, reserving for
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himself a pension from the lands of the abbey, and the right of

returning to the abbacy if rendered vacant by Myln's death or resig

nation. Edinburgh, 28 Oct. 1516.

Lat.

29 Oct. 2486.

R. O.

Galba, B. iv. 249.

B. M.

Rym. xiii. 556.

H. O.

B. 0.

B. 0.

R. 0.

B. 0.

Galba, B. v.

B. M.

367

B. O.

R.O.

Vit.B. xix.310.

B. M.

29 Oct 2487

GiustDcsp. 1.318.

League for Defence of the Church.

Made by Cardinal Wolsey, Th. Duke of Norfolk, and Th. Bp.

of Durham, on the part of England; Matth. Cardinal Sion and

J. Barth. Tition Count Decian, on the part of the Emperor; and

Bernard Bp. of Elna, for Joanna and Charles, and Hesdin now

resident in England. The Emperor is to furnish 5,000 horse and

20,000 foot; the King of England the same; their Catholic majesties

the same; their Catholic majesties and England to find ships; the

Pope to be iuvited to head the league; the Swiss to be solicited with

an annual pension. London, 29 Oct. 1516.

2. Imperial counterpart of the same, with the seal of Count

Decian only remaining.

In very bad condition.

3. Spanish counterpart of the same, with the seal of the Bishop

of Helna.

In very bad condition.

4. Modern copy, with some differences from the printed treaty.

5. Draft of the same.

6. Preamble of the same. In the hand ofAmmonius.

7. Confirmation by Johanna and Charles of Castile of the same,

omitting the words cmolumenta et proventus, SfC.

Draft, Lat., pp. 3, mutilated.

8. Oath of Bernard de Mesa Bp. of Helna, on the part of Joan

and the King of Castile, of adherence to the same.

Draft, corrected by Wolsey, pp. 2.

9. Oath of Henry VIII. to the same.

Draft, p. 1.

10. Corrected draft, pp. 3.

11. Article to be added to the treaty for the support of the Swiss,

specifying that the sum of 30,000 florins is agfeed to between Eng

land and the King Catholic, each contributing one half; and if

more be needed the Emperor and the King Catholic to contribute it

between them. ■

Draft on parchment, corrected by Rutkal. Lat.

Ser Giustinian to the Council of Ten.

Hears 100,000 crowns have been remitted. Sion has filled the

heads of these lords with vain hopes, tending to the extermination

of France and Venice. An ambassador from the Pope is expected

here to ratify the league. Great exactions are made all over the

kingdom from the clergy and laity, qua sunt signa dolorum. An

envoy from France on his way to Albany has been here. Albany

wishes to see Francis I., and is willing to pass through England on

sufficient security. Suffolk was offered, but rejected. Is told that

nine of the Swiss cantons are confederate with France, and therefore

cannot believe Sion's promise to levy 40,000 men for England.

Perceives that Wolsey leads the dance, and he and Henry are most

bitter against France. Sebastian proposes that France should secure
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Seb. Giustinian to the Council of Ten—cont.

the Swiss, or send some great gifts to Wolsey ; for if he were quiet

the turmoil would cease. " Nor would this, perhaps, be very difficult,

as he perceives well nigh all the grandees of this kingdom are op

posed to his present policy ; the people likewise complain extremely

of the new imposts to which they are subjected, so that he may with

reason apprehend some commotion." Has not seen Wolsey. Thinks

Sion is at the bottom of this, and is advocating Sebastian's dis

missal. Has been told that M. A. Colonna is to command the army

against Burgundy, and Suffolk the one against France. London,

29 Oct. 1516.

29 Oct. 2488. [Francis Sforza] to Wolsey.

Vit. B. xix. 306*. Knowing he is so pressed by a multitude of matters, writes but

B. M. seldom. Begs him to continue his daily increasing kindness, of

which he is assured by his secretary, Gaspar Argilensis, and pre

serve him in these dangers. Desires credence for Argilensis. Trent,

29 Oct. 1516. Signature burnt off.

Lat.,p. 1. Add. Endd. : Ex Tridenti a Franc. Sfortia, xxviiij.

Octobris.

29 Oct. 2489. For St. Mary's, Coventry.

P. S. Conge d'elire on death of Wm. Pollesworth, prior. Greenwich,

26 Oct. 8 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm., 29 Oct.

Pat. 8 Hen.VIII. p. I, w.22.

ii. Petition of John Ympyngham subprior, and the Convent,

for the above, to be presented by Wm. Hynde and Ric. Barnacull.

Coventry, 14 Oct. 1516.

29 Oct. 2490. Wm. Wall, Prior of Kenelworth.

P. S. Assent to his election as abbot vice Ralph Maxfeld deceased.

Greenwich, 26 Oct. 8 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm., 29 Oct.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 22.

ii. Petition of Ric. Tully, subprior, and the Convent, for the above.

Kenelworth, 21 Oct. 1516.

29 Oct. 2491. For Geo. Trevilian, the King's chaplain.

P. S. To have the canonry called Hemsfeld in Chichester Cathedral.

Greenwich, 23 Oct. 8 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm., 29 Oct.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 16.

31 Oct 2492. More to Erasmus.

Er. Ep. App. 87. Has been late in answering, as he was desirous of learning some

thing of the horse promised by Urswick ; was unsuccessful, as

Urswick had gone to a court of his, some miles distant from London,

aud has not returned. He will find the money all right. Will

return the letters Erasmus sent at the first favourable opportunity.

Bedill has shown him the correspondence between Warham and

the Bishop of Basle. Their letters to Latimer, in which More and

, Erasmus begged of hiin to stay a month or so with the Bishop of

Rochester, came too late. Latimer had already resolved to go to

Oxford, and could not be persuaded to defer his visit. "Scis

hujusmodi philosophis quani immutabiles sibimet leges sint sua

decreta, credo quod delectantur constantia." He is much pleased

with Erasmus' version of the New Testament, but thinks he has
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been needlessly scrupulous, and should not have retained such

words us Sabbatum, or any unclassical expression. There are others

here, however, More regrets to say, who have determined to read

the writings of Erasmus with a very different intention ; and More

conjures him not Jo be hasty to publish, and carefully avoid all occa

sions of giving offence. Is he not horribly afeard ? Chief of these

conspirators is a Franciscan, of whom Erasmus had made such

honorable mention in his edition of St. Jerome ; he, with others of

his order, had agreed over their cups to divide the works between

them,—read them carefully and not understand them. But in the

morning they had forgotten their purpose, and fell to begging,

which they understand better. Tho Epistolm Obscurorum Virorum

is popular everywhere. Is glad that Peter likes his Nusquama

(Utopia). Wishes to hear if Tunstal approves of it, and other

judges. Has obtained more favorablo terms from Maruffo. Lon

don, 31 Oct. 1516.

2493. Wolsey to Lord .

R- O. Thanks him for his kind letters. Doubts not the King will make

him privy to what he has communicated to his grace. On the reso

lution thereof depends the weal of Christendom. Thinks it needful

that the King come near these parts to have his Council near him

in good number, and that the ambassadors may have ready access

to disclose their missions. " Post is/as venationes et longa solatia

expedit ut publicis communibtis incumbamus rebus." Writes in

order that his correspondent may hasten the King's coming, which

will bridle the pride of those who would attempt anything against

England.

Draft, in Wolsey's hand, p. 1. Endd. : Minute of a letter.

2494. Henry VIII.

Rym. xiii. 566. Commission to Th. Lord Dacre of Greystoke, and Th. Magnus

Archdeacon of the East Riding, to treat with the Scotch commis

sioners for peace, according to the terms agreed upon at Coldyng-

ham and the letters of abstinence passed in the city of London.

1 June 1516.

FrS 8 Hen. VIII. m. 8.

Oct. 2495. [Pace] to [Wolsey].

Vit B. xx. 5. " The Bastarde [of Savoy] [mes]sangers unto s . . .

B. M. Swiss of those that , „ . .

with me at the King's grace

offered unto each of thfem] [a] pension

of' ii. _c. florins under th[is condition,] that they shall never make

[war against] the King's desire, nodre the Emperor's. For to

induce them the rather here[unto] he has shewed unto them for

cer[tain]tie, that the Emperor doth go in to Flanders for none

other intent but for to conclude peace and amity [with] the French

King, upon such conditions as ha[th] been lately offered unto the

said [Emperor] by [the] French King; viz. that the Emperor

should [marry the] French King's moder and his two nephews the

French King's [daughters. And the Emperor this

... a very great * * *

As touching the Emperor's going into Flanders I made unto

* Rymer 6ajs Scotch by mistake.
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[Pace] to [Wolset]—cont.

them this answer ; [that] the said Bastard of Savoy had [tol]de

unto them a crafty tale for to \hi\ducte them, and that they

should see shortly indeed that the said Emperor's going into

Flanders was for [no]ne such cause, but rather for that thing

that should appear both honorable and profitable to them and all

their country." Pace would give them no special information,

remembering Wolsey's instructions to keep the matter secret. The

captains were glad of this, and said they would treat no more with

the Bastard. * * * " The said Bastard craft

and fal\_s~\enesse in s unto the said six capita\_ins~\

them ; yet this is undoubted that the said Emperor has a

me\ane~\ with the French King for to entertain h[im, until] such

time that he hath spo[hen~\ with the King's grace ; of whom, if he

obtain his object, then he will not meddle with the French King.

If not, Gal\_li]zabit, accepta aliqua magna pecuniae summa." This

must be carefully looked to when the Emp[eror] shall be with iht

King.

His ambassadors here have informed Pace that he [will] make

with the French King "quandam pacem ultra illam

quam inibit cum eodem and comprehend in the

same all " Pace asked what " intent the Emperor

wold * * in arms contra [s]ais confxderatis . . .

Galli aliquam molestiam Imperator ipse

posset requirere suos jure faderis initi. Responsnm

est imperatorem nihil facturum [in] prag'udicium confoederatorum

suorum." [If] the King have no word [be]fore the Emperor's

meeting with him that the Pope hath entered the new league, it

will be necessary that the Emperor, the King, and the King of

Arragon, by common consent write to the Pope to join the league,

and to send a brief to the Swiss exhorting them to do the same.

" The Pope is naturally very fearful, and I think will be glad to

have such letters, ut possit [ostendere regi] Gallorum se ad hoc

fuisse compulsos ab imperalore * * * Audio majes-

tatem Cses. pecu[nias] misisse Veronam." On this the country

folk brought abundant supplies into the city from the mountains,

" ita ut omnes amrment civitatem esse tr" . . . .

On the 10th inst. Galias heard [from] the Bastard that the Pope

would shortly send " h[ither a] breve " excommunicating [all

persons] who had in any way » * * " [The Emperor's ambas

sador] resident here has just been to Galias to warnhim, in the

Emperor's name, to forbear his intrigues against him. The inter

view lasted two hours, and was greatly suspected by the Pope's

ambassadors^ and disapproved by all every body suspecting the

ambassador of leaning to France.—When Pace had written so far,

the brief above mentioned arrived, " but not [in] such manner as

the said \_Bastar\d had written unto your grace * • * towne

did give because it appeared to . . . two places ; yiz. in

my Lord Car\dinal Sedu\nen's name and in the date the

Pope doth naught in gran [ting] any such breve, for though the

[tenor] may be colored certain ways, yet it appeareth to be written

against all the c[on\fedcrates of the new league and their orators

here;" as Pace has shown the Pope's ambassadors ; asking them

to pro[vide] that the Pope either write in favor of the confe

derates, or else keep neutral, " sicut pontifi[ccm] d[ecet]." [The

Bastard] of Savoy has " lately s[hown to] { Cow~\nt Galias that

.the French [King] King of Castile
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m[anner, a glrete some of money [to ge]yne the Counsel

of [the King] of Castile. Item the French King hath [despatched]

kind letters to the Count [Galias, ex]horting him to come into

France, [and offere]th unto him 25,000 crowns for to reedify his

house, and in recompensation of other damages [h]e [suffer]dde

during the time of the late \_en\terprise." He has left on his way to

the French King with the Bastard. Pace would have nothing to

do with him when he was here, " quia est totus corruptus." The

French King, seeing that he can effect nothing here against Henry,

has included him in his peace with the Swiss.

Hoi., part cipher, deciphered ; pp. 8, much mutilated.

Oct. 2496- [Pace] to [Wolsey].

Vit. B. xix. 298. Since [he wrote] last to [Wolsey, has] had great business here.

B. M. [The Bastar]d of Savoy, finding his intrigues hindered by Pace's pro

posals, has been attempting to bribe the Swiss ; 1, to send Pace out

of the country, and 2, " that his King might m[uster as] many men

in this country [as would] serve him for his money. [Sedfrustra] in

utroque laboratum est. Though the first did make

sure that he should have licence to departe " . . . .

he did openly publish the in the city, " showing that now

.... should set apart all hope to ex[pell]e the Frenchmen out of

Italy," [and] the English ambassador was ordered to leave Switzer

land by common assent of the cantons. Seeing that the five can

tons opposed an article which he endeavored to get inserted in the

French peace that the French King might have men at his pleasure

for his money, he attempted to corrupt some persons who were likely

to in[duce the] remainder to consent. He succeeded with some,

and Pace perceived great vacillation [in the] five cantons ; but he

declared the King's mind towards the Swiss at the diet instituted

for treating upon the King's business, and they are now more sted-

fastly u[nited] than ever, and have determined that [not one] soldier

shall leave the country to serve the French King. This has been

done only for the King's sake, for they " can[not at] this time

accomplish his g[race's mind] in establishing confederation [with]

him, for if they should unto the confederation at ... .

undoubtedly , cantons hath

compelled the eight [to set apart]e " openly their confederation mada

[with] France, showing that it is con[trary] to the old laws of the

league [of the] Swiss."

The eight cantons have declared, in reply, that, by parity of

reasoning, the confederation with England must be set apart, and

none made with any prince. " My [lord]e, this is the controversy

now [p]ending here, but in this controversy] our matters doth

stand in a very[good]de case, for all good and honest [men] with

all the commonalty, considering [and weigh]ing conveniently the

craft and [malice of] the Frenchmen, nothing offry

... for necessity be determined to take th[e Kin]gis grace's

part without " [They] hourly complain that the Emperor

and Henry do not commence the enterprise against the French King,

who has no fr[iends] but those he has bribed; and even of those the

Bastard begins to complain " that they have [promi]sed unto him his

King's des .... peace, in his first diet, and [that] he is not like

to have it [in a se]cond or third ; and w[hen he] has it, it is nothing

worth, [be]cause they will grant unto [him] no soldiers." When

it was- understood to be his object to employ them against Eng
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[Pace] to [Wolset]—cont. '

land, or to win the realm 'of Naples, the party of the Emperor and

Henry prepared to " spoil ho\v[sis] and all manner of goods of those

[who] would have Berved the said French [Kinlge in any of the

foresaid purposes." The matters which Pace declared, by Wolsey's

command at his last diet, to the Swiss ambassadors, they have well

considered, " and undoubtedly they would [have] condescended to

the confederation .... uissent intestina arma, prop[ter ligam]

supradictam. After the said diet d the most honest

men also of great authority, here w[ere

sent to] me by the consent of the [others to] treat with me " upon

a way of composing the dissensions of the [cantons] and counter

acting the French intrigues. They proposed that Henry should

allow them a sum of money yearly for this purpose without binding

them to anything. Pace replied that he had no authority to agree

with them on such terms. The messenger [brought] him a reply

to the effect that whenever such a proposal should be made in

Henry's name every man would be com[pell]ed to say that he

sought only the [good of] their country, and thus all the country

might [be brought over to] him, and he might easily obtain what

[he desired]. On his asking the messenger what sum would

suffice, he named florins. Pace promised to write to the

King, and desire a mandate to treat of this. Thinks the offer of

great importance. "And surely th .... tise is as good as the

confederation]," which would cost 80,000 fl. a year

" ambassadors doth write u[nto] * * • •

shall be approved there the King's must be sent hasti[lyj

. . . de with the said mandate letter must

be written in such [mann]er as I have informed your Grace."

The Emperor's army at Verona has defended [the] city manfully

against the French and Venetians, who have raised the sipge.

The walls have been much injured by engines. All tell wonders

of the bravery and prudence of Mark Antony Colonna. The only

thing to be feared is that the Emperor may be unable to pay the

soldiers there, who, Pace hears, will go shortly, if money be not

sent. But Wolsey will learn the news more exactly "ex Curia."

"[Zurich* . . . .]ij. Octobris."

Hoi., pp. 10, mutilated.

Nov. 2497. Treaty of London.

K. O. A brief of the treaty to be made between the Emperor, the

Kings of England and Spain, and the Swiss.

After stating that a place has been reserved for the Swiss in the

treaty made by the above powers, it shall be urged : 1st, That if

the Swiss object to join the said alliance, which is for perpetuity,

their majesties are content to contract union with them for 10, 20,

or 30 years, on these conditions : that intercourse between the

merchants of the contracting parties be perfectly free on paying

the usual tolls ; that in case of either party being molested, the

others shall give mutual aid and assistance, and favor each other

as confederates ; but the aid in such cases shall be spontaneous.

Neither party shall allow passage, provision, aid of men or victuals

^n their own country to the enemy of the other. The Kings of

England and Spain are content to pay to each of the thirteen

* Supplied from modern note in margin.
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cantons, (pro patria Valesii tanquam uni cantono,) 2,000 R. f. as

long as this treaty lasts. The King's agents may offer an annual

pension of 30,000 11. f., but this is to be done with caution. It

will bo necessary that they distribute donatives in the shape of

annuities to the amount of 10,000 or 12,00011., as the Swiss are

more moved by private than public liberality. The writer suggests

that the ambassadors of the King of England and Spain should

each be furnished with 6,00011. for present purposes.

Lat., in the hand of Sion's clerh ; pp. 5.

Vit. B. xix. 369. 2. Form of an article for the comprehension of the Swiss in

B. M. the treaty between the Emperor, England, and Spain.

In the hand of Sion's clerk ; pp. 3, mutilated. Add. : Revm°

in Christo patri Dom. Card. Eboracensi. The address is crossed

out in a different ink.

Bym. xiii. 571. 3. Commission to Cuthbert Tunstal, Master of the Rolls, to take

the oath of the King of Castile to the treaty of London, made

29 Oct. 1516.

Fr. 8 Hen. VIII. m. 8.

Bym. xiii. 572. 4. Commission to Sir Rob. Wyngfeld to take the oath of the

Emperor to the treaty of London made 29 Oct. 1516.

Fr. SHen.VIII. m.8.

1 Nov. 5. Ratification by Hen. VIII. of the treaty of London. Green-

R. T. 143. wich, 1 Nov. 8 Hen. VIII.

Lat.

1 Nov. 2498. Ammonius to Ebasmus.

Er. Ep. vm. 31. Is glad he has found such a Mecaenas. If he does not obtain

the bishoprick, the Prince (Charles) will certainly advance him.

Has written in his behalf to the Pope and the Bishop of Worcester.

Approves of his intention to winter at Brussels. Is glad to hear

of the arrival of St. Jerome. Is in no hurry;—and is so much

engaged he cannot catch a glimpse even at Cicero twice a month.

Card. Sion is here : " videtur mihi homo ingeniosus, impiger, acer,

facundus, strenuus, et admodum theologus." More is well. Desires

remembrance to Tunstal. Westminster, kal. Nov. 1514.

1 Nov. 2499. Seb. Giustinian to the Doge.

Oiust. Desp.i.321. This day at high mass in the King's private chapel the imperial

and Spanish ambassadors took their oaths to the league. Each of

those who had to swear, read with their own lips the formulas

of the league, with the clauses, nine in number. After this reading

the King, first of all having placed the articles on- the altar, swore

on the holy Gospel that he would observe the contents of the said

clauses; and the like was done by the others. The articles were

not published, but only read amongst the parties themselves and

a few privy councillors." Gives the heads of the league. Chiere-

gate will reveal nothing, and says he is under an oath not to do

so. The lords here say they have eight of the Swiss cantons.

Cannot reconcile this with his other information. Sion leaves

in a few days. Some German lords of account have arrived

here, on their way to St. James of Gallizia. They complain that

a very abusive work has been printed at Venice against Maxi

milian. Sebastian made an apology, and said that Venice had never
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Seb. Gicstinian to the Doge—cont.

wished to irritate the Emperor, but that the Emperor was more

implacable than became his magnanimity. London, 1 Nov. 1516.

1 Nov. 2500. Seb. Giustinian to the Council of Ten.

Ginst Dcsp. i. 325. England has promised 500,000 crowns for the Italian and Bur-

gundian expeditions. The nuncio says England is to furnish funds,

for the whole campaign. Neither the right reverend Canterbury,

nor Winchester, nor the illustrious Duke of Suffolk, nor many other

lords who are accustomed to discuss state affairs here, were present

at this conclusion,—a fact which has caused incredible surprise, and

universal dissatisfaction ; the general inference being that the right

reverend Cardinal of York is the beginning, middle and the end of

the result. Sion tells the King that Galeazzo Visconti has appro

priated 100,000 crowns of the English money destined for the Swiss,

" and that he has shown vouchers fro m the captain of the Swiss, in

proof of this, to his son-in-law, who is here in London." Father and

son-in-law will be dismissed. The King of France can make good

use of this. Is informed that the money sent to the Swiss and the

Emperor amounts to 600,000 crowns, besides the 100,000 already

remitted. London, 1 Nov. 1516.

2 Nov. 2501. Treaty between the Emperor and Henry VIII.

Vit. B. xix. 307. Notes of a private arrangement between the Emperor and England

B. M. to be settled by Cardinal Sion.

1. Henry is to advance to the Emperor, for the relief of Verona.

40,000 scudi, the Emperor giving the city as security.

2. The Emperor, before next Christmas, is to proceed into Flanders

or Brabant, for the purpose of removing the Regents of the King

Catholic, de Chyvers, and the Chancellor, and preventing a repeti

tion of their offences. Henry is to meet the Emperor at Calais or

some place to be settled by both of them, &c. &c. 2 Nov. 1516.

Signed by Cardinal Sion.

Pp. 7, mutilated.

2 Nov. 2502. Leo X. to Henry VIII.

Sadoleti Epist In behalf of Lewis de Rossis, his relative, whom he has appointed

Pont. xlvi. coadjutor to John de Bois, Abbot of St. Martin's, Tournay. Refers

him to the Bp. of Worcester. Rome, 2 Nov. 1516.

ib. xlvii. 2503. The Same to Wolsey.

To the same effect.

Nov. 2504- James V. to Francis I.

R. MS. 13 B. h. 249. Has received his letters and commissions from Francis de Bor-

B. M. deaulx, Lord Pontioviere. Has replied to the articles in his in

Ep. Reg. Sc. i. 221. structions singly. The other matters have been discussed in Par-

Adv. MS. 446. liament. Thanks him for sending Pontioviere and De la Basty

Writes also to the Bp. of Ross, who will explain matters more fully.

Edinburgh.

Lat.

3 Nov. 2505. France and Scotland.

E. MS. 13 B. ii. 268, Articuli ex instructionibus Mag" Francisci de Bordeaux, Chris-

B. M. tianissimi Regis consiliarii atque oratoris, breviter extracti, &c.

Ep. Beg. So. i. 243. 1. The Kin^ of France wishes to know of the health of the
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King of Scots, and assures him of his friendship. 2. Congratulates

Albany on his management of affairs, and at having kept out of

war. 3. As to the marriage between the French King's daughter

and James, proposed by the Bp. of Ross, it is well known she has

been already betrothed to the King Catholic ; any future daughter,

however, he will be glad to betroth to James. 4. As to the comte^

of Xaintonge, which the Bishop asked for as if it had been granted

to the Scotch King's predecessors, Francis, who was then at Lyons,

replied that he had never heard of such a concession, and could not

grant it lightly, as that comte was part of his patrimony. When

at Paris, however, he would take counsel about it. 5. He is sur

prised that the Scotch should distrust his promise to assist them.

There has yet been no need to send forces. When de Bordeaulx

returned, he was informed that the English had changed their minds,

and were not meditating war. To have sent forces at that time

would have been a great expence and trouble to the Scotch, and

even a provocation to their neighbors. An army has, however, been

prepared in the sea ports of one of his faithful servants, ready to

cross when necessary. 6. As to the Bp. of Ross desiring a ratifi

cation of the treaty entered into with de Planis, the King answers

that he always will favor and assist Scotland, since their friendship

is so ancient. Paper and parchment do not show this, but his deeds.

If any one declare war against them unjustly, he will defend them

as he would his own kingdom, with soldiers and artillery. He

cannot ratify the treaty as it stands, as it would be contrary to the

terms of his peace with England. 7. He has entered into a treaty

with the King Catholic, and intends Scotland to be included, and

sends a copy. Edinburgh, 3 Nov. 1516.

Lat.

3 Nov. 2506. [Marroton] to Sir Robert Wingfield.

Vit. B. xx. 76. Has received his letter written " die prseteriti. Et quant a

B. M. mon patr sum certus quod faciet id quod ser. Pri

non derit Caesar, senex ille,* (etiam si nollet,) faciet prout

facere ccepit." He and the Viceroy were with the Pope many hours.

He will return to the Emperor with his troops (cum copiis.) He

has gone to get money for three months for his army. Has almost

expedited his business with the Pope, and will not return to the Em

peror empty handed. Begs to be remembered to the virtuous Lord

who beat Wingfield at chess, and tell him he desires his compliments

to the nuncio. Has played the part of a good servant with the Pope

and the Cardinal in Portico. Begs to be remembered to "Mons.

Segelaier (Ziegler). Et que la belle Thorotra a votre logis ne soit

pas oblie." Viterbo, 3 Nov.

Hoi., written in a mixture of Latin and French, p. 1, mutilated

Add. : A mon treshonnore Sr Monsr Robert Winghefield, &c.

4 Nov. 2507- Tunstal to Wolsey.

B. O. On behalf of the bearer, a merchant of Antwerp, who has a

letter from the King [of Castile], demanding redress against certain

English pirates, who robbed his ship off Yarmouth. Brussels,

4 Nov. Signed.

PA. Add. : Lord Cardinal of York. Endd.

Rex Catholicus" is interlined in a different band.
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4 Nov. 2508. Jacobus Vil[linger] to Cardinal Sion.

Galba, B. iv. 195. Received his letters of the 23rd and 25th, at which he rejoices

B. M. greatly, and admires much his dexterity in negotiating, cspecially

in sending those 40,000 crowns "pro con[servatio]nc Veronaj ; spero-

que non solum illud sed etiam alia bona egerit . . . .' erit apud ilium

serenissimum Regem, qua; non solum pro illius Veronaj [inter]tvn-

tione, sed etiam ad alium bonum effectum sua; Caesareae majes-

tatis de " The French ambassadors are arrived. The

King has taken his oath to the treaty of Noyon. They have

been here two or three days No negotiations have

been had with them touching the Emperor. If the King of England

does not lend aid he will be compelled, much to his dislike, to

join the treaty of Noyon. The Catholic King's ambnssador in Eng

land has written to say that a simple league of defence has been

concluded there. Chievres and the Chancellor approve. Is sur

prised Sion said nothing of it in his letters.

" Scripsit hue quoque dictus D. Orator Regi C[alholico, quod

Rex] Anglife dabit et continuabit Cajsareas Majestati subsidium pro

in[tertentione Vero]nre, tamen eo casu quod Rex Cathclicus quoque

ad illud contribu[et .... D.] V. Rma dignetur mihi rescribere quan

tum ille serenissimus Rex [rogabit C. R. C] pro dicta intertentione

singulo mense contribuere, ut hie [cum Rege] Catholico possim me

melius dirigero. Eidem D. V. R. sig[nifico] quod illi 15,000 ducati

pro intertentione Verona?, praeteriti mensis Octob[ris, desti] nati et

missi sint per Catholicum Regem Caesariae Majestati." Has received

the letters he sent to the Cutholic King's ambassador, stating that

the King of England had sent [6,000] florins to the Swiss, and per

suaded the Catholic King to send the like sum. Thinks everything

depends upon the preservation of Verona. Urges him to continue

his efforts, as he has been so instrumental in promoting the alliance,

and to strive not only to deliver Verona from expences, but that other

things may be done for the interest of the Emperor. Brussels.

4 Nov. Signed.

Lat., pp. 3, mutilated. Add.

4 Nov. 2509- Wm. Clarke alias Potycary of Oxford.

P. S. Significavit from Peter Ligham, Doctor of Decrees, commissary

in the University of Oxford, to Wm. Abp. of Canterbury, Chancellor

of the same, that the said Clarke has been excommunicated, but is

still contumacious. 4 Nov. 1516.

5 Nov. 2510. Henry VIII.

Rym. xiii. 568. Receipt for 50,000 fr. part payment of the million due from

Lewis XH., due 1 Nov. Westm., 5 Nov.

Fr. 8 Hen. VIII. m. 8.

5 Nov. 2511. For Th. Duredent alias Duredaunt sen., of Denham,

P. S. Bucks.

Pardon. Greenwich, 20 March 7 Hen.VIII. Del. Westm., 5 Nov.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p.l, m. 20.

5 Nov. 2512. For John Lavell, merchant of Rouen.

P'S. Licence to import 300 tuns of Gascon wine. Greenwich, 5 Oct.

8 Hen. VIH. Del. Westm., 5 Nov.

Fr. 8 Hen.VIII. w.4.
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C Nov. 2513. Sir Ric. TVixgfield to Wolsey.

B. O. Encloses a letter he has received, stating that constant watch is

made for the repassage of Cardinal of Sion. Thinks it advisable

the Cardinal should be conveyed to Calais, thence to Newport.

Will endeavor to apprehend the spy who has been in England.

Calais, 6 Nov. Signed.

P. I. Add.: My Lord Cardinal of York, Chancellor of Eng

land, &c.

6 Nov. 2514. For Ric. Halle of Wombwell, York, laborer.

Pardon. Westm., 6 Nov.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 14.

7 Nov. 2515. Sion and Titionus, Imperial Ambassadors.

R. CL Explanation of a certain article in the treaty of 29 Oct. 1516,

Ryni. xui. 569. for retaining the Swiss on payment of 30,000 fl. g. per annum.

The King of England is to pay 15,000, and the Prince of Castile

the same. The Emperor to contribute his portion. If more money

be required, the excess to be paid by the Emperor and the King

of Castile, provided it does not exceed 6,000 fl. London, 7 Nov.

1516. Sealed.

Addit. Chart. 1520. 2. Counterpart of the same.

B. M.

R. O. 3. To the same effect, on the part of the King of Castile, by

Rj-m. xin. 570. Bernard Bp. of Helna. Sealed.

7 Nov. 2516. [Pace] to Wolsey.

Vit B. xix. 317. On the of last month [a diet] was held in the canton of

B. M. ... [about] the French peace. The Bast[ard of] Savoy trusted,

as he had bribed, that he should there [obtain] his King's desire.

Our five cantons, however, [gave] him a plain answer that t[hey]

would never " grant him [men] to go in his King's aid or succor.

A[ll this] was done for the King's sake at [our] instance." The

Bastard was "almost in desperation" at this, [and was forced] to

depart, " sore complaining [against] such as he had corrupted [with

mo]ney, who moved him to tarry give him counsel to

enter practice which was this he should

suffer the said to do their pleasure * *

When he made a similar proposal as to the other eight cantons,

the live replied they had no authority to treat on such matters,

and must learn the pleasure of their superiors first. A new diet

was appointed on All Hallows' [day] ; but the five cantons, after

they had come home, would not [rejturn until they had discussed

among themselves the Bastard's [proposition at a diet in this town,

when Pace got them to promise that they would " bind them to [us

not to give] ony men " to the French King, [nor] suffer the eight

cantons to do the [same]. They have told the Bastard that they

will conclude nothing [with] him at present. Nothing is left for

the Bastard except to accept a simple peace withou[t any man]ner

of obligation upon the Swiss to grant his King forces.

A report that Henry has concluded the universal [league] has

been circulated here, at which they are much pleased. "...

singulis horis expectant Spiritum Sanctum ex [A]nglia venturum."

Be^s Wolsey not to lose this great opportunity. If the King

would agree with some substantial merchants] to provide a large

2. 3d
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[PaceJ to Wolset—cont.

sum for him here "under this condition to . . one thereof unto

snch time .... Swiss conclude with the King's et

f. 815. honestis conditionibus, for only" * * [In] hi*

former letters informed Wolsey that the five cantons " b . ...

the eight by this means that th men hath for them but

only the the said eight cantons and all the comm[onalty]

of the same doth follow the s . . cantons ;" and if the enterprise

is long delayed, Pace can see no [reme]dy but for the King to

help them with money. Some say the Bastard will make a simple

peace with them " sin[e conjditione militum concedendorum *u<>

Regi." The French King is reduced to desperation, " et non

obstante tali pac[to] " all their men will serve the King. The

Frenchmen said at the last diet that Pace had in this town

the King's seal *

* * " Bannisiu.*, wherein he [told] me " that he would

most faithfully serve the King; he said also that if the Emperor

came [to th]e King, it would be well that the Duke of Bari

should come [with] him. The French have sought to poison

Pace and [the] Pope's orators, as Wolsey will see from his letters

to Burbanke. Has lately seen a [letter] of one of the Emperor's

secretaries, saying that the said . . . waits the King's resolution

" he will follow if it shalbe ac[cording] to his mind ;

if not, he will himself. This letter [was written by the

Empero]r's express command. Zurich, 7 Nov.

Hoi., pp. 7, mutilated. Add. : Rm0 in Ch° pri, &c. ; Dno. Tho., &c.

Car1' Eboracen'. Endd. : Letter of Mr. Pace's

2517. Attempt to poison Pace.

B. O. " Examiuatio super veneno dando oratoribus S. D. N. et invic-

tissimi Regis Anglise."

John Anthonius, citizen of Milan, revealed the following crime

to the English ambassador in Switzerland, and, examined in the

presence of witnesses, answers : that a Milanese of great craft

and infamous life (by name " Bossus ") was sent from Milan by

Ludovico Luna, secretary of Jacobus Trihulcius, to Zurich, to pro

vide a poisonous powder, to be given to the ambassadors above

said. He spoke with John Anthonius on the matter on the 18th

October, and offered him a large reward to administer the powder,

saying that it would not kill but only deprive men of their senses,

that the ambassadors would be so foolish that the Swiss would think

them mad, and would attend 6olely to French affairs. He specially

urged that the powder should be given to the English ambassador,

because he did his King's business admirably without expending

money, and disturbed all the attempts of the French, who lavished

large amounts. When Anthonius refused, Bossus began to threaten

he would get him murdered. Bossus said, that a noble exile of

Milan had written from Zurich how everything was managed in

the English ambassador's house, what kind of servants he had, and

that the powder could be easily given him, as he did not suspect

any such snares. Ho bound Anthonius to secrecy by the most

unheard-of oaths. When Anthonius declared he would not do it.

Bossus said, " Neither will I, and I will find an excuse it to give to

the French."

At foot in Pace's hand: "Scouts have been sent out to find

Bossus, from whom more mny be learned if he fall into our hands.'"

/.'//., /'. 1.
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7 Nov. 2518. For John Gtlberd of Grenway, alias of Overcompton,

P. S. Devon.

Release, as escheator of Devon. Greenwich, 20 Oct. 8 Hen. VIII.

Del. Westm., 7 Nov.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 8.

8 Nov. 2519. Henry VIII.

Rym. xni. 570. Commission for Ric. Pace, Archdeacon of Dorset, the King's

secretary, to treat for a convention with the Swiss. London,

8 Nov. 1516.

Fr. 8 Hen. VIII. m. 9.

8 Nov. 2520. James V. to [Countess of Vere].

R. MS. In behalf of David Falconer, whose ship, The Good Fortune, sail-

13 B. ii. 256. ;ng from Leith to Normandy, was driven by storm on the coast

B. M. of Friesland. Florentius de Ravestane gave them a safeconduct

Ep. Keg. Sc. i. -231. in the name of the King Catholic ; trusting to which, they sailed

Adv. MS. 443. for Zealnnd, but were captured by a man of war belonging to the

Duke of Gueldres. Ravestane, however, recovered the ship from

the Gueldrois, and it is now in the port of Vere. Desires, there

fore, that the ship, cargo, &c. be returned to the owner, and that

Falconer be not detained by a long suit. Holyrood House, 8 Nov.

1516. (Date in Adv. MS. only.)

Lat.

B. MS. 2521. James V. to Charles Duke of Gueldres.

13 B. n. 258. jn behalf 0f tne owners of The Good Fortune, wrecked at Suark.

B. M. Edinburgh.

Ep.Reg. Sci. 235. Lat.

Adv. MS. 440.

8 Nov. 2522. [Tournay.]

R. O. "Money sent to Master Deputy from the King's grace, for the

payment of workmen and laborers," 1,200/. For the wages of 200

workmen and laborers for five months (28 days to the month),

from Monday 21 July to 8 Nov. 655/. 12*. 4d. Received of

Win. Lelegrave 19 June, 376/. 8*.; and yet to be received of him,

3 July, 163/. 18*. 8d. Sum total received over and above the afore

said five months, 510/. 6*. Sd.

Paid to divers of the guard, 32/. 21d. ; to John Bere, 8/. ; to

John Burge, 45/. ; for wages of artificers, &c, 291/. 6*. 3rf.

P. 1.

8 Nov. 2523. For Wm. Compton.

g b Next presentation to the church of Shrewsbury, Wore. dioc.

Del. Westm., 8 Nov. 8 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p.2, m. 6.

8 Nov. 2524. For James Liderdele, chaplain, native of Scotland.

P. S. Denization. Greenwich, 28 Oct. 8 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm.,

8 Nov.

Pat..8 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 21.

8 Nov. 2525. For Patrick Bolden, chaplain, native of Scotland.

P. S. Denization. Greenwich, 28 Oct. 8 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm.,

8 Nov.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 21.

3d 2
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9 Nov. 2528. Erasmus to Ammonius.

Er. Ep. viii.. 32. " A plague upon the retirement of the Archbishop (t^T to? apxxfian

secessui), it has stopped my happiness !" Has thrown out his sheet

anchor : if he succeeds, will be under the greatest obligations to

Worcester and Ammonius. Has turned his prebend into a pension.

If he can do anything to oblige Worcester, will be glad if Ammonius

will let him know. Even if Canterbury does not aid him, has friends

here from whom he can obtain the money. Is under great obliga

tions to the Chancellor (Sauvage). Tunstal is very friendly. All

the copies of St. Jerome are sold. Francis says he would have

gained 2,000 fl. had he brought a greater number. Brussels, 5 id.

Nov. 1513.

9 Nov. 2527. The Cardinal of Sion to Wolsey.

E. 0. Passed the night almost sleepless, in order to be at Canterbury

before noon. Is waiting for a fair wind for his passage, which shall

be by night if occasion offers. Had expected the King's letters

to the Emperor, and his own patent, as some consolation for his

trouble. Sends his patent to Wolsey. Does not know how they

ought to appear, whether earlier or later in date (priores an

posteriores). Refers him to John Dycher. Canterbury, 9 Nov.

1516. Signed.

P.S.—The messenger he had despatched from London on All

j. Saints' day to the Emperor has returned. Hears from the Master

of the Posts that the French have promised 40,000 scudi for Sion,

| to be delivered into their hands, and more than 1,000 for the

j Governor of Gravelines to assist. About 300 horsemen belonging

to the embassy at Brussels have, under pretext of visiting Ghent

and Bruges, made preparations for taking him. The Lady Margaret

writes to say the whole country is delighted with the new league.

Lat., pp. 2. Add. : Th. Card. Ebor.

2528. The Cardinal of Sion.

E. 0. " Pro Cardiuali Sedunensi."

A memorial in his own hand, requesting an annual pension until

the next vacant bishopric or other promotion, in consideration

of his services to the King of England, and for the due support of

his dignity.

Lat., draft, p. 1.

ii. Memoranda in Wolsey's hand, on the back of the above :

" Letters to the Pope's holiness, with the copy of the treaty. Letters

to Mr. Pace, with the copy of treaty. Letters to the Swchys after

such form as Mr. Pace deviseth. Letters to Mr. Tunstal, with the

copy of the new concluded treaty. Letters to Mr. Wyngfeld."

9 Nov. 2529. Tunstal to [Henry VIII.]

Galba, B. iv. 198. Sends a list of the knights of the Toison. The King Catholic

B. M. has taken the [order] of France, and worn it openly, and will send .

the Toison to the French King. His ambassadors are still there. '

Wrote last to say that great wait was laid for Sion by the French

King. If he return by Bruges as he went, it is thought he will

not escape easily, for many will be glad to oblige the French. Ho

had better come by sea with the fleet of .... to Barowe. Ad

vises that Berghes should be warned of his arrival. Flanders has

consented to raise 200 spears under four captains, the Lords Feynes,

Ravestain, Chievres and Nassau. Feynes has not succeeded in

getting the Tcison for Lord Ly . . . his brother-in-law, or the Lord
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Egremont his son-in-law. Ravestain has been also rejected, though

backed by France. Brussels, 9 Not. Signed.

Pp. 2, mutilated.

9 Nov. 2530. Tunstal to Wolsey.

Galba, B.it. 199. Discussions about the troops to be furnished by the article.

B. M. Sends him a list of the knights of the Toison. The Kings of Por

tugal and Denmark are to have the order ; others are to be made

from Naples and Spain. Feynes is disappointed. Has written of

Sion's journey to his friends. He must take heed, as the French

spare no money. [Brussels,] 9 Nov.

Hol.,pp. 2, mutilated. Addressed at/. 200 b.

Nov. 2531. [Sib Rob. Wingfield] to Henby VIII.

Vit. B. xix. 319. Wrote last, the . . . [of] last month, from Fiessen. Since which

B. M. " till it was y[esterday], I have not seen or spoken with the Em

peror :" for the mountains ; " and I by such ways and

assigned to me ; so that the 7th day of this [month]

I arrived here, for I rode that day upon a xl. [miles] The

Emperor arrived here also the same night an ... . who had

passed that day almost as far by w[ater as the] Lake of Constance,

accompanied with many boats . . . lacked no culverins and hand

guns also his .... taborins, so that his passage that way, my . .

. . and known in Switzerland, for part of the .... said lake,

which is fifty English miles in length."

Yesterday the Bp. of Constance came here with the imperial

ambassador resident with the Swiss ; and all the afternoon the

Emperor [was] with them [discussing] of their business with the

Swiss, and the best way of [avoiding] the dangers which are appa

rent. Wingfleld then saw the Emperor alone, and he told Wingfield

that since he had seen him on the 1st inst. he had had letters from the

Cardinal Sion, dated ... of last month, then in England ; and with

them " Fukkers for a certain sum

for the confederation also ....

another post by which your highness should conclusion of

[a]ll matters betwixt your highness [and his ma]jesty ; and spe

cially a certain convention betwixt you, [signed and] sealed by your

seal, to be likewise signed and sealed by him : but [stat]ing that

as yet he had heard no word of the said post ; [and seeing] that

seven days were past, he had caused me then to come [unto] him,

not only to show me that incontinent after he had received the said

letters from his ambassadors he had written unto them ordering

thanks to your highness, not in words [only], but [to say] they be

graven in his heart." As soon as the post shall come, and he has

knowledge of Henry's mind, he will himself write letters of thanks.

Wingfield then praised the "last loving and liberal" act of Henry

and others past acts. The Emperor, in speaking of Henry's libe

rality, was so pathetic, Wingfield " could scantly abstain from tears."

He said, that afternoon he had been hearing and discussing with

' his ambassador and the Bp. [of Constance], and other of his coun

cillors, " and that in conclusion they in considera

tion the Bastard of Savoy had * * *.

" Over that 300,000 crowns for the iij duchy of Milan,

that is to say, Swy the Swissers will dance after

his pipe that the Emperor's coming hither so suddenly

in harness shall cause them to put water [on the fire, and]

delay the conclusion till they may have scanned [the] cause of his

coming, and what he intendeth and . . . they have had of the league
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[Sir Rob. Wingfield] to Henry VIII.—cont.

defensive concluded between [the Emperor] and your highness and

the King of Spain ; nevertheless he] shewed that he and his said

Council could see none oth[er way] if an expedition of them be not

made shortly, the . . . remedy to refrain them, to conclude with

France a . . . bear so great weight, and right ill -content his majesty

[was], in that the King his nephew hath not sent an ambass[ador

unto the] Swiss," as he said he would ; of which they were advised,

[and took the] delay in very evil part. He said he had been in

formed th[at Mr.] Pace had " made great offer to them in your

[name]," which, seeing no effect, they begin to [doubt] also that

Galeazzo had gone to the Bastard of Savoy with all He

then told Wingfield he had " devised a letter [to the Governors]

of the Low Country," showing them to what danger the realms of

his nephew are exposed from the French.

Wingfield had informed Henry in his last that the Emperor had

written a sharp letter with his own hand, to his nephew* and his

daughter jointly. He told Wingfield he had had a letter from his

daughter, informing him that his nephew, though Lord Chievres

was present, took the letter in good part, expressing his sorrow if

anything had been done by him or his, prejudicial to the Emperor";

and that the Emperor having desired him to meet him at Cologne,

he would gladly do it ; at which the Emperor was greatly rejoiced,

" trusting that the said King will now daily change from a child

to a man."

The Emperor is diligent about the preservation of Verona. " The

enemies are alway hawking there about." They expect to have it

at last from lack of victual and money. Thinks they will fail.

The garrison took six persons of importance -of the French who

were hunting, and a nephew of the Signor Frederick de [Gonzjago.

" Forty Almayns a foote dystrussyd 60 men of armys [of] the

Venetians, and took the captain's son, and himself escaped [only in]

his shirt. I pray God 6end them many such bargains." Over-

lynge on the Lake of Constance .... Nov. 1516.

Hoi., pp. 4, much mutilated by fire, injured by damp, and

written in exceedingly faint ink.

9 Nov. 2532. To the Cardinal of York, Chancellor.

S. B. For writ of dedimus potestatem to the Abbots of Combe and

Stoneley to take the fealty of Win. Wall, Abbot of Kenelworth.

Greenwich, 9 Nov. 8 Hen. VIII.

10 Nov. 2533- Sheriff Roll.!

S. B. Cumb.—*Sir Th. Curweyn, Ambrose Crakynthorp, Hugh Hutton.

Northumb.—Sir Ph. Dacre, Sir Wm. Hilton, *Ric. Thyrlkell.

Yorksh.—*Sir Ric. Tempest, Sir Wm. Skargill, Sir Chr. Danby.

Notts and Derby.—Humph. Hersy, Sir Brian Stapleton, •Rob.

Broun.

Line.—Sir Wm. Tirwhit, *Sir Wm. Hansart, Sir John Skypwith.

Warw. and Lcic.—John Spencer de Odnet, *Sir Maurice Bark-

ley of Melton Mowbrey, Sir Th. Parr.

Salop.—Th. Vernon, *Rob. Pygott, Fras. Yong.

Staff.—*Ric. Wrottesley, Th. Swynnerton, Sir Ralph Egerton.

Here/.—*Sir John Lengyen, Ralph Haculet, Th. ap Harry oi

Poston.

f Headed : Electio in Crnstino Animarum anno viy"
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Wore.—Sir John Savage, in fee.

Glouc-—*Sir Alex. Baynham, Wm. Dcnys, John Whittyngton.

Oxon and Berks.— Th. Inglefeld, *Sir George Forster, Sir Edw.

Chamberleyn.

Northt.—.John Tresham, *Sir Nich. Vaux, Th. Lovet.

Camb. and Hunts.—Wm. Tanfeld, Anth. Mal[ory], *Sir John

Cutte.

Beds and Bucks.—Mich. Fyssher, *Sir Geo. Harvy, John

Mordaunt.

Norf. and Suff.—»Sir Ric. Wentworth, Sir Arthur Hopton, Sir

Rob. Drury.

Essex and Herts.—Th. Puryent, *Sir Wistan Broun, Hen.

Frowik.

Kent.—Sir John Pecche, Sir John Fogge, *Sir Wm. Scotte.

Surrey and Sussex.—*Sir Goddard Oxenbrigge, William Assh-

burnham, John Shelley.

Hants.—#John Dawtrey, Sir Will. Sandes, Will. Paulet.

Wilts.—*Sir Nich. Wadham, John Horsey, Geo. Twyneo (?)

Somers. and Dors.—*Sir Thos.de laLynde, Sir Giles Strangwys,

Sir Edward Hungerford.

Devon.—*Sir John Speke, Robt. Yeo, John Gilbert.

Del. Westm., 10 Nov. 8 Hen. VIII.

Signed by the King.

10 Nov. 2531. For John Grey of Hyll, Hants, dyer, alias husband-

P. S. man.

Pardon. Salisbury, 8 Sept. 8 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm., 10 Nov.

Pat. 9 (sic) Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 2.

11 Nov. 2535. Wm. Atwateb Bp. of Lincoln to Leo X.

Vat. Tran. xxivn. Desires to have John Bransfort, of the exempt monastery of

47. St. Edmund's Bury, as suffragan Bishop, at an annuity of 200

ducats, until he shall be provided with ecclesiastical preferment

to that amount. London, 11 Nov. 1516.

1 1 Nov. 2536. [Sir Ron. Wingfield] to Henry VIII.

Vit. B. xix. SJi. Wrote last from the town of Ovyrlynge. Yesterday the

B. M. Emperor disported, and came to Constance late in the [evening],

where he was met before he reached the city by 500 in harness,

" and thextreme parson of every order bare a torche." After

supper he sent for Wingfield, and made Dr. [Marraton] read the

articles of the new confederation; " and it liked him to shew me that

the day before he had letters from the Cardinal of Sion and his

other ambassador, dated the last of last month, and [with them] the

said articles in the very form as they be that they had

avisyd him the said to be sealed by your highness the day before,

and that the .... of this mouth they should receive you ....

same, and that the 3rd day the said Cardinal [was licensed] to de

part." The Cardinal had specially asked [in his] letter that the

Emperor " shulde calle him by his .... goodly haste ; his majesty

showed me that he should [be al]ready in the King his nephew's

court, by which he [hoped] instantly to make as diligent a return as

heg . . saving himself in health and surety, and to meet [at] Stras

bourg." Tonight he will " lie within sixteen Dutch miles .... be

long, for this day I have ridden but twain hours riding ;

and very glad it seemeth his [majesty will be] to speak with the said
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[Sir Rob. Wingfield] to Henbt VIIL—cont.

Cardinal because he writeth the particular convention

made, sealed, highness which the Car

dinal showed should be sent to me to the intent his

* * * shortly, of

which lie will not write or make mention ......... month,

and said that if it be not so there shall be great money

spent, and the affairs to stand in great peril :" for he said he had

heard that day that the Venetians, under'color of paying him the

200,000 ducats for Verona, had got together a large sum, and were

about to make a new enterprise with 2,000 Spaniards lent to them

out of the kingdom of Naples by the Viceroy, and the Spanish

horsemen in Verona ; and leaving Verona to enter the Tyrol with

a large part of their army, by the rock of Amphe, between Bressa

and Trent, which will not be able to resist long. That taken, they

will win Ryve and pass to Trent, which is of no strength.

The Emperor told Wingfield he had delayed the taking of

Combe so far, because he did not know if Henry would set forward

the great enterprise or not ; and if the great enterprise were not

made immediately after the fall of Combe, the money laid out in it

would be thrown away, though small. He has, however, ordered

his Council at Inspruek to make the best provision they can ; for he

is determined to descend into the Low Countries, and provide such

remedy there as God will. His nephew's Council are so " asot-

tyd and blinded with [promises] and crowns of France, that they

care nothing [about their] master or him, so that they may con

vey [the whole of] Christendom into the French hands to the "

* * * Henry ; is very vigilant to pre[vent the] machina

tions which are being prepared to hurt [others, and not] you only ;

for though hitherto the ruin [has been impending] over the Em

peror, they who prepare it do so more out of the hatred they [bear

towards Henry] than him. " And well they wot it is not p

your highness in the danger and peril wh[ieh they have] prepared

for you, but by the utter ruin of the Empe[ror] .... appeareth

that win him to be your enemy th either by craft or

force." Henry should consider the nature of the enemy who brews

all this business. " He is younge, mighty, .... insatiable, alway

reading or talking of such i[mprizes as] whet and inflame himself

and his her[ers . . .] and aspire the attaining of great things of

self; keepeth no silence, for his common saying [is to all]

that he speaketh with that his trust is that by hi[s] .... industry

the things which have ben lost, lettyn, tid, by his ignave

predecessors, shall be recovered ; [and that the] monarchy of Chris

tendom may rest under the [banner of] France, as it was wont to

do ; and your highn[ess may be] sure that at this day it is no small

part of [that kingdom] that would the same were true ; though

my hope [is they] shall fail of their aim. Stayn on the Rhine.

11 [Nov. 1516.]

Hoi., pp. 4, mutilated. Add. : To the King's highness.

11 Nov. 2537. For Rob. son and heir of Sir Rob. Sheffeld, deceased,

S. b. of Westbutterwyk, Line.

Pardon as justice of the peace for Notts, and Line, custos

rotulorttm for Lyndesey, Line, constable and keeper of the gaol of

Lincoln castle, &c. ; and pardon for Th. Kelk of Burton, alins of

Westbuttcrwyke. Del. VVestm., 11 Nov. 8 Hen. VIIL

Pat. 8 Hen. VIIL p.l, m.\7.
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11 Nov. 2538. For Wm. Jenyns, Guisnes Herald at arms.

P. S. To be Lancaster Herald, with 20 marks a year ; on surrender of

patent 22 May 8 Hen. Vin. granting him the same. Greenwich,

5 Nov. 8 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm., 11 Not.

1 2 Nov. 2539. Mountjot to Erasmus.

Er. Ep. App. 90. Has received his letters, and is glad to hear of St. Jerome. Will

send for a copy to Peter iEgidius or Erasmus when the price is

fixed. Is glad he lias resolved to winter at Brussels, as he will

there meet with Tunstal. Wishes the matters of his prebend to

be put straight. Thinks he is wise in declining the bishopric, as it is

a very poor one. Thanks him for the letters he has sent. Has told

John Mill (de Molendino) of St. Jerome. Tournay, 12 Nov. 1516.

12 Nov. 2540. Gerardus Noviomagus (of Nimeguen) to Erasmus.

Er. Ep. App. 91. His friend Theodoricus will undertake to print the Utopia.

Paludanus will show him a cut of the island by a great painter, if

Erasmus desire any alterations. Will keep copies of his letters for

him. Dorpius is very anxious to see Erasmus. He swears he has

never shown Erasmus' letters to any one, or circulated among the

theologians any report of his writings. He has shown Gerard the

book of Pfeflercorn against the Epistolm Obscurorum Virorum, in

which he proves there is some dreadful Hussite heresy. "Quid

tandem net si in hujuscemodi nugis reprehendendis non sint canes

muti theologi sed claiissime lutrent ?" Louvain, 12 Nov. 1516.

12 Nov. 2541. For Th. Wrothesley.

Constat and exemplification of patent 26 July 5 Hen. VIII.

(which has been lost) granting to Rob. Warcrop the wardship of

Th. heir of Ric. Goldesburgh. Westm., 12 Nov.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 18.

12 Nov. 2542. For Kic. Shute of Wodelay, Devon, husbandman.

Pardon for killing Wm. Pullyblanke, at Pruston park, in self-

defence. Westm., 12 Nov.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 17.

1 Nov. 2543. Seb. Giusttnian to the Doge.

Giutt. Desp. ii. 1. Sion left on the 8th, and received a present from the King worth

3,000 ducats, and another from the Cardinal worth 1,000. Visited

Wolsey today, who conducted him to a certain orchard at a short

distance from his dwelling. As they were on horseback, Wolsey

asked the news. Sebastian talked of the Turk, and of the danger

to Christendom, should he make peace with the Soldan and the

Sophi. They then talked of Verona. Wolsey said the peace

between France and Spain would not last, as Charles would not

delay marrying till the Princess was of fit age ; and if he formed

any other connection, France would deprive him of Naples. He

further told Sebastian that they did not choose to endure the

obstacles caused by Verona ; and unless France and Venice de

sisted from attacking it, the league would do its uttermost to ruin

the perverse. Should Venice ever recover Verona it would bo

taken from her. London, 13 Nov. 1516.
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13 Nov. 2544- Seb. Giustinian to the Council of Ten.

Giust. Desp. ii. 6 Hears that the Pope will not join this confederacy, and that Sion

is to go to Rome and persuade him, and promise in the name of

the confederates that Lorenzino shall be free Lord of Florence, and

be invested with the duchy of TJrbino, Modena and Reggio. The

Bp. Colonna, who was to have come here, has changed his mind,

and will remain with the Catholic King. All this must be kept

secret. London, 13 Nov. 1516.

13 Nov. 2545. Lewis Canossa Bp. of Bateux to Erasmus.

Er. Ep. i. 20. Invites Erasmus to come and live with him, offering him a pen

sion of 200 ducats a year, and two horses. Amboise, 13 Nov. 1516.

13 Nov. 2546. For John Evangelist of Aragusa, merchant.

p. S. Protection ; going in the retinue of Sir Ric. Wyngfeld, De

puty of Calais. Greenwich, 7 Nov. 8 Hen. VHI. Del. Westm.,

13 Nov.

15 Nov. 2547- Seb. Giustinian to the Doge.

Giust. Desp. n.7. Has heard no news, except that on the Pope's declining the

confederacy he has had six months given him to decide. Chiere-

gato is anxiously waiting for receipt of Sebastian's letters from

Venice. He assures Sebastian that only 60,000 crowns have been

sent to the Emperor, and 30,000 to the Swiss for their annual pay,

and that the son-in-law of Galeazzo has been dismissed, as Ga-

leazzo, at the request of France, had induced some of the cantons

to side with the French. Hears that the lords are endeavoring to

persuade the Catholic King to repudiate the French, and take

the English Princess. London, 15 Nov. 1516.

15 Nov. 2548. The Cardinal of Sion to Henry VIII.

R. 0. Recommends the officer in command for the skill, care and

civility he had shown in the Cardinal's repassage. Berghes.

15 Nov. 1516. Signed.

Lat.,p. 1. Add.

15 Nov. 2549. The House of Montrose.

Adv. MS. 49. Patent, by act of parliament, 14 Nov. 1516, empowering Patrick

Paniter, Abbot of Cambuskenneth, royal secretary, to alter the

old foundation of the House of St. Mary Montrose, and remodel

it in favor of the Friars Preachers ; cites Paniter's charter, dated

10 Aug. 1516, by which he endows the monastery with lands in

the sheriffdom of Forfar and Montrose ; also Paniter's account of

his proceedings, with directions concerning his successors. Wit

nessed by James Abp. of Glasgow, chancellor, David Bp. of Gal

loway and Chapel Royal, James Bp. of Murray, Alexander Earl

of Huntley, Alan Earl of Argyle, Hugh Earl of Eglinton, John

prior of St. Andrew's, George abbot of Holyrood, Edinburgh,

Keeper of the Privy Seal, and others. Edinburgh, 15 Nov. 1516.

4 Jas. V.

Copy, Lat., pp. 11.
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15 Nov. 2550. For the Company of Tallow Chandlers of London.

In8peximus and confirmation to Ric. Southest, master, Wm. Mon-

geom, John Taverner, Rob. Dyxon and John Hone, wardens, of

patent 8 March 2 Edw. IV. incorporating the said company. Westm.,

15 Nov.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 14.

15 Nov. 2551. For John Russell.

P. S. Livery of lands as son and heir of Rob. Russell. Greenwich,

26 May 8 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm., 15 Nov.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. I, m. 26.

1 6 Nov. 2552. The Cardinal of Sion to Henry VIII.

B. 0. Refers him to Wolsey for the news, and to John H6din, the

bearer, who is a great partisan of the Emperor, and for this reason

has suffered persecution. Joins Ticionus in the same commendation.

Bergher, 16 Nov. 1516. Signed and sealed.

Lat., p. 1. Add. and endd.

16 Nov. 2553- Margaret of Savoy to Wolsey.

Galba, B. it. 200 ♦. Will learn from Hesdin, the bearer, that Sion has arrived safely

B. M. at Berges. Thanks Wolsey for the despatch of his business, and

hia good feeling to her father. Brussels, 16 Nov. 1516. Signed.

Fr., p. 1, mutilated. Add. : Cardinal York.

10 Nov. 2554. Gaol Delivery.

Bishop's Lynn.—Sir Rob. Lovell, Roger Townesend, John

Straunge, Wm. Conysby, Fras. Moundeforde, Rob. Amfles, sen.,

and John Gryndill, sen. Westm., 16 Nov.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. lOd.

17 Nov. 2555- For Th. Lord Dacre

S. B. Release of 1,133/. 6*. 8d., residue of the sum of 1,333/. 6*. 8d.,

for payment ofwhich he conveyed, by indenture 17 July 21 Hen.VH.

certain (specified) lands in Cumb. and Westmor. to Ric. Bp. of

Winchester, Chas. now Earl of Worcester, Sir Th. Lovell, Sir Hen.

Wyate, Roger late Bp. of Carlisle, Giles late Lord Daubeney, Sir

Ric. Empson and Edm. Dudley. The assignees were to pay the

said sum to the King, and then hold the lands to the use of Dacre

and his heirs. 200/. have been paid. Del ,17 Nov.

8 Hen. VHI.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 1, m. 17.

17 Nov. 2556. For Ranulph Goldsmith of StokweU, Surrey, serjeant

of Sir John Legh, the sheriff.

Pardon for killing Wm. Reygate of Crowherste, Surrey, in arrest

ing him for stealing two sheep belonging to Nich. Gernes, at God-

stone. Del. Westm., 17 Nov.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 1.

17 Nov. 2557- For Fras. Belle, native of Rhodes.

F. S. Denization. Greenwich, 12 Nov. 8 Hen. VHI. Del. Westm.,

17 Nov.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 8.
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18 Nov. 2558. Erasmus to Peter ^Egidius.

Er. Ep. vii. 33. "Gracious Heavens! what judgment shaU I invoke on these

procrastinators ? If Jerome is not yet ready, urge on these Calli-

pides by all means ; if it is, let it be sent to me as soon as pos

sible." Perhaps Petrus Codes is confined to his bed, for Erasmus

hears he was not only robbed but severely mauled. Has written

to Colet to help him. Tunstal also is grieved. Does not wish

iEgidius hero if it be inconvenient ; but if he come, Tunstal will

rejoice to see him. Has received from Maruffo the bill (syn-

graphd), somewhat enhancing the value of the ducats. Utopia is

in the printer's hands. Brussels, 14 kal. Dec. 1518.

18 Nov. 2559. Seb. Giustinian to the Doge.

Giost. Desp. li. 9. Learns from Chieregato that a fleet of 60 sail, under the command

of the -Lord Marquis, is ordered to attack France on the south.

There are conferences held in Scotland to determine on war or

peace. Winchester, who has hitherto held aloof, has returned to

court, and has graciously received Sebastian. The latter deplored

the new league should be injurious to Venice, and retard the expedi

tion against the Turks. The Bishop answered, that it was merely

defensive, and twice repeated the words : " Our King does not wish

to make war, nor yet the Catholic King ; neither could this last,

even if he would, as he is a youth,"—implying that his Council

would not let him. In the course of further conversation, he

expressed himself thus : " Domine Orator, confederacies are often

formed, but, as you perceive, few are carried into effect : so that as

the Almighty shall counsel, so will it come to pass." He added

that today they had discussed in Council the affairs of Venice,

whether they should maintain intercourse with it or not. London,

18 Nov. 1516.

18 Nov. 2560. De Hedin to [Wolsey].

Galba, B. v. 333. Had sent to him one of his servants requesting an interview.

B. M. Had not had an answer, owing to Wolsey's occupations. Begged,

therefore, John Naquct (?) the King's servant and .... to write

to Wolsey " les devoirs la ou je may mys toujou[rs] de puis loutrogc

qui ma este fete." The answer given him was very strange and

hard for a man of his services. Presses to have an interview anil

his business despatched "Mons., La Place me vientparung

home . . y faut que par la elle soit same (?)" Liege, 18 Nov.

Hoi., Fr., pp. 2, mutilated.

18 Nov. 256L Tunstal to [Wolsey].

Galba, B. iv. 230. Is informed that the governors there object to the words " emolu-

B. M. menta et proventus." Word came yesternight that Sion had arrived

at Burghys,* " whereof the Lord [Berghes~\, not being here, is sort

astonished, sei\ng that he~\ had no word sent before to him that h*

\might\ have purveyed therefore. Hopes he will be safe

18 Nov.- Signed.

Partly cipher, deciphered ; pp. 2, mutilated.

* In Armagh's cipher.
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18 Nov. 2562. [Pace] to Sir Rob. Wingfield.

Vit. B. xix. 323. , The Bastard of [Savoy, according to his last letters [to] Wing-

B. M. field . . . has granted everything, they co[uld de]sire, to [the]

Swiss, restoring the seals [of] the confederation made l>y the

[four] cantons, and remitting all ma[nner] of obligation of men to

lie gfran]ted to the French Kin[g for] his money. Notwithstand-

Eing] this he will pay the v . . [crow]nys promised and owed to

the Swiss], with their yearly pension, as [they] were wont to have.

One thi[ng] the French King desired, contrary to our pact . . and

expressly against th that the Swiss sh[ould]

" and this is like to be gran[ted] The Emperor

and the empire be reserved said peace, which is con[trary]

to that obligation that they [wu]ll not go against the said [du]chy

and county." The Emperor will no doubt look to it. The Swiss

have been brought to consent to the peace, chiefly by [the] 200,000 cr.

which they will receive at Christianmasse [next]. " As far as I can

perceve [th]e said peace is like so long [to enjdure." There is no

doubt that the Emperor and Henry will have [as] many men as

they will. Intends to be with Wingfield unless he be detained . . .

this day. " If they will neither me some answer or tre . . .

then I will go to the Emp[eror] all my com

mission with his and thus have I done ex

cons[ilio]." " I have no wu[rde] from England, whereof I [much]

marvayle." Zurich, 18 No[vember].

Hot., pp. 3, mutilated. Add. : Mag. duo d. Roberto Wyngfelde,

etc. Angliae [et Franci]ae Regis [npud Coesaream] majestatem ora-

tori dignissimo.

19 Nov. 2563. The Regents and Council of Scotland to Dacre.

Calig. B.vi. 450. Have commanded their commissioners to meet those ofEnglund,

B. M. 22 Nov., to which day the discussion had been prorogued for de

termining the disputes upon the borders. Edinburgh, 19 Nov.

P. 1. Add. : Thomas Lord Dacre, &c.

19 Nov. 2564. Leo X. to Henrt VIII.

Vit. B. in. 88. Relating to the Cardinal of Sion, and a general agreement among

B. M. the Christians against the Infidels. Rome, 19 Nov. 1516.

Lat., very badly mutilated.

19 Nov. 2565. Pace to Wolset.

R O. The Swiss have demanded from the Bastard of Savoy the seals

of the league concluded between the eight cantons and the King

of France. They refuse to serve against England. The King

has consented to restore the seals, and not to demand troops against

England, as that King is his dear confederate ; will make peace

with them on any terms, offering 800,000 crowns, to be paid in five

years. They are not, however, to let any Swiss serve against him

in the duchy of Milan, in Aste or in Genoa. The Emperor con

sents to it if it contain nothing prejudicial to him or his confede

rates. Francis will not pay the money, as they think. Is advised

to go to the Emperor two days' journey hence, and urge the enter

prise against Milan. France accepted these vile conditions, hear

ing of the preparations made in England. Nothing more can be

done with the Swiss. The Emperor has written Pace word of the

money granted him by the King for the preservation of Verona.

Zurich, 19 Nov.
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Pace to Wolset—cont.

P.S.—Heard today from the cautou of Philipburg, where the

Bastard of Savoy is, that the French King has sent hither tin-

treaty between England and himself, with the Great Seal of Eng

land attached, desiring it to be read openly to the ambassadors of

(he cantons, to show that Henry could do nothing against him.

Pace replied that he could not deny such a treaty was made some

years past, but that France had broken it in the matter of the

Scots, and that he showed the Great Seal only to make them sup

pose it was recent. They acknowledged that they did not know

its date. Francis also commanded the treaty between him and

the Pope at Bologna to be read at the same time. These are the

tricks to which the French are driven. They have aided his

bribery with the captains, but the commonalty like him worse

than ever. The King and the Emperor will not lack men here.

Zurich, 19 Nov.

Francis has also shown them as new, an old treaty between him

and the Emperor, and the chapters of his late treaty with Arragon.

Hoi., pp.1. The letter and P.S. found separate. Add.: Tho.

Card. Ebor. Endd.

19 Nov. 2566- Tunstal to Wolsey.

R. O. After he had despatched his courier yesterday touching the

difficulties of the newly concluded treaty and the arrival of Sion

at Berghes, learned that the Cardinal was already at Cleves. Is

glad he is out of these countries, where many thought he would

have been in danger. The governors wonder at his passing

through incognito. Brussels, 19 Nov. Signed.

P. 1. Add. : Lord Cardinal of [Yo]rk.

19 Nov. 2567. Pace to Wolsey.

R. O. Encloses letters received from the Papal ambassador there resi

dent. The Pope remains firmly attached to the King, notwith

standing the fables feigned by the French. Zurich, 19 Nov.

Hoi., p. 1. Add. : Car. Ebor. Endd.

19 Nov. 2568. Ennius Bp. of Veroli and Jac. Gambaro to Wolsey.

R. O. Will understand by their late letters the warlike inclinations of

the Swiss, and the present difficulties. Had the remedy been

applied at the right time, there would have been no need of

recovering the lost ground by skilful management and a greater

expence. Commend Pace's skill in the negotiation, to whom they

refer him. Zurich, 19 Nov. 1516.

Hoi., Lat.,p.\. Add. : Car. Ebor.

20 Nov. 2569- Spinelly to Wolsey.

Galba,B. iv.231. Wrote last on the [x]vith. News has come that the Cardinal

B. M. of Sion " was arrived at Armue, in Zealand, and there lodged with

a principal hostler at the shylt of Brettayne, by t .... of a ser

vant of Leonard Friscobaldy that came out of England [in his]

company, and brought over 7,000 nobles of gold, who from thence

took his way toward Antwerp, and the Cardinal went to Barrow,

and so to Graves and Cleves. The ambassador of Arragon

showed me yesternight that tiie Lord Chievres v>\as great\li/ mis-

content thereof, and how he said unto the President of Naples that
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the Cardinal was in safety. The Lord Berghes, as I have by

former letters advertised your [grace], had purveyed at Barrow

for the further direction and conveyance of the said Cardinal

before [his~\ arrival." He is not pleased that the matter has been

divulged, but when Chievres spoke to him about it he denied all

knowledge of it, " and that upon the bruit he had sent to Barrow

for to know the truth, supposing in such case for his honor and

dowbtye he could do no less than cause the Cardinal to be che

rished." He has since left. The ambassador of Arragon says

that Dorval broughtfrom the French King unto the Lord Chievres

one cwt. ofplate offine gold, of the value of 7,000 cr. The King

will send a like reward to the Great Master of France. Last

night news came from Holland "that the 15 . . . the Duke of

Gueldres were gone into Friesland, and pa[ssed] .... the gates

of Utrecht." The Duke had done much injury to a village of the

Duke of Nassau. The daughter lately borne by the French Queen

is dead. Brussels, 20 Nov. 1516.

Holn partly cipher, with decipher by Tuke ; pp. 2, badly muti

lated. Add.

20 Nov. 2570. For Edw. Tyndale of Tewkesbury, Glouc.

S. B. Lease, for 21 years, of the site of the manor of Hurst, Glouc,

part of Berkeley's lands, which Wm. Bowre and Ellen his wife

lately held ; at an annual rent of 10/. 13s. 4rf. Del. Westm.,

20 Nov. 8 Hen.VIII.

20 Nov. 2571. For Ric. Dolphyn.

P. 8. Grant of the pension which the Abbot elect of Kenilworth is

bound to give to a scholar of the King's nomination. Greenwich,

26 Oct. 8 Hen.VIII. Bel. Westm., 20 Nov.

21 Nov. 2572. Julius Cardinal de Medici to Wolsey.

B. O. In commendation of Aloysius de Rossis, appointed to the co-

adjutorship of St. Martin's, Tournay. "Ex villa Manliana,"

21 Nov. 1516. Signed.

Lat., p. 1 . Add. : Card. Ebor., &c.

21 Nov. 2573- Maximilian to Margaret.

Lett. Max. et Has twice ordered Loys Maroton to inform her that before the

Marg. ii. 332. en<i of the month the Emperor would be at Strasburg or Hagenau,

and that she should solicit the King of England to have the

10,000 c for the first month, about which she knows, sent by

letters of exchange to Fred. Brechter at Strasburg. Unless the

Emperor receive the said sum immediately he will not be able to

accomplish that which Cardinal Sion promised on his part to the

King of England. Has perfect confidence in her. Strasburg,

21 Nov. 1516.

21 Nov. 2574. For St. Mary's, Coventry.

p. S. Assent to the election of John Impingham as prior, vice Wm.

Pollysworth, deceased. Greenwich, 10 Nov. 8 Hen.VIII. Del.

Westm., 21 Nov.

ii. Petition of he Chapter of St. Mary's for the above, 5 Nov.

8 Hen.VHI.

3d8 +-
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21 Nov. 2575. To the Cardinal of York, Chancellor.

S. B. For writs of dedimus potestatem to Oliver, Abbot of Combe,

and Robert, Abbot of Stonely, to take the fealty of John Ymping-

ham, Abbot of St. Mary's C[oventry]. Greenwich, 21 Nov.

8 Hen.Vni.

21 Nov. 2576- For John Segewik, an officer of the Wardrobe of Beds.

1". S. To have a corrody in the monastery of Burton upon Trent

vice John Roy. Greenwich, 20 Nov. 8 Hen. VIII. Del. Westra.,

21 Nov. '

21 Nov. 2577- For Ric. Byg.

P. S. To have n corrody in the monastery of St. Mary, Coventry.

Greenwich, 16 Nov. 8 Hen.VIII. Del. Westm., 21 Nov.

22 Nov. 2578. Mountjot to "Wolset.

K. O. Received this night, from the Deputy of Calais, a letter dated

21 Nov., stating that he is commanded to send the King a letter by a

special messenger, whom he has despatched by St. Omer to prevent

Mountjoy's departure from Tournay. Is sorry that the King is dis

pleased. Had sent word to England that he would not retain his

charge longer than 1 Nov., as the King had given him leave to come

over on all Saints' Day. Had heard that after the citadel was

finished another should be appointed to his office, " which I reckoned

not for my poor honesty to abide." Could obtain no money from

Wolsey, and consequently keep no order in the garrison. When

the horsemen are paid, nothing will remain in the treasurer's hands

for passport money. Never intended to leave without the King's

consent. Tournay, 22 Nov.

P.S.—Understands that the treasurer is ordered to repair to

England.

Hoi., pp. 3. Add. : Lord Cardinal of York.

22 Nov. 2579. Sil. Bp. of Worcester to Ammonius.

Vit. B. hi. 90. A passage about Cardinal Hadrian unintelligible from mutilation,

B. M. except that he is constantly urging the Pope for a commission,

expressly contrary to the previous agreement. Has received the

letter of Meautis. Is uot so much vexed as Ammonius thinks at

the payment made to Hadrian. •••••«

Messer Luigo does not leave him a single moment. "lo non li

ho da p . . vi do mand. Solo die voi ordinate di nuovo a Signor

. . . de Bardi che facci quella sicurta." Speaks of the Cardi

nal's hats, and sends three bonetti by Piero Ciampanti. If Wolsey

accuses him of not speaking of the affairs of the King, he is greatly

mistaken. " Qual cosa del mondo e stato che io non habbi obteu-

nuto salvo quelle che lui dimand. exorbitantissime come e la lega-

sione e quel breve di Tornai che tntte si obteneriano sc lirapresa

si fara gngliardn." His intimacy with the Pope enables him to

speak more freely than any other nmbassador. Speaks of a

Dr. Einsou and Mons. di W. There is some mistake In Ammo

nius' account: he has not received more than 400 ducats. This

importunate fellow of a Cardinal Sta. Croce pesters him to death

because he has had no answer from the King and Queen. To

send over the blessed robes of Card. Monte by land would cost

more than 50 ducats. Thinks they will not be able to refuse what
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they have promised him touching the bishopric of beri

without great shame ; " et quanto piu le cose rischalderan[no] ala

guerra, tanto piu credo sia per riuscirmi. El nonse saria mai

saputo la praticha e mossione . . . signare il vescovato se S. Cam-

pucci non ne haves[se] . . . . il quale nempia presto tutto il

parent ■ cieras, e S. Campucci secondo me

fece tutto altra flna [et se]nza alcuna malisia." Pietro Gryffo Bp.

of Forli is dead. The illness of the Chancellor of Lincoln is in

danger of turning to a quartan. Hopes the Cardinal will take some

way to please the Pope by obtaining the King's consent to the

coadjutorship of Messer Louis de Rossi, the Pope's cousin, in the

abbey of St. Martin's, Tournay. He is to be one of the first

Cardinals. Thinks there is a good justification for such a course.

The Chancellor of Lincoln is much better.

* f- 94. * He and [W.] have made him tell the Pope a thousand lies ; and

then they sent " quale reformatione di " which could not

[be obtained] for 1,000/. sterling, and other things so exorbitant

that they would never have been granted if ... . but, for the sake

of Ammonias, makes him as good cheer as he can. Has celebrated

to-day the feast of St. Coecilia, and spent five ducats for the decor

ations of the church. Sends by this messenger a letter to the

Master of the Rolls in F[landers], thanking him, and commending

the case of John de Rossi. It seems a thousand years since

" opera con W. per Messer Luiso Giberaleon "

Signor Paulo is in despair at not hearing about the affair of Balbi.

Thinks it will be the ruin of everything. Rome, 22 Nov. 1516.

Signed: Sil.

Ital., mutilated, pp. 4.

*,* Between the leaves of the preceding document a long despatch in cipher

is inserted, which thus looks like a part of the same letter, although internal

evidence proves it to belong to the year 1517. The difficulty of correcting in

such cases the errors of the binder has been a frequent source of perplexity to

the Editor ; and in no case has it been more frequently felt than in the despatches

of De Giglis. When De Giglis writes in his own hand, the letters are

peculiarly difficult to decipher; and as it has been their fate to be all contained

in the series Vitellius in the Cottonian collection, they have been injured

so much by the fire that, what with the language, spelling, bad writing,

and mutilation, it is often difficult to obtain a true insight into the sense, still

more to ascertain how the pages follow each other. To put the reader on his

guard as to this uncertainty, wherever it exists, the commencement of each folio

in the MS. has been indicated in the margin. Fortunately the greater part of

the letters of De Giglis are not written in his own hand, but in that of a very

careful and elegant scribe. /

2579*. Sheriffs.

B. O. * * * • The undersheriff to be sworn in the King's court

truly to discharge his office. No sheriff to take as

clerk any one who has been clerk to any sheriff within three years.

The clerk to be sworn. The bailly to be of good and honest con

versation, and such as he will answer for at his peril. Neither the

sheriffwick nor any of the hundreds or baillywicks to be let. The

baillies to be sworn, before they exercise their office, that they will

truly execute all writs, precepts, and warrants, and make true

return of the same ; and they shall appear before the justices of

assize at their next sessions, and there be sworn not to promote

any untrue or feigned action or quarrels against any man for profit

3 E +-
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Sheriffs—cowl.

or malice, to summon by general writ to appear at the sessions

" only such as be sad, sufficient, and well disposed persons, and most

indifferent, to inquire and try such matters as shall be laid to their

charge," not to summon any from favor, or have reward to suffer

him to abide at home, and not to provoke any sheriff or under-

sheriff to return any person in any panell, except such as he will

be swear " to be in his mind able, sufficient, and most indifferent,

and not suspected, and next to the place where the matter or cause

to be tried is alleged to be done." The sheriff is to do all in his

power to prevent his officers from " imbecelling " and making untrue

returns. Panels for inquests to be returned of such persons as are

sufficient and most near the place where the matter or cause is

alleged. The sheriff is not to take personally or by another any

money or other thing, or any promise, except such as is limited by

the statute. He is not to impanel any person at the nomination of his

undersheriff or bailly, but such as they will swear "by their halydome

oath " that they believe to be sufficient, and he must himself make

due inquiry to ascertain the truth, and not allow any of his officers

to return any panel in his name without his approval. He is to

return such duo and reasonable issues, as well upon the jurors in

every panel as upon all other persons, according to their estates

and degrees, upon all writs and precepts of distresses, so that the

persons distrained shall thereby the rather appear to answer and do

all things according to the law. No writs to be received unsealed

or under the seals of any justice, except justices in eyre or justices

assigned, or other justices having power to make and direct writs.

The statute of Winchester, those against vagabonds and beggars, and

all others, notified by proclamation or otherwise, to be put in execu

tion. If any undersheriff, clerk, or bailly die or be removed from

his office, his successor to be sworn as above directed.

(In RuthaVs hand.) "All the foresaid points and articles the

King's highness, by the advice of his counsel, hath devised to be

put in effectual execution by every sheriff throughout this his realm,

for the true and indifferent ministration of his laws and justice ; and

in case that it shall come to the King's notice and knowledge that

any sheriff do violate his oath, and not observe the purport of the

said articles in form above specified, his grace, upon proof thereupon

to be made, shall not only see him or them so offending to be

straitly punished for his perjury, but also to be farther ordered

according to his laws to the fearful example of other like

offenders."

Pp. 4. Draft, with corrections by Ruthal. Commencement lost.

R. O. 2. First two pages of a draft proclamation to the sheriffs, stating

that many of them of late have put apart the fear of God ; " more

leaning to their private profit than to equal justice, have forborne

to do their duties, whereby the King's highness hath not only been

deceived and damaged "

On the other leaf, in RuthaVs hand :—" Instructions devised by

the King's highness and his council containing the form and manner

how the sheriffs, undersheriffs, and baillies of every shire shall

truly and indifferently execute the King's processes, writs, warrants,

and commandments, to them to be delivered from time to time, for

the advancement of justice, according to their offices and the ob

servance of the King's laws."
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22 Nov. 2580- The Bp. of Worcester to [Wolset].

Vit B. in. 89. Refers him to his letters to Ammonius. The Pope is pleased

B. M. with what Wolsey had done touching the treaty, but is surprised

that he has received no letters from him about it Has been

ordered to recommend to Wolsey the prothonotary De Rubeis (De

Rossis) for the coadjutorship of Tournay. This day the Feast of

St. Cecilia was celebrated in the church of that name. The writer

ordereditto be decorated in honor of Wolsey. Rome, 22 Nov. 1516.

Signed.

Lat., pp. 2, mutilated.

22 Nov. 2581. For the Prior and Convent of Athelney."

P. S. Conge d'elire on the death of John Welkington, abbot. Green

wich, 9 Nov. 8 Hen. VHI. Del. Westm., 22 Nov.

ii. Petition of Ric. Wraxsall, prior, and the Convent, for the

above : to be presented by John Stokys and Ric. Kyngysdon.

5 Nov. 1516.

22 Nov. 2582. For Wm. Symons, the King's servant.

P. S. ^/ Licence to import 1,400 tuns of Toulouse woad and Gascon

wine. Greenwich, 15 Nov. 8 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm., 22 Nov.

Fr. 8 Hen.VIII. m.9.

22 Nov. 2583- Gaol Delivery.

Norwich Gaol.—Th. Aldriche, mayor, Sir Jas. Hoberd, Wm.

Elys, John Clerke, John Rightwise, Gregory Clerk and Rob.

Borowght. Westm., 22 Nov.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. pA, m. \0d.

23 Nov. 2584. Sir Ric. Jerningham to Wolsey.

B, O. Has received the King's commands to repair to England. Can

not come as soon as he wished, as he has a disease in his leg. Pur

poses to leave Tournay on the 25th. Paid Wm. Pawn on the 20th

1,000/., being part of the passport money then in his hands. Has

scarce sufficient to pay the horse on 4 Dec. Two other payments

will be shortly required. Tournay, 23 Nov.

Hoi., p. 1. Add. : My Lord Cardinal of York.

Nov. 2585. Spinelly to Wolsey.

Galba.B. it. 233. Wrote last on the 19th. Since the departure of Sion from

B. M. Barrow " here been c[ome divers ne]ws of him that I know.

Howbeit, the Master of the Posts and all others commonly suppose

he is arrived [with] the Emperor ; and because the ambassador

Catoli[co~\ resident in England wrote unto the \_Lord Chievres]

and the Chancellor that the said Cardinal should come

way, and see the confirmation of the new treaty, and did it not,

they repute not small negligence in the said ambassador, as his

secretary showed me, who can have as yet not his answer and

despatch to return to his master." The steward of Lord Roeulx

is appointed to carry the Toison to the French King, and leaves

this week. Ravestein returned home last Friday. Owing to the

order of France, he is more esteemed than he used to be. Chievres

is created Duke of Sora in the kingdom of Naples. * * *

3 E 2
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Sfinelly to Wolsey—COllt.

(A passage very much mutilated.) Dorval, the French ambas

sador, and his colleagues have been in Flanders seeing the country,

accompanied by the Lord of Sempy, and will be here this even

ing. Understands they wait for the Emperor's answer, and for

the business of Gueldres. Hears from Marroton (Marlion) that

the French offer to divide Italy with the Emperor. Has intimated

this to the Pope's nuncio * here.

Yesterday Casius's brother came from the Emperor. " The

Master of the Posts saith, that in case the King think expedient

the coming of the Emperor \jmto~\ this country, first . and fore

most, his highness must purvey that he shall not need of money, to

the i7itent his majesty be not compelled to fall in obligation with

the re\_gents~\ here, and consequently to condescend to their desires.

Furthermore, that without the King's coming over to Calais, con

sidering the little execution of the Archduchess and her cold con

dition, that the said Emperor s business will be in such surely. The

Doctor, bastard brother to the Lord Berghes, showed me that the

Cardinal Sedunensis went the night that he departedfrom Barrow

to a castle called Aswike (Heeswyk?), two leagues this side Graves,

and after, without losing time, to Genappes, a castle of the Duke

of Clcves, where he was met of 200 horsemen of the said Duke, that

brought him out of all danger." The ambassador ofArragon says

Sivylif, Valladolid, and Medina del Campo are in great commo

tion. They will be ruled by none other than their sovereign.

Hans Nagel affirms that Sir Geo. Nevil is gone to Metz, and how

Richard de la Pole and he both, with all the company

shall go within this few days into France ; and the semblable

shoiced \me Alamlire, who hath received of me other ten florins of

gold, and lo\ngeth for~\ an answerfrom your grace.

Has borrowed of the Vicechancellor xx .... as will appear by

a bill made ... to his steward, Sir Hugh Walker. Begs that it

may be paid to Tuke. Brussels, 23 Nov. 1516.

Hoi., pp. 4, badly mutilated. Partly cipher, with decipher

by Tuke, also mutilated. Add.

23 Nov. 2586. Extracts from Pace's Letters.

Vit B. xix. 325. "In the letters of Mr. Pace dated at Su[rrike, the 19th of]

B. M. November, he writeth that," &c. ( See the extractfrom the original

under that date.)

" In the letters of the said Mr. Pace dated

.... November."

Received the letters with the articles of the new [confederation]

between the Emperor, Henry and the King of Castile, [with a

copy of the] new articles to be proposed to the Swiss. The French

peace is accepted in such manner as is com[prised in his] former

letters, prejudicial to no man. The confederation before made with

the French King is rev[oked]. They have plainly declared in open

diet that th[ey will] not grant the French King auy men for his

m[oney]. To secure this they have made proclamation [throughout]

the country that no man shall take the French King's wages under

pain of death and los[s of] his goods. They have excepted the

Pope [and] the Emperor as their confederates, and at their re

quisition wi_ill allow] their soldiers liberty to go against their

enemies, [as well the] French King as other. The lords of

* Tuke deciphers this " nephew."
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Zurich have refused to take an[y money] of the French King,

because they will be bound to him in [nojthing. Pace then adver

tised the secre[tavy of] the canton of Zurich of the conclusion of

the said new league, in which an honorable peace is reserved for the

S[wiss]. On [de]manding what they intended to do in the King's

causes postquam [ac~\cep[er~\ant pacem Gallicam, they replied

that the said peace could [in] nothing let the Emperor's and the

King's causes there, considering that they were not bound to the

French King, but arc free to treat with all other princes. They

therefore desired Pace in the next diet, held in that town, to pro

pose what was committed to him, and answer should be made to

him, non obstante pace Gallica. It was necessary to get rid of

Galias or the Cardinal Sion, for their private squabbles have de

stroyed " all the affairs and themselves also." The Bastard said

that his master had sent two of his great captains into Rob. de la

Marche's land to take the Cardinal Sion, or " die for it." The Em

peror had written to Pace commanding him to stay in Switzerland,

no man believinghis ambassadors resident there. Galeazzo is likely

to do no harm, &c. (See next entry, from the original.)

In Tuke's hand.

f- 327. (In a different hand).—The 22nd inst. the writer reached Con

stance, where he found the " Duke of [Bari named by] the Emperor

Duke of Milieu." The Duke received him very kindly, and ratified

the promises made to [Henry] and "your grace (Wolsey), [and

gave] unto me writing sufficient upon the same; and upon

the augmentation of the matier of the Kynge veralie [the said]

Duke is very wise, discreet, and virtuous." Thinks God has

preserved him to this ho[nor and] exaltation. The French King

continually labors for one . . . conclusion of peace with the Swiss.

One article made by him is, that they shall [bind] themselves to

aid him against all who pretend to the realm of France ; " which

thyng is to be regarded." The Swiss have decided to [hold]

a diet shortly for the writer, where he is to have " one resolute

a[nswer]." Will be with them tomorrow. " Omnia apud illos

sunt intert .... propter largissimam provisionem Galli," who

has promised [them] a million of gold. Constance, 23 Nov. Sends

with these the Duke of Bari's credence to the [King] and " your

grace."

Contemporary copy, pp. 4, mutilated.

2587. [Pace] to [Wolsey].

R. O. The Count Galiace is like to do no harm. If he agree with the

French on the terms demanded, Francis will have him into France,

and, as his friends think, strike off his head. Hopes to have a

resolute answer when he obtains audience here, especially if the

Emperor will follow the advice of his friends. Will bind the King

in the least sum he can, and not exceed Wolsey's order. The articles

proposed by Wolsey are so " honest," they cannot reasonably be

refused. The Pope's ambassadors have sent to urge him to join

the new league. Has written to the Bp. of Worcester to the same

effect, and to bring the Pope to a speedy declaration. The Swiss

have made specific exception of the Pope and Emperor, as their

confederates in the peace, that they may be able to claim their

men jure foederis.

Hoi., pp. 2.
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23 Nov. 2588. For John de Castro, merchant of Spain.

P. S. \/ Licence "to export 1,000 quarters of wheat; not to exceed 6*. 8rf.

the quarter. Greenwich, 6 Nov. 8 Hen.VIII. Del. Westm., 23 Nov.

Fr. 8 Hen. VIII. m.9.

24 Nov. 2589. Sir Rob. Wingfield to Wolsey.

R.O. Has not written to him since 12 Oct., but divers times to the

King; the last time yesterday by the Emperor's order. As the

enemies are thick sown it must be kept secret. The Emperor is

much gratified that the Cardinal of Sion has written so abundantly

of the King and Wolsey's affection for him, which he hopes the

Emperor will certify by mouth, notwithstanding the intrigues of

Villynger, Courtvyll, and the Spanish ambassador Urreas, who

came yesternight. Sends a letter from Pace. In his letter of

12 Oct. advised Wolsey that he had taken 6,000 fl. of the Fucars

at the Emperor's desire, which he thought were in Lady Margaret's

hands. The Emperor, when he was near the Rhine, sent Lewis

Marroton to Wingfield for the money, which Wingfield gave, knowing

that he had spent largely for this journey. It is astonishing how

the Almains are abused or corrupted by their natural enemies the

French. The whole " regiment" of Insprok has revolted from the

Emperor. Knows, however, his courage is such that he will

perform this journey. He has gone already 400 English miles since

he left Augsburg, and Sion has assured him that Henry will furnish

him with money so long as he is west of the Rhine. Hopes

nothing will fail for lack of that, though this year they have found

the merchants very strange to deal with, especially in the money

sent for the defence of Verona. This has been a marvellously

costly year to him. Two months ago the King's provision for his

diet expired. Hagenow in the Nether Alsatia, 24 Nov. 1516.

Hoi., pp. 2. Add. : My Lord Cardinal's grace.

24 Nov. 2590- Lewis Maroton to Wolsey.

Galba, B. iv. 237b. Has been appointed by the Emperor to join Sir Rob. Wingfield

B. M. in transcribing secret papers of great importance. It will be desir

able that the ambassador mentioned in the King's letters should be

sent. The Emperor will certainly remain faithful to the King.

24 Nov. 15[16].

Lat., p. 1, mutilated. Add. ; Card. York.

24 Nov. 2591. [Pace] to Maximilian.

R. O. Has received the imperial letters commanding him, in his King's

name and the Emperor's, not to leave Switzerland, whatever the peace

formed with the French may be, lest the affairs of the allies go to

ruin. Had no intention of leaving out of despair, but was going to

visit the Emperor on the advice of those who favor his Majesty.

They who favor the French will easily be frightened by sending a

small body of troops into their territories, or by his threatening to

prevent the importation into Switzerland of corn, wine and salt

A messenger has just come from England with the heads of the

treaty lately concluded. Will remain at present till he hear from

him. The French treaty concluded this day will do no harm, as

the Swiss are not bound to the French. Zurich, 24 Nov. 1516.

Copy, corrected in Pace's hand; Lot., pp. 2. Endd.: Exempla

literarum Caesaris cum responso.
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24 Nov. 2592. For Anth. Fitzherbert, serjeant at law.

S. B. To be the King's sergeant at law. Del. Westm., 24 Nov

8 Hen.Vin.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 1.

24 Nov. 2593. For Th. Babington and Anthony his son.

S. B. Lease, for 21 years, of "le Haselyng hous" in Foxlow ,

" le Great Clytf," " Wylkyngfeld," and " le Spereacres leys" in Her-

tyngton, Derby, at an annual rent of 21*.: on surrender of patent

17 Feb. 12 Hen. VII. leasing to him the premises which formerly

belonged to Fras. Viscount Lovell, attainted. Del. Westm., 24 Nov.

8 Hen.Vin.

24 Nov. 2594. For Jas. Ap Jenkyns, yeoman usher of the Chamber.

P. S. To be bailiff of the lordship and keeper of the manor of Sand-

ford, Peverell, Devon, vice John Jakson, deceased. Greenwich,

22 Nov. 8 Hen.Vni. Del. Westm., 24 Nov.

Pat. 8 Hen.VIII. p. 2, wi.l.

24 Nov. 2595. For Hen. Patemer of London, draper.

p. s. v Licence to export 400 quarters of wheat ; not to exceed 6s. a

quarter. Greenwich, 18 Nov. 8 Hen.Vin. Del. Westm., 24 Nov.

Fr. 8 Hen.VIII. m.2.

25 Nov. 2596. Tunstal to Wolsey.

r. o. Refers him to his letter written to the King. Letters are to be

i;ilis, 3 S. i. 271. sent to the King Catholic, Chievres and the Chancellor. They are

Charles's favorites, and will never be removed from the government,

as he is fast in his friendships, unless he is persuaded to it by the

Emperor; and they will now suspect the King's letters, as they

suspect he has designs against them. Thinks that letters should be

sent to himselfand Wingfleld in cipher. Encloses one, after adding

certain letters and names and changing the order. The last he had

from Mr. Secretary was not sufficient. Sends Richmond to Calais

with this budget. The Duke of Gueldres has written to the King

Catholic in a more modest style, and is inclined to treat. Has not

been paid 30/. he lent Spinelly. Has received from him a bill for

it on Mr. Heron. Bruxelles, 25 Nov.

Hoi., pp. 2. Add. : My good Lord Cardinal, &c.

26 Nov. 2597- For Kic. Bp. of Winchester.

S. B. Mortmain licence to found a college for the inculcation of theo

logy, philosophy and the arts, to consist of one president and

thirty scholars, at Oxford, between Marten College on the east, a

lane near Canterbury College and the garden of the house of

St. Frideswide on the west, the lane of Oriall College on the

north, and the wall of the town on the south : to be called Corpus

Christi College. Also mortmain licence for alienating possessions

to the annual value of 350/. to the said College. This licence to

be made on surrender of patent, 12 March 4 Hen. "VTH., licensing

the said Bishop to alienate possessions, to the annual value of 100/.,

to the Prior and Convent of Winchester Cathedral. Del. Westm.,

26 Nov. 8 Hen.VIII.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 8.
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28 Nov. 2598. To Cothbert Tunstall, Master of the Rolls.

S. B. To cancel four recognizances made at Lichfield, 22 & 23 Hen. VII.,

before John Yotton, then Dean of Lichfield Cathedral, and others,

viz. : 1st, by Simon Mountford of Sutton Colfeld, Warw., and Sir

John Ferrers of Tamworth, Warw. ; 2nd, by Mountford and Wm,

Gresseley of Drakelow, Derby ; 3rd, by Mountford, Humph. Okever

of Okever, Staff., and Th. Dethyck of Newhall ; and 4th, by Mount

ford, Wm. Fylding of Prynsthorp, Warw., and Leonard Verney of

Shalleswell, Oxon. Greenwich, 26 Nov. 8 Hen. VIII.

26 Nov. 2599. For Humph. Madeley.

S. B. Lease, for 21 years, of an acre of land in the forest of Wyre and

in the lordship of Ernewod, Salop, parcel of the earldom of March,

which land has lain waste for sixteen years, and upon which is a

decayed mill called Medbrok Mill, at an annual rent of 2s. Madeley

is to rebuild the mill within four years, and to have timber out of

the said forest. Del. Westm., 26 Nov. 8 Hen. VIII.

26 Nov. 2600. For Cecile Bryse alias Brice of Norwich, aged 14.

S. B. Pardon for having robbed her master at the instigation of an

other person, for which she and the said person were condemned

to be executed. Del. Westm., 26 Nov. 8 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 7.

27 Nov. 2601- Ennius Bp. of Veroli to Henry VIII.

R. O. Has seen the King's letters to Pace. Thanks the King for the

favorable expressions conveyed in them, as also in those of Sion and

Wolsey. Zurich, 27 Nov. 1516.

Hoi., Lai., pp. 2. Add. Endd. : Litcrse epi. Verulani oratoris

apostolici apud Helvetios.

27 Nov. 2602. Ennius Bp. of Veroli to Wolsey.

R- O. Fears he shall not answer the high opinions conceived of him by

Wolsey and Sion. Refers him to Pace. Visconti has deceived

him, and seduced other Italians. Had endeavored all they could

to dissuade him from defection. They are, however, in expec

tation that all things will turn out well for the King, and the

defection of Visconti be of no consequence. But for Pace's efforts

the Swiss would have united with the French. If the French

attempt to employ the 6,000 men, it will create new dissensions.

The five cantons have consented to the conditions of a bare peace,

in order to recover the treaty signed by the eight, and their former

union. They will, therefore, probably listen to the King's pro

posal. Has not failed in any part of his negotiation. Zurich,

27 Nov. 1516.

Hoi., Int., pp. 3. Add. and endd.

27 Nov. 2603- For Jas. ap Jenkyn, yeoman usher of the Chamber.

P. S. To have the fee of the Crown, being 6d. a day, vice Ric. Smyth,

deceased. Greenwich, 26 Nov. 8 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm., 27 Nov.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 5.
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27 Nov. 2604. For John Broun of London, laborer.

Pardon for killing Roger Far well, ou London Bridge, in self-

defence. Westm., 27 Nov.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 14.

28 Nov. 2605. Sir Rob. Wingfield to [Henry VIII.]

Vit.B. iix.329. Wrote last from [this] town the of this month, and sent it

B. M. by a " proper messenger order to be delivered into your

own hands, w taken the right course, so that we shall

shortly h[ave here the] messenger again." Next day w[rote] to

Wolsey, " and that ny[ght I] came to this town, and likewise the

ambassador [whom] the King Catholic has sent toward the court

... by his ambassadors resident there." Henry may be sure

that " what for need and desire to attain that . . . favor of the go

vernors he is becoming as good sh . . . French as possible." The

same night there arrived here the Treasurer Villynger and Courte-

vylle, sent in haste by the said King and his Council to get the

delivery . . . into their hands, and that the Emperor should accept

[the treaty] of Noyon. They had audience that night. Their

request was put in articles to be discussed by the Council, " of

which [some] ben either blinded, abused, or corrupted by the

French and their adherents."

Next day went to the Emperor by his order, who told him of tho

request of the " before name[d ambassadors], with many things

sounding as though the parr .... his nephew's things and his own

necessity .... of his counsellors and subjects of his c[ourt, that] he

should be fnin to follow their petition

.... [His majc]sty was then ready to set forward toward the

church .... [cerjtnyn to frame an answer to his sayin<* in as brief

form [as he] could." I recited in the same the perfection of such

avises as he had received from the Cardinal Sedunensis and his

other ambassadors," of the stedfast faithfulness of Henry towards

him already fully proved by actions ; and showed how Henry had

put himself to " great business and howge charge and cost" for the

weal of Christendom and the defence of the Emperor, his nephew

and his other confederates, asking him to consider the weal of

Christendom, of himself and friends.

The Emperor then went down and mounted his horse, taking

Wingfield with him, on horseback, to the " great church." As

they passed the streets, " I upon his left hand, [being] approached

nigh to the church door, there cam a henne, beinge right fair and

divers of color, which peaceably [did l]yghte upon my bridle hand

as she had been a hawk, [and there remain]yd without moving'

till one of the Emperor's huyssers, which wende to have done well

re chance the Emperor seemed to be greatly jje

esteemed verily the same to presage some and at the least

he esteemed that before the end . . [the] lady of France should com

unto my hande for " After [mass] the Emperor said that

though the other ambassadors were pressing for a reply, he would

wait until the Cardinal Sion had arrived from England. The next

two days were passed by the Emperor in hunting, and he killed

fifty wild boars.

Today Count Caryate, Governor of Verona, &c. being at dinner

with Wingfield, he received the King's letters dated the . . . inst

at Greenwich, [with] the ratifications, commission, and copies men-

tioned therein ; also a letter from the Cardinal Sion " shewfins
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Sir Rob. Wingfield to [Henry VIII.]—cont.

how he was] at the city of Spyre, eleven Dutch mile hence, where

he [is waiting] the Emperor's pleasure, whether his majesty

majesty being advised sent forth with certain

.... [nam]yd and appointed which way the said Cardinal [should]

pass," so that he will be here on the last day of this month at

farthest. Before the Cardinal comes, as Wingfield has no letters

[for] the Emperor from Henry, he will not desire to execute Henry's

orders. Thanks the King for his good opinion ; the poverty and

labor he endures, he trusts, will be soon repaired. Tully doth write,

" Honos alit artes et omnes incenduntur (ad) studia gloria :" yet,

for his part, if the King's glory be amplified by any act of his, his

desires are fully accomplished. Hagenaw in Nether Elsace, 28 Nov.

1516. Signed.

Hoi., pp. 4, mutilated.

28 Nov. 2606- Hatters of Coventry.

P. S. y Pardon to Ric. Herrynge, John Swynneskoo, Walter Shyrwodde,

John Saunders, Ric. Walkar, Wm. Pysforde, Ric. Smythe, Hen.

Kylky, Ric. Marlar, John Bayly, John Moseley, Humph. Touckes,

John Barneby, Hen. Hinde, Wm. Cotton, Ric. Totty, John Strange,

Ric. Kemsey and Ric. Burwey, mercers, alias hat merchants, of

Coventry, and Joan Bryan, of the said city, widow, for transgressing

the statute concerning the importation of hats and caps. Corff

Castle, 26 Aug. 8 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm., 28 Nov. 8 Hen. VHI.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 7.

28 Nov. 2607- For Sir Edw. Nevill.

S. B. Wardship of Roger, son and heir of Gervase Howrne, deceased.

Del. Westm., 28 Nov. 8 Hen. VIH.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p.l, m. 18.

28 Nov. 2608. For Sir John Nevell.

P. S. Annuity of 40 marks, during pleasure. Greenwich, 27 Nov.

8 Hen. "VTII. Del. Westm., 28 Nov. 8 Hen. VHI.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 3.

28 Nov. 2609- For Ellen Mathew of Walley, Lane, aged 20.

S. B. Pardon, on confession of Rob. Slatter, executed for felony, with

whom she had been convicted, and committed to Stafford Gaol,

that she was not a party to the offence. Del. Westm., 28 Nov.

8Hen.Vm.

30 Nov. 2610. Clarencieux. to Wolsey.

Calig. B. vi. 138. Has delivered the letters to Albany, and told him that his master

B. M. will be satisfied to receive Albany's promise, under his private

hand and seal, to repair to England, which he refuses, for since he

proposed to the estates of Scotland to repair to France to see the

King and his wife the Duchess, he was never in so great trouble.

However good his purpose is, they make greater difficulties than

before. The same day he repaired " to the Tawbuthe, where they

kyppe thayre parliament," and argued with all the estates of the

land to no purpose. They will not consent to his removal until

their King is of full age; unless he can obtain a prorogation of the

truce concluded at London, and do justice upon all the thieves.
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On Clarencieux urging that he should declare what good causes

took him to England, and if they were satisfied he might give the

bond, that if he could not accomplish his promise without them all

would be useless, Albany declined, as it would disturb all he had done,

and desired letters patent might be sent. Being alone with his

secretary, Jaques Marechal, he said he would rather have his head

cut oft" than sign a bond and not fulfil it. " These words said, he

took my hand betwixt his two hands, and sware to me by the faith

he oweth unto God, and by the faith of an (sic) gentleman, that he

would put himself in his most effectual devoir to have his leave of the

said Scots of Scotland, to go by England to the King ; and said also,

if he were not as well minded to go to the King, as his highness,

your grace, or any other living would, or that he would not without

feigning or dissimulation, in condition he were ready to depart, go

on foot from Edinburgh to London, that he forsaketh his part of

paradise, and giveth him, body and soul, to all the devils of hell ;

and further sware in like manner, upon an piece of the Holy Cross,

and on divers other relics, which be in a tablet of gold hanging about

his neck, beseeching God if he minded not as he said, that all his

life an evil chance and evil fortune might fall upon him." If he

might be one of those, who could do so good a deed as establish

the peace of the two realms, he\would think himself " the most

happiest gentleman in the world."

Desires that the Lords Dacres and Conyers should remain as

hostages in Scotland, besides the two Earls in Bollene. Jaques

Marchall goes to France to procure money for his return home, and

a commission from the French King. The Chancellor of France

cancelled the former because Madame d'Angoulesme and the Great

Master were not then in court. He speaks so fair that Clarencieux

thinks if he were once out of Scotland he would never be there

again. He has had so much trouble he wishes he had broken both

his arms and his legs before he set foot in Scotland. When the

" brullerye " was among them, the states told him if he once left

he should never return, and they would forsake the French alliance.

Alnwick, 30 Nov. Signed.

Pp. 3. Add. : To my Lord Cardinal [hi]s good grace.

2611. Scotland.

R. O. " Articles concerning the King's mind and pleasure, to be declared

to his cousin the Duke of Albany, for answer to be made by Cla

rencieux king-at-arms, upon such writings as, by way of replica

tion to the last instructions of the said Clarencieux, the said Duke

lately delivered to him to be declared and showed to the King's

highness."

As Albany agrees to the King's wishes in reference to the coming

of the Duke to his presence, according to the overtures made on

Albany's behalf by De Playnys, for the establishment of peace

between the two kingdoms, the King will be glad to see him,

and will receive him honorably.

Though the King has sufficient grounds in law to make irre

fragable answer to the Duke touching the new additions to the

articles passed between the Cardinal of York and him, the bond

mentioned in the letters confirmatory for his security in coming to

the King, the diffidence pretended for leaving his safeconduct at

Berwick, and his defence on the subject of the suspicions attaching

to his abode in Scotland, his request of hostages, and his assump
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Scotland—cont.

tion of the style of governor in the last article, the King consents

to the following demands.

1. Clareneieux shall deliver the King's letters confirmatory of

the articles between Wolsey and Albany under the great seal : the

Duke shall deliver similar letters, authenticated by the three

Estates of Scotland. The style of Governor, assumed by Albany

in the last article, as it is only a form, shall be omitted. The

King not agree to it without admitting Albany's title. Such dis

puted titles are constantly waived in negotiations between the

Emperor, France, Castile, &c; and the King cannot prejudice

the rights of the Queen of Scots, his sister.

2. As to hostages. Though the King's safectfnduct is sufficient,

yet as the Duke is coming for the good of peace, the King is

willing to send to Boulogne the Earl of Surrey, son and heir

to the Duke of Norfolk, Admiral of England, and the Earl of

Devonshire, who is of the blood royal, till the Duke arrive in

France. But it will be necessary to have assurance under the

French King's seal for their deliverance. These shall be sufficient

for the Duke without requiring other hostages to lie in Scotland,

about whom new difficulties might be raised. As to the objections

which the Duke makes to granting any bond for his coming to the

King, it is only reasonable that where one party is bound the other

should be also. However, if Albany cannot be induced to give an

open bond, the King will take his secret promise under his sign

manual. As to the prorogation of the truce till the feast of

St. John the Baptist, as it is a very short time to arrange matters

between the feast of St. Andrew and Midsummer, the King has

confirmed it for the term of a whole year, beginning at the feast

of St. Andrew's next. Agrees to the proposed diet, and has com

missioned Dacre and Magnus to meet the commissioners at Mor

peth, according to the last recess, before the expiration of the

truce, there to treat of all matters comprised in the letters of

recess made first at Coldingham, and afterwards at London, and

for mutual redress, especially of the grievances complained of by

Rosse Herald.

Lastly. Though the King has confirmed the articles between

Wolsey and the Duke, and extended the truce, if the Duke will

not make assurance of coming to the King, the prorogation is to

be void.

Pp. 13.

30 Nov. 2612. Scotland and France.

It. MS. 13 B.ii. 26b. " Responsa per Gubernatorem ct Status Regni Scotia? ad Articnlos

B. M. mag'1 Francisci de Bordeaulx, &c."

Ep. Reg. Sc. i.249. Thank the King for his inquiries after the Scotch King's

Adv. MS. 447. health. Their loyalty to James and Albany remains unshaken.

Had carried on the war for two years or. their own resources, and

only consented to an honorable peace. Francis had set the exam

ple. Were urged by this course to Albany, who was at that time in

France, though his comprehension was subject to very hard con

ditions. The interests of France have always been dear to Scotland.

Are rejoiced to hear of the intended marriage between the Prin

cess and the King Catholic, and remind him of the promised

affinity for the child of his Queen (Claude) not yet born. As to the
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comte of Xaintonge, when Henry V. was in France, Charles "VTI.

asked assistance of Rob. Duke of Albany, Governor of Scotland,

and 7,000 men were sent under the Earl of Douglas, afterwards

Duke of Tours, the Earl of Buchan, afterwards Constable of France,

and Lord Darnley, ancestor of Lord d'Aubigny. They defeated

the English in a battle at Baugy, where tne Dukes of Clarence and

Somerset were slain ; but fell afterwards at Verneuil. Again, when

Henry VI. held Paris, James I. sent the Earl of Orkney with 5,000

men, by whose aid the English were expelled from France. For

these reasons the comte of Xaintonge was granted to the Scotch

Kings, as may be seen in a deed under the great seal of the

French King. It would be most unjust to keep back what was

bought so dearly. Thank the King for promising to decide the

question by the rights of law ; also for the forces which he says

are prepared for their assistance if necessary, but are sorry he should

imagine that they distrust him, for nothing would induce them to

do so. As to the peace with England, which he says prevents him

from ratifying the treaty with Scotland, confirmed by De Planis,

it was expressly stipulated in the treaty made by Lewis XII.

and James IV., when he took up arms for France, that neither

party should make any agreement with the English without con

sent of the other. That treaty expired a year and a day after

his death, but was renewed by De Planis, by a special mandate.

The time is now come for fulfilling his promises, as today is

the last of the truce with England. The Up. of Ross will explain

everything more fully. Edinburgh, St. Andrew's day, 30 Nov.

1516.

Lot.

30 Nov. 2613. Sib Rob. Wingfield to [Wolsey].

Vit. B. xix. 331. Wrote [last] on the 24th ult. to Wolsey from this town. Since

B. M. same has written to the King [from] the same place. This

evening, about five o'cl[ock, the] Cardinal Sion came here, " and

[had it] not been St. Andrew's day, which is patron of ... . the

Emperor was fain to be at the evensong, notwithstanding it] was

right foul weather, he would have mett with h[im him]self." He

sent his marshal, with all the nobles of his court, and their com

panies, to meet and [conduct] the Cardinal to his lodgings. The

Pope's ambassador a ... is and Wingfield rode to meet him. At

. . . o'clock the Emperor sent for the Cardinal and Wingfield. The

Cardinal made a statement of all that he had done in his journey,

describing the proposals he had made to the King Catholic, and the

answer he had received [from] him (on which Wingfield descants

with his usual rhetoric). When he had finished "the Emperor for

his part letters and recomeudatious in most . .

form, rejoicing to behold the saying

them to be like his own and upon to the King and

your grace with all others be ing cause amongst which the

Queeu's grace was in the declaration which the said

most reverend Cardinal . . . made, nor in convenient thanks by

his majesty's . . . [conclusions he shewed to be as joyous and as

well content and . . . and also made right gracious and humane

thanks to [the] Cardinal." [Wingfield] told the Emperor that he

had received letters from the King two [days] ago, with "the

King's [confirmation] as well of the new league " as of an article

concerning the] Swiss and their pension, and a commission to
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Sir Rob. Wingfield to [Wolsey]—cont.

him to deliver the ratification] to the Emperor, and to receive

similar ones, with his solemn oath for its observance. Hagenaw

in Nether Elsace, 30 Nov. 1516. Signed.

Hoi., pp. 4, mutilated.

2614. Jerome Buslidianus to More.

Mori Opera. In praise of his Utopia. Mechlin, 1516.

Nov. 2615. [Wolsey] to [Pace].

Vit. B. xx. 22. [Has received Pace's letters, containing] " such news as have

B. M. been occurrent in those parts. The King gives you his full good

thanks for your diligent acquittal in that behalf. The new con

federation, league and amity, which has been long debated with the

King of Castile, is now perfectly accepted on both sides, though the

counsellors of that King made difficulties, and in the conclusion

thereof showed themselves somewhat dull and untoward. But now

by experience perceiving the brittleness of other amities, and

regarding the commodities that have and may ensue unto the King

their master's country by renovellyng of the intelligence between

the two houses," they are more inclinable and better contented with

our amity ; and think this confederation constant and sure without

fictions or abuses, and the other unstable and grounded upon a

brittle foundation. Supposes undoubtedly that the King of Castile

and his subjects, as well of Spain as of these parts, " were never

more assuredly knit in firm peace, love and amity with any King

of England than [th]ay now be." The Swiss have not only been

comprised therein as his friends, but a special article has been drawn

up " in a book apart," whereby all the confederates are bound to

contribute for their support.

The Pope has entered the confederation, so that they are not to

serve against the principal confederates, but to fight for them when

ever they shall be required, as will appear by copies of the treaty and

the separate article inclosed. Though the King of Castile will pro

bably intimate this to them, yet [Pace shall] notify it to them, and

thank them for their kind promise, communicated in his former let

ters, not to serve any prince against Henry, [but to take] his wages,

against any other, without [any yearly] pension, with good words

confirming them in their benevolent intention. To this end the King

directs his familiar letters to them, with a clause of credence for Pace

a copy of which is enclosed. As the King of France's overtures

to England by his late, ambassador have not succeeded, percase

that King treat with them to make enterprise against the King of

England, the King desires Pace to resort to the Swiss, and reside

with them until he hear further, in order to discover their condition,

and the practices of the French King among them ; to establish them

in their good mind towards Henry " in observing their promises,

and not suffering any of the cantons to serve the French King " in

any enterprise [ag]ainst the King's highness, his lauds or dominions ;

" for the King's grace is informed that the said [Fren]che King

hath now in his wages 12,000 Suchys read[y] to serve against the

King's grace, at which the King cannot a little mervaile." He is to

have such Swiss revoked as are in wages with France against

[England] ; and send word of his proceedings with all diligence.

Sends him 100J.

Pp. 3, much mutilated.

-■
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Vit. B. xx. 13a. 2. Draft of the above in Ruthal's hand.

B. M. Much mutilated.

Nov." 2616. [Pace] to .

Vit B. xx. 35b. " certain knowledge

B. M. [of pea]x made betwixte [th]e Kinge (inter-

cedente ) thys is one article, that

which the said King Catho[lic] [wa]s bunde to

pay yearly to the French [King] for the recognition of the realm [of]

Napuls and the sustentation of his French [w]iffe shall be now by

the vigor of this new peace paid unto the Emperor."

On a separate piece ofpaper.

" The Swyces, after the conclusion of their last diet, did show

unto me that it was for no negligence, but that it is not their

manner to comprise any prince in their lieges but such as be con

federate with them. And therefore they would that his grace

should be comprised in the French chapters at their instance, as

he is. The French King hath comprised in his chapters Regem

Catholicum et Regem [Navar[rae, quasi Rex Catholicus ....

rex."

Then follows a paragraph so mutilated that nothing can be made

of it.

Hoi., pp. 2, mutilated. The leaf has been reversed in the

. binding.

2617. James V. to Francis I.

B.MS. 13 B. ii. 250. Heard from Matthew de Villebresme, Francis Chamberlain, of

B. M. the peace made between him and Charles Prince of Spain, in which

Ep. Keg. Sc. i. 22 himself and Scotland are included. Though the friendship between

Scotland and Spain has received no check, the prelates and peers

approve of this comprehension, to certify which he has sent the

present letter, confirmed by the Great Seal. Edinburgh.

Lat.

2618- De Hedin to Wolsey.

Has looked over all his letters received during the last month

from the Emperor and Madame. Thinks they will be effective for

the prosecution of the affairs commenced. Is sure the Emperor has

not informed the secretary ofMadame rightly, though the secretary's

letter is quite correct, (»''est que bonne). It was written on the 22nd

ult., the Cardinal of Sion's to Wolsey on the 23rd. The Cardinal's

caution, not to credit news from France, Flanders, or elsewhere,

must have been in consequence of the Emperor's answer to the

secretary. Believes his letters and Wingfield's to be true. Signed.

Fr., p. 1. Add. : Monsr. le Cardinal.

2619- The Bp. of Bateux to Ammonius.

Lett, di Principi, Would willingly have complied with the desire expressed in his

i. 17b. letters received yesterday, glad of an opportunity of doing service

to the King and the Cardinal of York, but was not able, as he had

sent the brief to the Pope (iV. Sig.) to show him that he could not

execute it. Doubts not that it will be made out in a new form, to

satisfy his majesty, as the writer is certain. Will send tomorrow, for

this special purpose, a messenger on horseback, that the Pope may
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The Br. of Bayeux to Ammonius—cont.

understand the desire England has for this. Trusts that De Gigli will

have heard of his sending back the brief. The Abp. of St. Andrew's

had left Paris many days before the writer received his commission.

Nobody knew what road he took, for he had sent his household

forward by different ways, all for fear of you. Begs Ammonius to

take his part. Thinks the Pope will not fail to satisfy the King,

nor De Gigli to solicit him. Has sent the latter information of

everything.

Is glad Ammonius is so near Wolsey's palace (palazzo di sua

signoria*). Thinks, if he wishes to join himself (accostarvi) to the

, said palace, he will not stand in his own way. As to the success of his

affairs, to judge both from his own account and that of others, would

sing for joy; but here the season is so cold, that every grasshopper

has lost his powers, as the writer has lost a great part of his own.

Grieves much that [his own] services are not appreciated. Perceives

that he has fallen into an ungrateful climate. Will never be wanting

in his service to Ammonius. Desires to be commended to Erasmus,

who, while he has given the world such great proof of his prudence,

has given the writer the greatest, namely, that while wandering

every day among barbarous nations he has determined not to fix his

residence here. Amboise, 1516.

Ital.

1 Dec. 2620. Dacre to Wolsey.

R. O. Has received his honorable and discreet writing, dated West

minster, 12 Nov. Immediately sent the instructions to Clarencieux,

who declared them to Albany, and delivered the letters of the

King and Wolsey. The Duke heard them favorably, and when

it came to the point, said he would make either an open or

privy bond for his corning to the King on his way to France.

" Therewith he made a stop, saying, and swearing many great oaths,

if he might have the lords of Scotland he would be glad to go with

all his heart." Clarencieux writes more fully. Clarencieux in

formed the Duke that a commission had come, according to the

last recess made at London, 1 June last, for Magnus and Dacre to

meet the commissioners of Scotland at Morpeth. Has, however,

written himself to Albany, appointing the meeting at Alnwick upon

St. Andrew's Eve, on account of the pestilence at Morpeth. Sends

a copy of his letter. Accordingly made an abstinence of war, on

St. Andrew's Day, till 27 Jan. Sends a copy of the articles. As

Magnus had not come down with their instructions it is agreed

that the commissioners shall come to Berwick or Harbottle when

ever Dacre gives them warning. If Magnus come now, will

appoint no day of meeting till he know whether the King will alter

any of the instructions he brings, seeing that the said Duke makcth

a stop now. Meanwhile will keep days of truce.

Has viewed part of the borders. Intends to examine every fort on

the East Borders, with the advice of Sir Anth. Ughtred, Captain

of Berwick, who is as zealous for the good rule of the country as

if he were Dacre's servant. Bequests Wolsey to write him a letter

of thanks. Clarencieux will be with them at the viewing. Has

detained him on account of his experience and acquaintance with

French. The Scots are very ill pleased with the new league

between the King, the Emperor and the King of Castile. The Lord

* Wolsey had just been mentioned.
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Home's brother and the others shall be kept according to the

King's pleasure. Harbottle, 1 Dec. Signed.

Pp. 2. Add. : To my Lord Cardinal's grace.

1 Dec. 2621. The Bp. of Bateux to Ammonius.

Lett, di Principi, Transmits a brief which he has received from the Pope with

!• 18 b. orders to send it to the King. Begs he will send back the mes

senger with an answer. Finding himself in better fortune than

usual, has written to Erasmus, that if he will come and live with

him he will give him 200 ducats a year, with enough to pay the

expences of two horses and two servants, and as much leisure for

study as he wishes. Perhaps Erasmus will laugh at this, and invite

the Bishop in return to come and live with him, with small

enough salary, suitable to his small merits. But what would he do

with him ? He could not print or do anything else to be of use to

him, unless he loves to banter as usual. Begs to be commended

to Wolsey. Amboise, 1 Dec. 1516.

Ital.

1 Dec. 2622. Mountjoy to Henry VIII.

R. O. Received on 23 Nov. his letters dated the 17 th, at Greenwich,

desiring him to remain for the advancement of the King's works.

Assures him he never intended to depart without leave. Will

shortly discharge all the 1,050 workmen for the season. Wm.Pawne

has been guilty of misdemeanors specified in a book of articles

sent to Sir Ric. Jernyngham. Agrees as to the expediency of

making the wall from the Porte Brule to the West Sluice, so that

two carts can go upon it ; but the work is great, and can be better

done when the castle is enclosed, as it would interfere with the

making of the wall and towers, and especially with the dyke. The

master mason thinks the laying of earth to the wall can do no

injury. Has sent by Jernyngham the town's answer to the King's

demand for a contribution. The country's offer is little better.

The Council think it advisable not to press the matter till the

castle be enclosed. Has fulfilled the King's commands touching

the discharge of Wm. Bartilmewe and Hugh Say. Jerningham

has gone to the King. He has been most assiduous in furthering

the works. Desires speedy provision for next payment. Tournay,

1 Dec. Signed and sealed.

Pp. 2. Add. and endd.

1 Dec. 2623. For John Morice, chaplain.

P. S. To have the chantry in Sandehalle castle, vice Matthew Shepc-

herd, resigned. Greenwich, 26 Nov. 8 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm.,

1 Dec.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p.2,m.\.

1 Dec. 2624. For Hugh Parker, yeoman nsher of the Chamber.

P. S. To be bailiff of the lordship of Rysing, Norf., parcel of the

duchy of Cornwall, with 2d. a day. Greenwich, 1 Dec. 8 Hen. Vni.

2 Dec. 2625. For Th. Thursby of Bishop's Lynne, Norf.

S. B. Lease, for 21 years, of all the demesne crown lands, with the fresh

and salt marshes and the liberties of the faldages, in Norfolk, be

longing to the manor of Rysyng, parcels of the duchy of Corn

wall and of the coney warren in the same manor, lately held by Sir

2- 3F
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For Th. Thursbt of Bishop's Lynne, Norf.—cont.

Tli. Lovell, treasurer of the Household : at an annual rent of 50/.

Del ,2 Dec. 8 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 8 Hen.VIII. p. 1, m. 21.

2626- [Sir Rob. Wingfikld] to [Henry VIII.]

Vit. B. xix. 312. Wrote last from this town [to the King] on the [28th] of last

B. M. month, and on the last day of the same wrote [to] Wolsey also from

this town, announcing the arrival here of the Cardinal Sion about five

in the evening. The same night he had a private audience of [the

Emperor], none being present but Wingfield. He gave an account

of his voyage, and what he had done for the Emperor, declaring the

affection of Henry towards him, and " how honorably he had been

entreated " and conveyed into Zealand ; leaving nothing untold

which was worthy of remembrance. At seven o'clock on the night

[following] the Emperor sent for Wingfield, and " sitting under a

rythe [canopy of] astaate, and the said Cardinal placed on his

right han[d more] remote, and I upon his left somewhat near," the

matter communicated by him was declared again to the Privy

Council then present, and the act of the new confederation, with

the article concerning the Swiss, sealed and signed by the commis

saries of Henry, with their oath, the King's aud the Catholic King's

ambassadors' oath, presented by him to the Emperor. Wingfield

also presented Henry's commission of authority to deliver the

Emperor's ratifications, and to receive the same of him with his oath,

corroborated by witnesses and notarial instruments upon it. He

took it in his hand, " and looked upon the seal, saying that the

said seal was very thin to suffer much travell or stresse ;" and,

returning it to Wingfield, said he would appoint his Council to

oversee the same, &c, and that everything should be answered and

executed as speedily as possible.

Yesterday evening, about seven, were with him again. " He

purposed divers things, and argued which he shewed

how he had caused your highness, and further

more declared he had given me in charge, which

was det letters of the 23rd of last month ; and far[ther his]

majesty shewed he trusted [how that it] should have been re

turned five or six days or he came, [and] should have brought a

perfect resolution with him of the florins " which he had

wished to have provided while he was in the Low Countries, "and

.... for his return." He feared he should not be able conveniently

to [reach] the place appointed so soon as he had intended. He

fdid not] doubt Henry's liberality, yet, unless he were assured of

some] monthly provision, he was sure [his Council] would not

consent to his ma[king this] descent ; and thereon asked their ad

vice. They, having previously received a hint from Marroton,

had well considered the matter, and decided between themselves

what answer to make ; " and because I and . . . most reverend

Cardinal doth at this time a as well of the answer that he

made as how I shall make no farther mention of the

same." Dated at " the [Hagenau], in the Neether Elsace,'' 3 Nov.*

1516.

P.S.—The [Emperor] has done and will do all that is possible

to save Verona, " and no .... in mietly good cace, though in deed

such as ought to be that it should be retained ben those

* Mistake for Dec.
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that make most h[aste to] convey it to the enemy's hands " by

such subtil means that it would be long before honest men could

ju[dge of them].

In his last letter he informed Henry [that the Emperor] had

killed, in two days, fifty wild swine ; on S[aint] Andrew's Eve he

killed above forty, and returned to th[e] evensong.

Of this venison he trusts some will [be eaten] in England.

Hoi., pp. 5.

ii. Part of the same letter, apparently misplaced.

'.814 b. Tho Catholic King has written to the Emperor expressing his

regret that Cardinal Sion had left his territory without speaking

with him, as he desired to have great communication with him.

He also asked the Emperor to send him again before he went into

Spain, and he would find means with the French King, to restore

him what he had lost. These propositions were made by Mar-

roton to the Cardinal "before our last audience expressed within

these letters." The Cardinal said he would gladly go again,

according to the Emperor's desire, but that he had less desire now

than ever to treat with France, for he trusted that the Emperor

and " his twain sons " would not suffer him to want an honest

living, as Henry had already declared ; and if he could have found

it in his heart to have [applied to] the French for restitution, he

might [have done] so long ago " without troubling the [King of

Arragon] "

Hoi., p. 1.

2627. to [Margaret of Savoy.]

R. O. On the 3rd inst. the Emperor debated with his Council about

his visit to the King Catholic. Felingher, Hans Rennere and others

opposed, the majority supported it, and were upheld by the Emperor,

who said that such a visit was the duty of a good father. He will

come at once if she promise to send her servants with the 10,000

florins to Treves, to the burgomaster there. It will be necessary that

she make all diligence for the said sum to be sent, as all depends upon

it. The Emperor will take his oath to the league made in England

by Cardinal Sion, and others his ambassadors. This will delay him

two days more. Sion and the English ambassadors have used all

their efforts to prevent the Emperor accepting the offers made by

Felingher, the governors of the King Catholic and the French.

Begs she will write to the Emperor, and dissuade him from accepting

their propositions.

Copy, Fr.,p. 1.

3 Dec. 2628- .To Cuthbert Tunstall, Master of the Rolls.

S. B. To cancel a recognizance of 200 marks made by Th. Earl of

Derby, 29 Oct. 7 Hen. VIII. Greenwich, 25 Nov. 8 Hen. VIII.

In margin : Mem., that Mr. Doctor Tayllour wrote the vacatur

by virtue of this warrant, the Master of the Rolls being in the

parts beyond the sea, the 3 day of December, the year aforesaid.

4 Dec. 2629. Maximilian to Margaret of Savoy.

Vesp. F. in. 60b. " Copie de la lettre que l'Empereur a ecrite a Madame en sifre."

Lett. Max. and —Has seen her letter written in cipher. Directly he is informed

Marg. ii. 333. Dy a servant whom he sends over the sea, that the 10,000 florins are

sent to Treves, he will come to her. Hageno, 4 Dec.

Fr.,p.\.

3F 2
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2630. Henry VIII. to Tunstal.

R. 0. " Instructions given by the King'3 highness to his trusty anJ

right well beloved councillor Dr. Tunstal, his Vice-chancellor and

orator with the King Catholic, not only containing answer to his

letter bearing date the 25th day of November, but also declaring the

King's mind and pleasure, how he shall further order himself in the

declaration of such credence, as is committed unto him at this time,

upon the King's letters now directed, as well 'to the said King

Catholic as to the Lord Shivers and Chancellor, his councillors."

1. The King approves of Tunstal's conduct in demanding a

confirmation of the league, and in his answers to Chievres and the

Chancellor. No league can be made except the words of invasiou

be therein expressed ; to which the King Catholic's council

object. Is to defend other points in it, e. g., the King's claim to the

pension of France. 2. That the treaty has been already passed by

their ambassador, who has taken the oath to it for the King of

Castile. Is to urge their confirmation of it in consideration of the

advantage it will be to their master, and that they will be held

responsible for any evil which may befall on withholding their

assent. Is to deliver certain letters sent him to the King, removing

the imputation that this treaty is intended to bring him into tutelage.

Is to tell the King of the efforts made by England for the safety of

Naples, and that it has always been his loving brother ; and all

insinuations to the contrary are scandalous. Is to advertise Chievres

and the Chancellor that he has told the King of England of the

seditious reports made to them touching the matter just specified,

and for removing them from their authority, at which the King

much marvels

Imperfect, pp. 1 6.

2631. [Henry VIII.] to [Wolsey].

Vit. B. xx. 9. " My lord, my[most hearty commendations unto] yow ; and by thys

B. M. [bearer you shall receive a letter] whych is writtyn

beyng att the wrytyng the Emperor the effecte

nede to wrytte to yow att thy[s time] .... I send yow the letter

herein inkloys[yd] (willing) yow to makesuche answare (with expe

dition] as to yow shall seme best.) Howbeit I ass[ure] yow I like

nott the Emperour's offer to com[e] to Inglande, except he broght

the Kyng o[f] Arragon with hym ; for by the Emperour's sule

coinyng no surte shuld be for us in Flawnde[rs], and I fere me

(except itt be the better handylyd) the malefactours (by theyre

corruption) s[hall] lett oure pretendyd enterprys, as more pla[ynly]

yow may parcayve yffyow constrw well thys le[tter] as I am sure

yow can doo, for as I parsayve he wo[ld a]woyd it wonder a colour

off respecte to h[is w . . .] proffytte, by thes wordes I am sure yow

wy[ll] parsayve the more deply in them all so[ch . .] his

all (the) imbassadours wold come to my lord lett

them nott com any thyng lett

Hoi., p. 1, much mutilated.

2632. Henry VIII. to Sir Rob. Winqfield.

Vit. B. xix. 334. P.S.—After signing these letters, received his writing dated

B.M. Hagano, 23 Nov., giving information of the speedy descent of the

[Emperor] into these Low Countries, and of the places which he

was to visit,—and declaring the matters which the Emperor himself

had notified, viz., that, in consideration of Henry's past expenses, and

those which both princes would sustain at the interview if it took
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place on that side of the sea, he intended to visit England and meet

Henry near the sea coast. Is to thank the Emperor for this loving

overture : but the object of his repair to the Low Countries must

not be neglected, viz., to avert the dangers likely to ensue to the

King Catholic by the treaty of Noyon, according to the agreement

of Henry with the Cardinal of Sion at his late being in England.

If the councillors are permitted to retain their authority, the treaty

of Noyon will take effect, whereby the King Catholic will be in

danger of [losing] all his dominions ; the Emperor will never have

authority over him ; and the expeditions of the Swiss will be frus

trated, so that the Emperor will find great difficulty in carrying on

any enterprise in Italy, and the rule of France in Italy will be

established. The councillors not desiring to go with their master

to Spain will probably throw the government into the hands of the

French King.* Henry will prepare to meet the Emperor near

Calais.

Wingfield is to urge him to fulfil his intended journey to his

nephew's court, "and not to. be hindered by the fair offers of the

French King, who does not intend to keep his promises, nor by the

abuses of Chefers, nor the Chancellor." f The Cardinal of Sion, to

whom Wolsey has written, is to be stirred up to this end. The

only cause of fear is the great offers held out by the French King

and the said councillors to the Emperor to accept the treaty of

Noyon. It is said the French have offered to abandon the

Venetians, and to leave Verona and Brescia to the Emperor ; to

conquer Italy, and give half of it to the Emperor, with the pension

of 100,000 ducats granted by the King Catholic to the French

King out of Naples. For the performance of these offers the

French King proposes to meet the Emperor. Can hardly believe

the Emperor will allow himself thus to be deceived by France, of

whose ill faith he has had great experience. He is to be dissuaded

from coming to England, '' except he broght with him the King

of Castyll."f The King's ambassadors will be put in readiness

to repair to the Emperor on his descent into the Low Countries.

The Emperor's answer to the premises is to be communicated in

all haste.

Second draft, corrected by the King himself, pp. 6. Blanks

caused by mutilation filled up from the draft corrected by Ruthal.

Headed : The [King's grace's instructions] to Sir Robert Wyng-

[field his ambassador with the Emperor].

Galba,B.vi. 123. 2. First draft, corrected by Ruthal.

B. M. Pp. 9, mutilated.

5 Dec. 2633. Tunstal to [Henry VIII.]

Galba, B. rv. 238. .... The said ambassadors returned more than six days ago.

B. M. They and the Council here secretly met, he knows not for what

purpose. " This mo[rning^ word hath been privily sent me by such

[as] be your grace's great friends here, that yesterday [a] peace

was concluded by such, as here [Aare] commission for the Emperor,

betwixt the French King and the Emperor, and the [oath'] made

privily in the presence of o send ; which thing

also the Chancellor hath aff[irmed~\ to your saidfriends to be true;

* In the draft corrected by Ruthal, it added :— as the Lord Corded (Des Querdea)

here did ; and France, which aspires to the monarchy of the world, will disturb

all Christendom.

f In margin in Henry's own hand.

J Interlined in Henry's own hand.
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Tunstal to [Henry VIII. ]—eont.

and . . . sid that now at the last the universal peace, [that so]

long hath been in treaty, was now conelu[dcd ;] which saying your

said friends bade me adv\_ertise~\ your grace of. For a surety the

Emperor shall have, as they be \infor~\myd, 200,000 ducats in money.

The [half] to be paid now shortly at Christenmas after

the other at days. Also a personal [meeting] should be betwixt

the Emperor and the French King and the King of Castile at Cam-

bray. Also I have be[en advertised that all such practices, as the

Emperor knoweth of, do co[me] abroad to the knowledge of the

Lord Chievres and the Chancellor. What by the g[o]vernor of

Bressc, and what by other about her and alb * • •

Thefre[nds] * * r bycause she keepeth ....

Mr servants, do get it out of her

.... odir, and so do utter it; for which cause your grace [may

co?i]sider what your grace will make such as be longing [to hei

and] there abiding with your grace privy unto, for that the kno

... to her, and such as be about her do find the [means'] to know

it of her by one or other ; and so id (it) co[meth] abroad as I am

advertised."

Things arc deferred here some days for the [arrival] of the

French ambassadors, and as yet no co[unci!j has been called upon

Henry's affairs. Has made great instance, partly awaiting the

King's letters to the King Catholic on the subjects mentioned in

his last, partly because he would have the French ambassadors

away, who he understands are going. If the King's letters to the

King Catholic do not come shortly, will call for a confirmation of the

late treaty by the fairest means he can. Brussels, 5 Dec. Signed.

The cipher is in TunstaVs own hand, undeciphered ; pp. '2,

mutilated.

5 Dec. 2634. Wolset to the Cardinal of Sion.

E. 0. Has received his letter of the 1 6th ult. from Berghes. The

confirmation he desires of the new truce for the English ambas

sadors at the imperial court has been sent some time. The Kin"

thanks him for having despatched his letters to the Emperor before

Felinger left. Nothing is more satisfactory to him than Sion's

activity. Is glad also to hear of the Emperor's satisfaction. The

unscrupulousness of the French in all their promises is notorious

to every one. The caterpillars which surround the Catholic Kino-

grumble at the treaty lately concluded by Sion, and protract the

time for its confirmation. They insinuate that the Emperor's

coming thither was not for their Prince's benefit but his fresh en

slavement. Sends a copy of the three letters the King has written

to the Prince on this occasion. They have promised the Emperor,

in the name of France, Verona, Brescia, &c, to subjugate the whole

of Italy for him, each taking a fair half, and 100,000 scudi which

the King Catholic pays to Francis for Naples, until he has a son

or a daughter by the eldest daughter of the King of France.

Francis agrees to meet the Emperor at Cambray. Wolsey is

afraid of the Emperor's resolution. Every effort will be made to

impair the confederacy of the three powers. Offers a reason why

the Emperor should not trust the French promises: if they conquer

Italy by his means they will flout him when the time arrives for

the division; if he die before the conquest, (and he is not a youno-

man,) they will claim the whole to themselves. Shows the advan

tages of remaining firm to the English alliance. He will obtain from

his nephew the kingdom of Naples and whatever he wants, if his evil
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counsellors be removed. There is no better means of preserving his

nephew's prosperity, ■' modo morbus Gallicus procul absit." Urges

Sion to diligence and dexterity. Has sent him letters for the leading

men with the Emperor, and a patent (chirographum) under the

Great Seal. From my house at London, 5 Dec. 1516.

P.S.—Has received letters of Sir Rob. Wingfield of the 23rd ult.

in the name of the Emperor, importing some change in their previous

resolves, which Wolsey considers prejudicial. As a voyage would

be expensive to the King, the Emperor proposes going to Zealand

to consult with the King's ambassadors, and then, if needful, cross

to England. The King would be glad to see the Emperor, but at

the present does not think he can be spared, considering the activity

of the French. Thinks, therefore, he should abide by the previous

decision. Is afraid the French have too much influence with him.

Sion's interests are concerned as much as any one's.

Copy in the hand of Vannes. Lat., pp. 8.

5 Dec. 2635- Matthew Cardinal [of Sion] to [Wolsey.]

Vit. B. xix. 344. ExBerges, reverendissimed.v. scripsi quodjam RegentesCatholicu

videntes fedus eis invisum, quod nulla honestate salva refutare vel

non laudare acceptareque possunt, sibi ruinam imminere, contextaque

esse contra se tela, nee Casarem ultra ad fedus Noioni artari

posse, cepere quoque commonefieri de descensu Casaris, timere hanc

telam contextam in Angliam in capud eorum redundare, et si ego

ad Casarem in tempore penetrarem tardius rebus eorum medellam

accedere, cogitarunt me prevenire ; ideo Filinger cum alio, quasi per

postas, ad Casarem misserunt, ut statim idem (Casarem) extenu-

atum pecuniis et viribus, tractatum Noionis ingredi et Veronam

reddi facerent, persuadendo eidem quod donee id fiat malus (Rex

Gallorum) piscibus ( Venetis) astrictus pacto cogatur sibi contra-

riari, restituta Verona absolutum a pacto inde velle omnia pacta

subire, et condividere secum Italiam. Talibus et variis aliis incan-

tare Casarem dolis cogitarunt ; ad hoc quoque precursor Petrus

Sreas (Urreas) linguam serpentis acuit; quod ubi advenire dis-

tulissem, revera in non modico periculo res stabant. Quomodo autem

ego Gallorum dolos et instructas insidias Dei munere evaserim

quandoque r. d. v. intelliget plenius ; et in dies deteguntur magis

ac magis, ut etiam quas evasi pericula denuo horream relatione.

Fui a Cassare aliisque optimis viris cum summa hetitia, et bene

visus et bene susceptus, ac donee adessem nihil resolvere idem

voluit, et suprascripti millefra[u]dum involucris reliqua miscuerunt.

Longum proinde foret r. d. v. referre per me gesta in hoc itinere,

et maxime ea, quae et r. chr. m. et r. d. v. residuique proceres quique

honestissimi, Caasari et mihi suae m. nomine, quibusque animis,

verbis et factis se exhibuerint; et licet tanta sint ut nee plene

referri queant, ac superent vires meas, tamen quoad et ut melius novi

ac potui recensere laudareque studui ; quibus in omnibus generosus

Dominus Rombertus, regius orator, affuit, ac suo loco et tempore

eadem non reticebit ; dilatatumque est si prius omni fiducia, affectione

amoreque insuperabi[lij estuaret cor Cassaris in Regiam m., com-

placitumque sibi et supra modum satisfactu[m de] rma d. v. esse

multis suavissimis verbis, et quod ego quoque recte omnia eg[issem;]

ac ea omnia implere, perficereque opportunis locis et tempore, velle

attestatus est, prout vel aliis scriptis vel ipso efFectu, et viva vocis

oraculo, edocere propediem potero, cooperante Dei gratia, sed et

de r. d. v. adeo satisfactum, eique omnia debere, et sine eadem haec

omnia nee fieri nee consequi potuisse Ca;sar palam confitetur; ut

revera sufiicienter totum exprimere nequeam ; utque certa esse
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Matthew Cardinal [of Sion] to [Wolsey]—con*,

queat, quod, etsi eidem Dei munere omnia abundantissime adsint, de

proximo mutali[s~\ mutandis, et quando ad ulteriora provenietur in

Hispania, et undique se r. d. v. gratissimum exhibebit; quod et mihi

pro sincerae observantise mese in eandoin. et pro correspondentia

fraterni amoris et servitutis et fidei debito jucundissimum suavissi-

mumque erit, &c.

Super autem viatico Ceesaris el descensu, et Filinger et alii

Gallizantes, et de futuro potest et idem ( Christianissimi Regis et

Ceesaris) colloquio impatientissimi, considerantes et sibi fauces con-

stringi talibus laqueis, complicibus vero eorum principalibus Re-

gentibus Catholici imminere panas, nihil intemtatum verbis suasivis

et irritatio7iibus omisserunt, quo animum Casaris averterent ; usque

adeo ut Casari non solum servanda! Verona deficere vires alle-

garent ; immo fortius, cum mille (sic) levis armatura et equilum

hie Casar comitatum habeat, et in immensum Ceesar descensus

sumptibus constabit, ut nequeat persolvcre vel sustinere, sed cum

eonfusione et verecundia retrahere pedem. Et cum fideutissimo

animum liberalissimum potest ( Christianissimi', Regis) et R. d. v.

affectionem, et in omnibus providentiam sinceram, his non defuturam

allegaremus; talibus doctis* verbis, Casaris usque in Italiam, immer-

ssamque periculis non modicis, et allectam promissis et frustratam,

adauctis sibi damnis irreparabilibus et vix evasisse, personam obicere;

quibus ad omnia pertinentissimc responsum extitit.

Tandim quia, etsi Ceesar tot argumentis, signis, et liberalissimis

potest (Christianissimi Regis) auxiliorum adminiculis, immobili

animo, Jiducia e consisteret, et monitis meis persuasivis

et pollicitis, quoniam . . . [om~\nibus potest ( Christianissimus Rex)

et r. d. v. prmtermissura esset, nihil satis crederet ; ut etiam ora

oblatrantium clauderemus,—nam ut Cms. Maj. isti lat\run~]cnli arc-

tatam et confractam Gallicis fedis tractatibus injungerent auxilia,

quindecim milia scuta pro mense Octobris pollicita necdum ex-

solvere ; sed et regentcs apud Imspruc et qui proximi sunt Verona

turbinibus dolis movere curarunt, ut et loca guberni potius deserere

palam dixerint, quam in pressuris periculisque talibus perdurare

velint; et ne eis superesset ansa ilia, qua sola quottidianis ictibus

Casaris animum in tot pressuris versantem perforarent ; et quia

revera sumptus sunt intolerabiles ct comitiva talis necessaria, itinera

admodum longa et periculosa, nee paucis diebus vel mensibus per-

curri et omnia perfici queunt ; et quia Cees. Maj. quoque ne potest

(Christianissimus Rex) magnis sumptibus periculis cavendis lacessiri

aut longo itinere defatigari contingat, ipsa potius suis humeris

talia ferrc, sive etiam in Angliam traicere, quod non exiguo

honori Christianissimi Regis cedit, praelegit ; et cum honestate

necessitatem importunitatemque malorum, animumque Casaris pro-

pensum ineffabili ardore in Chr. Regis observantiam flagrantem,

in unum concurre[re] conspiceremus ; et ut salva omnia et Integra

permanerent, neque irrecuperabile aliquid tam pneteritorum dam-

norum, et eris effusi, quam presentium periculorum irreperet, quasi

cum' psalmista in excessu mentis et quamvis sine commissionc vel

auctoritate ; namque nee Chr. Rex nee R. d. v. rel ego et quivis

alius hunc nodum in scirpo futurum cogitare potuimus vel potuere;

hoc autem omnibus exploratum, quod cum Galli ex hoc et regentes

Catholici deici nolint, sed omnia lemtare ct quarerc ; cogitacimtes

poti[us] de presumptionc nimia, quam de neglectu et tolcrantia

* So ; doctus ?
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[majnifesti periculi argui,—itaque Chr. Regis et R, d. v. nominibus,

cum Jiduc[ia eo]rumdent, et quia necessitatem virtute adaequabunt,

pe srt convenimus, milliafi. Rhenensium triginta ex-

solutum iri, et infra xvi dies in adverbia (Antverpia) decern milia

reliqua, cum idem potest (Casar, Christianissimus) et Cath. Rex

prtesentialiter convenerint ; scientes etiam quod nee Regia Maj. in

hoc cast/, a liberalitate esset defectura: iterum dico presumere hoc

ego et Dominus Rombertus orator, et in tuto collocare res quam

expectare periculum ; quod si in hoc erravi, veniens veniam pelo.

In me convertat iram et ulciscatur R. d. v. et Chr. Rex, et servent

in hocfiducialiter et necessario promissa, nee pcenitebitfecisse.

Quod avidi (Jlelvetii) pacem ineant non est nimis bonum, Bed

ubi continuetur pratica coepta nee nimis da\mti\osum crit ; quia

nostri erunt ; opus est tamen privatas pensiones augere ; in itidem

sentit Caesar et confidit nihil (Pontificem) infedere conducere. Et

de practica nepotis nihil (Pontificis) erigendi et investiendi, ut collo-

quuti sumus, idem (Casar) est contentissimus. Pergat r* d. v., nee

tardet ; habebit honorem ; in reliquis operabor ut debeo. Rogatam

velim eandem me suum servitorem pro solito diligat, imperetque pro

voto et Chr. R. M. me spondeat et commendet, cujus ad istos pri

vates literje optimum tVuctum pepererunt. Ex Cantu[a]ria R. d. v.

literas illas meas pateutes pro promissionibus fidei servanda? trans-

misi : si non venerint, novas mittam et me totum eisdem dedo, offero

et sacro. Ex Agnon, non. Dec. 1516. Signed.

Lat., all in italics cipher, undeciphcred.

5 Dec. 2636. The Cardinal of Sion to Pace.

R. O. Has at last reached the Emperor. Had expected the greatest

danger in Gueldres, but found more at Spires. Felinger, with

another, had come to the Emperor to dissuade him from the expe

dition, telling him Verona should be restored. They asserted if he

went to Flanders there would be no money, and that his majesty

must submit to Chievres and the Chancellor. To avoid worse

consequences, was compelled in conjunction with the English am

bassador to undertake for the payment of 30,000 Rh.fl., 1,000 of

which must be at Antwerp in sixteen days. Has written to Wolsey.

Thanks [Pace] for the letters. Has received the King's patent.

Had sent his own letters to Wolsey, and wonders they had not

arrived. Agnou, non. Dec. 1516.

Copy, Lat., p. 1. Endd.

5 Dec. 2637- [A Captain of Cardinal Sion]* to Th. Larck.

Vit. B. xix. 333. After many dangers reached Spires safely on the 26th November.

B. M. ^ ; . "Recessimus inde ad C[uriam] qua? ingenti gaudio et summo

honore reverendissimum excepit ; cu . . . . . . majestate Cssarea

credo nos in brevi versus inferiorem Almaniam pro[fecturos;] quic-

quid ibi tractabitur melius apud reverendissimum dominum Card.

Eboresc . . . quam ego scribere possum vel audeo." The Emperor

intends to finish these [things]. He is collecting a large army, for

what purpose the writer is ignorant. " Meum non est principum

secretia perscrutari. 5 Dec. 1516."

The French lay snares for [the Cardinal] eveiywhere. They

promised 40,000 cr. to whosoever should kill him or catch him

alive.

* " Capt. Card. Sedun:" Modern note in maryin.
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[A Captain of Cardinal Sion] to Th. Larck—cont.

K Begs he will remind Mr. Andreas, collector], about the rings

promised. Compliments to Wolsey.

Add. : Rev. dno d. Thomse Larck, serenissimi Reg. Anglise Capno,

&c. in curia revml Car1" Eborescen'.

Hoi., p. 1, mutilated.

5 Dec. 2638- For the Augustinian Monastery of St. Mart,

P g Kenelworth.

Restitution of temporalities on election of Wm. Wall as Abbot,

with the royal assent, and with the favor of Th. Fitzherbert, LL.D.,

vicar general of GeofFry Bp. of Coventry and Lichfield. Greenwich,

30 Nov. 8 Hen. VIIL Del. Westm., 5 Dec.

ii. Petition of Fitzherbert for the above. Kenilworth, 18 Nov.

1516.

5 Dec. 2639. For John Ernelet, Attorney General.

S. B. L/ Licence to export 1,000 quarters of wheat. Del. Westm., 5 Dec

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p.\,m. 16.

6 Dec. 2640- Tunstal to Henry VIIL

(ialba, B. iv. 239. Pompeius Columpna Bp. of Reati came to Brussels .... in

B. M. embassy from the Emperor. Last night the King Catholic sent a

letter, " directed to m[c from] the Emperor," notifying that he had

sent this man for the completion of the new league between the

King, himself and the King Catholic. This morning went to speak

with the Bishop, who told him "that he had in his with the

Cardinal Sedunensis," and that he had not been able yet to obtain

audience of the King Catholic ; that his charge would not be

agreeable to all persons here, but that he would make it so plain

that the King Catholic should perceive every article ; that the

Emperor was marvellously glad of this new confederation, and was

much abashed at a rumor that he had made a [separate] peace with

France. On the Bp. asking Tunstal how far he had gone toward

the confirmation, replied that the King had sent a confirmation

hither, which Tunstal had been ready to deliver, and to receive the

like from the King Catholic, but the latter had desired some days

delay, and he had not yet had an answer. The Bishop is " a sad

man, and a fast and plain and well learned." His audience was

deferred on account of the practices of the French.

This afternoon was sent for by Chievres, who informed him, on

the part of the King Catholic, that there has been [a peace con

cluded] between his grandfather the Emperor, [and the] French

King, to his great regret, as he was bound by nature to one, and

by alliance to the other ; but that at last he had brought them to

a concord, in which there was nothing to the prejudice of England;

that he was willing to confirm the league with England, provided

certain words were left out which would not accord with his

promise to other princes. Chievres told him that the Emperor was

induced to make [peace] with France chieflybecause all the Swiss

were [in favor of] France, that is, in peace "with [the French]

King, without further intelligence or bending again .... princes.

Told them it was not reasonable to demand that words should be

omitted, seeing how much the treaty was to the advantage of their

master ; and after the feast of our Lady, now approaching, he in

tended to solicit the said confirmation, which he hoped would not
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be further delayed, seeing that it would bind fast all the treaties

they had made with other powers. They afterwards told him that

their master had made peace between the Emperor and the French

King, chiefly at the solicitation of the Pope, who had written

desiring them not to believe every man who should solicit the [war]

on his behalf, and especially not to trust Sion. Was told by a servant

of the Spanish ambassador that the King Catholic meant to send

some one to England with an answer touching the confirmation.

Hears that the peace between the Emperor and ihe French is more

favorable to the Emperor than he himself expected. Understands

one of the conditions between this house and France to be, that the

King Catholic shall never claim the Duchy of Burgundy, Peronne,

or the water of Somme.

have your [grace's] friends that it

[is] taken for a surety, and not [t.o be"] doubted but that the Lord

Chicvres hath [turned] the Lady Margaret as well as the Emperor

to hispurpose, and that [she, seeing the] great inclination that the

King of Castile hath to the said [Lord] Chicvres, and thinking that

it cannot be removed is yolden and [hath given] over all other hope

than such as may come that way,f[or which] cause your grace should

show no more to her servants than as much as ye cared not that the

L,ord Chicvres knew ; for whatsoever she knoweth, it cometh out by

one means or other. And the same your friends do think it shall be

meetfor your grace, so to use liberality to your grace's friends, that

your grace keep alway yourself strong enough in your coffers, to

withstand the malice of the French King in case he would annoy

or invade your grace on the back half by the Duke of Albany ; for

what tthis new intelligence betwixt these Princes and the French

King may turn unto they know not"

Has just heard that the Bp. of Columpna has had audience this

day.j He spoke so plainly that many were dissatisfied, and a short

answer was given him without the advice ofthe Chancellor. Under

stands that Chievres called him afterwards an oultrecuidante

fellow. Brussels, 6 Dec. Signed.

Pp. 6, badly mutilated. Tlie part in cipher in TunstaVs hand,

with a decipher by Tuke on the opposite page, also badly mu

tilated. Add.

6 Dec. 2641- Sir Rob. Wingfield to Henry VIII.

R. 0. Wrote from Hagenau on the 3rd, at the time when Sion wrote

to Wolsey. If the news seem of bitter taste it is meet the King

take it in good part, like good wine, the delicacy of which " fol-

loweth in the maturity of the same." Cardinal Gurk has arrived; was

met by the Emperor's court. On Lady Day the Emperor will take

his oath, and set forward the next day. Hagenow, 6th Dec. 1516.

Hol.,p.\. Add. Headed and endorsed by Wolsey.

7 Dec. 2642. Seb. Giustinian to the Doge.

Giust.Desp.ir.12. On the receipt of their letters visited the King ; pointed out to

him the ruin of Christendom, the importance of Syria, and the

immense increase of territory, in Egypt and Syria, of the Turk who

had routed the army of the Sultan. The King took little heed,

being engrossed in the affairs of Italy and France. Had a long

interview this day with Wolsey, who is never tired of speaking of

the Italian expedition. He said they intended in two months, in

conjunction with Spain, to send two ambassadors to France and
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Seii. Giustinian to the Doge—cont.

Venice, and command them to desist from attacking Verona ;

unless they did so, the Venetian trade would be prohibited all

over the world, and themselves treated like infidels. Had a long

discussion with him, during which Wolsey insisted that the

Emperor should have Verona, and said, with an oath, pointing to a

crucifix on an altar in the apartment where they were standing :

" The King of France makes offers to the Emperor of coming to

terms, and leaving him Brescia and Verona. Your ruin is in

evitable within the next six months." Talking about the Turks,

Wolsey said that the King would perform memorable feats, and

perhaps he himself would go in person. London, 7 Dec. 1516.

7 Dec 2643. Skb. Giustinian to the Council of Ten.

Giust.Desp.ii. 17. A few days ago the nuncio (Chieregato) was sent for by Wolsey,

who took him into a private chamber, laid rude hands upon him,

fiercely demanding what he had written to the King of France,

and what intercourse he had held with Sebastian and his son,

adding that he should not quit the spot, until he had confessed

everything, and if fair means were not sufficient he should be put

upon the rack. High words passed between them. The Cardinal

sent to his house, seized all his papers and ciphers, but found nothing

objectionable. At the intercession of the Bp. of Winchester, the

nuncio was released, and will leave the kingdom. Sebastian was

assured that on the declaration of war he would be dismissed, pro

bably in the same fashion. Does not care, provided Venice can

recover Verona. Also the nuncio told him Sion had departed,

not very well satisfied, saying these lords were very close about

their money, and that Sion and the Pope will resent the treatment

he has received. " And it seeming to me very desirable that said

Sion should quarrel with this side, which perhaps might be the

cause of thwarting their projects, especially as he is wrathful and

choleric, I so plied the nuncio that I at length made him write a

letter to Sion, exaggerating this circumstance as much as possible,

I promising that this step would prove very agreeable to your

highness." Jt is enclosed in one to Count Carpi, to be forwarded

to the Imperial court. London, Dec. 1516.

7 Dec, 2644- To Lord Mountjoy, Lieutenant, Sir Ric. Jerntgam,

S. b. Treasurer, and Th. Hert, Master of the Ordnance of

Tournay.

To admit John Clogge, gunner, yeoman of the Crown, to be

gunner quartermaster there at \2d. a day, and 6d. for his servant,

in the place of Nic. Lloid. Windsor, 7 Dec. 8 Hen. VOL

7 Dec. 2645. Lewis Maroton to Margaret of Savoy.

Le Glay, N«'goc. The Emperor has trustworthy news that the five Swiss cantons,

entreJa France on hearing that they were comprised in the defensive league be-

et !^°trRChe' tween himse,f» tlie Kir,g Catholic, and the King of England, have

refused appointment with France, and determined to serve the

leaguers, on condition of receiving the 200,000 cr. at Christmas.

They say at the court here that the Emperor will go by the Rhine

to Cologne. Has today sworn to the defensive league made by Sion

in England. Hagcnau, 7 Dec. 1516.

Fr.

II. 116.
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7 Dec. 2646. To Cuthbert Tgnstall, Master of the "Rolls.

S. B. To cancel five recognizances of 120Z. each, made 7 July

22 Hen. VII. ; viz., two by Sir Hen. Vernon of Haddon, Derby,

and Sir Th. Blount of Kynlet, Salop, two by Vernon and Sir John

Longvile of Wolverton, Bucks, and one by Vernon and John

Welles of London. Windsor, 7 Dec. 8 Hen. VHI.

8 Dec. 2647. Maximilian I.

R. O. 1. Notarial instrument by Everard de Voltelen, provost of the

church of Worms, and James Spiegel, secretary to the Emperor,

attesting that 8 Dec. 1516, after mass in the church of St. George

in Hagenow, present the Emperor Maximilian, Cardinal Sion, papal

nuncio, John de Curtavella, ambassador of Charles King of Spain,

Robert Wingfelt presented his commission, dated London, 16 Nov.

1516, for receiving the Emperor's oath to the treaty concluded at

London, 29 Oct. The Emperor, turning to the altar, upon which

was the New Testament, laid his hand upon the same, and made

oath accordingly.

Present : Leonard Rauber, George Emershonen, and Balthazar

Wolff van Wollfenstal, chamberlain.

Lat.

R. O. 2. Form of oath to the above. Hagennaw, 8 Dec. 1516. Signed.

Damaged. Endd.

8 Dec. 2648. Sir Eos. Wingfield to [Henry VIII.]

Vit. B. xix. 337. Wrote last from this town on the [6th] of this month, informing

B. M. him that the Emperor intended to take his oath in confirmation of

the] new league, which he has done " much solemp[nly, in mar

velous good order, being much joyful of cheer [and wearing

the order] of Saint George both about his neck and leg . . . " There

•were present the Cardinals Sion and Gurck, the Pope's ambassa

dor], that of the King Catholic, with many other nobles spiritual

and temporal. " I beseech our Lord to grant the effect .... And

for the first entry the trumpets and taboryns .... been honorably

rewarded both by the most reverend [Cardinal] and me ; and though

there was no difference in the [rewards] we gave, yet I do confesse

that his reward was much more [than mine], by reason it was in

English gold, of which si[nce I was] with your highnesse in Flan-

dres I have not b[ut] one piece that hath coinyn in that prescyous

hands ; and therefore notaries and the clerks t[hat] make

instruments and write the ratification ... be glad (as I trow) to

take florins, for well [ob . . unjtyll new succour may come from

your hig[hness] a few of thoose ben right diere to me." In his

said letter he told Henry that the Emperor would leave this to

morrow] other, now he will be obliged to tarry a day

longer many from hence that be not utyll o

as he intendeth, for at this day " Wingfield

expects daily to hear from Henry. Hagenow in the Neethir Elsace,

8 Dec. 1516.

Pp. 2.

8 Dec. 2649. Leo X. to. Henry VIII.

St. P. vi. 51.* Wrote to the King about the correction of the Calendar proposed

in the Lateran Council, but has had no answer. Requests him afresh

* Apparently not in the Record Office.
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Leo X. to Henby Vlil.—cont.

to send the opinions of the universities and learned men of his do

minions before the first week of Lent. Borne, 8 Dec. 1516, 4 pont.

Lot. Add.

8 Dec. 2650. Margaret of Savoy to Henry VIII.

Galba,B. iv. 243b. Has written to Hesdin, her Maitre d'Hotel, the Emperor's am-

B. M. bassador in England, certain matters, which he "will communicate.

Brussels, 8 Dec. 1516. Signed.

Fr., p. 1, mutilated. Add.

8 Dec. 2651. Margaret of Savoy to Wolsey.

R. O. Begs he will give credence to Hedin in a matter of which he has

written to him, and second her request to the King. Hopes he will

continue to conduct matters as he has begun. Brussels, 8 Dec.

1516. Signed.

Fr.,p.\. Add.: A Mons. le Cardinale d'Angleterre. Endd.

8 Dec. 2652. [Margaret of Savoy] to [Hesdin.]

Galba,B.iv. 244. The Emperor desires to come and keep his promise.

B. M. Sends the letters which she had received from Germany to show

to the King of England. Must do his best to procure the 10,000

florins, as the thing is very necessary. Has, for the greater de

spatch, sent the bearer with these and other letters she bad received

from the Emperor and Bosa. The Emperor will certainly come,

and nothing remains to be done except to send him the money at

Treves, as he has written. Has written to him to say there will be

no difficulty about the money, provided he keep his word, and when

the news of it comes start without delay. Is to urge them in

England to despatch. Begs him, for God's sake, not to fail : " car

tout le bien on le mal de nos affaires gist sur ceci." As the King

of England has already advanced so much money the present ne

gotiation must not fail for a trifle. Would have written to Manet

with her own hand, but for the danger of the roads. Has therefore

only given him a credence to [Hesdin] and Wolsey. Has written

in cipher what is to be communicated to him.

A rumor is circulated there that the Emperor has made peace

with the French. He is to contradict it, as she knows the contrary

by letters of the Emperor and Marroton. He is to assure the King

that the Emperor would never have done anything of the kind

without first giving notice to England ; " bien est vrai que sa

majeste donne bonne esperance pour mieux executer Feffect qui

est traite entre les deux Cardinaulx." If ever he wished to

serve them in his life, he is to obtain the 10,000 florins by all means.

Brussels, 8 Dec. '16.

P.S.—He is to communicate the above to Count Datian.

Fr., pp. 2, mutilated.

2653. De Hesdin to Wolsey.

F.. O. Sends remembrances from the Princess (Lady Margaret). Be»s

he will forward a letter to the Deputy of Calais, and retard the

coming of La Neucqua, in case he should be there or on his way.

Bequests a copy of the King's letter to the Catholic King touching
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this affair, which he will send to the Lady Margaret. He and

Mods, le Conte (Decian) will be with Wolsey tomorrow, to receive

his commands. Signed.

Fr.P.\. Add.: Mons. le Cardinal.

8 Dec. 2654. For Humph. Nedeham of Farneburgh, Warw.

S. B. Lease, for 21 years, of the site of the manor of Staunford ....

which Rob. Edmond lately held ; at an annual rent of 261. 13*. 4d.

Del. Westm., 8 Dec. 8 Hen.VIII.

8 Dec. 2655. For Wm Venables.

S. B. Lease, for 21 years, of the farm of Middlewick, Chesh., and of the

chamberlainship of that town, as held by Roger Maynwaryng,

Th. Venables, his'father, and by himself, temp. Hen. VII. ; at an

annual rent of 21/. Del. Westm., 8 Dec. 8 Hen. VIE

9 Dec. 2656. For Sib Edw. Ferbebs.

S. B. Wardship of John son and heir of John Beaufoo. Del. Westm.,

9 Dec. 8 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 1.

9 Dec. 2657. For Th. Clyfford.

S. B. Pardon as of Wakefield, west riding of York, alias of Skipton

in Craven. Del. Westm., *9 Dec. 8 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 3.

9 Dec. 2658. For Sib Wm. son and heir of Sir Wm. Gascoigne.

S. B. Pardon as of Barmeburgh,York. Del.Westm., *9 Dec. 8 Hen.VHI.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m.\.

10 Dec. 2659. [Pace] to [Sir Rob. Wingfield].

Vit. B. xix. 338. Writes to tell him how their business with the Swiss stands, that

B. M. he may " order his matie [thereafter," and also to move the [King's]

grace, " our great master to follow [the same] way as his majesty shall

[take] against the common enemy." Has been this day [infor]med

by the lords of [Zurich] that they fear lest four cantons will for

sake [them, and in]cline with the residue [towards] " the French

pea[ce] [kno]wen of certainty that [one of] the

heads of the canton of Schw[ytz] received one thousand crowns

of the Bastard of [Savo]yefor to move his canton to ... . ore the

French party." Many are suspected in the [cant]on of Uri to have

been corrupted with [mo]ney for the same purpose, so that Zurich

fears [to b]e destitute of all that [wou]ld " perseverantly take

their [part]e ; yet for all this they do say [that] they will not

consent to [the] French peace." To prevent its effect they will

raise all the commonalty of the country, " but they do

that also they at this time [cannot con]sent to the said peace,

French King * * * the money of

Diune (Dijon) which [was divi]dydde amongst the said c[antons] ;

so that they do fear that all [the other can]tons except themselves

wi[ll accept] the said peace ; wherefore if [the] French King shall

* The entries ofthese grants npon the Patent Boll are dated 29 Nov.
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[Pace] to [Sir Rob. Wingfield]—cont.

obtain [by reajson of corruption of money to ... at this time,

necessary it [will be] for the Emperor and the King to pro[vide]

otherwise for themselves." He is to tell the Emperor this doubt of

the Swiss, and that if he will be contented Pace will lab[or to] the

best of his power that the aid to be sent by Henry to the Swiss

[shall be] sent to the Emperor's men of war for " the recovery of

the du[chy of Milan] .... which thing doet

nithelesse I do commit everything to] his matiw singular wis-

[dom]." He is to send Pace's messenger back as speedily as pos

sible, when he will send a courier to England, and so bring the

business here to a conclusion. The Emperor's army now being in

Verona [he ought] to succor it. [A small] number, as I understand,''

might [easily] drive the Frenchmen out of [Italy], having sufficient

money. And " [this] done the Swiss must needs be "

Zurich, 10 ... .

Hbl., pp. 4.

10 Dec. 2660- For Edmund Bp. of Salisbuky.

S. B. Licence to found two perpetual chantries,—one in Salisbury

Cathedral, and one in Hereford, for one chaplain each ; the said

chaplains to be a body corporate, with a common seal, &c. Also,

mortmain licence to grant lands to the chaplain of the chantry

in Salisbury Cathedral, to the annual value of 14/., and to the

chaplain in Hereford Cathedral, to the annual value of 10/. Del.

Westm., 10 Dec. 8 Hen. VIH.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 2.

11 Dec. 2661. [Sir Bob. Wingfield] to Henry VIII.

Vit. B. xix. 346. Wrote last from [this] town informing [him] how the [Emperor]

B. M. had taken his oath. So much has to be done here that the Emperor

will [stay] longer than he intended. Since the 8th he h[as held]

divers councils, at which none were present but the two Cardinals,

except at the first [when Wingfield was] with them, where the

Emperor left them to discuss divers propositions he had made.

After half an hour andm[ore he] returned, and the Cardinal Gource

replied so forcibly urging the points [they] had concluded, that

he. so fully satisfied the other me with the same, that

Wingfield esteems him specially trustworthy in the great ma[tters]

now in discussion ; "for no man could touch all such matter and

persons, [their] removing, separation or punishment, mo[re] than he

did." Thinks the Emperor was of the same [mind]. It was Lady's

Eve before Ja. de Banyssis arrived. He has been and is ill, so the

Emperor's ratifications for the King and the King Catholic must

be completed here.

The Emperor has desired Courteville, the ambassador of the

King Catholic, to go to the Swiss, and will send to the King by

post for instructions. Courteville makes great difficulty about going.

The delay in sending an ambassador from the King Catholic to

the Swiss has done great harm, " for of that King they rather despair

than otherwise." The Emperor has expected an answer these two

days to the letters Wingfield sent to the King by a messenger.

Consequently Wingfield and the Cardinal Sion have been kept

from writing, a day longer than they intended. Upon Henry's

answer the Emperor will start, and the Cardinal declare more

openly a new demand of the Emperor's, which Wingfield merely
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mentions, because the Cardinal writes very fully of that and other

things to Wolsey in cipher in the Nether Elsace, 1 1 Dec.

1516.

Add. : To the King's highness.

Hoi., pp. 3, mutilated.

11 Dec. 2662. The Cardinal of Sion to Wolsey.

B- 0. Hopes Wolsey has understood from the two letters he wrote

since coming here, how much the Emperor has been gratified by

the writer's negotiations in his behalf with England. The Em

peror awaits Henry's determination touching the ships demanded

before the writer's arrival, in order to leave for Flanders, as also

for the 30,000 Rhenish florins, of which he wrote in his last. Has

promised them in the King's name, and hopes the King will not

, be displeased. The Emperor ratified the league, with music and

trumpets, on 8 Dec, in the presence of Gurk, the Bp. of Feltri,

the Papal and Spanish ambassadors. Warns him the Gallicisers

are displeased and will sow tares. As 40,000 crowns are still

wanting to pay up the arrears of the soldiers, and his subjects in

the Tyrol refuse to aid, and the King Catholic has not ratified

the treaty, the Emperor has resolved to place Verona in the hands

of the latter, but not with any intention of entering in the treaty

of Noyon. or of surrendering Verona to the French. He pro

mises to do all that is requisite to promote a conference between

the King of England and the Regents of the King Catholic.

He is obliged to make use of this dissimulation to prevent the

machinations of those who might do harm at that court. Begs tho

King and Wolsey will regard his conduct in no other light. He

has not the least goodwill towards the French, but will adhere

firmly to his promises. He has a large army on foot. The Duke

of Gueldres has submitted to the Emperor ; will take a wife from

him, and investiture for the dukedom of Friesland. This will

secure the King Catholic, and strike a blow against France. The

Dukes of Cleves and Juliers will likewise join. The Emperor has

written to the King Catholic to ratify the league. The writer will

do what he can to induce the Pope to be a party. Cardinal Gurk

is much delighted with the letters he has received from the King.

Wolsey will see what sort of brief the writer has received from

the Pope, at the suggestion of the French. His holiness has given

him a scorpion in return for bread, as Wolsey is wont to say. Begs

Wolsey and the King to write to Rome in his behalf. Hagenow,

11 December 1516. Signed.

Lat., part cipher, pp. 3. Add.

R. O. ii. Decipher of the above in an official hand ; some blanks sup

plied and misreadings corrected in Wolsey's.

Lat., pp. 4.

12 Dec. 2663. Tunstal to [Henry VIII.]

Galba, B. iv. 250. Received his letter dated Windsor the 5th, and with it one to the

B. M. King and two to Chievres and the Chancellor, [in answer to] what

he had written on the 25th. The day he received them was a great

solemnity. Thought best to apply, first, to Chievres and the Chan

cellor, who are paramount, afterwards to the King. Yesterday

had an interview with them, in which he contradicted the rumor

that the King of England wished to interfere with their authority,

:i g
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Tunstal to [Henky VIII.]—cont.

and said the King of England was too much concerned in the real

interests of their master to give light credence to such things.

Tunstal then proceeded to enumerate instances in which the King

of England had reason to be satisfied, and did not desire their re

moval, specially as he knew their friendly disposition, and hoped

they would continue as friends.

Having thus mitigated their displeasure, proceeded to discuss

the confirmation, and remove their difficulties respecting invasion,

showing the King's right to [the French] pension as part of his

crown ; that the treaty had been already passed by their commis

sioner in England, and that the confirmation could not be refused

without manifest perjury. They replied that, notwithstanding the

information they had received, they would believe the King's deeds ;

but that he and the Emperor had one with them who would move

their stomachs to their particular inclinations and do no good. On

being pressed, they named Hesdin with your grace, and Lewis

[Maraton] with the Emperor. As to the confirmation, they said

the King would take that resolution which was conformable with

his honor, and not allow Henry to suffer wrong.

When he delivered the letters to the King, Tunstal contradicted

the report of the King's wish, to treat with the Emperor and in

terfere with his governance ; mentioning instances in which he had

shown his friendship in preserving Charles' dominions, especially in

Italy ; that at the Emperor's wish he had consented to establish a

stricter, amity, and all that had been said about interference was

only a fiction. "Over this I showed him how, if he would know

his true friends f[rom] his feigned friends, if he had any such,

there was a good and sure way to know them both, all reports set

apart. And [upon this] the King looked friendly upon me, heark

ening what then I [would say]. So I declared that there was, nor

could be, no surer way than [to] follow the counsel of Christ in

the gospel, which showed [that] like as a tree that is known to

be good or evil by such fruit as [it] bringeth forth, and not by

the leaves, which oft time in an evil tree be fairer to the eye than

in a good." Had his master ever desired to diminish the pos

sessions of the King of Arragon ? Had he ever prevented him

from taking full possession of his grandfather's dominions ? As

Henry would stop his ears against all such malicious reports, he

hoped the. King would do the same. He then urged the confirm

ation. The King replied, he believed what Tunstal said was true,

but he had not yet determined what to do.

Mentioned in his last that the Bp. of Colonna, the Emperor's

ambassador, had given offence at his audience. He is called " seditious

and oultrecuydaunte" by the French. Thinks he is sincere. Has

heard from Sir Rob. Wingfield that the Emperor has taken his oath

for the league. Hears that the ambassador of Arragon, John de la

Nuca, has been dismissed, as Lady Margaret is extremely displeased

with him, and insists on his removal. Tunstal has offered to make

his peace. Has not followed the King's instruction to tell the

King's ministers there that if any harm arise from their refusal

of the confirmation he will hold them responsible. Whatever her

words, the deeds of Lady Margaret *how no dissatisfaction to Eng

land. Hesdin is not to be trusted. Brussels, 12 Dec.

P.S.—Understands that the King has conferred upon Chievres

the admiralship of Naples, worth 4,000 ducats. Signed.

Pp. 18. mutilated.
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12 Dec. 2664. For the Abbey of St. Saviour, St. Peter and St. Paul,

p. s. Athelney.

Assent to the election of Ric. Wroxall, prior, as abbot, vice John

Wellington, deceased. Windsor Castle, 12 Dec. 8 Hen.VIII.

ii. Petition of Wm. Warmystre, sub-prior, and the Convent, for

the above : to be presented by John Stokes. 2 Dec. 1516.

13 Dec. 2665. Seb. Giustinian to the Council of Ten.

Ginst.Desp.il. 19. Dr. Clif (Knight?), "a prudent man and a good Italian," will

write word when he departs. Venice will be debited all the ex-

pences of the expedition if she do not desist. A French secretary,

who has been resident in Scotland, tells him a truce has been

agreed upon with Albany till the 27th of next month. The annual

tribute paid by France to the King has lately been forwarded.

London, 13 Dec.

13 Dec. 2666. Anth. Inge to Wolsey.

R- O. Thanks him for the preferment (Faumantation du Men) he has

obtained for him from the King, and that which he has given him

on his own account. As he considers the scarlet die of France more

brilliant than that of England, has endeavoured to send him two

scarlet hats. Desires to know if they are satisfactory, that he

may send others. Otherwise, if [Wolsey will send one of his old

ones, they shall be made according to his pleasure. Calais, 13 Dec.

Signed.

Ft., p. 1. Add. : Mons. le Cardinal [d]Yort, Chancellier d'Angle-

terre.

13 Dec. 2667- [Sir Rob. Wingfield] to [Henry VIII.]

V it. B. xix. 348. Wrote last to [Henry] month. If his writings and

B. M. acts had been valued and believed in time, the " building upon which

he has spent his time " would not have been so disturbed as it is,

and the order which he expected in the same is not likely to appear

so fully as he had hoped. Begs the King to accept his acts in good

part, " what chaunce [may befall] hereafter." Yesterday he and

Sion having heard from the Low Countries " that the fame is there,

the Emperor to have accepted the peace of Noyon," and is to

meet the French and Catholic Kings at Camereey, the Card. Sion

and Wingfield desired an audience, which they had about 7 o'clock

yesterday evening. The Emperor first asked if they had had any

news from the King or bis daughter since last he saw them. They

said they hourly expected the messenger sent to the King. He

then told them that he had heard from a private friend in Rome

that there were negotiations between the Pope and the French

King, and that there was some difficulty, for though the Pope had

granted the King the " pragmatic(i sanctio " over all his realm, and

" thereto a dysme of all the clergie, and over that no benefice shall

pass without his permission, making the Bp. of Aquis judge therein,"

the King asks, (1) to have 50,000 fl. in a "friendly loan ;" (2) to

receive from Florence 50,000 [duc]ats a year, and 200,000 ducats

for four years, " which [they h]ave abstained to pay ;" (3) that

the Pope desist from molesting the Duke of Far[rara. The Em

peror] said that the Pope was th a secret ambassador to the

King of France, specially requesting him] to forbear from aiding

the sa[id Duke] against him, when he will consent to the other

3g2
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[Sra Rob. Wingfield] to [Henry VIII.]—cont.

[points] and join him in a league. All which the Emperor shewed

to be much " d to have great need of quick and holsom

remedy."

The Cardinal Sion was then asked to declare the business on

which he [desired] an audience. He declared what advice from

the Low Countries he had had, which he said he did not [believe],

" for though he knew well that p[overty] constrained his majesty

to deliver Verona into his [nephew's] hands," he did not doubt

that he would see the danger to the whole of Christendom which

would ensue if the treaty of Noyon should take effect. The Em

peror took "God to his judge" that he had done his uttermost to

save Verona and break the [treaty of] Noyon, and that his efforts

would not have failed if others had done their best in time. He

then made a " marvelous discourse, in which was comprised all

[suc]h desires as he had made unto your highness since the month

of June last past, " and the sending of Hesdin, with the answers

received from Wingfield and his ambassadors. He said the delay

in provision of the sums required by him had given the enemy an

advantage in negotiation ; that he sent Villynger to the King Ca

tholic to accept the treaty of Noyon, provided he retained Roverett

and Rypa, when he was " despaired by the demeaning of Master

Pace," and the answers he got from Henry in June before he sent

Hesdin. At first the French and Venetians would not consent to

leave Roverett and Rypa, which pleased him right well : for then

he had received much comfortable aid and news from Henry by

Hesdin ; but afterwards Henry seemed to be somewhat refrigerate,

and would not bind himself to pay [as much as] the Emperor wanted

for his journey to the Low Countries. Subsequently the enemy . . .

" and astute, not only condescended to [leave] Roverett

and Rypa, but also made so that the Cath. King

ex the said commission sent by his said treasurer

with which his majesty said to be nothing con[tented]

. . [he] trusted to have holden the same in disputation, [to know if]

he should consent or not," until he mi[ght have] been in the Low

Country himself, and spoken personally] with Henry and his

nephew ; " so th[at he] might have growndid his matter surely

uppon th or uppon that other ; and that as yet he hath

afssented] no farther, howbeit ho seeth that his poverty [owing to the

slack consenting to his desires, is far to weeyke [to be a match for]

the diligence and malicious astuce of the enemy. Nevertheless, it

shall be clearly seen he will do his utmost to break or resist the

enemy's enterprise. He prayed them to wait till the messenger

came, and [that] they would not write, for after he had answer from

Henry he would reply to them so as to co[ntent] Henry and them.

As the [coming] of the messenger is uncertain, Wingfield writes and

sends another letter of the Cardinal [Sion] to [Wolsey] in cipher.

The [Card.] Gurck desires to be remembered to the King, and to

say " that he will not fail to do you honor and pleasure." Hagenaw,

13 Dec. 1516.

Jlol., pp. 6, mutilated.

13 Dec. 2668. Sion to Wolsey.

R. O. " Trinis meis significavi rnu> d. v. meant receptionem magnam, op-

timamque dispositionem Csesarese majestatis et gratuitum animum

erga Regiam majestutem et rmanl d. v., et quod omnia libere, recte

ctiam quasi supra quam desidcrari qucat, implere et perficere cult,
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petit et intendit, quod ex "eo maxime clicere potest d. v. et indubie

sperarc, cum non solum ad P. Car. dcsccndere ac R. m. colloqui

satagit, verum usque in Angliam trajicerc, si id melius censitum

crit, fidentissime R. m. personali visitation? rcgnum totum decurrere

R. m. et periculis trajcctionis maris sumptibusque desuper faciundis

exemptam facere ; se autem cum R. m. per omnia ita connectere

corde, animo, institutis et factis, ut nihil intimitis postulari queat.

Praeterea, nisi omnia hasc, et per me dicta, et tractata, et agitata, et

jamdudum oblata, implere, stabilire et libereJirmare volet Cessar,

non personaliter comparere, vel seipsum totum usque ad intima regni

et in totam potestatem R. m. crederet et conferre auderet, sicuti

ante meum reditum per propriam postarn R. m. d. v. perdnuntiatum

fuit ; cujus reditum ac desuper condecentem resolutionem Regiam

ac rm» d. v. expectantes expectamus unactim Casare, et videretur

mihi d. v. etR. m. debere pramittere oratores; quoniam si consulant

trajici, et dum vel non ita ad consilium faciei Casar, reliqua omnia

itineri parata sunt. Scripsi deinde quomodo, ut Cas. iter voluntas

et descensus impleri ac sine quacumque irritatione perflci possit,

orator R. m. et ego nos obligavimus nomine R. m. et d. v. quod, infra

quindecim dies a data pramissorum, decern milia Rhenensium con-

signarentur in Anverbia, ad manus cujusdnm equitis ; et inde habito

colloquio cum R. m. essent persolvenda alia viginti milia pro residuis

expensis more et reditus ; et istis mediantibus totum iter residuaque

rebus conducendis concludendisque necessaria, possint legitime

adimpleri. Forte prresumptionis vel temeritatis nimins nos arguere

volent R. m. et d. v., sed summa rerum necessitate et qualitale

inspecta, id facere aut pati omnia ruere, coacti fuimus ; sed neque

pari consideratione fecisse panitct, rogantes ut R. m. et d. v. ita

implere cuncta non differant; nam hie nisi decern milia sorti

ponuntur, residua colloquio habito dabuntur ; quae sine promissione

etiam nostra, R. m. ess[_e~\t, ut non ambigimus, etiam largitura

multo majora.

" Sed ne videar in solis verbis me Agere, rationes adducendas

insuperabiles disposui. Supra omnia R. m. vidclur desiderare quod

regimen circa P. Carolum, ademptis pessimis, mutetur ; quod alius

quam Ca>sar sine ruina totius facere potest nemo ; aut Gallus

omnia absorbebit. Videtur quoque Casaris benignitas et motus animi

in incerto pendere et timeri ne juxta rei cxpedientiam in his agat ;

qua si impleverit Casar recte, et foedus defensivum firmum non

solum erit, quod nunc Mi regentes renuerc videntur, cum nihil in

rebus humanis rebus suis servandis P. Carol, salubrius posset

desiderari, quin immo et offensivum ; et reliqua omnia executiva

institui haberique indubie poterunt ; et h(ec nisi manu Casaris

fiant confusio aderit non modica rebus omnibus ; et ergo spes

indubia et certum quod omnia Casar pcrficict recte, quia se consilio

totum auspiciisque R. m. credere vult. Proindc si cum malignis

Mis pietate vel dissimulatione uti, aut Gallorum practicis se immer-

gcre volet Casar, cum non desint qui Cas. Maj. ultricem timent

eique varia offerunt, immo ad conventum cum Gallis in Cameraco

ac ad condividendam dicunt paratum Raliam, et ad amplectanda

oblata persuadere et conducere contendunt ; neque deficerent modi

expensarum (?) et pecuniae, ut dejiciunt. Et quia ad tales practicas

et corum vota \_an~\nuere non vult, mille pericula, offendicula, et

adinventiones infinitas, ad Casaris animum comprimendum iter-

que irritandum, objiciunt ; immo modis omnibus suis progrcssibus

moram addere, tantisquc nccessilalibus cxtcnuatum iri conantur;

prout cum Verona feccrunt ; ut quod [uec] ratiouc nee fraudibus
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Sion to Wolsey—cont.

queunt, id necessitate, quae saepe etiam ad indecentia cogit, con-

sequantur.

" Et si recte rma d. v. ponderet cuncta, nescio nut omnia sorti

et non moderamini rationabili committere velimus, si melior modus

sive remedium excogitari queat. Si ctenim de animo Casaris

est loquendum, est optimus ; si de constantia, est insuperabilis ; si

dcfide, est recta ; si de consilio, vult sc totum R. m. credere ; si de

pramissis, vult ultra ex\_s\olvere ; si de removendis malis, est laces-

situs iufinitis injuriis, depressus malis ; si de conditione injuriarum

in sanguine in filio, in seipso, in regnis et dominiis, in honore et

fama quasi ait ; etenim pro 300,000 ducatis Gallos Venetosque, a

se Carolot/ue dominiorum terrarum momento sustulisse dolet ; in-

gemissit ad lachrimas ; perstitit octo annis in bello solus, relictus

a Papa, ab imperio, ab Italia; omnia sua, redditus, arces, dominia,

particularia, obligavit, impignoravit ; reliquit eum Car. dudum

secum diseimulans; et nunc reliqncre supditi, milites^) in Verona,

Hispani maxime, quibus aliquando non nisi per octo dies stipendia

defuere, nulla habito respectu jurisjurandi, ?iationis, honestatis, non

solum cessarunt a serritiis, sed turpiter ad Gallos Venetosque de-

clinavere, illicoque contra C'asarem pugnaverc ; sed qui in urbe

mansere omnia minari ruinis, pradis et violentiis deturpare, et

Veronam vendere, et Gallis Venetos prodere palam dicere ause-

runt ; quae omnia sustinuit expectaudo si undequaque auxilia

venirent, vcl posset expeditio in hostesfieri.

Id octo continuis mensibus qiiopsivit, petivit, prasstolatus est ;

tamen etsi Veronam in manibus CaroliJuerit coaetus relaxare, ne

milites prodentes experiretur, tamen necdum Noioni nee cum Gallo

pacta subire, aut oblatis Gallorum aurem pr&bere voluit, nescio

quid non temptaverit, sustinuavitque ; usque adeo ut iter ad R. m.

nequeat propriis su[m]ptibus facere, et a gubernatoribus Caroli,

ut dixerim, ita nolit petrre, licet dummodo tutos se ab ejus ira

spcrare possent, omnia facerent. Cogitat potius ista a R. m., cum

qua unum esse, cut omnia boiui, eundemque extollere cupit, ez-

poscere confidenter ; ut valeat condecenter omnibus malis lumen et

terminus constitiii. Dicet d. v. ubi manent quadraginta milia

scutorum restituenda, cum Verona relaxetur, et videntur non fuisse

implicita servanda Veronal ? Dico quod, si cogatur Casar earn

relaxare, ex pecuniis sibi propterea dandis juravit mihi in tre\_u~\-

gam solutionem facere. Casar exposuit snecurrenda Veronce 80,000

ducatorum, et erat militibus in totidem debitor, et in istis mensibtis

aucto numero militum, et Carolus nulla auxilia prastabat, nee a

R. m. cxpetcre ulteriora valeret, choa-elus fuit mortem pro vita et

venenum pro medicina in hoc sumere. JHrimo Hedim inde tertio

misit spcrans erpeditionem fieri; demum dedit propterea man-

datum, et memn ante reditum Carolo super Verona conclusit ; sed

si verba seminentur Casarem tractalum Noioni, vel in oblatis per

Galium, accptassc vcl convenisse, dico absque veritate id peuitus

esse vel fieri ; immo ca dc causa cum R. m. acturus, reparaturus,

apud Carolum omnia instituturus, et ejus iter in Hispanias matu-

raturus : nemo etenim est qui tot injuriis a Gallis lacessitus, tot

malis et damnis in se ipso, in filiis utriusque sexus, in regnis, et

statubus ajffeetns.

Prreterea nemo mortalium tarn totirns perfidiam, perjuria^ versu-

tias et fallacias Gallorum, ita ut Casar expertus est; qui supra

infideles et demones Gallos odit ; cujus omnes motus, cogitatus,

consilia et verba, nihil aliud continent de Gallo, nisi ut se rin-

dicet, et quomodo Gallorum totalem ruinam procuret ; et prop
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terea ad Flandriam ire Jestinat, et minime [?] titubare videtur,

non est dubitandum. Tantummodo R. m. et d. v. obstat resolutio,

et quod Mi optimo Casari tarn difficile creditur, etjidetur; et quod

aliter fieri non potest ; quia expensa deest, et mora germinet infinita

damna, quia non sortiturum effectum fozdus Papa et formidant

Veneti. Et licet Casar rectoribus Caroli, et aliis scripserit acer-

rime intentissimeque, forte non patientur Mi rnaligni ; nam sunt

Galli plus quam Galli ipsi ; et si suo domino pericula, igno-

miniam, et damna addere contra naturam, fas et debitum, Mi non

verentur, R. m., quern non diligunt, [non] deferrent. Taceo quod

Papa et ecclesice servitutia et tyranuidis de proximo Gallo peri-

culum imminet.

Dico, ergo, rogo, obtestor, et deprecor, et si valeo conjuro rmam

d. v. quatenus cilissime rcsolvi curet, moras tollat, nee non istam

modicam expensam, respective ne tot sumptus, tot expenses, frustra,

et labores, et practica\_s~\, et tarn sancte conducta fcedera, sed et

reliqua tanti momenti, honoris, frugi et incrementi, jR. m., divinitus

ordinata, non depereant, polliceri, cxsolvereque dignetur et pro-

curet. Nam et ducatorum (?) alia decern milia persolvere in Tre-

veri conrenit, qua non istum numcrum vel ratam intrant ; seque

R.m. resoleat ; Oratores rt mille arcitendenles pramittat ad tra-

jicie/tdum, si Casar velit in Angliam potius descendere ; nee

diffidat aut differrat in Mis mittendis ; quo facto aderit Casar

omnia facturus ; cui ad latus quotidie adsunt adversarii dicentes

R. m. neque in hac modica expensa, nee in rcliquis, subventuram.

Suscitant ducera de Wittemberg et alios ad rebellionem, ut neque

servent paeon vel interjectas couditiones; quo cogant Casarem ut

istis immergatur, et a descensu desistat. Multa scripsi, dicerem

libeutius plura. Deus novit quam iideliter ago, quam recte con-

sistunt res, quam bene ambulat Casar, et sitit implere ; nee curat

d. v. si qua alia scripta dictaque fuerint eidem de Casarc. Est

mille artifex ; fingit, dissimulat, et volitare videtur, qui tamen

omnia perficiet; d. v. mihi credat. Dico verum.'' Hagenow,

13 Dec. 1516. Signed.

Lat., in a different cipherfrom the previous letters, undeciphered,

pp. 5. Add.

13 Dec. 2669. Silvester Bp. of Worcester

Vit. B. in. 95. "Ex Uteris D. Wigorniensis die xiii. [Dec.] .... mensis ex

B. M. Urbe ad me datis." Reiterates what he stated in his letter of the

8th, of the Pope's dislike to this peace between the Emperor and

the French. The Imperial ratification is hourly expected. Fra

Nicholas, the German, has been sent to the Emperor by the Pope.

Lady Margaret, through the artifices of Chievres and the Chan

cellor, has been won over. This is ascribed to the fault of the

English, who can do nothing against the French without money.

Worcester replied that England had spent 600,000 ducats without

satisfying their greed.

ii. From letters of the 23rd.

There is no doubt of the Emperor's agreement with the French,

as it has been confirmed by Cardinal Gurk. The Emperor excuses

himself that as he could not keep Verona without money he had

sent Sion to England to explain matters ; and as he could not

screw any money out of the English, who never open their purses

when time and need require, and he knew that the King was

secretly negotiating with France, he thought fit to be before him.
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Silvester Bp. op Worcester—cont.

The Pope advises the King to join it, and offers his negotiations.

Is afraid this union of the Emperor with the French will produce

great disturbance in Italy. Antonio Colonna has already declared

himself duke, or " capitaneus fortunarius." Fears that when the

French have their own way they will invade Italy. The news that

Verona was given up to Dominus dc Wlreti (Lautrec '!) the

French leader, and restored a few days after to the Venetians,

is a confirmation of the peace between the Emperor and the

French. The Pope is very angry with the old Duke of Urbino

for hiring troops and preparing to return to his dukedom. He

cannot find out who backs him. News has come from Damascus

and Rhodes that the new Sultan has died broken-hearted. The

Turk lias taken nearly all his dominions ; and gone to Cairo, where

lie has found astonishing wealth. He has shown much moderation

and policy, remitting half the imposts, strictly observing justice,

restraining the licence of his soldiers. He is liberal to the Chris

tians and the Brethren of the Holy Sepulchre ; and is expected

to return to Constantinople to prepare for war against Hungary.

That done you may bid good bye to Italy.

In the hand of Ammonius ; Lat, pp. 4, mutilated.

13 Dec. 2670. [Silvester Bp. of Worcester] to [Wolsey].

Vit B. ii. 190. Has received his letters of the 21st ult. The Pope is glad to

B. M. hear the King is resolved to retain the Swiss, and that the ambas

sadors are to be sent thither after their letters of the 29th. He

is [not] surprised that the French desire to draw the Swiss over to

themselves, as they wish to dictate to all Christendom ; would be

glad to see a closer union between England and the King Catholic ;

proffers his good offices with the Swiss. He has spoken to such of

them as have not been corrupted, and so disappointed the French

expectations. The French would persuade the Swiss that by a

contract of affinity they have a very good understanding with the

Pope, and with their assistance would be able to attack Naples ;

this the Pope would never permit, as he would then be no better

than their chaplain. He begs the King will not pay too much

regard to the lukewarmness of the King Catholic ; but always keep

an ambassador with the Swiss. Could not refuse the Cardinal

Sion's brief, as it is a matter of course.

Copy in the hand of Ammonius ; Lat., pp. 3, mutilated. En

dorsed in a hand of the 17th century : Idibus Decembris.

13 Dec. 2671- Tunstal to [Wolsey].

Galba, B. iv. 248. Thinks the Emperor is better pleased with the governors than

B. M. he pretends to be, otherwise he would not have given them com

mission to make peace with France. Ho will never do anything

to displease the King of Castile, as he is now coming of age, and

grows very fast to a man. The ambassador [of Arragou] is com

manded to avoid the court upon my Lady's displeasure, who is

extremely incensed against him. This throws her into the hands of

the governors ; " and they have offered in times past [to him]

many great offices, as the Viceroyship of Sicily, with divers

[others,] which ever he hath refused, saying he will not leave his

inast[er] unto he see him in Spain." They would gladly get rid of

him ; and it is said that he shall have some honorable commission

to depart, at which Tunstal is sorry. Begs this letter may be shown

to the King.
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The toller of Zealand has raised a discussion touching the tolls

granted by the intercourse. The Master of the Fellowship has

written to Tuustal on tho same subject. Will do the best he can

in the matter. The person who was lately sent by the Master of

the Fellowship into England, and promised to do service, has come

to Tunstal, and complained that since May last he had received only

8/. 6s. 8d. He said he was ordered to go to the Deputy at Calais,

who asked him for his passport, and did not treat him well. He

said he would have nothing to do with Spinelly, because he was no

Englishman. " He told me his [name was] Henry Cressent, and

that he dwelled in Paris and that he was promised by

King Lewis, late dead, . . . [a] year, for the service that he did

him in espial." But as he could not get it, he would never serve

the French King. " After long clattering he shewed called

Michel Cree, which in time past was of To[urnay] .... bores

should now be admitted archer of the guard," who, with divers

friends, and one John Granier, attempted to make an enterprise on

Tournay. He said that the French King had offered to put Ric.

de la Pole in possession of England. He promised to bring tidings

worth knowing, and said there were many spies in England and

some beneficed men. Tunstal gave him two angelotts, though he

knows his news will not be worth half the money. Brussels, 13 Dec.

Hoi., pp. 4, mutilated.

14 Dec. 2672. Spinelly to Wolsey.

■Galba, B. vi. 83. The ambassador of Arragon was absent from court, by the King's

B. M. command, at the Archduchess' complaint. Berghes endeavored

to make his peace without effect. The ambassador is gone to

Louvain to make interest with the Vice-chancellor of Arragon, the

President of Naples, and the Duke of Alva's adherents. She is

greatly incensed against him. Understands the King will give him

an honorable charge. There are various reports of the cause of his

disgrace. " After my poor mind, and though it were so, her honor

had been more saved and conserved to keep it secret than to publish

it ; for by every man's opinion she hath winne but little by the bar

gain, and the King lostyd a good servant. Many saith that by reason

he had largely spoken against the Governor of Bresse, this misfor

tune is cumyn upon him." Sends a letter from Alamyre, who went

two days back into France, where Sir George Nevill is, and will

obtain knowledge of his letters. Hopes to learn from the Scultetus

of Mechlin the secrets of the two Englismen who, by direction of

De la Roche, have gone with money to Richard De la Pole. Speaks

of his expenses.

" Toisoii Dor showed me in Great Council that he was sent by

the. Lord Berghes unto the Lady Margaret with a certain message,

and how the next morning in the King's Chamber he was called,

and declared to him what he had at do with such business ; affirm

ing to me that all things been immediately known by the Lord

Chievres and the Chancellor." Nothing is said against the peace.

The rumor of the meeting at Cambray continues. Refers to the

Vice-chancellor's letters for the Bp. of Colonna's answer from the

Emperor, and what the King's Council said to him about the

confederation. On Wednesday last, on the marriage of Fynes'

daughter to the Earl of Agemomt (Egraont), three brothers, nobles

of Spain, held the justs. Brussels, 14 Dec.

Hoi., one passage in cipher, undeciphcred, pp. 3. Add. ; To my

Lord Cardinal's grace.
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2673. [Alamire to Spinellt.]

Galba,B.iv. 246. " ." . . . illis duobus Scotis in Francia, et in itinera

B. M. obviavit isti duo Scoti accesserunt ad eum et de-

derunt sibi ilia .... Domino eorum, fidelicet Dux de Albana.

Tunc ipse Dominus de Raves[tein] . . . ipsum unuin diem, et

secundadie expediviteos. Et fecit eos iterum pe benelfcti,

et duxcrunt habuisse optimum responsum, &c." Hans Nagell was

with him, who had a [letter] from De la Pole to enter France, and

find there an ancient friend of his, one George NeveL, " et fuit

olim ameral de mare anglicanam." Took the letter, and showed it

to Ravestein, with his seal and signet, who was very well satisfied,

and told him that the King of France intended to go to Padua (?)

and that a great number of ships had secretly been provided, and

that the King is well acquainted'with what has been done between

the King of England " [Reverendi]ssimi Cardinalis

de Wabz de Alfocia, &c." Two Englishmen have come from

England to these parts, and bought two horses in the city of . . . .,

whore he and Hans Nagell were staying. They belonged to the

scultetus of the town of Mechlin. The man who had the care

of them was very intimate with this scultetus, and told him that

those two Englishmen had money with them, and were going

to De la Pole. This scultetus is an intimate acquaintance both

of De la Pole and the writer. His name is , and he

was formerly a great captain, and had a brother [who fought]

against Henry VII., and was hanged in England. The King

of France has sent an envoy to the Duke of Gueldres, com

manding him instantly to make peace with the King Catholic.

The Duke has 4,000 foot. Francis has arranged with De la Pole

the number that is to go into Scotland with the Duke of Albany.

When he was in Germany learned from him ; " propterea habeat

vestra pateruita[s] quia circumdatus estis ab inimicis

vestris, etc." The devil was never so anxious to destroy souls as

he is to destroy the King of England. " Nunquam fuit similis

auditum. Et concil upero, nolite dimittere

Caesaream raajestatem, etc." Begs Wolsey will send him some

money. Sealed.

Lat., hoi., pp. 3, badly mutilated. Add. in Spinelly's hand : To

my Lord Cardinal's grace.

1 4 Dec. 2674. To the Cardinal of York, Chancellor.

S B. For writs of dedimus potestafem to the Abbot of Glastonbury,

■ to take the fealty of Ric. Wrexhall, Abbot elect of Athelney.

Richmond, 14 Dec

1 5 Dec. 2675. [Pace] to [Wolsey].

Vit. B. xix. 361. Since [he wrote his] last letters dated the " x[. . . of] the last

B. M. month, two ambassadors [have] arrived here with commission [to

treat] upon such things as be comprehended in their] proposition

made here to [the] five cantons ;" of which Pace sends a summary.

" I would not that I should propon\_e~\ of those things concludedd

in .... for to treatc with the Swiss sine ratione,

showing that our propo shulde be contrari if they

schulde the Swiss ad fedus acccptandum .... pro

amicicia sine federe. It is ... . that such contrarietes notidde

.... should hurt greatly ; nitelesse the[y pro]fesse that the

manner of treat[ing] . . . in England according to my
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shall have more effect than cause that the Swiss at this

d[iet ? ] be induced to enter con * * * *

they do not put their seal [unto the Fre]nche peace. And this

may well [be], for the Swiss, communi assensu, at the [mo]cion of

the Jive cantons hathe ute a diet in this town to be [cele

brate the 17th of this present mo[nth]," where the whole thirteen

cantons shall hear the Emperor's petitions proposed by his orators,

and affirmed by Pace in Henry's name, according to the Emperor's

order. Another [diet] will then be held for reply.

" The orators [of th]c Emperor will nothing do nisi me . . . be

cause that all credence is given . . them under the King's name,

and not [other]wise ; and this is the cause that the Emperor

would not in any wise that I [should] depart hence." [The Po]pe's

ambassadors and Pace have perfect knowledge of the] Emperor's

secret negociations here * * * * " the Swiss to this

poynte neutrales, and by this mea[nes in-

tcn]dithe to make the interp[rise in Ita~\li with his owne ianske-

n[ights into] the duchie of Milen to him .... spoyle al Itali at

his plea[sure~\. Bi thys intent the sayde Emperor [doth] put the

Popis holinesse in ... . cion. And thys is the cause tha[t the]

Pope wolde have no Duke of M[ilan~] but the Duke of Bari ; ne

h[abeat] in Italia superiorem. And yff the Emperor schulde

ooteigne the duch[ie of] Milan for him selfe, he wol[de] attende to

nothynge but for [to des]true the Venetians ; whyche [intension

schulde be agaynst the [interest] of al odre Christian princes ex-

[cept] hym selfe : wherfore necessar[i it is] that your grace do

provide r[emedy] for al these soris at the [meeting] of the Em

peror and the King's grace causes here doithe

stand * * * for there moni, yif theye [make this]

peace we shall have a [greater] parte here than the French King.

Do [not you]r grace marvayle thoghe you have [no re]solute an

swer from hense ; for [the] Emperor's orators wull have none

unto [the] tyme that the sayde Emperor and [the] King haithe

mette to gedre ; nodre [they] wull suffre me to have ony. And [if

[I should labor for any thinge co?itra[ry] to there intentis, pro-

clamarent me [inimicum] imperatoris ; ideo in hoc caute et cir-

cumspecte agendum est." Zurich ([Tur]ego), 15 Dec. 1516.

Hoi., part cipher, deciphered ; pp. 4, mutilated.

15 Dec, 2676. Sir Edw. Ponynges.

Addit. Charter, His receipt to Jehan Micault, receiver general of finances of the

1522. King of Castile, for 500 livres on account of the pension granted

B.M. him 1 Jan. 1515. Date, 15 Dec. 1516.

Endorsement authorising allowance to be made for this payment

in Micault's account. Signed: J. De la Laing—Ruffault.

1 6 Dec. 2677. Leo X. to Wolsey.

K. O. Has received his and the King's letters, and has heard what

Worcester had to say, to whom Wolsey is to give credence. Eome,

16 Dec. 1516, 4 pont.

Vellum. Add.

16 Dec. 2678. [Wolsey] to Sir Rob. Wingfield.

Vit.B.nx.353. The King [understands by] " the contynue " of his letters dated

B. M. the at Hagno, and the letters [sent] by the Car

dinal [Sion] to Wolsey, to his great [satisfaction], the escape of the

Cardinal from the snares of the French and others, and the joy of
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[Wolsey] to Sib Rob. Wingfield—cont.

the Emperor at his safe arrival. The King is, however, "mar-

velously angwis[hed] and perplexed to understand" by letters from

his ambassador, Mr. [Tunstal], in the court of the King of Ar-

nigon, (copies of which are sent herewith,) that " [cjontrary to all

such promises as the Emperor hath made to the [King, yet] with

out his consent and knowledge, [he] hath taken and [made a truce]

with the French King ; not only, if it be so to the rw[iue of all]

Christendom, but also to his perpetual shame." The King trusts

the Emperor's honor, virtue and kindness, and hopes the reports

are not true, but " that they [are the] contrived drifts of Mons.

de Chievres [to induce] the King to mistrust the Emperor." The

King desires, however, that the foregoing should be shown to the

Emperor, in order to see what answer he will make ; as well as to

find out the truth of the report.

Wingfield is to make the strictest search to discover if any such

thing be done or not. If not, and the Emperor will perform his pro

mises, the King will at once cause to be delivered 10,000 fl. now in

Tunstal's hands, and at their meeting will pay him 20,000 fl. more,

according to promise. If otherwise, " the King is not minded to

give him one florin, but shall have cause never to trust him, nor

to #peak honor of him." The Cardinal Sion is to be warned to

have a good eye to the premises, as affecting himself and his honor

toward the King and Wolsey. Cannot believe the tidings to be

true. If the peace be not concluded " [the King is surprized] to

see the boldness of the said Mons. de Chievres [daring] to affirm

the same to be concluded ; willing [Mr.] Tunstal so to advertise

the King's grace, on the King's .... behalf, what answer is made

to Mr. Tunstal .... and also what order is taken for the speedy

payment [of the] 10,000 fl., ye shall at the large perceive by the

[copy of] the said aunswer which I send you here inclose[d]."

The French promises, and those of the councillors (of the King

of Arragou), will never be kept longer [than] " fear shall con

tinue." All wise men think that [the Emperor] has had so much

experience of the nature of the French that he would never have

believed them again. Besides, great damage will follow their exalt

ation. Wingfield will manage everything "accordingly as the

" The Cardinal Sion and he must remember also [that]

the time of the ratification of the amity just concluded [is] almost

expired, and the Emperor must press the King of Arragon for it.

As yet there is no certainty that he will ratify it.

Copy, pp. 4, mutilated.

IG Dec. 2679- [Sir Rob. Wingfield] to Henry VIII.

Vit. B. xix.355. Wrote [last] on the .... of this month, and the Cardinal

B. M. Sion wrote letters of the same da[te to] Wolsey. Next day re

ceived the King's letters dated Greenwich, the 5th inst., with an

addition of ... . sheets of paper, in answer to his le[tters] of

the 24th ult., and giving instructions how to move the Emperor to

consent to the King's desire. In the same packet was a copy of

the King's instructions to Tu[nstal], his ambassador, to the King

Catholic, with [a letter] from Wolsey to Sion. Wingfield and Sion

had audience about seven o'clock at night, Gurck only being [pre

sent]. Declared the contents of their letters, and gave him "the

[copy of the] letters lately sent to the King Catholic

his majesty." He praised their style, "saying your highness to

be marvellously well purveyed of good secretaries, both in Latin
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and French ; and I showed to him that if his majesty understood

English he should well perceive that your secretaries in that tongue

are as much to be esteemed." Had a long discussion of their

charge, in which Sion showed himself " no small doctor," and

Gurck did his part well. " Howbeit, in some points his majesty

set us up all three, specially in that hitherto he could never attain

any of his desires made to your highness at the first, but alway so

late that the displeasure and harm hath been too great." He said

he would deliberate before answering the overtures they had made.

Yesterday he sent Gurck to Sion's lodgings, and the discussion was

renewed. Today [Gurck] communicated to them the Emperor's

determination, which Sion will declare in cipher to Wolsey. Men

tions only that the Emperor desires anyhow [that] the ambassadors

sent by Henry [shall go] straight to Bergis, and remain there till

[they] receive orders from him; for he desires specially that they

should not go first to the King Catholic, [which] "they might not

goodly exchewe, if they should [pass] from Calleeyce to Bergis.

Wherefore if your say[de am]bassadours come in person to Bergis,

they may send [their] horses to Calleeyce, and from thence convey

theey[m to] Berghis." The g will be forced to employ

stratag[em] for the attainment of the desired end . . . the enemy

strive to " coment the same." Their " venemous conatis " were

never better resisted. Hagenow, 16 1516.

Hoi., pp. 3, mutilated. Add. : To the Kynges highnesse.

16 Dec. 2680. For Wm. Atwater, Bp. of Lincoln, John Veysy, doctor

P s of Law and Dean of the Chapel Royal, and John

LONGLANDE, D.D.

Next presentation to the church of Bradnyche in the duchy of

Cornwall. Windsor Castle, 11 Dec. 8 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm.,

16 Dec. 8 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 22.

17 Dec. 268L For the Bukgesses of Great Yarmouth.

S. B. Release, for 20 years, of the sum of 50 marks out of their fee

farm of 60/. which they owe for the town and a place called

Kirkelerode, near the entrance of the port: to enable them to repair

the port, the trade of which is much diminished. Del. Westm.,

17 Dec. 8 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m.l.

18 Dec. 2682- Charles [Prince of Castile] to Henry VIII.

Vesp. F. m. 4lb. Credence for Lord Berghes and other ambassadors, from the

" B. M. Emperor and himself. Maliues, 18 Dec. Signed.

Fr., p. 1. Add. : Mon bon pere le Roy d'Angleterre.

18 Dec. 2683. Spinelly to Wolsey.

Galba,B.rv.259. Encloses letters dirocted by the King [to the] Vice-chancellor

B. M. and councillors of Brabant for the publication] of the peace be

tween the Emperor and France, which was proclaimed here on the

. . . inst. " Raphael do Medicis, who is here for the Pope, saith

th[at] upon divers remonstrances made on this side, and f . .

menn both, until his holiness, saying the same [would] empecho

the said peace. The Pope only answer[ed] yle advertised

and that in case it could be fo he should be verily glad

thereof with generals and not further, as they will say.
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Spinelly to Wolsey—COtU.

And some consy[dering the] manner of the Emperor proceeding

in that matter . . . make no difficulty in the restitution of Verona,

as p[er]aventura the contrary it is persuaded." Hears that the

meeting of Cambray is to take place " these feasts past." Cannot

believe the Emperor will trust the French King.

The Duke of Gueldres has sent 3,000 foot and 200 horse into

Friesland. It is evident that the peace will not long continue,

" and received and consumed the 200,000 cr. [in setting]

forthward new inventions and enterprises. Master Charles de la

Verdera showed me yesterday in council that Casius shall go in

who is justly a merchant meet for the Frenchmen ; and

the audiencer sayeth that the French ambassador will maintain

how the King's [grace m~\y master hath done contrary to the treaty

his highness hath with them ; and consequently he laboreth to em-

pechc the confirmation of the [said] amity, whereof I have adver

tised Master Vice-chancellor. Moreover, the said audiencer ajffirmetk

that when it shouldfortune war between England and France, that

the subjects will rather join with you than with France, what

soever should be done to the contrary," Brussels, 18 Dec. x . . .

Hoi., pp. 2, mutilated; part cipher, with decipher by Tuke,

mutilated also.

18 Dec. 2684. For Sir Wm. Compton.

S. B. • To be sheriff of Worcestershire vice Sir John Savage. The

office was granted, in survivorship, to Sir John Savage, jun., knight

of the Body, and John his son, by patent 17 Feb. 12 Hen. VTI.,

The former dying, a similar grant was made 27 Dec. 4 Hen. VIH.

to the last-named John now Sir John, and John his son, which was

rendered void by act of 7 Hen. VIH. (relative to patents surrendered

for new ones) ; and the office was again vested in Sir John Savage,

who was indicted in Mich, term last, for abusing his office. Del.

Westm., 18 Dec. 8 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 3.

20 Dec. 2685. Tunstal to Henry VIII.

(ialbo,B.in. 267. " as well the. . . . by me made to the King Catholic

B. M. and .... tiie Lord Chievres and the Chancellor as certa[inlyl

.... they might not, nor ought not, refuse the confirmation of

the trea]ty, as late was concluded betwixt the orator of Spain . . .

. . ent, the Emperor's orator, and your grace's commissioners." An

oath was arranged, with other remonstrances, as will be seen by his

said letters. An answer was given to the Bp. of Columpna, and

they expected to hear from the Emperor. Tunstal forbore to urge

the matter three or four days. Yesterday received for answer,

from Chievres, that he should go to the Chancellor, who was ill ;

learnt from him that the King Catholic had assembled his Council

to have their opinion touching the confirmation of the new amity

demanded by England. He intends to send one of his Council to

England to argue for the confirmation, in such form as will be shown,

to the King. He will be glad to condescend to this confirmation if

it can be done agreeably to his oath to other Princes. Tunstal

urged upon the Chancellor the advantages of the league ; he said

that on that subject the King would declare his mind by his ambas

sador. " As touching your pension he said it was seen to the ....
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On the Chancellor expressing dissatisfaction with the proceed

ings of the commissioners in reference to the articles, Tunstal

told him they had changed their minds through the instigation of

the French, who would never be their true friends. He said he

knew that; but as they were in alliance with both, they could not

allow one party to invade the other. It is not yet determined who

shall be sent. It will be feen that they only look to the furtherance

of their own interests. The Emperor is clearly pleased with what

they have done, and the peace is published. Has no hope of any

confirmation of the treaty. The Emperor favors the present

advisers of the Prince,—a fact unknown to the King at the drawing

of his instructions of 5 Dec. The ambassador of Arragon has not

yet returned from L . . ., the Lady Margaret not being yet

appeased.

" The Lady Margaret sent to me, as I was writing this letter, a

sec[retary] of hers called Wm. Barris, with a letter of [credelns

of her own hand, as he said, but it seemed to [us not] to be her

hand. The which credence was that she would ha\ye spo]kin with

me, save that these governors should have her [for] suspect, whereby

she might less avance your grace's qff[air]s ; that her father the

Emperor should accomplish all su[ch] promises as the Cardinal

Sedunensis had made touching these governors ; and where she was

informed] one should come out of England to me shortly to inform

me thereof, she desired me that when I [had] any such word out of

England to make her pri[yy] by her said secretary thereof. After I

had heard him, I answered him that I never knew no such practice,

nor never was privy to any such matter. If any such matter should

come to my knowledge I would advertise her : and so I dismissed

him. I believe verily he was suborned by some other than her to

feel what I would say touching such matter ; ana yet if he had

been sent by her I would not have said to him further than I

car . . . to knowledge of these governors, for causes in m[y last]

letters, more largely expressed. Howbeit I [perceive] she favoreth

your grace and your affairs ; but many d[oubt] her matters be not

kept secret. Wherefore * I for me p[art be] well war of all such

as long to her." From 20 Dec. Signed.

Part cipher in TunstaTs own hand, with mutilated decipher by

Tuke in the margin ; pp. 6.

20 Dec. 2686- Allard Bentinck.

B. O. Notification by John de la Saulch that on 20 Dec. 1516 John

Le Clement and Anthoine Joseph exhibited certain letters patent

from Henry VIII., dated Westm., 28 Oct. 1516, appointing, at the

instance of the Archduchess of Savoy, AUard Bentinck, her maitre

d'hptel, receiver of the 6,000 livres paid annually by the city of

Tournay, and ordering that his receipt shall be a sufficient acquit

tance for money due in that behalf to the King.

Fr., pp. 3, mutilated. Endd. : Copy of the patent of Alard

Bentyvall.

20 Dec. 2687. For Koger Salesbury.

P. S. To be Serjeant at arms, with I2d. a day, vice Th. Twyseday,

deceased. Windsor Castle, 9 Dec. 8 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm.,

20 Dec. 8 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 3.

In the cipher A. The decipher is not certain.
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21 Dec. 2688- Tunstal to Wolsey.

GaTba,B.m.270. Writes to the King. Mentioned in his last a difficulty which had

B. M. arisen touching the merchants of Zealand in the exaction of dues.

Has spoken to the Chancellor on the subject, with whom he had

some discussion. They had given express commands to the " tollar "

to follow the intercourse. Wishes Wolsey to speak with the

English merchants on the subject. Brussels, 21 Dec.

Hoi., pp. 3, mutilated. Add. : Cardinal of York.

21 D ec. 2689. Lorenzo de Medici Duke of Urbino to Henry VIII.

Vit. B. in. 98. Has heard from the Bp. of Worcester of Henry's good will

B. M. towards himself. Thanks him, and refers him to the letters of the

Eym. xiii. 572. Bp. of Worcester.* Rome, 21 Dec. [1516.] Signed and sealed.

Lot., p. 1, mutilated. Add.in a modern hand.

21 Dec. 2690. The Same to Wolsey.

Vit. B. hi. 97*. A letter of thanks. Rome, 21 Dec. 1516. Signed and sealed.

B. M. Lat., p. 1, mutilated. Add. in a modern hand.

21 Dec. 2691. For Wm. Browne of London, alias of Lyscombe, Bucks.

P. S. Protection ; going in the retinue of Sir Ric. Wyngfeld, Deputy of

Calais. Richmond, 20 Dec. 8 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm., 21 Dec.

Fr. 8 Hen. VIII. m. 3.

22 Dec. 2692. Leo X. to Wolsey.

Vit B. in. 99. Desires he will call before him John Abbot of St. Werburg in

B. M. the diocese of Coventry, and Humph. Bonner. The former had

Rym. xm. 573. been excommunicated for refusing to exhibit certain documents in a

suit heard before John Anthony Trivulzio, auditor apostolic, in

which Geoff. Blythe Bp. of Lichfield and Coventry was the promoter,

taxing the said Abbot of unlawfully usurping the mitre and pontifical

staff, &c; the latter with preaching a sermon in ridicule of the Holy

See, and declaring that he had absolved the Abbot. Rome, 22 Dec.

1516.

Lat.

22 Dec. 2693. Tournay.

B. O. Indenture of sums received from Sir Ric. Jernyngham, treasurer

of Tournay, by Wm. Pawne, master of the works, for building the

citadel there ; from 1 May to 22 Dec. 8 Hen. VIII. Total, 1,600/.

On a skin ofparchment.

22 Dec. 2694. For Sir Edw. Belknapp, the King's councillor.

8. B. Release, as treasurer of war in the suite of Chas. Duke of Suffolk

in the expedition against Britanny, and as a master of the ordnance

against France, of 5.263/. 11*. received through John Dawtrey,

customer of Southampton, 57/. 14*. Ad. through Sir John Daunca,

and of 240/. for payment of 300 pioneers to be sent to Calais,

through John Millet, a clerk of the signet. Del. Westm., 22 Dec.

8 Hen. VIII.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 2.

* Ore, in Ryraer, is a misprint for oratore.
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22 Dec. 2695. John le Seelier to Ponynges, Controller of the

Calig.E.n. 189. Household.

B. M. [Ponynges is] aware how the soi-disant Bp. of Tournay has con

ducted himself on having his title recognized by the Pope's brief.

This conies of not striking whilst the iron was hot. Guillart, the

soi-disant Bishop, "filz d'un president de par[lement ?]," by virtue

of his brief refuses to acknowledge ( ?) the temporalities of the

bishopric as a royal fief ; which temporalities the King of England

enjoys by his conquest three years ago. Guillart has never done

service for them. His desire to bring his right before the eccle

siastical judges at Bruges is contrary to the dignity of the King's

crown. To his own knowledge, Louis P . . . . , and after him

Charles de Haultboys, obtained the said bishopric in the times of

Charles VIII. and Lewis XII., against others who laid claim to it,

not being subjects of the King of France. It would not be fit to

allow the episcopal court to be erected in a foreign jurisdiction.

Advises that the King should take the matter into his own hands,

and demand [the surrender of it by Guillard]. He will obtain this,

as he is now at peace with France, by promising Guillard a recom-

pence. The bishopric was never reckoned worth more than 4,000

ducats. If he be not offered an English bishopric now, the French

will never deliver him up. There is a regular system of nepotism

among the French hierarchy. When a Bishop feels himself ill, he

has his resignation ready, which he never produces if he recovers ;

and when old he manages to get as a coadjutor a friend or relative,

which is the case with Guillard. Tournay, 22 Dec.

P.S.—Must outwit the subtle politicians, who will practise for

the transmutation of the see to Ghent. You know the ducats are

much loved at Rome.

Hoi., Fr., pp. 4, obscure and mutilated. Add.

22 Dec. 2696. For Geo. Duckworth, groom for the King's mouth in

S. B. the Cellar.

Reversion of a house at the corner of Bowe Lane, in the parish

of St. Michael Pater Noster, at Dowgate, London, and lands in

Cussyn Lane, in the parish of All Hallows the Great, London, now

held by Th. Woodrof, yeoman of the Queen's chamber, to whom and

John Greys, deceased, the premises were granted by patent 19 Feb.

2 Hen. VIII., having been forfeited by Sir Ric. Charleton. Del.

Westm., 22 Dec. 8 Hen.VIII.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 4.

22 Dec. 2697. For Sir Hugh Conway, Treasurer of Calais.

S. B. Pardon of all offences committed against the statute of 3 Edw. IV.

Del. Westm., 22 Dec. 8 Hen.VIII.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 2.

23 Dec 2698. Silvester Bishop of Worcester to [Wolsey].

Vit,B.m. 100. Has made Wolsey's commendations to the Pope and the Duke of

B. M. Urbino. Before Worcester had received the King and Wolsey's let

ters with the heads of the new league, Francis Chieregato had sent

a copy of them to the Pope, not very honorable to England. Chiere

gato sends news of all that transpires ; as the Pope gave orders to

John Bell. He does all the bad offices he can. The Pope says he

cannot comply with the wish of the Bp. of Saguntum. The matter -

depends upon the King Catholic, who was the main cause of the

2. 3h
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Silvester Bishop of Worcester to [Wolsey]—cont.

Card. S. Crucis being restored to the said bishopric ; and though he

now writes otherwise, his ministers urge him strongly in that

Bishop's favor. Has sent three Cardinals' capotes (capitia) to

Wolsey. Has now ready two very fine hats, which he will send at

the first opportunity. Is in great want of money. Will be happy

to accept whatever Wolsey pleases to bestow. Rome, 23 Dec. 1516.

Signed.

Lat.,pp. 2, mutilated. Add. in a modern hand.

24 Dec. 2699. Hadrian Cardinal St. Chrtsogon to Wolsey.

Vit. B. in. 99*. The movements of the Pope. At Epiphany tide he will visit his

B. M. patrimonial domains ; in Feb ; after Easter, Florence,

passing through Urbino ; thence he will proceed to Loretto ; and in

November he will return to Rome. The Emperor is going to Flan

ders to visit his nephew. It is said he has made peace with the

French, and proposes to restore Verona to the Venetians. Rome,

24 Dec. 1516.

Hoi., Lot., p. 1, mutilated. Add.

25 Dec. 2700. [Wolsey] to Tunstal.

Galba, B. n. 90. The King has received his letter dated Brussels the 6th inst.

B. M. mentioning whatChievres and the Chancellor told him on the King

their master's behalf, that by their mediation a peace was made be

tween the Emperor and France, with better conditions (as it was

said) than the Emperor's instructions required, and that my Lady

yielded to Chievres. The King thinks all this untrue, and got up

to make him mistrust the Emperor and my Lady, and to counteract

the practices devised between him and the Emperor against Chievres

and the Chancellor. Tunstal must use all efforts to discover the

truth ; for it may be that the Emperor doth play on both hands,

using the nature of a participle, which taketh partem a nomine

et partem a verbo. If either the Emperor or my Lady have any

honor they will never fall in with France without the King's

consent, having bound themselves by letters under their own

hands ; and by letters of as late a date as Tunstal's, from Sion, the

Emperor and the Lady Margaret, the King is assured that the Em

peror will keep his promises ; that he is going to the Low Countries

to break the amity between Arragon and France, and to remove

Chievres and the Chancellor from office ; though meanwhile, to pre

vent their suspicions, he pretends to be inclined to peace. The

King has ordered the 10,000fl. which the Emperor asked for his

descent into those parts to be sent to Tunstal by Sir Rob. Fowler.

If he can be sure that the Emperor has not made peace with France,

he is to deliver it to my Lady for him, binding her by her honor not

to dissemble ; otherwise the money is not to be delivered. The

King and Wolsey have both spoken plainly to Hedyn, who doubtless

is writing to my Lady. As to the ratification of the new amity,

doubts not Tunstal will " substantially and continually call upon

the same without diminishing [or] subtraction of any words." He

must not make Spinelly privy to his secret matters, as he is

thought to have intelligence with Chievres, and to have spread the

report that the Emperor hud concluded the peace.

Draft, with a correction i/i Wolsey's own hand, pp. 5, mutilated.

Galba, B. iv. S. 2. Another copy, pp. 3.

B.M.
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2701. Queen Margaret to Wolsey.

Calig. B. i. 206. Would have spoken with him, but he left before she could see

B.M. him. Begs he will show his good mind to her, as he has always

Ellis, 1 S. i. 130. done, " specially now, for now is the time." Desires some money

against New Year's Day, as she must give rewards and other

things both for the King her brother's honour and her own.

Wishes to have it by tomorrow night at furthest.

Hoi., p. 1. Add. : Onto my lord Kardanall.

26 Dec. 2702. Tunstal to Wolsey.

Galba, B. hi. 272. * * * "And by your grace's said letters I perceived

B. M. also how [mojst honorable council, as he had made

privy to the prem[isses] o be abusis, and contrivid to

caws the King's grace to mi y his grace

shuld stay in such practises a betwixt the Emperor

and him, commanding me by al the means [sea^rch to at-

tein the truthe of the making of this peax. And if I should have

sure hnowlege that the Emperor hath taken no peax with the

French King th[eri] to take to the Lady Margaret 10,000florins to

the Emperor's use, to be delivered [by~\ Robard Fowler, according

as the King's grace hath accorded and appointed ; [and ifJ I

shold undirstond that the said peax is taken, then not to deliver

it unto the Lady Margaret, and to shew my said Lady M. [on]

the King's behalf, further, as in your grace's said letters is con

tained ; which (?) ere I red over veray ofte, to comprise

well the King's mind by the same ; and after I had more fully

appercei[ved the] contents of them I was as grelly perplexed in

my mind as [ever I w~\as in my liffe, considering the present

state of this court, which is, tliat such as do favour the King's

grace and the Emperor dar not now of long time come at me,

nor yet send to me for fere offallin[g into the dis~\plesur of these

governors ; which her do al, and no man dar offend them, they be

so grete with the King of Castile ther master. Also I called to

mind that the Lady Margaret had befor sent to me hir most trusty

secretary, desiring me to advertise hir by him of such things as

shold come to my knowlege brefly from the King's grace, and not

resort to hir myself, lest thes governours, which have her in ex

treme] jelosy, shold think it wer again them ; to which secretary

[at] his first coming, by cause I fered him to be subo[rned] by

the Lord Chicvres, I made an indifferent answer, whereby he could

take no hold, as I wrote to the King in the end of my last letters.

These things, with many other long remembered, I saw well that

if I s[hould come to L~]ady Margaret all the court would think

it were for some practice against [the governors ;] which might re

new thejealousy against the King's grace now late as

. . saw no way possible to bring these matters to pass without rumor

and . . . open knowledge, but to make Mr. Richmemount privy to

it, whom I sent privily the same evening to my I,ady Margaret with

these instructions : first, to know whether she had sent me any of

h[er secretaries with a letter of her hand or not, because I knew

not her hand. She said, Yea, and that she had norished him up of

a child and feared nothing his secretness, she had so often proved

him ; and desired me to trust him in all such matters from time to

time as he should declare from [her to] me. After that Richmond

said, I desired to know the very truth whether this peace late made

betwixt the Emperor and the French King which here was pro

3H2
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claimed was made by the consentment of the Emperor or not, and

how it fortuned that he, contrary to his promise and hers, made by

their letters, should consent to any such appointment. S/te said it

was done for to abuse these governors for the time, to the intent the

Emperor might more easily achieve his purpose ; but for all that,

she said, she had sure and late words both from the Emperor and

the Cardinal Scduncnsis, that whatsoever thing he doth outwardfor

abusing of these men, she should not regard it; for surely he was

fixed in his mind not to vary from the appointment taken with the

King of England and her, for no offer that could be made him,

but would fastly stick to it ; with many mo words sounding to that

purpose.

On the [day a~\fter she sent me her said secretary to show me

suck letters as she had received from Hesding, how he met your

grace coming from Richmond, and what plain words your grace

gave unto him upon my information, and how at the last he did

content your grace by showing of certain [ letters, and other ways

that your grace was pleased, and how this money was d[on\ the

[road"] coming to me. Besides that, he shewed me a letter from

Cardinal Sedunensis to the Lady Margaret, of the 17th day of this

month, all his own hand, whose hand I do know, that the Emperor

was as fixed in his min[d, to ent]erteyng all promises with the

King's grace and her, as is possible, and nev[erj (Some

*f. 273. lines lost)* * * * he had taken s

minded not to keep the said peace

. . of them to subdue them with their own money and

.... in four and twenty thousand golden florins for

. . \co~\ntenlyd, but they gave it to him for this peace, so it is ... .

. . . ad money of them, whereby they were to be sure of him, . . .

. . . to more easily abuse them. The same day I spoke w . . . .na the Emperor's orator, and showed him how the con

firmation made with the King is clearly refused without

he could help. And as he heard of this peace late

cried. As touching the [he shejwyd me how he had

■written to the Emperor and advertised him had

remitted the matter to him, saying they would confirm it [if it c]ane

be done, albeit they saw not how they well might. And th[at there

•wjas no answer comen thereof to him from the Emperor.

As tou[ching .... A]e shewed me a letter from the Cardinal

Sedunensis [of the . . . d~]ay of this month, subscribed with his

hand, and written [by his secretary, wherein he writeth, that albeit

the Emperor pulteth Verona in the King of Castile ys [hands for

th'jre months, by cause he may pay better than he, yet he e . . . .

. . bot to abandon it, as he should se within the said time, bid'

ding no hede to such things as he heareth or teeth

outward[ly but to~\ be of good comfort there should within the said

time a physician [come that\ who should heal all these sores.

As touching the confirmation of the amity ... he saith the Emperor

willeth him to procure it as effectually as ho should . . . perceive

by the Emperor's letters, written to hiin at that time in that behalf,

never come to his hands as he said, and that they come in

the King of Castile's packet to dus, which did intercept

them, as he thought the said letter of the la come in the

Lady Margaret's packet which she sent to him. The said Bishop

said the Emperor, which bade him pursue such matters

contrary to the open fa .... and remonstrance did mind other'

■>
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ways than he wrote and comman[ded] . . . he would never trust-

no Almoin after. After know I as above, calling

* f. 273 b. to mind all that I had sen . . . matter * * *

e and peril as your grace wrote in then

of [the ar]dicles of this peace be so pre

judicial] of Verona the realm of

Naples is clearly me think that the Em

peror will never consent to it that if the Emperor

do dissimule in making of this peace t far after

such declaration might cause a [con]clude it and

change his purpose. And calling t[o mind that the sum] to be

paid is not great if there were not all, this I [s]o

that better it were and more honorable to ventir

keeping of the King's grace's promise then to save and to gi[ve] . . .

. . . . o lay the cause of the. breach, if he were so minded. [ Which

thin~]ges regarded, I sent Richmont the same evening [to my Lady,

to~\ show her that whereas the King at her request [had supplied

the Emperor] with money, and not failed him in his need for the

inte[nt to show the affe]ction which he beareth unto him (which

he chiefly hath d[one at h~\is request) he trusteth that now she

regarding her .... [vi]rtue xcould not abuse the King's most

trusty friend, na promises as were made for the ad

vancement of the Emperor's own blod[e] .... and chiefly for the

enhancement of his authority nor the matter if she thought

the E?nperor had chanced his pu . ... to show it plainly.

Jt were long to write the tcords which [she answ]crd again at

Richmont showed me ; but the effect was [that rather'] then she should

consent to any such fraud, and so dis[tain] her honor, she had lever

enter into some religion, never [to] come abroad, nor to look man in

the face again; that all the world, if sh[c] were such one, shfiuld

speak dishonor of her ; and that she had written [to] the Emperor

to know his mind in this matter, exhorting her, as she was [h]is only

daughter, to show his determined mind in this behalf

* f. 274. * ( Some lines lost) or na

[s~\hold make and if he sate

en to make on the King's behalf lix

made further overture unto her that he mo ....

in had written of, would be kere shortly

and as soon as it was comen I wol

r to the Emperor use as I teas commanded. And after

rd, as above is said, he did show her of it, as J

[understand. The m]orrow after Rob. Fowler come at dinner time

priv[ily, and delivered me in crowns the said sum of ten thous[and

florins] is four shillings and a penny the crown to utter

- . . sent as well as I could for the King's advanta[ge]

ly he departed after as near was lest he w

. . . rdid.

The same evening I sent Richmond to the Lady Margaret . . .

. . . r of and to shew her that no man here knew of it but h[er-

self and I de]sircd her to take good regard whom of his [council

she m]ad privy to the recept of it. And shewid her that

hauntid crowns be worth forty paters a piece,

. . . [m]y master paid by exchange yet he would I should

. . . ftir as they ran in payments here, which was thirty and

nie[n wh]er with she was very well pleased. And I

desired her .... [wjcatf morning long before day such as she

trusti Next morning, which was Cristcnmas Even, at
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5 of the c[lock she'] sent her secretary and another with him to re

ceive the said money ; to whom Ipaid the valore of the said 10,000

g[oldenflo~\rens in crowns, after the rate of thirty and nine paters

the piece, which \_amount~\ to seven thousand a hundred and seventy

and nine crowns, and as paters; and received acquittance

subscribed and sealed by the Lady Margaret, [and] so remaineth

of the money that I received nine hundredfour sco[re] . . .crowns

and ode money, which I have saved the King's grace and which he

should * * *

Thus your grace kno surely by the

circumstance that I see on all parti[es] ar already

there is no stay to be made unto doo, which I

think unto he come hither no man should k keep

these men in hope and us both ; but /trust then de,

or else it is like to be worst ; for the Emperor's own

[h]is nevew follow the train, that lie is now led, he is no

. . il the place that God and nature hath called him un[to] . . .

. . . [co]mmandment of those which will keep him low enough, and

which maketh me to think that the Emperor if he be not

too far ov ct thereto. I shall hearken to the

progress thereof the [and] advertise the King from

time to time. The advertisements] this peace to the

King I had not of Master Robert A I wrote

and before as well of other as of \"~\ * whom la n for

the King's friend with whom my Lady is displeased, loth . . .

.... eyve not that matter. If I might speak with him I wo[uld]

ground of it. As touching Mr. Spinel I assure your grace

[Ihave made] him privy to no matter, further than Ihad command

[from you to] do, I warrant your grace, albeit I never saw but

good faith .... kin. I assure your grace all the while the pre

misses were in doing [Spinelly] hath been at Antwerp, so that all

was done before his return, [and there is no]n her, that knoweth the

contents of this, but I and ll[ichmond] ; without whom it had been

impossible for me to have bro[ught it t]o pass without rumor.

The suspicion of these governors is so g[reat that] I would not at

this time lack him an hour ; for albeit the iMdy Margaret is secre

tary bring me her mi?td, yet for all that I never answered him

word, [b]ut that might be showed abroad. I send to my Lady all

my mind by such . . . out on the night when she draweth her

apart, and so will I do still. . . yet it cannot come abroad but by

* f. 275. her own self. The coming * * * a man and is fast oj

his purpose as marvellously the Lord Chievres,

and if he perceive it be peradventure it will not be.

Therefore to Hedyn I th ion these governors no

thing but to show that the King's grace des[ireth]. . . . for the

commonwealth of all his confederates and to sy du to

him and the King of Castile."

Paid 50 fl. on the coming of this of the King's letters

to Wingfield, amounting to 8/ and 13*. 4d. to the man

that was with Wolsey in England, as he has already written. " If

it pleased your grace to help that we might have

ning in my hands atfour shillings and a p[enny w]old so

utter them by parcels, for al et payments as I took them

to my Lady, yet to spend drink al that price it wil

* The value of this cipher has not been discovered.
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hot be. Other news bo none at this time, but that Corlevil which

was sent to my Lady by the Lord Chievres ora hedir

attain as my Lady sent ?ne word." , 26 Dec.

P.S.—The Chancellor thinks Don John de la Nucha, the [ambas

sador of] Arragon, with whom my Lady is displeased, will come on

this errand from the King Catholic.

Hoi., cipher, pp. 7, mutilated.

Galba, B. in. 258. 2. Decipher of the beginning of the above, by Tuke.

B.M.

26 Dec. 2703. Spinelly to Wolset.

Galba, B. it. 261. * Mr. Vice-chancellor told him

B. M. that the money borrowed had not been repaid to his steward ; begs

Wolsey will see it done. Wishes leave to come to England. Would

be glad to know the King's pleasure touching Alamire and Ric. De

la Pole, of which he wrote in his last letter, and the 126 guilders

he had disbursed. Brussels, 26 Dec. 1516.

Hoi., p. 1, mutilated. Add. : My Lord Cardinal.

27 Dec. 2704. Albany to Dacre.

R. O. Learns by Clarencieux the loving mind entertained by Henry"VTEL

towards the King his nephew, and the esteem he has for Albany's

exertions to promote peace among Christian princes. Is sending an

answer to Henry, of which he apprises Dacre, on account of the diet

appointed at Carlisle after the feast of the Kings. Wishes to know

Dacre's mind whether it would be better to postpone the said diet

till Henry's answer arrive, as it will probably do in January. It

might be held 24 Jan. Edinburgh, 27 Dec. Signed.

P.l. Add.

27 Dec. 2705. [Sir Rob. Wingfield] to [Wolset].

Vit. B. xix. 357. [Since] the last day of last month has [not written] directly to

B. M. Wolsey, but to the King. [Has] since written seven letters, the

last dated [the] .... inst., and knowing they have come to

Wolsey's hands, he [doubts not] Wolsey will pardon his silence.

Received yesterday a packet of letty[rs, with a] seal, and to " the

same adjoined also your seal hang[yng with] blakk lace," containing

Wolsey's letters to him, dated at Richmond, th[e] .... inst., and

to the Cardinal Sion, which he [forwarded] at once, and " d[ivers

copies ;] one of a brief sent " from the Pope to the [King, with] the

answer " his highness " made to the same, a[nd the copy] of a

letter from Tunstal to his highness. Wolsey had acknowledged the

receipt of Wingfield's of the 3rd inst. from Hagenow, and [those]

of Sion, and had informed him that the King had read them. After

reading the packet, communicated the contents to " the sai[d Car

dinal,]" who was so delighted that " in manner he wept for [joy] ;"

not only for the King's excuse and commendation of himself, but for

the " excellent and charitable form of answering to every part of

the said brief." They then sent to the Emperor to beg audience,

which they had at seven o'clock in the evening, the Cardinal Gurck

alone being present. The Emperor, after Sion and Wingfield had

spoken, thanked Henry for his execution of the bond made by them,

and asked them to write to Tunstal to send, by the advice of his

(the Emperor's) daughter, the 10,000 fl. to Luxembourg. He said

he would make some remarks upon their overture, reserving his

* Probably several leaves lost.
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[Sir Rob. Wingfield] to [Wolsey]—cont.

reply until today. " There was nothing further to be [noted in]

the Emperor's words, but only that in communication

tynge, he said to perceive every day more and more that his mind

and the much necessary it is they bothe

manner to convey the Catholic King his [nephew], and that he

trusted, if he might be believed, [to bring it] to pass.

Today, at seven o clock in the morning, Gurck [went to] Sion's

lodging, and Wingfield was sent for. [Gurck], by the Emperor's

[request], recited the insertions in the ove[rtures] yesterday even

ing ; and after discussion he noted all the things " an[ent which]

we had desyred to have answer of." At three they met again,

" and I w foore." He (Sion) made the Emperor's ex

cuses for not giving them their answer in his presence, but he was

so busy putting his memorials in order that he [had] no time, but

should be obliged to stay a day or two longer than he intended,

and had therefore ordered him to make h[is excuse] unto us ;

which is contained in letters from Sion, " to which I have] set

my hand." Prays Wolsey to be of good " co[mfort, and to] help

that the good cause and quarrel be not overcome [by] astuce and

weight of money ; for in pain of my life [these] things shall con

clude to the honor of the good and [confu]sion of the ill : for the

Emperor can play bound and lo[ose with the] enemies, as well

as any man living ; and shall be found as [great a] friend as neces

sary." Wishes he were but six hours [with] Wolsey and the King,

he would hope to pacify them both. Hagenow, 27 Dec. 1516.

P.S.—The French have made an offer to the Duke of Bari of

100,000 cr. down, with promise of a cardinalate. The Emperor

has openly resisted as long as he could, but is now forced to

" medyll his weeykenesse with habylites," which will be moro

injurious to the common enterprise than any other " vehement

power" that he can exhibit now; and though his long resistance has

made his subjects so rebellious that he cannot be blamed for pro

viding a remedy, yet he will " ventilate" it to the utmost before he

receive it for a final medicine. Vigilance is necessary on the part of

England. After writing this [he received letters] " written from

Verona and Mantua wr[itten . . of the] present month, that the

army was then at Villa Franka," and that next day it should

break, one part going to the defence of Ferrnra : " for th . . . .

. . set forward to invade the Duke and the city of Far[rarc] . .

. . . that already the same hath taken a place or tow[n called]

Baynnecavalle, and divers other things pertc[ining to the] said

Duke. The remainder of the said French .... army ; part will

winter at " Poles .... in Pcnnesane, and part along the Po ;

" which enterprise] is marvellous, specially if there be no secret

tra[cte between] the Pope and the French King " to that pour-

p[ose]." Ferrara is wonderfully strong and well [furnished] with

all necessaries. The Duke him[self is] " expert and bellicose."

. Hoi., pp. 5, mutilated. Add. ; To my Lord Cardinal's most

reverend Grace.

28 Dec. 2706. For Chas. Earl of Worcester and Cuthbert Tun-

Galba, B.t. 159. STAL, Master of the Rolls.

B. M. Commission to treat with Maximilian for an alliance with him,

and an 'interview between Henry VIII., the Emperor, and Charles

the King Catholic. London, 28 Dec. J 516, 8 Hen. VIU.

Draft, Lai. ; pp. 2, mutilated.
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2707. [Sion] to [Wolsey].

Vit B. xx. 84. Has received his letters dated London, 17th inst., " ac

B. M. luculentissimo ad longum descripta legimug. Jamque tractas . . .

rerum, cum alitor et alitor quivis prout sua traliit quxque

[voluptas] et proferat quomodo pcragerentur et con-

sisteret earundem q quilibet nostrum in solidum

prout Veritas conduct, repetitis e ct pnemonendo noti-

iicasso et ad singula pro majori parte speramus. Verum

pro altering nostrum officii debito si quae supersunt

insinuandave duximus."

First, the King and [Wolsey] had written to congratulate him on

his escape from the nets of his enemies. Thanks them for it. Has

communicated in the best manner to the Emperor what Wolsey

committed to him. The Emperor made no opposition. He is con

stant to the King, and fervently desires to see and confer with him,

not merely from Sion's persuasions, but Henry's proofs of affection.

Wolsey will have seen from his other letter how great was the

necessity which compelled the Emperor to put Verona into the

hands of the King Catholic, after eight years' continual war ; " ac

a Papa, sacri Romani imperii principibus, . . . [et] a regentibus

de Ymsprugk qui regi .... cedeutes, eo quod Tirolani subditi

rebellionem .... comminautes, monopolia, conventicula et tumul-

tus qu bellum ultra sustinere moliri et contra eos

insurgere . . unt conterrita, et ab aliis suis subditis derelicta

fuit." The Emperor had pledged his castles, towns, and profits to

carry on the wnr, unwilling to increase the aid from the King

beyond what was becoming. As the King Catholic not only ne

glected the aid agreed on, but, by advice of his regents, recom

mended Verona to be given up to him, and would not, as Wolsey

writes, ratify the new league, the Emperor was compelled to assent

to his request, until the influence of the Regents be nullified. Ho

is not angry with the King Catholic, who is young and unexperi

enced, and influenced by his Council. The messengers he sent

were seduced by the Regents. It would have been worse, had ho

tried to remove them abruptly. By giving up Verona, he pretends

assent to his future wishes.

It is reported by the Regents tiiat the Emperor thus accepts the

treaty of Noyon, nnd that it was concluded by his consent ; for

which, as he has formerly written, the King Catholic had his

mandate ; " tamen ista remissio Verona; triuin mensium treugas . . . t,

naturam talem continet ; et non quod imperator habeat cum Gallo

pacem eamquc ratificavcrit aut unquam jurare trac-

tatum ilium servare velit ; et sic in verit[ate]

. . in facto verum est contentus et libens patitur

. . . opinione et creditu esfe quod pacem et ilium tracta[tum]

et ratificare. Addendo tamen quod quia velit prius . .

. . ejus naturam et fundamenta trutinare extunc reliq

tamen est Veritas, et ita jussit scribere. Cumque regia ma[jestas]

.... sit tractatu comprehensa sine sui consensu ita sit ext . . .

id si eadem Regia maj. Anglire sub conditionibus decentibus et . .

. . intrare id ipsum imperator quoquc reductis capitulis ad de-

cen .... solus bellum gerere nequit, faciet et intrabit cum regia

ma*8 intra et extra esse permanero per omnia et super

omnia pollicetur." This is the true w^y of bringing back the King

Catholic.

The Emperor, by explaining to his grandson the perilous and

inglorious terms of the compact, will bring him over to their views,
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[Sion] to [Wolsev]—cont.

and an effectual check will be put upon the tyranny of France ;

and when the Emperor and England are agreed, the King Catholic

must come into their views. None can do this but the Emperor.

He has accordingly sent to the King Catholic Count Cariati.

Henry need not fear the Emperor will deceive him. He knows

too well the French subtlety and deceit. "Est neque sanguis neque

capillus in imperatore Gallicu[s]." He hates thoroughly all who

favor France. If he had. acted against the King, with what face

could he have been guilty of such deceit ? As some have suspected

the Emperor of an intention of playing a double part with respect

to the Regents, he has promised he will act honestly against them

according to the necessities of the case. The Regents have behaved

so ill that they deserve vengeance, as Wolsey has written. Has

paid, on account, 4,000 Rh. fl. =2,000 nobl. which he had received

as a gift from the King. Wishes they were his blood. Begs those

10,000 Rh. fl., of which he wrote to the English ambassador in

Flanders, may be sent to Luxembourg; for the Emperor starts

tomorrow for Flanders, by Treves. At Treves he will let us know

where the English ambassadors are to meet him, and settle with

them for a colloquy. There is no occasion to send over the archers.

Decipher, corrected. The decipherer seems to have misread

many of the words in the original.

28 Dec. 2708. For Massy Villyakd and Ric. Cicill, pages of the

P. s. \i Chamber.

Licence to export 1,000 quarters of wheat : not to exceed 6*. 8d.

the quarter. Richmond, 15 Dec. 8 Hen. VHI. Del. Westm.,

28 Dec. 8 Hen. VIII.

Fr. 8Hen.VIII. m.3.

2.9 Dec. 2709- Erasmus to Ammonius.

Er. Ep. vm. 36. Begs he will press Worcester to accomplish Erasmus' affair.

The King, Chancellor, and nobles of this court wish him well.

Hears that certain theologians are moving to have his works

examined by public mandate, by the universities of Cologne and

Louvain. Wrote a few days since of this by Tunstal's messenger.

They say there will shortly be a meeting at Cambray of Maximilian,

Francis and Charles for a universal peace. [Brussels], postridie

Innocent., 1516.

29 Dec. 2710. Seb. Giustintan to the Doge.

Giust. Desp. u. 2n. On the 8th news arrived of the signature of the articles of peace

between the Emperor, France and Venice, and of the surrender to

be made of Verona to the Venetians for a sum of money. " The

day-spring from on high hath visited us." As the King has been

many days taking his pleasure, deemed it advisable to pay his

respects yesterday. Was asked the news, and when he came to

touch upon Verona, " Domine Orator !" said the King, " were it as

you say, I could be content, for I wish you well ; but France is

negotiating with the Emperor to deprive you of Verona. They

will divide the whole of your luckless land between them, and

the 100,000 ducats, which the King Catholic is to pay to France for

the kingdom of Naples, are to be made over to the Emperor that

he may accomplish his designs upon Italy." Sebastian thanked the

King lor his news ; but said he was no judge in the matter. The
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King dwelt much upon this subject ; and the audience was pro

longed, to the astonishment of the lords. Sebastian promised what

took place between him and the King should be as secret as if it

had been spoken in the confessional. Does not believe there is

any truth in it, but that it proceeds from the ambassadors of the

Emperor and Spain, who draw money like leeches. London,

29 Dec. 1516.

30 Dec. 2711- Scotland.

Calig. B. vi. 181. "Instructions yeven by Thomas Lord of Dacre, Warden of the

B. M. Marches of England foranempst Scotland, to his well-beloved

friend Clarencieux King-at-arms, to be showed unto the Duke of

Albany and the King's Council of Scotland."

1. At Spyllawe in Scotland on Friday the 12th of this December,

" Lance Carr bare at his spear's point a glove, and above the same

a little paper," with the name of Sir Roger Grey, as Mark Carr

said, in contempt of the same Sir Roger made prisoner by them in

England, " because he entered not to them," agreeably to the truce

made at London between the English and Scots, that all prisoners

should be discharged from 15 May 1515, when the peace between

England and France was concluded. De la Bastye, Clarencieux

and others, are witnesses of the disorder and provocations of the

said Carres, as Sir Wm. Scot can report. The same day " Ector

Nykson, William Nickson, sons to Mekill Henry Nickson, deif Jok

Noble otherwise called Nykson, and Dande his brother, the sons of

William Nikson otherwise named Fyngerles, Jok Nickson the son

of Geffrey, William Nikson of Fenwik, Ninian Nikson and his

broder, sons to Wille Nikson of the Stele, James Croser otherwise

called Jame Twykks and the eldest son of one called Bragman

noble Scottishmen," entered the regalie of Hexham, and drove off

ten oxen and a bull belonging to the convent, and were pursued

into Scotland. Clarencieux is to make these facts known to

Albany.

Added in margin: Lord Maxwell came with 1,000 men to

Arthurhethe and Bownes.

ii. " Anent the two articles specified in ane writing send fra the

Lord Dacre, Warden of the Inglishe Marchies foranente Scotlande,

to his freynde Clarencieux King-of-arms, to be shown to the Go

vernor of Scotland and the King's Council of the samyn."

1. The Carres were ignorant of this clause of the treaty. The

Council will order them to make restitution for injuries done at

Horton, if Dacre will do the same to the Carres for those done at

Cesford. " Certain Grays, Englismen, bearing gloves and blawne

hornys," entered Scotland since the 12th, " upon day-light, and has

blawne out apoun Scottismen havand, as we here, litel apparaunce ;

howbeit they toke prisoners within Scotland, and had their bush-

ment laid at the wathe." 2. They will order the Warden to make

answer for the attempt at Hexham "as efferes when they shall

be billed to the diets." 3. For the payment of the Queen's duties,

they think it wise she should have sharp and wise men as factors

to pursue the same.

iii. " Copy of a letter sent be the Lord Dacre to the Duke of

Albany." Has received his letter dated Edinburgh the 27th,

stating his wish to send again into England for decision of certain

points mooted by Clarencieux, and whether it might not be desir

able that the diet should be kept on 24th Jan. Dacre will be glad

s
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to expedite the matter. He and Magnus will be ready for the

meeting whenever it shall be thought expedient. Carlisle, 30 Dec

iv.,"Copy of a letter sent by the said Lord Dacre to Master

Clarcncieux." Notifies the above. Is surprised that Clarencieux,

being privy to the Duke's letter, had not advertised him or Magnus

of the Duke's real intentions. Had sent his servant Gares before

the present bearer to obtain information from him. If, through

his delay, the diet be deferred, tilings will go hard. Carlisle.

30 Dec.

Copies by Dacre, pp. 6.

30 Dec. 2712. Seb. Giustinian to the Doge.

Giust. Desp. ii. 25. Visited the Cardinal today ; found him very busy, giving instruc

tions to the two new ambassadors appointed to the Emperor, the

Lord Chamberlain (Worcester) and Dr. Clif(Knight). Then visited

the Bp. of Durham, who would not believe in the late concluded

peace. The Bp. told him that these ambassadors to the Emperor

would depart tomorrow, and take the King of Spain on their way,

with whom one of them would remain. He said they were not

going to France or Venice. Thinks they are going rather to

derange matters. Was told by the Lord Treasurer they wished

for a general peace. London, 30 Dec. 1516.

2713. Instructions for the Earl of Worcester and

B. O. Dr. Knight.

" Instructions given by the King's highness to his right trusty

and well-beloved cousin the Earl of Worcester, his chamberlain,

and to his trusty and right well-beloved chaplain, Dr. Knight, his

ambassadors and councillors, to be declared and showed to the

Emperor."

Is delighted to hear of the good will of the Emperor, as declared

by the Cardinal of Sion and other ambassadors resident in England.

Has often expressed his wishes for the Emperor's welfare, and

been advertised of the same by Sir Bobert Wingfield, in the

Emperor's court : but hearing of the Emperor's descent into the

Low Countries, has sent these special ambassadors. Is anxious to

see the Emperor before he leaves those parts, in accordance with

the readiness expressed by him to Sir llobert Wingfield to visit

England. As this passage would frustrate the Emperor's design,

the King proposes to cross the sea and visit him in person,

especially as their object is to break the treaty of Noyon, to meet

the King of Castile, and remove from him those councillors who

have promoted the same. Under color of that amity the French

will pass into Italy, their authority in the Low Countries become

supreme, and the Pope be imperilled : to prevent which the King

will meet him and the King of Castile at any convenient place

near Calais, or at St. Peter's, where King Philip met his father of

noble memory, but they are not at liberty to appoint any place in

the King of Castile's dominions. The King of Castile must be at

the meeting, and confirm the treaty lately concluded between him,

the Emperor and the King of England. They shall take the

advice of the Cardinal of Sion, who is privy to all these matters.

If, however, the Emperor can bring the King of Castile with him,

they are not to make any objection to his coming to England, and
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preparations shall be made for his passage accordingly. The Lord

Chamberlain is to communicate apart with the Cardinal to discover

the Emperor's pleasure touching the crown imperial.

Draft, corrected hy Ruthal, pp. 13.

Galba.B. vi. 95. 2. He [Dr. Kuight] shall declare to the Archduchess why he is

B. M. sent thither in the place of Dr. Tunstal, and ask her advice in

procuring the ratification of the treaty, if it be not confirmed before

his coming, and in all other matters till the descent of the Emperor.

Draft in Ruthal's hand, p. 1 , mutilated.

Galba,B.vi. 95b. 3. After presenting the King's letters Dr. Knight shall say, that

B. M. as the King desires Dr. Tunstal, his Vice-chancellor, to remain

at Tournay, he has been ordained to make his abode in that King's

court.

Draft in Ruthal's hand, p. 1, mutilated.

2714. [Henry VIII.] to [Sib Robert Wingfield].

Vit. B. xx. 9a. " we war advertisid now of late by such letters

B. M. right entirely beloved counsellor the . . .

pleasure was that our ambassadors should . . .

ther to tarry (ill they should be advertised of the

site the King of Castile till they had spoken with

him yt of those letters our said ambassadours, [and

departed*] with their horses and carriages to our

town of Calais [conveniently accomplish the mind of

the Emperor on that behalf ; nevertheless we have . . . [orde]ryd

the voyage of our said ambassadors in this manner," that they

shall leave the King of Castile, and pass at once from Calais to

Tournay, and wait there until the Emperor's pleasure be commu

nicated by " his [daught]yr the Archduchess " touching their

audience, which Henry has requested Sion to expedite. Wiugfield

is also to use every effort for it. Understanding that the Emperor

is especially desirous that Henry's representatives shall be sub

stantial men, and " well determined to the perfecting of all matters

for his and our honor," the Earl of Worcester has been joined to

Dr. Tunstal, Vice-chancellor. Is surprised at not having received

an answer to his letter containing instructions as to treating with

the Emperor about their meeting " on that side the sea." In his

last remitted Henry to the writings of Cardinal Sion, " which was

on good order." Requires him to answer personally in the future

" as unto thoff[ice of an ambassador] it belongeth. Wherefore] fail

ye not diligently to accomplish all and "

P. 1, much mutilated.

30 Dec. 2715. Sir Rob. Wingfield to Henry VIII.

R. O. Wrote last on the 19th inst. Sion wrote on the same day and

on the 27th to the Cardinal in cipher, and Wingfield another to the

same. Has received a letter from Tunstal, dated Brussels the 24th,

by a servant of the Archduchess, who brought letters for the

Emperor, and 1,000 of the 10,000 fl. sent by the King to Tunstal ;

5,000 fl. will be sent to Luxembourg. Lois Marraton says the

Emperor is well satisfied. The Emperor has started for Treves,

where he will be on the 12th. Will not tarry till he reaches

* Cancelled.
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Sir Rob. Wingkield to Henry VIII cont.

Namur. He has promised the Archduchess he will not put her in

danger. She will be well content : " for it is no marvel though

women ben doubtful of such things as appear strange to men."

Wishes him as much felicity as Octavian August. Hagenau,

30 Dec. 1516.

Has the Emperor's oath, and his ratification of the confederation.

Hoi., pp. 2. Add.

31 Dec. 2716. For the Abbey of Hulme, Norwich dioc.

P. S. Conge d'elire on the deprivation of John Redyng, abbot. Green

wich, 28 Dec. 8 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm., 31 Dec.

Pat. 8 Hen. VIII. p. 2, m. 3.

ii. Petition of John Tatolnstoune, prior, and the convent, for the

above : to be presented by John Chamberlayn, 19 Dec. 8 Hen.VIII.

31 Dec. 2717. For the Abbey of Lilleshull, Cov. and Lich. dioc.

P. S. Conge d'elire on the resignation of Geoff. Barton, abbot. Green

wich, 24 Dec. 8 Hen. VIII. Del. Westm., 31 Dec.

Pat. 8 Hen.VIII. p. 2, m. 3.

ii. Petition of the prior and convent for the above : to be pre

sented by Edw. Martin, bachelor of law. 15 Dec. 1516.

31 Dec. 2718. For John a Bekke of Bristol, merchant.

P. S. Protection ; going in the retinue of Sir Ric. Wyngfeld, Deputy

of Calais. Greenwich, 28 Dec. 8 Hen.VIII. Del. Westm.,

31 Dec.

Fr. 8 Hen. VIII. m. 8.

2719. [Henry VIII.] to [E. of Wobcester and Dr. Knight.]

Galba, B. vi. 96. In their journey to the Emperor the said ambassadors shall

resort to the Archduchess, show their instructions and desire her

advice. They shall insist on the perils to the Emperor, the King

Catholic, and England, if the treaty of Noyon take effect and these

Councillors remain in authority ; that to advance her authority,

which is by them greatly impeached, the King has spent large

sums of money ; and as the Emperor is now coming down to

remedy these evils, they are to urge her to give her assistance,

stating the evils of a contrary course of conduct.

Draft, in RuthaVs hand, pp. 2, mutilated.

Galba, B. vi. 97. ii. Although the King had heard rumors of peace between the

Emperor and the French King, he could not believe them. " But

when his highness was advertised by the said Cardinal's letters

that as well the deliverance of Verona into the King Catholic's

hands for a certain time, as also the occasion of those bruits, were

drifts and inventions politicly devised by the Emperor " to remove

suspicion, assist his descent, and remove the governors, his grace

was comforted, trusting the Emperor would fulfil his promise. If

the treaty of Noyon take effect, and these councillors continue,

many inconveniences would arise. 1. Charles would be in the

power of France ; 2. His marriage engender despair; 3. Navarre

and Naples lost, &c.

Draft, pp. 5, mutilated.
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2720. Bakth. Ticionus to [Wolsey].

Vit. B. xix. 297*. Desires to know if the 20,000 scudi which [Henry] has given to

B. M. the Emperor are included in the sum which is now being sent out,

and which, his colleague informs him, amounts to "centum et

.... ginta quinque milia scutorum." Dated "in febricitanti

cubili meo in Londonio." Signed.

P. 1, mutilated. Endd. : Liter* oratoris Cassareas majestatis.

2721. Spinelly to Wolsey.

Galba, B. iv. 262. " at I went W . . . e there Mons. de la

B.M. Roc[he knjowen of the scultete lieutenant of Mechlin the

[re]ports touching the two Englishmen gone [towards] Rychardode

la Poolla, were true or not. B[efore his] arrival thither, he was the >

same day comen into Wherefore I tarried for his return,"

and asked him to inquire of the The lieutenant told Spinelly

that [lately] he had sold a horse to a man who spoke ve[ry] ....

Flemish and tolerably good French, and had with him a servant

" that was a Low . . .," and that from his speech he thought the

prin[cipal] was an Englishman. After the payment, they came

again to the lieutenant, and asked him the best way to Messe in

Lorayne, and declared " in great counsel " that they were going

to Rychardo de la Poolla " with mo[ney]." He then, having been

a captain, determined to send some of his friends upon the bor-

[ders] to rob them. " And for . . ton ... he finded the means to

have the men [whe]reby to take the

labor a showed him to have 4,000 florins in

.... ates, and that shortly one of them woll be iu.

Howbeit, the lieutenant of the scultete to[ok the a]dvice of a kins

man of his iu the matter. He 1 . . . . and this is as much as Mons.

de la Rocha, that he pa. ... by him, and declared unto me, who

De la Rocha . . . the money was delivered at Barow or Antwerp,

and that it came not out of Frauce, saying th[at] from France a

man may easily go by Champagne to Messa, and without danger.

" / demanded also of Mons. de la Rocha what new[s] he had

heard at Court ; andfirst he showed [me] he had knowledge how

the Emperor's commissioti [teas'] comen unto the Lord Reux for to

go to the [French King], and see the treaty of peace concluded,

a[?id that] Casius was in the commission ; howbeit, [the] reason

he hath the . . iffres with Fell[inger] . . . the said De la Rocha

can shantly (scarcely ?) believe he may be forborne. The Lord

Reux .... sent a great part of his baggage to [Mechl]yn, and it

* f. 263. is said he will depart with . . .* De la Rocha saith

showed to Cortavilla at hisf the Cardinal

Sedunensis had w . . . . crowns of goldfor his majesty .... could

not for his honor consent to any Whereto Courtaville

answered, his ma[jesty] should provide semblably some to be

re unto the King my master ; and so immediately] de

spatched a post hitherward, wh[ich] the Lord Chievres sent incon

tinently one of his servan[ts to] Antwerp, and made an exchange

with Fock[ers] for the 40,000 crowns ; the which the .... hath

received. And of this, after my coming [to] Mechlin, I had like

information by Me[ssire] Loys de Marlion, and moreover that he

is advertised the Council here reckon to rebate the . . . 40,000 of

the 200,000 the Emperor shall have for the peace.

Item, he saith that Courtavilla was appointed to receive Verona

in his master's name ; howbeit, the Emperorhad not taken resolution

therein ore Monsr. . [here
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t]ofore spoken, that he co[uld] determined hereafter

not to pay d Bonsani, one of the Councillors here

was present when it was spoken by ... . [p]arsonage

how the said Frenchmen p [b]y the assistance made the

Kinges my mast[er and] the Emperor, that his grace hath coun

terfeited treaty. [In t]he opinion of Messire Loys de

Marlion, it is the Emperor's [mind] not so lightly [to] deliver

Verona, saying besides . . . honor, in such case he shall lose all the

v .... he hath at this time to have money, as well [from] the

King's grace asfrom the Pope and others. But [forj my part,

considering he hath put his very f[riends] in mistrust with this

peace, he (I ?) doubt, whatsoever he can say hereafter, that none

of them will give [him] a farthing ; because no ground can be

made upon his majesty, which, for his honor, should never confirm

the treaty with France without first the same of England were

ratified and passed here.

* t. 264. * " xvi audiencer confir

mation of the a commission to the Lord Reux

. . . in, brother of Hans Renner, and to cas deliver the

said confirmation, and r gtlie, the which trie {three) ambas

sadors, as [the said audi]ensier that hath all their despatch in

his [hands s~\aith, shall without fault depart Wen[sday n]exte.

And the Lord Reux is appointed to give [the] Toison unto the

French King Also he showed me that the Bp. of Parties,

the Bp.] of Tornon, and another, been departed in [haste]

from the French King, toward the Emperor, for to see hi[m

about] the said peace. Rem, that Fellinger, with Courtavilla,

t will [come] shortly. And I demanding what he think of the

meeting at Cambray or of the Emperor's coming, he answered,

though the governors affirmeth in brief both these two things shall

be, that for his part in the first he know much difficulty, and in

the second, considering the Emperor's condition, he can see no

surety therein ; but in case Fellinger come hither, it may be taken

for a likelihood that the Emperor will not be here so shortly as

it is the bruit. Touching the consignation and deliverance of

Ve[rona] unto the French King's hands, or unto the Catholico

f • some sa me the

Emperor will find an /, but in conclusion those

that bee [ex]perience and firm opinion that all ....

ended heretofore or that shall be herea[fter . . . de]fence and

conservation of Verona, been [clean [c]astid awey, if the King

Catholico [do not] take the affair to himself, and contribute] his

part to it, wherein he is far [too dis]crepant at this time, pro

ceeding ind inconstancy and goovinnes

" From hence to Rome and Naples been settyd to row e

of Milan till it be known what shall [become] of Verona.

"[Ma]ster. Charles de la Verderowe saith that confirma

tion for the French King came with the .... [d]ated the 18M

days, and how his majesty to the. King Catholico upon the

matter, the m[ost tjhankful that can be devised. [ Th]e gentle

men whoose been here of the said King's service, the

which shall end their ternl now at the beginning of the new year,

were commanded not to depart without the King's pleasure ; and,

as I am credibly informed, the cause was to have to them declared

what day they should be ready to wait upon his gracefor this meet

ing of Cambray, but yesternight every man had leave to go home,

saying when it s/iall . , ... they shall be called by letters missives."
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The Count of Caryati, a Neapolitan, is coming from the Em

peror. The Lord Reux and the other ambassadors to the King

depart tomorrow. Brussels, . . . Dec. 1516.

Hoi., chiefly in cipher, deciphered by Tuke in margin; pp.7,

badly mutilated. Add. : My Lord Cardinal's grace.

Dec. 2722. [Sion] to .

Vit. B. xix. 374. Cajsarea majestas ex Hagenow et Trueri antequam

cum ser d. R. Angliaj et secum omnia cou-

cludere, &c

animo habebat usque in Angliam trajicere. Regia

vero majestas rariis et rati

sperans conventum et reliqua decentius et liberius conductum iri,

prius trajecturum

et citra compariturum quam Csesar maris pericula experturum

adducebat.

Quidam malevoli Caesaream et Regiam majestates convenire et

se mutuo complecti a villicatione* amor

cum mammona iniquitatis, et modis omnibus elaborarunt comparare

sibi amicos Ccesaremque f p ventushujusmodi

succederit, hinc maria montibus et collibus convalles square mo-

lientur figmentis practicis et dolis omnia

involverunt, usque adeo ut dum tam pactis foederum quam aliis

dimoverunt diuturnitateque et dilationem

tam fastidiis quam suthptibus extenuaverunt ut cogeretur ....

.... prorsus Regi Chrmo non allocuto recedere prospiciens Cassari

sumptus defuturos, dum per varia

saltern (?) suffragium 10,000 ff. expostulasset et nihil perciperet,

coactus fuit omnia dimittere atque ad Et ne Cresare

inferius commorante gubernacula illarum partium ejusdem majestati

cederet, etfecerunt ut tantum diflFerretur, quo Cassar

extenuatus sere abire cogeretur et ipsorum nutu regimina insti-

tuerentur, o colloquia unacum Catholico modis

omnibus conducere institissent, ejusque etiam majestate abeunte,

Catholicum Regem totis studiis conati fuere ;

quorum neutrum tamen Dei dono evenit ; penetravitque usque

in malignant Cassarea majestas de imperii

translatione in Regiam majestatem agebat et rem prope

.... [comjplendam de proximo fore ; hinc novis invidentice sed

et formidinis aculeis urgeri cep\erunt\ . . . . ob propria, patriaque

regna sive negotia impedito, ac etiam ob instantissimum periculum

Romanum imperium involutum constat culmen

imperiale convenire vel in ill re cernerent vel de-

siderarent, cui in prassentiarum potius impedimento et discrimini

quam increm[ento] ut tamen Cass, et Reg. majestatis

vota mutua et intimam paternam filialemque benevolentiam im-

pe praecaverent Catholico Regi revelant et maxima?

injuriasloco paternas cogitationes impere'Li] persona

collationem protendere ; ideoque filius Rex Catholicus variis instare

precibus et pa rimis quod in se potius hoc

munus amplitudinem imperialem collatum iri meli\us~\

. ... at hie Caesar non nescius oblatorum Regia majes\tatt] sed

et imperii sacri revoluti librando minus sufficere,

aut malis immineutibus prsecavendis hujusmodi commutat

* Sic. t Case doubtful.

2. 3 I
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[Sion] to com.

noscens quodammodo precibus filii et instantiae facta?

annuere, tamen rem in dilationem d modum insolitum

fingere, qualem etiam scriptis redactum per Regis oratores ad

Regis notitiam devenir qui modus tanta varietate et

dissonantia alternativarum et cousecutivarum, immo p

ut legitime protenderet atque innueret, et animum Csesaris

talem non esse, neque in eisdem tis facti

ipsius neque voluntatis fixum stare ; quin immo his mediis nullum

effectum vel fin[em] ubi in fine ad Regiam majes-

tatem oratorem se destinare aiebat, elicere tamen posse ut Cresar

ipse majestati insinuare voluisse. enigma esse totum,

quo res apte suspenderetur, donee Catholicus in His[paniam

trajecisset] Cses. vel personali efflagitatione pulsaret et

impeditus propriis regnorum negotiis teret, sed

neque patrem de negativa ulla aut de imperii tran[s]latione

molestia turbar ipsum effectum, rem elec[t]orum im

perii Sacri votis deferendam, eosque cons Erat

autem Caesari et animus et firma voluntas, ubi Regia majestas

sutfragia sumptuum pe partibus morari donee Catholicus

trajecisset, et illico colloquia et reliqua cum Regia majestate im-

p et sumptuum angustia fuit, quantociua abinde

recedere, ne pactis aliquibus indecentibus sump

tuum moras faciundae conquirere cogeretur, quo et ob ejus moram

Catholicus a pro tium nutibus non detineretur, &c. Et

quamvis haec praemissa his de causis et auspiciis

tamen ausus fui pro certo constanter afiirmare, donee effectibus ipsis

experire varios cum Caasarea majestate miscerem ser-

mones ; aperuit mihi et fassa est hanc in

opinionem, ut imperium in Regiam majestatem, et tarn ipsius im

perii quam r us habenis moderandis, cavendisque

periculis imminentibus mortalibus aptissimam ac

sufficientem, quae maximo se mentibus

mihi revelavit; superaddendo quoque pro comperto habere Ren-em

Francorum non solum d etiamque

de facto illml violenter surripere conari

[e]tiam Hex Gallus aut Soma prqfiigare

* * * * inter loquendum cum aliquibus et prim . . .

cun us nee prius a Bf * quam ipsis

principibus edoctusfui [d]ivinitus acceptis

muneribus, et tarn variis virtutum donis refertam

.... \_eo~\rundem principum animos succendi et convici rationibus

ut utinam et cum residuis talia loqueremini, quia

vinceretis rationibus et in retis, nam maxima pecunia

eis qffertur, et instatur ad eos corru[mpendos^\ if

animis ardeant in Regiam majestatem, optantes eandem eo sub-

limari, tamen culmen refugiat. Testis est mihi

Deus, quia non mentior, inter colloquendum cum \_princip~\ibus et

inter scrutandum comperi, quod ex eis alicui ut Gallo Regi roam

det oblata milia scutorum ; item quod ex

eis aliqui cum eodem Rege convenerunt de numquam

\_ali~\quem ex Aus^rjice familia et eis propterea promissa connubia

regia conjuges mdoem fuisse ; quibus dixi

istum mercatorem nisi semel ab eis vocem emp solum

sed perpetuo inde usurpaturum libertatemque amissuros.

* This cipher is uncertain. Perhaps for Catholicus.
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.... [ne]gavi quoniam cum plerisque principibus tarn in

electione quam aliis magnas pra[cticas~\ [c]omercia

Rex Gallorum habet, utfere totam Germaniam, Noricos, Francos,

Bavar[os, ducem de~\ Virtenberg Rhcnensesque nobiles in sui

favorem et sequelam traxerit ma magisque innotescit

ac crescit ipsius detestatissima sequela, sed neque comitibus, no-

bilibus neque s et pedestribus qui militiam colunt

aurum Gallicum nisi et visu et odore placere

comperitur ; ubi autem de Regies majestatis conditionibus et amplis-

simis mir [et]* eloquor quod officii utique mei est et

in stuporem et in ipsius majestatis observa7i[tiam] o, fyc.

ut ab ea liberefateantur cautelam ne Galli Regis tyrannide cuncta

preeoc[cupentur . . R~\e. ma. viribus nutuque post Deum pendere.

[Si autem] Regia niajestas abnuat imperium, non modo ipsum

et rempublicam Christianam, immo regnum et

sequaces in maximum periculum poni ne quandoque tarn fmdee

serviluti . [s~\ubmittere oportere cum Gallus tarn

potens futurus sit divinamque neglectu in

majestatem Regiam de neg[T\ectu sensituram et tardi peni ....at.

[e]st quod majestas Cassarea cavendae ruinas Ecclesias

Romanae, cum sit ejusdem primus advocatus, post conflictum ....

votis complendis a Gallo cum quo pacem habebat, honeste

recessit : sed neque licet cum Venetis uum

institit personaliter Re. m1' contra Gallos adesse, nee per suam

majestatem stetit, quin Regia majestas [regnum Fra]ncie obti-

nuisset, immo promisit 10,000 armatorum propriis expeusis contra

Galium Regise majestati . bi .aliis moliminibus res

moderari videbat ac negligi paratos prosperos successus

spiritus vadens non rediens. Tandem, pace inter Regiam majestatem

et Gallos confecta, Csesare neglecto, Gallos habuit hinc

et qua? in Italia habuit cum Verona et quaj tot annis in illis bellis,

quaB 4 milia impendit, simul omnia perdidit. Sed et

ejus innata et sincera in Regiam majestatem voluntas et affectio

mis, immo plus quam proprio filio omnia optet et

ampliare desideret, etc., nou ita aut negligenda me

judice veniunt, ut 16,000 ff. comparatione aspernetur; cujus con-

sideratione possent et qui infinito thesauro non

restauranda; solent etenim despecti deliberati yel despera[ti] ....

. . . iciis irrecuperabilibus immergere ; unde quibu3 valeo et possum

precibus efflagito humillimis [v. regiam majestatem et] Cardinalem

Eboracensem, et quoslibet alios, quatenus his omnibus et singulis

promissis bene ca pauculam hanc pecuniam ultimam

facere et resolutionem et largitionem quo omnis nta

erit : nam non sunt haec tempora tantis malis et periculis plena des-

perandis a est et blasphemia tentare

Deum.

re omnino intendit ut cuncta conducat et

compleat oblata, &c. applicuerit, immo am

percipiat, &c. quas veluti didrachma et signum tantorum mune\rum~\

cuo optatae salutis omnium pendet ut eadem

f f. 379. omni[a] aut recte * * * * . . . \ quinque mensibus

14,000 pedites et ,

vero Veronaa nimii erant in quibus majestas Caesarea

maxi .... consumps [Ve]ronam

eervare penuria ut neque Regiae maj» auxilia 50,000 ff. suff[ice-

rent] Praeterea et circa negotium

principale imperii non solum solius pr

3l2
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[Sion] to cotit.

: . . pro universalis salutis etpressurae praecavenda? totiusreipuhlicae

Christia[naj] collum ad jugum dignetur,

prout alias annuit. Et cogor quasi de hoc ampiis

[per~\sona Regia illud divinum adducere eloquium

"Venerunt mihi omnia bo[na pariter cum ilia]"* .... majcstas

forte de hoc non curet, tamcn notissimum habetur eandem de

Francia p imperium habeat sacrum

nemo peditum nemoque equiium Germano\rum\

ceteris afficiuntur, cogitaret se contra Imperatorem

dominum Gallicis vel inimicis stipendiis exhibere,

et potius eidem militare stipendiato

reliqui edictis coercerentur, sed et principes imperii c

majes. nihil proprii acquisihtram vel ab eis ablaturam

viribus; quas vero in Italia et qua? in aliis nationibus

ah Impe[ratore occu\pata sunt eidem imperio restituenda ac re-

cuperatum iri . . . inserviendo sua? majestati

etiam vel ipsos vel suos filios ampliari et don

hactenus non evenit, denique siimma concurrentia et congratulatione

f ditioni subjici contenderent neque ulla dissimulatione

a pro nunc fit cum soleant contermini sive

convicanei et qui uniu[s oppidi] sunt adinvicem amplius invidere

quam externis, et multis annis citr[a] Austria nimis

cresceret moverentur, et additis viribus et i

volentes discurrere omnia facerent. Hanc itaque nemo omnium

votorum regio viam ambigat qua et reipub-

licce et religioni Christiana amp lationem

consequeretur, &c. Et nisi cito eligat et jugum sube[at\

. . . pendent et aut in suam majestatem aut in Galium necesse

Me est qui qua-rit, qui omnia foedat,

auro, promissis et vio[lentia in] augustia positus 40

annis confractis viribus resistendo, cogatur

fugere et ut quidam inter Diabolum et Deum se deping

si tu me non vis ad Deum ; deinde ad Diabolum iste

quoque Caes. facere ac in despectum uxoris

genitalia cum dere, ut et Regi, qui prole

careant.

Pervagatus sum per multa scripta, quajfidei integritas et des .

in istas majestates et salutem universalem ae rem-

publicam ardeo et magn et me miscere compulernnt.

Humillimis autem precibus Re. [majestatem et D. Cardinalem]

Eboracensem rogatos velim, quatinus super his providere et

respondeam et alias quantum protractare et ultra facere

debeam in dignentur ne vel pereant omnia aut

alterius majestatum negle frustra laboribus et a?rumnis

defatigatum etiam invisum amb[obus] constituani."

Lat., partly cipher, undeciphercd, in the hand of Sion's clerk ;

pp. 4 ; two leavesfound apart.

2723. Treaty of Intercourse with Charles of Spain.

Lans. 154. f. 68. Quintuplicatio commissariorum Regis Angliaj ad quadruplica-

B. M. tionem commissariorum Principis Castella?.

Anangements for the terms of the treaty. Replies on 15 different

points.

Modern copy, Lat., pp. 20.

* Sapient, vii. 11.
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2724. Wolsky to the Bp. of Lincoln.

Nero, B. vi. 36. Recommending Dr. Chundellor, " the flower of St. Benet's order,"

B. M. to be appointed Abbot of Ensham, in the room of the Bp. of

Llandaff, now deceased.

Draft, in Woheijs own hand, p. 1.

2725. Fisher Bp. of Rochester to Erasmus.

Er. Ep. App.103. Although he is very busy setting out for Cambridge to found his

college, would not, let Peter leave without a letter. Is much

his debtor for the New Testament. As soon as Fisher received his

notes, in which Erasmus praises Warham, he took an opportunity

of pointing them out to the Archbishop, who begged Fisher to write

to Erasmus and urge his return. Does not doubt, if Erasmus

would comply, but that the Archbishop would be more liberal to him

than he has been. Has written to Reuchlin ; has received letters

from him, which have given Fisher great pleasure. Has a very

high opinion of him. Rochester, 1516.

2726. More to Petrus iEaiDius.

Mori Opera. Is ashamed to send his work on the Utopian Republic after a

year's delay, which he might have expected to see in six months;

especially as More had nothing to invent, and only to narrate what

he heard at Peter's house. Has been much engaged in legal and

other busines-s. At one time he is engaged in a cause, at another

he has to hear one ; now he is an arbitrator, then a judge; has to

pay a visit at one place for business, at another for civility. When

ho goes home, he has to talk with his wife, prattle with the

children, converse with his servants : and all these things must

be done unless a man would be a stranger in his own home. And

every man must do his utmost to be civil and obliging to those whom

nature lias provided to be the companions of his life, or chance, or

his own choice, and yet not spoil them by too much condescension ;

or by foolish indulgence turn his servants into masters. Has sent

him the sheets, to see if anything has slipped More's memory;

which he thinks not unlikely. " For John Clement, my page

(purr meus), who was present on the occasion, as you know," and

whom More never suffers to be absent from any useful conversation,

as one from whose proficiency in Greek and Latin he expects much,

tells him that he has made a mistake in the length of the bridge

of Amaurosis, which llythloda-uis said whs not 500 but 300 paces.

Begs him to ask Raphael. Is ashamed to sny he has forgotten in

what soa the island of Utopia is ; —an important error! as a pious

and orthodox theologian is very anxious to visit it, and encourage

Christianity among the natives ; and has already resolved to apply

to the Pope to be made its bishop. Has not yet resolved whether

to publish it or not. Complains of the various and ungrateful

censures of critics and readers, who sit at the tavern, and over

their cups discuss the merits of authors.

2727. Petrus iEoimus to Erasmus.

Er. Ep. App. 97. Is sorry to hear he is sta)red by sickness. Hears thatTunstall

has left Tournay. There is a very absurd book out, Prognostica

Ortwini. Antwerp, 1516.
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2728. John Watson to Erasmus.

Er. Ep. i. 23. Received, 11 Aug., his letter dated 7 July, giving information of

the favors shown Erasmus by Prince Charles. Is glad to hear

of the growing prosperity and reputation of Erasmus. Raphael

Regius lectures at Venice on Quintilian ; there is a Greek professor

also, of great ability, whose name he has forgotten [M. Musurus].

Often talks with one Ambrosius, a physician, in the shop of a per

fumer {aromatorii), at the sign of the Coral, who knows Erasmus

very well. The father-in-law of Aldus, a bookseller, at the sign of the

Anchor, often speaks of him. Commends the modesty of Erasmus,

so unlike the vanity of other scholars. Praises his New Testament

and the notes. Fell in the other day with Cato Minor, edited by

Erasmus. His edition of St. Jerome is earnestly expected. Peter

Falco, a Swiss, to whom the English give the title of Magnus, was

very attentive to strangers. He keeps a long- tailed ape in his galley,

whose antics filled them with laughter. He sometimes carried at his

belt a bombard, and wrote an illustrated book of travels. Begs to

be remembered to him. Would be glad to visit Erasmus, if he stays

where he is until Michaelmas. [Venice.]

2729. Queen Margaret to Wolsey.

Calig. B. n. 283. He knows that she has both spoken to him herself, and caused

Wood's Letters Magnus to do the same, for money. Is sorry to put the King " to

of Royal and 800 gret COst and garges." Will not do so in time to come.

B1™t 220dleB' " -Nevertheless, I think I should be like his sister, to his honour

and mine." Christmas is here, and she needs money for herself

and her servants, part of which she expects from Scotland, and

they promise to pay it. If they do not, hopes that Henry will

see reason done her. Begs for 200/., for which she will give a

note, and will cause Dacres to take as much from the first sums

that come to her from Scotland. " I pray you heartily, my lord,

to put me off no longer, for the time is short ; and gyf you vyl

doo so moche for me at thys tyme, I pray send me vorde ; for I

vyl trobyl you no moar vyth my sendyng, for than I vyl spek to

the Kyng, my brother, for I trust hys [grace] vyl do so much for

me, and trust me for a greter thyng."

Hoi., p. 1. Add.: To my Lord Cardinal. Endd.

2730. Albany to Charles King of Spain.

JLMS. 13B.ii. 252. In behalf of David Logan, John Dawson and other Leith mer-

B. M. chants, trading to his territories. Has heard that the Hanse

Ep. Reg. Sc. i. 227. merchants at Hamburg intend to molest the Scotch. The cause

is, that lately some Scotch merchants unsuccessfully endeavored

to recover in the Hamburg Senate their ships and goods, taken

forcibly from them. In retaliation, two Hamburg ships were

detained in Scotland until the decision of the quarrel. Desires

therefore, he will prevent the merchants of Hamburg from annoy

ing the Scotch.

Copy, Lat.

n>- 253. ii. Same to Lord de Baueris and Vere.

To the same effect.

Copy, Lai., p. 1.

2731. Maximilian to [Henry VIII.]

Vesp. F.m. 61. Has heard his ambassadors. Thanks him for his cordial offers.

B. M. Whatever inducements have been held out, when he has spoken
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with Henry, will take such resolution that they shall remain good

and entire brothers.

Hoi., Fr., p. 1.

2732. ■ to

Calig. E. i. 88. Congratulates him on his return from beyond the mountains

B- M. [Italy] in health and prosperity ; hopes that the amity between

him and the writer's sovereign will bo perpetual. Expresses his

great affection in return for the great regard shown him by his

correspondent. Begs credence for

Copy, Fr., pp. 2, mutilated.

2733. Wolsey and Suffolk.

R. O. Deposition of Thomas Ilalgh, stating that one Anthony Irby of

Swyneshed, in co. Lincoln, did, in the house of Robert Hare,

being n tavern, in the presence of Thos. Holand, Thos. Garton,

clerk, Blase Holand, Thos. Brown, Rose Legh, widow, Thomas

Tilston and others, state that " it is a wonder to see the King how

he is ordered nowadays ; for the Cardinal and the Duke of Suffolk,

which the King hath brought up of nought, do rulo him in all

things even as they list ; whether it be by necromancy, witchcraft

or policy, no man kuoweth." Information of this he has given

to Christopher Slyngesly, servant to iny Lord Cardinal, of the

words above written, in the same term that Sir William Bowmer

[Bullmer] was examined before the King and Lords in the Star

Chamber, who had made it known to "my Lords."

2734. Galeazzo Visconti.

n. O. Declaration by those of the [Helvetic] League in the service

of the Emperor, declaring their satisfaction at Galeaz Visconte

being appointed their general. Are ready to give their life and

goods in his service, and induce their lords to join it.

Copy, Ital., p. 1.

2735- Royal Household.

R Mg Names of the King's officers and servants sworn to attend in

7 F. xiv. loo. his chamber :—

B. M. The Lord Chamberlain, the Vice-chamberlain.

Gentlemen of the King's Privy Chamber : Master Norris, Sir

Edw. Nevill, Sir Th. Cheynye, Sir Nich. Carowe, Sir Anth.

Browne, Sir Fras. Brian, Sir John Russell, Sir Ric. Page, Sir

Edw. Seymoure, Sir Fras. Weston, Hen. Knevet, John Willes-

borne, Ric. Long.

Gentlemen Ushers : Roger Ratcleiff and Anth. Knevet.

Cupbearer for the King : Sir Fras. Brian.

Carver : Lord Leonard Grey.

Sewer : Sir Edw. Nevell.

Sewers extraordinary : Sir Marm. Cunstable, Sir Hen. Owen,

Sir Th. Poynynges, Sir Wm. Woodall, Percival Hart, John San-

dis, Geo. Carow, Geo. West, Anth. Kyngston, Rob. Throgmerton,

Lyon Soweche, Chas. Wyngfild, Th. Wyet and Th. Harvye.

Knights for the Body: Sir John Norton, Sir Wm. Kempe,

Sir John Scolle, Sir John Fogge, Sir Edw. Wutton, Sir Alex.

Culpeper, Sir Wm. Wulgrove, Sir Piers Egecombe, Sir Edw.

Pomerey, Sir Th. Stukeley, Sir Th. Denys, Sir Philip Chamber,

Sir John Fulforde, Sir Wm. Carowe, Sir Ric. Sandis, Sir Wm.
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Royal Household—cont.

Gifforde, Sir John Wallope, Sir John Culwayc, Sir Th. Lish% Sir

Anth. Wyndesore, Sir Win. Barrington, Sir Walter Stoner, Sir

Geo. Somersett, Sir John Clarke, Sir Rob. Lye, Sir John Dudley,

Sir John Dawtrye, Sir Wm. Goryng, Sir Ric. Shurley, Sir

Mathew Browne, Sir Hen. Wyet, Sir John Geynyfforde, Sir Ric.

Weston, Sir Wm. Essex, Sir John Brugeis, Sir Christ. Beynnm,

Sir Edm. Tame, Sir Wm. Denys, Sir Ric. Long of Arle, Sir Edw.

Wadham, Sir John Arrundell, Sir Geo. Throgmerton, Sir Wm.

Filding, Sir Philip Butteler, Sir John Talbot, Sir Wm. Morgan,

Sir Griffith Done, Sir John St. John, Sir Arthur Darcey, Sir

Win. Gaston, Sir Hen. Grey, Sir Wm. A Pnrre, Sir Wm. Hilton,

Sir John Dawncye, Sir Th. Kitson, Sir Philip Bothe, Sir Th.

Bedingfild, Sir Hob. Drwrye, Sir Th. Tirrell, Sir Christ. Willow-

bye, Sir Arthur Hopton, Sir Anth. Wingfild, Sir Wm. Sidney, Sir

Th. Russhe, Sir Th. Baverston, Sir John Jarmey, Sir Rob. Cotton,

Sir Giles Alington, Sir Th. Eliot, Sir Ralph Langford, Sir Hen.

Sacheverell, Sir Arthur Ayre, Sir Hen. Sutton, Sir Anth. Babing-

ton, Sir Godfrey Fulgeambe, Sir John Gilford, Sir Edw. Asheton,

Sir Brian Tuke, Sir Geo. Grifithe, Sir Wm. Basset, Sir Wm.

Draycott, Sir Gilbert Talbot, Sir John Russell, Sir John Digbye,

Sir John Wye, Sir Th. Ptilteiiey, Sir John Villers, Sir John

Raynesford, Sir Wm. Pirton, Sir Giles Capell, Sir Th. Darcye,

Sir Clement Harlestone, Sir John Seyniclere, Sir Roger Townys-

end, Sir Jas. Bullaygne, Sir John Cunstable, Sir Rob. Cunstable,

Sir Ric. Tempest, Sir John Novell, Sir John Melton, Sir Wm.

Pickering, Sir Geo. Darcye, Sir Mnrm. Cunstable, Sir Jas. Strayng-

wishe, Sir Rob. Chamley, Sir John Cunstable, Sir Edm. Gorge,

Sir John Norris, Sir Th. Trenchet, Sir Win. Uvedale, Sir John

Horsey, Sir Giles Strangwiche and Sir Edw. Willowbyc.

Esquires for the Body ordinary : Sir Humph. Foster, Sir Ralph

Elderker, Geo. Harpar and Rob. Tirwit.

Esquires for the Body extraordinary .- Alex. Frogenall, Hen.

Beamonde, Ric. Hulse, John Rogers, Hen. Milborne, Wm. Sarving-

ton, Wm. Savadge, John Barton, Wm. Conycrs, Th. Neviell,

Rob. Sutton, Brian Tunstall, Edm. Knevet, John Moore, Fras.

Lovell, Th. Liegh, Win. Brereton, Ric. Dawne, Randall Mayno-

ryng, Th. Hasilberge, Wm. Chatwyn, John Verneham, Humph.

Ferris, Rob. Fulhurst, John Sowithe, Ric. Sowithe, John Hcn-

nyngnm, Ric. Lucas, Wm. Drewrye, John Awdeley, Leonell Nor

ris, John Fleinyng, John Hampden, Wm. Cope, Leonard Bede,

Rob. Cheynye, John St. John, Th. Morton, John Lieghe, John

Cheynye, Ric. Norris, Wm. Norris, Th. Poyuez, John Walshe,

Edm. Wix, Edw. Milles, Edm. Tame, Th. Novell, John Arnden,

Wm. Browghton, Wm. Stafford, Ric. Croftes, John Corbet, Geo.

Harbart, Ch. Harbart, Th. Morgan, John Egam, Edw. Wutton,

Wm. Jamyes, Ric. Bulkeley, Wm. aj> Robarttes, James Baskervild,

Ric. Sa]>cottes, Th. Tressam, Edw. Rateliff, Hon. Faiyugton, Wm.

Hansard, Roger Fenwike and Ralph Fcnwikc.

Gentlemen ushers ordinary : John Skidmore, Wm. Leighe,

Sir Wm. West, Eustace Siliard, John Copinger, Th. Gilford,

Hen. Parker, John Norris, Roger Boket, Win. Morris, Ric. Grene-

wey and Win. Raynysford.

Gentlemen ushers extraordinary : Hon. Bruges, John Norn's,

Bullocke, Gntholacko Overton, Leonard Poole, Hen. Knyght,

Th. Apguyllain, Th. Carmynall, John Trcvynyan, Wm. Goodol-

ffyn, Johu Milliton, Edw. Willowbye, Ric. Conway, Wm. Pering
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ton, Ric. Hirton, Edw. Fassell, John Shurbreke, Wm. Lieghe, Ric.

Banaster, Jas. Vaug[han], John Loid, Wm. Apmorgan, Walter

Harbar, Jas. Ap Grifllthe, Th. Jhonys, Philip Morgan, Jas. Lowder,

Maurice Loide, John Eton, Ric. Ciemet, Wm. Fisher, John Lane,

Ric. Knyghtley, Geo. Kyrkekam, Ric. Willowbye, Ric. Long,

Humph. Lisle, Ric. Gressam, Wm. Browne, Jasper Frylole, Ric.

Tate, Wm. Burche, John Goostwike, Ric. Waryner, Brooke,

Miles Forest, Edm. Golding and Walter Eustace.

Sewers for the Chamber ordinary : Roger Banbrigge, Jas.

Whitney, Anth. Isley, James Hill, John Barney and Ric. Gifford.

Sewers for the Chamber extraordinary : Win. Raynesford, Wm.

Morgan, Randall Alatt, Th. Dodmer, Davy Morgan, Hen. Sey-

moure, Wm. Jhonys, Morgan Wulffe, Th. Smythe, Ralph Cheve-

ncy, Humph. Neviell, Th. Yonge, Th. Welles, Edw. Cornewallis,

Rob. Draper, Ralph Jhonys, Ric. Staffordton, Walter Frost, Bar

ton Hasilrige and John Shirley.

Yeomen ushers ordinary : John Hollond, John Lane, Hen.

Bird . . . and John Wilisden.

The Wardrobe ordinary/ of Robes : John Parker, yeoman ;

John Saill, groom ; and Ralph Wurslee, page.

The Wardrobe ordinary/ of Beds : Rigley, yeoman; Wm.

Tillisley, groom ; Rob. Litley, groom ; and John Ridley, page.

Grooms of the Chamber ordinary : Ric. Ansam, Edw. Stan-

backe, John Ampthill, Hen. Annesley, Ric. Woodward, Walter Ap

Adam, Johu Curson, Conyngsbye, John Verney, Ric. Hogges,

Ric. Browne, John Trogmerton, Ric. Hayward, John Parkyns,

Johu Vaughan, Gryffithe Compton, John Apwilliams and Ric.

Smythe.

Grooms of the Chamber extraordinary : Barth. Wurley, John

Vaughan, Geo. Huntley, Wm. Asheley, Miles Forest and Rob.

Duffell.

Pages of the Chamber ordinary : Hen. Parker, Rowland Rigeley,

Wm. Rescomer and Edw. Scott.

Sergeants at arms ; kings at arms ; heralds at arms ; pursuivants

at arms ; messengers ; and yeomen ordinary of the Guard : not

named.

Pp. 18, slightly mutilated. Endd. : A book of the names of all

the King's officers and servants admitted and sworn to attend in

his grace's most honorable Chamber.

2736. Fees and Annuities paid by the King.

K. O. " [Annu]i[tates] .... Ducissas nunc concessa>. Luciaj

Browne Dominre Margaretns Mortymcr, de hasreditate

sua per annum, 661. 13*. 4d.'' To John Cutte, by right of his wife

Lucy, heir of Isabella, late Marchioness of Mountague, for one

year, 661. 13s. Ad. John Huddelston in right of his wife

heir of Isabella late Marchioness of Mountague, for one

year, 661. \Zs.Ad.

Fees and annuities granted by Henry VIT.—To Sir Th. Lovcll,

constable of the Tower, vice John Earl of Oxford, for life, 100/. as

constable of Nottingham Castle for lift, 26/. 13s. Ad. Sir Edw.

Darell, for life, 20/. Sir David Owen, chief carver, for life, 50/.

Sir Wm. Compton, verger at Windsor Castle, vice Hugh Denys,

for life, 18/. Sir John Heron, ranger of Waltham forest, for life,

6rf. a day. Sir Hen. Wyatt, clerk of the Jewel House, for life,

13/. 6s. 8rf. Thomas Lord Dacres, warden of the East Marches,

vice Thomas Lord Darcy, during pleasure, 114/. 13s. Ad. ; as lieute
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nant of the West Marches, during pleasure, 153/. 6*. 8d. Lieutenant

of the Middle Marches, vice Edw. Ratcliff and Roger Fenwyk,

during pleasure, 1 14/. 13s. 4<f. Sir Hen. Guldeford, master of the

» Horse, vice Sir Th. Brandon, for life, 40/. Sir Edw. Nevell, vice

Win. Vampage, sewer, for life, 33/. 6s. 8d. Sir Th. Nevell, coun

sellor, vice Edm. Dudley, during good behaviour, 66/. 13*. id. Sir

Wm. Syddeney, one of the squires of the Body, for life, 33/. 6s. 8d.

Sir Ric. Tempest, one of the squires of the Body, for life, 33/. 6s. 8rf.

Arthur Pole, squire of the Body, for life, 33/. 6s. 8d. Fras. Poyntz,

squire of the Body, for life, 33/. 6s. 8d. Nich. Carewe, cipherer,

vice Ric. Hastyngs, for life, 33/. 6s. 8d. Sir And. Windesore,

clerk of the Great Wardrobe, during pleasure, 300/. Johu

Shyrley, cofferer of the Household, during pleasure, 300/ ; for pro

viding for the festival of St. George at Windsor, during pleasure,

50/. Rob. Knollys, for life, 1 3/. 6s. 8d. John Mewtays, secretary

of the French tongue, for life, 40/. Ric. Eden, clerk of the Council,

vice Ric. Rydon, for life, 26/. 13s. 4d. Ric. Dycons, keeper of writs

in the Common Pleas, for life, 6/. 13s. 4d. Wm. Fermor, coroner,

for life, 10/. Th. Nevell, during pleasure, 20/. Valets and pages

of the Chamber, during pleasure, 100/. W. Cornyshe, master of

the children of the Chapel, vice W. Newark, during pleasure,

26/. 13s. Ad. Peter Narbone, late barber of Hen. VH., for life,

1 3/. 6s. 8d. Rob. Hasilrigge, yeoman of the Wardrobe in the Tower,

vice W. Smyth, 12d. a day, for life ; as keeper of the Garden at

the Tower, 6d. a day, during pleasure, 27/. 7s. 6d. John Pate,

vice Rob. Hasilrigge, keeper of the Wardrobe at Westminster,

removed to Richmond, for life, 12/. 3s. id. John Hunter, keeper

of the Household, Westminster, for life, 6/. 20d. Rob. Lytell,

keeper of the armoury, Windsor, vice Ralph Jenett, for life,

13/. 13s. 9d. John Burwell, plumber, I2d. a day, 18/. 5s. John

Gylmyn, vice Edw. Chamber, marshal of the minstrels, and seveu

other minstrels, during pleasure, 53/. 6s. 8d. John Thurstan,

master of the Barge, 7^d. a day, during pleasure. Wages of 20

men for attending to the barge, 20s. each a year. Wm. Gurre, vice

Ralph Pontewe, brigadier, during pleasure, 10/. John de Pounde,

armorer, during pleasure, 20/. Corn. Vande Strete, arras maker,

during pleasure, I2d. a day. John Englisshe and other players,

13/. 6s. 8d.

New hereditaments granted by Hen. VHI.—To Thomas Duke

of Norfolk, and his heirs male, 9/. 12s. 6$d.

New fees and annuities.—To Mary Redyng, for life, 50/. Marg.

Bryan, governess, otherwise " Lady Mestres" of the Princess, for

life, 50/. Anne Luke, for life, 20/. Alianore Verney, wife of

Sir Ralph Verney, Ben., for life, 20/. Dorothy Verney, for life,

13/. 6s. 8d. Eliz. Burton, for life, 13/. 6s.8rf. Eliz. Audeley,

for life, 10/. Alianore Knyvett, for life, 10/. Anne Hubberde,

for life, 5/. Thomas Lord Dacre, warden of the East and Middle

marches, during pleasure, 50/. 13s. 4rf. John Lord Gray,

brother of the Marquis of Dorset, during pleasure, 20/. Sir Th.

Nevell, councillor, during good behaviour, in addition to the annuity

granted by Hen.VIL, 33/. 6s. 8d. Sir. Hen. Wyatt, clerk of the

Jewel House, during good behaviour, 50/. ; during pleasure, 20/.

Sir H. Guldeforde, standard bearer, for life, 40/. Sir Edw. Guide-

ford, master of the armoury, for life, 31/. 18s. 9d. Ulnage in Kent

for 20 years, granted 1 March 7 Hen.VIII., 13/. 6s. 8rf. Sir Ralph

Eggerton, standard bearer, for life, 100/. Sir Christ. Garnyshe,
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for life, 30/. Sir Ralph Verney, for life, 50L Sir John Baker, for

life, 26/. 13s. Ad. Sir Wm. Fizwilliam and Sir John Carre, for

life, 40/. Sir Ric. Nevell, during pleasure, 20/. Sir John Nevell,

during pleasure, 26/. 13*. Ad. Sir Ralph Ellerker, during pleasure,

20/. Th. More, councillor, for life, 100/. Rob. Knollys, for life, in

addition to annuity granted by Hen. VII., 10/. 13*. Ad. Wm.

Cophyn, for life, 20/. Anth. Knyvett, during pleasure, 20/. Th.

Cheney, for life, 20/. John Porte, King's Solicitor, during good

behaviour, 10/. Jas. Worseley, keeper of the lions in the Tower,

for life, 18/. 5*. Nich. Jenyns,' King's leather dresser, for life, 1 8/. 5s.

John Mewtays, secretary in the French tongue, during pleasure, in

addition to annuity granted by Hen. VH., 26/. 13*. Ad. John Hop-

ton, keeper of the Storehouse at Erith and Deptford, \2d. a day, for

life. John Vereray, chief surgeon, for life, 26/. 13*. Ad. Marcellus de

la More, surgeon, for life, 26/. 1 3*. Ad. Forster, comptroller

of the works, \2d. a day, and 6d. a day for his clerk, during pleasure,

271. Is. 6d. Geo. Lorde, purveyor of works, 8<t. a day, during

pleasure. Ric. Babham, apothecary, for life, 10/. Hen. Suthworth

and Hen. Pvkeman, bowyers at the Tower, 6rf. a day for life. Corn.

Johnson, master smith at the Tower, vice Christ. Woodland, Sd. a

day, during pleasure. Th. Stockton, chief joiner at the Tower,

12d. a day, during pleasure. Edm. Trayforde, for life, 13/. 6*. 8d.

Wm. Vertue, master mason, 12d. a day, during pleasure. Wm.

Hylton, the King's tailor, for life, 18/. 5*. (ire margin, mortuus est).

John Hunte, keeper of the palace at Westminster, for life, in addi

tion to the annuity granted by Hen.VIL, 50*. 10<Z. Ric. Gybson,

for life, in addition to the annuity granted by Hen. VH., 3/. 18*. Ad.

Jas. de Watte, armorer, for life, 20/. Stephen Tosso, footman and

tumbler, for life 12/. 3*. Ad. John Segewyk, keeper of the woods

at Woodstock, during pleasure, 6/. 1*. 8d. Peter de Brecia, for life,

40/. Leonard Fryscobaldi and Anth. Cavallary, purveyors of gold

and1 silver cloths, for life, 20/. John Ryan, overseer of the King's

gardens, 8d. a day during pleasure. John Lee, blind, for life, 76*. £rf.

Nich. Major, cellarer, 12rf. a day for life. Wm. Ormeston, under

clerk to the Houses of Parliament, during pleasure, 100*. Rob.

Longe, messenger of the Chamber, for life, 12/. 3*. Ad. John

Power, messenger of the Chamber, for life, 6/. 13*. Ad. Ric.

Pynson, printer, for life, 4/. Nic. Hyde, for life, 10/. Th. Sperte,

vice Th. Woodelas, for life, 20/. Rob. Batys, master carpenter,

for life, 12/. 3*. Ad. John Englisshe and other players, in addition

to the old annuity, 13/. 6*. 8d.

To heralds and pursuivants, granted by HenryVH.—Th. Benolte,

Clarencieux, for life, 20/. Th. Walle, vice John Yonge, Norrey,

for life, 20/ John Pounde, Somerset, for life, 13/. 6*. 8d. John

Joyner, Richmound, for life, 13/. 6*. 8d. Lawrence de la Gatta,

vice Th. Halley, Rougecroix, for life, 10/. Ralph Lago, Blewmantell

pursuivant, for life, 10/.

Do. granted by Henry VHI.—Th. Tonge, Yorke herald, for

life, 13*. 6*. 8d. Wm. Jenyns, Lancaster, for life, 13/. 6*. 8d. Th.

Halley, Carlyle, for life, 13/. 6*. 8d. Ralph Jackson, Mountergule,

for life, 13/. 6*. 8d. Fras. Dyeux, Windsor, for life, 13/. 6*. 8d.

Rob. Fayre, Portcullis pursuivant, for life, 10/. Total, 163/. 6*. 8d.

To ecclesiastics, granted by Henry VH.,—Dr. Clerke, Dean of

the Chapel Royal, for Easter offerings, during pleasure, 33/. 6*. 8d.

Dr. Tunstall, Master of the Rolls, vice Dr. Yonge, during pleasure,

31/. 7*. 2d. The Friars Minors of Oxford, during pleasure,

33/. 6*. 8d. The Friars Preachers of Cambridge, during plea-
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sure, 16/. 13*. Ad. The Friars Minors there, during pleasure,

16/. 13*. Ad. The Friars Preachers, London, during pleasure, 20/.

The Hospit.il of St. Katharine, during pleasure, 73/. 4s. Miles

Wellen rector of the Chapel Royal at the. Tower, for lift-, 6/. 13*. Ad.

Win. Gyddyng, rector of Asshe, during pleasure, 5/. The Provincial

Chapter of the Friars Preachers, England, during pleasure, 20/.

The Abbot of Stratford Langthorn, during pleasure, 5/. The Lepers

of St. Giles, without London, during pleasure, 3/. The Boy Bishop

of St. Nicholas, St. Stephen's, Westminster, during pleasure, 20*.

To those in arms for the King's service, granted by Henry VII.

—Hugh Cholmeley, Hen. Strete, Wni. Butteler, Jas. Conyers,

John Ap Guylliams, Maurice Butteler, Th. Russhe, John Smythe,

John Jeffron, John Aimer, Th. Grecnway rice Ed. Griffith, dead :

aU12f/. a day for life.

Do. granted by Henry VIII.—.John Yerdeley, Wm. Bartylmewe,

Ambrose Braddcman, Th. Cotyngton, Th. Broke, David Cissill,

John Chamber, Peter Griffith, John Pylleston, John Aimer, Jas.

Ryvett, Th. Vaughan, John Thomas, Nich. Jackson, Wm. Keby,

Hen. Thorneton, Hen. Hyll, Wm. Wentworth, Edw. Skypwith,

Rob. Twyfordc, Walter Chalcott, Rob. Marbury, John Sabyn : all

\2d. a day for life.

To Yeomen of the Crown, granted by Henry VII Jas. Jenkyn

rice Rie. Smyth, Oliver Turnor, John Evan, John Amyas, John

Brereton, .John Forcle, Peter Watton, HughDj-e, Edm. Huntcwade,

Hugh Parker, John Brabyn, Wm. Haywod, John Jackson, Th. Ap

Guylliams, Wm. Dycheborne, Wm. a Lye, Th. Jackson : all 6d. a

day for life.

Do. granted by Henry VIII.—John Stanforde, John Worteley,

Th. Totheby, Wm. Stondon, John Trees. Wm. Pole, Roger Beke,

Bob. Nevell, John Rolte, John Clogge,. Hugh Ap Howell, John

Derston, John Parker, John David, Simon Burton : all 6d. a day

for life.

To Master of the Ordnance, clerks, &c. granted by Henry VII.—

Sir Wm. Skevyngton, Master of the Ordnance, vice Sir Sampson

Norton, for life, 36/. 10*. Win. Uxely, clerk of the Ordnance, rice

Win. Arehebold, 8c/. a day for life. Elias Hylton, yeoman of the

Ordnance, a'cc Rie. Smyth, 6d. a day for life. Rob. Fisher, Th.

Greves, John Falley, John Maier, Geo. Hughes, Hen. Pykeman rice

Roger Langlois, John Rolff vice Wm. Ive, gunners : all 6rf. a day

for life. Rie. Fawconer, gunner, 6d. a day, and 6d. a day for a man,

during pleasure. John Wystowe, Wm. Lecryand, Corn. Johnson,

gunners : all 6d. a day during pleasure. Granted by Henry VIII.

for life.—Sir Win. Skevyngton, Master of the Ordnance, for two

clerks under him, 18/. .j.v. Gunners, Nich. Love, 12d. a day ; Nich.

Ryng, 18f/. a day ; John Ilammonde, Sd. a day ; Th. Harte,

annuity, .)()/.; wages, 12d. a day ; Barnard de Valais, 12rf. a day;

Christ. Gibson, l'2d. a day ; David Ap Howell, \2d ; Peter Holme,

I2d. a day ; Cor. Vandertollen, I2d. a day ; John Kendall, Godfrey

Home, John Holme, Wm. Verbarte, Hen. Cotton and Wm. Horse-

ley : nil gunners at 8r/. a day.

To the Treasurer and the Barons of the Exchequer, granted by

HenryVII.—Th. Duke of Norfolk, Treasurer, during pleasure, 365/.

Sir W. Hody, Chief Baron of the Exchequer, 100/. Barth. Westby,

second Baron; Rob. Blagge, third L.iron; Ed. Denny, fourth Baron:

46/. 13*. Ad. e;i'jh, during pleasure. Sir Th. Lovell, Chancellor of

the Exchequer, fc;- life, 26/. 13*. Ad. Rob. Blagge, King's remeui-
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brancer, for life, 55/. 17*. Ad. John Smyth, Treasurer's remem

brancer, for life, 64/. 2*. 6d. Wm. Furdee, clerk of the Pipe, for

life, 47/. 19*. Id. Rob. Waleys, comptroller of the Pipe, during

pleasure, 14/. 14*. Id. Th. Tamworth, John Golding, Edw.

Chamber, John Geddeley, Geo. Dalyson, auditors of Exchequer

during good behavior, 10/. Th. Pymme, "oppositor forinsecus,"

during pleasure, l(i/. 13*. Ad. Th. Walsshe, clerk of estreats,

during pleasure, 15/. Wm. Yong, clerk of the Pleas, during plea

sure, 100*. Ric. Hyll, marshal, during pleasure, 100*. Th. Sa-

cheverell, clerk of the summons, during pleasure, 4/. John Moreyce,

chamberlain, in behalf of the Earl of Shrewsbury, and Leonard

Rede, for John Heron, during pleasure, 100*. John Forster and

John Copwood, secondaries for the King's remembrancer, during

pleasure, 8/. John Castell and John Dodde, secondaries for the

treasurer, during pleasure, 9/. Th. Caundisshe and John Pette,

secondaries for the Pipe, during pleasure, 10/. Usher of the Exche

quer, for travelling expenccs, wax, &c, for life, 32/. 14*. id.

Do. granted by Henry VIII.—Sir Edw. Belknapp, auditor,

during pleasure, 10/.

To chamberlains, under treasurers, and other officers of the receipt

of Exchequer, granted by Honry VII.—Geo. Earl of Shrewsbury

vice Giles Lord Dawbeney, and Sir John Heron vice Sir Sampson

Norton, chamberlains, 52/. 3*. Ad. each, for life. Sir John Cutte,

under-treasurer, during pleasure, 173/. 6*. 8d. John Hasylwod,

Rob. Fowler, Hen. Everard, John Jenyns, tellers, 31/. 13*. Ad. each,

during good behavior. Th. Danyell vice John Lewis, dead, writer

of tallies, during life, 41/. 13*. Ad. John Uvedale, vice Rob. Black-

wall, writer of the pells, for life, 17/. 10*. John Heron, cutter of

the tallies for Sir J. Heron, during pleasure, 10/. John Horde,

cutter of the tallies for the Earl of Shrewsbury, during plea

sure, 10/. John Dyggeby, writer of the counter roll for Sir J.

Heron, during pleasure, 6/. Edw. Pennant, same for Earl of

Shrewsbury, 67. Sir Wm. Compton, usher of the receipt, wages,

necessaries, &c, for life, 26/. 13*. Ad. Wm. Gylbert, porter of the

bag, for life, 6/. 6*. 8d., for providing parchment, for life 6/. 13*. Ad.

Four messengers, 6/. 16*. ltyd. each for life. Hen. Pemberton,

during pleasure, 100*.

Sum total, 7,170/. 13*. 6d.

Paper Roll.

2737. Tournat.

[Calig. E.i. ii.?] Commission appointing Wm. Blount Lord Mountjoy, and four

1. 193. others, a supreme court of justice at Tournay.

B. M. " Praecedens supreme curia? institutio consiliariis Regiis in dicto

ballivatu et prasdictte civitatis rectoribus visa est laudabilis. J.

Oston—Ronfief."

Lat., pp. 3, mutilated. Add. : To the King's good grace.

2738. Complaints of the English Merchants.

B. O. 1. Liberty of going where they please is taken from the English

merchants, and a new toll of 105af. each imposed.—2. A toll of Id.

is imposed on every lOOrf. of goods sent to Italy, Germany, or other

countries except England.—3. They are prevented from buying

and taking to England arms and other sorts of merchandise

4. The penalty for making a false declaration of the amount of goods

has been increased fourfold, and altered to confiscation.—5. Diffe

rent tolls are exacted for the same merchandise.—6. Arms and
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other merchandise collected in Italy, or elsewhere out of the imperial

jurisdiction, are not allowed to be exported.—7. The officers of the

customs do considerable damage by piercing sacks, &c. with iron

instruments.—8. Assizes on wine and beer.—9. A new tolL called

" Galeys Gelt," on laden ships.—10. And another, called " Ton

nage."—11. After paying tolls at Antwerp or Bruges, others are

demanded at Newport, Dunkirk, and Gravelyng.—12. Tolls called

"Roer Gelt," " Anchorage," " Balastage," and others.—13. " Swige

Toll" exacted from English ships driven by the weather into ports

of Holland, Flanders, Zealand, or Lower Germany, under pain of

confiscation.—14. They are prevented from making use of the

assistance of their own countrymen, and are obliged to use foreigners

at the markets, &c.—15. Goods are confiscated for want of a

passport, in cases where, by the treaty of intercourse, none is

required.—16. A new tax of 20d. a year on every resident English

man 17. A new toll exacted at Andalusia and Spain, of 20d. on

every ship, even if coming from Italy or the East, and forced to come

to shore by weather or want of water or victuals.—18. The Irish,

although sharers of all the privileges granted to the English by the

treaty of intercourse, pay the same tolls as other foreigners.—19.

English ships are seized in Andalusia to serve the Emperor. Some

have been kept unused for years on this pretext, and only released at

great expense.—20. The duty on bales of (hard-ware ?) (balarum de

baterie) has been increased from 6s. to 8$. Fl., and that on nails from

4rf. to Id. FL, per barrel.—21. At Antwerp, all the duties have been

doubled.—22. The same tolls are exacted at Brabant as in Zealand.

—23. The officer of Gheervliet exacts a new toll on ships driven

there by stress of weather.—24. English merchants are not allowed

to convey their goods from Antwerp, in ships belonging to any

other town.—25. A new toll, called " Bekonage," is exacted from

English sailors in Flemish ports, in addition to anchorage.—26. -\i

Antwerp they are compelled to pay according to weight for mer

chandise not ponderable.

I. at., pp. 3. Endd. : A breviatory of the generall greves.

2739. To Cuthbert Tunstal, Master of the Rolls.

8. B. Warrant to cancel 12 recognizances of 250 marks each, made by

Walter Dcvereux Lord Ferrers, 24 Oct. 6 Hen. VIII. to Sir Th.

Lovell and John Heron, for the payment of 24 sums of 100 marks

at Easter and Michaelmas, from 1515 to 1526 ; and a recognizance

of 100/. made by Lord Ferrers on the same day, for payment of

[100 marks] at Easter 1527. " Given at our manor ."

2740. For Rob. Kybk, yeoman of the guard in Tournay.

S. B. To have 41. for exercising the office of tipstaff of the nightly

privy watchword in Tournay, for two years without wages, having

been admitted to the office by Sir Edw. Poynynges, late lieutenant

of Tournay, and Lord Mountjoy, present lieutenant. The said 4/.

to be paid by Sir Ric. Jernyngham, treasurer of Tournay, who is to

pay him 40*. a year in future : in the same manner as Th. Vale,

now tipstaff at Calais.
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